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ABSTRACT: The ET polarity values of 4-[(1-methyl-4(1H)-pyridinylidene)ethylidene]-2,5-cyclohexadien-1-one,
better known as Brooker’s merocyanine, were collected in binary mixtures comprising a non-protic [acetonitrile,
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and acetone] and a protic (water, methanol, ethanol, propan-2-ol and butan-1-ol) solvent.
Data referring to mixed systems involving water and alcohols (methanol, ethanol, propan-2-ol and 2-methylpropan-2-
ol) were also collected. These data were used in the investigation of the preferential solvation of the dye. Each solvent
system was analyzed in terms of both solute–solvent and solvent–solvent interactions. These latter interactions are
responsible for the synergistic effects observed for the ET parameter in many binary mixtures. All data were
successfully fitted to a model based on solvent exchange equilibria, which allowed the separation of the different
contributions of the solvent species in the solvation shell of the dye. This model was then successfully applied to
explain the kinetic behavior of the methylation of sodium 4-nitrophenoxide in acetone–water mixtures. This result
suggests that this solvatochromic strategy can be successful in the analysis of many other solvent-dependent kinetic
and thermodynamic processes occurring in mixed solvents. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: solvent effects; synergism; preferential solvation; binary solvents; solvent–solvent interactions;
solute–solvent interactions; Brooker’s merocyanine; kinetic synergistic behavior
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Interest in physicochemical properties involving solute–
solvent interactions in mixed solvents has increased over
the past decade in view of their greater complexity in
comparison with pure solvents.1–5 This puzzling behavior
results from the combined effects of preferential solva-
tion (PS) of the solute by one of the components in the
binary mixture6,7 and of solvent–solvent interactions.8


Preferential solvation occurs when the polar solute has in
its microenvironment more of one solvent than the other,
in comparison with the bulk composition. The under-
standing of these phenomena may help in the elucidation
of kinetic, spectroscopic and thermodynamic events that
occur in solution.


In order to analyze different aspects of mixed solvents,
the UV–vis band of solvatochromic compounds is
generally studied. A very interesting example is Reich-
ardt’s betaine (1),1,4 which is one of the most commonly
employed solvatochromic dyes in studies involving
binary mixtures.9–13 Another well-known solvatochromic
dye is 4-[(1-methyl-4(1H)-pyridinylidene)ethylidene]-
2,5-cyclohexadien-1-one (2), better known as Brooker’s
merocyanine.3,14 It was recently suggested that 2 occurs
as a resonance hybrid, which is weighted toward the
dipolar form even in solvents presenting low dielectric
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constants.15 Despite the considerable number of experi-
mental and theoretical studies on the solvatochromic
behavior of 2,16 studies applying this dye to mixed
solvents are very scarce.17


Many examples in the recent literature illustrate the
influence of PS in kinetic processes occurring in mixed
solvents.18,19 Since most transition states in chemical
processes involve different charge separation in parts of
the molecule in comparison with the reactant species, it
is likely that PS of reactants or the transition state will
result from the action of one of the components in the
binary mixture and, as a result, this may influence the
reaction rate. Dawber et al.10 used this rationalization to
study the relationship between the PS, using a solvato-
chromic pyridinium betaine, and some solvolytic
processes in mixed solvents. For the processes analyzed,
PS was suggested as an important factor in the solvent-
dependent reaction rates.10 More recently, Mancini and
co-workers12 interpreted successfully solvent effects in
binary mixtures on the aromatic nucleophilic substitu-
tion reaction, by the comparison with the ET(30)
parameter in the same solvent mixtures. However, these
authors verified that the presence of a protic solvent in
the mixture strongly determines the solvent effects on
the reaction, making Reichardt’s betaine not generally
valid for interpreting the solvent effects under con-
sideration.12


In this paper, we describe the investigation of the PS
of dye 2 in binary mixtures comprising a non-protic
[acetonitrile, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and acetone]
and a protic (water, methanol, ethanol, propan-2-ol and
butan-1-ol) solvent. We also present data concerning
mixed systems involving water and alcohols (metha-
nol, ethanol, propan-2-ol and 2-methylpropan-2-ol).
The data obtained are explained based on solute–
solvent and solvent–solvent interactions Finally, the
solvatochromic strategy employed here was applied
to suggest an explanation for the rates of methylation
of sodium 4-nitrophenoxide in acetone–water mix-
tures.19


!+�*,(� $'� � ��*�� )'


The polarity and hydrogen bonding properties of several
solvents used in this work, represented by the normalized
Reichardt polarity scale ET


N1 and Kamlet–Taft �, � and
�* parameters,20 are summarized in Table 1. The solvents
can be separated into two groups. The first group
comprises non-protic dipolar solvents, which are very
good hydrogen bond acceptors (high � values) and poor
hydrogen bond donors (low � values). The other group
embraces protic solvents, which display strong hydrogen
bond donor capabilities. Table 1 shows also calculated
ET(BM) values for the solvents studied in this work.
These ET values agree very well with values found in the
literature.16e,17 A plot of the ET(BM) values as a function
of ET


N (not shown) is linear (r � 0.99), suggesting that
probes 1 and 2 are sensitive to similar solute–solvent
interactions in the media studied.


All data were arranged in the form of plots of the ET


values of 2 as a function of X2 (see below), the protic
solvent mole fraction for mixtures of protic solvents with
non-protic solvents, or water in its mixtures with
alcohols. These results were treated by considering the
following two-step solvent exchange model:


BM�S1�2 � 2S2 � BM�S2�2 � 2S1


BM�S1�2 � S2 � BM�S12�2 � S1


This model originated from a study by Skwierczynski and
Connors,21 and it has been successful in explaining the
solvation of pyridiniophenoxide 1 in many binary
mixtures.13 S1 and S2 represent the aprotic and the protic
solvent in the mixture, respectively. These two solvents
interact in order to yield a common structure S12 with
particular properties. The probe solvated by S1, S2 and
S12 is represented by BM(S1)2, BM(S2)2 and BM(S12)2,
respectively.


The two solvent-exchange processes shown above are
defined by PS parameters f2/1 and f12/1, which measure the


(���� �� /)
�����01 ���������� 
2 ��� �
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Solvent �a �*b �b �b ET
Na ET(BM)c


Acetonitrile 35.94 0.75 0.19 0.31 0.460 50.9
Dimethyl sulfoxide 46.45 1.00 0.00 0.76 0.444 50.3
Acetone 20.56 0.71 0.08 0.48 0.355 48.6
Water 78.30 1.09 1.17 0.18 1.000 64.4
Methanol 32.66 0.60 0.93 0.62 0.762 59.0
Ethanol 24.55 0.54 0.83 0.77 0.654 55.6
Butan-1-ol 17.51 0.47 0.79 0.88 0.602 53.6
Propan-2-ol 19.92 0.48 0.76 0.95 0.546 52.4
2-Methylpropan-2-ol 12.47 0.41 0.68 1.01 0.389 49.6


a Ref. 1.
b Ref. 20.
c This work.
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tendency of 2 to be solvated by solvents S2 and S12 with
respect to solvent S1:


f2�1 � �X2
L�X1


L���X2�X1�2 �1�
f12�1 � �X12


L�X1
L���X2�X1� �2�


where X1
L, X2


L and X12
L are the mole fractions of


components S1, S2 and S12 in the cybotactic region of 2,
respectively, and X1 and X2 are the mole fractions of the
two solvents in the bulk binary mixture.


The ET(BM) for a given mixture was considered equal
to the average of the ET(BM) values of solvents S1, S2


and S12 in the solvation shell of 2:


ET�BM� � X1
LET�BM�1 � X2


LET�BM�2


� X12
LET�BM�12 �3�


Substitution of Eqns (1) and (2) into Eqn. (3) resulted
in Eqn. (4), which relates the ET(BM) in a binary mixture
to the ET(BM) values of the two pure solvents:13


Thus, the experimental data for each binary mix-
ture were fitted through a non-linear regression to
Eqn. (4). The results are displayed in Table 2 and
show very good fits for all binary mixtures studied.
The ET(BM) values in Table 2 for the pure solvents
agree well with the experimental values given in
Table 1.


$�������-���� �������


Figure 1 depicts the variation in ET(BM) values as a
function of water mole fraction (X2) for alcohol–water
mixtures. Preferential solvation by the alcoholic compo-
nent in these mixtures was always observed, but they
change towards an ideal behavior in the alcohol-rich
region if the alcoholic cosolvent is changed from
methanol to propan-2-ol. This fact is reinforced by 2-
methylpropan-2-ol–water mixtures [Fig. 1(d)], since a
linear behavior in the alcohol-rich region up to
Xwater � 0.5 can be seen in these mixtures. It seems
probable from the results that the dye is solvated by the
alcoholic solvent in all mole fractions in water–methanol
mixtures. This occurs because, in the water-rich region,
water makes strong nets formed by hydrogen bonding,
which the cosolvent added is unable to disrupt. Thus,
water prefers interactions with itself and not with the dye.
In addition, the alcohol in the methanol-rich region is
present in great excess and can preferentially solvate the
solute, since the alcohol makes weak hydrogen-bonded


nets. If the alcoholic component in the mixtures is
changed to ethanol or propan-2-ol, the same behavior is
observed in the water-rich region. The approximation
towards an ideal trend observed in the alcohol-rich region
can be interpreted by the fact that the alcoholic cosolvent
present in great amount is able to make a hydrogen-
bonded complex with water and this S12 complex may be


(���� "� )��������� 
2 �4� -�	��0 ��5���� �� !3°�


Binary mixture ET(BM)1 ET(BM)2 ET(BM)12 f2/1 f12/1 SD


Methanol-water 58.9 64.4 64.2 0.01 0.34 0.002
Ethanol-water 55.6 64.4 57.4 1.23 5.62 0.005
Propan-2-ol–water 55.2 64.5 58.2 0.23 2.32 0.021
2-Methylpropan-2-ol–water 49.3 64.4 59.8 0.08 1.65 0.016
Acetonitrile–water 50.9 64.4 58.8 1.91 8.3 0.016
Acetonitrile–methanol 51.1 58.7 58.8 0.02 10.8 0.015
Acetonitrile–ethanol 51.1 55.6 56.1 0.52 17.6 0.004
Acetonitrile–propan-2-ol 50.9 52.4 54.2 4.37 20.4 0.004
Acetonitrile–butan-1-ol 51.0 54.0 55.1 3.79 21.9 0.008
DMSO–water 50.2 64.1 51.6 4.70 11.4 0.010
DMSO–methanol 50.2 59.0 53.5 6.01 7.69 0.003
DMSO–ethanol 50.4 55.8 54.6 2.26 3.28 0.003
DMSO–propan-2-ol 50.3 52.3 54.0 0.55 3.10 0.001
DMSO–butan-1-ol 50.2 53.6 54.3 0.97 4.86 0.003
Acetone–watera 48.5 64.6 58.8 3.01 9.54 0.063
Acetone–methanola 48.6 59.1 59.3 0.44 2.80 0.007
Acetone–ethanol 48.6 55.8 53.6 9.62 9.58 0.002
Acetone–propan-2-ol 48.6 52.4 51.5 151.9 3.50 0.003
Acetone–butan-1-ol 48.6 53.7 47.2 3430 171 0.003


a These parameters were obtained by using the spectroscopic data from Ref. 17.


ET�BM� � ET�BM�1�1 � X2�2 � ET�BM�2 f2�1X2
2 � ET�BM�12 f12�1�1 � X2�X2


�1 � X2�2 � f2�1X2
2 � f12�1�1 � X2�X2


�4�
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responsible for the solvation of the dye. Since methanol is
a very good hydrogen bond donor, this solvent is very
able to solvate specifically the merocyanine on its
phenoxide hydrogen acceptor group. However, the
capability of the alcoholic component to perform this
kind of solvation diminishes in the order methanol
� ethanol � propan-2-ol � 2-methylpropan-2-ol, which
is exactly the decreasing order of solvent hydrogen
bonding donation (see the � values in Table 1).
Simultaneously, this order corresponds to the increasing
order of solvent hydrogen bonding acceptance. In other
words, if the ability of the alcohol as a hydrogen bond
donor decreases, it becomes unable to solvate the dye
specifically, but its capability to form a hydrogen-bonded
complex with water increases. This complex, S12, can
then efficiently solvate the solute.


$����
�����!). �������


Plots showing the variation in ET values for dye 2 as a


function of X2 values are depicted in Fig. 2. It may first be
noted that the acetonitrile–water plot shows a sigmoidal
shape [Fig. 2(a)]. This behavior is commonly found in the
literature,4d,6d,13 meaning that 2 is preferentially solvated
by water in the acetonitrile-rich region and, although to a
minor extent, by acetonitrile in the water-rich region.
This occurs because in the water-rich region, the
hydroxylic solvent forms a strong net of hydrogen-
bonded water molecules, and the resulting hydrophobic
effect is responsible for closing together the molecules of
acetonitrile and the solute. On the other hand, in dilute
aqueous solutions, water molecules are relatively free to
interact with the phenoxide group of 2 through hydrogen
bonding.


For all other mixtures [Fig. 2(b)–(e)], PS by the protic
component of the mixture was also observed, but with an
interesting particularity: with the exception of methanol–
acetonitrile, all other mixtures display a synergistic
behavior, since the ET values for the mixed solvents are
greater than for the pure components. The term ‘syner-
gism’ was first proposed by Koppel and Koppel in studies
involving solutions of pyridiniophenoxide 1 in binary
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mixtures in which the ET(30) values are higher than those
for the pure solvents present in the mixtures.22 The
synergistic behavior observed here may result from an
interaction through hydrogen bonding between the protic
and the non-protic components of the mixture, yielding
S12 species. These species are more polar than the
individual solvents, being responsible for the observed
trends. It is apparent from the plots in Fig. 2(c)–(e) that
synergism increases with a change from ethanol to butan-
1-ol. These observations can be interpreted through the
fact that the synergistic pattern is accentuated if the
polarities of the pure solvents are more similar. In
addition, the results suggest that the interaction that
yields S12 species is achieved by more than hydrogen
bonding, since the order of the increase in synergism is
the opposite to that for the hydrogen donor ability of the
alcohols. Thus, the two solvents interact also by
solvophobic interactions, which are expected to increase
with an increase in the length of the alkyl group of the
alcohol. These interactions, in addition to hydrogen
bonding, seem to be very important in the solvation of the
dye, which despite being dipolar also presents a
hydrophobic nature.


�#�)�!). �������


Figure 3 shows the influence of the protic cosolvent on ET


values in their mixtures with DMSO. Preferential
solvation by DMSO in its aqueous mixtures was
observed, and this reflects the fact that water, a highly
structured solvent, allows the ‘free’ molecules of DMSO
to solvate the dye. In methanol and ethanol mixtures [Fig.
3(b) and (c)], PS by the alcoholic cosolvent was
observed, because these protic solvents are less structured
than water and they are able to solvate 2 through
hydrogen bonding. A synergistic behavior was observed
in propan-2-ol and butan-1-ol mixtures [Fig. 3(d) and
(e)], evidencing the presence of more polar S12


aggregates in the solvation shell of the dye.


$����
��!). �������


The solvatochromic behavior of 2 in acetone mixtures is
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shown in Fig. 4. The data for the water and methanol
mixtures were obtained from the literature.17 Preferential
solvation by water was observed in the acetone-rich
region and by acetone in the water-rich region in
acetone–water mixtures (see the explanation above).
For all other acetone mixtures studied, PS by the protic
cosolvent was observed. Since the alcohols do not form
hydrogen bonding nets as strong as those observed in
water, the non-protic cosolvent can easily break them.
Hence the alcohols solvate the dye better even in the
protic component rich region. The ability of the alcoholic
component to solvate the dye increases in the order
methanol � ethanol � propan-2-ol � methylpropan-2-ol,
which is the decreasing order of solvent acidity (see the �
values in Table 1). With the diminution of the ability of
the alcohol to interact with other alcoholic molecules,
because the hydrogen bonding is weakened, these
molecules can interact more strongly with acetone
molecules and also with the dye. In addition, if the
alcoholic component is more hydrophobic, such as in the
case of 2-methylpropan-2-ol, it is more able to interact
with the hydrophobic merocyanine through hydrophobic
interactions.


The treatment of experimental data by the use of Eqn.
(4) allows the separation of the contributions of solvents


S1, S2 and S12 in the solvation shell of the probe. As an
example, a species distribution diagram is shown in Fig. 5
for the solvation of 2 in acetone–water mixtures by the
use of the parameters in Table 2 and with the help of Eqns
(1) and (2). Figure 5 also depicts the species distribution
for Reichardt’s dye (1) in acetone–water mixtures. ET


values for this dye in relation to different X2 values were
collected from the literature13a and were fitted to Eqn.
(4).22 These diagrams illustrate well the importance of
the local mole fractions of the S12 species in the solvation
of the probes. The greatest contribution of X12


L in these
mixtures is verified as X2 = 0.55 for dye 1, and for dye 2
this value was 0.40.


$�������
 �� ��� 2� �����


Chemical probes may provide a very important tool in the
study of kinetic processes occurring in mixed solvents. If
there is a structural similarity with a reactant in a given
process, it may be expected that the ‘reportage’
performed by the probes in their microenvironment
corresponds to the solvation of the reactant in the process
under consideration. Recently, the rate constants of the
SN2 reaction of sodium 4-nitrophenoxide and iodo-
methane were determined in acetone–water mixtures
(Scheme 1). The rate–X2 (mole fraction of water) profile
shows that the reaction strongly depends on the medium
(Fig. 6).19
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The highest rate constant was recorded in pure acetone
and a minimum occurred at X2 = 0.4, whereas the
observed second-order rate constants increase again in
the water-rich region. The kinetic synergistic feature of
this profile was interpreted as resulting from specific and
non-specific solute–solvent interactions.19 These data
find parallelism with the work of Mancini et al.,23 which
involved kinetic studies on aromatic nucleophilic sub-
stitution reactions, more specifically the reaction of 1-
fluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene with morpholine or piperidine
as the nucleophile. A kinetic synergism in mixtures of
ethyl acetate with chloroform or dichloromethane has
been observed.23


In the light of the PS model applied here, three
possibilities can be proposed for the solvation of 4-
nitrophenoxide (or the dyes): phenoxide–S1, phenoxide–
S2 and phenoxide–S12. It could be considered that the
hydrogen bonding donor ability of S12 would be in
principle greater than in pure water, since the � value for
acetone (0.48) is greater than that for water (0.18), which
would make the complex (CH3)2C=O���HOH more
acidic than pure water. However, this is not apparent
from the collected ET parameters, because of the order
obtained for the two dyes studied: ET(dye)1 � ET(dye)12


� ET(dye)2 demonstrates that complex S12 is in principle
less polar than the protic solvent. On the other hand, a
minor reactivity for the phenoxide solvated by S12 can be
expected, since a steric effect caused by the methyl
groups in the acetone moiety in S12 may occur, and this
makes the reaction of the phenoxide as nucleophile
difficult. Since the greater contribution of X12


L in these
mixtures for the more hydrophilic dye 2 is observed when
the X2 value is close to 0.4, these data can explain the
minimum in the kinetic profile being exactly in this
region (Fig. 6) and the synergism observed. It may be also
observed that the maximum X12


L value for the more
hydrophobic dye 1 does not fit the kinetic profile. This
may be due to the lack of structural similarity when dye 1
is compared with the hydrophilic nucleophile 4-nitro-
phenoxide.19


�)'�,*� )'�


The preferential solvation of dye 2 in mixed binary
solvents is determined by solute–solvent and solvent–
solvent interactions. Solvents such as acetonitrile, DMSO
and acetone are able to form strong hydrogen bonds with
protic solvents. These hydrogen-bonded complexes are
responsible for the observed synergistic effects in many
of the studied curves. The two-step solvent exchange
model of Skwierczynski and Connors,21 which was
employed by Rosés and co-workers to describe the PS
of pyridiniophenoxide 1 in many solvent mixtures,13 was
successfully fitted to all binary systems studied here.


Finally, in the same manner that a mixed solvent S12 in
the microenvironment of 2 may be responsible for the


synergy observed in many of the mixtures studied here, it
might also exert an influence on kinetic and thermo-
dynamic processes. Thus, we used the model employed
here in order to separate the different contributions of S1,
S2 and S12 in the solvation of the dye, and this
solvatochromic strategy was successful in analyzing the
influence of the medium on a determined kinetic process.
This analysis, of course, has some limitations mainly
because in a kinetic process the solvent interacts with
reactants and transition state, instead of only the dye.
Despite these restrictions, however, the rationalization
presented here may be also important in the elucidation
of a large number of other physical-chemical processes
occurring in mixed solvents.
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���������	 All solvents were of HPLC grade and were
purified following methodology described in the litera-
ture.24 Deionized water was used in all measurements.
This solvent was boiled and bubbled with nitrogen and
kept in a nitrogen atmosphere to avoid the presence of
carbon dioxide. Dye 2 was synthesized according to the
method described in the literature,25 recrystallized three
times from hot water and dried under vacuum: yield,
89.6% (lit.25 86.3%); m.p. 220°C (lit.25 220°C). 1H NMR
(200 MHz, DMSO-d6): � (ppm) 3.90 (3H, s), 6.08 (2H, d,
J = 8.7 Hz), 6.45 (1H, d, J = 15.1 Hz), 7.29 (2H, d,
J = 8.7 Hz), 7.49 (2H, d, J = 6.7 Hz), 7.65 (1H, d,
J = 15.1 Hz), 8.11 (2H, d, J = 6.9 Hz).



���� ������������	 Binary mixtures were prepared
by weighing the solvents and final values were expressed
in terms of the protic cosolvent mole fraction (X2). The
following procedure is typical for all experiments
performed. A 5.3 	 10�3 mol l�1 stock solution of 2
was prepared in anhydrous ethanol, then 34 �l of this
stock solution were transferred into two 10 ml volumetric
flasks. After evaporation of the ethanol, the probe was
solubilized in the pure solvents, resulting in a final
concentration of 1.8 	 10�5 mol l�1.


Binary mixtures were prepared from these stock
solutions by weighing the solvents in a quartz cuvette.
In order to deprotonate the dye, 2 �l of a 0.2 mol l�1


tetraethylammonium hydroxide aqueous solution were
added to the cuvette. It was observed that this very small
amount of added water did not interfere in the UV–vis
band of 2. The UV–vis experiments were recorded on a
HP 8453 spectrophotometer at 25°C, using a 1 cm square
cuvette. The maxima on the UV–vis spectra were
calculated from the first derivative of the absorption
spectrum. The �max values thus obtained were trans-
formed into ET(BM) values, according to the expression
ET(BM) = 28590/�max.


����������� �������	 The parameters ET(BM)1,
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ET(BM)2, ET(BM)12, f2/1 and f12/1 (see above) were
calculated from non-linear regressions using the ORIGIN
5.0 program.
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ABSTRACT: The dynamic and static dipole polarizabilities of 2-methythiophene (2MT) and 3-methylthiophene
(3MT) molecules were investigated using refractometric and theoretical calculations. The experimental properties
were studied within the Garito and Singer approach for dilute CCl4 and CH3CN solutions. The local field effects were
tested with the Onsager and Lorentz local fields. The static dipole polarizabilities of 2MT and 3MT were obtained
from extrapolation to zero frequency of the corresponding dispersion Cauchy-type curves, which gave a monotonic
increase as a function of the squared frequency. The differences between these curves were analyzed as a function of
the solvent effects and the local fields. The theoretical static properties were evaluated by using ab initio (Hartree–
Fock) and density functional theory (DFT) (BLYP and B3LYP) methods with the 6–31 � G(d,p), 6–
311 �� G(3d,3p) and Sadlej basis sets. The dynamic polarizabilities were calculated with the time-dependent
Hartree–Fock (TDHF) approach and the 6–31 � G(d,p) and Sadlej basis sets. In order to make a comparison with the
experimental results, the solvent effects were studied at the TDHF level in both CCl4 and CH3CN solvents and the
Onsager model. The calculations were performed with fully optimized geometries. The experimental values of the
static dipole polarizabilities of the 2MT and 3MT were determined as 1.129 � 10�21 and 1.140 � 10�21 esu,
respectively, whereas the corresponding B3LYP/6–311 �� G(3d,3p) values were 1.151 � 10�21 and 1.139 � 10�21


esu, respectively. Additionally, for the B3LYP/Sadlej method the corresponding values were 1.176 � 10�21 and
1.174 � 10�21 esu, respectively. In general, there was good agreement between the experimental and the DFT
theoretical results. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: methylthiophenes; dipole polarizability; solvent effects; electric local fields
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The field of linear and non-linear optical properties of
molecules and polymers with delocalized �-electron
systems has received considerable attention from both
experimental and theoretical points of view during recent
years.1 Polythiophenes have a very special position in
this respect, because these compounds are the starting


point materials for the design of new electronic devices
with technological applications. Despite the significant
progress that has been achieved in the relations between
the optical properties and electronic nature of these
materials, the electronic structure of polythiophene and
similar polymers has been difficult to study experimen-
tally. However, monomer and oligomer ‘building block’
units are selected as samples, and their properties are
often extrapolated to real polymers.2,3 In this context, the
determination of the optical response properties of
thiophenes and their methyl derivatives are very
important for understanding the electronic features of
large molecules containing thiophenic units such as
polythiophenes. Therefore, a knowledge of the linear
response of electronic systems toward an external electric
field can provide detailed information about the electro-
nic structure of these molecules that can be extrapolated
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to large systems.4,5 In fact, the molecular dipole
polarizability � is a fundamental property of the matter.
It describes the deformability of the charge distribution of
an electronic system under the influence of a weak
external electric field. This property, which can be
determined experimentally and calculated theoretically,
gives valuable information about the �-electron deloca-
lization in conjugated molecules such as thiophenes.6 The
polarizability is measured experimentally at the frequen-
cies of the external field, and it is referred as the dynamic
polarizability, whereas the static property is obtained by
extrapolating the dynamic polarizability to zero fre-
quency. The behavior of the polarizability in the regime
of frequencies is well known as the dispersion of the
polarizability referred as the Cauchy curve.


The optical properties of thiophene have been exten-
sively studied, both experimentally and theoretically.6–9


However, little is known about its methyl derivatives,
such as 2- and 3-methylthiophene. In fact, 3-methylthio-
phene (3MT) is the monomer species of regioregular (RR)
and regiorandom (RRa) substituted polythiophene poly-
mers, such as poly(3-methylthiophene) (P3MT). In
particular, the (RR)-(P3MT) polymers form thin films
with nanocrystalline lamellae with high hole mobilities,
that are used to build integrated circuits.10 In these
compounds, the role of intermolecular interactions and
the frequency dependence of the polarizability are
unknown in solution, and no experimental measurements
in solution and theoretical calculations on these electronic
properties have been reported so far. The frequency
dependence of the polarizability is important in many
areas of chemical physics and physical chemistry, and has
been related to concepts of chemical interest such as
hardness, aromaticity and electronegativity.6–8,11


In order to gain an insight into the electronic properties
of alkylthiophenes, we report the first measurement of the
static and dynamic electronic mean polarizability and the
dispersion of the polarizability of 2- and 3-methylthio-
phene compounds in solution, by using refractometric
techniques. For these molecules we have studied the effect
of solvents on their polarizabilities using CCl4 and CH3CN
as solvents. Furthermore, we have performed theoretical
calculations on the geometries, dipole moments and the
static dipole polarizability at ab initio CPHF12 and
TDHF13 levels of theory with standard14 and polarized
Sadlej15 basis sets. Exchange and electron correlation
effects on these properties were taken into account using
density functional theory (DFT) methods with the BLYP
and B3LYP schemes.16 Finally, in order to make a
comparison with the experimental dynamic properties, the
theoretical solvent effects of CCl4 and CH3CN solvents on
the polarizability of 3MT were evaluated with the TDHF
method using the local field of the Onsager model.17


The accuracy of the theoretical and experimental
methodologies used here was tested for the dipole
polarizability determination of dibenzothiophene mol-
ecule in solution.18 The difference between the measured


and calculated static dipole polarizability for this mol-
ecule lies within a 3% experimental error. We expect the
same accuracy for the results reported in the present work
for 2MT and 3MT compounds.


.&2+/� �#0 32.&+0�
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The molecular dipole polarizability � is the linear
response of a molecular electronic distribution to the
action of an external electric field (�). Such an external
field induces charge rearrangements that are reflected in
changes in the permanent molecular dipole moment (�e)
according to the equation18


�e��� � �e�� � 0� � �� � �1�2����2


� �1�3����3 � � � � �1�


where �e(� = 0) is the dipole moment without perturba-
tion, � is a second-rank tensor that represents the dipole
polarizability and the higher order tensors are the first and
second hyperpolarizabilities, respectively. Similarly, a
Taylor expansion for the energy E of the system has been
defined in terms of the dipole polarizabilities and the field
� as


E��� � E�0� � �� � �1�2���2


� �1�6���3 � �1�24���4 � � � � �2�


where E(0) is the unperturbed energy. In polarizability
studies, the quantities of experimental interest are the
mean polarizability �ave:


�ave � 	�
 � 1�3��xx � �yy � �zz� �3�
and the polarizability anisotropy ��:


�� � ��1�2����xx � �yy�2 � ��xx � �zz�2


� ��yy � �zz�2�1�2
�4�


The mean dipole polarizability can be experimentally
determined from the refractive index (�) of a gas
according to the equation


� � 1 � 2�	�
�
kBT


�5�


where � is the pressure, kB the Boltzmann constant and T
the thermodynamic temperature. Equation (5) has been
derived with the assumption that the individual molecules
do not interact with each other. However, in the
condensed phase the molecular interaction should be
considered. In this case, each molecule is polarized by the
external field and the field due to the surrounding
molecules. The resultant field is referred as the local
field (F), and is expressed in terms of the dielectric
polarization (P) as


F � E � 4�LP �6�
where L is the dimensionless Lorentz factor that depends
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on the structure of the phase, and it is a tensor of which
three principal components have a value of 1/3 for cubic
and isotropic phases, giving the Lorentz local field:


F � E � 4�
3


P �7�
From this equation, it is possible to derive the Lorenz–
Lorentz equation:


�2 � 1
�2 � 2


� 4�
3


N	�

V


�8�


which gives an expression for the mean molecular dipole
polarizability ���, and where N is the number of
molecules in a volume V. For molecules with a
permanent dipole moment (�e), it is necessary to take
into account the orientational polarization. The resulting
Debye equation:


M
	



r � 1

r � 2


� 4�NA


3
	�
 � �2


e


3kBT


� �
�9�


permit the polarizabilities ��� and dipole moment �e to be
determined from measurements of the relative per-
mittivity �r and the density � as a function of the tem-
perature T.19 M is the molar mass and NA is Avogadro’s
constant. The application regime for this equation is
only for pure compounds.


2�
��	���� �������������


It is well known that the dipole polarizability is
determined at electric fields that depend on the frequency
and the dynamic property is obtained. In the range of
optical frequencies, Eqn. (9) is converted into Eqn. (8).
For binary mixtures, such as solvent and solute, the
equation of Garito and Singer can be derived as20


4�
3


NA�
e
2��� �


3M2


	1��2
1��� � 22


��2���
�w


� �
0


� M2
1
	1


� �V
�w


� �
0


� � �2
1��� � 1


�2
1��� � 2


� � �10�


where w is the weight fraction of solute, �(�) and �1(�)
are


the refractive indices of solution and solvent at optical
frequency (�), respectively, �1 is the density of the
solvent, NA is Avogadro’s number, M2 is the molecular
weight of the solute, V is the specific volume of solution
and �e


2��� is the average of the molecular electronic
dynamic polarizability of the solute. This equation
assumes that the solute and solvent are not interacting
and, therefore, the different molecular polarizations are
additive. To obtain the static mean molecular electronic
polarizability, the polarizability is treated as a fre-
quency-dependent quantity and calculated at different
wave-numbers, and the limit is obtained from an
extrapolation to zero frequency (infinite wavelength)


of the plot between the dynamic mean polarizability
�e


2���and the wavenumber, �. This relationship, called
the Cauchy-type dispersion curve, gives the dispersion
of the polarizability as a function of the frequency of the
field and allows for the extrapolation of the electronic
part of this property, the limit value of which is the static
dipole polarizability. Contributions from infrared-active
modes (vibrational polarizability) are not considered
here.21


2�
��	���� 	�����


The dispersion curves were determined with the
refractometric technique of Garito and Singer [Eqn.
(10)] and the static polarizability was evaluated from
extrapolation of these curves to zero wavenumber. The
refractive index � of both solvent and solution were
measured with Bellingham � Stanley high-resolution
ABBE 60/LR and 60/LR refractometers with a CCD
camera, thermostated on an LAUDA RM6 at 20°C
(�0.1°C). Sodium, mercury and cadmium spectral
lamps were employed in the wavelength range 435.8–
643.8 nm. Densities � were measured on an Anton Paar
DMA-5000 densitometer.


2MT and 3MT were purchased from Aldrich and
purified rigorously prior to use. Carbon tetrachloride
(Merck) and acetonitrile (Aldrich) were employed as
solvents after drying over a CaCl2 bed and storage over a
molecular sieve. The concentration range used was
0.207–1.035 M.


For the determination of the dynamic polarizabilities
of 2MT and 3MT, the Lorentz–Lorentz19 and Onsager22


local field factors were employed within the Garito and
Singer approximation [Eqn. (10)]. For the molar refrac-
tion and the Lorentz–Lorentz local field, Eqn. (10)
remains unaltered. However, for the Onsager factor, Eqn.
(10) at the infinite dilution limit becomes


NA


M2
�e


2���
�2


1�����2
2��� � 2


2�2
1��� � �2


2���
� �


� 1
4�	1


��2���
�w


� �
w�0


� �2
1��� � 1


4�
�V
�w


� �
w�0


� �2
1��� � 1
4�	1


� �2
1��� � 1
4�	1


1
3�2


1���
� �


��2���
�w


� �
w�0
�11�


where w is the solute weight fraction, �(�), �1(�)
and �2(�)


are the refractive indices at the optical frequency (�) of
the solution, solvent and solute, respectively, �1 is the
density of the solution, M2 is the solute molecular weight,
V is the specific volume of solution, NA is Avogadro’s
number and �e


2��� is the electronic part of the mean
dynamic polarizability of a molecule of solute. In this
case, the �2(�)


values determined in the present work for
pure 2MT and 3MT agree very well with previous values
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reported in the literature for these compounds.23 To
minimize specific solute–solute interactions, the slopes of
the dispersion curves were determined at infinite dilution,
where it is assumed that no significant interactions
between the solute and solvent occur, and therefore the
molecular polarizations are additive. The reproducibility
of the experimental parameters, and those from the
corresponding slopes of the concentration dependence for
the resultant data, is very high and the uncertainties in the
dynamic mean electronic polarizabilities obtained in this
work were in the range 0.6–1.1%.


To obtain the static mean molecular electronic
polarizability, this property was treated as a fre-
quency-dependent quantity and calculated at different
wavelengths according to Eqns (10) and (11). The
long-wavelength limit can be obtained from an
extrapolation of the frequency dependence of the mean
polarizability �e


2��� of the Cauchy-type dispersion
curve to zero wavenumber. This dispersion curve
allows only for an extrapolation of the electronic part
of the polarizability. Contributions from infrared-
active modes (vibrational polarizability) are not
covered by these equations.7,21


.�������� ������������


Theoretical calculations of the geometries and the static
dipole polarizabilities of 2MT and 3MT were performed
as support for the experimental determinations. The
calculations were carried out at the Hartree–Fock CPHF
SCF-MO12 and the time-dependent Hartree–Fock13


levels, by using the standard 6–311 �� G(3d,3p)14 and
the specialized basis sets of Sadlej.15 These basis sets
have shown good performance for polarizability calcula-
tions.18,24 However, for this kind of property, we took
into account the electron correlation effects by using DFT
methods with the BLYP and B3LYP hybrid schemes.16


Recently, it has been shown that B3LYP approach is able
to give accurate values of static dipole polarizabilities for
conjugated molecules.18,24 The calculations were carried
out with the Gaussian quantum chemistry package.25 The
CCl4 and CH3CN solvent effects and the dynamic effects
in 3MT were accounted for in the dipole polarizability of
this compound by using the Onsager model17 within the
TDHF method and the 6–31 � G(d,p) and the Sadlej
basis sets. These TDHF calculations were performed with
the Gamess program.26


/2�1'.� �#0 0-�$1��-+#


2�
��	���� ������


Tables 1 and 2 give the results of the experimental
measurements of the dynamic electronic polarizabilities
for 2MT and 3MT in dilute solutions of CCl4 and CH3CN
solvents, respectively. These tables display the dynamic
results of the average electronic dipole polarizabilities
�e


2���, obtained from the Lorentz [Eqn. (10)] and
Onsager [Eqn. (11)] local fields, in the range of optical
frequencies represented as wavenumbers, for the 2MT
and 3MT molecules. The corresponding dispersion
Cauchy curves of �e


2���for these compounds in solutions
of CCl4 are displayed in Fig. 1 and the corresponding
results in CH3CN solution in Fig. 2. These dispersion
curves, in the different solvents and with the local fields,
show a monotonic increase in the electric polarizability
with increase in wavenumber, where the frequency
dependences on the electronic part of the mean polariz-
ability �e(�) follow Cauchy-type curves. It is observed
that �e


2��� is a function of the square of frequency, �2 (see
Figs 1 and 2). A fit of this kind of curve allows for a
precise extrapolation of the dynamic mean dipole
polarizability to the static one at zero wavenumber that
will be referred as �e


2�0�.The corresponding static values


.��� "� �2���� 
�
����� ������(�������
� �3 "�1 ��	 0�1 �� ���4 ��������
�


Frequency � (�m�1)


2MT 3MT


�e
2���(10�23 esu)b �e


2���(10�23 esu)c �e
2���(10�23 esu)b �e


2���(10�23 esu)c


2.294631 1.226 1.227 1.227 1.227
1.966182 1.197 1.198 1.198 1.199
1.831166 1.188 1.188 1.189 1.190
1.696065 1.178 1.178 1.181 1.181
1.553277 1.170 1.170 1.174 1.174
0.00 1.130


1.119d
1.128 1.147


1.119e, 1.149f 1.107g
1.141


a T = 20 � 0.1°C, (�V/�w)0 = 0.3543 � 0.003, 	1 = 1.5940 g cm�3.
b Eqn. (10) using Lorentz local field.
c Eqn. (11) using Onsager local field.
d Neat 2-MT (Ref. 23a).
e Neat 3-MT (Ref. 23a).
f Empirical method, �(ahp) (Ref. 29).
g Empirical method, �(ahc) (Ref. 29).
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are reported in Table 1 for CCl4 and for CH3CN in Table
2. In particular, the values of �e


2�0�for 2MT in CCl4 are
1.130 � 10�23 esu (Lorentz local field) and 1.128
� 10�23 esu (Onsager local field). These values are
comparable to the experimental value for neat 2MT of
1.119 � 10�23 esu. For 3MT, the corresponding values of
�e(0) are 1.147 � 10�23 and 1.141 � 10�23 esu, respec-
tively, and that for neat 3MT is 1.119 � 10�23 esu.
Furthermore, the corresponding static values of �e(0) for
2MT and 3MT in CH3CN solvent with the Lorentz field
are 1.135 � 10�23 and 1.141 � 10�23 esu, whereas for
the Onsager field, the corresponding values are
1.123 � 10�23 and 1.131 � 10�23 esu. It is important to
note that the values of the dipole polarizabilities of neat
2MT and 3MT were obtained from extrapolation of the
molar refraction dynamic values in the literature.23


From the results in Fig. 1, it can be seen that the
dynamic dipole polarizabilities of 2MT and 3MT in the
non-polar solvent are slightly affected by the nature of the
local fields, mainly at lower wavenumbers and the static


case, where the effects of the local fields are greater
than for higher wavenumbers. However, the differences
between these effects are less than 0.5% for both
molecules in the static region. In this region, the dipole
polarizability of 3MT is relatively higher than that of
2MT. For higher wavenumbers in CCl4 solvent, the �e


2���
value for 2MT approaches the 3MT polarizability. This
tendency is independent of the local fields considered and
tends to the value of 1.227 � 10�23 esu.


The dynamic dipole polarizabilities of 2MT and 3MT
in CH3CN solvent are reported in Table 2, and the
corresponding dispersion curves are depicted in Fig. 2.
The behavior of this property for the molecules studied in
CH3CN is different from that observed with CCl4 solvent.
Figure 2 shows the polarizability dispersion curves of
2MT and 3MT, where the differences between these
properties can be observed, mainly in the region of lower
and higher wavenumbers. The effect of the local fields is
observed in the overall range of wavenumbers. In
particular, for the intermediate optical region of 1.5–
2.0 �m�1, the polarizabilities of 2MT and 3MT are


.��� �� �2���� 
�
����� ������(�������
� �3 "�1 ��	 0�1 �� �50�$ ��������
�


Frequency � (�m�1)


2MT 3MT


�e
2���(10�23 esu)b �e


2���(10�23 esu)c �e
2���(10�23 esu)b �e


2���(10�23 esu)c


2.294631 1.229 1.215 1.236 1.223
1.966182 1.203 1.190 1.205 1.192
1.831166 1.194 1.182 1.194 1.182
1.696065 1.185 1.173 1.185 1.172
1.553277 1.177 1.165 1.177 1.165
0.000 1.135 1.123 1.141 1.131


a T = 20 � 0.1°C, (�V/�w)0 = �0.5584 � 0.004, 	1 = 0.781983 g cm�3.
b Eqn. (10), using Lorentz local field.
c Eqn. (11), using Onsager local field.


*�,�� "� ���
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���
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similar for each local field curve, but the observed
differences between the curves in Fig. 2 are due to the
differences in the local fields. For example, with the
Onsager local field the 2MT and 3MT values of �e


2��� are
identical, but are lower than the 2MT and 3MT �e


2���
values with the Lorentz local field.


On the other hand, for the CH3CN solvent, the dipole
polarizability of 2MT is lower than that of 3MT, and is
clearly differentiated from the static region and also at
higher wavenumbers. The effect of the local fields at
lower optical frequencies gives a significant difference
between the response properties for these molecules. The
results show that the static dipole polarizability of 2MT is
1.135 � 10�23 esu with the Lorentz local field, whereas
with the Onsager local field the corresponding value is
1.123 � 10�23 esu, i.e. a difference of 0.012 � 10�23


esu. Additionally, for 3MT, the corresponding values are
1.141 � 10�23 and 1.131 � 10�23 esu. These results give
slight differences of about 1.5% and 1.2% between the
static polarizability of 3MT and 2MT if the Lorentz and
Onsager local fields are used, respectively. However,
there is no significant difference between the polariz-
abilities of 2MT and 3MT if the dynamic region is
considered. The observed variations are due to the effects
of the Lorentz and Onsager local fields only, where the
structural and electronic differences between the 2MT
and 3MT seem not to be significant. These last results
indicate that in the region of optical frequencies, the
dynamic polarizabilities of 2MT and 3MT are sensitive
only to the local field factors, where the electronic
deformability of the thiophene moiety in 2MT and 3MT
is not affected by the position of substitution of the
methyl group in the hetero-ring. In conclusion, the
Onsager local field always gives lower polarizability
values than the Lorentz local field.


Although the static �e
2�0� is an important value for a


molecule in solution and comparison with the gas-phase
values is significant for considering the role of the effects
of intermolecular forces,27 no experimental static polar-
izability data for 2MT and 3MT molecules in the gas
phase appear to have been published. In this context, a
theoretical analysis is required for this property. It is
important to remember that for both neat 2MT and 3MT
the value of �e


2�0� is of 1.119 � 10�23 esu.23 This value is
lower than our static values for 2MT and 3MT, in either
carbon tetrachloride or acetonitrile solution (see Tables 1
and 2). The difference between the values of these
properties is less than 2.5%, and this variation lies in the
range generally observed between the gas and liquid
phases for pure compounds.28


Miller obtained a series of average electronic polariz-
abilities for 300 aliphatic, aromatic and heteroaromatic
compounds using an empirical method.29 This method
uses atomic hybrid parameters, which are based on a
theoretical interpretation of variational perturbation in
terms of molecular orbital theory and reproduces the
experimental dynamic dipole polarizabilities at 589.3 nm


with an average error of 2.2 and 2.8% for the optimized
atomic hybrid polarizabilities method �e(ahp) and the not
optimized atomic parameters method �e(ahc), respec-
tively. To verify if this method is able to reproduce
empirically our static electronic polarizabily value for 3-
MT, we estimated the electronic polarizability by using
the optimum set of �e(ahp) and �e(ahc) parameters.29


Examination of Table 1 shows that the empirical �e(ahp)
value for the dipole polarizability of 3MT is in excellent
agreement with our corresponding static experimental
value, whereas the predicted dipole polarizability value
with the ahc method gives a deviation of about 3% when
compared with the experimental data obtained in this
work. We suggest that the ahc empirical method does not
reproduce the static dipole polarizability of 3-MT,
because it underestimates the dipole polarizability of
the S heteroatom with respect to other atom values. It is
important to note that these methods are not able to
discriminate between isomers, and in consequence the
same value of the dipole polarizability is predicted for
2MT and 3MT. In conclusion, the dipole polarizabilities
of 2MT and 3MT are overestimated by the �e(ahp)
method in CCl4 by about 1.7%, whereas the �e(ahc)
method underestimates them by about 2% compared with
our static experimental values.


In order to test our experimental dipole polarizability
results for 2MT and 3MT, ab initio and DFT calculations
were performed on optimized geometries.


.�������� ������


������ ��
�� 
��������������� The theoretical calcula-
tions were performed at the SCF level and DFT level with
the BLYP and the B3LYP hybrid approaches, by using
the 6–311 � G(3d,3p) (A) and the Sadlej (B) basis sets.
The geometry of 2MT and 3MT molecules were fully
optimized by using these methods, and employed for the
dipole polarizability calculations. Scheme 1 shows the
structures and atomic numbering for the geometric
parameters of the 2MT and 3MT molecules used in the
present work.


���	 "� 7������
� ��	 ,
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��� �����
�
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Table 3 displays the optimized bond distances and
bond angles of the compounds studied and a comparison
with the experimental results. Experimentally, the mol-
ecular structure of 2MT has been determined by electron
gas diffraction,30a and the 3MT structure has been studied
more recently by a combined study of electron gas
diffraction and microwave spectroscopy.30b The agree-
ment between the theoretical geometry and the experi-
ment is good.


Table 4 reports the dipole polarizability components �ii


(i = x, y and z), the average polarizability �ave and the
anisotropy of the polarizability �� of the molecules
studied. In addition, the theoretical and experimental31


dipole moment �, the total energy �E and the experi-
mental values of the static dipole polarizability obtained
in the present work with the different solvents and the
local fields are reported. Table 4 shows how the
calculations of the molecular properties are affected by
the basis sets. Also, the effect of correlation with the
BLYP and B3LYP methods with respect to the HF
approach can be observed from these results.


In the present work, we considered that our best set of
dipole polarizability values is that obtained with the
B3LYP method, because this method overestimates this
property. For both 2MT and 3MT molecules, the B3LYP
theoretical dipole polarizabilities are slightly larger than
the experimental static values, with either the 6–
311 �� G(3d,3p) or Sadlej basis sets. Also, it is
important to note that at the ab initio and DFT levels of
theory, the results with the A basis show that the 2MT
molecule is more polarizable than the 3MT molecule,
whereas with the Sadlej (B) basis both molecules have
similar values of polarizabilities. These results are in
contrast with the experimental values discussed above.
Despite these findings, the difference between the larger
theoretical value of � for 2MT with the B3LYP/B
method, 1.176 � 10�23 esu, and the smaller static
experimental value of 1.123 � 10�23 esu for 2MT (using
the Onsager local field and CH3CN as solvent) is less than
4.7%.


With respect to the anisotropy of the polarizability, the
values of �� indicate that 2MT is more anisotropic than


.��� ��&�����(
	 �
�
���� ,
��
��� �����
�
�� �3 "�1 ��	 0�1 ����, �6
 80�9) ��	 �6
 #:0���� %.0	�0�/ . / ��	 7�	�
;


.8/ ����� �
��


2MT 3MT


B3LYP/A B3LYP/B Exp.a B3LYP/A B3LYP/B Exp.b


Bond lengths
(Å)—
C2—S1 1.736 1.753 1.722 1.724 1.740 1.719
C3—S1 1.725 1.741 1.729 1.721 1.738 1.717
C4—C2 1.368 1.373 1.374 1.368 1.374 1.370
C5—C3 1.364 1.370 1.374 1.364 1.370 1.368
C5—C4 1.425 1.431 1.429 1.431 1.424 1.441
C6—C2 1.499 1.498 1.505
C6—C4 1.503 1.504 1.497
C2—H 1.078 1.089 1.102
C3—H 1.077 1.087 1.098
C4—H 1.081 1.091 1.098 1.081 1.092 1.102
C5—H 1.080 1.091 1.098 1.077 1.087 1.102
C6—H 1.090 1.099 1.114 1.092 1.102 1.119
C6—H� 1.092 1.101 1.089 1.098


Bond angles
(°)—
C3—S1—C2 92.4 92.1 92.7 91.55 91.26 91.6
S1—C2—C4 110.1 110.1 110.5 112.36 112.34 113.5
C5—C3—S1 111.2 111.2 111.0 111.45 111.42 111.3
S1—C2—C6 121.4 121.3
C2—C4—C6 124.81 124.74 123.2
C2—C6—H 109.7 109.8
C2—C6—H� 111.9 112.0
C4—C6—H 111.15 111.34
C4—C6—H� 111.32 111.37
S1—C3—H 120.2 120.0 120.24 120.00
C2—C4—H 122.6 122.5
C3—C5—H 123.4 123.3 123.16 122.99
S1—C2—H 119.92 119.63


a Ref. 30a.
b Ref. 30b.
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3MT, which is as expected from the different asymmetry
between these molecules. In fact, as the position of the
methyl group in 2MT is closer to the S atom than it is in
3MT, a larger anisotropy is induced in 2MT with respect
to 3MT. Despite this anisotropy behavior, the dipole
moment of 2MT is lower than that of 3MT. The higher
value of � for 3MT can be interpreted in terms of the
charge separation in this molecule, which should be
greater than that in 2MT. In this context, it is important to
mention that the theoretical methods used are able to
reproduce satisfactorily the experimental dipole moments
of the two molecules.


With respect to the stabilities of the molecules studied,
Table 4 shows that there is no definite pattern for the total
energy values of the 2MT and 3MT isomers. From
energetic considerations the A basis gives lower total
energies than the B basis at all the theoretical levels
studied. Despite these results, no energetic differences
are observed with the B3LYP/A method between 2MT
and 3MT However, with the B3LYP/B method 3MT
is more stable than 2MT, with an energy gap of
0.25 kcal mol�1. It is worth noting that in the 3MT


molecule the repulsion between the CH3 group and the S
atom of the ring is much less than in 2MT, and for this
reason 3MT is expected be more stable than 2MT.


*�(������
���� 
�������������� ��� ��� ��
������ In studies of dipole polarizability in solution, the
frequency and the solvent effects are important, as was
discussed in the previous section at experimental level. In
order to make a comparison with the refractometric
results, an ab initio time-dependent Hartree–Fock TDHF
calculation with the 6–311 �� G(d,p) and the Sadlej
basis sets was performed for the 3MT molecule, using
CCl4 and CH3CN solvents. The results are shown in Fig.
3, together with the experimental results obtained with
the Onsager local field. The experimental results clearly
show the similarity that exists between the dispersion
curves of 3MT with CCl4 and CH3CN solvents.


On the other hand, it is observed that the TDHF
method is not able to differentiate between the properties
of these solvents in the dynamic polarizability of 3MT.
Also, this method gives values of the polarizability of
3MT lower than the experimental ones. This result can be


.��� 4� 7���� 	����
 ������(������2 �����
���� ��
��,
 ��	 ���������2 ������(������2� 	����
 ���
�� ��	 ����� 
�
�,�
� �3
"�1 ��	 0�1 ���
��
�� ������
	 <��6 �6
 �)5� �
�6�	� ����, �6
 5����

:��= .5�/� 8�9) ��	 80�9) �
�
�� �3 �6
��2�


Compound Parameter


HF BLYP B3LYP


Ab Bc Ab Bc Ab Bc


2MT �xx
d 1.239 1.255 1.347 1.378 1.297 1.323


�yy 1.245 1.269 1.434 1.480 1.365 1.404
�zz 0.768 0.775 0.816 0.829 0.790 0.800
�ave 1.084 1.100 1.199 1.229 1.151 1.176


1.130d


Experiment 1.128e


�ave (this work) 1.135f


1.123g


�� 0.474 0.487 0.579 0.606 0.544 0.567
�(D) 0.893 0.935 0.688 0.701 0.700 0.720


(0.67)h


�E (hartree) 590.41447 590.39138 592.30210 592.26087 592.41557 592.37936
3MT �xx


d 1.113 1.147 1.204 1.290 1.236 1.234
�yy 1.370 1.376 1.451 1.555 1.393 1.483
�zz 0.771 0.779 0.794 0.834 0.790 0.805
�ave 1.085 1.101 1.150 1.226 1.139 1.174


1.147d


Experiment 1.141e


�ave (this work) 1.141f


1.131g


�� 0.368 0.368 0.406 0.447 0.383 0.420
�(D) 1.228 1.281 0.933 0.907 0.932 0.955


(0.82)h


�E (hartree) 590.41440 590.39139 592.30205 592.26110 592.41557 592.37961


a Polarizability values in 10�23 esu.
b A = 6–311 �� G(3d,3p) basis (Ref. 14).
c B = Sadlej basis (Ref. 15a).
d Using Lorentz local field and CCl4 as solvent.
e Using Onsager local field and CCl4 as solvent.
f Using Lorentz local field and CH3CN a solvent.
g Using Onsager local field and CH3CN as solvent.
h Experimental (Ref. 31).
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explained because of the lack of electronic correlation
effects in the TDHF calculations. Also, with respect to
the atomic functions, it is important to note that although
the TDHF results parallel the experimental values for the
dipole polarizability, the Sadlej basis set gives a much
better representation of the dynamic behavior of the
dipole polarizability than the 6–311 �� G(d,p) basis set.
At this point, we can say that TDHF/Sadlej methodology
gives a qualitative representation of solvent effects at the
dynamic level, and no significant differences were
observed for the CCl4 and CH3CN solvents. Because of
this result, which is probably due to the simple nature of
the Onsager model for solvation, we are performing
further studies in order to explore the solvent effects on
the dynamic dipole polarizabilities of sulfur compounds.
We are trying to evaluate the performance of other
solvent models and the effects of larger basis sets,
including correlation effects, in order to make compari-
sons with the experimental results.


$+#$'1�-+#�


We have reported experimental and theoretical determi-
nations of the dipole polarizability of 2MT and 3MT
molecules. The experimental polarizability was deter-
mined by refractometric techniques in dilute CCl4 and
CH3CN solutions, by using the Garito and Singer method


with the Lorentz and Onsager local fields. The dispersion
of the dynamic polarizability showed a Cauchy behavior,
and the corresponding static dipole polarizabilities were
analyzed considering the different local fields and the
solvent effects and compared with experimental values
extracted from refraction measurements. According to
the refractive index values reported in the literature, the
electronic dipole polarizabilities of 2MT and 3MT are
identical in the liquid phase, and are lower than the values
measured in the present work in solutions of CCl4 and
CH3CN solvents. Furthermore, the static and dynamic
polarizabilities calculated with the Onsager local field
were lower than those obtained with the Lorentz local
field. Additionally, 3MT in solution became slightly
more polarizable than 2MT. On the other hand, the
dispersion of the electronic polarizability for both species
showed a strong dependence on the dielectric nature of
the media, where these properties are similar at high
frequencies in a non-polar solvent such as CCl4, whereas
at lower frequencies and in the static region the
polarizabilities tend to be different for the two isomers.
The influence of the local field becomes important in this
region. With respect to the CH3CN solvent, the values of
the polarizabilities of 2MT and 3MT are very close and
are not influenced significantly by the local field in the
region of intermediate frequencies. However, for the
static and higher frequency region, the electronic dipole
polarizability of 3MT is higher than that of 2MT. In
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conclusion, the averages of the static values obtained for
the electronic polarizability of 2MT and 3MT are
1.129 � 10�21 and 1.140 � 10�21 esu, respectively.


With respect to the semiempirical values obtained with
the Miller parameters, the �(ahp) method was more
appropriate than the �(ahc) method for the dipole
polarizabilities of 2MT and 3MT. On the other hand,
the B3LYP DFT method showed that the Sadlej basis (B)
set gives very similar � values for 2MT and 3MT,
whereas the 6–311 � G(3d,3p) (A) basis set with this
DFT method yield values of � that differ by about 1.05%
for the two isomers. The corresponding static B3LYP
values of the dipole polarizability for 2MT and 3MT are
1.151 � 10�21 and 1.139 � 10�21 esu, respectively, with
the A basis, whereas with the B basis they are
1.176 � 10�21 and 1.174 � 10�21 esu, respectively. In
general, there is good agreement between the experi-
mental and the DFT theoretical results.


The TDHF method was able to gives a qualitative
description of the dynamic behavior of the dipole
polarizability of 3MT, but the dynamic and static
polarizability values for this molecule were under-
estimated, as expected at this level of calculation,
however. For these dynamic properties, the Sadlej basis
set gives a better performance than the 6–311 � G(d,p)
basis set.
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ABSTRACT: The kinetics of chlorine transfer reactions between N-chlorosuccinimide (NCS) and four carbon
nucleophiles (the conjugated bases of phenyldinitromethane, Meldrum’s acid, phenylmalononitrile and phenylnitro-
methane) in water were determined. A plot of log k for the SN2 reactions vs the pKa of the first three conjugated acids
of the nucleophiles gave a straight line with a slope (�nuc) of 1.8. The data point for the mononitro derivative,
phenylnitromethane, deviates negatively from the line by 6.7 log units. This deviation is typical of proton transfer
reactions and was recently shown to occur also in SN2 reactions on bromine. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.


KEYWORDS: halophilic reactions; SN2 on chlorine; nitro anomaly
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One of the most unique and fascinating features of proton
transfer reactions is the nitro anomaly. This phenomenon
has three different modes of appearance.1–4 The most
relevant to our study is the one discovered by Pearson and
Dillon in 1953.1 They reported a linear correlation
between the kinetics and the thermodynamics of
deprotonation reactions of carbon compounds. However,
the reactivity of nitroethane and nitromethane deviated
negatively from this linear correlation by several orders
of magnitude. The presence of another activating group
largely attenuates this anomaly. Thus, dinitromethane,
for example, fits the linear correlation well. We have
recently shown5 that an anomalous behavior similar to
the above is found in the bromine transfer reactions
between carbon donors and carbon nucleophiles.


The present study was aimed at exploring the
possibility of the existence of the nitro anomaly also in
chlorine transfer reactions, in which an N-donor (N-
chlorosuccinimide) is used instead of a carbon donor.


������� !�� ��� ������


The reactions shown in Eqns (1)–(4) were studied. All the
reactions were carried out in buffered aqueous solution.


���������� �������	����


Of the four nucleophiles used in this study, two (PNMA
and MAA) are capable of undergoing a second chlorina-
tion [Eqns (5) and (6)].


Repetitive scanning in the 200–400 nm range showed
that at pH 7.9 PNM is deprotonated to give the
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corresponding anion over 1.5 h (at this pH 96% of the
carbon acid is ionized). Addition of 7 equiv. of NCS to
the ionized solution resulted in an immediate disappear-
ance of the anion absorption. Addition of 1 equiv.
resulted in the disappearance of about half of the
absorption. This is interpreted as being due to a rapid
deprotonation and a successive chlorination of the
monochloro derivative obtained in the first step. The
kinetics were studied using up to a 9-fold excess of NCS
utilizing a second-order rate equation and taking into
account the fact that 2 equiv. of NCS are consumed for
each equivalent of PMNA.


The relative reaction rates in the second chlorination
process of the Meldrum’s acid are entirely different.
Whereas PNM undergoes a slow deprotonation and its
chloro derivative undergoes a rapid deprotonation (see
discussion below on the nitro anomaly), Meldrum’s acid
and its monochloro derivative are rapidly deprotonated.
On the other hand, whereas the chlorination step of the
monochloro derivative of PNM is fast, that of the
monochloro Meldrum’s acid anion is relatively slow.
Thus, when a fourfold excess of NCS was added to MAA,
the absorption at �max = 260 nm had completely disap-
peared. However, when the excess of NCS amounted to
only 40%, the absorption of MAA vanished and a new
peak was observed at � = 275.5 nm. Repetitive scanning
experiments and single-wavelength monitoring at
� = 260 and 275.5 nm showed that the monochloro
derivative anion is immediately obtained and when a
threefold excess of NCS is used; the half-life of MAA is
ca 5 s and that of the monochloro derivative is ca 50 s.
Therefore, under the reaction conditions (small excess of
NCS), the second chlorination step hardly interferes with
the determination of the rate constant for the first
chlorination step.


��
����	����


When PMNA reacts with PMNCl, a dimer is obtained
[Eqn. (7)].


This reaction was previously reported by a few
groups6–9 and also observed in our studies of bromine
transfer reactions.5 Since PMNCl is formed in the
reaction of PMNA with NCS, it may react with PMNA


and distort the kinetics of the reaction. Therefore, we
studied this reaction independently and found it to be first
order in each of the components, PMNA and PMNCl,
with a rate constant of (3.5 � 2) � 104 l mol�1 s�1. Thus,
this rate constant is much lower than the rate constant of
the chlorination of PMNA and therefore will not interfere
with the kinetic measurements.


��� ������� �"�	����


The rate constants for the reactions studied [Eqns (1)–(4)]
are given in Table 1. The corresponding Brønsted-type
plot is shown in Fig. 1. Three of the points form a straight
line with a slope of 1.8 (r = 0.9933) but the point for
PNMA deviates negatively from the line.


There are essentially two types of linear free energy
relationships (LFER) correlating kinetics with thermo-
dynamics. In the first, the kinetics are correlated with the
thermodynamics of the same process (as in Brønsted
plots10 for proton transfer reactions). The second is when
the rate axis represents a certain reaction, e.g. SN2, and
the equilibrium axis represents not the thermodynamics
of the said reaction but rather that of a model reaction,
e.g. proton transfer reaction (the slope in this case is
marked �nuc whereas in the former it is �). The first type
seems to represent more truly the concept which under-


#�$��� %& ������������� ��	� 
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Nucleophile K (l mol�1 s�1)


PDNMA 66
MAA 2.7 � 103


PMNA 3.8 � 105


PNMA 9.7 � 102
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lines the LFER since � reflects the relative sensitivity of
the transition states and ground states to the variation of
substituents in the same (and not in model) reaction.


Bordwell and Clemens reported �nuc values close to 1
for electron transfer reactions11 and values in the range
0.3–0.4 for the related nucleophilic (SN2) reactions by
carbon nucleophiles on carbon centers.12 Since the �nuc


value for our reactions is much larger (1.8), we suspected
that this might be due to an unexpectedly low sensitivity
to substituents in the ground states for proton transfer
compared with chlorine transfer. In this case the high
‘kinetic sensitivity’ (1.8) for a chlorine transfer reaction
is obtained because the kinetics are compared with the
thermodynamics of a model reaction (proton transfer). In


other words, if the thermodynamics of a chlorine transfer
reaction are also more sensitive to substituent variation
than a proton transfer reaction, a plot of the kinetics vs the
thermodynamics of the chlorine transfer reaction itself
will give a normal slope (0–1).


In order to explore this possibility, we conducted ab
initio calculations (Gaussian 98, B3LYP/6–31 � G*)13


on the energetics of the equilibria for proton transfer and
chlorine transfer reactions shown in Eqns (8) and (9) for a
series of model carbon nucleophiles.


The energies obtained for all the species involved are
given in Table 2 and the data are presented graphically in
Fig. 2. The plot of the reaction energies for chlorine
transfer reaction vs those for the proton transfer reaction
gives a reasonably linear correlation with r = 0.9955 and
a slope of 1.06. The slope of nearly unity shows that there
are no unusual differential substituent effects in the two
series, proton and chlorine transfer reactions. Therefore,
assuming that any differential solvent effects, if they
exist, are cancelled out, plotting the kinetics of the
chlorine transfer reaction vs the pKa of the corresponding
conjugated acids of the nucleophiles is in fact identical
with plotting the kinetics of chlorine transfer reaction vs
the thermodynamics of the same reaction. Therefore, the
slope of the plot in Fig. 1 implies that the sensitivity to
substituents of the transition state for the SN2 reaction on
chlorine is nearly double that in the ground state. At the
moment we are unable to offer any explanation as to why
the geometric/electronic structure of the transition state is
so much more sensitive to substituents than the end
product.


We will now focus on the deviation from the line of the
point for PNMA (Fig. 1). As mentioned in the
Introduction, Pearson and Dillon1 showed that proton
transfer reactions involving nitromethane are slower than
expected on the basis of their thermodynamic acidity. It is
important to point out that this behavior is unique to the
case of a single nitro activating group. In cases where
there is an additional negative charge stabilizing group
the anomaly is largely attenuated. Thus, for example, in
the case of two nitro groups on the same carbon, the
anomaly is not doubled but rather disappears as the point
for dinitromethane is nearly on the line of the Brønsted
plot for the other carbon acids.


#�$��� �& %" ��	 ����#����� ���	��� �����
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Species


E (a.u.) E (kcal)


RH RCI R H trans. Cl trans.


CH3CN� �132.76169 �592.34378 �132.15665 32.1 55.3
CH3(CN)2


� �224.9874 �684.56368 �224.4512 �11.1 8.4
CH3NO2


� �245.02479 �704.60902 �244.45022 13.0 37.5
CH2NO2)2


� �449.51259 �909.09182 �448.99953 �25.6 �4.3
CH3COCHCOCH3


� �345.81191 �805.39867 �345.25361 2.8 28.9
Succinimide �360.68517 �820.23034 �360.13127
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In our case, we studied the reaction of nitromethane
with a phenyl group � to the nitro group. However, since
relative to the nitro group the acidifying effect of a phenyl
group is small, the anomaly is not removed and the point
for PMNA deviates negatively from the Brønsted line.


We have not discussed the mechanism of the reaction,
which could either be a simple SN2 reaction or involve an
electron transfer process. Clearly the coupling reaction
between PMNA and CPMN proceeds through an electron
transfer process. However, we have not found any
indication for such a coupling process in any of the other
reactions we have studied. While we are unable to rule
out this possibility, we are more inclined to believe that
the Cl transfer in the reactions that we have studied are
SN2 type and display the nitro anomaly rather than to
suggest that we have discovered that the nitro anomaly is
manifested not only in atom transfer reactions but also in
electron transfer reactions.


�()���*���!�


������
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NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker AC-200, AM-300
and AM-600 spectrometers and measured in CDCl3
solution. Mass spectra were taken with a VG AutoSpec
mass spectrometer. UV spectra were recorded on a
Kontron 810 UV spectrophotometer. pH was measured
using a Radimeter PH52 digital pH meter.


*	����	��


N-Chlorosuccinimide (NCS) and Meldrum’s acid (MA)
were purchased from Aldrich. Phenyldinitromethane14


(PDNM), phenylmalononitrile (PMN)15 and phenyl-
nitromethane (PNM)16 were prepared according to
published procedures. Although the products chloro-
phenyldinitromethane (PDNMCl)17 dichlorophenylnitro-
methane (dClPNM)18 and chlorophenylmalononitrile
(ClPMN)19 are known in the literature, authentic samples
were prepared for the purpose of comparison.


+������ ������


Methanolic solutions of NCS (25–100 �l) were injected
into a UV cell containing 2.5 ml of the buffered solutions
of the nucleophiles. The reactions were first studied by
repetitive scanning over the 200–400 nm range in order
to identify the appropriate conditions for the kinetic
measurements. All the reactions were carried out in
buffered aqueous solution (KH2PO4 buffer) at 20 �
0.3°C.


The reactions of PMNA with NCS were performed at
pH 7.51, monitoring the disappearance of the absorption
of PMNA (�max = 280 nm). Although very low concen-
trations of the reactants were used, because of the fast rate
of the reaction, we were able to monitor only the second
half of the reaction. As a result, the experimental error in
the second-order rate constant is �10%. The reaction of
PNMA with NCS was performed at pH 8, monitoring the
disappearance of the absorption of PNMA (�max = 293
nm). The experimental error based on repetitive measure-
ments was 6.5%. The disappearance of the absorption of
PDNMA in its reaction with NCS was monitored at
�max = 373 nm at pH 8.0. The experimental error in this
case was �5%. The reactions with MAA were performed
at pH 8 using an excess of MA in order to minimize the
effect of the consecutive chlorination. The reactions were
monitored by following the disappearance of the MAA
absorption (�max = 260 nm) with an estimated experi-
mental error of 5%.
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ABSTRACT: The rates of solvolysis of 1,1-diarylethyl p-nitrobenzoates and chlorides were determined
conductimetrically at 25°C in 80% (v/v) aqueous acetone. Applying the Yukawa–Tsuno (Y–T) equation, the
symmetrical (X = Y) subseries gave a precise additivity relationship for the whole substituent range with a �sym value
of �3.78 and an rsym value of 0.77. While any Y subsets gave statistically less reliable Y–T correlations, the apparent
� value changed significantly depending on the fixed Y substituents; the � value decreases with the more electron-
donating fixed substituents Y, which is compatible with the Hammond shift of the transition state coordinate.
Nevertheless, the concave correlations of the More O’Ferrall non-linearity relationship for any Y subsets are not in
line with what is expected from the reactivity–selectivity relationship suggesting an anti-Hammond shift of transition
state. However, we found a precise extended Brønsted relationship between the pKR� values of 1,1-diarylethylenes
and solvolysis rate process with a constant slope of � = 1.03 � 0.03. This is direct evidence indicating that there is no
significant shift of the transition-state coordinate over the whole range of substituent change. Copyright  2002 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: �-methylbenzhydryl system; substituent effect; Yukawa–Tsuno equation; non-linearity and non-
additivity; coordinate shifts of transition state; extended Brønsted relationship
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It is well known that the kinetic effects of two
substituents on two equivalent aromatic rings are not
additive.1,2 The solvolysis of �,�-di(substituted-pheny-
l)ethyl p-nitrobenzoates also shows a complicated non-
linear correlation of substituent effects. To scrutinize the
non-linearity and non-additivity in the multiple-substi-
tuents effects in this system, the Yukawa–Tsuno (Y–T)
equation has been used as a very effective tool in
correlation analysis:2,3


log�k�k0� � ���� � r���R � � �� �1�


where �° is the normal substituent constant and ���
R is


the resonance substituent constant measuring the cap-
ability for �-delocalization of electron donor substituents
and is defined by �� � �°.3b Apparent Y–T � values with
an appropriate r are presented by �.


The non-additivity of �Y in multiple-substituent effects
was most simply dealt with using the equation4


�Y � �H � q�Y �2�


Dubois and co-workers, in their studies on the bromina-
tion of disubstituted diarylethylenes,5 proposed the
following equation,1,5,6 which describes the non-additive
effect in terms of different reaction constants for X and Y
substituents:


log�kXY�kHH� � �H��X � �Y� � q�X�Y �3�
� �H�Y � ��H � q�Y��X �3a�


Non-additivity is therefore taken into account by the q�Y


term in Eqn. (3a).1,5,6 The selectivity parameter � for a
reaction series varies appreciably with the reactivities (or
the stabilities of transition states) of the parent substrates.


However, the analysis has often suffered from
significant non-linearity within a single (X) substituent
effect correlation for the respective Y-fixed subset.1,2,5


The non-linearity in the correlations for respective Y
subsets has been dealt with by the More O’Ferrall
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equation:7


log�kX�kH�Y � ��0�Y�X � �2m�Y��X�2 �4�


where (�0)Y is the tangential � value at X = H of the Y
subset, and the coefficient (2m)Y is a susceptibility
parameter describing the degree of curvature of correla-
tions of given Y subsets.


This behavior is often referred to as adherence to the
reactivity–selectivity relationship (RSR).5,6b,8 There is
generally an inverse relationship between reactivity and
selectivity insofar as both are related to shifts in the
transition-state position.9 The progress of the reaction at
this transition state is usually obtained from coefficients �
of Brønsted or of other rate–equilibrium relationships
that compare substituent effects on kinetics and thermo-
dynamics:10


log�kXY�kHH� � ���pKR
�� �5�


We recently investigated11 the non-linearity and non-
additivity in the substituent effects on the solvolyses of �-
CF3-diarylmethyl system. While the simple precise
additivity relationship was found to exist for the
symmetrical (X = Y) subseries, for any unsymmetrical
subsets (X ≠ Y) there were significant non-linearity and
non-additivity of substituent effects for the two aryl rings.
The non-linear and non-additive substituent effects in this
�-CF3 system were explained by the substituent-induced
change in propeller conformation of two aromatic rings.
Accordingly, our interest has been focused on exploring
the scope of non-linearity and non-additivity behavior in
the substituent effects in the �,�-diarylcarbocation


systems. The same conformation effects should also be
operative in the 1,1-diarylethyl system, so that we should
take into account the non-additivity effect caused from
substituent-induced change in conformation in addition
to those caused from coordinate shifts of the transition
state.


We have extended our substituent-effect studies to the
non-linearity and non-additivity behaviors in the solvo-
lysis of 1,1-diarylethyl p-nitrobenzoates (Scheme 1). The
solvolytic cation formation of this system should be
connected mechanistically to the hydration12 as a single
reversible process, an E1 elimination process, with a
common intermediate intervening. Both transition states
should reflect any perturbations of the common inter-
mediate, and the comparative studies will provide


�
���� �


#���� �� ���� 	� �	��	����� 	� ������
������� $����
	%���	��� &�'()* �� �+, -��	�� ���	�� � !"°�


Monosubstituted OPNB Disubstituted OPNB


Substituent kOPNB � 105 (s�1) Substituent kOPNB � 105 (s�1)


p-MeO 63.0 (p-MeS)2 111.3
p-MeS 7.00 (p-Me)2 7.39
p-MeO-m-Cl 2.61 (p-MeS-m-Cl)2 0.808
p-Me 1.28 (m-Me)2 0.2938
p-Et 1.00 (p-Cl)2 5.28 � 10�3


p-t-Bu 0.775 (p-Br)2 4.85 � 10�3c


p-SMe-m-Cl 0.354 (m-Cl)2 6.50 � 10�5c


m-Me 0.170 (m-CF3)2 1.23 � 10�5c


H 0.103 p-MeO p-Br 26.4
7.85 � 10�2a m-Cl 9.20


p-Cl 2.48 � 10�2 m-CF3 6.38
m-Cl 3.11 � 10�3b 3,5-Cl2 1.77
m-CF3 1.42 � 10�3b 3,5-(CF3)2 0.85
p-CF3 8.61 � 10�4b p-Me m-Cl 7.76 � 10�2


3,5-Cl2 1.47 � 10�4c 3,5-Cl2 2.66 � 10�3c


3,5-(CF3)2 2.88 � 10�5c 3,5-(CF3)2 7.93 � 10�4c


a Ref. 13.
b Estimated from the rates in 50% aqueous acetone; log k80A = �1.037 � 1.142logk50A.
c Estimated from the corresponding chloride reactivities based on the p-nitrobenzoate/chloride ratio = 1.034 � 10�5.
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important information concerning the behavior of transi-
tion states causing non-linearity and non-additivity.


&*��+#�


��������� �����


The rates of solvolysis of the p-nitrobenzoates and the


corresponding chlorides were determined conductime-
trically at 25°C in 80% (v/v) aqueous acetone (80A) at
initial concentrations of 10�5–10�4 mol dm�3 of sub-
strates. The rates for highly deactivating derivatives were
only obtained from the chloride rates. The rates for the
chlorides were converted into p-nitrobenzoate reac-
tivities using the rate ratio of p-nitrobenzoate to
chloride = 1.034 � 10�5. The rates of solvolyses of the
p-nitrobenzoates are summarized in Table 1.


)���������� �������� �	 ����������� �		�
��


The correlation analysis of substituent effects was carried
out based on the Y–T equation [Eqn. (1)] as a routine
procedure. The results are summarized in Table 2. The
substituent effects on the solvolysis of symmetrical
subseries 1 (X = Y) gave an excellent linear Y–T
correlation for the whole range of substituents with a �
value of �3.78 (for single �X) and an r value of 0.77;
correlation coefficient R = 0.9990 and SD = 0.12. For
subset 2, a precise Y–T correlation can be obtained with a
� value �3.68 and r = 0.88. For the 3 (Y = p-MeO) subset
a good Y–T correlation with a reduced � value was
obtained, but the r value was not statistically definite. A
similar correlation with a reduced � was obtained also for
4 (Y = p-Me). On the other hand, the subsets Y = m-Cl,
3,5-Cl2 and 3,5-(CF3)2 were correlated linearly by Eqn.
(1) with significantly higher � and r values. While the Y–
T correlations for any subsets are statistically lightly less
certain or sometimes indefinite, the apparent �Y value for
the Y–T correlations of variable X substituents changes
significantly depending upon fixed Y substituents.


%��������� 
���������� ��������


Figure 1 demonstrates a poor correlation of the
log(k/k0)OPNB values against ��X � ��Y with the r scale


#���� ,� �	

����	� ������ 	� ��%�������� ������� ����� ��� .��/01���	 �-���	� 23-�4 & *5


No. System Substituent (X) range na � r R SD


1 1 p-MeS–m-CF3 9 �3.78 � 0.09 0.77 � 0.04 0.9990 0.12
2 2 p-MeO–3,5-(CF3)2 14 �3.68 � 0.08 0.88 � 0.04 0.9988 0.10
3 s-EDb 4 �4.22 � 0.10 (0.36 � 0.4)e 0.9998 0.03
4 3 p-MeO–3,5-(CF3)2


c 8 �1.97 � 0.12 (1.33 � 0.17)e 0.9978 0.10
5 H–3,5-(CF3)2 6 �1.91 � 0.10 (0.87 � 0.34)e 0.9967 0.07
6 4 p-MeO–3,5-(CF3)2


d 6 �3.23 � 0.18 (0.99 � 0.15)e 0.9985 0.15
7 Y = m-Clf p-MeO–m-Cl 10 �4.61 � 0.08 0.93 � 0.03 0.9995 0.05
8 Y = 3,5-Cl2


f p-MeO–H 9 �4.78 � 0.26 1.09 � 0.09 0.9976 0.11
9 Y = 3,5-(CF3)2


f p-MeO–H 11 �5.04 � 0.18 1.14 � 0.06 0.9984 0.09


a Number of substituents involved.
b Including p-MeO, p-MeS, p-MeO-m-Cl and p-MeS-m-Cl.
c The rate constant k(p � MeO)2 was estimated by the Y–T correlation (entry 1) for the 1 (X = Y) subseries.
d The rate k(p � MeO,p � Me) is estimated by Eqn. (4) for the 3 (Y = p-MeO) subset.
e The r value should be statistically indefinite.
f Unpublished data.


��!��� �� '�	�� 	� �	� &�6.7���* �	
 ��� �	��	����� 	�  � �
��$���������� $����
	%���	��� ����� ��6� ��. /���
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of 0.77 identical with rsym for the symmetrical subseries.
The following simple additivity relationship against
��X � ��Y instead of 2��X does not hold as a whole but
gives a widely spread pattern with branched correlations
for the respective Y subsets:


log �k�k0�X�Y � �sym���X � ��Y� �6�


While the limited substrates where the two substituents X
and Y are essentially kinetically equivalent are involved
in Eqn. (6), we find a significant deviation when ��X is
entirely different from ��Y of the fixed substituent Y. As
seen in Fig. 1, all the Y subsets result in significant
concave correlations, each of which contacts with the
tangential correlation line defined by symmetrical
subseries 1 at the point X = Y. A non-linear correlation
analysis was carried out for respective Y subsets with the
More O’Ferrall equation [Eqn. (4)]7 in terms of the same
�� scale (at r = 0.77), and the results are summarized in
Table 3.


The tangent (�0)Y values are, to a good approximation,
proportional to the corresponding � values of the Y–T
correlations in Table 2, and both show the same
dependence upon Y substituents; the (�0)Y value
becomes more negative as the Y substituent becomes
more electron withdrawing. On the other hand, the (2m)Y


coefficient remains constant at 0.5 for Y substituents; the
coefficient with a constant value indicates the same shape
of curvature for all the Y subset correlations, while the
positive sign should constrain the shape of a significantly
bent-back curvature for all subsets as seen in Fig. 1.


($�)���$'%


The correlation results in Table 2 indicate that the
apparent �Y values of the Y–T correlations for Y subsets
with variable X substituents change significantly depend-
ing upon fixed Y substituents, and that there is a
qualitative trend of a linear decrease in the � value as
the fixed substituent Y for the respective subsets becomes
more electron donating. The observed dependence of �Y


values on the second (fixed) Y substituents appears to
accord with the changes caused by the early shift of the
transition-state coordinate which would be expected from


the Hammond–Leffler rate-equilibrium relationship (or
extended Brønsted relationship).10


This elegant conclusion, however, relies heavily upon
the validity of the Y–T correlations defined for the
respective Y subsets. The Y–T correlation given for
subset 3 (Y = p-MeO) should be that for the electron-
withdrawing range of substituents and the r value should
be almost meaningless. The situation should be the same
in the case of 4 (Y = p-Me). In the case of electron-
withdrawing Y subsets, on the other hand, the correlation
was assigned only for the electron-donating range, and
there is no evidence for the same � value applying to the
other range of substituents.


Whereas the symmetrical subseries where X = Y gives
an excellent linear correlation against 2��X over the whole
range of substituents, the simple additivity relationship in
Eqn. (6) against ��X � ��Y no longer holds and gives a
wide dispersion pattern as in Fig. 1 when ��X are entirely
different from ��Y. This characteristic dispersion pattern
of the additivity relationship has been generally observed
for multiple substituent effects in typical �,�-diarylcar-
benium ion formation processes, and presumably a
‘concave plot’ where both the head and the tail are bent
back upwards from the reference line should be the best
description of the shape of the correlation inherent in the
substituent effect of the respective subsets.


The individual correlation of any Y subset appears to
be a non-linear (concave) correlation, which may be
delineated using the More O’Ferrall equation [Eqn. (4)].7


The tangent (�0)Y for the respective Y subset which has
essentially the same physical significance as the apparent
�Y value in the Y–T correlation varies in the same way as
the latter: The (�0)Y becomes more negative as the Y
substituent becomes more electron attracting. The
variation of (�0)Y will be related to the Hammond shift
of the transition state if the variation can be ascribed to
the coordinate shift of the transition state.7,10


A positive (2m)Y coefficient in Eqn. (4) implies an
assignment of a ‘concave correlation’ for any Y subset:
the shape of the plot should be related to the anti-
Hammond shift of the transition state coordinate (or the
late transition state) for accelerating substrates. This
clearly conflicts with what has been deduced from the
behaviors of other selectivity indices. Most seriously, it
conflicts with the so-called saturation effect that would be
generally expected from the More O’Ferrall theory.7,10


#���� -� ;������ 	� ��%�������� ������� %� 3-�4 &<*


Subset (Y) na (�0)Y (2m)Y R SD


(m-Cl) 6b �4.92 � 0.16 0.53 � 0.79 0.9984 0.09
2(H) 14 �4.08 � 0.06 0.54 � 0.11 0.9992 0.08
4(p-Me) 6 �3.62 � 0.14 0.43 � 0.22 0.9987 0.14
3(p-MeO) 8 �2.61 � 0.04 0.69 � 0.06 0.9995 0.05


a Number of substituents involved.
b


Substituents range: p-Me–m-Cl.
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The characteristic dispersion of this non-additivity
relationship appears to be general in many solvolysis
processes of �,�-diarylcarbocation formation, among
which the reaction of particular importance in the present
study is the protonation equilibria of �,�-diarylethy-
lenes.12 Despite the wide dispersion pattern for the
respective Y subsets of the additivity correlation against
��X � ��Y, we found that the scattered plots of the pKR�


values against ��X � ��Y of �,�-diarylethylenes, as a
whole, can be superimposed precisely upon the corre-
sponding plots of the non-additivity relationship of p-
nitrobenzoates as in Fig. 2. This finding naturally points
to the existence of a precise extended Brønsted relation-
ship:10


log �kXY�kHH�OPNB � ��1�03 � 0�03��pKR� �7�


which is demonstrated in Fig. 3 as a linear relationship
between log (kXY/kHH)OPNB for the solvolysis and �pKR�


values with a constant slope. The exceptionally large
deviation of the (p-Me)2 substrate may presumably be
attributed to experimental error. The observed value of
the Brønsted coefficient � of close to unity may be
coincidental, since the solvents are different between the
solvolysis and the equilibrium.


While any Y subsets show different dependences upon
X substituents (Fig. 2) for either the solvolysis or the


pKR�, they all satisfy the rate–equilibrium relationship in
Eqn. (7) with the same Brønsted coefficient � = 1.03; if
any linear substituent effect correlation holds for an
individual Y subset, Eqn. (8) should also be satisfied with
the same � coefficient for the rate–equilibrium system:


��k�Y � ���t�Y �8�


then,


log �k�k0�Y � � log�K�K0�Y (8a)


The Brønsted relationship in Eqn. (8a) should include any
constituent Y subsets, regardless of whether the Ham-
mett-type correlations of the subsets are linear or not.


The constant � coefficient irrespective of the Y subsets
should suffice as direct convincing evidence for the
absence of coordinate shifts of transition states in this rate
process. Changes in (�k)Y with subsets should be
independent of coordinate shifts of transition states in
the present rate process. Whatever the cause of non-
linearity and non-additivity behaviors of any selectivity
parameters, (�k)Y, (2m)Y, (�0)Y, etc., in the present
solvolysis rate process, the constant � coefficient does not
allow them to be ascribed to the substituent-induced
coordinate shifts of the transition state.


For the hydration reaction of 1,1-diphenylethylenes


��!��� -� =���
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where the intermediate carbenium ion is identical with
that for the present solvolysis, we may expect a closely
similar pattern of the kinetic substituent effect, without
the effect associated with coordinate shifts of the
transition state. The same expectation may be extended
to the bromination of 1,1-diphenylethylenes, since a
similar characteristic dispersion pattern of the additivity
correlation was found for the bromination of diphenyl-
ethylenes. Nevertheless, Dubois and co-workers con-
cluded6 that the non-additivity in the bromination
reaction arose not only from changes in the stability of
the cationic intermediate but also significantly from
coordinate shifts of the transition state.1


The characteristic dispersion pattern of this non-
additivity relationship has been observed also in the �-
CF3-diarylmethyl system;11 the observed variation of the
� value within any given Y subset just displayed the
dependence of the selectivity (�) on the deviation from
the symmetrical propeller conformation of diaryl carbo-
cations (or of the corresponding transition states). Thus
the significant non-linearity and non-additivity were
concluded to be caused by a conformational change of
the transition state with varying substituents, and not
caused by coordinate shifts of the transition state.


Although are not prepared at this time to speculate
about the cause of significant non-linearity and non-
additivity, evidently the coordinate shift of the transition
state is not the main cause of the significant scattering
behavior in this system. The non-linear Y–T correlations
in the present system is most probably caused by varying
conformations of the transition state. Further studies are
in progress in order to clarify the conformational


dependence of the selectivity � and r parameters on
second substituents Y.
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ABSTRACT: The unified reaction valley approach (URVA) was used to investigate the mechanism of the
rearrangement of methylchlorocarbene to chloroethene [reaction(1)] in the gas phase with special emphasis on the
role of H tunneling. The reaction valley of (1) was explored using different methods (HF, MP2 and DFT/B3LYP) and
different basis sets [6–31G(d), 6–31G(d,p) and cc-pVTZ]. Results were analyzed characterizing normal modes,
reaction path vector and curvature vector in terms of generalized adiabatic modes associated with internal parameters
that are used to describe the reaction complex. For reaction (1), H tunneling plays a significant role even at room
temperature, but does not explain the strongly curved Arrhenius correlations observed experimentally. The
probability of H tunneling can be directly related to the curvature of the reaction path and the associated curvature
couplings. The reaction is preceeded in the forward and reverse direction by energy-consuming conformational
changes that prepare the reactant for the actual 1,2-H shift, which requires only little energy. The effective energy
needed for CH bond breaking is just 6 kcal mol�1 for (1). The gas-phase and the solution-phase mechanisms of (1)
differ considerably, which is reflected by the activation enthalpies: 11.4 (gas, calculated) and 4.3 kcal mol�1 (solution,
measured). Stabilizing interactions with solvent molecules take place in the latter case and reduce the importance of H
tunneling. The non-linearity of the measured Arrhenius correlations most likely results from bimolecular reactions of
the carbene becoming more important at lower temperatures. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Recently, we investigated the mechanism and dynamics
of substitution and cycloaddition reactions using the
unified reaction valley approach (URVA).1–4 URVA is
based on the reaction path hamiltonian (RPH) of Miller et
al.,5 the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) of Fukui6,7


and the generalized adiabatic mode concept of Cremer
and co-workers8,9 URVA was developed to study the
mechanism of a chemical reaction in detail. For this
purpose, the reaction path embedded in the reaction
valley is explored from the location of the minimum
associated with the reactants to the first-order saddle
point being the position of the transition state (TS) and to
the minimum associated with the products. During this
journey all changes in the physical and chemical


properties of the reaction complex (RC, the supermol-
ecule made up from the reacting molecules) are
monitored so that a detailed account of the reaction
mechanism can be given.1–4


The direction and the curvature of the reaction path
provide important information on the latter. In previous
work, we found that bond breaking and bond forming are
indicated by a strong curvature of the reaction path.
Based on the sequence and the position of the curvature
peaks, a TS region, in which the chemical processes
occur, can be distinguished from van der Waals and
preparation regions, in which the first interactions of the
reaction partners develop and in which the reactants
prepare for the actual chemical processes.1,2,4 The van
der Waals region can be located even if a van der Waals
complex does not exist on the potential energy surface
(PES). The position of the energy TS in the transition
state region (early or late) is in line with the Hammond
postulate indicating an exothermic or endothermic
reaction. The height of the curvature peaks can be related
to the strength of the bonds being broken/formed, which
has an influence on the reaction barrier and the reaction
energy.1,2 Finally, it is possible to detect hidden inter-
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mediates along the reaction path by relating curvature
and other features of the path to structural changes of the
reaction complex. Hidden intermediates are transient
structures with unique electronic and structural features
but which do not occupy a distinct stationary point on the
PES. However, they possess electronic features that by
variation of the conditions of a reaction (solvent,
temperature, substituent influence, etc., which imply a
change in the PES) lead to a true intermediate occupying
a local minimum.4 In this way, hidden intermediates
present an important mechanistic link between different
reaction mechanisms observed for different environmen-
tal conditions or substitution patterns.


The curvature of the reaction path is related to the
curvature couplings, which result from a coupling
between the vibrational modes orthogonal to the reaction
path and the translational mode of the RC along the
reaction path. They provide information how energy can
be transferred from vibrational modes into the reaction
path mode and vice versa.10,11 Knowledge of the
curvature couplings can be used for mode selective rate
enhancement. Similarly, a coupling between vibrational
modes along the reaction path leads to energy dissipation
during the reaction.


In previous work, we investigated exclusively bimol-
ecular reactions, in which the chemical processes involve
two different molecules. The chemical processes could
be easily located by the curvature of the reaction path and
the mechanism (sequence of bond breaking/forming pro-
cesses) identified. This is also the case for other reactions
investigated with the reaction path hamiltonian.11 Only a
few unimolecular reactions were investigated, but in
none of these cases was it possible to determine the
reaction path curvature and to carry out a mechanistic
analysis.12,13


In this work, we investigated for the first time the
mechanistic details of an unimolecular reaction using
URVA. As an example, the 1,2-H shift in singlet methyl-
chlorocarbene leading to vinyl chloride was analyzed
[reaction (1), Scheme 1(a)]14–18 where results are related
to the corresponding arrangements of other carbenes, in
particular that of benzylchlorocarbene to (Z)-and (E)-�-
chlorostyrene [reactions (2a) and (2b), Scheme 1(a)].19–25


These reactions can be considered as carbene self-
insertions into an �-C—H bond with low activation
energies and large exothermicity. Alternatively, one can
speak of a hydride shift followed by the conversion of a
zwitterionic singly bonded structure into a double bond
structure [Scheme 1(b)]. The reaction is initiated by a
hyperconjugative delocalization of the a C—H bonding
electron pair into the empty p� orbital at the carbene C
atom. This requires that the C—H bond and p�-orbital
are properly aligned and that the �CH orbital energy is
not too low.


LaVilla and Goodman14 measured an Arrhenius
activation energy Ea of 4.9 � 0.5 kcal mol�1 (1 kcal =
4.184 kJ) (�H‡ = 4.3 kcal mol�1) and logA = 9.7 � 0.3


(�S‡ = �16.1 e.u.) for reaction (1) in heptane from 11 to
61°C using time-resolved photoacoustic calorimetry.
The low frequency factor suggested a highly ordered
TS. Repetition of the measurement for a larger tem-
perature range (�70 to 80°C) in different solvents
(heptane and 1,2-dichloroethane) with the help of nano-
second absorption spectroscopy in connection with the
pyridinium ylide method led to curved Arrhenius plots
and an inverse KIE (increasing kH/kD with increasing
temperature T) which were related to either a branching
of the reaction mechanism (the carbene is consumed by
more than one reaction) or quantum mechanical tunnel-
ing.15


Calculations by Storer and Houk17 seemed to confirm
the latter assumption: Applying variational transition
state theory (VTST) these authors calculated a rate
constant of k(1) = 1.7 � 105 s�1; however, when includ-
ing quantum mechanical tunneling via CD-SCSAG
(centrifugal-dominant, small curvature, semi-classical,
adiabatic, ground-state) theory obtained k(1) = 1.35
� 106 s�1, in perfect agreement with the experimental
k(1) value of 1.36 � 106 s�1 measured in heptane.15


These calculations were based on an MP2/6–31G(d) PES
traced out along the reaction path between 0.96 and


%���	� �
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0�84 amu
1
2 before and after the TS, respectively.17 The


corresponding barrier after zero-point energy (ZPE)
corrections was found to be 12.6 kcal mol�1, which
reduced at MP4/6–311G(d,p)//MP2/6–31G(d) to
11.5 kcal mol�1 (Ref. 17; K. N. Houk, personal commu-
nication). Hence, the calculated activation energy was a
factor of 2 larger than the measured value and despite this
serious discrepancy the measured k value was reproduced
when quantum mechanical tunneling was considered.
Later calculations by Houk and co-workers18 using DFT
and other methods essentially confirmed the calculated
activation energy which makes a k(1) value of 104 s�1


much more likely than the experimental k(1) of 106 s�1.15


At this point one has to note that the quantum chemical
calculations refer to the gas phase whereas the experi-
ments were carried out in the solvent phase. Lavilla and
Goodman14 pointed out the influence of the solvent on
the carbene stability and probably also on the TS. The
second question concerns the sensitivity of the VTST
results on the range investigated before and after the TS.
Here, we will show that for an investigation of the
reaction path in the full range from reactant to product in
sufficiently small steps the influence of quantum mech-
anical tunneling is strongly reduced and the mechanism
of the reaction in the gas phase differs considerably from
that in the solution phase.


Experimental observations made for reaction (2)
(Scheme 1) have been interpreted in a similarly contra-
dictory manner as in the case of reaction (1). Liu et al.22


carried out a laser flash photolysis investigation of
3-chloro-3-benzyldiazirine and 3-chloro-3-(phenyldi-
deuteriomethyl)diazirine in isooctane over the range 60
to �80°C, which led to curved Arrhenius plots for the
1,2-H and 1,2-D shifts in benzylchlorocarbene. The
authors argued that quantum mechanical tunneling or
solvent interactions are responsible for the observed
kinetics. This interpretation was rejected by Merrer et
al.,23 who demonstrated by careful product analyses that
rearrangement (2) is accompanied by intermolecular
reactions of the carbene. Hence curved Arrhenius
correlations do not necessarily implicate quantum mech-
anical tunneling. At low temperatures (�70°C in 1,1,2,2-
tetrachloroethane) no byproducts were observed for
reaction (2) and a linear Arrhenius correlation resulted
(Ea = 3.2 kcal mol�1, logA = 10.0 s�1).23


In the last 5 years, the 1,2-H shift in various other
carbenes was investigated,25–28 benzylchlorocarbene was
generated in a different way and the Arrhenius analysis
for reaction (2) repeated29 and solvent carbene interac-
tions30 and intermolecular reactions of the carbene were
measured.29,31–33 Although a number of alternative
explanations of non-linear Arrhenius correlations were
offered, the mechanism of the 1,2-H shift and, in
particular, the role of quantum mechanical tunneling in
this connection are not fully understood.


We will consider the mechanism and the dynamics of
reaction (1) in the gas phase. In this connection we will


discuss a number of questions: (1) what are the energetics
of the reaction in the gas phase and do they differ from
those in solution?; (2) is the mechanism shown in Scheme
1(b) (hydride transfer followed by double bond forma-
tion) a valid description for reaction (1); (3) do the bond
breaking and bond forming processes occur exactly
simultaneously or one after the other?; (4) can different
stages of the reaction be distinguished as in the case of the
substitution and cycloaddition reactions previously
investigated?; (5) what structural changes initiate the
reaction and how is it terminated and, what happens at the
TS?; (6) is an enhancement of the reaction rate possible
by pumping energy into a vibrational mode (mode
selective rate enhancement)?; (7) 1,2-H shifts such as in
reactions (1) and (2) are strongly exothermic: does
energy dissipation occur along the reaction path or is the
energy generated stored in the newly formed CH and CC
double bond?; (8) what is the role of H tunneling, and can
it be anticipated from the URVA analysis?; and (9) how
does the environment influence the reaction mechanism?


We will proceed in the following way in subsequent
sections to answer questions (1)–(9). First, we will briefly
describe the theory of URVA and the computational
methods used. The reaction path and reaction valley of
rearrangement (1) will then be described. This is
followed by a mechanistic and dynamic discussion,
focusing in particular on the role of H tunneling and the
influence of the environment.


!��#"& ' � �#�($!'!�# ') ��!�#�%


All structural changes of the RC can be described in a
3K–L-dimensional configuration space (L-number of
overall rotations and translations, K-number of atoms in
the RC) spanned by the internal coordinates of the RC. In
URVA, this space is partitioned into a one-dimensional
reaction path space, along which the translational motion
of the RC takes place, and a (3K � L)�1-dimensional
orthogonal space, in which the transverse vibrations of
the RC orthogonal to the motion along the reaction path
occur. In URVA one follows the reaction path and
calculates the harmonic vibrational modes of the RC
along the path thus tracing out a harmonic (3K � L)�1-
dimensional reaction valley with the reaction path being
on the valley floor. URVA applied to the chlorocarbene
rearrangement (1) required the following steps.


�� ��������	
� 
� �� ������ ��
��� ��
�� ��
�����	
� ���� The reaction path x̃(s) can be represented
at a point x̃(s0) as a Taylor series in s:34,35


�x�s� � �x�s0� � t�s��s � s0� � 1
2�


k�s��s � s0�2 � � � � �1�


where s is the arc length of the path (reaction path length)
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defined by the differential


ds2 � dx�Mdx � d�x�d�x �2�


and M is the diagonal matrix of nuclear masses. The
reaction path x̃(s) is given by 3K mass-weighted
Cartesian coordinates xi of the RC for s = 0 → s(reactant)
or s(product) describing the steepest descent path from
the TS toward reactant(s) and product(s). The first
derivative of x̃(s) with regard to s is the reaction path
vector t(s), which gives the direction of the path, while
the second derivative of x̃(s) with regard to s is the
reaction path curvature k(s). The reaction path is
calculated by increasing (decreasing) the path length
from s = 0 by suitable step sizes �s (between 0.01 and
0�02 amu


1
2 bohr) until reactants or products are reached


exploring the path by suitable path following algo-
rithms.2,10,11,34,35


In this work, the reaction valley of (1) was described
with the help of density functional theory (DFT).36 DFT
was employed in connection with the B3LYP hybrid
functional37 and the 6–31G(d,p) basis set.38 The
energetics obtained in this way for reaction (1) were
verified by using the larger, more accurate cc-pVTZ basis
set of Dunning.39 The energetics of the reaction were also
tested by carrying out second-order Møller–Plesset
(MP2) perturbation theory calculations40 employing the
6–31G(d,p) basis set. Finally, CCSD(T) calculations41


with the 6–31G(d,p) basis were carried out to verify the
energetics of reaction (1).


�� ��������	
� 
� ��� ��
����	� ������ ��
�� ��
�����	
� ���� The internal coordinates qn of the RC
were calculated as functions of the path length s. As the
changes of the geometry in the entrance channel are
better described by the internal coordinates of the
reactant whereas those in the exit channel of the reaction
are better described by those of the product, a redundant
coordinate set was used containing the internal coordi-
nates of both reactant and product. We note in this
connection that URVA uses adiabatic internal modes
(AIMs), which are independent of the number of internal
coordinates.8,9


�� ������	� 
� �� �����	
� ��� �	����	
�� The
reaction path vector t(s) was decomposed into basis
vectors un(s):


un�s� � M�1bn�s� �3�


t�s� �
�3K�L


n�1


tn�s�un�s� �4�


where an element i of bn(s) is given by �qn(x)/�xi. The
calculation of the coefficients tn(s) is described in Ref. 1.
Vectors un in Eqns (3) and (4), which were first suggested
by Kato and Morokuma,35 represent the vibrational


modes associated with the internal coordinates describing
the RC.1 Hence the movement along the reaction path is
expressed in terms of internal coordinate modes un(s),
which are equivalent to the AIMs of Cremer and co-
workers8,9 used for the analysis of the normal mode
vibrations (see points 5–7). For the analysis of t(s), the
amplitude An,s(t,s) of internal coordinate mode un(s)
given in Ref. 1 was used:


An�s�t� s� � 	g�s��M�s��1bn�s�
2
	g�s��M�s��1g�s�
	bn�s��M�s��1bn�s�



�5�


[g(s)-energy gradient at point s], which considers in
addition to electronic effects the kinetic aspects of the
translational motion along the reaction path.


�� ��������	
� 
� �� �
���� ������� 
� �� ��
�� 
�
�� �� ��
�� �� �����	
� ���� The energy gradient
given as a function of s is analyzed in terms of forces
associated with the internal coordinates. Since the
internal coordinate, which dominates at a given point s0


the direction of the reaction path, is known from step 3,
the force having the strongest impact on the RC can be
identified. Regions of repulsive (force �0) and attractive
interatomic forces (�0) can be distinguished.


�� ��������	
� 
� �� �
���� �
�� ��������	�� 
� ��
�� ��
�� �� �����	
� ���� For the description of the
reaction valley, Nvib = 3K � L � 1 generalized normal
modes �lg��s� and their associated frequencies �g


��s� have
to be calculated.1,2,5,34,35 The harmonic reaction valley is
given by


V �s�Q� � V �s� � 1�2
�Nvib


��1


kg
��s� � 	Qg


��s�
2 �6�


where kg
��s� is the generalized normal mode force


constant, Qg
��s� the generalized normal mode coordinate


and V(s) the energy profile along the reaction path. The
normal mode frequencies �g


��s� are plotted as a function
of s, which provides a qualitative impression of the
reaction mechanism and the mechanism of energy
dissipation between the vibrational modes. A prerequisite
for such an analysis is the correct resolution of all
avoided crossings between vibrational eigenstates of the
same symmetry along the reaction path. This implies
mostly a reduction of stepsize �s and the use of tech-
niques such as the DMO procedure of Konkoli et al.3 by
which all avoided crossings of the vibrational eigenstates
can correctly be resolved, and a reliable analysis of
curvature coupling and mode–mode coupling coefficients
(see steps 8 and 10) becomes possible.


Similar considerations will hold if the RC possesses C1


symmetry because vibrational eigenstates may approach
each other without crossing or they may cross exchanging
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in the case of mode–mode coupling energy, which
requires again an accurate resolution at crossing and non-
crossing points.


�� ������	� 
� ��� �
���� �
��� 	� ����� 
� ��	� ��	�
	������� �
��� !�"#�$� The AIMS are the vibrational
modes of the internal coordinates and, by expressing
normal modes in terms of AIMs, changes of the former
can be directly related to structural changes of the RC.
For example, the breaking of a bond leads to a strong
decrease in the frequency of a normal mode, which in
most cases increases again as soon as a new bond is
formed. Decomposition of this normal mode into AIMs
provides exact information as to where and how the bond
breaking/forming process takes place.1,2,4


The determination and the advantages of AIMS are
described elsewhere.8,9 For URVA, generalized adiabatic
internal modes ag


n�s� are calculated in the (3K � L) � 1-
dimensional space. The properties of an ag


n�s� mode are
given by force constant ka


n�s�, mass ma
n�s� and frequency


�a
n�s�:1,2,8,9


	ag
n�s�
� � Dn��s�


kg
��s� �


�Nvib


	�1


Dnv�s�2


kg
	�s� �7�


ka
n�s� � 1�


�Nvib


	�1


Dnv�s�2


kg
	�s� �8�


ma
n�s� � 1�Gnn�s� �9�


�a
n�s� �


�����������
ka


n�s�
ma


n�s�


�
�10�


where Dn�(s) is an element of the D-matrix that connects
normal coordinates with internal coordinates and Gnn(s)
is an element of the Wilson G-matrix.


For the decomposition of normal modes into AIMs, the
amplitudes An,�(s) are used:1,2,8,9


An���l� s� � 	l���s�F�s�an�s�
2
	a�n�s�F�s�an�s�
	l���s�F�s�l��s�



�11�


where F(s) denotes the force constant matrix calculated
as a function of s.


%� "����	����	
� 
� &	 ���	
��� �
��� ��� ��� �
�'
&����� 	��
 !��������� ��
�$ ��������	
��� 
� �
���	
���
�
���� Vibrational frequencies that vanish during the
reaction indicate modes that are converted into either
rotations or translations of the RC. By decomposing these
modes into AIMs it can be clarified which translation or
rotation is generated. In the case of the carbene
rearrangement (1), the total number of vibrational modes
of the RC is preserved.


(� ������	� 
� �� �
��'�
�� �
���	�� ��������
Calculation of the mode–mode coupling elements B�,	(s)
given in Eqn. (12) provides an insight into energy
dissipation.1,2,5,35 If in an avoided crossing two vibra-
tional eigenstates approach each other shortly (see step
5), they can exchange only little energy. The correspond-
ing mode–mode coupling peak is relatively sharp and
localized at a particular s-value. However, if the two
vibrational eigenstates slowly approach each other and
also slowly depart, thus staying together for a relatively
large part �s of the path, a larger amount of energy can be
exchanged, leading to effective energy dissipation. The
corresponding mode–mode coupling peak is relatively
broad and delocalized over the area �s:


B��	�s� � �lg
��s��	d�lg


	�s��ds
 � �B	���s� �12�


)� *��������	
� 
� �� ��	� ��	� �
��� �
������� 
�
�� �� ��
�� �� �����	
� ���� The AIM force
constants are given in Eqn. (8). They can be directly
used to analyze changes in the electronic structure of the
RC, in particular changes in bonding. Care has to be
taken in those situations where the internal coordinate in
question dominates the reaction path direction. Then, the
adiabatic force constant becomes unusually large (often
increasing to a maximum value) and reflects the coupling
of the corresponding AIM and the motion along the
reaction path.


�+� ��������	
� 
� �� �����	
� ��� ���&����� ���
�� ���&����� �
���	�� �
����	����� Since the curvature
of the reaction path is given by the vector k(s), it is more
convenient to investigate the scalar curvature k(s) given
as the Euclidian norm of the curvature vector:



�s� � 	k�s��k�s�
1�2 � 	
�Nvib


��1


B2
��s�s�
1�2 �13�


where


k�s� � d2�x�s��ds2 �14�


and


B��s�s� � k�s���lg
��s� �15�


are the curvature coupling coefficients. The latter
describe the dynamic coupling between the translational
motion along the reaction path and the 3K � 7 normal
modes orthogonal to the reaction path. These couplings
are important for mode selective rate enhancement
experiments: A laser is tuned on the frequency of that
normal mode that couples strongly with the motion along
the path and energy is channeled in this way into the
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reaction path maximally increasing the rate constant with
a minimum of energy.10,11


��� ,��
��
�	�	
� 
� �� �����	
� ��� ���&����� 	�
����� 
� ��	� ��	� �
��'���&����� �
���	�� �
���'
�	����-� The curvature vector can be analyzed in terms of
AIMs utilizing amplitudes An,s(k,s), which correspond to
adiabatic curvature coupling coefficients:


An�s�k� s� � k�s��M�s�ag
n�s�������������������������������������


�ag
n���s�M�s�ag


n�s�
� �16�


Equation (16) indicates that the coefficients An,s possess
the same dimension as coefficients B�,s and become
identical with the latter for lg


� � ag
n.1


��� ������	� 
� ������ 	� �� ������
� ����	��
�	���	 ��	
� ��
�� �� �����	
� ���� This can be
accomplished by calculating atomic charges, e.g. utiliz-
ing the NBO analysis42 as done in this work. Alter-
natively, the electron density distribution, electron
difference densities or the Laplacian of the electron
density can be investigated for increasing s.1,2,4


��� ��������	
� 
� ������	� ���������	� ��
����	�� 
�
�� �� ��
�� �� �����	
� ���� In this work, just the
dipole moment � was determined as a function of s.
However, in principle it is possible to calculate a
manifold of electric and magnetic properties along the
path to monitor all changes in the electronic structure of
the RC as detailed as possible.


��� ��������	
� 
� ���� �
������� .	� �� ��� 
�
&��	��	
��� �����	�	
� ����� ��
�� !/010$� VTST was
used in its canonical version (CVT).43 Rate constants k(1)
were calculated in the range T = 60–500 K minimizing
the flux of the trajectories of the RC through a dividing
surface located in the TS region.


��� "�&���	���	
� 
� ������� �����	��� ������	��2
	�
�
�� �������2 ���� Tunneling corrections for the rate
constants k(1) obtained in step 14 were calculated with
the CD-SCSAG method,44 which can be applied if the
curvature coupling elements related to the migrating H
atom are not too large, which is true for reaction (1). The
influence of tunneling was calculated for the temperature
range 60–500 K.


Tunneling can be predicted from the curvature and the
curvature coupling elements of Eqn. (15). The reaction
path hamiltonian is given by


H�s� ps� �Q�� �P�� � T�s� ps� �Q�� �P��
� V�s� �Q�� �17�


where the path parameter s and the normal coordinates


{Q�} are the reaction valley coordinates and ps and {P�}
denote their conjugated momenta. The potential V is
expressed in Eqn. (5) while the kinetic energy T takes the
form


T�s� ps� �Q�� �P�� � 1
2


ps �
�Nvib


��	


B��	�s�Q��s�P	�s�
� �2


�


1 �
�Nvib


�


B��s�s�Q��s�
� �2


� 1
2


�Nvib


�


P2
��s� �18�


The first term corresponds to the kinetic energy part of
the movement along the path including the coupling
terms between movement along the reaction path and
transverse motions. The second term represents the
kinetic energy part associated with a movement ortho-
gonal to the path direction. The nominator of the first
term is the generalized momentum of the motion along
the path and the denominator represents an effective
mass, which is of relevance for tunneling investigations.
Curvature of the path lowers the effective mass [B�,s(s) �
0] and, accordingly, raises the tunneling probability.45–47


The reaction valley was followed from the reactant to
the product for reaction (1) (�2�28 � s � 3�84 amu


1
2)


where the endpoints of the path correspond to structures
within 0.1 kcal mol�1 of the energy of reactant and
product, respectively. The RC possess C1 symmetry, thus
leading to 12 internal coordinates describing its geome-
try.


All calculations needed for URVA were carried out
with the program ADIA, which is a multipurpose
package for the analysis of vibrational spectra and
carrying out URVA.1,8,9 ADIA is a part of the ab initio
package COLOGNE2000.48 For the HF, MP2 and DFT
calculations, the ab initio package Gaussian 9849 was
used. For VTST and the tunneling corrections a local
version of the program POLYRATE50 interfaced to
COLOGNE2000 was used.


' ')&%�% #* "�'�!�# ('!� ' �
"�'�!�# +'))�&


Calculated energies and geometries of the stationary
points of reaction (1) are summarized in Table 1 and Fig.
1. Details of the reaction path and the reaction valley of
reaction (1) are shown in Fig. 2 [energy profile V(s)], Fig.
3 [changes in the geometric parameters q(s) of the RC],
Fig. 4 [internal coordinate contributions to reaction path
vector t(s)], Fig. 5 (internal forces of the RC), Figs 6 and
8 [vibrational frequencies �g


��s� and mode–mode coup-
lings B�,	(s)], Fig. 7 (decomposition of normal mode 9 in
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terms of AIMs), Figs 9 and 10 (reaction path curvature
and its decompositions into normal modes and into
AIMs) and Fig. 11 (adiabatic force constants). The
analysis along the reaction path is based on Figs 2–5 and
that of the (3K � 7)-dimensional orthogonal vibrational
space on Figs 6–11.


In these figures, in which a given property of the RC is
represented as a function of the s, the position of the TS is
defined by a dashed vertical line at s = 0, i.e. the reactant
(chlorocarbene) is located at s � �2�28 amu


1
2 bohr and


the product (vinyl chloride) at s � �3�84 amu
1
2 bohr.


Actually, the calculation was stopped at an energy
0.04 kcal mol�1 above the reactant and 0.008 kcal mol�1


above the product. Investigation of the frequencies and
couplings, however, revealed that the calculation of the
reaction valley becomes unstable at s = �1.9 and


!���� �, %�������� 	
 �����	� & '( )!�*��� → )��+�)���


Method/basis set Molecule E/�E H/�H G/�G S �


B3LYP/6–1G(d,p) Carbene �538.09773 �538.05277 �538.08440 67.0 2.29
TS 13.7 11.7 12.8 63.0 3.29
Vinyl chloride �58.0 �56.6 �55.5 63.0 1.61


B3LYP/cc-pVTZ Carbene �538.16526 �538.12051 �538.15214 66.6 2.18
TS 13.5 11.4 12.5 63.0 3.18
Vinyl chloride �57.5 �56.1 �55.0 63.0 1.48


CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ Carbene �537.54363 �537.49888 �537.53051 66.6
TS 13.2 11.1 12.2 63.0
Vinyl chloride �57.4 �56.0 �54.9 63.0


Exp.15 4.3


a Absolute energies (enthalpies) in hartree, relative energies (enthalpies) in kcal mol�1, entropies in e.u., dipole moments � in D. For the CCSD(T) calculations,
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ geometries and vibrational corrections were used.


*��-�� �, ,!-./0����1�2 ��	������ 	
 ��������� �� ��$
��	$��� 	
 �����	� & '3 �������� � 45 � ������ � $������


*��-�� �, ,!-./067! � &$��' ������� 1 &�	�$ ���' ��$ 1� 2/% &$����$ ���' �� � 
����	� 	
 ��� �����	� ���� �		�$���� � 
	�
��� �����	� & '3 ��� �	��	� 	
 ��� �� �	�����	�$� �	 � + " ��� 0� ,	��3 ������� 	�����$ �� 	���� ������ 	
 ���	�� ��� ���	 ����3
��� ������ �������	� 
�	� ��� �������� ��$ ��� ��	$��� � ���� �� ��� ������� ��$ ��������� �	�� 	
 ��� �����	� ���� �
8���0�	�
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s � 3�7 amu
1
2 bohr, although the accuracy of energy and


gradient still seem to be reasonable. At these points the
reaction valley is already very flat and an exact
determination of the curvature of the reaction valley
becomes more difficult.


'������� � ��� �������� .���


Reaction (1) is exothermic by 57.5 kcal mol�1 and
possesses an activation energy of 13.5 kcal mol�1


(B3LYP/cc-pVTZ results, Table 1). The corresponding
activation enthalpy is 11.4 kcal mol�1, which differs only
slightly from the CCSD(T) result (Table 1), the MP4
value reported by Storer and Houk17 or the DFT values
reported by Houk and co-workers.18 Energies and
enthalpy differences obtained with the 6–31G(d,p) basis
set are marginally larger (0.2–0.3 kcal mol�1, Table 1,
Fig. 1) so that we can conclude that B3LYP with a VDZP
basis set provides already a reliable account of the
energetics of reaction (1) and, by this, also of reaction
path and reaction valley. The results obtained in this work


*��-�� /, ,!-./067! �&$��' ��	������� ���������� 9 	
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 ��	��� ��� ;�3  3 ��� �	��	� 	
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and those by Houk and co-workers17,18 clearly indicate
that the activation enthalpy of reaction (1) in the gas
phase is 2.6 times larger than the measured value
corresponding to the solution phase. Also, the calculated
activation entropy (�S‡ = �3.6 .u, Table 1) is far from
indicating a highly ordered TS as is suggested by the
measured A factor.14 Hence reaction (1) has a much lower


activation enthalpy in heptane solution (4.3 kcal mol�1)
because of specific or non-specific solvation.14


������� �� ��� ���	���� � ��� �������� ��	.��1,
Figure 3 indicates that the changes in distances C2H6
(breaking bond) and C1H6 (forming bond) are related.
The smaller is the distance C2H6, the larger is the


*��-�� 2, ���	��	��	� 	
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distance C1H6 (entrance channel) and vice versa (exit
channel). The two distances are equal at
s � 0 amu


1
2 bohr (Fig. 3), i.e. at the TS the migrating


H atom adopts a central position over the bond C1C2
(C2H6, 1.311; C1H6, 1.306 Å; angle C6C2C1, 57.8;
C2C1C6, 58.2°; Fig. 1). Closer inspection of Fig. 3


reveals, however, that changes in C2H6 and C1H6 are
either slowed relative to those of the other parameters
(C2H6 in the range �2 � s � �0�5 amu


1
2 bohr; C1H6 in


the range 0.5 � s � 2 amu
1
2 bohr; Fig. 3). Hence the


breaking and forming of the CH bonds, although
occurring simultaneously, do not seem to be fully
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synchronized. It is also obvious that the C1C2 bond does
not increase linearly with increasing s and that the bond
length C1Cl increases (up to s � 2�5 amu


1
2 bohr, Fig. 3)


before it becomes shorter again, i.e. the C1Cl bond is not
simply a spectator bond such as C2H4 or C2H5 but


indirectly participates in the electronic structure changes
along the reaction path. Also, the changes in all bond and
dihedral angles (in particular H4C2C1Cl, H5C2C1Cl
and H6C2C1Cl, which turn out to lead to strongly curved
qn(s) functions when enlarging Fig. 3) suggest that the
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reaction mechanism involves significant changes in
nearly all internal coordinates and is more complicated
than just the simultaneous breaking and forming of a CH
bond.


"������� .��� 
��������, Decomposition of the reaction
path vector t(s) (Fig. 4) reveals that a description of the
migrating atom H6 in terms of angles H6C2C1 (entrance
channel) and H6C1C2 (exit channel) is equivalent and
preferable (stronger dominance in the reaction path
direction) than a description in terms of distances C1H6
and C2H6. Both are given in Fig. 4, which is based on a
redundant set of internal coordinates. It is also interesting
that at s � 2�3 amu


1
2 bohr the dihedral angle H6C1C2Cl


takes over to dominate the direction path direction and
even a fourth internal coordinate, the angle ClC1C2
becomes important closely before reaching the product.
This suggests that three, if not four, different stages can
be distinguished along the reaction path. Tentatively, we
associate these stages with the chemical processes of
C2H6 bond breaking, C1H6 bond forming (both
occurring simultaneously) and planarization at C2, which
finishes the formation of the CC double bond. This seems
to be in line with the simplified mechanism presented in
Scheme 1(b).


�������� �����, The large forces exerted on the atoms of
the RC (Fig. 5) are those connected with the bending of
the angles H6C2C1 and H6C1C2, i.e. those internal
coordinates which determine the direction of the reaction
path up to s � 2�2 amu


1
2 bohr. The force H6C2C1


dominating in the entrance channel of reaction (1) is
attractive until at s � �0�4 amu


1
2 bohr where the repul-


sive force H6C1C2 takes over. Up to s = �0.4 amu
1
2 bohr,


there are just small changes in the distance C2H6 (Fig. 3)
and a reduction of the bond angle H6C2C1 increases the
hyperconjugative delocalization of the C2H6 bonding
electron pair into the empty p� orbital at the carbene atom
C1 [see Scheme 1(b)]. Beyond this point the distance
C2H6 increases linearly with the path length s (Fig. 3),
which leads to the dominance of the repulsive force
C2H6 or equivalently the repulsive force H6C1C2.


Once the TS is passed, the migrating atom H6 is closer
to C1 than C2 and therefore attracted to C1, which is
equivalent to an opening of the angle H6C1C2. At s �
2 amu


1
2 bohr the dihedral H6C1C2Cl, which describes


the movement of H6 into the heavy atom plane and, by
this, planarization at C1, takes over associated with an
attractive, decreasing force.


The dominating forces exerted on the atoms of the RC
are mostly attractive along the reaction path. This is in
line with the mechanistic model that hyperconjugative
delocalization already present in the reactant is just
enhanced in the first part of the reaction (up to
�0�4 amu


1
2 bohr) and that once a small barrier has been


surmounted almost 70 kcal mol�1 are set free in the
reaction. The three chemical process (C2H6 bond
cleavage, C1H6 bond formation and C1C2 double bond
formation) take place simultaneously, but bond cleavage
is much faster accomplished than the slow formation of
the new bonds.


The calculated NBO charges reveal that negative
charge at C2 is decreased along the reaction path while
it is increased at C1. This is in line with the model that
H6 carries a significant part of the C2H6 bonding
electron pair towards C1. The dipole moment of
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methylchlorocarbene (2.29 D, Table 1) increases toward
the TS (3.29 D) before it decreases again to the value
adopted in vinyl chloride (1.61 D). At the TS, stabilizing
electrostatic interactions with a solvent will be large so
that a reduction of the energy barrier in solution can be
expected.


'������� � ��� �������� 8�����


The investigation of the (3K � 7) dimensional vibrational
space is important for an understanding of the reaction
mechanism, in particular for the description of energy
transfer and energy dissipation.


 ��	�� 	�
� ��9-������, The valley of reaction (1) is
spanned by the normal coordinates of 11 vibrational
modes, five of which are bond stretching modes, four
(exit channel: 3) are bending modes, and one (3) is a
torsional mode (Fig. 6). Mode 9 (see Fig. 7) corresponds
in the entrance channel to the C2H6 stretching mode, its
frequency is reduced by almost 800 cm�1 at the TS; in the
exit channel it converts to the C1H6 stretching mode and
crosses at 2 amu


1
2 bohr with mode 10 (mode–mode


coupling 8, Fig. 6) to exchange its character with the
latter, which corresponds to the symmetric H4C2H5
stretching mode. The decomposition of mode 9 into
AIMs is shown in Fig. 7. The characterization of the other
normal modes was carried out in the same way (not
shown here) and is the basis for the analysis of mode–
mode couplings and curvature couplings.


��
��	�
� ��-.����, Mode–mode coupling coeffi-
cients B�	(s) are shown in Fig. 8 where each coupling
peak is identified by an encircled number (compare with
Fig. 6) and the modes � and 	 involved in the coupling.
At the positions of the sharp B�	(s) peaks localized
diabatic transitions between two modes take place so that
both the character and the energy carried by the first
mode is transferred to the second mode. Delocalized
couplings leading to broad peaks are characterized by a
distribution of the energy carried by one mode over both
modes so that energy dissipation can occur. In this way,
Fig. 8 provides information about energy transfer and the
degree of energy dissipation between the vibrational
modes.


Energy dissipation takes place in the exit channel, in
particular between the CH stretching modes (8, modes
10–9) thus distributing the energy set free from the
formation of the bond C1H6 and between the torsional
modes and the C–Cl stretching mode (10, 4–2; 9, 3–2). In
the entrance channel and at the TS energy can be
exchanged between various low-frequency modes (1, 2–
3; 2, 3–1; 5, 5–4; 6, 2–3; Fig. 8), however none of the
couplings involves mode 9, i.e. if energy is pumped into 9
(the C2H6 stretching mode), energy will not be lost by
exchange/distribution with other vibrational modes.


However, pumping of energy into the C1C2 stretching
mode (mode 5, Fig. 6) would be largely lost into the
bending mode 4 and, therefore, would not help to
accelerate the reaction.


"������� .��� �-�8��-��, The reaction path curvature
�(s) (Fig. 9) of reaction (1) is characterized by a shoulder
S1 (�2.28 to �0�8 amu


1
2 bohr) and a small curvature


peak K1 in the entrance channel at s � �0�4 amu
1
2 bohr,


a long shoulder S2 between 0.5 and 2�75 amu
1
2 bohr,


another shoulder S3 between 2.75 and 3�5 amu
1
2 bohr and


a relatively large curvature peak K2 at 3�65 amu
1
2 bohr.


The curvature couplings responsible for S1 involve
normal mode 6, those for K1 modes 5, 4 and 9, those
for S2 modes 9 and 10, those for S3 modes 2, 4 and 1 and
those for K2 modes 4 and 1 where smaller contributions
are not listed (Fig. 9). In view of the low reaction path
curvature in the entrance channel, there is little chance of
enhancing the rate of the 1,2-H shift by pumping energy
into the C2H6 stretching mode 9.


The decomposition of the scalar curvature in terms of
adiabatic curvature couplings (Fig. 10) provides a basis to
associate curvature peaks and shoulders with the internal
coordinates of the RC, which in turn describe the
chemical processes taking place. (The same result is
achieved if the normal mode contributions to the
curvature are decomposed into AIM contributions as in
Fig. 7. The latter approach was used because, with an
increasing number of small contributions, it is difficult to
find the most significant ones in Fig. 10.)


Curvature shoulder S1 and peak K1 result from a
bending of the angle H6C2C1 (mode 6), rehybridization
at C2 and, by this, a change in the bond length C1C2
(mode 5), followed by a slight upward movement of H4
into the heavy atom plane (mode 4). Changes in the CC
bond length and the position of H4 are overlayed by a
lengthening of C2H6 (mode 9), which represents the
largest curvature coupling contribution to K1. Hence,
preparation for C2H6 bond breaking takes place in the
range from s = �2.28 to �0�8 amu


1
2 bohr while the bond


breaking process occurs between �0.8 and 0 amu
1
2 bohr


with the maximum at �0�4 amu
1
2 bohr.


The shoulder S2 is predominantly due to the curvature
couplings involving the shortening of the new C1H6
bond, which is essentially finished at 2�75 amu


1
2 bohr. At


this point, the newly formed vinyl chloride is still
pyramidalized both at C1 (H6C1C2H, 22°; ClC1C2H, 8°)
while it is largely planar at C2 (see Fig. 1, TS geometry).
Planarization at C1 finalizes the double bond formation
of the product, which takes place in the range of curvature
peak K2 [inclusive shoulder S3 (Fig. 10)].


'
������� ���� ���������, The reaction mechanism as
it develops from the investigation of the reaction path
direction, the forces exerted on the RC and the curvature
coupling coefficients is confirmed by the calculated
adiabatic force constants (Fig. 11). The AIM force
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constants for bond stretching and angle bending are large
enough that their changes along the reaction path can be
easily followed. The stretching force constants of
spectator bonds (C2H4, C2H5) do not change signifi-
cantly. Strong changes of the stretching force constants of
C2H6, C1H6 and C1C2 make it possible to identify the
various stages of the reaction mechanism. The C1Cl bond
might also be considered as a spectator bond; however,
its stretching force constant changes significantly and
suggests that the strength of the CCl bond reflects the
position of the migrating H atom.


Strongly exaggerated force constants (reaching a
maximum before they decrease again) indicate a coupling
of the corresponding AIM with the reaction path. As
already discussed in connection with the reaction path
direction, angle parameters are in this connection more
sensitive than the CH bond parameters and, therefore,
they can be used to represent changes in the force
constants of the latter: H6C1C2 for C2H6 and H6C2C1
for C1H6 [we note that for the geometric description of
the RC angle, H6C2C1 is important in the entrance
channel whereas for its energetic description bending
force constant H6C1C2 (corresponding to the stretching
force constant C2H6) has to be used]. Before the TS, the
translational mode couples with the C2H6 stretching
motion (as reflected by the bending force constant
H6C1C2), and after the TS, it couples with the C1H6
stretching motion (as reflected by the bending force
constant H6C2C1). At the TS, the C2H6 cleaving and the
C1H6 forming bond have about the same strength
according to the corresponding AIM stretching force
constants. The formation of the C1H6 bond is finished at
about 2�75 amu


1
2 bohr where it reaches the strength of the


spectator bonds C2H4 and C2H5. At this stage the C1C2
double bond has not gained its full strength. This is
accomplished by planarization at C1 as reflected by the
coupling of the C2C1Cl AIM with the reaction path
motion (maximum of the corresponding AIM force
constant; see also changes in the torsional force constant
H6C1C2Cl; Fig. 11).


��%�$%%�# #* !�� "�'�!�# ����' �%�
' � ������') "�)�+' �� #* "�%$)!%


Using the results of the analysis of reaction path and
reaction valley the following mechanistic steps can be
distinguished for reaction (1):


1. Preparation of the reactant (shoulder S1,
�2�28� s� � 0�8 amu


1
2 bohr): H6C2C1 bending


initiates a rehybridization at the C2 atom.
2. TS region (region of curvature peaks K1 and shoulder


S2, �0�8� s� 2�75 amu
1
2 bohr; Fig. 11): in this range


the bond C2H6 is broken and the bond C1H6
simultaneously formed where, however, the latter
process takes considerably more time than the former


process. Parallel to this the C1C2 double bond is
formed.


3. Preparation of the product (region of curvature
shoulder S3 and peak K2, 2�75� s� 3�8 amu


1
2 bohr;


Fig. 11): in the range of shoulder S3 and peak K2, the
formation of the double bond is finished as a result of
planarization and associated rehybridization at atom
C1.


The center of the transition state region is at
0�97 amu


1
2 bohr, which means that the energy TS is


shifted by 0�97 amu
1
2 bohr into the entrance channel


typical of a strongly exothermic reaction. According to
orbital symmetry rules, the 1,2-H shift reaction (1) is
symmetry-allowed. As found previously for symmetry-
allowed reactions, changes in the geometrical parameters
occur simultaneously, in a concerted manner, so that the
energy increase along the reaction path toward the TS is
minimized. Curvature and curvature couplings of these
reactions seem to be in general small, contrary to those
observed for symmetry-forbidden reactions.4


Since the reaction is a consequence of hyperconjuga-
tive delocalization of the C2H6 bonding electron pair into
the empty p� orbital at C1, only a relatively small energy
increase (ca 7.5 kcal mol�1; Fig. 2) is needed to prepare
for the 1,2-H shift and just another 6 kcal mol�1 are
needed to reach the energy TS (Fig. 2). The low barrier is
clearly a consequence of the fact that the energy needed
for the breaking of the C2H6 bond is largely compensated
by the increasing strength of the C1C2 and C1H6 bonds.


This is the first case where changes of the curvature in
the preparation region are larger than those in the TS
region and that a conformational change (planarization at
C1) is indicated by a relatively strong curvature peak
while the actual chemical processes of bond breaking and
bond formation do not lead to significant changes in the
curvature (just small peaks or shoulders). Accordingly,
the curvature couplings associated with the chemical
processes (mode 9, C2H6 bond breaking and C1H6 bond
formation) are also relatively small. We can predict from
these couplings that H tunneling will accompany the
reaction; however, it will not be particularly large and can
not be solely responsible for the observed curvature in the
Arrhenius plots.


In Table 2, calculated kinetic parameters are summar-
ized. At room temperature, the CVT rate constant
[without tunneling corrections: k(1) = 3.03 � 103 s�1;
Table 2] is a factor of 1000 smaller than the measured
rate constant, which is not surprising in view of the large
discrepancy between the calculated and measured
activation enthalpies: 11.4 vs 4.3 kcal mol�1. Quantum
mechanical tunneling increases the rate constant by a
factor of 9 to 2.74 � 104 s�1 (Table 2). This implies an
effective activation enthalpy at 300 K of 7.4 kcal mol�1,
which is still 3 kcal mol�1 larger than the measured
activation enthalpy (corresponding to a factor of 100 in
the ratio of calculated and measured rate constant; Table
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2). Contrary to Storer and Houk,17 we suggest that the
mechanism of reaction (1) in the gas phase is different
from that in solution. H tunneling, although significant to
determine the rate constant accurately, cannot explain the
strong non-linearity in measured Arrhenius correlations
(see Fig. 12, where the temperature range of measure-
ments is indicated).


Specific interactions between chlorocarbene and a
solvent molecule, e.g. in form of electrostatic attraction
between the partially negatively charged Cl atom and a
partially positively charged H atom of the solvent
molecule heptane as indicated in Scheme 1(c), can
increase the effective electronegativity of Cl, which will
result in a lowering of the energy of the empty p� orbital
of C1. Hyperconjugative interactions between C1H6 and
the empty p� orbital will be increased, thus reducing the


barrier. In view of the relatively large dipole moment (3.3
D; Table 1) calculated for the TS (also Cl carries a
negative charge in the TS but not in the reactant), non-
specific solvation will play an increasing role in
stabilizing the TS when the dielectric constant of the
solvent becomes larger. It has been argued that bi-
molecular reactions or the generation mode of the
carbene rather than H tunneling are responsible for the
observed non-linearity of the Arrhenius correlations
found for reaction (1).14 Our calculations show that this
is essentially correct, although H tunneling cannot be
neglected for the gas-phase reaction while its role should
became small in the case that solvent effects lower the
energy barrier, which was verified experimentaly for
reaction (2).23


We conclude that intramolecular rearrangements such


!���� �, ������4� �������� ��������	� 
���	�� �� ��� ����	
�� ��	� 8��� ��� ��������
	�����
���������	�� ��� ����	
�� ��	� 8�������� ��� ����	
�� ���� �������→��� �����


Method/basis set Temperature � kCVT kCD�SCSAG


B3LYP/6–31G(d,p) 60 1.58 � 1033 6.21 � 10�33 9.80
70 8.34 � 1026 1.43 � 10�26 1.19 � 101


80 1.68 � 1022 8.15 � 10�22 1.43 � 101


100 4.92 � 1015 4.14 � 10�15 2.03 � 101


200 2.34 � 103 1.01 � 10�1 2.37 � 102


300 9.04 3.03 � 103 2.74 � 104


Exp.15 203 to 353 In heptane 1.36 � 106


a Temperatures in K and reaction rates in s�1.


*��-�� ��, ���������$ ��$ �������$ 4������� �	������	�� 
	� �����	� & ' &�	����� #�� ����� �'3 ��� ����������� ����� 	

������������ � �$����$3 =� ��� ����� ��� �������$ ��$ ��� ���������$ 4������� �	������	� 
	� �����	� & ' ��� �	�����$
#���� � ��� ������ ���� ���������$ �	� 8 ������ &��� ������ � ��� �	#�� ��
� �	���� 	
 ��� ����' ��� ��
��$ ��#��$� ����3B �	 A�
��	 ��� ����� 	
 �������$ �	� 8 ������3 ,!-./067! �&$��' ��������	��
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as 1,2-H shifts in carbenes (or similarly in carbocations),
which are initiated by hyperconjugative interactions are
characterized by energy barriers that result to a larger part
from conformational changes preparing for the reaction
rather than the chemical processes (CH bond cleavage/
formation, CC double bond formation). Accordingly, the
largest curvature peaks of the curvature diagram are due
to the conformational changes while the chemical
processes are just represented by small curvature peaks
or shoulders. H tunneling plays a role as long as the
energy barrier is not reduced by substituent or solvent
stabilization of the TS. This explains why in the polar
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane a linear Arrhenius correlation
was found for reaction (2).23 In the temperature range of
experimental measurements (�70 to 80°C) the calcu-
lated Arrhenius correlation based on tunneling corrected
reaction rates is weakly non-linear for reaction (1) (Fig.
12) and cannot explain the experimental observation of a
strongly curved Arrhenius correlation. This supports
explanations that associate non-linearity of the Arrhenius
correlation with bimolecular reactions of the carbene.14


Work is in progress to verify these explanations by
quantum chemical calculations.


'����:��
��	����
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ABSTRACT: A study of chemical behaviour of substituted 4-chloro-N-phenylbutanamides in aqueous solutions of
sodium hydroxide showed that the substrate first undergoes ring closure to give substituted 1-phenylpyrrolidin-2-
ones, which are subsequently hydrolysed to substitution derivatives of sodium 4-amino-N-phenylbutanoates. Kinetic
measurements provided the values of dissociation constants pKa and cyclization rate constants kc in water at 25°C for
2-bromo-4-chloro-N-(4-nitrophenyl)butanamide [pKa = 11.64 � 0.01; kc = (1.94 � 0.03) � 10�2 s�1], 4-chloro-N-(4-
nitrophenyl)butanamide [pKa = 13.35 � 0.02; kc = (1.60 � 0.02) � 10�2 s�1] and 4-chloro-2-methyl-N-(4-nitrophe-
nyl)butanamide [pKa = 13.55 � 0.03; kc = (7.61 � 0.11) � 10�2 s�1]. The pKa and kc values of individual derivatives
differ depending on the substitution at the �-position of the butanamide skeleton. In methanolic sodium methoxide
solutions, the course of ring closure of 2-bromo-4-chloro-N-(4-nitrophenyl)butanamide is of similar nature but slower
[K = 60.10 � 0.08 and kc = (6.52 � 0.05) � 10�3 s�1]. The subsequent hydrolyses of substituted 1-phenylpyrrolidin-
2-ones to substituted 4-aminobutanoic acids also have different courses with different derivatives and depend on the
substituents in the aromatic and/or heterocyclic moiety. The rate-limiting step of hydrolysis of 1-(4-
nitrophenyl)pyrrolidin-2-one consists of the non-catalysed decomposition of the tetrahedral intermediate. In the
case of 3-bromo-1-(4-nitrophenyl)pyrrolidin-2-one at sodium hydroxide concentrations below 0.1 mol l�1, the rate-
limiting step is the second reaction pathway, i.e. the hydroxide ion-catalysed decomposition of the tetrahedral
intermediate. At sodium hydroxide concentrations above 0.1 mol l�1, the rate-limiting step shifts to formation of the
tetrahedral intermediate. This formation of the intermediate is 140 times slower than its hydroxide ion-catalysed
decomposition [k3/k�1 = (1.40 � 0.04) � 102 l mol�1]. Introduction of a 3-bromo substituent into 1-(4-nitrophe-
nyl)pyrrolidin-2-one results in acceleration of all the reaction steps of hydrolysis and increases the acidity of the
intermediate. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: reaction kinetics; cyclization; solvolysis; 1-phenylpyrrolidin-2-ones; dissociation constants
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Substituted 1-phenylpyrrolidin-2-ones represent impor-
tant building blocks in syntheses of a number of
pharmacologically active substances, such as lactamyl-
vinylcefalosporines1 and some other drugs used for the
prevention of arterial thrombosis.2 One of the possible
ways to synthesize the 1-phenylpyrrolidinone cycle
consists in intramolecular nucleophilic substitution of
chlorine in 4-chloro-N-phenylbutanamide derivatives by
the amide anion (SNi), which must be catalysed by bases.


However, solvolysis of the primary �-lactam cycle3 can
take place subsequently, which is undesirable in the
synthesis of the cyclic system (Scheme 1).


The aim of this study was to carry out a kinetic
investigation of base-catalysed ring closure of 2-bromo-
4-chloro-N-(4-nitrophenyl)butanamide (1a), 4-chloro-N-
(4-nitrophenyl)butanamide (1b) and 2-methyl-4-chloro-
N-(4-nitrophenyl)butanamide (1c) in water and/or metha-
nol and to examine the subsequent solvolysis of the
cyclizates formed, namely 3-bromo-1-(4-nitrophenyl)-
pyrrolidin-2-one (2a), 1-(4-nitrophenyl)pyrrolidin-2-one
(2b), 3-methyl-1-(4-nitrophenyl)pyrrolidin-2-one (2c)
and 3-bromo-1-(4-cynophenyl)pyrrolidin-2-one (2d).
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4-Nitroaniline (2.76 g; 25 mmol) was dissolved in a
mixture of dry acetone (25 ml) and triethylamine
(3.65 ml; 25 mmol). After cooling to 10°C, a solution
of 2-bromo-4-chlorobutanoyl bromide4 (6.6 g; 25 mmol)
in dry acetone (25 ml) was added drop by drop. The
reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 2 h.
The separated triethylammonium bromide was filtered
off and the filtrate was concentrated on a water-bath in
vacuum. The crystalline solid obtained was recrystallized
(52%, m.p. 178–180°C). 1H NMR (�): 2.47 (m, 2H,
CH2); 3.78 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2); 3.88 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2); 4.83
(m, 1H, CHBr); 7.90 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 2H-arom); 8.29 (d,
J = 9.1 Hz, 2H-arom); 11.11 (bs, 1H, NH). 13C NMR (�):
35.9 (CH2); 42.8 (CH2Cl); 46.7 (CHBr); 119.3 (CH-
arom); 125.1 (CH-arom); 142.9 (C-arom); 144.7 (C-
arom); 167.4 (C=O).


��������� ���	� These were synthesized in the same
way from 4-nitroaniline, 4-aminobenzonitrile, 4-chloro-
butanoyl chloride and 2-methyl-4-chlorobutanoyl chlor-
ide,5 respectively.


���	
����1���������	���
���������� ����� 64%, m.p.
101–102°C. 1H NMR (�): 2.10 (m, 2H, CH2); 2.60 (t,
J = 7.3 Hz, 2H, CH2); 3.76 (t, J = 6.5 Hz, 2H, CH2Cl);
7.88 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H-arom); 8.25 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H-
arom); 10.64 (bs, 1H, NH). 13C NMR (�): 27.7 (CH2);
39.8 (CH2); 45.2 (CH2Cl); 118.8 (CH-arom); 125.1(CH-
arom); 142.1 (C-arom); 145.4 (C-arom); 171.4 (C=O).


���	
���������	�
�1���������	���
���������� �����
58%, m.p. 121–123°C. 1H NMR (�): 1.21 (d, J = 6.9 Hz,
3H, CH3); 1.88 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2); 2.15 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2);
2.80 (m, 1H, CH); 3.69 (m, 2H, CH2Cl); 7.90 (d,


J = 9.3 Hz, 2H-arom); 8.25 (d, J = 9.3 Hz, 2H-arom);
10.64 (bs, 1H, NH). 13C NMR (�): 17.6 (CH3); 35.7
(CH2); 38.4 (CH); 43.3 (CH2Cl); 119.0 (CH-arom); 125.0
(CH-arom); 142.2 (C-arom); 145.5 (C-arom); 174.9
(C=O).


�����������	
����1����������	���
����������
��	�� 74%, m.p. 114–116°C. 1H NMR (�): 2.45 (m, 2H,
CH2); 3.82 (m, 2H, CH2Cl); 4.80 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H,
CHBr); 7.83 (s, 4H-arom); 10.92 (bs, 1H, NH). 13C NMR
(�): 36.0 (CH2); 42.7 (CH2Cl); 46.4 (CHBr); 105.9 (C-
arom); 118.9 (CN); 119.6 (CH-arom); 133.4 (CH-arom);
142.7 (C-arom); 167.1 (C=O).


������������������	���
������
�������� ����� 2-
Bromo-4-chloro-N-(4-nitrophenyl)butanamide (1a) (1.6 g;
5 mmol) was dissolved in 50 ml of dichloromethane. The
solution was treated with a mixture of benzyltriethyl-
ammonium chloride (0.01 g) and sodium hydroxide
solution (50%; 0.4 g; 5 mmol) added at room tempera-
ture. The reaction mixture was stirred vigorously for 2 h.
The organic phase was separated, dried with anhydrous
sodium sulphate and filtered with charcoal (0.1 g). The
filtrate was concentrated in a vacuum evaporator to one-
third of its original volume and then added to hexane
(400 ml) with vigorous stirring. The precipitated crystal-
line solid was collected by suction and dried in a
vacuum desiccator (70%, m.p. 98–100°C). 1H NMR (�):
2.42 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2); 2.84 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2); 4.04 (m,
2H, CH2N); 5.00 (m, 1H, CHBr); 8.02 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H-
arom); 8.32 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H-arom). 13C NMR (�):
29.90(CH2); 46.4 (CHBr); 46.6 (CH2N); 119.4 (CH-
arom); 124.7 (CH-arom); 143.2 (C-arom); 144.6 (C-
arom); 170.5 (C=O).


����
� �
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���������� ���	���
�����
��������� ���	� These
were synthesized by the same method from the
corresponding amides 1b–d.


����� ����	���
������
�������� ����� 65%, m.p. 127–
129°C. 1H NMR (�): 2.13 (m, 2H, CH2); 2.61 (t,
J = 8.0 Hz, 2H, CH2); 3.93 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 2H, CH2 N);
7.95 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H-arom); 8.26 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H-
arom). 13C NMR (�): 17.3 (CH2); 32.5 (CH2); 48.1
(CH2N); 118.7 (CH-arom); 124.7 (CH-arom); 142.4 (C-
arom); 145.3 (C-arom); 175.2 (C=O).


��!��	�
�����������	���
������
�������� ����� 73%,
m.p. 179–180°C. 1H NMR (�): 1.22 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, 3H,
CH3); 1.77 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2); 2.38 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2); 2.76
(m, 1H, CH); 3.90 (m, 2H, CH2N); 8.00 (d, J = 9.2 Hz,
2H-arom); 8.30 (d, J = 9.2 Hz, 2H-arom). 13C NMR (�):
15.8 (CH3); 26.2 (CH2); 37.9 (CH); 46.1 (CH2N); 118.7
(CH-arom); 124.7 (CH-arom); 142.4 (C-arom); 145.5 (C-
arom); 177.5 (C=O).


�������������������	���
������
�������� ��	�� 64%,
m.p. 112–114°C. 1H NMR (�): 2.41 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2);
2.81 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2); 3.99 (m, 2H, CH2N); 4.98 (m, 1H,
CHBr); 7.95 (m, 4H-arom). 13C NMR (�): 29.0 (CH2);
46.2 (CH2N); 46.7 (CHBr); 106.6 (C-arom); 118.9 (CN);
119.6 (CH-arom); 133.2 (CH-arom); 142.8 (C-arom);
170.2 (C=O).


��"������������1���������	���
�������� ��� �"���
2-Bromo-4-chloro-N-(4-nitrophenyl)butanamide (1a) (1.2 g;
3.7 mmol) was mixed with water (10 ml) and aqueous
sodium hydroxide solution (50%; 4 g; 5 mmol). After
stirring for 4 h at room temperature, the mixture was
acidified with dilute hydrochloric acid (pH 7). The
crystalline solid that precipitated on cooling was collected
by suction on a sintered-glass filter, washed with a small
amount of water and recrystallized from water (92%, m.p.
126–128°C). 1H NMR (�): 2.15 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2); 2.35 (m,
1H, 1/2CH2); 3.33 (m, 2H, CH2N); 4.58 (m, 1H, CHBr);
6.69 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 2H-arom); 7.39 (bs, 1H, NH); 8.04 (d,
J = 9.0 Hz, 2H-arom). 13C NMR (�): 33.5 (CH2); 39.8
(CH2N); 45.1 (CHBr); 110.9 (CH-arom); 126.3 (CH-
arom); 136.1 (C-arom); 154.3 (C-arom); 170.5 (C=O).


"��� "��	� These were synthesized in the same way
from the corresponding amides 1b–d.


��"����1���������	���
�������� ��� �"��� 88%,
m.p. 181–183°C. 1H NMR (�): 1.83 (m, 2H, CH2);
2.38 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H, CH2); 3.22 (m, 2H, CH2N); 6.67
(d, J = 9.9 Hz, 2H-arom); 7.37 (bs, 1H, NH); 8.03 (d,
J = 9.9 Hz, 2H-arom). 13C NMR (�): 23.8 (CH2); 31.1
(CH2N); 41.6 (CH2); 110.8 (CH-arom); 126.3 (CH-
arom); 135.7 (C-arom); 154.6 (C-arom); 174.5 (C=O).


��"���������	�
�1���������	���
�������� ��� �"���


83%, m.p. 121–123°C. 1H NMR (�): 1.16 (d, J = 7.0 Hz,
3H, CH3); 1.64 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2); 1.93 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2);
2.51 (m, 1H, CH); 3.20 (m, 2H, CH2); 6.67 (d, J = 8.0 Hz,
2H-arom); 7.37 (bt, J = 5.0 Hz, 1H, NH); 8.02 (d,
J = 8.0 Hz, 2H-arom). 13C NMR (�): 17.1 (CH3); 32.1
(CH2); 36.5 (CH); 40.5 (CH2N); 110.9 (CH-arom); 126.4
(CH-arom); 135.7 (C-arom); 154.6 (C-arom); 177.3
(C=O).


��"������������1���������#���
�������� ��� �"	��
72%, m.p. 130–132°C. 1H NMR (�): 2.11 (m, 1H,
1/2CH2); 2.28 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2); 3.23 (m, 2H, CH2N);
4.55 (m, 1H, CHBr); 6.66 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H-arom); 6.77
(bs, 1H, NH); 7.47 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H-arom). 13C NMR (�):
33.5 (CH2); 39.8 (CH2N); 45.1 (CHBr); 96.0 (C-arom);
111.8 (CH-arom); 120.5 (CN); 133.4 (CH-arom); 151.9
(C-arom); 170.4 (C=O).


!��	�
 ���������������1���������	���
����������
�0��� A suspension of 4-amino-2-bromo-N-(4-nitrophe-
nyl)butanoic acid (3a) (1g; 3.3 mmol) in diethyl ether
(30 ml) was treated with a freshly prepared solution of
diazomethane (0.21 g; 5 mmol) in diethyl ether (30 ml).
The suspension was stirred overnight whereby it
gradually changed into solution. The solution was
evaporated on a water-bath and the evaporation residue
was recrystallized from methanol (81%, m.p. 95–97°C).
1H NMR (�): 2.18 (m, 1H, 1/2CH2); 2.38 (m, 1H,
1/2CH2); 3.33 (m, 2H, CH2N); 3.75 (s, 3H, CH3); 4.71
(m, 1H, CHBr); 6.68 (d, J = 9.3 Hz, 2H-arom); 7.39
(bs, 1H, NH); 8.03 (d, J = 9.3 Hz, 2H-arom). MS (m/z,%):
[M � H]� 317.1, 97; [M � H]� with 81Br 319.1, 100;
[M � H � HBr]� 237.1, 28; [M � H � HBr � NO]�


207.1, 19.


!��	�
 �������1���������	���
���������� �0��� This
was prepared similarly from acid 3b (83%, m.p. 150–
152°C). 1H NMR (�): 1.95 (m, 2H, CH2); 2.44 (m, 2H,
CH2); 3.24 (m, 2H, CH2N); 3.66 (s, 3H, CH3); 6.24 (bs,
1H, NH); 6.57 (m, 2H-arom); 8.00 (m, 2H-arom). 13C
NMR (�): 23.3 (CH2); 30.5 (CH2); 41.6 (CH2N); 50.6
(CH3); 110.1 (CH-arom); 125.4 (CH-arom); 136.0 (C-
arom); 153.5 (C-arom); 172.5 (C=O).


The results of elemental analyses of the individual
compounds agreed with the calculated values.


!���������� �#  !$ �������� The 1H and 13C NMR
spectra were measured at 360.14 and 90.57 MHz,
respectively, on a Bruker AMX 360 apparatus. For the
measurements, the substances were dissolved in hexa-
deuteriodimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO-d6). The chemical
shifts �H and �C were referenced to the middle signal of
multiplet of the solvent (�H = 2.55 ppm; �C = 39.6 ppm).
The CH, CH2, CH3 and C groups in the 13C NMR spectra
were differentiated by the APT method. In the case of 4a,
only the 1H NMR spectrum is given, because the
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substance decomposed during the 13C NMR measure-
ment. Therefore, we present here also the mass spectrum.


The mass spectrum was measured with a VG Platform
II mass spectrometer (Micromass, Manchester, UK)
using atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI)
and a quadrupole analyser (0–3000 Da). Before the mass
spectrometer there was inserted a separation apparatus
consisting of a Model 616 high-pressure pump, Model
717 autosampler and Model 966 UV detector (all from
Waters, Milford, MA, USA), and a Separon SGX C18


octadecylsilica glass cartridge column (150 � 3 mm i.d.,
7 �m particle size) (Tessek, Prague, Czech Republic). A
mixture of 70% acetonitrile and 30% redistilled water
was used as the mobile phase. The effluent from the
liquid chromatography was introduced directly into a
quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with APCI
probe operated in the positive ion mode. The data were
acquired in the m/z range 15–600 at 1.9 s per scan. In the
APCI mode, the temperatures of the ion source and of the
probe were 100 and 500°C, respectively. The cone
voltage was set at 10 V for positive-ion APCl.


%���� ������������� The spectrophotometric
measurements were carried out on an HP UV/VIS 8453
diode-array apparatus in a 1 cm quartz cell with a lid at
the temperatures specified in Table 1. Before the
measurements proper, the time dependence of the
spectral change was measured for hydrolysis and
methanolysis of substituted 1-phenylpyrrolidin-2-ones
2a–d in the interval 200–1000 nm. These preliminary
experiments revealed isosbestic points and showed
suitable wavelengths for kinetic measurements. The
cyclization reactions of substituted butanamides 1a–c
(Table 1) were followed at the wavelengths of the
isosbestic points of solvolyses. The cell was charged with
2 ml of sodium hydroxide or sodium methoxide solution.
After attaining the chosen temperature, 20 �l of metha-
nolic solution of substrate was injected into the cell, so
the resulting concentration of substrate in the cell was
about 1 � 10�4 mol l�1. The measured time dependence
of absorbance was treated by an optimization program to
obtain the pseudo-first-order rate constants kobs.


(-�+�'� /&* *%�,+��%)&


The acylation of substituted anilines with 4-chlorobutyryl
chloride, 2-bromo-4-chlorobutyryl chloride or 4-chloro-
2-methybutyryl chloride gave the respective substituted
4-chloro-N-phenylbutanamides 1a–d. In accordance with
what had been suggested, the amides 1a–d underwent
consecutive reactions in sodium hydroxide solution, the
first step being ring closure (i.e. formation of 2a–d) and
the next step the hydrolysis of primary substituted 1-
phenylpyrrolidin-2-ones to substituted sodium 4-amino-
butanoates 3a–d (Scheme 1). The substituted 1-phenyl-
pyrrolidin-2-ones 2a–d and substituted 4-aminobutanoic


acids 3a–d were isolated on a preparative scale. Under
both the preparative and the kinetic (pseudo-first order
reaction) reaction conditions, the �-bromo derivatives 1a
and 1d unambiguously gave the �-lactam cycle, the �-
lactams not being formed.6 Also, we never observed the
alternative ring closure reaction involving the oxygen
anion as internal nucleophile and giving imino lactones.7


This finding agrees with earlier papers7,8 reporting the
formation of imino lactones from 4-halo-N-substituted
butyramides in aqueous media at pH values below 10.


The observed rate constants of ring closure were
measured at the isosbestic points of hydrolysis (Table 1).
From the dependence of observed rate constant kobs on
sodium hydroxide concentration (Fig. 1) it can be seen
that with derivative 1a at lower sodium hydroxide
concentrations the first reaction (ring closure, formation
of 2a) is faster. At higher concentrations of sodium
hydroxide (�0.025 mol l�1), however, the second reac-
tion (hydrolysis, formation of 3a) is accelerated and
becomes faster than the ring closure.


First, we studied in more detail the cyclization
reactions of amides 1a–c to 2a–c, which differ from
each other by substitution at the �-position of the
butanamide skeleton. The course of ring closure of N-
phenylbutanamides can be expressed by Scheme 2.


The formation of amide anion is a fast pre-equilibrium
with a subsequent rate-limiting step, namely the intra-
molecular nucleophilic substitution of a chlorine atom
with concomitant formation of a five-membered ring.
The rate of the cyclization reaction followed under the
conditions of a pseudo-first order reaction can be


1�2��� �3 ����	��	�� 
� 
������� ���� �
	���	� 2,
��3 
	
�
	��	�����
	 
� �
���� ����
*��� 2�1��43 �
� �����"���
	
������
	 �� → �� 2�3 �	� ����
����� ������
	 �� → "� 2�3 ��
 �°�
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expressed by Eqn. (1), derived from Scheme 2:


v � kobscS � kc�N�� �1	


where cS is the total concentration of substrate, [N�] the
actual concentration of the anion and kc the rate constant
of ring closure. From the experimentally found depen-
dences of the observed rate constant (kobs, s�1) on sodium
hydroxide concentration (cNaOH, mol l�1) (Fig. 2), it
follows that increasing concentration of hydroxide ion
causes a non-linear increase in the observed rate constant
to the same extent as the concentration [N�] of anion is
increased. In the limiting case, when all the substrate has
been converted into the respective anion, the rate
becomes independent of the concentration of hydroxide
ion (the slope of the mentioned dependence approaches
zero).


The dependence depicted in Fig. 2 is expressed by


kobs � kcK�OH��
1 � K�OH�� �2	


The experimental values and Eqn. (2) were treated by the
optimization program to give the values of the constants
K and kc (Scheme 2). The experimental points were fitted
by a curve corresponding to Eqn. (2) into which the
calculated values of both K and kc (Fig. 2) had been
introduced. The values of the constants for the hydroxide
ion-catalysed ring closure of amides 1a–c to correspond-
ing lactams 2a–c are summarized in Table 1, where
pKa = pKw � logK, pKw being the ionic product of water.


From the values presented in Table 1, it follows that
substrate 1a (having a bromine substituent at the �-
position) is two orders of magnitude more acidic than the
unsubstituted derivative (1b). This difference corre-
sponds to the difference between the pKa values of acetic
and bromoacetic acids.9 Derivatives 1b and 1c differ in
their pKa values only slightly, the same being true for
propanoic and 2-methylpropanoic acids.10 From Fig. 2, it
can be seen that with derivative 1a the maximum value
(kobs) is already reached at a sodium hydroxide
concentration of 0.1 mol l�1. At this sodium hydroxide


concentration, the observed rate constant kobs is approxi-
mately comparable to the observed rate constant of
methyl derivative 1c, and about 5.5 times higher than that
of the unsubstituted derivative (1b). The initial consider-
able increase in the observed rate constant (kobs) for 1a is
caused by increased acidity of the amide nitrogen atom
due to the bromine substituent. The cyclization rate
constants kc (25°C) of derivatives 1a and 1b (Table 1) are
very similar, but kc for 1c is more than three times higher.
In the derivatives carrying a bromine substituent (1a) or
methyl group (1c) at the �-position of the respective
butanamide, the cyclization rate constants kc can be
affected in the following ways:


1. favourable entropy effects: bulky substituents present
in the chain undergoing the ring closure can increase


1�2��� �3 ����	��	�� 
� 
������� ���� �
	���	� 2,
��3 
	
�
	��	�����
	 
� �
���� ����
*��� 2�1��43 �
� �����"���
	
������
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the kc values by as much as several orders of
magnitude;11


2. the negative inductive field effect (�I) of the bromine
substituent lowers the nucleophilicity of reagent and
hence also the kc value;


3. the positive inductive field effect (�I) of the methyl
group increases the nucleophilicity of the reagent and
hence also the kc value.


On comparing the kc values of 1a and 1b, one can see
that they are almost the same, i.e. the above effects 1 and
2 on the cyclization rate must be similar. The kc value of
methyl derivative 1c is increased (compared with 1a and
1b) for the reasons 1 and 3 above. In order to be able to
compare quantitatively the entropy advantage for cycli-
zation due to the substitution in the side-chain, the
activation parameters of the cyclization reaction (kc) of
derivatives 1b and 1c were experimentally determined
(Table 1). The values found for the activation enthalpies
�H‡ are almost identical. The difference between the
found activation entropy values �S‡ of 1b and 1c is
indistinct and close to the experimental error. The
magnitude of difference between the two �S‡ values is
similar to that of acid-catalysed cyclizations of sub-
stituted N-phenylbutanoic acids to substituted 1-phenyl-
pyrrolidin-2-ones.12


Furthermore, we studied the ring closure reaction
1a → 2a in methanolic solutions of sodium methoxide,
and found that the dependence of the observed rate
constant on sodium methoxide concentration has a
similar character to that for the ring closure in aqueous
solutions of sodium hydroxide. The values found from
the measured dependence are kc = (6.52 � 0.05) � 10�3


s�1 and K = 60.10 � 0.08 at 25°C. The decrease in the
cyclization rate 1a → 2a (kc) and also the decrease in the
equilibrium constant of formation of the reactive anion
can be explained, first of all, by changes in the solvation
ability on going from water to methanol.13 The rate of
cyclization 1b → 2b in methanolic solutions of sodium
methoxide is comparable to the rate of methanolysis of
2b to methyl 4-amino-N-(4-nitrophenyl)butanoate (4b),


and the values of the cyclization rate constant cannot be
separately determined by the method adopted by us.


We also studied the second reaction step, i.e.
hydrolysis (opening of the pyrrolidine cycle), with
derivatives 2a–d (Scheme 3) (the corresponding amides
1a–d were also used as the substrates). The hydrolysis
under both preparative conditions and conditions of
pseudo-first-order kinetics at 25°C gave sodium salts of
substituted 4-amino-N-phenylbutanoic acids 3a–d as the
only products. The alkaline hydrolysis of amides and
lactams has been studied extensively.14,15 Tertiary
amides and secondary lactams show simpler behaviour
than others as concomitant ionization of the weakly
acidic amide or lactam NH cannot occur. Evidence exists
for both first- and second-order reactions in analogous
hydroxide anion reactions.14 A simplified and general-
ized mechanistic pathway for the alkaline hydrolysis of
secondary lactams, where ionization of the substrates is
not possible, is shown in Scheme 3. Moreau et al.16 have
reviewed their studies on various series of amides,
including some N-methylformanilides and N-methylace-
tanilides in which the latter amides conform to the pattern
shown in Scheme 3. The alkaline hydrolysis of a series of
substituted N-methylformanilides,17 N-aryl-�-, -�- and
-�-lactams3 in water and aqueous DMSO have been
investigated. An important study of the alkaline hydro-
lysis of N-aryl-�-lactams and N-methylacetanilides in
water was made by Blackburn and Plackett.18 The results
were in contrast with those for the corresponding �- and
�-lactams and N-methylacetanilides. The Hammett �
value for substitution in the N-aryl-�-lactams clearly
indicated rate-determinig attack of hydroxide ion on the
�-lactam ring, followed by rapid ring fission. The other
lactams and acetanilides appear to have as the rate-
limiting step the hydroxide ion-catalysed decomposition
of a tetrahedral intermediate. All systems showed a first-
order dependence on hydroxide ion concentration. From
our experimental dependences of the logarithms of the
observed rate constants of hydrolysis on the logarithms of
sodium hydroxide concentration, it was possible to
determine the reaction order in OH� ion. The slopes of


'���� �3 �
	���	�� 
� ���������
	 2,�� 83� �8� �	� ������ 
� ��������
	 ���������� �
� �����"���
	 ������
	 
� ����	������ ��9� �	
�
����
	 
� �
���� ����
*���


Compound Temperature (°C) 102 kc (s�1) K pKa �H≠ (kJ mol�1) �S≠ (J mol�1 K�1)


1a 25 1.94 � 0.03 229 � 0.3 11.64 � 0.01
1b 15 0.53 � 0.01 6.71 � 0.10


20 0.99 � 0.01 5.10 � 0.12
25 1.60 � 0.02 4.43 � 0.10 13.35 � 0.02 74 � 3 36 � 6
32 3.70 � 0.03 3.27 � 0.15
40 7.01 � 0.02 3.16 � 0.13


1c 15 2.24 � 0.01 2.65 � 0.41
20 4.44 � 0.05 2.95 � 0.36
25 7.61 � 0.11 2.83 � 0.12 13.55 � 0.03 72 � 3 21 � 6
32 13.3 � 0.2 4.07 � 0.36
40 28.9 � 0.1 4.05 � 0.45
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these dependences have different values for the indivi-
dual derivatives 2a–d differing in substitution of the
aromatic and/or heterocyclic moiety. The hydroxide ion-
catalysed hydrolysis of the substituted N-phenyl-2-
pyrrolidinone ring can be interpreted by Scheme 3.


With 2b and 2c the slopes of dependences of logkobs vs
logcNaOH are unity, which means that the main reaction
path is the non-catalysed decomposition of intermediate
In� (Scheme 3). This can be simplified by the kinetic
Scheme 4.


In this case the observed rate constant can be expressed
by


kobs � k1k2


k�1
�OH��� K1 � k1


k�1
�3	


The values of product K1k1 calculated from the experi-
mental results for derivatives 2b and 2c are K1k1 =
(6.30 � 0.04) � 10�3 l mol�1 s�1 and (3.18 � 0.03)
� 10�3 l mol�1 s�1, respectively. The decrease in the
hydrolysis rate of 2c compared with compound 2b can
then be explained by both steric and inductive field
effects of the �-methyl group, which increase the electron


density at the carbonyl carbon of the amide group. The
methanolysis 2b → 4b in methanolic sodium methoxide
has the same character as the hydrolysis but is about
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twice as fast [K1k1 = (1.11 � 0.06) � 10�2 l mol�1 s�1].
If the basicity of the medium is increased by using a
solution of sodium hydroxide in 10% (v/v) aqueous
DMSO, then the reaction order in OH� ion is increased,
and hence also the slope of dependence of logkobs vs
logcNaOH for the hydrolysis of derivative 2b is increased
to 2 (see Fig. 3). This enhancement of the basicity of the
medium caused a relative increase in the acidity of
intermediate17 In�, which means that the second reaction
path became significant, i.e. the hydroxide ion-catalysed
decomposition of intermediate In� (the reaction pathway
via intermediate In2�) (see Schemes 3 and 5).


From the experimental values and with help of
multiple linear regression, it was possible to find that
the observed rate constant of hydrolysis of derivative 2b
in 10% (v/v) aqueous DMSO obeys the following rate
equation:


kobs � a�OH�� � b�OH��2 �4	


From Schemes 3 and/or 5 it follows that the regression
parameters a and b correspond to the products K1k2 and
K1k3, respectively (the last constant being k3 = K3k�3).
The calculated values of the products K1k2 and K1k3 are
(2.19 � 0.05) � 10�3 l mol�1 s1 and (2.17 � 0.02) �
10�2 l2 mol�2 s1, respectively.


The same character of the dependence of observed rate
constant on concentration of OH� ion was also observed
in the hydrolysis of 2d in aqueous sodium hydroxide,
where only the reaction path via dianion In2� is
significant and the values of the products are K1k2 =
(8.98 � 0.08) � 10�3 l mol�1 s1 and K1k3 = (1.49 �
0.02) � 10�1 l2 mol�2 s1. Hence it can be stated that
the substitution by bromine at the �-position of the �-
lactam ring of derivative 2d also caused an increase in
acidity of intermediate In�. A further increase in acidity
of intermediate In� was due to replacement of the nitrile
group by nitro in the aromatic moiety, as can be seen
from the dependence of logkobs vs logcNaOH for 2a. It was
found that the slope of this dependence decreased from 2
to 1. This change in the reaction order in reagent can be
interpreted by a change in the rate-limiting step: the OH�


ion-catalysed decomposition of tetrahedral intermediate
In� was so much accelerated with increasing concentra-
tion of OH� ion (cNaOH �0.1 mol l�1) that the rate-
limiting step shifted to the formation of this intermediate.
Consequently, the observed rate constant can be
expressed as follows:


kobs � b�OH��2
1 � c�OH�� �5	


Applying multiple non-linear regression to the experi-
mental kobs values, we calculated the values of regression
coefficients b and c, which from their meaning corre-
spond to the values of K1k3 = (9.63 � 0.05) � 102 l mol�2


s�1 and k3/k�1 = (1.40 � 0.04) � 102 l mol�1, respec-
tively (Scheme 3). From the ratio of k3/k�1 it follows that
the OH� ion-catalysed decomposition of tetrahedral
intermediate In� is 140 times faster than its formation.
The introduction of bromine at the �-position results in
acceleration of all reaction steps of hydrolysis and in an
increase in acidity of intermediate In� (Scheme 3). This
in turn results in overall acceleration of hydrolysis of
bromo derivative 2a (by two orders of magnitude in
0.05 mol l�1 NaOH) compared with that of 2b.


Figure 4 presents the experimental points of the
dependence of the observed rate constant on concentra-
tion of sodium hydroxide for hydrolyses of 2a, 2b, and 2d
interlaced by curves corresponding to Eqns (3), (4) and
(5), respectively, the equations containing the calculated
regression parameters a, b and c.


Our suggested mechanism for the alkaline hydrolysis
of 1-phenylpyrrolidin-2-ones 2a–d agrees with the
former mechanism14,15 suggested for solvolyses of
tertiary amides and secondary lactams. The differences
in the kinetic courses of hydrolysis are determined by
differences in the structures of the individual transition
states of the rate-limiting step. Owing predominantly to
polar and steric effects, the transition state of hydrolysis
of bromo derivative 2a resembles the transition state of
hydrolysis of acetanilides.3 On the other hand, the
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transition state of hydrolysis of methyl derivative 2c
resembles more the transition state of hydrolysis of N-
phenyl-�-lactams.3


,)&,�+�%)&


The ring closure of substituted 4-chloro-N-phenylbuta-
namides to 1-phenylpyrrolidin-2-ones is accelerated by
substituents at the �-position of the butanamide skeleton.
A methyl group at this position accelerates the cycliza-
tion more than bromine does, since the latter substituent
negatively affects the nucleophilicity of the intramolecu-
lar reagent. The ring closure reactions of �-bromo
derivatives 1a and 1d unambiguously prefer formation
of a �-lactam ring to formation of an �-lactam. With all
the derivatives, it is possible to separate the kinetics of
ring closure from those of consecutive hydrolysis in
aqueous medium. The greatest difference between the
rates of ring closure and consecutive hydrolysis was
found with methyl derivatives 1c and 2c. The solvolysis
of substituted 1-phenylpyrrolidin-2-ones follows the
same mechanism as the solvolysis of N-alkylamides.
The hydrolysis of bromo derivatives 2a and 2d is not
accompanied by splitting off of bromide anion: only the
pyrrolidine ring is opened to give the respective
substituted 4-aminobutanoic acid as in the other cases,
the bromo substituent at the �-position of the �-lactam
ring accelerating all reaction steps of hydrolysis.
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ABSTRACT: We illustrate the potential of ab initio and density functional theory (DFT) methods to model and gain
some understanding of the intrinsic reactivity of molecules. We show how the use of high-level ab initio or DFT
calculations permit to rationalize (a) basicity and acidity trends along a series of homologous compounds, namely
thiocarbonyl and selenocarbonyl derivatives, �,�-unsaturated amines, phosphines and arsines, and �,�-unsaturated
alkanes, silanes, germanes and stannanes, (b) the role of intramolecular hydrogen bonds in intrinsic acidities and
basicities, (c) the incidence of induced proton transfer process effects on the intrinsic basicity of compounds stabilized
by intramolecular hydrogen bonds, (d) hybridization effects on intrinsic basicities, (e) the role of non-classical
structures in intrinsic basicities and (f) the observation of bond cleavage associated with gas-phase protonation and
the influence of these dissociative proton attachment mechanisms on the intrinsic basicity of the system. Copyright
 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: modeling; basicity; acidity; reactivity
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The development of gas-phase ion chemistry has
contributed to changing our way of thinking with respect
to many conventional process. In fact, many ‘well
established’ concepts, such as the basicity or acidity of
a given compound, were traditionally associated with
chemical processes in the condensed phase. The absence
of solute–solvent interactions reveals a quite different
behavior of many systems, and today, for instance, it is
well established that basicity or acidity trends in the gas
phase may differ completely from those observed in
aqueous solution or in other solvents.1–3 A comparison
between gas-phase values and values measured in
solution4 of these or other thermodynamic properties
indicates that, in many cases, the solute–solvent interac-
tions are the dominant terms. This means that only in the
absence of an interaction with the solvent can we know
the real reactivity of the system, usually called intrinsic
reactivity, to emphasize that it corresponds to the
reactivity that the system exhibits due to its own
characteristics.


Ab initio quantum chemical calculations5 are perfectly
suited to investigate intrinsic properties because to


calculate the properties of a given compound one takes
into account exclusively the interaction between the
nuclei and the electrons forming the system, i.e. one
considers the system truly isolated. On the other hand, the
accuracy of so-called high-level ab initio calculations6–8


is high enough to ensure quantitative agreement with the
experimental measurements, even when dealing with
absolute and not only with relative magnitudes. Actually,
the gas-phase basicity scale was anchored in a combined
theoretical and experimental study.9 Further, the calcula-
tions also provide reliable geometries of systems which,
very often, are elusive compounds or have a short
lifetime.10 At the same time reliable information on the
topology of the potential energy surface associated with
the isomerization processes or the unimolecular decom-
position of the system investigated can be easily
obtained. In summary, calculations performed either in
the framework of ab initio molecular orbital theory or
density functional theory (DFT) constitute a very useful,
and some times mandatory, tool to gain a deeper
understanding of the mechanisms associated with ion–
molecule interactions.


In this paper we present a summary of different cases
where theory helped to establish basicity or acidity trends
in different families of compounds or to understand the
behavior of systems which present an unexpected
reactivity in the gas phase. We then show the important
role that non-classical or non-conventional structures
may play in gas-phase ion chemistry. The number of
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publications devoted to the analysis of these properties is
so large that it would be impossible to summarize them in
a short review commentary and therefore, for obvious
reasons, we shall concentrate our attention mainly on our
own experience in this field.
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A combined experimental and theoretical study including
a large set of thiocarbonyl derivatives showed11 that they
behave as sulfur bases in the gas phase. Even for those
compounds which have substituents with very basic
alternative centers, such as N,N-dimethylthiourea, the
protonation on these alternative centers is not competitive
with protonation on sulfur. Also, importantly, thiocarbo-
nyl derivatives are more basic than their carbonyl
analogs. In this respect it is important to emphasize,
however, that thiouracils represent an exception to this
general behavior.


Indeed, in a recent study,12 we found that protonation
of thiouracils takes place preferentially at the heteroatom
attached to position 4 (see Scheme 1) and hence, although
in general thiocarbonyls are stronger bases than carbo-
nyls in the gas phase, 2-thiouracil behaves as an oxygen
base. An analysis of the charge distribution of these
systems indicated that the zwiterionic structure Ib (see
Scheme 2) is an important contributor to the stability of
these compounds, being the main factor explaining the
enhanced basicity of the heteroatom attached to position
4.


Although, as we have mentioned above, in general,
thiocarbonyls are more basic than carbonyls,11,13 this
assertion needs to be qualified, in the sense that the
former are much less sensitive to substituent effects than
the latter. In other words, if one analyses the basicity


change due to substitution, the effect is larger for
carbonyl than for thiocarbonyl compounds. In fact, there


is a good linear correlation between both sets of intrinsic
basicities which fulfills11 the equation


�GB�thiocarbonyl� � 0�797�GB�carbonyl� � 6�24


n � 12� r � 0�9971�SD � 1�3 kcal mol�1 �1�


The slope of this correlation indicates that, on average,
differential substituent effects on the intrinsic basicities
of thiocarbonyl derivatives are about 20% smaller than
for carbonyl compounds.


Theory allows us to go a little further in this analysis.
In fact, a crucial question would be to know if the
aforementioned differences arise from energetic changes
in the neutral or in the protonated species, or in both.
These questions could be properly answered through the
use of the following isodesmic reactions:


The first one measures the stabilizing or destabilizing
effect of the substituent on the neutral form, while the


!�+��� ,
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second one measures the same effect on the protonated
species. The first important conclusion of this analysis,
which ratifies previous ones for other families of
compounds,14 is that substituent effects are dominant in
the protonated species, although in the present case they
are not negligible for the corresponding neutrals (see
Table 1). The second important conclusion is that these
effects are greater for carbonyl than for thiocarbonyl
compounds. It should be noted that the basicity change
induced by a substituent X, �EH�, will be given by


�EH� � �E� ��E� �2�


This indicates that, surprisingly, the greater basicity of
thiocarbonyl derivatives reflects essentially the fact that
the parent compound of the thiocarbonyl series, thiofor-
maldehyde, is about 15 kcal mol�1 (1kcal = 4.184 kJ)
more basic than formaldehyde. Therefore, although
differential substituent effects are about 20% greater in
carbonyl than in thiocarbonyl derivatives, the gap
between the two series of compounds becomes smaller
but is still sizable. The enhanced basicity of the sulfur-
containing systems originates in the higher polarizability
and lower electronegativity of sulfur than oxygen. As a
consequence, sulfur accommodates better than oxygen
the positive charge of the incoming proton and, on the
other hand, its electron donor capacity is higher.


From a more quantitative point of view the correlation
between the differential substituent effects on the proton
affinity, defined as


�PA � PA�XC(H)=S� � PA�HC(H)=S� �3�


and the field (�F), resonance (�R�, and polarizability (��)
effects of the Taft–Topsom model:15


�PA � ��19�0 	 1�6��� � �46�8 	 2�0��F


� �46�4 	 1�6��R�


n � 9� r � 0�9978� SD � 1�1 kcal mol�1 �4�


indicates that field and resonance terms dominate. The


dominant contributions of field effects are the result of
the large dipole moment exhibited by thiocarbonyl
derivatives. The large contribution of the resonance term
reflects the favorable �-conjugation between the C=S
group and the lone pairs of the substituent.7 The main
consequence is that protonated species are strongly
stabilized only when the substituents are �- and/or �-
electron donors, while �-electron-withdrawing groups
destabilize them (see Table 1). This explains the
enhanced basicity of the methyl and amino derivatives
and the low basicity of the halogen derivatives.
Qualitatively similar effects were found for the analogous
series of selenocarbonyl derivatives.16 From a quantita-
tive point of view, these effects are close to those found
for thiocarbonyl compounds and, as a consequence,
selenocarbonyl derivatives exhibit an intrinsic basicity
very close to that of their thiocarbonyl analogs, and also
higher than the corresponding carbonyl derivatives. In
fact, the correlation between both sets of intrinsic
basicities has a slope not very different from unity:


PA�selenocarbonyl� � 1�11PA�thiocarbonyl� � 22�3


n � 9� r � 0�997�SD � 1�2 kcal mol�1 �5�


One of the main conclusions that can be obtained from
the comparison of these three families of compounds is
that bases containing first-row atoms as active centers
behave differently from those where the basic center is a
second- or third-row atom. Indeed, thiocarbonyls and
selecarbonyls exhibit almost identical behavior, whereas
this is not the case for the carbonyls. The similarity
between the intrinsic basicities of selenocarbonyl and
thiocarbonyl derivatives can be understood if one takes
into account that Se and S should exhibit similar electron
donor ability as they have identical electronegativity. The
fact Se is more polarizable than S explains the slightly
enhanced basicity of selenocarbonyl derivatives.


These differences between carbonyls and thiocarbo-
nyls are observed17 also for reference acids different from
H�, e.g. Li� and CH3


�. In a systematic theoretical study
including H�, Li� and CH3


� as reference acids, we have
shown17 that the widely used molecular electrostatic
potential maps yield only a rough estimation of the
preferred site for association. For this purpose, it is
advisable to use instead the Laplacian of the charge
density, 
2�(r). In many cases the local maxima in
�
2�(r) can even provide quantitative information on
the basicity trends. This is particularly so for closely
related compounds, where the changes in the hybridiza-
tion of the basic center, as we shall discuss later, induce
changes in the intrinsic basicity. It must be mentioned,
however, that in the case of carbonyl and thiocarbonyl
derivatives although the Laplacian predicts correctly the
preferred site for H� or CH3


� attachment, it is not useful
to explain the observed trends. This simply indicates that
in many systems, the reactivity trends cannot be
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Substituent


�E° �E� �EH�


C=S C=O C=S C=O C=S C=O


X
CH3 �3.5 �6.2 �13.5 �18.8 �10.0 �12.6
NH2 �18.9 �21.5 �42.0 �50.3 �23.1 �28.8
OH �16.4 �26.5 �20.6 �32.3 �4.2 �5.8
F �4.1 �19.6 �5.5 �6.4 �9.6 �13.1
Cl �0.2 �8.3 �5.1 �0.7 �5.3 �9.0


a Obtained at the G2 level of theory.
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rationalized in terms of the properties of the isolated base,
because the perturbations caused by the attacking ion can
be a crucial factor in the stability of the complex. We
shall see, for instance, in later sections, how the
formation or the destruction of an intramolecular
hydrogen bond can deeply affect the intrinsic basicity
or acidity of a given compound.
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Similarly to what has been found for O, S and Se bases,
the analysis of the basicity and acidity trends in �,�-
unsaturated amines, phosphines and arsines revealed18


that amines exhibit an exceptional behavior with regard
to the analogous bases of Group Va.


The first important difference is that whereas vinyl-
and ethynylamine protonate preferentially on C�, and
therefore behave as carbon bases in the gas phase, the
corresponding phosphorus and arsenic analogs protonate


preferentially on the heteroatom. This different behavior
can be easily understood by using a set of appropriate
isodesmic reactions such as those shown in Fig. 1, where
the relative stability of the different neutral and
protonated species of the unsaturated compounds is
compared with that of the corresponding saturated ethyl
analog. The first difference between phosphines and
arsines with respect to amines is that on going from the
saturated to the unsaturated system, the stabilization of
the neutral is sizably larger for vinylamine than for
vinylphosphine, while vinylarsine (not shown) becomes
destabilized. In all cases the heteroatom-protonated form
becomes slightly destabilized owing to an unfavorable
interaction of the XH3


� group with the �-system. Never-
theless, the most dramatic difference affects the relative
stability of the C�-protonated form. As illustrated in Fig.
1, whereas for the amine there is a strong stabilization of
the cation (by 14.7 kcal mol�1), for phosphines and
arsines there is a large destabilization (by 11.1 and
11.0 kcal mol�1, respectively). This a direct consequence
of the different ability of the NH2 and the PH2 (or AsH2)
groups to stabilize the [CH3—CH—XH2]� carbocation.
This has another important consequence which is
illustrated by the diagram in Fig. 2. It can be seen that
the isomerization of vinylamine (CH2=CHNH2) to
ethylidenimine (CH3CH=NH) is energetically favor-
able. The same is true for the corresponding P and As
analogs. On the other hand, owing to the aforementioned
enhanced stability of the [CH3—CH—NH2]� carboca-
tion, ethylidenimine is predicted to be a nitrogen base
much stronger than vinylamine, which as mentioned
before behaves as a carbon base. Conversely, ethylide-
nephosphine and ethylidenarsine are weaker bases than
their vinylic isomers.


Similar differences are found for the corresponding
ethynyl (HC�CXH2, X = N, P, As) derivatives.18


As far as the their intrinsic acidities are concerned, all
these compounds were found to be more acidic than the
saturated analogs. This is clearly due to the stabilization
of the anions because of a favorable interaction of the
XH� group with the C—C double or triple bond. We
have also found that this stabilizing effect is maximum
for amines and minimum for arsines and, as a
consequence, the acidity decreases down the group.
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The H2C=CHXH3 and HC�CXH3 (X = C, Si, Ge, Sn)
series of compounds constitute another example of the
singularity of first-row compounds with respect to their
analogs of the second, third and fourth rows. In this case,
in contrast with what was found for amines, phosphines
and arsines, the acidity strength increases down the
group,14 mainly owing to the lower electronegativity of
C, Si, Ge and Sn compared with N, P and As.
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Furthermore, the acidifying effect due to the unsaturation
is much larger for C than for Si, Ge or Sn derivatives.19


This is due to the enhanced stability of the allyl anion,
due to favorable resonant effects. In fact, in the [CH2—
CH—CH2]� anion most of the negative charge is located
at the terminal CH2 groups, the central atom being
positively charged (see Scheme 3), contributing to a
reinforcement of both C—C bonds. Conversely, for the
Si, Ge and Sn derivatives the negative charge is more
delocalized, and now the central atom bears a negative
charge, destabilizing the bonds of the anion.
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The intramolecular hydrogen bonds (IHB) are almost
exclusive to the gas phase, and their relevance to the


reactivity in condensed media is much smaller. This is so
because, in general, the hydrogen bond donor of an IHB
prefers to form intermolecular hydrogen bonds with the
solvent molecules, mainly when they are good hydrogen
bond acceptors, such as water or ammonia, rather than
being involved in the IHB itself.20 However, their role in
the intrinsic properties of a given system is not negligible.
This role may be due to the perturbation undergone by
these kinds of bonds21 when they exist already in the
neutral system, or to their formation during the protona-
tion process.22 Tropolone is a paradigmatic example of
the first situation.21 The characterization of the O—
H���O IHB deserves a great deal of attention, but we
shall concentrate here on the changes undergone upon
protonation. As expected, protonation at the carbonyl
oxygen is strongly favored, but the effects on the strength
of the IHB are not easily predicted. In principle,
protonation should lead to a decrease in the hydrogen
bond acceptor capacity of the carbonyl group, which
should result in a weakening of the IHB. However,
simultaneously, the acidic character of the O—H group
should increase and therefore its hydrogen bond (HB)
donor capacity should also increase leading to a
reinforcement of the IHB. A detailed analysis of the
topology of the charge density of the IHB in both the
neutral and the protonated species (see Fig. 3) clearly
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showed21 that the first effect dominates, and the IHB is
significantly weaker in the protonated species than in the
neutral species. This weakening tends to counterbalance
the stabilization by resonance of the cation, and the result
is that tropolone is found to be slightly less basic than
tropone.15 The fact that tropolone is less basic than
tropone is a direct consequence of the chelation in the
former, which decreases the intrinsic proton acceptor
capacity of the carbonyl oxygen atom.21


The effect of the IHB is also very important regarding
its acidity, because the stabilizing effect of the IHB in the
neutral species not only disappears in the anion, but is
replaced by a repulsive interaction between the lone pairs
of both oxygen atoms. However, this effect is also
counterbalanced by a significant resonance stabilization
mechanism and tropolone is found to be more acidic than
benzoic acid.21


Another interesting case is represented by thiomalon-
aldehyde, where its IHB can be considered a good
example of an ‘asymmetric’ IHB, since the donor and the
acceptor are atoms of different nature. The important
point regarding this system is that gas-phase protonation
is followed by what we have termed an induced proton
transfer.23 In thiomalonaldehyde, the enol and the
enethiol tautomers are predicted to be equally stable,24


because the IHB is much stronger in the enolic than in the
enethienolic form, and therefore one must conclude that
both forms should co-exist in the gas phase. On the other
hand, surprisingly, both tautomers are predicted to be
oxygen bases, because the protonation at the OH group of
the enolic form leads to a spontaneous shift of the proton
involved in the IHB (see Fig. 4), in such a way that both
tautomers lead upon protonation to a common T1H�


cation.23 If one takes into account that the other two
alternative protonation processes are less favorable by


more than 4 kcal mol�1 (see Fig. 4), it is reasonable to
expect that only the T1H� cation is formed in the gas
phase. This induced proton transfer is also predicted for
the sulfur protonation of the enethiol tautomer, but this
process is more than 4 kcal mol�1 less favorable than the
oxygen protonation.


The enhanced basicity of acetic anhydride is a
paradigmatic example of the second situation,22 in which
the intrinsic reactivity is affected by the formation of an
intramolecular hydrogen bond (see Fig. 5). In fact, the
most stable conformation of the protonated form of acetic
anhydride has a fairly stable O—H���O IHB, as reflected
by the charge density at the corresponding bond critical
point (0.04 e au�3), which clearly contributes to
stabilizing the protonated form. In this respect, it should
be noted that the IHB not only implies the existence of a
new weak linkage, but at the same time alleviates the
repulsion between the oxygen lone pairs. This repulsion
is responsible for the fact that in the neutral species the
two C=O groups do not lie in the same plane, whereas in
the protonated species the C—O—H���O=C moiety is
coplanar. The sizable entropy loss upon protonation is a
second important factor which contributes to increase the
value of the measured proton affinity of this compound.22


This is an important contributor always to be considered
when dealing with systems that can exhibit an IHB.


&� ����2����� "%%"��! �� ������!��  �!�'
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The intrinsic basicity of a given compound is a measure
of its capacity to transfer a considerable amount of
electronic charge (typically around 0.5 e�) to the
incoming proton. This capacity changes, of course, with
the environment of the basic center and more particularly
with changes in the hybridization it presents. Only in this
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way is it possible to explain the basicity differences
between open-chain esters and lactones or between open-
chain amides and lactams. Let us discuss here, in more
detail, as a suitable example, the former.


Lactones, namely 2-(5H)-furanone, 5,6-dihydro-2H-
pyran-2-one, �-butyrolactone and �-valerolactone, are
more basic than the corresponding aliphatic esters having
the same number of carbons in their structures.25 Only the
�-propiolactones are an exception to this general
rule.25,26 On the other hand, the intrinsic basicity of
lactones increases with increasing size of the ring. Both
effects are closely related with the hybridization changes
undergone by the carbonyl carbon on going from the
aliphatic to the cyclic species.


In lactones the C—C(O)—O bond angle, the central
atom being the carbonyl carbon, is constrained by the size
of the ring, and this affects the intrinsic basicity of the
carbonyl oxygen. Indeed, by means of ab initio calcula-


tions, it is possible to demonstrate25 that the intrinsic
basicity of the carbonyl group increases linearly with
increase in the C—C(O)—O bond angle. This is shown in
Fig. 6, where the protonation energy of H2C=CH—
C(O)—O—CH3 is plotted as a function of the C—
C(O)—O angle.24 This would immediately explain the
low basicity of �-lactones, which exhibit a small angle
(around 90°) and therefore a reduced intrinsic basicity.


This can be rationalized in terms of the hybridization
changes undergone by the carbonyl carbon when the C—
C(O)—O bond angle changes. If the three orbitals
centered at the carbonyl carbon were strictly equivalent
(pure sp2 hybrids), the three angles around this carbon
would be identical and equal to 120°. However, in �-
propiolactone the endocyclic angle is forced to be close
to 90°. That means that the two hybrids involved must
have a small s character (see Scheme 4). By orthogon-
ality, the hybrid involved in the C=O linkage must
substantially increase its s character, which results in an
enhancement of the electronegativity of the carbonyl
carbon with respect to oxygen.


The obvious consequence is that the carbonyl oxygen
must be a poorer electron donor. Conversely, as the size
of the ring increases, the endocyclic C—C(O)—O angle
also increases, and following the same arguments, the s
character of the hybrids involved in the C=O bond
decreases, and the carbonyl oxygen becomes a better
electron donor. This picture is ratified by a parallel
increase in the charge density associated with the oxygen
lone pairs. The same kind of hybridization effects explain
why �-propiolactam is also significantly less basic than
the corresponding aliphatic amide.27


These geometric distortions are not exclusive to cyclic
compounds but are also important in carbonyl derivatives
with bulky substituents. In fact, it has been shown in a
combined theoretical and experimental study28 that
sizable strain effects appear in ketones R1COR2 where
R1 and R2 are tertiary carbons. More importantly, these
effects where found to be higher in the protonated than in
the neutral species, strongly influencing the intrinsic
basicity of the system.


Also, the different hybridization pattern exhibited by
the basic center along the series CH3NH2, CH2=NH,
HC�N explains the observed basicity trends.29 On going
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from methylamine to hydrogen cyanide, the hybridiza-
tion of the nitrogen atoms changes from being sp3 to sp.
This means that the hybrid in which the nitrogen lone pair
is located increases its s character as the degree of
unsaturation increases, and therefore the lone pair should
be more tightly bound30 in HCN than in CH2=NH or
CH3NH2. This is consistent with the experimental
evidence which indicates that the basicity trends in both
nitrogen-and phosphorus-containing bases follow the
sequence sp �sp2 �sp3. Consistently, the charge density
associated with the corresponding lone pairs follow
exactly the same trend and, more importantly, there is a
good linear correlation between these charge densities
and the intrinsic basicity of the system (see Fig. 7).


��#" �% ���'�#�!!���# !�������"! ��
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The interaction in the gas phase between an ion and a
neutral system often leads to the formation of molecular
ions in which the basic center behaves as a hypervalent
atom. The consequence is that, in some favorable cases,
the structure and connectivity of the protonated species
seem to violate the ‘classical’ rules of chemical bonding.


The protonated forms of many hydrocarbons offer a
good number of examples, e.g. the vinyl cation, which
corresponds to the protonation of acetylene and which


can exist as two isomers: the classical carbon-protonated
1� and the non-classical C—C protonated 2� structures,
the latter being the most stable.31,32


More recently, it has been shown that these kinds of
structures in which the proton bridges between two basic
centers of the neutral species can be also observed in
systems containing second-row atoms. The enhanced
basicity of P4 is actually due to the formation of these
non-classical structures.33 A systematic survey of the
P4H� potential energy surface clearly showed33 that the
classical corner protonated species 3� is a local minimum
which lies about 15 kcal mol�1 above in energy of the
non-classical side-protonated structure 4�. Furthermore,
the excellent agreement between the proton affinity
calculated as the enthalpy difference between this non-
classical structure and P4 and the value measured by
means of Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance
(FTICR) techniques is indirect evidence of the ex-
istence33 of this non-classical form.


An analysis of the topology of the charge density of
this side-protonated species indicates that the original
P—P bond of the neutral species has been replaced by a
three-center, two-electron P—H—P bond (see the upper
part Fig. 8). The formation of these bonds can be easily
visualized using a minimum basis model and considering
exclusively the three atoms involved in the linkage.


Taking into account that we have three atomic orbitals,
one s orbital from the hydrogen atom and two p orbitals
from the two phosphorus atoms, three linearly indepen-
dent molecular orbitals can be built up (see the lower part
of Fig. 8). The most stable of the three, according to the
postulates of quantum mechanics, corresponds to the
nodeless combination a, while the other two, which
present a nodal plane, should lie higher in energy. Since
we have only two electrons coming from the P—P bond
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of the neutral species, only the MO a becomes occupied,
yielding a typical three-center, two-electron bond.


Similar non-classical structures have been predicted to
be the most stable protonated species of As4, Sb4 and Bi4
clusters by means of high-level ab initio calculations.34,35


Furthermore, in these cases the energy gap between the
non-classical side-protonated form and the classical
corner-protonated structure increases as we descend
down the group, indicating that the electron donor
capacity of the X—X linkages increases on going from
P to Bi. Also, the protonation of diphosphatetrahedrane
leads to a non-classical structure where the proton
bridges between the two phosphorus atoms,36 although
in this case this is not the global minimum which
corresponds to a carbon protonated species. We have
shown that, generally, strain systems show a certain
proclivity to yield non-classical structures when inter-
acting with monocations in the gas phase.37


Other typical three-center, two-electron bonds can be
found in complexes involving transition metal cations.
This is the case with the Cu2H� complex detected38 in the
gas-phase reactions between formamide and Cu�. This
complex can be formally considered as the protonated


form of the Cu2 molecule. The important point is that its
structure corresponds, once more, to a non-classical
structure 5� in which the proton bridges between the two
metal nuclei.38


It is worth mentioning that when the interaction
between the base and the reference acid is essentially
electrostatic, as it is typically the case for complexes
involving alkali metal monocations, such as Li�, the role
of non-classical structures may be also important.
Although in general there is a very good linear correlation
between �G°Li� and �G°H� in the gas phase,13 there are
noticeable exceptions associated with the formation of
structures in which the metal monocation bridges
between two basic centers of the neutral. This is the case
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with some triazoles, tetrazoles39 and azines,40 whose
enhanced basicity with respect to Li� is the result of the
enhanced stability of these bidentate complexes (see
Scheme 5).


Similar structures in which alkali metal monocations
bridge between two or more basic centers of the neutral
have been reported for guanidine–X� (X = Li, Na, K, Rb,
Cs) complexes,41 and also for complexes between Na�


and disaccharide stereoisomers42 or between Na� and
propene, isobutene, butadiene and 1,2-ethanediol.43


The complexes P4Li� also have the side-attached
complex as the most stable conformation. However,
differently to what is observed upon protonation, the
face-attached species is predicted to be a local minimum
of the potential energy surface.44 The stability of such a
complex reflects the important role of polarization effects
in the interactions involving these metal monocations,
because in the face-attached species Li� polarizes three
phosphorus atoms simultaneously. The most important
consequence is that both side- and face-attached local
minima are very close in energy, and the interconversion
barrier between them is very low. This means that at
room temperature or above, the Li� may evolve freely
from one minimum to the other, following trajectories
(see Fig. 9) which connect successively a face-attached
with a side-attached conformation. Therefore, P4Li� can
be considered as a paradigmatic example of what was
called a molecular planetary system.44


Very recently, a similar molecular planetary system
corresponding to the ferrocene–lithium cation complex
was described.45 In this case Li� has one thermally
accessible planar orbit around the central ferrocene
moiety.


������!��  �!�����"! ���  ��� �#"�8�$"


One of the most outstanding characteristics of ion
chemistry is that the ionization of a system, either by
electron detachment or by cation association, is followed
by non-negligible charge redistributions. Therefore, one
fundamental question is how these charge redistributions
affect the bonding of the system which undergoes
ionization, and how they affect its intrinsic properties.
To answer the first question is necessary to know when
ionization induces an increase in the bonding charge
density, leading to bond reinforcement, and when the
opposite effect is observed, leading to bond weakening.
These effects are particularly important in protonation
processes, where a very strong charge transfer from the
base to the bare proton takes place, and this can be
adequately visualized through the use of the AIM
theory.46 Using this theory, we have shown that the
nature of the perturbation depends on the center to which
the proton is attached.47 When protonation takes place on
the most electronegative atom, the charge density within
the bonding region decreases and, as a consequence, the
linkage becomes weaker. This is reflected in a greater
bond length and in a red shift of the corresponding
stretching frequency. Conversely, when the proton
attaches to the less electronegative atom, the charge
density within the bonding region increases and the
linkage becomes reinforced.47 Consistently, the bond
length decreases and the stretching frequency appears
blue shifted with respect to the neutral species.


Similarly, Boyd et al. found that protonation of CCX
(X = C, N, O, F) compounds leads systematically to an
increase in the C—X bond lengths.48 Also in line with the
aforementioned bond activation reinforcement (BAR)
rule, it was found that the heterolytic bond dissociation
energies were much lower in protonated molecules than
in the corresponding neutral species. Conversely, when X
is a third-row atom, and therefore less electronegative
than carbon, the protonation processes lead system-
atically to a shortening of the C—X bond.49 The
relationship between bond lengthening and lower hetero-
lytic bond dissociation energy was explained in terms of
the weight of covalent and ionic resonance contributors
to the C—X bond.50


An important related question is whether there is a
limit to the bond weakening when protonation takes place
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at the most electronegative atom. In other words, can the
bond activation be strong enough to produce cleavage of
the bond? The answer to this question was given in a
previous paper,36 and it can be visualized by considering,
as a suitable example, the protonation of methanol. As
illustrated in Fig. 10, in the neutral compound the
Laplacian of the charge density is negative within the
C—O bonding region, indicating that the electron density
is concentrated there as it corresponds to a covalent C—O
bond. In contrast, in the protonated species, the Laplacian
becomes positive, a clear indication of the strong charge
depletion that took place. Consistently, the charge
distribution of protonated methanol resembles grosso
modo that of an ion–dipole complex between CH3


� and a
water molecule.


In this respect, it should be mentioned that these
dissociations have been known for some time in solution,
and actually the scale stability of carbocations in solution
was based on the dissociative protonation of alcohols.51


Similarly, the protonation of RX halogen derivatives was
a key process frequently used by Olah and co-workers to
generate carbocations.52–55 Lias and Ausloos also
reported experimental evidence of dissociative proton
attachment in the gas phase in a study of reactions
between alkyl cations and R—X halogen derivatives.56


These results are in line with the theoretical predictions
reported previously47 which led to the conclusion that the
charge depletion undergone by the bond in which the
basic center participates would be stronger the more
electronegative is the basic center and the more stable is


the cation produced in the heterolytic bond cleavage.
This means that when a very electronegative atom such as
fluorine or chlorine is attached to a substituent such as
adamantyl, which would yield a very stable carbocation,
dissociative proton attachment should be observed. This
prediction was confirmed, from both the experimental
and the theoretical viewpoints,57 since ab initio calcula-
tions and FTICR techniques showed that the protonation
of fluoro- and chloroadamantanes leads to an ion–dipole
complex between the adamantyl cation and a molecule of
hydrogen fluoride or hydrogen chloride, respectively,
which eventually dissociates.


The gas-phase protonation of alcohols ROH, where R
is the precursor of a very stable carbocation, should yield
as final products of the gas-phase protonation an ion–
dipole complex between the R� carbocation and a water
molecule. One of the most important consequences of
this behavior is that these dissociative proton-attachment
processes opened up the possibility of measuring the gas-
phase stability of bridgehead carbocations by means of
FTICR techniques. Tertiary ions or bridgehead carboca-
tions were normally produced in the gas phase by
electron ionization of halogen derivatives which leaves
the carbocation with a high internal energy so that not
only are rearrangements of the ion likely to occur, but
also extensive fragmentation is usually observed. The
great advantage of the dissociative proton-attachment
process is that it produces weakly bound complexes,
which decay to free carbocation and a neutral molecule,
leaving the ions with very low internal energy. This
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method has been successfully applied by Abboud and co-
workers to establish., for the first time, a gas-phase
stability scale for bridgehead carbocations.4,58


The bond cleavage that sometimes accompanies the
gas-phase protonation of a given compound may also
have an important influence on its intrinsic basicity. This
is the case, for example, with tetraphosphacubane (see
Scheme 6). This compound exhibits an unexpected high
basicity,59 in clear contrast to its low basicity in aqueous
solution. The explanation of this unexpected behavior is
that tetraphosphacubane behaves as a carbon base in the
gas phase, rather than as a phosphorus base as in aqueous
solution. Furthermore, carbon protonation is followed by
C—P bond cleavages which alleviate significantly the
strain of the system,59 stabilizing considerably the
corresponding protonated structure.


A similar case is that of sulfur cycles, where gas-phase
protonation is also followed by S—S bond cleavage. We
have shown60 that the S6H� and the S8H� protonated
species do not retain a six-or eight-membered ring
structure, because in both cases the global minimum of
the potential energy corresponds to an SH group attached
to a distorted five-or seven-membered ring, respec-
tively60 (see Scheme 7).


Very recently, we have also shown that it is possible to
observe dissociative proton attachments even when the
basic center is not a very electronegative atom, provided
that the other atoms attached to it are less electronegative.
This is the case with �,�-unsaturated silanes, germanes
and stannanes.61 For H2C=CH—XH3 and HC�C—XH3


(X = Si, Ge, Sn) derivatives, C� is the preferred protona-
tion site in the gas phase. Hence, in these cases, although
the basic center is a carbon atom, it is much more
electronegative than the atom (Si, Ge, Sn) attached to it.
Consequently, gas-phase protonation cleaves the C—X


bond and the protonated species is a weakly bound
complex between a molecule of ethylene or acetylene and
an XH3


� cation (see Fig. 11).
Very recently, Esteves et al.62 also concluded, based


on MP2/6–31G** ab initio calculations, that the most
stable structure of protonated adamantane corresponds to
a van der Waals complex between adamantyl cation and
H2. This finding is consistent with our previous
arguments. On the one hand, protonation takes place at
the most electronegative (carbon) atom, which upon
protonation enhances its electronegativity, depopulating
the C—H linkage. On the other hand, the C—H bond
cleavage is also favored by the high stability of the
adamantyl cation. Similarly, the mechanism of the
unimolecular fragmentation of protonated fluorobenzene,
recently reported by Schröder et al.,63 is in line with the
bond activation effects which should follow the attach-
ment of the proton to the fluorine atom.


����#�!���


We have tried to illustrate in this review commentary the
potentiality of ab initio or density functional methods to
model and gain some understanding of the intrinsic
reactivity of molecules. The fact that many of the
protonated species generated in the gas phase are elusive
to experimental scrutiny renders its theoretical character-
ization crucial. The theoretical techniques permit us to
characterize non-classical or non-conventional struc-
tures, which often correspond to the most stable
conformation of the protonated species. They also allow
us to understand the origin of substituent effects on
intrinsic basicities or acidities and to investigate whether
these effects are stronger in the neutral or in the
protonated or deprotonated species. Also, the analysis
of the wavefunction, through the use of different
theoretical techniques, makes possible the visualization
of the charge redistribution which accompanies system-
atically the protonation or the deprotonation processes.
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Sometimes, these techniques are the only available tool
to characterize certain interactions, as intramolecular
hydrogen bonding, which may play a crucial role
regarding the intrinsic reactivity of many systems, or to
detect possible bond activation mechanisms leading
eventually to bond dissociation processes.
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ABSTRACT: Catalysis in electron transfer reactions between electron donors and acceptors is described and the
important mechanistic insight is provided by showing a number of examples of both thermal and photochemical
reactions that involve metal ion-catalyzed electron transfer processes as the rate-determining steps. The quantitative
measure of Lewis acidity of metal ions was obtained from the gzz values of ESR spectra of superoxide–metal ion
complexes which vary significantly depending on the type of metal ions. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Catalysis is the most important concept to control any
kind of chemical reactions, including enzymatic reactions
in biological systems. Among many types of chemical
reactions, an electron transfer reaction is the most
fundamental, since the electron is the minimum unit of
the change in chemical reactions and any chemical bond
is formed via electrons. However, catalysis in electron
transfer reactions has yet to emerge as an identifiable field
of study. The conceptual lack of catalysis in electron
transfer reactions may stem from the general belief that
there may be no need for catalysis to accelerate further
the electron transfer reaction which is generally fast
enough in a practical sense. This is largely true for
reversible electron transfer reactions in which electron
transfer occurs only when the free energy change of
electron transfer is negative, i.e. the electron transfer is
exergonic. If the electron transfer is endergonic, no net
electron transfer would occur because of facile back
electron transfer to regenerate the reactant pair. However,
numerous chemical reactions, previously formulated by
‘movements of electron pairs,’ are now understood as
processes in which an initial electron transfer from a


nucleophile (reductant) to an electrophile (oxidant)
produces a radical ion pair, which leads to the final
products via the follow-up steps involving cleavage and
formation of chemical bonds.1–6 The follow-up steps are
usually sufficiently rapid to render the initial electron
transfer the rate-determining step in an overall irrever-
sible transformation. In such a case, catalysis in the rate-
determining electron transfer step, which is usually
endergonic (�G°et � 0) and thereby thermodynamically
unfavorable, would play an essential role in accelerating
the overall redox reaction.


Since electron transfer is an elementary reaction step,
the acceleration of the rate of electron transfer with a
‘promoter’ should involve a change in the driving force
of electron transfer by binding of the promoter with a
product of electron transfer. Strictly, such an acceleration
effect of a ‘promoter’ on electron transfer should not be
called catalysis, since a ‘catalyst’ should not be involved
in the stoichiometry of the reaction. However, a
‘promoter’ becomes equivalent to a ‘catalyst’ when the
promoted initial electron transfer is the rate-determining
step in an overall irreversible transformation and the
promoter is not involved in the final products. In any
catalytic reaction, a catalyst should bind with a substrate
in the rate-determining step in the overall reaction.


This paper is intended to focus on catalysis in both
thermal and photoinduced electron transfer reactions
between electron donors and acceptors by investigating
the effects of metal ions that can reduce the activation
barrier of electron transfer reactions. The term of
‘catalysis’ is used to mean the acceleration effect of
rates of electron transfer which can be applied to the
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overall redox reactions which involve the electron
transfer as the rate-determining step. First a quantitative
measure to determine the Lewis acidity of a variety of
metal ions is introduced in relation to the catalytic
reactivities of metal ions in electron transfer reduction of
O2. Then, a bimetallic catalytic system is shown in
relation to the superoxide dismutase (SOD) mechanism.
Although oxygen is normally an oxidant and not a
catalyst, a novel example where O2 acts as a catalyst in
accelerating back electron transfer reactions of artificial
photosynthetic reaction centers is presented to demon-
strate the importance of binding of metal ions to O2


�� in
controlling electron transfer reactions. The mechanistic
insight into catalysis in electron transfer is described by
showing examples of redox reactions that involve
catalyzed electron transfer processes as the rate-deter-
mining steps.


�� ���� ��!" #" ���" �� $"%��  �����&
�� #"� $ ����


A variety of metal ions (Mn�) can form complexes with
O2


��.7,8 The O2
��–Mn� complexes can be produced by


photoinduced electron transfer from the excited state of
dimeric 1-benzyl-1,4-dihydronicotinamide [(BNA)2],
which can act as a unique two-electron donor,9,10 to O2


in the presence of metal ion in acetonitrile [Eqn. (1)].8


Addition of metal ions to the (BNA)2–O2 system
results in the appearance of the anisotropic ESR signal
measured at 143 K after irradiation with UV light as
shown in Fig. 1.8 The gzz value of the O2


��–Mn� complex
varies depending on the type of metal ions. The gzz value
gives valuable information concerning the binding
strength of the O2


��–Mn� complex. The deviation of
the gzz value from the free spin value (ge = 2.0023) is
caused by the spin–orbit interaction as given by Eqn. (2)
under the conditions that �E � �, where � is the spin–
orbit coupling constant (0.014 eV)11 and �E is the energy
splitting of �g levels due to the complex formation
between O2


�� and Mn�.12


gzz � ge � 2���E �2�


The �E value is readily determined from the gzz value
using Eqn. (2). The �E value increases generally in the
order monovalent cations (M�) � divalent cations (M2�)
� trivalent cations (M3�).8 The �E value also increases
with decreasing ion radius when the oxidation state of the


metal ion is the same. Scandium ion, which has the
smallest ion radius among the trivalent metal cations,
gives the largest �E value. This indicates that the binding
energy between Sc3� and O2


�� is the strongest among
metal ions examined.8


The �E value can be used to predict the catalytic
reactivities of Mn� in Mn�-catalyzed electron transfer
from CoTPP (TPP = tetraphenylporphyrin dianion) to O2


[Eqn. (3)] in acetonitrile at 298 K.8,13


CoTPP � O2 ��Mn�


kcat


CoTPP� � O2
�� � Mn� �3�


In the absence of metal ion, no electron transfer from
CoTPP to O2 occurs since the electron transfer is highly
endergonic judging from the one-electron oxidation
potential of CoTPP (E°ox = 0.35 V vs SCE in MeCN)14


and the one-electron reduction potential of O2


(E°red = �0.87 V vs SCE).15 The catalytic effects of
metal ions in electron transfer reduction of substrates
have been ascribed to the binding of metal ions to the
substrate radical anions produced in the electron transfer
reactions.6,16 Strictly, these are the ‘promoting’ effects
and not the catalytic effects, since the metal ions bind
with the products. However, a metal ion ‘promoter’
becomes a real ‘catalyst’ when the metal ion-promoted
electron transfer is followed by the facile irreversible
chemical steps in which the metal ion is removed from
the final product as mentioned in the Introduction.
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There is a striking linear correlation between the
catalytic rate constants (logkcat) of electron transfer from
CoTPP to O2 and �E of the O2


��–Mn� complex derived
from the gzz values as shown in Fig. 2 (open circles). The
remarkable correlation spans a range of almost 107 in the
rate constant. The slope of the linear correlation between
logkcat for Mn�-catalyzed electron transfer from CoTPP
to O2 and �E is obtained as 14.0 eV�1, which is close to
the value of 1/2.3RT( = 16.9 eV�1), where R is the gas
constant and T = 298 K. Such a correlation has also been
observed for the Mn�-catalyzed (promoted) electron
transfer from CoTPP to p-benzoquinone (Q) as shown in
Fig. 2 (open circles).8 The slope (13.3) for Q is nearly the
same as the slope (14.0) for O2. This indicates that the
variation of �E is well reflected in the difference in the
activation free energy for the Mn�-catalyzed (promoted)
electron transfer from CoTPP to not only O2 but also Q.
The stronger the binding of Mn� with O2


��, the larger will
be the catalytic effects of Mn�. Thus, �E can be regarded
as good measure of the binding energies in the O2


��–Mn�


complexes, which is used as a quantitative measure of
Lewis acidity of the metal ion.


� � $&��� #"�) ���# �� ���


Superoxide ion is toxic, causing oxidative damage of
cells, and is thus removed by copper zinc superoxide
dismutase (Cu,Zn-SOD), which catalyzes the dispropor-
tionation (dismutation) of O2


�� to O2 and H2O2.17–20 The
important role of Zn(II) ion in the bimetallic system in
activating both the oxidation and reduction of O2


�� has
been implicated by a well-characterized SOD model, an
imidazolate-bridged Cu(II)–Zn(II) heterodinuclear
complex containing a dinucleating ligand, Hbdpi


[Hbdpi = 4,5-bis[di(2-pyridylmethyl)aminomethyl]imida-
zole].21 The crystal structure is shown in Fig. 3.21 The
Cu(II)–Zn(II) distance of 6.197(2) Å in the Cu(II)–Zn(II)
heterodinuclear complex agrees well with that of native
Cu,Zn-SOD (6.2 Å), and each metal has pentacoordinate
geometry with the imidazolate nitrogen, two pyridine
nitrogens, the tertiary amine nitrogen and a solvent
(MeCN or H2O).21 The ESR spectrum of complex of the
Cu(II)–Zn(II) heterodinuclear complex gave well-defined
ESR parameters (g	 = 2.10, g
 = 2.24, �A	� = 11.7 mT and
�A
� = 12.4 mT), which indicate that the Cu(II) ion in the
complex has a trigonal bipyramidal environment and a
dz


2 ground state following the criteria given by Bencini et
al.22 This agrees with the x-ray structure in Fig. 3.21 The
observation of a well-defined ESR spectrum also
confirms that the complex retains its imidazolate-bridged
Cu(II)–Zn(II) heterodinuclear structure and that it is not a
1:1 mixture of Cu(II)–Cu(II) and Zn(II)–Zn(II) homodi-
nuclear complexes. The Cu(II)–Zn(II) SOD model
complex has a coordination site available for the binding
of superoxide ion (Fig. 3).


The Cu(II)–Zn(II) heterodinuclear complex exhibits
catalytic activity towards the dismutation of superoxide
anions. The SOD activity of the Cu(II)–Zn(II) heterodi-
nuclear complex was investigated by the cytochrome c
assay23 using the xanthine oxidase reaction as the source
of superoxide. The concentration of complex required to
attain 50% inhibition of the reduction (defined as IC50)
was determined for the Cu(II)–Zn(II) heterodinuclear
complex as 0.24 �M. This IC50 value corresponds to the
highest activity among the structurally established SOD
models reported so far.21,23–26


The cyclic voltammogram (CV) of the Cu(II)–Zn(II)


�����	 *( 5	�� 	
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heterodinuclear complex in acetonitrile is shown in Fig.
4, where the CV of the Cu(II) mononuclear complex,
[Cu(Melm(Py)2(CH3CN)]ClO4, is also shown for com-
parison.21 The CV of the Cu(II)–Zn(II) heterodinuclear
complex exhibits only one reversible Cu(II)/(I) redox
couple at E1/2 = -0.03 V (vs. Ag/AgCl). This also
confirms that complex contains one copper ion site. A
comparison of the E1/2 values between the Cu(II)–Zn(II)
heterodinuclear complex and the corresponding Cu(II)
mononuclear complex in Fig. 4 reveals that the E1/2 value
of the Cu(II)–Zn(II) heterodinuclear complex is 0.21 V
more positive than the value of the Cu(II) mononuclear
complex. Such a positive shift of the E1/2 value of the
Cu(II)–Zn(II) heterodinuclear complex can be ascribed to
the electronic effect of the imidazolate-bound Zn(II) ion,
which leads to a decrease in the electron density on the
copper ion. This indicates that an important role of Zn(II)
ion in the imidazolate-bridged Cu(II)–Zn(II) complex is
to accelerate an outer-sphere electron transfer from O2


��


to produce the Cu(I)–Zn(II) complex, when the free
energy change of electron transfer becomes thermody-
namically more favorable compared with that without
Zn(II) ion.


Zn(II), which can act as a Lewis acid, is also able to
accelerate an electron transfer from the Cu(I)–Zn(II)
complex to O2


��, since O2
�� can form a complex with


metal ions acting as a Lewis acid to accelerate the
electron transfer reduction of O2


�� (see above).8 Such an
acceleration for the reduction of O2


�� can also be attained
by a Brønsted acid instead of a Lewis acid since
Valentine and co-workers reported that the reduction of


O2
�� for the zinc-deficient SOD form is acid-catalyzed.27


The formation of an O2
��–Zn(II) complex is confirmed


using Zn(II) complexes, [ZnII[MeIm(Py)2](CH3CN)]
(ClO4)2 and [ZnII[MeIm(Me)2](CH3CN)](ClO4)2 [M
eIm(Py)2 = (1-methyl-4-imidazolylmethyl)bis(2-pyridyl-
methyl)amine, MeIm(Me)2 = (1-methyl-4-imidazolyl-
methyl)bis(6-methyl-2-pyridylmethyl)amine], as shown
in Eqn. (4):28,29


The ESR spectra of the Zn(II)–O2
�� complexes


measured at 133 K gave gzz values which are significantly
smaller than the value for free O2


�� owing to the
complexation of Zn(II) ion with O2


��.28,29 The �E
values of the Zn(II)–O2


�� complexes have been
evaluated from deviation of the gzz values from the
free spin value. The �E values of the O2


�� complex
with [ZnII[MeIm(Me)2]]2� (0.87 eV) and
[ZnII[MeIm(Py)2]]2� (0.85 eV) are significantly larger
than those of O2


�� complexes with other divalent metal
ions [Mg(II) ion, 0.65 eV; Ca(II) ion, 0.58 eV; Sr(II) ion,
0.52 eV; and Ba(II) ion, 0.49 eV],8 reflecting the strong
Lewis acidity of Zn(II) ion compared with other divalent
metal ions.28,29 Thus, the essential role of Zn(II) ion in
SODs is to accelerate both the oxidation and reduction of
superoxide ion by controlling the redox potentials of
Cu(II) ion and superoxide ion in the catalytic cycle of
SOD as shown in Scheme 1. In the case of outer-sphere
electron transfer from O2


�� to the Cu(I)–Zn(II) complex,
there is no need for interaction between O2


�� and the
Cu(I)–Zn(II) complex. In contrast, the binding of O2


��


with Zn(II) is essential for electron transfer from Cu(I) to
O2


��. A similar effect is also expected for another copper
ion in the Cu(II)–Cu(II) homodinuclear complex contain-
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ing the same Hbdpi ligand.21 The same mechanism as in
Scheme 1 can be applied to the disproportionation of
semiquinone radical anion by the imidazolate-bridged
Cu(II)–Zn(II) complex.30 The Zn(II) ion also plays an
essential role in facilitating the reduction of semiquinone
radical anion by coordination of the radical anion to the
Zn(II) ion.30


� � $&��� �� �-&."� �� "$"�����
�� ���"�


Photoinduced electron transfer reactions of porphyrin-


containing donor–acceptor linked systems have been
extensively studied in order to mimic the photosynthetic
process.31–34 Extensive efforts have been directed
towards achieving long-lived photoinduced charge
separation by changing the redox properties of the donor
and acceptor moieties and the distance of the donor–
acceptor pair which is covalently linked, since the
electron transfer rates are determined by these fac-
tors.31–34 Thus, the rate of electron transfer is auto-
matically determined and it cannot be changed once a
donor–acceptor pair is fixed. However, there are now a
number of examples for photoinduced electron transfer
reactions which are accelerated significantly by the
presence of a third component acting as a catalyst.6,16


A simple molecule, such as dioxygen, has been shown to
be employed as a powerful catalyst in accelerating the
back electron transfer (BET) from a fullerene radical
anion to a zinc porphyrin radical cation within photo-
lytically generated radical ion pairs.35 This is the first
example in which O2, the most important biological
oxidant, acts as a catalyst rather than an oxidant in BET
reactions. Coordination of O2


�� to Zn(II) ion plays an
important role not only in the catalytic function of Cu,Zn-
SOD (Scheme 1) but also in the novel catalytic effect of
O2 in BET from a fullerene radical anion to a zinc
porphyrin moiety within photolytically generated radical
ion pairs of zinc porphyrin-fullerene linked molecules
shown in Fig. 5.35


These zinc porphyrin–fullerene linked dyad and triads
have been developed as artificial photosynthetic systems
which, upon photoexcitation, give rise to long-lived
charge-separated states in high quantum yields.35,36 The
energy levels in benzonitrile are shown in Scheme 2 to
illustrate the different relaxation pathways of photo-
excited ZnP–C60.35,36 The charge-separated state is
obtained from the photoinduced electron transfer invol-
ving the singlet and triplet excited states of ZnP and C60


and decays via the back electron transfer from C60
�� to


ZnP��. Each step in Scheme 2 can be monitored by time-
resolved techniques, including fluorescence lifetime and
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transient absorption measurements, disclosing the crucial
formation of ZnP��–spacer–C60


�� and Fc�–spacer–C60
��


pairs in a variety of solvents.35,36 For example, a
deoxygenated benzonitrile (PhCN) solution containing
ZnP–C60 gives rise upon a 532 nm laser pulse to a
characteristic absorption spectrum with maxima at 650
and 1000 nm [Fig. 6(a)].35 While the former maximum
(650 nm) is a clear attribute of the ZnP��, the latter
maximum (1000 nm) corresponds to the diagnostic
marker of the fullerene radical anion.37 The decay of
both absorption bands obeys clear first-order kinetics.
This indicates an intramolecular BET from C60


�� to
ZnP�� governs the fate of the ZnP��–C60


�� radical ion
pair. In the presence of O2, the decay rate of both C60


��


and ZnP�� absorption is markedly accelerated compared
with that found in the absence of O2 [Fig. 6(b)]. The
decay rate of C60


�� coincides with that of ZnP�� and
increases linearly with increasing O2 concentration.35


In contrast to the ZnP–C60 dyad, the kBET value from
C60


�� to ferricenium ion (Fc�) in Fc�–ZnP–C60
�� was


not affected by the presence of O2.35 The smaller kBET


value of the triad (Fc–ZnP–C60: 1.3 � 105 s�1) com-
pared with that of the dyad (ZnP–C60: 1.3 � 106 s�1)
stems from the larger edge-to-edge distance of the former
(Ree = 30.3 Å)38 relative to the latter (Ree = 11.9 Å).39,40


Although an even smaller kBET value (4.8 � 104 s�1) was


noted for the BET dynamics from C60
�� to ZnP�� in the


ZnP��–H2P–C60
�� triad, the kBET value is, nevertheless,


expedited with increasing O2 concentration. Thus, the
presence of ZnP�� appears essential for the accelerating
effect of O2 on the decay of the radical ion pair. The
energy transfer pathway from ZnP��–C60


�� via
ZnP–3C60* has been ruled out as a major contributor to
the decay of the radical ion pair, since much smaller
intensity of 1�g O2 phosphorescence of the ZnP–C60


system is observed compared with C60–ref 35.
The electron transfer from C60


�� to O2 is endergonic
[�G°et � 0 (0.28 eV)], judging from the one-electron
reduction potentials of both species: E°red of O2 (�1.33 V
vs Fc/Fc�) is significantly lower than that of C60–ref
(�1.05 V vs Fc/Fc�).35 Thus, a direct electron transfer
from C60


�� in ZnP��–C60
�� to O2 is highly unlikely to


occur in benzonitrile. In addition, the concomitant decay
of ZnP�� and C60


�� in Fig. 6(a) is inconsistent with a
direct electron transfer from C60


�� to O2, which would
yield stable ZnP��–C60 and O2


�� on the present time-
scale. The catalytic participation of O2 in an intramol-
ecular BET between C60


�� and ZnP�� in ZnP-linked C60


is depicted in Scheme 3. The intermolecular ET from
C60


�� to O2 is made possible by the coordination of O2
��


to ZnP��, followed by a rapid intramolecular ET from
O2


�� to ZnP�� in the O2
��–ZnP�� complex to regenerate


O2 (Scheme 3). In the presence of metal ions, O2
�� is


known to coordinate to the metal ion, yielding the
corresponding O2


��–metal ion complex as described
above.8 The binding energy of O2


�� with Zn(II) ion (ca
0.9 eV)28 is sufficient to make an electron transfer from
C60


�� to O2 energetically feasible. In contrast to the ZnP-
containing donor–acceptor systems, ferrocene is a fully
coordinated complex, omitting the coordination of
another ligand, such as O2


��. This is the reason for the
lack of accelerating effects in the Fc�–ZnP–C60


��


system.
The second-order rate constant of ZnP��–C60


��


(1.6 � 109 M�1 s�1) obtained from the linear dependence
of kBET on [O2] in PhCN is only slightly lower than the
diffusion-controlled limit in PhCN (5.6 � 109 M�1 s�1).35


On the other hand, the corresponding value for ZnP��–
H2P–C60


�� (3.3 � 107 M�1 s�1) is 48 times smaller than
the value for ZnP��–C60


��. This kET ratio (48) is
consistent with the kBET ratio (27) (i.e. from C60


�� to
ZnP��) between the triad and the dyad in the absence of
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O2.35 Thus, ET from ZnP��–H2P–C60
�� to O2 occurs


even at a longer distance compared with ET from the
ZnP��–C60


�� dyad, since O2 is placed at a longer distance
from C60


�� in the precursor complex for the electron
transfer from C60


�� to O2 in ZnP��–H2P–C60
�� (Scheme


3). In this way, O2 acts as a novel catalyst to expedite
intramolecular BET in ZnP-linked C60 systems where
ZnP�� accelerates an electron transfer from C60


�� to O2


and, thus, activates the catalysis of O2 in the overall BET
from C60


�� to ZnP�� (Scheme 3).
An extremely long-lived charge-separated state has


been achieved successfully by extending the ferrocene
containing triad (Fc�–ZnP–C60) to a ferrocene (Fc)–
zincporphyrin (ZnP)–freebaseporphyrin (H2P)–C60 tet-
rad (Fc–ZnP–H2P–C60) (Fig. 7), which reveals a cascade
of photoinduced energy transfer and multistep electron
transfer within a molecule in frozen media and in
solutions.41 The lifetime of the resulting charge-sepa-
rated state (i.e. ferricenium ion–C60 radical anion pair) in
frozen benzonitrile is determined as 0.38 s, which is more
than one order of magnitude longer than any other
intramolecular charge recombination processes of syn-
thetic systems, and is comparable to that observed for the
bacterial photosynthetic reaction center.41


�&�$� ������� !� )&����" �� ���"� !� 
#"� $ ���5� � $&0"� "$"�����
�� ���"�


The effects of metal ions on hydride transfer reactions
from NADH analogues to substrates have attracted
considerable interest in relation to the essential role of
metal ions in the redox reactions of nicotinamide
coenzymes in the native enzymatic system.42–44 A
hydride transfer from 1-benzyl-1,4-dihydronicotinamide
(BNAH), employed as an NADH model compound, to
p-benzoquinone (Q) proceeds via an electron transfer
from BNAH to Q, followed by proton transfer from
BNAH�� to Q�� and subsequent rapid electron transfer
from the deprotonated radical (BNA�) to QH� to give
BNA� and QH�.45 The initial electron transfer step is
accelerated by the presence of Mg2�.45 When BNAH is
replaced by 1-benzyl-4-tert-butyl-1,4-dihydronicotina-


mide (t-BuBNAH), no reaction occurs between t-
BuBNAH and Q in deaerated MeCN. In the presence of
Sc(OTf)3, however, cycloaddition reaction of t-BuBNAH
with Q rather than hydride transfer occurs efficiently at
298 K [Eqn. (5)].46


The cycloadduct 1 was isolated and a single crystal of
1 was obtained for x-ray crystal structure determination.
An ORTEP drawing of 1 is shown in Fig. 8.


The rates of reactions of t-BuBNAH with Q in the
presence of Sc3� in MeCN at 298 K obeyed pseudo-first-
order kinetics in the presence of large excess Q and Sc3�


relative to the concentration of t-BuBNAH. The pseudo-
first-order rate constant increases proportionally with Q
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concentration. Thus, the rate exhibits second-order
kinetics showing a first-order dependence on each
reactant concentration. The dependence of the observed
second-order rate constant (kobs) on [Sc3�] is shown in
Fig. 9(a) for the cycloaddition reactions of t-BuBNAH
with Q at various concentrations of Sc3�. The kobs value
increases with an increase in [Sc3�] to exhibit a first-
order dependence on [Sc3�] at low concentrations,
changing to a second-order dependence at high concen-
trations.


Such a mixture of first- and second-order dependences
on [Sc3�] is also observed in electron transfer from
CoTPP to Q. No electron transfer from CoTPP to Q
occurred in MeCN at 298 K. In the presence of Sc(OTf)3,
however, an efficient electron transfer from CoTPP to Q
occurs to yield CoTPP� [Eqn. (6)];8,46


The electron-transfer rates also obeyed second-order
kinetics, showing a first-order dependence on each
reactant concentration. The dependence of the observed
electron transfer rate constant (ket) on [Sc3�] is also
shown in Fig. 9(b), where the ket value increases linearly
with [Sc3�] to show a first-order dependence on [Sc3�] at
low concentrations, changing to a second-order depen-
dence at high concentrations as the case with the


Sc3�-catalyzed cycloaddition of t-BuBNAH with Q in
Fig. 9(a).


There is no interaction between Q and Sc3�, as
indicated by the lack of spectral change of Q in the
presence of Sc3�.46 In such a case, the acceleration of
electron transfer from CoTPP to Q is ascribed to the
complexation of Sc3� with Q��. Since there are two
carbonyl oxygens which can interact with Sc3�, Q�� may
form not only a 1:1 complex [n = 1 in Eqn. (3)] but also a
1:2 complex [n = 2 in Eqn. (3)] with Sc3�. The complex
formation between Q�� and Sc3� should result in a
positive shift of the one-electron reduction potential of Q
(Ered) and the Nernst equation is given by


Ered � E0
red � �2�3RT�F� log K1Sc3���1 � K2Sc3���


�7�


where E0
red is the one-electron reduction potential of Q in


the absence of Sc3� and K1 and K2 are the formation
constants for the 1:1 and 1:2 complexes between Q�� and
Sc3�, respectively. Since Sc3� has no effect on the
oxidation potential of CoTPP, the free energy change of
electron transfer from CoTPP to Q in the presence of
Sc3� (�Get) can be expressed by


�Get � �G0
et � �2�3RT � log�K1Sc3�� � K1K2Sc3��2�


�8�


where �G0
et is the free energy change in the absence of


Sc3�. Thus, electron transfer from CoTPP to Q becomes
more favorable energetically with an increase in
concentration of Sc3�. If such a change in the energetics
is directly reflected in the transition state of electron
transfer, the dependence of the observed rate constant of
electron transfer (ket) on [Sc3�] is derived from Eqn. (8),
as given by


ket � k0K1Sc3���1 � K2Sc3��� �9�


where k0 is the rate constant in the absence of Sc3�. This
equation predicts a first-order dependence on [Sc3�] at
low concentrations, changing to a second-order depen-
dence at high concentrations as observed experimentally
[Fig. 9(b)]. The validity of Eqn. (9) is confirmed by the
linear plot of ket/[Sc3�] vs [Sc3�] for the Sc3�-catalyzed
electron transfer from CoTPP to Q. From the slopes and
intercepts are obtained the K2 values, which are listed in
Table 1 together with the k0K1 values.


There is a striking similarity with respect to the
dependence of ket (or kobs) on [Sc3�] between the electron
transfer reactions from CoTPP to Q [Fig. 9(a)] and the
cycloaddition reaction of t-BuBNAH with Q [Fig. 9(b)],
despite the large difference in their reactivities. Thus, the
same plot as in Eqn. (9) for the Sc3�-catalyzed electron
transfer from CoTPP to Q can be applied for the Sc3�-
catalyzed cycloaddition reactions of t-BuBNAH with Q.
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The K2 value for the 1:2 complex formation between Q��


and Sc3� is obtained from the linear plot of kobs/[Sc3�] vs
[Sc3�] as listed in Table 1. The dependence of kobs on
[Sc3�] was also determined for the cycloaddition
reactions of BNAH and i-PrBNAH with Q. The K2


values were also determined from the linear plots of
kobs /[Sc3�] vs [Sc3�] and are listed in Table 1. These K2


values (46–49 M�1) are essentially the same within the
experimental error irrespective of the different reactivi-
ties of NADH analogues (see k0K1 values in Table 1). In
each case, the K2 value agrees within experimental error
with the value (40 M�1) determined from the Sc3�-
promoted electron transfer reaction (Table 1). Such an
agreement strongly indicates that the catalytic function of
Sc3� in the cycloaddition reactions of NADH analogues
with Q is essentially the same as the function in electron
transfer from CoTPP to Q. This means that the
cycloaddition of the NADH analogues with Q proceeds
via a rate-determining electron transfer from NADH
analogues to Q, which is accelerated by formation of the
1:1 and 1:2 complexes between Q�� and Sc3� as in the
case of an electron transfer from CoTPP to Q.


The K2 values were also determined for other
p-benzoquinone derivatives (X–Q) as listed in Table
1.46 In each case, the K2 value determined from the Sc3�-
catalyzed cycloaddition reactions with the p-benzo-
quinone derivative agrees with the value determined
from the corresponding Sc3�-promoted electron transfer
reaction (Table 1). Such an agreement confirms that the
Sc3�-catalyzed cycloaddition of the NADH analogues
with the p-benzoquinone derivative (X–Q) proceeds via
the rate-determining Sc3�-promoted electron transfer
from NADH analogues to X–Q.


The 1:2 complex formation between Q�� and Sc3� was
confirmed by observation of the ESR spectrum of the
Q��–2Sc3� complex, which shows the superhyperfine
structure due to the interaction of Q�� with two equivalent
Sc nuclei. Since the Q��–2Sc3� complex is unstable
because of the facile disproportionation reaction, the
complex was generated in photoinduced electron transfer
from dimeric 1-benzyl-1,4-dihydronicotinamide


[(BNA)2] to Q at low temperatures. The observed ESR
spectrum of Q�� in the presence of Sc3� is shown in Fig.
10.46 The well-resolved 19 lines of the spectrum clearly
indicate the hyperfine splitting [a(H)] due to four protons
of semiquinone radical anions and superhyperfine split-
ting [a(Sc)] of two equivalent Sc3� nuclei (I = 7/2). The
coupling constants are almost the same between a(H) and
a(Sc), resulting in the overall nuclear spin = 9, which
causes 19 lines. The hyperfine coupling constants are
determined as a(H) = 1.15 G, a(Sc) = 1.15 G with a
linewidth (�Hmsl) = 0.50 G. Thus, the observed ESR
spectrum in Fig. 10 clearly demonstrates the formation of
the 1:2 complex between Q�� and Sc3�.


When Sc3� is replaced by weaker Lewis acids such as
Lu3� [Lu(OTf)3], Y3� [Y(OTf)3] or Mg2� [Mg(ClO4)2]
in the reaction of t-BuBNAH with Q, BNA� is formed
together with the cycloadduct (Table 2).46 In the case of
Mg2�, the cycloaddition is no longer the main reaction
but a hydride transfer from t-BuBNAH to Q occurs to
yield t-BNA� as the major product (60%) (Table 2).46


When t-BuBNAH is replaced by BNAH in the reaction
with Q catalyzed by metal ions other than Sc3�, a hydride
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NADH analogue X–Q k0K1
b (M�2s�1) K2


b (M�1)


t-BuBNAH Q 7.3 � 102 (2.7 � 105) 4.6 � 10 (4.0 � 10)
i-PrBNAH Q 4.7 � 103 (2.7 � 105) 4.9 � 10 (4.0 � 10)
BNAH Q 1.3 � 104 (2.7 � 105) 4.9 � 10 (4.0 � 10)
BNAH 2,5-Cl2Q 2.2 � 102 (9.3 � 105) 2.6 � 10 (2.5 � 10)
BNAH 2,5-Me2Q 6.6 � 10 (1.1 � 105) 4.8 � 10 (4.3 � 10)
BNAH 2,6-Me2Q 1.0 � 10 (8.0 � 104) 4.3 � 10 (4.7 � 10)


a K1 and K2 are the formation constants for the 1:1 and 1:2 complexes between Q�� and Sc3�, respectively;
k0 is the rate constant in the absence of Sc3� (see text).
b Determined from the dependence of kobs on [Sc3�] based on Eqn. (9). The experimental error is 10%.
Values in parentheses are those determined for Sc3�-promoted electron transfer from CoTPP to X–Q.
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transfer from BNAH to Q becomes the main reaction and
the yield of BNA� increases in the order Lu3� (67%) �
Y3� (79%) � Mg2� (93%) with a decrease in the Lewis
acidity of the metal ion (Table 2).46 The reaction
mechanisms of Mg2�-catalyzed hydride transfer from
BNAH to Q have been extensively studied.44,45,47


However, this is the first report disclosing the minor
reaction pathway of the cycloaddition (7%) competing
with the major hydride transfer reaction pathway
(93%).46


The Mg2�-catalyzed hydride transfer from BNAH to Q
is known to proceed via an Mg2�-promoted electron
transfer from BNAH to Q, followed by a proton transfer
from the resulting BNAH�� to the Q��–2Mg2� complex
and subsequent fast electron transfer from BNA� to QH�–
Mg2�. The change in the type of reaction depending on
the Lewis acidity of the metal ion (Table 2) is well
accommodated in the electron transfer mechanism in
Scheme 4.46 The initial rate-determining electron transfer
from t-BuBNAH to Q results in the formation of a radical
ion pair (t-BuBNAH�� and Q��) where Q�� forms 1:1 and
1:2 complexes with Sc3�. This is followed by fast radical
coupling between Q�� and t-BuBNAH�� to give the
zwitterionic intermediate which is eventually converted
to the cycloadduct 1. In the same manner, the Sc3�-
catalyzed cycloaddition reaction of BNAH with Q
proceeds via the Sc3�-promoted electron transfer from
BNAH to Q. The radical coupling of C(5) of BNAH��


with Q��–2Mn� may occur efficiently [pathway (a)] in
competition with the proton transfer from BNAH�� to
Q��–2Mn�, which leads to the overall hydride transfer
from BNAH to Q [pathway (c)]. With decreasing Lewis
acidity of the metal ion, the metal ion-catalyzed electron
transfer from BNAH to Q is decelerated because of the
weaker binding of the metal ion with Q��. On the other
hand, the proton transfer from BNAH�� to the Q��–2Mn�


complex is accelerated with decreasing the Lewis acidity
to the metal ion (Mn�) owing to the stronger basicity of
the Q��–2Mn� complex. This may be the reason why the
hydride transfer pathway from BNAH to Q becomes
dominant in the presence of a much weaker Lewis acid
(e.g. Mg2�) compared with the selective cycloaddition


reaction in the presence of Sc3� (see the product yields in
Table 2).


In the case of t-BuBNAH, the C(4)—C bond of t-
BuBNAH�� is known to be cleaved to produce t-Bu�,48–50


which can combine with Q��–2Mn� [pathway (b) in
Scheme 4], leading to the overall transfer of t-Bu� to Q.
With decreasing Lewis acidity of the metal ion, the
C(4)—C bond cleavage of t-BNAH�� may also be
accelerated owing to the stronger basicity of the Q��–
2Mn� complex. This may be the reason why the overall
transfer of t-Bu� to Q [pathway (b) in Scheme 4] starts to
compete with the cycloaddition pathway as the Lewis
acidity of the metal ion is decreased (see the product
yields in Table 2). Thus, the Lewis acidity of metal ion
can control not only the electron transfer step but also the
subsequent chemical step.
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The small reorganization energy of fullerenes, especially
in electron transfer reactions, and the long triplet excited-
state lifetimes, have rendered fullerenes useful compo-
nents in the design of novel electron transfer systems in
both the ground and excited states.37,51–53 In comparison
with the facile reduction of C60, however, the oxidation
of C60 is rendered more difficult with a reported one-
electron oxidation potential of 1.26 V versus ferrocene/
ferricenium.54,55 Reed et al. have recently succeeded in
oxidizing C60 by a strong one-electron oxidant (hexa-
brominated phenylcarbazole radical cation with inert
CB11H6X6


� carborane anion) to produce stable C60
�� in


solution.56 The use of an appropriate metal ion which can
accelerate electron transfer reactions has removed the
need for very strong oxidants to accomplish the electron
transfer oxidation of fullerenes. In the presence of such a
metal ion, a number of photoinduced electron transfer
reactions, which would otherwise be unlikely to occur,
are reported to proceed efficiently.6,16,57,58


In the presence of scandium triflate, an efficient
photoinduced electron transfer from the triplet excited
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Metal ion


Yield (%)


102 kobs
(M�1 s�1)


t-BuBNAH BNAH


Cycloadduct BNA� t-BuBNA� Cycloadduct BNA�


Sc3� 100 0 0 100 0 5.3 � 103


Lu3� 72 28 0 33 67 6.1
Y3� 59 41 0 21 79 3.1
Mg2� 35 5 60 7 93 0.26a


a Mg(ClO4)2 (0.5 M).
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state of C60 to p-chloranil occurs to produce C60 radical
cation which has a diagnostic near-infrared absorption
band at 980 nm, whereas no photoinduced electron
transfer occurs from the triplet excited state of C60


(3C60*) to p-chloranil in the absence of scandium ion in
benzonitrile, as shown in Fig. 11.59 The electron transfer
rate obeys pseudo-first-order kinetics and the pseudo-
first-order rate constant increases linearly with increasing
p-chloranil concentration.54 The observed second-order
rate constant of electron transfer (ket) increases linearly
with, increasing scandium ion concentration.59 In con-
trast to the case of the C60–p-chloranil–Sc3� system, the
ket value for electron transfer from 3C60* to p-benzo-
quinone increases with increase in Sc3� concentration
([Sc3�]) to exhibit a first-order dependence on [Sc3�],
changing to a second-order dependence at the high
concentrations as observed in an Sc3�-catalyzed electron
transfer from CoTPP to p-benzoquinone (Fig. 9).59 This
is ascribed to the formation of 1:1 and 1:2 complexes
between the generated semiquinone radical anion and
Sc3� at low and high concentrations of Sc3�, respecti-
vely.


The Sc3�-promoted photoinduced electron transfer
oxidation of 3C60* by p-chloranil can be applied for the
formation of other fullerene radical cations.59 The ESR
spectra of the fullerene radical cations were also detected
in frozen PhCN at 193 K under photoirradiation of the
fullerene–p-chloranil–Sc3� systems.59 The g values and
�max values of various fullerene radical cations thus
determined are summarized in Fig. 12.59


����$�����


It has been demonstrated that binding of a metal ion with
the substrate radical anion plays an important role in
controlling the electron transfer reactivity of the
substrate. The binding energies of metal ions with O2


��


derived from the gzz values of ESR spectra of metal ion–
O2


�� complexes provide a quantitative measure of the
Lewis acidity of metal ions in predicting the catalytic
reactivities of metal ions in electron transfer reactions.
The Lewis acidity of metal ions has been shown to


�
�	�	 ,( ��������� 	
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control not only the electron transfer step but also the
subsequent chemical step in the overall redox reactions.
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ABSTRACT: Solvolysis of (R)-4-methylcyclohexylidenemethyl triflate (6) was examined at 140°C in various
aqueous methanol and some other alcoholic solvents. The main product was (R)-4-methylcycloheptanone that
maintains the stereochemical purity of 6, with accompanying 4-methylcyclohexanecarbaldehyde. In the presence of
bromide ion, the bromide substitution product was also obtained, mostly with inversion of configuration. It is
concluded that the solvolysis does not involve the formation of the primary vinyl cation but proceeds via �-bond
participation to form the rearranged cycloheptenyl cation as an intermediate. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.


KEYWORDS: vinyl triflate; vinyl cation; solvolysis; vinylic SN2 reaction; �-bond participation; rearrangement;
chirality probe approach
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Solvolysis of vinyl triflates has been extensively studied,
but most of the substrates are those activated by the �-aryl
or �-alkyl group.1 Vinyl cations were established as
definite intermediates in these reactions. However, the
initial suggestion of the formation of some unstable vinyl
cations during the solvolysis was later discounted, e.g. 1-
cyclopentenyl triflate does not react thermally via a
cyclopentenyl cation but undergoes reaction via a sulfur–
oxygen bond cleavage.2 Similar ambiguities still remain
with primary vinyl cations, which are not readily
accessible owing to their instability.3 Theoretical calcu-
lations (at the correlation level) show that no classical
structures of primary vinyl cations can be located as an
energy-minimum species.4 A primary vinyl triflate such
as cyclohexylidenemethyl triflate (1) was found to react
very slowly in aqueous alcohols to give mainly the
rearranged product, cycloheptanone (2) [Eqn. (1)].5,6


This rearrangement can occur through the primary vinyl
cation, but Stang and Deuber5 suggested that it occurred
directly via �-bond participation to avoid the unstable
primary cation. Nonetheless, Hanack et al.6 claimed that
the primary cation must be involved because the unrear-


ranged products were also formed by nucleophilic
trapping and the reaction was much more sluggish in
pure methanol, showing that the transition state is polar.


We have also encountered such ambiguities when the
solvolysis of 2,2-dialkylvinyliodonium salts has been
examined (Scheme 1).7 Extensive non-stereoselective
rearrangements were observed, and at the same time
stereoconvergent unrearranged substitution products
were formed. Similar situations were also found in the
thermolysis of vinyliodonium triflates.8 These results
seemed to suggest intermediate formation of the primary
vinyl cation. However barrierless interconversion is
possible between the isomeric open-chain secondary
vinyl cations via a 1,2-hydride shift, as the theoretical
calculations show.7 This explains observed non-selective
rearrangements. Furthermore, various theoretical con-
siderations9 now show that both in-plane and out-of-
plane vinylic SN2 reactions are feasible. Hence, direct
nucleophilic substitution of vinyl compounds may give
not only the products of inversion but also the those of
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retention. Such results were in fact observed for the
solvolysis of 1-alkenyliodonium salts10 and halide
reactions of 2,2-dialkylvinyliodonium salts.11


�	
� (


It is obviously necessary to have a more definitive
criterion as to whether or not an unstable intermediate
such as a primary vinyl cation is involved. The chirality
probe approach to this problem is most promising. For
reactions of vinylic centers, an axial chirality has to be
used, since the reaction center cannot be a stereocenter as
in the case of reactions at the tetrahedral carbon. A chiral
anthrylidene derivative 312a and haloallene12b have been
used to investigate the ion-pair processes of vinylic
solvolysis.


4-Substituted cyclohexylidenemethyl systems have
been applied to the Grignard reaction13 and carbenoid
chemistry.14 We have successfully employed optically
active 4-methylcyclohexylidenemethyl(phenyl)iodonium
tetrafluoroborate (4) as a chirality probe for a primary
vinyl cation intermediate (Scheme 2).15


�	
� )


The enantiomeric purity of 4 was found to be


transferred completely to the main product, 4-methylcy-
cloheptanone (5), showing that no achiral intermediate
such as primary vinyl cation I1 is involved during the
reaction. The rearrangement should occur stereospecifi-
cally via �-bond participation directly leading to
secondary cation I2.


In this work, we applied a similar approach to vinyl
triflate solvolysis16 under the same conditions as
employed previously for the cyclohexylidenemethyl
derivative 1.6 Solvolysis of optically active 4-methylcy-
clohexylidenemethyl triflate (6) gave mainly the rear-
ranged ketone 5 with retention of the optical purity [Eqn.
(2)]. That is, formation of the primary vinyl cation is
excluded as an intermediate, contrary to the previous
conclusion.6


$��&* � �#% %"�'&��"!#


+��������� �� ����	���� �	��� ����� ������


(R)-4-Methylcyclohexylidenemethyl triflate (6) was pre-
pared from the (R)-vinyl bromide (Scheme 3) derived
from the carboxylic acid which was obtained by
resolution.17 The bromide was converted in to the silyl
enol ether by using the stereospecifically retained
processes developed by Fleming and Newton.18 Finally,
the enolate generated by desilylation was trapped by
triflic anhydride to give optically active 6 of R
configuration at an enantiomeric excess (ee) of about
70%, as determined by means of chiral gas chromatogra-
phy.


�	
� ,


���������� �����	��


Samples of (R)-6 used for solvolysis were of 68 and 73%
ee and also a racemic mixture. The reaction was carried
out in various alcoholic solvents in a sealed Pyrex tube at
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140°C for 4–28 days. The products were analyzed by
both normal and chiral gas chromatography with FID and
MS detectors in comparison with authentic samples. The
products include rearranged ketone 5 and 4-methylcy-
clohexanecarbaldehyde (7). The results are summarized
in Table 1.


In 50% (v/v) aqueous methanol, reaction of 6 was
complete in 14 days at 140°C and gave aldehyde 7 and
ketone 5 in 17 and 59% yields, respectively (run 4). The
result is similar to that obtained previously with the
unsubstituted triflate 1.6 It is noteworthy, however, that
the rearranged product 5 (71% ee) maintains the original
stereochemical purity of the substrate (73% ee) within
experimental errors and has the R configuration. The
minor product 7 is achiral but was a mixture of about
equal amounts of the cis and trans isomers. In a shorter
reaction time of 4 days, a consistent result was obtained
with 22% of the unreacted (R)-6 (run 5).


In pure methanol (run 1), the reaction was very
sluggish but not totally inhibited.6 The reaction becomes
faster with an increasing fraction of water in mixed
aqueous methanol solvents (runs 1, 3, 5 and 7). In 2,2,2-
trifluoroethanol (TFE) and 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-pro-
panol (HFIP), both containing 3% water, the reaction was
fairly slow (runs 9 and 10). In 50% aqueous TFE (run 8),
the reaction was reasonably fast, and gave results similar
to those in aqueous methanol. In all solvents, the
recovered substrate was not racemized, and the product
(R)-5 maintained essentially the stereochemical purity
(ee) of the substrate (R)-6.


These results show that the chirality of the substrate
(R)-6 is essentially transferred to the main product (R)-5,
indicating that no achiral intermediate such as primary
vinyl cation I1 is involved during the formation of (R)-5
(Scheme 4). However, the unrearranged product 7 could
be derived from trapping of the primary cation I1, as


suggested previously for a similar reaction system.6


Bromide ion can be used for trapping of I1 to give a chiral
product. The reaction of (R)-6 with tetrabutylammonium
bromide in 50% aqueous methanol provided a small
amount of 4-methylcyclohexylidenemethyl bromide (8),
which was in excess of the S form by 64% (run 6). That is,
the bromide product (S)-8 is formed mainly with
inversion of configuration. This is incompatible with
formation via trapping of the primary cation I1, which
should have led to racemization. The bromide reaction
more effectively occurs in methanol (run 2) to give
mostly the inverted product (S)-8.


�	
� -


The reaction of bromide must proceed via direct
vinylic attack (SN2) mainly at the in-plane �* orbital of
the C—I bond leading to inversion of configuration,9,19


but accompanied by some contamination of the out-of-
plane attack at the �* orbital leading to retention of
configuration (Scheme 5).9,11 Stereodivergent substitu-
tion products of solvolysis of 1-alkenyliodonium salts
have been argued by these competitive mechanisms.10


The possibilities of the two pathways of vinylic SN2
reactions have also been substantiated by theoretical
calculations.9 However, an alternative route to the


 �.� (� "��#���� �	 ���$������ �	 ���%��� &'(�/ � $������ ���$��� �� �)*°+


Run Substrate % ee Solventa YOTs
b NOTs


c Time (days)


Yield (%) (% ee)


(R)-5 7 (S)-8 (R)-6


1 0 MeOH �0.92 �0.44 28 3 (0) 3 — 68 (0)
2 73 MeOH


(Br�)d
14 3 (70) trace 12 (71) 65 (73)


3 68 80MeOH 0.47 �0.05 7 13 (67) 15 — 47 (68)
4 73 50MeOH 2.00 �0.19 14 59 (71) 17 — 0
5 73 50MeOH 2.00 �0.19 4 43 (71) 4 — 22 (73)
6 73 50MeOH


(Br�)d
14 32 (71) 8 2 (64) 0


7 68 20MeOH 3.39 �0.35 7 67 (67) 7 — 3 (68)
8 68 50TFE 2.14 �0.93 14 78 (66) 8 — 5 (66)
9 68 97TFE 1.83 �2.79 14 10 (65) trace — 83 (68)


10 68 97HFIP 3.61 �4.27 14 13 (61) 4 — 63 (68)


a 80MeOH = 80% (v/v) methanol–H2O; 50MeOH = 50% (v/v) methanol–H2O; 20MeOH = 20% (v/v) methanol–H2O; 50TFE = 50% (v/v) trifluoroethanol–
H2O; 97TFE = 97% (v/v) 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol–H2O; 97HFIP = 97% (v/v) 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol–H2O.
b Solvent ionizing power.20


c Solvent nucleophilicity.20


d Tetrabutylammonium bromide (0.10 mol l�1) was added.
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formation of 7 is also possible for the vinyl triflate:6 the
enol of 7 may be formed by nucleophilic reaction at the
sulfonate sulfur of 6. The transition state for this route
would be polar, and the lower reactivity in pure methanol
would not be unreasonable for this route.


�	
� 0� ������� ��	 
������
�


If the primary cation I1 was formed, could it be trapped
by any nucleophiles before rearrangement? Theoretical
calculations (at the MP2/6–31G* level)20 of cationic
species related to the present reaction system show that
the primary cation Ia1 is too unstable to be located in a
local energy minimum in the gas phase, as is the case for
other primary cations.4 The bridged form Ia3, similar to
the transition state for the rearrangement of Ia1 to
cycloheptenyl cation Ia2, is in an energy minimum, and it
is only 2.6 kcal mol�1 (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) higher in
energy than Ia2 (Scheme 6). If the primary cation I1


were formed during the solvolysis, the rearrangement to
I2 should have been barrierless, and considerable
racemization of the rearranged product 5 should have
been observed.


�	
� /


In conclusion, the primary vinyl cation I1 should not be
involved in the reactions of triflate 6, and the solvolysis
must occur mainly via �-bond participation to give
directly a chiral secondary cation I2 with accompanying
SN2-type reactions to lead to unrearranged products such
as 7 and 8. Stereospecific formation of (R)-5 from (R)-6
indicates that the initially formed cation (S)-I2 is trapped
by the nucleophilic solvent without racemization. This is
also remarkable considering that the open-chain analogs
of the secondary vinyl cation undergo a barrierless 1,2-
hydride shift (Scheme 1).7 The hydrogen-bridged form is
more stable than the classical form of the vinyl cation and
has a linear structure of the skeleton R1—C—C—R2 as


shown below.7


The corresponding seven-membered cation should
have a considerable angle strain, and the barrier for the
1,2-hydride shift of cation Ia2, which corresponds to the
interconversion of (S)-I2 and (R)-I2, would be fairly high;
the barrier was in fact found to be 23.2 kcal mol�1 by ab
initio MO calculations at the MP2/6–31G* level (M.
Fujita, Y. Sakanishi, M. Nishii, H. Yamataka and T.
Okuyama, to be published).


In any case, the main reaction of the solvolysis
involves heterolysis of the leaving group with participa-
tion of the �-bond, and the transition state is expected to
be still considerably polar. The solvolysis rates deduced
from conversions of the substrate are compatible with
this view only within aqueous methanol of varying
compositions. However, in TFE and HFIP, which are
good solvents for ionization (i.e. large YOTs values20), the
reaction was unexpectedly slow. Nucleophilicity of the
solvent (e.g. evaluated from NOTs values20) seems also to
facilitate the solvolysis of 6. Although the intramolecular
�-bond participation is necessary to assist the heterolysis,
the nucleophilic solvent participation in the polar
transition state must also promote the solvolysis reaction
of the triflate. A possible structure of the transition state is
depicted below.


�1+�$"��# �*


Proton and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL
Excaliber 400 spectrometer as solutions in CDCl3.
Optical rotations were measured on a Perkin-Elmer
243B polarimeter. Gas chromatographs used for the
product and/or ee determinations were Shimadzu 14B
with DB-1 (30 m � 0.25 mm i.d.) and 17A with
chiral columns (Chrompack-Chirasil-DEX CB, 25 m �
0.25 mm i.d., and Supelco BETA DEX 325 and 120, 30
m � 0.25 mm i.d.). GC—MS was conducted on a JEOL
Automass System II.


Alcohols were distilled before use and glass-distilled
water was used. Tetrabutylammonium bromide (Wako)
was used without purification. Authentic samples of (R)-
5 and (R)-8 were obtained as described previously.15 4-
Methylcyclohexanecarbaldehyde (7) was prepared ac-
cording to the literature procedure.21
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To a solution of (R)-817 of 85% ee (1.1 g) in diethyl ether
(14 ml) was added 1.56 M t-BuLi in pentane (9.0 ml)
dropwise at �78°C in 5 min. After stirring for an
additional 90 min at �78°C, Me2PhSiCl (1.05 ml) was
added to the mixture. The mixture was then allowed to
warm to room temperature, quenched by addition of
water and extracted with ether diethyl (�3). The extracts
were purified by chromatography (SiO2, eluent hexane)
to give (R)-1-dimethylphenylsilylmethylene-4-methylcy-
clohexane (0.90 g, 63% yield) as a colorless oil.


To a solution of the silane (0.90 g) in CH2Cl2 (35 ml)
was added a solution of mCPBA (0.77 g) in CH2Cl2
(20 ml) dropwise in the presence of a small amount of
aqueous NaHCO3 in 20 min at 0°C. The mixture was
stirred for 90 min and extracted with CH2Cl2 (�3) after
addition of aqueous NaHCO3. The extracts were purified
by chromatography (SiO2, eluent 6% diethyl ether in
hexane) to give a diastereomeric mixture of the epoxide
(0.91 g, 95% yield) as a colorless oil.


To a solution of the epoxide (50 mg) in CH2Cl2 (1 ml)
was added BF3�Et2O (24 �l) at �78°C. The mixture was
stirred for 15 min, quenched with aqueous NaHCO3 at
�78°C, extracted with diethyl ether (�3) and purified by
chromatography (SiO2, eluent 3% diethyl ether in
hexane) to give (R)-1-dimethylphenylsilyloxymethy-
lene-4-methylcyclohexane (31 mg, 62% yield) as a
colorless oil.


To a mixture of 0.83 M MeLi in diethyl ether (1.0 ml)
and 1,2-DME (1 ml) was added 1,2-DME solution
containing the silyl enol ether (105 mg) at �78°C. After
stirring at 0°C for 60 min, triflic anhydride (0.15 ml) was
added at �78°C. The mixture was allowed to warm to
room temperature and stirred overnight. After quenching
with aqueous NaHSO3, the mixture was extracted with
pentane and purified by chromatography (SiO2 eluent
hexane) to give (R)-4-methylcyclohexylidenemethyl
triflate (6) (54 mg, 52% yield) as a colorless oil. Chiral
GC analysis using Chirasil-DEX CB indicated that the
retention time of (R)-6 (17.2 min) is shorter than that of
(S)-6 (18.1 min) at a column temperature of 90°C. The
ee of the R isomer was 73% in this run.
���20


D � �7�3(c = 1.15, CHCl3) (73% ee); 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3) � 6.34 (s, 1H), 2.77–2.70 (m, 1H),
2.20–2.12 (m, 1H), 2.00–1.93 (m, 1H), 1.83–1.78 (m,
3H), 1.59–1.50 (m, 1H), 1.05–0.93 (m, 2H), 0.90 ppm (d,
J = 6.4 Hz, 3H); 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) � 133.3,
127.6, 118.6 (q, J = 318.5 Hz), 35.6, 34.6, 32.2, 29.3,
25.5, 21.8 ppm; MS (EI), m/z (relative intensity,%) 258
(6, M�), 107 (78), 79 (76), 69 (83), 55 (100); HRMS (EI),
calculated for C9H13SO3F3 (M) 258.0538, found
258.0557.


Another experiment gave (R)-6 of 68% ee. Racemic 6
was also prepared in the same way from the racemic
starting material.


+����	� ������������


About 2 mg of a sample of 6 was dissolved in 4 ml of an
alcoholic or aqueous solvent in a Pyrex tube in the
absence of any salt or in the presence of tetrabutyl-
ammonium bromide (0.1 M). The sealed tube was left in a
silicone oil bath at 140 � 1°C for 4–28 days. Products
were extracted with diethyl ether or pentane containing
tetradecane as an internal standard for GC determination.
After removal of most of the solvent, the residual solution
was subjected to GC and GC–MS.
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ABSTRACT: For the formation of the supramolecular complexes between the molecular tweezers 1 and 2 and the
aromatic guests 3–5 the volumes of reaction �V were determined from the pressure dependence of the association
constants K by the use of high-pressure 1H NMR spectroscopy and the enthalpy �H and entropy �S of reaction from
the temperature dependence of K. The small pressure dependence of K and, hence, the small variation of the reaction
volumes around the zero value (�V � 0 cm3 mol�1) clearly indicate that the contraction in volume resulting from the
host–guest association is compensated for by the expansion in volume resulting from the desolvation of the free host
and guest which has to proceed during the complexation. The association and desolvation are expected to have similar
effects on �S compensating each other. The significant deviations of �S from the zero value are, however, good
evidence that the size of �S not only depends on the processes mentioned above but moreover is influenced by other
factors such as the conformational mobility of the guest molecule inside the receptor cavity. Copyright  2002 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: high-pressure 1H NMR spectroscopy; molecular recognition; non-covalent interactions; molecular
tweezers; supramolecular chemistry
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Attempts have been made to model protein folding,
molecular recognition of substrates by enzymes or
membrane formation in biological systems, for example,
by simple synthetic receptors with molecular pockets or
cavities.1 The investigation of the structural and thermo-
dynamic parameters of receptor–substrate (host–guest)
complexes reveals the role of non-covalent interactions
such as hydrogen bonding,2 ion pairing,3 arene–arene
interactions (�–�, CH–�, cation–�)4,5 and hydrophobic
interactions in aqueous media6 that are responsible for
the formation and structure of supramolecules. In many
cases the complex stability results from a favorable
enthalpy of reaction (�H � 0) whereas the entropy of
reaction can be either negative (�S � 0), as expected for
an association, or positive (�S � 0), which may be


explained by the desolvation of receptor and substrate
(release of solvent molecules) during the complex
formation.7 A study of reaction volumes �V should
provide further insight into the mechanism of complex
formation. A volume contraction (�V � 0) is expected
for the association, but in the case when desolvation is
important in the process of complexation, the release of
solvent molecules should lead to a volume expansion
(�V � 0) compensating or even overcompensating for
the effect of contraction caused by the association. From
these considerations, a correlation between entropy and
volume of reaction can be expected. An almost linear
correlation of �V with �S has been found for the
dissociation of �30 carboxylic and other acids which was
related to the solvation change brought by ionization.8


Although the effect of pressure on the structures and
reactions of biomolecules such as proteins and enzyme
reactions can be very large, e.g. �V = �41.4 � 2.0
cm3 mol�1 for the small all-� protein tendamistat on
going from the unfolded to the native state,9 only a few
studies of the pressure effect on the formation of simpler
host–guest complexes have been reported hitherto. Large
effects of pressure have been observed for reactions in
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which atoms or molecules are compressed into the empty
cavities of container molecules so that the volume of
reaction is highly negative. Examples of this are the
incorporation of helium atoms into the cavity of
buckminsterfullerene (C60) at 2.5 kbar and 600°C10 and
of three acetonitrile molecules into the cavity of one of
Cram’s hemicarcerands at 11.5 kbar and 110°C.11 (G.
Vayner, J. Chen, K. Nakamura, K. N. Houk, A. E. Wigger
and F. G. Klärner, unpublished results). Volume data
were reported for the formation of host–guest complexes
between crown ethers and cryptands as hosts and alkali
metal ions or the tert-butylammonium ion as guests.12,13


Most of the reaction volumes found for the complexation
of alkali metal ions (in MeOH, MeCN or DMSO),
however, are positive, which was explained by the
desolvation of the cations before binding of the host can
take place.12 On the other hand, the complexation of the
tert-butylammonium ion shows a negative volume of
reaction, indicating that this lipophilic cation is not
solvated in the uncomplexed state as much as the alkali
metal cations. In the complex the primary ammonium
cation is certainly strongly hydrogen bonded to three
oxygen atoms of the crown ether, leading to a substantial
volume contraction. The inclusion of C60 in the cavity of
p-benzylcalix[5]arene in toluene solution reported by
Isaacs et al.14 is associated with a dramatic partial molar
volume change of �V = �195 cm3 mol�1, which is
consistent with the displacement of two toluene mol-
ecules from the cavity of the calixarene. Reaction
volumes between �20 and �20 cm3 mol�1 have been
reported for the inclusion of short guest molecules into
the cavity of cyclodextrins and the sequential threading
of cyclodextrins on to long guests.15,16


We have recently reported syntheses and some
supramolecular properties of receptors with a ribbon-
type concave topology.17–24 These compounds, owing to
their ability to bind selectively electron-deficient aro-
matic and aliphatic substrates, can be regarded as
molecular tweezers. This paper is devoted to the
temperature and pressure dependence of the host–guest
complex formation of the naphthalene-spaced tweezer 1
and the diacetoxy-substituted derivative 2, respectively,
with aromatic guests (Fig. 1). In particular, we are
interested in the potential correlation between volume
and entropy of reaction.


�$ �1- ",/ /+ 0�  +.,


The dependence of the association constant K on
temperature and on pressure is given in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively, and the experimental results are summar-
ized in Table 3.


The 1H NMR chemical shifts of the guest protons �G in
the presence of host 1 and 2, respectively, show a
substantial temperature dependence (Fig. 2), whereas the
temperature dependence of �G in the absence of 1 or 2


is relatively small. From these data, the enthalpy and
entropy of reaction (�H and �S) (Table 3) are calculated
as described in the Experimental section.


The pressure dependence of �G in the presence of 1 or 2
(one example is shown in Fig. 3) and, hence, of K (Table
2) is, however, small compared with the temperature
dependence of �G leading to a small variation of the


%����� �� ��	����� ��������	 �) �&		'	�� ��� ,�	��� ���
�	������ ���	�	 )�� ����2,�	�� ���	������� �) ���	�����
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-���� �� 3	��	�����	 �	�	��	��	 �) ��	 �����������
�������� 4 )�� ����2,�	�� �����	5	� �,�	��6����� �)
���	����� �&		'	�� � ��� ! &��� �������� ,�	��� 2� 3 ��� 4


3@1 in CDCl3
T (K) 294 268 253 238 223
K (l mol�1) 21 41 67 121 260
4@1 in CDCl3
T (K) 294 276 260 245 229
K (l mol�1) 35 60 103 232 1028
5@1 in CDCl3
T (K) 294 278 268 258 243
K (l mol�1) 114 151 180 219 290
5@1 in C6D6
T (K) 282 294 310 323
K (l mol�1) 187 143 97 72
3@2 in CDCl3
T (K) 298 283 268 253 238 223
K (l mol�1) 14 17 23 31 42 54
4@2 in CDCl3
T (K) 293 283 273 263 253 243 233 223
K (l mol�1) 18 20 24 28 33 40 48 58
5@2 in CDCl3
T (K) 303 283 263 243
K (l mol�1) 111 147 191 240
5@2 in C6D6
T (K) 328 308 298 288 280
K (l mol�1) 267 453 599 789 970
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reaction volumes around the zero value (�V = �3.0 to
�1.5 cm3 mol�1).


The thermodynamic parameters (Table 3) clearly
indicate that the complex formation between the host
molecules 1 or 2 and the aromatic guests 3, 4 or 5 is
largely the result of an enthalpic interaction (�H). The
comparison of the �H values with the corresponding
entropy values (�S), which vary in the relatively broad
range from �32 to �64 J mol�1 K�1, provides evidence
for an enthalpy–entropy compensation showing different
slopes for the complexation of p-benzoquinone (3) and
terephthalaldehyde (4) on the one hand and for that of
1,4-dicyanobenzene (5) on the other [Fig. 4(a)]. The
enthalpy–entropy compensation generally found for
association processes involving weak interactions can
be explained as follows. In the association of two
molecules the number of degrees of freedom is reduced
from 12 to six, involving a loss of entropy (�S � 0).25


The stronger the enthalpic interaction between the two
molecules, the more rigid is the associate and the larger is
the loss of entropy. In a weakly bound associate,


-���� !� ��	����	 �	�	��	��	 �) ��	 ����������� �������� 4 )�� ����2,�	�� �����	5	� �,�	��6����� �)
���	����� �&		'	�� � ��� ! &��� �������� ,�	��� 2� 3 ��� 4


3@1 in CDCl3
P [MPa] 0 5 27 48 74 99 129 151 176 196
K (l mol�1) 20.0 20.1 20.7 21.3 22.0 22.8 23.7 24.4 25.2 25.8
4@1 in CDCl3
P [MPa] 4 5 27 48 76 100 128 150 176 195
K (l mol�1) 35.0 35.0 34.8 34.6 34.4 34.2 34.0 33.8 33.6 33.5
5@1 in CDCl3
P [MPa] 0 9 26 51 75 106 126 151 177 194
K (l mol�1) 110 109 108 107 105 103 102 101 99 98
5@1 in C6D6
P [MPa] 5.9 8.3 17.7 24.8 29.1 36.3 42.2 48.3 53.8 59.9 64.8 70.2
K (l mol�1) 145 146 146 147 147 147 148 148 149 149 149 150
5@2 in C6D6
P [MPa] 1.2 4.2 11.0 17.3 23.7 28.8 37.2 42.9 48.7 53.9 59.9 65.2 71.8
K (l mol�1) 841 843 847 851 854 858 863 866 870 873 877 880 885


-���� 2� !���2,�	�� ���	������� �) ���	����� �&		'	�� � ��� ! &��� �������� ,�	��� 2� 3 ��� 4�


Host Guest Solvent


NMR titration VT NMR HP NMR


K (l mol�1) ��max (ppm) �H (kJ mol�1) �S (J mol�1 K�1) �V (cm3 mol�1) ��max (ppm)


1 3 CDCl3 20b 2.8b �27 � 3 �64 � 13 �3.0 � 0.1 2.5
1 4 CDCl3 35 1.6/0.6c �25 � 3 �59 � 9 �0.6 � 0.1 1.4/0.6
1 5 CDCl3 110b 4.3b �11 � 1 �2 � 2 �1.5 � 0.1 4.2
1 5 C6D6 145b 2.7b �16 � 1 �13 � 2 �1.1 � 0.2 2.7
2 3 CDCl3 12 3.2 �11 � 1 �16 � 2
2 4 CDCl3 18 1.6/0.6c �9 � 1 �10 � 1
2 5 CDCl3 110 4.1 �8 � 1 �32 � 2
2 5 C6D6 850 2.1 �16 � 1 �1 � 2 �1.1 � 0.4 2.1


a Experimental results of 1H NMR titration at 294 K, variable-temperature (VT) single-point NMR analysis and high-pressure (HP) NMR study at 298 K. The
error values given for �H, �S and �V correspond to one standard deviation; the experimental errors are estimated to be three times higher. For K and ��max the
relative experimental error is estimated to be �10% and �5%, respectively.
b Values taken from the literature.19


c ��max: arene–H/CH = O
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however, the two molecules keep their flexibility to a
certain extent so that the loss of entropy is smaller in this
case. Thus, the enthalpy–entropy compensations ob-
served here are already an indicator that effects different
from solvation and desolvation, respectively, are im-
portant for the understanding of the thermodynamic
parameters. Clear evidence for this hypothesis comes
from the volume data.


The reaction volumes of all host–guest interactions
investigated here show only a small variation around the
zero value (�V = �3.0 to �1.5 cm3 mol�1). Conse-
quently, the decrease in volume resulting from the
complexation of the guest in the cavity of the tweezer
is more or less compensated by the increase in volume
caused by the desolvation of host and guest (release of
solvent molecules) during the complexation. There is no
correlation between the volumes and entropies of
reaction [Fig. 4(b)]. This means that the large differences
observed for the reaction entropies cannot be the result
only of the desolvation effect. The entropy values are
surprisingly positive in the case of the complexation of
p-dicyanobenzene (5) with both tweezers 1 and 2 in
CDCl3 (�2 and �32 J mol�1 K�1, respectively), whereas
strongly negative values were obtained for the com-
plexation of p-benzoquinone (3) and terephthalaldehyde
(4) with 1 and 2 in CDCl3 (�64, �59, �16 and �10


J mol�1 K�1, respectively), as expected for bimolecular
associations. However, the effect of bimolecular associa-
tion does not show up in the corresponding reaction
volumes (�V = �3.0 and �0.6 cm3 mol�1 for the reac-
tion of 1 with 3 or 4) which should be more negative
provided that they result only from association. In order
to explain this contradiction, we assume that the mobility
of the guest molecule inside the tweezer cavity is
important for the magnitude of the entropy but has only
a small influence on the volume of the complex.
According to single-crystal structure analyses and 1H
NMR investigations, the complexes 5@1 and 5@2
exhibit structures comparable to that of 5@1,19,23 as
shown in Fig. 5. From the chemically induced shifts of
the guest protons in the complexes and the temperature
dependence of their 1H NMR spectra in solution, it was
concluded that two processes a, ‘60° jump’ and a ‘180°
rotation’, rapid on the NMR time-scale, are responsible
for the equilibration of the two non-equivalent guest
protons Ha and Hb. In the crystalline state these
conformational interconversions are sterically hindered
by the lattice, so that separated signals for Ha and Hb are
observed in the solid-state 1H NMR spectrum. From the
broadening and coalescence of the two signals at higher
temperature (410 K), the Gibbs activation enthalpy was
estimated as �G≠ = 72 kJ mol�1 for the exchange of Ha%����� 2� ��	����	 �	�	��	��	 �) ��	 ��	����� ���)� �) ,�	��
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and Hb in the crystal.24 In the 1H NMR spectrum of a
mixture of 1 (c = 0.05 M) and 5 (c = 0.02 M) in CDCl3 a
specific broadening, resharpening and shift of the signal
at � = 4.9 (21°C) assigned to the protons Ha and Hb of 5 is
observed on cooling the NMR sample from �21 to
�70°C (� = 3.8 at �70°C). The broadening of this signal
is certainly due to the exchange between free and
complexed guest 5,26 but there is no experimental
indication that the exchange between Ha and Hb is
‘frozen’ on the NMR time-scale. According to quantum
chemical calculations, (C. Ochsenfeld, unpublished
results) the activation enthalpy of the ‘60° jump’ and
the 180° rotation in the gas phase is calculated to be lower


than 16 kJ mol�1 and 40 kJ mol�1, respectively, so that
the activation barriers of the two conformational inter-
conversions in solution are certainly similar to those
calculated for the gas, here. These rotations give a
positive contribution to the entropy and together with the
effect of desolvation obviously overcompensate the
negative contribution to �S resulting from the associa-
tion. For the complexes 3@1 and 4@1, a more symmetric
orientation of the guests inside the tweezer cavity has
been concluded leading to a negative contribution to
�S.23 The differences between the entropies found for the
formation of the complexes 3@1, 4@1 and 3@2, 4@2
may be explained by the asymmetry introduced by the


%����� 4� 3��> ������� ��������	 �) ��	 �����	5 45�; ����� .�	& ���� ��	 �&		'	�?� ��.��� ��	)�� ��� .�	& )��� ��	 ��� ���,���;
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acetoxy substituents in the latter complexes. The question
of why the �S values found for the formation of 5@1 and
5@2 in C6D6 are negative without showing a similar
tendency in �V values remains open.


0.,01� +.,


From this study, it can be concluded that the volume of
reaction provides important information on the desolva-
tion (the release of solvent molecules) during the
formation of supramolecular complexes. In the com-
plexes investigated here the nearly pressure-independent
association constants and the small variation of the
reaction volumes around the zero value clearly indicate
that the decrease in volume caused by the association is
compensated for by the increase in volume resulting from
the release of solvent molecules during the complexation.
Here, the desolvation of the receptor cavity should have
the largest effect on the volume. From this we can predict
that the use of bulky solvents, which do not fit into the
receptor cavity, should lead to highly negative volumes
of complexation.


The effect of the entropy on these association is more
complex. In addition to the negative and positive
contributions to �S resulting from the association and
desolvation, respectively, the conformational freedom of
the guest molecules inside the receptor cavities evidently
provide a significant contribution to �S so that the
interpretation of �S is certainly more complicated than
that of �V.


$6�$�+�$,-"1


��������� �	
 ��� ������	�� The tweezer com-
pounds 1 and 2 were synthesized and purified as
described previously.19,23 1H NMR titration experiments
were performed on a Varian Gemini XL spectrometer
(200 MHz) at 21°C. Variable-temperature single-point
analyses were carried out on an Avance DRX 500
spectrometer from Bruker (500 MHz). High-pressure
liquid NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker ARX
400 spectrometer (400 MHz) equipped with a laboratory-
built, narrow-bore, high-resolution probehead.27,28 The
latter was thermostated by a circulating fluid and the
temperature was measured by a built-in thermocouple. In
all cases, the undeuterated amount of solvent was used as
internal standard.


�� ��� ��������	�� These experiments were performed to
determine the association constant K [Eqn. (1)] for the
reaction of host (H) 1 and 2 with the three guests (G) 3, 4
and 5 and also the maximum chemically induced shift
��max for G in the corresponding complex (GH), given in
Eqn. (2), where �G refers to the chemical shift of the free
guest and �GH to the chemical shift of the guest bound in


the complex. The data treatment was executed according
to the literature.19


K � �GH	
�G	�H	 
1�


��max � �G � �GH 
2�


���� ����	� ����� In order to treat the temperature- and
pressure-dependent data, Eqn. (3) was used to describe
the observed chemical shift �obs based on the host–guest
interaction with an exchange between free guest and
guest bound in the complex fast on the NMR time-scale.
The concentration of the host–guest complex [GH] is
expressed by Eqn. (4), where [G]0 and [H]0 are the initial
concentrations of the guest and of the host, respectively.
For a detailed deduction of the equations we refer to the
supporting information. The analysis of the data was
accomplished with the non-linear least-squares fitting
program Scientist.29 The reported errors correspond to
one standard deviation.


�obs � �G
�G	0 � �GH	


�G	0
� �GH


�GH	
�G	0



3�


�GH	 � 1
2
�G	0 � �H	0 � K�1��
�������������������������������������������������������������������
�12
�G	0 � �H	0 � K�1�	2 � �G	0�H	0


�

4�


�������������������� ��	�������	� �	������� Since the
chemical shifts of the protons of the complexed guests
�GH did not significantly vary with temperature, the
enthalpy �H and entropy �S of association could be
easily determined by single-point analyses of the
temperature dependence of �obs.


19 Therefore, Eqns (3)
and (4) and the van’t Hoff equation, Eqn. (5), were used
in the fitting procedure with consideration of the
separately analyzed temperature dependence of �G as
given by Eqn. (6), where �298


G is the chemical shift of the
guest at 298 K and a is the corresponding temperature
coefficient. An example of the dependence of �obs on
temperature is shown in Fig. 2.


K � exp ��H
RT


��S
R


� �

5�


�G � �298
G � a


298
� a


T

6�


To test the influence of a theoretically possible
dependence of �GH on temperature, a further data
treatment was performed, where a similar equation to
that for �G was applied for the complex [Eqn. (7)]. The
resulting enthalpy and entropy values did not differ
significantly within the estimated experimental error
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and, since the fitted values of the corresponding
temperature coefficient b turned out to have no physical
sense, it was decided not to include Eqn. (7) in the fitting
procedure of the final results. This is in agreement with
the above-mentioned justification of the single-point
analyses.


�GH � �298
GH � b


298
� b


T

7�


����������������� ���
�� Five different host–guest–
solvent combinations were chosen for a variable-pressure
1H NMR study in order to obtain the reaction volume �V
of the association process. As an example, the pressure
dependence of the chemical shift of guest 5 alone and
together with the tweezer 1 in two different concentration
ratios measured in CDCl3 is shown in Fig. 3. The
calculation of �V and ��max based on pressure-dependent
NMR data takes into account the K values from NMR
titration and variable-temperature experiments, respec-
tively. The pressure dependence of K in the pressure
range used here can be assumed to be monoexponential
as given in Eqn. (8), where K0 is the association constant
at zero pressure (P = 0) and �V is the reaction volume.


K � K0 exp ��V
RT


P


� �

8�


In Eqns (9) and (10) the pressure dependence of �G and
�GH, respectively, is considered; �0


G and �0
GH are the


corresponding chemical shifts at zero pressure and a� and
b� are the pressure coefficients.


�G � �0
G � a�P 
9�


�GH � �0
GH � b�P 
10�


For all calculations, Eqns (3), (4) and (8) and the
pressure dependence of �G [Eqn. (9)] were included. It
has been shown that the pressure dependence of �GH has
no significant influence on the results within the
experimental error. Therefore, b� was set to zero to fit
the final parameters.


Details of the temperature and pressure dependence of
�G and �GH and their influence on the final results are
given in the supporting information available at the epoc
website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc.
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ABSTRACT: A new method for the selective preparation of radical anions in the gas phase is described.
Dicarboxylate anions are generated in a Fourier transform mass spectrometer via electrospray ionization, and both
carboxylates and an electron are removed to afford odd-electron anions via sequential fragmentations. Energetic
measurements on these species enable the heats of formation of neutral compounds to be determined. The heats of
hydrogenation of benzocyclobutadiene and acenaphthyne are used to illustrate this methodology and the
antiaromaticity and/or strain energy of these molecules are discussed. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: reactive intermediates; Fourier transform mass spectrometry; energetics; dianions; electrospray
ionization; antiaromaticity; benzocyclobutadiene; acenaphthyne
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Most chemical transformations proceed via the formation
and subsequent decay of intermediate compounds. These
transient species often have short lifetimes and are hard to
study, but they provide the key to understanding and
ultimately controlling chemical reactions. Not surpris-
ingly, then, reactive intermediates have been the subject
of countless investigations and have supplied the impetus
for numerous instrumental and methodological develop-
ments. They also have provided a stringent testing ground
for semiempirical, ab initio and density functional theory
calculations.


To characterize and understand fully reactive mol-
ecules such as carbenium ions, radicals or carbanions, it
is necessary to know something about their structures,
spectroscopic properties, reactivities and energetics. Gas-
phase ion chemistry is particularly well suited for
obtaining thermochemical information, not only for
positively and negatively charged species, but also for
neutral compounds.1 For example, by measuring the gas-
phase acidity (�H°acid) of R—H and the electron affinity
(EA) of R., and combining these data with the ionization
potential (IP) of H. in a thermodynamic cycle, the


corresponding R—H bond dissociation energy (BDE)
can be derived:


RH �� R� � H� �H� � �H�
acid�R�H� �1�


R� �� R� � e� �H� � EA�R�� �2�
H� � e� �� H� �H� � �IP�H�� �3�


RH �� R� � H� �H� � BDE�R�H� �4�


where


BDE�R�H� � �H�
acid�R�H� � EA�R��


� IP�H�� � 	thermal correction
 �5�


The term for the temperature correction corresponds to
the integrated heat capacities according to the equation


	thermal correction
 �
� 298


0
dT 	Cp�R�� � Cp�R��


� Cp�H�� � Cp�H��
 �6�


and arises since the EA and IP are 0 K measurements
whereas �H°acid usually is reported at 298 K.2 Since this
adjustment is invariably less than 0.3 kcal mol�1


(1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) and typically amounts to around
0.05 kcal mol�1, it is routinely omitted in the application
of Eqn. (5). The resulting bond dissociation energies and
radical heats of formation are in excellent accord with
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those determined by other methods such as radical
kinetics and photoionization mass spectrometry.2


Carbanions most commonly are generated by one of
three processes: (1) deprotonation, (2) decarboxylation of
a carboxylate anion by collision-induced dissociation
(CID)3 or (3) fluoride-induced desilylation of a sub-
stituted trialkylsilane, a transformation which has come
to be known as the DePuy reaction.4,5 Subsequent
measurements on these anions have resulted in a wealth
of energetic data on radicals via Eqn. (5) including a
variety of bond dissociation energies that we determined
over the past few years (Fig. 1)1,6–14 (R. E. McCarthy, M.
R. Ahmad, S. R. Kass, M. Pollack, R. Gunion and W. C.
Lineberger, unpublished data) Radicals, however, are not
the only reactive intermediates of interest to chemists.
Carbenes, biradicals, transient alkenes and alkynes and
many other compounds also are of importance, but much
less is known about them because there are far fewer
general methods for obtaining their heats of formation.
Gas-phase negative ion chemistry is also applicable in
this case, particularly, since the requisite radical anions
(Fig. 2) commonly are stable to unimolecular rearrange-
ments and fragmentations, and are formed in the absence
of neutral molecules with which to undergo bimolecular


reactions.15–20 This contrasts with the behavior of the
corresponding neutral species and has led us to suggest
that the electron can be thought of as a useful protecting
group.7,21,22 A major obstacle to this approach has been
the formation of the desired radical anions because few
suitable methods have been described.


Recently, we reported that negative ion electrospray
ionization (ESI) in conjunction with CID can be used to
violate the ‘even-electron rule’ and regioselectively
afford odd-electron species.7,21,22 For example, ESI of
2,3-naphthalenedicarboxylic acid gives the dicarboxylate
anion, which loses a molecule of carbon dioxide and an
electron upon CID to yield useful signals of the
corresponding distonic ion (Scheme 1). Subsequent
fragmentation of this species leads to the loss of a second
molecule of carbon dioxide and the formation of the
radical anion of 2,3-dehydronaphthalene; this species can
also be formed in one step from the dicarboxylate anion
but the efficiency of this route is not as good as the two-
step protocol. In this paper, we describe how this
methodology can be used to determine the energetics of
two fleetingly stable species: benzocyclobutadiene (1)
and acenaphthyne (2).
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Nearly a century ago, Finkelstein, under the direction of
Thiele at the University of Strasbourg, synthesized the
first benzocyclobutene derivative and attempted unsuc-
cessfully to isolate benzocyclobutadiene (Scheme 2).23,24


The preparation and identification of the former com-
pound was a significant achievement, especially since it
was commonly assumed at the time that such a strained
species was incapable of existence. Curiously, this work
was withheld from publication and only was serendipi-


tously rediscovered and supplemented by Cava �50
years later after reading the title of Finkelstein’s doctoral
dissertation in Thiele’s obituary in the Berichte.23,25,26


Whatever the reason for this hiatus, Cava and Napier
established the existence of benzocyclobutadiene by
trapping experiments and the recovery of its angular
dimer (3). Numerous studies have been carried out
subsequently on 1, including its matrix isolation,27 the
recording of its fast-flow 1H NMR spectrum28 and, most
recently, its metal-catalyzed cyclotrimerization.29


Benzocyclobutadiene is an 8� electron species and can
be viewed as a combination of benzene and cyclobuta-
diene. This raises the question of which ‘nature’ wins out
in 1. Does the aromatic or antiaromatic component
dominate or do the two elements ‘cancel’ each other and
result in a non-aromatic molecule? Given the reactive
nature of benzocyclobutadiene (e.g. it rapidly dimerizes
above 75 K),27 it typically is assumed to be antiaromatic,
but this view has been questioned.28,30 The 1H NMR
spectrum of 1 has been interpreted as indicating that it is a
non-aromatic molecule (this outlook also has been
questioned).31,32 Likewise, a combination of spin-coupled
valence bond theory and complete active space self-
consistent field calculations led Gerratt and co-workers to
conclude that benzocyclobutadiene is ‘unambiguously’
non-aromatic.30 Other computations of the magnetic
properties and energetics of 1 indicate that it is antiaro-
matic.33,34 To address this issue and demonstrate the utility
of the electron as a protecting group, as well as our
approach to generating radical anions, we experimentally
determined the heat of hydrogenation of benzocyclobuta-
diene and a variety of additional thermodynamic data.


Electrospray ionization of an aqueous methanol
solution of 1,2-benzocyclobutenedicarboxylic acid in
our Fourier transform mass spectrometer (FTMS) affords
the corresponding dicarboxylate anion (m/z 95) as the
base peak in the mass spectrum.22 Off-resonance
irradiation of this ion in the presence of argon results in
the loss of carbon dioxide and an electron to yield an odd
electron species (m/z 146, Scheme 3). Subsequent
fragmentation induced by collisional activation yields
the desired benzocyclobutadiene radical anion (1a, m/z
102) in good abundance. The target ion (1a) also was
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/��� (%�) 	

"��0	#�#�	"������� (!)


Reference
compound EA (eV)a Electron transfer


SO2 1.107 � 0.008 Yes
CS2 0.51 � 0.10 Yes
O2 0.451 � 0.007 Yes
PhCHO 0.429 � 0.009 Yes
PhCOCH3 0.334 � 0.004 Yes
Phenanthrene 0.307 � 0.012 No
NO 0.026 � 0.005 No


a EAs taken from Ref. 1.
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independently produced from 1,2-bis(trimethylsilyl)ben-
zocyclobutene by two different routes (Scheme 4); the
reaction using molecular fluorine is the Squires protocol
and represents the only other general method for the
selective formation of radical anions.20,35,36


The electron binding energy of 1a or equivalently the
electron affinity of 1 was measured by the bracketing
technique.37 In this approach, reference compounds with
known electron affinities are allowed to react with 1 as a
function of time and the occurrence or non-occurrence of
electron transfer is monitored. Since endothermic reac-
tions do not take place in the gas phase (or occur only
slowly) and electron transfer typically is a barrierless
process, the EA can be assigned as the average of the
value for the reference compound with the lowest EA that
undergoes electron transfer and the highest value that
does not. In this case, based on the data in Table 1, we
assign EA(1) = 0.32 � 0.05 eV (the statistical error is
0.01 eV, but 0.05 eV is a more realistic estimate), which
is in excellent agreement with the B3LYP/6–31 � G(d)
result of 0.36 eV.


The proton affinity of 1a or equivalently the acidity of
1-benzocyclobutenyl radical also was determined by the
bracketing technique. In this case, proton transfer occurs
between 1a and trifluoroethanol and acetone oxime, but
not with weaker acids (Table 2). These data enable us to
assign �H°acid = 368 � 2 kcal mol�1, which is in good
agreement with the B3LYP/6–31 � G(d) result of
371.8 kcal mol�1.


The acidity of benzocyclobutene and the electron
affinity of 1-benzocyclobutenyl radical have been
measured by Glasovac et al.,9 and thus the measurements
carried out on 1a enable the heat of hydrogenation to be
derived based entirely on experimental data. The
resulting value of 49 � 4 kcal mol�1 is in very good
accord with computed values of 55 kcal mol�1 (B3LYP/
6–31� G(d)) and 52 kcal mol�1 (group equivalents based
on HF/6–31G* energies),31 and can be used to derive
�H°f(1) = 97 � 4 kcal mol�1 given that �H°f(benzo-
cyclobutene) = 47.7 � 0.2 kcal mol�1, which was deter-
mined by bomb calorimetry.9 The first and second C—H


BDEs of benzocyclobutene also can be derived (92 � 4
and 62 � 2 kcal mol�1, respectively), and their difference
gives a � bond energy of only 30 � 4 kcal mol�1


compared with 58 kcal mol�1 for cyclobutene.39,40


�7�


�8�


�9�


�10�


�11�


�12�


We are now in a position to comment upon the stability of
benzocyclobutadiene. If one compares it with its
saturated derivative in the following isodesmic reaction:


�13�


an antiaromatic destabilization energy (ADE) of
18 � 4 kcal mol�1 is obtained. If one uses styrene as an
acyclic analog an ADE of 21 � 4 kcal mol�1 results.
Likewise, an ADE of 19 kcal mol�1


�14�


is obtained if one uses Benson’s group equivalents to
derive a strain and antiaromaticity-free energy for


��('� "� 1��#+���$ ������� 
	� ��� �#��� 	
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Reference acid
�H°acid


(kcal mol�1)a Proton transfer


CF3CH2OH 361.8 � 2.5 Yes
(CH3)2C = NOH 366.0 � 2.2 Yes
C6H5CH2OH 370.0 � 2.1 No
C6H5CCH 370.7 � 2.3 No
FCH2CH2OH 371.2 � 2.9 No
CD3CN 372.9 � 2.1b No
(CH3)3COD 374.6 � 2.1b No
CH3CH2CH2CCH 379.8 � 2.5 No
CH3OD 383.5 � 0.7 No


a Acidities taken from Ref. 1.
b Values for the protio reagent are given.
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benzocyclobutadiene, and use the strain energy of
benzocyclobutene (33.2 kcal mol�1) plus the difference
in strain between 3,4-dimethylenecyclobutene and cyclo-
butene (6.8 kcal mol�1) for 1.41,42 In all three cases the
ADE is around 19 kcal mol�1, and thus based on the
energy criterion for aromaticity and antiaromaticity,
benzocyclobutadiene clearly is antiaromatic.


Benzocyclobutadiene also can be compared to cyclo-
butadiene in the following isodesmic reaction:


�15�


Given that both computational methods [B3LYP/6–
31 � G(d) and MP2/6–31 � G(d)] reproduce the reaction
energy in Eqn. (13), we expect that this difference should
also be reliable. The computed energy in conjunction
with our heat of formation for 1 and literature values for
cyclobutene and benzocyclobutene enable us to derive a
heat of formation for cyclobutadiene of 102 kcal mol�1


and an ADE of 38 kcal mol�1. The former result is in
excellent accord with G2 theory estimates of 101 and
102 kcal mol�1 for this quantity,43,44 but is at the very
lower limit of an estimated value of 114 � 11 kcal mol�1


based on a photoacoustic experiment.45 Consequently, an
experimental determination of this number would be
desirable.


%�����������


More than a century ago, Blumenthal46 and later
Dziewonski47 attempted to prepare acenaphthyne (2)
and postulated its existence on the basis of recovered
trimer.48,49 Since that time, numerous cycloalkynes have
been studied,48–50 and even a few transient cyclopentyne
derivatives have been generated.51–56 In 1981 Chapman
and co-workers succeeded in synthesizing 2 under
matrix-isolation


�16�


conditions and reported its UV and IR spectra.57 Upon
warming the matrix, decacyclene (4) was obtained in
accord with the earlier work on 2. More recently, the


�17�


trimerization of 2 has taken on renewed interest because 4
is a precursor to buckminsterfullerene fragments.58 It
therefore seemed of interest to find out how strained
acenaphthyne really is by measuring its heat of forma-
tion. Such a determination would be difficult by
conventional techniques, if not impossible, so we turned
to our radical anion methodology and the use of an
electron as a protecting group to obtain the desired
energetics. In the process we also measured the vinyl C—
H BDE of acenaphthylene (5), an abundant combustion
by-product and known soil contaminant.59–61


1,2-Acenaphthylenedicarboxylate (m/z 119) was
sprayed into the gas phase from a slightly basic
methanol–water (35:65, v/v) solution of the correspond-
ing dicarboxylic acid.7 This dianion was sequentially
fragmented in an analogous manner to the pathways
shown in Schemes 1 and 3 to afford an abundant signal of
the desired acenaphthyne radical anion (2a, m/z 150) as
shown in Fig. 3. To verify the structure of 2a it was
converted to acenaphthenone enolate in a process
analogous to the conversion of 2 to acenaphthenone,
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and compared with an independently prepared sample.


�18�


Acenaphthyne radical anion was reacted with a series
of standard reference acids (Table 3) to determine the
acidity of 1-acenaphthylenyl radical (5r). Since 2a is able
to deprotonate ethanol and stronger acids but not 1-
pentyne and weaker acids, we assign �H°acid(5r) =
379 � 2 kcal mol�1. This value is in excellent accord
with a computed acidity of 376.4 kcal mol�1 at the
B3LYP/6–31 � G(d) level. In a similar manner (Table 4),
the electron affinity of acenaphthyne was found to
be 0.82 � 0.07 eV. These data along with analogous
results for acenaphthylene (5) were combined as shown
below [along with Eqn. ((11))] to give a heat of
hydrogenation for 2 of 98 � 4 kcal mol�1 and �H°f(2) =
160 � 4 kcal mol�1.7


�19�


�20�


�21�


�22�


�23�


From these results, the first (117 � 4 kcal mol�1) and
second (84 � 2 kcal mol�1) C—H BDEs of 5 can be
derived, and the triple bond in 2 is found to be worth
33 � 4 kcal mol�1. This last quantity is significantly less
than that for acetylene (76 kcal mol�1)62 but is about the
same as that for o-benzyne (36 � 3 kcal mol�1),20 even


though their heats of hydrogenation differ by
11 � 5 kcal mol�1; 2 has the larger value.


The strain energy of acenaphthyne (68 kcal mol�1) can
be evaluated from the following isodesmic reaction if one
corrects the reaction energy by adding the SE of 5
(6.1 kcal mol�1):


�24�


Alternatively, one can use Benson’s strain-free group
equivalents41,63 to derive SE(2) = 69 kcal mol�1. In
contrast, cyclopentyne is predicted to have a strain
energy of 59 kcal mol�1 after adjusting the computed
CASPT2(4,4)/cc-pVDZ//CAS(4,4)/cc-pVDZ energy for
Eqn. (25) to �8.7 kcal mol�1


�25�


to account for the difference (0.5 kcal mol�1) in strain
between cyclopentene and acenaphthylene. Cyclopen-
tyne thus appears to be less strained than previously
suggested.64 As for the difference in SE between
acenaphthyne and cyclopentyne, it probably is best
accounted for by hyperconjugation between the in-plane


��('� *� 1��#+���$ ������� 
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/��� (%�) 	
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Reference compound EA (eV)a
Electron
transfer


Perfluorobenzonitrile 1.08 � 0.11 Yes
Perfluorotoluene 0.86 � 0.11 Yes
p,p�-Difluorobenzophenone 0.78 � 0.05 No
o-Trifluoromethylbenzonitrile 0.70 � 0.10 No
Perfluoropyridine 0.68 � 0.11 No
Carbon disulfide 0.51 � 0.10 No


��('� )� 1��#+���$ ������� 
	� ��� �#��� 	
 ���#���������
����� ���#�� (+	)


Reference acid
�H°acid


(kcal mol�1)a Proton transfer


CD3CN 372.9 � 2.1b Yes
(CH3)3COH 374.6 � 2.1 Yes
(CH3)2CHOH 375.9 � 1.2 Yes
CH3CH2OD 378.3 � 1.0b Yes
CH3CH2CH2CCH 379.8 � 2.5 No
CH3OD 383.5 � 0.7 No
C6H5F 387.2 � 2.5 No
D2O 392.9 � 0.1 No


a Acidities taken from Ref. 1.
b Values for the protio reagent are given.
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low-lying �* orbital of the triple bond and the allylic C—
H and C—C bonds. The somewhat greater flexibility of
the latter compound should also be considered.


����$������


Radical anions can be selectively synthesized in the gas
phase by a combination of ESI and CID of the resulting
dianions. By measuring the proton affinities and electron
binding energies of these species and combining these
results in an appropriate thermodynamic cycle, the
energetics of a wide variety of neutral molecules,
including those with short lifetimes, can be determined.
The electron can thus be viewed as a powerful protecting
group. Applications of this methodology provide the
heats of hydrogenation of benzocyclobutadiene (49 � 4
kcal mol�1) and acenaphthyne (98 � 4 kcal mol�1), and a
variety of additional thermochemical data. Our results
clearly indicate that benzocyclobutadiene is antiaromatic
(ADE � 19 kcal mol�1) based upon its energy relative to
classical saturated and acyclic models. Acenaphthyne, on
the other hand, is a highly strained cycloalkyne
(SE = 68 kcal mol�1), which is predicted to be
9 kcal mol�1 less stable than cyclopentyne. Hyperconju-
gation into the low-lying �* orbital is the likely cause of
this difference, although the additional flexibility of the
latter compound is also a factor.
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ABSTRACT: Tertiary 2-chloro-2-methyl-5-methoxypentane (2) solvolyzes with a significantly reduced secondary �-
deuterium kinetic isotope effect (substrate with two trideuteromethyl groups), and with smaller entropy and enthalpy
of activation than the reference saturated analog 4 [kH/kD = 1.35 � 0.01 VS kH/kD = 1.79 � 0.01; ��H≠ =
�11 kJ mol�1; ��S≠ = �30 J mol�1 K�1, in 80% (v/v) aqueous ethanol], indicating participation of the methoxy
group in the rate-determining step. 2-Chloro-2,5-dimethyl-8-methoxy-5(E)-octene (3) solvolyzes with a further
reduction of the isotope effect, and drastically smaller activation parameters [kH/kD = 1.16 � 0.01; ��H≠ =
�33 kJ mol�1; ��S≠ = �106 J mol�1 K�1, in 80% (v/v) aqueous ethanol], suggesting that the solvolysis of 3 proceeds
with extended �, n-participation, i.e. the assistance of both neighboring groups occurs in the rate-determining step.
Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Substrates having a neighboring group properly located
with respect to the reaction center solvolyze with
neighboring group participation.1 The abilities of the
double bond and the methoxy group to participate in
solvolytic reactions are comparable.2–4 They both act as
intramolecular nucleophiles and stabilize the carbocation
intermediate and the transition state. The similar behavior
of the double bond and the methoxy group is due to their
similar nucleophilicities. Mayr et al. investigated the
reactivity of carbocations with different nucleophiles,5


and found that the reaction rates of 4,4-dichlorobenzhy-
dryl cation with a trisubstituted double bond (2-methyl-2-
butene) and with various ethers are of the same order of
magnitude (H. Mayr, personal communication).


In a previous communication,6 we showed that the
solvolytic behaviors of tertiary chlorides 1 and 2 are very
alike. The most significant result reported is the reduction
of the secondary �-deuterium kinetic isotope effects
(KIEs). Thus, tertiary chloride 1 has a considerably
lower secondary �-deuterium KIEs in solvolysis [kH/kD


= 1.30 � 0.03, in 80% (v/v) aqueous ethanol (80E); kH/
kD = 1.29 � 0.02, in 97% (w/w) aqueous 2,2,2-trifluor-
oethanol (97T)] in comparison with its saturated analog
(kH/kD = 1.79 � 0.01, in 80E; kH/kD = 1.81 � 0.01, in
97T), demonstrating the assistance of the double bond in
the rate-determining step. Essentially the same result was
obtained with tertiary chloride 2 (kH/kD = 1.35 � 0.01, in
80E; kH/kD = 1.34 � 0.01, in 97T), indicating that the 5-
methoxy group takes part in the reaction. The existence
of n-participation of the methoxy group and formation of
a five-membered oxonium ion intermediate were stipu-
lated earlier on the basis of product analysis7 and the ��


value of the corresponding benzyl derivatives.4


In this work, we examined a model substrate in which
simultaneous assistance of �- and n-electrons could
occur, i.e. we studied whether extended �, n-participation
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of the neighboring groups occurs. This phenomenon has
not been reported earlier. Therefore, we sought more
information about the model in which there is simple n-
participation, as in the case of chloride 2, and to examine
the solvolytic behavior of the tertiary chloride 3, since it
combines the structural characteristics of both chlorides 1
and 2. We decided to determine whether enhancement of
the solvolytic reactivity, decrease in activation par-
ameters (�H≠ and �S≠) and, most significantly, depres-
sion of the secondary �-deuterium KIEs8 occur in
solvolysis of 2 and 3, in comparison with the same
parameters of the saturated tertiary substrates. Chloride 4
is a suitable reference for chloride 2 (both side-chains
consist of five carbon atoms), and chloride 5 is an
appropriate reference model for chloride 3 (the side-


chains consist of eight carbon atoms). Reaction rates and
activation parameters obtained in the solvolysis of both
reference chlorides were reported earlier.9


�)�'*%� �$& &#�('��# $


Substrates were prepared according to Scheme 1. The
trans-trisubstituted double bond was introduced accord-
ing to Johnson et al.’s procedure.10 The deuterated


������ +


%���� +� %��������� ���� ��������� ��� ���������� &�������� �	 ��� �������� ��������� ������ ��� ���� � ����& �� ��� ����'
�����


Compound Solventa t(°C) k(10�4 s�1)b �H≠(kJ mol�1)c ��S≠(J K�1 mol�1)c


2 80E 45 1.55 (2) 77 � 2 76 � 7
55 3.64 (2)
65 8.74 (6)
25 0.204


97T 25 2.95 (1) 71 � 4 73 � 13
35 8.57 (3)
45 23.9 (2)


2-d6 80E 50 1.91 (1) — —
97T 25 2.18 (1)


3 80E 50 2.37 (5) 56 � 6 142 � 17
60 4.10 (7)
70 8.51 (4)
25 0.41


97T 35 11.3 (1) 64 � 8 92 � 25
45 30.3 (5)
55 55.7 (2)


3-d6 80E 50 2.05 (3) — —
97T 35 10.10 (2)


a 80E is 80% (v/v) aqueous ethanol; 97T is 97% (w/w) aqueous 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol.
b The uncertainties of the last reported figure (standard deviation of the mean) are shown in parentheses. The rate constants lacking standard errors are
extrapolated.
c Uncertainties are standard deviations.


%���� ,� (������� ���������� ����� ��� �'�������� ���������
)������ �����&� �		���� �	 ��� �������� ���������


Compound Solvent ku/ks
a kH/kD


b Ref.


4 80E — 1.79 (1) 9


97T — 1.81 (1)
1 80E 0.6 1.30 (3) 6


97T — 1.29 (2)
2 80E 0.93 1.34 (1) 6


97T 0.52 1.35 (1)
3 80E 2.97 1.16 (1) —


97T — 1.12 (1)


a ku is the rate constant of the substrate with the neighboring group, ks is the
substrate with adequate length of the alkyl side-chain, ku/ks at 25°C.
b The uncertainty of the last reported figures (standard deviation of the
mean) is shown in parentheses.
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compound 3-d6 was obtained according to the same
procedure, but using methyl-d3 iodide.


Chlorides 2, 3 and 3-d6 were solvolyzed in 80E and
97T. Solvolysis rates were followed with a pH-stat.
The activation parameters were calculated from the
rate constants determined at several temperatures. The
rate constants and activation parameters are shown in
Table 1. Secondary �-deuterium KIEs obtained with 1
and 3, along with some reference chlorides, are given
in Table 2.


It has been proved that only a large rate enhancement
in the solvolysis of a compound having a neighboring
group in comparison with the corresponding compound
that lacks the neighboring group can be taken as valid
proof of neighboring group participation.11 A modest
rate effect, as obtained with 3, or even an inverse rate
effect, as obtained with 2 (Table 2), can conceal
considerable assistance. Therefore, in such a case, the
participation or its lack must be proved by other
methods.


We demonstrated earlier that the activation parameters
in the solvolysis of saturated tertiary chlorides, which
proceed through non-assisted reaction, are essentially the
same, regardless of the chain length. For example, the
activation parameters obtained with 4 are �H≠ = 89.7 �
8.3 kJ mol�1 and ��S≠ = 36.6 � 2.6 J K�1 mol�1, and
those obtained with 5 are �H≠ = 88.9 � 1.8 kJ mol�1 and
��S≠ = 39.7 � 5.5 J K�1 mol�1.9 Therefore, �H≠ � 90
kJ mol�1 and ��S≠ � 35 J K�1 mol�1 can be taken as
standard values for the non-assisted reaction under given
conditions.


The solvolysis of the tertiary chloride 2 proceeds
through a five-membered oxonium ion. Bridging in the
transition state results in smaller �H≠ and �S≠ (Table 1)
than the above set of reference values. The lower values
of the activation parameters for 2 compared with 4
(��H≠ = �11 kJ mol�1; ��S≠ = �30 J mol�1K�1; 80E)
are consistent with a mechanism involving two-electron
assistance. The entropy changes are mainly due to the
loss of some internal rotations, which is converted to
stiffer vibrations. Similar activation parameters were
obtained with chloride 1 having a double bond as a
neighboring group (�H≠ = 82 � 3 kJ mol�1 and ��S≠ =
67 � 10 J K�1 mol�1).12


As shown in Table 1, the activation parameters
obtained for chloride 3 are dramatically different from
the values for the reference compounds. This result can
be rationalized only if extended participation is con-
sidered. �H≠ values smaller than those for 1 and 2 (for ca
15 kJ mol�1) arise from a further charge delocalization in
the transition state. The assumed extended �-participa-
tion mechanism requires a particular conformation in the
transition state which demands a considerably higher
degree of order, causing a very negative �S≠ value. A
significant decrease in �S≠ in comparison with 1 and 2
(ca 70 J K�1 mol�1, Table 1) is due to the loss of three
internal rotations around the three single C—C bonds in 3


located between the double bond and the oxygen atom in
the side-chain. Extended �-participation mechanism fits
excellently the values of �S≠, since it is known that the
loss of one internal rotation in the transition state
decreases �S≠ for ca 20 J mol�1 K�1.13


It was pointed out earlier that the secondary �-
deuterium KIEs are the most sensitive probe for proving
the participation of the neighboring group.14


Substrates deuterated at the �-position relative to the
reaction center show a rate depression relative to the
protio analogs. The cause of this KIE is the hyperconju-
gative electron release from the neighboring C—H(D)
bond to the incipient empty p-orbital in the transition
state. Because of the charge delocalization, less hyper-
conjugative interaction between the p-orbital of the
reaction center and the �-CH(D) bonds of the methyl
group occurs, resulting in a lower secondary �-deuterium
KIE. Recognizing that the kinetic isotope effects are
cumulative, the magnitudes of �-deuterium KIEs with
hexadeuterated substrates can show the extent of the
participation most clearly.


Numerous dimethylalkyl chlorides with the alkyl
side-chain ranging from ethyl to squalanyl,11,15 whose
reactions proceed via unassisted processes, solvolyze
with the same secondary �-deuterium KIEs (kH/
kD = 1.8) for two deuterated methyl groups adjacent to
the reaction center. The existence of one neighboring
group that participates with its electrons in the rate-
determining step reduces that value by more than 50%.9


Thus, almost the same reduction of the �-deuterium
KIE for chlorides 1 and 2, as shown in Table 2,
indicates assistance of their �- and n-electrons,
respectively. However, the reduction of the secondary
�-deuterium KIE is considerably more pronounced in
the case of 3 (kH/kD = 1.17 in 80E and 1.12 in 97T) than
in the case in which simple n- or �-participation takes
place. Since �-KIEs are often interpreted as a measure
of the charge at the reaction center in the transition
state, it is apparent that the partial charge on the
reaction center in 3-TS is substantially lower than in the
substrates with one neighboring group (1 and 2). It is
therefore, obvious that the effects of neighboring �- and
n-electrons are additive, since the second neighboring
group (methoxy) further delocalizes the positive
charges in the transitions state. This consideration
inevitably leads to the conclusion that extended �,n-
participation mechanism is operative. This conclusion
is strongly supported with the above-considered
activation parameters, particularly �S≠. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first case in which extended
�, n-participation has been reported.
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0�/���	���	���	� 123�+4� To a stirred solution of
LiAlH4 (7.6 g, 0.20 mol) in 40 ml of dry diethyl ether, a
solution of methyl-3-methoxypropionate (6) (23.6 g,
0.20 mol) in 50 ml of diethyl ether was added dropwise
at such a rate as to keep the reaction mixture refluxing.
Refluxing and stirring were continued for 3 h. The
reaction mixture was cooled, and the excess hydride
was decomposed with gradual addition of water. The
precipitate was washed with diethyl ether, and the
combined organic layer was dried over anhydrous
Na2SO4. The crude product was purified by column
chromatography on silica gel. Impurities were removed
with methylene chloride and the pure product with
diethyl ether. The yield of pure alcohol 7 was 13.5 g
(75%). 1H NMR (CDCl3): � 1.81–1.85 (m, 2H), 2.98 (s,
1H), 3.35 (s, 3H), 3.54–3.58 (m, 2H), 3.73–3.77 (m, 2H).
13C NMR (CDCl3): � 31.78, 58.60, 61.16, 71.33.


0�/���	���	����� 153� Pyridinium chlorochromate
(22.7 g, 0.11 mol) was suspended in methylene chloride
(40 ml) and 3-methoxypropanol (7) (9.5 g, 0.11 mol) was
rapidly added at room temperature. After 2 h, the
oxidation was complete. The dark reaction mixture was
diluted with 10 ml of dry diethyl ether, the solvent was
decanted and the dark solid was washed twice with
diethyl ether. The product was isolated by filtration of the
organic extracts through Florisil and evaporation of the
solvent at reduced pressure. The crude product was
distilled (b.p. 108–110°C), yielding 3.4 g (36.8%) of the
pure product (8). 1H NMR (CDCl3): � 2.68–2.70 (m, 2H),
3.39 (s, 3H), 3.71–3.75 (m, 2H), 9.80 (s, 1H). 13C NMR
(CDCl3): � 43.66, 58.77, 29.45, 66.04, 201.03.


,�/������6�����	���+1)3��������0�	� 173� 2-Bromo-
propene (16.5 g, 0.14 mol) was dissolved in 15 ml of THF
and an aliquot of 1 ml of was added to magnesium (6.6 g,
0.27 mol) and a crystal of iodine at once. The mixture
was heated until the THF started to reflux. The remainder
of the 2-bromopropene solution was added dropwise at
such a rate as to maintain the mixture refluxing.
Refluxing and stirring of the reaction mixture were
continued for 1 h, then the reaction mixture was cooled to
0°C and 3-methoxypropanal (8) (3 g, 3.4 mmol) in 15 ml
of THF was added slowly. Stirring was continued for 1 h
at room temperature. The Grignard complex was
hydrolyzed with a saturated solution of NH4Cl, the water
layer was washed three times with diethyl ether. The
combined ether layers were washed with saturated
aqueous solution of NaCl and dried over Na2SO4. The
solvent was evaporated and the crude product was
purified by silica gel column chromatography, eluting
with light petroleum followed by light petroleum–
dichloromethane (1:1). The yield of pure alcohol 9 was


1.79 g (40.5%). 1H NMR (CDCl3): � 1.74 (s, 3H), 1.81–
1.83 (m, 2H), 3.36 (s, 3H), 3.54–3.57 (m, 2H), 4.21–4.25
(m, 1H), 4.85 (s, 1H), 5.01 (s, 1H). 13C NMR (CDCl3): �
18.04, 34.43, 58.73, 70.93, 74.49, 110.44, 146.89.


)���� 8��������2�����	���81)3�������	��� 1+93� A
mixture of 2-methyl-5-methoxy-1(E)-penten-3-ol (9)
(1 g, 7.69 mmol), triethyl orthoacetate (6.55 g, 54 mmol)
and propionic acid (0.18 g, 2.56 mol) was heated at
140°C for 1 h under conditions for distillative removal of
ethanol through a Vigreux column. The excess of
orthoacetate was then removed by distillation under
reduced pressure. The crude product was purified by
column chromatography on silica gel, eluting first with
light petroleum and then with light petroleum–dichloro-
methane (3:1). Ester 10 was obtained in 85% yield. 1H
NMR (CDCl3): � 1.11–1.13 (m, 3H), 1.77 (s, 3H), 1.94–
2.01 (m, 2H), 2.08–2.19 (m, 2H), 22.34–22.39 (m, 2H),
3.35 (s, 3H), 33.38–3.43 (m, 2H), 4.13–4.19 (m, 2H),
5.31–5.35 (m, 1H). 13C NMR (CDCl3): � 13.91, 18.00,
27.65, 28.18, 32.81, 58.54, 68.78, 74.10, 125.23, 143.05,
173.47.


,�6�&��������5�����	���61)3�	�����,�	� 1++3�
Grignard reagent obtained from magnesium (0.97 g,
40 mmol) and iodomethane (5.7 g, 40 mmol) in 5 ml of
dry THF, as described above, was cooled to 0°C, and a
solution of ester 10 (4 g, 20 mmol) in THF was added
slowly to the cold mixture. The reaction mixture was
heated under reflux (1–2 h). When the reaction was
completed, and the Grignard complex was destroyed with
saturated aqueous NH4Cl (2 � 20 ml). The product was
extracted with diethyl ether (3 � 25 ml). The combined
ether layers were dried over Na2SO4, the solvent was
evaporated and the crude product was subjected to
column chromatography on silica gel, eluting first with
light petroleum–dichloromethane (3:1) and then with
light petroleum–dichloromethane (1:1). Evaporation of
the pooled alcohol-containing fractions yielded the pure
alcohol 11 as a viscous oil. 1H NMR (CDCl3): � 1.25 (s,
6H), 1.38–1.42 (m, 2H), 1.73 (s, 1H), 1.83–1.88 (m, 2H),
2.26–2.33 (m, 2H), 3.31 (s, 3H), 3.34–3.36 (m, 2H),
5.28–5.32 (m, 1H). 13C NMR (CDCl3): � 17.70, 29.27,
29.90, 32.50, 40.16, 58.09, 68.45, 71.78, 121.34, 142.71.


+� +� +��0�,� ,� ,��0�/������6��������5�����	���
61)3�	�����,�	� 1++��43� The procedure is the same as
described above. From 0.17 g (7 mmol) of magnesium,
1 g (7 mmol) of iodomethane-d3 (99% deuterium) and
0.55 g (3.5 mmol) of ester 10, 0.24 g (46%) of pure
alcohol 11-d6 was obtained. 1H NMR (CDCl3): � 1.37–
1.42 (m, 2H), 1.72 (s, 1H), 1.83–1.88 (m, 2H), 2.25–2.33
(m, 2H), 3.31 (s, 3H), 3.34–3.36 (m, 2H), 5.28–5.32 (m,
1H). 13C NMR (CDCl3): � 17.50, 28.21, 31.42, 40.11,
58.23, 69.23, 71.80, 121.11, 142.31.


(��	���� 0 ��� 0��4� 2-Chloro-2,5-dimethyl-8-meth-
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oxy-5(E)-octene (3) and 2-chloro-1, 1, 1-d3-2,2,2-d3-
methyl-5-methyl-8-methoxy-5(E)-heptene (3-d6), were
prepared from alcohols 11 and 11-d6, respectively.
Alcohol (1 equiv.) was dissolved in light petroleum
(b.p. 40–60°C), the solution was cooled to �15°C, and
SOCl2 (1 equiv.) was added dropwise. The reaction
mixture was stirred for 2 h under reduced pressure (about
520–560 mmHg), to remove the liberated HCl and SO2


continuously. Then the light petroleum was evaporated
and the crude chloride was used for kinetic measure-
ments. Further purification proved to be unnecessary
since the solvolysis rates were found to be independent of
contamination.


!������ �����������


Solvolysis rates were followed in 80% (v/v) and 95%
(v/v) aqueous ethanol (80E and 95E, respectively) and
97% (w/w) aqueous 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (97T) titri-
metrically with a pH-stat. Typically, 0.01 mmol of the
substrate was dissolved in 20 ml of the solvent at the
required temperature (�0.05°C), and the liberated
hydrochloric acid was continuously titrated with a
0.004 M solution of sodium hydroxide in the same
solvent mixture. Individual measurements could be
described by a first-order law from 15% up to at least
80% completion. First-order rate constants were calcu-
lated from about 100 determinations by using a non-
linear least-squares program. Measurements were usually
repeated 3–7 times. Activation parameters were calcu-
lated from rate constants at three different temperatures.
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ABSTRACT: The potential energy surface of sulfinamide H(O)S—NH2 (1) was searched, using ab initio and density
functional methods, to study the conformational preferences. High-accuracy G2MP2 calculations showed that the S—
N rotational barrier in 1 is 7.0 kcal mol�1. The inversion around N in 1 goes through a very low energy barrier. Charge
analysis using the NPA method was performed to elucidate the electronic factors responsible for the observed trends
in the S—N interactions. The strength of negative hyperconjugation in 1 was estimated using NBO analysis and by
studying the substituent effect. The repulsions between the lone pairs on oxygen and nitrogen and the nN → �*S—O


negative hyperconjugation play an important role in the conformations. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: sulfinamides; S—N interaction; rotational barrier; conformation
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Sulfinamides, R(O)S—NR2, (also known as amino
hydrogen sulfoxides), are important chiral building
blocks in organic synthesis. Although these compounds
have been known for a long time, there is renewed
interest in them owing to the recognition of their
application in the asymmetric synthesis of many
biologically important organic molecules. For example,
the p-tolylsulfinamides1 and tert-butanesulfinamides2 are
important in the synthesis of enantiopure sulfinimines,
which are employed in the synthesis of amines,3 �- and �-
amino acids,4,5 �- and �-aminophosphonates6,7 and many
heterocycles.5a,8,9 N-Acylsulfinamides are useful as dual
chiral auxiliaries and in asymmetric enolate alkylation
reactions.10 Sulfinamide-based transition state isosteres,
i.e. peptidosulfinamides, have applications in the devel-
opment of HIV protease inhibitors.11 Oxidation of
sulfinamides using singlet oxygen yields sulfonamides,
which have a wide variety of applications in medicinal
chemistry.12 Cyclic sulfinamides such as N-sulfinyl-
oxazolidinones13 and N-(p-toluenesulfinyl)aziridines14


are important in the highly stereoselective asymmetric
synthesis of several chiral organic compounds.


The S—N rotational barrier has been reported to be
very high, about 12–22 kcal mol�1 (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ)
[from the studies on sulfenamides (RS—NR2)]15 and
about 10 kcal mol�1 [from the studies on sulfinimine,
H(O)SN=CH2].16 In fact, enantiomeric separation of
sulfenamides can be achieved because of axial chirality
along the S—N bond,17 which has been attributed to


negative hyperconjugative interactions. However, in
sulfinamides, R(O)S—NR2, no such axial chirality has
been reported or any S—N rotation barrier experimen-
tally observed. Detailed theoretical studies describing the
electronic structure of the sulfinamide group and
quantitative estimates of S—N bond rotations in these
systems are not available. Earlier theoretical studies on
sulfinamide, 1, were limited only to geometry predic-
tions.18 Our studies on sulfinimines indicated that the S—
N bond rotational process is influenced equally by
negative hyperconjugation and electrostatic repulsion-
s.16a,b In this work, we explored the electronic structure
of sulfinamides, estimating the S—N rotation barriers and
charge delocalizations in sulfinamides, and compared
them with those of sulfenamides and sulfinimines.


"#�$��� �% !�&! &�����


Ab initio MO19 and density functional theory (DFT)20


calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 94W21


package, the Windows version of the Gaussian 94 suite of
programs. Complete optimizations were performed on
sulfinamide, 1, its rotational and N-inversion conformers
(1-r) and corresponding transition states (1-rts1, 1-rts2
and 1-its) using the HF/6–31 � G* basis set. Since these
molecules possess several lone pairs of electrons,
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inclusion of diffuse functions in the basis set is important.
To study the effect of electron correlation on the
geometries and energies, full optimizations were per-
formed using the MP2/6–31 � G*,22 MP2(full)/6–
31 � G*,23 B3LYP/6–31 � G*24 and B3PW91/6–
31 � G*25 levels. Frequencies were computed analyti-
cally for all optimized species at the HF/6–31 � G*,
MP2/6–31 � G*, B3LYP/6–31 � G* and B3PW91/6–
31 � G* levels in order to characterize each stationary
point as a minimum or a transition state and to determine
the zero point vibrational energies (ZPE). The ZPE
values obtained at the HF/6–31 � G* level were scaled
by a factor of 0.913526 and at the correlated levels by a
factor of 0.9656. The final values of S—N rotational
barriers were estimated using the G2MP227 method.
Atomic charges in all the structures were obtained using
the natural population analysis (NPA) method within the
natural bond orbital (NBO) approach28 with the MP2
densities using the MP2(full)/6–31 � G* wavefunction.
Substituent effects on the S—N interaction were studied
using the MP2(full)/6–31 � G* level on X(O)S—NH2


(X = Me, Cl, F). MP2(full)/6–31 � G* geometric par-
ameters and G2MP2 energies will be used in the
discussion unless specifically mentioned otherwise. The
generalized anomeric interactions observed in sulfona-
mides 1–4 and sulfinimines 6 are similar to the general-
ized anomeric interactions reported across P—N and
P—C(—) axes in phosphondiamides and related sys-
tems.29 In both S—N and P—N rotational processes the
preferred conformations are those which maximize
hyperconjugative stabilizations and minimize lone pair–
lone pair repulsions.


�#� &�� ��� ���! �����


On the potential energy surface of sulfinamide


H(O)SNH2, two minima, 1 and 1-r, two rotational
transition states, 1-rts1 and 1-rts2, and one inversion
transition state, 1-its, could be located at the HF/6–
31 � G* level. At the HF/6–31G*, MP2/6–31 � G*,
MP2(full)/6–31 � G*, B3LYP/6–31 � G* and B3PW91/
6–31 � G* levels only one minimum (1) and two
rotational transition states (1-rts1 and 1-rts2) were
found. Because of the small inversion barrier, 1-r is
converted into 1 through an inversion process at these
levels. The geometrical data corresponding to these
structures are given in Table 1.


The S—N bond length in 1 is 1.677 Å at the HF/6–
31 � G* level, which is only slightly longer than that in
the x-ray crystal structure of 2,2,6,6-tetradimethyl-4-
oxopiperidine (1.652 Å)30 [in 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-
oxopiperidine (A)30a also N-pyramidalization is negligi-
ble; hence it is more appropriate to compare the S—N
distance in A (1.652 Å) with that in 1-its (1.662 Å) at the
HF/6–31 � G* level, and the agreement is excellent,
which indicates that the HF/6–31 � G* estimates of S—
N bond lengths are highly reliable]. This distance
increases to 1.708 and 1.728 Å after including electron
correlation at the MP2 and B3LYP levels respectively.
This is consistent with the earlier observations that
inclusion of electron correlation overestimates the S—X
bond lengths.16 The S—N bond length in 1 (1.677 Å) is
shorter than the S—N single bond length of 1.709 Å in
sulfenamide HS—NH2 but longer than the S=N double
bond length (1.537 Å) in S=NH obtained at the HF/6–
31 � G* level; a similar trend is observed at the MP2 and
B3LYP levels also. This leads to the conclusion that there
is partial double bond character in sulfinamides. The
shorter S—N bond length has been attributed to N lone
pair delocalization into the sulfur d-orbital. However,
Reed and Schleyer showed that sulfur d-orbital participa-
tion is negligible even in hypervalent sulfur com-
pounds.31 The smaller S—N distance may be attributed
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Parameter


HF/6–31 � G* MP2(full)/6–31 � G* B3LYP/6–31 � G*


1 1-r 1-rts1 1-rts2 1-its 1 1-rts1 1-rts2 1 1-rts1 1-rts2


S—N 1.677 1.665 1.702 1.705 1.654 1.708 1.743 1.740 1.728 1.771 1.762
S—O 1.472 1.469 1.464 1.473 1.469 1.504 1.499 1.503 1.505 1.500 1.504
S—H 1.337 1.344 1.342 1.348 1.342 1.365 1.371 1.381 1.379 1.386 1.398
N—H 1.004 1.000 1.002 1.005 0.998 1.022 1.023 1.024 1.022 1.023 1.023
N—H 1.001 0.999 1.004 1.002 0.996 1.019 1.025 1.021 1.019 1.025 1.021
N—S—O 112.0 108.4 107.7 106.6 109.9 114.1 105.8 106.6 114.0 105.8 106.8
N—S—H 92.2 98.1 91.0 95.6 97.2 89.3 90.1 94.8 89.3 90.2 94.9
S—N—H 112.7 117.4 110.6 107.7 120.6 113.0 106.4 106.2 112.3 105.8 106.0
S—N—H 111.2 115.2 112.6 113.8 117.4 110.6 110.3 113.1 109.9 109.5 112.4
H—S—N—O 108.0 108.1 108.8 108.8 108.0 107.9 108.9 109.1 107.6 108.4 108.9
H—N—S—O 84.0 297.7 83.1 1.0 �62.9 79.1 57.2 �5.8 78.7 56.2 �6.3
H—N—S—O 320.0 158.6 205.8 239.8 143.1 316.3 173.8 235.2 317.2 171.5 235.6
Sum of angles
around nitrogen


333.3 347.0 332.6 330.6 354.8 332.8 331.2 357.9 331.3 322.5 326.6
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to nN → �*S—H, nN → �*S—O negative hyperconjugative
interactions or S—N electrostatic interactions. The N—
S—H angle in 1 is 92.2° at the HF/6–31 � G* level, small
as expected for a divalent sulfur. The NH2 group is highly
pyramidalized, as indicated by the sum of angles around
nitrogen, 333.3°, 332.5° and 331.3° at the HF/6–31 � G*,
MP2(full)/6–31 � G* and B3LYP/6–31 � G* levels,
respectively. In the rotational transition states 1-rts1
and 1-rts2, the S—N bond length is elongated by
�0.03 Å at the HF/6–31 � G* level. In 1-rts1 and 1-
rts2 pyramidal character has increased as expected, the
sum of angles around nitrogen being 332.6° and 330.6°,
respectively, at the HF/6–31 � G* level.


The absolute energies and the ZPE values of 1 and its
related structures are given in Table 2 and the relative
values are given in Table 3. The conformer 1-r could not
be located on the potential energy surface at the HF/6–
31G*, MP2/6–31 � G*, MP2(full)/6–31 � G*, B3LYP/
6–31 � G* and B3PW91/6–31 � G* levels. Complete
optimization on 1-r at all these levels using Berny and
eigenvalue following (EF) algorithms resulted in 1.
Conformation 1-r is 4.13 kcal mol�1 higher in energy
than 1 at the HF/6–31 � G*( � ZPE) level. The lowest
energy structure 1 has a conformation in which the lone
pair on nitrogen is anti to the S—O bond and the lone
pairs on sulfur and nitrogen are gauche to each other (Fig.
1). This arrangement is ideal for strong nN → �*S—O


anomeric interaction; this second-order interaction
amounts to 12.41 kcal mol�1 (Table 4) with an energy
difference of 1.05 kcal mol�1 between the interacting


orbitals and Fock matrix element (which is a measure of
overlap) of 0.10. In 1-r the lone pair on nitrogen is
gauche with respect to both S—O bond and S lone pairs
such that the arrangement leads to nN → �*S—H


interaction. In both 1 and 1-r, the lone pair on S is
gauche with respect to lone pair on N. Hence the
instability of 1-r can be attributed to the repulsion
between the lone pairs on oxygen and nitrogen. Similar
results have been observed in sulfinimines also.15a The
S—N rotational process goes through the transition states
1-rts1 and 1-rts2, with 1-rts2 having relatively higher
energy at all the levels. 1-rts2 has an eclipsed arrange-
ment of the lone pairs on S and N, whereas 1-rts1 has a
gauche arrangement of lone pairs on N with that of S—O
bond. The S—N rotational path in 1 (via 1-rts2) goes
through an energy barrier of 7.6 kcal mol�1 at the HF/6–
31 � G*(�ZPE) level. After including the electron
correlation at the MP2(full) and B3LYP levels, the S—
N rotational barrier increases slightly to 8.5 and
7.8 kcal mol�1, respectively. The G2MP2 estimate of
the S—N rotational barrier is 7.0 kcal mol�1. The S—N
barrier in 1 (7.0 kcal mol�1) is slightly larger than that in
sulfenamide HS—NH2, 5 (6.6 kcal mol�1 at G2MP2).16c


The N-inversion barrier in 1 is 4.9 kcal mol�1 at the HF/
6–31 � G* level. The energy barrier for the inversion in
1-r is only 0.06 kcal mol�1. After including the ZPE
correction, even this small barrier disappears. At other
theoretical levels, 1-r and hence 1-its could not be
located, presumably owing to the negligible inversion
barrier.


�	'
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Method 1 1-r 1-rts1 1-rts2 1-its


HF/6–31G* �528.48156 – �528.49783 �528.46743 –
HF/6–31 � G* �528.49073 �528.48304 �528.47797 �528.47741 �528.48294
MP2/6–31 � G* �528.97806 – �528.96303 �528.94443 –
MP2(full)/6–31 � G* �528.99694 – �528.98384 �528.98188 –
B3LYP/6–31 � G* �529.91031 – �529.89848 �529.89647 –
B3PW91/6–31 � G* �529.80992 – �529.79764 �529.79551 –
G2MP2 �529.28984 – �529.28007 �529.27865 –
ZPE (NIF)a 25.42 (0) 27.72 (0) 24.80 (1) 24.64 (1) 24.30 (1)b


a NIF = number of imaginary frequencies.
b At the HF/6–31 � G * level scaled by 0.9135.
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Method 1 → 1�r: �E
1 → 1�rts1:


rotational barrier
1 → 1�rts2:


rotational barrier
1 → 1�its:


inversion barrier


HF/6–31 G* – 8.6 (7.9) 8.9 (8.0) –
HF/6–31 � G* 4.8 (4.1) 8.0 (7.4) 8.4 (7.6) 4.9 (3.8)
MP2/6–31 � G* – 9.4 (8.5) 9.4 (8.9) –
MP2(full)/6–31 � G* – 8.2 (7.3) 9.4 (8.5) –
B3LYP/6–31 � G* – 7.4 (6.7) 8.7 (7.8) –
B3PW91/6–31 � G* – 7.7 (6.8) 9.0 (8.3) –
G2MP2 – – (6.1) – (7.0) –


a ZPE corrected values are given in parenthesis.
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Atomic charges obtained by using NPA method are
given in Table 5. The data indicate that the N atom
possesses 1.145 units of negative charge and sulfur
possesses 1.312 units of positive charge. During the S—
N bond rotation the atomic charges are not strongly
influenced. This indicates that the strong polarization
along the S—N bond, which is originated from the S—O
bond polarization (S 1.312 and O � 1.061) does not
become distributed during the rotation. The NBO
analysis (Table 4) shows that the nN → �*S—H anomeric


delocalization energy at 1.10 kcal mol�1 in 1 is weak.
The nN → �*S—O anomeric delocalization is much
stronger (12.41 kcal mol�1), but upon rotation this value
is reduced to 1.48 and 1.55 kcal mol�1 in 1-rts1 and 1-
rts2, respectively. This shows that the stabilization of 1 is
mainly due to the strong nN → �*S—O delocalization and
this anomeric interaction causes S—N partial double
bond character. In 1, the nO → �*S—N donation is also
very strong [E(2) = 33.89 kcal mol�1], which reduces only
slightly upon S—N rotation in 1-rts1 [E(2) = 30.48 kcal
mol�1] and 1-rts2 [E(2) = 29.14 kcal mol�1]. The nN →
�*S—O interaction induces a small � character between S
and N whereas the nO → �*S—N interaction reduces the �
character; these two factors oppose each other, hence the
S—N bond order is not strongly affected, which is
reflected in the Wiberg bond index (0.897) and AIM bond
order (1.010).


��'�������� �++���


To understand the substituent effect on the S—N
interactions, HF/6–31 � G*, MP2/6–31 � G*, MP2


%�,��� (� (��� ����� ��� ��;��� ��	<� �	�� 	
 (� (-�� (-���(� (-���) ��� (-���
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Structure
E(2)


(kcal mol�1)
Ej � Ei
(a.u.)


Fij
(a.u.)


1 nN → �*S–O 12.41 1.05 0.10
nN → �*S–H 1.10 0.90 0.03
nO → �*N–S 33.89 0.75 0.14
nO → �*S–H 10.35 0.78 0.08


1-rts1 nN → �*S–O 1.48 1.08 0.04
nN → �*S–H 1.85 0.42 0.04
nO → �*N–S 30.48 0.73 0.13
nO → �*S–H 11.36 0.77 0.09


1-rts2 nN → �*S–O 1.55 1.05 0.03
nN → �*S–H 2.72 0.88 0.04
nO → �*N–S 29.14 0.74 0.13
nO → �*S–H 12.81 0.76 0.09


4 nN → �*S–O 11.37 1.08 0.10
nN → �*S–F 2.69 1.09 0.05
nO → �*N–S 22.65 0.93 0.13
nO → �*S–F 4.34 1.03 0.06
nS → �*S–F 1.05 1.32 0.03


4-rts1 nN → �*S–O 8.75 1.07 0.04
nN → �*S–F – – –
nO → �*N–S 22.47 0.92 0.03
nO → �*S–F 3.76 0.99 0.09
nS → �*S–F 0.97 1.28 0.03


4-rts2 nN → �*S–O 7.21 0.99 0.08
nN → �*S–F 1.19 1.29 0.04
nO → �*N–S 22.33 0.91 0.13
nO → �*S–F 3.94 0.98 0.06
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1-r 1-rts1 1-rts2


Atomic charges—
N �1.145 �1.127 �1.144
S 1.312 1.298 1.333
O �1.061 �1.044 �1.052
H 0.053 0.049 0.022
H 0.419 0.420 0.429
H 0.412 0.405 0.411
Occupation—
�(nN) 1.953 1.986 1.982
�(nS) 1.987 1.996 1.991
�(nO)1 1.995 1.997 1.996
�(nO)2 1.927 1.925 1.928
�(nO)3 1.830 1.836 1.839
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(full)/6–31 � G* and B3LYP/6–31 � G* calculations on
CH3(O)S—NH2 (2), Cl(O)S—NH2 (3) and F(O)S—NH2


(4) were performed. Important geometric parameters
obtained at the MP2(full)/6–31 � G* level are given in
Table 6. The S—N bond length in 2 (1.712 Å) is slightly
longer than that in 1 (1.708Å). Methyl sulfinamide 2
shows conformational preferences similar to that in 1.
The rotamer 2-r could be located on the S—N rotational
path of 2 at all theoretical levels. The �E between 2 and
2-r is about 4.33, 4.92 and 4.40 kcal mol�1 at the HF/6–
31 � G*, MP2(full)/6–31 � G* and B3LYP/6–31 � G*
levels (after including ZPE), respectively. The N-
inversion barrier in 2-r is very small, �0.20, 0.23 and
0.16 kcal mol�1, respectively, at the same levels. How-
ever, on inclusion of ZPE correction even this small
barrier disappears. This indicates that although alkyl
groups attached to sulfur in sulfinamides stabilize the
second ground state, the stability is very low. The S—N
rotational barrier in 2 is 6.8, 7.3 and 6.4 kcal mol�1 at the
HF/6–31 � G*, MP2(full)/6–31 � G* and B3LYP/6–
31 � G* levels, respectively; these values are slightly
less than the corresponding S—N rotational barriers in 1
(7.6, 8.5 and 7.8 kcal mol�1). This indicates that alkyl
substitution at S reduces the S—N rotational barrier in
sulfinamides. Chloro (3) and fluoro (4) substituents
reduce the S—N and S—O bond lengths in sulfinamides,
and this reduction in the bond length can be attributed to
the increased positive charge on S (Table 6). Only one
ground state and two rotational transition states could be
found on the potential energy surface of 3 and 4. The
S—N rotational barriers in 3 and 4 are 3.1 and
2.7 kcal mol�1, respectively, at the MP2(full)/6–
31 � G* level, much less than that in 1. The reduction


in the rotational barrier is due to the increase in
stabilization of rotational transition states due to the
increased negative hyperconjugation. Table 4 shows that
the energy of the nN → �*S—O delocalization is reduced
by �10 kcal mol�1 in 1 during rotation, but this
interaction is reduced by only �2.5 kcal mol�1 in 4.
This analysis shows that the nN → �*S—O interaction
increases in the rotational transition states and causes a
reduction in the rotation barriers. This is in contrast to the
substituent effect observed in sulfenamide 5, where
fluorine substitution on sulfur increases the rotational
barrier by 12.2 kcal mol�1 at the MP2/6–31 � G* level.
From the above discussion, it is clear that negative
hyperconjugation plays an important role in sulfenamides
and sulfinamides, but the variation of this effect as a
function of substituents is opposite in these two cases: in
sulfenamides the S—N bond rotational barrier increases,
causing axial chirality, and in sulfinamides the S—N
bond free rotation increases and axial chirality should not
be expected.


One of the important derivatives of sulfinamides are
sulfinimines.1,2 The restricted rotation along the S—N
bond in sulfinimines has been shown to be responsible for
the facial selectivity in sulfinimines.16 It is worthwhile
comparing the strength of S—N interactions in sulfina-
mide 1 and sulfinimines 6. Table 7 gives a comparison of
geometric parameters, charges and NBO analysis of 1
and 6 obtained at the MP2(full)/6–31 � G* level. The
S—N distance in 1 (1.708 Å) has increased to 1.756 Å in
6, but the S—O distance and N—S—O angle do not show
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Parameter H (1) CH3 (2) Cl (3) F (4)


S—N 1.708 1.712 1.695 1.686a


S—O 1.504 1.509 1.480 1.472a


N—S—O 114.1 112.2 111.7 111.6b


N—S—X 89.3 93.8 92.0 91.1b


S—N rot. barrier (1) 7.30 5.88 0.85 0.40c


S—N rot. barrier (2) 8.53 7.35 3.07 2.70c


Atomic charges—
S 1.312 1.490 1.555 1.873
N �1.145 �1.140 �1.140 �1.150
NH2 �0.304 �0.307 �0.278 �0.290
O �1.061 �1.075 �0.993 �1.012
X 0.053 �0.097 �0.283 �0.571
Electron density—
�(nN) 1.953 1.958 1.951 1.948
�(�*S—X) 0.078 – 0.207 0.103
�(�*S—O) 0.042 0.042 0.056 0.055


a Bond length in Å.
b Angle in degrees.
c Energy in kcal mol�1, ZPE corrected.
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Parameter 1 6


S—N bond length 1.708 1.756a


S—O bond length 1.504 1.506a


O—S—N angle 114.1 112.0b


O—S—N-: angle 162.3 165.7b


S—N rotational barrier 8.53 9.88c


Atomic charges—
S 1.312 1.288
N �1.145 �0.713
O �1.061 1.055
NBO analysis—
nN → �*S—O:


E 12.41 6.05c


Ej � Ei 1.05 1.17d


Fij 0.10 0.07d


nO → �*S—N:
E 33.89 5.12c


Ej � Ei 0.75 0.77d


Fij 0.14 0.06d


a Bond length in Å.
b Angle in degrees.
c Energy in kcal mol�1.
d In a.u.
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any variation. The O—S—N-: torsional angle is 162.3° in
1 assuming that the lone pair bisects the H5—N—H6—O
obtuse angle. The corresponding angle in 6 is 165.7°,
which is comparable. This shows that in both 1 and 6 the
nN → �*S—O interactions are similar. Table 7 shows that
the energy of the nN → �*S—O interaction in 1 is about
double that in 6, mainly originating from the greater
overlap as represented by the Fock matrix element and
greater energy difference between nN and �*S—O orbitals.
The elongation of the S—N bond length in 6 compared
with that in 1 can be mainly attributed to the decrease in
the negative hyperconjugation. The S—N rotational
barrier in 6 (9.9 kcal mol�1) is higher than that in 1
(8.5 kcal mol�1) by about 1 kcal mol�1. The higher S—N
rotational barrier in sulfinimines 6 in relation to
sulfinamide 1, in preference to a weaker anomeric
interaction, can be attributed to the intramolecular C—
H… O hydrogen bonding in 6.


!��!& �����


The S—N bond in sulfinamides is characterized by an nN


→ �*S—O negative hyperconjugative interaction, in
addition to covalent interactions, which is responsible
for the high rotation barrier in H(O)S—NH2. However,
the rotation barrier is reduced in substituted sulfinamides
because substituents stabilize the rotational transition
states. Electrostatic attraction between S and N rather
than anomeric � character can explain the shortening of
the S—N bond length in sulfinamides in relation to
sulfenamides. Sulfinimines have about half the nN →
�*S—O interaction relative to that in sulfinamides.
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ABSTRACT: Modeling the evolution of ion–dipole pairs in a dynamic environment, such as in a solvent cage,
requires the knowledge of the intrinsic structural and electronic factors governing their behavior in the unsolvated or
microsolvated state. An experimental methodology has been developed to this purpose which is based on the
generation of tailor-made ionic adducts in gaseous inert media and the investigation of their evolution to products. A
survey of the most recent applications of this approach to the gas-phase study of the mechanism and the
stereochemistry of ionic substitution and addition reactions is reported. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: chirality; gas-phase stereochemistry; microsolvated ions; radiolysis; troposelectivity
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A ‘microsolvated’ ion consists of an ion interacting
electrostatically with a single neutral molecule. It
represents the simplest model for ions generated in a
dynamic environment, such as in a solvent cage in
solution. The main difference is that the behavior of a
‘microsolvated’ ion is not perturbed by those environ-
mental factors (solvation, ion pairing, etc.) which
normally affect the fate of intimate ion–dipole pairs in
solution. Hence a detailed study of the dynamics and the
reactivity of microsolvated ions may provide valuable
information on the intrinsic factors governing the
reaction and how these factors may be influenced by
the solvent cage in solution.1–4


The evolution of an ion–neutral complex may be
accompanied by the rearrangement of its components or
simply by their mutual re-orientation before reaction or
dissociation. Thus, the knowledge of the structure, the
configuration and the initial orientation of the compo-
nents of the microsolvated system is essential for
understanding its reaction stereochemistry.


This paper reports on the stereochemistry of represen-
tative addition and substitution reactions taking place
within gaseous complexes [AH�B]�, wherein AH is the


formally charged moiety and B is a nucleophilic
molecule. The microsolvated systems investigated con-
tain (i) protonated (R)-(�)-2-chlorobutane and an arene,5


(ii) prochiral �-methylbenzyl cation and methanol;6 (iii)
an O-protonated (R)-(�)-1-arylethanol and [18O]metha-
nol;7 and (iv) a tertiary 2-adamantyl cation and [18O]-
methanol.8
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Complexes [AH�B]� are generated in an inert gaseous
medium at pressures high enough (700–750 Torr;
1 Torr = 133.3 Pa) to allow their complete thermal
equilibration. A tailor-made procedure has been used
which ensures that the reaction products arise exclusively
from the intracomplex reorganization of [AH�B]�. Thus,
adducts [AH�B]� arise from the intracomplex proton
transfer within the [A�HB]� adduct obtained by co-
ordination of molecule A around ion BH� (path i in
Scheme 1). The BH� precursor is prepared by a route
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excluding the presence of its conjugate base. For
instance, the [AH�B]� complex with AH� = tertiary 2-
adamantyl cation and B = CH3


18OH is generated by
intracomplex proton transfer within the adduct between
2-methylene-5-X-adamantane (A) with CH3


18OH2
�


(BH�). Ions CH3
18OH2


� are in turn formed in the gas
phase by methylation of H2


18O with the (CH3)2F� ions
obtained in known yields by �-radiolysis of CH3F. In this
way, ions CH3


18OH2
� are generated in complete absence


of their conjugate CH3
18OH base and, hence, their


reaction products, i.e. the 18O-labeled 2-methyl-2-
methoxy-5-X-adamantanes, are bound to arise exclu-
sively from the intracomplex addition of the incipient 2-
adamantyl cation to the putative CH3


18OH molecule.
In some instances, the outcome of the intracomplex


process i in Scheme 1 is confronted with that of the direct
reaction between unsolvated AH� ion (or its rearranged
form) and an external B molecule (the ‘extracomplex’
path ii in Scheme 1). Taking again the above example,
AH� = tertiary 2-adamantyl cation is simply obtained by
protonation of 2-methylene-5-X-adamantane with CnH5


�


(n = 1, 2) ions, formed by �-radiolysis of gaseous CH4.
The ‘extracomplex’ path ii in Scheme 1 takes place by
coordination of the so-formed 2-adamantyl cation with
external CH3


18OH molecules, present as a massive
additive in the irradiated mixture.
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A crucial question concerns the chemical identity and the
relative spatial arrangement of the components of a
microsolvated system, two features of paramount im-
portance to assess the kinetic and the mechanistic role of
the corresponding ion–dipole pairs in solution. In the
example, reported in this section, Aschi et al. considered
the ion–molecule complexes involved in the classical
Friedel–Crafts alkylation of arenes.5


At 300 K and under Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance (FT-ICR) conditions, the benzenium ion C6H7


�


reacts with 2-chlorobutane C4H9Cl to give the C10H15
�


ion with a rate constant of 5 � 10�11 cm3 molecule�1


s�1, corresponding to a collision efficiency of 2.5% [Eqns
(1a) and (1b)].9


No information is available from this experiment as to
the detailed path of formation of C10H15


�, whether via
Eqn. (1a) or Eqn. (1b). Further, no information is
available as to the spatial relationship and the dynamics


of the species present in the second complex of Eqns (1).
To answer these questions, the 12C6H6D� arenium ion
was prepared in the gas phase by deuteronation of 12C6H6


with radiolytic CnD5
� (n = 1, 2) ions. Similarly, the


12C6H6CH3
� arenium ion was generated in the gas phase


by methylation of 12C6H6 with radiolytic (CH3)2F�.
Either arenium ions were allowed to react at 700–
750 Torr with (R)-(�)-2-chlorobutane.5 The correspond-
ing 2-arylbutanes, recovered among the radiolytic
products, display complete racemization which points
to their formation as proceeding exclusively via Eqn.
(1b). This implies that alkylation follows an SN1 mech-
anism, i.e. a process wherein covalent bond breaking
precedes covalent bond formation as in the three body
adduct of Eqn. (1b), whose individual components are not
constrained in a fixed geometry, but are free to re-
orientate or to rearrange before addition (Chart 1).
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The rate of 18O exchange between water and the chiral
labeled alcohols as a function of racemization has been
extensively used as a criterion for discriminating the SN2
from the SN1 solvolytic mechanisms in solution. The
expected ratio of exchange vs racemization rate is 0.5 for
the SN2 mechanism and 1.0 for a pure SN1 process.10


With chiral 18O-enriched 1-phenylethanol in aqueous
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acids, this ratio is found to be 0.84 � 0.05. This value has
been interpreted in terms of the kinetic pattern of Scheme
2 involving the reversible dissociation of the oxonium ion
IS (XOH = H2


18O) to the chiral intimate ion–dipole pair
IIS (k�1 � kinv). In IIS, the leaving H2


18O molecule does
not equilibrate immediately with the solvent (i.e. H2


16O),
but remains closely associated with the ion. This means
that kinv is of the same order of magnitude of kdiss.


11,12 In
contrast, the rate constant ratio of exchange vs racemiza-
tion of chiral 1-phenyl-1-methoxyethane in acidic aceto-
nitrile–water solutions is as large as 0.99. The closeness
of this value to that of a pure SN1 mechanism indicates
that, in Scheme 2 (XOH = CH3OH), either kinv is many
orders of magnitude lower than kdiss or, if not, that
internal return is negligible (k�1 � kinv).13 This kinetic
ambiguity prevents identification of the actual factors
hindering inversion in IIS (XOH = CH3OH).


Removal of this ambiguity was due to Filippi et al.,6


who prepared the chiral oxonium ion IS (XOH = CH3OH)
in the gas phase by methylation of S-(�)-1-phenylethanol


(1S) with (CH3)2Cl� ions (Scheme 3). The latter ions are
generated by �-radiolysis of CH3Cl, present as bulk
component (720 Torr; 25–160°C) of gaseous mixtures
containing traces of the alcoholic substrate, of H2


18O, of a
radical scavenger (i.e. O2), and of a powerful base [i.e.
(C2H5)3N].


Detailed information on the reorganization dynamics
of the intimate ion–dipole pair IIS, arising from IS by C—
O bond dissociation, is inferred from the kinetic study of
the intracomplex inversion of configuration of IS vs its
dissociation to �-methylbenzyl cation (III) and CH3OH.
The results point to kinv values that are anything but
negligible relative to kdiss rate constants within the entire
temperature range investigated (25–160°C). Indeed, kinv


are just 2–4 times lower than kdiss. This implies that, in
acidic media, the hindered inversion of IS (XOH =
CH3OH) has to be ascribed to the lack of appreciable IIS


→ IS (and IIR → IR) internal return (k�1 � kinv; Scheme
2), rather than to kinv negligible relative to kdiss.


13


Accordingly, the difference in the behavior of IIS (and
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IIR) in acidic solution essentially reduces to k�1 � kdiss,
when XOH = H2


18O, and k�1 � kdiss, when XOH =
CH3OH.


Quantum chemical calculations at the B3LYP/6–31G*
level of theory were employed to gain some insight into
the reasons for this dual behavior. Despite the intrinsic
limitations of the B3LYP functional in describing non-
covalent interactions and the necessarily limited dimen-
sions of the 6–31G* basis set employed, nevertheless,
calculations qualitatively indicate that the IS � IR


(XOH = CH3OH) transition structures are placed late
along the reaction coordinate. The CH3OH moiety is
enough removed from the benzyl ion moiety to start
interacting with the solvent cage. These interactions
favor IIS → IIW dissociation and prevent efficient IIS →
IS internal return (k�1 � kdiss in Scheme 2).13 The
IS � IR (XOH = H2


18O) transition structures are instead
placed much earlier along the reaction coordinate so as to
resemble the starting IS ion. In them, the moving H2


18O,
less basic than CH3OH, sits nearby the departure face of
the still flexible benzylic residue and does not appreci-
ably interact with its acidic hydrogens. A surplus of
energy is needed to remove the H2


18O moiety far enough
to establish appreciable interactions with the solvent cage
and to promote IIS → IIW dissociation. As a conse-
quence, IIS → IS internal return can efficiently compete
with H2


18O diffusion to the aqueous cage (k�1 � kdiss).
Besides, the shielding effect of the H2


18O leaving group
accounts for the observed prevalence of the inversion of
configuration in the H2O-to-H2


18O exchange in solu-
tion.11,12
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It is well established that bimolecular SN2 reactions
generally involve predominant inversion of configuration
of the reaction center. Unimolecular SN1 displacements
instead proceed through the intermediacy of free
carbocations and, therefore, usually lead to racemates.
However, many alleged SN1 solvolyses do not give fully
racemized products. The enantiomer in excess often, but
not always, corresponds to inversion. Furthermore, the


stereochemical distribution of products may be highly
sensitive to the solvolytic conditions.14 These observa-
tions have led to the concept of competing15–17 or
mixed17–19 SN1–SN2 mechanisms. More recently, the
existence itself of SN1 reactions has been put into
question.20


Some obscure facets of this intricate picture were
unveiled by Filippi and Speranza, who investigated the
stereochemistry and the intimate mechanism of a model
‘solvolytic’ reaction taking place in an ion–dipole pair in
the gaseous phase.7 Adduct IVX is obtained in the gas
phase by association of the relevant chiral alcohol 4R


X


with the CH3
18OH2


� ion, generated by �-radiolysis of
CH3F–H2


18O mixtures (Scheme 4). As mentioned above,
the absence of neutral nucleophile molecules, i.e.
CH3


18OH, in the reaction medium ensures that the 18O-
labeled ethers 5R


X and 5S
X in Scheme 4 arise exclusively


from the intracomplex ‘solvolysis’ of IVX.
Ancillary experiments have been carried out to


evaluate the extent of VR
X � VS


X interconversion (kinv


in Scheme 4) prior to neutralization (kb in Scheme 4). The
gaseous samples used for this purpose contained CH3Cl,
instead of CH3F, as the bulk component. This prevents
the radiolytic formation of CH3


18OH2
� ions to any


significant extent. In fact, unlike (CH3)2F�, (CH3)2Cl�


ions are essentially inert towards the water molecules
present in the mixture.21 As a consequence, the oxonium
intermediates VR


X are directly formed from (CH3)2Cl�


methylation of 4R
X, and any contribution from other


conceivable pathways, including the second step in
Scheme 4, can be safely excluded.


The experimental results point to intracomplex ‘sol-
volysis’ in IVX as proceeding through the intermediacy
of the relevant benzyl cation (a pure SN1 mechanism).
‘Solvolysis’ of IVH leads to complete racemization at T
� 50°C, whereas at T � 50°C the reaction displays a
preferential retention of configuration. Predominant
retention of configuration is also observed in the
intracomplex ‘solvolysis’ of IVF. The exothermic
intracomplex displacement in IVH proceeds through
TSs characterized by non-covalent interactions between
the stable benzyl cation and the nucleophile–leaving
group pair (an SN1 process). The formation of the VR


H–
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VS
H racemate from IVH at T � 50°C is entirely


consistent with this view. In this frame, the slight
predominance of retained VR


H over the inverted VS
H,


observed at T � 50°C, is accounted for by a free rotation
of the benzylic moiety of complex VIH (Chart 2) slower
than its bonding to CH3


18OH. In fact, the procedure
adopted to generate IVH in the gas phase requires that the
CH3


18OH moiety resides initially in the same region of
space containing the leaving group (complex VIH in
Chart 2). In the absence of any intracomplex rotation of
the benzylic moiety of VIH, CH3


18OH is spatially
situated to attack from the frontside (a troposelective
reaction). At higher temperatures, this positional advan-
tage is annulled and the VR


H–VS
H racemate is formed.


The intracomplex ‘solvolysis’ of IVF can be consid-
ered highly troposelective since it involves predominant
retention of configuration (88% at 25°C). Inductive and
resonance effects of the ring fluorine substituents reduce
appreciably the stabilization energy of the �-methylpen-
tafluorobenzyl cation relative to the unsubstituted homo-
log. This implies that the interactions between the
nucleophile–leaving group and benzylic moiety in
complex VIF (Chart 2) should be stronger than those
operating in adduct VIH. As a consequence, free rotation
of benzylic moiety in VIF is slow relative to covalent
bonding with CH3


18OH.
The above gas-phase picture may represent a guideline


for understanding the mechanism and the stereochemistry
of substitution reactions in the solvent cage. The results
of gas-phase 4R


H ‘solvolysis’ demonstrate the existence
of a pure SN1 mechanism. Fast rotation of the benzylic
moiety in the complex VIH (T � 50°C) explains the
formation of the product racemate. If rotation is
hampered by significant ion-nucleophile interactions (as
in 4F and 4H at T � 50°C), predominant retention of
configuration is observed. This may explain why some
solvolytic reactions lead to a slight excess of the retained
product in the liquid phase. However, the presence of the
solvent cage may alter this picture and favor inversion of
configuration even if a pure SN1 solvolysis is taking
place. This may happen when reorientation of the ion in
the cage is slow and if the presence of the leaving group
hampers the approach of the nucleophile from the
frontside. However, inversion of configuration predomi-


nates even when the relative motionlessness of the ion in
the solvent cage is due to a partial covalency of its
interactions with the leaving group and the nucleophilic
solvent (an SN2 process). It is concluded that the
solvolytic reactions are mostly governed by the lifetime
and the dynamics of the species involved and, if
occurring in solution, by the nature of the solvent cage.
Their rigid subdivision into the SN1 and SN2 mechanistic
categories appears inadequate and the use of their
stereochemistry as a mechanistic probe can be highly
misleading.
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The intrinsic factors governing the diastereofacial
selectivity in the intra- and extracomplex addition of 2-
methyl-5-X-2-adamantyl cations [X = F (VIIF), Si(CH3)3


(VIISi)] with methanol have been the object of a
comprehensive gas-phase study carried out by Filippi et
al. (P = 750 Torr; T = 20–80°C; Chart 3).8 At all
temperatures, a preferred syn selectivity is observed with
VIIF, whereas VIISi exhibits a preferential anti selec-
tivity.


The experimental evidence is summarized in Figs 1
and 2. Accordingly; (1) anti attack of CH3OH on both
ions VIIF and VIISi is enthalpically favored over the
competing syn addition irrespective of whether it
proceeds through the intracomplex (i in Scheme 1) or
the extracomplex pathway (ii in Scheme 1); (2) the
preferred syn diastereoselectivity, observed with ion VIIF


at T � 20°C, is determined by large adverse entropic
factors which overwhelm the enthalpy terms [Figs 1(a)
and 2(a)]; (3) contrariwise, the anti � syn selectivity,
measured with ion VIISi at T � 20°C, is essentially
governed by the relevant activation enthalpies since
adverse entropy factors plays a minor role [Figs 1(b) and


2(b)]; (4) entropy factors are more important in the
intracomplex anti attack of CH3OH on VIISi [Fig. 2(b)]
than in the extracomplex one [Fig. 1(b)].


Kinetic and thermochemical considerations point to
the gas-phase addition of methanol to VIIF as proceeding
through tight transition structures (TSF


syn and TSF
anti),


whereas the same reaction on VIISi involves much looser
transition structures (TSSi


syn and TSSi
anti). Comparison of


Figs 1(b) and 2(b) shows that, while the extra- (ii in Chart
1) and the intracomplex syn addition (i in Chart 1) in
VIISi exhibit equally large activation barriers, the
enthalpy barrier involved in the intracomplex anti
addition in VIISi [Fig. 2(b)] is 1.6 kcal mol�1 lower than
that governing the corresponding extracomplex reaction
[Fig. 1(b)]. This suggests that, while the syn addition in
VIISi proceeds through a single loose transition structure
TSSi


syn, the corresponding anti addition in VIISi may
involve two different TSSi


anti transition structures with
very similar activation free energies in the temperature
range investigated. One is characterized by a loose
structure similar to that involved in the competing syn
addition [Fig. 1(b)]. The lower enthalpy value associated
with TSSi


anti in Fig. 2(b) is instead consistent with a much
tighter structure. The fact that the latter TSSi


anti is
involved in the intracomplex addition, where the putative
CH3


18OH nucleophile is necessarily proton bonded to the
CH3 hydrogens of the incipient ion VIISi, provides strong
support in favor of a structure where the methanol
molecule is specifically coordinated between the C2
center and the adjacent acidic CH3 hydrogens of the VIISi


moiety.
In their seminal work, le Noble and co-workers22–24


reported on the diastereoselectivity of chloride ion attack
on 2-methyl-5-fluoro-2-adamantyl cations, generated in
CH2Cl2 by reaction of gaseous HCl with (E)- and (Z)-2-
methyl-5-fluoro-2-hydroxyadamantane. The dominant
product from this reaction is the (Z)-chloride which
exceeds the (E)-chloride by a factor of 3:1 or more. le
Noble et al. explained the origin of this stereoselectivity
in terms of the differential hyperconjugative stabilization
of two rapidly equilibrating �-delocalized 2-methyl-5-
fluoro-2-adamantyl cations.


This picture is not corroborated by the B3LYP/6–31G*
calculations, pointing to a single syn-pyramidalized
structure for X = F and a single anti-pyramidalized
structure for X = SiMe3 (Chart 3). The kinetic results
demonstrated that the gas-phase diastereoselectivity of 2-
methyl-5-X-2-adamantyl cations towards methanol is
mainly determined by the relative stability of their
reaction products and that entropic factors may play a
major role. Further, it should be noted that gas-phase
selectivity is less pronounced than that measured by
Adcock and co-workers in solution towards the chloride
anion.25,26 This difference cannot be satisfactory ex-
plained in terms of equilibrating syn/anti structures,
allowed by specific solvent effects in solution. In fact,
their conceivable coexistence in solution would lead to a
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diastereoselectivity lower and not greater than that
measured in the gas phase. Hence the higher diastereos-
electivity monitored in solution may find a plausible
rationale only in the differential solvation of the two
faces of a pyramidalized 2-methyl-5-substituted-2-ada-
mantyl cation. Indeed, differential solvation may modify
the cage viscosity contribution to the addition activation
barrier as well as the associated activation entropy. This
may account for the pronounced substituent and solvent
effects on the diastereoselectivity of 2-methyl-5-X-2-
adamantyl cations observed in solution.


����!������


The advantages connected with studying the stereo-
chemistry of microsolvated systems in the gas phase
instead of in a solvent cage come from the possibility of
making precise statements about the factors governing
their dynamics and kinetics in the lack of any perturbing
environmental effects (solvation, ion pairing, cage
viscosity, etc.). These effects may be evaluated by
comparing the behavior of a microsolvated systems with
that of the corresponding system in solution. An
experimental methodology has been developed for this
purpose, the results of which demonstrate that ionic
processes in solution are mostly governed by the lifetime
and the dynamics of intimate ion–neutral complexes and
that these can in turn be profoundly influenced by the
nature of the solvent cage and its uneven arrangement
around the charged intermediate.
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ABSTRACT: Second-order rate constants (kN) have been measured spectrophotometrically for the reactions of p-
nitrophenyl acetate with a series of alicyclic secondary amines in H2O and in DMSO at 25.0 � 0.1°C. The solvent
change from H2O to DMSO resulted in rate enhancements. The effect of solvent on reactivity was found to be most
significant for the reaction with piperazinium ion and least significant for the reaction with piperidine. The pKa values
of the conjugate amines studied were also determined in DMSO. It was found that piperazinium ion is more basic in
DMSO than in H2O by 1.04 pKa units while piperidine is less basic in DMSO by 0.50 pKa units. The Brønsted-type
plot was linear with a large slope (�nuc = 0.76–0.82) for both reactions run in H2O and in DMSO, indicating that the
aminolyses proceed through rate-determining breakdown of the addition intermediate. The difference in pKa values
determined in DMSO and in H2O (�pKa = pKa in DMSO � pKa in H2O) showed a linear correlation with the
difference in the second-order rate constants determined in DMSO and in H2O (�log kN = log kN in DMSO � log kN


in H2O) with a slope close to unity, suggesting that �pKa is fully responsible for the rate enhancement in DMSO.
Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Aminolyses of carboxylic esters have been intensively
investigated owing to their interest in chemistry and
biochemistry.1–6 However, most studies have been
carried out in H2O and reactions in dipolar aprotic
solvents have not been performed systematically. The
main reason for this is considered to be a lack of pKa data
for amines in such solvents. There have been several
reports of kinetic studies for ester aminolyses in
CH3CN.4–6 However, the pKa data in CH3CN for the
amines studied have not been reported.


It is known that a solvent change from H2O to dipolar
aprotic solvents significantly influences not only reaction
rates but also basicities.7–11 The effect of solvent on rates
has been suggested to be highly dependent on the nature
of the reactants, e.g., nucleophilic substitution reactions
with anionic nucleophiles undergo significant rate
acceleration, whereas those between neutral molecules
passing through a partially charged transition state
exhibit a rate retardation upon solvent change from
H2O to dipolar aprotic solvents.7–9 Similarly, the effect of
solvent on basicity has been suggested to be dependent on


the type of bases, i.e. anionic bases versus neutral
bases.10,11 Therefore, pKa data in organic solvents are
essential to correlate with reactivity in organic solvents.


We have performed kinetic studies for the reactions of
p-nitrophenyl acetate (PNPA) with a series of alicyclic
secondary amines in H2O and in DMSO (Scheme 1), and
measured the pKa values of these amines in DMSO. Here
the effect of the solvent change from H2O to DMSO on
the reactivity and basicity of amines is discussed.


'���#&�


Pseudo-first-order rate constants (kobs) were measured
spectrophotometrically for the reactions of PNPA with
the alicyclic secondary amines in H2O and in DMSO at
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25.0 � 0.1°C. All the kinetic reactions in the present
study obeyed pseudo-first-order kinetics. The kobs values
were determined from the equation ln (A� � At) =
�kobst � C. The plots of kobs versus amine concentration
were linear for all the amines studied for reactions run in
H2O and in DMSO. Generally five different concentra-
tions of amine solutions were used to calculate the
second-order rate constants (kN) from the slope of the
linear plot of kobs versus amine concentration. It is
estimated from the replicate runs that the uncertainty in
any particular measured rate constant is less than �3%.
The second-order rate constants obtained in this way are
summarized in Table 1.


The pKa values in DMSO were measured for all the
amines studied using the equations


ArOH � NH � ArO� � NH2
� �1�


Keq � �ArO�	�NH2
�	��ArOH	�NH	


� �ArO�	2��ArOH	�NH	


� Ka
ArOH�Ka


NH2
� �2�


�NH	 � �NH	0 � �ArO�	 �3�
�ArOH	 � �ArOH	0 � �ArO�	 �4�


where [NH]0 and [ArOH]0 are the initial concentrations


of amine and the reference acid, p-nitrophenol, and [NH],
[NH2


�], [ArOH] and [ArO�] are the concentrations of
amine, the conjugate acid of amine, p-nitrophenol and
p-nitrophenoxide ion, respectively. [ArO�] can be
measured spectrophotometrically using the relationship
A = �bc, where � = 3.53 
 104 at 435 nm and
b = 0.100 cm. Since the pKa value of p-nitrophenol in
DMSO has been reported to be 11.0,11 one can calculate
the Ka values of all the amines (Ka


NH
2
�


) used in the present
study by measuring [ArO�]. The pKa data measured in
DMSO are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 1 demonstrates that the solvent change from H2O
to DMSO results in rate enhancements for the reactions
of PNPA with the secondary amines. The rate enhance-
ment is most significant for the reaction with piperazi-
nium ion and least significant for that with piperidine,
e.g., the second-order rate constant increases from
0.00216 to 0.119 l mol�1 s�1 and from 41.2 to 48.0
l mol�1 s�1 with solvent change from H2O to DMSO for
the reaction of PNPA with piperazinium ion and with
piperidine, respectively. Significant rate enhancements
have often been reported for nucleophilic substitution
reactions with anionic nucleophiles upon solvent change
from H2O to aprotic dipolar solvents such as DMSO and
CH3CN.7,8,13 Destabilization of the ground state (GS) of
anionic nucleophiles or stabilization of the transition state
(TS) has been suggested to be responsible for the rate
enhancement upon such a solvent change.7,8 However,
based on the Hughes and Ingold theory,9 one might
expect that nucleophilic displacement reactions between
neutral molecules as in the present aminolyses would
exhibit rate retardations upon solvent change from H2O
to dipolar aprotic solvents. In fact, the reaction of PNPA
with the alicyclic secondary amines has been reported to
exhibit rate retardations upon solvent change from H2O
to MeCN.14 Therefore, the present result showing rate
enhancements in DMSO is unexpected.
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Amine (Z)


kN (l mol�1 s�1)


In H2O In DMSO


Piperazinium ion (NH2
�) 0.00216 0.119


1-Formylpiperazine (NCHO) 0.0579 1.10
Morpholine (O) 0.485 5.80
1-(�-Hydroxyethyl) piperazine
(NCH2CH2OH)


1.00 15.0


Piperazine (NH) 5.73 70.0
Piperidine (CH2) 41.2 48.0


&���� �* ��� ������ 
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Amines (Z)


pKa


�pKa(= pKa
DMSO � pKa


H2O)In H2Ob In DMSO


Piperazinium ion (NH2
�) 5.68 6.72 1.04


1-Formylpiperazine (NCHO) 7.98 8.28 0.30
Morpholine (O) 8.36 8.94 0.58
1-(�-Hydroxyethyl) piperazine (NCH2CH2OH) 9.38 9.60 0.22
Piperazine (NH) 9.82 10.50 0.68
Piperidine (CH2) 11.22 10.70 �0.52


a The uncertainty in the pKa values in DMSO is estimated to be �0.1 pKa unit.
b pKa data were taken from Ref. 16.
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In order to investigate the effect of the basicity of
amines on reactivity for the present aminolysis reactions,
Brønsted-type plots were constructed. As shown in Fig. 1,
the Brønsted-type plot for the reactions run in H2O is
linear, whereas that for the corresponding reactions in
DMSO is non-linear. Linear Brønsted-type plots have
generally been obtained for aminolyses of esters with a
poor leaving group.1–4 However, aminolyses of esters
with a good leaving group have often resulted in a break
or a curvature in the Brønsted-type plot from a large slope
(0.8 � 0.2) to a small one (0.3 � 0.2) as the amine
becomes more basic than the leaving group by 4–5 pKa


units.1–4 Such a break or a curvature has been attributed
to a change in the rate-determining step (RDS).1–4


Therefore, one might attribute the non-linear Brønsted-
type plot shown in Fig. 1 to a change in the RDS.
However, the pKa values used in the Brønsted-type plots
are those measured in H2O but not in DMSO. Since the
solvent change from H2O to DMSO would affect not only
the reactivity but also the basicity of amines,7–11 the non-
linear Brønsted-type plot shown in Fig. 1 is not
necessarily due to a change in the RDS. Therefore, the
pKa values of the amines in DMSO are needed in order to
elucidate the reaction mechanism in DMSO.


���	�
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The pKa values in DMSO are not available for the present
amines except piperidine. Therefore, we measured the
basicity of all the amines studied in the present system
using p-nitrophenol as a reference acid whose pKa value
is known in DMSO. In Table 2 are summarized the pKa


values determined in DMSO for all the amines studied
together with the pKa data in H2O for comparison. It is
well known that the acidity of carboxylic acids and
phenols decreases significantly upon solvent change from
H2O to DMSO. For example, benzoic acid and phenol are
reported to be less acidic in DMSO than in H2O by 6.9
and 8.1 pKa units, respectively.10,11 Such a large decrease
in the acidity of the oxygen acids in DMSO has been
attributed to the strong repulsion between the oxy anion
(the conjugate base of oxygen acid) and the negative
dipole end of DMSO.10,11


As shown in Table 2, amines are generally more basic
in DMSO than in H2O. However, the difference in pKa


determined in DMSO and in H2O for the conjugate acid of
these amines (�pKa = pKa in DMSO � pKa in H2O) is
only 0.30–1.04 pKa units, which is small compared with
that for the oxy anions. Furthermore, piperidine appears
to be less basic in DMSO than in H2O by 0.50 pKa units.
The basicity of amines has been shown to be significantly
dependent on the type of amines.11 It has been reported
that NH3 and EtNH2 are more basic in DMSO than in H2O
by 1.3 and 0.4 pKa units, respectively, while Et2NH and
Et3N are less basic in DMSO than in H2O by 0.5 and 1.7
pKa units, respectively.11 It is clear that the number of


alkyl groups or H atoms influences the magnitude of�pKa


values. The NH4
� ion shows the largest �pKa among the


acyclic amines. Similarly, the conjugate acid of pipera-
zinium ion exhibits the largest �pKa among the cyclic
amines studied. Both of them have four H atoms which
can be deprotonated. The conjugate acids of the other
amines studied have only two H atoms which can be
deprotonated and show smaller �pKa values. Since only
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the Z moiety of the amines studied in the present system is
different (e.g. Z = NH2


�, NCHO, O, NCH2CH2OH, NH
and CH2), one can attribute the difference in the �pKa


value to the difference in the Z moiety. The �pKa values
for the amines used in this study are considered to be
consistent with those reported in the literature.11 Furthers,
the pKa value of piperidine in DMSO was measured to be
10.70 in the present study, which is identical with the
reported pKa value of piperidine in DMSO.15 Therefore,
the pKa values determined in the present study are
considered to be reliable.
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Figure 2 shows a linear Brønsted-type plot for the
reactions of PNPA with the alicyclic amines performed in
DMSO. The pKa values used for the Brønsted-type plot
are those determined in DMSO. The linear Brønsted-type
plot shown in Fig. 2 indicates that no change in RDS
occurs in the present aminolysis reactions. It follows,
therefore, that the non-linear Brønsted plot shown in Fig.
1 for the reactions run in DMSO is not due to a change in
the RDS but to the use of improper pKa values.


One can obtain useful information about the reaction
mechanism from the magnitude of the �nuc value for
aminolysis reactions. It has generally been reported that a
small �nuc value (0.3 � 0.1) is obtained when the
aminolysis reaction proceeds through a rate-determining
formation of an addition intermediate, but a large �nuc


value (0.8 � 0.1) for aminolysis in which the RDS is rate-
determining breakdown of the addition intermediate.1–4


The �nuc value for the reactions run in DMSO (Fig. 2)
was calculated to be 0.73 � 0.05, which is almost
identical with that determined for the corresponding
reactions run in H2O (�nuc = 0.82 � 0.06 in Fig. 1).
Therefore, it is plausible that the present aminolysis
reactions both in H2O and in DMSO proceed through a
rate-determining breakdown of the addition intermediate,
based on the large �nuc values.


As mentioned in the preceding section, the change in
solvent from H2O to DMSO affected both the reactivity
and basicity of the amines studied. In order to correlate
the effect of solvent on reactivity and on basicity, a plot
of �pKa vs �log kN (= log kN in DMSO � log kN in H2O)
was constructed. As shown in Fig. 3, �log kN increases
with increasing �pKa, indicating that the increase in the
basicity of the amine is responsible for the increase in the
reactivity of the amine. The slope of the plot was
calculated to be 0.94 � 0.22. Therefore, it appears that
the increase in basicity is almost fully reflected in the
increase in reactivity of the amine upon the solvent
change from H2O to DMSO. This argument can explain
the fact that piperazinium ion, which exhibits the largest
increase in basicity, results in the largest increase in
reactivity, whereas piperidine shows a decrease in
basicity with the least rate enhancement upon the solvent
change from H2O to DMSO.
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Kinetic studies were performed with a Scinco S-2100
UV–visible spectrophotometer for slow reactions (t1/2


�10 s) and with an Applied Photophysics SX-17MV
stopped-flow spectrophotometer for fast reactions (t1/2


�10 s) equipped with a Neslab RTE-110 constant-
temperature circulating bath to keep the temperature in
the reaction cell at 25.0 � 0.1°C. The reactions were
followed by monitoring the appearance of the leaving p-
nitrophenoxide ion (or p-nitrophenol for the reaction with
piperazinium ion). All the reactions were carried out
under pseudo-first-order conditions in which the amine
concentrations were generally 20 times, but at least 10
times, greater than that of the substrate PNPA. Amine
stock solutions of ca. 0.2 M were prepared in a 25.0 ml
volumetric flask under a nitrogen atmosphere. DMSO
and the amines used were purchased from Aldrich and
distilled or recrystalized before use. All the solutions
were transferred by Hamilton gas-tight syringes. Other
details of kinetic methods have been reported pre-
viously.3


0����� ����!����
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The basicity of amine in DMSO was also determined
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spectrophotometrically. p-Nitrophenol was chosen as a
reference acid. The basicity of the amines studied was
determined by measuring the absorbance of p-nitrophen-
oxide ion which is at an equilibrium with the conjugate
acid of the amines at five different pH values using the
same UV–visible spectrophotometer as used for the
kinetic study. Standard 0.10 cm quartz cells (Helma)
closed at the top with a rubber septum were used.
Hamilton gas-tight syringes were used to transfer
solutions. All the solutions were prepared in 25.0 ml
volumetric flasks closed at the top with a rubber septum
just before use under a nitrogen atmosphere. Other details
of basicity measurements are similar to those in the
literature.13


(�%(#����%�


The change in solvent from H2O to DMSO influences not
only the reactivity but also the basicity of amines.
Amines are more reactive in DMSO than in H2O, and
more basic in the organic solvent with the exception of
piperidine. The present aminolysis reactions proceed
through a rate-determining breakdown of the addition
intermediate, based on the linear Brønsted-type plot
obtained with a large �nuc value for both reactions run in
H2O and in DMSO. The linear plot of �log kN vs �pKa


with a slope close to unity implies that the effect of
solvent on basicity is nearly fully reflected in reactivity.
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ABSTRACT: The —O—H���N bonds formed by interactions of picric acid (HA) with each of 12 (un)substituted
pyridines (B) in acetonitrile (AN) were studied by UV–vis spectrophotometry to determine the �pKAN


a �
pKAN


BH� � pKAN
HA corresponding to the transition system. The choice of both model system and experimental technique


enabled the effect of heteroconjugation to be observed and the effects of formation of two theoretically possible
homoconjugates (AHA� and BHB�) to be eliminated. The relationship between the wavelength at the absorbance
maximum (�max) for 10�4 M solutions of complexes of picric acid with (un)substituted pyridines in acetonitrile and
�pKAN


a was found to have a sigmoidal shape with an inflection point at �pKAN
a of ca �0.3. On the basis of this


relationship and UV–vis spectra, the picric acid–3-acetylpyridine system was recognized as that being the nearest to
the transition system. The fact that the transition �pKAN


a was lower than zero has been explained by the remarkable
effect of species having the average structures A�����HB on the established �max values. The general results of this
work and our previous results based on IR and 1H NMR studies, and also the lack of any experimental
counterexamples, indicate that the zero value of �pKAN


a constitutes a fundamental basis for predicting which one,
among the given family of protonic hetero systems, is the most likely to show transitional properties in acetonitrile.
Finally, it is postulated that the protonic hetero systems which are the most likely to show transitional properties in a
given solvent S are those for which �pKS


a is close to zero, the eventual shift arising from peculiarity of the technique
applied. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: UV–vis spectroscopy; —O—H���N hydrogen bonds; proton exchange; transition system; solvent interactions;
acetonitrile
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The symmetry of hydrogen bonds has been the subject of
a wide discussion in monographs1–5 and review articles6,7


for over 40 years. Recent proposals to explain the
possible role of strong hydrogen bonds in enzymatic
catalysis8–11 followed by a controversial debate12–18


resulted in studies19–23 on very subtle properties related
to this problem. Indeed, according to many researchers,
the most effective catalytic action has generally been
expected in cases of strong hydrogen bonds in which both
moieties competing for the key proton show comparable
affinity to it. Although there are many possible criteria for
hydrogen bond symmetry, the one that is based on the
most abrupt change of physicochemical properties of the
equimolar proton donor (HA)–proton acceptor (B)


system with �pKa (defined as pKBH� � pKHA) is the
easiest to verify and therefore seems to be the most
reasonable. The first experiment illustrating such a
change was carried out by Barrow24 in his pioneering
work on carboxylic acid–pyridine systems in chloroform.
The measured frequency of the stretching mode was,
however, referred to the solvent used, while �pKa was
referred to an aqueous medium. Analogous ‘mixed-
media relationships’ were later established by a large
number of investigators. It must be stressed that �pKa


values referred to organic solvents may appear to be
strikingly different from those referred to water. For
example, in water the proton-donating properties of the
trimethylammonium cation (BH�) and phenol (HA) are
comparable (pKH2O


BH� � 9�8;25 pKH2O
HA � 10�026), whereas


in acetonitrile the former appears to be much stronger
proton donor than the latter (pKAN


BH� � 17�6;27 pKAN
HA �


26.627). In acetonitrile, the trimethylammonium cation is
an even stronger proton donor than 4-nitrobenzoic acid
(HR) for which pKAN


HR is 18.7.27 The examples given
above explain why the experimental results obtained in
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non-aqueous solvents but related to �pKH2O
a are not


comparable and hence do not allow any constructive
conclusions about the localization of the hydrogen bridge
to be drawn.


The two basic types of curves which illustrate the
relationship between the measured value and �pKS


a
(where S denotes solvent used) are (a) the sigmoidal
curve with an inflection point24,28–30 and (b) the deltian
curve with a maximum,31–39 although in some studies it
appeared to be of gaussian shape.28,30,31 Each of these
two curves would allow for the transition system within
the given family systems to be detected. None of them is,
however, reached when the logarithm of the formation
constant of AHB or AHA�


1 complexes in the solvent S is
plotted against �pKS


a . In that case, the relationship is
practically linear with only insignificant deviations
caused by differentiated steric hindrances.40–42 Appa-
rently, the reason is that the two related values, log KS


AHB
and �pKS


a do have the same thermodynamic origin and
consequently undergo proportional changes when pas-
sing throughout whole family systems. It is then very
fortunate that selected spectroscopic properties of proto-
nic hetero systems appear to be much more sensitive than
those of thermodynamic ones.


In IR studies, the most often measured values are the
frequency of one chosen stretching band at the absor-
bance maximum24,28,29,43,44 and position of the centre of
gravity of a broad continuum.31,32,45 The latter approach
seems to be more reliable, as it allows one to avoid the
problems caused by the fact that in one system the
position of the absorbance maximum is settled by the
band coming from the heteroconjugate, whereas in
another it may be settled by the predominant band
coming from one of the two possible homoconjugates. Its
disadvantage is that some particular species, unlike
others, may contain additional groups (e.g. nitro groups)
hardly participating in the formation of hydrogen bonds
but contributing to the broad continuum and thus
affecting the position of its centre of gravity.


In 1H NMR studies, the typically measured value for
an equimolar mixture of proton donor and proton
acceptor is the weighted average proton chemical
shift.28,30,33–39,46 The use of chemical shift increments29


reflects the effect of the hydrogen bond formation itself,
as it takes into account the initial state of the key proton,
but simultaneously leads to a major problem in the
reliable determination of the limiting values of the proton
chemical shifts for particular proton donors. Undoubt-
edly, the great advantage of the 1H NMR technique is the
fact that if the concentration of water is low enough, the
observed key peak appears at a sufficiently low magnetic
field not to be overlapped by others (e.g. those charac-
teristic of aromatic protons).


The results obtained by IR and 1H NMR techniques for
equimolar 4-nitrobenzoic acid–substituted phenolate
systems in acetonitrile30 appears to be, so far, the only
significant one which relates the measured value to the


�pKa referred to the solvent used. The respective IR
spectra showed that with increasing �pKAN


a , a gradual
frequency shift (��) occurs, along with the disappearance
of the band corresponding to stretching mode in the
carboxyl group. Simultaneously, bands corresponding to
stretching modes (symmetrical and asymmetric) in the
carboxylate group appeared. As a result, in the corre-
sponding graphs of �� as a function of �pKAN


a some kind
of discontinuity was found. The distribution of points was
indicative of two sigmoidal curves starting from the same
point but ending up at different ‘saturation values’ which
represented symmetrical and asymmetric stretching
modes of the carboxylate group. In the 1H NMR spectra
of the same systems a very characteristic curve with a
maximum value of the averaged proton chemical shift
was observed. It is essential that in both IR and 1H NMR
spectra the specific behaviour occurred at a �pKAN


a
which was practically equal to zero. Since we are dealing
here with the transitional change in spectral properties,
the specific hypothetical system in which such a change
occurs will be referred to as a transition system and the
characteristic value of �pKAN


a will be referred to as
�pKAN


a of transition.
Although frequently used in studying protonic hetero


systems, UV–vis spectroscopy has rarely been applied in
determining transition systems.47–50 In all relevant
studies the magnitude measured was related to
�pKH2O


a . This made it difficult to draw any constructive
conclusion from the results obtained. Therefore, the
primary aim of this work was to check whether the
previously found general result (transition system when
�pKAN


a � 0) may also be confirmed for molecular
protonic hetero systems by UV–vis spectroscopy. A
supplementary aim was to identify the most important
factors affecting the determined �pKAN


a of transition.
The general problem with the use of UV–vis spectro-


scopy for determining a transition system is the same as
that for the IR technique, viz. superimposition of bands
coming from species other than the heteroconjugate. It
can be avoided, however, if the proton donor and the
proton acceptor in the system studied are chosen in such a
way that the two possible homoconjugates can hardly be
‘seen’ by this technique. Such a situation exists in a
selected picric acid (HA)–substituted pyridine (B)
systems in acetonitrile. The homoconjugates BHB� and
AHA� are scarcely visible in the spectroscopic range of
interest (330–450 nm), the former because it does not
possess any chromophore group (colourless) and the
latter because of negligible homoconjugation, as proved
experimentally51 and explained in terms of strong steric
effects caused by the nitro substituents and charge
delocalization.52


The pKAN
HA of picric acid (11.0)51 fits well the pKAN


BH�
range of the commonly available substituted pyridines,27


thus enabling systems of �pKAN
a close to zero to be


studied. It is also very fortunate that the �pKAN
a value


characterizing a given HA � B system can be calculated
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directly from the equation


�pKAN
a � pKAN


BH� � pKAN
HA


� EAHA� � EBHB�


s
� 2 log y� �1�


where EAHA� is the emf of the cell containing equimolar
amounts of HA and A�, EBHB� is the e.m.f. of the cell
containing an equimolar amounts of BH� and B, s is the
slope of the glass electrode calibration curve and y� is the
medium ion activity coefficient. Consequently, the
absolute pKAN


HA and pKAN
BH� values are not even required.


$%&$ ��$��'(


Acetonitrile (Serva, pure) used for the potentiometric
measurements was purified as described previously.53


Acetonitrile of spectroscopic grade (Riedel-de Haën) was
used in the UV–vis studies without further purification.
Picric acid (POCh, Gliwice, Poland; p.p.a.) was carefully
dried over P4O10 and crystallized from tetrachloro-
methane. Liquid pyridines (POCh; p.p.a.) were treated
with KOH and distilled. The solid substituted pyridines
2-cyanopyridine (Loba Chemie, pure), 3-cyanopyridine
(Windsor, pure), 4-cyanopyridine (Fluka, pure), 3-
hydroxypyridine (Fluka, pure) and 4-hydroxypyridine
(Fluka, pure) were crystallized from 96% ethanol (POCh,
p.p.a.). Picric acid–pyridine complexes were prepared by
mixing equimolar amounts of picric acid and the
corresponding pyridines in ethyl acetate at 55°C,
filtration from the reaction mixture and final crystal-
lization from ethanol. Pyridinium perchlorates were
prepared carefully by mixing equimolar amounts of the
corresponding substituted pyridine in methanol and
perchloric acid (Ferak, Berlin, 60% aqueous), evapora-
tion of solvents under reduced pressure and crystal-
lization from methanol. The composition of each of the
prepared picrate complex and perchlorate salt was
confirmed by elemental analysis carried out with a
Model 1106 elemental analyser (Carlo Erba) and
melting-point corresponding to that in the literature.


E.m.f. measurements involving equimolar mixtures of
substituted pyridines and their perchlorate salts and
equimolar mixtures of picric acid and tetrabutylammo-
nium picrate in the used solvent were carried out (twice
for each system) at 298 K using the same equipment as
described previously.53


UV–vis spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer
Model 402 spectrophotometer in quartz cells of thickness
1 cm.


 $�"(�� '�! !��#"�����


Figure 1 presents the UV–vis spectra of five selected


picric acid–substituted pyridine systems. With increasing
�pKAN


a the position of the absorbance maximum shifts
towards higher wavelengths. Since the �max values for
solutions of picric acid (HA) and tetrabutylammonium
picrate (A�) are 333 and 373 nm, respectively,54 the
appearance of bands between these two limiting values
must result from the co-existence of other (than HA and
A�) species in equilibrium. The effect of the AHA� ions
on the spectra can be excluded bearing in mind the above-
mentioned evidence and explanation. The negligible
homoconjugation in the picric acid–picrate systems has
been widely utilized in practice for calibration of glass
electrodes in non-aqueous media.27,51 Also, the effect of
the formation of BHB� homoconjugates on the UV–vis
spectra can safely be excluded because none of the
studied species containing a B moiety (B, BH� or BHB�)
possess any chromophoric group permitting significant
absorption in the spectroscopic range of interest. The
only species which could possibly affect the observed
spectra are those which contain both picric acid and
pyridine moieties bonded together, presumably through
hydrogen bonding, although the formation of charge-
transfer complexes seems worth considering.


According to the commonly accepted point of view,5


the hydrogen bonding equilibria are expressed in terms of


)
�*�� +, �%&��� ������� 	
 ����	������� �	����	�� 	
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the scheme:


HA � B � AH � � �B � A� � � �� HB
� A� � BH� �2�


of which the central one, between two tautomeric forms
AH���B and A�����HB, has been called the proton
transfer equilibrium. The most commonly cited evidence
for this equilibrium, given by Baba et al.,55 has, however,
been easily questioned56 as conflicting with the chemical
equilibrium law; the relative intensity of the two bands
assigned to the AH���B and A�����HB forms appeared
to be strongly dependent on the analytical concentrations
of HA and B. So far, no really convincing evidence for
the existence of this equilibrium has been published. The
proton transfer equilibrium is, anyway, difficult to use in
explaining the solution spectra of selected pyridine
picrates shown in Fig. 1. If it were really so significant,
both the short-wave band (corresponding to AH���B) and
long-wave band (corresponding to A�����HB) should be
very characteristic at least for systems 6, 7 and 8 showing
the most transitional properties. Meanwhile, in the
spectrum for system 6 the band corresponding to the
form A�����HB is hardly visible and in the spectrum for
system 8 the band corresponding to the form AH���B is
hardly visible. If one assumes that in the spectrum for
system 6 the hump at ca 410 nm is caused mainly by
A�����HB and that in the spectrum for the system 8 the
hump at ca 330 nm is caused mainly by AH���B, then the
same assignment should be made for the spectrum of
system 7. In that case, however, there is the question of
what kind of species is represented by the band with �max


at ca 366 nm. It is very doubtful that we are dealing here
with the triple minimum proton potential. The eventual
effect of coalescence of the two bands (corresponding to
AH���B and A�����HB forms) in the spectrum for
system 7, to form one central band, seems unlikely, first,
because of the sharpness of this band (despite the strong
influence of both side humps), second, because of a
complete lack of any indication of this effect in the cases
involving systems 6 and 8, and third, under such an
assumption, there are two significant side humps which
must be explained in terms of species other than AH���B
and A�����HB. Even considering that this coalescence
occurs in the spectrum of system 7, what use can one
make of the proton transfer equilibrium approach? The
coalescence of bands originating from both tautomeric
forms of the H-bonded complex has not, anyway, been
characteristic of the spectra given by several other
workers. For example, in the spectra given by Barrow,24


quite the contrary, the frequencies assigned to the
corresponding stretching modes in the forms AH���B
and A�����HB remain nearly constant throughout the
whole wide �pKH2O


a range studied, only the optical
intensities being altered.


The most reasonable explanation of the observed


spectra may therefore be given assuming that although a
large number of AHB forms co-exist (while the key
proton is exchanged or oscillates along the AHB bridges),
only one of them is dominant, thus giving rise to the
appearance of only one significant band. This band is
overlapped by those corresponding to other species
which occur in relatively large concentrations and show
sufficiently large absorptivities. Thus, in the spectra for
systems 1–6 (�pKAN


a markedly negative) the band
corresponding to the species with the averaged structure
AH���B overlaps the bands corresponding to HA and
AHS, the others (those of A� and SA�) being negligible.
In the spectra of systems 8–12 (�pKAN


a markedly
positive) the band corresponding to the species with the
averaged structure A�����HB overlaps the bands
corresponding to A� and SA�, the others (those of HA
and AHS) being negligible.


The only spectrum with the absorbance maximum
lying in an intermediate spectral range is that for the
picric acid–3-acetylpyridine system, for which �pKAN


a is
very close to zero. Therefore, of all complexes studied
only this particular one may be given the extended
formula A�H�B, which indicates the presence of the
hydrogen bridge being close to symmetrical. This system
may therefore be regarded as very close to the transition
system for the picric acid–pyridine interactions. The
complexes studied for which �pKAN


a is sufficiently
negative may consequently be represented by the
extended formula AH���B and those for which �pKAN


a
is sufficiently positive by the extended formula
A�����HB.


The results of e.m.f. measurements used for determin-
ing �pKAN


a according to Eqn. (1) and wavelengths at the
absorbance maximum for 10�4 M solutions of picric
acid–(un)substituted pyridines in acetonitrile are given in
Table 1. Bearing in mind the low analytical concentration
range studied, and that in systems with �pKAN


a close to
zero a significant part of the co-existing species remain in
the non-ionized form, the medium activity coefficient in
Eqn. (1) was assumed to be equal to unity. The �pKAN


a
values were used for rough calculations of heteroconju-
gation constants KAHB = [AHB]/([HA][B]) of the corre-
sponding picric acid–(un)substituted pyridine complexes.
Since the complete solution to the heteroconjugation
problem is currently not available (no experimental
method successfully takes into account the formation of
solvates), the most reasonable way to make such a
calculations is to use the relationship


K2
AHB


KAHA� � KBHB�
� �


KHA


KBH�
�3�


This type of relationship was originally deduced
previously56 and receives strong confirmation from the
experimental results. The dependences between the
heteroconjugation constant for a family of systems and
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�pKa (related to the solvent used) are linear, with a slope
typically close to 0.5.40–42,57 For molecular protonic
hetero systems, unlike ionic systems, the coefficient �,
however, differs significantly from unity.42 To find its
current value (once better methods for determining
heteroconjugation constants have been developed, the
value of this coefficient should accordingly be adjusted),
one can therefore use the constants determined pre-
viously by Chantooni and Kolthoff [KAHB = 6.4 	 103


(Ref. 54), KAHA� = 2 (Ref. 51), KBHB� = 7 (Ref. 54)] and
the �pKAN


a values determined in this work for the picric
acid–(un)substituted pyridine system in acetonitrile.
Transforming Eqn. (3) to the form


log� � 2 log KAHB � log KAHA� � log KBHB�


� log
KHA


KBH�


� �
�4�


and substituting log�KHA�KBH�� � �pKAN
a � 1�69, one


obtains log� = 4.8. Homoconjugation constants for sub-
stituted pyridines fall into a very narrow range,54,58 being
at the limits of potentiometric determinations. Therefore,
assuming for our rough calculations that they are the
same as for pyridine, one makes an insignificant error.
Under such assumptions, the final rough values of KAHB


are then simply related to �pKAN
a by


log KAHB � 3�0 � 1
2
�pKAN


a �5�


For the equimolar picric acid–3-acetylpyridine system,
�pKAN


a is very close to zero, then logKAHB = 3.0. At an
analytical concentration of the complex of 10�4 M,


assuming the formation of both homoconjugates and
solvates to be negligible, one obtains [HA] = [A�] =
[B] = [BH�] = 4.9 	 10�5 and [AHB] = 2.4 	 10�6. Con-
sidering that the formation of solvates (AHS, SA�, SHB�


and BS) lowers the equilibrium concentrations of the two
fundamental proton donors and two fundamental proton
acceptors, one can easily conclude that it must also,
accordingly, lower the equilibrium concentration of the
key heteroconjugate below that value. In other equimolar
systems, characterized by markedly negative or markedly
positive �pKAN


a , the conditions for the formation of the
heteroconjugate are much worse, resulting in correspond-
ingly lower equilibrium concentrations of the key
heteroconjugate being established. This seems to reveal
the whole problem in detecting significant bands for these


���� +, 7���������� �� ��� �+�	�+���� ��'���� )���'* 
	� �	����	�� 	
 ������ ����&)��*��+�������� �������� �	����'�� ��
����	������� )/89 : !2


�6
�*� ������� 	
 �5�5
5 ������������ ���� 
	� �������������./0� ��� �	�����	����� �����	�	�;�����	�


�	������� ./89 : </89=><8/=<9=


No. (Un)substituted pyridine moiety �max (nm) (�2 nm) EBHB� (mV)a �pKAN
a


b Log KAHB
c


1 2-Cyanopyridine 334 757.3 �3.95 1.0
2 2-Bromopyridine 337 719 �3.31 1.3
3 3-Cyanopyridine 338 686.8 �2.77 1.6
4 4-Cyanopyridine 337 656.5 �2.26 1.9
5 2-Acetylpyridine 345 584.3 �1.05 2.5
6 3-Bromopyridine 347 557.3 �0.60 2.7
7 3-Acetylpyridine 366 523.3 �0.03 3.0
8 3-Hydroxypyridine 372 426.5 1.59 3.8
9 Pyridine 372 420.5 1.69 3.81d


10 4-Hydroxypyridine 373 418.8 1.76 3.9
11 2-Ethylpyridine 373 369.3 2.55 4.3
12 4-Ethylpyridine 373 341 3.03 4.5


a The e.m.f. of the cell containing an equimolar mixture of (un)substituted pyridine (B) and BH�ClO�
4 �CB � CBH�ClO�


4
� 1�00 	 10�3� (the average of two


measurements).
b �pKAN


a � pKAN
BH� � pKAN


HA calculated directly from Eqn. (1), where EAHA� (e.m.f. of the cell containing equimolar mixture of HA and Bu4N�A�,
CHA = CBu4N�A� = 1.00 	 10�3) was equal to 521.5 mV and s (the slope of the glass electrode calibration curve) was equal to 59.68 mV pH�1.
c Calculated from the relationship K2


AHB/KAHA��KBHB� = �(KHA/KBH�) (see text).
d Ref. 55.


)
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species when �pKAN
a is markedly negative or markedly


positive.
Figure 2 presents the relationship between wavelength


at the absorbance maximum and �pKAN
a for equimolar


picric acid–(un)substituted pyridine systems (realized by
dissolution of the corresponding pyridinium picrates) in
acetonitrile. The relationship seems to have an evident
sigmoidal shape. An abrupt change of �max appears,
however, at �pKAN


a close to �0.3 and not at exactly zero.
This slight shift from the previously38 observed zero


value requires a constructive explanation. Since the
logarithm of the concentration ratio [A�]/[HA] varies
linearly with �pKAN


a , the most probable reason for this
shift is the much higher absorptivity of A�����HB
species compared with those of AH���B. This, in turn,
can be concluded from the fact that the picrate ion shows
much higher absorptivity (1.36 	 104) than that of the
picric acid molecule HA (5.95).59 The positions of the
�max values in the spectra shown in Fig. 1 appear as a
result of the superimposition of bands coming from
species of which the relative equilibrium concentrations
vary when �pKAN


a increases. When �pKAN
a increases


from negative to positive values, the structure of the key
heteroconjugate changes from AH���B to A�����HB,
the contribution of the latter to establishing �max


becoming more pronounced. In Fig. 2, the relevant �max


values for systems 7–12 are then more strongly elevated
along the � axis, with the result that the inflection point is
not found at �pKAN


a equal to zero but at a slightly
negative value. The very characteristic asymmetric
(relative to the inflection point) shape of the hypothetical
curve that could be derived from the experimental points
in Fig. 2 seem to confirm the reasoning given above.
Regardless of this, electrostatic interactions, which do
change along with �pKAN


a , may also contribute to the
observed a symmetric distribution of the experimental
points.


This work indicates that the �pKAN
a value is the most


important parameter affecting the physico-chemical
properties of protonic hetero systems in acetonitrile.
This is in full agreement with previous results based on
IR and 1H NMR studies. Both the maximum proton
chemical shift on the graph based on 1H NMR spectra and
the inflection point for the corresponding curve based on
IR spectra appeared at �pKAN


a almost equal to zero. The
same result may also be obtained when considering the
analogous dependences against �pKH2O


a found in our
previous work29 and the �pKAN


a vs �pKH2O
a relationship


for benzoic acids based on data published by Kolthoff
and Chantooni.60 The rule confirmed in this work
(�pKAN


a close to zero for transition HA � B systems in
acetonitrile) may also be fulfilled in a more general form:
for any transition HA � B system in the solvent S, �pKS


a
is close to zero, the shift from this fundamental value
arising from peculiarity of the technique applied.
Confirmation of this general hypothesis by experiment
for wider concentration ratios could be of great


importance as it could create a basis for deriving several
interesting relationships in the field of hydrogen bonding
equilibria.
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ABSTRACT: Biological motors and machines are multicomponent assemblies undergoing large-amplitude
geometrical changes or leading to the locomotion of one of the components, under the action of either an external
stimulus (pH change, redox process, light pulse, etc.) or a chemical gradient. Many examples are known of proteins
which undergo important shape modifications (folding–defolding) after a signal has been sent to the protein. Threaded
or interlocking rings are ideally suited to the construction of fully artificial molecular motors. If a ring is threaded onto
a rod, it can either rotate around the axle or undergo a translation movement. Similarly, in catenanes (i.e. interlocking
ring multicomponent systems), a ring can glide at will and spin within another ring. Several examples of such
compounds have been elaborated and studied in recent years, using threaded and interlocking molecules. Our group
has proposed several molecular assemblies acting as ‘machines.’ They are based on transition metal complexes and
the systems are set in motion by sending an electrochemical or photochemical signal. A recent contribution from our
team describes a doubly threaded compound which can be contracted or stretched at will. By sending a chemical
signal to the molecule, one can readily convert the contracted compound [copper(I) complex] to the extended
situation (zinc complex). The back reaction is also easily carried out and it is quantitative. Potentially, the system is
ready to react to an electrochemical stimulus and lead to the same movement. The present molecular assembly is thus
reminiscent of skeletal muscles. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: molecular machines; molecular motors; transition metal complexes
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In biology, molecular machines and motors play an
essential role.1 Many examples are known of proteins
which undergo important shape changes, such as folding–
defolding, after a signal has been sent to the molecules.2


Molecular motors consist of several components, among
which some parts will be considered as motionless and
some others will move continuously while energy is
consumed (ATP hydrolysis or pH-gradient consump-
tion). Biological motors can be classified as rotary or
linear motors, ATP synthase being certainly the most
important and best understood rotary motor.3


Artificial molecular machines and motors have appeared
as one of the emerging fields of chemistry in the last


decade.4 Molecules or molecular assemblies for which a
certain part can be set into motion deliberately have
triggered great interest as ‘machines’ in the course of the
last 7–8 years.5 Several such systems have been designed
and elaborated recently, many of them being based on
electroactive compounds whose shape will be modified at
will by a redox process. Threaded or interlocking rings6 are
ideally suited to the construction of machines or motors
since large-amplitude motions can be envisaged with such
architectures, without the risk of damaging the chemical
structure of the system. If a ring is threaded onto a rod, it can
either spin around the axle or undergo a translation
movement. In a similar way, a ring can glide and spin
within another ring in interlocking ring systems (catenanes).


Two representative examples of ‘molecular machines’
are depicted in Fig. 1. They are based on organic
acceptor–donor and hydrogen-bonded complexes5a


[Fig. 1(a)] or transition metal (copper) complexes5b


[Fig. 1(b)].
This review article is focused on linear machines and


motors, which are essential in many biological processes.
Recently, several linear motors have been especially
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investigated, such as microtubule-associated ATPases.
Kinesin and dyneine play an essential role in organelle
transport along the microtubules in cells.7 These proteins
travel in a controlled fashion, in a way reminiscent of
trains on rails.


Clearly, the functioning of skeletal muscles is the best
understood linear motor.8 The actin–myosin linear motor,
which constitutes the most important part of muscles, has
been extensively studied in the three last decades. There
is obviously some analogy between the motion of actin
filaments with respect to myosin-containing filaments


(thick filament) and classical motors consisting of a
piston moving in a cylinder (see Fig. 2).


In terms of molecular synthetic models, shuttles,5a


consisting of rings gliding on the filaments (or rods) on
which they have been threaded, also display functional
analogy with the myosin–actin complex.


�')*�()+& �("�)*"


In order to obtain efficient machines, elaborated topol-
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ogies are needed. In particular, one-dimensional molecu-
lar assemblies able to undergo stretching and contraction
motions under the action of an external signal, similar to


those observed in the real muscles, appeared as an
exciting target.


Several interesting artificial systems have been de-
scribed which aim at reproducing some essential proper-
ties of skeletal muscles. Polypyrrole-based devices are
particularly promising, allowing one to bend a solid
polymer film in one direction or another depending on the
sign of an electric current applied to the film.9 Another
recent approach relies on single-walled nanotube
sheets.10 However, unimolecular linear arrays capable
of undergoing contraction or stretching have so far not
been made.


�
��#� ��� ������ �������	



We designed and studied a multicomponent system able
to contract or stretch under the action of an external
chemical signal. Our system, based on a symmetrical
doubly threaded topology and represented in a very
schematic fashion in Fig. 3, was originally assumed to
fulfil the requirements to mimic the behavior of a muscle
at the molecular level.


Double-threaded topologies were obtained by Stoddart
and co-workers in the solid state by dimerization of a
self-complementary monomer, whereas in solution
single-threading processes led to the formation of various
pseudo-oligomeric rotaxane topologies.11a,b By analogy
with real muscles, a molecular assembly in which two
filaments can glide along one another was designed. This
is the very process taking place in the sarcomere, in
which the thick filament (containing myosin) moves
along the thin filament (actin polymer) in one direction or
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the other so as to induce contraction or stretching. In the
double-threaded object in Fig. 3, the motion is easy to
visualize. Both strings (mimicking the muscle filaments)
move along one another but stay together thanks to the
rotaxane nature of the system.


So far, the machine-like compounds elaborated and
studied in our group were mostly copper complexes, the
motion being triggered by an electrochemical reaction
(CuI/CuII),5b,12 although photochemically driven pro-
cesses based on ruthenium(II) compounds also seem to be
promising.13 The present system contains copper(I) as the
assembling and templating metal, but the movement is
induced by a chemical reaction, corresponding to metal
exchange. As shown in Fig. 4 the doubly-threaded
compound reported here can bind simultaneously two
metal centers, in either a four or a five-coordinate
geometry. The four-coordinate situation results from the
coordination of a copper(I) ion with two phenanthroline
units and corresponds to an extended geometry (left part
of Fig. 4), whereas the pentacoordinated situation
resulting from the coordination of a divalent ion M with


one phenanthroline and one terpyridine leads to a
contracted geometry (right part of Fig. 4).


To reach such a rotaxane dimer we envisaged the
general synthetic strategy represented schematically in
Fig. 5(a).


A macrocycle containing a 2,9-diaryl-1,10-phenan-
throline was covalently linked to a linear 3–8-substituted
1,10-phenanthroline, ended by a phenolic function which
will allow the final stoppering process. Synthesis of the
dinuclear doubly threaded central core was performed
using copper(I) as gathering and threading actuator
between two of the latter bis-bidentate ligands. After
separate synthesis of a functionalized 2,2�,6�,2�-terpy-
ridine bearing a bulky stopper, we reacted two such
terdentate coordinating units with the phenolic functions
of the doubly threaded dicopper(I) complex. This last
reaction not only allowed us to introduce terdentate sites
into the molecular assembly, but gave also access to a
real rotaxane structure in which any dethreading process
is prohibited owing to the presence of the two bulky
stoppers. Once both principles (motion principle and
construction principle) were defined, CPK models were
very helpful in deciding what should be the precise
chemical structure of each symbolic fragment used in
Figs 4 and 5(a). Indeed, CPK models suggested us that a
31-membered macrocycle should have the optimum size.
It appeared large enough to allow the threading of a
phenanthroline belonging to an opposite rod, but also
small enough so that an intramolecular copper(I)
complexation between the two phenanthrolines of the
same unit will be avoided. In fact, such a kind of
intramolecular complexation could occur with a large,
flexible macrocycle able to fold up easily. For the rod we
chose a tetrasubstituted phenanthroline. Substitution at
the 2- and 9-positions was necessary for the formation of
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a stable diphenanthroline–copper(I) complex, but here
again the size was critical: even if necessary, these
substituents should not be too bulky so that the threading
process will not be inhibited for steric reasons. Methyl
groups fulfil such a requirement. Finally, the 3- and 8-
positions were substituted by aromatic groups so that the
rod would be as linear as possible, avoiding the formation
of an intramolecular copper(I) complex between the two
adjacent phenanthrolines of the same subunit. A 5,5�-
dimethylterpyridine able to be connected to the other
fragments after functionalization of the methyl groups
was chosen as terdentate site. The large bulky tris(terbu-
tylphenyl)methane derivative stoppers should avoid any
dethreading. After all the connections between the


various fragments had been achieved, the precise
chemical nature of the monomeric multisite ligand used
in the present work is as given in Fig. 5(b).
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Using copper(I) as a gathering and threading center, it
was possible to generate the doubly threaded species
shown schematically in Fig. 6, both in solution and in the
solid state. In this dinuclear dimer each organic ligand is
a self-complementary monomer of a chelating ring
attached to a coordinating stick. Owing to the structural
features of the ring-and-stick ligand 1, the complexation
reaction that affords the doubly threaded copper(I)
complex 22� can be regarded as a double plugging-in
process between the female (ring) and the male
(coordinating stick) components; thus the organic ligand
has a hermaphrodite character.


As expected, 1 was not able to form an intramolecular
tail-bitten complex. The rigid rod consisting of 3,8-
diaryl-1,10-phenanthroline is too rigid and connected to
the ring via a too short linker for 1 to fold up so as to
allow a self-threading process, comparable to what was
observed in previously reported organic systems.14 In
fact, the dimerization reaction represented in Fig. 6
occured quantitavely in solution upon addition of a
stoichiometric amount of Cu(CH3CN)4


�PF6� to 1. 1H
NMR and mass spectrometry (MS) turned out to be
particularly useful to demonstrate the quantitative
formation of the dimer 22� at room temperature15 (see
Fig. 7)


Interestingly, 1H NMR and thin-layer chromatography
clearly showed that the initial mixture of the kinetic
copper(I) complexes obtained immediately after addition
of the copper(I) salt to ligand 1 re-equilibrates. The
various cyclic or linear oligomers initially present in the
reaction mixture besides 22� are spontaneously con-
verted to the thermodynamically more stable dimer 22�
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in quantitative yield over a period of 48 h at room
temperature.


The dimer 22� was isolated as deep red crystals of its
PF6


� salt, which allowed the determination of its actual
molecular structure by x-ray diffraction. The molecular
structure of the dinuclear dimer 22� which possesses only
a single C2 axis is shown in Fig. 8.


The complex 22� contains two identical symmetry-
related subunits each consisting of one macrocycle, one
linear 3,8-diaryl-1, 10-phenanthroline rod and one copper
ion. The most striking feature of this structure is its linear
well extended anti-parallel arrangement which locates
the two terminal phenolic oxygen at a distance as large as
36.3 Å. The two copper atoms are 18.3 Å apart and have
identical environments.
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The interesting topology of the complex 22� prompted us
to react its phenolic functions in DMF and Cs2CO3 at
40°C with two equivalents of bromide 3 (a stopper-
bearing disymmetrical 2,2�,6�,2�-terpyridine which was
obtained in a multi-step synthesis). The latter coupling
reaction led to the molecular ‘muscle’ 42� in 60% yield
as represented in Fig. 9.


2D-ROESY NMR experiments and high-resolution


fast atom bombardment (FAB) MS showed clearly that
the stoppering procedure leading to 42� occured without
significant dethreading, as evidenced by large interfrag-
ment interactions in its NMR spectrum and the expected
molecular ion peak at m/z 3834.2 (calculated, 3834.3).
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The free ligand 5 obtained in quantitative yield by
reacting 42� with a large excess of KCN (in CH2Cl2–H2O
at room temperature) was subsequently remetalated with
Zn(NO3)2 (in CH2Cl2–MeOH) affording 64� quantita-
tively as a colorless solid, in the contracted situation (Fig.
10). The reverse motion, leading back to the extended
situation, i.e. back to 42�, could be easily induced upon
addition of excess Cu(CH3CN)4�PF6 in CH2Cl2-CH3CN
at room temperature. If the dimeric nature of 42�, 5 and
64� could be easily evidenced by MS [FAB or
electrospray(ES)], the contraction/stretching phenomen-
on accompanying the metal exchange (CuI/ZnII) required
to be demonstrated by extensive NMR studies. The latter
were mainly based on the unambiguous chemical shifts
of some aromatic protons (belonging to either the
phenanthroline or the terpyridine moieties), which turned
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out to be excellent probes in one- and two-dimensional
1H NMR.16


The present rotaxane dimer represents the first
example of a unimolecular linear array able to stretch
and contract at will under the action of a chemical
stimulus. From CPK model estimations, the length of the
compound changes from 83 to 65 Å between the two
situations, i.e. roughly of the same relative amount as
natural muscles (�27%).


�'%�)("$'%


The field of molecules in motion, for which movements
and shape changes are triggered and controlled from the
outside, has indisputably been one of the most rapidly
developing areas of the last decade. Transition metal-
containing rotaxanes and catenanes represent an inter-
esting class of such compounds, owing to the evident
non-destructive nature of the redox processes taking
place on the metal, as opposed to the involvement of
organic radicals. Electrochemical signaling is attractive


but photonic processes are likely to be more important if
future applications are to be found. Here again, transition
metal complexes will play an important role since many
of them display rich and clean photochemistry. In this
review, we have discussed a rotaxane dimer whose
behavior is reminiscent of a muscle. The stretching/
contraction process is triggered by a chemical reaction
(metal exchange), but it is obviously hoped that
electrochemical or photochemical reactions will also
lead to the same mechanical effect in the future. Most of
the work carried out in our group has been inspired by
biology, and this is of course the case for the compounds
described here. Nowadays, applications of transition
metal-based synthetic muscles seem to be relatively far
away, but other systems may turn out to be practically
important much sooner.


Recent work17 has demonstrated that molecular
computers are perhaps not out of reach and could be
proposed within one or two decades. In addition, the
motion of a ring shuttling between two or several stations
could easily be related to the transport of various
chemical species, the ring playing the role of a cargo in
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a way reminiscent of kinesin or dyneine moving along
microtubules in cells.18 Another important step will be to
transpose what has been performed on large collections
of molecules in solution to ordered 2D- and 3D-arrays
and single molecules on a surface.
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ABSTRACT: Whereas intramolecular catalysis by nucleophilic groups can be associated with values of effective
molarities ranging from 105 to 108 M in the absence of strain, values below 10 M are usually observed for general
acid–base catalysis. Based on the grounds that the efficiency of intramolecular reactions is related to the entropic
disadvantage of bimolecular reactions, this low efficiency is usually explained by a loose transition state for proton
transfer that is diffusion limited in the thermodynamically favorable direction. However, the transient formation of a
hydrogen bond at an electronegative center provides another possibility that can account for the low efficiency of
general acid–base catalysis when the reaction is not diffusion limited. Any proton transfer at a site that forms
hydrogen bonds to the solvent and that is concerted with a slower process is likely to take place along a hydrogen bond
with the catalyst and thus to have an intramolecular character. As a result, low benefits can be earned from further
intramolecularity. This analysis has important consequences for intramolecular and enzymatic proton transfers to and
from carbon atoms. Owing to the absence or the weak strength of hydrogen bonds capable of inducing intra-
molecularity in the non-catalyzed mechanism, high effective molarities could be recovered. As a result, the existence
of strong hydrogen bonds with carbon acids would no longer be needed to account for the high effective molarities
that have been observed in some cases for intramolecular proton transfer to or from carbon. Moreover, the
introduction of new concepts such as short, strong hydrogen bonds (low-barrier hydrogen bonds) to account for the
high efficiency of enzymatic proton abstraction from carbon would not be necessary. Copyright  2002 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: enzymatic catalysis; general acid–base catalysis; hydrogen bonds; induced intramolecularity;
neighboring group participation; proton transfer
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The efficiency of intramolecular reactions is generally
measured by the effective molarity (EM) of the intra-
molecular reagent (the ratio of the unimolecular rate
constant for the intramolecular reaction to that of a
similar bimolecular process).1 In contrast to nucleophilic
reactions for which EM values above 105 M are cus-
tomarily found, EMs ranging from 1 to 10 M are generally
observed for intramolecular general acid–base catalysis.1


This low efficiency is usually explained by the diffusion-
limited character of proton transfer between electronega-
tive atoms (O, N, S) in the thermodynamically favorable


direction.2 The almost absence of a free energy barrier for
proton transfer along a hydrogen bond through the Eigen
mechanism was first proposed to account for these fast
rates.3 However, the substantial intrinsic barrier of ca
5 kcal mol�1(1 kcal = 4.184 kJ), deduced from experi-
mental data,4 was subsequently explained by an indirect
transfer due to the slow removal of the last water
molecule during the diffusion step.5


The driving force for general acid–base catalysis arises
from large changes in pKa that are usually associated with
chemical reactions,6 as for example when an unstable
intermediate must be trapped by a diffusion-limited
proton transfer for the reaction to proceed. However, if
the intermediate becomes still less stable and thus reverts
to the reactants faster than the diffusion of the catalyst,
this process is no longer efficient and any observed
catalysis must take place through pre-association or
concerted mechanisms.6 In this case, the general acid or
base must already be present in the ground state. The
lowest energy path is then likely to involve a direct
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proton transfer along a preformed hydrogen bond
between the catalyst and the reaction center.


It must be remarked that the formation of this complex
is associated with the loss of translational and rotational
entropy. As a result, little benefit can be earned from
further intramolecularity, in agreement with the fact that
entropy is not likely to be significantly altered by proton
location unless the hydrogen bond is broken. Although it
has been overlooked, this intramolecular character
(Scheme 1) has important consequences for understand-
ing general acid–base catalysis in enzymatic transforma-
tions and intramolecular reactions. The following
discussion of its consequences is based on the interpreta-
tion of rate accelerations in intramolecular reactions as
corresponding to the entropic disadvantage of bimolecu-
lar reactions.7 Much debate has been devoted to the
explanation of these high rates.8,9 However, it must be
emphasized that the main conclusions of this work
depend on intramolecularity (or induced intramolecu-
larity) in the reacting systems but are actually indepen-
dent of the explanation given to account for its efficiency.
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A representative example of concerted general acid
catalysis at an electronegative center, which is normally
hydrogen-bonded, is analyzed in Scheme 2. Overall rate
constants for the unimolecular (kintra) or bimolecular
(kinter) processes can be deduced from first-order rate
constants k1 or k2, respectively [Eqns (1) and (2)]. This
calculation takes into account the relative stability of
hydrogen bonds with the intramolecular (K1) or inter-
molecular (K2) acid catalyst as compared with the


hydrogen bond with water.


kintra � k1��1 � �H2O��K1� �1�
kinter � k2���AH� � �H2O��K2� �2�


According to the above hypothesis, the reaction rates can
be considered as identical starting from either hydrogen-
bonded adduct 1 or 2 (k1 = k2), independently of addi-
tional intramolecularity in 1. EM can be determined as
the ratio of rate constants as defined in Eqn. (3) and
developed in Eqn. (4):


EM � kintra�kinter �3�
EM � ��AH� � �H2O��K2���1 � �H2O��K1� �4�


Numerical values can be obtained considering standard
conditions ([AH] = 1 M) and the molarity of water
([H2O] = 55 M). A value between 1 and 55 can be
estimated for the equilibrium constant K2 by the
following observations (values in agreement with these
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estimations have been reported.10) First, acids stronger
than water only can give rise to observable catalysis
(exceeding the effect of water), and as a result the
hydrogen bond would then be more stable than that with
water (K2 �1). Second, stable intermolecular hydrogen
bonds are not observed in this solvent because of the
competition with water (K2 	55). Using these conserva-
tive hypotheses in the case of a stable intramolecular
hydrogen bond (K1 
55 M) results in an estimate of
2–56 M for the effective molarity [Eqn. (3)] of an
intramolecular general acid, in good agreement with the
observed 1–10 M range. Less stable intramolecular
hydrogen bonds (K1 	55 M) would lead to lower EM
values. The involvement of induced intramolecularity in
the bimolecular reaction is therefore consistent with
observed EM values for general acid–base catalysis. This
involvement is independent of likely contributions from
overlapping of molecular orbitals to the proton transfer
process and implies no supposition about the nature of
hydrogen bonds and the potential associated with them.
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Except that the relevance of using EMs for general acid–
base catalysis may be questioned, the above conclusion
has no experimental consequences when the site of
general acid–base catalysis is an electronegative atom.
However, general acid–base catalysis can also be the
result of slow proton transfers involving carbon atoms. In
this case, the situation is completely different because
these centers are normally not hydrogen bonded, and the
effect of intramolecularity can therefore be predicted to
be ‘normal.’ As a result, EMs much higher than 102 M


could be observed if the mechanism corresponds to a
direct proton transfer at a center that does not form
hydrogen bonds with either water or the catalyst. The
upper limit of EMs in the absence of strain, which
depends on the entropy loss at the transition state of the
bimolecular reaction,7 could only be reached for rate-
determining proton transfers to or from carbon atoms
bearing no electron-withdrawing substituents able to
confer a partially ionic character to the C—H bond.
Because the reaction is not diffusion controlled, this limit
has no reason to be much lower than the value of
6.5 � 106 M determined for a hydride transfer reaction.11


However, weak hydrogen bonds are likely to be formed
with most carbon acids, leading to intermediate values.
As in any other intramolecular reaction, further limita-
tions resulting from ring size and stereoelectronic
requirements are likely to be involved. Moreover, these
reactions may be classified apart from other intramol-
ecular reactions (e.g. cyclizations) since a bond in the
ring is formed while another is broken, the transition state
only being cyclic. Interestingly, equivalent processes for
nucleophilic substitution at saturated carbon, correspond-


ing to 5-Endo-Tet and 6-Endo-Tet ring closures, are not
favored according to Baldwin’s rules.12


Exceptions to the rule that any observed EM above
80 M must result from a process other than general acid–
base catalysis have been reported by Kirby.13 Cyclic
systems derived from salicylic acid or proton sponges
display high EMs for acetal hydrolysis. These rate
increases have been accounted for by the formation of a
strong hydrogen bond at the transition state. Several
examples of EM values exceeding 102 M for intramol-
ecular proton transfers involving carbon atoms have been
reported.14,15 A similar explanation would require strong
hydrogen bonds to be formed in this case also. However,
such a hypothesis is no longer needed, although not ruled
out, if EMs much higher than 102 M can result from
intramolecularity in proton transfers to and from carbon,
as proposed here.


A large number of enzyme-catalyzed reactions involve
the abstraction of a proton from a carbon atom adjacent to
a carbonyl or carboxylic acid group by an active site
general base catalyst. These reactions display rate
enhancements exceeding those usually observed for
Brønsted buffer catalysis in water.16 This observation
led to the proposal that catalysis is brought about by an
unusual stabilization of the transition state by a short,
strong hydrogen bond (low-barrier hydrogen bond).17


Arguments against18 that hypothesis have been advanced
but new contributions were published in support of the
existence of low-barrier hydrogen bonds in the transition
states of enzyme reactions.19 According to the above
remark, high efficiency in enzyme-catalyzed proton
transfers from and to carbon can more simply be
explained by the absence of hydrogen bonding in the
ground state of the reference reaction. In the mechanism
of these enzymes the fixation of the substrate by inter-
actions with functional groups distinct from the C—H
bond gives rise to an enzyme–substrate complex in which
a general base is available to provide such increases
without need to invoke special explanations.


����$� ���


Induced intramolecularity is a key component of enzyme
power.20 It also contributes to bringing about catalysis in
enzyme mimics or models. Its specific feature is that the
formation of a complex is associated with a favorable
intrinsic binding energy, which compensates for the
entropic cost of the fixation of the substrate,21 which is
already present at the transition state and which
disappears only when the product is released. An implicit
consequence of the proposition made here is that induced
intramolecularity contributes to the high rates of proton
transfer along hydrogen bonds. Hydrogen bonds may
then be depicted as the simplest enzyme mimics because
these rates can in part be explained by the use of binding
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energy to compensate for the entropic cost that inhibits
the bimolecular reaction.
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ABSTRACT: The solvent dependence of the 1H and 13C NMR spectra of 3-fluoro-3-methyl-2-butanone (FMB) and
1-fluoro-3,3-dimethyl-2-butanone (FDMB) was examined and the 4JHF, 1JCF and 2JCF couplings are reported. Density
functional theory (DFT) at the B3LYP/6–311 �� G(2df,2p) level with ZPE (zero point energy) corrections was used
to obtain the conformer geometries. In both FMB and FDMB, the DFT method gave only two minima for cis
(F—C—C=O, 0°) and trans (F—C—C=O, 180°) rotamers. Assuming the cis and trans forms, the observed
couplings in FMB when analysed by solvation theory gave the energy difference Ecis � Etrans of 3.80 kcal mol�1


(1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) in the vapour phase (cf. the DFT value of 3.21 kcal mol�1), decreasing to 2.6 kcal mol�1 in CCl4
and to 0.27 kcal mol�1 in DMSO. In FDMB the observed couplings when analysed similarly by solvation theory gave
Ecis � Etrans = 1.80 kcal mol�1 in the vapour phase, decreasing to 0.47 kcal mol�1 in CCl4 and to �1.25 kcal mol�1 in
DMSO. The introduction of a methyl group geminal to the fluorine atom shifts the conformational equilibrium
towards the trans rotamer, in contrast to no significant effect when the methyl group is introduced at the �-carbon
further from the fluorine atom. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: conformational analysis; fluoroketones; NMR; solvation; theoretical calculations
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The last three decades have seen tremendous interest in
fluorinated biological analogues and their pharmacologi-
cal properties.1 In determining the mode of action of
fluoro compounds in vivo, the conformational changes
induced by the fluorine substituent are of primary impor-
tance. These are primarily electronic as the steric effect of
fluorine is very small. An example is the interaction
between fluorine and the oxygen of a carbonyl group (i.e.
F—C—C=O) which has been widely investigated. This
group has been shown to have a predominantly twofold
potential in fluoroacetic acid,2 fluoroacetyl chloride3 and
fluoroacetone4–6 in all of which the conformational
isomerism was shown to be between the cis and trans
forms. In these cases the cis form is more stable in
solvents of medium and high polarity.


It has also been observed7 that a small change in
structure (the replacement of a hydrogen atom by a


methyl group) shifts the conformational isomerism
significantly. In fluoroacetone (FA),4 the trans rotamer
predominates over the cis rotamer only in solvents of low
polarity (CCl4, CS2 and CDCl3), whereas for 3-fluoro-2-
butanone (FB)7 the trans rotamer predominates over the
cis rotamer in all solvents (CCl4 to DMSO). This beha-
viour is presumably due to the increased steric repulsion
between the two methyl groups in the gauche position
which destabilizes the cis rotamer in 3-fluoro-2-buta-
none.


Here we investigated the conformational isomerism in
the related compounds 3-fluoro-3-methyl-2-butanone
(FMB), where the remaining hydrogen atom in C-3 of
FB is replaced by a methyl group [Fig. 1(a)] and 1-fluoro-
3,3-dimethyl-2-butanone (FDMB), where all the hydro-
gen atoms of C-3 in FA are replaced by methyl groups
[Fig. 1(b)].


The 1H and 13C NMR spectra and the IR spectra of
FMB and FDMB in different solvents were obtained.
Both the 4JHF, 1JCF and 2JCF couplings and the IR spectra
are sensitive to the F—C—C=O orientation. The use of
DFT calculations plus solvation theory8 allows us both to
define the interconverting rotamers in FMB and FDMB
and to obtain the conformer energy differences in the
vapour phase and in solution.
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Ab initio (DFT) calculations were performed using the
Gaussian 98 program.9 The potential energy surfaces
were obtained at the recommended B3LYP/6–31G(d,p)
level to find the most stable rotamers for the studied
molecules. The optimized geometries, which would be
used in solvation theory, were obtained at a higher level,
the B3LYP/6–311 �� G(2df,2p) level, and to determine
more accurate energies zero point energy (ZPE) correc-
tions10 were performed. However, the ZPE calculations
do not lead to changes in the geometry parameters. The
solvation calculations were performed using the
MODELS program, applying the geometries from
Gaussian as input file. This theory (solvation theory)
has been described fully elsewhere,4,7,8,11,12 so only a
brief description is given here. The solvation energy of a
molecule is given by including both the dipole and
quadrupole reaction fields and also a direct dipole–dipole
term to take account of the breakdown of the Onsager
reaction-field theory in very polar media.


On this basis, the solvation energy of any molecule in
state A, i.e. the difference between the energy in vapour
(EA


V) and in any solvent (EA
S) of relative permittivity �,


is given by the equation


EA
V � EA


S � kAx��1 � lx� � 3hAx��5 � x�
� bf �1 � exp��bf �16RT �� �1�


where x = (�� 1)/(2�� 1), l = 2(nD
2 � 1)/(nD


2 � 2), b =
4.30(a3/2/r3)(kA � 0.5hA)1/2 and f = [(�� 2)/(�� 1)/�]1/2


for � �2 and is zero otherwise, nD is the refractive index
and T is the temperature (K). The first term is due to the
solute dipole (kA = �A


2/a3, �A is the solute dipole) and the
second term to the solute quadrupole (hA = qA


2/a5, qA is


the solute quadrupole) and a is the solute radius. The third
term is the dipole–dipole term for very polar media. The
solute radius is obtained directly from the molar volume
(VM) of the solute (VM/N = 4�a3/3, where N is Avoga-
dro’s number). The molar volume can be obtained from
the density of pure liquid, if known, or directly in the
program from additive atomic volumes. Similarly, the
solute refractive index may be inserted if known or
calculated directly from additive contributions.


For a molecule in state B a similar equation is obtained
differing only in the values of kB and hB. Subtraction of
the two equations gives the experimentally required
quantity �ES (EA


S � EB
S), the energy difference in any


solvent S of given relative permittivity, in terms of �EV


(EA
V � EB


V) and calculable or measurable parameters.
The dipole and quadrupole moments of the molecules are
calculated directly from the partial atomic charges in the
molecule using the CHARGE routine.13 This theory has
been shown to give an accurate account of the solvent
dependence of a variety of conformational equi-
libria.4,7,11,12
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To our knowledge, there have been no previous
theoretical study of these molecules. The Gaussian
calculations gave for both FMB and FDMB two stable
rotamers, the cis and trans forms. The optimized
geometries and energies of these rotamers are given in
Table 1. The DFT-calculated dipole moments are for
FMB 0.94 D (trans) and 4.41 D (cis) and for FDMB 1.29
D (trans) and 4.28 D (cis). Using the DFT geometries, the
CHARGE routine13 gave dipole moments for FMB of
1.05 D (trans) and 4.70 D (cis) and for FDMB dipole
moments of 1.04 D (trans) and 4.42 D (cis). The DFT and
CHARGE dipole moments are in good agreement, hence
the partial atomic charges may be used with confidence in
the solvation calculations. The values of the solvation
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Parameter


FMB FDMB


trans cis trans cis


r(C=O) (Å) 1.208 1.203 1.209 1.204
r(C—C) (Å) 1.522 1.526 1.531 1.529
r(CF—CMe) (Å) 1.542 1.541 1.543 1.541
r(C—F) (Å) 1.411 1.393 1.390 1.375
r(C—H) (Å) 1.092 1.091 1.091 1.090
�(C—C=O)° 118.2 121.2 122.9 122.6
�(F—C—C)° 109.0 107.4 116.2 111.0
�(H—C—C)° 109.6 110.5 109.2 111.0
�(F—C—C=O) 180.0 0.00 180.0 0.00
Erel. (kcal mol�1) 0.00 3.20 0.00 1.70
Dipole moment (D) 0.94 4.41 1.29 4.28
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parameters [Eqn. (1)] are given in Table 2. The refractive
index and molar volume were also calculated by the
program.


The 1H and 13C NMR data (chemical shifts and
coupling constants) for FMB and FDMB are given in
Tables 3 and 4. These data can now be used with the
calculations given earlier to determine the conforma-
tional equilibria in these molecules. The couplings were
first shown to be linearly related. For FMB the 4JHF vs
2JCF plot is linear (correlation coefficient 0.98) and for
FDMB the 1JCF vs 2JCF plot is linear (correlation
coefficient 0.98). Thus, as in previous investigations,4,7,11


the change in coupling constants with solvent may be
reasonably attributed to changes in the rotamer popula-
tions.


��!��������
��������
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The Gaussian calculations show that there are two stable


rotamers in the vapour phase, cis and trans. The NMR
data in Table 3 can now be combined with the solvation
calculations via the equation


Jobs � ncisJcis � ntransJtrans


ncis � ntrans � 1


ncis�ntrans � e��E�RT


�E � Ecis � Etrans �2�


where ncis and ntrans are the mole fractions of the cis and
trans rotamers. The value of the 2JCF in the pure liquid
(29.2 Hz) gives with the data in Table 3, an interpolated
value of 7.5 for the pure liquid relative permittivity.


The solvent data in Table 3 can now be used with Eqn.
(2) to search for the best solution for both the rotamer
energy difference and the values of Jcis and Jtrans. This
gives �EV = 3.80 kcal mol�1, 2JCF(cis) = 25.3 Hz and


#���� �" �����
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Dipole moment (D) k (kcal mol�1) h (kcal mol�1) nD VM l


FMB cis 4.70 7.3249 0.7371 1.3739 109.89 0.4566
trans 1.05 0.3642 5.1805 1.3739 109.89 0.4566


FDMB cis 4.42 5.5267 1.6604 1.3786 128.68 0.4618
trans 1.04 0.3072 2.9080 1.3786 128.68 0.4618


#���� �" �)
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Solvent H-3 H-4 C-2 C-3 C-1 C-4 3JHF
4JHF


1JCF
2JCF


b 2JCF
c


CCl4 2.20 1.40 207.7 97.8 23.7 23.7 21.17 5.20 179.4 29.9 24.0
CDCl3 2.28 1.45 210.6 98.7 24.5 23.9 21.49 5.06 178.5 29.7 24.0
Pure liquid 2.82 2.02 209.4 98.9 24.0 23.8 21.38 5.05 178.4 29.2 24.2
CD2Cl2 2.24 1.43 210.4 99.1 24.6 24.0 25.54 4.95 178.2 29.2 24.2
Acetone-d6 2.22 1.41 210.0 99.3 24.4 24.0 21.46 4.87 178.0 28.9 24.2
CD3CN 2.21 1.42 210.4 99.3 24.4 23.3 21.67 4.78 177.4 28.5 24.3
DMSO-d6 2.22 1.40 209.5 98.4 24.3 23.4 21.72 4.59 177.8 28.1 23.9


a HF couplings accurate to 	0.04 Hz and CF couplings accurate to 	0.1 Hz.
b F—C—C=O.
c F—C—CH3.
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Solvent H-2 H-4 C-2 C-1 C-3 C-4 2JHF
1JCF


2JCF


CCl4 4.88 1.12 206.7 82.2 42.4 25.5 47.71 186.0 14.0
CDCl3 5.12 1.16 209.4 82.2 42.7 25.8 47.11 183.6 12.6
CD2Cl2 5.13 1.16 209.3 82.6 42.8 26.0 47.11 181.7 12.5
Pure liquid 5.60 1.56 209.1 82.4 42.6 25.8 47.40 180.5 12.3
Acetone-d6 5.28 1.16 209.3 83.0 42.9 26.0 47.41 179.3 12.3
CD3CN 5.21 1.13 209.9 83.1 42.7 25.8 47.11 178.2 11.8
DMSO-d6 5.36 1.09 209.4 82.4 41.7 25.4 46.50 176.7 11.5


a HF couplings accurate to 	0.04 Hz and CF couplings accurate to 	0.1 Hz.
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2JCF(trans) = 29.8 Hz, and the energy differences in the
solvents and couplings given in Table 5. The values of the
remaining couplings for the two rotamers may be
obtained from the linear relationships between the
observed couplings (Table 3), to give for the 4JHF


couplings, 5.19 Hz (trans) and 3.80 Hz (cis) and for 1JCF


179.0 Hz (trans) and 174.9 Hz (cis). The energy differ-
ence in the vapour phase compares well with that
calculated by Gaussian 98 [3.21 kcal mol�1 (1 kcal =
4.184 kJ)].


The NMR data in Table 5 show that for FMB the trans
rotamer is the most stable form in all solvents, a
conclusion which is in agreement with the results from
the FTIR spectra (Fig. 2). In non-polar and medium-
polarity solvents [Fig. 2(a)–(d)] the carbonyl absortion is
a single sharp band, whereas in a polar solvent (CH3CN)
[Fig. 2(e)] there is a shoulder at a higher frequency,
which has been assigned to the cis form.14 The
predominance of the trans over the cis form is probably
due to the steric repulsion between the methyl groups in
the cis form.


��!��������	���
��������
����


The Gaussian 98 calculations show two stable rotamers in
the vapour phase, cis and trans. The value of the 2JCF in
the pure liquid (12.3 Hz) gives, with the data in Table 4,
an interpolated value of 16.3 for the pure liquid relative
permittivity. The NMR data in Table 4 can be combined
with Eqn. (2) to search for the best solution for both the
rotamer energy difference and the values of Jcis and Jtrans.
This gives �EV = 1.80 kcal mol�1, 2JCF(cis) = 11.3 Hz and
2JCF(trans) = 15.3 Hz, and the energy differences and
couplings given in Table 5. The values of the 1JCF


coupling in the two rotamers may be obtained from the
linear relationship between the observed couplings, to
give 1JCF(cis) = 176.2 Hz and 1JCF(trans) = 193.4 Hz. The
energy difference in vapour phase again compares very
well with that calculated by Gaussian 98 (1.70 kcal
mol�1).


The NMR data in Table 5 show that for FDMB the
trans rotamer is more stable than the cis rotamer in CCl4
only (�E = 0.47 kcal mol�1), whereas in the other
solvents the cis form is the most stable. These results
are in agreement with the data from the FTIR spectra
(Fig. 3) in solvents of varying polarity. In CCl4 [Fig.
3(a)], two partially resolved carbonyl absorption bands,
bearing almost the same intensity, are observed. More-
over, the higher frequency band (which has been assigned
to the cis form)14 has the greater intensity in the
remaining solvents [Fig. 3(b)–(d)], indicating the pre-
dominance of the cis over the trans rotamer in these
solvents. It has been shown15 that the molar absorptivity
is different for each rotamer, so the IR data cannot be
used as a quantitative measure of the conformational
equilibrium, but it does support the above analysis.


The results obtained for FDMB and FA4 (Fig. 4) are
very similar, with a population inversion from the trans
to the cis rotamer in more polar solvents. FMB also
shows a similar behaviour to FB7 (Fig. 4), the trans
rotamer predominating in all solvents. Hence both pairs
of compounds show that the introduction of methyl
groups at the �-carbon, further from the fluorine atom,
does not lead to any significant effect in the rotational
equilibrium. However, the introduction of a methyl group
geminal to the fluorine atom (FB in comparison with FA
and FMB in comparison with FDMB) shifts the
equilibrium towards the trans rotamer even in more
polar solvents.


These observations indicate that there are steric
interactions in the cis rotamers between the acetyl methyl
group and one �-methyl group in FB and two methyl
groups in FMB. Moreover, there is steric repulsion
between the methyl group geminal to the fluorine atom
and the fluorine lone pairs, which now interact with the
carbonyl group orbitals destabilizing the cis rotamer,
shifting the equilibrium towards the trans rotamer. This
destabilizing effect is clearly shown by the relative
energies (Ecis � Etrans), in the vapour phase, which are
2.20 and 3.70 kcal mol�1 for FA4 and FB7 and 1.80 and
3.80 kcal mol�1 for FDMB and FMB.
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Solvent


FMB FDMB


Ecis � Etrans


2JCF (Hz)


Ecis � Etrans


2JCF (Hz)


Calc. Obs. Calc. Obs.


CCl4 2.59 29.7 29.9 0.47 14.1 14.0
CDCl3 1.77 29.6 29.7 �0.22 12.9 12.6
CD2Cl2 1.28 29.3 29.2 �0.62 12.3 12.5
Acetone-d6 0.77 28.9 28.9 �1.00 12.0 12.3
CD3CN 0.42 28.3 28.3 �1.19 11.8 11.8
DMSO-d6 0.27 28.1 28.1 �1.25 11.7 11.5
Pure liquid 1.40 29.4 29.2 �0.91 12.0 12.3
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The results of this work demonstrate that a geminal
methyl group has a significant effect on the conforma-
tional equilibria of these �-fluoroketones.
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NMR data, combined with solvation theory, provide a
consistent analysis of conformational isomerism in FMB
and FDMB in solvents of varying polarity. In FMB the
trans rotamer predominates over the cis rotamer in all
solvents, but in the FDMB the trans form prevails over
the cis form only in CCl4, whereas in more polar solvents
the cis form is more stable than the trans form.


The predominance of the trans rotamer in FMB can be


attributed to the steric effects between the two methyl
groups, which tend to be as far apart as possible, while
there are no significant steric effects in FDMB. More-
over, the conformational equilibrium displayed by FMB,
which has a methyl group geminal to a fluorine atom,
shows a marked resemblance to that of 3,3-difluoro-
butanone.7 The latter exhibits just one stable conformer,
the one with the methyl group cis to the carbonyl group,
leaving the two methyl groups (C-1 and C-4) in a trans
(or anti) arrangement.


It is noteworthy that FDMB presents a conformational
behaviour similar to that of �-fluoroacetone,4 for which
there is no possibility of methyl group steric interactions
from both sides of the carbonyl group.


It is also remarkable that no steric effect from a methyl
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group was observed in fluoroesters12 and fluoroamides,11


where the replacement of hydrogen by a methyl group did
not lead to significant changes in their conformational
equilibria.


)/0)���)�#�,


The solvents were obtained commercially, stored over
molecular sieves and used without further purification.
1H and 13C NMR spectra were obtained on a Varian
Gemini spectrometer operating at 300.06 MHz for proton
and 75.45 MHz for carbon. Spectra were of ca 20 mg


cm�3 solutions with a probe temperature of ca 25°C.
[2H12]Cyclohexane was used as the deuterium lock signal
for the CCl4 solution and pure liquid. The 1H and 13C
spectra were all referenced to internal Me4Si. Typical
conditions were proton spectra 48 transients, spectral
width 2500 Hz with 32K data points and zero filled to
128K to give a digital resolution of 0.04 Hz. Proton-
decoupled carbon spectra were obtained with typical
conditions 1024 transients, 3 �s pulse delay, spectral
width 18000 Hz with 64K data points and zero filled to
256K for 0.1 Hz digital resolution.


The spectra were all first order and the coupling
constants and chemical shifts were taken directly from
the spectra. The NMR data is presented in Tables 3 and 4.


The IR spectra were recorded with a Bomem MB 100
FTIR spectrometer, using a sodium chloride cell with
0.5 mm spacer for dilute (ca 0.03 M) solutions, with the
solvent as background when recording the solute
spectrum.


��1�������
��������
�����2��3" 3-Methyl-2-buta-
none (40.2 g, 0.467 mol) in diethyl ether (100 ml) was
placed in a 250 ml three-necked flask equipped with a
condenser, addition funnel and magnetic stirrer. Bromine
(74.7 g, 0.467 mol) was added dropwise over a period of
60 min. The reaction mixture was washed with water
(4 
 100 ml) and dried over MgSO4. The solvent was
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removed and the desired product was vacuum distilled
through a Vigreux column to give pure 3-bromo-3-
methyl-2-butanone (b.p. 64°C/50 mmHg), yield 49.4 g
(64.5%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, 20°C, TMS):
� = 2.4 (s, 3H, CH3), 1.8 (s, 6H, 2CH3). 13C NMR
(75 MHz, CDCl3, 20°C, TMS): � = 203.5, 63.7, 29.5,
24.1.


��!��������
��������
�����3��4" The synthesis was
carried out in a 250 ml three-neck flask, equipped with
addition funnel, magnetic stirrer and a distillation column
and condenser to remove the FMB immediately after
its formation. 3-Bromo-3-methyl-2-butanone (74.0 g,
0.461 mol) was reacted with potassium bifluoride
(52.8 g, 0.676 mol) in dry diethylene glicol (150 ml) at
170°C. The low-boiling product immediately distilled
over. The NMR spectrum of the distillate showed the
correct pattern for FMB and indicated the presence of
some impurity. Redistilation gave pure FMB, b.p. 88°C,
yield 11 g (23%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, 20°C,
TMS): � = 2.3 [d, 4J(H,F) = 5.0 Hz, 3H, CH3], 1.4 [d,
3J(H,F) = 21.5 Hz, 6H, 2CH3]. 13C NMR (75 MHz,
CDCl3, 20°C, TMS): � = 210.6, 98.7, 24.5, 23.9.


��1�������	���
��������
�����2" Pinacolone
(16.0 g, 0.16 mol) in diethyl ether (60 ml) was placed in
a 150 ml three-neck flask equipped with a condenser,
addition funnel and magnetic stirrer. Bromine (25.0 g,
0.16 mol) was added dropwise over a period of 60 min.
The reaction mixture was washed with water (4 
 50 ml)
and dried over MgSO4. The solvent was removed and the
desired product was vacuum distilled through a Vigreux
column to give pure 1-bromo-3,3-dimethyl-2-butanone
(b.p. 78°C/4 mmHg), yield 18.5 g (65.0%). 1H NMR
(300 MHz, CDCl3, 20°C, TMS): � = 4.2 (s, 2H, CH2), 1.2
(s, 9H, tBu). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3, 20°C, TMS):
� = 206.0, 44.2, 31.7, 26.7.


��!��������	���
��������
�����4��5" In a 250 ml
three-neck flask, equipped with an addition funnel,
magnetic stirrer and a distillation column and condenser
to remove the FDMB immediately after its formation,
potassium bifluoride (15.0 g, 0.252 mol) in dry diethylene
glycol (150 ml) was heated at 200°C and 1-bromo-3,3-
dimethyl-2-butanone (30.0 g, 0.168 mol) was added
dropwise. The low-boiling product immediately distilled
over. The NMR spectrum of the distillate showed the
correct pattern for FDMB and indicated the presence of
some impurity. Redistilation gave pure FDMB, b.p.
125°C, yield 8 g (40%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3,
20°C, TMS): � = 4.9 [d, 2J(H,F) = 47.7 Hz, 2H, CH2], 1.1


(s, 9H, tBu). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3, 20°C, TMS):
� = 209.4, 82.2, 42.7, 23.9.
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ABSTRACT: The reaction of cyclic diynes with either CpCo(CO)2 or AlCl3 yielded strained hydrocarbons in which a
Dewar benzene or a tricyclo[4.2.0.02,5]octa-3,7-diene frame is bridged by hydrocarbon chains. The photochemistry
and thermochemistry of these species are discussed. Results of quantum chemical calculations (DFT, CASPT2) are
used to discuss the thermochemistry of four different fourfold bridged tricyclo[4.2.0.02,5]octa-3,7-dienes. Depending
on the bridging mode, either a Cope-type rearrangement or a ring opening reaction is preferred. Copyright  2002
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: strained hydrocarbons; cage compounds; alkynes; photochemistry; thermal rearrangements; DFT
calculations
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More than 50 years ago, Reppe et al.1 discovered the
metal-supported oligomerization of acetylene. This
finding marked an important point in catalysis. Reppe
et al.’s studies have been extended by others to
substituted alkynes and to nitriles by using various metal
templates.2 The most important syntheses were trimer-
izations of alkynes to benzene3 and pyridine derivatives.4


We became interested in this field by the serendipitous
finding that cyclic diynes of medium ring size yield
superphanes with metal-stabilized cyclobutadiene rings
as building blocks (Scheme 1),5 when treated with
CpCo(CO)2 or related reagents.


The resulting superphane 3 afforded in good yields the
cage hydrocarbon 4. The latter species are reacted with
various electrophiles. By irradiation of 4 the propellacu-
bane 5 was isolated in 10% yield in addition to the isomer
6.6 The latter species rearranged slowly at room
temperature to the fourfold bridged cyclooctatetraene 7
(Scheme 2).
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The reactions shown in Scheme 2 initiated several
investigations in our group: (i) we tried to synthesize
other propellaprismanes such as 8 and 97 and (ii) we
investigated various bridged tricyclo[4.2.0.02,5]octa-3,7-
dienes with respect to their thermochemistry and
photochemistry.


 � �&' ()* � +� +',,)-.�/+���0)�'�


One possible pathway to synthesize a propella[3n]pris-
mane is shown in Scheme 3 in a retrosynthetic approach
starting from a cyclic acetylene 11 or 13 via a threefold
bridged Dewar benzene 10. To synthesize the desired
threefold bridged Dewar benzenes from alkynes as


suggested in Scheme 3, we made use of a procedure first
reported by Schaefer and co-workers8 and later modified
by Hogeveen et al.9


The reaction of 1,8-cyclotetradecadiyne (14) with
AlCl3 in methylene chloride and subsequently with
dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate (DMAD) yielded a
mixture of the bridged Dewar benzenes 15 and 16 in a
ratio of 1:1 (Scheme 4).10 The irradiation of 15 produced
the expected prismane 17.10 Its structure was investigated
in more detail11 by means of X-ray studies on single
crystals.


To introduce the third bridge as shown in 9 we
prepared in a classical way the bis(exomethylene)
derivative 19 by reducing 15 to the diol 18 (Scheme 5).
This was followed by the bromination to the dibromide
and subsequent elimination.12 The reaction of the triene
19 with tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) yielded the threefold
bridged Dewar benzene 20, which was converted to the
threefold bridged prismane 2112 in a photochemical step.


The irradiation of 16 brought some surprises.11–13 The
central bond was cleaved to the corresponding twofold
bridged phthalic ester 22 by irradiation for 1 h. A
prismane derivative was not detected. When we con-
tinued the irradiation for a longer period (12 h) we were
able to isolate the twofold bridged terephthalic ester 23 in
50% yield (Scheme 6).


��	��� .


��	��� 1


��	��� 2


��	��� 3
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This reaction also took place in the case of phthalate
esters with two hexamethylene bridges and one tetra-
methylene and one pentamethylene bridge. To rationalize
the light-induced rearrangement we inferred the mech-
anism presented in Scheme 7. For the first step we assume
an excitation of 22 to the 1B2u state14 to yield the highly
strained benzvalene derivative 24.


Ring opening of 24 as shown in Scheme 7 yielded the
meta-cyclophane 25. Owing to the pentamethylene chain
between C-1 and C-6 the carbon atom at position 2 is bent
out of the plane towards position 4.15 Excitation of 25
into the 1B1u state14 is expected to result in the Dewar
benzene derivative 26. This latter species is estimated to
be less strained than the former. Further irradiation of 26
yielded 27. This step ought to be favored owing to a
reduction of strain. The structure of 27 was verified by
spectroscopic means and by X-ray investigations on
single crystals.11 Further irradiation of 27 yielded 28 by
opening bonds C-1—C-2 and C-3—C-4, the only
opposite bonds which are not stabilized by electronic
effects or by bridges. The resulting Dewar benzene
derivative 28 reverted to the most stable isomer, the
terephthalate ester derivative 23.11–13


�&' �*��&'���  4 +� +',,)-11/+���0)�'


Our investigations were also aimed at the synthesis of 8,
an isomer of 5 with (averaged) D2d symmetry. Scheme 8
illustrates a retrosynthetic route using the disconnection
approach by starting with a cyclic diyne 31.


The key reaction of this approach is the cubane
formation from 29 to 8. According to literature reports,16


however, this step seems unlikely to occur.17 To
investigate this matter in more detail we explored the
photochemistry of octamethyltricyclo[4.2.0.02,5]octa-
3,7-diene and found a rich photochemistry.18 Among
other products we detected octamethylcubane.19 The
yield of this product was, however, very low (1%).
Nevertheless, we prepared the fourfold bridged tricy-
clo[4.2.0.02,5]octa-3,7-diene derivative 33 by dimeriza-


��	��� 5
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tion of 1,7-cyclododecadiyne (32) in the presence of
AlCl3/DMSO (Scheme 9).20 The minor product of the
irradiation process was the fourfold bridged cubane
derivative 34 among other highly strained hydrocarbons
35–37 (Scheme 9).18


 � �&' �&'�0), �')��)��'0'���  4
4 "�4 ,! ���!�'! ���#*#, -18%8989%�2/:
 #�):.�5:!�'�'�


While studying the thermolysis of multiple bridged
tricyclo[4.2.0.02,5]octa-3,7-diene derivatives such as 4
and 6,6 we investigated the thermal behavior of 38 and 40


(Scheme 10).20 Whereas 4 preferred a Cope rearrange-
ment,6 the isomer 6 rearranged slowly at room tempera-
ture by cleaving two bonds to yield the fourfold bridged
cyclooctatetraene 7.8 The congeners 38 and 40 had to be
heated to 200–260°C in order to rearrange to 39 and 41,
respectively.20 To understand the difference in thermal
behavior of these hydrocarbons, we explored the various
possible mechanisms of thermolysis by means of
quantum chemistry. All calculations were carried out
with the Gaussian 98 package of programs.21 We used the
hybrid Hartree–Fock/density functional theory (DFT)
method:22 UB3LYP/6–31G*//UB3LYP/6–31G*. The
geometric parameters were optimized using analytical
gradient procedures. All stationary points of the potential
surface were characterized by their second derivatives. In
addition, we performed a multiconfigurational approach.
We chose complete active space self-consistent field
(CASSCF)23 calculations. To include the effect of
dynamic electron correlation24 we used a multireference
second-order perturbation treatment (CASPT2)25,26


based on CASSCF wavefunctions. For these latter
calculations we used the geometric parameters of the
tricyclo[4.2.0.02,5]octa-3,7-diene (C8) core derived by
the DFT procedure. The following model was used:
CASPT2N(8,8)/6–31G*//U3LYP/6–31G*. To check the
accuracy of both procedures we explored the stationary
points for the thermal rearrangement of tricyclo-
[4.2.0.02,5]octa-3,7-diene (42) to cyclooctatetraene (44)
via bicyclo[4.2.0]octa-2,4,7-triene (43) (Scheme 11). The
results obtained by the two procedures are compared with
the experimental results in Table 1. The agreement
between theory and experiment is excellent.


For 4 we considered a Cope rearrangement to 4�
(Scheme 10) and a ring opening reaction via a diradical
intermediate. The DFT results revealed for the Cope
reaction an activation energy Ea = 19.6 kcal mol�1


(1 kcal = 4.184 kJ), whereas the activation energy was
68.9 kcal mol�1 for the bond breaking reaction. For
the structural isomer of 4, 6, the activation energy
for the Cope rearrangement was calculated to be
36.4 kcal mol�1. For the biradical ring opening reaction
an activation energy of only 27.2 kcal mol�1 was found.
The results of the DFT calculations for possible Cope
rearrangements or ring opening reactions of 4, 6, 45 and
46 are compiled in Table 2. It is seen that the Cope
rearrangement is only favored for 4, whereas all the other


��	��� $9


��	��� $$


���� $8 �$%����$� ���&��� �	� �'%�������� ������� (� ���
�'%) ��� �	� ������� $* ���������$�� (��+� �,-.+��) *$� �	�


������������ $* 1% �$ 11 (�	� �������� �������� ��� ����� �� /��� $��!)


Species Hexp
rel HDFT


RT ECASPT2


42 0 0.0 0.0
TS (42 → 43) 31 33.4 33.2
43 �41 �42.5 �40.9
TS (43 → 44) 20 18.0 21.2
44 �47 �51.9 �46.8
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isomers prefer a ring opening process via a biradical
transition state. We ascribe this preference for the Cope
rearrangement in the case of 4 to the close proximity of
both double bonds. The distance between the center of
the double bonds is predicted to be 2.72 Å for 4. For 6, 45
and 46 those values are 2.99, 3.13 and 3.06 Å,
respectively.


The relative low activation energies for the ring
opening reaction (22–27 kcal mol�1) are traced back to
the relative high strain energy (DFT, isodesmic reactions)
of 6, 45 and 46. Owing to angle strain the difference in
strain energy between 4 on one side and 6, 45, 46 on the
other side is between 39 and 49 kcal mol�1.


For 6 the calculation predicts a one-step mechanism,
whereas for 45 and 46 the bicyclo[4.2.0] system is
predicted to be the final product (46) or the intermediate
(45) on the way to the fourfold bridged cycloocta-
tetraene.5 These results are in line with the experimental
findings summarized in Scheme 10.


# �#,"�� �


The reaction of cyclic diynes in presence of AlCl3 with
dimethyl acetylenedicarboxylate (DMAD) produced new
twofold bridged Dewar benzenes. They allowed us not
only to isolate a threefold bridged [3]prismane deriva-
tives but also to unravel a sequence of photochemical
steps which led from a twofold bridged o-phthalate ester
to a twofold bridged terephthalic ester.


By studying possibilities of how to prepare a fourfold
bridged [4]prismane with (averaged) D2d symmetry, we
found a new access to fourfold bridged tricy-
clo[4.2.0.02,5]octa-3,7-dienes. The photochemistry of


these species revealed a new entrance into cage
hydrocarbons. We found two different pathways for the
thermochemistry by means of quantum chemical calcula-
tions: a degenerate Cope rearrangement or a bond
breaking reaction to a bicyclo[4.2.0]octadienyl diradical
which finally produces a fourfold bridged cyclooctate-
traene.
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ABSTRACT: The hydrolysis of ethyl N-p-substituted arylthioncarbamates was studied at 100°C in the pH range
6.5–12.5. No general catalysis was found, and the presence of an isothiocyanate intermediate was detected, indicating
that the alkaline hydrolysis occurs by an E1cb mechanism. From the pH–rate profiles, the first-order rate constants kE


for the elimination step of the thioncarbamate anion forming the isothiocyanate intermediate were determined. The
alkaline hydrolysis of p-substituted arylisothiocyanates was studied at 25°C in 0.1–0.3 M solutions of NaOH and in
0.1–0.3 M aqueous ethanol solutions, at different concentrations of NaOH. The second-order rate constants for the
addition reaction with hydroxide (kOH) and ethoxide (kA) ions were obtained. Leffler plots for the elimination of the
ethoxide ion from the arylthioncarbamate anion and for the addition of the ethoxide ion to the arylisothiocyanate were
linear. From Leffler’s equation, with the sole condition that d�L/d�G should be constant, a modified Marcus equation
(MME) was obtained, where a parameter p (or q for the reverse reaction) defined the asymmetry of the intrinsic
barrier. (When p = 1/2 the barrier is symmetric and the MME becomes the Marcus equation in the usual form.) For the
addition–elimination reaction studied, both Leffler plots were adjusted to MME with the asymmetric parameter
p = 0.694 � 0.002 for the addition and q = 0.307 � 0.002 for the elimination reaction. The intrinsic barrier was
�G��


0 � 24�75 � 0�02 kcal mol�1 and ��Gmax� = 438 � 4 kcal mol�1 (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ). The addition reaction was
exoergic and, as expected from the high intrinsic barrier, �L changed very little in the series (0.679–0.683); the
transition state was product-like, and it moved towards the reagents with increasing exoergicity. Copyright  2002
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: arylthioncarbamates; arylisothiocyanates; hydrolysis; Marcus equation
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The reactions of carbon disulfide present a close
parallelism with carbon dioxide.1 Some of the products
of the reaction with alkoxides, halides and amines [Eqn.
(1)] have important biological activity as pesticides.2 The
different reactivities of these oxo and sulfo derivatives
are a consequence of the characteristics of the C—X bond
involved. For instance, oxygen can stabilize �-carbo-
cations better than sulfur, but this capacity is inverted for
carboanions. Sulfur can accept electrons in the empty 3d
orbital much better than oxygen, and consequently the
thiocarbonyl group is a powerful electron sink.3 The
reaction of esters 1 with amines produces carbamic
(X = O) or thioncarbamic (X = S) esters 2. The sequence


of reactions (1) has been used to immobilize an enzyme
(Enz-NH2) to a cellulose matrix [Cel-OC(S)SR] because
of the stability of the thioncarbamate group towards
hydrolysis.4


In this work, we studied the mechanism of hydrolysis
of ethyl N-arylthioncarbamate esters and the correspond-
ing arylisothiocyanates that are formed as intermediates.
The results allowed the calculation of the rate and
equilibrium constants for a one-step addition–elimination
reaction that can be analyzed in terms of the Marcus
formalism.


�()�"$��
% *


���������	 All reagents were of analytical grade. Distilled
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water was deoxygenated by boiling and cooling under
nitrogen. UV spectra and kinetics were measured using a
Cary 219 spectrophotometer. All compounds were
identified by 1H NMR and IR spectra.



��������������������	 Carbon disulfide (1.3 mol) and
1.3 mol of ammonia solution (sp. gr. 0.9) were cooled on
ice, 0.6 mol of aniline was added with magnetic stirring
and the solution was allowed to react for 30 min. After
standing for 30 min, the precipitate of ammonium
phenyldithiocarbamate was filtered off and dissolved in
800 ml of water. A solution of 0.6 mol of lead sulfide in
400 ml of water was added and the mixture was steam
distilled, collecting the distillate in 0.5 M sulfuric acid.
The oil was separated, dried over CaCl2 and distilled
under vacuum: b.p. 119–121°C/35 mmHg (lit.5 120–
121°C/35 mmHg); �max (water), 265, 273 nm.


�������������������������������	 The procedure
was the same as for phenylisothiocyanate. The solid
product was dried under vacuum over P2O5 and re-
crystallized from anhydrous ethanol: m.p. 67–68°C; �max


(water), 295 nm.


���������������������������	 Carbon disulfide (0.35
mol), 0.6 mol of ammonia solution (sp. gr. 0.9) and
0.30 mol of p-chloroaniline were mechanically stirred for
1 h at 30–35°C. The product was filtered off, washed
with a 3% solution of ammonium chloride followed by
ethanol and suspended in 250 ml of water at 30°C. A
solution of 0.15 mol of chloroacetic acid and 0.075 mol
of sodium carbonate in 35 ml of water was added with
stirring. After cooling to room temperature, a solution of
0.15 mol of ZnCl2 in 75 ml of water was added dropwise,
with vigorous stirring, for a period of 1 h, maintaining the
pH at 7 by the addition of ammonia solution. The product
was filtered off and dried under vacuum over P2O5, and
then extracted with light petroleum (b.p. 30–60°C). The
solvent was evaporated under vacuum and the isothio-
cyanate was recrystallized from ethanol: m.p. 43–45°C
(lit.7 44–45°C); �max (aq. EtOH), 272, 283 nm.


��������������������������	 p-Nitroaniline (0.13 mol)
was stirred with 700 ml of 10% HCl and the hydro-
chloride was filtered off and placed in an Erlenmeyer
flask that was stoppered after adding 0.13 mol of
thiophosgene. The mixture was stirred mechanically
and vigorously for 2 days at room temperature. The pale
yellow product was filtered off and crystallized from
acetone: m.p. 108–110°C (lit.8 112–113°C); �max (aq.
EtOH), 317 nm.


��������������������������	 Thiophosgene (0.11
mol) was added dropwise to an equimolecular amount
of p-toluidine dispersed in 250 ml of water, with mech-
anical stirring, and the mixture was allowed to react at
room temperature for 3 days. The oily product was


extracted with diethyl ether and recrystallized from the
same solvent: m.p. 26–28°C (lit.8 25–26°C); �max


(EtOH), 269, 280 nm.


���������������������������	 The procedure was
the same as for p-methylphenylisothiocyanate: bp 279–
281°C (lit.9 280–281°C); �max (EtOH) 273, 285 nm.


��������������������������	 p-Aminophenol (0.1
mol) was stirred with 120 ml of 1 M HCl and 0.1 mol of
thiophosgene was added dropwise. The mixture was
mechanically stirred for 7 h at room temperature. The
oily product was extracted with diethyl ether, the solution
was dried over CaSO4 and the solvent was evaporated
under vacuum: TLC, Rf 0.5 (benzene); after molecular
distillation, the same Rf was found; b.p. 210°C; �max


(water), 310, 330 nm.


���� ���������������������� !	 A 1 mol amount of the
corresponding arylisothiocyanate was dissolved in 10 mol
of anhydrous ethanol and the mixture was boiled under
reflux. The product was crystallized at room temperature
and recrystallized from light petroleum (b.p. 40–60°C).
Phenyl: m.p. 68–69°C (lit. 69–71°C11; 70–71°C10); �max


(water), 272 nm. p-Nitro: m.p. 176–177°C (lit.10 175°C);
�max (EtOH) 336 nm. p-Chloro: m.p. 104–105°C (lit.11


104–106°C); �max (water), 276 nm. p-Methyl: m.p. 83–
84°C (lit.10 85°C); �max (water), 272 nm. p-Methoxy:
m.p. 78–80°C (lit.12 81°C); �max (water), 273 nm.


"��� ������������ ��������� �# ���� ����������������
�����	 The dissociation constants were calculated at
25°C from a series of measurements of the absorbance at
�max of solutions of ca 10�5 M of the substrate in the pH
range 6–13. The UV spectra showed one isosbestic point.
Inversion of the pH after the titration showed that the
dissociations were reversible with no noticeable reaction
at 25°C.



���$�� �������	 The products of the hydrolysis of
phenylthioncarbamate were characterized in a prepara-
tive run at 0.1 M NaOH and 100°C. The samples were
submitted to molecular distillation. Ethanol was identi-
fied by liquid chromatography (Porapak Q column,
157°C) from the distilled fraction. Aniline was identified
from the UV spectrum, from TLC [hexane–acetone (7:3)]
and from Rimini assay.13


In order to trap the isothiocyanate intermediate, a
preparative run of the hydrolysis of phenylthioncarba-
mate was carried out at 100°C and pH 8.2 (measured at
25°C) in the presence of ethylamine. Three samples were
taken at 8 h intervals. The samples were extracted with
chloroform, concentrated in a rotatory evaporator and
then analyzed by TLC [hexane–acetone (7:3)] using
aniline and N-phenyl-N�-ethylthiourea as references. All
the samples gave a positive test for thiourea (Rf 0.37) and
aniline (Rf 0.50).
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�������� �# ���� ��������������������	 Kinetics
were studied at 100°C in the pH range 6.5–12.5. The
kinetic solution (50 ml) had a final concentration of ca
10�5 M; samples of 3 ml were placed in sealed glass
ampoules and immersed in a thermostat at 100°C. The
samples were collected at different times and quenched in
a Dewar bath with salted ice. The kinetics were followed
by the disappearance of the arylthioncarbamate, by
reading the absorbance at �max. All runs were followed
for at least three half-lives and the ln�A vs time plots
produced straight lines that were considered when r �
0.99. The pH of the buffered solutions was measured at
25°C and corrected to 100°C as described elsewhere.14


The pH (�12) of unbuffered runs was controlled at the
end of the experiment and showed no change.


�������� �# �����������������	 The alkaline hydro-
lysis of aryisothiocyanates was studied at 25°C in 0.1–
0.3 M solutions of NaOH. The final concentration was
about 10�4 M. The reaction was followed by the dis-
appearance of the isothiocyanate at �max, except for the
p-nitro-, p-N,N-dimethyl- and phenylisothiocyanate that
were accompanied by product formation. The kinetics
were all pseudo-first order and were measured for more
than three half-lives. The reaction of arylisothiocyanates
with ethoxide ion was studied in 0.1–0.3 M aqueous
ethanol solutions at different concentrations of NaOH.


"�,'*%,  
! !$,�',,$&



 ��� ����������� ������� �	 ���� 
����������
���������


The acid dissociation constants were obtained at 25°C for
the series of ethyl N-arylthioncarbamates from the
absorbance–pH titration curves. Since one isosbestic
point was found for the UV spectra at different pHs and


no reaction was observed after the titration, the reaction
corresponded to the dissociation equilibrium of the N—H
bond. The pKa values for the series of thioncarbamate
esters are given in Table 1.


 �-����� ���������� �	 ���� 
���������������
����


The reaction was studied at 100°C and the pH–rate
profiles were obtained in the pH range 6.5–12.5. The
hydrolyses of ethyl N-phenyl- and N-p-nitrophenylthio-
carbamates were studied with respect to the catalysis by
the buffer using phosphate, borate and carbonate in the
range 0.01–0.05 M, and no buffer effect was observed.
Therefore, the hydrolysis occurs without general cata-
lysis.


The rate constants increase with the pH reaching a
pH-independent plateau at pH �11. A typical profile is
shown in Fig. 1. This profile is consistent with a BAC2 and
E1cb mechanism. Both have been observed for carba-
mate esters,15,16 but the detection of isothiocyanate as an
intermediate and the absence of general catalysis
supports the theory that these ethyl N-arylthioncarba-
mates hydrolyze through the E1cb mechanism, as has
been found for aryl N-aryl analogs17,18 [Eqn. (2)].
According to this mechanism, the pH–rate profile follows
Eqn. (3), where Ka is the acid dissociation constant of the
N—H bond and kE is the first-order rate constant of the
elimination step. The values of the pKa and kE at 100°C
calculated from the pH–rate profiles of the series of
thioncarbamate esters studied in this work are given in
Table 1.


kobs � kEKa


Ka � aH�
�3	


���������� �	 �����������������


The reaction with hydroxide ion produced the thioncar-
bamate anion [Eqn. (4)] that is stable under the reaction
conditions. The pH–rate profiles of the alkaline hydro-
lyses were linear with a slope of �1 (Fig. 2). The second-
order rate constants for the reaction are given in Table 2.


%���� �� .��� ����
�����
	 �	� ���� �
	���	�� 
# �%� ��+���	�
%(��
�(��� 
# ��%(� ���/������� ��(��%�
	���/������


X �p pKa
a pKa


b
104 kE


(l mol�1 s�1)b


NO2 0.81 9.2 8.2 0.91 � 0.02
C1 0.24 10.5 9.0 1.30 � 0.01
H 0.00 10.8 9.4 2.02 � 0.06
Me �0.17 11.0 9.8 2.45 � 0.02
MeO �0.29 11.2 9.9 2.23 � 0.03
NMe2 �0.60 11.5c 10.1c 3.43c


O� �0.81 11.8c 10.4c 4.22c


a Measured at 25°C.
b Calculated from the pH–rate profile at 100°C.
c Extrapolated from the Hammett correlation line.
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The reaction with ethoxide ion was studied in alkaline
aqueous ethanol solutions, and the second-order rate
constant kA for the addition of the ethoxide ion was
calculated from the observed rate constant according to
Eqn. (5), where a and b are the concentrations of ethanol
and NaOH in the solution, and Ke is the equilibrium
constant of Eqn. (6) (Table 2).


kobs � �kAKea � kOH	b �5	


EtOH � OH�
Ke�������


�������EtO� � H2O �6	


������� ������ �������


The values of kE for the hydrolyses of the arylthioncar-
bamate anions and kA for the addition of ethoxide ion to
arylisothiocyanates permitted the calculation of the free
energy reaction profiles and equilibrium constants for the


one-step elimination–addition reaction (7), where KAE =
kA/kE (Fig. 3, Table 3).


We will consider first the Leffler equation [Eqn. (8)]:19


�G�� � �L �GP � �1 � �L	�GR �8	


where �L is a parameter that expresses the contribution of
free energy in the transition state. It varies between 0 and
1, and is interpreted as the defining the position of the TS
in the reaction coordinates. There is no condition in the
Leffler equation that GP = GR when �L = 1/2, as has been
interpreted.20,21 In this case, �G≠ = 1/2�(GP � GR), but it
does not imply that GP must be equal to GR. If GP were


.�/��� �� �*0���� ��
1�� 
# �%� ��+���	� %(��
�(��� 
# ��%(�
2������%(��%�	(��%�
	���/����� �� ���°�3 4%� ���� 5��
��������� #�
� 67	3 89:


.�/��� �� �*0���� ��
1�� 
# �%� ��+���	� %(��
�(��� 
#
2����%�
�
�%�	(���
�%�
�(�	��� �� !,°�


%���� �� ���
	��
���� ���� �
	���	�� 
# �%� �
��
�(��� 
#
���/������� ��(���
�%�
�(�	���� �� !,°�


X �p 102 kOH (l mol�1 s�1)a kA (l mol�1 s�1)b


NO2 0.81 99.4 � 3.2 24.3 � 3.0
C1 0.24 19.9 � 0.3 4.92 � 0.32
H 0.00 10.4 � 0.20 3.01 � 0.24
Me �0.17 6.63 � 0.31 1.34 � 0.12
MeO �0.29 6.14 � 0.71 1.79 � 0.13
NMe2 �0.60 4.64 � 0.19 0.59 � 0.04
O� �0.81 0.92 � 0.02 0.30 � 0.04


a [NaOH] = 0.1–0.8 M.
b [EtOH] = 0.1–03 M; [NaOH] = 0.1–0.3 M; [EtO�] from Eqns (5) and (6),
Ke = 1.48 
 10�2 l mol�1.


.�/��� 0� ���� �	��'( ������
	 ��
1�� 
# ��+���	� %(��
�(���

# ��%(� 2����%�
�
�%�	(��%�
	���/�����; 001� ���
���	' �

67	� 8!: �	� 8�:
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equal to GR, Eqn. (8) would be expressed as �G≠ =
�GP = �GR, which is meaningless because in this case �L


is undetermined. The condition when �L = 1/2 and
GP = GR applies only when the reaction can be related
to a similar reaction.


The derivative of Eqn. (8) defines �L = d�G≠/d�G.
Since �L is a continuous, single-valued function of �G,
and assuming that �L is constant for a small change of
�G, upon integration Eqn. (9) is obtained:


�G�� � �L�G ��G��
0 �9	


where �G��
0 is the kinetic barrier at �G = 0. In the


formalism of Marcus, this barrier is defined as a constant
called the ‘intrinsic barrier’.22 From Table 3, the Leffler
plots produce Eqns (10) and (11) for the addition and
elimination reaction, respectively (Fig. 4).


�G��
A � �0�686 � 0�015	�GAE � �24�75 � 0�17	


r � 0�999 �10	


�G��
E � �0�314 � 0�015	�GEA � �24�75 � 0�17	


r � 0�994 �11	


For a large change of �G, assuming that d�L/d�G is
constant,20 and therefore that �L changes linearly with
�G, integration leads to Eqn. (12):


�L � �G
2��Gmax� � p and �L � ��G


2��Gmax� � q


� �
�12	


where ��Gmax� is the absolute value of the maximum
barrier and p (or q for the reverse reaction) is a parameter
that measures the asymmetry of the barrier. The barrier is
symmetrical only when p = 1/2 and �G = 0. Substituting
�L and integrating the differential d�G≠ = �Ld�G, Eqn.
(13) for the relationship between ��Gmax � and the


intrinsic barrier was obtained:


�G��
0 � 3


4
� p


� �
��Gmax� �13	


and by substitution and integration, the result is Eqn.
(14):


�G�� � �G��
0 � p�G � 3�4 � p


4�G��
0


� �
�G2 �14	


which is the expression of the modified Marcus equation
(MME). When p = 1/2, the barrier is symmetric and Eqn.
(14) becomes the Marcus equation in the usual form.


Both Leffler plots of �G��
A vs �GAE and �G��


E vs �GEA


were adjusted to Eqn. (14) with the asymmetric par-
ameter p = 0.694 � 0.002 for the direct reaction and
q = 0.307 � 0.002 for the reverse reaction. The intrinsic
barrier was �G��


0 = 24.75 � 0.02 kcal mol�1 (1 kcal =


%���� 0� )�	���� �	� �7���/��� ���������� #
� �%� ������
	
�%
5	


X
�G��


A
(kcal mol�1)


�G��
E


(kcal mol�1)
KAE


(l mol�1)a
�GAE


(kcal mol�1)


NO2 15.565 28.912 6.06 
 109 �13.347
Cl 16.511 28.648 7.86 
 108 �12.137
H 16.802 28.321 2.77 
 108 �11.519
Me 17.282 28.178 9.68 
 107 �10.896
MeO 17.110 28.247 1.45 
 108 �11.137
NMe2 17.768 27.928 2.80 
 107 �10.160
O� 18.169 27.774 1.10 
 107 �9.605


a At 25°C; KAE = kA/kE.


.�/��� 2� <�#=�� ��
�� #
� �%� ������
	0�����	���
	 ������
	>
�� ��?��%�	(���
�%�
�(�	����� 6�&�; �� ��?��%�	(��%�
	�
���/����� �	�
	�
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4.184 kJ). Leffler and MME plots produce the same value
for the intrinsic barrier. However, the slope of the Leffler
plot is interpreted as an average of the �L changes in the
series, whereas when the MME is considered, the
adjustment indicates the asymmetry of the kinetic barrier.
The situation is similar to the comparison of a Brønsted
plot and the Marcus equation for proton transfer.


The addition reaction is exoergic and the transition
state is more product like on the �L scale. As expected
from the high intrinsic barrier, the maximum barrier is
438 � 4 kcal mol�1, �L changes very little in the series
(0.679–0.683) and according to the Leffler–Hammond
hypothesis it moves towards the reagents with increasing
exoergicity.


It has been contended that for a reaction series that
does not possess an identity set such as cation–anion
recombination and nucleophilic addition to unsaturated
systems, an intrinsic barrier cannot be determined, and
consequently the Marcus equation23 cannot be satisfied,
but this is true only when considering symmetric barriers.


 �-������/�����


This work was written during the stay of E.H. at the
Institute of Fundamental Research of Organic Chemistry
at Kyushu University, as Visiting Professor. He thanks Dr
Shinjiro Kobayashi for the invitation.
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ABSTRACT: Hydrogen-bond acceptor strengths of numerous bases can be extracted from octanol–water partition
coefficients after subtraction of a hydrophobic-cavity term proportional to the molecular volume of the solutes. A
stepwise correlation analysis is carried out to compare these basicities in hydroxylic solvents with the pKx(HB)
hydrogen-bonding basicity scale determined for the 1:1 association of 4-fluorophenol in carbon tetrachloride. Within
a family of bases, hydrogen-bond acceptor ability in hydroxylic solvents is found to be predicted by the pKx(HB) scale
and the overall basicity of bifunctional and trifunctional solutes is precisely calculated by an exact summation�


pKx(HB) of the strengths of the individual basic sites. Plots of octanol–water partition coefficients against�
pKx(HB) present classical family-dependent relationships separating the amines, pyridines and ethers from the


other bases. This separation can be accounted for by a simple multiplicative term � restoring the additivity of the
basicity strengths. Careful dissection of the overall basicities of bifunctional compounds into their individual
components reveals the considerable levelling effect of the hydroxylic solvents on the relative strengths of the
different basic groups present in the same solute. A two-parameter equation involving the molecular volume and the
corrected summation for all basic sites


�
�pKx(HB) is proposed to predict partitioning between octanol and water.


Significant deviations from the equation are found when one of the basic centres of the solute is hindered by bulky
substituents. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: hydrogen bonding; lipophilicity; basicity scales; solvation
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Octanol–water partition coefficients (log P) have found
wide application in quantitative structure–activity rela-
tionships (QSARs), where they have proved useful as
empirical parameters for the analysis of the biological
activity of solutes and the design of new active
molecules.1 Many sources provide partition coefficients,
and the several thousand data critically collected by
Hansch et al.2 may serve as a reference table. However,
even more compounds are missing, and a great many
attempts have been made to develop programs or
equations devoted to the prediction of these coefficients.
The log P values are readily estimated by the summation
of fragment values or by linear energy solvation
relationships (LSERs) relating the partition coefficient
of a solute to its molecular properties.3 The former


method necessitates the calculation of empirically or
statistically determined incremental values for molecular
fragments and the evaluation of interaction factors. The
effort is limited, however, to the evaluation of the
partition coefficient, and no other use of the fragmental
coefficients can be made. In the LSER approach, the
empirical determinations4–9 and the theoretical calcula-
tions10,11 of the parameters used in the equations may
unravel the molecular interactions involved, both in the
partitioning of a solute and in other important physico-
chemical processes, such as solubility.12 Moreover,
Abraham and Chadha13 showed that many biological
activities of molecules could be quantified solely by the
physico-chemical parameters obtained from different
partition coefficients or chromatographic capacity fac-
tors, stressing the importance of the decomposition of the
bulk physico-chemical property or the biological activity
into unambiguously defined and easily determined par-
ameters.


The two main terms governing the partitioning of a
solute between water and immiscible organic phases are a
hydrophobic-cavity formation term and an opposing
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hydrogen-bond acceptor ability hydrophilic term.4–9 It is
generally agreed that the contributions of polarity/
polarizability effects are of secondary importance in the
distribution between wet octanol and water, and that the
solvation differential between the two solvents cancels
the hydrogen-bond acidity effect of the solute.14 Since
the cavity term, which is directly related to the size of the
molecule, can readily be subtracted, the log P values
constitute a unique collection of thousands of experi-
mental data. These are mainly related to the basicity of
organic solutes in water, the most biologically relevant
solvent where direct measurements are difficult to obtain
by standard methods.15 This paper is devoted to the
analysis of the hydrogen-bond contribution to the
octanol–water partition coefficient. It explores the
relationships between these effective basicities observed
in hydroxylic solvents and the basicities determined from
the 1:1 complexation of 4-fluorophenol in carbon
tetrachloride (CCl4):


4-FC6H4OH � B � 4-FC6H4OH � � �B �1�
Kx�25 �C, CCl4� � x�4	FC6H4OH���B
�x�B
x�4	FC6H4OH

pKx�HB� � log Kx � Kx is expressed in terms of


molar fraction


The pKx(HB) scale has the same definition as the pKHB


scale pioneered by Taft et al.16 three decades ago, but it
has been recalculated with equilibrium constants ex-
pressed in terms of molar fractions instead of molar
concentrations. This has the practical advantage that the
sum of two (or more) pK values is always greater than the
individual pK values, since pKx(HB) is positive even for
the weakest base ever measured with 4-fluorophenol in
CCl4.17 The molar volume of CCl4 is 10.3 dm3 mol	1, so
that pKx(HB) can easily be calculated from pKHB by the
simple equation: pKx(HB) = 1.01 � pKHB. This shift
gives an origin to the pKx(HB) scale very close to the
zero point of the �H


2 basicity scale statistically calculated
by Abraham et al.18 from linear free energy relationships
involving different hydrogen-bond donors in CCl4. The
pKx(HB) or pKHB scale has now been published for more
than 1000 bases belonging to a wide variety of neutral
accepting groups, including carbon, nitrogen, oxygen,
sulfur and halogen bases.19 Throughout this work,
priority has been given to the analysis of the effect of
fine structural variations of the solutes, so that the data are
deliberately limited to (i) the most representative
compounds of the different families, in order to prevent
any overfilling of the data sets by lengthening the
hydrocarbon chains around the basic functional group,
and (ii) the solutes for which the pKx(HB) values have
been determined experimentally. The data set that has
been found to fulfil these requirements contains more
than 300 bases. The complete data set used in this paper
is available as supplementary material at http://www.
wiley.com/epoc/.


'�+ &#&	�,-%" -#$*'+ -+'. +/,$*,'%#&
#0 '�+ ",/%'1 0#(�,'%#& +&+(!+'%"
'+(�


Taft and Murray14 have shown that, among the different
parameters available, the molecular volume Vx of the
solute calculated by the Abraham–McGowan equation20


can measure the magnitude of the complex energy
differences arising from the creation of cavities and from
the dispersive interactions involved in the two partition-
ing solvents. Indeed, Eqn. (2) gives a good relationship
for the range of eight log P units covered by the 50
compounds given in Table 1. These are either non-basic
or very weak bases, such as rare gases, straight-,
branched- and cyclic-chain aliphatic hydrocarbons, small
diatomic molecules (O2, N2, H2) and perhalogenated
compounds:


log P � 3�885��0�049�Vx�100 � 0�043��0�045� �2�


for which the correlation coefficient R = 0.996, the
number of points n = 50, the standard error s = 0.17,
Fisher statistic F = 6260 and the numbers in parentheses
are the 95% confidence intervals. Vx is expressed in cubic
centimeters per mole and is scaled by the factor 1/100 to
give relatively comparable coefficients for the different
parameters used in the subsequent correlations. As
expected, the intercept of the line corresponding to a
hypothetical molecule with a zero volume, which should
distribute equally between the two solvents, is not
significant. We have thus forced the line through the
origin and the cavity term is obtained from the simpler
least-squares Eqn. (3) without significant loss of preci-
sion:


log P � 3�926��0�026�Vx�100 �3�


�,-%"%'1 #0 ,�%&+- ,&) 21(%)%&+-. '�+
+3,"' ,))%'%/%'1 #0 '�+ �4�5��6 /,$*+-


The determination of the pKx(HB) value by the FTIR
method is based on the measurement of the decrease in
absorbance of the free phenol absorption with the
formation of the hydrogen-bond complex on the base.
If the base contains several basic sites, and if the
concentration of the phenol is kept sufficiently low to
prevent complexes of higher stoichiometries, the
measured experimental equilibrium constant Kt is the
sum of all possible 1:1 equilibria formed on all basic
sites:


Kxt �
�


Kxi and


pKx�HB�t � log�
�


Kxi�
�4�


Then, a simple statistical correction factor of log n is
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applied to the experimental values of polyfunctional
bases with n identical functional groups in order to obtain
the basicity of a single site. In the general case, however,
the molecule possesses different functional groups and
the pKx(HB)i values of the individual groups are
calculated from the family-dependent relationships
between the pKx(HB) values and the frequency shifts of


a phenol or an alcohol21 or the minimum electrostatic
potential.22


When the polyfunctional acceptor molecule is sur-
rounded by an excess of donor, all basic centres form
simultaneous associations with the donor molecules. In
the simplified case of a bifunctional F1—F2 molecule, the
stepwise addition of the donor is represented by the


'�
�� 78 ��������� ���'(������ '�� ���)����� �������	�


No. Molecule Formula Vx/100a log Pb 3.926Vx/100 Residualsc


1 Helium He 0.068 0.28 0.27 0.01
2 Neon Ne 0.085 0.28 0.33 	0.05
3 Argon Ar 0.190 0.74 0.75 	0.01
4 Krypton Kr 0.246 0.89 0.97 	0.08
5 Xenon Xe 0.329 1.28 1.29 	0.01
6 Radon Rn 0.384 1.51 1.51 0.00
7 Dihydrogen H2 0.109 0.45 0.43 0.02
8 Dioxygen O2 0.183 0.65 0.72 	0.07
9 Dinitrogen N2 0.222 0.67 0.87 	0.20


10 Methane CH4 0.250 1.09 0.98 0.11
11 Ethane C2H6 0.390 1.81 1.53 0.28
12 Propane C3H8 0.531 2.36 2.08 0.28
13 Butane C4H10 0.672 2.89 2.64 0.25
14 Pentane C5H12 0.813 3.39 3.20 0.20
15 Hexane C6H14 0.954 3.90 3.75 0.15
16 Heptane C7H16 1.095 4.66 4.30 0.36
17 Octane C8H18 1.236 5.18 4.86 0.33
18 Nonane C9H20 1.377 5.65 5.41 0.24
19 Undecane C11H24 1.659 6.54 6.51 0.03
20 Dodecane C12H26 1.799 6.80 7.06 	0.26
21 Tridecane C13H28 1.940 7.56 7.62 	0.06
22 Tetradecane C14H30 2.081 8.00 8.17 	0.18
23 2-Methyl propane C4H10 0.672 2.76 2.64 0.12
24 2,2-Dimethylpropane C5H12 0.813 3.11 3.19 	0.08
25 3-Methylpentane C6H14 0.954 3.60 3.75 	0.15
26 2,2-Dimethylbutane C6H14 0.954 3.82 3.75 0.07
27 2,3-Dimethylbutane C6H14 0.954 3.42 3.75 	0.33
28 3,3-Dimethylheptane C9H20 1.377 5.19 5.41 	0.22
29 Methylcyclohexane C7H14 0.986 3.61 3.87 	0.26
30 Methylcyclopentane C6H12 0.845 3.37 3.32 0.05
31 Cyclopropane C3H6 0.423 1.72 1.66 0.06
32 Cyclopentane C5H10 0.705 3.00 2.77 0.23
33 Cyclohexane C6H12 0.845 3.44 3.32 0.12
34 Cycloheptane C7H14 0.986 4.00 3.88 0.13
35 Cyclo-octane C8H16 1.127 4.45 4.42 0.03
36 Carbon tetrachloride CCl4 0.739 2.83 2.90 	0.08
37 Carbon tetrafluoride CF4 0.320 1.18 1.26 	0.08
38 Carbon tetrabromide CBr4 0.950 3.42 3.73 	0.31
39 Hexachloroethane C2Cl6 1.125 4.14 4.42 	0.28
40 Hexafluoroethane C2F6 0.497 2.00 1.95 0.05
41 Tetrachloroethylene C2Cl4 0.837 3.40 3.29 0.11
42 Hexachlorobenzene C6Cl6 1.451 5.73 5.70 0.03
43 Sulfur hexafluoro SF6 0.464 1.68 1.82 	0.14
44 Carbon disulfide CS2 0.491 1.94 1.93 0.01
45 Trichlorofluoromethane CFCl3 0.634 2.53 2.49 0.04
46 Bromotrifluoromethane CBrF3 0.478 1.86 1.88 	0.02
47 Chlorotrifluoromethane CClF3 0.425 1.65 1.67 	0.02
48 Dichlorodifluoromethane CCl2F2 0.530 2.16 2.08 0.08
49 1,2-Dichlorotetrafluoroethane C2Cl2F4 0.706 2.82 2.77 0.05
50 1,1,2-Trichlorotrifluoroethane C2F3Cl3 0.811 3.16 3.19 	0.02


a Molecular volume in cm3 mol	1.
b Ref. 2.
c Difference between experimental and calculated log P.
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equilibria in Eqns (5) and (6). The overall equilibrium
constant K�t is then the product of the individual
equilibrium constants K�1 and K�2 corresponding to the
associations on both sites of the acceptor in ROH as
solvent:


ROH � F1F2 � ROH � � � F1F2 K �
1 �5�


ROH � � �F1F2 � HOR � ROH � � � F1F2 � � �HOR K �
2 �6�


2ROH � F1F2 � ROH � � �F1F2 � � �HOR K �
t �7�


K �
t � K �


1K �
2 and pK �


x�HB�t � pK �
x�HB�1


� pK �
x�HB�2 �8�


Eqn. (8) can be extended for a molecule containing n non-
interacting sites to:


pK �
x�HB�t �


�n


i�1


pK �
x�HB�i �9�


Therefore, the problem is to check whether the second
term of Eqn. (9) is a simple function f of the pK
corresponding to the 1:1 associations of a phenol on the
same sites in apolar solvents:


pK �
x�HB�t � f �


�n


i�1


pKx�HB�i
 �10�


This additivity rule of the pKx(HB) values was first
tested on a series of nitrogen molecules, where the
presence of a single lone pair on the basic site limits the
possibility of formation of higher-order complexes.
When corrected from the cavity term, the log P values
of a series of 22 monofunctional primary,22 secondary23


and tertiary amines24 and 30 monofunctional imines or


meta- and para-substituted pyridines21 define a linear
relationship with pKx(HB) (open circles and straight line
of Fig. 1). In Table 2, we have collected the experimental
pKx(HB)t of 11 bifunctional and trifunctional amines and
pyridines and calculated their basicity parameters�


pKx(HB) in the situation where all nitrogen atoms
are hydrogen bonded, for instance when the molecules
are dissolved in hydroxylic solvents. It can be seen in Fig.
1 that the corresponding points (closed circles) are nicely
distributed along the line drawn for monofunctional


0���� 78 *���������� ���+��� �� �� ���� �' �� ���������
���'(����� ��	 �� �,&-��. ����� '�� ����'��������� �)���


��	 �)��$ ����� -��/������� ���� ��	 �.0 �� �,&-��. ������
�' �� 	������� ��	 	��1���� -�. ��� ���������	 �2 � '����� �'
�+�0 �� �,&-��. ������ �' 3�$�4)����1��� -�. �� ���������	 �2
� '����� �' ����0 �� ��/���� �� �� 2 �&�� ���������� ��
���)����� �������	�


'�
�� 98 5		������2 �' �� �,&-��. ������ '�� �� ���������� �' �� �������6+���� ��������� ���'(������


No. Polyfunctional compound
pKx(HB)t


a


Exp. CCl4


�
pKx(HB)b


Calc.


log P


�log PeExp.c Calc.d


51 Pyrimidine 2.38 4.16 	0.40 	0.42 0.02
52 Phenazine 2.53 4.47 2.84 2.22 0.62
53 Pyrazine 2.23 3.86 	0.23 	0.21 	0.02
54 Triazine 1.81 4.01 	0.73 	0.47 	0.26
55 2,2�-Bipyridine 2.46 4.32 1.73 1.83 	0.10
56 1,2-Diaminoethane 3.56 6.47 	2.04 	2.20 0.16
57 1,3-Diaminopropane 3.63 6.61 	1.43 	1.76 0.33
58 Piperazine 3.43 6.24 	1.50 	1.37 	0.13
59 N,N�-Dimethylethylene diamine 3.61 6.60 	0.62 	1.20 0.58
60 N,N�-Dimethylpiperazine 3.19 5.76 	0.40 0.05 	0.45
61 N,N,N�,N�-Tetramethylenediamine 3.33 6.04 0.30 0.28 0.02


a Kx(HB)t is the measured equilibrium constant obtained by IR spectroscopy in CCl4.21–24


b �
pKx(HB) = n[pKx(HB)t 	 log n]; n is the number of identical basic sites (see text).


c Experimental log P from Ref. 2.
d Calculated log P from Eqn. (11).
e � log P = log P(exp) 	 log P(calc).
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solutes. Therefore, all the data corresponding to the
mono- and poly-functional amines, imines and pyridines
may be gathered with the non-basic compounds to give
the biparametric regression in Eqn. (11), where the
basicity parameter is now the exact summation term�


pKx(HB) = n[pKx(HB)t 	 log n]:


log P � 3�870��0�051�Vx�100


	 0�699��0�010�
�


pKx�HB�
� 0�037��0�047� �11�


for which R = 0.994, n = 113, s = 0.20 and F = 4850. This
equation shows both the remarkable robustness of the
cavity coefficient and that no bias has been introduced by
the basicity term, since the intercept again has a zero
value, corresponding to an equal partitioning for solutes
of zero basicity and volume. The log P range covered by
Eqn. (11) is now greater than ten log units, and the
standard error of 0.2 log units gives to this regression line
a satisfactory predictive power.


'�+ 0,�%$1 )+2+&)+&"+ ,&) '�+
0,"'#( �


Figure 2 represents the relationship obtained between the
hydrogen-bonding part of the octanol–water partition
coefficient and the


�
pKx(HB) scale for a large series of


families of bases containing one or two identical basic
sites. In these series, the usual basic functional groups are
represented, such as aromatic and aliphatic nitriles,


aromatic and aliphatic carbonyl groups (esters, alde-
hydes, ketones and amides), pyridine N-oxides, nitro
compounds, sulfoxides and sulfones, thioethers and
aliphatic alcohols. Their individual sensitivities � to the
parameter pKx(HB) reported in Table 3, differ signifi-
cantly from the values found for the pyridines and the
amines, but they remain approximately constant in a
narrow range from 1.01 to 1.17. In the same set we have
also found two important families of bases considered as
weak or very weak in CCl4 but that appear to contribute
significantly to the partition process. The first one is the �
bases family containing aromatic and polyaromatic
derivatives for which a statistical factor corresponding
to the number of aromatic sextets is applied.17 This
family also includes a few ethylenic and acetylenic
compounds. The second family of bases corresponds to
the aliphatic halogen derivatives (fluoro-, chloro-, bromo-
and iodo-derivatives). Their basicity has only recently
been introduced into a quantitative scale in CCl4.25 When
these seven different families are gathered in a single set
(set 2), a good relationship [Eqn. (12)] is obtained with Vx


and �pKx(HB):


log P � 3�823��0�040�Vx�100
	 1�062��0�012��pKx�HB�
� 0�066��0�040� �12�


for which R = 0.993, n = 192, s = 0.20 and F = 7089.
Direct comparison with Eqn. ((11)) shows that the cavity
term remains essentially the same, but that the coefficient
of the basicity term for all these families of compounds is
about 50% greater than the coefficient corresponding to
amines and pyridines. No simple molecular property,
such as the polarity of the solute families or the number of
available lone pairs allowing higher degrees of com-
plexation, can definitively explain this difference be-
tween the two sets of families. Indeed, both sets contain
compounds with a wide range of dipolarity, and set 2


0���� 98 *���������� ���+��� �� �� ���� �' �� �������6
+���� ��������� ���'(����� ��	 �� �,&-��. ����� �' 2	��)
/��)���	 �������� �����/� �' � ������ ���/���� ������2��
������2� ��	 ���'��2� �������	 /����� ��	 ��������0 ��
	���	 ���� ���������	� �� �� ����� ��	 �2��	��� '�������


'�
�� :8 �����2 	����	���� �� ��
�
�,&-��. ���������


Set Family 	�a nb sc


1 Amines 0.69 28 0.23
1 Pyridines 0.72 35 0.20


Set 1 0.703 63 0.22
2 � bases 1.17 26 0.15
2 Nitriles 1.08 18 0.14
2 Carbonyls 1.10 59 0.22
2 Halogens 1.02 14 0.18
2 Alcohols 1.09 8 0.16
2 NO and SO bases 1.01 14 0.29
2 Thioethers 1.11 3 0.07


Set 2 1.07 142 0.22
3 Ethers (set 3) 0.87 11 0.15


a Slope of the regression line: log P 	 3.926Vx/100 = �
�


pKx(HB).
b Number of points.
c Standard deviation.
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includes the nitrile family with a single lone pair on the
basic atom together with other families containing basic
centres with several lone pairs. Therefore, this behaviour
must rather be explained by the family dependence
generally observed when different basicity-dependent
properties are analysed with various donors and/or in
different solvents.19,26–29 Moreover, a third family is
observed with the ether-oxides, for which an intermedi-
ary � coefficient of the pKx(HB) parameter is found
necessary, in spite of the few members of this family.
Such a gain in the basicity strength of amines, pyridines
and ethers from all other functional groups when the
solvent polarity increases is the main obstacle to the
definition of a fully generalized single parameter scale of
hydrogen-bonding basicity.18,30 However, in this analy-
sis, it appears possible to take into account only three
different sensitivities (� = 0.703, 0.87 and 1.07) corre-
sponding to the three sets presented on Table 3, so that a
general and very simple relationship [Eqn. (13)] ranging
over ten log P units (Fig. 3) may be set up to estimate the
partition coefficients from the equilibrium constants of
the 1:1 associations measured in CCl4:


log P � 3�827��0�036�Vx�100
	 0�988��0�010���pKx�HB�
� 0�046��0�037� �13�


for which R = 0.993, n = 266, s = 0.20 and F = 9220. In
his analysis of numerous partitioning systems, Abra-
ham31 found it necessary to set up two basicity
parameters for the amine and pyridine families depending
on whether water was substantially miscible or not in the
organic phase. This strongly suggests that the family-


dependence parameter � is not transferable to all organic–
water systems.


,))%'%/%'1 #0 '�+ ���4�5��6 /,$*+-


It is necessary to check whether the additivity of the
basicities of the different sites remains valid for mol-
ecules containing several basic sites belonging to
different families. This question is of particular sig-
nificance here, since: (i) the structures of molecules of
biological importance are generally polyfunctional and
their basic centres belong to the three different � groups;
(ii) substituents that are considered as negligibly active in
the solute scale of basicity in apolar solvents may become
an important source of interaction with the hydroxylic
solvents by virtue of the scaling � factor.


Since the relative precision of an equilibrium constant
measured in CCl4 [Eqn. (1)] is ca 5–10%, the estimation
of the strength of a secondary basic site in the pKx(HB)
scale can only be carried out in a few favourable cases,
where the relative HB abilities of the two basic sites are
not too far apart and where the two 1:1 associations give
different absorptions in the IR spectra.21,23,24 Some
instructive examples are given in Tables 4 and 5. When
the molecules are treated as monofunctional solutes
(Table 4), with a basicity taken as the experimental
equilibrium constant Kx(HB)t determined in CCl4 and
attributed in totality to the ‘main’ function—ether,
pyridine or amine—very large deviations are obtained
for all the compounds selected. On the contrary, when the
basicity of the ‘substituent’ is evaluated accurately,
scaled by the factor �, and added to the corrected basicity
of the functional group, the partition coefficients of the
bifunctional compounds are calculated with a good
precision. The determining influence of the substituent
on the total basicity in water is worth noticing here. For 3-
cyanopyridine, the experimental basicity measured in
CCl4 is pKx(HB)t = 2.01 and, after evaluation of the
equilibrium constant on the cyano group,21 the basicity of
the pyridine is calculated as pKx(HB)N = 1.83. Thus, the
presence of a basic nitrile substituent increases the
basicity of the molecule by a modest factor of 10%. In
octanol–water, on the contrary, the calculated overall
basicity is ��pKx(HB)t = 2.94, whereas the actual
basicity of the pyridine nitrogen of 3-cyanopyridine is
�pKx(HB)N = 1.29. The presence of a nitrile substituent
has thus increased the basicity by a factor of 130% and
the ‘substituent’ has become more basic than the
functional group. The examples of Tables 4 and 5 reveal
the tremendous levelling effect operated by the hydro-
xylic solvents on the relative hydrogen-bonding abilities
of the different basic sites present in polyfunctional
molecules. In anisole and dimethylaniline, the phenyl
group contributes to about 50% of the overall basicity, in
morpholine the ether oxygen and the amine nitrogen are
equally basic, and in the substituted pyridines the


0���� :8 *���������� ���+��� �&���������� ��	 ���������	
��/ � 78��0 -3$.9
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basicities of the cyano and the carbonyl substituents can
exceed the nitrogen basicity. This relative amplification
of the hydrogen-bonding abilities of secondary sites in
hydroxylic solvents by comparison with direct measure-
ments in apolar solvents is an effective means to detect
the polyfunctionality of solutes toward water. This step of
hydrogen bonding in water also fills the gap between
aqueous protonation and hydrogen bonding in apolar
solvents that sometimes occurs at different sites.32–34 For
the molecules presented in Table 6, a clear frontier
appears between the first four monofunctional com-
pounds 70–73 and the remaining solutes 74–89, which
are at least bifunctional and, possibly, tri- or tetra-
functional. When the logarithm of the apparent equili-
brium constant determined in CCl4 is taken as the overall
basicity of the compound, two situations arise for the
difference � log P between the experimental and the
calculated log P. In the first situation (compounds 70–
73), deactivation of the substituent by the strong electron-
attracting inductive effect and/or resonance effect of the
functional group appears sufficient to ruin the HB
acceptor ability of the phenyl ring of benzonitrile and
the amino nitrogen of dimethylcyanamide, diazabicyclo-


nonene or N-methylimidazole. In the second situation
(compounds 74–82), the sites are separated by a
methylene group, which decreases the inductive effect
of the functional group and eliminates the resonance
effect. Both sites become active as HB acceptors and the
deviations � log P exhibit important negative values
related to the strengths of the second sites. For
benzylcyanide 74, the deviation corresponds to an excess
of basicity of ca 0.44 due to the benzene ring, fully
compatible with the presence of a benzene ring
[pKx(HB) = 0.55]17 deactivated by a field/inductive
electron-withdrawing functional group CH2CN (�F =
0.32).39 In the same way, the increasing deviations
observed in the series


allylamine 77�	0�18� � diallylamine 78 �	0�75�
� triallylamine 79 �	0�98�,


or 2-chloroethyl ethyl ether 80 �	0�99�
� bis-(2-chloroethyl)ether 81 �	1�40�


can be explained by the successive addition of new active
secondary sites compatible with the known HB basicity


'�
�� ;8 5���2��� �' ���� ��'��������� ������� +�� �� /������ 8��0 -3$. '�� ������� ������	 �� ����'��������� �������	�


No. Compound Vx/100a pKx(HB)t
b �pKx(HB)t


c Family


log P


� log PfExp.d Calc.e


62 Anisole 0.916 1.12 0.97 ether 2.11 2.59 	0.48
63 N,N-Dimethylaniline 1.098 1.50 1.05 amine 2.31 3.21 	0.90
64 2-Cyanopyridine 0.830 1.86 1.31 pyridine 0.40 1.93 	1.53
65 3-Cyanopyridine 0.830 2.01 1.41 pyridine 0.23 1.83 	1.60
66 4-Cyanopyridine 0.830 2.06 1.45 pyridine 0.46 1.79 	1.33
67 Methylnicotinate 1.032 2.51 1.76 pyridine 0.83 2.26 	1.43
68 4-Acetylpyridine 0.973 2.52 1.77 pyridine 0.48 2.02 	1.54
69 Morpholine 0.722 2.87 2.01 amine 	0.86 0.82 	1.68


a Vx is the molecular volume.20


b Kx(HB)t is the apparent equilibrium constant obtained by IR spectroscopy in CCl4.
c � is the family dependence parameter (see text).
d Data from Ref. 2.
e log P calculated from Eqn. (13).


'�
�� <8 5���2��� �' ���� ��'��������� ������� +�� �� /������ 8��0 -3$. '�� ������� ������	 �� ��'��������� �������	�


Compound �pKx(HB)1
a Family �pKx(HB)2


a Family
�


�pKx(HB)


log P


�log PdExp.b Calc.c


Anisole 0.69 � 0.86 ether 1.55 2.11 2.02 0.09
N,N-Dimethylaniline 0.92 � 0.98 amine 1.90 2.31 2.37 	0.06
2-Cyanopyridine 1.73 nitrile 1.05 pyridine 2.78 0.40 0.47 	0.07
3-Cyanopyridine 1.65 nitrile 1.29 pyridine 2.94 0.23 0.31 	0.08
4-Cyanopyridine 1.59 nitrile 1.35 pyridine 2.94 0.46 0.31 0.15
Methylnicotinate 1.62 carbonyl 1.73 pyridine 3.35 0.83 0.68 0.15
4-Acetylpyridine 1.92 carbonyl 1.70 pyridine 3.62 0.48 0.19 0.29
Morpholine 1.93 ether 1.95 amine 3.88 	0.86 	1.03 0.17


a Kx(HB)1 and Kx(HB)2 are the equilibrium constants of the two basic sites of the molecule determined from IR frequency shifts.21,23–24


b Data from Ref. 2.
c log P calculated from Eqn. (13).
d � log P = log P (exp) 	 log P(calc).
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of an ethylenic bond17 or a chlorine atom.25 Deconjuga-
tion may also be provoked by stereochemical effects
preventing the planarity of the molecule,40,41 as shown by
the deviations found for benzophenone 85, or diphenyl-
sulfoxide 86, in line with the activity of one (or two)
phenyl group(s) partially deconjugated with the carbo-
nyl42 or the sulfoxide43 group. Similarly, the multi-
plication of very weakly active NMe2, OMe and Ph
substituents could be the origin of the significant overall
basicity increase of hexamethylphosphoramide 83, tri-
methylphosphate 84 and triphenylphosphine oxide 87 in
hydroxylic solvents. This occurs in spite of the strong
electron-withdrawing effect of the phosphoryl group,39


since very low values of pKx(HB) on the order of 0.36–
0.40 per substituent are sufficient to cancel the deviations
of the solutes. Here again, it must be stressed that the
noticeable activity of substituents belonging to families
that are different from the functional group may lead to
non-constant overall basicity parameters for different
partitioning phases if the � parameter varies with the
solvent systems, as observed by Leahy et al.7 for some
S=O or P=O solutes. As shown in Table 6, nicotine 88
and nornicotine 89 are definitely bifunctional hydrogen-


bond donors in hydroxylic solvents.


Although the pyridine nitrogen appears to be the unique
site of association in apolar solvents,34 both the pyridine
and the pyrrolidine nitrogen atoms are found to be active
when the molecule is surrounded by an excess of
hydroxylic solvent, in agreement with the dibasic
character of nicotine towards the proton in water.44


-'+(%" +00+"'- #& '�+ -#$*'+ ��
-'(+&!'�


Manifestations of steric effects on the hydrogen-bond
ability of a functional group are difficult or even


'�
�� =8 5���2��� �' ��������� ���2'��������� ���������


No. Compound Formula Vx/100a pKx(HB)t
b �c


log P


� log PfExp.d Calc.e


70 Benzonitrile PhCN 0.871 1.81 1.07 1.56 1.46 0.10
71 Dimethylcyanamide Me2NCN 0.645 2.57 1.07 	0.15 	0.21 0.06
72 Diazabicyclononene C7H12N2


g 1.034 4.92 0.703 0.69 0.58 0.11
73 N-Methylimidazole C4H6N2 0.677 3.73 0.703 	0.06 0.04 	0.10
74 Benzylcyanide PhCH2CN 1.012 1.82 1.07 1.56 1.99 	0.43
75 Benzylamine PhCH2NH2 0.957 2.85 0.703 1.09 1.72 	0.63
76 Phenethylamine PhCH2CH2NH2 1.098 3.17 0.703 1.41 2.04 	0.63
77 Allylamine H2C=CHCH2NH2 0.588 2.94 0.703 0.07 0.25 	0.18
78 Diallylamine (CH2=CHCH2)2NH 0.968 2.71 0.703 1.11 1.86 	0.75
79 Triallylamine (CH2=CHCH2)3N 1.348 2.35 0.703 2.59 3.57 	0.98
80 2-Chloroethyl ethyl ether ClCH2CH2OEt 0.853 1.56 0.87 0.98 1.97 	0.99
81 Bis-(2-chloroethyl)ether (ClCH2CH2)2O 0.976 1.27 0.87 1.29 2.69 	1.40
82 Ethylchloroacetate ClCH2COOEt 0.869 1.68 1.07 0.94 1.59 	0.65
83 Hexamethylphosphotriamide (Me2N)3PO 1.517 4.61 1.07 0.28 0.97 	0.69
84 Trimethylphosphate (MeO)3PO 0.971 3.51 1.07 	0.78 0.05 	0.83
85 Benzophenone Ph2CO 1.481 2.08 1.07 3.18 3.51 	0.33
86 Diphenylsulfoxide Ph2SO 1.546 3.04 1.07 2.06 2.74 	0.68
87 Triphenylphosphine oxide Ph3PO 2.195 4.17 1.07 2.83 4.03 	1.20
88 Nicotine C10H14N2


h 1.371 3.11 0.703 1.17 3.13 	1.96
89 Nornicotine C9H12N2


i 1.230 3.21 0.703 0.17 2.52 	2.35


a Vx is the molecular volume.20


b Kx(HB)t is the measured equilibrium constant obtained by IR spectroscopy in CCl4.22–24,35–38


c � is the family dependence parameter (see text).
d Data from Ref. 2.
e log P calculated from Eqn. (13).
f � log P = log P(exp) 	 log P(calc).


g


h


i
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impossible to quantify, since: (i) all groups containing
unsaturations or heteroatoms must a priori be excluded
from the analysis, since they are potential hydrogen-bond
acceptors leading to negative deviations � log P that
cannot be quantitatively corrected for (vide infra); (ii) the
steric effect takes very different forms depending on the
environment of the functional group45 (i.e. on the
family). Thus, cyclic species (pyridines, � bases), mol-
ecules with functional atoms included (amines, ethers) in
the carbon chain or outside the skeleton (carbonyl,
phosphoryl, sulfonyl, etc.) and basic atoms with different
numbers of lone pairs are not equally sensitive to the
shielding effect of a neighbouring atom. In Table 7, the
log P values of a few bases bearing alkyl substituents in �
positions of the basic atom and belonging to different
families are calculated from Eqn. (13). The negative
deviations of the last column show that the differential
between octanol and water gives to the sterically
hindered basic groups a weak but significant excess of
hydrophilic character. This is in accordance with the
reduced steric requirement of the donor water compared
with the reference donor 4-fluorophenol of the pKx(HB)


scale. It is satisfying to note that the hydrophilic effect is
greater for the ethers, where the basic atom is part of the
skeleton, in comparison with the similar but less hindered
ketones:


iPrOiPr�	0�58� � iPrCOiPr�	0�22�


and that lengthening the chains around the basic nitrogen
of tertiary amines increases significantly the deviation:


Me3N�0�00� � Et3N�	0�56� � n-Pr3N�	1�20�


The pyridine nitrogen remains unaffected by the presence
of one or two methyl groups in the ortho position and in
the absence of a log P value for 2-isopropylpyridine the
first significant deviation is observed for 2-tert-butylpy-
ridine (� log P = 	0.71). The hydration of neutral 2,6-
di-tert-butylpyridine (DTBP) has been the subject of
controversy.46,47 In a recent IR study48 conducted in
CCl4, we have shown that the associations of water,
methanol and 4-fluorophenol stand exclusively on the �
cloud of DTBP, and we have measured a basicity


'�
�� >8 5���2��� �' �� ��:2� ������ �''���


No. Coumpound Formula Vx/100a pKx(HB)t
b �c


log P


� log PfExp.d Calc.e


90 2,4-Dimethyl-pentan-3-one i-Pr2CO 1.111 2.09 1.070 1.86 2.08 	0.22
91 3,3-Dimethylbutan-2-one MeCOtBu 0.970 2.18 1.070 1.20 1.45 	0.25
92 2,2,4,4-Tetramethyl-pentan-3-one t-BuCOtBu 1.392 1.97 1.070 3.00 3.29 	0.29
93 Adamantane-1-(N,N-dimethylcarboxamide) C13H21ONg 1.730 3.31 1.070 2.55 3.16 	0.61
94 2,2,5,5-Tetramethyl-tetrahydrofuran C8H16O 1.186 2.44 0.870 2.06 2.48 	0.42
95 tert-Butylmethyl ether C5H12O 0.872 2.20 0.870 0.94 1.49 	0.55
96 1,8-Cineole C10H18Oh 1.359 2.39 0.870 2.50 3.19 	0.69
97 Diisopropylether C6H14O 1.013 2.12 0.870 1.52 2.10 	0.58
98 2-Methylpyridine C6H7N 0.816 3.04 0.703 1.11 1.05 0.06
99 2-Ethylpyridine C7H9N 0.957 2.95 0.703 1.69 1.66 0.03
100 2,6-Dimethylpyridine C7H9N 0.957 3.15 0.703 1.68 1.52 0.16
101 2,4,6-Trimethylpyridine C8H11N 1.098 3.30 0.703 1.88 1.95 	0.07
102 2-tert-Butylpyridine C9H13N 1.239 2.43 0.703 2.40 3.10 	0.70
103 Diisopropylamine i-Pr2NH 1.054 2.99 0.703 1.40 2.01 	0.60
104 2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidine C9H19N 1.368 2.88 0.703 2.15 3.29 	1.13
105 Triethylamine Et3N 1.054 2.98 0.703 1.45 2.01 	0.56
106 Tripropylamine n-Pr3N 1.477 2.46 0.703 2.79 3.99 	1.20
107 Hexamethylbenzene C12H18 1.562 1.03 1.070 4.61 4.93 	0.32
108 2-Methyl-2-chloropropane t-BuCl 0.795 0.73 1.070 1.82 2.31 	0.49
109 2,6-Di-tert-butylpyridine C13H21N 1.803 0.47 1.070 4.14 6.45 	2.31


a Vx is the molecular volume.20


b Kx(HB)t is the equilibrium constant obtained by IR spectroscopy in CCl4.
c � is the family dependence parameter (see text).
d Data from Ref. 2.
e log P calculated from Eqn. (13).
f � log P = log P(exp) 	 log P(calc).
g


h
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pKx(HB) value comparable to that of benzene basicity:
pKx(HB) = 0.47. This absence of a hydrogen bond on the
pyridine nitrogen was further confirmed by 15N NMR
studies.49 When this value is introduced into Eqn. (13) a
very large deviation of 	2.31 units of log P is observed.
Such a large negative value cannot be interpreted by
steric effects on the � cloud, and suggests unambiguously
that the nitrogen atom is an HB acceptor site in pure
water. Interestingly, the apparent HB basicity in the
octanol–water partition pKow


x (HB) calculated by means
of Eqn. (13)


pKow
x (HB) � �log P 	 3�83Vx�100 	 0�04��	 0�99


yields the following sequence:


pyridine: 2�022-tert-butylpyridine: 2�45 � DTBP: 2�88


which corresponds to an additive increment on the
basicity of the nitrogen group of 0.43 units due to the 2-
tert-butyl substituent.


"#&"$*-%#&


A comparison can be carried out between the apparent
driving hydrophilic force obtained from octanol–water
partition coefficients by subtraction of a simple cavity
term and the basicities of solutes measured in CCl4
solutions. The main features shown in this analysis are
that: (i) all unsaturations and heteroatoms present in the
solute are hydrogen-bonded to the solvent(s) unless they
are deactivated by resonance push–pull effects; (ii)
apparent basicities in hydroxylic solvents can be
calculated by exact addition of the strengths measured
in CCl4 for the different sites; (iii) relationships between
both scales show family-dependent lines. Bulk or
effective solute basicity parameters ��H


2 as determined
by Abraham31 from partition coefficients have proved
their usefulness for the analysis of numerous solvation-
related properties in the field of chemical and biochem-
ical processes.50 It is another task to analyse the apparent
hydrogen-bond basicity of a solute in hydroxylic media.
This work shows the transferability of the pKx(HB) scale
to such media, and thus affords a much simpler reference
process for the estimation of the basicity of solutes by
computational chemistry51 than the apparent basicity
expressed as ��H


2 .
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ABSTRACT: The parameters of the Hückel type ladder C and ladder H models of permethylated oligosilanes have
been optimized to reproduce orbital energies obtained from ab initio Hartree–Fock (HF) calculations of 84
conformers with 1–8 silicon atoms at their optimized geometries. With the optimized parameters, the ladder models
reproduce the top �5% of the ab initio occupied orbital energies with a mean error of 0.03–0.05 eV. Using
Koopmans’ theorem, trends in the ionization potentials of very long oligosilanes and polysilanes, including their
conformational dependence, can now be predicted with the accuracy of the HF/TZ ab initio method. We use the
ladder models to examine the chain-length dependence of conformational effects in chains with up to 40 silicon
atoms, with particular attention to the issue of conformationally induced chain segmentation. Copyright  2002 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: sigma conjugation; polysilanes; chain segmentation; sigma delocalization; orbital energies; ladder C
model; ladder H model; Sandorfy model
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�-Conjugated polysilanes possess a number of intriguing
optical and charge-transport properties which have fueled
their extensive experimental and theoretical examina-
tion.1,2 Phenomena such as thermochromism,3,4 piezo-
chromism,5 ionochromism6 and solvatochromism7 are
believed to be caused by the conformational dependence
of the electronic structure. According to the segmentation
model of polysilanes,8 the chain can be thought of as a
collection of linked weakly interacting oligosilane
segments defined by conformational twists in the
polymer backbone and changing in time as the con-
formation changes. These segments are believed to serve
as carriers of charge and excitation and can be modeled
by short oligosilanes. It is therefore of interest to
understand the UV absorption spectra and ionization
potentials of oligosilanes in the hope of ultimately
predicting the optical and charge-transport properties of
the polymers as a function of conformation. An important
part of this program is the prediction of orbital energies,
which are related to ionization potentials through Koop-
mans’ theorem. Although non-Koopmans’ terms are far


from negligible, they are roughly constant, and ab initio
Hartree–Fock orbital energies show fairly good agree-
ment with measured ionization potentials.9–11 Subse-
quently, the prediction of electronic excitation energies
may be attempted. Even for short chains, accurate
calculation of absorption spectra is quite difficult.12–14


We see two reasons for which it is desirable to have a
simple computational model for orbital energies and,
ultimately, excitation energies. First, it might provide some
intuitive understanding of the conformational and chain-
length effects on the electronic structure of the polysilanes,
and second, it might permit computations for very long
chains encountered in the polysilane high polymers. This
provided the motivation for the present work.


Previous work started from the Sandorfy C model,
originally developed for hydrocarbons.15 This model was
extended and brought to the PPP level,16–20 but none of
these improved methods considered the effect of the
conformational dependence of the one-electron part of
the semiempirical Hamiltonian. We proposed the ladder
C and ladder H models,21,22 which include a conforma-
tionally dependent term. The ladder C model with simply
optimized parameters seemed to account for some of the
spectral observations for conformational effects available
at the time.22


In the present paper, we optimize the parameters of the
ladder C and ladder H models thoroughly by comparing
their results with orbital energies obtained from Hartree–
Fock (HF) ab initio calculations for a large number of
oligosilane conformers.
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HF 3–21G* optimized geometries of a set of 87
conformers of SinMe2n�2, n = 1, 2, 3, 4,22 5,23 6,24 7
(C.-H. Ottosson, H. Fogarty, R. Crespo and J. Michl,
unpublished results), and 8 (C.-H. Ottosson, H. Fogarty,
R. Crespo and J. Michl, unpublished results) were used to
perform single-point HF calculations with the 6–31G*
basis set to obtain orbital energies. These will be referred
to as DZ (double zeta) orbital energies. Optimized
geometries (C.-H. Ottosson, H. Fogarty, R. Crespo and
J. Michl, unpublished results) of a second set of 29
conformers of SinMe2n�2, n = 1–6, were obtained at the
Møller–Plesset pertubation theory level (MP2) with the
6–311G* basis set for silicon atoms, the 6–31G* basis set
for carbon atoms and the 6–31G basis set for hydrogen
atoms, and were used to obtain HF orbital energies with
this basis set. These will be referred to as triple zeta (TZ)
orbital energies. A third set of data consists of
experimental ionization potentials for 13 mol-
ecules,9,10,22,25,26 only five of which are permethylated
oligosilanes25,26 (a constant value of 0.7 eV was added to
the values reported in Ref. 25 to make them compatible
with the photoelectron values in Ref. 26), the rest
containing various saturated cyclic substituents that limit
conformational freedom.9,10


To fit the Hückel orbital energies to the ab initio orbital
energies, a program was written in Fortran77 to perform
the Hückel calculations and the parameter optimizations
using Powell’s direction-set algorithm27 on a Gateway
7400 server. The error function is the square root of the
sum of the r.m.s. deviations of the calculated Hückel
orbital energies from the ab initio orbital energies or
experimental ionization energies.


The basis set for the ladder C model (Fig. 1) consists
of two sp3 hybrid orbitals in the backbone for each
internal silicon atom and a single sp3 orbital for the
terminal silicon atoms. In the model Hamiltonian, four
different types of integrals are considered. The
Coulomb integral �Si describes the electronegativity
of the silicon sp3 hybrid orbital. The resonance integral
�P describes the primary bonding interaction between
two basis set orbitals facing each other in an Si—Si
bond. The resonance integral �G describes the geminal
interaction between two sp3 orbitals on the same silicon
atom. The resonance integral �V describes the vicinal
interaction between two orbitals located on two


neighboring silicon atoms and not facing each other.
It is the only parameter of the model that depends on the
dihedral angle.


In the ladder H model, all four valence-shell sp3


hybrid orbitals of each silicon atom are included as well
as one hybrid orbital of each carbon atom pointing
towards a silicon atom (Fig. 2). The model Hamiltonian
contains two types of Coulomb and four types of
resonance integrals (Fig. 2). The Coulomb integrals over
the sp3 hybrid orbital located on silicon and carbon
atoms are �Si and �C, respectively. The resonance
integrals between two orbitals facing each other in an
Si—Si and Si—C bond are �P and �R, respectively
(primary interactions). The integral between two neigh-
boring orbitals on one silicon atom is �G (geminal
interaction). The integral between two orbitals on
neighboring silicon atoms that do not point at each
other is �V (vicinal interaction).


Previous studies22 showed that the dependence of �V


on the dihedral angle � is satisfactorily described by a
cosine function, �V = C1 � C2cos�. Accordingly, C1 and
C2 were used as the fitting parameters for �V. In both
models, only the backbone dihedral angles in a molecule
have to be specified to define a conformation since the
parameter �V is the only geometry dependent quantity.


�"�!#��


We determined the Hückel parameters for all six
combinations of the three available orbital energy sets
and the two different Hamiltonians and used the results to
examine the properties of some permethylated oligosi-
lanes with up to 40 silicon atoms, which is more than
could be easily examined in an ab initio manner.


�
����� �� ��$ �%�	 
� 
& ����� ��&��
	�


The correspondence of Hückel and ab initio orbitals was


'����� () ���� ��� ��� ���	����� ���"���� � ��� ������ �
�	���


'����� *) ���� ��� ��� ���	����� ���"���� � ��� ������ #
�	���
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established by calculating the overlap S of all Hückel
with all ab initio orbitals, where the latter were expressed
in the valence part of Weinhold’s natural hybrid orbital
(NHO) basis.28 For this purpose, the Hückel parameters
optimized earlier22 were taken as starting values. It was
found that all orbitals with energies above �11 eV are in
the same energy order in both methods, with typical S
values of at least 0.6–0.9 and frequently above 0.9. These
are about half of the occupied ladder C model orbitals, or
a quarter of the ladder H model orbitals. Below �11 eV
we find �-type orbitals, locally antisymmetric with
respect to the Si—Si—Si plane. These fit worse, but are
not important for optical or charge-transport properties.
The poorer fit is understandable since the ladder model
in its C approximation is incapable of describing �-type
orbitals; in its H approximation it is capable of
describing them, but the description is of limited quality
since the hydrogen atoms, where a significant part of the
ab initio wavefunction is located, are not considered
explicitly.


+
�
����� ,���� �� 
& ����� �
	��	
����


Once the ab initio and Hückel orbitals are matched, it
becomes possible to minimize the differences in their
energies by a suitable choice of the Hückel parameters.
This is done by looking for a minimum in the error
function (root of the sum of mean square deviations in
energy). The error function in the Hückel parameters
space is very irregular and contains many different local
minima of similar depth. Many of these are unphysical
and were dismissed, although some produced a better fit
than the minima with more reasonable parameter values.
Many minima were always found which have only
slightly differing parameter values. These are considered
as one ill-defined shallow minimum. To obtain final
parameter values, the values of 30 local minima
considered to represent one shallow minimum were
averaged and then used as a starting point in another
reoptimization. The ladder C minima are generally much
better defined than the ladder H minima as could be
expected given a larger number of adjustable parameters
in the latter. The fitting of the ladder H model to the TZ
data was especially poorly defined, presumably because
of the small number of conformers for which the TZ data
are available. The same applies for the fitting to
experimental data, of which the least number was
available, both with the ladder C and H models. It led
to a fairly large uncertainty for the parameters �Si, �P,
and the components C1 and C2 of �V.


When fitting to the TZ data, besides many physically
more or less unreasonable minima, we found what
appears to be a continuous series of minima with a
growing difference between the parameters �P and �R but
also a growing error for the orbital energies. A difference
between �P and �R is expected on qualitative grounds


since they reflect the strengths of Si—Si and Si—C
bonds, and the latter are about 1.2 times stronger (bond
dissociation enthalpies are 382 kJ mol�1 for Si—C in
SiMe4 and 310 kJ mol�1 for Si—Si in Si2Me6


29). Here,


'����� -) #�& �'�� ��� #( 	�)��� ����"��* $���%�� ������ �
�	��� 
	� +�, �- ��� +�, .- 	�)��� ����"�� ��� +�, 	)������
/0�* $���%�� ������ # �	��� 
	� +), �- ��� +�, .- 	�)���
����"�� ��� +
, 	)������ /0�*  �������� ��	�� ��� ��������
��������� )� � �1
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the uncertainty of the parameters �S, �P and the
component C1 of �V was fairly large. We had no basis
for choosing one minimum out of the series other than
accommodating this fact and keeping physically reason-
able parameter values comparable to those obtained in
the fitting to DZ and experimental energies, and the
values chosen are therefore somewhat arbitrary. An
interpretation of the parameter values cannot go into
much detail in these cases.


For comparison, we also optimized parameters in the


original Sandorfy C model, in which �V = 0 (no
conformational dependence).


All final parameter values and the linear regression
results for the Hückel vs. the HF orbital energy
correlation are given in Table 1. A comparison of
orbital energies provided by the ab initio method or
estimated from experiment using Koopmans’ theorem
with those obtained from the C and H ladder models
with various parameter choices is shown in Fig. 3. A
comparison of the orbital energies obtained from the
Sandorfy C model with the DZ ab initio results is shown
in Fig. 4.


���� ������� � 	�� ��	���	
� ��
��


We show the results obtained using the Hückel models
optimized to the TZ HF orbital energies to predict the
HOMO energy in longer chains and its dependence on
conformation (the results for parameters optimized to the
DZ HF orbital energies were similar). In Fig. 5, the ladder
H HOMO energy is shown for several permethylated
oligosilanes up to Si40Me82, with all dihedral angles � in
the backbone set to the same value between 0 and 180°.
Typical � values for the common conformations of long


'����� .) #( �- ��� 	���%��  ���	�
� � 	�)��� ����"��


'����� /) 2����� # +�-, #$3$ ����"� 
	�  43����  53��4�
 �3����  ��3�4��  ��3�5� ���  4�3���� 6�� � ��
	��
������� ��"�� � ���	�"�	�� ��� )��')	��


'����� 0) .	� �6	 	������ 3$� 	
  �3��� � ��� ������ #
�	��� 6�� ���������� 	���%�� �	 �- ����


'����� 1) /��������	� 	
 +�, ��� �	�
	����	��� ����������
	
 �1 ��� +), ��� #$3$ ��� #$3$�� 	
 ���������	�
 �3��� +� 7 ���°,
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polysilane chains30 are marked by vertical arrows.
Results for dihedral angles of less than �30° are purely
hypothetical since steric hindrance prevents the realiza-
tion of such conformations. The graphs show that the
HOMO is generally destabilized as � increases from the
all-syn (0°) to the all-anti (180°) conformation. The
difference between the two is highly dependent on the
chain length. For Si4Me10 it is less than 0.2 eV, whereas
for Si40Me82 it is 1.2 eV. At a chain length of 40, the
HOMO energy profile is already nearly converged and
longer chains will not have significantly different HOMO
energies. The convergence is slowest for conformations
with � close to 180°, where the effects of � conjugation
are most clearly exhibited. For the chains of eight silicon
atoms or more, there is a significant change in the HOMO
energy profile at �55°. At dihedral angles � above this
value, the HOMO energy is strongly dependent on �,
whereas it is nearly independent of � below. This
suggests an orbital crossing and a change in the nature of
the HOMO. Indeed, ladder H calculations show a


crossing of the top two occupied orbitals at a dihedral
angle of �40° in Si8Me18 (Fig. 6). The two orbitals are
shown in Fig. 7. In longer chains, a similar crossing
occurs, and the orbital whose energy drops as � is
increased crosses a larger number of orbitals whose
energy increases. For Si40Me82, the calculation predicts a
crossing and change in the nature of the HOMO at a
dihedral angle of �55°. The exact location of the crossing
points depends on the choice of parameters. Ab initio HF
orbital energies of Si8Me18 (6–31G* basis set,
MMFF9431 optimized geometries with constrained back-
bone dihedral angles) behave similarly and show a
crossing of the HOMO and the HOMO-1 at a dihedral
angle of �47°.


+�	���	
� ������
���


The effect of twisted links in an all-transoid chain
(� = 165°) on the shape of the HOMO in selected


'����� 2) 2����� � +��
�, ��� # +�"��, �	��� +�- 	���%��, #$3$ �	�
8����� 
	� ���	�� �	�
	����� 	
 ���������	�  ��3�54
6�� ��	� ��'�* .�� �������� � ��	6� )� )�� ���"��� ��� �"� )� �	�	�* �	��	� �	�
	����9 �������� �	�
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conformers of chains with mostly transoid links and one
or a few cisoid links was studied with the ladder C and
ladder H models (Fig. 8). Both yield basically the same
results for the amplitude of the MOs in the backbone and
lead to the same conclusions about segmentation. The
effect of the twisted links on the HOMO energy is shown
in Fig. 9. Similar results were obtained for all-transoid
chains interrupted by one or a few gauche links.
Predictions for the effect of helicity reversal in an all-
transoid chain (� values of 165° and 195°) turned out to
be unreliable owing to the great sensitivity of the size
and even the sign of the effect to changes of parameter
values.


 ���!�����


���������� 
& ����� ����	��


The high degree of coincidence (overlap) between the top
half (model C) or quarter (model H) of all the occupied
molecular orbitals of the Hückel methods and the ab
initio orbitals and the excellent correlation of the ab initio
and Hückel orbital energies (Fig. 3) are remarkable,
considering the simplicity of the latter and the very much
smaller size of its basis sets. For SinMe2n�2, the model H
uses a total of 6n � 2 hybrid orbitals (4n on silicon atoms
plus 2n � 2 on methyl carbon atoms), and the model C
uses only 2n � 2 orbitals on silicon atoms. These


numbers can be compared with the 18n � 14 basis
orbitals in the valence part of the natural hybrid orbital
space in the ab initio description (4n on silicon and
14n � 14 on methyl groups), and even much larger
numbers in the DZ and TZ basis sets.


Clearly, it is the large similarity of all the molecules
considered that permits very few parameters to reproduce
the key aspects of the results of very complicated
calculations. In strictly mathematical terms, we are
approximating a few roots of very large Fock matrices,
each of whose elements requires elaborate computation,
with a few roots of much smaller matrices whose
elements have extremely simple functional form, but
contain optimized parameters, and this is reminiscent of
the interpolation of potential energy surfaces by poly-
nomial roots, known to be very accurate.32,33


����
���� �� 	
���� � 
� 	
���� � ����	�


Not surprisingly in view of the larger number of
adjustable parameters, the ladder H model gave better
results than the ladder C model. When evaluating the
performance of the simple models, it is important to
avoid systematic errors or any peculiar trends in the
region of high- or low-lying orbitals that would make
their energy deviate significantly from the ideal correla-
tion. This is particularly so for high-energy orbitals,
whose properties will affect observable quantities. The
ladder H model shows very good slopes close to unity,
and the high-lying orbitals do not show significant
deviations. In the ladder C model, the slope is slightly
worse and the high-lying orbital energies tend to deviate a
little. For future use, we recommend ladder H calcula-
tions with the DZ parameters. The DZ and TZ ladder C
parameter sets are nearly equivalent, and can be used to
reduce computational demands for very long chains.


����
���� 3��� ��� �
����� � ����	


A comparison of the optimized Sandorfy C model with
the optimized ladder C model demonstrates the super-
iority of the latter (Figs 3 and 4). The average error for the
orbital energy is 0.16 eV in the former, compared with
0.05 eV in the latter. The difference provides an
additional illustration of the effect of chain conformation
on the electronic structure of a �-conjugated system, as
all the numerous conformers of a chain at a given length
have identical orbital energies in the Sandorfy C model.
The considerably larger �G/�P ratio in the optimized
Sandorfy C relative to the ladder models, similar to those
found in earlier work,16 is easily understood. When �G


and �V are both introduced in the ladder model, they both
contribute to delocalization. The former permits �
conjugation, the latter permits � hyperconjugation, and
for chains with large dihedral angles � they are


'����� 4) #$3$ ����"� 	
 ���������	�  ��3�54 6�� �;4
��	� ��'�* .�� ��	� ��'� ��� ��� ���� +�,� ��� ���� ���
�5�� +�,� ��� �4��� ���� ��� �5�� +�, ��� ��� �4��� �����
�5�� ��� �<�� +4,      ������� ��"�� � ��� ���	�
)��')	��* 2����� � �	��� ���������� 	���%�� �	 �- +!,
��� .- +�, 	�)��� ����"�� ��� �	 	)������ /0� +=,* 2����� #
�	��� ���������� 	���%�� �	 �- +�, ��� .- +�, 	�)���
����"�� ��� 	)������ /0� +(,
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synergistic. When �V is set to zero in the Sandorfy model,
the optimization routine tries to compensate for this by
artificially increasing the value of �G relative to �V, as
this now is the only means of enhancing delocalization
and improving the fit to the ab initio orbital energies.


���� ����� �������� � ������
���


The relation between orbital energies and conformation is
the simplest when all backbone dihedral angles in the
chain are equal. The increase in the HOMO energy with
increasing backbone dihedral angle � (Fig. 5) reflects the
increased delocalization associated with the more
positive value of �V, which acts synergistically with
�G. This is easily understood in terms of first-order
perturbation theory8,21 given the nodal structure of the
HOMO (Fig. 8). As � decreases, �V is reduced, goes
through zero roughly at orthogonal twist (Table 1), and
becomes negative at smaller values of �. Then, its
interference with the effects of �G becomes destructive (�
hyperconjugation cancels some of the � conjugation) and
delocalization, as measured by the energy of the HOMO,
decreases considerably. Ultimately, near gauche ge-
ometry, this orbital is stabilized so much that another
molecular orbital becomes the HOMO (Figs 5 and 6). The
form of the two orbitals [Fig. 7(b)] makes it clear why
one (HOMO at � = 180°) is greatly destabilized when �V


[Fig. 7(a)] is large and positive (five unfavorable
interactions) while the other does not change much
(two unfavorable and one favorable interaction).


+�	���	
� ������
���


Variation of dihedral angles along the backbone
introduces the potential for partial localization of orbitals
in a chain segment. This was proposed to happen to the
HOMO when a gauche link is introduced into a long all-
anti chain,8 based on semiempirical INDO/S calculations
for Si20H42. Subsequent HF/STO-3G crystal-orbital
calculations34 disputed this result and concluded that
the introduction of gauche links does not prevent the
delocalization of holes and electrons and does not confine
the HOMO (or LUMO) to all-anti segments. This result
was obtained for infinitely repeated sequences of several
anti links separated by a single gauche link and the
authors attributed the difference in the results to the
inadequacies of the semiempirical method. They did not
assign the origin of the experimentally observed
localization of holes in polysilane chains to any particular
conformational feature. Since then, much more has
become known about the conformations of permethylated
oligosilanes30 and it seemed of interest to revisit the
issue. We now find that one cisoid link in a permethylated
all-transoid chain of 31 silicon atoms localizes the
HOMO in the longer part of the chain strongly as


originally proposed,8 and that the amplitude in the shorter
part is much lower (Fig. 8). The presence of two or more
such links strongly enhances the separation, such that the
HOMO amplitude in the shorter part of the chain is
entirely negligible. When the chain is divided by twisted
links in equal halves, the orbital amplitude is equally
distributed over both parts, while the two segments are
still well defined. These results support the original
proposal8 that chain segmentation is due to chain twists.


Remarkably, the subsequent ab initio results34 are
confirmed by the present results also. As shown at the
bottom of Fig. 8, when the transoid segments are very
short, and the gauche links are frequent, the HOMO
remains delocalized. Although the present calculation
includes the methyl substituent effects and is for an all-
transoid rather than an all-anti chain with added gauche
links, the result is very similar to that reported earlier34


for an infinite chain with the same conformational
pattern.


We conclude that the difference in the conclusions
drawn by the two groups of authors was not due to the
difference between two rather approximate methods of
calculation, INDO/S8 and HF/STO-3G,34 but to the
different choice of model systems. It appears that a cisoid
or a gauche link, and more so, two consecutive such
links, delimit an all-transoid chain segment in which the
HOMO is localized, but only if this segment is long
enough.


The generally high degree of overlap between the
HOMO calculated at the HF/TZ level and those
calculated at the ladder C or H model makes it unlikely
that the ladder model results of Fig. 8 would be
substantially different when calculated with the ab initio
HF method. A more detailed exploration of the condi-
tions under which the segmentation takes place lies
beyond the scope of this paper.


+
�
����� �������
��� �� �5��������


Parameter fitting to the measured ionization potentials
yields much worse results than the fitting to ab initio
results (Fig. 3 and Table 1). The experimental data
available for the optimization of the ladder model
parameters are rather unsatisfactory for several reasons.
To start with, we have to use Koopmans’ theorem, which
is an exact statement about approximate wavefunctions,
to interpret the observed ionization potentials as negative
orbital energies. This contributes an only approximately
constant shift between the ‘experimental’ and calculated
orbital energies of about 1 eV10 and thus increases the
scatter in the correlation. Furthermore, the ionization
potentials are extrapolated from other molecules and not
measured on the actual oligosilane conformers they are
purported to represent. Some of the spectra are taken on
conformer mixtures, believed to be dominated by the all-
transoid conformer and therefore interpreted as such. The
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other spectra were measured on tetrasilanes with
additional substituents that constrain the conformation
of the silicon chain, but also modify the ionization
potentials, as discussed elsewhere.10 Finally, the ob-
served spectral bands are quite broad and the ionization
potentials are only read off with a rather limited accuracy.
Taken together, these factors make us favor the parameter
values fitted to the ab initio results. Even when the
objective is a comparison with or a prediction of newly
measured ionization potentials, it seems preferable to
make ladder C or ladder H predictions based on the
parameters fitted to the ab initio results, and then apply a
constant shift correction as usual when using Koopmans’
theorem.


����#!����


We have derived optimized parameters for the ladder C
and H models of permethylated polysilanes that repro-
duce ab initio orbital energies of high-lying orbitals with
an average error of 0.03 eV and a maximum error of
0.2 eV for the fitted set of conformers. The optimized
model permits ionization potential predictions subject to
the same Koopmans’ uncertainty as ab initio Hartree–
Fock calculations.


We have discussed conformational effects on HOMO
energies and shown that cisoid and gauche twists in an
all-transoid chain produce chain segmentation and
localization of the HOMO as originally proposed,
provided that the segments are long enough. The
discrepancies between the results of different authors
on this subject have been reconciled.
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ABSTRACT: The alkaline hydrolysis of sodium nitroprusside, [Fe(CN)5NO]2�, to yield [Fe(CN)5NO2]4� was
studied in water in oil (w/o) AOT–isooctane–water microemulsions [AOT = sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl) sulphosucci-
nate]. Kinetic data show an initial increase of absorbance at 415 nm, due to the formation of [Fe(CN)5NO2]4�.
Following this initial increase, the absorbance started to decrease after a period of time which depends on the
particular experimental conditions and returned to the initial value. This anomalous behaviour was interpreted as a
result of competitive AOT hydrolysis consuming HO� ions and regenerating [Fe(CN)5NO]2�. The influence of the
microemulsion composition on the kinetic results was interpreted in terms of pseudophase formalism, assuming a
uniform distribution of HO� and [Fe(CN)5NO]2� ions in the aqueous pseudophase. Analysis of the absorbance–time
profiles enables us to obtain the second-order rate constants for hydrolysis of [Fe(CN)5NO]2� in the water droplet,
� kNP


1 � 0�108 M�1 s�1 (half that reported in pure water) and the second-order rate constant for hydrolysis of the
surfactant (AOT), � kAOT


2 � 4�4 � 10�4 M�1 s�1, in the microemulsion. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: AOT; nitroprusside; hydrolysis; microemulsion; kinetics
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Microemulsions are stable, transparent solutions contain-
ing water, a hydrocarbon, a surfactant and, very often, a
co-surfactant.1 Structurally, they have been described as
spherical drops of a disperse phase, separated from a
continuous phase by a surfactant film.2,3 The ‘micro-
emulsion-forming’ surfactant used in this work was
sodium bis(2-ethylhexyl)sulphosuccinate (AOT). This
surfactant is one of the most widely investigated
microemulsion formers4,5 on account of the broad range
of stability of its emulsions. In most instances oil-
continuous microemulsions (w/o systems) have been
used and the water droplets have proved useful as ‘mini-
reactors’ for various types of syntheses. In preparative
organic syntheses microemulsions are of interest to
overcome incompatibility problems between non-polar
organic compounds and inorganic salts. For this purpose,


microemulsions can be regarded as an alternative to two-
phase systems with added phase transfer reagents.6


A kinetic model based on the pseudophase formalism7a


that accounts quantitatively for reactivity in microemul-
sions has been developed.7b When the reaction concerned
takes place in the microdroplet only, the model can be
simplified by referring the reactant concentrations to the
disperse phase volume.8 The use of these colloid systems
as reaction media is hindered by the potential occurrence
of side-reactions between some reactants and the
surfactant. These side reactions complicate the quantita-
tive interpretation of kinetic results and restrict the scope
of microemulsions as reaction media.9


The alkaline hydrolysis of sodium nitroprusside (NP),
[Fe(CN)5NO]2�, provided some of the earliest evidence
for nucleophilic attack on a nitrosyl complex, which takes
place via a well-known mechanism in aqueous med-
ium.10 Also, nitroprusside can be used as a source of NO�


ions11 and hence for nitrosation. Further, nitroprusside
ion is widely used as the analytical and synthetic origin
for a number of coordination compounds.


 /0.��0 �-� �,0(.00,�-


The reaction of nitroprusside hydrolysis involves the
nu-cleophilic attack of HO� ion on the nitrosyl complex.
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Also worth considering here is the aquation12 of the final
com-plex [Fe(CN)5NO2]4� to [Fe(CN)5H2O]3� (see
Scheme 1).


The underlying mechanism in an aqueous medium
involves two consecutive equilibria similar to those for
nitrosonium ion (see Scheme 2).13


The alkaline hydrolysis of NP was examined over a
broad range of microemulsion compositions; thus, the
surfactant (AOT) concentration was varied between 0.25
and 0.667 M and the mole ratio W = [H2O]/[AOT] from
10 to 30. All experiments revealed a ‘peculiar’ behaviour.
Following an initial increase, the absorbance at 415 nm
started to decrease after a period of time which depended
on the particular experimental conditions. Also, the
absorbance band at 415 nm returned to the initial
absorbance value (Fig. 1). Such an anomalous behaviour
resulted in atypical absorbance vs time profiles. In fact,
the absorbance increased early during the reaction, then
peaked and fell back to its initial level, without any other
changes in the spectrum.


The above-described phenomenon can be attributed to
the fact that the process is an equilibrium with known
constants14 in pure water and the surfactant used to form
the microemulsion, AOT, can undergo alkaline hydro-
lysis which results in HO� uptake.15 If this process is
included in the global hydrolysis of NP, then one has a
mechanistic picture such as that in Scheme 1. The


disappearance of HO� in the hydrolysis of AOT displaces
the equilibrium towards the reactants, i.e. to NP
regeneration. Taking into account that the NP, NaOH
and AOT concentrations in the medium were 1 � 10�3 M,
1 � 10�2 M and 0.25–0.667 M, respectively, all referred
to the overall volume of the microemulsion, the
hydrolysis of even a small proportion of AOT would
completely displace the equilibrium. One other possible
reason for the absorbance decrease could be aquation of
the [Fe(CN)5NO2]4� complex (see Scheme 1). However,
from the equilibrium constant for the complex aquation
in aqueous media,16 this process should not take place.
This allows one to exclude any other process different to
AOT hydrolysis as responsible for reversing the direction
of the reaction. Further evidence to discard this process is
the UV–Vis spectra. There are no changes between the
NP and the final products spectra. The aquation process
will cause changes in the position of the UV–Vis bands.


The increase in absorbance with time of the
[Fe(CN)5NO2]4� complex at 415 nm, revealed as an
increasing absorbance in Fig. 1, was fitted with a first-
order integrated equation by examining the first part of
the reaction. In all cases the value of kobs decreased with
increasing W but remained roughly constant regardless of
AOT concentration at a fixed W value.


Based on Scheme 1 and on the assumption that the
rate-determining step of the process is the attack of HO�


ion on [Fe(CN)5NO]2�, the kinetic equation in pure water
was well established in the literature.14,16–18 The
following expression for the reaction rate can be
obtained, showing a complex dependence of [OH�]:


r � d�Fe(CN)5NO2
4��


dt


� kNP
1 �Fe(CN)5NO2���HO��


� kNP
�1


KNP
2 KW


�Fe(CN)5NO2
4���H��


�1�


where


KNP
1 � �Fe(CN)5NO2H3��


�Fe(CN)5NO2���HO�� �
kNP


1


kNP
�1


KNP
2 � �Fe(CN)5NO2


4��
�Fe(CN)5NO2H3���HO�� �


kNP
2


kNP
�2


K1
NP and K2


NP are the hydrolysis equilibrium constants


�Fe(CN)5NO�2� � OH� slow �Fe(CN)5NO2H�3�


k1
NP � 0�216 M�1 s�1


K1
NP � 4�0 � 10�4 M�1


k�1
NP � 5�4 � 102 s�1


�Fe(CN)5NO2H�3� � OH� �Fe(CN)5NO2�4�


k2
NP � 4�0 � 107 M�1


very fast proton transfer


�Fe(CN)5NO2�4�
�H2O �Fe(CN)5�OH2��3� � NO2


�


kaq � 7�8 � 10�3 s�1


Kaq � 3�0 � 10�4 M


k�aq � 2�6 � 101 M�1 s�1


0����� "


�Fe(CN)5NO�2� OH�


�Fe(CN)5NO2H�3� OH�


�Fe(CN)5NO2�4�


NO� OH�


HNO2
OH�


NO2
�


0����� &
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for sodium nitroprusside (see Scheme 1) and KW is the
ionic product of water. From Eqn. (1) we can obtain the
following expression for kobs


kobs � kNP
1 �OH�� � kNP


�1


KNP
2 KW


�H�� �2�


Under the prevailing experimental conditions,
[HO�] 	3.37 � 10�2 M (referred to the water
phase volume), the first term in Eqn. (2)
yields kNP


1 
HO�� 	 1�68 � 10�2 s�1. Simple
calculations yields a limiting value of
�kNP


�1�KNP
2 KW��H�� � 3�56 � 10�4 s�1, such that Eqn.


(2) can be simplified to kobs � kNP
1 �HO��, which was


found experimentally to be obeyed by all compositions of
microemulsions studied; in fact, kobs varied linearly with
the NaOH concentration (see Fig. 2) at a fixed
composition of microemulsion.


Taking into account the high negative charge of the
complex and the fact that it is insoluble in low-polarity
solvents, we can assume that it will not be present either
in the organic phase or at the interface. Consequently, the
simplest model available for interpreting the experimen-
tal results involves the assumption that the reaction only
takes place inside the microdroplet and that both
reactants are uniformly distributed within it. The former
assumption is consistent with the fact that the aqueous
microdroplet is the only zone where HO� ions can
‘reside.’ The assumption of a uniform distribution of
HO� ions in the microdroplets is probably an over-
simplification since electrostatic repulsion between
hydroxyl ions and charged AOT heads probably leads
to HO� concentrating in the centre of the microdroplet.
However, based on the high ion concentrations inside the
microdroplets, assuming a uniform distribution of HO�


ions in the aqueous pseudophase appears to be sensible.
We can thus express the HO� concentration in the


aqueous pseudophase as


�HO��W � HO�� �TVT


VW
�3�


where the subscript w denotes the effective concentration
of HO� ions in the aqueous droplet and VT and Vw are the
volumes of the microemulsion and aqueous phase,
respectively.


Based on this model, one can estimate the effective
concentration of HO� ions in the aqueous phase and use
it to derive the corresponding second-order constants
k1


NP from the kobs values, via the following equation:


kNP
1 � kobs


�HO��W
� kobsVW


�HO��TVT
�4�


The k1
NP values obtained from Eqn. (4) remained


constant with changes in W at a fixed AOT concentration.
This behaviour was also found for each AOT concentra-
tion studied. mk1


NP has been defined as the average
second-order rate constant, k1


NP, at each fixed AOT
concentration. This value of mk1


NP is constant for each
AOT concentration (see Table 1). From these results, we
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can conclude that the assumption of a reaction where the
reactants are uniformly distributed in the aqueous core is
correct.


This model reveals that the primary effect of changes
in microemulsion composition is to change the ‘effective’
reactant concentrations. The effect of AOT–isooctane–
water microemulsions on the intrinsic reactivity of NP
towards HO� is an inhibition. The value of the second-
order rate constant in the water droplet of the micro-
emulsion is k1


NP = 0.108 M�1 s�1, i.e. half the reported
second-order rate constant in pure water. The reactivity
difference in water and in microemulsion-encapsulated
water can be ascribed to the different properties of water
in water-in-oil (w/o) microemulsions.19–22


The decreased absorbance observed over time (see Fig.
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[AOT] (M) W kobs (s�1) kNP
1 �M�1 s�1� mkNP


1 �M�1 s�1�


0.667 10 0.00933 0.1120 0.1118
0.667 12 0.00783 0.1122
0.667 14 0.00723 0.1123
0.667 15 0.00582 0.1126
0.667 18 0.00501 0.1085
0.667 20 0.00459 0.1100
0.667 22 0.00432 0.1137
0.667 24 0.00382 0.1135
0.600 10 0.01053 0.1159 0.1100
0.600 12 0.00747 0.0996
0.600 14 0.00770 0.1181
0.600 16 0.00687 0.1191
0.600 18 0.00590 0.1143
0.600 20 0.00509 0.1102
0.600 22 0.00403 0.0954
0.600 24 0.00420 0.1091
0.600 26 0.00404 0.1151
0.600 28 0.00327 0.0991
0.600 30 0.00352 0.1138
0.583 10 0.01167 0.1244 0.1096
0.583 12 0.00940 0.1191
0.583 14 0.00580 0.0850
0.583 16 0.00702 0.1194
0.583 18 0.00493 0.0938
0.583 20 0.00455 0.0956
0.583 22 0.00496 0.1140
0.583 24 0.00436 0.1105
0.583 26 0.00416 0.1136
0.583 28 0.00393 0.1153
0.583 30 0.00368 0.1153
0.500 10 0.01330 0.1197 0.1049
0.500 12 0.00863 0.0920
0.500 14 0.00894 0.1132
0.500 16 0.00776 0.1112
0.500 18 0.00596 0.0974
0.500 20 0.00539 0.0970
0.500 22 0.00563 0.1126
0.500 24 0.00491 0.1062
0.500 26 0.00387 0.0902
0.500 28 0.00418 0.1059
0.500 30 0.00401 0.1084
0.417 10 0.01365 0.1047 0.1085
0.417 12 0.01160 0.1044
0.417 14 0.01075 0.1146
0.417 16 0.00946 0.1136
0.417 18 0.00886 0.1210
0.417 20 0.00798 0.1196
0.417 22 0.00666 0.1110
0.417 24 0.00534 0.0961
0.417 26 0.00472 0.0927
0.417 28 0.00529 0.1111
0.417 30 0.00464 0.1053
0.333 10 0.02062 0.1237 0.0973
0.333 12 0.01248 0.0915
0.333 14 0.01141 0.0951
0.333 16 0.01005 0.0971
0.333 18 0.00844 0.0929
0.333 20 0.00814 0.0977
0.333 22 0.00703 0.0937
0.333 24 0.00636 0.0911


����� "� �
	��	��-


[AOT] (M) W kobs (s�1) kNP
1 �M�1 s�1� mkNP


1 �M�1 s�1�


0.333 26 0.00602 0.0941
0.333 28 0.00563 0.0955
0.333 30 0.00543 0.0977
0.300 10 0.02200 0.1184 0.1110
0.300 12 0.01771 0.1181
0.300 14 0.01568 0.1164
0.300 16 0.01343 0.1164
0.300 18 0.01298 0.1254
0.300 20 0.01061 0.1131
0.300 22 0.00933 0.1120
0.300 24 0.00819 0.1092
0.300 26 0.00644 0.0902
0.300 28 0.00594 0.0890
0.300 30 0.00722 0.1132
0.250 10 0.02619 0.1222 0.1076
0.250 12 0.01768 0.0943
0.250 14 0.01707 0.1081
0.250 16 0.01453 0.1065
0.250 18 0.01299 0.1093
0.250 20 0.01322 0.1190
0.250 22 0.00939 0.0939
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1) could be the result of the hydrolysis equilibrium being
displaced by HO� uptake in the alkaline hydrolysis of
AOT and of the consequent regeneration of sodium
nitroprusside (Scheme 3). A kinetic study of NP recovery
provided a hydrolysis constant for AOT. The recovery of
NP was examined over a broad range of microemulsion
compositions; the surfactant concentration was varied
between 0.25 and 0.667 M and the mole ratio, W, from 10
to 30. The kinetic runs were analyzed using the second
part of the absorbance–time plots. These experimental
data were fitted to the first-order rate equation, and in all
cases the fits were satisfactory.


In view of these experimental results, we can say that
the pseudo-first-order rate constant for the recovery of
[Fe(CN)5NO]2�, kobs


r, does not change with W but
increases with increasing AOT concentration (see Fig. 3).
mkobs


r has been defined as the average of the pseudo-first-
order rate constant at each fixed AOT concentration for
different W values. Taking into account the values of the
rate constants (k�1


NP and k�2
NP shown in Scheme 3),


mkobs
r corresponds to the AOT hydrolysis pseudo-first-


order rate constant, and hence the second-order rate
constant of AOT hydrolysis, k2


AOT, can be written as
k2


AOT = mkobs
r/[AOT]. Thus, the variation of the first-


order rate constant, mk0
r, provides a hydrolysis second-


order rate constant for AOT k2
AOT = 4.4 � 10�4 M�1 s�1.


Figure 4 shows the variation of the rate constant for the
reverse reaction, mk0


r, with surfactant concentration.


(�-(�.0,�-0


The proposed model is usually employed to convert
analytical concentrations (referred to the total volume of
the microemulsions) into local concentrations (referred to
the volume of the water pool phase). It allows us to
estimate the effective concentration of HO� ions in the


aqueous phase, and therefrom the corresponding second-
order reaction constants, k1


NP. The second-order rate
constant for the reaction between NP and NaOH was
found to be k1


NP = 0.108 M�1 s�1, so the reactivity of NP
for HO� ions is roughly halved. This decrease can be
ascribed to changes in the properties of microemulsion-
encapsulated water, and in particular this effect can be
attributed to a decrease in the polarity of the microdroplet
water.19,20 The reason why we do not find any influence
of the microemulsion composition on the reactivity is due
to the fact that the main changes in the properties of
microemulsions are in the range of low values of W
(W = 0–11),23 and our experimental data were obtained in
the range W = 10–30. In this range of W values, the
changes in the polarity and the properties of the water
microdroplets are not so drastic as at small values of
W.19,20 Another point is that at W = 10–30 at least two
different water domains19,20,24–27 are present in the
microdroplet: the water pool core and the water involved
in the solvation of AOT head groups. In this way, the
apparent availability of all water is due to the exchange of
water molecules between these two domains. This
exchange is fast, hence it will have no influence upon
the chemical process. For this reason, our reaction will
‘observe’ a uniform water domain the properties of which
are an average of the properties of the two water domains
present in the microdroplets. This assumption is con-
firmed with the appearance of only one 1H NMR signal
for water protons.


The decrease in the observed rate constant, kobs, with
increase in W can be ascribed to dilution of HO� ions in
an increased amount of water in the system. The model
correctly reflects that the most significant effect of
changes in the microemulsion composition is that of
altered ‘effective’ concentrations for the reactants.


Taking into account the equilibrium constant for this
process confirms that the surfactant undergoes slow
hydrolysis; by virtue of the relative concentrations of the
different reactants present in the medium, the surfactant
hydrolysis reverses the hydrolysis equilibrium for sodium
nitroprusside and leads to full recovery of the reactants.
Hence the analysis of the kinetic profiles for the reversal
of NP hydrolysis allowed us to determine the hydrolysis
constant for AOT to be k2


AOT = 4.4 � 10�4 M�1 s�1. This
value suggests that AOT hydrolysis must be considered
in those cases where a significant amount of HO� ions is
present in the microemulsion core.


/3#/ ,)/-���


AOT and isooctane were supplied by Aldrich. AOT was
dried in a vacuum desiccator for 2 days and used without
further purification. Sodium Nı́troprusside (NP) and
NaOH were purchased from Merck and used as received.


Kinetic profiles were obtained by UV spectroscopic
monitoring of the appearance of [Fe(CN)5NP2]4� ion at
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415 nm, using a Spectronic 3000 diode-array spectro-
photometer. The temperature was kept at 25  0.1°C.


Kinetic experiments were conducted under pseudo-
first-order conditions, the NP concentration being at least
10 times lower than that of NaOH throughout. Absor-
bance–time data were fitted with a first-order integrated
equation and were reproducible to within 5%:


A � Ai ��Ae�kt �5�


where A is the absorbance, Ai the initial absorbance, �A
the variation of absorbance in the reaction and k the rate
constant.


The increase in absorbance with time of the
[Fe(CN)5NO2]4� complex at 415 nm was fitted with a
first-order integrated equation by examining the first part
of the reaction. For this fit only 70–75% of the first
reaction was used to avoid any competition between the
hydrolysis of NP and the recovery reaction. In all cases
no deviations from the linearized first-order rate equation
were found. The decrease in absorbance (second part of
the absorbance–time plots) was fitted to the first-order
rate equation, and in all cases the fits were satisfactory.
To avoid the possibility of competition between the two
consecutive reactions, a double exponential equation was
used to fit the global process [Eqn. (6)]. The values of the
two observed rate constants were compatible with the
two separate analysis in all cases. Another point is that
the observed rate constant of the second step is not
greater than 10% of that of the first step. This means that
in all of the cases the two reactions can be analyzed
separately.


A � Ai ��A1e�k1t ��A2ek2t �6�


where A is the absorbance, Ai the initial absorbance, �A1


and �A2 the variation of absorbance due to both reactions
and k1 and k2 the rate constants of the two reactions.
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ABSTRACT: Kinetic studies on the ligand-decelerated catalytic OsO4 dihydroxylation of seven substituted styrenes
with trimethylamine-N-oxide in the absence and in the presence of pyridine ligand have been carried out. The rates
correlate with the Hammett relationship and V-shaped plots with a maximum are in agreement with the oxidation of
osmate(VI) ester in the rate-determining step. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: ligand-decelerated catalysis; osmium tetraoxide dihydroxylation; V-shaped Hammett plot
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As a part of our continuing investigations into the tert-
amine-decelerated catalytic OsO4 dihydroxylation of
alkenes with trimethylamine-N-oxide (Me3NO) as a
secondary oxidant,1,2 we have also examined the alkene
substituent effects on the reaction rate by examining the
Hammett plot.


There have been several kinetic and mechanistic
studies of plain hydroxylation1–8 and Sharpless’s asym-
metric dihydroxylation of alkenes9–13 by either stoichio-
metric OsO4 oxidation3,5–7,12,13 or by catalytic OsO4


oxidation using a secondary oxidant.1,2,4,9–11 Ligand-
accelerated catalysis14 has long been recognized in the
presence of tert-amines5,7,8,15,16 and chiral alkaloids as
ligands.7,8,12,13,17 Sharpless and coworkers reported that
the rate-determining step consists of the osmylation
reaction forming dioxomonoglycolatoosmium(VI) ester
(1) and their tert-amine adducts (2) with only a single
amine participation9–12 (Scheme 1, steps a and b) and rate
saturation occurs at high amine concentrations.9,10,12


Sharpless’s cycle for catalytic OsO4 dihydroxylation of
alkenes is well established.11 For the formation of Os(VI)
esters 1 and 2 the currently favored [3 � 2] mechanism18–


20 has recently received more additional support from
theoretical studies21 compared with the [2 � 2] mechan-
ism involving formation of an osmaoxetane via an alkene
complex.22,23


Our long-term kinetic studies1,2 led to a rate law that is
first-order in OsO4, first-order in Me3NO and zeroth-


order in alkene, and thus the rate-determining step is the
oxidation of the relatively substitution-inert dioxomono-
glycolatoosmium(VI) esters 1 and their monoamine
adducts 2 to substitution-labile trioxomonoglycolato-
osmium(VIII) esters 3 and 4 by Me3NO (Scheme 1,
steps c and d). All tert-amines have been found to retard
the catalysis greatly, with an inverse first-order or partial
order, and beyond a definite concentration of amine the
rate reaches a minimum and remains constant.


���!#�� $�� ���"!��� �


Our aim was to investigate the electronic effects of
alkenes in some detail in the ligand-decelerated catalytic
OsO4 dihydroxylation with Me3NO in order to gain some
insight into the rate-determining step, and we used
dihydroxylation of substituted styrenes in the absence
and presence of pyridine as a probe for Hammett plots.


tert-Amine oxides oxidize by atom and electron
transfer.24 In the atom transfer reaction, the atom being
oxidized and the atom being reduced form directed bonds
to a common atom, which then serves as a bridge for
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electron transfer (Scheme 2). In this case the rate is
strongly dependent on the nature of the bridge, i.e. on the
affinity of the reductant for the bridging group.25 The
substitution on the alkene can change the affinity of
Os(VI) both toward the oxygen transfer, to form an
intermediate complex, and the electron transfer, to form
Os(VIII)=O.


By testing the Hammett relationship in the ligand-
decelerated catalytic OsO4 dihydroxylation of substituted
styrenes with Me3NO we hoped to be able to determine
both the effect of the Os(VI) ester structure and the
presence of ligand on the ease and mechanism of oxygen
transfer in the rate-limiting oxidation step.


If oxidation of Os(VI) ester 1 to Os(VIII) ester 3 with
Me3NO is a two-step reaction, i.e. Os–O—NMe3


complex formation in the first step and O—N bond
cleavage in the second step, the two steps respond
differently to substituents at the test site. We would then
expect that both electron-withdrawing and electron-
donating substituents will facilitate the reaction: the less
electron density that is pushed on the osmium by an
electron-withdrawing substituent results in the rate
increase in the formation of the complex whereas the
more electron density that is pushed on the osmium by an
electron-donating substituent results in a rate decrease in
the breakdown of the complex. Thus, we would expect
this to result in the formation of V-shaped Hammett
plots.26–28 If, however, the electron donation step is slow
the reaction will be facilitated with only electron-
withdrawing substituents, resulting in a linear Hammett
plot with a positive slope.


Electronic effects in tert-amine-accelerated dihydroxy-
lation of alkenes have been investigated thoroughly by
Sharpless and coworkers.29 The negative reaction con-
stant of a Hammett plot based on the kinetics of the
stoichiometric dihydroxylation of substituted styrenes is
consistent with the electrophilic character of OsO4 in the
rate-limiting osmylation step and agrees with the
observations on symmetrical trans-stilbenes30 and sub-
stituted vinyl ethers.31 However, tert-amine-accelerated
reactions were found to be faster for styrenes bearing
either electron-donating or electron-withdrawing substi-
tuents, resulting in curved Hammet plots with a mini-
mum.


Since it is generally accepted that the existence of a
Hammett plot requires that the reaction series under study
be either isoenthalpic, isoentropic or isokinetic,26,27 it is
noteworthy that we observed the same mechanism in the


ligand-decelerated OsO4 dihydroxylation of substituted
styrenes, which is consistent with the proposed kinetic
law;2 we also found that a linear relationship exists
between �H‡ and �S‡ values in the reaction of a model
substitued styrene in the presence of varying ligand
concentration, implying the same mechanism in the
absence and in the presence of a ligand.32


Second-order rate constants in the catalytic OsO4


dihydroxylation of substituted styrenes with Me3NO in
tert-butyl alcohol at 50°C in the absence and in the
presence of pyridine are summarized in Table 1 and
Hammett plots for the reactions using � valves28,33,34 are
given in Figure 1.


The Hammett plots for reactions both in the absence
and presence of pyridine are V-shaped plots with a
maximum and show two distinct lines for each of which
there is a good correlation between the � values and
the logarithm of the rate constants. Electron-donating
groups fall on the one side with positive slopes and
electron-withdrawing groups on the other side with
negative slopes. The break in each plot corresponds to
p-chlorostyrene. Reaction constants � were found to be
�0.32 � 0.04 (r = 0.858) and �1.89 � 0.10 (r = 0.952) in
the absence of pyridine and �0.93 � 0.02 (r = 0.914) and
�3.34 � 0.11 (r = 0.963) in the presence of pyridine.
Thus, as expected, V-shaped Hammett plots provide
strong support for the concerted mechanism of the rate-
determining oxidation step that we proposed for ligand-
decelerated catalytic OsO4 dihydroxylation of alkenes.
The degree of concertedness is expected to depend on the
substituent effects.


In addition, the rate decrease with electron-donating
substituents requires development of a negative charge or
increase in the negative charge in the rate-determining
step. The formation of the intermediate complex by
electron donation from tert-amine oxide oxygen to
osmium supports this fact, resulting in a positive �.
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X


k2 (M�1 s�1)


without
pyridine


presence
of pyridine


H 2.40 1.20
4-CH3 2.77 1.19
4-ClCH2


b 3.08 1.36
4-CH3O 2.15 0.53
4-Cl 3.30 1.94
4-CF3 0.86 0.20
3-Cl 1.35 0.53
3-Br 1.07 0.41


a [alkene] = 0.436 M; [Me3NO] = 0.451 M; [OsO4] = 1.2 � 10�3 M;
[pyridine] = 10 � 10�3


M.
b Blank experiments show that no observable solvolysis of benzylic
chloride takes place.
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The higher reaction constants show the susceptibility
of the pyridine-decelerated reaction to the effects exerted
by the substituent. This result is as should be expected
from the above fact. The rate decrease with electron-
donating substituents is higher in the presence of a ligand
than that without a ligand, since negative charge on
osmium will be hardly dispersed in the coordination of
ligand. However, electron-withdrawing substituents will
be more effective in the presence of a ligand at dispersing
the negative charge on osmium.


In conclusion, we have shown that the Hammett
relationship for the catalytic OsO4 dihydroxylation of
alkenes with Me3NO in tert-butyl alcohol in the absence
and in the presence of a tert-amine ligand gives V-shaped
plots with a maximum. This finding is consistent with the
oxidation of osmate(VI) ester in the rate-determining step
of ligand-decelerated catalytic OsO4 dihydroxylation.


�)*���+���$#


tert-Butyl alcohol was fractionated. Osmium tetraoxide
(CAUTION: very toxic) and Me3NO were obtained from
Aldrich Chemical Co. Alkenes were obtained from
various sources and purified according to the published


procedures. The kinetics of catalytic OsO4 dihydroxyla-
tion of alkenes with Me3NO in tert-butyl alcohol at
50.0°C were followed by measuring the concentration of
the remaining alkene by gas chromatography as pre-
viously described.1,2 The data were taken with almost
equal concentrations of alkene and Me3NO under
limiting OsO4 concentrations, i.e. [alkene] = 0.436 M,
[Me3NO] = 0.451 M, [OsO4] = 1.20 � 10�3 M. The ob-
served pseudo first-order rate constants k1 were calcu-
lated from the slopes of the linear plots of log ct versus
time, where ct is the concentration of alkene at time t.
First-order plots proved linear over three half-lives. Each
kinetic run ordinarily utilized 10–12 points to obtain the
rate data. Reproducibility was generally �3%. Rate
constants k2 were calculated as k1/[OsO4]. Measurements
were also made in the presence of 10 � 10�3 M pyridine.


Rate constants and reaction constants of the Hammett
plots were obtained by using a linear least-squares
program on a computer.
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ABSTRACT: The basicity of a family of 2,5-dihydropyrrolimines is examined by the Hartree-Fock model. It is found
that these systems exhibit high proton affinity, which increases with the number of the five-membered rings present.
The origin of the pronounced basicity is identified as the tandem or domino aromatic effect occurring in the conjugate
acids. The aromatization is triggered by protonation and spread over whole systems via mobile �-electrons. Proton
affinities as high as 300 kcal/mol or more can be achieved in the gas phase, if the aromatization is combined with the
favourable substituent effects and with the intramolecular hydrogen bond corona effect. Copyright  2002 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: aromaticity; basicity; proton affinity; proton sponges; superbases
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The proton affinity (PA) and the related basicity are
fundamental properties of molecules. They are central to
the understanding of proton transfer reactions, which in
turn are pivotal in organic chemistry and biochemistry.1–3


Moreover, the proton is a useful probe of the electronic
structure of molecules particularly in studying the
electrophilic reactivity of aromatics.4–7 It is therefore
not surprising that much interest and research effort have
been devoted to the experimental6–11 and theoretical12–17


estimates of PAs. Considerable attention has been
focused on strong organic bases and the elucidation of
their properties, in order to acquire a better understanding
of their reactivity.18–20 The first compound in this
category to be prepared was the paradigmatic 1,8-
bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene (DMAN),21 which was
followed by syntheses of a number of its diamine
derivatives. More recently, considerable attention has
been shifted to some imines22 and polyfunctional
formamidines,23 with the intention of extending the
existing basicity scale toward superbasic values. Parti-


cularly strong organic neutral basis are provided by the
Schwesinger proton sponge SPSG24 and 4-phospha-
zene25 (Scheme 1).


The proton affinities of DMAN, SPSG and 4-
phosphazene were theoretically estimated to be
245.5, 269.5 and 301.0 kcal mol�1, respectively
(1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) (B. Kovačević and Z. B. Maksić,
unpublished results). The t-Bu group in the last
compound was replaced by a CH3 group in the actual
treatment in order to simplify technically highly
demanding computations. These strong neutral (super)
bases are very important, because unlike anionic bases
they require milder reaction conditions while posses-
sing better solubility.26 Consequently, they have found
a wide range of applications in organic syntheses as
auxiliary base mediators, often playing a crucial role
in such transformations.27 Having this in mind, we
have undertaken comprehensive theoretical investiga-
tions, which were able to pinpoint several families of
neutral molecules as good candidates for exhibiting
high susceptibility towards the proton.28–31 For this
purpose we used a specific strategy, consisting of
several steps: (a) identification of an inherently strong
basic functional group (imino moiety), (b) judicious
selection of appropriate molecular fragments serving as
carriers of the functional group of choice (quinonimine,
cyclopropenimine), (c) introduction of suitable sub-
stituents (NH2, OCH3) at the strategic positions,
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employing the educated guess approach, and finally (d)
deliberate exploitation of some special bonding
features such as the intramolecular hydrogen bonding
corona effect.


The selection of the appropriate molecular skeleton
under (b) is of particular importance, since protonation
can trigger favorable interactions such as the strong
resonance effect as in polyguanides31 or aromatization of
either three- or six-membered olefinic rings such as those
in cyclopropenimines and quinonimines,28–30 respec-
tively. Such effects can dramatically stabilize the
conjugate acid, thus contributing to the basicity of the
initial neutral base. In this work, we explored molecular
systems involving several 2,5-dihydropyrrolimine sub-
units, which might undergo aromatization in the tandem
or domino fashion, triggered by protonation, with the
goal of obtaining strong (super)bases exhibiting intrinsic
basicities between DMAN and 4-phosphazene. Antici-
pating forthcoming results, we can say that the aromatic
domino effect in five-membered rings is very efficient in
propagating the cationic resonance effect along the
molecular backbone, induced by proton attack, thus
yielding very strong neutral bases. Whereas the latter
was the main motivation for the present study,
transmission of the information across the system of
interlocked rings caused by an event at one end of an
extended system (the protonation)—transferred by
mobile �-electrons—was an interesting problem per se,
deserving a closer look.


&+,(',&#*-.


Proton affinities are calculated in the usual way:


PA�B�� � ��Eel�� � ��ZPVE�� �1�


where (�Eel)� = E(B) � E(B�H
�) and (�ZPVE)� =


ZPVE(B) � ZPVE(B�H
�) are the electronic energies,


which include the nuclear repulsion as customary and the
zero-point vibrational contributions to the PA, respec-
tively. B and B�H


� denote the base in question and its
conjugate acid, respectively, and � represents the site of


the proton attack. Strictly, the PAs are reaction
enthalpies. In order to obtain the PAs, one should
therefore add the thermal adjustment evaluated at
298 K and also corrections due to a loss of three degrees
of freedom (of proton) and the presence of the pressure
term p�V. These corrections are constant and have been
implicitly incorporated in �Eel by a careful choice of the
basis set in ab initio calculations. The search of the Born–
Oppenheimer energy hypersurfaces in our model of
choice was performed at the economical Hartree–Fock
level, utilizing the 6–31G* basis set. The minima are
verified in this approach by vibrational analyses and the
corresponding frequencies are subsequently used in
deriving the ZPV energies.


The final single-point calculations take into account
the correlation energy effect at the second order of
Møller–Plesset perturbation theory employing the 6–
311 � G** basis set. This approach is denoted the MP2/
6–311 � G**//HF/6–31G* � ZPVE(HF/6–31G*) mod-
el, or more succinctly the MP2 model. Although the
MP2 formalism is applicable to relatively large
systems, it is not very economical and the larger basis
set causes problems in converging the underlying
wavefunction. Hence it is gratifying that there is a
much simpler and more practical scaled Hartree–Fock
(HFsc) model, which exhibits large gains in efficiency
and feasibility, with a relatively small sacrifice in
accuracy.32 According to the HFsc model, the proton
affinity is obtained by


PA�B�N � 0�8924 �Eel�HF�6--31G��N


� 10�4 �kcal mol�1� �2�


where it is tacitly assumed that the proton is attached to a
nitrogen atom. The difference �Eel(HF/6–31G*)N refers
to a change in the total molecular energy upon
protonation of a nitrogen base under consideration taken
with the opposite sign according to the general conven-
tion. A fairly constant ZPVE contribution to the PA is
absorbed in the additive constant in Eqn. (2). All
calculations were carried out by using the Gaussian
9433 and GAMESS34 program packages.
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We shall first consider the energetic properties of
molecules depicted in Fig. 1, focusing on the PA. The
corresponding data are displayed in Table 1. It should be
pointed out that only the protonation at the most basic site
(i.e. the imino nitrogen) in these ambident systems is
considered, because we are interested solely in the
extremal properties. Other protonated positions possess
significantly lower PAs.


Inspection of the calculated PAs shows that all
compounds should be more basic in the gas phase than
the prototypal DMAN. The smallest system 1 already
possesses a PA as high as 257.0 kcal mol�1. Since


compound 1 is small enough for application of the MP2
model to geometry optimization, both MP2 and MP2(fc)/
6–311 � G**//MP2(fc)/6–31G* calculations were car-
ried out. The corresponding PA values are 258.8 and
258.3 kcal mol�1, respectively. Both values provide good
support for the simple HFsc approach, which gave
257.0 kcal mol�1. It is useful to give here a transparent
rationalization of its high basicity, since it will allow a
better understanding of the forthcoming results. It is now
well established that the aromatization of the protonated
base amplifies the susceptibility toward the proton
attack.28–30 This is most easily illustrated by Pauling’s
resonance structures of 1p (Scheme 2).


The formation of the aromatic sextet within the five-
membered ring and accompanying stabilization of the
conjugate base are expected, if the resonance effect is
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important. The latter is indeed the case, as evidenced by
earlier findings.31 Note that the delocalization of the
peripheral amino nitrogen lone pair electrons is crucial in
this respect. It should also be stressed that the resonance
in a protonated planar system involves two effects: (a)
transfer of the positive charge across the system through
the �-electron delocalization and (b) reorganization of the
electron density through �-bonds. The former effect is the
well known conjugation, which in turn is much stronger
in ionic than in neutral systems. The electron density drift
through �-bonds contributes to a favorable redistribution
of atomic charges in order to equalize the electronega-
tivity of atoms within the conjugate acid. The latter is
perturbed by the protonation event because the electro-
negativity of the protonated atom is increased, not to
mention the high electronegativity of the proton itself.
The latter is reflected in its large total electron density
acquired after protonation is completed (0.7 �e�).
Specifically, alkyl substituents act as pools of the electron
density which allow for an effective screening of the
positive charge created by the protonation process. Since
the �-channel transfer of the electron density is very
important in this respect, we shall classify this mechan-
ism as a relaxation effect. It is noteworthy that the
relaxation effect in conjugate acids is similar to that
occurring upon inner-shell electron expulsion by x-rays
measured by the ESCA technique, which is known to be
fairly large.35 Both mechanisms (a) and (b) lead to


appreciable stabilization of the resulting conjugate acids,
through reorganization of the electron density distribu-
tion. These two effects are intermingled, however, and it
is difficult, if not impossible, to delineate them.
Consequently, they will be kept together and termed
the cationic resonance interaction. However, we shall try
to distinguish them in some cases, if one mechanism
grossly predominates over the other.


The aromatization of the five-membered rings in
conjugate acid 1p depicted in Scheme 2 will be discussed
in some detail in terms of bond distance changes and the
accompanying �-bond order variations later on. Here, we
shall apply the nucleus independent chemical shift
(NICS) approach developed by Schleyer and co-work-
ers,36,37 which proved useful in considering the aromatic
stabilization of annulenes. NICS values are calculated
either in the center of a ring or 1 Å above the center
corresponding to NICS(0) and NICS(1) indices, respec-
tively. The latter is a somewhat better criterion because
NICS measures essentially �-electron delocalization
(ring current). Since NICS does not have an absolute
meaning, a gauge value is needed, which is provided by
that in free benzene. For this purpose we employed the
simple and efficient HF/6–31G* model based on gauge
invariant (GIAO) atomic orbitals, which for benzene
gave the indices NICS(0) = �11.5 and NICS(1) = �12.8.


A brief discussion of the use of the basis sets in the NICS
calculations is in place here. Since NICS(1) measures ‘the


&2��  � 4���* 
*
������ 
�
��
� 5��6 ��� ����� ��7����
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*��

��
����
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Molecule HF/6–31G* PA Molecule HF/6–31G* PA


1 �411.74350 — 2 �583.86490 —
1p �412.18388 257.0 2p �584.31853 264.4
3 �488.64497 — 4 �605.72002 —
3p �489.08839 258.7 4p �606.17451 264.9
5 �644.74775 — 6 �660.76274 —
5p �645.20410 266.0 6p �661.22259 267.9
7 �855.88015 — 8a �619.38718 —
7p �856.35217 274.7 8ap �619.84393 266.2
9a �696.28400 — 8b �619.38366 —
9ap �696.74831 270.4 8bp �619.84611 269.4


10a �827.03332 — 9b �696.27997 —
10ap �827.50409 274.0 9bp �696.75049 273.9
11a �903.92739 — 10b �827.02277 —
11ap �904.40704 279.0 10bp �827.50920 282.8
12 �279.83076 — 11b �903.91938 —
12p �280.24285 241.2 11bp �904.41360 287.2
13 �487.45590 — 14 �695.09874 —
13p �487.90912 264.2 14p �695.56962 274.1
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magnetic shielding of nothing,’ i.e. at a point 1 Å above the
plane of a cyclic molecule, which is chosen arbitrarily, it
does not have, strictly, a physical meaning as pointed out
above. It does have, however, some value as an indicator of
the (anti)aromaticity, when this quantity is compared in
different rings. In this way we obtain some qualitative
information whether the (anti)aromaticity is changed
relative to cyclobutadiene and benzene, respectively, and
it will be used in this sense here.


Since only relative values have some meaning, we did
not compute NICSs employing large basis sets, which are
otherwise required for the magnetic properties. It is of
interest to compare NICS(1) values of the neutral
molecule 1 and its protonated form 1p. They are �4.3
and �10.3, respectively, which imply relatively low
cyclic delocalization in 1, whereas a considerable
aromatic stabilization can be expected in 1p in view of
its NICS(1) value, which is fairly close to that of benzene.
It is of interest also to examine NICS values in systems
involving two or more sequential rings. They will serve
as a guide in establishing the trend of changes in PAs. The
NICS data given in Table 2 clearly show that the aromatic
tandem effect in 8(a,b)p and 9(a,b)p and the domino
effect in 10ap, 10bp, 11ap and 11bp are fairly effective,
meaning that the cationic �-electron resonance effect has
a long range. It is remarkable that the aromatic spin-off
effect is extended over all five-membered olefinic rings.
This is the most salient feature of the systems studied,
which rationalizes the substantial increase in the PA as
the number of dihydropyrrolimine rings becomes larger.


Having identified the basic phenomenon, we shall now
focus on some specific characteristics of the systems
examined. First we shall examine the corona effect
occurring in 2. Attachment of the side aminopropyl chain
at the imino nitrogen leads to a formation of the pseudo-


six-membered ring upon the protonation caused by a
relatively strong intramolecular hydrogen bond (IMHB).
This structural and electronic feature characterizing a
very specific IMHB was named the corona or hollow
effect,30 illustrated by Scheme 3.


Comparison of the PA values of 1 and 2 shows that the
corona effects contributes 7.4 kcal mol�1 to the PA.
Similarly, PA(6)�PA(3) and PA(7)�PA(4) give in-
creases of 9.2 and 9.8 kcal mol�1, respectively, implying
that the intramolecular hydrogen bonding is fairly strong
in protonated species. This is not unexpected because (a)
the hydrogen atom originating from the incoming proton
has the highest positive charge in the conjugate acid and
(b) the H-bonding is predominantly Coulombic in nature.
Another structural pattern of considerable importance is a
distal five-membered ring closure as exemplified by
compound 3. One obtains a small but significant increase
in the PA by 1.7 kcal mol�1. However, enclosure of distal
imino nitrogens into a saturated five-membered ring has
important practical consequences, namely, replacement
of N—H by N—C bonds precludes the transfer of the
proton from amino to imino nitrogen, which could lead to
tautomeric forms exhibiting lesser basicity. The remain-
ing hydrogens linked to amino nitrogen atoms can be
conveniently substituted by alkyl groups.


&2�� �� ,�	*
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� �� 7�
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� ���� �� ���
 �
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Molecule NICS(0) NICS(1) Molecule NICS(0) NICS(1)


1 Ring 1 �3.8 �4.3 11b Ring 1 �4.6 �5.0
1p Ring 1 �11.6 �10.3 Ring 2 �5.1 �5.4
3 Ring 1 �4.9 �5.4 Ring 3 �4.8 �4.6
3p Ring 1 �11.8 �10.3 11bp Ring 1 �14.3 �12.4
8a Ring 1 �4.1 �4.8 Ring 2 �13.3 �11.6


Ring 2 �4.2 �3.8 Ring 3 �12.0 �11.0
8ap Ring 1 �12.3 �11.0 12 Ring 1 �10.0 �5.0


Ring 2 �11.3 �9.0 12p Ring 1 �13.0 �8.1
9b Ring 1 �4.6 �5.3 13 Ring 1 �4.8 �5.3


Ring 2 �4.8 �4.5 Ring 2 �6.4 �3.3
9bp Ring 1 �13.5 �10.8 13p Ring 1 �12.5 �10.5


Ring 2 �11.9 �11.1 Ring 2 �13.0 �9.0
10b Ring 1 �4.9 �4.9 14 Ring 1 �4.3 �4.8


Ring 2 �5.0 �5.2 Ring 2 �4.7 �3.6
Ring 3 �4.5 �5.1 Ring 3 �6.3 �3.2


10bp Ring 1 �14.2 �12.7 14p Ring 1 �12.8 �11.9
Ring 2 �13.2 �11.2 Ring 2 �12.3 �9.4
Ring 3 �11.7 �11.1 Ring 3 �12.8 �8.9


a Rings are enumerated starting from the imino nitrogen atom.
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The next point of interest is the extent of the relaxation
effect illustrated here by alkylation of compound 3 yielding
derivatives 4 and 5. It was found by Catalán et al.38 that the
permethylation of pyrrazole and imidazole increased their
proton affinities by 17 and 14 kcal mol�1, respectively. The
corresponding amplification in basicity measured by the
proton affinity is given by differences PA(4)�PA(3) and
PA(5)�PA(3), which have values of 6.2 and
7.3 kcal mol�1, respectively. Apparently, the alkyl effect
considerably increases intrinsic basicity of nitrogen bases.
This finding is in accord with our earlier results.28–31 It is
noteworthy that methylation of 6 yielding 7 provides an
additional gain in the PA of 6.8 kcal mol�1. Hence the
resulting proton affinity of 7 is as high as 274.7 kcal mol�1,
implying that it is somewhat more basic than Schwesinger
proton sponge 2 (SPSG) in the gas phase.


Inclusion of several five-membered rings leads to
substantial amplification of the intrinsic basicity, as
indicated by the NICS values. This is evidenced by
inspection of the PAs along the series 1, 8b, 9b, 10b and
11b, i.e. 257.0, 269.4, 273.9, 282.8 and 287.2 kcal mol�1,
respectively. It is of interest in this respect to introduce a
double bond in the terminal five- membered ring, e.g. in
compounds 12–14 (Scheme 4).


The PA increases along the family of molecules
12–14 with values of 241.2, 264.2 and 274.1 kcal
mol�1, respectively. It is worth mentioning that the
MP2(fc)/6–311 � G*//MP2(fc)/6–31G* model yields
240.3 kcal mol�1 for the PA of 12. Consequently, it
follows that more accurate MP2(fc)/6–31G* geometries
have only a marginal influence on the calculated PAs in
the systems studied. It also appears that inclusion of a
terminal double bond increases the PA, as evidenced by a
comparison of the protonation energies of 13 and 3 and
also those of 14 and 9a. The corresponding values
yielding amplification of the PA are 5.5 and
3.7 kcal mol�1, respectively. A plausible explanation is
provided by the resonance structures depicted in Scheme
5, where the conjugate acid of 12 is considered. These
structures, which describe polarization of C—N bonds
emanating from the distal C=C double bond, are


obviously more important in the protonated form than
in the initial base. Note also that an aromatic sextet is
formed within the terminal five-membered ring. This
conjecture is corroborated by the MO analysis of the �-
bond orders (see later).


An additional piece of evidence which supports this
interpretation is given by NICS(1) values for the terminal
five-membered rings in 12p, 13p and 14p, which are
�8.1, �9.0 and �8.9, respectively. Other NICS values
related to systems 12–14p presented in Table 2 speak for
themselves. Hence, by using the poly-2,5-dihydropyrro-
limine framework and employing the hollow and alkyl
effects, one can form a ladder of the PAs between 241 and
300 kcal mol�1, particularly if judicious selection and
positioning of the �-electron donor/acceptor substituents
are made. Although most of compounds presented in Fig.
1 are model molecules, a construction of ‘true’ systems is
trivial. For example, let us consider fully methylated
compound 11b supplemented by the dimethylaminopro-
pyl substituent at N-imino position (Scheme 6). The
methyl and IMHB corona effect yield PA(11c) =
302.6 kcal mol�1, as obtained by the HFsc model, thus
providing convincing evidence for the claim above.


The substitution of the amino group at the C3 atom in 1
yields PA(HFsc) = 259.2 kcal mol�1, thus increasing the
PA by 2.2 kcal mol�1. Interestingly, if the NH2 group is
attached to the C4 atom in 1, then the PA is reduced by
4.3 kcal mol�1, to 252.7 kcal mol�1. These calculations
illustrate well the fact that the right substituent needs to
be placed at the proper position in order to ensure a
favorable resonance interaction. It is interesting to
mention within this context that a double NH2 substitu-
tion at the C3 and C9 carbons in 8a gives a PA value of
271.0 kcal mol�1, implying a substantial increase of
4.8 kcal mol�1. To reiterate, the interplay of aromatiza-
tion and substituent effects permits the design of a class
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System Bond Distance s-Character �bo(L) Atom QA(L) Q�(L) DP (%)a


1 N1—C2 1.428 32.1–26.0 0.23 N1 �0.36 1.62 22.1
N1—C5 1.404 33.1–29.2 0.35 C2 0.15 0.81 —
C2—C3 1.456 33.3–30.9 0.35 C3 �0.20 1.03 —
C2—C7 1.334 40.5–41.9 0.78 C4 �0.13 0.94 —
C3—C4 1.330 37.1–36.3 0.87 C5 �0.07 1.15 —
C4—C5 1.471 30.1–32.9 0.31 N6 �0.48 1.32 0.0
C5—N6 1.259 37.6–43.0 0.82 C7 0.12 0.92 —
C7—N8 1.394 28.7–34.5 0.33 N8 �0.55 1.69 28.9
C7—N9 1.398 29.2–34.3 0.31 N9 �0.54 1.65 27.2
N6—H 1.005 23.2 — H(N6) 0.75 — —


1p N1—C2 1.408 33.3–26.2 0.30 N1 �0.25 1.57 7.2
N1—C5 1.344 35.6–28.8 0.49 C2 �0.10 1.23 —
C2—C3 1.389 37.2–32.6 0.57 C3 �0.07 0.88 —
C2—C7 1.403 36.6–37.9 0.51 C4 �0.28 1.17 —
C3—C4 1.382 34.7–33.9 0.65 C5 0.21 0.81 —
C4—C5 1.398 31.5–38.3 0.55 N6 �0.49 1.75 7.1
C5—N6 1.344 32.6–37.9 0.45 C7 0.26 0.74 —
C7—N8 1.334 30.7–38.7 0.45 N8 �0.47 1.64 2.1
C7—N9 1.329 31.1–39.0 0.47 N9 �0.46 1.64 0.1
N6—H 0.996 29.1 — H(N6) 0.68 — —


12 N1—C2 1.399 34.4–26.2 0.33 N1 �0.31 1.69 0.6
N1—C5 1.376 34.9–30.6 0.43 N4 �0.29 1.68 0.2
C2—C3 1.325 38.2–38.1 0.87 N6 �0.58 1.46 —
C3—N4 1.392 26.5–34.4 0.35 C2 �0.14 1.07 —
N4—C5 1.370 34.8–28.7 0.43 C3 �0.12 1.05 —
C5—N6 1.268 40.1–40.1 0.74 C5 0.20 0.81 —
N6—H 1.002 24.3 — H(N6) 0.26 — —


12p N1—C2 1.400 34.2–25.1 0.36 N1 �0.22 1.59 0.0
N1—C5 1.326 34.8–32.1 0.56 N4 �0.22 1.59 0.0
C2—C3 1.326 38.0–38.0 0.86 N6 �0.47 1.75 �0.1
C3—N4 1.400 25.1–34.2 0.36 C2 �0.09 1.03 —
N4—C5 1.326 34.8–32.1 0.56 C3 �0.09 1.03 —
C5—N6 1.327 35.7–38.0 0.50 C5 0.27 0.79 —
N6—H 0.996 30.9 — H(N6) 0.34 — —


8a N1—C2 1.410 33.2–26.0 0.28 N1 �0.34 1.65 13.3
N1—C5 1.395 33.7–29.3 0.37 N6 �0.48 1.31 —
C2—C3 1.458 32.8–30.6 0.34 N7 �0.35 1.57 18.4
C2—C11 1.333 41.0–40.6 0.78 N13 �0.57 1.72 27.9
C3—C4 1.330 36.5–36.9 0.87 N14 �0.56 1.22 32.8
C4—C5 1.474 30.0–32.6 0.30 C2 0.00 1.05 —
C5—N6 1.259 37.8–42.8 0.81 C3 �0.13 0.95 —
N7—C8 1.424 32.0–25.7 0.25 C4 �0.19 1.01 —
N7—C11 1.414 32.2–26.2 0.28 C5 0.15 0.82 —
C8—C9 1.458 33.2–30.5 0.33 C8 �0.01 1.06 —
C8—C12 1.328 40.9–41.1 0.81 C9 �0.14 0.95 —
C9—C10 1.332 36.5–36.8 0.86 C10 �0.19 1.02 —
C10—C11 1.461 30.4–33.1 0.34 C11 0.04 0.98 —
C12—N13 1.407 29.4–34.7 0.31 C12 0.07 1.00 —
C12—N14 1.416 29.4–34.0 0.20 H(N6) 0.29 — —
N6—H 1.005 23.3 — — — — —


8ap N1—C2 1.397 33.7–26.1 0.33 N1 �0.27 1.54 9.4
N1—C5 1.360 35.3–27.8 0.43 N6 �0.53 1.72 22.6
C2—C3 1.364 38.1–33.7 0.65 N7 �0.24 1.54 5.7
C2—C11 1.431 35.7–36.9 0.39 N13 �0.47 1.63 2.0
C3—C4 1.413 33.5–32.8 0.53 N14 �0.46 1.66 0.0
C4—C5 1.369 33.1–40.1 0.64 C2 �0.05 1.14 —
C5—N6 1.378 31.9–35.4 0.34 C3 �0.12 0.95 —
N7—C8 1.398 33.2–26.7 0.32 C4 �0.28 1.16 —
N7—C11 1.351 36.1–26.9 0.48 C5 0.15 0.89 —
C8—C9 1.389 37.1–32.5 0.56 C8 �0.10 1.21 —
C8—C12 1.406 36.1–37.9 0.50 C9 �0.10 0.90 —
C9—C10 1.383 34.9–33.7 0.64 C10 �0.24 1.11 —
C10—C11 1.397 32.1–36.1 0.56 C11 0.13 0.85 —
C12—N13 1.333 30.7–38.7 0.46 C12 0.26 0.74 —
C12—N14 1.328 31.2–39.1 0.47 H(N6) 0.30 — —
N6—H 0.999 25.8 — — — — —


a The degree of pyramidalization of nitrogen atoms in degrees is denoted by DP (%).
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of organic compounds exhibiting closely spaced PAs
over a wide range of very high values.


Finally, it is noteworthy that isomers 8a–11a are more
stable than their counterparts 8b–11b by 2.2, 2.5, 6.6 and
5.0 kcal mol�1, respectively. Consequently, the PA of the
energetically more favorable isomers is correspondingly
lower (Table 1).


!��������� �� �������� ������21�����


Selected structural parameters of some characteristic
bases and their protonated forms obtained by the HF/6–
31G* model are given in Table 3 together with �-bond
orders and formal atomic densities as deduced by the
Löwdin symmetric orthogonalization procedure.39


Although the electron density apportioned to atoms has
no absolute physical meaning,40 it is very useful in
rationalizing the trend of changes in a family of related
molecules caused by protonation. We provide also s-
characters of the local hybrid orbitals obtained by the
natural bond analysis (NBO)41 as an index describing the
� part of chemical bonding.


We shall focus first on the changes in bond distances in
1 induced by protonation, because they are paradigmatic
for the rest of the systems studied. The data presented in
Table 3 show that the alternating double and single bonds
in 1p are considerably lengthened and shortened,
respectively, relative to 1 as exemplified by the sequence
of bonds N6 = C5—C4 = C3—C2 = C7—N8. This is
caused by an obvious tendency of equalization of the �-
bond orders. Particularly important is an increase in the
�bo index of the N1—C5, C7—N8 and C7—N9 bonds,
which are indicative of strong participation of amino lone
pairs in the cationic resonance. More specifically, the
shortening of the C7—N8 bond in 1p is as large as
0.086 Å. The lowest �bo (0.30) is found for the N1—C2
bond, since the cationic resonance interaction triggered
by protonation at N6 is much better transmitted over
alternating double and single bonds than over two
consecutive single bonds. In spite of this, the aromatic
stabilization of the five-membered ring formally posses-
sing six electrons in 1p is highly pronounced, as reflected
in its NICS(1) value (Table 1). Apparently, even a
moderate overlapping along the ring perimeter is
sufficient for the aromatic interaction. This is in line
with our finding that the non-dynamic correlation of �-
electrons in benzene and the artificial localized cyclo-
hexatriene is practically the same.42 The �-back-bonding
of nitrogen lone pairs of the NH2 groups is followed by
their planarization, which is conveniently described by a
parameter called degree of pyramidalization [DP(%)]:43


DP��� � 360 �
�3


i�1


�i�0�9 �3�


where �i represents the three smallest angles merging


at the pyramidal apex. The DP values of N atoms in
1 (1p) for N6, N1, N8 and N9 are 0.0 (7.1), 22.1 (7.2),
28.9 (2.1) and 27.2 (0.1)%, respectively, where values for
1p are given in parentheses. It is interesting that the
largest non-planarity in 1p is found at the protonated
nitrogen, although even in this case it is very small
(7.1%). One can say that strong planarization of amino
nitrogens is one of the most striking manifestations of
protonation


Rehybridization in �-bond follows changes in �-bond
orders. Hence, a decrease in the �-electron density with
accompanying bond stretching is connected with an
increase in the average p character. The opposite takes
place in shortened bonds. It is safe to conclude that the
electronic features in the protonated species are governed
by the mobile �-electrons.


Examination and comparison of �-bond orders in 12
and 12p show that they are slightly increased in the latter
species along N1—C2 and C3—N4 bonds, whereas the
C2—C3 bond exhibits a decrease. Although these
changes, induced by protonation, are very small, they
are compatible with the resonance picture illustrated by
Scheme 4, which provides a rationale for the increased
basicity of 12 relative to 1 as discussed earlier.


Changes induced by the protonation of 8a fit the
same pattern (Table 3). The aromatization of the distal
five-membered ring is comparable to that in 1p, as judged
by bond distances and the corresponding �-bond orders.
The same holds for the resonance of the terminal NH2


groups, which become almost planar, as found in the
archetypal guanidine system.31,44,45 Therefore, it appears
that the resonance effect is very efficiently spread over
the whole system. This is also found in extended �-
systems 10ap and 11ap. It follows as a logical
consequence that larger extended systems involving
2,5-dihydropyrrolimine subunits would act as even more
powerful bases and that they would perhaps exhibit
conductive properties triggered by protonation. There-
fore, the preparation of such systems seems to be
worthwhile.


*(%*.)/#(%


It has been shown that the poly-2,5-dihydropyrrolimines
represent a family of compounds which exhibits high
basicities. The origin of their strongly basic behavior is
identified as the aromatic stabilization of the first five-
membered olefinic ring upon protonation of the imino
nitrogen atom. The aromatization within the conjugate
acid is then spread over the system of sequential 2,5-
dihydropyrrolimine rings in a domino fashion. Moreover,
deliberate choice of substituents and their attachment at
strategic positions can substantially increase the PA of
studied compounds, reaching values well above
300 kcal mol�1. A typical example of such structural
groupings serving this purpose is given by alkyl groups
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such as CH3, CH2CH3 and C(CH3)3, which would
increase the stability of the resulting conjugate acids
through the relaxation effect, providing some protection
of the double bonds at the same time. Other ‘good’
substituent groups enhancing the basicity are provided by
NH2 and N(CH3)2. Formation of the intramolecular
hydrogen bond in a corona fashion around the protona-
tion center should also be helpful in this respect. The
question of whether the corona effect is effective in
solvents is an important one. It should be recalled that
neutral organic (super)bases are tailored to be used in
organic solvents, which do not form strong intermolecu-
lar hydrogen bonds with a solvated base. Consequently,
the imino group is not impeded by intermolecular
hydrogen bonds with solvent molecules and one can
intuitively conclude that the IMHB corona effect should
be operative. We shall illustrate this conjecture by
calculations of the PA values of guanidine (15) and its
aminopropyl derivative 16a (Scheme 7) in aprotic solvent
such as CH3CN.


Recently we have shown that the solvent effect of
neutral bases in acetonitrile46 are well described by the
iterative (isodensity) Polarized Continuum Model.47,48 It
was found that the PA and the accompanying basicity in
acetonitrile are determined essentially by an interplay
between the intrinsic PA in the gas phase and the size of
the base in question. The latter factor is easily
rationalized by taking into account the fact that the
positive charge in the corresponding conjugate base is
distributed over all atoms, which is a general charac-
teristic of the relaxation effect in the final state. The more
atoms (and the larger molecular surface), the less positive
is the charge density on the peripheral atoms (i.e.
hydrogens) and concomitantly weaker polarization of
the solvent continuum. These features will help in
interpreting the PAs of 15, 16a and 16b. The gas-phase
PA(MP2)gph values for 15 and 16a are 233.7 and
249.6 kcal mol�1, respectively, where the subscript gph
represents gas phase. The aminopropyl amplifies the PA
by 15.9 kcal mol�1. However, 10.8 kcal mol�1 of the
latter amount can be ascribed to the IMHB corona effect
and the rest (5.1 kcal mol�1) reflects the relaxation effect
of the aminopropyl tail as evidenced by the PA(MP2)gph


of the 16b zig-zag conformation of 238.8 kcal mol�1.
The increase in the PA in acetonitrile is much smaller, as
given by the difference PA(16a)actn � PA(15)actn = 293.7
� 290.4 = 3.3 kcal mol�1. Nevertheless, this leads to an


increase in the pKa value of 1.6 according to the
equation46


pKa � 0�4953 PAactn � 119�7 �4�


It is interesting to note in passing the value
PA(16b)actn = 290.8 kcal mol�1, implying that the size
effect (of the aminopropyl side-chain) almost cancels the
increase in the inherent basicity of the aminopropyl
derivative of guanidine relative to the parent guanidine in
acetonitrile. It is worth of pointing out that the high
basicity of the considered poly-2,5-dihydropyrrolimines
is rationalized in terms of the aromatic domino effect,
which implies a dominant influence of the final state
polarization effect.49 In compounds where the initial state
or inductive effects are predominant, there is a good
correlation between the ESCA chemical shifts of nitrogen
atom to be protonated and the PAs.50 In general, however,
the PAs are given by an interplay of the initial and final
state effects, as we have shown recently.51


Finally, it is important to stress that the judicious
selection of substituents possessing various electron
donor/acceptor properties allows the design of bases
exhibiting closely spaced PA values, which is a valuable
feature for both acid–base chemistry and experimental
measurements employing the bracketing technique. It is
safe to conclude that the fine tuning enabled by
substituents will provide a catalogue of strong neutral
organic (super)bases with PA values in the range 200–
300 kcal mol�1. Finally, the amazing ability and ease
with which poly-2,5-dihydropyrrolimines transmit infor-
mation triggered by protonation along the extended �-
system should be strongly pointed out.
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ABSTRACT: Treatment of 2-(5-methyl-2-furyl)tetrahydroindenyllithium with ZrCl4 gave bis[2-(5-methyl-2-
furyl)tetrahydroindenyl]zirconium dichloride (8). Dynamic 1H NMR spectroscopy revealed a Cp-furyl rotational
barrier of �G≠


Arrot (148 K) = 6.8 � 0.4 kcal mol�1. The x-ray crystal structure analysis of 8 showed the presence of a
rac-like metallocene conformation in which the furyl rings are oriented coplanar with the Cp moiety of the
tetrahydroindenyl ligand systems, but the two furyl rings are oriented differently: one has the oxygen atom oriented
toward the open front side, whereas the other has the furyl oxygen pointing toward the narrow back side of the bent
metallocene wedge. The 8–MAO Ziegler–Natta catalyst system produces an atactic polypropylene oil. Copyright
 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: zirconocene; metallocene conformation; homogeneous Ziegler–Natta catalyst; polypropylene
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The conformational properties of specific Group 4 bent
metallocene complexes can be of decisive importance for
the stereochemical characteristics of carbon–carbon bond
formation at the active catalysts derived from them. We
had demonstrated this a few years ago with first examples
of a series of bis(1-terpenylindenyl)zirconium com-
plexes, whose metallocene conformational features—
determined by the nature of the specific terpenyl
substituent used—were shown to determine the stereo-
specificity of polypropylene formation at the respective
Ziegler–Natta catalysts derived from them.1 Later, these
optically pure metallocenes were successfully employed
as catalysts in organic asymmetric synthesis, again
making use of their specific and very characteristic
conformational features.2


Waymouth and co-workers found that bis(2-arylinde-
nyl)ZrCl2-derived homogeneous Ziegler–Natta catalysts
can be used to make elastomeric polypropylenes. They
proposed that the conformational ‘switching’ between
chiral (C2-symmetric), rac-like and achiral, meso-like
metallocene conformations might represent the decisive
mechanistic feature to determine the necessary change


between the alternating production of isotactic and
atactic polypropylene segments in this process.3


We have recently introduced a series of related bis(2-
hetarylindenyl) Group 4 metallocene complexes into this
chemistry, and found that some of these systems produce
highly elastomeric polypropylene samples with excellent
catalyst efficiencies. In several cases we were able to
carry out the conformational analysis at the stage of the
neutral catalyst precursors by dynamic NMR spectro-
scopy in solution, supported by an identification of
several examples of the rotameric structural types in the
solid state by x-ray crystal structure analyses.4,5 We have
now structurally identified the first example of a C1-
symmetric bis(2-furyltetrahydroindenyl)ZrCl2 complex
that exhibits both the two most often observed Cp-furyl
conformational orientations in a single molecule. The
preparation, structural characterization and some cataly-
tic features of this special bis(2-furyltetrahydroinde-
nyl)ZrCl2 example is described in this paper.
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Tetrahydroindenyl complexes of the Group 4 metals can
be synthesized by two principal routes, either by selective
catalytic hydrogenation of the corresponding indenyl
metal complexes6 or by attachment of a preformed
tetrahydroindenyl anion equivalent to the transition metal
center. In this study, we chose the second alternative; we
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adopted a procedure recently described by Polo et al.7


and developed it into a synthesis of the required 2-(5-
methyl-2-furylindenyl) ligand system (see Scheme 1).


In this case, 2-methylfuran was treated with n-butyl-
lithium to generate the 2-lithio-5-methylfuran reagent
(5), which was then reacted at �20°C with the bicyclic
cyclopentenone derivative 4. Hydrolytic workup and
chromatographic purification eventually gave the sensi-
tive furyl-substituted cyclopentadiene derivative 6 in ca
85% yield. This was subsequently deprotonated by
treatment with n-butyllithium in diethyl ether–hexane
to give 7 [1H NMR (in benzene -d6/THF -d8, 10:1): � 6.05
(s, 2H, 1-/3-H), 5.98, 5.90 (furyl-H)]. Zirconium tetra-
chloride was then added to a suspension of 7 at low
temperature. Removal of the precipitated lithium chlor-
ide and workup involving crystallization from toluene at
�20°C eventually furnished the Group 4 metallocene
complex 8 in ca 20% yield.


We had previously shown that bis(2-furylindenyl)zir-
conium complexes can attain three different rac-type
conformational isomers (A, B and C in Scheme 2).4,5


They originate from freezing out two different rotational
processes, namely the rotation around the metal-�5-
indenyl ligand vector and that around the indenyl–furyl
�-bond connection. Examples of all three rotational
isomeric types were observed by dynamic NMR spectro-
scopy in solution, but only the C2-symmetric rotamers A
and C had been observed by x-ray diffraction in the solid
state so far. The x-ray crystal structure analysis of
complex 8 has now for the first time revealed the
structure of an example of the previously unobserved B-
type isomer (of C1- symmetry) in the crystal.


Single crystals of 8 that were suitable for an x-ray
crystal structure analysis were obtained from toluene.


The zirconium center in complex 8 is pseudotetrahedrally
coordinated to two 2-(5-methyl-2-furyl)tetrahydroinde-
nyl ligands and two chlorides. The complex is of C1


symmetry and, therefore, the two zirconium–chloride
distances are slightly different at 2.435(1) Å (Zr—C11)
and 2.428(1) Å (Zr—C12). The C11—Zr—C12 angle
[97.29(4)°] is in the typical bent metallocene range. Both
tetrahydroindenyl ligands are �5-coordinated to zirco-
nium. There is a slight asymmetry detectable in the Zr—
Cp coordination, with the C11—to C19—Zr bond lengths
being in a range between 2.487(3) Å (C11, see Fig. 1) and
2.580(3) Å (C17) and the corresponding C31—to C39—
Zr bonds ranging between 2.468(3) Å (C31) and
2.596(3) Å (C37). These differences seem to be inde-
pendent of a specific substituent influence, but probably
merely reflect positional differences as the smaller values
correspond to the sterically tighter situation at the back
side and the larger values are found at the more open front
side of the bent metallocene wedge.


It is the specific conformational arrangement of the
bis[2-(5-methyl-2-furyl)tetrahydroindenyl]Zr unit that
makes complex 8 structurally so interesting. We had
previously observed that there are two structurally clearly
distinguishable types of C2-symmetric chiral metallocene
conformer types observed for bis(2-hetarylindenyl)zirco-
nium complexes4,5 (for related 2-substituted examples,
see Ref. 8). One (type I, see Scheme 3) has both the
annelated six-membered rings (C2-symmetrically) placed
in front of the bent metallocene wedge above and below
the adjacent Zr–(�-ligand) vectors. The other (type II in
Scheme 3) has the annelated rings oriented toward the
lateral sectors of the bent metallocene wedge. Which of
the two types is preferred and thus experimentally
observed by x-ray crystallography depends on the �-
ligands X. Bis[2-(5-methyl-2-furyl)indenyl)Zr(CH3)2 (9)
is an example of a rac-type I conformer whereas the
related molecule bis[2-(5-ethyl-2-furyl)indenyl]ZrCl2
(10) exhibits a rac-type II metallocene conformation in
the crystal.4,5


Complex 8 exhibits a rac-type metallocene conforma-
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tion in the crystal that contains both rotational motifs
from the complexes 9 and 10, namely one tetrahydroin-
denyl ligand that exhibits its annelated saturated six-
membered ring in the lateral sector whereas the other
tetrahydroindenyl ring is oriented with its annelated
cyclohexene moiety towards the front side of the
metallocene wedge syn-positioned with one of the Zr—
Cl vectors (see Scheme 3 and Figs 1 and 2).


The extraordinary structural feature of 8 is the
arrangement of the furyl substituents on the metallocene
framework. The furyl groups are oriented in-plane with
the Cp section of the tetrahydroindenyl ligands, but the
two furyl groups are arranged differently: one has its
oxygen atom pointing in the direction of the metallocene
front side whereas the other has its furyl oxygen atom
oriented towards the narrow back side of the metallocene
wedge. To our knowledge, this represents the first
example of this specific combination of the conforma-
tional arrangement of the furyl substituents on a Group 4
metallocene framework. Aside from the unsymmetrical
general arrangement of the two tetrahydroindenyl ligands
relative to one another, this represents the first example of
the B-type conformational arrangement depicted in


Scheme 2, that had previously been found in solution
by dynamic 1H NMR spectroscopy, but that was
unobserved so far in the crystal. The x-ray crystal
structure analysis of 8 has thus revealed and character-
ized a first example of this important metallocene
conformational type in the crystal, which may hence
serve as a reference structure.


Complex 8 exhibits dynamic 1H NMR spectra in
CDFCl2–CDF2Cl solution in the temperature range 253–
138 K, as expected. At the high temperature end it shows
the spectra of a system that undergoes rapid conforma-
tional equilibration. At 193 K the 1H NMR spectrum of
complex 8 exhibits four separate multiplets of the
annelated tetramethylene units at � 1.42, 1.65, 2.24 and
2.38, three signals of the methylfuryl substituent (� 2.40,
CH3; 6.03, 6.23, furyl 3-H/4-H) and a sharp singlet at �
6.45 corresponding to the symmetry-equivalent tetrahy-
droindenyl protons 1-H and 3-H. The highly symmetrical
appearance of the 1H NMR spectrum, featuring the
resonances of apparently two symmetry-equivalent
ligands which show no distinction between a ligand
‘front’ and ‘back’ side, indicated that two conformational
processes are proceeding rapidly on the 600 MHz 1H
NMR time-scale at this temperature in complex 8,
namely the rotation around the metal–Cp vector and the
rotation around the Cp–furyl �-bond.


Lowering the temperature of the NMR probe below
193 K leads to a broadening of all the tetrahydroindenyl
resonances but not the 5-methylfuryl signals. At and
below 143 K decoalescence of the tetrahydroindenyl 1-H/
3-H singlet into two separate resonances is observed.
Together with the massive splitting of the —(CH2)4—
signals, this probably indicates freezing of the Cp–furyl
rotation under these conditions.5 From the dynamic 1-H/
3-H resonances (� 6.41 and 6.60 at 138 K) a Gibbs acti-
vation energy of �G≠


Arrot (148 K) = 6.8 � 0.4 kcal mol�1


�	���� /1 ( "���� !��)������ �" �	� �#���#�� ��������� �"
��!#�& .*  �#����� %��� #����	� +(, - ��� ���#�� +°-. /�0�#�
1*�23+�-� /�0�#1 1*�1�+�-� /�0��� 1*��4+2-� /�0�2�
1*�5�+2-� /�0��1 1*34�+2-� /�0�21 1*315+2-� /�0��4
1*3��+2-� /�0�24 1*3�5+2-� /�0��� 1*3��+2-� /�0�2�
1*3��+2-� /�0��� 1*3�2+2-� /�0�2� 1*��1+2-� ���0�1�
�*�33+�-� �2�0��� �*�34+�-� �1�0�� �*243+�-� ���0�1
�*244+�-� �1�0�1� �*2�4+3-� ���0��� �*23�+3-� �1�0
�11 �*�12+3-� ���0��1 �*�1�+3-� �110�12 �*225+3-�
��10��2 �*22�+5-� �120�� �*2�2+�-� ��20�1 �*2�4+�-6
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���0�1 ��5*�+2-� ���0�1�0�1� �2�*5+2-� �2�0
���0��� �22*2+2-� ��0�1�0�1� ���*�+2-� �10
���0��� ���*�+2-� �1�0��0�12 ��5*3+2-� ���0
�10��2 ��5*4+2-� �1�0�1�0�11 ��5*�+2-� ���0
���0��1 ��5*2+�-� �1�0�110�12 ��4*4+2-� ���0
��10��2 ���*�+2-� �110�120�� ���*�+2-� ��10
��20�1 ���*�+2-
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(1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) was obtained.9 Under these condi-
tions, the faster metal–Cp rotation is still rapid on the
600 MHz 1H NMR time-scale. Only at the lowest
monitoring temperature (138 K) did a beginning broad-
ening of the low-field furyl 1H NMR resonance signal the
onset of the hindered rotation around the metal–Cp vector
to become observable. However, the decoalescence point
could not be reached under these experimental condi-
tions.


We prepared a second 5-methylfuryl-substituted
Group 4 metallocene complex, the hetaryl-substituted
ansa-metallocene 13, in the course of this study, which
shows a structural arrangement of an indenyl–furyl
moiety in the crystal that might serve as a static model
of a possible transition state of the Cp–furyl–substituent
rotation at a bent metallocene framework. The synthesis
and structural characterization of the furyl-substituted
ansa-metallocene complex 13 is described in the second
part of this paper.


)�����	 ��� ���������	���	�� �� ��� 3������
�
����
����	����� ��������

����� ���4
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Me2Si-bridged bis(indenyl) ansa-Group 4 metallocenes
have been of enormous importance for the practical
development of homogeneous metallocene Ziegler–Natta
catalysis.10,11 Special substitution patterns especially
with regard to aryl substituent attachment have been
recognized that lead to very high reactivities of stereo-
selective polypropylene formation. Hetaryl groups have
seldom been used, although some recent developments
have shown the utility of annelated furan or thiophene
rings in this chemistry.12 Specifically substituted ansa-
metallocenes have played a role in early metallocene-
catalyzed elastomer formation.13


2-(5-Methyl-2-furyl)indenyllithium (11) was treated
with Me2SiCl2 (2:1 ratio) in dilute ethereal solution to
yield a 1:1 mixture of the diastereomers of the ligand
precursor 12 (see Scheme 4) (the synthesis of 13 was
carried out in analogy with published procedures10 used
for the preparation of aryl-substituted Me2Si-bridged
ansa-metallocenes). Double deprotonation was achieved
by treatment with 2 equiv. of n-BuLi in hexane under


reflux conditions. Subsequent transmetallation by the
reaction with ZrCl4 went smoothly to yield an 80:20
mixture of the ansa-metallocenes rac-13 and meso-13.
The rac-ansa-zirconocene isomer turned out to be of
lower solubility in toluene than the meso-isomer, and was
obtained isomerically pure after crystallization from this
solvent (20% isolated). The C2-symmetric rac-13 ansa-
metallocene diastereomer is characterized by the appear-
ance of a single Me2Si 1H NMR resonance at � 1.14 (in
CD2Cl2 solution). It shows indenyl 4-H and 7-H 1H NMR
signals at � 7.51 and � 6.95. The corresponding 5-H/6-H
signals appear at � 7.30/6.71, and the indenyl 3-H signal
is observed at � 6.83 [with a characteristic 5J(3-H,7-
H) = 0.6 Hz coupling constant;1,14 methylfuryl signals at
� 6.25, 6.10 and 2.43].


Complex rac-13 was characterized by an x-ray crystal
structure analysis. The view of the molecular structure
(see Fig. 3) shows a distorted pseudotetrahedral coordi-
nation geometry around zirconium. The Zr—Cl1 bond
length in the crystallographically C2-symmetric molecule
of rac-13 is 2.425(1) Å. The corresponding Cl1—Zr—
Cl1* angle was found to be 97.66(4)°. The ansa-
metallocene framework in rac-13 is rather strained. This
shows up in the rather unsymmetrical �5-Cp coordination
of the indenyl five-membered ring. The ‘distal’ Zr—C17
and Zr—C18 bond lengths inside this subunit are rather
long at 2.629(3) and 2.597(3) Å, respectively, while the
‘proximal’ Zr—C12 and Zr—C19 bonds are markedly
shorter at 2.530(3) and 2.526(3) Å, respectively. The
Zr—C11 bond is the shortest [2.473(3) Å], as expected.)����� 6
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The strain of the ligand framework is also reflected by the
bonding geometry around the bridging silicon atom.
While the C1—Si—C1* angle is close to ideally
tetrahedral as expected [109.7(2)°], with the C1—Si—
C11 angle at 111.4(1) Å not deviating much, the C11—
Si—C11* angle is considerably reduced at 95.2(2)° (see
Ref. 15 for a comparison).


A remarkable structural feature of the solid-state
structure of complex rac-13 is the observed conforma-
tional orientation of the furyl groups on the indenyl
ligand framework. In complex rac-13 the furyl groups are
rotated markedly from the indenyl plane, which is
different from all the structurally characterized examples
of non-bridged 2-furylindenyl Group 4 metal complexes.
In rac-13 the respective dihedral angles, that characterize
the furyl/indenyl rotation, are � C11—C19—C20—O1 =
�60.4(3)° and � C18—C19—C20—O1 = �111.6(3)°.
Potentially, this structural feature may serve as a model to
approach structurally the transition-state geometry of the
hetarene–Cp rotation during the conformational equi-
libration of the open non-bridged bis(furylindenyl)ZrX2


complexes studied previously by dynamic NMR spectro-
scopic techniques in solution.


7�
����	���	�� �����	��


Scouting propene polymerization reactions were carried
out using the new complexes 8 and rac-13. In both cases
the catalyst generation was carried out by treatment of the
metallocene dichloride complexes with a �1000 molar
excess of methylalumoxane.16 Polymerization reactions
were carried out at three different temperatures with each
system.


The ansa-metallocene shows a typical catalyst activity
for isotactic polypropylene formation (see Table 1).
Solid, hard polypropylene was obtained at each tempera-
ture. At �20°C a sample was obtained that exhibited a
95% mmmm pentad signal intensity in the 13C NMR
spectrum (for 13C NMR methyl pentad analysis, see Ref.
17; for the statistical treatment of the NMR data obtained
see Ref. 18). At the higher temperatures a slightly less


isotactic polypropylene was obtained with the rac-13–
MAO catalyst system. Overall, this catalyst showed
features similar to many examples of the well studied
aryl-substituted Me2Si-bridged bis(indenyl)ZrX2 Zieg-
ler–Natta catalyst family.10


The non-bridged 2-furyltetrahydroindenyl-derived
metallocene catalyst system 8–MAO showed a similarly
high propene polymerization activity under these condi-
tions (see Table 1). In this case, near to atactic poly-
propylene oils were obtained in the temperature range
between �20 and �20°C.


�87�#%9�&�+*


������� ������	
 Reactions were carried out under an
argon atmosphere using Schlenk-type glassware or in a
glove-box. Solvents (including deuterated solvents used
for NMR spectroscopy) were dried and distilled under
argon prior to use. NMR spectra were recorded on a
Varian Unity Plus NMR spectrometer (1H, 600 MHz;
13C, 150 MHz) at variable temperature. 1,4,5,6,7,7a-
Hexahydroinden-2-one (4),7 2-lithio-5-methylfuran (5)
and 2-(5-methyl-2-furyl)indenyllithium (11)4 were pre-
pared according to literature procedures. Most of the
compounds were characterized by additional GCOSY,
GHSQC and GHMBC NMR experiments.19 IR spectra
were aquired on a Nicolet 5 DXC Fourier transform IR
spectrometer. Melting-points were obtained by differen-
tial scanning calorimetry (DuPont 910) and elemental
analyses were performed on a Foss-Heraeus CHN-Rapid
elemental analyzer.


������������������������������������������������ :�

2-Methylfuran (0.60 g, 7.31 mmol) in diethyl ether
(70 ml) was reacted with n-butyllithium (4.60 ml,
7.31 mmol, 1.6 M solution in n-hexane) to obtain 2-
lithio-5-methylfuran (5). The dark brown solution was
cooled to �20°C and 1,4,5,6,7,7a-hexahydroinden-2-
one[(4, 1.00 g (7.31 mmol)] was added. The reaction
mixture was stirred for 2 h at �20°C before warming to
room temperature. The yellow solution was hydrolyzed


���
� /1 9��!��� !�#����:����� ��������� $��	 �	� .'�(� ��� ���
/0'�(� /���#��';���� ����#��� ������ �� �	���
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Compound
Catalyst


(mg) Al/Zr T (°C)
Reaction
time (h) gPPa Actb


mmmm
(%)c


8 10 1930 �20 2.00 14.0 196 9
13 16 1400 �20 1.00 4.0 82 88
8 9 2150 0 2.00 13.5 210 11


13 17 1330 0 0.75 15.0 385 90
8 9 2150 �20 2.00 18.5 288 14


13 15 1500 �20 0.75 18.0 471 95


a g polypropylene.
b Activity in g polypropylene mmol�1 [Zr] h bar.
c From 13C NMR pentad analysis.
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with H2O (40 ml) and extracted with diethyl ether
(3 � 50 ml). The combined organic portions were dried
with magnesium sulfate and the solvent was removed by
rotary evaporation. The residue was filtered over silica
gel with 1.5l of isohexane. The solution was dried in
vacuo and 1.50 g (6.32 mmol, yield 86%) of a yellow
oil was obtained. Compound 6 has to be reacted
immediately with n-butyllithium owing to the possible
Diels–Alder dimerization. 1H NMR (dichloromethane-
d2, 599.9 MHz): � = 6.45 (s,1H, 3-H), 6.12 (d, 1H, 3-
Hfuryl,


3J = 3.0 Hz), 5.96 (dq, 1H, 4-Hfuryl,
3J = 3.0 Hz,


4J = 1.2 Hz), 3.48 [q, 4H, (CH3CH2)2O, 3J = 6.6 Hz], 3.16
(s, 2H, 1-H), 2.33–2.27 (m, 4H, 4-H, 7-H), 2.31 (s, 3H,
CH3), 1.72 (m, 4H, 5-H, 6-H), 1.21 [t, 6H, (CH3CH2)2O,
3J = 6.6 Hz]. 13C NMR (dichloromethane-d2,
150.1 MHz): � = 151.9 (C, C-5furyl), 151.1 (C, C-3a),
139.2 (C, C-2furyl), 138.1 (C, C-7a), 134.1 (C, C-2), 127.7
(CH, C-3), 107.9 (CH, C-4furyl), 105.4 (CH, C-3furyl),
66.4 [CH2, (CH3CH2)2O], 43.1 (CH2, C-1), 26.0 (CH2,
C-4 or C-7), 25.0 (CH2, C-4 or C-7), 23.8 (CH2, C-5 or
C-6), 23.6 (CH2, C-5 or C-6), 15.9 [CH3, (CH3CH2)2O],
14.2 (CH3, CH3).


����������������������������������������������������
;�
 n-Butyllithium (3.87 ml, 6.19 mmol, 1.6 M solution
in n-hexane) was added to 2-(5-methyl-2-furyl)-4,5,6,7-
tetrahydroindene [6, 1.24 g (6.19 mmol)] in diethyl ether
(50 ml) at room temperature. The yellow solution was
stirred overnight and the solvent was removed in vacuum.
Pentane (20 ml) was added to the reddish residue and the
resulting slurry was stirred for 10 h, filtered and washed
with 5 ml of pentane to yield 0.64 g (3.10 mmol, 50%) of
an off-white powder. 1H NMR [benzene-d6–tetrahydro-
furan-d8 (10:1), 200.1 MHz]: � = 6.05 (s, 2H, 1-H, 3-H),
5.98 (d, 1H, 3-Hfuryl,


3J = 3.2 Hz), 5.90 (dq, 1H, 4-Hfuryl,
3J = 3.2 Hz, 4J = 1.2 Hz), 2.79 (m, 4H, 4-H, 7-H), 2.17 (s,
3H, CH3), 1.82 (m, 4H, 5-H, 6-H).


��	 ������������������������������������!��"�����#���
"����� .�
 Under argon zirconium tetrachloride powder
(0.23 g, 0.97 mmol) was added to a suspension of 0.40 g
(1.94 mmol) of the lithium salt 7 in 30 ml of toluene at
�78°C. The reaction mixture was stirred overnight and
filtered using a Schlenk frit. The solvent was reduced in
vacuum and the product crystallized at �30°C. Together
with a second crystallization a yield of 120 mg
(0.22 mmol, 22%) of a yellow solid was obtained, m.p.
117°C. 1H NMR (dichloromethane-d2, 599.9 MHz):
� = 6.27 (s, 4H, 1-H, 3-H), 6.26 (m, 2H, 3-Hfuryl), 6.05
(dq, 2H, 4-Hfuryl,


3J = 3.6 Hz, 4J = 1.2 Hz), 2.42 (m, 8H,
4-H, 7-H), 2.38 (s, 6H, CH3), 1.76 (m, 4H, 5-H or 6-H),
1.49 (m, 4H, 5-H or 6-H). 13C NMR (dichloromethane-
d2, 150.1 MHz): � = 152.0 (C, C-5furyl), 147.4 (C, C-
2furyl), 130.2 (C, C-3a, C-7a), 117.2 (C, C-2), 110.9 (CH,
C-1, C-3), 108.1 (CH, C-4furyl), 107.5 (CH, C-3furyl), 24.1
(CH2, C-4, C-7), 22.4 (CH2, C-5, C-6), 13.8 (CH3, CH3).
IR (KBr): �� � 3103 (m), 2936 (vs), 2865 (s), 1615 (m),


1579 (vs), 1496 (s), 1443 (vs), 1360 (w), 1324 (w), 1301
(w), 1200 (vs), 1105 (s), 1075 (s), 975 (vs), 892 (s), 856
(vs), 791 (vs), cm�1. C28H30O2Cl2Zr calcd C 59.98, H
5.39; found C 60.60, H 4.49%.


$���� "��	��� 	���"���� �����	�	 �� .
 Formula
C28H30O2Cl2Zr, M = 560.64, yellow crystal 0.20 � 0.10
� 0.05 mm, a = 10.497(1), b = 11.279(1), c = 12.055(1)
Å, � = 110.33(1), � = 108.84(1), � = 91.48(1)°, V =
1251.2(2) Å3, �calc = 1.488 g cm�3, � = 6.76 cm�1, em-
pirical absorption correction via SORTAV (0.877 � T
� 0.967), Z = 2, triclinic, space group P1 (No. 2),
� = 0.71073 Å, T = 198 K, � and 	 scans, 8749 reflections
collected (�h, �k, �l), [(sin�)/�] = 0.68 Å�1, 6207
independent (Rint = 0.029) and 4797 observed reflections
[I �2
(I)], 300 refined parameters, R = 0.049,
wR2 = 0.097, maximum residual electron density 0.67
(�0.75) e Å�3, hydrogens calculated and refined as riding
atoms. Data sets were collected with a Nonius KappaCCD
diffractometer, equipped with a rotating anode generator
Nonius FR591. Programs used were data collection
COLLECT (Nonius, 1998), data reduction Denzo-
SMN,20 absorption correction SORTAV,21 structure
solution SHELXS-97,22 structure refinement SHELXL-
97 (G. M. Sheldrick, Universität Göttingen, 1997) and
graphics SCHAKAL (E. Keller, Universität Freiburg,
1997).


��"� ��� ��	��%�������&�	 ������������������������
���!	����� /-�
 SiMe2Cl2 (1.12 g, 8.66 mmol) was added
to a solution of 2-(5-methyl-2-furyl)indenyllithium (11,
3.50 g, 17.3 mmol) in diethyl ether (50 ml) at �78°C.
The reaction mixture was stirred overnight and allowed
to warm to room temperature over night. The solution
was hydrolyzed with H2O (40 ml) and extracted three
times with diethyl ether (100 ml). The combined organic
fractions were dried over magnesium sulfate, filtered and
the solvent was removed by rotary evaporation. Column
chromatography over silica gel with isohexane–di-
chloromethane (9:1) resulted in a colorless oil, 1.75 g
(3.89 mmol, 79%). rac-1H NMR (dichloromethane-d2,
599.9 MHz): � = 7.44 (m, 4H, 4-H, 7-H), 7.26 (m, 2H, 5-
H, or 6-H), 7.17 (m, 2H, 5-H, or 6-H), 7.05 (s, 2H, 3-H),
6.29 (d, 2H, 3-Hfuryl,


3J = 3.0 Hz), 6.00 (dq, 2H, 4-Hfuryl,
3J = 3.0 Hz, 4J = 1.2 Hz), 4.34 (s, 2H, 1-H), 2.29 (s, 6H,
CH3), �0.68 [s, 6H, Si(CH3)2]. rac-13C NMR (dichloro-
methane-d2, 150.1 MHz): � = 152.2 (C, C-5furyl), 150.7
(C, C-2furyl), 145.0 (C, C-3a), 144.8 (C, C-7a), 139.8 (C,
C-2), 125.8 (CH, C-5), 123.9 (CH, C-6), 123.6 (CH, C-3),
123.4 (CH, C-7), 121.4 (CH, C-4), 109.0 (CH, C-3furyl),
108.0 (CH, C-4furyl), 43.6 (CH, C-1), 13.7 (CH3, CH3),
�5.3 [CH3, Si(CH3)2]. meso-1H NMR (dichloromethane-
d2, 599.9 MHz): � = 7.59 (d, 2H, 4-H or 7-H, 3J = 7.2 Hz),
7.44 (m, 2H, 4-H or 7-H), 7.26 (m, 2H, 5-H or 6-H), 7.17
(m, 2H, 5-H, or 6-H), 7.07 (s, 2H, 3-H), 6.31(d, 2H, 3-
Hfuryl,


3J = 3.0 Hz), 6.05 (dq, 2H, 4-Hfuryl,
3J = 3.0 Hz,


4J = 1.2 Hz), 4.10 (s, 2H, 1-H), 2.30 (s, 6H, CH3), �0.71
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and �0.75 [each s, each 3H, each Si(CH3)2]. meso-13C
NMR (dichloromethane-d2, 150.1 MHz): � = 152.4 (C,
C-5furyl), 150.8 (C, C-2furyl), 145.1 (C, C-3a), 144.8 (C,
C-7a), 139.7 (C, C-2), 125.7 (CH, C-5), 124.0 (CH, C-6),
123.8 (CH, C-7), 123.6 (CH, C-3), 121.3 (CH, C-4),
108.7 (CH, C-3furyl), 108.1 (CH, C-4furyl), 43.7 (CH,
C-1), 13.8 (CH3, CH3), �5.5 [CH3, Si(CH3)2], �7.02
[CH3, Si(CH3)2]. IR (KBr): �� � 3063 �w	, 3012 (w),
2961 (m), 2916 (m), 2870 (w), 1709 (m), 1648 (m), 1612
(m), 1590 (w), 1454 (m), 1408 (w), 1363 (w), 1261 (s),
1102 (s), 1023 (vs), 881 (w), 847 (s), 813 (vs), 757
(s) cm�1. HRMS: found, m/z 448.1858; calcd for
C30H28O2Si, 448.1842.


��"�'%�������	���������&�	 �������������������������
���!(��"�����#��"����� /0�
 Compound 12 (2.19 g,
4.87 mmol) was dissolved in toluene (100 ml) and
tetrahydrofuran (5 ml). n-Butyllithium (6.09 ml,
9.74 mmol, 1.6 M solution in n-hexane) were added at
room temperature. The reaction mixture was heated
under reflux for 3 h and then cooled to �25°C. Zirconium
tetrachloride (1.14 g, 4.87 mmol) was added and the
resulting suspension was allowed to warm to room
temperature over a period of 2 h. A rac- to meso- ratio of
the crude product of 80:20 was determined by 1H NMR
spectroscopy. The LiCl formed was filtered off and the
solvent was reduced in vacuum. Crystallization at �30°C
resulted after filtration in 593 mg (0.97 mmol, 20%) of
the pure orange rac-isomer, m.p. 251°C. 1H NMR
(dichloromethane-d2, 599.9 MHz): � = 7.51 (d, 2H, 4-H,
3J = 8.4 Hz), 7.30 (m, 2H, 5-H), 6.95 (dd, 2H, 7-H,
3J = 9.0 Hz, 5J = 0.6 Hz), 6.83 (d, 2H, 3-H, 5J = 0.6 Hz),
6.71 (m, 2H, 6-H), 6.25 (d, 2H, 3-Hfuryl,


3J = 3.6 Hz),
6.10 (dq, 2H, 4-Hfuryl,


3J = 3.6 Hz, 4J = 1.2 Hz), 2.43 (s,
6H, CH3), 1.14 [s, 6H, Si(CH3)2]. 13C NMR (dichloro-
methane-d2, 150.1 MHz): � = 152.8 (C, C-5furyl), 147.2
(C, C-2furyl), 133.7 (C, C-3a), 128.8 (C, C-2), 127.7 (CH,
C-5), 126.6 (C, C-7a), 126.1 (CH, C-7), 125.8 (CH, C-4),
125.5 (CH, C-6), 117.9 (CH, C-3), 113.4 (CH, C-3furyl),
108.6 (CH, C-4furyl), 84.7 (C, C-1), 13.9 (CH3, CH3), 4.2
[CH3, Si(CH3)2]. IR (KBr): �� � 3107 �w	, 3084 (w),
3027 (w), 2969 (m), 2918 (m), 1960 (w), 1616 (s), 1564
(vs), 1535 (s), 1449 (vs), 1398 (vs), 1340 (vs), 1214 (vs),
1094 (m), 1031 (vs), 956 (vs), 841 (vs), 795 (vs), 749
(vs) cm�1. C30H26O2Cl2SiZr: calcd C 59.19, H 4.31;
found C 60.19, H 5.21%.


$���� "��	��� 	���"���� �����	�	 �� /0
 Formula
C30H26O2Cl2SiZr
CH2Cl2, M = 693.64, yellow–orange
crystal 0.20 � 0.15 � 0.05 mm, a = 21.965(1), b =
12.275(1), c = 11.239(1) Å, � = 105.21(1)°, V = 2924.1(4)
Å3, �calc = 1.576 g cm�3, � = 8.11 cm�1, empirical ab-
sorption correction via SORTAV (0.855 � T � 0.961),
Z = 4, monoclinic, space group C2/c (No. 15),
� = 0.71073 Å, T = 198 K, � and 	 scans, 7027 reflec-
tions collected (�h, �k, �l), [(sin�)/�] = 0.68 Å�1, 3746
independent (Rint = 0.032) and 3030 observed reflections


[I � 2
(I)], 184 refined parameters, R = 0.045,
wR2 = 0.104, maximum residual electron density 1.06
(�0.99) e Å�3 close to the solvate molecule, hydrogens
calculated and refined as riding atoms (for details, see
X-ray crystal structure analysis of 8).


)�������#����� ���"����	
 All polymerizations were
carried out in a 1 l Büchi glass autoclave charged with
toluene (150 ml) and methylalumoxane (20 ml, 10.5 wt%
solution in toluene). At the respective temperature the
stirred (600 rpm) mixture was saturated with propene at a
pressure of 2 bar for 30 min. The catalyst precursors were
injected and the polymerizations were carried out at a
constant propene pressure for 2 h. The reaction mixture
was hydrolyzed cautiously with a 1:1 mixture of
methanol and 2 M HCl and treated additionally with
HCl (6 M, 100 ml). The organic layer was separated, the
toluene evaporated and the residue dried in vacuum
overnight.


*��	�����+��,��" ����
 Crystallographic data (excluding
structure factors) for the structures reported in this paper
have been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallo-
graphic Data Centre as supplementary publication CCD
166598 and 166599. Copies of the data can be obtained
free of charge on application to The Director, CCDC, 12
Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK (Fax �44 1223
336033, E-mail deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk).
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ABSTRACT: The thermal and high-pressure (11 kbar) induced reaction between 2-bromo-2-(cycloalkylidene)ace-
tates and N,O- and N,N-binucleophiles (such as ethylenediamines or aminoethanols) provides morpholin-2-ones and
piperazin-2-ones. Thus, in contrast to simple primary amines, binucleophiles do not form spirocyclic derivatives. The
expected Michael addition competes with a cascade reaction consisting of a migration of the double bond followed by
the substitution of the newly established allylic halogen and a lactonization (lactamization), and eventually ended by a
back-migration of the double bond. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: high pressure; hetero-Michael addition; cascade reaction; migration
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The activation of organic reactions relies most of the time
on two very general methods, heat and catalysis, and,
occasionally, photochemistry. Ultrasound, microwaves
or high pressure (the so-called ‘extreme’ conditions) can
also, in special circumstances, offer a helpful alternative
to the classical techniques.1 The latter is particularly well
suited to cases where bulky or fragile reagents/products
are needed and can therefore become helpful in solving
problems encountered along complex synthetic path-
ways.2


In this context, we have recently been interested in the
applications of the high pressure-promoted hetero-
Michael addition of amines to tri- or tetrasubstituted
electron-deficient olefins. The effect of high pressure on
the (hetero) Michael addition is very well known and has
long been exploited. The large negative activation
volume value associated with these reactions leads not
only to their spectacular acceleration but also to a
dramatic increase in their regio- and stereoselectivities.3


�-Halo-�,�-unsaturated carbonyl compounds are good
substrates for these reactions and, as such, constitute a
class of simple building blocks in the synthesis of


biologically important heterocycles and natural analogs
of interest owing to their multifunctional reactivity.4 The
hetero-Michael addition provides efficiently and with
good diastereoselectivities the corresponding �-amino
esters, which are good templates for pseudo-peptide
chemistry, for instance.5 Interestingly, the presence of a
leaving group at the �-position of the ester triggers a
direct spiroaziridination.6 The possibilities opened up by
this reaction for the construction of other spirohetero-
cycles prompted us to investigate the use of binucleo-
philes.7 In principle, these can undergo a conjugated
addition of their amino group, leading to an intermediate
�-halo-�-amino ester that could cyclize through an
intramolecular nucleophilic substitution (Fig. 1).


In such a strategy, primary amines can become
troublesome since they are likely to add and then
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substitute the halogen, yielding the corresponding
spiroaziridines, as previously established in various
cases.6 On the other hand, secondary amines are known
to be poor nucleophiles in conjugated additions, at least
under thermal conditions.5a We therefore examined both
thermal and hyperbaric versions of this reaction and
present our results here.


�)*$+�* ��# #"*%$**"��


We first considered ethylenediamine (2a), the simplest
diamine, that was reacted with ethyl cyclopentylidene-
bromoacetate (1a), a substrate known to undergo the
conjugate addition,6b in the presence of 1 equiv. of
triethylamine (Scheme 1 and Table 1). At reflux of
ethanol and at atmospheric pressure, no spiropiperazine
was observed; instead, a mixture of cyclopentenylpiper-
azinone (3a) and cyclopentyldihydropirazinone (4) was
recovered in mediocre yields (entry 1). The primary


product is probably formed in a sequence of reactions in
which the double bond first deconjugates to an endo-
cyclic position, yielding an allylic bromine, rapidly
substituted by the amine; the second amino group would
then convert the ester intramolecularly into a lactam. The
back-migration of the double bond into its original
exocyclic position leads to a secondary enamine,
tautomer of the cyclic imine (4). Under 11 kbar, in the
same solvent but at room temperature and after 3.5 days,
the same piperazinone (3a) is obtained in a better yield of
52% (entry 2), without any isomerization into 4. Thus,
the final migration of the double bond appears to be
favored by a temperature increase or to be slowed by
pressure. We next decided to examine the case of a
primary/secondary diamine, resorting to N-methylethy-
lenediamine (2b). The corresponding regioisomeric
piperazinones (3b,c) were obtained in higher yields,
under both thermal and hyperbaric conditions (entries 3
and 4). The selectivity of the addition was relatively high
(�85%) and, expectedly, in favor of a quicker substitu-
tion of the allylic bromine by the secondary (more
nucleophilic) amine. We finally moved to N,N�-dimethyl-
ethylenediamine (2c). At reflux of ethanol the same
sequence of reactions takes place, providing 3d in fair
yield (entry 5). Similarly, the reaction between 2c and the
corresponding six-membered ring substrate methyl
cyclohexylidenebromoacetate (1b) gave, in methanol,
the N,N-dimethylpiperazinone 5 (entry 6).


Thus, the high pressure-induced spiroaziridination of
bromo esters 1, observed previously with various primary
amines in alcohols, appears to strongly depend on the
structure of the amine, the nucleophilic and basic
properties of the diamines entering in competition in
this case.


We next considered aminoethanols 6 as possible
binucleophiles, in an attempt to take advantage of an
eventual concerted proton transfer from the hydroxyl
proton during the hetero-Michael step (the importance
of this proton transfer step was clearly emphasized in
Ref. 5c). The reaction was first performed between ester
1a and N-methylaminoethanol (6a) under similar
thermal (refluxing ethanol, 1 equiv NEt3) or hyperbaric
(11 kbar, EtOH, room temperature) conditions. In both
cases, the deconjugation–substitution–reconjugation se-
quence occurred, providing the cyclopentylidenic 1,3-


*����� (


����� (� *+����� ��	,�� +�������� ������� ���-��� �
���
 ( ��	 	������
 , .+����������+� ����	
/


Entry Ester Amine Conditionsa Products (yield, %)


1 1a 2a EtOH, 80°C, 1 bar, 24 h 3a (24) � 4 (18)
2 1a 2a EtOH, RT, 11 kbar, 86 h 3a (56)
3 1a 2b EtOH, 80°C, 1 bar, 24 h 3b (54) � 3c (9)
4 1a 2b EtOH, RT, 11 kbar, 43 h 3b (62) � 3c (9)
5 1a 2c EtOH, 80°C, 1 bar, 24 h 3d (53)
6 1b 2c MeOH, 75°C, 1 bar, 168 h 5 (71)


a RT = room temperature.
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dihydro-[1,4]oxazinone (9a) in fair to good yields
(Scheme 2 and Table 2, entries 1 and 2). In the high-
pressure process, the final lactonization step was
incomplete and about 10% amino alcohol 8a was
recovered (entry 2), in a comparable 70% overall yield.
Replacing the N-methyl by an N-benzylaminoethanol
(6b) changed only the base-catalyzed double bond
migration step. Hence, entry 3 shows that under
conditions identical with those of entry 1, a quasi-
equimolar mixture of oxazinone 9b and its unconju-


gated (and unlactonized) precursor 7b is obtained.
Actually, the products ratio is much less influenced by
the nitrogen substituent under high pressure (entry 4). In
the hyperbaric case, replacing triethylamine by a second
equivalent of 5b is also of little consequence (entry 5),
while replacing methanol by a 9:1 mixture of methylene
chloride (DCM) and tert-butyl alcohol (to combine a
very fluid solvent and a non-nucleophilic proton donor)
inhibits the reaction (entry 6). Interestingly, in this last
case, N-benzyloxazolidine, probably resulting from the
side-condensation of DCM and 6b under high pressure,
was isolated in 15% yield (with respect to 6b).The
critical influence of methanol on this reaction, which has
been emphasized before,5b,c,6 is once more obvious in
this case.


Finally, the sensitivity of this reaction to the ester
structure was also evaluated, repeating the experiments
of entries 1 and 2 on bromo ester 1b. The thermal reaction
(in methanol to avoid transesterification) gives access to
the cyclohexenylic 1,3-dihydro-[1,4]oxazinone 10, the
six-membered ring stabilizing the endocyclic double
bond (entry 7). By contrast, in the hyperbaric version 1b
undergoes a conjugate addition of methanol and provides
the methyl ether 11 (entry 8), as already observed with
other secondary amines.6a Replacing this solvent by
DCM leads to 10 only in very low yields, almost 80% of
the starting material being recovered after 48 h at 11 kbar
(entry 9). This suggests that neither a concerted nor an
intermolecular proton transfer from the hydroxyl group
of the amino alcohol takes place efficiently.


This study on amino alcohols was completed by
varying the nucleophilicity/electrophilicity of the part-
ners. First, 2-aminophenol, a known inhibitor of
tyrosinase,8 was heated in refluxing ethanol with 1a and
triethylamine. Despite its lower nucleophilicity, this
aniline reacts as the aminoethanols 5 do, providing
amino ester 12 along with the corresponding benzoxa-
zinone 13 in 55 and 20% yield, respectively (Scheme 3).
The very nucleophilic N-benzylhydroxylamine9 was also
reacted with 1a. Under high pressure, the same reaction
suite as above takes place and the double bond remains


*����� ,


����� ,� *+����� ��	,�� +�������� ������� ���-��� �
���
 ( ��	 �������+����
 - .+����������+� ����	
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Entry Ester Amine (equiv.) Conditions Products (yield, %)


1 1a 6a (1) EtOH, NEt3, 80°C, 1 bar, 24 h 9a (71)
2 1a 6a (1) EtOH, NEt3, RT, 11 kbar, 48 h 8a (12) � 9a (57)
3 1a 6b (1) EtOH, NEt3, 80°C, 1 bar, 24 h 7 (25) � 9b (30)
4 1a 6b (1) EtOH, RT, NEt3, 11 kbar, 72 h 8b (4) � 9b (66)
5 1a 6b (2) EtOH, RT, 11 kbar, 72 h 8b (11) � 9b (53)
6 1a 6b (2) CH2Cl2, t-BuOH, RT, 11 kbar, 96 h 9b (4)a


7 1b 6a (1) MeOH, NEt3, 75°C, 1 bar, 56 h 10a (72)
8 1b 6a (1) MeOH, NEt3, RT, 11 kbar, 64 h 11 (39)b


9 1b 6a (1) CH2Cl2, NEt3, RT, 11 kbar, 48 h 10a (13)c


a Together with 87% starting material 1a and 15% N-benzyloxazolidine.
b Together with 21% starting material 1b.
c Together with 78% starting material 1b.
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intracyclic, yielding the �-hydroxyamino ester 14 (47%)
(Scheme 3).


Increasing the electrophilicity of the substrate was
another way of boosting the reactivity. We thus
considered the �,�-unsaturated bromoketone 15, pre-
pared following the route described for 1.6 When reacted
with N-benzylaminoethanol 6b under high pressure
(Scheme 4), this bromoketone undergoes the deconjuga-
tion–substitution described above. Surprisingly in this
case, the intramolecular addition of the alcohol to the
ketone leads to a perfectly stable hemiacetal, viz.
cyclopentenylmethylmorpholinol (16), in 75% yield
(and with a high diastereoselectivity of about 10:1).
The strained 2-chloro-2-cyclopropylidene acetate 17, a
useful building block extensively studied by de Meijere
and co-workers,10 could also be considered as an
activated substrate for a conjugated addition.11 Reacting
this compound with aminoethanol 6b under our hyper-
baric conditions finally provides the expected �-chloro-�-
amino ester 18 that did not lactonize (Scheme 4).
However, the yield was moderate (40%) and several
unidentified side-products were also obtained.


In conclusion to this part, it appears that the amino
alcohols behave similarly to diamines in this reaction,
giving similar products under thermal and hyperbaric
conditions. A deconjugation–substitution sequence,
eventually followed by a back-migration of the double
bond to an exocyclic position and by a final lactonization
step, occurs in most cases. Only with the highly activated
chlorocyclopropylidene acetate 17 could the hetero-


Michael addition of benzylaminoethanol be observed,
in low yield.


We finally decided to swap the order of the steps,
according to the strategy depicted in Fig. 2. An �,�-
dibromo ester could first undergo a nucleophilic sub-
stitution in the �-position, followed by a dehydrohalo-
genation to generate a double bond that could, in turn,
behave as a substrate for a final intramolecular hetero-
Michael addition.12 This was achieved on dibromo esters
19, both compounds being intermediates en route to
bromo esters 1 (Scheme 5).


Both esters 19 were treated with N,N�-dimetylami-
noethylenediamine (2c) or N-benzylaminoethanol (6b).
The results are collected in Table 3. No thermal
experiments were run in this case since the dehydrohalo-
genation is the only reaction to take place. It turns out that
under high pressure, the bromine �-elimination is also the
first event to occur, converting 19 in �-bromo-�,�-
unsaturated esters 1. After 1 h under 11 kbar, this is almost


*����� .


*����� /
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the only transformation observed with both the diamine
and the amino alcohol (entries 1 and 3), while after 3 days
the usual sequence is completed and the same condensation
products as described above are obtained (entries 2 and 4).
Working in methanol led, in the case of 18b, to the
competitive conjugate addition of the solvent (entries 5 and
7). The replacement of this alcohol by a DCM–t-BuOH
mixture (9:1), as mentioned above, stopped the sequence at
its very first step, providing ester 1b in high yield (entry 6).
It is worth pointing out the efficiency of the �-elimination,
which does not seem to be inhibited by pressure. This was
checked compressing esters 19a at 11 kbar in ethanol with
triethylamine and recovering 1a,b in 41–71% yield after
1 h at room temperature.


We also decided to examine the action of a primary
amine on such dibromo esters. Placing 19b in methanol
under 11 kbar in the presence of 1 equiv. of N-
methylethylenediamine (2b) at room temperature pro-
vided the unexpected strained spiroaziridine 20 in low
yield (28%) after 72 h (Scheme 6). The mechanism of
this reaction has not been detailed; one can suspect,
however, that 19b converts into 1b which, in turn,
undergoes the hetero-Michael addition, followed by the
spiroaziridination and the final lactamization. The more
or less concerted aspect of this reaction is to be
emphasized since this reaction does not take place when
2b and 1a are put under 11 kbar (Table 1, entry 4). On the
other hand this sequence makes more sense, in our
opinion, than a double nucleophilic substitution of the


two bromines (one of which being on a tertiary carbon)
by the primary amine.


This last reaction illustrates the well-known propensity
of high pressures to favor highly compact structures and
processes leading to the formation of a maximum number
of bonds.


%��%+$*"��


The spiroaziridination reaction between 2-bromo-2-
(cycloalkylidene)acetates and primary amines cannot be
extended to other spiroheterocycles resorting to simple
neutral binucleophiles. Indeed, the N,O- and N,N-
binucleophiles that we considered (ethylenediamines
and aminoethanols) under thermal or hyperbaric (11
kbar) conditions provide in all cases morpholin-2-ones
and piperazin-2-ones. The expected hetero-Michael
addition apparently competes with a cascade beginning
by a migration of the double bond followed by a
substitution of the allylic halogen and a lactonization
(lactamization), and eventually ended by a back-migra-
tion of the double bond. Enhancing the nucleophilicity of
the amine or the electrophilicity of the substrate did not
change the course of this reaction. No substantial
difference between the thermal and hyperbaric versions
of the reaction could be observed during this work, only
the distribution of the products being slightly altered. A
relatively large set of unusual and attractive �-amino


*����� 0 *����� -


����� .� 0�������� ������� .!! 1���� �*/ ���-��� 	������ �
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 (1 ��	 ! �2&�%3 �4 	������ ,� �� �������+���� -� �� �+�
���
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Entry Ester Amine Conditions Products (yield,%)


1 19a 2c EtOH, 1 h 1a (41) � 3d (35)
2 19a 2c EtOH, 67 h 3d (84)
3 19a 6b EtOH, 1 h 1a (71) � 7 (5) � 9b (5)
4 19a 6b EtOH, 67 h 8b (11) � 9b (60)
5 19b 2c MeOH, 72 h 5 (34) � 11 (46)
6 19b 2c CH2Cl2, t-BuOH, 65 h 1b (94)
7 19b 6b MeOH, 72 h 10b (6) � 11 (52)a


a Together with 10% of
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esters, lactones and lactams has nevertheless been
obtained through this approach. In addition, the control
of the absolute configuration of the asymmetric center
created by this sequence would be of special interest.
Results in this direction will be published in due course.


)23)�"!)���+


1H and 13C NMR spectra were measured on Bruker AM-
200 and Avance 300 spectrometers; coupling constants
(J) are given in Hz. MS analyses (EI, 70 eV) were
performed on an ATI-Unicam Automass apparatus.
High-resolution mass spectra (HRMS) were recorded
with a Jeol JMS AX-500 spectrometer. IR spectra were
measured on a Perkin-Elmer 16 PC FT-IR spectrometer.
High-pressure reactions were performed in a Unipress
piston-cylinder apparatus for pressures up to 14 kbar. The
silica gel used for flash chromatography was obtained
from SDS (230–400 mesh). Diethyl ether and THF were
distilled from sodium–benzophenone. Methylene chror-
ide, methanol and ethanol were dried over 3 Å molecular
sieves and then distilled. Ethyl cyclopentylidenebromo-
acetate (1a), methyl 4-tert-butylcyclohexylidenebromo-
acetate (1b) and dibromo esters 19 were prepared as
reported previously.6 Methyl 2-chloro-2-(cyclopropyli-
dene)acetate (17) was obtained from Professor Armin de
Meijere (University of Göttingen, Germany). Cyclopen-
tylidenepropanone was prepared following Villieras and
Rambaud’s convenient procedure.13 Ketone 15 was
prepared in 62% yield from cyclopentylidenepropanone
in a similar fashion to 1a,b.6


(�4�����(��
�������
�	������������ 5(06� 1H
NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 1.50–1.65 (m, 2H); 1.65–1.80
(m, 2H); 2.34 (s, 3H); 2.37 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H); 2.61 (t,
J = 7.2 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 25.58, 28.84,
36.96, 40.43, 30.98, 114.81, 164.55, 195.78. IR (v,
cm�1): 1589 (C=C); 1678 (C=O). MS (m/z): 204, 202
(58, M�); 161, 159 (20), 123 (72), 79 (100). Anal. Calcd
for C8H11BrO: C 47.32; H 5.46. Found: C 47.32; H
5.58%.


)��
� 5(�������
�������
�6 ������������ 5(1�6� 1H
NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 1.26 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 3H); 1.65–2.45
(m, 8H); 4.21 (q, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H); 4.81 (s, 1H). 13C NMR
(CDCl3), � ppm: 14.56, 23.61, 24.39, 39.21, 42.76, 53.04,
62.75, 75.28, 168.36. IR (KBr, cm�1): 1747 (C=O). MS
(m/z): 313 (2, M� � 1), 233 (80), 125 (98), 79 (100).
Anal. Calcd for C9H14Br2O2: C 34.42; H 4.49. Found: C
34.32; H 4.54%.


7������ �����	��� ��� ��� ������� �� ������ (���
8�� ��� ������������


A solution of an ester 1a,b (1–1.5 mmol) and binucleo-


phile (1.0–1.5 mmol) and, eventually, triethylamine (1.0–
1.5 mmol) in methanol/ethanol (3–4 g) or in a 9:1 mixture
of methylene chloride and tert-butanol was compressed
to 11 kbar at room temperature or brought to reflux under
atmospheric pressure for a suitable time (see Tables 1–3).
After returning to atmospheric pressure, the solvent was
evaporated. The residue was chromatographed (CH2Cl2–
MeOH for 3–5 and pentane–Et2O for 7–14) to yield the
corresponding products. The following compounds were
thus prepared.


,�%
��������(����(�
� ������
	���
��9��,5(:6����
5.�6� 1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 1.75–2.00 (m, 2H);
1.80 (br s, 1H); 2.30–2.45 (m, 4H); 2.85–3.15 (m, 2H);
3.20–3.40 (m, 2H); 4.14 (s, 1H); 5.70 (s, 1H); 6.84 (br s,
1H). 13C NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 23.70, 32.74, 32.90,
40.87, 43.43, 60.24, 130.02, 141.70, 171.41. IR (KBr,
cm�1): 1669 (br s, C=C, C=O), 3273 (NH). MS (m/z):
166 (37, M�), 137 (21), 109 (40), 94 (67), 81 (100). Anal.
Calcd for C9H14N2O: C 65.03; H 8.49; N 16.85. Found: C
64.78; H 8.45; N 16.62%.


,�%
��������(����(�
��/�����
�������
	���
��9��
,5(:6���� 5.�6 ��	 ,��
��������(����(�
��(�����
��
������
	���
��9��,5(:6���� 5.�6� 1H NMR (CDCl3),
� ppm: 1.75–1.95 (m, 2H); 2.19 (for 4-Me isomer), 2.91
(for 1-Me isomer) (2 s, 3H); 2.10–2.40 (m, 4H); 2.43 (td,
J = 11.0, 4.0 Hz, 1H); 2.80–2.90 (m, 2H); 3.10–3.20 (m,
2H); 3.38 (s, 1H); 3.42 (td, J = 11.0, 4.0 Hz, 1H); 5.70
(for 4-Me isomer), 5.62 (for 1-Me isomer) (2 s, 1H); 6.72
(for 4-Me isomer), 6.82 (for 1-Me isomer) (br s, 1H). 13C
NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 23.71, 31.71, 32.54, 43.91, 41.25,
51.04, 69.37, 132.45, 140.75, 170.82. IR (KBr, cm�1):
1636 (C=C), 1668 (br s, C=O), 3195 (NH). MS (m/z):
180 (50, M�), 109 (74), 94 (93), 44 (100). Anal. Calcd for
C10H16N2O: C 66.64; H 8.95; N 15.54. Found: C 66.45;
H 8.86; N 15.29%.


,�%
��������(����(�
��(�/�	����
�������
	���
���
9��,5(:6���� 5.	6� 1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 1.70–1.95
(m, 2H); 2.17 (s, 3H); 2.10–2.40 (m, 4H); 2.45 (td,
J = 11.0, 4.0 Hz, 1H); 2.89 (s, 3H); 2.85–2.95 (m, 1H);
3.07 (qd, J = 11.0, 3.4 Hz, 1H); 3.35 (s, 1H); 3.47 (td,
J = 11.0, 4.4 Hz, 1H); 5.67 (br s, 1H). 13C NMR (CDCl3),
� ppm: 23.71, 31.96, 32.51, 34.84, 44.01, 48.50, 51.20,
69.65, 132.00, 141.09, 167.98. IR (KBr, cm�1): 1650 (br
s, C=C, C=O). MS (m/z): 194 (24, M�), 165 (23), 94
(70), 42 (100). Anal. Calcd for C11H18N2O: C 68.01; H
9.34; N 14.42. Found: C 67.90; H 9.28; N 14.42%.


.�%
�������
��,:����9��,���� 5/6� 1H NMR (CDCl3),
� ppm: 1.50–1.70 (m, 5H); 1.75–1.95 (m, 3H); 3.30–3.45
(m, mask., 1H); 3.36 (td, J = 6.2, 2.9 Hz, 2H); 3.71 (t,
J = 6.2 Hz, 2H); 7.14 (br s, 1H). 13C NMR (CDCl3),
� ppm: 25.98, 30.72, 39.23, 47.95, 42.45, 43.91, 158.86,
169.20. IR (KBr, cm�1): 1620 (C=N), 1685 (C=O),
3229 (NH). MS (m/z): 166 (15, M�), 125 (60), 110 (38),
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97 (100). Anal. Calcd for C9H14N2O: C 65.03; H 8.49; N
16.85. Found: C 64.21; H 8.37; N 16.69%.


.�;/�5�����4��
�6�
�������(����(�
�<�(�/�	����
��
������
	���
��9��,5(:6���� 506 5(=( ������ �� ���
�8� 	�����������6� 1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 0.73,
0.74 (2 s, 9H); 0.90–1.30 (m, 2H); 1.60–2.05 (m, 5H);
2.08, 2.10 (2 s, 3H); 2.30–2.45 (m, 1H); 2.75–2.83 (m,
1H); 2.83, 2.84 (2 s, 3H); 2.90–3.00 (m, 2H); 3.45 (td,
J = 11.6, 4.5 Hz, 1H); 5.55–5.65 (m, 1H). 13C NMR
(CDCl3), � ppm: 24.32, 24.41, 25.70, 27.06, 27.23, 27.28,
27.54, 27.58, 32.50, 32.59, 34.83, 43.85, 44.01, 44.24,
44.42, 48.60, 48.66, 51.44, 51.54, 75.66, 76.28, 129.17,
129.28, 134.81, 135.14, 168.40, 168.64. IR (KBr, cm�1):
1654 (br s, C=C, C=O). MS (m/z): 264 (17, M�), 128
(65), 99 (100), 57 (93). Anal. Calcd for C16H28N2O: C
72.68; H 10.67; N 10.59. Found: C 72.77; H 10.92; N
10.50%.


)��
� ,��
��������(����(�
��,�;5�
	���
���
�65����
9
�6����<������� 5>6� 1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 1.27
(t, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H); 1.86 (quint, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H); 2.10–
3.05 (m, 6H); 3.40–3.60 (m, 2H); 3.67 (d, A part of an AB
system, J = 14.2 Hz, 1H); 3.89 (d, B part of an AB
system, J = 14.2 Hz, 1H); 4.05 (s, 1H); 4.19 (q,
J = 7.3 Hz, 2H); 5.61 (s, 1H); 7.20–7.35 (m, 5H). 13C
NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 14.76, 23.75, 32.89, 34.73, 52.85,
55.74, 59.51, 60.88, 64.42, 127.63, 129.02, 131.23,
139.79, 128.91, 139.71, 172.65. IR (KBr, cm�1): 1636
(C=C), 1733 (C=O), 3448 (OH). MS (m/z): 303 (4,
M�), 272 (60), 230 (98), 120 (55), 91 (100). Anal. Calcd
for C18H25NO3: C 71.26; H 8.31; N 4.62. Found: C 71.43;
H 8.38; N 4.28%.


)��
� ,��
�������
�	����,�;5,��
	���
���
�6
5����
�6����<������� 5?�6� 1H NMR (CDCl3),
� ppm: 1.25 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 3H); 1.55–1.70. (m, 4H);
2.44 (t, J = 6.2 Hz, 2H); 2.50 (s, 3H); 2.60 (t, J = 6.2 Hz,
2H); 2.89 (t, J = 5.2 Hz, 2H); 2.92 (br s, 1H); 3.45–3.55
(m, 2H); 4.15 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (CDCl3),
� ppm: 14.80, 25.89, 27.37, 33.19, 33.56, 40.01, 57.54,
59.51, 60.39, 132.85, 158.74, 167.09. IR (KBr, cm�1):
1634 (C=C), 1704 (C=O), 3451 (OH). MS (m/z): 227
(13, M�), 196 (90), 81 (80), 42 (100). Anal. Calcd for
C12H21NO3: C 63.41; H 9.31; N 6.16. Found: C 63.45; H
9.28; N 6.44%.


)��
� ,��
�������
�	����,�;5,��
	���
���
�65����
9
�6����<������� 5?�6� 1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm:
1.26 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 3H); 1.40–1.65. (m, 4H); 2.32 (t,
J = 7.0 Hz, 2H); 2.56 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 2H); 2.91 (br s, 1H);
2.96 (t, J = 5.0 Hz, 2H); 3.44 (br s, 2H); 3.92 (s, 2H); 4.16
(q, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H); 7.15–7.30 (m, 5H). 13C NMR
(CDCl3), � ppm: 14.82, 25.93, 27.24, 33.25, 34.15,
55.41, 58.15, 60.36, 60.63, 127.51, 128.66, 129.41,
139.81, 131.14, 159.95, 167.54. IR (KBr, cm�1): 1631
(C=C), 1701 (C=O), 3446 (OH). MS (m/z): 303 (4,


M�), 272 (70), 230 (65), 205 (80), 91 (100). Anal. Calcd
for C18H25NO3: C 71.26; H 8.31; N 4.62. Found: C 71.46;
H 8.49; N 4.77%.


/�!���
��.��
�������
�	������������,���� 51�6�
1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 1.55–1.75. (m, 4H); 2.30–
2.40 (m, 2H); 2.55 (s, 3H); 2.55–2.75 (m, 2H); 3.00–3.10
(m, 2H); 4.20–4.25 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (CDCl3), � ppm:
26.28, 26.78, 33.23, 33.99, 42.35, 51.57, 64.75, 129.33,
149.24, 165.05. IR (KBr, cm�1): 1615 (C=C), 1729
(C=O). MS (m/z): 181 (45, M�), 108 (100), 94 (60), 42
(70). Anal. Calcd for C10H15NO2: C 66.27; H 8.34; N
7.73. Found: C 66.19; H 8.29; N 7.56%.


/�4��9
��.��
�������
�	������������,���� 51�6�
1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 1.60–1.80 (m, 4H); 2.42 (br
t, J = 6.5 Hz, 2H); 2.60 (br t, J = 6.5 Hz, 2H); 2.83 (br t,
J = 4.8 Hz, 2H); 3.96 (s, 2H); 4.12 (br t, J = 4.8 Hz, 2H);
7.20–7.40 (m, 5H). 13C NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 26.29,
26.89, 33.42, 33.77, 47.78, 58.97, 64.65, 127.87, 128.50,
129.00, 138.27, 129.05, 150.91, 165.26. IR (KBr, cm�1):
1616 (C=C), 1732 (C=O). MS (m/z): 257 (36, M�), 166
(50), 91 (100). Anal. Calcd for C16H19NO2: C 74.68; H
7.44; N 5.44. Found: C 74.52; H 7.51; N 5.22%.


.�;/�5�����4��
�6�
�������(����(�
�<�/�����
�����
������,���� 5(@�6 5(=( ������ �� ��� �8� 	������
������6� 1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 0.79, 0.80 (2 s, 9H);
1.00–1.30. (m, 2H); 1.80–2.20 (m, 5H); 2.15, 2.18 (2 s,
3H); 2.50–2.65 (m, 1H); 2.80–2.85 (m, 1H); 3.20, 3.21 (2
s, 1H); 4.33 (ddd, J = 10.7, 3.2, 1.8 Hz, 1H); 4.53 (td,
J = 11.4, 3.2 Hz, 1H); 5.75–5.85 (m, 1H). 13C NMR
(CDCl3), � ppm: 24.28, 24.38, 25.63, 27.31, 27.35, 27.37,
27.56, 27.60, 32.58, 32.63, 43.48, 43.66, 44.21, 44.31,
51.50, 51.42, 68.62, 75.18, 75.85, 130.43, 130.46,
133.61, 133.86, 169.29, 169.56. IR (KBr, cm�1): 1682
(C=C), 1723 (C=O). MS (m/z): 251 (2, M�), 226 (8),
207 (64), 178 (50), 122 (100), 94 (70). Anal. Calcd for
C15H25NO2: C 71.67; H 10.02; N 5.57. Found: C 71.58;
H 10.04; N 5.44%.


.�;/�5�����4��
�6�
�������(����(�
�<�/����9
�����
������,���� 5(@�6 5(=( ������ �� ��� �8�
	�����������6


1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 0.78, 0.79 (2 s, 9H); 1.00–1.30
(m, 2H); 1.70–2.20 (m, 5H); 2.38 (qd, J = 12.0, 3.4 Hz,
1H); 2.75–2.85 (m, 1H); 2.97 (d, A part of an AB system,
J = 13.6 Hz, 1H); 3.53, 3.54 (2 s, 1H); 3.92 (dd, B part of
an AB system, J = 18.7, 13.6 Hz, 1H); 4.15–4.25 (m, 1H);
4.31 (td, J = 11.0, 3.0 Hz, 1H); 5.78–5.87 (m, 1H); 7.15–
7.35 (m, 5H). 13C NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 24.62, 26.20,
27.67, 28.13, 27.84, 27.87, 32.86, 32.92, 44.50, 44.56,
47.63, 58.88, 59.16, 69.26, 73.90, 74.50, 128.02, 128.04,
129.35, 129.44, 131.40, 131.44, 138.41, 138.48, 129.17,
133.98, 134.27, 169.71, 169.97. IR (KBr, cm�1): 1678
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(C=C), 1744 (C=O). MS (m/z): 327 (5, M�), 283 (54),
192 (97), 149 (86), 91 (99), 57 (100). Anal. Calcd for
C21H29NO2: C 77.03; H 8.93; N 4.28. Found: C 76.87; H
9.02; N 4.38%.


)��
� ,��
��������(����(�
��,�5,��
	���
����
��6������� 5(,6


1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 1.26 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 3H); 1.89
(quint, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H); 2.25–2.50 (m, 4H); 4.22 (q,
J = 7.1 Hz, 2H); 4.68 (s, 1H); 5.79 (s, 1H); 6.50–6.80 (m,
4H). 13C NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 14.58, 23.57, 32.85,
33.05, 58.74, 62.04, 113.46, 115.15, 119.20, 121.37,
135.78, 145.06, 129.68, 140.04, 173.47. IR (KBr, cm�1):
1647 (C=C), 1738 (C=O), 3413 (OH, NH). MS (m/z):
261 (13, M�), 188 (100), 109 (25). Anal. Calcd for
C15H19NO3: C 68.94; H 7.33; N 5.36. Found: C 68.86; H
7.19; N 5.19%.


.�%
�������
��,:�(�/����9���9��,���� 5(.6


1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 1.55–2.20 (m, 8H); 3.54
(quint, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H); 7.20–7.75 (m, 4H). 13C NMR
(CDCl3), � ppm: 26.21, 31.02, 43.51, 116.62, 125.64,
129.23, 130.62, 131.57, 146.67, 153.43, 161.14. IR (KBr,
cm�1): 1743 (br s, C=N, C=O). MS (m/z): 215 (32,
M�), 146 (100). Anal. Calcd for C13H13NO2: C 72.54; H
6.09; N 6.51. Found: C 72.38; H 6.05; N 6.32%.


)��
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��������(����(�
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�������
9
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1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 1.20 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 3H); 1.70–
1.90 (m, 2H); 2.25–2.45 (m, 4H); 3.53 (d, A part of an AB
system, J = 13.8 Hz, 1H); 3.93 (d, B part of an AB
system, J = 13.8 Hz, 1H); 4.12 (qd, J = 7.2, 2.1 Hz, 2H);
4.14 (s, 1H); 5.45 (br s, 1H); 5.82 (s, 1H); 7.15–7.35 (m,
5H). 13C NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 14.58, 23.53, 32.71,
32.81, 60.84, 61.34, 72.48, 127.68, 129.76, 132.97,
138.42, 128.62, 137.92, 170.94). IR (KBr, cm�1): 1649
(C=C), 1725 (C=O), 3443 (OH). MS (m/z): 275 (8,
M�), 202 (100), 186 (67), 91 (76). Anal. Calcd for
C16H21NO3: C 69.79; H 7.69; N 5.09. Found: C 70.05; H
7.85; N 5.28%.


/�4��9
��.��
��������(����(�
��,�����
����������
,��� 5(-6� 1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: major isomer: 1.20
(s, 3H); 1.60–1.95 (m, 2H); 2.08 (td, J = 12.0, 4.1 Hz,
1H); 2.17–2.35 (m, 3H); 2.40–2.50 (m, 1H); 2.55 (dd,
J = 12.0, 2.4 Hz, 1H); 2.80 (dd, A part of an AB system,
J = 13.5 Hz, 1H); 3.03 (s, 1H); 3.46 (dd, J = 12.0, 3.0 Hz,
1H); 3.80 (dd, B part of an AB system, J = 13.5 Hz, 1H);
3.86 (td, J = 12.0, 3.0 Hz, 1H); 4.50 (br s, 1H); 5.77 (s,
1H); 7.15–7.30 (m, 5H); minor isomer: 1.18 (s, 3H);


1.60–1.95 (m, 2H); 2.17–2.35 (m, mask., 3H); 2.40–2.50
(m, 1H); 2.70 (dd, J = 12.0, 4.1 Hz, 1H); 2.80 (dd, A part
of an AB system, J = 13.5 Hz, 1H); 3.19 (s, 1H); 3.59 (dd,
J = 12.0, 3.8 Hz, 1H); 3.80 (dd, B part of an AB system,
J = 13.5 Hz, 1H); 3.98 (td, J = 12.0, 4.1 Hz, 1H); 4.50 (br
s, 1H); 5.67 (s, 1H); 7.15–7.30 (m, 5H). 13C NMR
(CDCl3), � ppm: major isomer: 24.50, 25.27, 32.32,
32.69, 52.84, 59.42, 60.23, 96.15, 127.82, 129.36,
134.16, 139.28, 129.05, 141.68; minor isomer: 24.90,
24.93, 32.32, 32.65, 52.84, 59.99, 60.40, 95.99, 127.94,
129.48, 134.55, 138.78, 129.05, 141.68. IR (KBr, cm�1):
1641 (C=C), 3463 (OH). MS (m/z): 273 (6, M�), 255 (6),
182 (20), 91 (100). Anal. Calcd for C17H23NO2: C 74.69;
H 8.48; N 5.12. Found: C 74.73; H 8.74; N 5.22%.


!���
� ,��
�������
��,�;5,��
	���
���
�65���9
�6�
����<������������� 5(?6� 1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm:
0.70–1.20. (m, 4H); 1.97 (br s, 1H); 2.80 (br t, 2H), 3.24
(m, 2H); 3.71 (s, 3H); 3.77 (d, A part of an AB system,
J = 14.0 Hz, 1H); 3.88 (d, B part of an AB system,
J = 14.0 Hz, 1H); 4.60 (s, 1H); 7.10–7.30 (m, 5H). 13C
NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 15.35, 17.30, 48.21, 53.61, 55.25,
58.76, 60.09, 61.54, 127.96, 128.77, 129.19, 140.52,
169.87. IR (KBr, cm�1): 1752 (C=O), 3432 (OH). MS
(m/z): 261 (7, M� � HCl), 229 (14), 91 (100). Anal.
Calcd for C15H20ClNO3: C 60.50; H 6.77; N 4.70. Found:
C 61.29; H 7.07; N 5.55%.


*��������� ,@ 5(@=( ������ �� ��� �8� 	��������
����6� 1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 0.80 (s, 9H); 0.90–1.50
(m, 6H); 1.65–1.90 (m, 3H); 2.21, 2.23 (2 s, 1H); 2.89,
2.90 (2 s, 3H); 2.80–3.00 (m, 2H); 3.10–3.35 (m, 1H);
3.69 (td, J = 12.0, 4.5 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (CDCl3),
� ppm: major isomer: 26.50, 26.60, 27.50, 28.08, 32.79,
34.20, 38.33, 42.03, 49.44, 43.37, 48.03, 48.11, 167.66;
minor isomer: 25.75, 25.85, 27.50, 29.73, 32.88, 34.20,
37.97, 42.78, 49.54, 42.96, 47.55, 47.72, 167.78. IR
(KBr, cm�1): 1654 (br s, C=O). MS (m/z): 250 (55, M�),
235 (97), 193 (65), 165 (71), 86 (99), 57 (100). Anal.
Calcd for C15H26N28O: C 71.96; H 10.47; N 11.19.
Found: C 71.03; H 10.67; N 11.27%.


!���
� ,�;/�5��������
�6�
�������(����(�
�<�,�;5�
�
	���
���
�65���9
�6����<������� 5,(6 5(=( ������
�� �8� 	�����������6� 1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 0.77,
0.78 (2 s, 9H); 1.00–2.30 (m, 8H); 2.70–2.95 (m, 2H);
3.30–3.60 (m, 4H); 3.64, 3.65 (2 s, 2H); 3.80–3.90 (m,
2H); 5.50 (br s, 1H); 7.10–7.30 (m, 5H). 13C NMR
(CDCl3), � ppm: 24.54, 24.81, 27.64, 27.67, 29.51, 30.07,
27.78, 27.84, 32.86, 44.30, 44.48, 52.02, 52.03, 52.84,
53.44, 55.93, 56.16, 59.75, 60.03, 69.09, 70.64, 127.86,
128.62, 128.80, 129.17, 129.36, 140.11, 140.35, 129.88,
133.78, 133.85, 173.58, 173.74. IR (KBr, cm�1): 1737
(C=O), 3443 (OH). MS (m/z): 359 (1, M�), 328 (39),
300 (90), 192 (100), 149 (78), 91 (71), 57 (80). Anal.
Calcd for C22H33NO3: C 73.50; H 9.25; N 3.90. Found: C
73.55; H 9.35; N 3.98%.
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.�4��9
����9��	��� 1H NMR (CDCl3), � ppm: 2.91 (t,
J = 6.8 Hz, 2H); 3.64 (s, 2H); 3.74 (t, J = 6.8 Hz, 2H);
4.24 (s, 3H) 7.15–7.35 (m, 5H). 13C NMR (CDCl3),
� ppm: 52.39, 58.46, 63.69, 86.95, 127.70, 128.85,
129.20, 139.24. IR (KBr, cm�1): 1006, 1057, 1674
(saturated ring). MS (m/z): 163 (20, M�), 162 (53), 91
(100). Anal. Calcd for C10H13NO: C 73.59; H 8.03; N
8.58. Found: C 73.38; H 7.88; N 8.47%.
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ABSTRACT: The gas-phase protonation of H2C=C(H)XH3 and HC�CXH3 (X = Si, Ge, Sn) compounds was
investigated through the use of high-level density functional theory methods. The structures of neutral and protonated
species were optimized at the B3LYP/6–31G* level of theory, while the final energies were obtained by single-point
B3LYP/6–311 � G(3df,2p) calculations. In the gas phase, vinyl- and ethynylsilanes, -germanes and -stannanes
behave as carbon bases of moderate strength, with the only exception of vinylstannane, which is predicted to be about
20 kJ mol�1 more basic than ammonia. In all cases C� protonation is the most favorable process. This protonation is
followed by a C—X bond cleavage, so that the protonated form corresponds to a tightly bound complex between
ethylene (or acetylene) and the corresponding XH3


� cation. This implies that dissociative proton attachments can be
observed when the basic center is an atom of low electronegativity, provided that the other atoms bonded to it are
much less electronegative than the basic center itself, and that the fragments formed as products of the dissociation are
intrinsically stable. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: proton affinity; dissociative proton attachment; vinyl- and ethynylsilanes, -germanes and -stannanes
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Ion–molecule gas-phase interactions are unavoidably
accompanied by a more or less intense charge density
reorganization of the neutral species. These effects reach
their maximum expression when the attacking ion is a
proton, which creates a strong coulombic field. The first
effect is a significant polarization of the base and the final
result is the formation a new covalent bond between the
active site of the neutral species and the incoming proton.
We have shown1 that these charge redistributions result
in an activation of the bond in which the basic center
participates only when the active site is the most
electronegative atom. In contrast, if protonation takes
place on the less electronegative atom, the corresponding
bond becomes reinforced. Consistently, when the basic
site is the more electronegative atom the corresponding
heterolytic bond dissociation energy decreases signifi-
cantly.2,3 In the limit of very electronegative basic
centers, a spontaneous heterolytic cleavage can be


expected, and a dissociative proton attachment should
be observed. We have proved this, on both theoretical and
experimental grounds, using fluoro- and chloroadaman-
tane as suitable benchmark cases.4 For both systems, gas-
phase protonation, which takes place at the halogen atom,
leads to a heterolytic cleavage of the C—F (or C—Cl)
bond. Accordingly, the equilibrium structure predicted by
means of ab initio calculations for the protonated species
corresponds to an ion–dipole complex between adaman-
tyl cation and a neutral molecule of hydrogen fluoride or
hydrogen chloride, respectively. These theoretical pre-
dictions are in line with the experimental evidence, which
shows unambiguously that after the protonation the ion
detected has, in both cases, the mass of the adamantyl
cation.


This experimental observation would be used in a
posteriori study to generate, for the first time, a
quantitative stability scale for the bridgehead and other
bulky carbocations.5 The advantage of generating these
carbocations by dissociative proton attachment of their
halogen derivatives or the corresponding alcohols is that
after the process in which a hydrogen halide or á water
molecule is lost, the carbocation remains with very little
(if any) excess energy, so that it cannot undergo
fragmentation or isomerization, as is often the case when
using other techniques such as electron ionization.


A related question needs to be answered: is it possible
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to observe dissociative proton attachment processes when
the basic center is not very electronegative? According to
Alcami et al. rule,1 the bond activation upon protonation
depends on the relative electronegativity of the atoms of
the bond rather than on their absolute electronegativities.
This means that a dissociative proton attachment could be
observed even when the basic center is not very
electronegative, provided that the other atom of the bond
is significantly less electronegative. A second condition
to be fulfilled is for the two fragments generated in the
heterolytic bond cleavage to be very stable.


The SiH3, GeH3 and SnH3 substituted derivatives of
ethylene and acetylene are good candidates for dissocia-
tive proton attachment. We have recently studied the gas-
phase acidity of these systems,6 but all the attempts to
determine their basicity led to reactions others than
simple proton exchange. In particular, the protonated
molecules rapidly disappeared. The important point is
that the existence of a C=C or a C�C unsaturated moiety
opens up the possibility that the basic center is a carbon
atom. Hence, for C� protonation, the basic center will be
more electronegative than the other atom (Si, Ge, Sn) of
the bond, and a dissociative proton attachment would, in
principle, be possible. The aim of this paper is to show,
through the use of high-level density functional theory
calculations, that C� protonation is thermodynamically
favored over C� protonation and that indeed it corre-
sponds to a dissociative proton attachment process.


'��&.+�+)�*�/ -0+�)/1


The theoretical treatment of the different species
included in this work was carried out by using the
B3LYP density functional theory (DFT) approach as
implemented in the Gaussian 98 series of programs.7 This
method combines Becke’s three-parameter non-local
hybrid exchange potential8 with the non-local correlation
functional of Lee, Yang and Parr.9 This formalism has
been found to be very reliable as far as the description of
ion–molecule complexes is concerned.10–13 In general,
geometries obtained using the aforementioned DFT
method are in fairly good agreement with experimental
values14–19 and the harmonic vibrational frequencies are
closer to experiment than those obtained by using other
correlated methods such as MP2.


In our study, the geometries and harmonic vibrational
frequencies of Si- and Ge-containing compounds were
obtained at the B3LYP/6–31G* level. For the corre-
sponding stannanes we used the basis set reported in Ref.
6, together with the Stuttgart relativistic large-core
effective core potential (ECP),20 which was used for
the study of the gas-phase acidity of the same systems,
with reasonably good results. It should be noted that this
ECP takes implicitly into account the most important
relativistic effects. The final energies of neutral and
protonated silanes and germanes were obtained by single-


point calculations carried out at the B3LYP/6–
311 � G(3df,2p) level. For the case of the Sn derivatives,
the extended basis developed in Ref. 6 was used. For the
sake of simplicity, we will designate these calculations
also as B3LYP/6–311 � G(3df,2p), even though the basis
set used for Sn is quintuple-Z for the valence shell rather
than triple-Z.


The atoms in molecules (AIM) theory of Bader21 was
used to investigate the possible bond activations under-
gone by the neutral species upon protonation. For this
purpose we evaluated the charge density, � (r), and also
the energy density, H(r),22 at the bond critical points.
This analysis was complemented with that carried out in
terms of the lengthening or shortening of the bond lengths
and in terms of the shifting of the corresponding
stretching frequencies.


,01./+1 �*- -)1'.11)�*


The optimized geometries of the different bases inves-
tigated and those of their protonated species are
schematized in Fig. 1. Their total energies are summar-
ized in Table 1, together with the calculated proton
affinities. The bonding characteristics are given in Table
2. Table 3 contains the harmonic stretching frequencies.
It is worth noting that for the neutral compounds there is
fairly good agreement between our calculated values and
the experimental values obtained in different infrared
studies.23–26


The first conspicuous fact is that for vinyl and ethynyl
Si, Ge and Sn derivatives protonation at C� is more
favorable than protonation at C�. It can be also observed
that the energy gap between the C�- and the C�-
protonated species does not change significantly with
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the nature of the heteroatom, although it is slightly larger
for Ge than for Si derivatives. This gap is, however,
sizably smaller for ethynyl than for vinyl compounds. As
we shall discuss later, this is probably due to the fact that
in the former case C� protonation implies a certain
distortion of the HCCH moiety which, in the protonated
species, is not linear. The energetic cost of this distortion
approaches energetically the C�- and the C�-protonated
structures. Nevertheless, the energy gap between C�- and
C�-protonated species is large enough for us to assume
that the former should be the only ones observed in the
gas phase.


As could be expected, protonation on C� leads to a
sizable lengthening of the C—C bond, since in the vinyl
derivatives it evolves from a typical C=C double bond to
a linkage with very small double bond character. This
lengthening is less pronounced in ethynyl derivatives
where the C�C triple bond becomes essentially a C=C
double bond. These bonding changes are clearly mirrored
in the topology of the electron density. As illustrated in
Table 2, the charge density at the C—C bond critical
point becomes significantly smaller upon C� protonation,
and the energy density less negative. Consistently, the
C—C stretching frequency (see Table 3) appears shifted
to the red. Also, interestingly, the effects are not
negligible as far as the bonding ability of C� is concerned
and, as reflected by the values of the charge density in
Table 2, the C�–heteroatom linkage also becomes slightly
weaker. As a consequence of this decrease in the bonding
charge density, the bond becomes slightly longer and its
stretching frequency (see Table 3) appears slightly
shifted to the red.


The important finding is that in all cases C� protonation
is followed by a molecular fragmentation and the
corresponding protonated species can be viewed system-


atically as a complex between ethylene or acetylene and a
XH3


� (X = Si, Ge, Sn) cation. This is ratified by bond
distances, charge densities, energy densities and stretch-
ing frequencies. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the protonation at
C� of the ethynyl derivatives leads to a Cs structure,
where the symmetry plane bisects the C—C bond of the
H2C=CH2 moiety and contains one of the hydrogen
atoms of the XH3


� fragment. This is consistent with the
formation of a tightly bound complex between the XH3


�


cation and the �-system of the ethylene molecule. This
picture is also consistent with the fact that in the complex
the C—X stretching frequency is replaced by a vibra-
tional mode in the 200–300 cm�1 region, which corre-
sponds to the displacement of the XH3


� cation along an
imaginary axis which would connect the heteroatom with
the middle point of the C—C bond. Also, the value of the
charge density is typical of weak interactions of
electrostatic and polarization nature. It can also be
observed that the C—C bond becomes slightly weaker
than that of the neutral system, and also weaker than that
of a H2C=CH2 isolated molecule, reflecting the interac-
tion of the � system with the XH3


� cation. In fact, the C—
C distance in the complex is about 1.36–1.37 Å, whereas
in ethylene it is 1.331 Å. Consistently, the C—C
stretching frequency in the C�-protonated form (see
Table 3) is red shifted with respect to that in ethylene
(1720 cm�1, at the same level of theory).


The C�-protonated species of the ethynyl derivatives
are also Cs structures, although in these cases the
symmetry plane contains the C—C bond of the HCCH
moiety and one of the X—H bonds of the XH3


� subunit
(see Fig. 1). It can also be observed that the interaction
between the XH3


� and the HCCH subunits results in a


+�2�	 �� >
��� �	��$��� 83� !������:� 5��
 �
�	� �	��$��� 8?(3�
!������: �	� ��
�
	 �6@	����� 8(�� =A �
���:


System E ZPE PA


H2C=CH—SiH3 �369.34768 0.06726
[H3C—CH—SiH3]� �369.62627 0.07568 716
[H2C=CH2����SiH3]� �369.65761 0.07901 789
H2C=CH—GeH3 �2156.83005 0.06502
[H3C—CH—GeH3]� �2157.11248 0.07350 726
[H2C=CH2����GeH3]� �2157.15277 0.07679 823
H2C=CH—SnH3 �83.18635 0.06168
[H3C—CH—SnH3]� �83.47466 0.07041 740
[H2C=CH2����SnH3]� �83.52913 0.07387 875
HC�C—SiH3 �368.10368 0.04362
[H2C=C—SiH3]� �368.38193 0.05187 715
[HC�CH����SiH3]� �368.39225 0.05347 738
HC�C—GeH3 �2155.58330 0.04247
[H2C=C—GeH3]� �2155.86787 0.04979 728
[HC�CH����GeH3]� �2155.88633 0.05118 779
HC�C—SnH3 �81.94454 0.03835
[H2C=C—SnH3]� �82.23547 0.04644 749
[HC�CH����SnH3]� �82.26453 0.04825 821


+�2�	 %� 0
	��	$ �!������������� �	 ����� 
6 �!� �!��$�
��	������� �8�: 8�77:� �	� �	��$. ��	������� B8�: 8�77:� �� �!�
�
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�	��


System


C—C bond C—X bond


�(r) H(r) �(r) H(r)


H2C=CH—SiH3 0.339 �0.375 0.117 �0.066
[H3C—CH—SiH3]� 0.292 �0.285 0.101 �0.048
[H2C=CH2����SiH3]� 0.329 �0.349 0.056 �0.024
H2C=CH—GeH3 0.342 �0.381 0.127 �0.071
[H3C—CH—GeH3]� 0.295 �0.290 0.113 �0.055
[H2C=CH2����GeH3]� 0.329 �0.348 0.052 �0.009
H2C=CH—SnH3 0.341 �0.381 0.034 �0.027
[H3C—CH—SnH3]� 0.296 �0.291 0.026 �0.022
[H2C=CH2����SnH3]� 0.332 �0.357 0.027 �0.019
HC�C—SiH3 0.402 �0.671 0.117 �0.061
[H2C=C—SiH3]� 0.384 �0.568 0.097 �0.042
[HC�CH����SiH3]� 0.402 �0.648 0.062 �0.030
HC�C—GeH3 0.403 �0.679 0.128 �0.067
[H2C=C—GeH3]� 0.386 �0.582 0.107 �0.048
[HC�CH����GeH3]� 0.403 �0.588 0.055 �0.013
HC�C—SnH3 0.399 �0.689 0.031 �0.023
[H2C=C—SnH3]� 0.386 �0.603 0.031 �0.020
[HC�CH����SnH3]� 0.398 �0.609 0.026 �0.016
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certain distortion of the latter which is not linear, the
HCC angle being around 167°. Similarly to what has
been discussed above for the vinyl derivatives, these
protonated structures can be viewed as tightly bound
complexes between acetylene and XH3


� (X = Si, Ge, Sn)
cations. Also in these cases, the C—X stretching
frequency of the neutral is replaced by a vibrational
mode which corresponds to the separation-approaching
movement of both building blocks along the imaginary
axis which would connect the heteroatom and the middle
point of the C—C bond. It is worth noting, however, that
the corresponding vibrational frequency is slightly higher
as it corresponds, as we shall show later, to a slightly
stronger interaction between the two building blocks.
Also in this case, the C—C bond becomes slightly
activated and its stretching frequency appears red shifted
with respect to isolated acetylene and the bond length (for
the acetylene molecule rcc = 1.205 Å, vCC = 2087 cm�1,
at the B3LYP/6–31 G* level of theory).


Finally, for both kind of systems, the atomic charges
obtained by means of NBO analysis27 clearly shows that
most of the positive charge of the protonated species is
located on the XH3 moiety, whereas the other building
subunit, C2H4 or C2H2, exhibits a small positive net
charge. We also estimated the interaction energy between
the two building blocks. The results are summarized in
Table 4 and clearly show that this interaction is much
stronger for acetylene than for ethylene, because in the
former case the interaction involves a C�C triple bond,
which should be more polarizable.


The calculated proton affinities indicate that, as
expected, the vinyl derivatives are stronger bases than


the ethynyl derivatives. In both series of compounds the
intrinsic basicity of the system increases in the order Si
� Ge � Sn. As a consequence, although in general they
behave as moderate carbon bases, the vinylstannane
derivative is predicted to be �20 kJ mol�1 more basic
than ammonia. It is also worth noting that the intrinsic
basicity of C� is almost the same in vinyl as in ethynyl
derivatives.


'�*'/.1)�*1


Our results show that vinyl-and ethynylsilanes, -ger-
manes and-stannanes are carbon bases of moderate
strength in the gas phase, with the only exception of
vinylstannane, which is predicted to be about 20
KJ mol�1 more basic than ammonia. The most important
conclusion is that C� protonation is followed by C—X
bond cleavage, so that the most stable protonated form
corresponds to a tightly bound complex between ethylene


+�2�	 (� ��������� !���
	�� 6��%�	����� 8����:


System C—C bond C—X bond X—H


H2C=CH—SiH3 1680 (1617, 1596)b 620 (707)b 2238, 2250 (2175, 2195)b


[H3C—CH—SiH3]� 1226 546 2225, 2313, 2347
[H2C=CH2����SiH3]� 1369 329 2310, 2350, 2375
H2C=CH—GeH3 1686 (1595)c 543 (639)c 2054, 2080 (2080, 2090)c


[H3C—CH—GeH3]� 1233 479 2050, 2132, 2164
[H2C=CH2����GeH3]� 1365 264 2105, 2150, 2173
H2C=CH—SnH3 1675 (1600)b 546 1876, 1890 (1892, 1910)b


[H3C—CH—SnH3]� 1229 345 1934, 1956, 1973
[H2C=CH2����SnH3]� 1371 221 1964, 1986, 1995
HC�C—SiH3 2165 (2056)d 642 (679)d 2261, 2265 (2193)d


[H2C=C—SiH3]� 1822 536 2250, 2325, 2355
[HC�CH����SiH3]� 1986 361 2311, 2354, 2369
HC�C—GeH3 2180 (2060)e 546 (530)e 2091, 2110 (2112, 2127)e


[H2C=C—GeH3]� 1833 393 2080, 2149, 2179
[HC�CH����GeH3]� 2003 273 2115, 2173, 2181
HC�C—SnH3 2142 441 1910, 1918
[H2C=C—SnH3]� 1806 293 1947, 1976, 1987
[HC�CH����SnH3]� 2020 229 1966, 1991, 1997


a Experimental values, when available, are given in parenthesis.
b Values taken from Ref. 23.
c Values taken from Ref. 24.
d Values taken from Ref. 26.
e Values taken from Ref. 25.
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System De D0


[H2C=CH2����SiH3]� 188 174
[H2C=CH2����GeH3]� 167 154
[H2C=CH2����SnH3]� 127 116
[HC�CH����SiH3]� 238 226
[HC�CH����GeH3]� 215 204
[HC�CH����SnH3]� 178 170
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(or acetylene) and the corresponding XH3
� cation. This


implies that dissociative proton attachments can be
observed not only when the basic center is a very
electronegative atom, but also for active centers of low
electronegativity, provided that the other atoms bonded
to it are much less electronegative than the basic center
itself, and that the fragments formed as products of the
dissociation are intrinsically stable.
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ABSTRACT: Isothermal microcalorimetry is a powerful tool in studies of organic reactions in solution. Both reaction
kinetics and thermodynamic parameters at a single temperature are conveniently derived by this technique. Some
applications of batch microcalorimetry in reaction mechanistic studies are reviewed. These include kinetic and
thermodynamic studies of aromatization reactions of biologically interesting oxides, hydrates of aromatic
hydrocarbons and studies of complex reactions and equilibria. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: microcalorimetry; kinetics; reaction mechanism
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Microcalorimetry of isothermal and non-isothermal types
are sensitive and non-destructive techniques for measur-
ing heats of reaction. Both techniques can in principle be
employed also for determining reaction rate constants
and equilibrium constants. However, isothermal micro-
calorimetry is generally preferred for kinetic studies.
Certainly, there are methods for determining reaction
kinetic constants for non-isothermal systems but they
require rather complex calculations to account for the
temperature dependence of these parameters.


The detection limit of modern isothermal microcalori-
meters approaches 1 nW. Most of them are of the heat
conduction type, but calorimeters of the power compen-
sation type are also commercially available. In a power
compensation microcalorimeter, the heat effect of the
reaction is balanced by a cooling power (usually Peltier
effect cooling). Some properties and current uses of
isothermal microcalorimetry in science and industry have
recently been discussed.1 The design and properties of
isothermal microcalorimeters have been reviewed.2–4


A disadvantage of microcalorimetry in chemistry
applications is the inherent sensitivity to systematic
errors. Not only competing reactions forming by-
products with large reaction enthalpies but also non-
chemical processes such as vaporization, for example,
may seriously disturb the reaction study. However, the
non-specificity can be an advantage in other applications.


Thus, microcalorimetry can be used as a general ‘process
monitor.1 For example, it is employed for studies of the
slow decomposition of pharmaceutical products under
normal storage conditions.


Microcalorimetric methods are used in only a few
physical organic chemistry laboratories, but are em-
ployed more frequently in biochemistry and cell biology
laboratories where the major application is measuring
binding constants. A few kinetic studies of enzyme-
catalyzed reactions have been reported.5–7 An advantage
of employing microcalorimetry in such applications is
that native, unmodified substrates can be used. This paper
will briefly discuss some applications of isothermal
microcalorimetry as a tool in elucidation of reaction
mechanisms of organic reactions in solution.


��� �� �� !�����!"� �# ���� ������$
���� ��"�������%


!����&�	


Most chemical processes involve heat production or
absorbtion. This heat is in the calorimeter (completely)
exchanged with a surrounding heat sink, usually an
aluminum block maintained at constant temperature. The
sensor for the heat flow (thermal power) is generally a set
of thermopiles positioned between the sample and the
heat sink (Fig. 1). The voltage from the detector
thermopiles is proportional to the temperature difference
between the reaction vessel and the heat sink. Thus, the
detector response is directly proportional to the heat flow.


The temperature difference between the reaction
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vessel and the heat sink is small owing to a relatively
large thermal conductance. Accordingly, this type of
instrument can be considered as isothermal. This review
will discuss batch microcalorimetry in which a closed
vessel is charged with the reaction solution. However, an
application of flow microcalorimetry will be discussed
briefly at the end of the paper.


'�	
�� �� 
�	��������� 	(&�	�����


The heat output of a reaction (dQR/dt, defined as a
negative quantity for an exothermic reaction) is a
function of the standard reaction enthalpy (�H°) and
the kinetics of the reaction. For a simple first-order
process with rate constant k, the heat flow of the reaction
is described by


dQR�dt � �H�kn �1�


where n is the amount (mol) of substrate undergoing
reaction at time t. For a first-order reaction we have
n � n� = (n0 � n�)exp(�kt), where n0 and n� denote
the amount of substrate at the start of the reaction and at
time infinity, respectively. If n� = 0, substitution into
Eqn. (1) yields


dQR�dt � �H�kn0 exp��kt� �2�


The rate of the heat conduction from the reaction cell
to the detector, where magnitude is dependent on the
construction of the instrument, is usually expressed as a
first-order cooling constant � (s�1; cf. Newton’s law of


cooling) or, alternatively, as the corresponding half time
(t1/2) or as a time constant (� = 1/�). The measured heat
flow at time t (dQ/dt = P) is a function of � and the heat
flow of the reaction:


dQR�dt � P � �1���dP�dt �3�


The solution of this differential equation, after substitu-
tion with Eqn. (2), is


P � �H�kn0��1���� k��exp��kt� � exp���t�	
 �4�
P � �H�kn0����� k� exp��kt� �4a�
P � �H�kn0 exp��kt� �4b�


To facilitate the study of fast reactions, the cooling
constant should be as large as possible. Thus, Eqns ((4a))
and ((4b)) are good approximations of Eqn. (4) for t
���1 and if � �k.


It is sometimes possible to obtain useful kinetic data
even for relatively fast reactions by correcting for the
inherent slow heat flow of the calorimeter by use of Eqn.
(4). The heat flow of mixing is not negligible in this case
and should be included as an extra term in Eqn. (4). Thus,
the time dependence of the measured heat flow caused by
mixing (PM) can be simulated as a first-order reaction
with a very large rate constant (kM), where M is the heat
of mixing (in J):


PM � MkM��1���� kM��exp��kMt� � exp���t�	
 �5�


The complete expression for the measured heat flow is


#����	 )* %� ������� 	
 ��� 
&���	��� $���� 	
 �� �	������� ���� '	# ���	���	������
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then


P � �H�kn0��1���� k��exp��kt� � exp���t�	

� MkM��1���� kM��exp��kMt� � exp���t�	
 �6�


The cooling constant of the calorimeter is easily
determined with high accuracy by heating the reaction
cell of the calorimeter with a calibration current for a
short period, and then following the decay in heat flow as
a function of time.


Calibration of the detector response with a calibration
current is a very convenient method. However, the most
accurate method for calibrating the response from the
detector is to run a standard reaction in the reaction
vessel. Such a standard reaction is the hydrolysis of
triacetin in pyrimidine–acetic acid buffer.


Some applications of microcalorimetry for measuring
rate constants, equilibrium constants and thermodynamic
parameters will be discussed in the following sections.


�!!"�������+ �������,����� �#
��!����"��� �%����� 


Recently, this laboratory reported on a mechanistic study
of the acid-catalyzed solvolysis of naphthalene hydrates
and the corresponding ethers in highly aqueous media
(Scheme 1).8 It was of interest to study these reactions
since they show very high elimination-to-substitution
ratios, in contrast to most other solvolytic reactions
through relatively stable, solvent-equilibrated carboca-
tions. Such carbocations generally yield mainly substitu-
tion products in nucleophilic solvents.9–12 The report
clearly showed that the predominant elimination is
attributable to the large thermodynamic stability of the
naphthalene product and not to an unusually slow
reaction of the carbocation with nucleophiles.8


The studied reactions are also of biochemical interest
since aromatic hydrates such as naphthalene hydrates are
thought to be intermediates in the mammalian metabo-
lism of aromatic hydrocarbons, along with arene oxides
and dihydrodiols.13


As part of this study, microcalorimetry was used to
measure the reaction enthalpies and kinetics of the
aromatization of the three isomeric naphthalene hydrates
1-OH, 2-OH and 3-OH (Scheme 2). The reactions were
run at 25°C in highly aqueous media with acetonitrile (50
vol.%) or glycerol (25 vol.%) as the cosolvent. The
reactions are specific acid catalyzed with a second-order
rate constant kH:


R � OH � H�  R � OH2
� �� naphthalene


kobs � kH�H�	 �7�


Thus, it was easy to adjust the reaction rate by adjusting


the pH of the medium so that the decay in heat flow of the
reaction could be conveniently studied with the micro-
calorimetric equipment. The apparatus (Thermometric
Thermal Activity Monitor) was equipped with two
calorimetric units, each one of twin type. The right part
of Fig. 1 shows such a calorimetric unit having one
measuring cell and one reference cell. One of the
purposes of the reference vessel is to cancel out possible
heat flows which do not come from the reaction. The
vessels were glass vials (3 ml) equipped with gas-tight
TFE-coated septa.


In a typical experiment, the reaction and reference
vials were filled with 2.5 ml of a premixed reaction
solution of aqueous buffer and organic cosolvent. After
this step, the reaction vial and the reference vial were
charged with 20 �l of substrate in acetonitrile and pure
acetonitrile, respectively. After sealing with the septa, the
vials were slowly introduced into the compartments of
the instrument for about 15 min of prethermostating.
They were then lowered further down into the detection
chambers. The recording of the first-order heat decay was
started after a total thermal equilibration time of 30–
60 min. The reactions were followed for at least 10 half-
lives. Most of the runs in aqueous acetonitrile gave good
rate constants and enthalpies, but the results of a few were
discarded. The bad quality of these experiments was


 ��	�	 )


 ��	�	 -
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presumably caused by loose septa. Even better reprodu-
cibility was obtained with aqueous glycerol, probably
owing to the low vapor pressure of this solvent.


The microcalorimeter was statically calibrated after a
kinetic run with an electrical heat pulse with the vials left
in the instrument. The half-time (ln2/�) of the instrument
was found to be 140 s, i.e. no correction was necessary for
calculation of the rate constants of the heat decays. The
rate constants were obtained from data of heat flow
versus time [Eqn. (4b)] by means of a non-linear
regression program. Very good first-order rate constants
(kobs) were measured. These agree very well with those
measured by the UV spectrophotometric technique
(Table 1).


The extrapolated heat flow at time zero (P0) was used
for calculation of the reaction enthalpy (�H°) according
to the following equation [derived from Eqn. ((4b))]:


P0 � �H�kobsn0 �8�


where n0 is the amount of substrate (mol) in the reaction
vial. Alternatively, the reaction enthalpy can be derived
by employing the integrated expression of Eqn. ((4b)),


i.e. by measuring the area under the heat flow versus time
graph.


The alcohol 4-OH is even more reactive and the
reaction enthalpy was found to be 2 kcal mol�1


(1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) smaller than that of 1-OH (Scheme
2 and Table 1).14 The carbocation intermediate formed in
the solvolysis of the corresponding methyl ether does not
give any water adduct as was observed with 1-OMe.
However, trapping by azide ion was observed.


The aromatization reactions of the alcohols 5 and 6
(Scheme 3) have also been studied by the same
microcalorimetric technique.15 The results are shown in
Table 2. One of the runs with substrate 5 is shown in Fig.
2. These alcohols are less soluble in aqueous glycerol and
were therefore studied at low concentrations in aceto-
nitrile–water mixtures.


The reactions of the substrates 5 and 6 have also been
run on another type of isothermal microcalorimeter, a
Microcal VP ITC, which is of the power compensation
type primarily designed for titration applications. The
cooling constant (�) is much larger for this instrument
and the specified response half-time is as short as 10 s.
Hence much faster reactions can be studied. The
calorimeter has a fixed reaction cell of 1.4 ml, and a
reference cell of the same size (Fig. 3). The experimental
procedure was as follows. The two cells were filled with
aqueous buffer–acetonitrile mixture (1.4 ml in each).
After prethermostating for 30 min, the substrate solution
was added (40 �l). Owing to the large cooling constant, it
was possible to start collecting data of the reaction after a
relatively short period (9 min). A representative run with


����	 )* ���	�$ 	�$�� ���� �	������� ��$ �����	� ������ 
��� 
	� ��� ��$ ������+�$ $���$���	� �����	�� 	
 ���
����������� ��$����� )$��. -$�� ��$ /$�� ��$ ���
�&,���&��$ ����������� ��$���� 0$�� �� "�°�


Substratea kH (l mol�1 s�1) P0
b (�W)


�H°
(kcal mol�1)


1-OH (0.8 mM) 258 20 �23.7 � 0.4
(254)c (12 runs)


2-OH (0.6 mM) 1.22 12 �18.4 � 0.2
(1.22)c (6 runs)


3-OH (0.4 mM) 0.30 22 �22.7 � 0.7
(9 runs)


4-OH (0.4 mM) 3192 28 �21.7 � 0.9
(8 runs)


a Solvent: 25 vol.% glycerol in water.
b Heat effect at time zero (extrapolated).
c Rate constants measured by UV spectrophotometry.


 ��	�	 /


����	 -* ���	�$ 	�$�� ���� �	������� ��$ �����	� ��������� 
	� ��� ��$ ������+�$ $���$���	� �����	�� 	
 ��� ��$����� 1 ��$
2 � �- �	��. ����	����� � #���� �� "�°�


Substrate Instrument kH (l mol�1 s�1) P0
a (�W) �H° (kcal mol�1)


5 (1.0 mM) Thermometric 0.316b 11 �12.3 � 0.8
(9 runs)


5 (0.7 mM) Microcal 0.535c 82 �12.5
(1 run)


6c (1.0 mM) Thermometric 0.181b 1.4 �10.2 � 1.0
(0.185)b,d (4 runs)


a Heat effect at time zero (extrapolated).
b 2-methoxyacetate buffer (0.1 M), pH 3.58 (before mixing).
c Phthalate buffer (0.1 M), pH 2.53 (before mixing).
d Rate constant measured by UV spectrophotometry.
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the alcohol 5 is shown in Fig. 4 and Table 2, which could
be compared with the microcalorimeter experiment using
the Thermometric instrument (Fig. 2). The reproduci-
bility has not been tested with the Microcal instrument.


A problem with microcalorimetric studies of reactions
in mixtures of water and an organic solvent is the huge
heat of mixing. The addition of the substrate dissolved in
acetonitrile cools the reaction solution significantly and it
takes a long time to reach thermal equilibrium. A large
cooling constant � shortens the equilibration time.


�!!"�������+ ��������������% �# ���$
,��� �3���


We have recently addressed the theoretically interesting
question of the possible homoaromaticity of benzene


oxide 7 (Scheme 4).16 More O’Ferrall and coworkers
have suggested that the low reactivity of benzene oxide,
which is about 107 times less reactive than expected
(corresponding to �10 kcal mol�1), is due to an unusual
stability caused by homoaromatization.17 Such stabiliza-
tion has generally been considered unimportant for
neutral molecules but there is a consensus about the
importance of homoaromaticity in stabilizing carboca-
tions, e.g. 7-norbornenyl cation 8 (Scheme 4). Moreover,
arene oxides are, like arene hydrates, reactive compounds
of considerable biochemical interest.13,18–20 For exam-
ple, the oxidation of aromatic hydrocarbons to phenols in
biological systems has been proposed to occur via arene
oxides.


Reaction heats and rate constants for the reactions of 7,
9 and 10 (Scheme 5) were measured with the Thermo-
metric instrument. The enthalpy of the reaction of 11 has
been reported previously, �H° � 0.21 The reactions are
all specific acid catalyzed but the reactions of the oxides
also proceed by a non-catalyzed pathway:


kobs � k0 � kH�H�	 �9�


Large amounts of heat were produced and the heat decay
was easy to follow by heat-flow microcalorimetry. Figure
5 shows a typical run with benzene oxide (7). The


#����	 -* /��� '	# (�0&����* 	
 ��� ��$ ������+�$
��	���+��	� �����	� 	
 1 �� � 
&���	� 	
 ��� 
	��	#�$
#�� ��� )����	����� ����&���� ()�,�� "*� )�� ��� �
�	��&��� ��&����$


#����	 /* %� ������� 	
 ��� 
&���	��� $���� 	
 ��
�	������� �	#�� �	�������	� ���	���	������ (�	&�����
	
 1��	��� 2���*


#����	 0* /��� '	# (���3 ���* 	
 ��� ��$ ������+�$
��	���+��	� �����	� 	
 1 �� � 
&���	� 	
 ��� 
	��	#�$
#�� ��� 1��	��� ����&���� ()�,�� "*� )�� ��� ��� �
�	��&��� ��&����$
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instrument used was the heat-flow microcalorimeter
(Thermometric) described above using a 3 ml glass vial
as the reaction vessel. The reaction heat of benzene oxide
is as large as �57.0 kcal mol�1 (Table 3). The other
reaction heats were used as references. Thus, the
aromatization energies of benzene oxide (7) and
benzene hydrate (9) were estimated as ��H° =
�57.0 � (�24.9) = �32.1 and ��H° = �38.7 � 0 =
�38.7 kcal mol�1, respectively. Thus, benzene oxide
seems to be particular stable, and the homoaromaticity
could be estimated as ���H° = �32.1 � (�38.7) =
6.6 kcal mol�1. This strongly supports the proposal that
benzene oxide is homoaromatic. However, the stabiliza-
tion of 6.6 kcal mol�1 does not fully account for the
low reactivity of benzene oxide. The remainder
(�4 kcal mol�1) was suggested to originate from the


unusually high energy of the carbocation-forming transi-
tion state. The proposed mechanisms of the two
aromatization reactions are shown in Scheme 6.


Calculated enthalpies using the B3LYP hybrid func-
tional agree with those measured (Table 3). The
difference in reaction enthalpies between the aromatiza-
tion reactions of 7 and 9 was measured as ��H° =
�18.3 kcal mol�1 and calculated as �17.7 kcal mol�1 (in
water, Table 3). Similarly, the differences for the other
two reactions, those of 10 and 11 were found to be
��H° = �24.9 and �23.1 kcal mol�1, respectively.


�!!"�������+ � '������  ���% �# � ���$
!"�3 ��������  % ���


Microcalorimetry has also been used in the study of a
complex reaction system. This study was a part of an
investigation of the role of tightly hydrogen-bonded
carbanions in reactions in solution, e.g. base-promoted
elimination reactions. The reaction conditions for these
base-promoted elimination reactions, which compete
with rearrangement reactions (Scheme 7),22 were metha-


 ��	�	 1


#����	 1* /��� '	# 	
 ��� ��	���+��	� �����	� 	
 4 �� �

&���	� 	
 ��� 
	��	#�$ #�� ��� )����	����� ����&����
()�,�� "*


����	 /* 4��� �	������� ��$ ����� 	
 �����	� 
	� ���
$���$���	� 	
 4� 5 ��$ )6 �� "�°�


Substratea
106 kobs


(s�1)
P0


b


(�W)
�H0


(kcal mol�1)
�Hcalc


h


(kcal mol�1)


7 535 � 15c 169 �57.0 � 1.9 �49.8
9 155 � 2d 44 �38.7 � 0.8 �32.1


10 173 � 4e 13 �23.7 � 0.6 �19.7
(�24.9)f


11 �0g �3.4


a Substrate concentration ca 0.5 mM.
b Heat flow at time zero (extrapolated).
c 25 vol.% glycerol in water, 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.00 (before
mixing).
d 50 vol.% glycerol in water, 0.1 M acetate buffer, pH 5.57 (before mixing).
e 50 vol.% acetonitrile in water, 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 5.99 (before
mixing).
f After correction for dehydration.16


g Ref. 21.
h Calculated enthalpies using B3LYP/6–311 � G**//B3LYP/6–31G* and
AM1/SM2 for solvation.
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nol as solvent at 20°C with the tertiary amine
quinuclidine as base. The reactions were run with a large
excess of base, i.e. under pseudo-first-order conditions.


For example, when starting from pure 12 the
concentrations (in mole fraction) vary as23


x12 � a exp��m1t� � �1 � a� exp��m2t� �10�
x13 � b exp��m1t� � b exp��m2t� �11�


where


a � �k12 � k13 � m2���m1 � m2�
b � k12��m2 � m1�


m1 � ��k12 � k13 � k21 � k23�2�4 � k12k23 � �k21


� k23�k13	1�2 � 1�2�k12 � k13 � k21 � k23�


m2 � ���k12 � k13 � k21 � k23�2�4 � k12k23 � �k21


� k23�k13	1�2 � 1�2�k12 � k13 � k21 � k23�


When several reactions produce heat in the reaction
cell, the measured heat flow P is the sum of the heat flows
from all reactions. The contribution from reaction i can
be written as [cf. Eqn. (4)]


Pi � �H�
i kini�0��1���� ki��exp��kit�


� exp���it�	
 �12�


For example, the expression for the total heat flow when
starting from pure substrate 12 is described by Eqn.
(13),23 which is obtained by combining Eqns (10) and
(11) with Eqn. (12):


P � �k12�H12
� � k13�H13


��n12�0���a���� m1��
�exp��m1t� � exp���t�	
� �1 � a����� m2��exp��m2t� � exp���t�	

� ��k21�H12


� � k23�H23
��n0� �13�


�b���� m1��exp��m1t� � exp���t�	
� b���� m2��exp��m2t� � exp���t�	



where a, b, m1 and m2 are functions of the four separate
rate constants (Scheme 7).


The isothermal calorimeter was an older one, a batch
instrument of twin type (LKB 2107-111) equipped with
two two-compartment (2.5 � 4.5 ml) gold cells. The
experimental procedure was as follows. Prethermostated
solutions of base (4 ml) and substrate (2 ml) in methanol
were introduced with syringes into the two compartments
of the reaction cell. The exact volumes were determined


by weighing the syringes before and after delivering the
solutions. One of the two compartments of the reference
cell was filled with base solution and the other with pure
solvent. After thermal equilibration for 30 min, the
solutions were mixed by rotation of the calorimeter,
which was placed in a large air thermostat bath. The heat
flow was registered as a function of time with a recorder.
The cooling constant of the calorimeter was measured
after the reactions were finished with the cells still filled
with the solutions by using a small calibration current.


The rate constants and reaction heats were derived by a
simple computer simulation technique based upon the
thermokinetic data obtained from runs starting with pure
12 and 13, respectively. The results are shown in Table 4.
The kinetic data agreed very well with those obtained
with a sampling–quench high-performance liquid chro-
matographic procedure.


�!!"�������+ ��� ����7 ��� �������%$
����� !�������� �# � ���!"�3�����
�8��"������


Microcalorimetry is a valuable tool for measuring
equilibrium constants over a wide range. An advantage
with this method is that only measurements at one
temperature are required for determination of �G°, �H°,
and �S°. This technique was used by Engdahl et al. for
studies of the dimerization equilibrium of 2-pyridinone
and of the complexation of the two isomeric forms of
2,3,4,6-tetra-O-methyl-D-glucopyranose (�-TMG and �-
TMG) by 2-pyridinone in benzene at 25°C.24 These
complexation equilibria were of interest since they
provide important information concerning the bifunc-
tional catalysis of 2-pyridinone on the epimerization
reaction (Scheme 8).


The apparatus was the same as used for the study of the
base-promoted elimination described above. Figure 6
shows four experiments which were run with different
concentrations of the reactants. The intersection of the
plotted lines gives �H° and the equilibrium constant of
the complexation.
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The kinetics of relatively fast reactions can be studied by
isothermal flow microcalorimetry. Using the alkaline
hydrolysis of ethyl acetate as a model reaction, the
applicability of this technique to measure bimolecular
reaction rates with half-lives down to about 5 s has been
demonstrated.25 The instrument was run in flow-mix
mode, i.e. the two flows of reagents were mixed within
the calorimeter cell.


 �����%


This review has briefly discussed the use of micro-
calorimetry as a tool in mechanistic studies of organic
reactions. Microcalorimetry was shown to be a sensitive
tool for measuring rate constants and reaction heats and
also the thermodynamic parameters for equilibrium
reactions. Only small amounts of pure material are


required. The kinetics of fast reactions can be studied by
flow methods, but the sensitivity of these methods is
generally lower.


This review has pointed out the potential of micro-
calorimetry for accurate measurements of kinetic data,
enthalpies and other thermodynamic properties of
chemical systems. Combined with conventional experi-
mental methods used by the physical organic chemist,
high-quality data could be obtained. Such data could also
be utilized, for example, for calibrating ab initio and
semiempirical calculation methods.


��:�;�	��	�	
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104(k12 � k13)a


(l mol�1 s�1)
104 k12


(l mol�1 s�1)
104 k13


(l mol�1 s�1)
104 k23


(l mol�1 s�1)
�H0


12
(kcal mol�1)


�H0
13
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�H0


23
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ABSTRACT: Based on CASSCF and CASPT2 calculations, the mechanisms of the photoreactions of 2H-azirines are
discussed. A general classification of substituent effects on non-adiabatic singlet photoreactions is presented, and the
effect of phenyl substituents on the photochemistry of 2H-azirine, including the wavelength dependence of the
photochemistry of 3-phenyl-2H-azirine, is discussed in detail. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Although there have been several theoretical studies of
2H-azirine (1) and its photochemical1,2 and thermal3–5


reactions, not much has been known until recently about
the detailed mechanism of the various ring-opening
reactions and of the electronic spectra of 2H-azirine and
substituted 2H-azirines and of the corresponding nitrile
ylides (2). The mechanism of the photochemical ring
cleavage reaction was examined theoretically by Salem1


and Bigot et al.2 Based on ab initio potential energy
curves, they concluded that a triplet intermediate is
involved in the formation of the singlet nitrile ylide,
which is the principal photoreaction of the 2H-azirine
system.6 Recent spectroscopic measurements, however,
cannot be reconciled with a mechanism involving a
triplet state: since on photolysis of 2H-phenylazirines at
248 nm the formation of the nitrile ylide was complete
after the 20 ns laser pulse,7 it must be concluded that the
nitrile ylide formation is a singlet photoreaction invol-
ving an S1/S0 conical intersection.


Furthermore, it was shown that 3-phenyl-2H-azirine
yields the nitrile ylide only if irradiated at � = 248 nm,
whereas at longer wavelengths (� = 308 nm) a triplet


intermediate is formed. 2,3-Diphenyl-2H-azirine, on the
other hand, yields the nitrile ylide at all wavelengths.7 In
order to understand the effect of phenyl substituents on the
photochemistry of 2H-azirines, we present here some
general ideas concerning the effect of substituents on the
photoreactions of organic molecules, and based on CASSCF
and CASPT2 calculations we discuss the effect of phenyl
substituents on the photochemistry of 2H-azirines.
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During the last decade, it has been shown by quantum
mechanical methods that singlet photoreactions generally
involve conical intersections,8 and that the passage through
a conical intersection (Cl) is ultrafast.9 Thus, for non-
adiabatic singlet photoreactions four steps can be distin-
guished: (1) excitation, (2) movement on the S1 excited-
state potential energy surface (PES), (3) return to the S0


ground-state PES via a conical intersection and (4)
relaxation on the S0 PES. Each of these steps may be
affectedbyeither stericorelectronic effectsofsubstituents.


If we concentrate on the excited-state steps (2) and (3),
four different kinds of substituent effects can be
distinguished: substituents may influence the height of
excited-state barriers owing to either (a) steric effects or
(b) electronic effects, and they may affect the geometry at
the Cl by either (c) steric or (d) electronic effects.


An example of mechanism (b) is given by the [1,7]-H
shift reaction of 1-substituted cyclohepatrienes (CHT);10


the excited-state barriers for sigmatropic shifts away
from the substituent and toward the substituent differ
considerably. In agreement with experimental observa-
tion, the smaller barrier is found for migration away from
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the acceptor and towards the donor substituent. This
nicely explains the observed selectivity of the reaction,
which corresponds to 100:0 in the case of 1-CN-CHT and
2:98 in the case of 1-CH3-CHT for products of a
sigmatropic shift away from and towards the substituent
(Table 1).11


Mechanism (c) is responsible for the photochemistry of
2,3-di-tert-butylbutadiene. The steric effect of the tert-
butyl groups prevents the existence of the s-cisoid and the
central butadiene Cl,12 and only one critical point exists in
the intersection space.13 It corresponds to the s-transoid
minimum in the intersection space of butadiene and is
characterized by a particularly small 1,3-distance. It is
therefore not surprising that in the presence of 2,3-di-tert-
butyl substituents the corresponding bicyclo[1.1.0]butane,
which is usually a minor side product of the butadiene
photocyclization, becomes the major photoproduct.14


Mechanism (d), finally, is assumed to play a role in the
photochemistry of 1-substituted CHT, where donor
substituents are shown to favor the electrocylic formation
of substituted bicyclo[3.2.0]heptadienes (Table 1).11 It is
most likely that the electrocyclization occurs through a Cl
different from that of the sigmatropic shift, and that the
excited-state barrier on the way to this Cl is higher or
lower than that on the sigmatropic-shift reaction path if
the CHT ring is substituted in 1-position by donor and
acceptor substituents, respectively.
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In recent papers, the role of conical intersections in the
photochemistry15 of 2H-azirines (1) was described and
their thermal ring-opening reactions (C. Bornemann and
M. Klessinger, in preparation) were discussed. The
results for the unsubstituted and alkyl-substituted 2H-
azirines, which according to our calculations should
exhibit very much the same reactivity, can be briefly
summarized as follows:


1. Cleavage of the CC bond of the azirine ring yields the


corresponding nitrile ylides 2. The thermal ring
opening is a one-step reaction, which, however,
requires an activation energy of 55 kcal mol�1


(1 kcal = 4.184 kJ). From the charge distribution at
the transition state it may be concluded that this
reaction is possible only with electron donors on C1
and at high temperatures,15 in agreement with
experimental observation.16


2. The photochemical CC ring opening is the principal
photoreaction of the 2H-azirine system, and is charac-
teristic for the n�* excited state. Relaxation from the
Franck–Condon (FC) geometry leads to an S1/S0


conical intersection, from which the corresponding
nitrile ylides 2 are reached without activation energy.
Triplet intermediates are apparently not involved. This
mechanism fully explains the experimental observa-
tions.15


3. Cleavage of the CN double bond is the S2 photoreac-
tion of aliphatic 2H-azirines and is initiated by ��*
excitation of the C=N chromophore. Deactivation of
the S2 occurs via an S2/S1 conical intersection and
leads to vinyl nitrene 3 in its first excited singlet state,
which may deactivate by fluorescence to yield vinyl
nitrene in the singlet ground state. This, however, is a
reactive intermediate, which may undergo either a
barrierless back-reaction to form the corresponding
2H-azirine14 or else ISC to form a stable triplet
nitrene.15


4. Finally, cleavage of the CN single bond occurs
thermally and yields the most stable C2H3N isomers
acetonitrile and ketene imine (C. Bornemann and M.
Klessinger, in preparation).16
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The effect of the phenyl substituent on the photochemistry
of 3-phenyl-2H-azirine (4a) cannot be explained by the
mechanisms discussed above. In this case, it is rather the
excitation step (1) which is affected by the substituent. The
calculated absorption spectrum of 4a, which is dominated
by�→�* transitions localized in the phenyl group, agrees
well with the experimental spectrum, which resembles a
perturbed benzene spectrum such as that of styrene
[CASSCF calculations were performed using Gaussian
98;17 if, for instance, the active space (AS) is chosen to
contain the nitrogen lone-pair orbital in addition to the
four bonding and four antibonding � MOs, i.e. ten
electrons in nine orbitals, this is denoted in terms of
symmetry labels a� and a� as AS 5.4� (occ. 26,9; closed
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Me2N — — 97 3
MeO — 35 65 —
MeS — 65 35 —
Me 2 98 — —
H 99.8 0.2
CN 100 — — —


a After TerBorg et al.11
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25,1) in the case of 4a with a total of 31 doubly occupied
MOs in the ground configuration]. The low-intensity
n→�* transition is apparently hidden by the aromatic
bands. Therefore, for excitation with a laser pulse of
308 nm, as described by Albrecht et al. (E. Albrecht, C.
Bornemann, M. Klessinger, J. Mattay, C. Siegner and S.
Steenken, in preparation), similar photochemical reactiv-
ity is to be expected as for benzene in its lowest singlet-
excited state, and the triplet intermediate observed by
Albrecht et al. is most likely the stable triplet state of 3-
phenyl-2H-azirine. This was verified by calculating the
triplet absorption spectrum, which shows only one band
near 455 nm, in good agreement with the band at 465 nm
observed in the time-resolved spectrum of Albrecht et al.
(E. Albrecht, C. Bornemann, M. Klessinger, J. Mattay, C.
Siegner and S. Steenken, in preparation).


As a possible mechanism for the formation of the
triplet species, ISC from the S1 minimum geometry 14a*
to the close-lying T2(13A�) is assumed. In this state, a
barrierless path leads from the 14a* geometry to a T2/T1


conical intersection 3Cl, from which two equivalent T1


minima of 3-phenyl-2H-azirine are reached. The results
are summarized in Fig. 1, where relative CASPT2
energies are shown [CASPT2 calculations based on
state-average CASSCF reference functions were per-
formed at the CASSCF stationary points using MOL-
PRO9618 and MOLCAS19; for additional results
including optimized geometric parameters, see Albrecht
et al. (E. Albrecht, C. Bornemann, M. Klessinger, J.
Mattay, C. Siegner and S. Steenken, in preparation)].
After vertical excitation into the S1(21A�) state, relaxation
occurs to the S1 minimum ca 4.4 kcal mol�1 lower in
energy than the FC geometry. In the vicinity of this
minimum ISC to the close-lying T2(13A�) state is most


likely, and by way of the T2/T1 conical intersection the
minimum of the T1(13A�) state is reached. The total
reaction path is barrierless and the energy gain is
38.1 kcal mol�1.


The S2(11A�) state of 3-phenyl-2H-azirine is an n�*-
excited state, and the S2 photochemistry resembles the S1


photochemistry of the aliphatic 2H-azirines, and since
according to the experimental results the 3-phenylnitrile
ylide is formed in an fast reaction during the laser pulse
used for excitation, it is likely that two conical
intersections between S2 and S1 and between S1 and S0


are involved. An S2/S1 conical intersection could indeed
be found in the vicinity of the FC geometry; as the S2


surface exhibits a very steep descent from the FC
geometry toward the S2/S1 conical intersection (Fig. 2),
an exclusive deactivation of the S2 state through this
conical intersection followed by a passage through the S1/
S0 conical intersection is most likely. Barrierless reaction
paths from this conical intersection lead to two equivalent
vinyl nitriles, which differ only by a rotation of the CH2


group through 180°. Alternatively, if direct excitation at
the chosen wavelength � = 248 nm does not occur under
the conditions of the experiment, the photochemical
process could start in a hot S1 state with vibrational
excitation permitting the molecule to overcome a barrier
in the S1 state that results from an avoided touching with
S2, in competition with vibrational cooling. This type of
‘hot excited state’ photochemistry is common in benzene
derivatives, as is known particularly from the work of
Becker et al.20


As ab initio calculations for 2,3-diphenyl-2H-azirine
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(4b) at the same level of accuracy as those presented so
far are too demanding, we used the semiempirical
MNDOC-CI method13,21 to investigate the photoche-
misty of this compound. As the optimized geometry for
the S1/S0 conical intersection already resembles that of
the nitrile ylide, it can be concluded that 2,3-diphenyl-
2H-azirine undergoes the same photoreactions as the
aliphatic 2H-azirines, i.e. a barrierless reaction path leads
from the FC geometry via a conical intersection to the
nitrile ylide.


The difference between the monophenyl derivative 3-
phenyl-2H-azirine (4a) and the 2,3-diphenyl-2H-azirine
(4b) lies in the different symmetries of these two
molecules: whereas the monophenyl compound with
phenyl and azirine rings coplanar belongs to point group
Cs, the diphenyl compound belongs to C1. Owing to the
lack of symmetry, the ��* and n�* configurations, which
in the planar compound have different symmetries and
dominate the S1 and S2 state, respectively, can mix, and
the n�* contribution to the S1 wavefunction is apparently
sufficient to determine the reactivity of this state.


It remains to be shown why the photochemistry of the
monophenyl compound 4a is wavelength dependent
whereas that of the diphenyl derivative 4b is not, that
is, why 3-phenyl-2H-azirine (4a) appears to violate
Kasha’s rule.22 For both compounds, the S1 state can be
reached by rapid IC from higher excited states via conical
intersections close to the FC geometry, as is to be
expected for those cases where Kasha’s rule is valid. The
important point is that at the FC geometry, owing to
symmetry, the S1 state of 4a is a pure ��*-excited
benzene state, which undergoes ISC to the triplet state,
while after excitation at short wavelengths a point of
lower symmetry is reached, where the ��* and n�*
configurations can mix to such an extent that the S1


reactivity is determined by the n�* contribution to the
wavefunction, similarly as in the case of the diphenyl
compound. This is independent of the detailed mechan-
ism and occurs either after passage through the S2/S1-
conical intersection, which would correspond to a
violation of Kasha’s rule, or else after crossing the S1


barrier in a ‘hot excited-state’ reaction.


�" �%$'�" '


The main difference between alkyl- and aryl-substituted
2H-azirines can be seen in the fact that benzene
absorptions occur at longer wavelengths than the azirine
n�* excitation which is responsible for the nitrile ylide
formation. Hence the influence of phenyl substitution on
the photochemistry of the azirine system can be traced
back to two different effects:


1. the energetic order of the excited states, with the
aromatic ��* absorption at longer wavelengths than
the azirine n�* band; and


2. the symmetry of the system: if a plane of symmetry
exists (point group Cs), the ��* and n�* excitations
belong to different irreducible representations and do
not mix so S1 corresponds to a pure benzene state, but
if the system has no symmetry (point group C1), even
the lowest excited state has sufficient n�* character to
produce the nitrile ylide. Hence we would predict that
for 2,2-diphenyl-and 2,2,3-triphenyl-2H-azirine exci-
tation of the S1 produces the benzene photochemistry,
whereas systems such as 2-phenyl-2H-azirine without
a symmetry plane should yield only nitrile ylides.
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ABSTRACT: A series of novel phenanthridine–nucleobase conjugates were prepared and studied by spectroscopic
methods. An analysis of 1H NMR, UV–Vis and fluorescence spectra in aqueous media revealed intramolecular
aromatic stacking interactions between the phenanthridinium unit and the nucleobase, due to the conformation of the
molecules. Fluorimetric titrations showed that phenanthridinium–nucleobase conjugates 8, 10 and reference
phenanthridine compound 12 form 1:1 non-covalent complexes with nucleotides in water with binding constants
ranging from 10 to 100 mol�1 dm3. Interestingly, compounds 9 and 11 form intercalative-type 1:1 complexes with the
nucleotide aromatic unit inserted between phenanthridinium and covalently attached nucleobase, yielding binding
constants of 103–104 mol�1 dm3. Aromatic �� � �� stacking interactions were found to be dominant in complexes with
nucleotides of all compounds studied. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc
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Besides the major structure types DNA and RNA, there
are some specific structural motifs which, although less
frequent, also have an important role in life.1 Especially
RNA, which occurs in biological systems mainly in
single-stranded form, tends to form a variety of perturbed
double-stranded regions. In both double-stranded DNA
and RNA, single-stranded regions can be found that form
loops, hairpins, abasic sites, etc.2 For example, two such
single-stranded regions, namely TAR and RRE, control
the replication cycle of HIV-1 virus.3 It is also known that
abasic site formation and lesion have important roles in
repair mechanisms of DNA.4 Therefore, the design and
synthesis of small synthetic molecules that can specifi-
cally interact with single-stranded regions of RNA and
DNA are of great importance for understanding and
influencing biological functions of nucleic acids.


In the last decade, a few groups have reported on small


synthetic molecules consisting of a nucleobase cova-
lently attached to an intercalator. Such compounds were
supposed to act as multifunctional receptors, providing
hydrogen-bonding recognition between attached nucleo-
base and complementary nucleotide, additionally stabil-
ized by aromatic stacking interactions with the inter-
calator unit. So far, such conjugates have been con-
structed from acridine,5 phenanthridine,6 naphthalene
diimide7 or porphyrin8 intercalator units and mostly
adenine or thymine as tethered nucleobase. Surprisingly,
with most of the conjugates prepared, only the interac-
tions with complementary polynucleotides were studied.
Although significant specific interactions were reported,
it should be taken into account that in such rather
complicated systems not only is base-pair hydrogen
bonding involved, but also electrostatic interactions of
positively charged linkers with phosphates and hydro-
phobic interactions may have an important role.9 To our
knowledge, only one publication has described the study
of the simple system consisting of the interaction of
acridine–nucleobase conjugate with different nucleobase
derivatives, and according to the binding constants, a
threefold preference for complementary over non-
complementary combination was reported.5c However,
the authors pointed out that there is no direct evidence of
hydrogen bonding between complementary nucleobases.
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To shed more light on the importance of hydrogen
bonding recognition vs aromatic �� � �� stacking, we
prepared a series of novel phenanthridinium–adenine and
uracil conjugates differing in the length of the aliphatic
linker and studied their interactions with nucleotides in
aqueous media.
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The general strategy used for the synthesis of the
conjugate molecules 8–11 comprises the alkylation of
the phenanthridine derivative, by dibromoalkanes of
appropriate lengths, followed by the introduction of
nucleobase at the other end of the alkyl tether. Compound
12 and also Ade-C3 [9-(n-propyl)adenine] and Ura-C3


[1-(n-propyl)uracil]10 were prepared for comparison
purposes.


8-Tosylamino-6-methylphenanthridine11 was prepared
in four steps, starting from commercially available 2-
aminobiphenyl, by the Morgan–Walls reaction12 based
on the middle pyridine ring formation by intramolecular
electrophilic cyclization of the 2-amidobiphenyl deriva-
tive using POCl3.


As outlined in Scheme 1, 8-tosylamino-6-methylphe-
nanthridine was alkylated using a large excess of mono-
or dibromoalkane in dry DMF in the presence of
potassium carbonate, to afford protected alkylaminophe-
nanthridines 1–3 (60–88% yields). The reaction of bromo
derivatives 1 and 2 with a large excess of adenine or
uracil was performed under an argon atmosphere at 40–
50°C in dry DMF in the presence of NaH giving
compounds 4–7 (40–90% yields). Under these condi-
tions, the alkylation of uracil selectively occurred at the


.����� �/ 
�������� �	 �������� 0,�$! -�. ��-�%(./�� �� ��-�%(.0�� �� ��-�%(.(�%/� 1(�"/� ���
�2*� )�� �!�!3 -��. ��%� ��� �2*� )�� +#,0#°�3 -���. -�. (4� �%/�""%,%(
"+� 5#,�##°�� -(. ��"%,
%("
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N-1 position and adenine at the N-9 position. Removal of
tosyl protection from 3–7 was achieved by heating at
100°C under acidic conditions. Compounds 8–12 were
obtained in 40–93% yields. They were found to be
sufficiently soluble in water under acidic conditions to
enable studies of their interactions with nucleotides in
aqueous media.


.�����	
�	��� ��	������
 	� 0��$ �� ����	�

�����


1H NMR spectroscopy was used to study possible
intramolecular stacking interactions in phenanthridi-


nium–nucleobase conjugates 8–11 in aqueous media.
Folded conformations of conjugates were detected by
comparing the chemical shifts of conjugates with those of
reference compounds (12, Ura-C3 and Ade-C3), result-
ing in upfield-shifted proton signals of the intramolecu-
larly stacked molecules.


1H NMR spectra of compounds 8–12 (for numbering,
see Table 1) and references Ade-C3 and Ura-C3 were
recorded at 500 MHz in water (D2O, DCl, pD 3) under
acidic conditions to increase the solubility. Chemical
shifts (� ppm) of aromatic protons of 8–12 were found to
be concentration dependent (c = 2.0 � 10�4–1.0 �
10�3 mol dm�3) due to self-stacking interactions. Inso-
lubility of the compounds at higher concentrations
prevented the accumulation of enough NMR data to
allow exact calculation of Ka. However, according to
significant changes in chemical shifts at c(com-
pounds) = 10�4–10�3 mol dm�3 it was possible to esti-
mate the order of magnitude for Ka �103, similar to
previously reported data for ethidium bromide
(Ka = 180 M�1).13 This estimate is in accordance with
UV–Vis experiments (see below).


By extrapolating the dependence of � on concentration
(8–12) to infinite dilution, proton shifts �0 were obtained
where no intermolecular self-association is present14


(Table 1). These chemical shifts �0 of 8–11 were
compared with those of reference compounds 12, Ade-
C3 and Ura-C3. The experimental shielding effects
[��0 = �0 (reference) ��0 (conjugate)] obtained in this
way can be related to the degree of self-stacking5e (Table
2).


The strongest shielding effects were observed for
phenanthridine proton H-7 of phenanthridine–adenine
conjugates 10 and 11. Similar but less pronounced effects
were observed for some other proton signals also,
especially protons H-9 and H-10 and for the Ade-H8
proton. This effect is more noticeable for compound 10
possessing a shorter aliphatic chain between intercalator
and nucleobase. Similar effects can be observed also for
phenanthridine–uracil conjugates 8 and 9. Such shielding
effects can be explained by intramolecular aromatic
�� � �� interactions between the phenanthridinium unit and
covalently attached nucleobase. This is also supported by


���� �/ ������� ���	��� �# -��. �	 ������� �������
�6���������� �� 7��� ������������� 	�� ��� �����'���� 0���
��� ��	������ �������� �$� 1���,2 ��� +���,2


8 9 10 11 12 Ade-C3 Ura-C3


H-1 8.52 8.59 8.55 8.6 8.66
H-2 7.75 7.81 7.82 7.85 7.81
H-3 7.71 7.76 7.77 7.79 7.79
H-4 7.91 7.95 8.01 8.01 7.96
H-7 7.16 7.34 6.94 7.12 7.68
H-9 7.48 7.6 7.26 7.43 7.53
H-10 8.5 8.58 8.38 8.49 8.66
Ade-H2 8.29 8.18 8.33
Ade-H8 7.95 8.0 8.27
Ura-H5 5.56 5.42 5.73
Ura-H6 7.52 7.44 7.55


a Calculated using concentration dependence data (2.0 � 10�4–
1.0 � 10�3 mol dm�3 for all compounds); 1.0 � 10�3 mol dm�3 DCl in
D2O, pD = 3, T = 21°C.


���� $/ ������� ���	� ��		������� ��# -��. 	�� ���
�����'���� 0,���


8 9 10 11


H-1 0.14 0.07 0.11 0.06
H-2 0.06 0 �0.01 �0.04
H-3 0.08 0.03 0.02 0
H-4 0.05 0.01 �0.05 �0.05
H-7 0.52 0.34 0.74 0.56
H-9 0.05 �0.07 0.27 0.1
H-10 0.16 0.08 0.28 0.17
Ade-H2 0.04 0.15
Ade-H8 0.32 0.27
Ura-H5 0.17 0.31
Ura-H6 0.03 0.11


a ��0 = �0 (reference compound 12, Ade-C3 or Ura-C3) ��0 (conjugate;
values extrapolated to zero concentration, Table 1); T = 21°C.


3����� �/ ��������������� ������� ���	������� �	 �4
�������� �� �������� �������'
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molecular modelling results (Fig. 1). Detailed two-
dimensional 1H NMR analysis, which could prove the
stacking interactions, was hampered by the low solubility
of the compounds which aggregated at concentrations
higher than 10�3 mol dm�3.


UV–Vis spectra of 8–12 are strongly pH dependent,
exhibiting a one-step change at pK � 6, attributed to
protonation of the phenanthridine nitrogen. Owing to the
low solubility of phenanthridine at pH 7, UV–Vis
experiments were carried out at pH 5, all of the
compounds being in a phenanthridinium form (Table
3). The absorbances of compounds 8–12 obey the
Lambert–Beer law in the concentration range 1 �
10�6–4 � 10�5 mol dm�3.


The absorption maxima of 8–11 are blue shifted
compared with 12. The comparison of the UV–Vis
spectra of 10, 11 and the corresponding references 12 and
Ade-C3 (Table 3) reveals a hypochromic effect, strongly
supporting an intramolecular stacking interaction be-
tween phenanthridinium and adenine. These effects are
more pronounced for 10, possessing a shorter flexible
chain. The molar absorptivities (�, Table 3) of 8 and 9 are


smaller than sum of � of 12 and Ura-C3, suggesting an
influence of intramolecular interactions.


The assumption that phenanthridinium and nucleobase
interact intramolecularly is additionally supported by the
fluorimetric study. The fluorescence emissions of com-
pounds 8–11 are significantly higher than for the
reference compound 12 (Table 3). Since the complexa-
tion of nucleotides by ethidium bromide and also 12
results in an increase in their emission, the former
observation suggests intramolecular phenanthridine–nu-
cleobase stacking in 8–11. In accordance with this, the
temperature increase of 8–11 solutions results in
quenching of their emission due to the unstacking of
intramolecular complexes. However, with the same
temperature increase virtually no change in the emission
spectra of 12 could be observed. Enhancement of
fluorescence was also observed upon addition of D2O
to aqueous solutions of 8–12, confirming a similar
fluorescence quenching mechanism to that described for
ethidium bromide15. Olmsted and Kearns15 showed that
the emission is quenched by amino proton transfer to
water molecules at the excited state of ethidium bromide.
Consequently, the observed higher emission of 8–11
compared with that of 12 can be explained by
phenanthridinium–nucleobase intramolecular stacking.
Apparently, such stacking leads to a decrease in the
amino proton transfer rate and therefore has the same
effect on the emission intensity of 8–11 as the addition of
D2O.


It is interesting that the spectroscopic effects observed
by both UV–Vis and fluorescence measurements, as-
signed to intramolecular stacking are more pronounced
for compounds with shorter a aliphatic linker (8 and 10),
as also observed in the NMR study. This suggests that the
trimethylene linker is better than the pentamethylene
linker for intramolecular stacking interactions in these
systems.


���������	�
 ���� ����	����



The addition of nucleotides to aqueous solutions of the


���� 2/ 8��������� ���������� ������� ��� 9���������� ������� ����������� �	 �������� 0��$ ��� ��	������ ���������


Compound


UV–Vis Fluorescence (�exc = 275 � 2 nm)


�max (nm) � *(mol�1 cm2) �em(nm) EIi/EI12


8 275 34.2 535 1.8
9 275 34.6 541 1.2


10 270 13.4 538 1.9
11 268 20.1 545 1.3
12 277 29.3 547 1
Ura-C3 268 9.8
Ade-C3 262 13.7


a Sodium cacodylate buffer (c = 0.05 mol dm�3, pH = 5), c = 2.0 � 10�5 mol dm�3 for all compounds.


3����� $/ *���������� ������� �	 �4 -� : �!5/� �#�$


�� ��/� �� ���������� ��		��� �% : 0� ��6� : (;# �.
������� �� ��		����� �����������
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conjugates 8–12 induces significant changes in their
fluorescence emission (Fig. 3), allowing the determina-
tion of the binding constants (KS) and stoichiometries of
the conjugate–nucleotide complexes (Table 4). Proces-
sing the fluorescence titration data for 8, 10 and 12 with
various nucleotides gives the best fit for the 1:1
stoichiometry of complexes and binding constants (KS)
of the same order of magnitude as those found for
ethidium bromide.16,17 No significant differences in
affinity were observed for complexes of 8 and 10 with
complementary nucleotides. Also, no charge dependence
was observed in binding of the AMP2�–ADP3�–ATP4�


series, indicating a dominant role of stacking interactions
between the phenanthridinium unit of the conjugate and
the base of the nucleotide in the complex.


Analysis of the titration data for 9 and 11 with


nucleotides (Fig. 3) gives the best fit for the formation of
1:1 and 1:2 stoichiometry complexes (L:N; L = ligand,
N = nucleotide). The binding constants of 1:1 complexes
(Table 4; K1) are more than one order of magnitude
higher than those of ligands 8, 10 and 12, and also those
measured for ethidium bromide.16 Since the pentamethy-
lene linker between phenanthridinium and attached base
in 9 and 11 allows accommodation of the nucleotide base
between them, the significant affinity increase of 9 and 11
can be explained by the formation of an intercalative type
of complex [Fig. 4(a)]. This is in line with the observed
equal affinity towards pyrimidine and purine nucleotides
reported earlier.18 The complex of 1:2 stoichiometry is
formed at higher excess of nucleotides, with a second
molecule of nucleotide stacking on the 1:1 complex,
probably on the ‘free’ side of the phenanthridinium unit


3����� 2/ -�. 86��������� -�. ��� ���������� ���� -��6� : +$# �� �� : 00/ �. �	 �� �������� 	�� � ���� �	 �4�
-������ ����. ��� � ���� �	 �4�� �4( -����� ����. ������������ �� � 	������� �	 <2 (� �������������! -�.
86��������� -�. ��� ���������� 9���������� ����������� -��6� : +$# �� �� : 0+5 �. �	 �� �������� 	�� � 	�� �
���� �	 �4� -������ ����. ��� � ���� �	 �4�� �4( -����� ����. ������������ �� � 	������� �	 )� /� �������������


���� 5/ 
�������� ��������� -��'1�. 	�� ������� ��'���,��������� �����6�����


logK1 , logK2
c


8 9 10 11 12


AMP2� 1.84,–d 4.18, 1.99 1.66,–d 3.78, 2.02 1.73,–d


ADP3� 1.87,–d –d 2.58,–d 3.79, 1.84 1.78,–d


ATP4� –d –d 2.79,–d 2.29,–d 2.29,–d


GMP2� 2.05,–d 3.82, 1.66 1.72,–d 3.91, 1.03 1.72,–d


CMP2� 1.45,–d 3.63, 1.36 1.58,–d 4.25, 1.06 1.93,–d


UMP2� 1.50,–d 3.84, 1.32 1.47,–d 3.7, 1.1 1.59,–d


TMP2� 1.29,–d 3.91, 1.3 1.54,–d 4.01,�1 1.34,–d


a For experimental conditions, see Spectroscopic measurements.
b AMP2� = adenosine monophosphate; ADP3� = adenosine diphosphate; ATP4� = adenosine triphosphate; GMP2� = guanosine monophosphate; CMP2� =
cytidine monophosphate; UMP2� = uridine monophosphate; TMP2� = thymidine monophosphate.
c K1 and K2 refer to the equilibria L � N � LN and LN � N � LN2 (L = ligand, N = nucleotide), respectively.
d Small spectroscopic changes hampered the determination of KS.
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[Fig. 4(b)]. Binding constant K2 (equilibrium 1:1
complex of 9 and 11 � nucleotide � 1:2 complex) is
of the same order of magnitude as found for binding
constants K1 for 12:nucleotide complexes of 1:1
stoichiometry. The proposed intercalative complex of
1:1 stoichiometry (for 9 and 11) is supported by computer
molecular modelling19 [Fig. 4(c)]. Again, for 9 and 11 no
preferential binding to complementary nucleotides was
observed.


�	����� �	�����


Molecular modelling studies were conducted using Sybyl
software.15 Compounds 8–11 were constructed using the
Builder package. Conformational space was examined by
simulated annealing as a type of molecular dynamics
experiment. The number of cycles to run was 20 and the
initial temperature for annealing was 700 K. The system
was kept at this temperature for 1000 fs, then the
temperature was lowered during 1000 fs until 50 K was
reached. The annealing function (temperature vs time)
was exponential. The resulting syn conformation was
selected from 20 low-energy conformations and then
energy optimized using 1000 steps of Powel minimiza-
tion until the energy gradient converged at 0.05
kcal mol�1 (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ). Atomic partial charges
of 11 and uridine were computed by the Gasteiger–
Hückel method. Calculations with uridine-5�-monophos-
phate were not possible owing to a lack of par-
ameterization for the phosphate group. The complex of
11 and uridine was produced by docking of uridine
between phenanthridine unit and adenine unit until an
energy minimum was found. The structure of complex
was then fully energy minimized.


,)",�+.�)".


A series of novel phenanthridinium–nucleobase conju-
gates were prepared, differing in the nucleobase and the


length of the methylene linker. Spectroscopic studies of
their aqueous solutions revealed different intra- and
intermolecular interactions. According to 1H NMR and
UV–Vis experiments, all compounds form intermolecu-
lar dimeric associates with binding constants similar to
those reported for other phenanthridinium derivatives.
Significant differences observed in the 1H NMR, UV–Vis
and fluorescence spectra of the conjugates 8–11 com-
pared with reference compound 12 suggest intramolecu-
lar aromatic stacking interactions between the nucleobase
and the phenanthridinium, supported also by molecular
modelling results. This leads to the conclusion that
hydrophobic and aromatic stacking interactions force the
flexible conjugates to fold into intramolecularly stacked
conformations.


The fluorescence titration results showed that 8–12
bind nucleotides efficiently in aqueous media. The
increased affinity of 9 and 11 toward nucleotides
compared with 8 and 10 is due to the different linker
length, the former conjugates with pentamethylene linker
forming more stable intercalative type of complexes than
the latter. In contrast with Lhomme’s proflavin–nucleo-
base conjugates,5 we did not observe any significant
preference of conjugates 8–11 towards complementary
nucleotides. It should be noted that the relatively high
buffer concentration (ionic strength) weakens the ion
pairing and that the water molecules compete strongly
with hydrogen bonding between nucleobases. Therefore,
such conjugates would be more promising as selective
ligands in the more lipophilic microenvironment found in
the complementary single-stranded regions of DNA and
RNA.


-6 -(��-"�1�


7����� ��	������



1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Gemini 300
operating at 300 MHz and on a Bruker Avance DRX 500
equipped with a 5 mm diameter inverse detection probe,


3����� 5/ 
������� �������������� �	 -�. �4� ������������ �����6 ��� -�. �4(
������������ �����6 �	 �������� 8 ��� �� =��� �����������! -�. 
��� ���= �	
����7�� ��������� �	 ��,������� �����6 �������� �� �������� �������'
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operating at 500 MHz. In 1H NMR experiments the
spectral width was 0.5 Hz and the number of data points
was 65K. The presaturation technique was used for water
signal suppression. Tetramethylsilane was used as inter-
nal standard for organic solvents and cacodylate buffer as
internal standard for aqueous media. Chemical shifts (�)
are expressed in ppm and coupling constants (J) in hertz.
Signal multiplicities are denoted s (singlet), d (doublet), t
(triplet), q (quartet) and m (multiplet). The electronic
absorption spectra were obtained on a Pye Unicam SP
8700 spectrometer. IR spectra were recorded on a Perkin-
Elmer Model 297 instrument using KBr pellets. Fluores-
cence spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer LS 50
fluorimeter. Mass spectra were obtained using an Extrel
2001 DD spectrometer and electrospray mass spectro-
metry (ESMS) was performed using a Varian MAT 711
spectrometer. Preparative thin-layer chromatography
(TLC) was carried out using Kieselgel HF254 (Merck).
Melting-points were determined on a Kofler apparatus
and are uncorrected. 8-Tosylamino-6-methylphenanthri-
dine was prepared starting from 4�-nitro-2-aminobiphe-
nyl, as described previously.11,20 For all products, purity
was ascertained by 1H NMR and elemental analysis. In
several cases, correct elemental analyses could not be
obtained owing to the polar and hygroscopic character of
the compounds. Spectroscopic data (1H NMR, IR, ESMS)
are available as supplementary material at the epoc
website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc.


,	��	���



0�92�:�	�	��	���	
�;����	�<�����������������
���� 9�;/ 1,3-Dibromopropane (6.8 ml, 66 mmol) and
K2CO3 (7.6 g, 55 mmol) were suspended in dry DMF
(40 ml). To this suspension, a solution of 8-tosylamino-6-
methylphenanthridine (2 g, 5.5 mmol) in dry DMF
(80 ml) was added dropwise during 30 min and the
reaction mixture was stirred for 48 h under an argon
atmosphere at room temperature. Water and CH2Cl2 were
then added to this suspension. The water layer was
washed twice with CH2Cl2 and the organic extracts were
dried over Na2SO4 and evaporated, yielding a brown oil
to which water was added to give a light grey precipitate
of 1 (1.7 g, 64%). The precipitate was filtered, washed
with water and used without further purification. Pure
compound 1 was obtained by TLC (SiO2, 2% MeOH in
CH2Cl2, Rf = 0.37) as a white solid, additionally
recrystallized from MeOH. Anal. Calcd for
C24H23N2O2BrS (Mr = 483.42): C 59.63, H 4.80, N
5.79. Found: C 59.76, H 4.84, N 5.87%.


0�9=�:�	�	������	
�;����	�<�����������������
���� 9$;/ K2CO3 (7.6 g. 55 mmol), 1,5-dibromopentane
(9 ml, 66 mmol) and 8-tosylamino-6-methylphenanthri-
dine (2 g, 5.5mmol) in dry DMF (40 � 80 ml) under the
same reaction conditions as for 1 gave 2 (1.7 g, 60%) as a


white powder. TLC (SiO2, 2% MeOH in CH2Cl2),
Rf = 0.33. Anal. Calcd for C26H27N2O2SBr (Mr =
511.47): C 61.05, H 5.32, N 5.48. Found: C 61.21,
H 5.05, N 5.30%.


0�9 �	���	
�;����	�<�������������������� 92;/
Under the same reaction conditions as for 1 K2CO3


(1.53 g, 11.05 mmol), 1-bromopropane (1.2 ml,
11.05 mmol) and 8-tosylamino-6-methylphenanthridine
(400 mg, 1.105 mmol) in dry DMF (5 � 15 ml) gave 3
(392 mg, 88%) as a white powder. TLC (SiO2, 5% MeOH
in CH2Cl2), Rf = 0.62. Anal. Calcd for C24H24N2O2S
(Mr = 404.51): C 71.26, H 5.98, N 6.92. Found: C 71.45,
H 6.22, N 6.70%.


0�>2�9+�������;��	���	
�;?����	�<�������������
�������� 95;/ Uracil (4.64 g, 41 mmol) that had pre-
viously been dried and NaH [1.65 g, 60% (w/w),
41 mmol] were suspended in dry DMF (50 ml) and
stirred for 1 h under an argon atmosphere at room
temperature. To this suspension, a solution of 1 (2 g,
4.14 mmol) in dry DMF (70 ml) was added dropwise and
the reaction mixture was stirred for 48 h under an argon
atmosphere at 40–50°C. Water and CH2Cl2 were then
added to this suspension. The water layer was washed
twice with CH2Cl2 and the organic extracts were dried
over Na2SO4 and evaporated, yielding a brown oil to
which water was added to give a light grey precipitate of
4 (1.85 g, 87%). The precipitate was filtered, washed with
water and used without further purification. Pure
compound 4 was obtained by TLC (SiO2, 10% MeOH
in CH2Cl2, Rf = 0.61) as a white solid, additionally
recrystallized from MeOH. Anal. Calcd for
C28H26N4O4S (Mr = 514.60): C 65.35, H 5.04, N 10.89.
Found: C 65.17, H 5.25, N 10.80%.


0�>2�9+�������;������	
�;?����	�<�������������
�������� 9=;/ Compound 5 was obtained as described for
4; uracil (1.8 g, 16 mmol), NaH [1.1 g, 60% (w/w),
16 mmol] and 2 (850 mg, 1.6 mmol) in dry DMF
(10 � 30 ml) gave 5 as a white powder (350 mg, 39%).
TLC (SiO2, 10% MeOH in CH2Cl2), Rf = 0.65. Anal.
Calcd for C30H30N4O4S (Mr = 542.66): C 66.40, H 5.57,
N 10.32. Found: C 66.63, H 5.40, N 10.29%.


0�>2�91����8��;��	���	
�;?����	�<����������
����������� 9<;/ Compound 6 was obtained as described
for 4; adenine (840 mg, 6.2 mmol), NaH [250 mg, 60%
(w/w), 6.2 mmol] and 1 (300 mg, 0.62 mmol) in dry DMF
(7 � 10 ml) gave 6 as a white powder (300 mg, 90%).
TLC (SiO2, 10% MeOH in CH2Cl2), Rf = 0.39. Anal.
Calcd for C29H26N7O2S (Mr = 536.62): C 64.90, H 4.88,
N 18.27. Found: C 64.55, H 5.04, N 18.09%.


0�>2�91����8��;������	
�;?����	�<����������
����������� 9@;/ Compound 7 was obtained as described
for 4; adenine (2.25 g, 16 mmol), NaH [1.1 g, 60% (w/w),
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16 mmol] and 2 (850 mg, 1.6 mmol) in dry DMF
(10 � 30 ml) gave 7 as a white powder (320 mg, 34%).
TLC (SiO2, 10% MeOH in CH2Cl2), Rf = 0.43. Anal.
Calcd for C31H31N7O2S (Mr = 565.7): C 65.82, H 5.52, N
17.33. Found: C 66.06, H 5.69, N 17.45%.


0�>2�9+�������;��	��;?����	�<�����������������
���� 90;/ Compound 4 (227 mg, 0.44 mmol) was
dissolved in a mixture of 2 ml of concentrated H2SO4


and 4 ml of concentrated acetic acid and heated under
reflux at 80–100°C for 2 h. The reaction mixture was
cooled, poured on ice and made alkaline (pH = 8–9) by
addition of 2 M NaOH. Water was evaporated and the
residue was extracted for 3 days by Soxlet extraction
using ethyl acetate. The solvent was evaporated to give a
smaller volume, and 2 g of SiO2 were suspended in this
solution. The suspension was purified by column
chromatography (SiO2, 10% MeOH in CH2Cl2). Com-
pound 8 was obtained as a yellow powder (113 mg, 70%),
additionally recrystallized from MeOH. TLC (SiO2,
10% MeOH in CH2Cl2), Rf = 0.53. Anal. Calcd for
C21H20N4O4 (Mr = 360.42): C 69.98, H 5.59, N 15.55.
Found: C 69.79, H 5.78, N 15.44%.


0�>2�9+�������;�����;?����	�<�����������������
���� 98;/ Compound 5 (300 mg, 0.53 mmol) was
dissolved in a mixture of 1 ml of concentrated H2SO4


and 2 ml of concentrated acetic acid and heated under
reflux at 80–100°C for 2 h. The reaction mixture was
cooled, poured on ice and made alkaline (pH = 8–9) by
addition of 2 M NaOH. Water was evaporated to gave a
smaller volume and the solution was extracted several
times with CH2Cl2–MeOH (9:1). The organic extracts
were dried over Na2SO4 and evaporatied to afford 9 as a
yellow powder (100 mg, 46%). Pure 9 was obtained by
TLC (SiO2, 10% MeOH in CH2Cl2, Rf = 0.58) as a
yellow powder, additionally recrystallized from MeOH
and water. ESMS: m/z 389.4.1 (M� � 1, protonated
form).


0�>2�91����8��;��	��;?����	�<�����������������
���� 9�4;/ Compound 6 (210 mg, 0.39 mmol) was
dissolved in a mixture of 1.5 ml of concentrated H2SO4


and 3 ml of concentrated acetic acid and heated under
reflux at 80–100°C for 2 h. The reaction mixture was
cooled, poured on ice and made alkaline (pH = 8–9) by
addition of 2 M NaOH. The yellow solid obtained was
precipitated, filtered and washed with copious amounts of
water to afford pure 10 (138 mg, 93%). Compound 10
was further purified by TLC (SiO2, 10% MeOH in
CH2Cl2, Rf = 0.38) and additionally recrystallized from
MeOH and a small amount of CH2Cl2. Anal. Calcd for
C22H21N7 (Mr = 383.46): C 68.91, H 5.52, N 25.57.
Found: C 68.75, H 5.32, N 25.33%.


0�>2�91����8��;�����;?����	�<�����������������
���� 9��;/ Compound 11 was obtained as described for


10; 7 (200 mg, 0.35 mmol) in 1.5 ml of concentrated
H2SO4 and 3 ml of concentrated acetic acid gave a yellow
powder that was purified by TLC (SiO2, 10% MeOH in
CH2Cl2, Rf = 0.34) to give 11 (60 mg, 41%), which was
additionally recrystallized from MeOH and a small
amount of water. Anal. Calcd for C24H25N7 (Mr =
411.51): C 70.05, H 6.12, N 23.83. Found: C 70.30,
H 6.00, N 23.96%.


0�9 �	��;����	�<�������������������� 9�$;/ Com-
pound 12 was obtained as described for 10; 3 (150 mg,
0.37 mmol) in 5 ml of concentrated H2SO4 gave pure 12
as a yellow powder (74 mg, 79%). Compound 12 was
further purified by TLC (SiO2, 10% MeOH in CH2Cl2,
Rf, = 0.71) and recrystallized from MeOH. Anal. Calcd
for C17H18N2 (Mr = 250.33): C 81.56, H 7.15, N 11.19.
Found: C 81.78, H 7.01, N 11.16%.


+A�A�
 ��� B�	��
����� ���
�������



The measurements were performed in aqueous buffer
solution (sodium cacodylate, 0.05 mol dm�3, pH 5) at
constant ionic strength (sodium chloride, 0.1 mol dm�3).
At this pH value, the phenanthridinium system is
predominantly protonated. Under the experimental con-
ditions used the fluorescence emission intensities of 8–12
were proportional to their concentrations. The concentra-
tions of the compounds were kept constant (around
2.5 � 10�6 mol dm�3) during titration with solutions of
the nucleotides. The concentrations of nucleotides varied
from 7 � 10�5 to 2 � 10�2 mol dm�3. The excitation
wavelength used was �330 nm, where the absorbance of
all nucleotides is negligible. Binding constants and
stoichiometries of the complexes formed were calculated
from the concentration range corresponding to ca 20–
80% complexation (for 1:1 stoichiometry) by a non-
linear least-squares fitting program.21
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ABSTRACT: The recently proposed correlation between hydrophobicity and internal pressure offers quantitative
support to our understanding on the rate enhancement of Diels–Alder reactions in water and its salt solutions.
Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: Diels–Alder reaction; salt effect; reaction rates; hydrophobicity, internal pressure, endo/exo ratios


Hydrophobicity plays a crucial role in several chemical
and biological systems.1 Some of these are stability of
proteins and nucleic acids, surfactant aggregation,
coagulation, detergent action, mineral floatation, etc.
Hydrophobicity is also important in understanding the
formation of gas clathrates and the surface phenomena
involving wetting, aggregation processes at the air–water
interface. The area of hydrophobicity, in spite of intense
research over the years, has been a debatable issue.2


Several attempts have been made to understand hydro-
phobicity and its correlation to different chemical and
biological phenomena.2b Very recently, Kodaka3 re-
evaluated hydrophobicity based on the scaled particle
theory.4 He has shown that the hydrophobicity phenom-
enon is not caused by the small size of the water
molecule. He attributed the hydrophobicity to the high
packing density of water molecules. The high packing
density of water molecules can be expressed5 in the form
of cohesive energy density (CED) and internal pressure
Pint. For weakly polar or nonpolar solvents, Pint is treated
approximately equal to CED. From this argument,
therefore, it is possible to extend the explanation of
hydrophobicity in terms of Pint or CED in understanding
the kinetic behavior of Diels–Alder (DA) reactions.


Rideout and Breslow6 were the first to demonstrate that
the DA reaction of cyclopentadiene with acrylonitrile
could be accelerated when carried out in water. Similarly,
anthracene-9-carbinol reacted with N-ethylmaleimide


about 27 times faster in water compared with in 2,2,6-
trimethylpentane, a nonpolar solvent.7 Since the work
from Breslow’s school on the special effect of water,
several sluggish DA reactions can now be made faster in
water. The topic of why the DA reactions go faster in
water has been the focus of research of several workers,
and a recent review8 has summarized the topics covered,
together with the original references. The solvent
polarity, hydrogen bonding, enforced hydrophobic inter-
actions, hydrophobic packing, Lewis acid catalysis, etc.,
have been termed as possible reasons for the rate
enhancement in salt solutions.8 Breslow9 proposed that
hydrophobic packing of diene and dienophile in the
presence of water is a principal force in accelerating the
reaction. Later, rate enhancement of DA reactions in
aqueous LiCl was ascribed to increased hydrophobic
interactions, whereas the decrease in LiClO4 and
guanidinium chloride (GnCl) was ascribed to reduced
hydrophobic interactions. These suggestions, though
significant, were qualitative, however. In our search of
possible factors responsible for rate variations to provide
quantitative support to the Breslow approach, we
demonstrated that the hydrophobic packing of diene
and dienophile is greatly facilitated by the internal
pressure of water. The internal pressure of water (166.2
MPa) presses the diene and dienophile together in order
to realize a DA reaction.


In this work, we wish to strengthen the outcome of
Kodaka’s work,3 that the hydrophobicity is strongly
correlated with internal pressure. In return, we also
demonstrate that this correlation can prove to be a
powerful tool to understand the effects of water and its
salt solutions on the kinetics of DA reactions.
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It is seen that addition of a salt increases the internal
pressure of water Pint,w due to the electrostriction process
occurring between an ion and water.5 Our calculations of
internal pressures, based upon the thermal expansion �
and adiabatic compressibility � of solutions, show that
internal pressure increases with the addition of LiCl,
NaCl, etc.10,11 Breslow and Connors called these salts
prohydrophobic agents.12 Salts like LiClO4 and GnCl, on
the other hand, decrease the internal pressure of water
and are termed antihydrophobic agents. This implies that
the salts, which increase internal pressure, also enhance
hydrophobic interactions. The opposite is true in the case
of the antihydropobic agents. Essentially, the internal
pressure of water increases or decreases due to the
phenomenon of electrostriction, where an ion, owing to
its strong electric field, orients water molecules, thus
causing a reduction in volume. This, in turn, raises the
internal pressure of water. These effects are a function of
salt concentration and depend on the nature of the salt.


At an earlier occasion,10 we showed this situation to be
true in the case of the reaction of anthracene-9-carbinol
with N-ethylmaleimide carried out in 2 M solutions of
NaCl, NaBr, NaBF4, NaClO4, NaPF6, NaAsF6, GnCl,
GnBr, GnBF4 and GnClO4 in water using the data of
Rizzo.13 Figure 1 shows (1 � krel) as a function of
(1 � Pint,rel) in the sodium and guanidinium salt solutions
for the above reaction. The relative rate constant krel of
the reaction is defined as krel = ks/kw, where ks and kw are
the rate constants in the salt solution and in water
respectively. An analogous definition is true for the


quantity termed the relative internal pressure, Pint,rel =
Pint,s/Pint,w, where Pint,s is the internal pressure of the salt
solution. As krel indicates the change in rate constant in
salt solution over that in pure water, Pint,rel the change in
hydrophobicity in salt solution over that in pure water in
terms of internal pressure. There is a strong linear
correlation of krel with Pint,rel for both the salt solutions,
as shown by the following relationship:


for sodium salts


�1 � krel� � 0�2626 � 0�0092�1 � Pint�rel�


with correlation coefficient r = 0.99856
for guanidinium salts


�1 � krel� � 2�4505 � 0�0285�1 � Pint�rel�


with r = 0.98890.


Both Fig. 1 and the above correlations follow the
condition that if (1 � Pint,rel) = 0, then (1 � krel) = 0,
indicating water as a reference solvent for the reaction.


It should be noted that sodium salts, like NaBF4,
NaClO4, NaPF6 and NaAsF6, decrease the internal
pressure of water owing to the structure-breaking abilities
of these anions, as the large anions have a low charge
density. This is the opposite to what one sees in Li�, Na�,
etc., where cations are the structure-makers. The stronger
structure-breaking powers of BF�


4 � ClO�
4 � PF�


6 and
AsF�


6 outweigh the structure-making ability of the Na�


species, resulting in the dominance of the structure-
breaking environment. This results in a lowering of the
internal pressure of water in a variety of salt solutions. As
a matter of fact, the hydration of ions is greatly affected
by the structure-making and -breaking abilities of ions.
Why does the action of Cl� differ from that of ClO�


4 ?
Why do Li� and Gn� species demonstrate opposite
actions in water and other solvents? These issues have
been discussed by us in a recent paper.14 A strong linear
correlation suggests hydrophobic packing or unpacking
of diene and dienophile in the sodium and the
guanidinium salts respectively. As DA reactions are
accompanied by negative activation volumes, the in-
creased internal pressure leads to enhancement of
reaction rates. In other words, the packing of diene and
dienophile is enhanced by a negative activation volume
and higher internal pressure. On the contrary, the
decreased internal pressure in guanidinium salt solutions
(and also in some sodium salt solutions) coupled with a
negative activation volume further inhibits the reaction
rates, as is evident from Fig. 1. This suggests that packing
of diene and dienophile is decreased in aqueous solutions
of guanidinium salts. It is interesting that the aqueous
solutions of both sodium and guanidinium salts change
the internal pressures of water by different magnitudes
and signs. Later, we also applied the same concept to
delineate the endo/exo stereoselectivity ratios obtained
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from the reaction of cyclopentadiene with methyl
acrylate in concentrated aqueous LiCl, NaCl, NaBr,
CaCl2, LiClO4, and GnCl solutions.11 The endo/exo
ratios of the reaction of cyclopentadiene with methyl
acrylate increase in aqueous LiCl, NaCl, NaBr and CaCl2
solutions. LiClO4 and GnCl decrease the endo/exo values
for this reaction. As the transition state for the endo
stereoisomer is more compact than the exo stereoisomer,
the increase in the endo/exo ratios with increase in the
concentrations of prohydrophobic salts can be explained
on the basis of negative activation volume and high
internal pressure. The reduced endo/exo ratios obtained
in the GnCl and LiClO4 types of salt explain the
inhibition of endo/exo ratios due to weakening of
hydrophobic effects as expressed in terms of internal
pressure. The log(endo/exo) values when plotted against
Pint,rel in various salt solutions of different concentrations
are not linear (Fig. 2). At higher Pint,rel values, the
log(endo/exo) values taper, suggesting the maximum in
hydrophobic effects. Based on Pint,w and Pint,s, we have
suggested three zones characterizing the variations in
reaction rates in salt solutions.11 These zones are: Pint,s


� Pint,w gives rise to salting-out (enhanced relative
hydrophobicity with respect to water); Pint,s � Pint,w


gives rise to salting-in (reduced relative hydrophobicity
with respect to water); Pint,s = Pint,w gives no salt effect
(hydrophobic effect due to water alone; see Fig. 2). As
internal pressure has been correlated with hydrophobi-


city, it is possible to correlate these zones in terms of
hydrophobicity, and so with the reaction rates. The linear
relationship in the case of Rizzo’s data plotted in Fig. 1
was possible as the rate data were collected only at a
single salt concentration. We have noted these observa-
tions to be valid for the reaction of cyclopentadiene with
methyl acrylate in solutions of different concentrations of
GnCl, GnBr, CH3COOGn and GnClO4.15 The (endo/exo)
ratios are suppressed in the guanidinium salts, except in
Gn2SO4. Both the enhancement and inhibition in endo/
exo values can be easily explained in terms of the
enhanced or reduced hydrophobic effects as expressed by
internal pressure.15 The studies on the above-mentioned
guanidinium salts suggest that internal pressure is
decreased in the presence of GnCl, GnBr, CH3COOGn,
and GnClO4. Gn2SO4, on the other hand, increases the
internal pressure. These decreases and increases in
internal pressures in these guanidinium salts reflect
decreased and increased hydrophobic effects in DA
reactions. From our published experimental work,16,17


the computed Pint values decrease on adding GnCl in
aqueous NaCl, KCl and MgCl2 solutions, suggesting a
reduced hydrophobic effect. We have carried out the
reaction of cyclopentadiene with methyl acrylate in
mixtures of NaCl–GnCl and noted that the changes in Pint


or in hydrophobic effect were strongly correlated with the
variations in rates and endo/exo values.15


Some years ago, we successfully correlated the
reaction rates and endo/exo ratios with internal pressures
for 20 DA reactions in about 75 organic solvents and their
aqueous mixtures.18 This successful correlation suggests
that ‘solvophobicity’ due to organic solvents can also be
described by internal pressure. The role of solvophobicity
in DA reactions was first demonstrated by Schneider and
Sangwan.19


In short, we have demonstrated the immediate use of
the new interpretation of hydrophobicity in delineating
the effects of water, organic solvents and their salt
solutions on the kinetics of DA reactions. From the
above, it seems that the relative hydrophobicity can be
judged from the relative internal pressure of water and
solutions, which is useful in understanding the salt effect
on DA reactions. It should be possible to apply the above
development to other DA reactions in salt solutions in
nonaqueous solvents.20
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ABSTRACT: An orbital-symmetry analysis (OCAMS) of the dimerization of C60 to its stable (D2h) dimer 1 indicates
that the reaction cannot proceed along a totally symmetric pathway but that the reaction-path symmetry must be
reduced at least to C2h. Similarly, one-step conversion of 1 to its isomer 3 (also D2h), which has been proposed as an
intermediate for the intercalation of helium atoms into C60, is also limited to a C2h pathway. As neither of these
pathways is geometrically appropriate, it is predicted that both reactions proceed stepwise. Semi-empirical compu-
tations (AM1/UHF) confirmed this prediction: in the dimerization, a transoid singlet biradical (2) is formed, and then
closes readily to 1 after rotation about its newly formed bond. An intermediate (4) of C2v symmetry is detected along
the pathway for isomerization of 1 to 3. THERMO computations (AM1/RHF) indicated that both dimers should be in
thermal equilibrium with C60 at moderate temperatures, but that their equilibrium concentrations in the gas phase
would be exceedingly small under thermally accessible conditions. The limitations of the computational method
employed and their bearing on the reliability of the results are discussed. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: fullerenes; dimers of C60; isomerization of C120; thermodynamics of carbon clusters
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The existence of a number of stable C120 isomers has
been predicted computationally. The literature has been
summarized by Patchkovski and Thiel, who carried out
an exhaustive mapping of the potential energy surface.1


In a recent publication,2 the present author applied
criteria of orbital symmetry conservation3 to the di-
merization of C60, and traced the reaction path by means
of point-by-point semi-empirical (AM1/UHF) computa-
tions.


It was observed that the results of pathway computa-
tions carried out under specific symmetry restrictions
varied to some extent from those performed with full
optimization, so the stationary points were fully opti-
mized. However, the deviations observed along the path-
way were disturbing, although they did not affect the
qualitative conclusions.2a


A symmetry analysis was also applied to the iso-
merization of 1 to a second (D2h) isomer 3, the ‘window’
isomer that Patchkovskii and Thiel suggested as a
possible intermediate in the intercalation of helium atoms
into C60. Regrettably, this latter analysis was in error and
had to be corrected in an Erratum.2b


In this paper both reactions will be considered


systematically, first by orbital-symmetry analysis, then
by reaction-path computations with full optimization.
Finally, thermodynamic considerations were taken into
account.
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As illustrated in Scheme 1, the dimerization looks like a
suprafacial [2 � 2]-cycloaddition, which is forbidden by
the Woodward–Hoffmann rules. The isomerization is a
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similarly forbidden [2 � 2]-cycloreversion. In an orbital-
symmetry analysis of the prototypical dimerization of
ethylene to cyclobutane,2–4 it was shown that the for-
biddenness can be removed by an in-plane displacement
away from a strictly rectangular geometry towards a
parallelogram, which favors bonding along a diagonal.
The resulting transoid single-bonded intermediate then
rotates about the new bond to a cis conformation before
closing to the product.


The symmetry analysis is as follows.2 The reacting
monomers and the product dimers are oriented as shown
in Scheme 1, with the long axis of the molecule aligned
along z and the reacting carbon atoms in the xz-plane. In
the dimerization, two �-bonds bisected by the z-axis are
transformed to a pair of �-bonds bisected by the x-axis.
Focusing our attention on these bonding changes alone,
we would conclude that the dimerization is forbidden in
D2h because a doubly occupied molecular orbital of
symmetry species b1u in the reactant pair does not
correlate with the corresponding doubly occupied b3u


orbital of the product. Therefore, the forbiddenness can
be removed if a b2g displacement is incorporated into the
reaction coordinate, because such a displacement de-
symmetrizes the pathway from D2h to C2h


(y), the kernel of
b2g, in which both b1u and b3u map on to bu. The same
reasoning can be applied to the isomerization of 1 to 3: a


b2g displacement along the reaction path formally allows
the forbidden transformation of two �-bonds bisected by
the z-axis to a pair of �-bonds bisected by the x-axis.


The predictions of this simple analysis are confirmed
when all of the 240 doubly occupied orbitals of the
system are taken into account. The electron configura-
tions, i.e. the irreducible representations in D2h of the
doubly occupied molecular orbitals, calculated separately
with AM1 for a loosely interacting pair of buckyballs and
each of the two dimers, are compared in Table 1.


Turning first to the dimerization of 2 � C60 to dimer 1,
we see only one mismatch: the monomer pair has one
more b1u MO and one less b3u MO than the dimer. As in
the simple analysis above, the discrepancy can be
removed by a displacement of species b2g. It follows
that the pathway via an intermediate of C2h


(y) symmetry
is allowed. Similarly, the isomerization 1 to 3 involves
transfer of a pair of electrons from a b1u orbital in the
reactant to a b3u orbital in the product, so a one-step
isomerization pathway would also be constrained to
C2h


(y). Note also that direct dimerization of C60 to the
‘window’ dimer (3) would require transfer of two
electron pairs from two b1u orbitals to two b3u orbitals,
corresponding to concerted rupture of two double bonds
and formation of two others—an inherently improbable
process.


In keeping with the analysis, semi-empirical pathway
computations (AM1/UHF) confirm that dimerization
proceeds stepwise via a single-bonded biradical inter-
mediate, 2. It is formed in a trans conformation (C2h),
rotates about the newly formed single bond to a near-cis
conformation (C2v) and closes to the stable dimer 1 (D2h).


The predicted stepwise dimerization mechanism,
shown in Scheme 2, is (1) approach along a pathway of


��&�� �' �	�����	� 	
 ������	�� �	�������	�� � ���


Ag B1g B2g B3g Au B1u B2u B3u


C120 (3) 37 25 29 29 25 35 29 31
C120 (1) 37 25 29 29 25 36 29 30
2 � C60 37 25 29 29 25 37 29 29
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essentially C2h
(y) symmetry to form the single-bonded


intermediate 2; (2) rotation about the newly formed bond
to a near-cis conformation [C2v


(x)], which may or may not
be a discrete intermediate, and closure to the stable dimer
1 (D2h).


Prediction of a mechanism for the isomerization of 1 to
3 is more difficult. Patchkovskii and Thiel1 suggest that
rupture of the two bonds is asynchronous, via a structure
with C2v


(z) symmetry (4), which they identified as a
transition structure (Scheme 3). This can be brought into
agreement with the orbital-symmetry analysis only if the
symmetry is reduced further to Cs


(zx), the subgroup
common to C2v


(z) and C2h
(y), somewhere along the


pathway.


���()�������� �����	���*�


The previously reported computations, carried out using
the MOPAC 93 package with the AM1 hamiltonian, were
subject to serious limitations,2b the most severe of which
is the reliance on the unrestricted Hartee–Fock (UHF)
procedure, which is subject to spurious spin polarization
when applies to fullerenes.5


The single-bonded intermediate in the dimerization (2)
is a singlet biradical, and the stretched-bond structure 4,
presumed to be on the isomerization pathway, should also
have considerable open-shell character. Such species
cannot be treated reliably by closed-shell methods and
computation at a sufficiently high level of configuration
interaction would be excessively time-consuming, so
Patchkovskii and Thiel’s compromise was to use the
MNDO 3 � 3 CI procedure. Computations beyond this
minimal level of configuration interaction are prohibitive
when it is necessary to calculate a large number of closely
spaced points along the reaction path. It was noted that
the energy of symmetric structures often differed by
several kcal mol�1 when calculated with full optimiza-
tion and when symmetry restrictions were imposed.2a


Therefore, a full optimization of the remaining 353
internal coordinates was performed for each value of the
nominal reaction coordinate. Moreover, in flat regions of
the potential energy surface, the gradient norm could only


be reduced to an acceptable value by repeating the
optimization in cartesiean coordinates. Under the cir-
cumstances, UHF seemed to be the only practical option,
despite its manifest deficiencies.


A measure of confidence in the UHF computations can
be derived from the fact that the enthalpy differences
between the closed-shell dimers 1 and 3 and the separated
pair of buckyballs are virtually independent of the
computational method. As can be seen in Table 2, both
methods place the stable dimer ca 40 kcal mol�1 below
the monomer pair and the ‘window’ isomer 34–35 kcal
mol�1 above its more stable isomer, but still below the
isolated monomer pair, which is taken as the reference
energy (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ).


���()��	 �������� (���+��



The reaction path for the dimerization is shown in Figs 1
and 2 (the plots in these figures, and also in Figs 3 and 4,
are unsmoothed splines; as discussed in Ref. 2a, the
points on the pathways are reproducible to within ca
2 kcal mol�1). In the former, in which the nominal
reaction coordinate is the distance between the two
nearest inter-moiety atoms, the monomers approach one
another along an essentially C2h


(y) pathway, pass over a
barrier of about 17 kcal mol�1 and drop to the single-
bonded isomer (2) in a trans conformation, that resides in


$����� ,


��&�� �' ����� 	
 
	����	� ����
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� � 	
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AM1/RHF AM1/UHF MNDO 3 � 3 CIa


1 (D2h) �33.1 �42.2 �44.5
3 (D2h) 1.4 �6.0 �9.4


a Ref. 1
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a potential well ca 14 kcal mol�1 below the monomer
pair. In contrast, MNDO 3 � 3 CI locates the transoid
single-bonded dimer as a shallow minimum 14.1 kcal
mol�1 above the monomers.1


It can be seen in Fig. 2 that internal rotation about the
single bond from trans towards cis is virtually free until
the dihedral angle has decreased to about 15°, after which
the energy rises to a barrier about 7 kcal mol�1 high and
drops steeply to dimer 1. The computed pathway is in
agreement with the mechanism outlined in Scheme 2.


As shown in Fig 3 and 4, the isomerization of 1 to 3 is
also stepwise, in accord with Scheme 3: rupture of the
first bond (Fig. 1) occurs along a C2v


(z) pathway,
generating a transoid single-bonded dimer (4) in a
shallow well ca 10 kcal mol�1 below 3. Here too the
AM1/UHF results contradict those of MNDO 3 � 3 CI,
which locates a similar structure 37 kcal mol�1 above 3
and characterizes it as a transition state.


As predicted by the symmetry analysis, in the course of


the second step (Fig. 4), which involves not only rupture
of the second �-bond but also the formation of two new
�-bonds, the symmetry changes from C2v


(z) to C2h
(y) via


their common subgroup Cs before it settles into D2h.
The energies computed for the stable and metastable


species are listed in Table 3, along with their �S2�
expectation values, the latter [actually S(S � 1)] being an
indication of the degree of spurious spin polarization
introduced by the UHF procedure (it should be realized
that the numerical value of �S2� computed by UHF for
singlets is meaningless; strictly, �S2� = 10.5 implies that
S = 3, corresponding to six unpaired electrons!).


As noted above, AM1/UHF and MNDO 3 � 3 CI
reduce the energy of the closed-shell molecules to a
moderate, very similar extent. In contrast, the energy of
the open-shell species is reduced more drastically by the
former method than by the latter. This may well be
because exaggerated stabilization by spurious spin
polarization is more pronounced in open- than in
closed-shell species, even though the high �S2� expec-
tation values are similar across Table 3. Alternatively, it
is possible that 3 � 3 CI underestimates the effect of
electron correlation in open-shell species, so that com-
putations at a higher level of configuration interaction
would reduce the energy further. Pending more sophis-
ticated computations, the author believes that the present
results can be regarded as at least qualitatively reliable.


��*)�� �' ����%��	�& ��	���� 	
 ��� ���	�! (	�!


��*)�� ,' ��	���%��	�& 	����� 	
 ��� ���� (	�!


��*)�� -' ��	���%��	�& 	����� 	
 ��� ���	�! (	�!


��&�� ,' )����"� ����� 	
 
	����	� ����
� ����� �	�
� � ��!


�*�� �+������	� "����� �	�����! #�� ,- ./�0 
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��	��!'����� �	������� ��! 	���'����� ������!����


2 � C60 1 (D2h) 3 (D2h) 2 (C2h) 4 (C2v)


��Hf 0 �42.2 �6.0 �14.6 �17.0
�S2� 9.84 10.87 11.07 11.42 10.87
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The question that arises is: if dimer 1 is so much more
stable than C60 and the barrier to dimerization is so low,
why does spontaneous dimerization not occur? More-
over, the barrier to isomerization of 1 to 3 is only a few
kcal mol�1 above the energy of 2 � C60. It follows that
the three species should be in rapid dynamic equilibrium
at moderate temperatures. Evidently, failure to observe
the dimer in the gas phase can only be ascribed to
unfavorable thermodynamics.


Computations of the thermodynamic properties of
fullerenes have been few and have been carried out for
the most part with semi-empirical methods, which are of
limited reliability as regards the energy differences
between the different species and accurate evaluation of
their vibrational frequencies. Nevertheless, Slanina and
co-workers have applied AM1 convincingly to the equi-
librium between graphite and C60 and C70 and to the
effect of temperature and pressure on the relative
concentrations of the two fullerenes.6


Accordingly, THERMO computations (AM1/RHF),
were carried out on C60 and C120 (1) over the temperature
range 298–900 K. Over this range, the Gibbs free energy
of dimerization (�Gdim) varies smoothly from �18 to
�15 kcal mol�1. The factor principally responsible for
the variation is a relatively rapid decrease in the entropy
of dimerization (�Sdim) with increase in temperature. As
a result, the equilibrium constant, which favors the dimer
at low temperature, shifts strongly towards the monomer
with increase in temperature. The effect on the dimer/
monomer ratio is mitigated by the increase in the vapor
pressure of C60, but the concentration ratio remains very
low throughout the thermally accessible range, as is clear
from the data in Table 4.


THERMO computations also indicate that that the free
energy difference between dimers 3 and 1 is essentially


independent of temperature, remaining close to 35 kcal
mol�1. At 900 K the ratio of partial pressures is of the
order of 10�9, so the equilibrium concentration of the
‘window isomer’ would be completely negligible.
Evidently, in order to isolate either isomer in the vapor
phase, it would have to be formed in a high-temperature
non-equilibrium process and then cooled very rapidly,
say in a supersonic jet, so as to prevent equilibration.
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T (K) p(C60) (atm)a Kp (atm)b Rc


300 5.77 � 10�25 9.32 � 1012 5.41 � 10�12


400 2.45 � 10�17 7.32 � 106 1.79 � 10�10


500 9.25 � 10�13 1.40 � 103 1.30 � 10�9


600 1.04 � 10�9 4.28 6.05 � 10�9


700 1.57 � 10�7 6.53 � 10�2 1.02 � 10�8


800 6.79 � 10�6 2.73 � 10�3 1.84 � 10�8


900 1.27 � 10�4 2.26 � 10�4 2.86 � 10�8


a Ref. 7.
b Kp = p(C120)/p2(C60).
c R = Kp � p(C60).
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ABSTRACT: Both enantiomers of quinuclidin-3-yl benzoate (RQBz and SQBz) were synthesized in order to
examine the stereoselectivity of the hydrolysis of these esters catalyzed by horse serum butyrylcholinesterase (BChE).
The hydrolysis of benzoylcholine (BzCh) was also studied in order to determine the influence of the alcohol part of
the esters upon the kinetics. The kcat value for the substrates decreased in order BzCh � RQBz (4-fold slower) �
SQBz (76-fold slower reaction). KM values determined for quinuclidinium substrates revealed that the binding affinity
of RQBz (0.28 mM) is approximately 2-fold lower than that of SQBz (0.13 mM) towards BChE. From the ratio of the
enantiomeric kcat/KM values, an enantiomeric excess of 78% was calculated, indicating that the resolution of racemic
quinuclidin-3-yl benzoate can be achieved by hydrolysis with BChE. The orientations of all the studied benzoate
esters and butyrylcholine (BuCh) in the active site of human BChE were proposed by flexible ligand docking with
AutoDock 3.0. Analyses of the Michaelis complexes obtained revealed that there are numerous similar close contacts
in the active site. The main difference in binding of quinuclidinium and choline esters was found in the ammonium
electrostatic region which includes cation–� interaction of the ammonium moiety of substrates with the indole ring
of Trp84. The important cation–� interaction with Trp84 was lowest in the case of the S-enantiomer of QBz, which
might be the main explanation for the slowest rate of hydrolysis of that compound. Copyright  2002 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: (R)- and (S)-quinuclidin-3-yl benzoates; butyrylcholinesterase; hydrolysis kinetics; benzoylcholine;
butyrylcholine; docking
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Quiniclidin-3-ol and its esters may be looked upon as
bicyclic analogues of acetylcholine, and therefore their
interaction with various receptors in a cholinergic system
is not surprising. Many esters of quinuclidin-3-ol have
been tested and recognized as pharmacological agents,
and as such they are commercially available as
therapeutics.1 Compounds containing the quinuiclidine
moiety have also been found to be potential antidotes
against poisoning by organophosphorus (anticholinester-
ase) compounds, including pesticides, insecticides and
warfare agents.2 Since 3-quiniclidinol contains an asym-


metric carbon atom, many investigations have concen-
trated on the resolution of racemic compounds using
chemical3 and biocatalytic4 methods in order to provide a
simple, efficient and inexpensive procedure.


One of the enzymes tested as a biocatalyst was
butyrylcholinesterase (BChE, EC 3.1.1.8). BChE is a
serine hydrolase that has a structure similar to that of
acetylcholinesterase.5 The active site of this enzyme
consists of several major domains: (i) esteratic site,
containing active serine as a part of the catalytic triad
(Ser–His–Glu); (ii) acyl pocket, a hydrophobic region
which accommodates the acyl group of an ester; (iii)
choline subsite, consisting of tryptophan for molecular
recognition of the substrate’s quaternary ammonium
group; and (iv) oxyanion hole, formed by the main chain
N—H dipoles interacting with the carbonyl oxygen of the
substrate. The catalytic steps in ester hydrolyses involve
initial formation of an enzyme–substrate complex,
followed by an acylation step, and finally water causes
deacylation of the enzyme (Scheme 1).


BChE has been used previously for the resolution of
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racemic 3-quinuclidinyl butyrate. The stereoselectivity of
that hydrolysis was in favour of the R-enantiomer.4a


However, the difference in hydrolysis rates was not
sufficient to achieve complete resolution of enantiomers.
In the course of our work with quinuclidinium esters, a
problem of resolution of racemic mixtures arose.2


Therefore, we chose to determine the kinetics of BChE-
catalysed hydrolysis of benzoate esters: (R)-quinuclidin-
3-yl benzoate (RQBz) and (S)-quinuclidin-3-yl benzoate
(SQBz) in comparison with benzoylcholine (BzCh) (Fig.
1).


Furthermore, in order to investigate the nature of the
interaction of benzoates with the enzyme and to predict
possible structural changes for obtaining better resolu-
tion, docking simulations were also performed on
butyrylcholine (BuCh) (Fig. 2).


+,�+&�$+%�-.
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BChE (EC 3.1.1.8), type IV-S lyophilized powder from
horse serum (Sigma Chemical), benzoylcholine chloride
(BDH) and (�)-3-quinuclidinol (Aldrich Chemical) were
used as received. Optical rotations were measured on an
Optical Activity AA-10 automatic polarimeter at ambient
temperature in ethanol. 1H and 13C, 1D and 2D NMR
spectra were recorded on a Varian XL-GEM 300
spectrometer. Chemical shifts are given in ppm downfield
from TMS as internal standard. UV spectra were recorded


on a Varian Cary 3 UV–Visible spectrophotometer.
HPLC analyses (Thermo Separation Prod-ucts, Spectra-
SYSTEM 2000) were performed on an RP-18 column
(Waters, SymmetryShield, 5 �m, 150 � 3.9 mm i.d.) at
40°C. The mobile phase used was water–methanol–
acetonitrile–acetic e.g. acid–triethylamine (60:25:15:
0.33:0.2) at a flow-rate of 0.7 ml min�1. The reactions
were carried out in a Heidolph UNIMAX 1100 shaker.


���/�����	� 	� 
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(R)- and (S)-3-quinuclidinol were resolved according to
the published procedure using L- and D-tartaric acid.3a


(R)-Quinuclidin-3-yl benzoate (RQBz) was prepared
by dissolving (R)-3-quinuclidinol (500 mg, 3.9 mmol) in
benzoic anhydride6 (3.7 ml, 20 mmol) and stirring the
mixture for 1 h at 130°C. The reaction mixture was then
cooled, made alkaline with saturated aqueous K2CO3 and
extracted with chloroform. The extract was dried over
Na2SO4 and evaporated under reduced pressure. The
residue was purified by column chromatography [alumi-
nium oxide 90 active neutral (70–230 mesh ASTM);
Merck, Darmstadt, Germany] with dichloromethane–
methanol–ammonia solution (8:2:0.35) as the eluent and
distilled under reduced pressure to give the title
compound as a colourless oil, yield 860 mg (95%),
���26


D � 12�3�(c = 2.0, EtOH). ESMS: m/z calculated for
C14H18NO2


�, 232.1; found, 232.0. 1H NMR (300 MHz,
DMSO-d6), � (ppm): 1.33–1.77 (m, 4H, H5 and H8);
1.99–2.07 (m, 1H, H4); 2.47–2.88 (m, 5H, H6, H7 and
H2); 3.20 (dd, 1H, 2J = 14.7 and 3J = 8.2 Hz, H2); 4.88–
4.96 (m, 1H; H3); 7.46–7.54 (m, 2H, H3 and H5 Ph);
7.60–7.69 (m, 1H, H4 Ph); 7.97 (d, 2H, J = 7.93 Hz, H2


and H6 Ph). 13C NMR (300 MHz, DMSO-d6), � (ppm):
19.44 (C5); 24.16 (C8); 25.19 (C4); 46.01 (C6); 46.98
(C7); 55.24 (C2); 71.94 (C3); 129.03 (C2 and C6 Ph);
129.39 (C3 and C5 Ph); 130.26 (C1 Ph); 133.57 (C4 Ph);
165.79 (C=O). UV (EtOH), �max (nm): 238.4 (� = 4766
dm3 mol�1 cm�1).


 ����� 0
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(S)-Quinuclidin-3-yl benzoate (SQBz) was prepared
by the same method, ���26


D � 11�8�(c = 2.0, EtOH).


4������ /�	������


The hydrolysis of benzoate esters catalysed by BChE was
monitored by following the production of benzoic acid at
238 nm by a UV detector (HPLC). The reactions were
conducted at 30°C in 0.1 M sodium phosphate buffer (pH
7.4). All experiments were performed in a total volume of
1.0 ml and an enzyme concentration of 1.5 � 10�9 M


(0.016 mg ml�1). The enzymatic reaction was stopped by
addition of aliquots (20 �l) of the reaction mixture to the
HPLC mobile phase (200 �l). Two to four measurements
were made with each substrate concentration (0.08–
0.5 mM). Rates were corrected to account for non-
enzymatic hydrolysis. The concentration of active sites
of BChE was determined by titration with a high-affinity
phosphorylating agent 7-(diethoxyphosphoryl)oxy-1-
methylquinolinium iodide (DEPQ), and ascertaining the
minimal concentration that produced complete inhibi-
tion.7 KM and kcat values were obtained by non-linear
regression of the experimental data to the Michaelis–
Menten equation.
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A theoretical 3D structure of human BChE was derived
by homology modelling on the basis of the known x-ray
structure of Torpedo acetylcholinesterase.5 Using the
AutoDock 3.0 suite of programs,11 we added polar
hydrogen atoms to amino acid residues. Gasteiger–
Marsili8 atomic partial charges were assigned to all
atoms of the enzyme. The charge of the non-polar
hydrogens was added to the atom to which that hydrogen
was bonded. Then, atomic solvation parameters and
fragmental volumes were assigned to the protein atoms
using AutoDock’s AddSol utility.


Geometry optimizations of all substrates were carried
out using the Gaussian 94 program.9 Structures were
optimized by the density functional theory (DFT) method
using the B3LYP functional and 6–31G* basis set.10 The
structure of SQBz was simply prepared by the mirroring
of the coordinates obtained for RQBz. Further prepara-
tion of substrates included addition of Mulliken’s atomic
charges, removal of hydrogen atoms and addition of their
atomic charges to skeleton atoms, and finally, assignment
of proper atomic types. AutoTors was then used to define
the rotatable bonds in the ligands (Fig. 2).


(	����� 
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All docking studies were performed by using the
AutoDock 3.0 suite of programs.11 This program requires


a precalculated electrostatic grid map for each atom type
present in the substrate molecule. This was achieved by
the AutoGrid part of the suite. All electrostatic maps were
calculated with 0.2 Å spacing between grid points and in
all cases the centre of the grid was attached to the �-
oxygen atom of catalytic Ser200. The dimensions of the
active site box were set at 10 � 20 � 10 Å, which ensured
an appropriate size of the ligand-accessible space. The
consistencies of the maps were ascertained by checking
maximum and minimum van der Waals energies and
electrostatic potentials for each calculated grid map.


Flexible ligand docking was performed for choline
(BuCh and BzCh) and two enantiomeric quinuclidinium
(RQBz and SQBz) esters. Docking calculations were
carried out using the Lamarckian genetic algorithm
(LGA) and all parameters were the same for each
docking. We used initially a population of random
individuals (population size: 400), a maximum number of
2 � 106 energy evaluations, a maximum number of
generations of 200 000, an elitism value of 1 and a
mutation rate of 0.08. For the local search, the pseudo-
Solis and Wets method was used: maximum of 300
iterations per local search, the probability of performing a
local search on an individual in the same population was
0.06, the maximum number of consecutive successes or
failures before doubling or halving the local search step
size was 4 in both cases and the termination criterion for
the local search was 0.01. At the end of a docking
procedure (50 docking runs), the resulting positions were
clustered according to an r.m.s. criterion of 0.5 Å and the
orientations obtained were analysed visually. To ensure
the validity of the results, the docking procedure was
repeated 10 times for each substrate.
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According to Scheme 1, the Michaelis constant (KM)
corresponds to (k�1/k1 � k2/k1)[k3/(k2 � k3)]. The appar-
ent catalytic first-order rate constant (kcat) contains the
first-order rate constants for acylation (k2) and deacyla-
tion (k3) and is equal to k2k3/(k2 � k3). The ratio kcat/KM is
often used as a measure of catalytic efficiency and it
reflects the initial steps leading to the formation of the
acylated enzyme, k1k2/(k�1 � k2).12 Using non-linear


���� 02 &������'&����� ���������� 
	� (��)�������!�"
��"�	���� 	
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Substrate KM (mM)
kcat


(103 min�1)
(kcat/KM)


(107 M�1 min�1)


BzCh 0.17 � 0.01 19 � 1 11
RQBz 0.28 � 0.02 4.4 � 0.1 1.6
SQBz 0.13 � 0.02 0.25 � 0.01 0.2
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regression, KM, kcat and the apparent bimolecular rate
constants (kcat/KM) were calculated for the hydrolysis of
benzoate esters by BChE. Kinetic constants and standard
errors are displayed in Table 1.


Despite the marked difference in experimentally
observed kcat, the difference in KM values between
substrates was relatively small. Because of the relatively
small k2, KM can be used as a measure of the binding
affinity of SQBz and RQBz. Actual KM values determined
for the quinuclidinium substrates indicate that the binding
affinity RQBz toward BChE is approximately 2-fold lower
than that of SQBz. The greater affinity of the S-enantiomer
towards the active site indicates that the binding of that
substrate does not always lead to the tetrahedral
intermediate and therefore hydrolysis proceeds at a much
slower rate than that of the R-enantiomer or BzCh.


A change of the alcohol part from the charged
quaternary ammonium choline moiety in BzCh to
quinuclidinium resulted in a decreased catalytic effi-
ciency of BChE for both enantiomers. The activity trend
for both kcat and kcat/KM was BzCh � RQBz � SQBz.
The combined effects on KM and kcat resulted in a 7-fold
reduction for RQBz and a 53-fold reduction in the
apparent bimolecular rate constant for SQBz compared
with BzCh. A comparison of the substrate acylation rates
for the quinuclidinium derivatives showed that despite
the lower affinity towards the enzyme, the R-enantiomer
acylates the serine in the active site 8-fold faster. The
catalytic first-order rate constant (kcat) for quinuclidinium
derivatives reveals an 18-fold slower reaction for the S-
enantiomer. Since k3 is the same for all substrates, the
difference in the kcat values indicates that the major
reason for the 4-fold slower reaction of RQBz and the 76-
fold slower reaction of SQBz compared with BzCh lies in
the acylation step (Scheme 1).


The tested quinuclidinium benzoate esters are poorer
substrates for BChE than butyrylcholine, which is a good
substrate.13 Hence it can be assumed that catalysis is
limited by substrate orientation or a possible unimolecu-
lar isomerization step, as proposed for some other
substrates.14 Possible alternative binding modes in the
active gorge can compete with that which leads to the
tetrahedral intermediate and hydrolysis.


From the difference in free energy, ��G‡, one can
determine the selectivity of the reaction and the optical
purity of the product when performing the resolution of
enantiomers.15 ��G‡ was calculated from the ratio of
‘specificity constants’ (kcat/KM) obtained for RQBz and
SQBz. The value of 1.25 kcal mol�1 corresponds to an
enantiomeric excess of 78% (50% conversion) in favor of
the R-enantiomer.


 ��
������5*�+ �	�/�7�
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Three different benzoate esters and butyrylcholine were


docked into the active site of BChE by utilizing the
AutoDock program. We chose to explore the binding at
the active site of the enzyme to see whether differences in
interaction with those residues can explain the rates of
hydrolyses. Furthermore, observed differences in binding
in the ground states are probably also important for the
stability of the tetrahedral intermediates.


According to the energy values and substrate orienta-
tions in the BChE–ester complexes, AutoDock generated
two clusters of binding orientations for all substrates in
the active site. Based on the knowledge of the mechanism
of hydrolysis of AChE and BChE,12 we chose the most
probable orientation obtained for BuCh which can result
in the most stable tetrahedral intermediate during
hydrolysis (Fig. 3).


That orientation was then compared with all other
similar orientations obtained for the benzoate esters
(Table 2). However, AutoDock is not able to deal with
conformational flexibility of the enzyme, so that should
be taken into account when evaluating these results.


The results obtained from flexible ligand docking
revealed that all esters have similar interactions in the
active site. There are three energetically favourable
regions for the interaction of the tested esters with the
active site of BChE: (1) the hydrophobic region, which


1����� �2 #%	 	������	�� 	
 (��� 	�����" �� *�+���
����" "	�$�� %�� ,��	�	�$ -. � ��� ����� ��� 	
 (��)/
������� � 0�1.2� $��� �	���3� ��� �	�� ������������ 
��	���
���� 	������	� %�� ��� ����	��� ��	�� �	���" �	%��"�
�������� ���"4 ������� 2 0�1.�- $��� �	���3� ����	��� ��	��
	�����" �	%��"� 	+���	� �	��. #%	 �������� 	�����" 
	�
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�	�������" �� ��� "�� 9���� �������	�� 0)�"93 ��"
�������	� ������ �	�������" �� ������	����� �������	��
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Substrate
EFIE


(kcal mol�1)
EvdW


(kcal mol�1)
EElect


(kcal mol�1)


BuCh �7.13 �6.62 �0.51
BzCh �8.81 �8.31 �0.50
RQBz �8.72 �8.77 0.05
SQBz �8.71 �8.87 0.16


a 1 kcal = 4.184 kJ.
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includes the propyl group and the benzene ring interact-
ing with the amino acids of the acyl pocket, (Leu285,
Val287, Trp233, Phe400, Phe331); (2) the carbonyl electro-
static region, which includes partial hydrogen bonds
formed between the carbonyl oxygen of substrates and
the amide backbone hydrogen of Gly119 or hydroxyl
hydrogen of Ser200, and the electrostatic interaction
between the electrophylic carbonyl carbon of substrate
and �-oxygen of catalytic Ser200; and (3) the ammonium
electrostatic region, which includes strong cation–�


interaction of the ammonium moiety of substrate with
the indole ring of Trp84 and close contacts with
carboxylate of Glu199 and aromatic ring of Tyr130


(Scheme 2).
BuCh was docked to test whether AutoDock can


reproduce the binding of the ‘natural’ substrate of BChE.
The docking results obtained for this ligand showed two
main ways of binding which differed only in the position
of the carbonyl group of the substrate (Fig. 3). The
orientation with slightly lower energy was the one with a
direct H-bond between the carbonyl group and the
hydroxyl group of Ser200, which showed the strongest
tendency to form a hydrogen bond. The second com-
plex obtained differed only slightly in energy
(0.08 kcal mol�1) but described nicely the expected
mode of binding (Fig. 4). The distances of the carbonyl
oxygen atom from the amide nitrogen atom of Gly118 and
Gly119 were 4.0 and 2.9 Å, respectively, and the distance
of the carbonyl carbon atom from the �-oxygen atom of
the catalytic Ser200 was 3.2 Å. Hydrophobic interactions
in the acyl pocket are between the propyl chain of the
substrate and Leu288, Val290, Phe400, Phe331 and Trp233.
The cation–� interactions between the quaternary
ammonium group and Trp84 are very important in
binding of the charged choline moiety.16 The quaternary
ammonium group of BuCh is oriented in such a way that


 ����� 3
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the cation–� interactions with the indole ring of Trp84 are
optimal, the distance to the centre of the indole ring being
3.7–4.5 Å. This group also interacts with Glu199 (	3.0 Å
from the N� atom and one methyl group to the OE2
oxygen of glutamic acid), but it was proved by mutation
studies that Trp84 is more important for efficient
catalysis.17


5���	��� �
���
2 In many respects the Michaelis
complexes obtained with flexible ligand docking display
interactions with the active site residues that are very
similar to those obtained for BuCh. For all benzoates, the
most energetically favourable orientation was that with
the H-bond with the catalytic Ser200, while the orientation
in which the carbonyl group is pointed toward the
oxyanion hole was slightly higher in energy as obtained
for BuCh (Fig. 3). The modelling of the benzoate esters in
the acyl pocket indicated that the acyl pocket provides a
tight fit for the phenyl ring. The van der Waals energy is
	2 kcal mol�1 higher in the case of the phenyl ring
compared with the propyl group of BuCh. It is worth
noting that the phenyl ring of all substrates has almost
exactly the same location in the acyl pocket making a T-
shaped aromatic complex with Phe331, Phe400 and Trp233


and having close contacts with Leu288 and Val290. This
strong interactions and lower flexibility of the phenyl ring
resulted in a longer distance of the carbonyl carbon atom
from the �-oxygen of the catalytic Ser200, 4.0 Å for BzCh,
4.5 Å for RQBz and 4.7 Å for SQBz. Furthermore, the
distances of the carbonyl oxygen atom and the amide
nitrogen atom of Gly119 were extended to 3.8, 4.1 and
4.7 Å for BzCh, RQBz and SQBz, respectively (Fig. 4).


The quaternary ammonium group of BzCh is located at
the same position as that of BuCh, while the positions of
the quinuclidiniums are in a less favourable position. The
nitrogen and adjacent methylenic groups of (R)-quinu-
clidinium are 3.8–5.0 Å from the centre of the indole ring
of Trp84. The position of the same atoms in (S)-
quinuclidinium is even more distant from Trp84 (4.9–


5.8 Å), but is closer to Glu199 (2.7–3.5 Å). Therefore,
cation–� stabilization of the alcohol part of RQBz and
especially of SQBz is lower than in the case of choline
esters, and that is probably the main contributor to the
lower reaction rates.


Overlay of carbonyl groups of all obtained structures
(cluster 2) by flexible ligand docking showed that all
substrates ended in a similar orientation regarding the
position of the quaternary nitrogen atom and the carbonyl
group, except for SQBz (Fig. 5).


The quinuclidinium part of SQBz is properly posi-
tioned in the complex with the active site when its
carbonyl oxygen is turned toward His440 and makes a
hydrogen bond with Ser200. Such an orientation of SQBz,
which is unsuitable for hydrolysis, may contribute
significantly to its binding to the enzyme, explaining
why the S-enantiomer of QBz is a poor substrate for
BChE.


This knowledge should facilitate the search for and
identification of other structural analogues likely to
exhibit improved stereoselectivity towards BChE.
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ABSTRACT: Kinetic data on the enolization reaction of 3-acetyl-5-methylisoxazole, 5-acetyl-3-methylisoxazole,
3(5)-acetylpyrazole and some previously studied acetylheterocycles have been the object of a comprehensive ab initio
analysis. Enolization rate constants were measured spectrophotometrically by the halogen trapping technique at 25°C
and ionic strength of 0.3 mol dm�3 in water, in acetate buffers, in dilute hydrochloric acid, in dilute sodium hydroxide
and in the presence of some metal ion salts. In the spontaneous (water) and base (acetate) catalysed reactions the
ketones investigated are generally more reactive than acetophenone, according to the electron-withdrawing effect of
the heterocyclic ring compared with the benzene ring. In particular, acetylisoxazoles, 3(5)-acetylpyrazole and
acetylthiazoles are more reactive than acetylfurans, 2-acetylpyrrole and acetylthiophenes respectively, and this can be
attributed to the additional effect of the second heteroatom in the heterocyclic moiety. On the other hand, the
compounds investigated are generally less reactive than acetophenone in the H3O�-catalysed reaction. Ab initio
calculations on the relative stability of the protonated and unprotonated forms of the substrates investigated have been
compared with the kinetic results obtained in acid solutions. As far as the metal ion catalysis is concerned, an
approach in terms of ��E can give an estimate of the combined contributions of charge densities and frontier orbitals
to the interaction of the substrate with the metal ion catalyst. A comparison of experimental metal activating factor
values and ab initio calculations outlines the importance of charge density on the carbonyl oxygen atom of
acetylheterocycles with one heteroatom. An analogous comparison for acetylheterocycles with two heteroatoms
suggests the formation of a chelate complex or transition state, in which the metal ion coordinates both the carbonyl
oxygen and the aza nitrogen, whenever these two atoms are suitably placed within the molecular structure of the
acetylheterocycle. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: metal ion catalysis; ab initio calculations; Enolization reactions; acid–base catalysis
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Lewis acid catalysis by metal ions provides alternative
pathways for specific acid-catalysed enolization reactions
of ketones and comparisons of catalysis by metal ions and
hydronium ion is a subject of considerable interest.1 We
have recently investigated2 the effect of the addition of
metal ions (e.g. Cu2�, Zn2�, Ni2�) in the enolization
reaction of acetophenone and a number of aromatic five-
membered acetylheterocycles in aqueous solutions. The
effectiveness of metal ion catalysis depends primarily


upon ‘hardness’ and ‘softness’ of the carbonyl group and
of the metal ion catalyst. With the use of a simple relative
number, the metal activating factor (MAF) value, i.e. the
ratio between the catalytic constants for metal ion
catalysis kM and that for proton catalysis kH, we have
defined as ‘soft’ the carbonyl groups of 3-acetyl-N-
methylpyrrole2b (3AP) and 2-acetylpyrrole2c (2APH) as
they enolize equally well (or faster) in the presence of the
above-mentioned metal ions and in the presence of the
hydronium ion. On the contrary, the carbonyl groups of
acetophenone, 2- and 3-acetylthiophenes2a (2AT and
3AT), 2-acetylfuran2b (2AF) and 5-acetylthiazole2c


(5ATZ) can be defined ‘hard’, as the hydronium ion is
a much more effective catalyst than any of the metal ions
investigated in the enolization reaction. The formation of
a chelate complex between the metal ion and the
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acetylheterocycle, enolizing much faster than the un-
complexed substrate, was detected only for 2-acetylpy-
ridine3 and 2-acetylimidazole (2AI),2d probably due to
the relatively high basicities of these substrates. On the
other hand, the relatively high MAF values measured for
the less basic 2- and 4-acetylthiazole (2ATZ and 4ATZ)
were attributed2c to a transition state in which the metal
cation coordinates both the carbonyl oxygen and the aza
nitrogen atoms. 3-Acetyl-5-methylisoxazole (3AIO), 5-
acetyl-3-methylisoxazole (5AIO) and 3(5)-acetylpyra-
zole [3(5)APz] possess (Scheme 1), as 2-acetylpyridine,
2AI, 2ATZ and 4ATZ do, ‘pyridine-like’ nitrogen
atoms. In two of them, i.e. 3AIO and the tautomer
3APz, this aza nitrogen atom is located in a position that
could assist proton transfer by forming with the metal
cation a chelate complex or transition state. Within this
framework we have studied the enolization reaction of
the title ketones in water, in dilute hydrochloric acid, in
dilute sodium hydroxide, in acetate buffer solutions and
in the presence of Zn2�, Ni2� and Cu2� solutions, at
25.0 � 0.1°C and at a constant ionic strength of
0.3 mol dm�3 (KCl or NaClO4).


Ab initio calculations on the same three and some
previously investigated acetylheterocycles have been
carried out: (i) to evaluate the influence of the thermo-
dynamic contribution to the acid-catalysed enolizations;
(ii) to correlate the calculated charge density on the
carbonyl oxygen atoms and the energy of the substrate–
metal ion interaction with the experimental rate constants
for metal ion catalysis; (iii) to test further the validity of
the previously suggested mechanisms2c for metal ion
catalysis via the formation of a chelate complex (or
transition state) in which the metal ion coordinates both
the carbonyl oxygen and the aza nitrogen whenever these
two atoms are suitably placed within the molecular
structure of the acetylheterocycle; (iv) to estimate the
relative stability of the two tautomeric forms of 3(5)APz
of Scheme 1.
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The enolization reactions were followed spectrophoto-
metrically by the well-established halogen-trapping
procedure as described previously.2 The iodination
reactions (in hydrochloric acid, in acetate buffers and in


salt solutions) were followed under pseudo-zero-order
conditions2 and the rate law had the form shown in Eqn.
(1), where S refers to the substrate and [I2]tot refers to the
total concentration of iodine ([I2] � [I3


�]):


�d�I2�tot�dt � ke�S� �1�


Under the experimental conditions adopted, the rate-
determining step is the formation of the enol or enolate
ion and there is no evidence of reversibility of the
iodination reaction.


The bromination reactions (in dilute sodium hydroxide
solution) were followed under pseudo-first-order condi-
tions in solutions containing a slight excess of bromine as
previously described2a–c,e and the rate law was given by:


�d�OBr���dt � ke�S� �2�


-���������� �� ��'+� ��'+ ��� ������� �� ���&��
�	�������� ���0 Reaction rates were measured with a
concentration of 3AIO of about 1 	 10�2 mol dm�3,
5AIO of about 2 	 10�3 mol dm�3 and 3(5)APz of about
5 	 10�3 mol dm�3; [HCl] was in the range 0.0025–
0.25 mol dm�3 and [I�] = 2, 5 or 10 	 10�3 mol dm�3.
The observed rate law was given by Eqn. (3) with ke


being of the form shown in Eqn. (1):


ke � kH2O � kH�H�� �3�


The intercepts, kH2O, of Eqn. (3) measure the ‘water’ rate
constants, whereas kH refers to the H3O�-catalysed rate
constants. Values of ke calculated from Eqn. (3) using
evaluated kH2O and kH values agree with experimental
values to within 5% in an interval of H3O� concentration
at least of a factor of 100.


The results obtained are collected in Table 1, together
with analogous results previously obtained for acetophe-
none and some other acetylheterocycles.


-���������� �� ��'+� ��'+ ��� ������� �� ������
�&����
0 The observed rate constants ke [Eqn. (1)] were
of the form shown in Eqn. (4), where kAcO represents the
second-order rate constant for the acetate-catalysed
reaction and the intercept ko represents the rate constant
for the water and the (very small) specific catalysis
contributions.


ke � ko � kAcO�AcO�� �4�


Several sets of ke values were measured for the three
ketones at buffer ratios r = [AcO�]/[AcOH] = 0.5, 1, 3
and 5 for 5AIO, 1 and 5 for 3AIO and 3 and 5 for
3(5)APz, each set at four or more different concentrations
of acetate, [AcO�], in a range of approximately a factor
of ten. The values of ke showed no evidence of general
acid catalysis by the acidic component of the buffer, as


#���� �
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they were found to be independent of r. The correlation
coefficient of the straight line of Eqn. (4) was, for each
substrate, higher than 0.999 and the standard error of kAcO


was within 5%.
A slight linear dependence of ke on the concentration


of [I2]tot was observed in the case of 3AIO and kAcO


values for this ketone were extrapolated to zero [I2]tot


concentration. The reason of this dependence is not
understood.


The results obtained for acetate catalysis are reported
in Table 1.


-���������� �� ��'+� ��'+ �� ���&�� 
���&� �	����
����0 Ionization rates in dilute aqueous hydroxide [NaOH
concentration in the range (0.1–2.5) 	 10�2 mol dm�3]
were measured as rates of bromination using the rate law
given by Eqn. (2).


The second-order rate constants kOH obtained from
Eqn. (5) are reported in Table 1.


ke � k
o � kOH�OH�� �5�


Values of ke calculated from Eqn. (5) using experimental


)���� �0 ���� �����������
 ��
���
�� �123� �
� �����%��� ��
���
�� 45��� ����� ���6 7�� �$	 	
��������
 �7 ��	���$	
�
	 �
�
���	 ��	�%�$	�	���%��	� �� &8°# �
� ��
�� ���	
'�$ "�� ��� ���� 5 �#� �� 1#�-96


Substrate kH2O (10�9)/s�1 kH (10�6) kAcO (10�7) kOH (10�1) pKBH� Ref.


3AIO 86.7 2.16 435 1.93 �3.79 this work


5AIO 193 1.29 1510 37.4 �3.58 this work


3(5)APz 16.5 5.97 30.9 – 0.09 this work


2ATZ 70.5 3.19 328 3.16 �0.69 2c


4ATZ 28.3 6.89 45.0 0.68 �0.45 2c


5ATZ 279 2.69 83.6 1.89 0.45 2c


2AF 6.72 11.8 10.7 4.08 2b


3AF 33.3 14.8 4.38 0.22 2c


2AS 36.0 2.99 6.41 2.00 2c


2AT 2.00 3.95 5.80 2.75 �4.14a 2a


3AT 2.20 11.8 6.60 2.46 2a


2APH 27.7 3.43 3.91 – 2c


3AP 154 10.6 250 1.59 2b


A 4.1 10.0b 8.40b 2.37c �3.46d 2a


a Ref. 4.
b Ref. 5.
c Ref. 6.
d Ref. 7.
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k�o and kOH values agree with experimental values to
within 5%. No OH� catalysis was detected for 3(5)APz,
as this compound is probably acidic enough to be
appreciably dissociated under the basic conditions
adopted [pyrazole has pKa 14.28a and 3(5)APz should
be even more acidic].


!�������������	
�� ����������� �� ��'+� ��'+ ���
�������0 The effect of the presence of Zn2�, Ni2� and
Cu2� on the rates of enolization of the three substrates
was studied in unbuffered solutions (pH 4–6). Substrate
concentrations were ca (2–5) 	 10�3 mol dm�3 and the
concentrations of I2 and I� were the same as those for the
reactions in the absence of metal ions. Rates were
measured at several metal ion concentrations in the range
(2.5–75) 	 10�3 mol dm�3. In the case of Cu2� the
concentration range (0.25–7.5) 	 10�3 mol dm�3 was
chosen instead, in order to avoid precipitation of CuI2


(and/or Cu2I2).
Values of ke for 3AIO and 3(5)APz showed a linear


increase with increasing metal ion concentration accord-
ing to:


ke � ko � kM�M2�� �6�


where [M2�] represents the molar concentration of Zn2�,
Ni2� or Cu2� and kM represents the second-order rate
constant for the metal-ion-catalysed reaction. The
correlation coefficients of the straight lines of Eqn. (6)
were, in all cases, higher than 0.990 and the standard
error of kM was within 5%.


There was no evidence of saturation even at the highest
metal ion concentration used, which is at variance with
the behaviour previously observed with more basic
substrates such as 2-acetylpyridine3 and 2-acetylimida-
zole.2d On the other hand, no metal ion catalysis was
observed for 5AIO.


The results obtained are collected in Table 2.


�� ������ ��&������
0 As the accepted mechanism9 for
the acid-catalysed enolization reaction involves a pre-
equilibrium proton transfer to the carbonyl group, with
subsequent C—H ionization being assisted by the solvent
or the conjugate base of the acid catalyst, the overall rate
constant can be dissected into a kinetic term, kv, and a
thermodynamic term, 1/KBH� (where KBH� is the acid
dissociation constant of the protonated acetylhetero-
cycle), according to:


kH � kv�KBH� �7�


The relative stability of the unprotonated (B) and
protonated (BH�) forms of some 2-and 3-acetylhetero-
cycles (pyrrole, thiophene and furan derivatives) can be
evaluated by ab initio calculations according to the
aqueous solvation model.10 The results are collected in
Table 3.


A similar mechanism could be proposed for the metal
ion catalysis; however, no experimental evidence for the
formation of a complex between the substrate and the
metal ion has been found for a series of acetylhetero-
cycles with one ring heteroatom2 (with the notable
exception of 2-acetylpyridine3). The observed metal ion
catalysis can be interpreted according to the perturbation
teory,11 which provides semi-quantitative interpretation
of relative reactivities in terms of the interactions of
frontier orbitals [highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO)–lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)]
and/or the electrostatic interactions between the species
involved. Ab initio calculations on the acetylheterocycles
investigated have been run and charge densities on their
carbonyl oxygen atoms (and aza nitrogen atoms if
appropriate) as well as the energies of their HOMOs
have been derived. The results obtained are collected in
Table 2.


 '#$,##'+(


Inspection of the rate constants collected in Table 1
shows that 3(5)APz, 3AIO and 5AIO are more reactive
than acetophenone in the ‘water’ and acetate-catalysed
reactions. This fact can be easily accounted for by the
electron-withdrawing effects of the heterocyclic rings,
compared with the benzene ring, which should make the
acetyl hydrogen atoms more easily removable by a base.
This behaviour (with a few exceptions for the acetate
reaction)2b,c appears to be quite general for acetylhetero-
cycles compared with acetophenone. By the same token,
the presence of the second ring heteroatom explains why
3(5)APz is eight times more reactive than 2APH in the
acetate-catalysed reaction. Similarly 3AIO and 5AIO are
respectively 40 and 140 times more reactive than 2AF,
and 2ATZ and 4ATZ are eight and 56 times more
reactive than 2AT in the same reaction. The prevalence
of the inductive over the resonance effect in the
protonation and the electrophilic substitution reactions
of azoles compared with pyrrole, furan and thiophene has
already been pointed out.8


The rate constant for the OH�-catalysed reaction of
5AIO is about 20 times higher than that of 3AIO, and this
is in agreement with the strong inductive electron-
withdrawing effect of the ring oxygen atom and the fact
that kOH of 2AF is 19 times higher than kOH of 3AF.2e


However, the kOH values of the different acetylhetero-
cycles are generally difficult to rationalize as they are
rather insensitive2 to the structure of the ketone. Indeed,
for most of the substrates in Table 1 the kOH values vary
within a factor of about six (notable exceptions are the
values of 5AIO and 3AF discussed above).


As expected, in the light of the accepted mechanism9


for the acid-catalysed enolization reaction, 3(5)APz,
3AIO, 5AIO and most acetylheterocycles are vice versa
less reactive than acetophenone in the hydronium-
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' $	�	������ 5�6 �
� =��$ �=� ��
' $	�	������� 5;6


Substrate


kZn/10�8 dm3


mol�1 s�1


(MAF values)


kCu/10�8 dm3


mol�1 s�1


(MAF values)


kNi/10�8 dm3


mol�1 s�1


(MAF values)
Charge on oxygen


(Charge on nitrogen)
HOMO/hartrees


(kcal mol�1) kCu/kZn


One ring heteroatom


2AF 3.56 (0.011) 0.00 26.6 (0.079) �0.348 �0.2193 (�137.6) –


2AT 20.9 (0.059) 23.5 (0.059) 0.00 �0.359 �0.2226 (�139.7) 1.10


3AT 19.0 (0.016) 14.1 (0.012) 0.00 �0.354 �0.2183 (�136.9) 0.700


2AS 147 (0.49) 94.6 (0.32) 0.00 �0.362 �0.2238 (�140.4) 0.600


3AF 281 (0.19) 792 (0.54) 50.6 (0.03) �0.370 �0.2101 (�131.8) 2.80


2APH 441 (1.30) 6790 (20:0) 1060 (3.09) �0.391 �0.2128 (�133.5) 15.4


3AP 3200 (3.00) 788000 (740) 31800 (30) �0.372 �0.2004 (�125.8) 246


Two ring heteroatoms


5AIO 0.00 0.00 0.00 �0.330 �0.2345 (�147.1) –


3AIO 3730 (17.3) 1090 (5.05) 261 (1.21) �0.334 (�0.085) �0.2266 (�142.2) 0.300


2ATZ 5510 (17.0) 131000 (410) 19600 (61.4) �0.348 (�0.224) �0.2318 (�145.5) 23.8


4ATZ 1530 (2.20) 299000 (430) 6470 (9.39) �0.349 (�0.211) �0.2226 (�139.7) 195


3(5)APz 1360 (2.28) 48800 (81.7) 1590 (2.66) �0.350a (�0.184)a,b


�0.364c (�0.168)c,b
�0.2145a (�134.6)a


�0.2349c (�147.4)c
35.9


a Values calculated for the 3APz tautomer.
b Charge on N–2.
c Values calculated for the 5APz tautomer.
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��	� 526 7���� �7 ���	 ��	�%�$	�	���%��	�


BH� �383.26169 �461.93115 �706.27506 �706.27558 �363.41189 �402.73025
B �382.83673 �.461.50161 �705.85518 �705.84917 �362.98411 �402.29405
�EB�BH�


(kcal mol�1)
0.42496


(266.67)
0.42954


(269.54)
0.41988


(263.48)
0.42641


(267.58)
0.42778


(268.44)
0.43620


(273.72)
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catalysed reaction, again due to the electron-withdrawing
effect of the heterocyclic rings. In particular, in substrates
with only one ring heteroatom, the more basic 3-acetyl
derivatives react faster than their 2-acetyl isomers. This
interpretation of the results for acid catalysis is supported
by ab initio calculations, which show that the energy
difference between the unprotonated and protonated
forms of 3-acetyl heterocycles {��E(B�BH�)3} is higher
than that of the corresponding 2-acetyl isomers
{��E(B�BH�)2} [i.e. ��E(B�BH�)(3 � 2) 2.87 kcal mol�1,
4.10 kcal mol�1 and 5.28 kcal mol�1 for the acetylfurans,
the acetylthiophenes and the acetylpyrroles respectively
(see Table 3)]. However, for the acetylheterocycles with
two ring heteroatoms, generally there is not a correspon-
dence between thermodynamic and kinetic basicities, as
for most of the substrates investigated the thermody-
namic protonation site is the aza-nitrogen rather than the
carbonyl oxygen atom. Therefore, similar ��E(B�BH�)


calculations were not performed for the latter com-
pounds.


Interestingly for the substrates with an anomalously
high (5AIO) or low (3AF) kOH value, an anomalously
low (5AIO) or high (3AF) kH value has also been found.
The overall variation of kH for the investigated
compounds so far (Table 1) is only a factor of 11, as
expected from the well-known fact that the H3O�-
catalysed enolization reaction of monocarbonyl com-
pounds is not very sensitive12 to the molecular structure
of the substrate.


As for metal-ion catalysis, let us first discuss the
acetylheterocycles with one ring heteroatom (Table 2).
Rate enhancements for these substrates were previous-
ly2a,b,e attributed to coordination of the carbonyl oxygen
atom by the metal cation in the transition state of the
enolization reaction and the effectiveness of catalysis was


related to the hardness and softness of their carbonyl
groups.2c,e


Ab initio calculations on 2AF, 3-acetylfuran (3AF),
2AT, 3AT, 2-acetylselenphene (2AS) and 3AP have
highlighted the existence of a linear correlation (n = 6,
r = 0.954) between the rate constant for the Zn2�-
catalysed reaction and the relative charge density on
the carbonyl oxygen atom (Fig. 1). The rate constants for
the Zn2�-catalysed reaction have been conveniently
expressed as the logarithm of the rate constant [ln(kZn i/
kZn ref)] with reference to that of 3AP (kZn ref).


On the other hand, a comparison of the above catalytic
effects of Zn2� with those observed for Cu2� points to an
additional contribution arising from the interaction
between frontier orbitals. According to Klopman13


(based on the ionization potentials and the electronic
affinities reported by Moore)14 Cu2� is a softer cation
than Zn2� or Ni2� (En = �2.16 eV, �1.57 eV and
�0.24 eV respectively). In fact, catalysis by Cu2� is
more efficient than that by Zn2� for 3AP and 3AF, in
agreement with the higher energy values of the HOMOs
of these substrates compared with the HOMOs of the
other substrates containing one ring heteroatom in Table
2. A correlation between charge density and rate
constants for the Cu2�-catalysed reaction, similar to that
discussed above for Zn2� catalysis, shows a strong
deviation from linearity for 3AP (see Fig. 2). This is the
substrate with the HOMO of highest energy and the
contribution due to the interaction of the frontier orbitals
clearly cannot be neglected for this acetylheterocycle.


In conclusion, the linearity of the correlations of Figs 1
and 2 outlines the paramount importance of charge
density on the carbonyl oxygen atom as a molecular
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descriptor of the Lewis (but not Brønsted) basicity of the
acetylheterocycles containing one ring heteroatom of
Table 2 (with the exception of 3AP toward Cu2�).


A closer insight into the Zn2� catalysis in the
enolization reaction has been achieved from the linear
correlation (n = 6, r = 0.949) obtained by plotting the
relative reactivity, [ln(kZn i/kZn ref)], of the acetylhetero-
cycles (containing one ring heteroatom) in Table 2
against the energy difference for the interaction of these
substrates with the Zn2� cation, calculated in the vacuum
with reference to 3AP (Fig. 3).


This approach in terms of ��E, unlike that in terms of
charge density, can give an estimate of the combined
contributions of charges and frontier orbitals to the
interaction of the substrate with the metallic catalyst. The
��Ei�ref. values were evaluated by neglecting the
contribution due to solvation (responsible for the
exoergonicity of the process), which should be similar
for the different substrates and probably cancel out* in
the calculation of ��Ei�ref.. It was also assumed that the
��E values are proportional to the real ��G# as the
process under investigation occurs in a condensed phase
(PV = 0, �U � �H) and it also seems reasonable to
neglect both the perturbation induced by the coordinating
metal ion on the vibrational motion (��Evibrational) and
the entropy variation (��S about zero at room tempera-
ture).


2APH has been excluded from the correlations of Figs
1–3 because of the unique hydrogen-bonding properties
of its N—H group with the solvent.


Let us now discuss the acetylheterocycles with two


ring heteroatoms (Table 2). Calculations have been
performed on 3AIO, 5AIO, 3(5)APz, 2ATZ and
4ATZ. Interestingly, the charge density on the carbonyl
oxygen atoms of these substrates is lower (less negative
values) than that calculated for the one ring heteroatom
substrates in Table 2. Thus the present ab initio
calculations support the previous2c interpretation that
the exceptionally high metal ion catalysis for acetyl-
heterocycles with two heteroatoms comes from the
formation (where possible) of a chelate complex or
transition state (the two pathways are kinetically indis-
tinguishable) in which the Zn2� ion coordinates both the
carbonyl oxygen atom and the aza group. In particular,
for 3(5)APz, the tendency to form a chelate complex is so
strong that the tautomeric equilibrium of Scheme 1 is
completely shifted towards the 3-acetyl derivative,
which, according to our calculations (see Table S1
available as supplementary material at www.wiley.
com/epoc), per se is less stable than the 5-acetyl tautomer
in the gas phase, and is only slightly more abundant at
equilibrium in aqueous solution.


Our ab initio calculations also account for the absence
of metal ion catalysis in the enolization reaction of 5AIO.
Indeed, the formation of the complex 5AIO–Zn2� would
be characterized by the highest absolute value of
��Ei�ref (calculated from data of Table S1 available as
supplementary material at www.wiley.com/epoc) and the
highest residual positive charge density on the zinc cation
[Mulliken charges on Zn2� in the substrate–Zn2�


complex are: 5AIO, 1.224; 3AIO, 1.131; 3(5)APz,
1.112; 4ATZ, 1.108; 2ATZ, 1.111]. This is in agreement
with a poor charge delocalization within the complex
(due to the impossibility for the aza nitrogen atom to
chelate the metal cation) as well as with the low energy
value of the HOMO of 5AIO.


Only a weak metal ion catalysis by Ni2� was
evidenced for the title substrates, as well as for some
other acetylheterocycles (i.e. 2AT,2a 3AT,2a 2AS,2e and
3AF.2e) The lack of an exhaustive series of kinetic data
did not allow a proper ab initio analysis of Ni2� catalysis.


In general, the stabilities of the complexes between the
acetylheterocycles with two ring heteroatoms in Table 2
and metal ions depend on the Lewis basicities of both the
pyridine-like nitrogen and the oxygen carbonyl atoms.
Consequently, the complex can be qualitatively analysed
in terms of electrostatic interactions and of overlapping
of frontier orbitals. The presence of a significant negative
charge density on both the carbonyl oxygen and the aza
nitrogen atoms is an essential factor in determining the
existence of a chelate metal catalysis, whereas a high
value of the HOMO energy suggests an effective
overlapping of the frontier orbitals and a considerable
reduction of the ion–substrate distance in the chelate
complex. Thus 2ATZ, which is the most sensitive
substrate to Zn2� catalysis among the acetylheterocycles
with two ring heteroatoms, is characterized by the highest
values of charge density on the aza nitrogen atom (Table
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*Additional calculations [suggested by one reviewer and performed
using a more recent program (GAMESS)] that take into account
differential solvation effects give a very similar linear plot, albeit with
a worse correlation coefficient (r = 0.88).
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2). On the other hand, 4ATZ, which is the most sensitive
substrate to Cu2� catalysis among the acetylheterocycles
with two ring heteroatoms, has a high value for its
HOMO energy (Table 2).


Finally, the good correlation coefficient (r = 0.991) of
the linear plot of ln(kCu i/kCu ref) against ��Ei�ref. (Fig. 4)
for 3AP, 2ATZ, 4ATZ and 3(5)APz (i.e. for the most
sensitive substrates to Cu2� catalysis) highlights the
importance of the proposed approach in terms of ��E to
estimate the combined contributions of charges and
frontier orbitals to the interaction of the acetylhetero-
cycles with the Cu2� cation.


$+($.,#'+(#


The efficiency of metal ion catalysis in the enolization
reaction of acetophenone and a number of acetylhetero-
cycles was previously2c,e rationalized in terms of ‘hard’
and ‘soft’15 carbonyl groups. In this paper we have shown
that ab initio calculations can improve the understanding
of the influence of the factors affecting relative reactivity.
The substrates investigated can consequently be divided
in two groups: group I acetylheterocycles, which form
transition states or intermediate complexes by interaction
of the metal cation with the oxygen carbonyl atom, and
group II acetylheterocycles, which form a chelate
complex or transition state with the metal ion.


In turn, compounds of group I can be subdivided in
three sub-groups: group Ia contains less reactive
substrates (2AT, 3AT, 2AF, 5AIO, 5ATZ), character-
ized by ‘hard’ carbonyl groups, with MAF �1; group Ib
substrates (2AS, 3AF) characterized by ‘borderline’
carbonyl groups, for which 0.1 � MAF � 1; group Ic
contains more reactive substrates bearing a ‘soft’
carbonyl group (2APH,2c 3AP), with MAF � 1. In


particular, for 3AP the high metal ion catalysis appears
to be due to a dominant contribution from the overlapping
of frontier orbitals.


The substrates of group II, characterized by relatively
high MAF values (2  MAF  430), display high charge
densities on both the aza nitrogen and the oxygen
carbonyl atom. The proposed classification is summar-
ized in Scheme 2.


Finally, the ratio of the rate constants for Cu2�- and
Zn2�-catalyses can be taken as an indication of the
importance of the overlapping of frontier orbitals in the
interaction of the substrate with the metal cation in the
enolization reaction. High energies of the frontier orbital
(e.g. those of 3AP, 3(5)APz and 4ATZ) are generally
associated with a large (i.e. �30) ratio of the two
experimental rate constants [kCu/kZn are 246, 35.9 and
195, for 3AP, 3(5)APz and 4ATZ respectively].


-2�-*'!-()�.


'�
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The kinetic experiments were carried out with a Jasco V-
550 UV–Vis spectrophotometer equipped with a Hi-tech
rapid kinetic accessory for the faster reactions or with a
Varian Cary 1E spectrophotometer. A 93 Radiometer pH-
meter was used for the pH measurements. 1H and 13C
NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian VXR 300-MHz.


!�������



All inorganic salts [KCl, NaClO4, KI, NaBr, ZnCl2,
NiCl2, Cu(NO3)2] and halogens (I2 and Br2) were
samples of AnalaR grade (Aldrich, Merck or Carlo Erba)
and were used without further purification.


�����	��������	��
������� ���'+�


3AIO was prepared by essentially the same procedure
described in Ref. 16. Acetonylacetone (Aldrich; 2 ml),
HNO3 (d = 1.40 g dm�3; 4 g) and water (6 ml) were
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heated to boiling. The reaction mixture was then allowed
to cool at room temperature. After the addition of 6 ml of
water the compound was extracted with diethyl ether,
dried and distilled under reduced pressure (b.p. 68–69°C
at 20 mmHg; lit.16 65–70°C at 20 mmHg). The identity
of the product was confirmed from its 1H NMR spectrum.


�����	��������	��
������� ���'+�


5AIO was prepared following the procedure described in
Ref. 17 A solution of nitroethane (Aldrich; 7.2 g,
96 mmol) and triethylamine (Aldrich; 20 drops) in dry
benzene was added dropwise to a solution of phenyl
isocyanate (Aldrich; 20.7 g, 174 mmol) and 3-buten-2-
one (Aldrich; 6.7 g, 95 mmol) in dry benzene (35 ml).
After stirring for 1 h, the reaction mixture was refluxed
for one additional hour and cooled. The solid was filtered
off and the filtrate was concentrated to give a yellow oil
which was distilled to afford 5-acetyl-3-methyl-4,5-
dihydroisoxazole (i). Compound i (2.0 g, 15.7 mmol) in
dry benzene (50 ml) and active �-manganese dioxide (5.0
g) were refluxed for 3 h, while the water produced was
removed by means of a Dean–Stark trap. The solid was
filtered through Celite and washed with dry benzene.
Evaporation of the filtrate gave 5-acetyl-3-methylisoxa-
zole, which was then purified by sublimation at 40°C/
20 mmHg: m.p. 72–74°C (lit. m.p. 73–74°C).17 The
identity of the product was confirmed by its 1H and 13C
NMR spectra.


��������	��	������ 5�������6


3(5)APz was prepared according to a literature proce-
dure.18 An ethereal solution of diazomethane was added
dropwise to an ethereal solution of methylethynylketone
at 0°C. After 12 h, evaporation of the solution gave a pale
yellow solid, which on crystallization from petroleum
ether yielded needles of 3(5)-acetylpyrazole: m.p. 100°C
(lit. m.p. 100–101°C).19 The identity of the product was
confirmed by its 1H NMR spectrum.


�/78� ���
&������



The thermodynamic acid dissociation constants of 3AIO
and 5AIO were determined spectrophotometrically. Acid
solutions of appropriate concentrations were made up by
diluting concentrated perchloric acid (ca 11 mol dm�3).
The absorbances D of equivalent amounts of substrate in
aqueous HClO4 of different molarities were measured at
appropriate wavelengths, near �max of the free base B.
The spectra were recorded against blank HClO4 solutions
of the same molarity and the absorbance values D were
taken immediately after the addition of the substrate.
Ionization ratios I were calculated from Eqn. (8), where


DB is the absorbance of the unprotonated substrate, DBH�


that of the conjugate acid and C are molar concentrations
of the specified species.


I � CBH��CB � �DB � D���D � DBH�� �8�


The data were analysed by both the Hammett20a and
the Cox and Yates ‘excess acidity’20b methods. With the
former method, pKBH� was obtained by plotting log I
against the acidity function HA


20a according to:


log I � log�CBH��CB� � �mHA � pKBH� �9�


With the latter method, pKBH� was obtained as the
intercept by plotting the left-hand side of Eqn. (10)
against excess acidity values X20b of the HClO4 solutions:


log I � log CH� � m�X � pKBH� �10�


The average values obtained by the two methods were
as follows:


pKBH� (3AIO) � 3.79(�0.11); (m 1.12, m* 0.55)
pKBH� (5AIO) � 3.58(�0.34); (m 0.93, m* 0.50)


A pKBH� of 0.09 for 3(5)APz was interpolated from a
Hammett correlation reported for a series of monosub-
stituted pyrazoles.21


Though the site of protonation of 3(5)APz is the aza
nitrogen,21 it is not quite clear which is the site of
protonation of 3AIO and 5AIO. However, the following
pieces of evidence point to a carbonyl oxygen rather than
nitrogen protonation: (1) the absorbance of the substrate
increases upon protonation, and this is typical of �,�-
unsaturated carbonyl compounds,22a whereas the absor-
bance of thiazoles, which are protonated on the aza
nitrogen atom, decreases upon protonation;22b (2) the
present acetylisoxazoles, like most �,�-unsaturated
carbonyl compounds,22a follow the HA acidity function
(whereas thiazoles22b and pyridines22c follow the H0


acidity function); (3) by comparing the values of pKBH�


of different heterocyclic compounds for which the aza
nitrogen atom is the site of protonation, it transpires that
the pKBH� of the acetyl-substituted derivative is much
lower (from 2.5 to 4 logarithmic units) than that of the
parent compound [e.g. pKBH� (2-acetylpyridine) 2.643


versus pKBH� (pyridine) 5.2;8a pKBH� (4ATZ) � 0.452c


versus pKBH� (thiazole) 2.5;23 pKBH� (2AI) 3.122d versus
pKBH� (imidazole) 7.1;23 pKBH� (3(5)APz) 0.09 versus
pKBH� (pyrazole) 2.5224]. The pKBH� of 5-methyl-
(�2.01)25 and 3-methyl-isoxazole (�1.62)25 are only
2.17 and 1.57 units higher than those of 3AIO and 5AIO
respectively; nevertheless, both heterocycles behave as
Hammet bases (i.e. follow the H0 acidity function); (4)
the pKBH� values obtained of 3AIO and 5AIO fall within
the ‘sensible pattern’7 of pKBH� values of ketones (i.e.
from �3.1 for acetone to �4.7 for benzophenone) and the
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observed m* values are only slightly higher than that
found for acetophenone (i.e. 0.46).


As expected the pKBH� values of the two isoxazole
isomers are quite similar, as the aza nitrogen is either in
position ortho-like or para-like with respect to the
carbonyl group.


�� ������ ��&������



The DFT ab initio method (non-local density calculations
using the BP86 functional), as implemented in the PC
Spartan Pro v.1.0.3 package, was used throughout this
work. Structures and energies of all acetylheterocycles
and their adducts with the proton and metal ions were
optimized at the SCF level with the pBP/DN** numerical
polarization basis set (equivalent in size to the 6-31G**
Gaussian basis set). Both syn and anti conformations (see


Fig. 5) for all the acetylheterocycles were considered and
the most stable one was selected.


Some molecular and atomic properties of the structures
of minimal energy were evaluated (Mulliken atomic
charge and HOMO OM energies). The lowest energy
structure among the four possible structures of acetyl-
heterocycle–Zn2� adducts, as depicted in Fig. 5, was
selected and used in the ��Ei�ref calculations (see
Discussion section). The structures of the acetylhetero-
cycle–Cu2� adducts have been obtained by replacing
Cu2� for Zn2� ion in each lowest-energy complex
previously selected and the geometries and energies of
the adducts were re-optimized. All lowest-energy
structures of acetylheterocycles and their proton or metal
ion adducts were identified as minima points by
calculating harmonic vibrational frequencies at the DFT
pBP/DN** level. For the basicity comparison of the 3-
and 2-acetylheterocycles (see Results and Discussion
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sections) the hydration energy has also been estimated for
the protonated and the unprotonated forms, using the
SM5.4 procedure of Cramer and co-workers.10
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ABSTRACT: Two SAABA [3- and 4-(�-sulphoalkylamino)benzoic acid] derivatives, 3-(3-sulphopropylamino)-
benzoic acid and 3-(4-sulphobutylamino)benzoic acid, were studied by a potentiometric method to determine two
macroscopic constants (Ka2


and Ka3
) for each derivative. The combination of these values with 13C NMR spectro-


scopic titration data was used to determine their tautomeric (KT) microscopic constants at 25.0°C and ionic strength
1.00 mol dm�3 (KCl). From these results, it was possible to estimate the other microscopic constants and con-
sequently the Hammett substituent constants (�m) for two m-aminoalkylsulphonates and the electronic effects of two
alkylsulphonate substituents separately. For the m-aminoalkylsulphonate substituents the �m values are �0.12 for
m-aminopropylsulphonate and �0.27 for m-aminobutylsulphonate, and therefore the electron-donating effect prevails
when three methylene units are present. On the other hand, in alkylsulphonate substituents, this effect prevails only
for four methylene units. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: macroscopic constants; microscopic constants; electronic effects; 13C NMR spectroscopic titration;
potentiometric titration; tautomerism; 3-(�-sulphoalkylamino)benzoic acids
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3- and 4-(�-sulphoalkylamino)benzoic acids and their
salts, I (SAABA derivatives), are interesting model com-
pounds owing to the presence of ammonium alkanesul-
phonate groups (substituent with acid and basic groups),
which make them similar to essential amino acids.1,2


Also, these compounds contain sulphoalkyl groups and
some of them look like substituted anilinomethanesul-
phonates3 as in sodium p-ethoxyanilinomethanosulpho-
nate, which is pharmacologically active.


Reported pKa values of the anilinium groups for some
compounds (II–V) are given in Table 1. It is important to


note that the media used for the pKa determination of
compounds III and V are very different from the media
used for II and IV, because the acidities of these
compounds differ appreciably. Comparison of these pKa


values for compounds II and III and compounds IV and
V indicates an intense electron-withdrawing effect9


caused by the additional methylsulphonate substituent.
The evaluation of the electronic effects for the


aminoalkylsulphonate substituents [—NH(CH2)nSO�
3 �


and even alkylsulphonates ���CH2�nSO�
3 � in SAABA


can be done by comparing, respectively, the acid
dissociation constants of their carboxylic and ammonium
groups (anilinium) with the acidity constants of benzoic
acid and aminobenzoic acids.10,11


Note that for the SAABA derivatives we used the
established convention: the pKa1


value refers to the
strongest group (—SO3H), pKa2


to the amino groups
��NH�


2 �� and pKa3
to the carboxylic groups (—COOH)


However, some of the meta-substituted SAABA
derivatives can be involved in a branched acid–base
equilibrium system in aqueous medium8,12–15 (Scheme
1), making the evaluation of electronic effects difficult.
When the difference in the pKa values between the
ammonium group and the carboxylic group is high, as in
the para-substituted SAABA and MBMS8 [3-(sulpho-
methylamino)benzoic acid, V in Table 1], the tautomeric
equilibrium (between AH� and AH���) is negligible
(consequently the equilibria represented by KA and KC


are not significant and Ka2
= KB and Ka3


= KD) and the pKa
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values of the acid macroscopic constants (Ka2
and Ka3


)
can be determined by a standard spectrophotometric
titration method. When the pKa values of the ammonium
and carboxylic groups are close, all the related acid
microscopic constants are relevant. However, they cannot
be obtained directly by any single experimental method


and an alternative experimental procedure is necessary to
evaluate the system illustrated in Scheme 1.


A complete elucidation of the thermodynamic cycle in
Scheme 1 can be achieved by the experimental deter-
mination of the acid macroscopic constants and by the
estimation of any one of the acid microscopic constants.


The determination of the acid macroscopic constants
(Ka2


and Ka3
) comprises the following equilibria, when


the tautomeric forms AH� and AH��� (Scheme 1) are
treated collectively as a single species AH.


AH��
2


Ka2


�����
�����AH � H� �1�


AH


Ka3


�����
�����A�� � H� �2�


However, the acid microscopic constants are related to
the macroscopic constants by the following relation-
ships:14,15


Ka2 � KA � KB �3a�


Ka3
�1 � KC


�1 � KD
�1 �3b�


KT � KA


KB
� KD


KC
�3c�


Many experimental methods have been used to esti-
mate the microscopic constants of various compounds,
e.g. for several amino acid analogues, aminobenzoic
acids and a great variety of others, which have two or
more dissociable groups involved in protolysis equili-
bria.16–22 The estimated acid microscopic constants along
with the macroscopic ones allow the elucidation of the
cycle.


In the present work, the investigation of the thermo-
dynamic cycle (Scheme 1) for two meta-substituted
SAABA, 3-(3-sulphopropylamino)benzoic acid
(MBPSH) and 3-(4-sulphobutylamino)benzoic acid
(MBBSH), was carried out by potentiometric and 13C
NMR measurements using benzoic acid as a model
compound.18 From these acid constants, mainly KD and
KB, a real evaluation of the electronic effects of
m-aminoalkylsulphonate and alkylsulphonate substitu-
ents in SAABA derivatives, for n = 3 and 4 methylene
groups, was obtained.


,-.,('�,��/0


���������	 Reagent-grade chemicals (Aldrich) were used
without purification. IR spectra were recorded on a
Bomem, Hartmann & Braun-MB100 FT-IR spectro-


����� 1� �(� ������ 	) �*� ��������� ��	��� )	� 
�))�����
�	��	��
�


Compound pKa


4.60a


0.92b


3.08c


�1.06d


a Ref. 4.
b Ref. 5 (at 20.0°C in H2O–H2SO4 medium.6 H0 acid function conceived by
Hammett and Deyrup).
c Ref. 7 (at 25.0°C in aqueous medium and constant ionic strength of
1.6 � 10�2 mol dm�3).
d Ref. 8 (at 25.0°C in H2O–H2SO4 medium.6 H0 acid function conceived by
Hammett and Deyrup).
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photometer as KBr pellets. Melting-points were deter-
mined on a Biosystems APF-301 melting-point appara-
tus. 1H NMR (in D2O and TMS as internal standard) and
13C NMR (in H2O and TMSP (sodium 3-(trimethyl-
silyl)propanesulphonate) in D2O as external standard)
spectra were recorded on a Varian Gemini 2000
(300 MHz) FT spectrometer. Chemical shifts are reported
in ppm. Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was per-
formed on precoated silica gel GF254 plates (Merck)
using n-butanol–water (11.5:1) as eluent. Elemental
analyses of the sodium salts8 were carried out at the
Microanalysis Laboratory of the Institute of Chemistry at
São Paulo University on a Perkin-Elmer 2400 CHN
instrument.


MBPSH and MBBSH were prepared by reaction
between m-aminobenzoic acid and 1,3-propanesultone
and 1,4-butanesultone, respectively, using the method
described by Zeid and Ismail.23


MBPSH (yield 57%): m.p. 267–269°C (decomp.) (lit.
267–269°C8 and 270°C23); TLC; Rf = 0.28. Anal.:calcd
for C10H12NO5SNa: C, 42.70; H, 4.30; N, 4.98%. Found:
C, 42.75; H, 4.30; N, 4.66%. IR: �charact (cm�1), 3440
(N—H), 3300–2500 (dimeric OH), 2934 and 2829 (CH2),
1712 (C=O), 1191 (S=Oasymm), 1040 (S=Osymm). 1H
NMR: � (D2O), 2.02 (2H, q, 2-Haliph), 2.87 (2H, t,
3-Haliph), 3.42 (2H, t, 1-Haliph), 7.45–7.84 (4H, 2-, 4-, 5-
and 6-Harom m�subst).


13C NMR: � (H2O–TMSP in D2O),
24.6 (2-Caliph), 51.0 (3-Caliph), 51.9 (1-Caliph), 124.9
(5-Carom), 128.5 (6-Carom), 133.8 (4-Carom), 136.5
(2-Carom), 137.7 (1-Carom), 140.6 (3-Carom), 173.4 (C�).


MBBSH (yield 60%): m.p. 279–282°C (decomp.)
(lit. 280°C8); TLC: Rf = 0.30. Anal.:calcd for
C11H14NO5SNa.H2O: C, 42.17; H, 5.15; N, 4.47%.
Found: C, 41.92; H, 5.22; N, 4.20%. IR: �charact (cm�1),
3452 (N—H sp OH), 3300–2500 (dimeric OH), 2924 and
2811 (CH2), 1718 (C=O), 1177 (S=Oasymm), 1042
(S=Osymm). 1H NMR: � (D2O), 1.87 (4H, m, 2 and
3-Haliph), 2.94 (2H, t, 4-Haliph), 3.50 (2H, t, 1-Haliph)
7.66–8.07 (4H, 2-, 4-, 5- and 6-Harom m�subst).


13C NMR:
� (H2O–TMSP in D2O), 24.3 (3-Caliph), 27.4 (2-Caliph),
53.2 (4-Caliph), 53.7 (1-Caliph), 125.9 (5-Carom), 129.3
(6-Carom), 133.0 (4-Carom), 133.8 (2-Carom), 137.0
(1-Carom), 139.3 (3-Carom), 173.5 (C�).



����������� � ��� ��������� �������� ���� ���
��� �	 For the experimental measurement of the macro-
scopic constants, a Radiometer PHM240 pHmeter
equipped with a PHC 2401-8 combined electrode was
employed. The electrode calibration was carried out by a
procedure based on the Bierdermann and Sillen24 method
with solutions of HCl and NaOH, where the potential
readings were converted into hydrogen ion concentra-
tions.25 A Gilmont GS-1200A microsyringe of 2.000 	
0.002 cm3 was employed to add the NaOH solutions (ca
0.2 mol dm�3) to 20 cm3 of the samples (ca 4.0 �
10�2 mol dm�3) prepared in aqueous solutions of KCl
(1.00 mol dm�3). All measurements (in triplicate) were


performed at 25.0 	 0.1°C using a Microquı́mica
MQBTC 99-20 thermostatic bath. The acid dissociation
constant of benzoic acid (sample concentration 1.18 �
10�2 mol dm�3) was obtained under the same conditions.


Linear functions for the treatment of the titration data
developed by Aleixo et al.25 were applied to the
potentiometric data to calculate the macroscopic con-
stants (Ka2


and Ka3
).



����������� � ��� ��������� ��������	 The
microscopic constants were determined using a tauto-
meric constant (KT) estimated from 13C NMR spectra.
About 0.5 cm3 aliquots of samples, titrated in the same
pH range, temperature, concentrations and ionic strength,
were withdrawn and analysed18 as for the potentiometric
titration. The reference compound was benzoic acid in
basic and acidic media.


The Statistica26 computer program was used to
calculate the intrinsic chemical shifts of species with
non-equivalent carbon atoms.


(,�+0�� /�* *'�$+��')�


The observed chemical shifts (�obs) of the carbonyl and
phenyl ring carbons for the MBPSH and MBBSH
derivatives as a function of pH are shown in Fig. 1. The
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chemical shift changes at low pH are slightly larger for
MBPSH than for MBBSH. For the C�, C1 and C3 carbon
atoms the signal changed to low field whereas for C2


(slight change), C4, C5 and C6 it changed to high field.
The chemical shift profiles were similar for all the
carbons analysed as the pH was increased.


From the acid macroscopic constants and the chemical
shift values shown in Fig. 1, the tautomeric microscopic
constants (KT = XAH���/XAH�) were estimated using the
molar fractions of AH� species in the tautomeric
equilibria by18


XAH� � �AH � �AH���


�AH� � �AH���
�4�


where the �s are intrinsic chemical shifts of a certain
carbon atom of subscripted species18 (note that AH
represents collectively AH� and AH���).


The �AH, �AH��
2


and �A�� values were determined by a
multiple linear regression procedure26 on the �A�� at each
pH value that was regarded as a mole fraction-weighted
average:


�obs � 
�AH��
2 ��AH��


2
� �AH��AH � �A����A����F �5�


where F is the analytical concentration of the SAABA
derivatives (same value at all pH).


Otherwise �AH, as in aminobenzoic acids,18 was
regarded as a mole fraction-weighted average of intrinsic
chemical shifts of the species present in the tautomeric
equilibria:


�AH � XAH��AH� � XAH����AH��� �6�


The �AH� and �AH��� values were estimated by adding
to �A�� and subtracting from �AH2�� the change in the
chemical shifts [�(C6H5COOH) = �C6H5CO2H �
�C6H5CO2


�], at the corresponding carbon atom due to
proton transfer of benzoic acid, which was used as a
modelling system.


From the estimated KT values and the macroscopic
constants (obtained by the potentiometric method) the
other microscopic constants were calculated according to
Eqns 3(a)–(c). These results are given in Table 2. The
concentrations at each pH for the four species in Scheme
1 were estimated from these results. The distribution
curves for MBPSH and MBBSH are illustrated in Fig. 2.
For MBPSH and MBBSH at low pH (�3), the solution
presented AH��


2 as the major species and at high pH (�5)


a preponderance of the A�� form. At intermediate pHs,
the AH��� (zwitterionic form) prevailed for MBBSH
whereas AH� slightly prevailed for MBPSH.


The KT values presented by the SAABA derivatives
show that in MBPSH the proton transfers occur
approximately in the same proportions for the two
ionizing groups, ca 53% for the �NH�


2 � group and ca
47% for the —COOH group, corresponding to KT = 0.89
(�G° = 289 J mol�1) and predominantly for the —COOH
group, ca 70%, corresponding to KT = 2.33 (�G° =
�2097 J mol�1) in MBBSH (Table 2).


Furthermore, the KB values (which involve only the
proton transfer of the anilinium group obtained from
estimated KT values) indicate that the substitution of one
hydrogen atom by a propylsulphonate group (MBPSH)
in the 3-aminobenzoic acid, whose KT value is 1.4918 and
KB = 3.34 � 10�4 (pKB = 3.48), increases the acid con-
stant of the anilinium group (pKB = 3.21) by ca 1.8-fold,
indicating an electron-withdrawing effect for this sub-
stituent. However the replacement of the hydrogen atom
by a butylsulphonate group (MBBSH) decreases the
acidity constant of the anilinium group (pKB = 3.73) by
ca 0.56-fold, conferring an electron-donating effect on
this substituent.


Interestingly, the methylsulphonate group in sodium
3-sulphonatemethylaminobenzoic acid,8 yielded a pKa2


(amino group) of �1.06, which corresponds to an
increase (ca 3 � 104-fold) in the acid constant of the
anilinium group, showing a strong electron-withdrawing
effect.


From these real electronic effects, it can be concluded
that the electron-withdrawing effect is preponderant
when the sulphonate ��SO�


3 � is moved one to three


����� 3� ����	��	��� ��
 ����	��	��� �	������� 	) 5��&� 
���������� �� "�� °�


Derivative pKa2
pKa3


KT pKA pKB pKC pKD


MBPSH 2.93 	 0.04 4.22 	 0.02 0.89 	 0.02 3.26 	 0.03 3.21 	 0.04 3.89 	 0.02 3.94 	 0.03
MBBSH 3.21 	 0.03 4.61 	 0.04 2.33 	 0.06 3.36 	 0.05 3.73 	 0.04 4.46 	 0.07 4.09 	 0.05
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methylene units from the reaction center ��NH�
2 ��. On


the other hand, the electron-donating feature of the
alkylsulphonate substituents prevails when the sulpho-
nate group is separated by four methylene units.


Comparison of the pKD values (which involves only
the proton transfer of the carboxylic group in 1.00 mol
dm�3 KCl) for the two SAABA with the pKa of benzoic
acid (3.82 at 25°C in 1.00 mol dm�3 KCl) indicated a
difference of �0.12 for MBPSH and �0.27 for MBBSH.
These values correspond to the substituent constants (�m)
in the Hammett equation10 of m-aminopropylsulphonate
(�0.12 	 0.03) and m-aminobutylsulphonate (�0.27 	
0.05), in a medium where the ionic strength is 1.00 mol
dm�3 (KCl). Hence the real electronic effects of these
two aminoalkylsulphonate substituents are essentially
electron donation in aqueous medium with an ionic
strength of 1.00 mol dm�3.


This dichotomy between electron withdrawal and
electron donation presented by the two alkylsulphonate
substituents and the increase in the electron-donation
effect of the aminoalkylsulphonate substituents are
inherent features of ionic substituents and one or other
effect will prevail depending on the distance between the
reaction centre and the charged group.


Extended Hammett equations for substituents in the
meta position and an extended Taft equation for aliphatic
series were proposed by Hoefnagel et al.27 These equa-
tions stated that the pKa difference (�pKa) of 3-amino-
benzoic acid and the derivative (e.g. meta-substituted
SAABA) is a sum of two factors: the inductive effect and
the field effect (or electrostatic, �B). To estimate the field
effect for SAABA derivatives7 the distance (r) from the
reaction centre ��NH�


2 �� to the sulphonate group, based
on geometries28,29 of aniliniummethanesulphonate deri-
vatives in the solid state (obtained by crystallographic
data), resulted in 2.74 Å (methylsulphonate) and 6.60 Å
(butylsulphonate). Taking this distance (r), the electron-
donation field effect (�B) was calculated with the
equation27 �B = 3.1/r, resulting in �1.15 and �0.47 for
methyl- and butyl-SAABA, respectively. Using the �pKa


value (pKa2
for SAABA) and the calculated field effect


(�B) for these compounds, the electron-withdrawing
inductive effect changed from 5.68 to 0.68, showing the
expected decrease when the methylene chain groups
increase from 1 to 4 units. These data indicate that the
electron-withdrawing effect underwent drastic attenua-
tion. On introducing another methylene group (n = 5) the
distance increases to 7.60 Å and the electron-donation
effect must overcome the electron-withdrawing effect.
All these calculations are valid for the solid state, once
the distances considered were estimated from the
crystallographic data. In solution, our data showed that
this effect occurs when the number of methylene groups
changed from three to four units, reflecting the molecular
conformations differences (in the solid state and in
solution).


According to this calculation, the electron-withdraw-


ing inductive effect of the sulphonate group dominates
for shorter distances, whereas the electron-donation field
effect dominates at longer distances. When the sub-
stituent is an alkylsulphonate group the reaction centre is
the anilinium group ��NH�


2 ��, which in SAABA
derivatives is closer to the sulphonate group and therefore
the electron-withdrawing effect is preponderant. This
effect remains when the sulphonate is separated from
anilinium by three methylene units. When the substituent
is an aminoalkylsulphonate group the reaction centre is
the carboxylic group (—COOH), which in SAABA
derivatives is far away from the sulphonate group. In this
case the electron-donation effect already dominates even
when the substituent has three methylene units.


Thus, for the alkylsulphonate substituents with three
methylene units, the electron-withdrawing inductive
effect of the sulphonate group is greater than its elec-
tron-donation field effect, whereas for the aminoalkyl-
sulphonate substituents, with the same number of
methylene units, the electron-donation field effect is
greater than the inductive effect.
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ABSTRACT: Refractive indices and ET values were measured for the ternary mixture methanol–acetonitrile–1-
propanol at 25.0°C for 13 mole fractions, and also for the corresponding binary mixtures, methanol–1-propanol,
methanol–acetonitrile and 1-propanol–acetonitrile, at 25.0 and 50.0°C, at 10 different compositions. Solvent
exchange equilibrium models were applied to the transition energy of the Dimroth–Reichardt ET(30) solvatochromic
indicator in the binary systems and the Redlich–Kister polynomial was used to correlate excess ET


N and nD values for
the binary solvent mixtures data. The results allowed the analysis of synergetic behaviours, polarizability effects and
preferential solvation trends both in the binary and in the ternary mixtures. Our results point towards the prevalence of
specific solute–solvent–solvent interactions mainly due to hydrogen bonding by the hydroxylic components of the
ternary mixture. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: ternary mixtures; methanol; acetonitrile; 1-propanol; solute–solvent interactions; preferential
solvation; polarizability; synergism
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The study of solute–solvent–solvent interactions in
mixed solvents has become increasingly important in
the last few years owing to the numerous applications of
this type of media in different processes. Although the
properties of binary mixtures have been extensively
studied,1–8 very little work has been done on ternary
systems. However, these systems have considerable
interest in fields such as analytical chemistry, industrial
processes and the simulation design of biological
environments.9,10


This study was aimed at the structural characterization
of the ternary solvent mixture methanol–acetonitrile–1-
propanol (MeOH–MeCN–1-PrOH). For this purpose, we
determined, both for the ternary and for the correspond-
ing binary mixtures, (i) the refractive index, nD, taken as a
measure of non-specific interactions due to solvent
polarizability, and (ii) the Dimroth–Reichardt polarity
parameter, ET, defined on the basis of the excitation
energy (in kcal mol�1; 1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) of the solvato-


chromic indicator, 2,6-diphenyl-4-(2,4,6-triphenyl-1-
pyridinio)-1-phenolate, known as ET(30) dye,1,3 in a
given solvent, calculated from the wavenumber of the
maximum of its absorption spectrum (��max in cm�1). This
parameter reflects a blend of non-specific solvent
dipolarity interactions and specific solvent hydrogen
bond acidity interactions.


The ET values have been normalized with reference to
tetramethylsilane (TMS) (ET


N = 0) and water (ET
N = 1),


according to the equation


EN
T � ET�30� � ET�30�TMS


ET�30�H2O � ET�30�TMS
� ET�30� � 30�7


32�4


� 2�8591 � 10�3�max � 30�7
32�4


�1�


In mixed solvents, the solvatochromic indicator
usually interacts to a different extent with each of the
mixture components. Therefore, and in contrast to what
happens in pure solvents, the composition of the
cybotatic region of the dye can be distinct from the
composition of the bulk solvent, leading to preferential
solvation phenomena. This behaviour is expected to be
enhanced in ternary solvent systems.


ET
N data for the various binary solvent mixtures were


analysed through the preferential solvation model of
Rosés, Bosch and co-workers.11–13 This model, based on
solvent-exchange equilibria, comprises different equa-
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tion forms depending on the number (m) of solvent
molecules in the solvation microsphere of the solvato-
chromic indicator. In its general form, the model can be
represented as shown in Scheme 1.


I�S1�m � mS2 � I�S2�m � mS1 �a�


I�S1�m � m
2


S2 � I�S12�m � m
2


S1 �b�


���	�	 �


Here S1 and S2 are the two pure solvents that compose
the binary mixture and S12 represents the ‘mixed
solvent’ formed by the interaction of solvents 1 and 2.
I(S1)m, I(S2)m and I(S12)m represent the ET indicator
solvated by solvents S1, S2 and S12, respectively. These
solvent-exchange processes are defined by two prefer-
ential solvation parameters, namely f2/1 and f12/1, which
are a measure of the tendency of the indicator to be
preferentially solvated by solvents S2 and S12 rather than
by solvent S1:


f2�1 � xs
2�xs


1


�x0
2�x0


1�m �2�


f12�1 � xs
12�xs


1�����������������
�x0


2�x0
1�m


� �3�


where x1
s, x2


s and x12
s are the mole fractions of solvents


S1, S2 and S12, respectively, in the solvation sphere of
the indicator and x1


0 and x2
0 are the mole fractions of the


two solvents in the bulk mixed solvent.
The ET


N parameter of the binary mixture is derived as
an average of the corresponding values for solvents S1,
S2 and S12 in the solvation microsphere of the indicator,
as given by the equation


EN
T � xs


1EN
T1 � xs


2EN
T2 � xs


12EN
T12 �4�


From Eqns. (2)–(4), a general equation can be derived
for ET


N of the binary mixture in terms of ET
N of the pure


solvents, the preferential solvation parameters and the
solvent composition:


EN
T � EN


T1


�
a x0


2


� �m�c
����������������������������


1 � x0
2


� �
x0


2


� �m
�


1 � x0
2


� �m � f2�1 x0
2


� �m � f12�1


����������������������������
1 � x0


2


� �
x0


2


� �m
�


�5�


where


a � f2�1 EN
T2 � EN


T1


� � �6�
c � f12�1 EN


T12 � EN
T1


� � �7�


The two-step (m = 2) solvent-exchange model equation is
a particular case of Eqn. (5). The one-step solvent
exchange model, represented by equilibrium (a) in
Scheme 1 when m = 1, and described by the correspond-
ing equilibrium constant [Eqn. (2)], leads to


EN
T � EN


T1 �
a�x0


2�
�1 � x0


2� � f2�1�x0
2�


�8�


Equation (8) is also comprised in the general model
equation [Eqn. (5)], when m = 1, provided that f12/1 → 0.
Whenever Eqn. (8) is found to be suitable to describe the
ET


N values of a binary mixture, then the preferential
solvation parameter f12/1 and the EN


T12 parameter are given
by the following expressions:


f12�1 � 1 � f2�1 �9�


EN
T12 � EN


T1 � f2�1EN
T2


1 � f2�1
�10�


For most binary mixtures, m is either 1 or 2, but when a
synergetic behaviour is present, the simpler model
(m = 1) cannot predict all the observed range of ET


N


values. When both equations are applicable, the best-fit
equation is chosen according to statistical criteria.


The excess properties, YE, related to ET
N and nD were


calculated for the studied binary solvent mixtures through
the equation


Y E � Y �
�2


i�1


xiYi �11�


where Y is the value of the property for the mixture and Yi


and xi are the values of the property in the pure
component i and the correspondent molar fraction.


Since solution physicochemical models are frequently
unable to describe accurately the observed behaviour in
real solutions, a polynomial approach has been used to
describe these excess quantities. The choice of the
polynomial function should take into consideration its
suitability for computer manipulation, e.g. for the
application of equilibrium calculation programs. Given
its simplicity, the Redlich–Kister14 representation was
chosen as it is the most commonly used approach. For a
binary system, the series for the excess property YE is
given by a common term, (x1x2), multiplied by a power
series of (x1 � x2) argument, multiplied by coefficients
that may be temperature and pressure dependent:


Y E � x1x2


�n


i�0


ai�x1 � x2�i �12�


The common term ensures that the function is zero for
pure solvents, whereas the use of argument (x1 � x2)
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simplifies the expression of YE as a function of either of
the two composition variables and ensures that the
maxima for the different terms do not occur at the same
composition, therefore minimizing the correlation among
coefficients.


With the information collected, we have drawn several
conclusions on the structure of the ternary solvent
system.


���*�'� +%) )&�"*��&(%


We have determined the Dimroth–Reichardt parameter,
ET


N, and the refractive index, nD, for 13 different


compositions of the ternary solvent system at 25.0°C and
for 10 different compositions of each of the three binary
solvent mixtures at 25.0 and 50.0°C (Table 1).


�'
% �$ ) �����
� ��� ��	 �
��� ����	�


�
����	�


The application of the preferential solvation model of
Rosés, Bosch and co-workers11–13 (Table 2 and Fig. 1)
shows that this model successfully describes the ET


N


parameter behaviour for all three binary solvent mixtures
at both temperatures. The application of the model
equations was evaluated according to the standard


'���	 �! 	� �	# �N
T %����� �
� �� ���#��# ��	��� �	# ���	��� �
�%�	� ��1�����


Mixture x1 x2


nD EN
T


25.0°C 50.0°C 25.0°C 50.0°C


MeOH–1-PrOH 1.000 0.000 1.3269 1.3165 0.763 0.743
0.955 0.045 1.3312 1.3211 0.759 0.730
0.910 0.090 1.3352 1.3251 0.746 0.717
0.810 0.190 1.3438 1.3335 0.730 0.705
0.750 0.250 1.3480 1.3378 0.721 0.699
0.500 0.500 1.3631 1.3532 0.684 0.657
0.250 0.750 1.3709 1.3611 0.657 0.637
0.125 0.875 1.3784 1.3682 0.631 0.603
0.075 0.925 1.3804 1.3700 0.625 0.595
0.000 1.000 1.3831 1.3724 0.614 0.579


MeOH–MeCN 1.000 0.000 1.3269 1.3165 0.763 0.743
0.955 0.045 1.3279 1.3171 0.769 0.746
0.910 0.090 1.3291 1.3184 0.766 0.740
0.810 0.190 1.3314 1.3201 0.769 0.746
0.750 0.250 1.3325 1.3211 0.769 0.743
0.500 0.500 1.3365 1.3246 0.763 0.730
0.250 0.750 1.3388 1.3263 0.746 0.711
0.125 0.875 1.3404 1.3276 0.699 0.651
0.075 0.925 1.3409 1.3281 0.657 0.617
0.000 1.000 1.3414 1.3288 0.469 0.451


1-PrOH–MeCN 1.000 0.000 1.3831 1.3724 0.614 0.579
0.925 0.075 1.3808 1.3702 0.640 0.614
0.875 0.125 1.3789 1.3684 0.645 0.620
0.750 0.250 1.3724 1.3613 0.657 0.631
0.500 0.500 1.3656 1.3542 0.663 0.631
0.250 0.750 1.3544 1.3423 0.648 0.614
0.190 0.810 1.3514 1.3393 0.642 0.598
0.090 0.910 1.3462 1.3339 0.614 0.566
0.045 0.955 1.3439 1.3314 0.574 0.536
0.000 1.000 1.3414 1.3288 0.469 0.451


MeOH–MeCN–1-PrOH 0.950 0.025 1.3298 0.763
0.900 0.050 1.3329 0.763
0.750 0.125 1.3410 0.749
0.500 0.250 1.3513 0.730
0.333 0.333 1.3570 0.708
0.250 0.250 1.3650 0.699
0.250 0.500 1.3524 0.714
0.125 0.125 1.3750 0.660
0.125 0.750 1.3475 0.699
0.050 0.050 1.3801 0.637
0.050 0.900 1.3439 0.648
0.025 0.025 1.3816 0.626
0.025 0.950 1.3428 0.612
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deviation of the fit (�fit), the multiple determination
coefficient (r2), the F-value and the t-values associated
with regression coefficients at a 99% significance level.
When both model equations were statistically mean-
ingful, the best-fit equation was chosen based on an F-test
of the additional term. A detailed examination of Table 2
and Fig. 1, leads us to the following conclusions. First,
the mixture MeOH–1-PrOH [Fig. 1(a)] is described by
the simple model equation [Eqn. (8)] and shows a
behaviour close to ideality at both temperatures. This is
confirmed by the values of f2/1 → 1 and f12/1 → 2 and
corresponding standard deviations (Table 2). Thus, we
expect that the betaine dye tends to be equally solvated by
the two components of the binary solvent mixture.


Second, the mixture MeOH–MeCN [Fig. 1(b)], show-
ing no synergetic behaviour, is also described by the
simple model equation [Eqn. (8)] and, based on the f2/1


and f12/1 values (Table 2), we conclude that the solute–
solvent interactions occur, at both temperatures, in the
order MeOH � intermediate S1–S2 complex � MeCN.
This behaviour is not in agreement with that observed by


Rosés, Bosch and co-workers12,15 for the same binary
solvent mixture. These authors calculated the preferential
solvation parameters based on the two-step solvent-
exchange model equation [Eqn. (5) with m = 2]. Since our
experimental ET values are well fitted to Eqn. (8), the
three parameters ET1, ET2 and f2/1 are sufficient to
describe this system. Therefore, the use of the five-
parameter model equation [Eqn. (5) with m = 2] results in
an overparameterization and the mathematical fit can
lead, as those authors well emphasized,12 to different
parameter combinations with similar standard deviations
(�fit = 0.0063 in Table 1 vs 0.0065 in Ref. 12, for 25.0°C).
This can rationalize the different order of polarity
observed in both studies.


Furthermore, our experimental ET values are coin-
cident with those calculated from the parameters
presented on Refs. 12 and 15. Given the fact that both
components of the mixture have similar �r (relative
permittivity) and �* (Kamlet–Taft dipolarity/polariz-
ability parameter)16 values, the non-specific solute–
solvent interactions should be comparable, with a slight
prevalence in the case of MeCN. On the other hand, the
magnitude of � (Kamlet–Taft hydrogen-bond donor
acidity parameter)16 is much greater for MeOH, con-
ferring to this solvent a better ability for specific
interactions via hydrogen bonding. Hence it is expected
that the betaine, owing to its molecular structure, i.e.
through the phenolate oxygen, should be preferentially
solvated by MeOH, as our results indicate.


Third, the mixture 1-PrOH–MeCN [Fig. 1(c)] is
described by the two-step solvent-exchange equilibrium
model equation [Eqn. (5) with m = 2] and based on the f2/1


and f12/1 values (Table 2), we conclude that solute–
solvent interactions occur, at both temperatures, in the
order intermediate S1–S2 complex � 1-PrOH � MeCN.
In this particular binary solvent system, we observe a
strong synergetic effect over a large range of mole
fractions. Apparently, the mixed S1–S2 complex gives the
solvent mixture characteristics of a polarity much greater
than for any of the two pure components, which would
not be expected on a mere additivity basis.


The behaviour of the binary solvent mixture MeOH–
MeCN [Fig. 1(b)] and that of various binary MeOH–
aprotic solvent systems, suggests the existence of
structural microheterogeneities:17,18 (i) In regions rich
in the protic component, the mixture retains the typical
protic structure and the addition of the aprotic solvent
seems to produce no effect in the solute–protic solvent
interactions. The molecules of the aprotic component
tend ‘simply’ to occupy the free spaces in the protic
solvent structure. (ii) In regions rich in the aprotic
component, a severe bathochromic shift is observed with
the increase in MeCN concentration. In these regions,
individual molecules of the protic solvent interact with
individual molecules of acetonitrile, producing a disrup-
tion in the structure of the aprotic solvent, i.e. a disruption
of its dipole–dipole interaction pattern. In these aceto-
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nitrile-rich regions, although the indicator is preferen-
tially solvated by MeOH, there is already a considerable
amount of MeCN molecules in the betaine solvation
microsphere, which cause a reduction in the local polarity
and, therefore, a strong decrease in the ET values. A
similar behaviour, even if less marked, can be observed
for the binary mixture 1-PrOH–MeCN [Fig. 1(c)], for
similar composition ranges in MeCN.


Given the observed behaviour for the three solvent
mixtures, and considering the above remarks, an inter-
action pattern can be recognized: the betaine–solvent
interaction is dominated by specific interactions, via
hydrogen bonding, from the protic solvent to the
phenolate oxygen of the solvatochromic pyridinium-N-
phenolate betaine dye.


As expected, ET
N values increase with decreasing tem-


perature, owing to the enhancement of solvent–betaine
ground-state interactions at lower temperatures.15,19


From Fig. 1(c), it can be seen that there is a slight
increase in synergism at 25.0°C, which can be explained
by the temperature influence on the formation equi-
librium of the S1–S2 solvent–solvent complex.


Figure 2 shows a monotonous type of variation of nD


with the mole fraction for all three solvent mixtures. As
expected, we verify a decrease in nD with increasing
temperature, due to a decrease of polarizability in the
same direction.
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The excess properties related to ET
N and nD are shown in


Figs. 3 and 4 as a function of the molar fraction of the
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Binary mixture a0 � � (a0) a1 � � (a1) a2 � � (a2) a3 � � (a3) a4 � � (a4) r2 �fit F


MeOH–1-PrOH �0.0100 � 0.007 0.029 � 0.01 — — — — 0.0028 —
MeOH–MeCN 0.5906 � 0.002 0.394 � 0.05 0.42 � 0.1 1.01 � 0.1 0.88 � 0.2 0.9984 0.0043 615
1-PrOH–MeCN 0.434 � 0.07 0.477 � 0.09 0.80 � 0.2 — — 0.9166 0.0185 26
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second mixture component, at 25.0°C, together with the
best fits provided by the Redlich–Kister equation. The
statistical parameters are given in Tables 3 and 4.


From these figures, it is possible to conclude that the
Redlich–Kister equation is a good model equation to
describe our data points, within experimental uncertainty.


As expected, from a careful examination of Table 3,
the MeOH–1-PrOH mixtures show excess ET


N fluctua-
tions around zero (Fig. 3). In contrast, the other two
binary solvent systems show a systematic positive
deviation, consistent with preferential solvation of the
betaine solute by the component with higher polarity.


Regarding excess nD, Fig. 4 shows a similar positive
deviation for the whole range of composition for all three
solvent mixtures. However, the MeOH–1-PrOH system
has a larger deviation than the other two, which can be
attributed to the nature and magnitude of the established
specific solvent–solvent interactions, stronger than the
specific —O—H	 	 	N
C— interactions in the mixtures
involving MeCN.


'	���� ����	� ����	� �����
�


The data for the ternary solvent mixture are plotted in
Fig. 5.


With respect to the behaviour of ET
N, different types of


responses can be observed in three composition ranges:


(a) For 0.25 � x1�PrOH � 1 (for whichever composition
of the other two components), the behaviour of the
ET


N parameter in the ternary solvent mixture is
similar to that of the binary mixture MeOH–1-PrOH,
leading to the conclusion that the presence of MeCN
is negligible with respect to the solute–solvent
interactions, in this range of compositions. This
means that alcohol–alcohol hydrogen bonding inter-
actions prevail over dipolar electrostatic interactions
in MeOH–MeCN and 1-PrOH–MeCN and therefore
that the hydroxylic mixture components preferen-
tially solvate the betaine dye.


(b) For 0 � x1�PrOH � 0.25 and 0.75 � xMeOH � 0.95
(MeOH-rich regions), the behaviour resembles also
that of the binary mixture MeOH–1-PrOH. In this
composition range, the ET


N parameter reaches its
maximum values, confirming the previous inference
on the prevalence of the specific interactions in the
solvation process of the probe. Considering the


structural pattern resulting from solvent–solvent
interactions, which is characteristic from MeOH, it
is foreseen that 1-PrOH will be more available to
interact with the betaine.


(c) For 0 � x1�PrOH � 0.25 and 0.75 � xMeCN � 0.95
(MeCN-rich regions), the ET


N values are very close
to those for the binary system MeOH–MeCN and are
greater than those for 1-PrOH–MeCN. Hence it seems
that the presence of MeOH by comparison with 1-
PrOH, enhances, on the one hand, the specific solute–
solvent interactions, and, on the other hand, MeOH
appears to be interacting with 1-PrOH, preventing it
from interacting with the betaine. We recognize a
different behaviour of 1-PrOH in regions (b) and (c)
that could be rationalized in terms of a distinct
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Binary mixture a0 � � (a0) a1 � � (a1) a2 � � (a2) a3 � � (a3) a4 � � (a4) r2 �fit F


MeOH–1-PrOH 0.03241 � 0.0004 �0.01236 � 0.0006 �0.0022 � 0.001 — — 0.9990 0.0001 2034
MeOH–MeCN 0.00883 � 0.0004 �0.00350 � 0.0008 — — — 0.9668 0.0002 116
1-PrOH–MeCN 0.01334 � 0.0003 0.00203 � 0.0005 �0.00262 � 0.0009 — — 0.9959 0.0001 486
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molecular structuring of the ternary mixture for these
composition ranges.


With respect to the behaviour of nD, different types of
responses can also be observed in three composition
ranges:


(a) For xMeCN � 0.333 (for whichever composition of the
other two components), the ternary solvent mixture
has nD values smaller than those for the systems
MeOH–1-PrOH and 1-PrOH–MeCN, but greater than
those for the system MeOH–MeCN. It seems that the
addition of a third component to the binary solvent
mixtures MeOH–1-PrOH and 1-PrOH–MeCN, gives
rise to a decrease in the polarizability of the mixture,
due to the disruption of S1–S2 interactions which form
the intermediate solvent–solvent complex. On the
other hand, the addition of 1-PrOH to the MeOH–
MeCN mixture leads to the formation of the strongest
1-PrOH–MeOH complex which is responsible for the
increment in the polarizability of the medium.


(b) For 0 � xMeCN � 0.333 and 0.5 � x1�PrOH � 0.95 (1-
PrOH-rich regions), nD for the ternary solvent system
is smaller than that for the mixture 1-PrOH–MeCN,
but greater than those for the mixtures MeOH–MeCN
and MeOH–1-PrOH. It seems that the addition of a
third component to these latter mixtures gives rise to
an exchange of one of the solvent components in the
intermediate complex. On the other hand, the addition
of MeOH to the 1-PrOH–MeCN seems also to result
in an exchange of one of the solvent components in
the intermediate complex, but this time giving rise to
a decrease in the polarizability of the medium.


(c) For 0 � xMeCN � 0.333 and 0.5 � xMeOH � 0.95
(MeOH-rich regions), nD for the ternary solvent
system has a similar behaviour to that of the mixture
MeOH–1-PrOH. Therefore, the presence of MeCN in
this range of compositions has no effect on the
polarizability of the ternary solvent system.


Further studies, in a wider range of compositions, are
being carried out in order to investigate the nature and
composition of the intermediate solvent–solvent com-
plexes formed, and to clarify outlier occurrence in the
excess nD plots.


�01��&��%'+�


The chemicals employed were supplied by Sigma-
Aldrich. The solvents were of HPLC grade and their
purity was verified by ascertaining that the values
obtained for the measured physical properties of the
pure solvents were in accordance with the literature.1,20


Precautions were taken to avoid evaporation and
contamination by humidity. Mixtures were prepared by
mass with an uncertainty of �2 � 10�4 g, and no attempt
was made to eliminate dissolved air. No correction was
included for the water content of the alcohol in the
calculation of the mole fraction. The pyridinium-N-
phenolate betaine used was the commercially available
Reichardt’s dye.


Measurements were carried out at 25.0 and
50.0 � 0.1°C. �max values were measured on a Shimadzu
UV-Vis 1603 spectrometer, using quartz analytical cells
of 10 mm pathlength, and 3–6 measurements were
performed to obtain a mean value. Refractive indices
were measured with an Atago Abbé refractometer,
‘improved’ model, with an uncertainty of �2 � 10�4.
At least five values were obtained for each mole fraction.
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ABSTRACT: The disappearance of 1- and 3-acetylnortricyclanes (1-Ac and 2-Ac) in aqueous perchloric acid was
followed by capillary gas chromatography at different temperatures and acid concentrations. 1-Ac is much less
reactive than 2-Ac. The activation parameters, solvent deuterium isotope effects and parameters of excess acidity
equations were measured and the products studied. 1-Acetylnortricyclane is hydrated according to the A-2
mechanism, i.e. the carbonyl oxygen is protonated in the fast pre-equilibrium and one water molecule attacks at the
rate-limiting stage the partially open cyclopropane ring, producing 6-acetyl-2-norborneols. 3-Acetylnortricyclane is
hydrated according to the AdE2 mechanism, i.e. the cyclopropane ring is slowly protonated and opened, with
subsequent fast attack of water producing 3-, 5- and 7-acetyl-2-norborneols. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.


KEYWORDS: nortricyclanes; kinetics; acid catalysis; excess acidity; hydration; reaction mechanisms
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The acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of 1- and 3-acetoxynor-
tricyclanes (1-OAc and 2-OAc) was recently studied in
our laboratory and the reaction mechanisms were
observed to be very similar, although the former is a
tertiary and the latter a secondary acetate.1 In both cases
the reaction changes from the AAC2 ester hydrolysis,2


dominant at lower acid concentrations, to the AdE2 or
A-SE2 hydration of the cyclopropane ring3 at
higher acid concentrations [dominant when c(HClO4)
�6 mol dm�3]. The next substrates studied were 1- and
3-nortricyclanols (1-OH and 2-OH), both of which react
via the rate-determining protonation and subsequent
opening of the cyclopropane ring (AdE2 mechanism),
although 1-OH is ca 1000 times more reactive than 2-
OH.4


These studied initiated our efforts to compare the
acid-catalyzed hydrations of 1- and 3-substituted nor-
tricyclanes or tricyclo[2.2.1.02,6]heptanes (1-X and 2-X).


The latter isomers have been objects of interest for a
long time,3,5–14 whereas the former have been less
studied.15–20 The similarity of the mechanisms and rates
in the case of 1-OAc and 2-OAc and the similarity of the
mechanisms, but the differences in rates, in the case of 1-
OH and 2-OH inspired us to investigate tricyclic isomer
pairs with different types of substituents, of which 1- and
3-acetylnortricyclanes or 1- and 3-acetyltricyclo-
[2.2.1.02,6]heptanes (1-Ac and 2-Ac) were studied in
the present work, and in this case the isomers are
hydrated in different ways.


+�,+&��+%$��


���������	 The syntheses of 1- and 3-acetylnortricyclanes
(1-Ac and 2-Ac) have been presented previously.12,15 The
purities by gas chromatography (GC) were 98 and 99%,
respectively. The substrates were identified from their
13C NMR spectra [1-Ac (CDCl3, TMS) tentative assign-
ments: C-1, 36.6; C-2 and C-6, 25.3; C-3 and C-5, 33.7;
C-4, 27.2; C-7, 33.1; C=O, 207.2; and CH3, 31.1; and 2-
Ac13] and from GC–Fourier transform (FT) IR and GC–
mass spectra.



������ ����������	 The disappearance of the sub-
strates in aqueous perchloric acid was followed by GC
(with an FFAP capillary column) using norcamphor or
nitrobenzene as the internal standard and dichloro-
methane as the extracting solvent. The dichloromethane
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solution (2 cm3) was neutralized with one drop of
concentrated aqueous ammonia. The pseudo-first-order
rate constants were calculated from the slopes of the
linear [r(1-Ac) = 0.994–0.9999 and r(2-Ac) = 0.999–
0.9999] correlation log(St � S�) vs t, where St is the
ratio of the GC integrals of the substrate and the internal
standard at the time t. Each rate constant was measured
twice or more, the values being equal within 8% at least
(average 2.5%) in the case of 1-Ac and within 2.3% at
least (average 1.2%) in the case of 2-Ac.


�
��� ����������	 pKSH� was measured only for 1-
acetylnortricyclane (1-Ac) in aqueous perchloric acid (0–
11.0 M) at 293.2 K by the spectrophotometric method
described earlier.21 Exactly 0.25 cm3 of a 0.15 M


methanolic stock solution of 1-Ac was diluted to
25 cm3 with an appropriate acid solution, shaken and
the UV spectrum rapidly recorded on a Perkin-Elmer
Lambda 12 UV/Vis spectrometer using a solution of
methanol (0.25 cm3) in the corresponding acid (to
25 cm3) as a blank reference. Maximum absorbances
Amax were measured and baseline corrections (A320 nm)
were made by substituting Amax � A320 nm for Amax in
order to reduce scatter.


������� ��������	 About 0.3 g (1-Ac) or 0.2 g (2-Ac) of
the substrate was stirred magnetically with 50 cm3 of 5 M


HClO4(aq.) for 70 min at ca 328 K (ca 1 t1/2) and for
90 min at ca 348 K (ca 10 t1/2) in the case of 1-Ac and
with the same volume of 1 M HClO4(aq.) for 40 min at ca
341 K (ca 1 t1/2) and for 4.5 h at ca 347 K (�10 t1/2) in the
case of 2-Ac in a tightly stoppered Erlenmeyer flask. The
solutions were extracted several times with CH2Cl2, the
combined organic solutions being neutralized and dried
by allowing them to flow through anhydrous K2CO3. The
solvent was evaporated and the residues analyzed by GC
and by GC–FTIR and GC–mass spectrometry.


&+#)�$# �%( (�#*)##�'%


&��� ���������! ����-����� �������� ��� ����
-��� ������� �������


The rate constants of the disappearance of 1- and 3-
acetylnortricyclanes (1-Ac and 2-Ac) in aqueous per-
chloric acid at different temperatures and acid concen-
trations and in DClO4(D2O) are listed in Table 1. The rate
constants measured for 2-Ac are in good agreement with
those12 measured earlier under similar conditions. 1-Ac is
ca 80 times less reactive than 2-Ac in 5 M HClO4(aq.) at
318 K. The activation parameters and solvent deuterium
isotope effects calculated from the second-order rate
constants [ka = k�/c(HClO4)] are presented in Table 2.
The entropies of activation, �41 and �12 J K�1 mol�1,
the enthalpies of activation, 95 and 103 kJ mol�1, and the
isotope effects, kH/kD = 0.56 and 1.35,12 for 1-Ac and 2-


Ac, respectively, are so different (measured under
different conditions; see Table 1) that they hint at
different reaction mechanisms: A-2 for 1-Ac and AdE2 for
2-Ac.13,14,22 The reaction products (see later), 6-acetyl-2-
norborneols (3 and 4, Scheme 1) for 1-Ac and 7- and 3-
and 5-acetyl-2-norborneols (5–7, Scheme 2) for 2-Ac,
show that the hydration of the cyclopropane ring occurs
in both cases, but do not give any other useful
information regarding the reaction mechanisms.


������.������ �� ��� ������� ���������� �	 ���
�/���� ������	 ������


Identification of the two mechanisms can be made by
applying the excess acidity theory,23,24 according to
which the pseudo-first-order rate constant, k�, obeys the
equation


log k� � log�cS��cS � cSH��� � log cH� � nw log aw


� m	�
1m



1X0 � log�k0�1�KSH�� �1�


in the case of the A-2 mechanism and the equation1


log k� � log�cS��cS � cSH��� � log cH�


� m	�
2m



2X0 � log k0�2 �2�


in the case of the AdE2 mechanism. In the latter reaction,
partial protonation of the carbonyl oxygen causes a
curvature of the ideally linear plot, log k�� log cH� vs
X0.23,24 This ‘protonation side reaction’ is taken into
account in Eqn. (2).1 The correction term, �log[cS/
(cS � cSH�)], can be calculated with the equation23,24


log�cSH��cS� � log cH� � m

1X0 � pKSH� �3�


In these equations, cS and cSH� are the concentrations of
the unprotonated and protonated (on the carbonyl
oxygen) substrate in the aqueous acid with concentration
cH� [= c(HClO4)], excess acidity X0


24 and water activity
aw (cH�, X0,23,24 and aw


25 were corrected according to
temperature; the recent molarity-based logaw values by
Cox24 were used because of their correct standard state),
and nw is the number of water molecules in the transition
state.23,24 The slope parameters m≠


1 and m≠
2 are


indicative of the transition states of the two mechanisms,
A-2 and AdE2, and the slope parameters m*1 and m*2


depend on the site of proton attack, the carbonyl oxygen
in the former and the cyclopropane ring
(m*2 = 1.80 � 0.10)24,26 in the latter case, and k0,1 and
k0,2 are the medium-independent rate constants of the
rate-limiting steps (r.l.s. in Schemes 1 and 2) of the two
reactions. KSH� is the thermodynamic dissociation
constant of the substrate protonated on the carbonyl
oxygen.


Non-linear least-squares minimizations (NLSM) were
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made according to the equation1


log k��A-2� � log cH� � nw log aw


� m	�
1m



1X0 � log�1 � �cH��KSH��10m

1X0 �


� log�k0�1�KSH�� �4�


where the values of parameters m≠
1, m*1, pKSH� and


log(k0,1/KSH�) for the A-2 hydration were obtained by


iteration. NLSM iterations according to the equation1,27


log k��AdE2� � log cH� � m	�
2m



2X0 � log�1
� �cH��KSH��10m



1X0 �
� log k0�2 �5�


were also made in order to estimate the values of
parameters m≠


2 m*2, m*1, pKSH� and logk0,2 for the AdE2


$���� ��  ��� !	������� 	
 ����������!� 
	� �� ��� "��!�����	���!�!����� #���� ��� 0���$ � �%��	�� ���!��	�! �!� ��
�

����� ������������ ��� �!� !	�!������	��� ��� � ���&�#��&$


Substrate T (K)
c(HClO4)a


(mol dm�3) X0
b Log aw


c k� (10�4 s�1)d


1-Ac 318.2 4.881 1.381 1.257 0.559 � 0.017
318.2 5.567 1.703 1.155 0.820 � 0.012
318.2 5.964 1.907 1.087 0.928 � 0.012
318.2 6.300 2.090 1.024 1.054 � 0.014
318.2 6.836 2.401 0.914 1.262 � 0.015
318.2 7.355 2.723 0.796 1.455 � 0.020
318.2 7.856 3.054 0.670 1.598 � 0.017
318.2 8.406 3.436 0.517 1.620 � 0.019
318.2 8.759 3.694 0.410 1.570 � 0.011
318.2 9.360 4.152 0.211 1.341 � 0.010
318.2 9.840 4.537 0.037 1.158 � 0.010
318.2 10.312 4.931 �0.146 0.946 � 0.011
318.8 10.778 5.338 �0.339 0.753 � 0.008
328.2 4.848 1.66 � 0.07
338.2 4.824 5.07 � 0.08
348.2 4.792 13.2 � 0.4
348.2 4.792 13.3 � 0.5e


338.2 4.328 3.62 � 0.04
338.2 4.340 6.53 � 0.08f


2-Ac 298.2 1.000 0.0141 � 0.0004e


318.2 0.994 0.254 1.659 0.202 � 0.004g


318.2 0.996 0.255 1.659 0.201 � 0.05e


318.2 1.488 0.358 1.615 0.4616 � 0.0023
318.2 1.938 0.453 1.575 0.887 � 0.011
318.2 1.996 0.466 1.570 0.950 � 0.008g


318.2 2.376 0.553 1.536 1.581 � 0.025
318.2 2.961 0.701 1.480 3.42 � 0.07
318.2 2.990 0.709 1.477 3.46 � 0.03g


318.2 3.442 0.842 1.432 6.41 � 0.05
318.2 3.489 0.856 1.427 6.70 � 0.04
318.2 3.844 0.974 1.388 10.56 � 0.11
318.2 3.932 1.004 1.378 12.26 � 0.08
318.2 3.961 1.015 1.375 12.5 � 0.2g


318.2 4.397 1.179 1.323 22.20 � 0.27
318.2 4.921 1.399 1.254 44.9 � 0.8
318.2 4.950 1.412 1.250 46.8 � 0.5g


328.2 0.990 0.680 � 0.004
338.2 0.984 2.080 � 0.012
348.2 0.978 6.28 � 0.15
348.2 1.000 6.20 � 0.10e


348.2 0.982 6.36 � 0.12g


348.2 0.982 4.71 � 0.12f,g


358.2 0.972 17.08 � 0.18


a Temperature corrected.
b Excess acidity,24 temperature corrected.23,24


c Logarithm of water activity,24 temperature corrected.25


d Error limits are standard deviations.
e Calculated from the activation parameters (Table 2).
f Measured in DClO4(D2O).
g Ref. 12.
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hydration. The final best values of the parameters are
given in Table 2.


The iterative procedures worked almost as well when
the number of water molecules in the transition state of
the A-2 hydration of 1-acetylnortricyclane (1-Ac) was
fixed to one, two or three [i.e. nw = 1,2 or 3 in Eqns (1)
and (4); standard deviations 0.019, 0.030 and 0.024,
respectively], giving different values for the parameters
(Table 2). For the slope parameter m*1, indicative of the
site of protonation, the values obtained were 0.48, 0.71
and 0.97, of which the middle one is that most typical of
the protonation of carbonyl oxygen, although the other
two are not very exceptional.14,28–30 The corresponding
pKSH� values, �2.79, �4.98 and �6.92, also differ
markedly from each other. The first of these is in good
agreement with that (�3.27 at 298 K) for the protonation
of methyl cyclopropyl ketone,31 and where m*1 � 1 � Φ
[Φ is the slope of the linear plot of log(cSH�/cS) � H0 vs
H0 � log cH�],32 also the first value for m*1 (0.48) and
that for methyl cyclopropyl ketone (ca 0.45) are in good
agreement. The middle values of m*1 and pKSH� are,
however, in harmony with those (0.74 and �5.33 at
318.2 K) measured recently for the A-2 hydration of 3-
nortricyclanone.14 Moreover, there is a structural simi-
larity in 3-nortricyclanone and 1-acetylnortricyclane:
both have a carbonyl group next to the cyclopropane
ring, although the carbonyl group of the former
(�C=O = 1780 cm�1)14 is much more strained than that
of the latter (�C=O = 1705 cm�1, both in the gas
phase).33,34 The last m*1 and pKSH� values are evidently
exceptional and thus the alternative nw = 3 can be
rejected. The m≠ values indicative of the transition state,
1.15, 1.10 and 1.21, are all fairly close to unity, typical of
the A-2 mechanism.14,23,24 Hence the kinetic excess
acidity method used in this work does not alone give a
reliable number of water molecules in the transition state.


However, the mechanism is evidently A-2, as the
parameter m≠


2 (0.55; Table 2) evaluated for the
hypothetical AdE2 mechanism is too small for the
relatively slow hydration and as the other kinetic
parameters also disagree with this mechanism (see
above).


A static spectrophotometric method21 was used to
evaluate the m*1 and pKSH� values for 1-Ac, owing to its
slow hydrolysis. The method applies Eqns (3) and (6):


cSH��cS � �AS � Amax���Amax � ASH�� �6�


as combined to Eqn. (7)


Amax � �AS � ASH����1 � �cH��KSH��10m

1X0 �


� ASH� �7�


to the UV absorbances (Amax) of S and SH� at several
acid concentrations (0 to 11.3 M) at appropriate wave-
lengths (Fig. 1). The NLSM iterations gave the following
values for the parameters: AS (absorbance of the
unprotonated substrate) = 0.189 � 0.003, ASH� (absor-
bance of the protonated substrate) = 0.610 � 0.003,
m*1 = 0.65 � 0.05 and pKSH� = �2.08 � 0.10 at
293.2 K. The values of AS and ASH� seem reasonable
(Fig. 1), but those of m*1 and pKSH� are strange.
However, when these are compared with the correspond-
ing values evaluated kinetically for three A-2 mechan-
isms in Table 2, they are in the best agreement with those
for the A-2 mechanism with one water molecule in the
transition state, i.e. nw = 1. The spectrophotometric
values of pKSH� (ca � 1.92 as corrected to 318.2 K)29


and m*1 are, however, in fair agreement with those
evaluated for the AdE2 mechanism (Table 2). This


$���� 0� '��������� 	
 �!����	� �� "�()� *� �	����� �������� �	�	�� �

�!�� �� ""( 	� "�( * ��� ��� ���������� 	
 �+!���
�!��� �%���	�� ,-%�� #�$ ��� #.$/ �� "�( * 
	� ��� ����	���� 	
 �� ��� "��!�����	���!�!����� #���� ��� 0���$ � 0��&�#�%)$
#���	� ���� ��� �������� �����	��$


Substrate c(HClO4) (mol dm�3) �H≠ (kJ mol�1) �S≠ (J mol�1 K�1) kH/kD


1-Ac 4.79 95.3 � 1.3 �41 � 4 0.556 � 0.012
2-Ac 0.978 103.0 � 0.7a �12 � 2a 1.35 � 0.06b


Mechanism m*1 pKSH� m≠c Log(k0,1/KSH�) Log[k0,2 (M�1 s�1)]


1-Ac A-2 (nw = 1) 0.48 � 0.02 �2.79 � 0.13 1.15 � 0.07 �6.91 � 0.06
A-2 (nw = 2) 0.71 � 0.03 �4.98 � 0.18 1.10 � 0.05 �8.45 � 0.03
A-2 (nw = 3) 0.97 � 0.07 �6.92 � 0.34 1.21 � 0.08 �10.28 � 0.03
AdE2d 0.72 � 0.07 �2.48 � 0.13 0.55 � 0.08e �5.67 � 0.13


2-Ac A-2 (nw = 1)d 0.98 � 0.06 �1.62 � 0.08 2.34 � 0.13 �6.90 � 0.02
AdE2 0.98 � 0.08 �1.79 � 0.24 1.02 � 0.11e �5.13 � 0.02


a M. Lajunen and M. Susi, unpublished results, 1999.
b Ref. 12.
c m≠


1 or m≠
2 depending on the mechanism.


d The iterations have been executed, although this mechanism is not probable.
e m≠


2 = m*2 m≠
2/1.80.24,26
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mechanism is not possible according to the kinetic
parameters (see above).


The iterative procedures also worked well in the
hydration of 3-acetylnortricyclane (2-Ac), in which both
mechanisms, A-2 and AdE2, were tested. The excess
acidity parameters (Table 2) for the hypothetical A-2
mechanism do not seem normal (especially m≠ = 2.34,
which should be close to unity; see above), but those for
the AdE2 mechanism (m*1 = 0.98, pKSH� = �1.79 and
m≠


2 = 1.02), although somewhat exceptional, are in fair


agreement with those (m*1 = 0.79; pKSH� = �2.19 and
m≠


2 = 1.02 at 298 K) recently evaluated for the AdE2
hydration of 3-acetoxynortricyclane (2-OAc).1 Addition-
ally, the rate constant of disappearance for 2-Ac as
extrapolated to 1.0 M HClO4(aq.) and 298.2 K is in good
agreement with the rate constants of the AdE2 hydration
(protonation) for several 3-substituted nortricyclanes (2-
X) under similar conditions.1


The excess acidity plots according to Eqns (1) and (2)
for the A-2 hydration (with one water molecule) of 1-Ac


#����� �
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and for the AdE2 hydration of 2-Ac are presented in Figs 2
and 3 without (curved lines) and with (straight lines)
(r = 0.9997 and 0.99995, respectively) the protonation
correction term, �log[cS/(cS � cSH�)], calculated with
Eqn. (3) from the m*1 and pKSH� values in Table 2. The
differences between the curved and straight lines show


that the correction term, and hence also the protonation of
the carbonyl group, are significant in both the A-2 and
AdE2 mechanisms at the acid concentrations used in this
work (Table 1).


#����� 0


1���� �� -+!��� �!��� ��	� ,-%�) #1$/ 
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According to the product analyses (see Experimental), 1-
acetylnortricyclane (1-Ac; GC retention time tR = 6.0
min; M = 136; ��H = 3075 cm�1 and �C=O = 1705 cm�1)
yields in HClO4(aq.) as main products (ca 90%) four
acetyl-substituted 2-norborneols (3 and 4; Scheme 1), the
tRs for the three being very similar (14.4–15.0 min), with
one being clearly shorter (11.5 min). The last mentioned
is probably endo-6-acetyl-endo-2-norborneol and the first
three other isomeric 6-acetyl-2-norborneols (M = 154;
�OH = 3654 cm�1 and �C=O = 1726 cm�1). An acetyl-2-
norbornene (5%; tR = 4.4 min; M = 136; �C=CH = 3125
and 1616 cm�1; and �C=O = 1680 cm�1) and a lactone
(5%; tR = 13.1 min; M = 138; and �C=O = 1813 cm�1;
possibly endo-6-hydroxynorbornane-endo-2-carboxylic
lactone) were observed as minor products (the extraction
method used for the product analysis may overestimate
these amounts compared with those of the very water-
soluble acetylnorborneols).


3-Acetylnortricyclane (2-Ac; tR = 4.8 min; M = 136;
��H = 3079 cm�1 and �C=O = 1721 cm�1) yields in
HClO4 (aq.) as main products (�95%) possibly as many
as eight acetyl-2-norborneols (tR = 11.3–14.9 min), the
identification of which was not possible. Probably these
are epimeric 7-, 3- and 5-acetyl-2-norborneols (5–7;
Scheme 2; the routes of formation of the products are
presented as briefly as possible and can be more
complicated; M = 154; �OH = 3653 cm�1 and �C=O =
1721 cm�1). An acetyl-2-norbornene (tR = 4.0 min; M =
136; �C=CH = 1613 cm�1 and �C=O = 1684 cm�1) was


also observed as a minor product (ca 4%) as in the case of
1-Ac (see above), hence it may be formed by deprotona-
tion of an acetylnorbornyl cation or by dehydration of an
acetyl-2-norborneol.


��3��4����������
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ABSTRACT: The Huisgen reaction of aryltetrazoles and fumaryl chloride leads to symmetrically aryl-substituted
1,2-bis(1,3,4-oxadiazolyl)ethenes. Molecules with extended conjugated systems are accessible using stilbenyltetra-
zoles or higher homologues. The substitution with solubility-permitting alkoxy side-chains results in molecules of C2h


symmetry, consisting of a central electron-accepting segment and two terminal electron density-releasing units. The
solvatochromism of the absorption spectra is negligible, while in the emission spectra a strong positive
solvatochromism connected with a dramatic decrease of the quantum yield is observed, indicating intramolecular
charge transfer. The influences of different alkoxy substitution patterns on the luminescence properties are discussed.
Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Since the late 1980s, organic molecules with extended
conjugated systems such as poly(phenylenevinylene)s or
polythiophenes have received considerable attention
thanks to their semiconducting, luminescent and non-
linear optical properties.1–4 Oligomers with well-defined
conjugated systems are interesting as model compounds
for the polymers and are also used as electronic
materials.5 The low electron affinity of (alkoxylated)
oligo- and poly(phenylenevinylene)s is disadvantageous
for using these materials in light-emitting diodes owing
to high barriers for electron injection from aluminium
cathodes reducing the efficiencies of these devices.6,7


Additional layers of conjugated materials with a high
electron affinity, based on heterocycles such as 1,3,4-
oxadiazole,8,9 1,3,5-triazine,10,11 or quinoxaline,12,13


were used to improve the electron injection process.
Alternatively, the electron affinity of the luminescent
materials can be enhanced by substitution with electron-
accepting nitriles14,15 or sulfonyl groups.16,17 Here we
report our work on soluble oligo(phenylenevinylene)s
with additional 1,3,4-oxadiazoles in the main chain. Two
stilbenes are connected to the centre of these compounds,
a heterocyclic analogue of stilbene. Flexible alkoxy side-


chains on the lateral rings improve the solubility
tremendously. However, this substitution pattern leads
to �-systems with a pronounced donor–acceptor–donor
structure.


�,&' ��%�


The synthesis of aryl-substituted (E)-1,2-bis(1,3,4-oxa-
diazolyl)ethenes from 5-aryltetrazoles and fumaryl
chloride via acylation of the heterocycles and thermal
ring transformation (Huisgen reaction) has recently been
reported.18 Stilbenyltetrazoles 4a–e with solubilizing
side-chains were prepared by PO-activated olefinations
of alkoxy-substituted benzaldehydes 1a–e with p-cyano-
benzyl phosphonate 2 and subsequent addition of azide to
yield the tetrazoles 4a–e. (Scheme 1) Using LiN3 in
methylglycol or DMF, excellent yields (91–97%) of
tetrazoles were obtained from simple benzonitriles and
cyanostilbene 3a, whereas the additions of azide to
alkoxylated cyanostilbenes 3b–e were slow and accom-
panied by partial cleavage of the alkyl ethers. Tetrazoles
4b–e with up to three alkoxy groups on the stilbene were
isolated in moderate to good yields when the addition of
azide was performed in toluene and in the presence of
triethylammonium ions. The title molecules 6a–e (Table
1) were assembled by acylation of the tetrazoles 4a–e
with fumaryl chloride in anisole containing stoichio-
metric amounts of pyridine and subsequent thermolysis
of the tetrazolide (80–120°C). The amine reduces the
temperature for the thermal ring transformation, but it
also induces a decomposition of fumaryl chloride 5.
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Preferentially, Huisgen reactions with 5 were performed
in the absence of a base using 1,2-dichlorobenzene as a
solvent (6b, d and e). All compounds were characterized
by IR, mass and 1H and 13C NMR spectra and gave
satisfactory elemental analyses.
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(E)-1,2-Bis(stilbenyl-1,3,4-oxadiazolyl)ethene 6a, re-
presenting the basic chromophore of the title com-
pounds, is an almost colourless but nearly insoluble
material which emits blue–green light upon UV
irradiation. Substitution on the terminal rings with
flexible alkoxy side-chains results in highly soluble,
yellow–orange solids, but causes a gradual (6b) to
complete loss of fluorescence for crystalline materials
6c–e. Compared with solutions of the reference mol-
ecule 6a, both the absorption and fluorescence spectra of
6b–e are shifted to lower energies, owing to the
auxochromic effect of the alkoxy groups. The absorp-


tion spectra of 6b–e are nearly unbiased by the solvent.
Compared with solutions in cyclohexane, only small
hypsochromic shifts (��max = 2–9 nm) were recorded
with ethanol as a solvent [electronic spectra were
recorded at ambient temperature, using a MCS320/340
UV/Vis spectrometer (Zeiss) (c � 10�5 mol l�1) for
absorption and an LS 50B spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer)
for fluorescence spectra (c � 10�5–10�8 mol l�1)]. So-
lutions of 6a–e in cyclohexane [� = 2.023,
ET(30) = 30.9]19 show an intense fluorescence band
with a well resolved vibrational structure. This structure
is blurred in solvents with a slightly higher dielectric
constant, such as 1,4-dioxane [� = 2.209, ET(30) = 36.0]
or toluene [� = 2.379, ET(30) = 33.9]. The loss of
structure is accompanied by bathochromic shifts and
reduced fluorescence intensities of the alkoxylated
compounds 6b–e, whereas the fluorescence intensity
of the basic chromophore 6a is increased. In dichloro-
methane, a moderately polar solvent [� = 8.93,
ET(30) = 40.7], the fluorescence intensities of the
alkoxylated title compounds 6b–e are strongly reduced.
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Compound R1 R2 R3 R4 Yield (%) M.p. (°C)


6a CH3 92 368
6b OC8H17 C(CH3)3 87 170
6ca OC8H17 CH3 OC8H17 68 165
6da OC8H17 OCH3 86 225
6e OC6H13 OC6H13 OC6H13 77 189


a OC8H17 = 2-ethylhexyloxy.
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Depending on the number and position of the peripheral
auxochromic groups, the intensities at �f,max are reduced
to values of 20% (6b) to less than 1� (6e) compared
with solutions of these compounds in cyclohexane.
Considering the broadening of the fluorescence band,
the residual fluorescence is in the range of 40% (6b) to
2� (6e). In contrast to the alkoxylated compounds, the
fluorescence band of the basic chromophore 6a in
CH2Cl2 is about 50% over that recorded from solutions
in cyclohexane [Af (CH)/Af (DCM) = 0.7] In ethanol
[� = 24.55, ET(30) = 51.9], the fluorescence of all 1,2-
bis(1,3,4-oxadiazolyl)ethenes is barely detectable; even
the emission of 6a is reduced to about 7%. Details of the
spectra are given in Table 2.


The fluorescence quantum yields were calculated from
fluorescence intensities of solutions of 6a–e in cyclohex-
ane and compared with the intensity of quinine sulphate
(Φf = 0.577) in aqueous 0.1 M H2SO4 and corrected for
the refractive indices.20 Intense fluorescence is observed
with solutions of the basic chromophore 6a (Φf � 0.8),
substitution of 6a with two alkoxy groups results in a
further increase in the fluorescence quantum yield (6b:
Φf � 0.9), whereas the introduction of additional auxo-


chromes substantially reduces the fluorescence (6c–e:
Φf � 0.4–0.5).


In addition, the introduction of several peripheral
alkoxy groups limits the photostability. The absorption
and fluorescence of those compounds showing the
highest response on solvent polarity and the lowest
fluorescence quantum yields, 6d and e, slowly decrease
upon continued exposure to UV radiation (366 nm,
cyclohexane).
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Conjugated systems composed of an electron-deficient
heterocyclic analogue of stilbene and two lateral stilbene
units were investigated. The alkoxylated (E)-1,2-bis-
(stilbenyl-1,3,4-oxadiazolyl)ethenes are molecules with a
distinct donor–acceptor–donor structure. The influence of
the dielectric constant of the solvent on the ground state
of these molecules is only small, but the pronounced
solvatochromism of the fluorescence indicates severe
interaction of the excited state with the solvent mol-
ecules. These shifts of the emission to lower energies can
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Compound
�max
(CH)


�max
(DCM) (log�)


�max
(EtOH)


�f,max
(CH) ΦF


�f,max
(Dio)


�f,max
(Tol)


�f,max
(DCM)


If, rel
(Af, rel)


�f,max
(EtOH)


6a 376 (CHCl3) 412 (683) 0.77 442 (948) 422 (948) 473 (619) 1.1 (0.7) 443 (45)
436 (601) 442 (825)


6b 388 387 (4.87) 384 422 (962) 0.88 449 (771) 456 (714) 511 (213) 4.5 (2.4) 490 (2)
447 (792)


6c 400 398 (4.80) 398 440 (560) 0.54 478 (456) 457 (522) 455 (4) 135 (78) 484 (5)
467 (414)


6d 392 399 (4.92) 387 428.5 (207) 0.44 473.5 (185) 454.5 (151) 531 (0.4) 460 (250) 517 (1)
454.5 (167)


6e 389 387 (4.94) 380 429.5 (688) 0.43 475 (619) 435.5 (319) 455 (0.5) 1280 (599) 453 (0.4)
452.5 (638) 466 (438)


a CH = cyclohexane; DCM = dichloromethane; EtOH = ethanol (96%); Dio = 1,4-dioxane; tol = Toluene; �max = absorption maximum (nm); �f,max = emission
maxima (nm) and intensities (a.u.); If, rel = ratio of fluorescence intensities at �f,max of solutions of a compounds in cyclohexane and in CH2Cl2; Af, rel = relative
intensities of the fluorescence bands in these solvents.
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be attributed to a stabilization of a charge-transfer state
by reorientation of the solvent molecules.19 As the
structure of the fluorescence bands of 6a–e changes
completely with solvent polarity, no meaningful correla-
tion of ��f,max and a solvent parameter can be obtained.21


In addition to the influence on the energy of the emitted
light, solvent polarity has a strong impact on the
fluorescence quantum yield. The intense light emission
from solutions in non-polar solvents (cyclohexane,
dioxane) is reduced to negligible values in the polar
and protic ethanol. Using cyclohexane and the moder-
ately polar dichloromethane as reference solvents, the
ratios of the fluorescence intensities [If (CH)/If (DCM); Af


(CH)/Af (DCM)] discriminate 6a–e according to the extent
of the increasing donor–acceptor–donor structure of these
compounds. Whereas Φf of the basic chromophore 6a
remains nearly constant in these solvents, progressive
introduction of donor groups gradually reduces the
individual quantum yield. The fluorescence intensity of
6e in CH2Cl2 is reduced to about 1� of its intensity from
solutions in cyclohexane. This behaviour is closely
related to the positive solvatochromism and reduction
of fluorescence intensities found for cyano-substituted
oligo(phenylenevinylene)s with a pronounced acceptor–
donor–acceptor structure. In this series, a minimum
fluorescence intensity of 5% was preserved even in
acetonitrile.15


The substitution of a fluorescent �-system with
auxochromes is known to increase the fluorescence,22


and this also holds for the first set of alkoxy groups
comparing 6a (Φf = 0.8) with 6b (Φf = 0.9). However,
additional ether groups reduce the fluorescence quantum
yield to about half the value (6c–e: Φf = 0.4–0.5). The
impact of polarity on Φf parallels the fluorescence
behaviour of these compounds in different solvents: an
enlarged donor–acceptor–donor character (6b–e) and an
increased solvent polarity favour a charge transfer in the
excited state. An enhanced radiationless decay results
from this stabilization.


+)&+-*�%)&


1,2-Bis(1,3,4-oxadiazolyl)ethenes with extended conju-
gated systems were prepared via Huisgen reaction of
stilbenyltetrazoles. Chromophores with a pronounced
donor–acceptor–donor structure are obtained upon sub-


stitution with solubilizing alkoxy side-chains. This
favours a charge transfer in the excited state, resulting
in solvatochromism of the emission and a marked decline
in the fluorescence quantum yield in polar solvents.
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ABSTRACT: Crystallographic analysis of the bromo-�-lactones obtained by addition of bromine to aqueous
solutions of disodium 2,3-dimethylmaleate and 2,3-dimethylfumarate reveals stereochemistries (4 from 1, and 3 from
2) opposite to those originally assigned (3 from 1, and 4 from 2). Specifically, the maleate leads to a bromo-�-lactone
with the methyl groups in a trans relationship, whereas the fumarate leads to the corresponding cis isomer. To account
for this observation, we suggest that the first-formed intermediate in each case is an �-lactone. B3LYP/6–31 � G(d)
calculations in PCM water indicate that the cyclic chloronium and bromonium adducts of acrylate anion are not
intermediates but transition structures for the degenerate rearrangement of halomethyl-�-lactones. Bader analysis of
MP2/6–31 � G(d,p) electron density distributions indicates that oxiranone possesses considerable ionic character in
the endocyclic C�—On bond. In PCM water there is neither a ring critical point nor a bond critical point for C�—On,
although geometrically the molecule still possesses an acute-angled three-membered ring with a C�COn angle of only
69°. Combined quantum/classical calculations for B3LYP/6–31 � G(d) oxiranone surrounded by about 600 explicit
TIP3P water molecules indicate that the cyclic structure is an energy minimum in aqueous solution, and Bader
analysis gives a result similar to that from the continuum model. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: �-lactone; electrophilic addition; crystal structure; mechanism; computational modelling; ab initio
MO; Bader analysis; QM/MM explicit solvation
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�-Lactones are cyclic esters containing a three-membered
ring; they are highly reactive and readily polymerize.1


The simplest of these, oxiranone, may be prepared by
addition of carbene CH2 to carbon dioxide in an inert
matrix at low temperature,2 but room-temperature
isolable �-lactones possess electron-withdrawing and
bulky substituents at C�.


3 The instability of �-lactones
may be due to facile ring opening to a zwitterion.4 The
intermediate implicated in hydrolysis of �-halocarboxy-
lates with retention of configuration has been described
as a zwitterion,5 an �-lactone6 or an �-lactone possessing
much ionic character.7 On the basis of MP2/6–
311��G(d,p) calculations,8 we concluded that the
intermediate was best described as an �-lactone, but that
the transition structure (for halide elimination from an �-


halocarboxylate) leading to it possessed substantial
charge separation and a significant degree of covalency
in the bond between C� and the endocyclic oxygen On.
Calculations at the QCISD(T)/6–311G(2df,p)//MP2/6–
311G(d,p) level of theory indicated that the exocyclic
C=O bond raises the ring strain energy of oxiranone by
55 kJ mol�1 over that of oxirane.9
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Addition of halogens to an alkene usually occurs in two
stages and in an anti manner.10 In 1937, Tarbell and
Bartlett11 found that the disodium salts of 2,3-dimethyl-
maleic acid and 2,3-dimethylfumaric acid (1 and 2, Fig.
1) reacted stereospecifically with aqueous bromine, each
yielding a single crystalline bromo-�-lactone; the mal-
eate and fumarate derivatives gave compounds with
melting-points of 95–96 and 148–150°C, respectively.
The authors proposed that initial addition of bromine to
give a carbocation was followed ‘in the quickest possible
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succession’ by attack of the carboxylate group leading
directly to a �-lactone. The structures of the lactones (3
and 4, respectively) were assigned on this basis,
corresponding to anti addition at the double bond. This
work shortly predated the important paper by Roberts and
Kimball12 proposing cyclic halonium ion intermediates
for halogen addition to alkenes; Fig. 1 illustrates
Winstein’s subsequent interpretation.13


Suspecting that the reaction might be more complex
than had been supposed, we prepared the two bromo-
lactones from 1 and 2 by the published method11 and
established their structures by x-ray crystallography.14


The disodium salt of 2,3-dimethylmaleic acid 1 yielded
the bromo-�-lactone 4 (m.p. 92–94°C) with the methyl
groups in a trans relationship. Correspondingly, the
disodium salt of 2,3-dimethylfumaric acid 2 yielded the
bromo-�-lactone 3 (m.p. 148°C). This unequivocal result
corresponds to overall syn addition to the alkene and is in
contrast to the anti addition supposed by the Tarbell and
Bartlett mechanism or arising from direct attack by
carboxylate anion on a cyclic bromonium ion intermedi-
ate.13,15 We believe that the most satisfactory explanation
of our results (Fig. 2) involves formation of an �-lactone
intermediate (5 and 6) as the first step in the decomposi-
tion of the bromonium ion. This �-lactone undergoes
internal rotation about the central C—C bond. Subse-
quently the other carboxylate group attacks the �-lactone,
with a second inversion of configuration, to give the �-


lactone. This scheme accounts simply and satisfactorily
for the overall stereochemical outcome.


 -�/2)*)&-(*+ �0&%�( � #-$ ��
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Geometry optimization and frequency calculations using
the B3LYP density functional with the 6–31 � G(d) basis
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and the PCM method for aqueous solvation (� = 78.4)
were carried out using the Gaussian98 program.16 The
positively charged cyclic chloronium and bromonium
species formally derived by addition of Cl� or Br� across
the C=C bond of acrylic acid are both found to be
minimum-energy species; these would be capable of
undergoing further reaction by attack of an external
nucleophile. In contrast, the corresponding neutral
species derived from acrylate anion are both found to
be first-order saddle points. Determination of the
transition vector, followed by intrinsic reaction-coordi-
nate calculations in both directions from this transition
structure, leads to a pair of equivalent �-lactones that
would differ only in the labeling of the oxygen atoms
(Fig. 3). Thus the cyclic halonium is the transition
structure for degenerate rearrangement of the �-lactone;
this process (which retains the stereochemical configura-
tion at C�) has a barrier of 71 kJ mol�1 for the
chloromethyloxiranone and 85 kJ mol�1 for the bromo-
methyloxiranone. At first sight it is surprising that the �-
lactones should be lower in energy than the cyclic
haloniums. We estimate the ring strain energy of the
parent ethene chloronium cation to be about 82 kJ mol�1


from a gas-phase isodesmic relation, whereas the ring
strain energy of the parent oxiranone is about
169 kJ mol�1, as noted above. Why is the chloromethyl-
oxiranone about 70 kJ mol�1 lower in energy than the
chloronium carboxylate species, despite possessing
approximately twice as much ring strain energy? The
answer lies with the extreme instability of the zwitterion
XCH2C�


�CO2
� (X = Cl or Br). Formation of the cyclic


halonium carboxylate species serves to stabilize the
carbocation centre at C�, but not as effectively as
formation of the �-lactone, since the former is still a
zwitterion whereas the latter is formally a covalent
species. A zwitterionic structure in which the methylene
and carboxylate moieties of oxiranone are coplanar
disintegrates spontaneously to CH2 and CO2.9


&� -.&$*(-(� *( ��+* )-(� -$ (-)5


Hughes and Ingold eschewed the term �-lactone;5,17


Ingold considered that the �-carboxylate group estab-


lished a ‘rather long, somewhat weak, essentially
electrostatic bond’18 by interaction with the adjacent
carbocationic centre. Winstein described the intermediate
in hydrolysis of �-bromopropionate as an �-lactone,13,19


but denied that this term implied a completely covalent
species;7a instead, he reasoned that ‘there is a very large
ionic character to the new carbon-oxygen bond.’7a


Analysis of the electron density distributions for some
three-membered rings was carried out at the SCI-PCM/
MP2/6–31 � G(d,p)//HF/6–31 � G(d,p) level using the
AIMPAC20 suite of programs. As expected, oxirane in
water shows a bond critical point (BCP) for each of the
bonds of the ring, together with a ring critical point
(RCP). However, although the C�—On bond length of
oxiranone in water (1.50 Å) is a reasonable value for an
endocyclic bond, no BCP is found between these
atoms.21 The net charges on the OnCOx and C�H2 groups
are �0.63 and �0.63 respectively, which suggests
zwitterionic character. However, the three interior angles
of the ring are all �69°, so that the structure is not at all
open, despite lacking an RCP and a C�—On BCP
according to the Bader analysis; geometrically the
structure still resembles a cyclic species. The carboxylate
group of oxiranone in water is able to approach closely to
C�, with the C�COn angle distorting by about 50° from its
value in �-chloroacetic acid.8 Furthermore, analysis of
the calculated vibrational Hessian indicates that there is a
significant (although rather weak) restoring force for
distortion of the C�—On ‘bond’, consistent with there
being no tendency for the ‘ring’ to spring open
spontaneously. The theoretical results do seem to accord
fairly well with Winstein’s description of an �-lactone
with considerable ionic character, and the Bader analysis
certainly indicates that the C�—On bond of oxiranone is
different from the corresponding bond in oxirane.


 �*$* )�$&6*)&-( -# �./+& &)+,
�-+0*)�% -.&$*(-(� &( '*)�$


It may be argued that the analysis presented in the
preceding section is flawed because the polarized
continuum model for aqueous solvation does not take
account of specific solvent interactions which might
strongly stabilize the open, zwitterionic form of oxira-
none relative to the cyclic �-lactone. In response to this
suggestion (from a referee), we carried out a computa-
tional study of oxiranone in water using a combined
quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM)
approach.


Gas-phase geometry optimization of oxiranone was
performed using the GAMESS-UK program22 (the
package is derived from the original GAMESS code
due to M. Dupuis D. Spangler and J. Wendoloski)
without any symmetry constraints, with the B3LYP/6–
31 � G(d) method. QM/MM calculations in solution
were carried out using the CHARMM27b223 (GAMESS-
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UK/CHARMM is a coupling of GAMESS-UK 6.2 and
CHARMM c27b2 by P. Sherwood, E. Billings and B.R.
Brooks, unpublished work) and GRACE24 programs. The
reacting system was placed in a cavity deleted from a
15 Å radius sphere of 605 water molecules as described
by TIP3P empirical potentials. A sequence of initial
energy minimization using the MM only energy function
was performed in order to produce a reasonably well-
packed arrangement of the solvating water molecules
around the solute species.


Ab initio QM/MM stationary-point location and
characterization were guided by means of GRACE,
which uses a Newton–Raphson algorithm. In this method,
the system was divided into two parts, the core and the
environment. The Hessian matrix was calculated ex-
plicitly only for those atoms belonging to the core. Here
the core represents QM oxiranone. Once this partitioning
had been done, the stationary point, a minimum in this
case, location was carried out in the degrees of freedom
of the core. Before each energy and gradient evaluation
step for the core, the degrees of freedom of the
environment were relaxed to maintain an approximately
zero gradient and to minimize the potential energy.


Starting from the B3LYP/6–31 � G(d)/PCM opti-
mized structure for oxiranone, full geometry optimization
within the QM/MM potential with �600 explicit water
molecules led to an energy minimized structure corre-
sponding to the cyclic �-lactone. Figure 4(a) shows a
selection of these solvent waters (rendered in licorice


style) surrounding the oxiranone (rendered in ball and
stick style); most of the water molecules have been
omitted from this view for the sake of clarity. The C�—
On bond length (Table 1) is longer in the explicit QM/
MM description (1.633 Å) than in the continuum
treatment (1.560 Å), but the C�—C—On angle is
characteristic of a three-membered ring in both cases
(69.1° explicit vs 68.4° continuum). Since attempts to
elongate the C�—On bond further reverted to the same
cyclic structure, this geometry corresponds to a local
energy minimum, indicating that the �-lactone is capable
of (at least transient) existence in aqueous solution. It is
certainly conceivable that there may also exist a separate
energy minimum corresponding to an open, zwitterionic
form for oxiranone in water, and that this might be of
lower energy, but we cannot comment further upon this at
present. The structure shown in Fig. 4(a) is only one of
many possible configurations of solvent; a more complete
description would involve averaging over many config-
urations in order to determine the free energy of the
solvated oxiranone. This particular snapshot shows two
water molecules acting as hydrogen-bond donors towards
the endocyclic oxygen of oxiranone (On


…H distances of
1.88 and 1.93 Å) and one water molecules acting likewise
towards the exocyclic oxgen (Ox


…H distance 1.798 Å).
The analysis of electron density distributions in a QM/


MM environment was carried out by means of AIM-
PAC.20 Figure 4(b) shows the values of the electron
density �, its Laplacian �2� and its ellipticity � at the
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Solvation method C�—On C�—C C—On C�—C—On


Continuum: PCM (� = 78.4) 1.560 1.442 1.327 68.4
Explicit QM/MM with �600 TIP3P waters 1.633 1.466 1.413 69.1
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BCPs for B3LYP/6–31 � G(d) oxiranone surrounded by
�600 TIP3P water molecules. The most noteworthy
point is the non-existence of a BCP for the C�—On bond,
just as for the PCM treatment of this molecule.21


In conclusion, the picture of oxiranone in water that
emerges from the explicit QM/MM description of
solvation is qualitatively the same as found using the
continuum PCM treatment.
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ABSTRACT: Previous molecular modeling studies, in our laboratory, have shown that some esters of type
RCOO(CH2)nC5H5N�Cl� are potentially active against Alzheimer’s disease. We have also demonstrated that
acridine, which has strong anticholinesterase activity appears to be a suitable R substituent. The main obstacle to the
possible pharmaceutical application of these compounds is their limited solubility in water, which is due to the poor
aqueous solubility of acridine itself (0.26 mM). Inclusion complexation with cyclodextrins may overcome this
problem. Solubility diagrams and NMR spectroscopy were used to study the inclusion of acridine (Acr) within �-
cyclodextrin (�CD) and heptakis(2,6-di-O-methyl)cyclomaltoheptose (DM�CD). A 1:1 complex was formed for the
Acr–�CD system and both 1:1 and 2:1 complexes for the Acr–DM�CD system (apparent Ka 215 � 20 and
1150 � 100 M�1, respectively). Data from 1H NMR studies corrected the assignment of the acridine H1, H8 and H4,
H5 protons in D2O, which have been erroneously assigned in previous publications. 1H spin–lattice relaxation times
T1 measured with selective, non-selective and null inversion characterize the dynamics of the inclusion complexes.
Geometric features of the host–guest inclusion complexes were inferred from intermolecular dipolar interactions
obtained by 2D adiabatic off-resonance ROESY experiments. A more detailed picture of the structure of the inclusion
complexes was obtained by combining NMR structural data and molecular modeling (docking, dynamics under NMR
constraints and energy calculations). Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: NMR; solubility diagrams; �-cyclodextrins; inclusion complexes; acridine; dynamics; molecular
modeling
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Some 2,5-disubstituted tetrahydrofuran derivatives A
(Fig. 1) which inhibit platelet aggregation (PAF antago-
nists) are also potential inhibitors of the cholinesterases,
the fundamental enzymes in the propagation of the
nervous impulses. These compounds are promising
candidates for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease.1


Introduction of a long aliphatic chain (n = 6) bearing a
carbamate group and a pyridinium moiety appears to be
required for both platelet aggregation and acetylcholi-
nesterase inhibition. From molecular modeling of
potential cholinesterase inhibitors, previous laboratory
studies have shown that some esters of type B
RCOO(CH2)nC5H5N�Cl� are competitive inhibitors of
cholinesterases (e.g. R = cyclohexyl, phenyl, biphenyl, 1-
naphthyl), and have anticholinesterase activity


(IC50 � 10�7, n = 6) similar to that of physostigmine.
The current study concerns acridine (Acr), a potential R
substituent, which itself exhibits significant anticholines-
terase activity.2 Acridine has poor solubility in water
(2.6 � 10�4 M), but it is a basic motif found in many
anticholinesterase compounds. The derivatives of acri-
dine or dibenzopyridine are principally antiseptic,
antimalarial or cholinergic.3 The main obstacle
to the eventual pharmaceutical application of
AcrCOO(CH2)nC5H5N�Cl� derivatives is their limited
water solubility, due to the low aqueous solubility of
acridine. Furthermore, some derivatives of acridine
which do have pharmacological activity also display
adverse side-effects.


During the last few years, several medicinal substances
have been successfully complexed by cyclodextrins
(CDs).4 This has increased the stability and hydrosolu-
bility of the substance, and modified the pharmacoki-
netics of the resulting drugs, with a subsequent reduction
in adverse effects.5 Several drugs from the following
categories have already been included within cyclodex-
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trins:6 anti-inflammatories, barbiturates, anti-epileptics
and anti-cancerous drugs. These new combinations have
recently been marketed in Europe, the USA and Japan.
For an example, a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory mol-
ecule, Brexin, has been on sale in France since 1993
(Piroxicam–�-cyclodextrin association). �CD is used and
marketed in a series of drugs such as prostaglandin,
benexate, dexamethazone, etc. It has been found that
cyclodextrins significantly increase the water solubility
of hydrocortisone and progesterone molecules.


The study of the acridine–CD complexes is the first
approach used to evaluate the biosolubility of our
potential anticholinesterase and hydrophobic B com-
pounds (Fig. 2). �CD was compared with DM�CD,
which is more soluble.7 We used solubility diagrams and
NMR spectroscopy to investigate the complexation of
acridine by cyclodextrins. However, the first method
provides only indirect qualitative information about the


inclusion and geometry of cyclodextrin complexes. NMR
spectroscopy has become the main method for elucidat-
ing the structure, kinetics and dynamics of supramol-
ecular host–guest complexes in the dissolved state.8


Because of the low solubility of acridine in water, we
used 1H NMR in these studies (changes in the chemical
shift of acridine protons, selective 1H T1 measurements,
nuclear Overhauser effect). Finally, more quantitative
structural data can be obtained by the combined use of
NOE data and molecular dynamics and molecular
mechanics calculations.


+,&+ !�+�(-.


���������� 	�
��
�� The solubility isotherms of the Acr–
CD systems were obtained at 25°C using the technique
proposed by Higuchi and Connors.9 The solubilized Acr
was quantified by UV spectroscopy with a Philips
spectrophotometer. UV absorption was measured on the
356 nm band (�–�* transition) with 0.2 cm lightpath
quartz cells. It was checked that the molar absorption
coefficient of Acr does not change significantly upon
inclusion (� = 9200 M�1 cm�1). The phase solubility
diagrams were constructed by plotting the molar
solubility of acridine as a function of the total molar
concentration of CD added.


��� ������������� 1D 1H (NOE difference experi-
ments, NMR titrations) and 2D COSY, LR-COSY,
HSQC, HMBC NMR spectra were performed on Bruker
AM-500 (500.13 MHz) and DMX-500 (500.11 MHz)
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spectrometers with a 5 mm (Z-gradient for DMX) reverse
probe at 298, 303 or 310 K. 1H spin–lattice relaxation
time (1H T1) experiments and adiabatic off-resonance
ROESY spectra were recorded with an 8 mm 1H Z-
gradient probe.


1H NMR experiments were carried out in D2O solution
with the residual HOD signal as internal standard
(4.75 ppm at 298 K, 4.70 ppm at 303 K and 4.63 ppm at
310 K), and in methanol solution (CD3OD) with residual
solvent signal resonance at 3.31 ppm at 298 K.


COSY and LR-COSY10 (with an optimized long-range
delay equal to 140 ms) were acquired at 298 K using 160
t1 increments with 2K data points and 320 scans each.
Partial suppression of the residual HDO signal was
accomplished by a presaturation during the 1.5 s relaxa-
tion delay. The data were processed with a non-shifted
sine-bell window in both dimensions.


The phase-sensitive gradient-selected HSQC11 and
gradient-selected HMBC12 (delay = 70 ms corresponding
to 3JC–H = 7 Hz was used) experiments were recorded at
303 K. These experiments were acquired using 256 t1
increments with 2K data points and 64 scans (HSQC) or
96 scans (HMBC). Two zero-fillings were applied in the
t1 dimension and a �/3 shifted squared sine-bell function
was used in both dimensions.


An adiabatic off-resonance ROESY experiment has
been proposed in order to overcome the inherent draw-
backs of conventional ROESY.13 The HOHAHA coher-
ence transfer was suppressed and the offset dependence
was minimized for quantification purposes. The spin-
locking carrier frequency wasshiftedby�5.5kHzfrom the
center of the spectrum. The improved version of the initial
pulse sequence was used.14 2D ROESY spectra were
obtained using a spectral width of 5 kHz, with 2K complex
points in f2, 256 t1 values, 320 scans per incremented t1 and
a relaxation delay of 2 s. The angle between static and
effective field was equal to 54.7°. A trapezoidal adiabatic
spin lock with an average mixing time of 300 ms was
applied with 0.25% random variation. The spin-lock field
strength was �8 kHz. After zero-filling to a 2 K � 1 K
matrix, �/n shifted sine-bell functions were applied in both
dimensions (n = 2, 4, 16 or 32).


Non-selective 1H T1 values were measured using the
inversion–recovery method. Thirty-two scans were
acquired into 32K data points with a spectral width of 5
kHz and a relaxation delay of 62 s for free acridine and
30 s for acridine–cyclodextrin mixtures. The interval
between the 180° and 90° pulses was varied in the range
0.1–62 s for the free acridine and 0.05–30 s for
complexed acridine with �CD or DM�CD. Selective
experiments were carried out with the null inversion
sequence15 using a 70 ms I-Burp selective pulse. The
relaxation rates were calculated by a direct least-squares
fitting to a three-parameter exponential equation which is
available in the NMR spectrometer Xwinmr program. For
the last two experiments a WATERGATE sequence was
included to suppress the solvent peak


�������
� �	������ Classical molecular mechanics and
restrained dynamics simulation protocols were used to
explore the conformational space and search for a stable
conformation. Calculations were computed on an SGI
Indigo 2 workstation using the SYBYL software package
(version 6.5, Tripos, St. Louis, MO, USA). The
interproton distance constraints were derived from the
quantitative ROE data recorded at the mixing time,
tm = 400 ms, by integrating the volume of the ROESY
spectra cross peaks. Build-up curves showed that the
values had been taken from the linear portion. The
distance between the ortho H1–H2 protons of acridine
was set to 1.98 Å as a calibration distance. Further
constraints on the cyclodextrin, i.e. the angles between
four glycoside oxygen atoms (0°) and angles between
three consecutive glycoside oxygen atoms (125°), were
added to keep the global geometry of the macrocycle.16


The NOE force constants were kept at 2 kcal mol�1 Å�2


for the angles constraints and to 50 kcal mol�1 Å�2 for
the distance range constraints. Gasteiger–Hückel charges
were applied to the complex. Docking, followed by a
minimization using Tripos force field to refine the
covalent geometry (200 steps steepest descent, 200 steps
conjugate gradient), were computed. The structures were
refined by a molecular dynamics stage under the
following constraints: 1.5 ps heating from 200 to
1000 K, 10 ps equilibration at 1000 K, 6 ps cooling to
300 K and 10 ps equilibration at 300 K, and a final
minimization (250 steps steepest descent, 250 steps
conjugate gradient, 500 steps Powell method) were used
to search for a stable conformation of the complex.
Twenty energetically stable conformations were selected
out of 100 total simulated RMD structures with minimum
violations of distances and angles.


�
��� ����
�
����� Acridine and �-cyclodextrin were
purchased from Aldrich (France). Highly isomerically
pure heptakis(2,6-di-O-methyl)-�-CD was purchased
from CTD (Florida, USA). The samples were prepared
with deuterated water (99.8%, purchased from CEA,
France). The cyclodextrins were used without further
purification.


For the preparation of acridine–�CD or DM�CD
solutions for solubility diagrams, a saturated acridine
solution was prepared with 2 mg of acridine and 3 ml of
water. Increasing amounts of cyclodextrin were added to
the acridine solution in the presence of an excess of solid
acridine. The samples were mixed at constant tempera-
ture (25°C) until a steady state was reached (15 h;
preliminary experiments showed that this time was long
enough). After centrifugation, the total concentration of
drug was determined in the supernatants.


For the preparation of acridine–�CD or DM�CD
solutions for NMR measurements, the 1H NMR experi-
ments involved titration of a 0.2 mM solution of acridine
after successive additions of solid cyclodextrin until there
was no significant change in the chemical shift values
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between successive NMR spectra. The concentrations of
the cyclodextrins ranged from 0.5 to 10 mM in increments
of 1 mM for �CD and of 0.5 mM for DM�CD. The spectra
were recorded after 15 h under stirring at 303 K.


For the studies of complexes by 1H T1 measurements,
1 mg of solid acridine was added to 3 ml of a 5 mM


solution of cyclodextrin in D2O. The mixture was kept at
303 K under stirring for 15 h before measurements. The
total concentration of soluble acridine determined by UV
spectrophotometry was 0.56 and 1.40 mM in the presence
of �CD and DM�CD, respectively. T1 measurements
were carried out at 303 K.


Similar processes were used for the ROESY experi-
ments recorded at 310 K for the Acr–�CD mixture and at
303 K for the Acr–DM�CD mixture. The solutions were
deoxygenated by bubbling argon gas through them.


 +�*.(�


)�����	����	 �� ��� ������	� �1�������� 
�	�
���	�� �� ���������� �������	��


The phase solubility diagrams corresponding to the Acr–
�CD and Acr–DM�CD systems are shown in Fig. 3.
Acridine showed a BS-type solubility curve, as defined by
Higuchi and Connors9, with �CD, indicating the forma-
tion of a poorly soluble 1:1 inclusion complex. As
expected for this type of solubility diagram when �CD is
added to a saturated solution of acridine, the apparent
solubility of acridine increased as a soluble inclusion
compound between Acr and �CD was formed. Once the
solubility limit of this complex had been reached, any
further additions of �CD resulted in the precipitation of a
microcrystalline complex due to the low water solubility
of the host itself. The AL-type9 straight line obtained for
the Acr–DM�CD mixture indicated the formation of a
soluble 1:1 inclusion complex but the presence of a
ternary complex, such as 2:1, could not be excluded.
DM�CD contains substituted methyl groups which make
it more hydrophobic, and therefore able to complex
acridine more effectively. The solubility of acridine at
25°C is increased by a factor of 2 in 5 mM �CD solution
but is increased by a factor of 6 in 5 mM DM�CD
solution.


The slope of the solubility curves were also used to
deduce the apparent equilibrium constants (Ka) of the
inclusion complexes, assuming that the monomer would
be the predominant species owing to the very low
solubility of acridine in aqueous solution and that the
Acr–CD complex has a 1:1 stoichiometry:9


Ka � �Acr--CD	
�Acr][CD	 �


slope

1 � slope��Acr	 
1�


where [Acr] is the concentration of free acridine in


saturated aqueous solution and [Acr–CD] and [CD] are
the concentrations of the complex and of the free
cyclodextrin, respectively.


It should be noted that if a series of complexes (Acr–
CD, Acr2–CD, …, Acrn–CD) were present, an AL-type
system would be observed. However, in the presence of
multiple equilibria, the equilibrium constants cannot be
deduced directly from solubility data without additional
information, and so an apparent binding constant Ka,
based on the assumption of 1:1 stoichiometry, is usually
used to describe the system.


The measured apparent equilibrium constants Ka were
215 � 20 M�1 for Acr–�CD and 1150 � 100 M�1 for
Acr–DM�CD. For the Acr–�CD complex our result was
in reasonable agreement with the value of 287 M�1


deduced from previous fluorescence measurements.17


�� ����� �� �
����	� �	 �����


Some ambiguity in the interpretation of the NMR data
recorded for the Acr–�CD complex led us to check the
assignment of the 1H signals of acridine in D2O solution.
Owing to the symmetry of the molecule, only five signals
are observed in the 1H spectrum, a singlet at low field
(9.16 ppm) assigned to H9, and two doublets (H1 and H4)
and two triplets (H2 and H3). In a previous study using
DMSO18 as solvent, it had been shown that H9 is
involved in small coupling interactions with H4 and H5
(5J = 0.9 Hz) due to an all-trans disposition of the bonds.
These are, as expected, greater than 4J coupling to H1 and
H8 (0.5 Hz) with a cis disposition of the bonds. The LR-
COSY 2D experiment reveals slightly scalar coupled
protons. Recorded for acridine in aqueous solution, it


/����� 20 ����	 ���������3 
������ 0�� ����
��	 �� !�	�	��	
�0 ��4 ��
 4���4 �� $-. 5� )��	�6 ���������	 ����	��	 ��
7 � � �!�� �

����� �0 4���4
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shows a cross peak at the frequency of H9 (9.16 ppm) and
at the frequency of the high-field doublet (8.18 ppm)
which then corresponds to H4, H5. This result is
inconsistent with the previously reported assignment.19


In order to confirm our data, an NOE difference
experiment was performed. Upon saturating the reso-
nance of H9, a significant response was obtained at
8.22 ppm. The spatial proximity between H9 and the
protons at 8.22 ppm leads to the assignment of the low-
field doublet to H1, H8. Consequently, the assignment of
the high-field doublet to H4, H5 was fully confirmed.
Similar experiments were performed in CD3OD, in which
acridine is more soluble than in D2O. The 5J coupling
was observed between H9 and the doublet at low field
(8.19 ppm). Spatial proximity was demonstrated by NOE
between H9 and the protons which resonate at high field
(8.15 ppm). Hence it clearly appears that, as previously
reported,18 the coupling constants do not change with the
solvent, but the relative positions of the protons more
proximate to the central ring could obviously be reversed.
In all solvents the relative positions of the resonances of
H2, H7 and H3, H6 are readily deduced from a COSY
experiment and seem to be independent of the solvent.
The protons in a para position with respect to the
nitrogen atom (H2, H7) are the most shielded. The
corrected complete assignments are given in Table 1.


�� ����� �� ��� -
�3��
�
��������	 �	����
���	


In order to distinguish the protons of the guest and host
molecules, bold characters are used for those of
cyclodextrins. The comparison of the spectra recorded
before and after adding Acr reveals small differences in
the region of the cyclodextrin resonances. The internal
protons of the hydrophobic cyclodextrin cavity undergo a
slight upfield shift, e.g. H3 (�� = �0.02 ppm) and H5
(�� = �0.03 ppm) for a solution 0.56 mM in Acr and
5 mM in �CD, whereas the protons of the external face
were barely affected. These values are not bound shifts
and are therefore lower than values published for bound
shifts determined by the use of highly soluble guests.8


Similarly, comparing the spectrum recorded after adding
�CD in an Acr solution with that recorded for the solution
of Acr alone in D2O reveals that the degree to which the
protons of acridine are shifted depends on their position
with respect to the nitrogen atom. These findings are
consistent with an interaction between the two molecules
and more precisely with inclusion of the Acr molecule in
the cavity of the �CD. Furthermore, the fact that a single
signal occurs for each kind of proton at a range of
temperatures (5–50°C) shows that a fast exchange occurs
between the free and complexed species. The upfield
shifts observed for the protons H3 and H5 of the �CD are
attributable to anisotropy effects generated by ring
currents within the aromatic Acr molecule.


In order to assign unequivocally the signals of acridine
protons in the presence of �CD, and to gain more precise
information on the interaction between Acr and �CD, the
changes in the Acr proton chemical shifts were followed
as a function of increasing concentration of �CD. The
assignments of the H4, H5 and H1, H8 resonances were
obtained after performing an LR-COSY experiment to
detect the 5J coupling interaction of the H4, H5 protons
to H9 and a ROESY experiment to demonstrate the
spatial proximity of the H1, H8 protons to H9. At
500 MHz the ROESY experiment is appropriate for
displaying the proximity of protons in molecules with
intermediate molecular weight between 1000 and 1500,
whereas the nuclear Overhauser effect could be equal to
zero, thus making it impossible to obtain any structural
information. The assignment of the other protons is
straightforward using coupling interactions (COSY
experiment).


As the concentration of �CD was increased, the
resonance of H9 was shifted to a greater extent, up to
0.19 ppm to high field. The H1 proton was also
significantly shifted up to 0.12 ppm. The resonance of
H4 and those of H2 and H3 were only slightly affected
(0.05 ppm). It is noteworthy that the shifts for H1 and H4
are in opposite directions, to high field for H1 and to low
field for H4. As a result, taking account of their respective
positions in the spectrum of pure acridine, the two
doublets first converge, until a pseudo-triplet is observed,
and then diverge after crossing each other. This finding is
inconsistent with the direct divergence postulated in the
literature17,19 (Fig. 4).


��������	� �� ��� ��	��	� 
�	���	� �� ��� -
�3
��") 
����� �� �� ����� ��������	


To quantify the complex stability, the binding constant Ka


was calculated from the changes in the chemical shifts of
the Acr signals recorded as a function of the �CD
concentration. The observed chemical shifts �obs are the
weighted average of the chemical shifts for the free �f and
complexed acridine �c under condition of fast exchange.


Assuming a one-to-one binding stoichiometry


(���� #0 �8 (�' ��	���� ���0��� � 9!!:� ��
 ���!����
���������� " 98;:� �0 ����
��	�


Atoms � (ppm) Atoms J (Hz)


H1, H8 8.22 H1–H2 8.4
H2, H7 7.69 H2–H3 6.7
H3, H6 7.95 H3–H4 8.8
H4, H5 8.18 H1–H3 1.3
H9 9.16 H2–H4 1.0


H1–H4 0.7
H9–H1 0.5
H9–H4 0.9


a 0.26 mM in D2O at 298 K.
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(A � B � AB) for the complex [AB], it has been
demonstrated that9


��obs � 
�c � �f �


�

�A	t � �B	t � Kd� �


������������������������������������������������������������

�A	t � �B	t � Kd�2 � 4�A	t�B	t


�
2�A	t



2�


where ��obs = �obs � �f for the H9, H4, or H1 protons of
Acr in the presence of �CD, Ka = 1/Kd, Ka being the
binding constant and Kd the dissociation constant, and
[A]t and [B]t are the total concentrations of Acr and �CD
respectively.


Figure 4 shows the change in the 1H spectrum of Acr as
a function of the �CD addition. The unknown �c and Ka


were determined by fitting the experimental values ��obs


of the Acr H9, H4, and H1 protons to Eqn. (2) using the
non-linear least-squares computer program Kaleidagraph
(Synergy Software, USA), which uses the Levenberg–
Marquardt algorithm. The absence of any systematic
deviation and the agreement between the association
constants Ka calculated from H9, H4, and H1 data


confirmed the assumed 1:1 stoichiometry. The average
equilibrium constant Ka = 322 � 30 M�1 (Table 2) was in
reasonable agreement with the values of 215 � 20 and
287 M�1, respectively, deduced from the solubility
diagrams and from previous fluorescence measure-
ments.17


#4 ���	3�����
� ���������	 ��� �(#� �������


The spin–lattice relaxation times T1 were measured for
acridine in the free state and when complexed with �CD
to support the titration experiments. T1 studies can yield
useful information about rapid molecular motions. The T1


value for any given molecule in solution reflects the
overall molecular mobility and specific internal motions
determined by internal degree of freedom of the
molecule. The correlation time of a guest molecule can
usually be obtained from 13C NMR spectra, using
longitudinal relaxation T1 measurements20 to follow its
complexation with the cyclodextrins. The 13C experi-
ments require a high concentration of the guest molecule.
The low solubility of acridine in aqueous solution
precludes the use of this type of experiment in this study.
It has been suggested that a selective null inversion
recovery 1H NMR method (SNIDE15) could be used to
overcome this barrier. The method involves measuring
the difference in relaxation rates in a non-selective
experiment and in one in which all resonances are
inverted except the resonance of the nucleus of interest.
This procedure yields cross-relaxation rates between this
nucleus and all other nuclei in dipolar interaction. These
rates can be used to determine the motional correlation
time �ij for the reorientation of the internuclear vector
involved. The method can be used for both free and
complexed acridine to provide evidence of any change in
dynamics as a result of the binding process.


In a multi-spin system, the longitudinal relaxation rate
of a given spin i can be approximated as


Ri
1
ns� � 1


Ti
1
ns� �


�
j �i


�ij �
�
j �i


�ij � �� 
3�


where ns relates to non-selective inversion experiment,
�ij is the longitudinal dipolar relaxation rate constant of
proton i due to dipolar interaction with proton j, �ij(��ji)


/����� 50 (�' ���0�� 0�� ��	 ��������� �0 ����
��	 9&�$ �:
<��� ��4 �� 4$� �� 7&7 5= ��	 ������� ���0� �� ���� >	�
 98-
��
 8�� 8.: ��
 �� ��< >	�
 98�� 8 :� ������� ��������
�	�<		� 98�� 8.: ��
 98�� 8 : �� ���	�+	
 
����� ���������


(���� �0 �8 (�' ��	���� ���0��� �� 9!!:� �0 98�� 8.:� 98��
8 :� 8- 0�� ��	 *��?��4 ��!�	% ��
 5� +���	� ������	

0�� >����� ��	 	%!	��	���� 
��� �� @��� 9$:


H1, H8 H4, H5 H9
1H �c (ppm)a 8.06 8.23 8.93
Ka (M�1) 300 323 344


a Referenced to DHO at 4.70 ppm, T = 303 K.
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is the cross relaxation rate constant between proton i and
j, �* covers all non-dipolar relaxation terms.


Using the null inversion sequence with, e.g., the spin k
not inverted, the relaxation rates of the protons are


Ri
1
k not inverted� �


�
j �i


�ij �
�
j �k


�ij � �� 
4�


The cross-relaxation term between nucleus i and nucleus
k is then


�ik � Ri
1
ns� � Ri


1
k not inverted� 
5�
It is noteworthy that all contributions to non-dipolar
relaxation are canceled in the difference.


It has been shown that the derived relaxation rates, �ij,
can be approximately related to the internuclear distance,
rij, and to the motional correlation time, �ij, for
reorientation of the involved internuclear vector by the
relation


�ij � �h2�4
H


10r6
ij


�ij
6


1 � 4�2�2
ij
� 1


� �

6�


where �h is the reduced Planck’s constant, �H is the proton
gyromagnetic ratio and � = �i � �j is the Larmor
precession frequency of proton. �ij can then be calculated
knowing the internuclear distance rij for each pair of
protons.


For free acridine, reorientation motions occur within
the extreme narrowing region such that ��ij �1.12 and
positive values of �ij


f are observed. In this case Eqn. (6)
simplifies to


�f
ij �


�h2�4
H


2r6
ij


� f
ij 
7�


It should be noted that the correlation time of one
internuclear vector can be markedly different from that of
another owing to the anisotropy of the reorientation
motion.


Under conditions where acridine is in rapid equili-
brium between a free state and a complexed state, and
assuming one-to-one binding stoichiometry, the


measured cross-relaxation rate (�ij
obs) will be a weighted


average of the cross-relaxation rates for the free (�ij
f) and


the complexed (�ij
c) acridine (x is the molar fraction of


free acridine):


�obs
ij � x�f


ij � 
1 � x��c
ij 
8�


The slower motion of the complexed acridine, in contrast,
results in ��ij �1.12. As a consequence, a null value for
�ij


obs might be reached for the appropriate value 1–x of the
fraction of bound acridine. Under these conditions,
knowledge of x (via Ka and [A]t) makes it possible to
calculate the �ij


c rate in the bound state [Eqn. (8)] and then
to determine the motional correlation time �ij


c of the Hi–
Hj vector by solving the equation


� c
ij


6
1 � 4�2�2


cij
� 1


� �
� 5x


x � 1
� f


ij 
9�


1H NMR SNIDE experiments were performed on a
0.26 mM solution of acridine in D2O. Six experiments are
sufficient to obtain all relaxation rates five using null
inversion and one non-selective inversion–recovery. The
relaxation rates derived are summarized in Table 3
together with the non-selective relaxation rates. The
relaxation rate differences [�ij


f , Eqn. (5)] between rele-
vant dipolar relaxation rates and the 1Hi–


1Hj internuclear
distances rij are directly related to the molecular
correlation time �ij


f through Eqn. (7). The results are
averages of three independent determinations obtained at
303 K: �f


1,9 = 2.3 � 10�11 s (from �1,9, �9,1 and r1,9 =
2.484 Å), �f


1,2 = 1.6 � 10�11 s (from �2,1, �1,2 and
r1,2 = 2.473 Å), �f


2,3 = 1.3 � 10�11 s (from �2,3, �3,2 and
r2,3 = 2.483 Å) and �f


3,4 = 1.8 � 10�11 s (from �3,4, �4,3


and r3,4 = 2.485 Å). The differences observed between
the correlation times of H9–H1, H3–H2, H3–H4 and H2–
H1 internuclear vectors have been attributed to the
anisotropic reorientation of the free acridine which can be
approximated to an ellipsoid. This hypothesis was
confirmed by 13C NMR relaxation time measurements
and derived correlation times for acridine in methanol.


In order to gain some information about the acridine–
cyclodextrin interaction, the SNIDE method was repeated


(���� 20  && �8; �8 (�' ���1�	�	���+	 ��
 �	�	���+	 ��+	����� �	��%����� ���	� '� 9�
��:� 0�� &�$� � ����
��	 �� 4$�


�


H1, H8 H2, H7 H3, H6 H4, H5 H9
1H � (ppm)c 8.17 7.65 7.91 8.14 9.10
R1: non-selective 0.244 0.207 0.213 0.165 0.277
R1: H1, H4 not inverted — 0.184 0.193 — 0.212
R1: H2 not inverted 0.226 — 0.198 0.167 0.285
R1: H3 not inverted 0.252 0.189 — 0.142 0.281
R1: H9 not inverted 0.223 0.208 0.214 0.166 —


a All relaxation rates were calculated using the standard three-parameter method; standard deviation of R1 is 3%.
b Non-deoxygenated solution, T = 303 K.
c Referenced to 4.70 ppm DHO.
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using saturated acridine solutions in the presence of 5 mM


�CD. The viscosity of aqueous cyclodextrin solutions is
only insignificantly different from that of water.21


The data obtained in the presence of the cyclodextrin
are summarized in Table 4. 1H T1(ns) measured for
acridine hydrogen showed an average reduction of 40%
when �CD was added. This confirms that acridine did
indeed complex with the cyclodextrin. As a consequence
of negative �ij


c values for complexed acridine, the
difference between null selective rates and non-selective
rates provided a null value of �ij


obs for all 1Hi–
1Hj proton


pairs, taking into account the standard deviation, which
was �3%. The occurrence of motion close to the limit of
the extreme narrowing region was also confirmed by
measuring a null NOE value in NOE 1D, and by the
absence of cross-correlation peaks in NOESY 2D
experiments.


Knowing the binding constant for the system Acr–
�CD, 322 M�1, it can be calculated that the concentration
of the pure complex is 0.34 mM. Then the correlation
time �c


ij for complexed acridine are calculated by solving
Eqn. (9).


The values obtained are for the Acr–�CD system:
�c


1,9 = 3.9 � 10�10 s, �c
1,2 = 3.7 � 10�10 s, �c


2,3 = 3.7
� 10�10 s and �c


3,4 = 3.9 � 10�10 s. When acridine was
included in cyclodextrin, its overall tumbling motion was
significantly slowed. The homogeneous values of �c


ij


derived for the reorientation of all internuclear Hi–Hj


vectors showed that acridine undergoes a nearly isotropic
reorientation in pure complexes. The average correlation
time of the complexed acridine, �c = 3.8 � 10�10 s, is
very similar to that of the �CD, suggesting that acridine
motion is dynamically strongly coupled to that of the CD.
Acridine is no longer free to rotate and its motional
correlation time is determined by that of the cyclodextrin
molecule. Assuming a spherical model22 and taking into
account the viscosity of the solvent (0.798 Cp) at 303 K,
the Acr–�CD complex appears to behave in solution as a
sphere with a diameter around 15 Å.


The form of the acridine molecule can be approxi-
mated to an axially symmetric ellipsoid in which the
principal axis nearly bisects the C2—C3 and C6—C7
bonds and a secondary axis coincides with the N—H9


direction. Given the size of acridine (approximately
9 � 5 Å) and of the �CD cavity (7.8 Å), it is clear that
�CD could accommodate a large part of the acridine
molecule in its cavity, provided that the insertion occurs
along the principal axis of the ellipsoid. Owing to the
rapidity of the exchange between the free and complexed
molecule and to the symmetry of the acridine molecule,
which precludes either ring A or ring C being favored, the
pairs of protons which are chemically equivalent in free
acridine are not distinguished.


A ROESY experiment is suitable for obtaining
information about the spatial proximity between atoms
of the host and guest molecules by observing the
intermolecular dipolar cross-correlations. The intensities
of the cross peaks are proportional to 1/r6, where r
represents the mean distance between the protons in
dipolar interaction. From a semi-quantitative point of
view, it could be expected that the H9 proton, in the
middle part of Acr, which is always included in the
cavity, gives intense correlations with the internal H3,
H5 protons of �CD. The experimental data (Fig. 5) agree
well with this hypothesis. It is worth noting that the
intensities of corresponding cross peaks are very similar.
The A/C rings switch between two positions, one inside
the cavity, at the top, and other at the bottom or even
outside the cavity. The cross peak intensities between the
A/C ring protons and the internal H3, H5 �CD protons
could be expected to be different. For all the acridine
protons the correlations are more intense with H5
situated in the upper part of the cavity than for H3, the
difference being far greater for the interactions involving
the H2, H7 and H3, H6 than for those involving H4, H5
and H1, H8 which are in a more central position in the
acridine molecule. Finally, the correlations of H5 and
also those of H3 were found to be more intense with H4,
H5 and H3, H6 than with H1, H8 and H2, H7. This
observation suggests the displacement of the principal
axis of acridine relative to the symmetry axis of �CD
such that H4, H5 and H3, H6 are located nearer to the
wall of the internal cavity than H1, H8 and H2, H7. The
lack of any cross peak between the Acr protons and either
H2 or H4, external protons of �CD, precludes significant
non inclusion interactions between Acr and �CD.


(���� 50  && �8; �8 (�' ���1�	�	���+	 ��
 �	�	���+	 ��+	����� �	��%����� ���	� '� 9�
��:� 0�� ��	 !������ �0 &� � � ����
��	 ��


��	 !�	�	��	 �0  � ��4 �� 4$�= , A 7&7 5


H1, H8 H2, H7 H3, H6 H4, H5 H9
1H � (ppm)b 8.07 7.60 7.86 8.17 8.93
R1: non-selective 0.659 0.492 0.528 0.512 0.750
R1: H1, H8 not inverted — 0.482 0.535 0.523 0.754
R1: H2, H7 not inverted 0.648 — 0.527 0.521 0.762
R1: H3, H6 not inverted 0.669 0.496 — 0.507 0.762
R1: H4, H5 not inverted 0.680 0.499 0.522 — 0.755
R1: H9 not inverted 0.656 0.495 0.528 0.517 —


a All relaxation rates were calculated using the standard three-parameters method; standard deviation of R1 is 3%.
b Referenced to 4.70 ppm DHO.
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Molecular and dynamic modeling with NMR intermol-
ecular constraints was used to position the acridine in the
�CD cavity. ROE constraints were introduced between the
acridine protons of rings A and B (H1, H2, H3, H4 and H9)
and the H3 and H5 protons of the cyclodextrin. The twenty
most energetically stable structures were superimposed to
achieve the best fit of the backbone atoms. Figure 6 shows
one of the molecular models of the Acr–�CD complex
where the acridine molecule is half inserted into the
internal hydrophobic cavity of the �CD, that corresponds
to the most stable conformation. Electrostatic repulsive
forces between internal protons of the cavity and protons of
the ligand prevent the ligand from crossing the cyclodex-
trin. The position of acridine is stabilized by hydrophobic
interactions between the protons of A ring and H9 with the


H3, H5 protons of the internal cyclodextrin cavity, a
hydrogen bond between the nitrogen atom of acridine with
one C3—OH of �CD.19 The structure of the complex was
consistent with the NMR results and confirmed the
inclusion model. The acridine molecule is partly inserted
into the �CD cavity along its ellipsoid axis by all of the A
and half of the B ring.


�� ����� �� ��� �
����	�3�����6������������
���������
�
��������	 �	����
���	


In heptakis(2,6-di-O-methyl)-�-cyclodextrin (DM�CD),
each of the glucopyranoside rings has two methoxy
groups at positions 2 and 6. In order to determine the
shifts of all 1H and 13C resonances of DM�CD in D2O,
1D spectra and a series of 2D experiments were
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performed at 303 K. Homonuclear and heteronuclear
correlations (COSY, HSQC and HMBC) made it easy to
assign all the signals except those of the methoxy groups.
The results obtained are in good agreement with those
previously reported.23 The assignments were completed
by an HMBC experiment which was used to demonstrate
3J correlations between C2, C6 and the protons of the
corresponding attached OCH3 groups. It is noteworthy
that correlations were also observed within the ring
carbons and the attached protons, C3 and C5 with H1
(3J), C2 with H3 (2J). The results are given in Table 5.


The interaction between Acr and DM�CD was studied
in the same way as for the Acr–�CD complex. A 1D 1H
spectrum was recorded for a solution of acridine and
DM�CD in which the total concentration of acridine
determined by UV spectrophotometry was found to be
1.4 mM. The comparison of this spectrum with those
recorded for a solution of pure DM�CD and for a solution
of Acr alone led to the same qualitative conclusions as for
�CD. Complexation involved the inclusion of Acr in
DM�CD, and a fast exchange occurred between free and
complexed species. In agreement with a higher value of
the apparent binding constant, Ka, deduced from the
solubility diagram, the effects observed in the NMR
spectra were more intense than for �CD, e.g. upfield
shifts for H3 (0.07 ppm) and H5 (0.08 ppm) of DM�CD
and upfield shifts for H9 (0.47 ppm), and H2 and H3
(0.13 ppm) of acridine (for a solution 1.40 mM in Acr and
5 mM in DM�CD). Finally, the H1 and H4 protons both
moved to high field, but once again the signals crossed
each other. The shielding effect of complexation on H1,
which was initially slightly less shielded than H4, was far
stronger than for H4. In contrast to �CD, the titration
curves obtained with DM�CD were not representative of
a 1:1 stoichiometry. Non-linear least-squares fitting of the
H9, H1 and H4 shifts yielded individual apparent Ka


values differing by more than 10% and fitting to a 1:1
model revealed systematic deviations. This calls for the
investigation of additional equilibria. The Acr–DM�CD
system has been analyzed on the basis of the assumption
that 1:1 and 2:1 adducts are present under the condition of
fast exchange. It was assumed that each complex is
formed in a bimolecular process: (i) inclusion of one
acridine molecule and then (ii) interaction with a second


guest molecule. Consequently, the two inclusion com-
plexes could be related by the following equilibria:


Acr � DM�CD � Acr--DM�CD K1�1


Acr � Acr--DM�CD � Acr2--DM�CD K2�1


characterized by the stepwise binding constants.


K1�1 � �Acr--DM�CD	
�Acr	�DM�CD	 
10�


K2�1 � �Acr2--DM�CD	
�Acr	�Acr--DM�CD	 
11�


where [Acr], [DM�CD], [Acr–DM�CD] and [Acr2–
DM�CD] are the equilibrium molar concentration of
species present in solution. The weighted average
expression for the observed chemical shifts of the protons
of acridine is


�obs � �Acr	
�Acr	t


�f � �Acr--DM�CD	
�Acr	t


�Acr--DM�CD


�2
�Acr2--DM�CD	


�Acr	t
�Acr2--DM�CD 
12�


where [Acr]t is the global concentration of acridine and
�f, �Acr–�CD and �Acr2–DM�CD are the chemical shifts of the
same proton signals for the free acridine and for the
binary and ternary complexes respectively.


The changes in the chemical shifts of the guest
molecule signals as a function of host concentration
added were analyzed by curve fitting software using a 2:1
complexation (bimolar process) model described in
literature24 (the NMRTit program was available from
Hunter et al.24 on request). The theoretical curves ob-
tained yielded K1:1 = 575 � 60 M�1 and K2:1 = 550 �
60 M�1. The chemical shifts for the H1, H4 and H9
protons of acridine complexed with DM�CD are
summarized in Table 6. The equations that were obtained
required fitting with four variables for each proton of
acridine, and thus many solutions can satisfy the model.
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C1–H1 C2–H2 C3–H3 C4–H4 C5–H5 C6–H6 2-OCH3 6-OCH3


� 1H (ppm) 5.22 3.35 3.94 3.58 3.87 3.73(6)–3.69(6) 3.53 3.37
� 13C (ppm) 99.34 81.73 72.32 82.28 70.33 70.93 59.53 58.64


H1–H2 H2–H3 H3–H4 H4–H5 H5–H6 H5–H6 H6–H6


J (Hz) 3.6 10.1 9.5 9.5 4.6 1.5 �11.4
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Consequently, the values obtained should be regarded as
indicating trends rather than actual values.


The effects of complexation on acridine motion were
studied by means of T1 measurements. The SNIDE
experiment was performed using a 1.4 mM solution of
acridine in D2O in presence of 5 mM DM�CD. The
relaxation rates measured for the mixture are given in
Table 7. The non-selective cross-relaxation rates of
acridine protons increased when DM�CD was added as a
result of a complexation. The changes in the acridine R1


(ns) values were greater in the presence of DM�CD than
with �CD. This suggests that acridine binds most
strongly to DM�CD. This observation is consistent with
solubility diagrams measurements. The occurrence of
motion outside the narrowing region was verified by a
null value of �i,j


obs observed for all proton pairs of
complexed acridine in dipolar interaction. Knowing the
apparent equilibrium constant, Ka = 1150 M�1, deter-
mined by the solubility diagrams method and assuming
a 1:1 system for Acr–DM�CD, a rough estimate of the
pure complex concentration, 1.14 mM, is obtained. The
estimated values of the correlation times, �c


i,j, for Acr–
DM�CD are then �c


1,9 = 3.7 � 10�10 s, �c
1,2 = 3.6 �


10�10 s, �c
2,3 = 3.7 � 10�10 s and �c


3,4 = 3.9 � 10�10 s.
The average correlation time of the complexed acridine,
�c = 3.7 � 10�10 s, suggests that the motion is strongly
coupled to that of DM�CD. Finally, significant differ-
ences were observed in the ROESY experiments
recorded for acridine complexed by either of the
cyclodextrins. In contrast to the findings with �CD, the


cross peaks corresponding to the dipolar interactions
involving the internal protons of DM�CD, H3 and H5,
with all the protons in rings A, and C of acridine had
strong similar intensities (Fig. 7). New interactions
occurred between all the protons of acridine and those
of the C2- and C6-methoxy groups. The cross peaks had
relatively low intensity with regard to the C2—OCH3


group but had strong intensity with regard to the C6—
CH2OCH3 group. One medium intensity correlation was
observed between the 6-CH2 group and the lone H4
proton in acridine. Above all, these findings confirmed
the inclusion of an acridine molecule. This was partially
hampered by the formation of a hydrophobic plug at the
top of the host molecule, due to the presence of the C6—
CH2OCH3 groups, but probably most firmly maintained
by a supplementary interaction with the C2—OCH3


groups at the bottom of the cavity. Furthermore, the
strong dipolar correlations between all the acridine
protons and the C6—CH2OCH3 groups were only
compatible with interaction between DM�CD and an
acridine molecule which remains outside the cavity and
proximate to the plug formed by the primary hydroxyl
groups at the top of the CD ring.


"��".*�!��


A combination of the solubility diagrams method and 1H
NMR spectroscopy was used to demonstrate complexa-
tion between the cyclodextrins �CD and DM�CD and
acridine. The findings of the solubility diagrams study
indicate that both �CD and DM�CD increase the
apparent water solubility of acridine. The increase in
solubility was greater for DM�CD than for �CD. The Bs-
type curve of the aqueous concentration of acridine
versus the concentration of �CD suggests a 1:1 complex
with low solubility (Ka = 215 � 20 M�1), whereas the AL-
type curve obtained for the Acr–DM�CD system
indicates a more soluble complex (Ka = 1150 �
100 M�1), possibly with different stoichiometries (1:1
and/or 2:1, etc.). The complexes between acridine and
�CD or DM�CD were characterized by NMR changes in


(���� �0 �8 (�' ��	���� ���0��� �� 9!!:� �0 98��8.:�
98��8 :� 8- 0�� ��	 *��?4���4 ��!�	%	� ��
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H1, H8 H4, H5 H9
1H �Acr–DM�CD ppma 8.07 8.26 8.83
1H �Acr2–DM�CD ppma 7.71 6.18 7.52
K1:1 (M�1) 535 540 652
K2:1 (M�1) 522 543 583


a Referenced to DHO at 4.70 ppm, T = 303 K.
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H1, H8 H2, H7 H3, H6 H4, H5 H9
1H �(ppm)b 7.96 7.55 7.81 8.13 8.69
R1: non-selective 0.79 0.68 0.66 0.70 0.83
R1: H1, H8 not inverted — 0.67 0.66 0.69 0.75
R1: H2, H7 not inverted 0.78 — 0.68 0.71 0.89
R1: H3, H6 not inverted 0.70 0.69 — 0.70 0.84
R1: H4, H5 not inverted 0.76 0.68 0.65 — 0.81
R1: H9 not inverted 0.82 0.66 0.65 0.69 —


a All relaxation rates were calculated using the standard three-parameters method; standard deviation of R1 is 3%.
b


Referenced to 4.70 ppm DHO.
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the chemical shifts of some of the acridine protons as a
function of CD concentration. The chemical shifts in the
signals of acridine protons when it was complexed gave
an association constant of 322 � 30 M�1, assuming 1:1
stoichiometry for the Acr–�CD system, and stepwise
binding constants of K1:1 = 575 � 60 M�1 and K2:1 =
550 � 60 M�1 for 1:1 and 2:1 stoichiometries, respec-
tively, for the Acr–DM�CD mixture. We also used 1H T1


measurements to provide information on the motional
freedom of acridin when it was bound to cyclodextrins.
Both inclusion complexes were of the ‘strongly coupled’
type from the dynamic point of view, i.e. the motions of
acridine were the same as those of cyclodextrins involved
in the complexation. Although the approach described
here is limited to guest molecules that contain at least a
pair of protons with a fixed internuclear distance, it has
been shown to be a suitable method for examining
complexation of guests under conditions where com-
plexation-induced shifts are small and the concentration
of the sample is low. A combination of experimental
ROE values and MD simulations allowed us to study the
geometry of the inclusion complexes of acridine. Our
findings indicate the following: (i) the acridine molecule
can be approximated by an ellipsoid which is partially
inserted along its principal axis into the �CD cavity, (ii)
in the Acr–DM�CD complex one molecule of acridine
seems to penetrate the cavity of cyclodextrin more deeply
from the secondary side, and a second molecule may also
interact with the DM�CD on the OCH3 primary side, but
it remains outside the cavity. This may be the most likely
explanation for the significantly higher affinity constant
of acridine towards DM�CD than �CD. Consequently,
the use of DM�CD as a means of increasing the water
solubility of acridine could improve the bioavailability of
the potential cholinesterase inhibitor Acr-COO(CH2)n


C5H5N�Cl�.


�������	���� �������


The supplementary material available at the epoc website
at http://www.wiley.com/epoc contains the following: 1H
(800 MHz) and 13C (125 MHz) NMR spectra of
DM�CD; curve fitting of ��obs for H9, H4, and H1 Acr
NMR signals recorded as a function of the �CD and of
the DM�CD concentration [non-linear least-squares
computer program: Kaleidagraph program (Synergy
Software, USA) with the Levenberg–Marquardt algo-
rithm]; and an example of the selective relaxation rate
measurement of Acr protons by the selective null
inversion–recovery pulse sequence.
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ABSTRACT: The inverse electron demand Diels–Alder reaction of nitroalkenes with vinyl ethers catalyzed by Lewis
acids based on aluminum metal, AlMe3, Al(OMe)3 and AlCl3 was studied using density functional theory methods. A
continuum model was selected to represent the effects of dichloromethane used as solvent. For this cycloaddition
reaction two reactive channels corresponding to the endo and exo approach modes of the vinyl ether to the Lewis acid-
coordinated nitroalkene were studied. Coordination of the aluminum metal to an oxygen atom of the nitroalkene
increases the electrophilicity of the heterodiene, decreasing the activation energy of the cycloaddition. The
substitution effect on the aluminum metal with Me, OMe and Cl on the activation energy and the stereoselectivity is
discussed. An analysis of the static electrophilicity on reactants allows an explanation of the behavior of these Lewis
acid-catalyzed cycloadditions. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: density functional theory; Lewis acid catalysis; Diels–Alder reaction; nitroalkenes; vinyl ethers;
aluminum catalysts
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The Diels–Alder (DA) reaction is one of the most useful
synthetic reactions and its overwhelming importance is
well known and thoroughly documented in organic
chemistry. Its usefulness arises from its versatility and
its remarkable selectivity; many synthetic routes to cyclic
compounds are made possible through DA reactions,
which can involve a large variety of dienes and
dienophiles.1 Lewis acid (LA) catalysts considerably
extend the useful scope of the DA reaction, enhancing the
reaction rate and leading to significant changes in endo/
exo and regio selectivities in comparison with the
uncatalyzed process.2


Both normal and inverse electron demand (IED) DA
reactions involving oxygenated reagents can be catalyzed
in the presence of LAs. The coordination of an electron-
deficient DA reagent to a LA increases notably the
electrophilicity of the former. The enhanced reactivity has
been simulated in many theoretical studies.3 Recently we
have studied the IED Diels–Alder reaction of nitroalkenes


with electron-rich dienophiles.4 Thus, whereas enamines
acting as strong nucleophiles react easily with simple
nitroalkenes, vinyl ethers normally need the presence of a
LA in order to make the cycloaddition feasible.5


Experimentally, bulky LAs based on aluminum deriva-
tives such as methylaluminum bis(2,6-dimethylphenox-
ide) (MAPh) and methylaluminum bis(2,6-di-tert-butyl-
4-methylphenoxide) (MAD) are used in order to enhance
the rate and stereoselectivity.5 However, the large mol-
ecular system for these bulky LA catalysts prevents an ab
initio study (see the R1-MAPh complex in Fig. 1).
Although semiempirical calculations can be done for these
systems4a, the limitations and weakness of the semiempi-
rical methods for analyzing this type of chemical reactions
have been emphasized.6 In consequence, BH3 has been
widely used as a computational model for these LA-
catalyzed DA reactions.4b,c


In this work, the LA-catalyzed DA reaction of
nitroethene, R1, with methyl vinyl ether (MVE), R2,
using three aluminum derivatives [AlMe3, Al(OMe)3 and
AlCl3] as LA catalysts was studied using density
functional theory7 (DFT) methods in order to elucidate
the substitution effect on the aluminum metal on both
reactivity and steroselectivity. The results are compared
with those obtained using BH3 as a computational
model.4b,c Solvent effects were also considered in order
to elucidate the role of the solvent in these LA-catalyzed
cycloadditions.
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DFT calculations were carried out using the B3LYP8


exchange-correlation functional, together with the stan-
dard 6–31G* basis set.9 The optimizations were carried
out using the Berny analytical gradient optimization
method.10 The stationary points were characterized by
frequency calculations in order to verify that the
transition structures have one and only one imaginary
frequency.11 The intrinsic reaction coordinates12 (IRC)
paths were traced in order to check the energy profiles
connecting each transition structure to the two associated
minima of the proposed mechanism by using the second-
order González–Schlegel integration method.13 The
electronic structures of stationary points were analyzed
by the natural bond orbital (NBO) method.14 All
calculations were carried out with the Gaussian 98 suite
of programs.15 Optimized geometries of all structures are
available from the authors.


The solvent effects were treated by B3LYP/6–31G*
single-point calculations at the gas-phase stationary
points involved in the reaction using a relatively simple
self-consistent reaction field16 (SCRF) based on the
polarizable continuum model (PCM) of Tomasi’s
group.17 Since the solvent used is usually dichloro-
methane, we used the dielectric constant at 298.0 K of
� = 8.93.


The global indexes defined in the context of the
DFT,18,19 the electronic chemical potential �, chemical
hardness � and electrophilicity power � values were
approximated in terms of the one electron energies of the
frontier molecular orbitals (FMO) HOMO and LUMO, �H


and �L, using the expressions �� (�H � �L)/2,
� � �L � �H and � = �2/2�, respectively, at the ground
state (GS) of the molecules (see Refs 20 and 21 for more
detailed information).


�')$�") �!� � )%$)) #!
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The cycloaddition reaction between the LA-coordinated
nitroethenes R1-X (X = Me for AlMe3, X = OMe for
Al(OMe)3 and X = Cl for AlCl3) and vinyl methyl ether
R2 can take place along four reaction pathways because
of the asymmetry of both reactants. They are related with
the endo and exo stereoisomeric and ortho (head-to-head)
and meta (head-to-tail) regioisomeric reactive channels.
Previous theoretical studies devoted to these cycloaddi-
tions have shown that they present a large ortho
regioselectivity.4 Therefore, only the endo and exo
reactive channels along the more favorable ortho
approach mode of MVE to R1-X were considered (see
Scheme 1). Analysis of the results indicates that these
cycloadditions are concerted processes associated with
highly asynchronous transition states (TSs). Thus two
TSs, TS-en-X and TS-ex-X, corresponding to the endo
and exo approach modes along the ortho regioisomeric
channel were found and characterized for each of these
LA-catalyzed cycloadditions. From the TSs the related
minima associated with the final cycloadducts can be
obtained, the endo and exo cycloadducts P-en-X and P-
ex-X. Some selected geometric parameters of the
calculated TSs are shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1 reports
the values of the total and relative energies for the
stationary points. For MVE an s-trans conformation of
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the methyl group with respect to the vinyl ether system
was selected.4b


An exhaustive exploration of the potential energy
surfaces (PESs) allows us to find also several molecular


complexes (MCs) associated with the early stages of
these cycloadditions and situated on a very flat region that
control the access to the different reactive channels. The
formation of these MCs may take place in different
arrangements of the reactants, with a large distance
between the diene and dienophile fragments (3.3–3.5 Å)
which correspond to van der Waals complexes.4b Their
presence on a very flat surface on the PES makes the
location of the MC associated with each reactive channel
very difficult. Therefore, the more stable MCs, MC-X,
are considered. The formation of these species takes
place without an appreciable barrier; the MCs are
between 4.6 and 7.4 kcal mol�1 (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) more
stable than the isolated reactants R1-X and R2 (see Table
1).


Analysis of the results shows that these LA-catalyzed
cycloadditions are two-stage processes, which are con-
certed but not synchronous.22,23 Only the C—C bond is
being formed in the first half of the reaction as a
consequence of the nucleophilic attack of the �-position
of the vinyl ether, C5 position, to the conjugated position
of the nitroethene, C4 position. Therefore, on going from
the molecular complexes to the corresponding TSs, these
nucleophilic attacks are one-center additions instead of
two-center additions associated with [4 � 2] processes.


The values of the relative energies with respect to
separate reactants for TS-en-X and TS-ex-X are 1.1 and
1.7 kcal mol�1 (for X = Me), �3.9 and �3.6 kcal mol�1


(for X = OMe) and �5.9 and �5.8 kcal mol�1 (for
X = Cl), respectively. However, if we consider the
formation of the molecular complexes, MC-X, the
potential energy barriers (PEBs) become all positive
(see Table 1). For the cycloaddition using Al(OMe)3 and
AlCl3 there is an inverted energy profile and the
corresponding values of the barrier heights are between


*��	�� ,� +��������� ��������	� ����	�������� �� �)	 ,'
�������� �����-.	� �	������ /	�0		� �����	�)	�	 �+ ���
�)	 	��� 	�)	� �,� +)	 ����	� �1 �)	 /��� �	���)� ���	���-
������	� �� �)	 ����	�� ��	 ���	� �� �2 ��������


"�-� +� $3,4(5"63#78 ����� 	�	���	� 9��: ��� �	�����	 	�	���	�� 9;��� ����#� �� ���	��)	�	�: 1�� �)	 ���������- ������
����	�������� �� �)	 ,' �������� �����-.	� �-������������ /	�0		� �����	�)	�	 �+ ��� �	�)-� ���-� 	�)	� �,� �� ����� ��� ��
���)�����	�)��	


In vacuo In dichloromethane


R2 �193.110423 �193.1122647
R1-Me �645.297957 �645.304398
MC-Me �838.415768 (�4.64) �838.421350 (�2.94)
TS-en-Me �838.406630 (1.10) �838.416974 (�0.20)
TS-ex-Me �838.405623 (1.73) �838.414216 (1.54)
P-en-Me �838.459749 (�32.23) �838.469698 (�33.28)
R1-OMe �871.074725 �871.084517
MC-OMe �1064.196981 (�7.43) �1064.205102 (�5.22)
TS-en-OMe �1064.191433 (�3.94) �1064.204774 (�5.01)
TS-ex-OMe �1064.190943 (�3.64) �1064.203222 (�4.04)
P-en-OMe �1064.243792 (�36.80) �1064.256180 (�37.27)
R1-CI �1906.360753 �1906.372394
MC-CI �2099.482514 (�7.11) �2099.493079 (�5.28)
TS-en-CI �2099.480553 (�5.88) �2099.496015 (�1.84)
TS-ex-CI �2099.480369 (�5.77) �2099.492593 (2.15)
P-en-CI �2099.534170 (�39.53) �2099.550341 (�36.24)


a Relative to R1-X � R2.
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1.2 and 5.7 kcal mol�1, respectively. All reactions are
exothermic processes, in the range �32.2 to
�39.5 kcal mol�1. P-en-X and P-ex-X are a pair of
enantiomers with the same energy.


Analysis of the relative energies indicates that there is
a reduction of the barrier associated with the electron-
withdrawing character of the substituent present on the
aluminum metal that increases the acidic character of the
aluminum salt: Me � OMe � Cl (see the next section).
The endo TSs, TS-en-X, are between 0.1 and
0.6 kcal mol�1 more stable than the exo TSs, TS-ex-X.
Therefore, in the gas phase these cycloadditions present a
low endo selectivity that decreases with the reduction of
the barrier. These PEBs are between 7 and 12 kcal mol�1


lower than those for the uncatalyzed process; the PEB for
the R1 � R2 DA reaction is 13.5 kcal mol�1.4b There-
fore, this lowering of the activation energy indicates a
large catalytic effect on these LA-catalyzed cycloaddi-
tions in agreement with the reaction conditions. Some of
these catalyzed cycloadditions were carried out at very
low temperature, �78°C.24 Finally, the R1-AlMe3/R2
cycloaddition presents a similar barrier to that found for
the R1-BH3/R2 reaction model, 7.5 kcal mol�1.4b


.���������� -��� ������ ��� 
����� ��������
�������


The lengths of the C4—C5 and O1—C6 forming bonds at
the endo TSs are 2.094 and 2.781 Å for TS-en-Me, 2.191
and 2.834 Å for TS-en-OMe and 2.267 and 2.972 Å for
TS-en-Cl, respectively, whereas for the exo TSs these
lengths are 2.141 and 2.688 Å for TS-en-Me, 2.342 and
2.844 Å for TS-en-OMe, and 2.404 and 2.917 Å for TS-
en-Cl, respectively. These lengths indicate that these TSs
correspond to high asynchronous bond formation pro-
cesses where the C4—C5 is more advanced than the
O1—C6 bond formation. The endo TSs are more
asynchronous than the exo TSs. In addition, on going
through the series Me, OMe, Cl the process becomes
earlier. The TSs associated with the AlMe3-catalyzed
cycloaddition present a similar bond formation to
that found for the BH3-catalyzed cycloaddition.4b The
Al—O8 lengths in the endo TSs are 2.023, 1.952 and
1.912 Å, respectively. Similar results are found for the
exo TSs. In consequence, there is a decrease in the Al—
O8 bond lengths with increase in the electron-with-
drawing character of the substituent on the aluminum
metal.


The extent of bond formation along a reaction pathway
is provided by the concept of bond order (BO).25 The BO
values of the C4—C5 and O1—C6 forming bonds at the
endo TSs are 0.42 and 0.07 for TS-en-Me, 0.35 and 0.06
for TS-en-OMe, and 0.31 and 0.05 for TS-en-Cl,
respectively, and for the exo TSs these values are 0.34
and 0.08 for TS-ex-Me, 0.28 and 0.05 for TS-ex-OMe
and 0.24 and 0.05 for TS-ex-Cl, respectively. These BO


values indicate highly asynchronous TSs where only the
C4—C5 bond is being formed on going from MC-X to
TSs. Therefore, these TSs correspond to one-center
additions instead of [4 � 2] processes. The C6—O7 BO
values at the endo TSs are ca 1.15, indicating a slight �
character for the C6—O7 bond as a consequence of the
participation of the O7 lone pair in the nucleophilic attack
of MVK on R1-X.


These two-stage reactions22 are supported by an
analysis of the evolution of the bond formation from
the TSs to the cycloadducts along the IRC paths for these
concerted processes.23 Thus, the geometries of the points
at ‘half way’ between the saddle point TS-en-Me and the
cycloadduct P-en-Me show that whereas the C4—C5
bond formation is very advanced, the C4—C5 bond
lengths at these points are ca 1.6 Å, the O1—C6 bond
formation is very delayed and the O1—C6 distance
remain at 2.60 Å. Moreover, these points are located in a
smooth drop in energy after the barrier height, thus
explaining the failure to locate the corresponding
zwitterionic acyclic intermediate as a stationary point.23


Finally, the natural population analysis14a allows us to
evaluate the charge transferred along the cycloaddition
process. The B3LYP/6–31G* atomic charges at the TSs
are shared between the donor vinyl ether R2 and the
acceptor LA-coordinated nitroethene R1-X. The values
of the charge transferred from R2 to R1-X at the endo
TSs are 0.37 e (TS-en-Me), 0.33 e (TS-en-OMe) and
0.33 e (TS-en-Cl), and those for the exo TSs are 0.34 e
(TS-ex-Me), 0.29 e (TS-ex-OMe) and 0.28 e (TS-ex-Cl),
indicating that the nature of these TSs can be seen to
involve some zwitterionic character.4b In addition, the
charge transfer is slightly larger for the more favorable
endo TSs than for the exo TSs. For the AlMe3-catalyzed
cycloaddition, the charge transfer is similar to that found
for the R1-BH3-catalyzed process.4b


Since these TSs present similar charge transfer, the
charges on the acceptor residue, R1-X, are shared between
the nitroethene and the LA frameworks in order to explain
the substitution effect on the aluminum metal. Thus, the
negative charge raised in the nitroethene framework at the
TSs is 0.22 e at TS-en-Me, 0.19 e at TS-en-OMe and 0.15
e at TS-en-Cl. There is a decrease in the negative charge
on the nitroethene framework with increase in the
electron-withdrawing character of the substituent on the
aluminum. Therefore, the delocalization of the negative
charge that is being transferred during the nucleophilic
attack of MVK to R1-X is responsible for the reduction in
activation energy of the cycloaddition.21c


A comparison of the relative energies, geometric
parameters and charge transfer between the BH3- and
AlMe3-catalyzed cycloadditions indicates that both
computational models describe a similar bond-formation
process. In consequence, we found that the small BH3


molecule is a valuable computational model for the study
of LA-catalyzed cycloadditions based on aluminum
metal.26
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Recent studies carried out on LA-catalyzed cycloaddition
reactions indicate that the inclusion of the solvent effects
on the geometry optimization does not modify the gas-
phase geometries substantially.4 In consequence, solvent
effects were considered by single-point calculations for
the gas-phase optimized geometries using a relatively
simple SCRF method,16 based on the PCM method of
Tomasi’s group.17 Table 1 reports the total and relative
energies of the stationary points in dichloromethane,
� = 8.93.


Inclusion of solvent effects leads to stabilization of the
LA-coordinated structures of between 4 and
10 kcal mol�1 due to the high polar character of these
species. A different behavior is found with the inclusion
of the solvent effect on the barriers associated with these
catalyzed cycloadditions. Thus, whereas TS-en-Me and
TS-en-OMe present lower barriers than in the gas phase,
ca 3.0 and 3.3 kcal mol�1, respectively, for TS-en-Cl
there is an increase of ca 2.3 kcal mol�1 due to a
preferential solvation of the molecular complex MC-Cl.


A more relevant effect with the inclusion of dichloro-
methane as a continuum model is the increase in the endo
selectivity for these LA-catalyzed reactions relative to
that obtained in the gas phase (see Table 1). This behavior
is due to a preferential solvation of the more polar endo
TSs over their corresponding exo counterparts (see NPA
analysis and Ref. 4b). This is in qualitative agreement
with the increase in the endo/exo selectivity with the
polarity of the solvent experimentally observed for
related reactions.27


.�-� ��
�������
��� �������


These LA-catalyzed cycloadditions were also analyzed
using the global indexes defined in the context of
DFT.18,19 Recent studies devoted to the Diels–Alder
reaction have shown that these global indexes are a
powerful tool for understanding the behavior of these
polar cycloadditions.20,21 Thus, the difference in global
electrophilicity power19 between the diene/dienophile


pair, ��, can be used to predict the polar character of the
process and the feasibility of the cycloaddition.20 In
Table 2 the static global properties, electronic chemical
potential �, chemical hardness � and global electrophi-
licity � for nitroethene, R1, six LA-coordinated
nitroethenes, R1-LA [LA = BH3, AlH3, AlMe3, Al-
Me(OMe)2, Al(OMe)3, AlCl3] and MVE, R2, are given.


The electronic chemical potential of nitroethene R1
(� = �0.1958 au) is less than that of MVE R2
(� = �0.0894 au), indicating that the net charge transfer
at the nitroethene � MVE cycloaddition will take place
from R2 towards R1, in agreement with the charge-
transfer analysis, and with an IED reactivity.4b Ni-
troethene R1 has a large electrophilicity power,
� = 2.61 eV, and it has been classified as strong
electrophile.20 On the other hand, MVE R2 has a very
low electrophilicity power, � = 0.42 eV, so it has been
classified as a marginal electrophile or a nucleophile.20 In
consequence, it is expected that the cycloaddition will
have a large polar character, �� = 2.19 eV. The presence
of the BH3 coordinated to nitroethene increases markedly
the electrophilicity of the acceptor R1, as is shown by the
high electrophilicity power calculated for the R1-BH3


complex, � = 4.33 eV. This increase in electrophilicity
for the LA-coordinated heterodiene enhances the electro-
philicity difference for the R1-BH3/R2 pair,
�� = 3.91 eV, and in consequence increases the polar
character of the cycloaddition.20 Therefore, the enhance-
ment of the electrophilicity for the R1-LA complexes is
responsible for the reduction of the activation energy
found at these LA-catalyzed processes.4b,20,21c


Substitution of boron for a more electropositive
aluminum metal increases the electrophilicity power for
the R1-AlH3 complex, � = 5.19 eV, and in consequence
the cycloaddition will have a more ionic character. In
addition, substitution of the hydrogen atoms for more
electronegative groups increases the electrophilicity of
the corresponding complex. Thus, the increase in the
electrophilicity power for the series R1-AlMe3,
� = 5.52 eV, R1-Al(OMe)3, � = 5.65 eV, and R1-AlCl3,
� = 6.53 eV is in complete agreement with the lowering
of the barriers found in gas phase (see earlier). Finally,
Table 2 also gives the global parameters for the R1-
AlMe(OMe)2 complex, as a reduced model for the MAPh
and MAD catalysts. The electrophilicity power for R1-
AlMe(OMe)2, � = 5.55 eV, is well positioned between
the R1-AlMe3 and R1-Al(OMe)3 complexes, in agree-
ment with an additive character of the substitution on the
aluminum metal.


From this DFT analysis, we can conclude that the
increase in the static electrophilicity power for the LA-
coordinated heterodiene relative to the non-coordinated
one allows us to explain the role of these LA catalysts.
The use of a more electropositive metal, aluminum,
instead of boron, or/and a more electron-withdrawing
substituent, Me, OMe, and Cl, increases the electro-
philicity power of the R1-LA complex. This substitution


"�-� ,� 7��/�� ����	���	� �1 �����	�)	�	 �+� ,	0�� ���� 
���������	� �����	�)	�	�� �+ ,'� ��� �	�)-� ���-� 	�)	�� �,


Molecule � (au) � (au) � (ev)


R1-AlCl3 �0.2323 0.1124 6.53
R1-Al(OMe)3 �0.1900 0.0869 5.65
R1-AlMe(OMe)2 �0.1868 0.0856 5.55
R1-AlMe3 �0.1830 0.0825 5.52
R1-AlH3 �0.2032 0.1083 5.19
R1-BH3 �0.2047 0.1317 4.33
R1 �0.1958 0.2001 2.61
R2 �0.0894 0.2564 0.42
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enhances the �� of the diene–dienophile pair interaction,
giving a more ionic process with a lower activation
energy, in agreement with the experimental results.


%#!%�$) #!)


The mechanism for the inverse electron demand Diels–
Alder reaction of nitroethene with vinyl methyl ether
catalyzed by Lewis acids based on aluminum, AlMe3,
Al(OMe)3 and AlCl3 was studied using DFT methods at
the B3LYP/6–31G* computational level. For these
cycloaddition reactions, two reactive channels corre-
sponding to the endo and exo approach modes of the
vinyl ether to the Lewis acid coordinated nitroethene
were studied. These LA-catalyzed cycloadditions are
concerted but non-synchronous processes, in which only
the C—C bond is being formed in the first half of the
reaction as a consequence of the nucleophilic attack of
the vinyl ether on the conjugated position of the LA-
coordinated nitroethene. Hence these LA-catalyzed
cycloadditions are one-center additions instead of
[4 � 2] processes.


Coordination of the aluminum metal to an oxygen
atom of nitroethene decreases markedly the activation
energy of the cycloaddition caused by an increase in the
electrophilicity of the heterodiene that increases the ionic
character of the process. In addition, the presence of
electron-withdrawing substituents on the aluminum
increases the electrophilicity of the LA-coordinated
nitroethene complex through a larger delocalization of
the negative charge that is being transferred to
nitroethene along these polar bond-formation processes.
In the gas phase these cycloadditions present a low endo
selectivity that is enhanced with the inclusion of solvent
effects.


Finally, a DFT analysis of the electrophilicity of the
reactants allows the behaviors of these LA catalysts
based on aluminum metal to be explained. Coordination
of the LA to nitroethene increases notably the electro-
philicity of the heterodiene, increasing the �� of the
diene–dienophile pair and decreasing the activation
energy by an increase in the ionicity of the process.
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ABSTRACT: The carbocation Et3SiCH2C�Ph(CH=CHPh) has been found to be stable at room temperature with
tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate as the anion and benzene as the solvent. The cation constitutes the first stable �-silyl
carbocation in which positive charge is delocalized both allylically and benzylically. Copyright  2002 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: allylic conjugation; benzylic conjugation; carbocations; hyperconjugation; silicon
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Early studies of the ability of silicon to stabilize positive
charge on a carbon at the �-position (R3Si—C—C�)
focused on understanding the mechanism of the interac-
tion (for a review, see Ref. 1). The two major mechan-
isms of positive charge delocalization in carbocations
involve donation of � or of n electrons to the empty p
orbital, for example, respectively in allylic (CH2=CH—
CH2


� � �CH2—CH=CH2) and oxonium (CH3O—CH2
�


� CH3O�=CH2) ions. A much weaker mechanism
involves resonance donation of � electrons in CH or CC
hyperconjugation (as in H—CH2—CH2


� � H�


CH2=CH2). Induction also plays a role, destabilizing
in the case of electron-withdrawing substituents such as
the double bond and the oxygen atom in the above allylic
and oxonium examples and stabilizing in the case of
electron-donating substituents such as trimethylsilyl.
Silicon at the �-position thus offers the twofold
advantage of stabilization both through induction as a
result of its electropositivity and through enhanced
hyperconjugation as a result of its high polarizability
and the appropriate energy of the C—Si bond. Stereo-
chemical and kinetic studies demonstrated that hyper-
conjugation is the major mechanism of the � effect of
silicon and that induction plays a minor role.2


Chemists also tried to observe a �-silyl carbocation
directly under stable ion conditions.3 Olah’s studies in
magic acid failed because the highly electrophilic silicon
atom suffered nucleophilic attack and elimination.
Hyperconjugation moves positive charge from carbon
to silicon in Olah’s system (Me3Si—CH2—CPh2


��
Me3Si� CH2=CPh2), heightening the electrophilicity


of silicon. Even magic acid contains nucleophiles (‘X’)
strong enough to attack silicon and lead to loss of
Me3Si—X and formation of CH2=CPh2, which was
protonated under the reaction conditions to form
CH3Ph2C� as the only observable carbocation.3


In 1996, we utilized conditions developed for the
preparation of stable silylium ions to generate the first
simple, stable �-silyl carbocation.4 Addition of the
solvated silyl cation Et3Si� to CH2=CPh2 produced
Et3SiCH2CPh2


�, which was stable at room temperature
for weeks. The stability of this ion arose because of
internal stabilization by the various substituents and
because of the use of conditions with minimal nucleo-
philicity. The anion was tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)
borate [(C6F5)4B�, abbreviated here as TPFPB], and
the solvent was an arene such as toluene or benzene. Siehl
et al. later observed similar ions under magic acid
conditions by rigid exclusion of water and other
nucleophiles.5


We also were able to isolate germanium analogues.6 In
unpublished work (with Y. Zhao) we found that the
phenyl groups were critical in observing stable �-silyl
carbocations. Omission of even one phenyl ring failed to
yield isolable ions. Thus, when styrene, �-methylstyrene
or isobutene was used in place of 1,1-diphenylethene, no
stable ions were formed. Apparently the ions were
present briefly, as we were able to carry out successful
trapping experiments. The observed �-silyl carbocation
from the addition of triethylsilylium to 1,1-diphen-
ylethene, Et3SiCH2CPh2


�, is stabilized once by Si
hyperconjugation and twice by benzylic conjugation.
Replacement of one or both phenyl groups with methyl or
hydrogen considerably reduced the stability of the cation
and rendered it unisolable.


In the present investigation, we considered whether the
phenyl group can be replaced by a double bond and still
yield a stable �-silyl carbocation. The question thus is
whether allylic stabilization can serve as successfully as
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did benzylic stabilization. On the basis of our previous
unpublished work (with Y. Zhao), we concluded that two
such � donors are needed. We examined systems in
which positive charge could be stabilized by one phenyl
and one double bond or by two double bonds. Thus, by
analogy with the diphenyl system 1 (to which the
solvated silyl cation was added to produce the cation),
we synthesized 1,3-diphenyl-1,3-butadiene in both its E
(2) and Z (3) forms and 2,6-dimethyl-4-methylene-2,5-
heptadiene (4). Addition of the solvated silyl cation to
these species respectively gives 5 (illustrated as the Z
form) and 6. In 5, positive charge is stabilized by silicon,
phenyl and the double bond. In 6, positive charge is
stabilized by silicon and two double bonds. These
systems enable us to examine the ability of double
bonds, through allylic resonance, to supplement hyper-
conjugation from the C—Si bond and permit the isolation
of stable �-silyl carbocations.


#'(&��( �"% %!(�&((!$"
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Substrates 2–4 were selected because of their ready
accessibility. Alkene 2/3 is available from �-methylstyr-
ene in four steps.7 Previous studies of 1,3-diphenyl-1,3-
butadiene7,8 indicated that the E isomer 2 is unstable to
Diels–Alder dimerization and forms 7. Greater steric
hindrance in the Z isomer 3 rendered it stable and
isolable. Consequently, all our experiments focused on
the Z isomer 3. Substrate 4 with potential stabilization
from two double bonds was readily prepared by the


Wittig reaction on phorone (2,6-dimethyl-2,5-heptadien-
4-one) (8).


)�������	� ��� ���������	*��	� + ��� ���	��


To produce the �-silyl carbocations, triethylsilylium
TPFPB was added to the alkenes 3 and 4. The solvated
silyl cation in turn was produced by the reaction of
triethylsilane with trityl TPFPB. These reactions were
carried out at room temperature in NMR tubes using
syringe techniques within a glove-box. The solvent was
deuterated benzene.


Reaction of the solvated silyl cation with (Z)-1,3-
diphenyl-1,3-butadiene (3) was expected to produce the
�-silyl carbocation 5, in which the positive charge is
stabilized by the silicon at the �-position, by the single
phenyl ring, and by the double bond. The 1H spectrum of
the dark red product was very simple, containing a set of
resonances in the region � 6.4–7.4 from aromatic and
alkenic resonances, two methyl and two methylene
singlets in the region � 0–1 from the ethyl group in the
product and the ethyl group in excess triethylsilylium
TPFPB, and a sharp singlet at � 3.18. This singlet is
appropriate for the methylene group between silicon and
the carbon bearing positive charge. It is shifted to high
frequency because of sp2 character conveyed by
hyperconjugation (Et3Si—CH2—CPhR� � Et3Si� CH2


=CPhR, in which R is the phenylvinyl group). The
general appearance of the spectrum and the resonance
position of the methylene carbon are very similar to those
of the product from diphenylethene (Et3SiCH2CPh2


�), in
which the methylene carbon resonates at � 3.64.6


The 29Si spectrum contained a resonance from excess
solvated triethylsilylium TPFPB at � 91.6, and two other
peaks at � 34.2 and 28.5. The �-silyl carbocation from
diphenylethene had a single 29Si peak at � 46.4.4 The
lower frequency positions of the peaks for 5 suggest less
transfer of positive charge to silicon.


In the 13C spectrum, in addition to saturated reso-
nances from the ethyl carbons, resonances from the
product triphenylmethane and other aromatic resonances
in the region � 120–160 from the anion and the phenyl
groups on the cation 5, there were resonances at � 57.2,
193.7 and 235.7. The resonance at � 57.2 is from the CH2


group between silicon and the tertiary carbocation
carbon. Charge delocalization by allylic resonance places
positive charge at two positions (5 � 9). The chemical
shift � 235.7 compares with � 225.7 for the cation from
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diphenylethene (Et3SiCH2CPh2
�). This resonance is from


the tertiary carbocation carbon in 5, and the higher
frequency position suggests more positive charge on this
carbon than in Et3SiCH2CPh2


�. The chemical shift �
193.7 is appropriate for the secondary carbocation in 9
(from allylic delocalization as compared, for example,
with � 200.2 for Ph2CH�) (for a general discussion of the
13C resonances of unsaturated carbocations, see Ref. 9).
The aryl carbons on to which positive charge is
delocalized typically are in the range9 � 140–145 and
so appear with other aromatic resonances. Note that 5 and
9 are resonance hybrids of a single carbocation.


These observations indicate that there is less deloca-
lization of charge to the double bond than to the second
phenyl ring in Et3SiCH2CPh2


�. The observation of two
29Si peaks may reflect the presence of E/Z isomers (10),
but we have no clear evidence on this issue. These
experiments were repeated in dichloromethane at
�50°C. No NMR peaks characteristic of a carbocation
were obtained. Evidently this solvent is too nucleophilic
to permit formation of the cation as a long-lived species.


The cation was trapped by reaction with triethylsilane
in the presence of a catalytic amount of trityl TPFPB.6


The peaks characteristic of carbocationic character
disappeared: 1H at � 3.18, 13C at � 235.7 and 193.7 and
29Si at � 34.2 and 28.5. The spectra were consistent with
the expected product, 11 (stereochemistry indetermi-
nate), including in particular the benzylic proton at �
2.67. The mass spectrum confirmed the structure.


Substrate 4 (2,6-dimethyl-4-methylene-2,5-hepta-
diene) was prepared in order that double allylic
stabilization can replace double benzylic stabilization in
Et3SiCH2CPh2


�. Procedures identical with those used for
1,1-diphenylethene and (Z)-1,3-diphenyl-1,3-butadiene


were used. Upon stoichiometric treatment with the
solvated silyl cation Et3Si� TPFPB� either at room
temperature in C6D6 or at �50°C in CD2Cl2, 4 produced
a dark brown solution that exhibited no 13C resonances at
higher frequency than � 145 and no 29Si resonances
above � 10. Moreover, treatment of the benzene solution
with triethylsilane as a hydride source and a catalytic
amount of trityl TPFPB resulted in the loss of none of the
principal resonances, confirming that they did not derive
from a carbocation. We conclude that no �-silyl
carbocation was observed under the reaction conditions
from 4.


It is important to recognize that cation 6 has numerous
methyl protons that can initiate decomposition through
elimination, whereas cation 5 has no such protons. The
failure to observe the doubly allylic �-silyl cation may be
the result of this difference rather than inherent
instability. This hypothesis would have to be tested by
use of a substrate such as CH2=C(CH=CHPh)2.


�$"��&(!$"(


A tricoordinate, tertiary carbocation has three opportu-
nities for stabilization by its substituents. Thus three �
donors, as in the triphenylmethyl carbocation, Ph3C�


(trityl or tritylium), provide the strongest stabilization. In
the known4–6 �-silyl carbocation Et3SiCH2CPh2


�, C—Si
hyperconjugation (�� conjugation) has replaced benzylic
conjugation of one of the phenyl groups of trityl.
Nonetheless, the cation is sufficiently stable to exist for
long periods of time at room temperature under our
conditions4,6 or at �100°C under magic acid conditions.5


We found in this study that replacement of a second
phenyl group on trityl with phenylvinyl still permits
observation of a cation that is stable at room temperature.
This cation, 5, is stabilized by C—Si hyperconjugation,
benzylic conjugation and allylic conjugation. Replace-
ment of both the second and the third phenyl rings of
trityl by dimethylallyl groups, however, does not permit
the isolation of a stable carbocation (6) at room
temperature or at �50°C under the current conditions.
This cation would have been stabilized by C—Si
hyperconjugation and twice by allylic conjugation.
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It is evident from these observations that allylic
conjugation is not so effective as benzylic conjugation
in stabilizing a carbocation. When benzylic stabilization
is replaced entirely by allylic stabilization, no cation is
observed. We even used the most favorable substitution
mode of the allylic group (dimethylallyl) in 6, in which
allylic delocalization moves charge to a tertiary position
(R�R�C�—CH=CMe2 � R�R�C=CH—CMe2


� in which
R� is Me2C=CH and R� is Et3SiCH2). This structure,
however, may be susceptible to elimination. It may be
noteworthy that in the case of cation 5, allylic
delocalization moves charge to a benzylic position, from
which charge may be further delocalized (R�R�C�—
CH=CHPh � R�R�C=CH—�CHPh � R�R�C=C—
CH=Ph�, in which R� is Ph and R� is Et3SiCH2). This
additional delocalization may provide an increment of
stabilization that is critical.


The range of �-silyl carbocations that may be observed
under stable ion conditions (low nucleophilic anion,
hydrocarbon or halocarbon solvent, temperature �50°C
or higher) is therefore relatively circumscribed. Stabili-
zation in addition to that from the �-silyl group always is
necessary, and further stabilization by allylic conjugation
alone does not suffice.


',)'#!-'"���


��� �����	
��������������	�� �.��� A solution of
47.2 g (50 ml, 0.4 mol) of �-methylstyrene in 55 ml of
CCl4 was mixed with 78.3 g (0.44 mol) of N-bromosuc-
cinimide and stirred at 95–100°C for 10 h. The solution
was cooled, filtered from the precipitated succimide and
washed with CCl4. The solvent was removed by
distillation at reduced pressure (house vacuum), and the
residue was distilled [90–95°C/0.45 Torr (1 Torr =
133.3 Pa)] to give 60.7 g (77%) of a mixture of
brominated alkenes containing the desired �-(bromo-
methyl)styrene and also unwanted (E/Z)-2-bromo-1-
methylstyrene. A solution of 20.8 g (0.11 mol) of the
distillate in 100 ml of benzene was mixed with 17.3 g
(0.07 mol) of Ph3P. The resulting phosphonium salt
crystallized out in 48 h, and the unreacted and undesired
unsaturated bromides remained in solution. The crude,
white product was isolated by filtration and washed
(3 � 100 ml) with benzene. Recrystallization from di-
chloromethane–diethyl ether produced 27.6 g (91%) of
colorless crystals of the desired phosphonium salt. To
21.4 g (46.6 mmol) of the phosphonium salt in 400 ml of
dry tetrahydrofuran cooled to �25 to �50°C under N2


was added 18.48 ml (46.2 mmol, 2.5 M in hexane) of
butyllithium. The solution of the Wittig reagent was
stirred for 30 min and 4.94 g (46.6 mmol) of benzalde-
hyde were added. The solution was stirred for 1.5 h at
room temperature and concentrated by rotary evapora-
tion. Pentane was added to precipitate triphenylphos-
phine oxide, which was removed by filtration. The filtrate


was concentrated by rotary evaporation, and the orange
residue was allowed to stand at room temperature for 72 h
to complete dimerization of the unwanted trans product,
2. The desired cis product, 3, was purified by chroma-
tography on a silica gel column with pentane as eluent.
The dimer of 2 remained on the column to give pure 3: 1H
NMR (CDCl3), � 5.27 (d, J = 1.5 Hz, 1H, CH2=), 5.54
(d, J = 1.5 Hz, 1H, CH2=), 6.37 (d, J = 12 Hz 1H, CH=),
6.63 (d, J = 12 Hz, 1H, CH=), 7.1–7.5 (m, 10H,
aromatic); 13C NMR (CDCl3), � 115.8, 126.5, 127.0,
127.8, 128.0, 128.4, 128.9, 130.4, 131.8, 136.8, 139.3,
144.8. MS 51, 77, 91, 115, 128, 167, 178, 191, 206
(molecular ion); UV (cyclohexane), �max 250 nm (� =
16 200).


�����	������������������������
���	�� �/������ Ad-
dition of 39 ml (0.07 mol) of a 1.8 ml solution of
phenyllithium in 70:30 cyclohexane–diethyl ether to a
stirred solution of 28.6 g (0.08 mol) of methyltriphenyl-
phosphonium bromide in 400 ml of dry diethyl ether
under N2 afforded a solution of the desired Wittig
reagent. The solution was stirred for 0.5 h, and 5.5 g
(0.04 mol) of phorone in 60 ml of dry diethyl ether was
added. The mixture was stirred an additional 0.5 h, H2O
(8 ml) was added, stirring was continued for 0.5 h and
MgSO4 was added. The mixture was filtered and the
filtrate was washed with saturated aqueous NaCl solution
(3 � 100 ml), dried (MgSO4) and filtered. The ether was
removed by rotary evaporation and the residue was
fractionally distilled at reduced pressure to give 4.2 g of
410 (0.03 mol, 77%, 78–79°C, 10–20 Torr): 1H NMR
(CDCl3), � 1.77 (s, 12H), 4.94 (s, 2H), 5.77 (s, 2H); 13C
NMR (CDCl3), � 19.6, 26.9, 116.2, 126.7, 134.6, 143.6;
UV (cyclohexane), �max 218 nm (� = 15 500). Anal.
Calcd for C10H16: C, 88.16; H, 11.84. Found: C, 87.98; H,
11.89%.


�������������
�����	���������	����� 	���������	�� ����
��!	 �
���"�#�#
������#���� �0�� In a nitrogen-filled
glove-box, 160 mg (0.17 mmol) of triphenylmethyl
tetrakis(pentafluorophenyl)borate (TPFPB) (Asahi Glass)
and 0.7 ml of dry benzene-d6 were placed in a valved
5 mm NMR tube. Addition of 25 mg (0.22 mmol) of
triethylsilane followed by vertical shaking of the tube
with the valve closed produced two layers. The lower,
light brown layer contained the solvated silyl cation:
triethylsilylium TPFPB. The colorless upper layer,
containing the byproduct triphenylmethane and excess
triethylsilane, was removed with a syringe. Addition of
45 mg (0.22 mmol) of 3 yielded a dark brown solution of
the carbocation: 1H NMR (C6D6), � 0.18 (s, 2H,
SiCH2CH3), 0.58 (s, 3H, CH3), 3.18 (2H, SiCH2C),
6.4–7.4 (m, 12H, aromatic and alkenic); 13C NMR
(C6D6), � 4.8, 8.1, 57.2, 120–150 (aromatic carbons),
193.7, 235.7; 29Si NMR (C6D6), � 28.5, 34.2 [all spectra
also contained peaks from excess triethylsilylium tetra-
kis(pentafluorophenyl)borate].
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��#��$�  ���	� � Triphenylmethyl TPFPB (20 mg,
0.02 mmol) was placed in a valved 5 mm NMR tube,
which was pumped for 2 h under high vacuum and placed
in a nitrogen-filled glove-box. The tube was opened and
charged with 0.27 g (2.3 mmol) of triethylsilane, 0.21 g
(1.0 mmol) of 3 and 1 ml of C6D6. The tube was shaken
vertically for a few minutes and two layers appeared. The
colorless top layer was removed and concentrated to give
0.2 ml of a colorless oil, which by GC contained several
components. The 13C and 29Si NMR spectra lacked the
peaks characteristic of carbocations. The 29Si spectrum
contained a single peak at � 7.4 in addition to the peak
from excess Et3SiH at � � 0.3. MS of the principal GC
peak showed the molecular ion at m/z 322, corresponding
to the structure 1,3-diphenyl-4-(triethylsilyl)butane (11).
The next highest peak was at m/z 206, from
(M � Et3Si)�.
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ABSTRACT: Whereas the biomimetic oxidative N-dealkylation of tertiary amines with t-BuOOH and an iron(III)
tetraphenylporphyrin typically proceeds by an electron transfer (ET) route, a radical H-atom transfer (HAT) route has
been found to operate with N-benzylaziridine (1), an amine that is fairly resistant towards one-electron oxidation for
steric reasons. New mechanistic information is presented in favour of this radical route, and the exclusive formation of
the dimeric product N,N�-dibenzylpiperazine (2) is explained in the light of the Baldwin’s rules. Flash photolysis data
provide a rate constant of 1.7 � 105 s�1 for the ring opening of the aziridine radical (1.) to the imine radical (4.) in the
early stages of the process leading to 2. Semiempirical calculations indicate the ring-opened radical 4. to be more
stable than 1.. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: oxidation: hydrogen abstraction; aziridines; ring closure; flash photolysis
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Among the reactions catalysed by monoxygenase en-
zymes, such as cytochrome P450, the oxidative N-
dealkylation of tertiary amines is receiving continuous
interest.1 Metalloporphyrins, as model compounds of
cytochrome P450, also catalyse this important process.2


Consensus has been reached for an electron transfer (ET)
character of the mechanism of this N-dealkylation,1,3 as
shown by recent evidence presented also by our group.4 In
contrast, in the case of the biomimetic reaction of tertiary
amine N-benzylaziridine (1) with the system t-BuOOH–
TPPFeIIICl [where TPPFeIIICl stands for iron(III) tetra-
phenylporphyrin chloride] as the oxidant, a radical
hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) mechanism appears to be
responsible for the formation of a dimeric compound,
N,N�-dibenzylpiperazine 2 (Scheme 1),5 in yields ranging
from 5 to 60% depending on the conditions, but in all cases
performed with a defect of the oxidant.


It was possible to suggest the operation of the HAT
route on the basis of the observation that an independent
reaction of 1 under bona fide HAT conditions gave only
dimer 2, whereas reaction of 1 under bona fide ET
conditions (e.g. anodic oxidation) gave both dimer 2 and
tetramer 3.5 This distinction has been commented upon,5


and the lack of tetramer 3 is accordingly considered as the


key evidence in favour of the radical route of Scheme 2
for the biomimetic reaction of 1.5,6


The initiation of this process has been ascribed to the
formation t-BuO. from the t-BuOOH–TPPFeIIICl system;
t-BuO. then removes a benzylic hydrogen from the
substrate. Indeed, N-benzylaziridine 1 is a more difficult
substrate to oxidize (EP = 1.7 V vs SCE)5,7 in one-
electron processes with respect to normal tertiary amines
(0.7–0.9 V vs SCE), owing to the steric constraint of the
three-membered ring, and in agreement with the IPv data
determined by photoelectron spectroscopy.8 On this
basis, the occurrence of a radical HAT route appears
reasonable. This proposition is also consistent with the
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operation of a HAT route with substrates that are more
difficult to oxidize than simple tertiary amines, such as
the alkanes in C-hydroxylation reactions or the ethers in
O-dealkylation reactions, catalysed by cytochrome P450
or metalloporphyrins.1a,9


In order to offer further support for the HAT mech-
anism outlined in Scheme 2, we have studied the kinetics
of some of the reactive steps leading from 1 to the
formation of dimer 2 by using the laser flash photolysis
technique.


�$#"%�#
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The radical HAT mechanism (Scheme 2) should be
triggered by H-abstraction from 1 to give the benzylic
radical 1..5 It therefore appeared crucial to generate 1.


unambiguously, and to follow its dynamic evolution. To
this end, t-BuO. was generated by means of laser flash
photolysis by the photoinduced cleavage of (t-BuO)2


(Scheme 3).10


A solution of 1 in neat (t-BuO)2 was argon purged and
irradiated at 308 nm, and spectra were recorded. A
transient species was characterized by a maximum of
absorbance at � = 340 nm (Fig. 1); it disappeared with a
rate constant of 1.7 � 105 s�1 at 25°C. The lifetime of
this transient species was shorter in the presence of
dissolved molecular oxygen, which is known to act as a
radical scavenger.11 Based on the similarity with the
reported absorbances of benzylic radicals,12 and on the
sensitivity of this transient species to molecular oxygen,
we assign it to the benzylic radical 1.. In fact, a selective
H-abstraction from the benzylic bond of 1 is expected,


the tert-butoxide radical (t-BuO.) being known to under-
go efficient H-atom abstraction reaction with benzylic
hydrogens; see, for example, Ref. 13), if one compares
the bond dissociation energy, BDE(C—H), of
89 kcal mol�1 for this benzylic bond with those of other
C—H bonds in the molecule of 1 (ca 110–
113 kcal mol�1) (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) (for related BDE
data, see Ref. 14). In order to confirm this conclusion,
we synthesized N-phenylaziridine 6, which does not
contain benzylic bonds but only strong aromatic or vinyl-
like C—H bonds,8 and subjected it to the same flash
photolysis experiment. At variance with 1, 6 did not show
any UV absorption band, nor did it react.


We suggest that the observed unimolecular decay
(k = 1.7 � 105 s�1) of radical 1. is associated with the
ring-opening process of the aziridine to the imine radical
4., with the consequent loss of the benzylic chromophore
(�max = 340 nm), in analogy with the reported benzyl
radical � homoallyl radical rearrangement of benzylcy-
clopropane (7. and 8., respectively) [Eqns (1) and (2)].15


The ring-opening rate constant (k0) of 7. had
previously been evaluated to be less than 2 � 105 s�1 at
42°C, and equilibrium (2) was reported to be shifted to
the left, owing to a kc of 1.2 � 107 s�1.15


As further support for our interpretation, the formation
of radical 2. was obtained under the same flash photolysis
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conditions reported above for 1.. Once again, a transient
species with an absorbance maximum at � = 340 nm was
recorded, the lifetime of which was shortened by
molecular oxygen, both evidence pointing to the genera-
tion of a benzylic radical. In this case, however, the rate
of disappearance of the transient species was more than
20 times slower than that of 1., and equal to 5.4 � 103 s�1


at 25°C. We had previously generated 2. from 2, and
verified that 2. does not undergo ring opening to 5. but
gives rise to PhCHO and N-benzylpiperidine (see
footnote 22 in Ref. 5). We conclude that the recorded
unimolecular decay pertains to this fragmentation of
intermediate 2., which is slower than that of 1. because it
lacks the driving force due to the cleavage of a strained
three-membered ring.


#������������ ����	��
���'


Semiempirical calculations were performed for the
structures involved in equilibria (1) and (2) by employing
the MOPAC package,4b and the heats of formation of
radicals 1., 4., 7. and 8. were obtained by MNDO. Rather
than the absolute values of the heats of formation, the
values of ��Hf for equilibria (1) and (2) are given: �Hf


(1.) � �Hf (4.) = 2.89 kcal mol�1 and �Hf (7.) � �Hf


(8.) = �3.40 kcal mol�1. Whereas for benzylcyclopro-
pane the ring-opened homoallyl structure 8. is less stable
than the cyclic structure 7., the opposite is true with
aziridine 1. The ring-opened structure 4. being more
stable, equilibrium (1) results substantially shifted to the
right (at least 100:1); conversely, and in agreement with
the literature,15 equilibrium (2) turns out to be shifted to
the left.


!�#�"##� �


The present results lend support to a reaction mechanism
that has already been reported (Scheme 2),5 and also offer
new insight. Abstraction of an H-atom from the benzylic
group of 1 leads to 1. and evidence for the formation of
this reactive intermediate has now been obtained by flash
photolysis experiments. This evidence supports our
assumption that an H-atom abstraction process takes
place from 1 with the system t-BuOOH–TPPFeIIICl,
following the formation of t-BuO. according to Eqn. (3).5


The benzylic radical 1. then undergoes ring opening to
the imine radical 4. [see Eqn. (1)]. A rate constant for this
unimolecular process has been obtained, and calculations
confirm that equilibrium (1) is shifted to the right.
Addition of radical 4. to a molecule of 1 (present in large
excess) gives rise to radical 5.. A radical ring-closure
addition to the imine moiety can then occur in a 6-exo-


trig step, according to Baldwin’s rules.16 This is an
intramolecular fast step, so that any bimolecular addition
step of radical 5. to other molecules of 1, that ought to
lead to oligomerization and eventually to the cyclic
tetramer 3 (Scheme 1), cannot reasonably compete, in
agreement with the experimental findings.5 This is the
reason why the exclusive reaction pathway of 5. is
cyclization to 2. (Scheme 1). The HAT process
terminates with the formation of 2, coupled with the
generation of additional 1., thereby explaining yields of 2
that may exceed 100% with respect to the oxidant.5


$+�$��,$���%


�������� tert-Butyl peroxide was commercially available
(Aldrich) and used as received. The synthesis of
compounds 1 and 2 has been reported.4b,5


�	�
���� �� ������	������� -� This compound was
obtained in a 35% yield according to a multistep
reaction;17 b.p. 47–49°C at 2–3 Torr (lit.17c 60–61°C at
9 Torr) (1 Torr = 133.3 Pa).


����� ���� ���
��	��� Nanosecond laser plash photo-
lysis experiments were carried out using an excimer
(Lambda Physik Lextra 50, XeCL, 308 nm) pumped dye
laser (Lambda Phisyk LPD 3002, 7 ns pulse width) as the
excitation source. Tuning of the excitation wavelength
was possible through a dye laser chamber (Lambda
Physik). Transient absorptions were monitored at right-
angles to the excitation with a conventional xenon lamp,
monochromator, photomultiplier tube arrangement. The
excitation beam energy was typically attenuated to less
than 2–3 mJ per pulse, and appropriate long-pass filters
were placed on either side of the sample to prevent
photolysis by the analysing light.18


�������
 ����
�� �� �������� In a typical experiment, a
quartz cuvette equipped with a Teflon stopcock was
charged with 1.9 ml of a solution of the substrate (0.05–
0.1 M) in neat tert-butyl peroxide. The solution was
purged with the appropriate gas and excited at 308 nm
and the spectrum collected.


��.��/���)����
'
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ABSTRACT: A method is suggested for combining the quantum chemical principle of isolated molecules and the
systematics of homologous families for different functional groups in traditional organic chemistry. The classification
of organic compounds is performed by statistical treatments of fundamental quantum mechanical quantities such as
total and partial energies. We used the total energies (computed by DFT BLYP and B3LYP, HF and MP2 methods,
which are size-extensive, applying the 6–31 G** and some other basis sets) of isolated molecules obtained by gradient
optimizations to classify homologous series of organic compounds by linear least-squares regressions versus the total
number of electrons. Two numerical parameters, slope (h) and intercept (s), are obtained characterizing each family of
homologous compounds. Families of for example 17 different functional groups of the same CH2-homologous unit
are grouped on parallel lines with the same slope h, differing only in their s parameters. Isomeric compounds differ in
their s values if they belong to the same homologous unit. Compounds of other homologous units (conjugated alkenes,
cumulenes and benzenoides) are found with different slopes h on regression lines. Energy partitioning leads also to
linear regressions of different statistical accuracy for the components which add fully to the observed h and s
parameters. The h and s parameters allow the prediction of unknown total energies of homologous compounds from
total energies of a subset of smaller compounds which belong to the same homologous family. Likewise, atomization
energies can be predicted using the derived h and s parameters. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: homologous families of organic compounds; energetical classifications; ab initio RHF, MP2 and DFT
BLYP and B3LYP optimizations; estimation of total energies in homologous series; predictions of total energies of
polymers; energetic differences of isomers; predictions of atomization energies; splitting of total energies
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Organic chemistry as an empirical science classifies
organic compounds according to the properties of
functional groups, such as double or triple CC bonds,
hydroxy groups in alcohols, etc., which may be grouped
in homologous series, differing by a fixed unit, e.g.
CnH2n�2 for saturated hydrocarbons, CnH2n for alkenes or
cycloalkanes, etc.


The Beilstein system1 of classification of organic
compounds via the basic skeleton and defined functional
groups and/or derivatives thereof and the systematic
increase in the number of carbons in homologous series is
unique because it assigns to each known or possible
organic compound an appropriate place in the Beilstein
Handbook of Organic Chemistry.2


Systematic behaviors of homologous series concerning
experimental enthalpies of formation were investigated
by Cohen and Benson.3 They introduced additivity
schemes for kinds of atoms which allow one to predict
enthalpies of formation for members of homologous
series.


There is no quantum chemical background for this
kind of intuitional systematic classification of classical
organic chemistry, because the treatment of whole
classes of molecules is very difficult to reconcile with
the principles of quantum mechanics, because quantum
mechanical calculations themselves treat only isolated
individual molecules. Therefore, in principle, no com-
pound classes such as alcohols or aldehydes, or bond
types or hybridizations, etc., are included. Šatkovskiene
and Gineityte4 suggest a method called the ‘density
matrix method within the framework of the effective
hamiltonian.’ This method is very formal and limited to
tetrahedral systems, and its application to classifications
of various organic compounds is difficult.


We present here a concept to combine the systematics
of homologous families of organic chemistry with
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various functionalities and the quantum chemical treat-
ment of isolated systems. In connection with our
classification scheme, the term size extensivity is of
fundamental significance. It was introduced by Bartlett
and Purvis5 and is borrowed from thermodynamics.
There, an extensive property is proportional to the size of
a homologous system. Chapter 1 of the review of Taylor6


deals explicitly with this and related concepts. A quantum
theoretical method can be termed size extensive if the
energy scales linearly with the number of electrons N.
The energy of the Hartree–Fock method, the Møller–
Plesset perturbation theory, the coupled cluster methods
and the energy of DFT BLYP and B3LYP procedures are
size extensive. Truncated configuration interaction
methods (e.g. CISD) are not size extensive, whereas full
CI is, however, size extensive. For size-inextensive
methods our classification scheme based on the propor-
tionality of total energies of organic compounds with the
number of electrons should not work.


Our classification of simple organic compounds is
performed by statistical treatments of fundamental


quantum mechanical quantities. First the total energies of
isolated systems offer an opportunity to generate a
classification of families of organic compounds in the
framework of only two numerical parameters based on
the slope (h) and intercept (s) of regression equations
related to the total number of electrons. Wiberg7


determined a series of group equivalents (for CH3,
CH2, CH, and C groups in various environments) to
convert 6–31G* calculated molecular total energies into
energies of formation at 0 K. Dewar and Storch8 designed
for this purpose atom equivalents for the atoms C, H, O
and N. Analogously, Ibrahim and Schleyer9 proposed sets
of atom equivalents with about 50 parameters for 3–21G
and 6–31G* basis sets to calculate heats of formation
with average errors of the order of 0.8 kcal mol�1


(1 kcal = 4.184 kJ). Later, Yala10 used 6–31G* values
and linear regression to derive 11 atomic parameters for
the calculation of heats of formation which consider only
the coordination number of the atoms in the molecule.
These approaches were aimed at predicting of calculated
heats of formation starting from total energies, not to
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classify homologous organic compounds using total
energies.


The observed linearity of total energies with the
number of electrons is similar to the linearity of
experimental or calculated thermochemical heats of
formation within homologous series. Therefore, our
classification scheme is also able to predict energies of
atomization.


Figure 1 shows a diagram of all the classification
procedures mentioned above. The upper part of Fig. 1
shows the quantum chemical aspects of the classification
of organic compounds based on energy and the lower
section describes the traditional means of classifications
by organic chemistry. For traditional organic chemistry
only the structure of the molecules is important, which is
given in terms of constitution, configuration and
conformation. The quantum chemical approach is con-
sistent from this point of view because of the relationship
between energy and structure due to the energy potential
hypersurface in the limit of the Born–Oppenheimer
approximation.11


��*�'*��$&! �%&�+�'%+


Ground-state molecular energies and ground-state den-
sities were determined by gradient optimizations using
density functional theory (DFT) methods12 and the
restricted Hartree–Fock13 (RHF) and the Møller–Plesset
perturbation method13 of second order (MP2). DFT
calculations were performed using two functionals with
different levels of complexity: A gradient corrected
pure functional including exchange and correlation
(= BLYP)14,15 and the three hybrid functional B3LYP16


with part of exact exchange and approximated exchange
as well as local and non-local correlation terms. For each
of the calculational methods the following four basis sets
were applied: Pople’s 6–31G** basis set,17,18 which is a
split-valence basis set of double-zeta quality with
polarization d-functions on heavy atoms and p-polariza-
tion functions on hydrogen and three flexible polarized
correlation consistent (cc-p) valence basis sets of
Dunning:19 cc-pVDZ, AUG-cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ,
which present systematic improvements in size from
double zeta (DZ) to triple-zeta (TZ) quality including
polarization functions. AUG denotes there additional
augmention by diffuse s-type functions of higher
quantum numbers. Geometry optimizations were per-
formed using the Gaussian 98 (Revision A.7) program
system.20 Starting geometries of molecules for geometry
optimizations were chosen using values of bond lengths
and bond angles estimated from general hybridization
rules. The structures were refined to tight cutoffs (forces
and displacements) of the Gaussian 98 program.


Partial energy contributions to the total energy were
obtained by a version of Gaussian 98 modified by us. For
all DFT calculations we used the ‘fine’ integration grid of


the Gaussian 98 program for enhanced accuracy of
calculations.


%+,'*�, �!� �$,�',,$&!
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Our classification scheme of organic compounds based
on the total energy of single molecules can be described
as follows: every molecule (isolated in terms of quantum
chemistry) is an element of a family (in terms of
traditional organic chemistry) represented by a point on a
regression line of the general form


E�N� � hN � s �1�


where N is the total number of electrons, h is the slope
and s is the axis intercept of the regression line. The
family mentioned above is again an element of a set of
homologous series (same homologous unity) formed by
regression equations of identical slope h, which means
that regression equations of homologous families con-
taining the same homologous unity are all strongly
parallel but differing by the intercept s. Examples of
considered compounds and families are collected in
Table 1. The regression equations were derived by the
linear least-squares method. For evaluation of the
linearity of Eqn. (1) the linear correlation coefficient
(R) and the standard error of estimate (esd) were
considered. For all correlations determined by us is R
close to �1.0 (R ��0.9999999) and esd is low (esd
�0.007 hartree = 0.4 kcal mol�1), which means a very
good linear correlation between calculated total energies
and the number of electrons. Therefore two parameters (h
and s) were derived statistically which are sufficient to
characterize homologous series [h, the slope of the
regression Eqn. (1)] and compound classes via s, the axis
intercept of the regression Eqn. (1).


The total energies for the ground state of 98 organic
molecules which are listed in Table 1 were computed by
four different theoretical methods, DFT (BLYP and
B3LYP), and partly by HF and post HF MP2, as mentioned
before. The influence of methods and basis sets on the
regression parameters h and s are small and the
classification scheme works satisfactorily for all examined
four levels of theory. Therefore it is advantageous to use
the less demanding DFT/6–31G** or DFT/cc-pVDZ
method/basis set combinations, because the treatment of
electron correlation is included and the procedures are
computationally rather inexpensive. For a self-contained
classification it is important to compute all energies of
considered molecules at the same level of theory. Table 2
shows the regression parameters h, s and esd based on DFT
BLYP/6–31G** and B3LYP/6–31G** calculations. The
homology h parameters for 17 families with the same
CH2-homologous units are highly constant for the CH2
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series with units of eight electrons with average values of
�4.9113 for BLYP and �4.9148 for B3LYP calculations
(all values in hartree units). The largest deviations are


shown by the alkane family with unnatural all-eclipsed CH
bonds (�4.9100 or �4.9135) and the series of partly
strained cycloalkanes (�4.9130 or �4.9166). For con-
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I. CH2-homologous classes of compounds (families) with units of 8 electrons
Hydrocarbons:


alkanes (staggered), CnH2n�2 (n = 1–8, 15, 25)
methane, ethane, propane, butane, pentane, hexane, heptane,
octane, pentadecane, pentacosane
alkanes (all CH bonds eclipsed), CnH2n�2 (n = 2–4)
ethane, propane, butane
alkenes (trans), CnH2n (n = 2–6)
ethene, propene, 2-butene, 2-pentene, 2-hexene
alkynes, CnH2n�2 (n = 2–6)
ethyne, propyne, 2-butyne, 2-pentyne, 2-hexyne
cycloalkanes, CnH2n (n = 3–6)
cyclopropane, cyclobutane, cyclopentane, cyclohexane


Chlorides:
alkyl chlorides, CnH2n�1Cl (n = 1–4)
methyl chloride, ethyl chloride, 1-propyl chloride, 1-butyl chloride


Molecules containing CO bonds:
alcohols (primary), CnH2n�2O (n = 1–4)
methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol, 1-butanol
alcohols (secondary), CnH2n�1O (n = 3–5)
isopropanol, 2-butanol, 2-pentanol
alcohols (tertiary), CnH2n�2O (n = 3–5)
tert.-butanol, 1,1-dimethylpropanol, 1,1-dimethylbutanol
aldehydes, CnH2nO (n = 1–4)
formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, propanal, butanal
ketones, CnH2nO (n = 3–6)
acetone, 2-butanone, 2-pentanone, 2-hexanone
carboxylic acids, CnH2nO2 (n = 1–4)
formic acid, acetic acid, propionic acid, butyric acid
methyl esters, CnH2n�2O2, (n = 2–5)
methyl formiate, methyl acetate, methyl propionate, methyl butyrate


Molecules containing CS bonds:
thiols, CnH2n�2S (n = 0–3)
hydrogen sulfide, methanethiol, ethanethiol, propanethiol


Molecules containing CN bonds:
amines (primary), CnH2n�3N (n = 0–3)
ammonia, methylamine, ethylamine, propylamine
amides (primary), CnH2n�1NO (n = 1–3)
formamide, acetamide, propionamide
nitroalkanes (primary), CnH2n�1NO2 (n = 1–4)
nitromethane, nitroethane, 1-nitropropane, 1-nitrobutane


II. Conjugated alkenes (homologous units of 14 electrons)
conjugated alkenes (all-trans), C2n�2H2n�4 (n = 0–2)
ethene, 1,3-butadiene, 1,3,5-hexatriene
conjugated alkenes (all-trans), C2n�2H2n�4 (n = 1–4)
(E)-2-butene, (E,E)-2,4-hexadiene, (E,E,E)-2,4,6-octatriene, (E,E,E,E)-2,4,6,8-decatetraene
conjugated alkenes (all-cis, s-trans), C2n�2H2n�4 (n = 1–4)
(Z)-2-butene, (Z,Z)-2,4-hexadiene, (Z,Z,Z)-2,4,6-octatriene, (Z,Z,Z,Z)-2,4,6,8-decatetraene


III. Cumulenes (homologous units of 6 electrons)
cumulenes, CnH4 (n = 2–6)
ethene, allene, butatriene, pentatetraene, hexapentaene


IV. Benzenoides (homologous units of 26 electrons)
linear acenes, C4n�2H2n�2 (n = 2–5)
benzene, naphthalene, anthracene, tetracene
�-phenols, C4n�2H2n�2O (n = 2–5)
phenol, 1-naphthol, 1-hydroxyanthracene, 1-hydroxytetracene


V. Oligovinyl chlorides (homologous units of 32 electrons)
oligovinyl chlorides
chlorethane, 1,3-dichlorbutane, 1,3,5-trichlorhexane, 1,3,5,7-tetrachloroctane
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jugated alkenes as other homologous series, differing by
C2H2 units corresponding to 14 electrons, the average h
values are �5.5265 and �5.5292, respectively. The acene
series, differing by C4H2 units with 26 electrons, are
characterized by average h values of �5.9069 and
�5.9093. The largest h values are found for the cumulene
series differing by one carbon atom, equivalent to six
electrons, with �6.3440 and �6.3455. As already
mentioned, the esd values are less than 0.0007 hartree.
The homologous compound families with different
functional groups are characterized by their specific s
values. These vary in the range 23 to �372 hartree and
cluster for chemically related compounds in narrow
ranges, i.e. staggered and eclipsed alkanes, primary,
secondary and tertiary alcohols (for the relation to
isomers, see later), aldehydes and ketones or carboxylic
acids and methyl esters. Figure 2 shows a graphical plot of
the correlation for total energies of a selection of different
homologous series with regard to the B3LYP method and


the 6–31G** basis set. Figure 3 shows the graphics of the
correlation for a selection of only CH2-homologous
families. This represents the parallelism of regression
equations of homologous families for different functional
groups containing the same CH2-homologous unity.


In Table 3, a few corresponding statistical CH2-
homologous values for the HF/6–31G** and MP2/6–
31G** methods are given. Linearity and high statistical
relevance are also observed. The numerical values for the
h and s parameters are of the same order of magnitude as
in Table 2 and the esd values are less than 0.005 hartree.
Average CH2-homology h values are �4.8800 for HF and
�4.8979 hartree for the MP2 calculations. The esd values
are slightly better than those from DFT calculations.


Values for the Dunning basis set cc-pVTZ for DFT
BLYP and B3LYP calculations are presented in Table 4.
Three classes of homology h parameters determined by
DFT calculations in Table 2 are also found for the extended
cc-pVTZ basis set calculations with average values of
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Family


BLYP/6–31G** B3LYP/6–31G**


h s esd h s esd


Homology for 8 electrons:
Alkanes (staggered)a �4.9111 8.6273 0.0005 �4.9146 8.6229 0.0005
Alkanes (all eclipsed) �4.9100 8.6126 0.0020 �4.9135 8.6077 0.0018
Cycloalkanes �4.9130 0.0922 0.0073 �4.9166 0.0973 0.0077
trans-Alkenes �4.9113 0.0345 0.0038 �4.9148 0.0397 0.0037
Amines (prim.) �4.9109 �7.4157 0.0045 �4.9144 �7.4105 0.0047
Alkynes �4.9119 �8.5346 0.0062 �4.9153 �8.5208 0.0060
Alcohols (prim.) �4.9113 �27.2762 0.0022 �4.9148 �27.2598 0.0023
Alcohols (sec.) �4.9111 �27.2892 0.0002 �4.9146 �27.2730 0.0001
Alcohols (tert.) �4.9110 �27.2977 0.0006 �4.9145 �27.2816 0.0005
Aldehydes �4.9117 �35.8916 0.0061 �4.9152 �35.8641 0.0061
Ketones �4.9111 �35.9247 0.0004 �4.9146 �35.8973 0.0005
Amides �4.9117 �51.9723 0.0033 �4.9152 �51.9330 0.0036
Methyl esters �4.9115 �71.8411 0.0042 �4.9151 �71.7899 0.0045
Carboxylic acids �4.9116 �71.8528 0.0045 �4.9151 �71.8036 0.0048
Nitroalkanes �4.9111 �87.8165 0.0057 �4.9147 �87.7431 0.0020
Thiols �4.9110 �310.9632 0.0008 �4.9145 �310.9297 0.0011
Alkyl chlorides �4.9112 �372.3713 0.0016 �4.9147 �372.3311 0.0015
Average �4.9113 — 0.0032 �4.9148 — 0.0030


Homology for 14 electrons:
Conj. alkenes (all-trans)b �5.5265 9.8813 0.0008 �5.5292 9.8736 0.0007
Conj. alkenes (all-trans)c �5.5266 19.7188 0.0009 �5.5293 19.6982 0.0008
Conj. alkenes (all-cis)c �5.5264 19.7134 0.0006 �5.5290 19.6930 0.0005
Average �5.5265 — 0.0008 �5.5292 — 0.0007


Homology for 26 electrons:
Linear acenes �5.9070 15.9430 0.0027 �5.9093 15.9304 0.0031
Phenols �5.9068 �12.0161 0.0019 �5.9093 �12.0160 0.0022
Average �5.9069 — 0.0023 �5.9093 — 0.0027


Homology for 6 electrons:
Cumulenes �6.3440 22.9640 0.0024 �6.3455 22.9358 0.0020


Homology for 32 electrons:
Oligovinyl chlorides �16.8174 32.4388 0.0019 �16.8194 32.4274 0.0006


a C15 and C25 included.
b No methyl groups at each end of the molecules forming the homologous series.
c Methyl groups at each end of the molecules forming the homologous series.
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�4.9128 for BLYP and �4.9162 for B3LYP in the CH2-
homologous series. Average h values for the conjugated
alkene homology are �5.5283 and �5.5309 and for the
cumulene family �6.3464 and �6.3477 hartree. The s
values for each functional group are very similar to those
presented in Tables 2 and 3 and the esd values are in the
same range. Therefore, for applications no large basis set
calculations such as cc-pVTZ are necessary.


In principle, one needs only one computation for a
member of a new family with known homologous unity
(if the average h is already known) to obtain the
compound class parameter s. However, this method is
less exact than the generation of h and s by linear
regression using as many homologous compounds as
possible. Our regression parameters (h as above or h and s
as collected in Tables 2–4) may be used to estimate total
energies of larger molecules without quantum chemical
calculations.


.��/�	� 	� +0! /���� !


We now look at the behavior of a normalized function,
the energy per electron (E/N) of a homologous series.
This is not a constant value but a function with a
particular limiting behavior. For example, in the alkane
series for the B3LYP/6–31G** calculations the (E/N)
values decrease on going to larger alkanes. The function
(E/N) versus N could be fitted analytically to the function


E
N


� E
N


� �
limit


�bN�1 �2�


with (E/N)limit = �4.91453 and b = 8.62174. The limit
value (E/N)limit is a lower bound for N → � and is similar
to the h parameter (�4.9146 hartree). For the alkyne
series the (E/N) value increases on going to larger alkynes
[(E/N)limit = �5.06985]. Here, the (E/N)limit value is an
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Family


HF/6–31G** MP2/6–31G**


h s esd h s esd


Alkanes, staggered �4.8797 8.5962 0.0003 �4.8975 8.6156 0.0011
CnH2n�2 (n = 1–8, 15, 25)
trans-Alkenes �4.8798 0.0363 0.0031 �4.8979 0.0467 0.0030
CnH2n (n = 2–6) double bond in 2-position
Alkynes �4.8804 �8.5010 0.0052 �4.8983 �8.5090 0.0042
CnH2n�2 (n = 2–6) triple bond in 2-position
Alcohols, primary �4.8799 �27.2097 0.0022 �4.8979 �27.2211 0.0020
CnH2n�2O (n = 1–4)
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Family


BLYP/cc-pVTZ B3LYP/cc-pVTZ


h s esd h s esd


Alkanes �4.9126 8.6255 0.0006 �4.9159 8.6219 0.0006
CnH2n�2 (n = 1–5)
trans-Alkenes �4.9128 0.0269 0.0035 �4.9162 0.0326 0.0034
CnH2n (n = 2–6) double bond in 2-position
Amines, primary �4.9124 �7.4295 0.0052 �4.9157 �7.4236 0.0055
CnH2n�3N (n = 0–3)
Alkynes �4.9133 �8.5501 0.0056 �4.9166 �8.5372 0.0066
CnH2n�2 (n = 2–6) triple bond in 2-position
Alcohols, primary �4.9128 �27.2997 0.0024 �4.9162 �27.2826 0.0023
CnH2n�2O (n = 1–4)
Methyl esters �4.9130 �71.8845 0.0043 �4.9164 �71.8334 0.0045
CnH2n�2O2 (n = 1–4)
Conjugated alkenes �5.5284 19.7229 0.0009 �5.5310 19.7020 0.0012
(all-trans) Cn�2H2n�4 (n = 1–4)
Conjugated alkenes �5.5282 19.7176 0.0006 �5.5308 19.6986 0.0005
(all-cis) Cn�2H2n�4 (n = 1–4)
Cumulenes �6.3464 22.9685 0.0025 �6.3477 22.9414 0.0021
CnH4 (n = 2–6)
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upper bound for N → �. Figure 4 shows graphically the
behavior of (E/N) versus the number of electrons of
homologous alkane and alkyne series, and Fig. 5 shows
the same relation for benzenoids (linear acenes and �-
phenols).


We find that generally E/N varies with the sign of s. It
decreases for homologous series with s �0 [(E/N)limit is a
lower bound] and increases for homologous series with s
�0 [(E/N)limit is an upper bound].


���������	
 	� �� �����������	
 ����


�������	
 	� �	��� 
����) Total energies were
predicted, as already mentioned, by means of ab initio
MO calculations by Ibrahim and Schleyer9 and Wiberg.7


Ibrahim and Schleyer used the conception of additive
atomic equivalents whereas Wiberg used the concept of
additive group equivalents. These equivalents also lead to
the prediction of thermochemical data. The prediction of
total energies is equivalent to predicting heats of
formation for members of homologous series.


���������	
 �	 ��� ���	� ������ The linearity of the
regression lines of homologous compounds can be used
to predict estimated total energies of homologous
compounds from the h and s parameters determined for
a set of known total energies of smaller compounds
which belong to the same homologous series. From these
values, extrapolated total energies even of large mol-
ecules are accessible within chemical accuracy. This will
be demonstrated using the alkane series: the classification
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parameters h and s presented in Tables 2 and 3 for the
molecules methane to octane were used to predict the
total energies of pentadecane (C15H32) and pentacosane
(C25H52). These approximated total energies were
directly compared with calculated values using the
respective level of theory. Both kinds of values for the
BLYP, B3LYP, HF and MP2 methods and 6–31G**
basis set are shown in Table 5. In both cases the
deviations are largest for the MP2 optimization, under-
estimated by 1.64 and 3.46 kcal mol�1, and smallest for
the HF method with 0.34 and 0.70 kcal mol�1. The DFT
results are between these values. Keeping in mind the
enormous extrapolation from C8 to C15 and even to C25,
the observed deviations are tolerable and of experimental
accuracy.


�
�������	 �� ���� �	�����
 �� ������
� Another
example of predictions of total energies is the estimation
of total energies of polymers. The h parameter of alkyl
chlorides can be used to predict the total energy of
polyvinylchloride (PVC). The total energy of PVC
containing 100 000 monomer units (assuming an
unbranched chain of monomers) is �5.3822 � 107


hartree.
A further sample for predictions of total energies of


polymers is low-density polyethylene (LDPE) which
consists of mainly unbranched alkane chains with
molecular masses of 50 000–100 000 g mol�1. Using h
and s values obtained from B3LYP/6–31G** calcula-
tions, the total energy of a PE molecule consisting of
7130 monomer units (CH2 groups) (� 100 000 g mol�1)
is �280 330 hartree.


$�	����� 	� 	���
�� �	�����) ���	�
� In this
section, we apply our classification scheme to isomeric
molecules. First, we consider the three pentane isomers
n-pentane, isopentane and neopentane. Any of these


isomers is a member of a CH2 homologous series with the
same h parameter. However, the s parameters are slightly
different for all isomers. From B3LYP/6–31G** calcula-
tions (h = �4.91494) we obtained absolute differences
[s(pentane) �s(isomer)] of 0.00061 hartree (0.382 kcal
mol�1) for isopentane and 0.00138 hartree (0.866 kcal
mol�1) for neopentane, which denote the energy
differences between these isomers.


Because of the high linearity of regression equations,
energy differences between other isomeric systems which
are members of the homologous series mentioned above
are also known. An example for this is n-hexane–2-
methylpentane predicted 0.00061 hartree = 0.382 kcal
mol�1 and n-hexane–2,2-dimethylbutane predicted
0.00138 hartree = 0.866 kcal mol�1.


�����
� Another example of isomeric series of
compounds is primary, secondary and tertiary alcohols.
Let us assume that all types of alcohols mentioned above
are members of a CH2-homologous series, so all h
parameters are identical (h = �4.91494). Using the
particular s parameters, the energy differences between
isomeric compounds can be easily predicted. In the
following, B3LYP/6–31G** calculations are used again
for estimations of h and s values. The energy differences
between primary and secondary alcohols are 0.0065
hartree (4.08 kcal mol�1) and between primary and
tertiary alcohols 0.0101 hartree (6.34 kcal mol�1).


�������	
 	� ��	������	
 
���� 3�	
� 
����4)
The atomization energy is defined as the difference
between the sum of atomic energies and the total energy
of the molecule. A suggestion for the estimation of
experimental heats of formation via atomization energies
or bond energies was presented by Cohnen and Benson3


in 1993. They introduced an additivity scheme, which
subdivides an arbitrary chemical compound into a set of
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Compound Method Eapprox
a Eopt �Eb


�Eb


(kcal mol�1)


C15H32 BLYP �590.5220790 �590.5231090 0.0010 0.646
B3LYP �590.9525499 �590.9536479 0.0011 0.684
HF �586.7283310 �586.7288696 0.0005 0.339
MP2 �588.9076580 �588.9102660 0.0026 1.638


C25H52 BLYP �983.4066505 �983.4087830 0.0021 1.336
B3LYP �984.1165137 �984.1187988 0.0023 1.431
HF �977.1049520 �977.1060714 0.0011 0.703
MP2 �980.7254990 �980.7310138 0.0055 3.464


a For approximated values the following h and s values were used in Eqn. (1):
BLYP: h = �4.91077; s = 8.63261
B3LYP: h = �4.91431; s = 8.62761
HF: h = �4.87971; s = 8.59601
MP2: h = �4.89772; s = 8.61455.
b �E = Eapprox � Eopt.
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smaller structural units in such a way that the thermo-
chemical properties of that compound can be calculated
from constants associated with the smaller units.


The prediction of ab initio calculated total energies
described in the last section also offers direct access to
estimations of atomization energies. These can also be
determined experimentally, so direct comparisons of
predicted and experimental values are possible. Experi-
mental atomization energies at 0 K were taken from the
compilation of Cox and Pilcher.21 For each homologous
series one can formulate an equation for the prediction of
atomization energies dependent on the number of
electrons of the members of the homologous series.
Hence all atomization energies of a homologous series
can be computed using this equation. Equations (3)–(8)
are used for the determination of atomization energies
using the homology parameter h and the compound class
parameter s for a selection of homologous series:


�Ha � N � 2
8


� �
�EC � 2EH� � 2EH � hN � s


alkanes �3�
�Ha � �EC � 2EH�N


8
� hN � s alkenes �4�


�Ha � �EC � 2EH� N � 2
8


� �
� 2EH


� �
� hN � s


alkynes �5�


�Ha � �EC � 2EH� N � 10
8


� �
� 2EH � 2EO � hN � s


primary alcohols �6�


�Ha � EC
N � 4


6


� �
� 4EH � hN � s cumulenes �7�


�Ha � 4
N � 10


26


� �
� 2


� �
EC � 2


N � 10
26


� �
� 2


� �
� EH � hN � s linear acenes �8�


where �Ha denotes the atomization energy to be
predicted, N is the number of electrons of the considered
homologous compound, EC, EH and EO are the basis set-
and method-dependent total energies of C, H and O
atoms in their atomic ground state as shown in Table 6
and h and s are the classification parameters derived
above. hN � s represents the estimated or calculated total
energy [see Eqn. (1)]. Table 7 shows examples of


predicted and experimental atomization energies in the
alkane series. The classification parameters h and s and
EC, EH and EO were obtained by B3LYP/6–31G**
calculations.


Table 7 shows also direct calculated �Ha values
obtained using the B3LYP/6–31G** level of theory.
Therefore, the sum of the atomic energy of a considered
molecule was subtracted from the B3LYP/6–31G**
optimized value. The deviations from �Ha predictions
using the h and s parameters are small (0.93 kcal mol�1


on average).


�������	
 �
�	 ������� 
����


To gain a deeper insight into the mechanisms of the
classification scheme presented in the previous section,
this part consideres the role of partial energies forming
the total energy of a chemical system. The total energy
can be divided into the nuclear repulsion contribution
(ENR), the one-electron energy of � (E1�) and � (E1�) spin
electrons, the correlation (EC), the exchange (EX) and the
coulomb (EJ) contributions:


E � ENR � E1� � E1� � EC � EX � EJ �9�


In the following we used the BLYP/6–31G** level of
theory, so the correlation energy EC was computed using
the LYP correlation functional and the exchange energy
EX was computed using the Becke88 exchange func-
tional. For investigations of partial energies we used a
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Energy BLYP/ 6–31G** B3LYP/ 6–31G** BLYP/ cc-pVTZ B3LYP/ cc-pVTZ HF/ 6–31G** MP2/ 6–31G**


EC �37.826119 �37.846279 �37.844469 �37.858575 �37.680860 �37.733829
EH �0.495446 �0.500273 �0.497555 �0.502156 �0.498233 �0.498233
EO �75.046647 �75.060611 �75.079907 �75.091857 �74.783932 �74.880037


���� 6) )�������
� 
� ��
��D���
� �������� ���� ���
(��������� � ��� � 
� ��� ������'����
� ������ *��� �����
�� /��� �
���0


Compound N �Ha
a


�Ha,
predictedb


�Ha,
expc ��Ha


d


Methane 10 424.60 424.03 418.95 5.08
Ethane 18 718.21 718.94 710.75 8.19
Propane 26 1013.02 1013.85 1004.23 9.62
Butane 34 1307.80 1308.77 1299.17 9.60
Pentane 42 1602.54 1603.68 1593.19 10.49
Hexane 50 1897.28 1898.60 1887.47 11.13


a �Ha =
�


Eatom � Emolecule.
b �Ha, predicted by Eqn. (2) with h = �4.9146 and s = 8.6229 derived from
B3LYP/6–31G** calculations.
c Exp. values from Ref. 21 based on 0 K.
d


��Ha = �Ha,predicted ��Ha,exp.
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���� 7) 2����	 (������
� ��
� 567)?$98�%:: 
(����D���
�� 
� �������� �
������ ��
� ��� ��� 
� .� �
������ ������ �� ����� �
*��� ����� �� �������0


Molecule ENR E1
a EC EX EJ Etotal


Methane 13.33193 �79.65961 �0.294286 �6.564951 32.702245 �40.484674
Ethane 41.85471 �188.58700 �0.551097 �12.454972 79.966865 �79.771489
Propane 81.718128 �320.19732 �0.808788 �18.343407 138.571229 �119.060171
Butane 129.249312 �467.14392 �1.066548 �24.231802 204.844132 �158.348828
Pentane 182.854491 �626.24292 �1.324231 �30.119508 277.194750 �197.637417
Hexane 241.455673 �795.32816 �1.582113 �36.009701 354.538322 �236.925987
Heptane 304.151136 �972.60634 �1.839856 �41.898183 435.978674 �276.214569
Ethene 33.124392 �169.91372 �0.498102 �11.735445 70.479475 �78.543397
Propene 70.141014 �295.81808 �0.755986 �17.627238 126.221827 �117.838473
(E)-2-Butene 114.797305 �437.04172 �1.013883 �23.518494 189.644029 �157.132763
(E)-2-Pentene 166.320379 �591.97972 �1.271274 �29.407629 259.920475 �196.417772
(E)-2-Hexene 223.303837 �757.82248 �1.529116 �35.296770 335.637981 �235.706560
Methanol 39.835046 �236.12178 �0.595102 �14.850320 96.054814 �115.677344
Ethanol 80.945114 �370.24238 �0.853027 �20.740505 155.919200 �154.971605
Propanol 129.041663 �518.29800 �1.110791 �26.630021 222.737090 �194.260067
Butanol 183.018705 �678.12786 �1.368535 �32.519104 295.448311 �233.548493
Formic acid 69.214789 �396.48194 �0.844525 �22.412822 160.797473 �189.727027
Acetic acid 119.582353 �549.17354 �1.102965 �28.313038 229.97963 �229.027562
Propionic acid 176.158692 �714.18820 �1.360995 �34.202075 305.27544 �268.317136
Butyric acid 235.566387 �884.84369 �1.618743 �40.090892 383.381218 �307.605718
Allene 58.744268 �271.69280 �0.703225 �16.907290 113.954821 �116.604224
Butatriene 88.229088 �381.17521 �0.907688 �22.083289 161.267937 �154.669163
Pentatetraene 121.073975 �497.32456 �1.112699 �27.260649 211.887074 �192.736863


a E1 = E1�� E1�.


���� 8) &���������� (��������� *�� ��� �� ������� ��
� ������ ��������
� �
� (������ �������� 2� + ��C � �� *��
������� + $"!,-#.- /��� �
���0 ������� ��� ����� 
� ������
�� C �
� 567)?$98�%:: ��������
�� *= + ������ �
�������
�
�
��'�����< ��� + ��������� �������� �������
�0


Statistical parameter


Family


Alkanes Alkenes Alcohols (prim.) Carboxylic acids Cumulenes


R(EN R) 0.99317 0.99656 0.99819 0.99932 0.99849
R(E1) �0.99706 �0.99855 �0.99924 �0.99969 �0.99957
R(EC) �0.99999 �0.99999 �0.99999 �0.99999 �0.99999
R(EX) �0.99999 �0.99999 �0.99999 �0.99999 �0.99999
R(EJ) 0.99641 0.99822 0.99907 0.99963 0.99943
R(Etotal) �0.99999 �0.99999 �0.99999 �0.99999 �0.99999
esd(EN R) 13.6270 7.23255 4.55252 3.24047 2.55567
esd(E1) 27.2556 14.4641 9.09601 6.43848 5.08330
esd(EC) 0.00033 0.00016 0.00007 0.00025 0.00019
esd(EX) 0.00066 0.00118 0.00039 0.00439 0.00200
esd(EJ) 13.6284 7.23377 4.54513 3.19793 2.52711
esd(Etotal) 0.00057 0.00378 0.00226 0.00451 0.00244
h(EN R) 6.1286 5.9567 5.9706 6.9454 4.8889
h(E1) �18.7427 �18.3997 �18.4259 �20.3762 �18.1952
h(EC) �0.0322 �0.0322 �0.0322 �0.0323 �0.0341
h(EX) �0.7361 �0.7363 �0.7362 �0.7365 �0.8625
h(EJ) 8.4714 8.3002 8.3125 9.2881 7.8589
h(Etotal) �4.9111 �4.9113 �4.9113 �4.9116 �6.3441
s(EN R) �66.2829 �69.0779 �70.9077 �99.9035 �46.9294
s(E1) 144.4287 138.2765 102.0802 97.3731 124.8547
s(EC) 0.0283 0.0172 �0.0151 �0.0705 0.0480
s(EX) 0.7954 0.0441 �1.5990 �4.7392 2.0665
s(EJ) �70.3427 �69.2255 �56.8345 �64.5127 �57.0760
s(Etotal) 8.6268 0.0344 �27.2762 �71.8528 22.9638
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substantially smaller set of five homologous series with
individual molecules presented in Table 8, which shows
the computed individual partial energies. Table 9
presents the linear correlation statistics Ei(N) = hiN � si


for each partial energy Ei, where hi denotes the slope and
si the axis intercept of the regression equation. Table 9
shows that the correlations for ENR, E1 and EJ are
statistically much lower than those for EC, EX and Etotal.
The values h(EC) and h(EX) values are remarkably
constant and relatively small for the CH2-homologous
series but different for the cumulene series. The largest
values with different signs are observed for h(E1) �h(EJ)
�h(ENR). The contributions due to correlation (EC) and
exchange (EX) to the total energy are substantially lower
than those for E1, EJ and ENR. The si values differ
strongly from family to family but with the same order of
magnitude as in the hi partition.


Another general statement is the behavior of the slopes
hi and the axis intercepts si of partial energies, which are
strictly additive:


h �
�


i


hi �10�


s �
�


i


si �11�


Therefore, the linear regression equation used for the
classification of organic compounds [Eqn. (1)] can be
written as


E�N� �
�


i


hi


� �
N �


�
i


si �12�


�&!�*',$&!,


We developed a chemical concept to combine the
systematics for families of homologous compounds with
different functional groups of traditional organic chem-
istry with the quantum chemical treatment of distinct
single molecules. A statistical approach of fundamental
quantum chemical properties such as total energies was
carried out by correlating these quantities against the
number of electrons for families of homologous series.
The classification of these families was derived using the
slopes (h) as homology parameters and the axis intercepts
(s) as functional group dependent substance parameters
of the derived linear regression equations.


In summary, our approaches provide a simple


opportunity to classify families of homologous organic
compounds by means of quantum chemical parameters
which may used in numerical extrapolations for total
energies of larger systems (even polymers) and predic-
tions of thermochemical data such as energies of
atomization. Isomers in different homologous series with
the same h values are characterized by differences in their
s values.


��9
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ABSTRACT: A set of 11 each of 2,4,6-triphenylpyrylium, -thiopyrylium and -N-methylpyridinium tetrafluoroborates
carrying a range of substituents in the phenyl rings were prepared. First and second wave reduction potentials were
determined. For the thiopyrylium series there are linear correlations between scaled potentials (E°/0.05915) and
summed Hammett constants for substituents in the pendant phenyl groups (� = 2.29 and 3.38 for first and second
waves respectively). For the pyrylium series, a good linear relationship (� = 2.79) is obtained for all substituent
patterns for the first wave reduction potentials, but for the second wave there are separate correlations for salts
carrying substituents in the 4-phenyl and for those carrying substituents in 2- and 6-phenyls. For the pyridinium series,
the first wave potentials show separate correlations for salts carrying substituents in the 4-phenyl and for those
carrying substituents in 2-and 6-phenyls, but a single linear relationship for the second wave potentials. These are
related to particular structural features in the cations, radicals and anions in each series. Rates and products were
determined for reductions of the pyrylium and thiopyrylium cations by sodium cyanoborohydride and of all cations by
sodium borohydride in acetonitrile solution. Reactions are first order in reducing agent and cation. Primary kinetic
isotope effects were determined for borohydride reduction of the least reactive of each of the series of cations. Plots of
logarithms of second-order rate constants against summed Hammett constants for substituents in the pendant phenyl
groups are linear for all combinations of reagent and cation with 0.91 � � � 1.50 across all substituent patterns. For
parent pyrylium and thiopyryliums, kBH4/kCNBH3 = 8.4 � 104 and 1.5 � 104, respectively, and for reductions by
borohydride the reactivities of the pyrylium, thiopyrylium and pyridinium, series decrease in the order
1.4 � 105:8.8 � 103:1. Constant selectivities are not observed. Comparison of the correlations for electrochemical
reduction and for hydride addition leads to the conclusion that charge neutralization in the hydride addition transition
states runs ahead of bonding changes at the originating B—H bond. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: electrochemistry; heteroaromatic; cation; hydride; addition; substituent effect; LFER
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In this paper we complete1 an examination of electronic
effects in hydride transfers to electron-deficient carbon
from borohydride and related anionic donors. These are
synthetically useful reducing agents, especially for
carbonyl or imine functionality, but the reactions with
these groups are mechanistically complex, so that
electronic effects are difficult to disentangle from those
of steric demand and counterion coordination. In an
earlier paper,2 we described our experiments using the
readily available heteroaromatic cations 2,4,6-triphenyl-
pyrylium, 2,4,6-triphenylthiopyrylium and 2,4,6-triphe-
nyl-N-methylpyridinium, 4 (X = O, S or NMe) in Fig. 1,
as hydride acceptors in which variation of the heteroatom
of the central aromatic ring provided a relatively coarse
control of electron deficiency, and substituents on the
phenyl groups a finer control within each series. Since
these are charged acceptors, with extensive delocaliza-
tion, forming neutral hydride adducts, the effects of


counterion association were expected to be small. It was
also hoped that steric effects would be comparable, but
possible complications arising from the presence of the
N-methyl group in the pyridinium series were noted.


In reductions of 4 (X = O, S and NMe), and sets of
derivatives with substituents only on the pendant 4-
phenyls, 3, 5, 6 and 8 (X = O, S, and NMe), by
cyanoborohydride ion in acetonitrile solution all the N-
methylpyridinium salts proved to be inert, but pyrylium
and thiopyrylium salts gave good second-order kinetics
[Eqn. (1)] in reductions with excess reagent. Sodium and
tetrabutylammonium cyanoborohydride were equally
reactive, confirming the anticipated absence of counter-
ion involvement. Across a total reactivity range of just
over 100-fold, logarithms of rate constants plotted against
summed Hammett constants for substituents on the 4-
phenyls showed linear relationships and reaction con-
stants for both pyrylium and thiopyrylium series were
determined.


CNBH3
� � Ar� ��k H----Ar � �CNBH2�


v � k�CNBH�
3 	�Ar�	 �1�
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Cyclic voltammetry of acetonitrile solutions of the
salts showed two peaks for each cation, corresponding to
sequential reversible one-electron reductions [Eqn. (2)]
to radicals and then to anions which are, formally at least,
anti-aromatic having eight �-electron arrays.3 For the
then available set, linear correlations were obtained in
plots of E1/2 against summed Hammett constants.
Comparison of the reaction constants (�el) for first wave
reduction potentials, appropriately scaled to yield values
of log Kel [Eqns (3) and (4)], with those for the hydride
additions permitted the reasonable conclusion that
transfer of hydride from cyanoborohydride was not
initiated by rate limiting single electron transfer (SET).


Ar�
e
�


Ar �
e
�


Ar� �2�


e��Ar� 

Kel�1�


Ar �


log Kel�1� � FE�
�1��2�303RT �3�


e��Ar � 

Kel�2�


Ar�


log Kel�2� � FE�
�2��2�303RT �4�


In this work, we extended the range of reactivities and
report here the preparation and reduction of heteroaro-
matic salts which carry substituents also on phenyls at the
2- and 6-positions. We now compare the behaviour of
cyanoborohydride, NCBH3


�, with the more reactive
hydride donor, borohydride, BH4


�. Figure 1 shows the
compounds used in this and earlier work and collects
values for summed Hammett constants of their phenyl
substituents (values of � are taken from Ref. 4). For the
most part, the new compounds, 1, 2, 7, 9 and 11 (X = O, S
and NMe), retain the symmetry of the parent cations but


the set includes one asymmetrically substituted group, 10
(X = O, S and NMe). As with the earlier work, the
substituents and their placing were selected to maximize
the range of electronic character while excluding
interaction of substituent with the heteroaromatic ring
by through-conjugation.


��(�)�)%�&$� �%�'�%'�(� )$� (*(�%�&+
��(���%�, &� �)%�&$�


Pyrylium salts were prepared conventionally by acid-
catalysed condensations of appropriately substituted
chalcones and acetophenones, and served as precursors
for substituted N-methylpyridinium salts and some of the
thiopyryliums (Scheme 1). As noted in our earlier work,
electron-withdrawing phenyl substituents inhibit conver-
sion of pyryliums to thiopyryliums by reaction with
hydrogen sulphide, and the alternative approach, also
shown in Scheme 1, via substituted dihydro-4H-thiopyr-
ones, 14, was then used to obtain 10 and 11 (X = S)


Acetonitrile, as a robust aprotic dipolar solvent,5 was
retained as solvent for the measurements. Solutions of all
cations in this solvent were indefinitely stable, and cyclic
voltammetry of the new compounds again showed two
peaks corresponding to two reversible one-electron
reductions (radical dimerizations giving rise to irrever-
sible behaviour are associated with cations having H,
CH2Ph or styryl substituents at 2- or 4-positions6). First
and second wave potentials for the new compounds are
presented in Table 1. Values of log K for the reversible
electrode processes were plotted against summed Ham-
mett constants for the phenyl substituents (Fig. 2) and
tested for the existence of linear free energy relationships
across these extended series.


Thiopyrylium salts are most easily reduced, and the


��-��� .� ����������� ���������� �������� ��� ������ ���������� �	������� 
	� ��� �����	����� ���	��
���� � ���  	�!
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Hammett plots for the thiopyrylium series shows the
simplest behaviour. Both first and second wave potentials
show good linear correlations [Eqns (5) and (6)] with the
reaction constant for formation of the anion from the
radical (�2 = 3.28) being significantly larger than that for
radical formation from the cation (�1 = 2.29). These
values do not differ significantly from those obtained in
the earlier work with the compounds having only
substituents on the 4-phenyls, so that there is no
detectable differential stabilisation of cation, radical, or
anion by substituents at either pendant 4- or 2- and 6-
phenyls.


For X � S:


E�
�1��0�05915 � 2�29 ��0�04� ��� 3�70 ��0�04�


�r2 � 0.997, 11 points� �5�


For X � S:


E�
�2��0�05915 � 3�28 ��0�04� ��� 19�85 ��0�08�


�r2 � 0.992, 11 points� �6�


Reaction constants for Hammett correlations of radical
formation at benzylic positions are usually small7,8 so
that the major contribution to the reaction constants is
expected to arise from the interaction of substituents with
the charge on the heteroaromatic cation or anion, and
relative values of �1 and �2 suggests a greater demand on
the substituents when negative charge is developed. For
each wave, the change in charge type differs, and the
ability of the central ring to accommodate positive and
negative charge is expected to differ and the demand on


the substituents in the pendant rings should vary
correspondingly. Thiopyrylium cations are well charac-
terized,9 with x-ray crystal structures showing planar
heterocyclic rings with little restriction as to torsion
angles about bonds to pendant phenyls. The structure of
thiopyranyl anions remains a matter of debate, but the
corresponding 2H-dihydrothiopyran is reported to have
pKa = 19.5 and, on deprotonation, to yield a stable red
2,4,6-triphenylthiopyranyl anion.10 The availability of d-
orbitals on the sulphur allows an anti-Hückel11 topology
in the cyclic �-orbital array, so that a fully conjugated and
planar thiopyranyl anion may be aromatic.12


For the pyrylium series, a good linear relationship
extends across the complete series [Eqn. (7)] with the first
wave potentials. Again, we associate this with interaction
of the substituents with the positive charge on the
heteroaromatic cation, and again, there is no detectable
differential stabilization from substituents at pendant 4-
or 2- and 6-phenyls. The value of �1 = 2.79 is larger than
that in the thiopyrylium series, indicating a larger
electron demand on the substituents, in turn reflecting
the relative abilities of trivalent oxygen and sulphur to
accommodate positive charge.


For X � O:


E�
�1��0�05915 � 2�79 ��0�05� ��� 5�36 ��0�04�


�r2 � 0.997, 11 points� �7�
For the second wave potentials, the linear correlation


including all substitution patterns (not shown) is poor
(r2 = 0.943) and the value of �2 = 3.59 differs signifi-
cantly from that obtained earlier with the reduced set of


�
���� .� ��������	� 	
 �����	����� ���	��" #��$����% & '( ��� ��)�* '( +�,� ���� -./0* '( ��+-�
���� -./0* '�( -,�1+�23�* '�( +��1������* '�( 4&��� � 5-/* '�( -./0� ����2-
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compounds. Better separate linear relationships are found
for compounds 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8, having substituent only on
the 4-phenyl (�2 = 5.31, r2 = 0.993, five points) and for
compounds 2, 4, 7, 9 and 11, having substituents on
pendant phenyls at 2- and 6-positions (�2 = 3.25,
r2 = 0.990, five points). Equivalently, a multiple linear
regression analysis using contributions from 4- and
(2 � 6)-phenyl substituents as separate independent
variables, including compounds 1 and 10 (X = O), which
yields the relationship shown in Eqn. (8) for the reduction
of the pyranyl radical to the anion.


For X � O:


E�
�2��0�05915 � 3�22 ��0�13���2�6�


� 5�14 ��0�24���4� � 24�16 ��0�10�
�r2 � 0.992, 11 points� �8�
By either treatment, phenyl substituents at each 2- or 6-


position of the central heterocycle are only ca 30% as
effective as when at a 4-position, consistent with either
significant charge localization at the 4-position of the
anion and/or shape changes in the transformation which
restrict torsional angles between pendant phenyls and the
central ring. Crystal structures of pyrylium cations show
that the heteroaromatic arrays are planar, and that there is
little steric hindrance to small dihedral angles between
the heterocyclic ring and its pendant phenyls. Indeed,
these angles have been related to the electronics of the
substituents on the pendant phenyls.13 A fully delocalized
anion, however, would have eight electrons formally
occupying the �-array on the heteroaromatic ring, but for
the oxygen heteroatom d-orbital participation is not
possible. Distortions of the molecular framework to
minimize anti-aromatic destabilisation are therefore


expected (Fig. 3). For example, a conformation with 4-
phenyl placed axially on a boat conformation ring would
no longer have a fully conjugated cyclic array, and the
negative charge would be concentrated at that position,
placing a higher demand on substituents on the 4-phenyl,
experimentally shown in their higher value of �. Valence
isomerization to a bicyclic array has been proposed3 to
account for the products of decomposition of putative
transient 2,4,6-triphenylpyranyl anions generated by
deprotonation of the corresponding 4H-dihydropyran
(pKa  37),10 and might also account for the observed
second wave electrochemical behaviour.


The pyridinium series exhibits yet a third pattern of
behaviour. First wave potentials now show a poor
correlation across the complete series (r2 = 0.943, 11
points) with the slope of the line (�1 = 2.16) deviating
significantly from that obtained earlier (� = 3.10) with the
reduced set. Compounds having substituent only on the
4-phenyl (�1 = 3.03, r2 = 0.993, five points) and those
with substituents on pendant phenyls at 2- and 6-positions
(�1 = 1.95, r2 = 0.999, five points) now show good
separate correlations with the first wave data. Treatment
of the full data set by multiple linear regression using
contributions from 4- and (2 � 6)-phenyl substituents as
separate independent variables, including compounds 1
and 10 (X = NMe) now yields a relationship [Eqn. (9)]
which is consistent with the separation of effects with
individual 2- or 6-substituents being ca 30% as effective
as a 4-substituent.


For X � NMe �


E�
�1��0�05915 � 1�96 ��0�06���2�6�


� 2�95 ��0�11���4� � 17�12 ��0�05�
�r2 � 0�995� 11 points� �9�


%��!� .� �6768� ���	���	� ������	��	�� ���� ��� 9��� ��� ���	��  ��� ������	� �	������� 
�	� ����� �	��������� 	
 �� 
������&���������� ,�0�:&����������	������� ��� ,�0�:&��������&+&������������� �����


Compound
UV absorption,
�max (nm) (log �)


E° (V)


1st wave 2nd wave


X = 0 1 424 (4.46) 376 (4.61) 288 (4.26) �0.40 �1.53
2 428 (4.42) 360 (4.51) 288 (4.17) �0.38 �1.48
7 390s (4.43) 364 (4.53) 276 (4.21) �0.19 �1.31
9 368 (4.58) 268 (4.31) �0.15 �1.21


10 402 (4.30) 388 (4.36) 274 (4.13) �0.08 �1.09
11 372 (4.72) 266 (4.36) �0.03 �1.10


X = S 1 394 (4.42) 278 (4.10) 258 (4.04) �0.29 �1.26
2 430 (4.35) 370 (4.38) 278 (4.26) �0.27 �1.24
7 380 (4.45) 276 (4.10) �0.13 �1.05
9 378 (4.56) 244 (4.36) �0.07 �0.97


10 400 (4.14) 346 (4.25) 268 (4.09) �0.03 �0.88
11 378 (4.53) 244 (4.35) 0.01 �0.85


X = NMe 1 318 (4.55) �1.07 �1.52
2 306 (4.41) �1.05 �1.51
7 304 (4.44) �0.93 �1.30
9 302 (4.44) �0.89 �1.22


10 292 (4.45) �0.81 �1.15
11 304 (4.48) �0.81 �1.07
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The second wave potentials yield a good linear
relationship [Eqn. (10)] across the complete series.


For X � NMe �


E�
�2��0�05915 � 3�49 ��0�12� ��� 24�43 ��0�10�


�r2 � 0�990� 11 points� �10�


We suggest that the differing electrochemical re-
sponses of the pyridinium and pyrylium salts reflect the
presence of the N-methyl group in the pyridinium series,
which introduces additional steric compressions and
leaves only one lone pair on the heteroatom. In contrast to
the structural patterns of pyryliums noted above,
structural studies on monocyclic N-benzylpyridiniums14


suggest unavoidable steric compressions between the N-
benzyl group and substituents and pendant 2-and 6-
phenyls. The crystal structures of 2,4,6-triphenyl-N-
methylpyridinium tetrafluoroborate2 and of 1-methyl-4-
(4-methoxyphenyl)-2,6-diphenylpyridinium perchlo-
rate15 showed the heterocyclic ring to adopt a flattened
boat conformation, and that while the dihedral angle
between the heterocyclic ring and pendant phenyl on the
4-position were small (ca 25°), those at the 2- and 6-
positions were much larger (ca 55°), reducing non-
bonded interaction between o-hydrogens on these
phenyls and the N-methyl at the expense of reduced
overlap between the �-arrays of the pendant phenyls and
the heteroaromatic central ring. We argue that these
differences are reflected in �1 because the radical places
little demand on the substituents. A dependence of
reaction constant on dihedral angle, despite our initial
selection of the phenyl substituents for their inability to
interact by resonance (R) with the central ring16


highlights the complex interaction of �-electron transfer
effects in systems with varying electron demand. These
have been subject to a range of computational studies,17


but qualitatively, the dependence arises because effects
based on electronegativity differences between atoms,
whether transmitted as induced dipoles through bonds or
through space as an electrostatic field (F or �), are short
range, and the interaction of substituents at 3�-or 4�-
positions of pendant phenyls with a charge on the central
heteroaromatic by these mechanisms would be small. For
significant interaction, the charges must be delocalized
into the pendant phenyl by another longer range mech-
anism which is resonance, and dependent on the dihedral
angle between the two rings.


The absence of separation in �2 shows that there is
neither charge localization nor differing restrictions on
torsions to 4- or 2- and 6-phenyl groups in the anion (Fig.
4). An indication of the preferred conformation of the
triphenylpyridyl anion is seen in the crystal structure of
an isoelectronic 1,2,4,6-tetraarylated-1,4-dihydropyra-


��-��� /� ��	�� 	
 ������ ������	� �	�������
;<"<=��= > ',"�<� # 5 (1/�  ���� 5 > ,�? �@ �$���� ������
-������ ���������� �	������� 
	� ��� �����	��	����
���	��  �� A > �� 2 	� +" ����� ���� 	
 ���� �	��� ���

	� 9���  ��� �	�������� ��
����� �	 ��� �- ������ ��� ���
�	 �� ���� ��� ���	��  ��� �	�������� ��
����� �	 ��� #-
�����" /	� A > 2 ��� A > �� 0&���������� ���� ��� �	����
���������
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zine18 which adopts a flattened boat conformation with
nitrogen atoms at prow and stern positions. One of the
nitrogen atoms has a planar arrangement of ligands, and
contributes an electron pair to the conjugated array; the
other is pyramidal with an axial substituent so that the
cyclic conjugation is interrupted. Figure 4 shows a
possible structure for the anion, with the methyl group in
an axial position, which would permit delocalization of
the negative charge to all phenylated positions. Semi-
empirical MO calculations (AM1) on the corresponding
N-benzyl anion19 support this picture. Unlike the pyranyl
series, there is no indication of valence isomerization.


We briefly compare the electrochemical behaviour of
this set of cations with those of substituted acetophe-
nones, for which Loufty and Loufty20 have measured
half-wave reduction potentials (also for acetonitrile
solutions). Their series included p-MeO and p-NO2


groups, and correlations with simple Hammett constants
were very poor but notably improved by exclusion of the
data for p-nitroacetophenone. Hammett plots, using
potentials scaled as above, then gave � = 11.75
(r2 = 0.945), reflecting a much greater demand on the
substituents.


�()�%�&$ &� �)%�&$� ��%� �,)$&1&�&+
�,����( )$� 1&�&�,����(


Solutions of sodium cyanoborohydride and sodium
borohydride (ca 0.05 M) in acetonitrile could be prepared.
The borohydride solutions were notably sensitive to
traces of moisture but, provided that oxygen and moisture
were rigorously excluded, showed no sign of decom-
position or loss of reducing power on storage.


����
� 
����
���� ���� ��� �����!���


The immediate products of reduction were determined
by 1H NMR spectroscopy of solutions of the cations
in CD3CN to which excess reducing agent had been
added.


As noted earlier, 2,4,6-triphenylpyrylium, 4 (X = O), is
reduced by cyanoborohydride in acetonitrile to the
corresponding 4H- and 2H-pyrans in a 25:74 ratio, with
the 2H-pyran suffering ring opening to 1,3,5-triphenyl-


pentadienone.2 Substituents at the 4-phenyl have a
relatively small effect on product distribution with
electron-withdrawing groups favouring the 2H-pyran.
For the new compounds, with substituents at the 2- and 6-
phenyls, the effect on product distribution is similarly
small, and over the whole series ranges only from 11:89
for 8 (X = O) to 29:71 for 1 (X = O), a small shift in
favour of the 2H-pyran induced by electron-withdrawing
groups at either of the phenyls. For the asymmetrically
substituted pyrylium, 10 (X = O), the 4H-pyran: 2H-
pyran ratio is 16:84 with the 84% of 2H-pyran addition
being divided 38:36 between the possible isomers.


For reactions of the pyryliums with borohydride, the
1,3,5-triphenylcyclopentadienone from ring opening of
the 2H-pyran is further reduced to the corresponding
dienol. This is a slow process compared with the initial
reduction of the cation and did not interfere with rate
measurements. It did, however, complicate measure-
ments of product ratios, especially for the more reactive
salts. For the least reactive pyrylium, 1 (X = O), the 4H-
pyran: 2H-pyran ratio is 3:97. As for the cyanoborohy-
dride reductions, phenyl substituents had only minor
effects on the product ratio, and in all cases the fraction of
4H-pyran is less than 7% (probably considerably less), so
that the more reactive borohydride shows a higher
selectivity for reaction via the 2-position of the cations.


With excess cyanoborohydride in acetonitrile, 2,4,6-
triphenylthiopyrylium, 4 (X = S), itself yields 2H- and
4H-thiopyrans in a 55:45 ratio. There is a similar muted
response of product ratio to substitution in the 4-phenyls,
but electron-withdrawing groups in the 2- and 6-phenyls
induce a more significant shift in favour of the 4H-
thiopyran with 11 (X = S) showing a 4H-pyran: 2H-pyran
ratio of 71:29. With the more reactive borohydride, the
product ratio for 4 (X = S) is unchanged, and the spread
across the whole series is slightly attenuated. Both 4H-
and 2H-thiopyrans are stable to the reaction conditions
with either of the two reagents but may be isolated and
equilibrated by heating in presence of the corresponding
thiopyrylium salt.21 Doddi and Ercolani22 reported
K = 7.1 favouring the 2H-thiopyran (25°C in CHCl3);
we repeated the equilibration and found K = 32 for
reaction in acetonitrile-d3 at 25°C.


The pyridinium salts, all inert to cyanoborohydride, all
reacted with excess borohydride to yield single dihy-
dropyridines, identified from their 1H NMR spectra as the
2H-isomers. For 2,4,6-triphenyl-N-methylpyridinium, 4
(X = NMe), for example, the product shows one-hydro-
gen signals at � 5.62 (dd, J = 6 and 2 Hz), � 5.40 (d,
J = 2 Hz) and � 5.14 (d, J = 6 Hz), readily assigned to
hydrogens at the 5-, 3- and 6-positions of the 1,2-
dihydropyridine 16;23 In the absence of a proton source,
further reduction by borohydride does not occur.24 An
authentic sample of the isomeric 1,4-dihydropyridine 17
was prepared quantitatively by reduction of the salt in
ethanol solution by sodium–mercury amalgam; its
symmetry and structure were confirmed by a two-
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hydrogen doublet at � 5.10 (J = 5 Hz) and a one-hydrogen
triplet � 4.45 (J = 5 Hz) in its 1H NMR spectrum,
associated with hydrogens at 3- and 4-positions of the
heteroaromatic ring (Scheme 2).


Solutions of the isomeric dihydropyridines in degassed
acetonitrile-d3 were stable indefinitely at 25°C, and
experiments to establish the relative stabilities of the
isomeric dihydropyridines by equilibration in the pre-
sence of their parent cation in a similar manner to the
dihydrothiopyrans were attempted. In the case of the 4H-
isomer 17, prolonged heating at 110°C, with or without
added cation, yielded coloured high molecular weight
products, which have not been identified. In the case of
the 2H-isomer 16, similar treatment yielded new
aromatic material, again unidentified, and �3,4-2,4,6-
triphenyl-N-methyltetrahydropyridine, 18, identified by
comparison with an authentic sample prepared by
reduction of 4 (X = NMe) by sodium borohydride in
ethanol.24 We have not established the stereochemical
relationship between 2- and 6-phenyls, but the coupling
constants are consistent with a cis relationship. In the
absence of a structure for the aromatic product, the


mechanism of formation of 18 must remain speculative,
but the net process seems to be a disproportionation, and
different from the homolytic pathways discovered by
Katritzky et al. in the thermolyses (neat at 210°C) of N-
benzyl- and N-octyl-2,4,6-triphenylpyrydinium salts.25


We can only note that a 1,5-methyl migration would
convert 16 into 2,3-dihydro-3-methyl-2,4,6-triphenylpyr-
idine, capable of directly regenerating 3-methyl-2,4,6-
triphenylpyridine by H2 transfer to 16.


The failure of cation 4 (X = NMe) to catalyse the
equilibration of 17 and 18 indicates a high barrier to
hydride transfers to 2-positions of the cation or from the
2H-isomer, probably reflecting the steric crowding at that
position discussed earlier. The relative ease of hydride
transfer between 4-positions was demonstrated by
heating 16 and 17 separately with the more electron-
deficient pyridinium salt 8 (X = NMe). Compound 16 did
not reduce this salt, but with 17 there was rapid formation
of the substituted 1,4-dihydropyridine 19 (showing a
doublet and triplet at � 5.11 and 4.52, respectively). That
this reactivity pattern is a feature of the N-methylpyr-
idinium series was also shown by rapid reaction of 17, but


�
���� /� #�����	�� 	
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not 16, with 2,4,6-triphenylthiopyrylium, 4 (X = S), to
yield a 56:44 mixture of 4H- and 2H-dihydrothiopyrans.


���
��� ������
�


For reactions of pyryliums and thiopyryliums with
cyanoborohydride and most cations with borohydride,
progress was conveniently monitored by UV spectro-
photometry using appropriate absorptions of the cations
(see Table 1). Cation concentrations were usually less
than 2 � 10�5 M and reducing agent at least 10-fold
higher. Under these conditions, good first-order decays
were observed. Reactions of the more electron-deficient
pyryliums with borohydride were inconveniently fast
under these conditions and all concentrations were
reduced ca 10-fold to bring the rates within measurable
ranges. Reaction progress was then monitored by
spectrofluorimetry, providing rate data for 5–9 (X = O).


First-order rate constants for reactions with both
cyanoborohydride and borohydride were shown to be
accurately proportional to reducing agent concentration
up to 10�3 M, and second-order rate constants and
Arrhenius parameters for all combinations of cation and
reducing agent are presented in Tables 2 and 3.


For cyanoborohydride, only reductions of the pyrylium
and thiopyrylium series were observed, the parent
pyrylium 4 (X = O) being three times more reactive than
the parent thiopyrylium 4 (X = S). Activation parameters
are presented in Table 2 and are for the production of
mixtures, so that detailed interpretations are difficult. It is


clear, however, that activation at 25°C is mainly
enthalpic (62 � �H‡ �72 kJ mol�1 for X = S and 60
� �H‡ �76 kJ mol�1 for X = O), with entropies of
activation being small and positive (0.5 � �S‡ �22.5 J
K�1 mol�1 for X = S and 16 � �S‡ �36 J K�1 mol�1 for
X = O).


With sodium borohydride, all cations were reactive,
and heats were determined for reactions of the parent
cations, 4 (X = S or NMe), with sodium borohydride in
acetonitrile. These were exothermic, with �H = �390.6
and �315.2 kJ mol�1, respectively, and we note, as we
did earlier, that these values probably contain a
substantial element from reaction of the borane produced
with the acetonitrile. A value was also determined for
reaction of 4 (X = O) giving �H = �484.2 kJ mol�1 but,
as noted above, this measurement will include contribu-
tions for the electrocyclic ring opening of the 1,2-
dihydropyran product, and further reduction of the
resulting dienone.


Rates of reaction with borohydride for the separate
series increase in order N-methylpyridinium �
thiopyrylium � pyrylium with a rate ratio of
1:8.8 � 103:1.4 � 105 for the parent cations, 4 (X = O,
S, or NMe), but even with the most reactive of the cations
studied, 9 (X = O), the rate (k = 7.91 � 107 dm3 mol�1


s�1) does not approach the diffusion limit for a simple
anion–cation combination (kdiff �1010 dm3 mol�1 s�1) in
this solvent.26 The parent pyrylium 4 (X = O) is 16 times
more reactive than the thiopyrylium 4 (X = S), so that for
this pair of cations, the more reactive hydride donor,
borohydride, is the more selective reagent. As for the


%��!� /� #���� ��� ������	� ���������� 
	� ������	�� 	
 ������&���������� �����	��	���� ���	�� �� �	���
����	�	�	������ � ������	�� ����	�����


Compound k (25°C) (dm3 mol�1 s�1) Ea (kJ mol�1) Log A


X = O 1 5.44 (�0.03) 79.20 (�0.34) 14.61 (�0.06)
2 1.17 (�0.02) � 101 76.28 (�0.29) 14.43 (�0.05)
3 2.73 (�0.04) � 101 71.96 (�1.17) 14.42 (�0.20)
4 6.37 (�0.03) � 101 71.96 (�0.29) 14.41 (�0.05)
5 1.96 (�0.03) � 102 71.62 (�0.75) 14.84 (�0.06)
6 4.89 (�0.17) � 102 67.02 (�0.71) 14.43 (�0.14)
7 5.34 (�0.21) � 102 65.26 (�0.81) 14.16 (�0.14)
8 9.64 (�0.13) � 102 68.99 (�0.77) 15.07 (�0.13)
9 1.87 (�0.09) � 102 61.93 (�0.10) 14.12 (�0.02)


10 6.52 (�0.21) � 102 64.65 (�0.30) 15.14 (�0.21)
11 1.27 (�0.03) � 104 62.77 (�0.68) 15.1 (�0.11)


X = S 1 5.27 (�0.02) 74.94 (�0.34) 13.85 (�0.06)
2 9.31 (�0.01) 72.73 (�0.17) 13.71 (�0.03)
3 1.22 (�0.02) � 10 73.57 (�0.02) 14.00 (�0.03)
4 2.26 (�0.08) � 10 72.55 (�0.25) 14.08 (�0.06)
5 3.77 (�0.07) � 10 66.31 (�0.29) 13.20 (�0.06)
6 8.82 (�0.14) � 10 69.08 (�0.21) 14.04 (�0.03)
7 1.12 (�0.02) � 102 67.84 (�0.08) 13.93 (�0.01)
8 1.45 (�0.07) � 102 68.50 (�0.24) 14.16 (�0.04)
9 2.71 (�0.02) � 102 67.71 (�0.31) 14.29 (�0.05)


10 6.02 (�0.02) � 102 66.34 (�0.35) 14.40 (�0.06)
11 1.17 (�0.09) � 103 64.50 (�0.15) 14.37 (�0.03)
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cyanoborohydride reductions, activation energies are
dominated by enthalpic contributions (for X = O, 32.1
� �H‡ �35.0 kJ mol�1, for X = S, 37.1 � �H‡


�51.3 kJ mol�1 and for X = NMe, 66.3 � �H‡


�80.5 kJ mol�1). The entropies of activation range from
relatively small for the pyrylium series (�13 � �S‡ �16
J K�1 mol�1), through moderate for the thiopyryliums (6
� �S‡ �46 J K�1 mol�1) to distinctly positive for the N-
methylpyridiniums (33.4 � �S‡ �54.2 J K�1 mol�1), but
again show no obvious trend within the separate series.


For both reductants, the positive entropies of activation
are consistent with loss of solvent electrostriction as
charge neutralization occurs, the relatively small values
reflecting large size and extensive delocalization in the
cations. They contrast notably with the entropy-domi-
nated activations in reductions of ketones by borohydride
in alcoholic medium (�H‡  12 kJ mol�1, and �S‡ 
�160 kJ mol�1)27,28 or of carbenium ions by silanes
(�H‡  20 kJ mol�1 and �S‡ �100 kJ mol�1)29 or, to a
lesser extent, of carbenium ions by amine boranes
(�H‡  50 kJ mol�1 and �S‡ �50 kJ mol�1).30


The data for the pyrylium and thiopyrylium series also
permit a direct comparison of the ability of borohydride
and cyanoborohydride to donate hydride to these cations


in this particular medium. For the parent cations, 4
(X = O) and 4 (X = S), kBH4


/kCNBH3
= 8.4 � 104 and


1.5 � 104, respectively, corresponding to ��G‡ = 28.1
and 23.8 kJ mol�1, respectively, notably less than the
difference (92.5 kJ mol�1) in the gas-phase hydride
affinities of borane and cyanoborane.31 Differential
solvation of these compounds or of their hydride
adducts32 would contribute to the attenuation but the
few data available33 suggest that this would not be a large
effect. The attenuation would also be consistent with
hydride transfer transition states with only small degrees
of transfer of hydride from boron to carbon. Kinetic
hydrogen isotope effects for reductions by cyanoborohy-
dride have been reported previously and were small, and
believed to be consistent with early transition states. In
this work we determined kinetic isotope effects for the
borohydride reductions of the least reactive cation in each
of the series 1 (X = O, S and NMe) and found kBH4


/kBD4


(25°C) = 1.25, 1.63 and 0.94, respectively. These values
are similar to those found for other borohydride
reductions34 and are also believed to be consistent with
early transition states.


Plots of logarithms of the second-order rate constants
against summed Hammett constants for the phenyl
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Compound k (25°C) (dm3 mol�1 s�1) Ea (kJ mol�1) Log A


X = O 1 8.79 (�0.03) � 105 37.48 (�0.18) 12.51 (�0.03)
2 2.22 (�0.31) � 106 37.30 (�0.53) 12.88 (�0.03)
3 2.26 (�0.22) � 106 36.33 (�2.39) 12.72 (�0.46)
4 5.34 (�0.61) � 106 37.00 (�3.31) 13.21 (�0.63)
5 1.16 (�0.03) � 107 35.83 (�1.26) 13.34 (�0.23)
6 2.22 (�0.08) � 102 34.62 (�0.71) 13.41 (�0.14)
7 2.73 (�0.04) � 107 36.67 (�0.68) 13.86 (�0.12)
9 7.91 (�0.09) � 107 35.23 (�0.29) 14.07 (�0.05)


X = S 1 1.00 (�0.02) � 105 53.76 (�0.93) 14.42 (�0.17)
2 1.63 (�0.03) � 105 49.93 (�0.91) 13.96 (�0.17)
3 1.97 (�1.49) � 105 53.92 (�0.27) 14.74 (�0.35)
4 3.48 (�0.16) � 105 45.66 (�0.34) 13.54 (�0.08)
5 5.31 (�0.20) � 105 44.66 (�3.56) 13.55 (�0.64)
6 9.40 (�0.02) � 105 43.08 (�0.45) 13.52 (�0.08)
7 1.34 (�0.04) � 106 47.23 (�0.79) 14.40 (�0.15)
8 2.16 (�0.02) � 106 45.75 (�0.44) 14.35 (�0.08)
9 2.92 (�0.07) � 106 46.32 (�0.85) 14.58 (�0.16)


10 5.12 (�0.08) � 106 39.56 (�0.36) 13.64 (�0.07)
11 1.17 (�0.02) � 107 48.88 (�0.70) 15.63 (�0.13)


X = NMe 1 9.96 (�0.01) 82.95 (�0.06) 15.53 (�0.01)
2 1.79 (�0.08) � 101 82.36 (�0.24) 15.68 (�0.04)
3 2.15 (�0.03) � 101 77.96 (�0.46) 14.99 (�0.08)
4 3.93 (�0.03) � 101 77.32 (�0.21) 15.14 (�0.03)
5 9.93 (�0.08) � 101 77.02 (�0.42) 15.49 (�0.07)
6 1.71 (�0.04) � 102 75.22 (�1.31) 15.41 (�0.24)
7 2.84 (�0.02) � 102 75.16 (�1.38) 15.62 (�0.06)
8 4.58 (�0.03) � 102 74.09 (�0.32) 15.64 (�0.08)
9 6.22 (�0.04) � 102 72.13 (�0.59) 15.43 (�0.10)


10 1.92 (�0.06) � 102 72.93 (�0.91) 16.06 (�0.15)
11 4.14 (�0.13) � 103 68.80 (�1.16) 15.67 (�0.19)
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substituents are shown in Fig. 5. For the five available
combinations of reducing agent and cation series, good
linear relationships [Eqns (11)–(15)] are found with no
indication of distinct behaviour for groups with 4- and
2,6-substituents. Neither is there any indication in the
reductions of the pyrylium series by borohydride of a
break in the correlation, which might indicate the onset of
diffusion control for the most reactive of the series.


For X � O by NaBH3CN �


E��0�05915 � 1�50��0�05���� 1�67��0�04�
�r2 � 0�989� 11 points� �11�


For X � O by NaBH4 �


E��0�05915 � 1�17��0�06���� 6�64��0�04�
�r2 � 0�985� 8 points� �12�


For X � S by NaBH3CN �


E��0�05915 � 1�05��0�02���� 1�29��0�02�
�r2 � 0�995� 11 points� �13�


For X � S by NaBH4 �


E��0�05915 � 0�91��0�02���� 5�48��0�02�
�r2 � 0�995� 11 points� �14�


For X � NMe by NaBH4 �


E��0�05915 � 1�18��0�02���� 1�58��0�02�
�r2 � 0�998� 11 points� �15�


Reaction constants are smaller than those reported (3.2
� � � 2.5) for reductions of substituted acetophenones or
benzophenones28 by sodium borohydride in alcoholic
solution, and the range of � values (0.91 � � � 1.50)
seems small considering the total span of reactivities.
However, for the pyrylium and thiopyrylium series,
where both reagents are active, differences between the
behaviour of borohydride and cyanoborohydride are
significant. In both cases, and especially for the pyrylium
series, the reactions with the less reactive hydride donor
(NaBH3CN) have larger reaction constants so that the
selectivities of the hydride donors are not independent of
the nature of the cationic acceptor. This contrasts with the
constant selectivities35 found by Mayr et al.29 in
reductions by some silanes, germanes and stannanes of
benzhydryl cations. Remarkably, there is a constant
selectivity between the pyrylium and N-methylpyridi-
nium series in their reactivities towards sodium borohy-
dride. The reaction constants are indistinguishable
(1.17 � 0.06 and 1.18 � 0.02), so that the rate ratio for
similarly substituted pairs of cations (1.4 � 105) do not
vary with absolute reactivity of the cations. The
behaviour of the thiopyrylium series does not conform
to this pattern.


Table 4 compares reaction constants for hydride


additions with those for the corresponding electrochemi-
cal reductions. For the pyrylium and thiopyrylium series,
the existence of linear Hammett relationships for both
hydride additions and for the first wave reduction
potentials demands a proportionality between the free
energies of activation of the former and the free energy
change for formation of the radical from the cation.
Values of �(BH3R) /�(electrochem) for the pyrylium series are


��-��� 3� ��	�� 	
 �	$������ 	
 ���	��&	���� ���� �	�������

	� ������	� �� �	��� ����	�	�	������ '�( 	� �	���
�	�	������ '�( �$���� -������ ���������� �	������� 	

�����	��	���� ���	��  �� A > �� 2� 	� +��
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0.54 and 0.42 for cyanoborohydride and borohydride
reductions, respectively and 0.45 and 0.40 for the
thiopyrylium series. We note that Handoo et al.36 found
a linear relationship with near unity slope in a plot of free
energies for hydride affinities of substituted benzyl
cations against electron affinities, also in acetonitrile
solution, and similar, but less good correlations have also
been noted by Arnett et al.37 in comparison of heats of
transfer of hydride from cyanoborohydride to substituted
trityl cations in sulfolane solution with their reduction
potentials. These correlations between thermodynamic
parameters are consistent with the view that the
substituents affect mainly the stabilities of the common
precursors, i.e. the cations, in the changes involved.
Following Bunting,38 who interpreted related linear
relationships in reductions of cationic hydride acceptors
by 1,4-dihydropyridines, we have argued before that the
ratios �(BH3R) /�(electrochem) give an indication of the extent
of charge destruction at the cation in the hydride addition
transition structures. On this basis, charge reorganization
in the additions to pyryliums and thiopyryliums is less
advanced in the transition states with the more reactive
hydride donor, but the actual values (0.54 ��(BH3R) /
�(electrochem) � 0.40), are difficult to reconcile with the
primary kinetic isotope effects found in this and our
earlier work. These are uniformly small compared with
the estimated Westheimer maximum (kH/kD = 4.56 at
25°C) (estimate based on the difference in zero-point
energies for a B–H stretching vibration with
v = 2340 cm�1)39 for a B���H���C transfer and within the
formalism which links primary kinetic isotope effects to
bond order changes40 at the hydron, indicative of either
very early or very late transition states. As indicated
above, we prefer the former, and must conclude that
charge transfer runs ahead of the bonding changes in
these reductions, but without the formation of discrete
radical intermediates. Similar observations and conclu-
sions have also been made for formal transfers of hydride


from 1,4-dihydropyridines to some cationic acceptors38


and for reactions of arylmethanes with 9-arylfluorenyl
cations,41 and Bunting presented a rationale in terms of
the valence-bond configuration mixing theory.


For the pyridinium series, because there is differing
electrochemical behaviour of compounds having sub-
stituents at 2- and 6-phenyls as opposed to 4-phenyls, the
reasoning demands that the extents of charge neutraliza-
tion in the hydride additions also differ for the two
substitution patterns, which show values of �(BH4


)/
�(electrochem) = 0.61 and 0.39, respectively. It does not
seem unreasonable that a larger extent of charge
neutralization would occur in the transition states of the
series where the substituents are less effective at
stabilizing the ground-state charge of the cation. Again,
the primary isotope effect and reaction energetics point to
early transition states in terms of bonding changes at the
B—H bond, so that there must be some uncoupling of
electron and nuclear motion.


(4�(���($%


Full experimental details, including descriptions of the
preparation and characterization of the compounds used
or encountered in this study, can be found as supple-
mentary material at the epoc website at http://www.
wiley.com/epoc.
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Reaction Cation series Points � r2


Scaled C.V. first wave potentials
(Fig. 2):


X = O 11 2.79 (�0.05) 0.997
X = S 11 2.29 (�0.04) 0.997
X = NMe (all) 11 2.16 (�0.15) 0.958
X = NMe (2,6) 5 1.95 (�0.04) 0.999
X = NMe (4) 5 3.03 (�0.14) 0.993


Scaled C.V. second wave reductions X = O (all) 11 3.59 (�0.30) 0.943
X = O (2,6) 5 3.25 (�0.20) 0.990
X = O (4) 5 5.31 (�0.25) 0.993
X = S 11 3.38 (�0.10) 0.992
X = NMe (all) 11 3.49 (�0.12) 0.990


Second order rate constants for
hydride reductions (Fig. 5)


X = O (by Na BH3CN) 11 1.50 (�0.05) 0.989
X = O (by Na BH4) 8 1.17 (�0.06) 0.985
X = S (by Na BH3CN) 11 1.05 (�0.02) 0.995
X = S (by Na BH4) 11 0.91 (�0.02) 0.995
X = NMe (by Na BH4) 11 1.18 (�0.02) 0.998
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ABSTRACT: Kinetic studies were carried out on the reaction of phenylmagnesium bromide with hex-1-yne in diethyl
ether, and in binary mixtures of diethyl ether with toluene, chlorobenzene and dichloromethane. The reaction was
accelerated by addition of non-donating solvents. The replacement of a coordinated solvent molecule by the alkyne is
necessary for the reaction to proceed, according to density functional theory (DFT) calculations with B3LYP/6–
31 � G* method. The non-donating solvents accelerate the reaction by shifting the replacement equilibrium in favour
of the complex formation. An analysis in terms of the Koppel–Palm equation revealed a rate decrease with increase in
solvent polarity and polarizability. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: Grignard compounds; Grignard reaction; alkynes; kinetics; solvent effects; DFT calculations
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Recently, we carried out a kinetic investigation of the
Grignard reaction with acetylene.1,2 In a solution to new
details of the reaction mechanism, we observed large
solvation effects which depend strongly on the steric
requirements of both the Grignard reagent and the
donors. However, the non-specific solvation effects were
not investigated in that work.


In addition to a general interest, the effects of non-
specific solvation can be informative concerning the
reaction mechanism. In an earlier series of studies we
were able to show quantitatively that in the Grignard
addition reaction to ketones the transition states are of
lower polarity than the reagents and, therefore probably
have a cyclic structure.3–6 A change in the polarity of the
medium was achieved by addition of n-heptane or
dichloromethane to the Grignard reagent prepared in a
donor solvent. Linear plots of log k vs Kirkwood function
were obtained for the reactions of pinacolone with
ethylmagnesium and n-propylmagnesium bromides,4


dipropylmagnesium3,5 and diphenylmagnesium.6 The
susceptibility of the reactions to the polarity of the
medium was remarkably dependent on the donating
ability of donors (ethers, amines).6,7


In this work, we attempted to apply the same method to
the Grignard reaction of alkynes with the goal of
obtaining an insight into the solvation phenomena. The


reaction of hex-1-yne with phenylmagnesium bromide
was selected as a model process.


$+�),�� �&( (%�*)��%'&


The kinetics of the slow but sufficiently exothermic
reaction were followed thermographically by means of
the initial rates method in the same way as in our previous
work8 (for details, see Experimental). Phenylmagnesium
bromide was prepared in diethyl ether and the required
reagent solutions were obtained by addition of appro-
priate amounts of toluene, chlorobenzene or dichloro-
methane to the initial reagent. The previously used
n-heptane3–6 was not suitable since it caused precipitation
of the reagents. Reaction media of different polarity/
polarizability were generated in this way, while the
specific solvation of the reagents presumably remained
unchanged. The addition of toluene decreased the
polarity and increased the polarizability of the solution,
as can be seen in Table 1, whereas admixtures of
chlorobenzene and dichloromethane caused increases in
both the polarity and polarizability.


The results of the kinetic measurements are presented
in Table 2. The rate constants are mean values for 3–4
parallel runs. The reproducibility of the data is within
�5%. The rate constant for the reaction in pure diethyl
ether, 5 � 10�5 M�1 s�1 at 20°C, is in reasonable
agreement with kII = 2 � 10�4 M�1 s�1 at 31.5°C deter-
mined by Dessy and Salinger.10 It can be seen from Table
2 that all the added non-donating solvents increase the
reaction rate regardless of their possible polarity/polariz-
ability contribution.
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The solvent polarizability effect was excluded for the
Grignard reaction with ketones on the basis that the
experimental points for both n-heptane and dichloro-
methane additions fit the same log k vs Kirkwood
function correlation.4 For the reaction with alkynes, both
medium effects can be involved. The rate constants were
accordingly analyzed with the Koppel–Palm equa-
tion11,12 [Eqn. (1)] where the terms for constant specific
solvation were omitted:


log k � log k0 � yY � pP �1�


According to Ref. 11, the polarity, Y, and polarizability,
P, were calculated as


Y � ��� 1���2�� 1� �2�
P � �n2 � 1���n2 � 1� �3�


The dielectric constants (�) and refractive indexes (n) for
the solvent mixtures were calculated assuming additivity
of the properties (by volume fractions). The Grignard
reagents were considered as solvated with two ether
molecules on average, so in the calculations 2 mol of
ether per mole of reagent were not included in the solvent
composition.


From the data in Table 2, we obtained the following
equation for phenylmagnesium bromide solvated with


diethyl ether:


log kII �
�5�65��0�36� � �1�02 � 0�61�Y � �9�4 � 1�4�P �4�


R � 0�925� SE � 0�068� n � 12


Although the overall correlation is satisfactory, the
polarity and polarizability terms are statistically signifi-
cant at the 95% confidence level. The absolute value of
the susceptibility factor in the polarity term is consider-
ably smaller than those for the reactions with ketones.4–6


However, the negative sign of the constant indicates a
smaller polarity of the transition state in comparison with
the reactants. This seems to be consistent with the four-
centre mechanism postulated by Dessy et al.13 for this
reaction and subsequently supported by evidence of
nucleophilic assistance in the reaction (see, e.g., Refs 1,
14 and 15). In contrast, the preponderant solvent
polarizability term, suggesting a charge separation during
the activation process, is less readily understood in this
context. Therefore, a significant contribution of solvation
equilibria shifts in the last term of Eqn. (4) as an artifact
cannot be excluded.


To obtain a more reliable understanding of the data,
DFT calculations were performed. The main question
was whether an alkyne molecule can directly attack the
organomagnesium compound via an SEi type of reaction
or whether a preliminary replacement of a solvent
molecule is necessary. The species involved in a
Grignard reagent and their coordination complexes with
an alkyne were studied in the gas phase using the DFT
B3LYP/6–31 � G* method. Solvation was modelled
using the supermolecule approach (for details, see
Calculation Methods). We present here only the most
relevant data since an extensive computational investiga-
tion of the reaction is in progress, the results which will
be published elsewhere.


In order to save computing time, Grignard reagents
were modeled by MeMgBr, dimethyl ether was taken for


��-�� ��  	������ ��� !	����"�#����� !��������� 	
 ��� �	������
�����������$


Solvent Dielectric constant, � Refractive index, n


Diethyl ether 4.267 1.353
Toluene 2.38 1.496
Chlorobenzene 5.69 1.524
Dichloromethane 8.93 1.424


��-�� "� %������ ���� 
	� ��� ������	� �� ����	�� ����� �� ��°�


Solvent
Molar fraction


of the ether


Concentration (mol l�1) Initial rate (dC/dt) � 105


(mol l�1 s�1)
kII � 105


(l mol�1 s�1) kII[E] � 105 Y PPhMgBr Hex-1-yne


Et2O 1.0 0.503 0.528 1.25 4.72 36.53 0.343 0.178
Et2O � PhMe 0.92 0.503 0.528 1.24 4.68 33.39 0.338 0.182
Et2O � PhMe 0.62 0.503 0.528 1.42 5.38 25.42 0.315 0.198
Et2O � PhMe 0.23 0.503 0.528 4.13 15.6 26.36 0.274 0.216
Et2O � PhCl 0.96 0.487 0.512 1.19 4.80 35.71 0.345 0.181
Et2O � PhCl 0.92 0.473 0.496 1.24 5.28 37.70 0.346 0.183
Et2O � PhCl 0.84 0.446 0.469 1.34 6.31 41.20 0.350 0.188
Et2O � PhCl 0.22 0.503 0.528 2.85 10.7 18.08 0.372 0.223
Et2O � CH2Cl2 0.94 0.487 0.512 1.20 4.82 35.86 0.352 0.180
Et2O � CH2Cl2 0.88 0.473 0.496 1.19 5.11 36.48 0.359 0.181
Et2O � CH2Cl2 0.77 0.446 0.469 1.19 5.71 37.28 0.372 0.184
Et2O � CH2Cl2 0.15 0.503 0.528 1.85 6.46 10.92 0.414 0.200
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the ether and propyne for alkynes. The gas-phase data are
reasonably applicable to poorly polar ether solutions.


As shown in Table 3, the solvation of the magnesium
compounds causes a substantial decrease in the com-
plexation energies. It should be noted that the �G values
differ considerably from the �E and �H values, thus
indicating a significant contribution of enthropy. The
complexes are weak and �G of their formation is
positive. Complexation of an alkyne with bisolvated
magnesium species appeared to be energetically un-
favourable (see also Fig. 1) and should be ruled out.


As a consequence, the reaction proceeds through the
replacement of a solvent molecule by the alkyne and
subsequent rate-limiting conversion of the complex to
products:


Z � 2E � A 	K ZEA � E �5a�


ZEA �
k products �5b�


v � k�ZEA� � kK
�Z � 2E��A�


�E� �6�


where Z denotes a magnesium compound, A the alkyne
and E an ether molecule.


The equilibrium constant K can be estimated from the


equilibria


Z � 2E 	 ZE � E �7a�
A � ZE 	 ZEA �7b�


combining the data from Table 3 and the Gibbs free
energies of solvation calculated in our previous work.16


The results are presented in Table 4. When the Lewis
acidity of the species decreases, the replacement of the
ligands becomes easier. However, all the equilibria are
shifted far to the left.


The nature of the phenylmagnesium bromide solution
can also be represented by the Schlenk equilibrium:


2PhMgBr 	 Ph2Mg � MgBr2 �8�
shifted towards PhMgBr in diethyl ether ([PhMgBr]/
[Ph2Mg]  8, from Refs 17 and 18). A semiquantitative
treatment of the Lewis acidities of Grignard entities7


indicated somewhat lower acidity of PhMgBr and Ph2Mg
species in comparison with corresponding methyl
compounds. Moreover, diethyl ether, as a weaker Lewis
acid due to the steric demands, should enhance the acidity
of the magnesium center compared with dimethyl ether.
Consequently, the equilibrium constants for the complex
formation in the phenylmagnesium bromide–hex-1-yne
system must be greater to some extent than those in Table
4. Nevertheless, the concentrations of the complexes in


��-�� .� �	�!��&���	� ������� '��(� ������!��� '�)( ���
*�##� 
��� ������� '�*( 
	� ��� ������	� +� )��
��), → +�)����), ���������� �� ��� �,-. /01,�� *2
����� 	
 ���	�� 3��� ������ ��� ���� �� 4��� �	��� ��� ���
�	������� 
	� #���� ��� ��!��!	����	� ���	� '�55�(6


Z �E �H �G


MgBr2 �8.35 �8.31 �0.25
MgBr2�Me2O �4.88 �4.38 4.50
MeMgBr �5.37 �5.06 2.81
MeMgBr�Me2O �2.84 �2.46 6.82
Me2Mg �3.92 �3.66 4.45
Me2Mg�Me2O �1.58 �1.08 7.07


/����� �� ��� 	!����"�� '�� ��� �,-. /01,�� *2 ����� 	
 ���	��( ���������� 	
 ��� !�	!��� �	�!��&�� 7��� '�( ���	������
�������������� #�	����� '#( �	�	�	������ �������������� #�	���� ��� '�( ���	������ �������������� #�	����


��-�� 0� ��������� *�##� 
��� ������� ��� �8����#����
�	������� �� ��°� 
	� ��� �	�!��& 
	�����	� 7��� !�	!��� ��
�������� ����� �	����	� ���	���� �	 �8�� '9�( ��� '9#(


Complex
�G


(kcal mol�1) K


MgBr2�Me2O�HC�CCH3 8.68 3.3 � 10�7


MeMgBr�Me2O�HC�CCH3 7.14 4.7 � 10�6


Me2Mg�Me2O�HC�CCH3 4.22 7.1 � 10�4
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the reaction solution remain extremely low. This seems to
be the reason for the rather feeble reactivity of alkynes,
although the rate of product formation from an alkyne–
Grignard complex appears to be unexpectedly large.


The equilibrium (5a) is shifted far to the left and the
equilibrium can be taken into account by multiplying the
observed rate constants by molar concentration of the
free ether:


kII � kK
�E� �9�


Rate constants corrected in this way (Table 2) were
correlated according to Eqn. (1) and the following
equation was obtained:


log �kII�E�� �
�1�02��0�54� � �2�6 � 0�9�Y � �8�4 � 2�0�P �10�


R � 0�841� SE � 0�101� n � 12�


The concentration of free ether in the solution can be
only roughly estimated, because the contribution of the
Schlenk equilibrium [Eqn. (8)] and of the association
equilibria of the species involved cannot be taken into
account. This seems to be the reason for the relatively
poor correlation of the data. However, the polarity and
polarizability terms in Eqn. (10) are statistically sig-
nificant and their signs are now coherent. Decelerating
effects of solvent polarity and polarizability indicate a
smaller polarity of the transition state in comparison with
the reagents, thus presenting evidence in favour of a
cyclic structure of the transition state.


The fast reactions of ketones can hence be rationalized
on the basis of extensive complex formation with
Grignard reagents. As the values for the equilibrium
constants are large (for a review, see Ref. 19), with an
excess of one of the reagents the other is almost
completely bound and the changes in the solvent
composition, similar to those in the present work, only
slightly affect the positions of the equilibria. This
explains why good linear log k vs Kirkwood function
plots have been obtained for the reactions of ketones.3–6


Moreover, the refractive indexes of ethers and of non-
donating additives used in those studies differed only
slightly and therefore the contribution of solvent
polarizability remained undetected.


*'&*,)�%'&�


The reaction between an alkyne and Grignard reagent
involves two consecutive steps, the first consisting in the
replacement of a coordinated solvent molecule by the
alkyne, followed by a unimolecular reaction of the
complex. The complex formation equilibrium is shifted
far towards the initial reagents and therefore, despite a


fast rearrangement of the complex to products, the overall
reaction is slow.


Addition of non-donating solvents accelerates the
reaction, presumably by shifting the replacement equili-
brium in favour of the complex formation. In addition, a
susceptibility of the reaction rate to changes in the
solvent polarity and polarizability was revealed by a
correlation analysis. This points to a smaller polarity of
the transition state in comparison with the reagents, thus
presenting evidence in favour of a cyclic structure of the
transition state.


+1�+$%2+&��,


���������	 All the procedures with the reagents and
solutions were carried out under dry argon. The Grignard
reagents in diethyl ether were prepared in the conven-
tional manner. The reagents in binary solutions were
obtained by diluting the Grignard reagents with appro-
piate amounts of the ether and/or of the non-donating
solvent.



������ ����������	 The reaction was carried out in a
glass vessel mantled with foam plastic and placed in a
thermostated housing. The equipment was sealed with a
thermostated lid. The reaction cell was provided with a
mechanical stirrer and a thermistor, which was connected
through a bridge circuit to a recording potentiometer.


All parts of the equipment and the reagents were
thermostated. The reaction vessel was purged throughly
with pure argon, 15 ml of the Grignard reagent were
cannulated into the cell and the stirring was started. After
thermal equilibrium, 0.92 ml of hex-l-yne was introduced
and the temperature change of the reaction solution
(usually 0.1–0.2°C) was recorded as a plot of temperature
versus time. Because the system was nearly adiabatic, the
heat exchange with the internal part of the calorimeter
caused only a little heat loss.


The zero-order initial rate constants in mol l�1 s�1


were obtained dividing the rate constants, determined as
the slope of the tangent to the kinetic curve at the initial
point, by the molar temperature rise of the reaction. The
latter was determined from a separate run with the same
reagent containing about 10 mol% triethylamine. The
rapid and complete reaction of 30 �l of hex-l-yne raised
the temperature by about 0.6°C and provided the total
heat of the reaction under the experimental conditions.
The second-order rate constants were obtained dividing
the initial rate constants by initial concentrations of hex-l-
yne and the Grignard reagents.


*�,*),��%'& 2+�3'(�


All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 98
program package.20
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Optimizations and vibrational analysis were done
using DFT with hybrid B3LYP functional and the
6–31 � G* basis set. All stationary points were found
to be true minima (number of imaginary frequencies,
NImag = 0). The calculated frequencies were also used
for calculations of enthalpies and Gibbs free energies.
The stability of the complexes was calculated considering
the basis set superposition error estimated according to
the counterpoise correction method of Boys and Bernar-
di.21
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ABSTRACT: Quantum-chemical calculations (ab initio and semiempirical) were performed for neutral and
monoprotonated model compounds of general formula HiX=NH (where X is C, N, S or P and i = 1, 2 or 3) and
thermodynamic parameters for the protonation reaction were calculated. All derivatives belong to the family of
nitrogen bases. The basicity of H2S=NH is larger than that of H2C=NH and lower than that of H3P=NH, indicating
that derivatives with the S=N group can form a ‘bridge’ between guanidines and phosphazenes in the gas-phase
superbasicity scale. The basicity of HN=NH is lower than that of H2C=NH. Topological analysis of electron density
distributions in �H3S=NH, H2S=NH2


� and two neutral isomers of H2S=NH showed significant differences in the
properties of critical points on N- and S-protonations. All parameters such as �, laplacian atomic volumes and dipoles
and also bond properties are affected on protonation. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: nitrogen bases; basicity; superbasic functional groups; quantum-mechanical calculations
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Although many organic nitrogen derivatives such as
vinamidines, quinodiimines, biguanides and phospha-
zenes are known to be stronger bases in the gas phase
than amidines and guanidines, their gas-phase basicity
measurements are impossible to realize because of the
lack of appropriate reference bases.1–11 This encouraged
us to look for new functional group(s) responsible for
superbasic properties.


Carbon, nitrogen, sulphur and phosphorus atoms (X)
are present in oxygen acids of general formula
(HO)iX=O and the order of acidity in water is. H2CO3


� HNO2 � H3PO4 � H2SO3 (pKa1
= 6.4, 3.4, 2.1 and 1.8,


respectively).12 Unfortunately, in the gas phase the
acidity has only been measured for nitrous acid
(�Gacid = 334 kcal mol�1) (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) and phos-
phoric acid (�Gacid 323 kcal mol�1),13 and no additional
comparison with experimental data can be made.


The replacement of oxygen by nitrogen atom in the
oxygen acids (HO)iX=O leads to nitrogen bases of
general formula (H2N)iX=NH and their derivatives
(R2N)iX=NR�. Among them guanidines (R2N)2C=NR�,
2-tetrazenes R2NN=NNR2 and phosphazenes
(R2N)3P=NR� are well known as strong organic bases
in the gas phase.1,2,6,14,15 Assuming that the atom X
causes a similar effect in the nitrogen bases to that in the


oxygen acids, S,S-bis(amino)sulfilimines (R2N)2S=NR�
should also exhibit strong basicity in the gas phase.


In this work we verified this hypothesis by applying
quantum-chemical methods to simple model nitrogen
bases. We chose molecules of general formula HiX=NH,
where X is carbon(IV), nitrogen(III), sulphur(IV) and
phosphorus(V). The number of hydrogen atoms (i = 1, 2
or 3) depends on the valence of the atom X.


The choice of one computational method (which could
be applied to study the basicity of both small and large
molecules) is very difficult, particularly in the case of
new superbases for which there is no experimental
information on their structure and physicochemical
properties. It is well known that the G2 method is one
of the best approaches to calculate thermodynamic
basicity parameters [e.g. proton affinities (PA)] for the
protonation reaction. It yields almost the same PA values
as experiment.15 However, to our knowledge, the G2
method has only been applied to relatively small
molecules, mainly those containing elements of the
second row (C, N, O).15–18


In the case of large nitrogen bases, Howard and Platts7


applied DFT(B3LYP)/6–31 � G** single-point calcula-
tions to optimized structures at the HF/6–31G** level.
Similarly, Maksić and co-workers8–11,14 applied
MP2(fc)/6–311 � G** single-point calculations to
HF/6–31G* structures. For phosphorus imines, Koppel
et al.6 used both ab initio [HF/3–21G* and
DFT(B3LYP)/6–311 � G**] and semiempirical
methods (PM3) to small molecules, but only PM3 to
very large phosphazenes.


For these reasons, we tested different semiempirical
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and ab initio methods to establish their possibilities in
applications to compounds containing the S=N group. In
all cases, the protonation energies for the protonation
reaction were calculated for the preferred site of
protonation. The PA values and gas-phase basicities
(GB) at 298.15 K were additionally predicted at the G2
and G2(MP2) levels. The site of protonation was
theoretically verified only for sulfilimine (H2S=NH,
CAS [14616-59-2]). For the other nitrogen bases
(H2C=NH, HN=NH and H3P=NH), there is no doubt
that the N-imino atom is first protonated in the gas
phase.15,19–22 The results obtained for H2C=NH were
compared with those found by experiment.15


#�&*'��


The geometries of the neutral and monoprotonated model
compounds HiX=NH were optimized using the semi-
empirical (AM1 and PM3) and ab initio methods (HF,
MP, DFT and G).23–34 The HyperChem program35 was
applied for semiempirical and low-level ab initio
calculations of total energies (RHF and MP without
diffuse functions) and the Gaussian94 program36 for
high-level ab initio calculations of total energies together
with thermal corrections (RHF, MP, DFT and G). The
geometries of all species were fully optimized without
symmetry constraint and the stationary point on the
potential energy surface was found. The calculated
harmonic vibrational frequencies indicated that the
optimized structures correspond to the energy minima.
All stable structures considered here are shown in Fig. 1.


On the basis of wavefunctions obtained at the RHF/6–
31G** level for the 3a, 3b, 3Hb and 3aH molecules
using the Gaussian suite of programs,36 Morphy98
software37 was applied to perform topological analysis
of electron density for the sulphur derivative and to
calculate atomic properties according to Bader’s AIM
theory.38,39


���(+&� ,�� �%�)(��%'�


-������" �	�� � ��������	�� 	� ���.�	/	��
0*!���*1


To be sure that the N-imino nitrogen atom is the preferred
site of protonation in H2S=NH and that sulfilimine
belongs to the same family of nitrogen bases as the other
model compounds HiX=NH, semiempirical and ab
initio calculations were performed for the N- (structures
3Ha–3Hd in Fig. 1) and S-protonated forms (structures
3aH–3cH in Fig. 1). At each level of computation (epoc
Table 1), the N-protonated form has lower energy at 0 K
than the S-protonated form (by more than 30 kcal mol�1),
indicating that sulfilimine belongs to the family of
nitrogen bases in the gas phase.


Among semiempirical methods, the AM1 model
predicts a difference between the total energies of the
most stable N- and S-protonated forms [�E = E(3Ha) �
E(3bH) = 71.9 kcal mol�1] closer to that obtained at the
G2 level [�E = E(3Hd) � E(3aH) = 65.0 kcal mol�1].
Different structures of the N- and S-protonated forms
found at the AM1 (3Ha and 3bH) and G2 levels (3Hd


2	���� �� ���������� 
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and 3aH) may explain the difference in the �E values.
The PM3 result [�E = E(3Hb) � E(3aH) = 34.7 kcal
mol�1] is almost twice as low, indicating that its
application to sulfilimines is not satisfactory. The MP2
and DFT(B3LYP) single-point calculations (with the use
of 6–31G*, 6–31G** or 6–311 � G**) on optimized
structures at the HF/6–31G* or HF/6–31G** level
give differences [�E = E(3Hb) � E(3aH) = 69–71 kcal
mol�1] larger than the G2 method by 4–6 kcal mol�1.
The discrepancies may result from different structures of
the N-protonated form found at the G2 (3Hd) and other
ab initio levels (3Hb). This fact should be taken into
account in the case of larger polyfunctional molecules for
which the MP or DFT single-point calculations on the HF
geometries will be employed.


&������	
�� ������	� � ������� "��	3��	3� ��" 	��
�4 ��" �4���������" ��/�


Topological analysis utilizes the zero gradient hypersur-
faces of electron density � to divide space into
independent atomic basins. By integration over such
atomic basins one can calculate reliable atomic charges
and higher moments of electron density such as dipoles,
quadrupoles, etc. Partition of electron densities in 3a, 3b,
3Hb and 3aH into atomic basins is illustrated in Fig. 2.


According to topological parameters obtained for
atoms in the four moieties 3a, 3b, 3Hb and 3aH (epoc
Table 2), there are significant differences in the zero flux


of electron density charges of atoms. They depend on the
site of protonation. When the S atom is protonated, its
charge is equal to 1.924 compared with 1.167 for
protonation of the N atom. Of course, a reverse change
is observed for the N atom (charges �1.644 and �1.318
for 3aH and 3Hb, respectively). This is followed by
changes in charge at the nitrogen hydrogen atoms (ca
0.536 in 3aH and 0.506 for both hydrogens in 3Hb). All
sulphur hydrogens are hardly positive in the cations
(2 � 0.041 and 0.103 in 3aH and 0.069 in 3Hb). Even
smaller differences are obtained for the two geometric
isomers 3a and 3b (0.005 for sulphur hydrogens and
0.007 for nitrogen hydrogens). It is interesting that both
neutral isomers 3a and 3b have atomic charges at N and S
atoms more or less in between the values obtained for
3aH and 3Hb (e.g. the charge at N is ca �1.53 in the
neutral isomers and �1.644 and �1.318 in 3aH and
3Hb). However, in the case of hydrogens, the sulphur
hydrogens carry negative charges (ca �0.18 in 3a and 3b)
whereas the N hydrogens are positive with charge ca
0.36. On protonation, both 3a and 3b undergo a
redistribution of electron density and the largest qualita-
tive effect is present at the sulphur hydrogen atoms
because in their case there is a change in the sign of their
charges whereas for S and N atoms the consequences of
protonation have a more quantitative nature with
increasing positive charge at a given atom. Protonation
of a given atom dramatically changes its volume, the
values of atomic dipoles and atomic energies and critical
point properties (epoc Table 3). All these numerical
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values give us a precise description of the electron
density redistribution on S- and N-protonation of the
neutral species. According to the values of � and
laplacian for the SN bond in 3a and 3b, this bond is
close to ionic (small values of laplacian). It becomes
ionic in 3aH, which may be related to increasing basicity
of the S derivative.


������ ����
����� � ��� ������� ��" �4���������"
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Of the two stable configurations (2a and 2b) possible for
the azo compound (Fig. 1), 2b has a lower energy at both
the semiempirical (AM1, PM3) and ab initio (HF, MP,
DFT and G) levels. The difference between the total
energies of 2a and 2b varies from 1 (AM1) to 9 kcal
mol�1 (6–31G//6–31G).


Thio and phospho derivatives, similarly to imino and
azo-derivatives, belong to the family of N-bases. For the
neutral thio derivative, two configurations (3a and 3b) are
possible (Fig. 1). Structure 3a has lower energy than 3b at
both the semiempirical (AM1, PM3) and ab initio levels
(HF, MP, DFT and G) with use of the polarization and
diffuse functions. The total energies between stable
structures 3a and 3b differ by 1.1–3.6 kcal mol�1.


Four stable structures (3Ha–3Hd) are possible for the
N-protonated thio derivative. Structure 3Hb with the
NH2


� group tetrahedral is the most stable one at the PM3
and ab initio levels (except the G2 level, for which
structure 3Hd has the lower energy). Structure 3Ha with
the NH2


� group planar is the most stable only at the AM1
level. Among three structures (3aH–3cH) possible for the
S-protonated form, structure 3aH is the most stable at the
PM3 and ab initio levels (including the G2 level).
Structure 3bH is the most stable only at the AM1 level.


For the neutral phospho derivative, three stable
structures (4a–4c) are possible. Structure 4a is the most
stable at each level of computation, except the AM1
level, which predicts 4c as the most stable. Structure 4b is
less stable than 4a by 0.5–1 kcal mol�1. In the case of the
N-protonated phospho derivative, two structures (4Ha
and 4Hb) are obtained. Structure 4Hb with the NH2


�


group tetrahedral is the most stable one at the PM3 and ab
initio levels. Structure 4Ha with the NH2


� group planar is
the most stable only at the AM1 level.


&���/�"���/	
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For protonation reaction (1) (see below), the following
thermodynamic basicity parameters are available by
quantum-chemical calculations:6–11,14,15 protonation
energy (Eprot), proton affinity (PA) and gas-phase basicity
(GB). For the neutral base, Eprot can be calculated from
the total molecular energies of the protonated (BH�) and


neutral form (B) using Eqn. (2). In theoretical calcula-
tions, the total energy of isolated proton is taken as equal
to zero. The calculated Eprot refers to 0 K. The PA defined
as the negative of the direct enthalpy
[PA = ��H°(1) = H°(B) � H°(H�) � H°(BH�)] of the
protonation reaction (1) refers to 298.15 K. The calcu-
lated PA [Eqn. (3)] includes the negative of the following
components: the energy of protonation corrected to
298.15 K (which takes into account the changes in
zero-point vibrational corrections and in thermal con-
tribution to the total energy of each species from
rotations, vibrations and translation) and the work term
[�(pV) = �RT = �0.592 kcal mol�1 at 298.15 K for an
ideal gas]. For the proton, only the translational energy
term is not equal to zero (3/2RT = 0.887 kcal mol�1 at
298.15 K for an ideal gas). GB [Eqn. (4)], defined
as the negative of the direct Gibbs free energy
[GB = ��G°(1) = G°(B) � G°(H�) � G°(BH�)] of the
protonation reaction (1), differs from the PA by the
corresponding entropy term [T�S°(1) = TS°(B) �
TS°(H�) � TS°(BH�), where S° is the sum of the
rotational, vibrational and translational entropies]. For
the proton, only the translational entropy is not equal to
zero (Stransl(H


�) = 26.040 cal mol�1 K�1).15 For small
simple molecules, the entropy terms of the neutral and
ionic forms are almost the same (within 1–2 kcal mol�1),
and GB differs from PA mainly by the translational
entropy term of the proton.


B � H� � BH� �1�
Eprot � E�BH�� � E�B� � E�H�� �2�
PA � ��Eprot�298�15� ���pV�	 �3�
GB � PA � T�S
�1� �4�


Table 1 summarizes the thermodynamic basicity
parameters calculated at the G2 and G2(MP2) levels for
the most stable structures of investigated bases. For
comparison, the experimental PA and GB values of
formaldimine (H2C=NH) are also given. The PA and GB
values were taken from the recent compilation of Hunter
and Lias,15 corresponding to 298.15 K. There are no other
experimental data, and no comparison can be made for
azo, thio and phospho derivatives.


Perusal of the calculated thermodynamic parameters of
basicity indicates that there is a very important general
regularity. The basicity of the thio derivative is between
that of the imino and phospho derivatives. HN=NH
�CH2=NH �H2S=NH �H3P=NH. The same order of
basicity is found on the basis of the other ab initio and
semiempirical calculations (epoc Table 4). It does not
depend on the level of computations. This observation
suggests that the cyclic and acyclic derivatives with the
S=N group, in particular S,S-bisaminoalkylsulfilimines,
may be used for the further extension of the gas-phase
basicity scale toward substituted vinamidines, quinodii-
mines, biguanides and phosphazenes.
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The absolute PA and GB values are difficult to measure
by direct experiment because the protonation reaction is
very exothermic and exoergic.15 Fortunately, the relative
basicities can easily be obtained. Therefore, in a
theoretical search for new superbases, it is most
convenient to calculate the relative parameters of
basicity. In such a treatment, the computational errors
may cancel out, particularly for series of similar small
molecules. The work term and thermodynamic par-
ameters for the proton (which are the same for each base)
also cancel out. The calculated �GB and �PA values are
close to the negative of �Eprot, within 1–2 kcal mol�1.


��
�� � ��� 6 ���/


The replacement of the carbon atom in H2C=NH by
nitrogen, sulphur and phosphorus leads to new bases the
basicity of which depends on effects of the introduced
atom (mainly its electronegativity and polarizability).
Differences between the thermodynamic basicity par-
ameters calculated for the new bases and H2C=NH are a
kind of quantitative measure of these effects. Table 2


summarizes the �Eprot, �PA and �GB values calculated
at the G2 and G2(MP2) levels as the difference between
the corresponding thermodynamic basicity parameters
(Eprot, PA and GB) of HiX=NH and H2C=NH. Since
there are no experimental data for HiX=NH (X ≠ C), no
other comparison can be discussed here.


In general, the replacement of carbon atom in
H2C=NH by a nitrogen atom decreases the thermo-
dynamic basicity parameters of HN=NH by
23 kcal mol�1. Similar behaviour is found at the other
ab initio and semiempirical levels (epoc Table 5). This
effect may result from an equalization of the electro-
negativity and polarizability of atoms linked by a double
bond in the azo compound. A smaller decrease in the
experimental PA has been reported for aromatic azines.
The PA of pyridazine is 5.4 kcal mol�1 lower than that of
pyridine.15


A different situation is observed for the other
derivatives. Sulphur and phosphorus atoms introduced
in place of the carbon atom in H2C=NH increase the
thermodynamic basicity parameters of the imino nitrogen
atom in HiX=NH by 17 and 18–19 kcal mol�1, respec-
tively. Similar behaviour is found at the other ab initio
levels (epoc Table 5). Among semiempirical methods,
PM3 is not satisfactory, because it predicts a 2.5 times
larger effect of the P atom than G2. For comparison, an
increase in the experimental PA has also been observed
for phosphazenes but to a considerably smaller degree.
The PA of phosphazene P1*H [(Me2N)3P=NH] is
10.8 kcal mol�1 larger than that of tetramethylguanidine
[Me2N)2C=NH].2


)'�)+(�%'��


Our computations show that derivatives with the S=N
functional group, particularly those containing strong
electron-donating groups, may be applied for further
extension of the gas-phase superbasicity scale. The


&���� �� 0���
%�	���� (������� ���������� �1� 2��� �
���� ���������% �� �� �� �	% ���3$�� ������ ���
�%�	� �
 45	� ���6�7�
�
� �� �
�� ���(�� ���������� 
� )�*+,) �* + �� ,� � 
� $� � + �� � 
� '�


Level/Q HN=NHa H2C=NHb H2S=NHc H3P=NHd


G2:
�Eprot(0) 183.5 206.2 223.2 225.4
�Eprot(298.15) 183.5 206.1 223.2 224.8
PA 185.0 207.6 224.7 226.3
GB 177.4 200.1 217.1 219.7


G2(MP2):
�Eprot(0) 183.6 206.2 223.0 225.2
�Eprot(298.15) 183.6 206.2 223.0 224.6
PA 185.1 207.7 224.5 226.1
GB 177.5 201.1 216.9 219.5


a For 2b � H� → 2H.
b Experimental PA and GB taken from Ref. 15 are 203.8 and 195.7 kcal mol�1, respectively.
c For 3a � H� → 3Hd.
d For 4a � H� → 4Hb.


&���� !� 4����� 
� �� * ��
� �	 	���
��	 (���� )�*+,) 
	
�� ����
%�	���� (������� ���������� ���������% �� �� ��
�	% ���3$�� ������ 8�1 + 1�)�*+,)� � 1�)��+,)��
2��� �
���9


Level/�Q HN=NH H2S=NH H3P=NH


G2:
��Eprot(0) �22.7 17.0 19.2
��Eprot(298.15) �22.6 17.1 18.7
�PA �22.6 17.1 18.7
�GB �22.7 17.0 19.6


G2(MP2):
��Eprot(0) �22.6 16.8 19.0
��Eprot(298.15) �22.6 16.8 18.4
�PA �22.6 16.8 18.4
�GB �22.6 16.8 19.4
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basicity of the parent thio derivative (H2S=NH) is
between those of formaldimine (H2C=NH, the parent
compound of amidines and guanidines) and the phospho
derivative (H3P=NH, the parent compound of phospha-
zenes). The thio derivative belongs to the same family of
nitrogen bases as other imines.


According to topological analysis of the electron
density in protonated and neutral forms of the thio
derivative, there are significant differences in the proper-
ties of critical points on N- and S-protonations. All
parameters characterizing the distributions of charge,
such as �, laplacian atomic volumes and dipoles and also
bond properties are affected on protonation. This detailed
analysis has shed new light on the consequences of
protonation of particular atoms in molecules in the gas
phase.


,
������"��/����


High-level ab initio calculations were carried out with the
use of the resources and software at the Interdisciplinary
Center for Molecular Modelling (ICM, Warsaw, Poland).
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ABSTRACT: A modified Perdew–Wang one-parameter hybrid density functional (mPW1N) was developed for
nucleophilic substitution reactions by optimizing the fraction of exact exchange in vPW1PW91/6–31�G(d).
Activation energies for 20 identity nucleophilic substitution and alkyl halide heterolysis reactions involving fluorine
and chlorine were compared to values computed at the MCG3//MC-QCISD level to arrive at an optimal value of
40.6% HF exchange in mPW1N. This choice also leads to improved transition-state geometries over the training set.
Results from mPW1N are compared with those from other common DFT methods, and some sources of error are
explored. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: density functional theory; chloride; methyl chloride; SN2 reaction; SN2� reaction; electron correlation;
Hartree–Fock exchange; activation energy; barrier height; parameterization
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Nucleophilic substitutions taking place at aliphatic and
allylic positions are typical reactions found in many
multistep organic and biological transformations.1 As
such, many researchers have applied high levels of
molecular orbital (MO) theory to characterize the
stationary points and thermochemistries associated with
paradigmatic examples of these reactions, such as chlor-
ide/methyl chloride, chloride/allyl chloride, etc.2–15


Accurate computation of activation and reaction free
energies typically requires taking account of electron
correlation using very computationally demanding post-
Hartree–Fock methods. These methods are made still
more demanding in systems having a net negative charge
insofar as large basis sets including diffuse functions are
essential for computational accuracy.


Further complicating matters, it is well known that
solvation effects on reaction coordinates for nucleophilic
substitution can be very large, particularly when the
system is charged or when reactants and products are
characterized by significantly different degrees of charge
separation (as in the Menschutkin reaction of neutral
amines with alkyl halides, for instance).16,17 However,
while many computational studies of solvation effects on
simple nucleophilic substitution reactions have ap-
peared,18–27 the self-consistent coupling of post-Har-


tree–Fock electronic structure methods with solvation
models remains a challenging proposition, and the
computational cost involved effectively limits such
applications to fairly small systems.25


In this case, density functional theory28,29 (DFT) might
be expected to be an ideal alternative to MO theory
because DFT includes electron correlation directly into
its self-consistent field (SCF) formalism. This has the
double advantage of offering reduced scaling of compu-
tational cost as a function of system size in the gas phase
while at the same time permitting use of simple self-
consistent reaction field (SCRF) formalisms25 to account
for solvation effects. However, modern DFT functionals
have uniformly been found to underestimate barrier
heights for nucleophilic substitution reactions, and to do
so by surprisingly large margins.9,11,30–32


In this paper, we report the optimization of a hybrid
density functional [i.e. one incorporating some fraction of
exact Hartree–Fock (HF) exchange, sometimes called an
adiabatic connection method (ACM)] over a training set
of X�/RX nucleophilic substitution reactions and RX
heterolysis reactions where X = F and Cl and R = methyl,
ethyl, isopropyl and allyl (Fig. 1). The optimized
functional, which we name mPW1N, predicts activation
and reaction energies over this set that are in reasonably
good agreement with experiment or, where experiment is
not available, with very high levels of post-HF theory.
Further improved agreement can be had by using
different amounts of HF exchange for different subgroups
of the reactions in the training set, although the subgroups
are small enough that the exact values of HF exchange
used in those instances might be subject to significant
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variation if reoptimization were to be undertaken over
larger data sets.


�$'(&#�#!$"�� ')#*$%+
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Two density functional methods not incorporating HF
exchange were examined, namely the combination of the
gradient-corrected exchange and correlation functionals
of Becke33 and Lee, Yang and Parr,34 respectively
(BLYP), and the combination of the gradient-corrected
exchange35 and correlation36 functionals of Perdew and
co-workers, as modified by Adamo and Barone31


(mPWPW91). In addition, a number of adiabatic
connection methods were surveyed. ACM functionals
mix some exact HF exchange into the overall DFT energy
expression.37 When the BLYP functional serves as the
DFT base, the ACM exchange correlation energy is
expressed as


EACM
xc � �1 � a�ELSDA


x � aEHF
x � b�EB


x


� �1 � c�ELSDA
c � cELYP


c �1�


where the superscript LSDA refers to the local spin
density approximation,28,29 subscripts x and c refer to
exchange and correlation, respectively, and a, b and c are
empirical constants. In the case of the method called
BH&HLYP, a = 0.5, b = 0.5 and c = 1.0,38,39 Whereas for
the method called B3LYP, a = 0.20, b = 0.72 and
c = 0.81.40


A three parameter ACM called B3PW91 combines the
Becke exchange functional33 with the PW91 correlation
functional36 according to


EB3PW91
xc � �1 � a�ELSDA


x � aEHF
x � b�EB


x


� ELSDA
c � c�EPW91


c �2�


where a, b and c have the same values as those listed
above for B3LYP.


Finally, ACM methods based on the mPWPW91
functional have also been examined. In this case, only a
single parameter is involved according to


EvPW1PW91
xc � �1 � a� ELSDA


x ��EmPW
x


� �� aEHF
x


� ELSDA
c ��EPW91


c �3�


For purposes of clarity, we will use the acronym
vPW1PW91 to imply the use of Eqn. (3) with any
variable amount of Hartree–Fock exchange, i.e. a
specification of the value of a must be made for a
vPW1PW91 functional to be fully defined. Specific
functionals that have been previously so defined are
identified by their own acronym, e.g. mPW1PW91,31


where a = 0.25, MPW1K,41 where a = 0.428, and
mPW1N (as optimized here), where a = 0.406.


DFT calculations involved full optimization of all
stationary points using the 6–31�G(d) basis set.42


Stationary points were verified as local minima or
transition-state structures based on analytical frequency
calculations. These calculations were also used to
compute thermal enthalpy contributions using the
standard ideal-gas, rigid-rotor, harmonic-oscillator as-
sumption (for monatomic ions, of course, only transla-
tional thermal contributions need to be included).29


(���,*� ����������	�


Multi-coefficient correlated ab initio calculations were
also carried out for the 20 nucleophilic substitution
reactions in the training set. Stationary points were
optimized at the level of multi-coefficient quadratic
configuration interaction with single and double excita-
tions (MC-QCISD).43 Single-point energy calculations
were then carried out at the multi-coefficient Gaussian-3
(MCG3)44,45 level of theory, which has been demon-
strated to predict heats of formation over large sets of
molecules to a typical accuracy of 1 kcal mol�1


(1 kcal = 4.184 kJ).46


+��-��



MO and DFT calculations were carried out with the
Gaussian 98 program suite.39 Multi-coefficient calcula-
tions employed the MULTILEVEL code.47


�)+&�#+ �"% %!+�&++!$"
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Ideally, theoretical models involving parameters should
always be fitted to (trustworthy) experimental data. In the
case of nucleophilic substitution reactions, however,


��.��
 /� &����	���� ��'�����	� ������ ���� �	��	��� 	
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high-quality gas-phase data are available for only a very
small number of reactions. Given that situation, the next
best choice is to parameterize against other theoretical
data that derive from a method or methods that exhibit
good convergence with respect to approximate solution
of the Schrödinger equation (convergence in this case
typically referring to one-electron basis-set size and
increasingly sophisticated models for including electron
correlation effects in molecular orbital theory). We chose
as our high-level model MCG3//MC-QCISD, i.e. mol-
ecular geometries optimized at the multi-coefficient
quadratic configuration interaction level including single
and double excitations43 and energies computed for those
geometries at the multi-coefficient Gaussian-3 level.44,45


In order to assess the suitability of MCG3//MC-QCISD
calculations as standards against which to parameterize a
DFT method, we first validated the former against what
relevant experimental data were available. In the gas
phase, the activation energy for only a single nucleophilic
substitution reaction in our training set is known, namely
that for Cl� � CH3Cl.48–50 However, gas-phase heats of
formation are available for many of the alkyl halides
examined here and also for the alkyl cations and halide
anions that are produced by bond heterolysis in these
compounds. Since such heterolysis is the equivalent of
the dissociative step in an SN1 nucleophilic substitution
mechanism, the accurate calculation of these thermo-
chemistries is another good test of MCG3//MC-QCISD.
Table 1 provides MCG3//MC-QCISD 298 K enthalpies
for the various processes defining the nucleophilic


substitution training set, and compares with experimental
data where available.


We note that there is controversy over some of the
listed experimental enthalpies of formation; those of the
fluorinated hydrocarbons are especially difficult to
determine experimentally.51–53 Thus, the enthalpy of
formation used in Table 1 for F� (�61 � 1.3 kcal mol�1)
is an average of seven experimental values obtained from
the NIST WebBook.54–60 The error for this case (taken as
the root mean square of all reported experimental errors)
is over 1 kcal mol�1, but it appears to be a reasonable
estimate given the available data. The enthalpy of
formation of methyl fluoride has also been the subject
of some debate. The value of �56 � 7 kcal mol�1 used in
Table 1 was obtained from the NIST–JANAF compila-
tion61 and is based on an experiment by Lossing et al.62


The large experimental uncertainty contributes to our
large error bar for the ionization of methyl fluoride.
Several groups have investigated other methods with
which to derive a better estimate for this heat of
formation. Liebman et al.63 recommend a value of
�53.87 � 0.76 kcal mol�1 based on an average of five
estimations derived from various models. Zachariah et
al.64 used bond additivity corrected Møller–Plesset
fourth-order perturbation theory (BAC-MP4) to obtain
a computed heat of formation of �55.88 � 1.0 kcal
mol�1. Luo and Benson65 use their electronegativity
scale based on the covalent potential (Vx) to correlate Vx


with heats of formation and recommend a value of
�55.9 � 1 kcal mol�1. We note that all of these estimates


#���
 /� �	������ ��� �.��������� ��������� /0��� �	��$1 �� �23 4 
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Reaction Quantity Predicteda Experimentb


CH3F → CH3
� � F� �H 255.0 256.8 � 7.1


CH3CH2F → CH3CH2
� � F� �H 217.7 217.6 � 1.4


(CH3)2CHF → (CH3)2CH� � F� �H 204.4 203.6 � 1.7
CH2=CHCH2F → CH2CHCH2


� � F� �H 202.8 203.7 � 1.7
F� � CH3F → FCH3 � F� (SN2) �H‡ 0.2
F� � CH3CH2F → CH3CH2F � F� (SN2) �H‡ 2.3
F� � (CH3)2CHF → (CH3)2CHF � F� (SN2) �H‡ 4.2
F� � CH2=CHCH2F → CH2=CHCH2F � F� (SN2) �H‡ �0.2
F� � CH2=CHCH2F → FCH2CH=CH2 � F� (syn SN2�) �H‡ �0.5
F� � CH2=CHCH2F → FCH2CH=CH2 � F� (anti SN2�) �H‡ �0.1
CH3Cl → CH3


� � Cl� �H 227.7 227.5 � 0.6
CH3CH2Cl → CH3CH2


� � Cl� �H 188.9 188.1 � 0.5
(CH3)2CHCl → (CH3)2CH� � Cl� �H 174.2 174.3 � 1.4
CH2=CHCH2Cl → CH2CHCH2


� � Cl� �H 174.8 174.7 � 1.1
Cl� � CH3Cl → ClCH3 � Cl� (SN2) �E‡ 2.4 2.5 � 1.0
Cl� � CH3CH2Cl → CH3CH2Cl � Cl� (SN2) �H‡ 4.1
Cl� � (CH3)2CHCl → (CH3)2CHCl � Cl� (SN2) �H‡ 6.1
Cl� � CH2=CHCH2Cl → CH2=CHCH2Cl � Cl� (SN2) �H‡ 1.6
Cl� � CH2=CHCH2Cl → ClCH2CH=CH2 � Cl� (syn SN2�) �H‡ 11.0
Cl� � CH2=CHCH2Cl → ClCH2CH=CH2 � Cl� (anti SN2�) �H‡ 8.6


a MCG3//MC-QCISD energies combined with mPW1N/6–31�G(d) 298 K thermal enthalpy contributions.
b Literature: �fH° CH3F;62 �fH° CH3


.;61,74–78 IE CH3
.;79–92 �fH° F�;54–60 �fH° C2H5F;93,94 �fH° C2H5


.;77 IE C2H5
.;95 �fH° i-C3H7F;94,96 �fH° i-C3H7


.;77 IE i-
C3H7


.;80,81,83,90,97,98 �fH° C3H5F;94,99 �fH° C3H5
.;77 IE C3H5


.;100–103 �fH° CH3Cl;61,104–107 �fH° Cl�;94,108 �fH° C2H5Cl;107 �fH° i-C3H7Cl;51,107,109,110 �fH°
C3H5Cl;111 �E‡ CH3Cl � Cl�.50
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fall within the large experimental error of the number
used in Table 1, and all are slightly to moderately smaller
in magnitude than the Lossing number, which is entirely
consistent with the theoretical prediction for the ioniza-
tion enthalpy being somewhat smaller than the quoted
experimental mean value.


The enthalpies of formation of the remaining alkyl
fluorides in Table 1 have similar associated controversies.
Indeed, estimation methods similar to those described
above have been performed for ethyl,64–67 isopropyl65,67


and allyl fluoride,68–70 and the estimated numbers differ
from the experimental by as much as 6 kcal mol�1.
However, the MCG3//MC-QCISD heterolysis enthalpies
are in very good agreement with those derived from the
reported experimental values. Such coincidental agree-
ment seems unlikely, and we regard the computations
reported here as providing some validation for the
experimental results.


The chlorinated hydrocarbons pose less of a problem
with respect to experimental accuracy. The enthalpies of
formation of these compounds appear to be well known,
and the only case where estimates deviate slightly from
experimental values is allyl chloride.71 In any case, the
overall performance of the MCG3//MC-QCISD level is
excellent; in every case but one, it makes predictions that
fall within the experimental error bars (the one exception
has the tightest error bar, and MCG3//MC-QCISD is only
0.3 kcal mol�1 outside it), and it has a mean unsigned
error over the nine possible comparisons of
0.5 kcal mol�1. As the average error bar on the experi-
mental data is 1.8 kcal mol�1, such agreement should
probably be regarded as being as quantitative as may
reasonably be expected.


�����
 � �
	���� �	����	


As noted in the Introduction, the primary problem in
applying density functional theory to nucleophilic
substitution reactions has been the poor quality of
predicted relative energies. As such, any par-
ameterization must address this deficiency by signifi-
cantly weighting energy errors in the optimization
penalty function. However, there are other molecular
parameters that may also deserve consideration in
construction of the penalty function, so that accuracy in
these properties is not inadvertently sacrificed to improve
relative energetics.


One such property that merits attention is the molecu-
lar geometry. Since all modern DFT methods have been
shown to be fairly robust in the computation of molecular
structure for ‘typical’ local minima, we restricted our
consideration of geometry to transition-state (TS)
structures. Table 2 lists heavy atom bond lengths for
these structures at the MC-QCISD, BLYP, mPWPW91,
BH&HLYP, mPW1PW91, mPW1N, B3LYP and
B3PW91 levels of theory.


In the case of the SN2 reactions for methyl, isopropyl
and allyl, all TS structures except one had planes of
symmetry such that the distances between the substituted
carbon and the two halogen atoms were identical, so only
one distance is reported in Table 2. The planes of
symmetry are those containing all of the carbon atoms.
The sole exception involved BH&HLYP applied to the
fluoride/allyl fluoride SN2 reaction. At the BH&HLYP
level, the Cs structure analogous to all of the others is
predicted to be a second-order saddle point and to be
unstable relative to a rotation about the C1—C2 bond
such that the final TS structure has all five heavy atoms in
a single plane, i.e. the substitution is still a back-side SN2
attack, but the partial C—F bonds are orthogonal to the
vinyl � system instead of parallel to it. The energy
difference between the two structures is predicted to be
0.9 kcal mol�1. The same situation was also observed for
the case of vPW1PW91/a = 0.999, a level not listed in
Table 2, suggesting that high percentages of HF character
contribute to this erroneous prediction of in-plane
substitution.


Symmetric TS structures were also predicted by most
levels of theory for both anti SN2� reactions and for the
syn SN2� reaction of chloride/allyl chloride. For the syn
SN2� reaction of fluoride/allyl fluoride, however, all but
the BLYP level of theory predicted asymmetric TS
structures, with a Cs symmetric structure being an
intermediate between mirror image TS structures.


These points having been made, there is considerable
variation in heavy-atom bond lengths predicted by
different methods. However, interpretation of these data
is complicated by how flat the potential energy surface
appears to be in several instances. Thus, at the MCG3//
MC-QCISD level for the syn SN2� reaction of fluoride/
allyl fluoride, the energy separation between the C1 TS
structure (with C—F bond lengths of 1.483 and 1.662 Å)
and the Cs intermediate (with symmetrical C—F bond
lengths of 1.536 Å) is computed to be 0.02 kcal mol�1.
The anti SN2� reaction of fluoride/allyl fluoride also
appears to have a very flat reaction coordinate. At the
mPW1N level, the TS structure is predicted to have C1


symmetry (with C—F bond lengths of 1.470 and 1.719 Å)
and the C2 structure listed in Table 2 (with symmetrical
C—F bond lengths of 1.540 Å) is actually an inter-
mediate. However, the energy difference between the two
is predicted to be 0.2 kcal mol�1, so it does not seem
legitimate to interpret the large difference between the
mPW1N and MC-QCISD TS structures as being
particularly meaningful.


Given the above analysis, we elected not to include
geometric data in our optimization penalty function.
Furthermore, to the extent that other molecular properties,
e.g. electric multipole moments, would be expected to
show strong dependences on geometry, these properties
also were not considered. Instead, we decided to use as our
penalty function simply the RMS error in activation free
energies listed in Table 1. That point having been made,
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the geometric error analysis at the bottom of Table 2
(MUE-mean unsigned error) may be taken as indicative
that most DFT methods do in any case perform acceptably
for geometric prediction, at least within the limits on the
analysis imposed by the flat nature of some of the potential
energy surface coordinates involved. Moreover, although
not specifically optimized against geometries, the mPW1N
method proved after the fact to be the most accurate of all
of the DFT methods surveyed for this property.


�
����0
 
	
�.� ��
������	


We next surveyed the ability of various existing density


functionals to reproduce the MCG3 data. Results for
BLYP, mPWPW91, BH&HLYP, mPW1PW91, B3LYP
and B3PW91 are provided in Table 3, as is an error analysis
for each method (MSE-mean signed error; RMS-root-
mean-square error). The comparison here is in terms of
changes in electronic energy, not enthalpy, since accurate
computation of thermal contributions to enthalpy is a much
less demanding process and DFT is well established to be
robust for this purpose. Every method surveyed provided a
negative mean signed error, implying a systematic under-
estimation of reaction energies. In the case of BLYP and
the popular B3LYP functional, the mean unsigned error
was equal in magnitude to the mean signed error, implying
that every reaction energy was underestimated.


#���
 1� �������� �����"��	� '	�� ������� /%5 1 � �����	���� ��'�����	� 6� ����������


Reaction Bond


Level of theory


MCQCISD BLYP mPWPW91 BH&HLYP mPW1PW91 mPW1N B3LYP B3PW91


SN2 reaction, X� � RX → XR � X�:
R = Me, X = F C—F 1.834 1.896 1.865 1.826 1.827 1.809 1.857 1.836
R = Me, X = Cl C—Cl 2.309 2.409 2.362 2.347 2.330 2.315 2.371 2.340
R = Et, X = F C—Fa 1.855 1.919 1.900 1.855 1.854 1.837 1.883 1.864


C—Fb 1.870 1.947 1.911 1.866 1.866 1.846 1.900 1.878
R = Et, X = Cl C—Cla 2.344 2.440 2.397 2.392 2.370 2.358 2.411 2.381


C—Clb 2.377 2.527 2.461 2.443 2.417 2.399 2.473 2.431
R = iPr, X = F C—F 1.897 1.981 1.943 1.904 1.900 1.881 1.936 1.912
R = iPr, X = Cl C—Cl 2.427 2.586 2.520 2.517 2.481 2.466 2.540 2.497
R = allyl, X = F C1—F4/5 1.845 1.930 1.893 1.843 1.845 1.825 1.882 1.858


C1—C2 1.471 1.474 1.471 1.488 1.471 1.496 1.472 1.471
C2—C3 1.336 1.352 1.349 1.327 1.335 1.328 1.339 1.338


R = allyl, X = Cl C1—Cl4/5 2.349 2.519 2.452 2.428 2.403 2.384 2.464 2.420
C1—C2 1.466 1.458 1.458 1.455 1.458 1.457 1.457 1.458
C2—C3 1.337 1.355 1.351 1.328 1.337 1.330 1.342 1.400


syn SN2� reaction, X� � RX → XR � X�:
R = allyl, X = F C1—F4 1.483 1.685 1.427 1.459 1.457 1.439 1.526 1.473


C3—F5 1.662 1.685 2.289 1.766 1.922 1.847 1.742 1.890
C1—C2 1.449 1.429 1.476 1.454 1.462 1.459 1.448 1.460
C2—C3 1.404 1.429 1.366 1.384 1.374 1.370 1.402 1.380
F4—F5 3.726 3.990 4.635 3.851 4.058 3.986 3.895 4.033


R = allyl, X = Cl C1/3—Cl4/5 2.211 2.418 2.309 2.303 2.247 2.216 2.343 2.270
C1/3—C2 1.400 1.407 1.407 1.390 1.399 1.395 1.399 1.400
Cl4—Cl5 4.440 5.058 4.856 4.773 4.693 4.613 4.878 4.759


anti SN2� reaction, X� � RX → XR � X�:
R = allyl, X = F C1/3—Cl4/5 1.563 1.733 1.668 1.552 1.579 1.540 1.636 1.600


C1/3—C2 1.426 1.421 1.423 1.423 1.423 1.424 1.421 1.423
R = allyl, X = Cl C1/3—Cl4/5 2.285 2.472 2.369 2.389 2.317 2.296 2.412 2.338


C1/3—C2 1.391 1.402 1.401 1.383 1.393 1.387 1.393 1.394
MUE 0.097 0.102 0.042 0.041 0.035 0.058 0.048
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The pure DFT method mPWPW91 provided better
performance than BLYP, and when 25% Hartree–Fock
exchange was added (mPW1PW91) that performance
was considerably improved, resulting in the method with
the lowest RMS error. On this basis, we decided to
explore in more detail how the amount of HF exchange in
Eqn. (3) influenced predicted reaction energies over the
training set. Another motivation for choosing the ACM
approach represented by Eqn. (3) was the success that
Lynch et al. had in a similar survey designed to provide
an optimal functional for hydrogen-atom transfer reac-
tions, the so-called MPW1K functional, where a = 42.8%
and the use of the 6–31�G(d,p) basis set is implicit.


Table 4 lists predicted activation energies as a function
of a when that parameter is varied by 0.1 over the interval
from 0 to 1. Error analysis in Table 4 is carried out for all
of the reactions in the training set, and also, to understand
better how sensitive the ACM predictions are to the
nature of the nucleophilic substitution, over the ioniza-
tion reactions of fluoride (class I), the SN2 and SN2�
reactions of fluoride (class II), the ionization reactions of
chloride (class III) and the SN2 and SN2� reactions of
chloride (class IV). Inspection of the MUE as a function


of a over these different reaction classes indicates that a
single value of a is not optimal for all cases. Over class I,
the optimal value falls near 0.17, over class II near 0.45,
over class III near 0.60 and over class IV near 0.36. There
are no clear patterns to this variation. In the fluoride case,
ionization reactions prefer a lower value of a compared
with bimolecular nucleophilic substitution, but the
opposite is true for chloride. Such variability is consistent
with an analogous study by Poater et al. that also found
that optimal amounts of HF exchange in the B3LYP
functional varied over 11 diverse chemical reactions (and
moreover that the value in any given reaction that
provided the best energetics was not necessarily the same
as the one which gave the best geometries).72


When all four classes of reactions are combined, the
magnitudes of the mean signed, unsigned and RMS errors
are all effectively minimized by an a value of 0.406, i.e.
40.6% HF exchange (MSE = 0.0; MUE = 3.1; RMS =
3.9; all values in kcal mol�1). In effect, this value
intrinsically works well for the bimolecular nucleophilic
substitutions, and roughly splits the difference between
the values individually preferred for fluoride and chloride
heterolysis reactions. We refer to this choice of a in


#���
 3� �	������ ������	� ������� /0��� �	��$1 
	� �����	�� �	������ ��� �����	���� ��'�����	� ������ ��� ��� ���	��

	� ��:$�:2$ �	������ (�� ��7#88��"9���� �� � 
����	� 	
 ���������� +������;-	�0 �.�������


Class Reaction MCG3


ab


0.000 0.100 0.200 0.300 0.400 0.500 0.600 0.700 0.800 0.900 0.999


I A 258.7 263.1 263.6 264.1 264.6 265.1 265.6 266.0 266.4 266.8 267.2 267.2
I B 221.2 222.1 224.0 225.8 227.6 229.3 231.0 232.7 234.4 236.0 237.5 238.8
I C 208.0 202.5 205.0 207.5 209.8 212.0 214.0 216.0 217.9 219.6 221.2 222.5
I D 204.9 201.7 203.6 205.3 207.0 208.7 210.2 211.7 213.1 214.5 215.7 216.6
II E 1.2 �7.7 �5.6 �3.7 �2.0 �0.6 0.7 1.8 2.7 3.4 4.0 4.6
II F 3.4 �4.1 �2.0 �0.1 1.6 3.1 4.3 5.3 6.1 6.8 7.3 7.9
II G 5.4 �1.0 1.2 3.2 4.9 6.3 7.5 8.5 9.3 9.9 10.4 10.9
II H 1.1 �7.6 �5.0 �2.6 �0.6 1.3 2.9 4.2 5.4 6.4 7.3 8.1
II I 0.4 �10.9 �9.6 �8.3 �7.2 �6.2 �5.3 �4.5 �3.8 �3.1 �2.5 �1.8
II J 0.5 �11.6 �10.2 �9.0 �7.9 �6.8 �5.9 �5.1 �4.3 �3.7 �3.1 �2.4
III K 230.5 231.4 230.8 230.1 229.5 228.8 228.2 227.5 226.9 226.2 225.5 224.6
III L 191.6 188.5 189.1 189.8 190.4 191.1 191.7 192.2 192.8 193.3 193.8 194.1
III M 177.2 166.4 167.8 169.2 170.4 171.5 172.6 173.5 174.3 175.1 175.7 176.0
III N 176.1 168.7 169.3 169.9 170.5 171.0 171.4 171.8 172.2 172.4 172.6 172.5
IV O 2.4 �3.3 �1.5 0.1 1.6 2.8 4.0 4.9 5.8 6.5 7.0 7.6
IV P 5.0 0.5 2.3 3.9 5.4 6.6 7.6 8.5 9.2 9.8 10.2 10.7
IV Q 7.0 3.0 4.9 6.5 8.0 9.2 10.3 11.1 11.8 12.2 12.6 13.0
IV R 2.6 �2.7 �0.5 1.4 3.2 4.8 6.2 7.4 8.5 9.4 10.2 10.9
IV S 11.9 0.6 3.3 6.0 8.5 10.8 13.1 15.2 17.1 18.9 20.6 22.3
IV T 9.4 �3.0 �0.2 2.5 5.0 7.3 9.5 11.5 13.3 14.9 16.5 18.0
Mean unsigned error:


Class I 3.5 3.0 2.7 4.1 5.6 7.0 8.4 9.8 11.0 12.2 13.1
Class II 9.2 7.2 5.4 3.9 2.9 2.9 3.2 3.6 3.9 4.1 4.3
Class III 5.6 4.7 4.1 3.6 3.2 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.3
Class IV 7.2 5.0 3.0 1.8 1.6 2.1 3.4 4.6 5.6 6.5 7.4


Error over all classes:
MSE �6.1 �4.4 �2.8 �1.4 �0.1 1.1 2.1 3.0 3.8 4.6 5.2
MUE 6.7 5.2 3.9 3.2 3.1 3.5 4.2 5.0 5.6 6.2 6.8
RMS 7.6 6.0 4.8 4.1 4.0 4.3 4.9 5.7 6.5 7.2 7.9


a Using MC-QCISD geometries.
b See Eqn. (3).
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vPW1PW91 as mPW1N, and its predictions are listed in
the last column of Table 3. As a separate comparative
point, the mPW1N level predicts that the ion–dipole
complex of chloride anion and chloromethane has a
298 K enthalpy of �9.6 kcal mol�1 relative to separated
reactants; this value compares very well with the high-
pressure mass spectrometric results of Li et al.,73 where a
relative enthalpy of �10.4 kcal mol�1 was measured.


We note that the mPW1N a value is close to the 42.8%
value determined by Lynch et al.41 to be optimal for
predicting barriers to hydrogen-atom transfer reactions.
The latter choice is referred to as MPW1K. Thus,
mPW1N and MPW1K are similar to one another and it
may be reasonable to infer that the apparent robustness of
an a value of roughly 41% in the vPW1PW91 functional
will be more widely applicable. Naturally, this supposi-
tion should be tested in future studies.


It should be noted, by comparing to the data in Tables 2
and 3, that the mPW1N method represents a very
significant improvement over the pure DFT methods
BLYP and mPWPW91 and also over the hybrid method
B3LYP. It also outperforms the remaining hybrid
methods BH&HLYP, mPW1PW91, and B3PW91, but
by a reduced margin. Lastly, for researchers looking for
the highest possible accuracy within the formalism of this
approach, it may prove valuable to use the data in Table 4
to select an a value targeted to a specific reaction or
reactions deemed to be most analogous to those in the
individual reaction classes I–IV.


A key motivation for us in developing the mPW1N
model was to validate a gas-phase level of density
functional theory that would then prove useful in SCRF
calculations to examine the differential effects of
solvation on alternative nucleophilic substitution path-
ways. Results from these studies will be reported in due
course.
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ABSTRACT: Oxidation of benzyl alcohol and some ortho-, meta- and para-monosubstituted benzyl alcohols by
tetrabutylammonium tribromide (TBATB) in aqueous acetic acid leads to the formation of corresponding
benzaldehydes. The reaction is first order each in TBATB and the alcohol. The oxidation of [1,1-2H2]benzyl alcohol
(PhCD2OH) exhibited a substantial kinetic isotope effect. Addition of tetrabutylammonium chloride or potassium
bromide did not affect the rate. Tribromide ion has been postulated as the reactive oxidizing species. The reaction rate
increases with increase in the polarity of the solvent. The rates of oxidation of meta- and para-substituted benzyl
alcohols showed excellent correlation in terms of Charton’s triparametric LDR, equation whereas the oxidation of
ortho-substituted benzyl alcohols correlated best with the LDRS equation. The oxidation of para-substituted benzyl
alcohols is more susceptible to the delocalization effect than is the oxidation of ortho- and meta-substituted
compounds, which display a greater dependence on the field effect. The positive value of � suggests the presence of an
electron-deficient reaction centre in the rate-determining step. The reaction is subject to steric acceleration by the
ortho-substituents. A suitable mechanism is proposed. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: alcohols; correlation analysis; mechanism; oxidation; tribromide
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Tetraalkylammonium polyhalides are widely used as
halogenating reagents in synthetic organic chemistry.1–3


Recently, tetrabutylammonium tribromide (TBATB) has
been used for the bromination and oxidation of some
selected organic substrates.4–7 The polyhalides are more
suitable than molecular halogens because of their solid
nature, ease of handling, stability, selectivity and
excellent product yield. We have been interested in
kinetic and mechanistic studies of the reactions of
polyhalides and several reports have already emanated
from our laboratory.8–10 Substituted benzyl alcohols are
suitable for studying the structure–rate correlations, as a
large number of monosubstituted benzyl alcohols are
either commercially available or can be easily prepared.
There seems to be no report on the oxidation of benzyl
alcohols by TBATB. Therefore, we studied the kinetics
of oxidation of benzyl alcohol and several monosub-
stituted benzyl alcohols by TBATB in aqueous acetic
acid as solvent. The major objective of this investigation
was to study the structure–reactivity correlation for the
substrates undergoing oxidation.


#'�&("�


The rate and other experimental data were obtained for
all the alcohols. Since the results are similar, only
representative data are reproduced here.


Oxidation of benzyl alcohols by TBATB results in the
formation of the corresponding benzaldehydes. Analyses
of products and stoichiometric determinations indicate
the following overall reaction:


ArCH2OH � �C4H9�4N�Br3
� �� ArCHO


��C4H9�4N� � 2 H� � 3 Br� �1�


#��� ��)�


With [alcohol] �[TBATB], the reactions were found to
be first order with respect to TBATB (Fig. 1). Further, the
pseudo-first-order rate constants, kobs, do not depend on
the initial concentration of TBATB. The reaction rate
increases linearly with increase in the concentration of
benzyl alcohols (Table 1).


 	���� ���
���������	 �� ��
��	������


The oxidation of benzyl alcohol, in an atmosphere of
nitrogen, failed to induce the polymerization of acryloni-
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trile. Further, the addition of acrylonitrile had no effect
on the rate of oxidation (Table 1).


'���� �� ���������	��


The rates of oxidation of monosubstituted benzyl
alcohols were determined at different temperatures and
the activation parameters were calculated (Table 2).


��	��� ������� �����


To ascertain the importance of the cleavage of the �-C—
H bond in the rate-determining step, the oxidation of
[1,1-2H2]benzyl alcohol was studied. The results showed
the presence of a substantial kinetic isotope effect
(kH/kD � 3.7), which is almost independent of tempera-
ture (Table 3).


'���� �� ��������
�����	��� �������


The rates of oxidation were not affected by the addition
of tetrabutylammonium chloride (TBACl) (Table 4).


'���� �� �����	� ���������	


The rate of oxidation was determined in solvents
containing different amounts of acetic acid and water.
It was observed that the rate increased with increase in
the amount of water in the solvent mixture (Table 5).


'���� �� ��������� �������


The rate of oxidation of benzyl alcohol decreases with
increase in the concentration of potassium bromide but
reaches a limiting value at [KBr] � 0.16 mol dm�3


(Table 6).


% ��&�� $!


An isokinetic plot between activation enthalpies and
entropies of oxidation of the 36 alcohols is not very good
(r2 = 0.9354). The value of isokinetic temperature is
568 � 26 K. However, according to Exner,11 an isoki-
netic relationship between the calculated values of
enthalpies and entropies of activation is often vitiated
by the random experimental errors associated with them.
Exner11 suggested an alternative method of testing the
validity of isokinetic relationship. An Exner plot (Fig. 2)
between log k2 at 288 K and log k2 at 318 K is linear
(r2 = 0.9986). The isokinetic temperature is 680 � 22 K.
The linear isokinetic correlation implies that all the
alcohols are oxidized by the same mechanism and the
changes in the rate are governed by the changes in both
the enthalpy and entropy of activation.


We earlier carried out some conductivity measure-
ments to determine the nature of TBATB in aqueous
acetic acid solution.10 It was observed that acetic acid has
very low conductivity. Addition of TBATB increases the
conductivity of the solution. We measured the conduc-
tivity of TBATB in solvents containing different
proportions of acetic acid (100–30%) and also water.
We found that the conductivity increases sharply as the
water content is increased and reaches a limiting value in
about 60% acetic acid–water mixture. TBATB can be
considered as an ionic compound, which exists under our
reaction conditions as tetrabutylammonium and tribro-


*�+��� ,� ��� !	"�����# �!	�� 
	� � ���#�! $���# ����
%&��'�! �!#	�	!( ) *��� �	! ����� %+&,+&( ) ����* �	!
����� ����������� ) ��- .


"���� ,� /��� #	������� 
	� ��� 	0���	� 	
 1��'�! �!#	�	!
1� +&,+& �� ��- .


103[TBATB]
(mol dm�3)


[Alcohol]
(mol dm�3)


104 kobs
(s�1)


1.0 0.10 2.16
1.0 0.20 4.23
1.0 0.40 8.48
1.0 0.40a 8.56a


1.0 0.60 12.8
1.0 0.80 17.0
1.0 1.00 21.1
1.0 2.00 42.7
2.0 0.20 4.11
4.0 0.20 3.76
6.0 0.20 4.00
8.0 0.20 4.54


a Contained 0.001 mol dm�3 acrylonitrile.
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mide ions as shown in the equation


�C4H9�4NBr3 	 �C4H9�4N� � Br�3 �2�


No effect of added tetrabutylammonium ion also
indicates that the equilibrium (2) lies far towards the
right. Similar results were obtained in the oxidation of
aliphatic aldehydes by TBATB.10 Thus, in the present
reaction also the reactive oxidizing species is the
tribromide ion.


Tribromide ion is known to dissociate to bromine and


"���� -� /��� #	������� ��� �#����	� ���������� 	
 ��� 	0���	� 	
 ��1������� 1��'�! �!#	�	!� 1� +&,+&


Substituent


104 k2 (dm3 mol�1 s�1)


�H* (kJ mol�1) �S* (J mol�1 K�1) �G* (kJ mol�1)288 K 298 K 308 K 318 K


H 3.31 8.41 21.1 52.7 67.7 � 0.8 �77 � 3 90.5 � 0.7
p-Me 6.90 16.3 40.4 97.0 64.7 � 1.1 �81 � 4 88.8 � 0.9
p-OMe 16.2 37.8 88.8 202 61.5 � 0.7 �85 � 2 86.8 � 0.6
p-F 3.37 8.41 22.0 56.0 68.9 � 1.0 �73 � 4 90.4 � 0.9
p-Cl 2.26 5.73 15.2 38.5 69.6 � 1.0 �74 � 3 91.4 � 0.8
p-NO2 0.16 0.49 1.45 4.22 80.4 � 0.7 �58 � 2 97.6 � 0.6
p-CF3 0.47 1.28 3.60 9.85 74.8 � 1.1 �69 � 4 95.1 � 0.9
p-COOMe 0.63 1.80 4.82 13.0 74.1 � 0.6 �69 � 2 94.4 � 0.5
p-Br 2.00 5.14 15.8 34.7 70.1 � 0.9 �73 � 3 91.7 � 0.7
p-NHAc 7.38 18.0 43.0 106 64.9 � 1.0 �80 � 3 88.6 � 0.8
p-CN 0.30 0.83 2.45 6.85 76.9 � 1.0 �65 � 3 96.1 � 0.8
p-SMe 9.13 22.0 52.4 126 63.9 � 0.9 �81 � 3 88.1 � 0.7
p-NMe2 77.3 170 360 790 56.2 � 0.8 �91 � 3 83.1 � 0.7
m-Me 5.69 14.1 34.5 83.3 65.6 � 0.7 �80 � 2 89.2 � 0.6
m-OMe 5.41 13.5 33.3 80.8 66.1 � 0.7 �79 � 2 89.3 � 0.5
m-Cl 0.99 2.68 7.12 19.2 72.6 � 1.0 �70 � 3 93.3 � 0.8
m-Br 0.96 2.61 7.00 18.1 72.0 � 0.6 �72 � 2 93.4 � 0.5
m-F 1.11 3.16 8.35 22.3 73.4 � 0.6 �66 � 2 93.0 � 0.5
m-NO2 0.11 0.35 1.04 3.18 82.6 � 0.6 �54 � 3 98.4 � 0.4
m-CO2Me 0.59 1.61 4.38 11.8 73.5 � 0.9 �71 � 3 94.6 � 0.7
m-CF3 0.39 1.14 3.14 8.90 76.6 � 0.9 �64 � 3 95.5 � 0.7
m-CN 0.19 0.61 1.74 5.11 80.6 � 0.7 �56 � 2 97.1 � 0.5
m-SMe 3.82 9.68 24.1 59.6 67.1 � 0.8 �78 � 3 90.2 � 0.6
m-NHAc 3.43 8.75 21.9 54.6 67.6 � 0.8 �77 � 3 90.4 � 0.6
o-Me 25.4 58.0 123 266 56.8 � 0.5 �92 � 2 85.8 � 0.4
o-OMe 22.3 52.2 111 242 57.7 � 0.5 �96 � 1 86.1 � 0.4
o-NO2 0.31 0.92 2.40 6.46 74.1 � 0.6 �74 � 2 96.1 � 0.5
o-COOMe 2.18 5.72 13.5 33.0 66.1 � 0.6 �86 � 2 91.5 � 0.5
o-NHAc 29.2 72.2 146 298 56.0 � 1.0 �99 � 3 85.4 � 0.8
o-Cl 5.66 14.4 32.1 73.4 62.1 � 0.6 �92 � 2 89.3 � 0.4
o-Br 7.28 18.2 39.7 89.0 60.6 � 0.6 �95 � 2 88.7 � 0.4
o-I 12.0 29.1 61.0 132 58.5 � 0.7 �98 � 2 87.6 � 0.6
o-CN 0.64 1.81 4.56 11.8 71.1 � 0.6 �79 � 2 94.4 � 0.4
o-SMe 28.4 69.5 141 295 56.4 � 0.9 �98 � 3 85.4 � 0.7
o-F 3.58 9.42 22.2 52.8 65.5 � 0.4 �84 � 1 90.3 � 0.3
o-CF3 4.44 11.3 24.6 56.1 61.3 � 0.7 �96 � 2 89.9 � 0.5
�,�-BA 0.89 2.27 6.01 14.1 68.0 � 0.8 �87 � 2 93.7 � 0.6


"���� .� .���# �	�	�� �

�#� � ��� 	0���	� 	
 1��'�!
�!#	�	! 1� +&,+&


Temperature
(K)


104 k2 (dm3 mol�1 s�1)


kH/kD


Benzyl alcohol
(BA)


Deuteriated
BA


288 3.31 0.89 3.72
298 8.41 2.27 3.70
308 21.1 6.01 3.68
318 52.7 14.1 3.74


"���� /� 2

�#� 	
 �����1���!���	��� #�!	��� 	� ��� ���� 	
 	0���	� 	
 1��'�! �!#	�	! 1� +&,+&
3%+&,+&( ) ����* �	! ����� %1��'�! �!#	�	!( ) *�� �	! ����� ����������� ) ��- .4


103[TBACl] (mol dm�3) 0.00 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
104 kobs (s�1) 21.1 22.4 20.3 21.7 20.0 22.8
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bromide ion:


Br�3 	 Br2 � Br� �3�


and the value of the dissociation constant has been
reported.12 The oxidation of benzyl alcohol by bromine is
reported to be much faster13 as compared with this
reaction. The effect of addition of bromide ion (cf. Table
6) indicated that as [Br�] increases, the concentration of
bromine and its contribution to the oxidation of benzyl
alcohol decrease and become almost negligible at
[KBr] � 0.16 mol dm�3. As a large excess
(0.2 mol dm�3) of bromide ion was added in the present
reaction, the oxidation due to bromine will be suppressed.
Thus in the present reaction the reactive oxidizing species
is the tribromide ion.


The increase in the rate of oxidation with increase in
the polarity of the medium suggests that the transition
state is more polar than the reactants. The solvent effect
was analysed using the Grunwald–Winstein equation:14


log k2 
 log k0 � mY �4�


The plot of log k2 versus Y is linear (r2 = 0.9996) with
m = 0.78 � 0.01. The value of m suggests that there is a
considerable charge separation in the transition state of
the reaction.


The effect of structure on reactivity has long been
correlated in terms of the Hammett equation15 or with
dual substituent-parameter equations.16,17 In the late
1980s, Charton and Charton18 introduced a triparametric
LDR equation for the quantitative description of
structural effects on chemical reactivities. In this work
we have applied the LDR equation to the rate constants,
k2:


log k2 
 L�l � D�d � R�e � h �5�


where �l is a localized (field and/or inductive) effect
parameter, �d is the intrinsic delocalized electrical effect
parameter when active site electronic demand is minimal
and �e represents the sensitivity of the substituent to


changes in electronic demand by the active site. The last
two substituent parameters are related by the equation


�D 
 ��e � �d �6�


where � represents the electronic demand of the reaction
site and is given by � = R/D, and �D represents the
delocalized electrical parameter of the diparametric LD
equation.


For ortho-substituted compounds, it is necessary to
account for the possibility of steric effects and Charton
and Charton18 therefore modified the LDR equation to
generate the LDRS equation:


log k2 
 L�l � D�d � R�e � S� � h �7�


where � is the well known Charton’s steric parameter
based on van der Waals radii.19


The rates of oxidation of ortho-, meta- and para-
substituted benzyl alcohols show an excellent correlation
in terms of the LDR/LDRS equations (Table 7). All three
series of substituted benzyl alcohols meet the require-
ment of a minimum number of substituents for analysis
by LDR and LDRS equations.18 We have used the
standard deviation (SD), the coefficient of multiple
determination (R2) and Exner’s20 parameter, �, as the
measures of goodness of fit.


The comparison of the L and D values for the
substituted benzyl alcohols showed that the oxidation
of para-substituted benzyl alcohols is more susceptible to
the delocalization effect than to the localized effect.


"���� 0� 2

�#� 	
 �	������ 1�	��� 	� ��� ���� 	
 	0���	� 	
 1��'�! �!#	�	! 1� +&,+& 3%+&,+&( ) ����* �	! ����� %1��'�!
�!#	�	!( ) *�� �	! ����� ����������� ) ��- .4


[KBr] (mol dm�3) 0.00 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.24
104 kobs (s�1) 26.4 25.0 23.7 22.4 21.3 21.1 21.2


*�+��� -� 20��� �	$���# �!	� 1��5��� !	" $� �� �-- ���
�*- .


"���� 1� 2

�#� 	
 �	!���� #	��	��	� 	� ��� ���� 	
 ���
	0���	� 	
 1��'�! �!#	�	! 1� +&,+& 3%+&,+&( ) ����*
�	! ����� %1��'�! �!#	�	!( ) *�� �	! ����� ������� 
���� ) ��- .4


AcOH (%) 25 40 50 60 72
104 kobs (s�1) 105 37.5 21.1 13.1 7.48
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However, the oxidation of ortho- and meta-substituted
compounds exhibited a greater dependence on the field
effect. In all cases, the magnitude of the reaction
constants decreases with increase in temperature, point-
ing to a decrease in selectivity with increase in
temperature.


All three-regression coefficients, L, D and R, are
negative, indicating an electron-deficient carbon centre in
the activated complex for the rate-determining step. The
positive value of � adds a negative increment to �d,
increasing the electron-donating power of the substituent
and its capacity to stabilise a cationic species. The
positive value of S indicates that the reaction is subject to
steric acceleration by an ortho-substituent.


To test the significance of localized, delocalized and
steric effects in the ortho-substituted benzyl alcohols,
multiple regression analyses were carried out with (i) �l,
�d and �e [Eqn. (8)], (ii) �d, �e and � [Eqn. (9)] and (iii)
�l, �e and � [Eqn. (10)]. The absence of significant
correlations showed that all the four substituent constants
are significant.


log k2 
 �1�46 ��0�37� �l � 1�51 ��0�29� �d�
2�98 ��1�65� �e � 2�34 �8�


R2 
 0�8479� SD 
 0�25� n 
 12� � 
 0�32


log k2 
 �1�60 ��0�43� �d � 1�59 ��2�64� �e�
0�72 ��0�49� � � 3�19 �9�


R2 
 0�6633� SD 
 0�38� n 
 12� � 
 0�49


log k2 
 �1�87 ��0�62� �l � 0�31 ��2�95� �e�
1�11 ��0�55� � � 2�40 �10�


R2 
 0�5779� SD 
 0�42� n 
 12� � 
 0�56


Similarly, in the cases of the oxidation of para- and


meta-substituted benzyl alcohols, multiple regression
analyses with (i) �l and �d, (ii) �d and �e and (iii) �l and
�e, indicated that all three substituent constants are
needed to explain the effect of structure on the rate
constants. There is no significant collinearity between the
various substituents constants for the three series.


The percent contribution19 of the delocalized effect,
PD, is given by the following equation:


PD 
 ��D� � 100� � ��L� � �D�� �11�


Similarly, the percentage contribution of the steric
parameter19 to the total effect of the substituent, PS,
was determined by using the equation


PS 
 ��S� � 100� � ��L� � �D� � �S�� �12�


The values of PD and PS are given in Table 7. The
value of PD for the oxidation of para-substituted benzyl
alcohols is ca 55% whereas the corresponding values for
the meta- and ortho-sobstituted alcohols are ca 40 and
46%, respectively. This shows that the balance of
localization and delocalization effects is different for
differently substituted benzyl alcohols. The less pro-
nounced resonance effect from the ortho-position than
from the para-position may be due to the twisting away
of the alcohol group from the plane of the benzene ring.
The magnitude of the PS value shows that the steric effect
is significant in this reaction.


2���	���


A hydrogen abstraction mechanism leading to the
formation of the free radicals is unlikely in view of the
failure to induce polymerization of acrylonitrile and no
effect of acrylonitrile on the reaction rate. The presence of
a substantial kinetic isotope effect confirms the cleavage
of an �-C—H bond in the rate-determining step. The


"���� 3� +���������� ��������#� 	
 ��� ���#�	� #	������� 
	� ��� 	0���	� 	
 ��1������� 1��'�! �!#	�	!� 1� +&,+&


T (K) L D R S � R2 SD � PD PS


para-Substituted—
288 �1.58 �1.94 �1.47 — 0.76 0.9998 0.015 0.01 55.2 —
298 �1.49 �1.83 �1.38 — 0.75 0.9997 0.014 0.01 55.1 —
308 �1.40 �1.75 �1.32 — 0.75 0.9998 0.013 0.01 55.6 —
318 �1.32 �1.66 �1.27 — 0.77 0.9997 0.012 0.01 55.7 —
meta-Substituted—
288 �1.95 �1.32 �1.09 — 0.73 0.9996 0.012 0.02 40.4 —
298 �1.82 �1.24 �0.94 — 0.76 0.9994 0.016 0.02 40.5 —
308 �1.72 �1.18 �0.90 — 0.76 0.9994 0.014 0.02 40.7 —
318 �1.61 �1.11 �0.83 — 0.75 0.9992 0.016 0.03 40.8 —
ortho-Substituted—
288 �1.84 �1.59 �1.29 1.16 0.81 0.9998 0.009 0.01 46.4 25.3
298 �1.73 �1.53 �1.16 1.10 0.76 0.9999 0.001 0.01 46.9 24.1
308 �1.66 �1.45 �1.06 0.99 0.73 0.9999 0.001 0.01 46.6 24.1
318 �1.58 �1.36 �0.98 0.90 0.72 0.9999 0.002 0.01 46.3 24.4
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negative values of the localization and delocalization
electrical effects, i.e. of L, D and R, point to an electron-
deficient reaction centre in the rate-determining step. This
is further supported by the positive value of �, which
indicates that the substituent is better able to stabilize a
cationic or electron-deficient reactive site. Therefore, a
hydride-ion transfer in the rate-determining step is
suggested (Scheme 1). The observed effect of solvent
composition on the reaction rate also supports a mechan-
ism involving the transfer of a hydride ion.


The positive value of S showed a steric acceleration of
the reaction. This may be explained on the basis of high
ground-state energy of the sterically crowded alcohols.
Since the crowding is relieved in the product aldehyde
and also in the transition state leading to the transition
state energy of the crowded and uncrowded alcohols do
not differ much, steric acceleration therefore results.


The temperature invariance of the primary kinetic
isotope effect (cf. Table 3) can be interpreted in terms of a
mechanism in which two bonds are cleaved more or less
synchronously. Therefore, a rate-determining step invol-
ving cleavage of both the C—H and O—H bonds can be
envisaged. The low magnitude (�0.8 to �2.0) of the
polar reaction constants also supports the occurrence of a
synchronous mechanism. However, the correlation ana-
lysis of the substituent effect indicated the presence of an
electron-deficient carbon centre in the transition state. It
seems, therefore, that in the transition state the cleavage
of the C—H bond, yielding an electron-deficient carbon
centre, is ahead of the cleavage of the O—H bond. The
transition state remains polar in this mechanism and is
consistent with the observed solvent effect. The solvent
effect is similar to that found for synchronous homopolar
reactions. A non-linear transition state, implied in the
synchronous mechanism, is supported by the relatively
low magnitude of the kinetic isotope effect (kH/kD � 3.7).
The oxidation of ethanol by pyridinium hydrobromide
perbromide21 also was reported to involve a non-linear
transition state and the kinetic isotope effect was found to
be ca 3.5. The mechanism depicted in Scheme 1 accounts
for all the observed results.


The observed negative value of the entropy of
activation also supports the proposed mechanism. As
the charge separation takes place, the charged ends
become highly solvated. This results in an immobiliza-
tion of a large number of solvent molecules, reflected in
the loss of entropy.22


'4�'# 2'!"�(


���������	 The preparation, purification and specification
of the substituted benzyl alcohols have been described
earlier.23 TBATB was prepared by the reported method1


and its purity checked by an iodimetric method.
[1,1-2H2]Benzyl alcohol (PhCD2OH) was prepared by
the reduction of ethyl benzoate by lithium aluminium
deuteride.24 Its isotopic purity, as ascertained by its
1HNMR spectrum, was 94 � 2%. Acetic acid was
refluxed with chromic oxide and acetic anhydride for
6 h and then fractionated.25



����� ��������	 The product analysis was carried out
under kinetic conditions. In a typical experiment, benzyl
alcohol (10.8 g, 0.1 mol), KBr (0.2 mol) and TBATB
(3.45 g, 0.01 mol) were made up to 50 ml in 1:1 (v/v)
acetic acid–water and kept in the dark for ca 12 h to
ensure completion of the reaction. The solution was then
treated with an excess (200 ml) of a saturated solution of
2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine in 2 mol dm�3 HCl and kept
overnight in a refrigerator. The precipitated 2,4-dinitro-
phenylhydrazone (DNP) was filtered off, dried, weighed,
recrystallized from ethanol and weighed again. The
yields of DNP before and after recrystallization were
2.15 g (94%) and 1.72 g (75%), respectively. The DNP
was found to be identical (m.p. and mixed m.p.) with the
DNP of benzaldehyde. In similar experiments, with the
other substituted benzyl alcohols the yields of DNP, after
recrystallization, were in the range 74–85%.


������� �����������	 The reactions were studied
under pseudo-first-order conditions by keeping an excess
(�15 or greater) of the substrate over TBATB. The
solvent was 1:1 (v/v) acetic acid–water, unless mentioned
otherwise. Tribromide ion is known to dissociate to a
large extent to bromine and bromide ion. The value12 of
the dissociation constant in 1:1 (v/v) acetic acid–water is
ca 0.02 mol dm�3. To suppress the dissociation, all
kinetic runs were carried out in the presence of an excess
(0.2 mol dm�3) of potassium bromide. The reactions
were studied at constant temperature (�0.1 K) and were
followed by monitoring the decrease in the concentration
of TBATB at 394 nm for up to 80% reaction. Pseudo-
first-order rate constants, kobs, were evaluated from linear
plots (r� 0.995) of log[TBATB] against time. Duplicate
kinetic runs showed that the rate constants are repro-
ducible to within �3%. Simple and multivariate regres-
sion analyses were carried out by the least-squares
method. The second-order rate constant, k2, was
determined from the relation k2 = kobs/[alcohol].


��	�)���+���	�
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ABSTRACT: The proton affinities (PA) of several N—O anions, namely the singly charged anions nitrite,
peroxynitrite, nitrate and peroxynitrate and the doubly charged anions cis- and trans-hyponitrite and oxyhyponitrite,
were calculated to be 1413.8, 1440.5, 1348.5, 1414.7, 2065.2, 1987.4 and 1977.9 kJ mol�1, respectively. The PA of
the corresponding conjugate acids were 780.3, 749.8, 746.0, 724.7, 1394.9, 1448.9 and 1340.7 kJ mol�1, respectively.
The PA of cis- and trans-hyponitric and oxyhyponitric acid were 906.7, 723.8 and 728.2 kJ mol�1, respectively.
Comparison with the available experimental values for the acids indicates that the calculated values are good
estimates of these important quantities. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: proton affinity (G2) calculation; oxonitrate(1-); dioxoperoxonitrate(1-); cis- and trans-dioxodini-
trate(2-); trioxodinitrate(2-); protonated oxonitrate anions
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Oxides of nitrogen are of paramount importance in
atmospheric and biological chemistry. The gas- and
aqueous-phase physico-chemical properties of their
various forms have been widely investigated. There also
exists an extensive body of chemical data on the gas-
phase cations. Much less, however, is known about the
thermochemistry of the anions. Several singly or doubly
charged N—O anions are known in solution, some of
them being rather unstable. Except for nitrate and nitric
acid, not much is known about the gas-phase properties of
the anions or their corresponding protonated forms
(acids). Protonation of these anions produces, at some
point, the neutral acid molecules which, in turn, can
themselves be protonated. The quantitative definitions of
gas-phase acidity (GA) and basicity (GB) based on such
proton transfer (attachment) are


AH (g) � A�(g) � H�(g)


with


��rG
Ø = GA, i.e. the gas-phase acidity of AH


��rH
Ø = PA, i.e. the proton affinity of A�


BH�(g) � B (g) � H�(g)


with


�rG
Ø = GB, i.e. the gas-phase basicity of B


�rH
Ø = PA, i.e. the proton affinity of B


where PA is proton affinity. The PA values can be
determined experimentally by mass spectrometry.1 One
simply monitors whether proton transfer between the
species under study and another of known PA does or
does not occur.


Until recently, small gas-phase molecular dianions with
five atoms or less were the province of theoreticians who
thought them to be rather exotic hypothetical species.2,3


Nowadays, more and more reports describe their existence
and preparation.4,5 Our recent PA calculations,6 which
showed good agreement with the available experimental
data for nitric and peroxynitric acids, inspired us to extend
these calculations to some other N—O anions and dianions
and their protonated forms (Table 1). We evaluated the
relative stability and optimized structures of all the isomers
of the protonated substrate, which also gave us a useful
insight into the energetics and possible fate of the adducts
(i.e. possible fragmentation).


*$�*)�$&%���


Standard Gaussian-2 (G2 procedure7,8) molecular energy
calculations for 298 K were performed. The PA(�) values
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of all compounds, except for peroxynitric acid for which
recent results5 were used, were calculated, where �
represents the site of proton attack according to the
numbering of atoms in Fig. 1. This particular PA(�)
procedure yielding G2 enthalpies for 298 K was chosen
because it provides the best correspondence with
experimental results.


'+�)�&� $�( (%�*)��%��


All the results are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 1. The
optimized structures of the most stable forms of the
protonated anions and dianions are shown in Fig. 1. For
the nitroxyl anion, NO�, it is the nitrogen atom that is


protonated; protonation of all the other anions occurs at
the most distant oxygen. However, the most probable site
for addition of a proton to these structures is variable.
Thus, the possibility of proton attachment to various
positions, which for these compounds are indicated in
parentheses (Table 2), yields different ion structures and
PA values. The calculated molecular energies of all
structures (in a.u.) and the corresponding PA values
(in kJ mol�1) are given in Table 2. The experimental
values, where available, are also given.


�$ �� �	�,�" ��� ��-.�" ����,
� ��	���


The singly charged NO�, NO2
�, ONOO�, NO3


�,


&�.�
 �� &'( ���	�
 ���
�������


Structure Common name [IUPAC name] Preparation Aqueous stability


Nitroxyl anion [oxonitrate(1-)] Reduction of NO (chemical or
enzymatic)


Dimerizes and converts to N2O


Nitrite [dioxonitrate(1-)] H2SO4 � NaNO2 HCl(g) �
NaNO2(s)


pKa = 3.5, readily dispropor-
tionates


Peroxynitrite
[oxoperoxonitrate(1-)]


O2
� � NO NaN3 � O3 pKa = 6.8, stable in alkali,


t1/2 = 2 s at room temperature in
acid


Nitrate [trioxonitrate(1-)] From HNO3 Stable at all pH


Peroxynitrate
[dioxoperoxonitrate(1-)]


NO2
�/H2O2 or NO2


�/H2O2 pKa � 5, decomposes in base


cis-Hyponitrite
[cis-dioxodinitrate(2-)]


Na reduction of NO in
ammonia


Rapidly decomposes to N2O on
exposure to water


cis-Hydrogenhyponitrite
[cis-hydrogendioxodinitrate(1-)]


Transient Unstable


trans-Hyponitrite
[trans-dioxodinitrate(2-)]


Na/Hg reduction of nitrite Unstable at 4 �pH �14


trans-Hydrogenhyponitrite [trans-
hydrogendioxodinitrate(1-)]


Transient Unstable


Oxyhyponitrite or trioxodinitrate
(Angeli’s salt) [trioxodinitrate(2-)]


From basic H2NOH and ethyl
nitrate


Unstable at 4 �pH �8


Hydrogenoxohyponitrite [hydrogen-
trioxodinitrate (1-)]


Transient Unstable
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O2NOO� and cis- and trans-HONNO� and HONNO2
�


differ considerably in their calculated PA values and in
the position of proton attachment. The structures of their
corresponding conjugate acids are shown in Fig. 1. Thus,
in ONOO� and O2NOO� protonation occurs at the more
distant oxygen of the peroxy group whereas in the others
the oxygen closest to the nitrogen is preferred. As
mentioned, protonation of the triplet NO� occurs at the
nitrogen atom yielding the singlet HNO; this process
exhibits the highest PA, 1516 kJ mol�1, of all singly
charges ions. The PAs of cis- and trans-ONNO2� are
calculated to be 2065 and 1987 kJ mol�1, respectively.
The PA of ONNO2


2�, which protonates at the single
oxygen site, is 1978 kJ mol�1. There are no experimental
PA values with which to make comparison. However, the
experimental evidence does support the protonation site
suggested by calculations for these compounds.


It is interesting that Aschi et al.10 did not detect either
of the other two less stable protomers of peroxynitric
acid, namely HOONO2H� and H2OONO2


�, the PAs of
which are only 50 and 60 kJ mol�1, respectively, lower
than that of the only observed protomer, namely
HOOHNO2


�. For nitric acid, both the H2ONO2
� and


(HO)2NO� protomers were observed,10,11 although the
calculated difference of 80 kJ mol�1 from that of the
(HO)2NO� protomer is much greater. However, the nitric
acid results11–13 did show that the rearrangement to the
more stable protomer requires passage over a high


activation barrier, which accounts rather neatly for its
long lifetime (�10�5 s).11,12 Consequently, one expects
for nitrous and peroxynitrous acids, where the PA
difference from the next stable protomer is 130 and
90 kJ mol�1, respectively, that these protomers will not
be formed.


Calculations also show that protonation of the nitrogen
atom in nitric and peroxynitric acid is not possible.
Taking the calculated values to be valid and excluding
HNO, it follows that trans-HONNOH and HOONO are


/	,-�
 �� )	*���*�� 
�������� ��� ��+������ 	, ��	+
 ��
�-� ����
 
������


&�.�
 �� .� �����! ��� /�	�	� �,0���! 	, �-� +	*���*�


������


Molecule (site of attack) E(G2) (a.u.) PA (kJ mol�1)


HNO �130.312563 No exp. value
HNO � H� (N-1) �130.576616 693.3
HNO � H� (O-2) �130.549476 622.0
NO� �129.735151 1516.0
HNO2 �205.458600 No exp. value
HONO � H� (O-1) �205.755864 780.36


HONO � H� (N-2) �205.695401 621.76


HONO � H� (O-3) �205.705608 648.56


NO2
� �204.920086 1413.86


HOONO �280.509544 No exp. value
HOONO � H� (O-1) �280.760875 663.26


HOONO � H� (O-2) �280.795448 749.86


HOONO � H� (N-3) �280.745240 618.46


HOONO � H� (O-4) �280.755003 644.86


ONOO� �279.959670 1440.56


HNO3 �280.555299 751.4 (exp.)9


HNO3 � H� (O-1) �280.839416 746.06


HNO3 � H� (O-3) �280.809058 666.16


HNO3 � H� (O-4) �280.793590 625.56


NO3
� �280.041719 1348.56


HOONO2 �355.599567 736.4 � 12.6
(exp.)10


HOONO2 � H� (O-1) �355.839048 628.7
HOONO2 � H� (O-2) �355.875603 724.7
HOONO2 � H� (N-3) �355.845211 644.9
HOONO2 � H� (O-4) �355.845214 644.9
HOONO2 � H� (O-5) �355.849462 656.1
O2NOO� �355.060745 1414.7
cis-HONNOH �260.701629 No exp. value
cis-HONNOH � H� (O-1) �261.001437 787.1
cis-HONNOH � H� (N-2) �260.984966 743.9
cis-HONNOH � H� (N-3) �260.971804 709.2
cis-HONNOH � H� (O-4) �261.047039 906.7
cis-HONNO� �260.170340 1394.9
cis-ONNO2� �259.383742 2065.2
trans-HONNOH �260.697816 No exp. value
trans-HONNOH � H� (O-1) �260.956047 677.8
trans-HONNOH � H� (N-2) �260.973587 723.8
trans-HONNO� �260.145954 1448.9
trans-ONNO2� �259.388983 1987.4
HONNO2H �335.783506 No exp. value
HONNO2H � H� (O-1) �336.031868 652.1
HONNO2H � H� (N-2) �336.060866 728.2
HONNO2H � H� (N-3) �336.055198 713.3
HONNO2H � H� (O-4) �336.047379 692.8
HONNO2H � H� (O-5) �336.055198 713.3
HONNO2


� �335.272839 1340.7
ONNO2


2� �334.519502 1977.9
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the weakest of all of these acids. However, we doubt that
trans-HONNOH can be prepared. On the other hand, it
also follows that the strongest acid is HONNO�OH
(Angeli’s acid), the PA of which of 1341 kJ mol�1 is
slightly lower than that of HNO3, 1349 kJ mol�1,
followed by that of cis-HONNOH, 1395 kJ mol�1.
However, the only acid that is actually available in our
laboratories is nitric acid.


���-��-�
 �� ��
 ������
��


According to the calculations, proton attachment to the
neutral molecule may result in structures that differ
considerably from the starting neutrals. Some such cases
are the following:


� the H2ONO� protomer of HONO, corresponding to a
calculated PA of 780.3 kJ mol�1, has the
(H2O � NO)� structure with an N—O distance of
220 pm;


� the H2OONO� and (HO�OH�NO)� protomers of
HOONO both have the structure (H2O2 � NO)� with
N—O distances of 180 and 220 pm, respectively;


� the (H2ONO2)� protomer of HNO3 has the structure
(H2O � NO2)� with an N—O distance of 240 pm;


� the two protomers H2OONO2
� and HO�OH�NO2


�


have N—O separations of 180 and 250 pm,
respectively;


� the two H2ONNOH� protomers of cis-HONNOH
corresponding to calculated PA values of 787.1 and
906.7 kJ mol�1 have the structures H2O � N2OH�,
with an N—O distance of 250 pm, and N2O � H3O�,
with an O—N distance of 160 pm, respectively;


� protonation of atom O-4 in oxyhyponitric acid (Fig.
1) yields HONN(OH)2


�, which has the structure
(H2O � ONNOH)� with an N—O distance of 240
pm.


All the other protomers have the structures expected
from simple attachment to the corresponding protonation
site.
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ABSTRACT: The structures of a series of sulfonylbicyclo[n.2.0]alkan-1-ols (n = 3–6) 1–6 were determined by single-
crystal x-ray diffraction. A survey of the Cambridge Structural Database and Monte Carlo conformational searches
using MacroModel were performed. Compounds 1, 3 and 4 show intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Compound 2 is
stabilized by three-centered ‘bifurcated’ intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl proton and
the sulfone oxygens. Compounds 5 and 6 are stabilized by intermolecular hydrogen bonds formed between the trans
1-hydroxy and sulfonyl moieties. In compounds 1–6, the degree of cyclotorsion of the four- five-, six-, seven- and
eight-membered rings adjacent to the bond between the bridgehead atoms C1 and C4 is reflected in the magnitude
about the exterior angles about C1 (C2—C1—Cx) and C4 (C3—C4—C5). The six-membered ring systems of 2, 5 and
6 showed noteworthy increases in the C5—C4—C1—Cx and C3—C4—C1—C2 torsion angles, and this was
attributed to the conformational constraints of the pseudo-chair conformation of the six-membered ring. Similar
conformational structure effects were observed in the modeled structures 1a–6a to those observed for the x-ray
structures 1–6. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: bicyclo[n.2.0]alkan-1-ol; �-hydroxy sulfone; cyclobutanol; hydrogen bonding; x-ray crystallography;
Cambridge Structural Database analysis; Monte Carlo conformational search
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Cyclobutanols present in polyfunctional ring systems are
versatile intermediates in organic synthesis,1 the synth-
esis of natural products2 and bioactive compounds3 and
have been the subject of a number of mechanistic and
structural studies.4,5 During the course of our investiga-
tions on the synthesis of fused-ring natural products, we
accessed a range of simple bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanols. First,
from the convergent and expedient reaction between the
lithium enolate of cyclohexanone and (�)-phenyl vinyl
sulfoxide under controlled conditions, we obtained 8-
phenylsulfinyl bicyclo[4.2.0]octan-1-ol as a mixture of
diastereomers, in conjunction with small amounts of the
expected monoalkylated product. Subsequently, we
extended the scope of this study to include the lithium
enolates of cyclopentanone, cycloheptanone and cyclo-
octanone and the reaction of p-tolyl vinyl sulfoxide with
the lithium enolate of cyclohexanone. Thus the con-
straints for simple bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanols formed from
readily available ketones were explored. The results of
these synthetic studies are reported elsewhere.6 In the


course of this work, we oxidized a number of these
sulfoxides to the corresponding sulfone derivatives with
m-chloroperbenzoic acid (m-CPBA) or Oxone to yield
crystalline products which were characterized by single-
crystal x-ray crystallography. A survey of the Cambridge
Structural Database (CSD) showed that only limited
structural data were available for bicyclo[n.2.0]alkan-1-
ols (n = 3–6) and that these structures were present only
in polycyclic systems derived from natural products7 or
synthetic studies8 and conformationally constrained
polycyclic systems.9 The current work, the results of
which we report here, thus represents a study of the
structural constraints in simple bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanols
(where n = 3–6).


-.�-%'"-()��
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Bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanols (n = 3–6) as sulfoxide derivatives
were obtained, as described elsewhere,6 by the reaction of
the lithium enolate of cyclopentanone, cyclohexanone,
cycloheptanone or cyclooctanone in THF under nitrogen
at �30°C with phenyl vinyl sulfoxide followed by
warming at 0°C for 45 min and by the reaction of the
lithium enolate of cyclohexanone in THF under nitrogen
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at �30°C with (R)-(�)-p-tolyl vinyl sulfoxide for 5 min.
The crude sulfoxide mixtures for cyclopentanone,
cycloheptanone or cyclooctanone were oxidized to the
corresponding sulfones with m-CPBA. (1RS,5SR,7SR)-7-
(Phenylsulfonyl)bicyclo[3.2.0]heptan-1-ol (1) and (1RS,
7SR,9SR)-9-(phenylsulfony)bicyclo[5.2.0]nonan-1-ol (3)
were isolated by column chromatography (40:60 ethyl
acetate–hexane) followed by HPLC [25:75 ethyl acetate–
hexane (1) or 40:60 ethyl acetate–hexane (3)].
(1RS,8SR,10SR)-10-(Phenylsulfonyl)bicyclo[6.2.0]de-
can-1-ol (4) was isolated by column chromatography
(30:70 ethyl acetate–hexane) followed by HPLC (30:70
ethyl acetate–hexane). Slow diffusion of diethyl ether
into a solution of compound 1, 3 or 4 in dichloromethane
gave well formed crystals suitable for x-ray diffraction of
1 (m.p. 362.1–365.6 K), 3 (m.p. 372.3–374.1 K) and 4
(m.p. 371.1–373.2 K).


For the reaction of cyclohexanone with phenyl or p-
tolyl vinyl sulfoxide, the crude sulfoxide bicyclooctanol
was isolated by column chromatography (4% propan-2-ol
in dichloromethane), recrystallized from diethyl ether
and oxidized with m-CPBA (2, 6) or Oxone (5).
Recrystallization of (1RS,6SR,8SR)-8-(phenylsulfonyl)-
bicyclo[4.2.0]octan-1-ol (2), (1SR,6SR,8RS)-8-(phenyl-
sulfonyl)bicyclo[4.2.0]octan-1-ol (5) and (1RS,6SR,
8RS)-8-[(4�-methylphenyl)sulfonyl]bicyclo[4.2.0]octan-
1-ol (6) from diethyl ether gave well formed crystals
suitable for x-ray diffraction of 2 (m.p. 363–365 K), 5
(m.p. 405–407 K) and 6 (m.p. 412–414 K).


��/0��	 0!��
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The physical data for 2 and 5 and general instrumentation
have been reported elsewhere.6


�������������	�	�
�������������������������������	
�	�� ���� Anal. Calcd for C13H16SO3: C, 61.87; H, 6.39.
Found: C, 61.82; H, 6.34%. IR, �max (KBr) (cm�1): 3536
(OH), 1291 (SO2), 1144 (SO2). 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3): � 7.92–7.99, m, 2H, o-C6H5; 7.60–7.68, m, 1H,
p-C6H5; 7.51–7.60, m, 2H, m-C6H5; 3.62, ddd, 1H, J7,6


9.5, J7,6 5.5, J7,5 �1, H7; 3.40, br s, 1H, Wh/2 136, OH;
2.62–2.72, m, 2H, H5, H6; 1.74–1.89, m, 2H, H3, H4;
1.60–1.84, m, 3H, H3, 2 � H2; 1.46–1.60, m, 2H, H4,
H6. 13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3): � 139.5 i-C6H5; 133.6
p-C6H5; 129.2 m-C6H5; 127.9 o-C6H5; 83.6 C1; 64.2 C7;


46.3 C5; 40.1 C2; 31.4 C4; 24.2 C3; 20.1 C6. ESMS�:
m/z 259 (MLi�, 100), 275 (MNa�, 30).


��������� ���	 	�
����������������������������	
�	�� �'�� Anal. Calcd for C15H20SO3: C, 64.25; H, 7.19; S,
11.43. Found C, 64.34; H, 7.26; S, 11.21%. IR �max (KBr)
(cm�1): 3505, (OH), 1307, (SO2). 1148, (SO2). 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3): � 7.84–7.98, m, 2H, o-C6H5; 7.57–
7.67, m, 1H, p-C6H5; 7.48–7.57, m, 2H, m-C6H5; 3.72, br
s, 1H, Wh/2 36, OH; 3.53, ddd, 1 H, J9,8 = 9.5, J9,8 5.5, J9,7


1, H9; 2.48–2.66, m, 2H, H7, H8; 1.80–1.92, 1H, H6;
1.54–1.80, m, 6H, 2 � H2, H3, H4, H5, H8; 1.42–1.54,
m, 1H, H3 or H4; 1.10–1.34, m, 3H, H3 or H4, H5, H6.
13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3): � 139.6 i-C6H5; 133.4 p-
C6H5; 129.0 m-C6H5; 127.9 o-C6H5; 78.9 C1; 64.1 C9;
48.7 C7; 38.8 C2; 33.6 C6; 31.8 C3 or C4; 27.6 C5; 23.5
C3 or C4; 21.7 C8. ESMS�: m/z 287 (MLi�, 100), 303
(MNa�, 100).


�����!��������	��	�
��������������������"�����#�	
��	�	�� ���� Anal. Calcd for C16H22SO3: C, 65.26; H,
7.53; S, 10.90. Found C, 65.05; H, 7.61; S, 10.89%. IR
�max (KBr) (cm�1): 3527, (OH), 1282, (SO2), 1155,
(SO2). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): � 7.87–7.93, m, 2H,
o-C6H5; 7.57–7.64, m, 1H, p-C6H5; 7.48–7.57, m, 2H, m-
C6H5; 3.44, ddd, 1H, J10,9 10, J10,9 6, J10,8 1, H10; 2.61,
ddd, 1H, J9,9 13, J9,10 10.5, J9,8 6, H9; 2.30–2.39, m, 1H,
H8; 1.60–1.79, m, 2H, H2, H3; 1.39–1.60, m, 8H, H2,
H4, 2 � H5, H6, H7, H9; 1.27–1.37, m, 2H, H3, H6;
1.15–1.26, m, 1H, H4; OH not observed. 13C NMR
(50 MHz, CDCl3): � 139.7 i-C6H5; 133.5 p-C6H5; 129.1
m-C6H5; 128.0 o-C6H5; 78.3 C1; 65.3 C10; 48.1 C8; 35.4
C2; 29.9 C7; 28.3 C6; 24.9 C4; 24.6 C5; 23.7 C3; 22.8
C9. ESMS�: m/z 301 (MLi�, 100), 317 (MNa�, 100).


�����"���!���	!	��$�	%��������������������������	
�$���������	�	�� �(�� Anal. Calcd for C15H20O3S: C,
64.25; H, 7.19; S, 11.43. Found C, 64.23; H, 7.22; S,
11.31%. IR �max (KBr) (cm�1): 3495 (OH), 2924 (CH),
1307 (SO2), 1148 (SO2). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): �
7.69–7.76, m, 2H, m, o-C6H4; 7.29–7.35, m, 2H, m-C6H4;
3.42, dd, 1H, J8�,7 8, J8�,7 10, H8�; 2.58, ddd, 1H, J2ax,3eq


4, J2ax,3ax 14, J2ax,2eq 16, H2ax; 2.42, s, 3H, CH3; 2.14–
2.25, m, 1H, H6�; 1.96, ddd, 1H, J7,6� 11, J7,7 11, J7,8�


11Hz, H7, 1.77–1.89, m, 2H, m, H2eq, H7; 1.51–1.66, m,
3H, m, H3, H4, H5; 1.43–1.51, m, 1H, H5; 1.16–1.41, m,
2H, H3, H4. 13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3): � 19.9 C3/C4;
20.2 C7; 21.0 C3/C4; 21.6 C13; 23.1 C5; 30.5 C2; 38.9
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C6; 67.2 C8; 76.3 C1; 127.6 C10; 129.7 C11; 137.7 C12;
144.3 C9. ESMS�: m/z 303 (MNa�, 100).


��������� ��0!�
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Unique data sets for 1–6 were measured at 295 K within
2�max = 50° using a Rigaku AFC7R four-circle diffrac-
tometer (�� 2� scan mode, monochromated Mo K�
radiation, � = 0.71069 Å) yielding N independent reflec-
tions, N0 with I � 2�(I) being considered ‘observed.’ The
structures were solved by direct methods and refined by
full-matrix least-squares refinement on �F�. Positional
and anisotropic thermal parameters were refined for non-
hydrogen atoms. Positions of hydrogen atoms were
geometrically calculated and included in refinement and
constrained with estimated isotropic thermal parameters.
The hydroxyl hydrogens were located from difference
Fourier maps except for 5 and 6, in which the hydroxyl
hydrogen atoms were not included. The Flack parameter
for 5 [�0.02(3)] and 6 [�0.13(2)] support the proposed
absolute structures. Weights derivative of w = 1/[�2(F)]
were employed. Conventional residuals R, Rw on �F� at
convergence are quoted. Neutral atom complex scattering
factors were employed, computation used the teXsan
crystallographic software package for Windows version
1.06 (Molecular Structure Corporation),10 ORTEP-311


and PLATON.12


Crystallographic data for the structural analyses have
been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Centre, CCDC Nos 176527–176532.


������� 	���� (1RS, 5SR, 7SR)-7-(Phenylsulfonyl)bicy-
clo[3.2.0]heptan-1-ol (1): C13H16O3S, M = 252.3, mono-
clinic, space group P21/c (C2h


5 No. 14), a = 10.538
(3), b = 10.148(2), c = 11.840(2) Å, � = 98.34(2)°, U =
1252.7(4) Å3, Z = 4, Dc = 1.34 g cm�3, � = 2.52 cm�1,
crystal size 0.60 � 0.50 � 0.20 mm, N = 2365, N0 =
1803; R = 0.045, Rw = 0.048.


(1RS, 6SR, 8SR)-8-(Phenylsulfonyl)bicyclo[4.2.0]-
octan-1-ol (2): C14H18O3S, M = 266.4, monoclinic,
space group P21/n, a = 16.439(3), b = 5.793(1), c =
15.062(2) Å, � = 111.04(1)°, U = 1338.8(4) Å3, Z = 4,
Dc = 1.32 g cm�3, � = 2.39 cm�1, crystal size 0.25 �
0.25 � 0.10 mm, N = 2607, N0 = 1227; R = 0.064, Rw =
0.059.


(1RS, 7SR, 9SR)-9-(Phenylsulfony)bicyclo[5.2.0]-
nonan-1-ol (3): C15H20O3S, M = 280.4, monoclinic,
space group P21/n, a = 12.032(5), b = 10.385(4), c =
12.640(4) Å, � = 111.78(2)°, U = 1467(1) Å3, Z = 4,
Dc = 1.27 g cm�3, � = 2.22 cm�1, crystal size 0.50 �
0.40 � 0.10 mm, N = 2572, N0 = 1430; R = 0.042,
Rw = 0.045.


(1RS, 8SR, 10SR)-10-(Phenylsulfonyl)bicyclo[6.2.0]-
decan-1-ol (4): C16H22O3S, M = 294.9, monoclinic,
space group P21/c, a = 13.289(7), b = 10.275(7), c =


11.539(7) Å, � = 104.29(4)°, U = 1527(2) Å3, Z = 4,
Dc = 1.28 g cm�3, �(Mo K�) = 2.17 cm�1, crystal size
0.50 � 0.30 � 0.10 mm, N = 2855, N0 = 1213; R = 0.055,
Rw = 0.040.


(1RS, 6SR, 8RS)-8-(Phenylsulfonyl)bicyclo[4.2.0]oc-
tan-1-ol (5): C14H18O3S, M = 266.4, orthorhombic, space
group P212121 (D2


3 No. 19), a = 10.999(1), b = 11.230
(2), c = 10.867(2) Å, U = 1342.2(3) Å3, Z = 4, Dc =
1.32 g cm�3, � = 2.39 cm�1, crystal size 0.40 � 0.20
� 0.10 mm, N = 1391, N0 = 886; R = 0.043, Rw = 0.031.


(1RS, 6SR, 8RS)-8-[(4�-Methylphenyl)sulfonyl]-
bicyclo[4.2.0]octan-1-ol (6): C15H20O3S, M = 280.4,
orthorhombic, space group P212121, a = 11.301(4),
b = 12.229(7), c = 10.640(6) Å, U = 1470(1) Å3, Z = 4,
Dc = 1.27 g cm�3, � = 2.21 cm�1, crystal size 0.60 �
0.40 � 0.30 mm, N = 1525, N0 = 1203; R = 0.047, Rw =
0.049.


��/0����
��� 	���
��


Conformational searches of 1a–6a and 7a–10a and 12–19
were obtained by Monte Carlo searches in MacroModel
v6.013 on a Silicon Graphics OCTANE or O2 computer
using the MM2* force field and the truncated Newton
conjugate gradient (TNCG) minimization algorithm. The
searches were performed with 1000 random structures
generated per rotatable bond followed by energy
minimization and were carried out in a vacuum. For
instance, in 6a, 5000 random structures were minimized.
Conformations were kept if their energies were within
25 kJ mol�1 above the lowest energy conformation and
the conformer populations are reported in the supple-
mentary data (Tables S3–S6), available from the epoc
website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc. When comparing
conformations, heavy atoms, hydrogen on oxygen and
sulfur were used.


%-�,�)� �(+ +'��,��'*(


���������� �������


For all the single-crystal x-ray structures determined in
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this study, the asymmetric unit of the unit cell is defined
by a discrete single molecule of the compound. The
structures of 1, 3 and 4 show similar relative stereo-
chemistries about the bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanol ring with the
C2—S bond cis to the bridgehead hydroxyl group and
trans to the fused five-, seven- and eight-membered rings
(Fig. 1) (non-IUPAC numbering as displayed in Figs 1–3
is used to facilitate discussion). The phenyl substituent on
the sulfur atoms lies approximately parallel with the four-
membered ring. The S—O3 bond is directed away from
the bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanol ring whereas the S—O2 bond is
oriented towards this ring, resulting in intramolecular
hydrogen bonding interactions with the hydroxyl proton
with O1���O2 distances of 2.954(1), 2.972(3) and
2.888(4) Å for 1, 3 and 4, respectively. The structure of


2 (Fig. 2) shows the relative stereochemistry of the
bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanol ring to be similar to that in 1, 3 and
4. In 2, however, rotation of substituents about the C2—S
bond results in orientation of the phenyl substituent on
the sulfur away from the bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanol ring,
unlike in 1, 3 and 4. This conformer is stabilized by three-
centered ‘bifurcated’ intra- and intermolecular hydrogen
bonds14 between the hydroxyl proton and the sulfone
oxygens [Fig. 2(b)] with O1���O2 = 3.184(4) Å and
O1���O3i = 2.879(4) Å [symmetry code (i) x, 1 � y, z].


The structures of 5 and 6 compounds differ in a number
of significant ways from those of 1–4. Both compounds
crystallize with the bridgehead hydroxyl groups trans to
the C2—S bond (Fig. 3). No intramolecular hydrogen
bonding occurs. Rather, intermolecular hydrogen bonds


2
 ��� �� �	)	�	
�����
 �� ��	 *��	���� ������	� �� +�, -.+)�	
�������
��,�������/'0�012�	)��
.�.�� +�,� +�, 3.
+)�	
�������
��,�������/�0�012����
.�.�� +3, �
� +�, �1.+)�	
�������
��,�������/(0�012�	��
.�.�� +4, ���4�
# ��	 
�*�	�
#
����	*0 5�	 ��	*�� 	���)����� �	 ��4
 �� ��	 '16 )��������� �	�	�


2
 ��� �� �	)	�	
�����
 �� +�, ��	 *��	���� ������	 �� 7.+)�	
�������
��,�������/�0�012����
.�.�� +�, ���4�
# ��	 
�*�	�
#
���	*	 �
� +�, ��	 ����#	
 ��
��
# ���	*	 �� �
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form between the hydroxyl protons and O2 of adjacent
molecules with O1���O2i (5) = 2.798(6) Å and O1���O2j


(6) = 2.845(4) Å [symmetry codes (i) 1/2 � x, 3/2 � y,
1 � z; (j) 1/2 � x, �1/2 � y, 1 � z].


In 1, the five-membered ring displays a pseudo-‘half-
chair’15 conformation with a minor distortion from
planarity for a plane through C4—C1—C7—C6. The
six-membered rings of 2, 5 and 6 have a plane through
C1—C8—C6—C5 again with a slight distortion from
planarity which is reflected by the pseudo-chair con-
formation of the six-membered ring. In the seven-
membered ring of 3 the ring adopts a pseudo-‘twist-
chair’16 conformation. The plane through C5—C6—
C8—C9 shows a minor distortion from planarity but in
the plane through C1—C4—C5—C9 the distortion is
more pronounced. In the eight-membered ring of 4 the
ring adopts a pseudo-‘chair-boat’17 conformation. The
plane of C1—C10—C7—C8 in the ‘chair’ shows a minor


deviation from planarity but the plane of C1—C4—C6—
C7 in the ‘boat’ shows a significant deviation from
planarity.


Relevant geometric parameters for these compounds
are listed in Tables 1–3. The geometry of the phenylsul-
fonyl substituent is typical with bond lengths of
1.440(2)–1.454(3) Å for S—O and 1.762(4)–1.784(6) Å
for S—C. The bond angles are 117.7(1)–118.5(3)°
for O2—S—O3, 106.6(3)–110.8(3) ° for O—S—C and
104.1(3)–105.9(3)° for C2—S—Cipso. The C1—C2 bond
lengths in the cyclobutanol ring are observed to be of the
order of 0.02–0.03 Å longer than the other C—C bond
lengths in the four-membered ring, which are, in turn,
about 0.02 Å longer than the C—C bond lengths in the
five-, six-, seven- and eight-membered ring systems.


The presence of the hydroxyl group on C1 results in
distortion of the angular geometry about C1 with values
of O1—C1—C2 of 115.0(3)–119.1(6)°, O1—C1—C4 of
113.5(3)–121.0(3)° and O1—C1—Cx of 106.7(3)–
108.8(5)°, with no obvious trends in these angles arising
as a result of changes in either ring size or the differences
in hydrogen bonding discussed above.


The angular geometries about the bridgehead carbons
C1 and C4 show considerable variation across the series
of compounds. In the bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanol ring of 1–4,
the interior angle about C4 (C1—C4—C5) increases with
increasing ring size, with values of the order of 108.1(3),
117.3(6), 119.3(3) and 123.7(5)° for the five–eight-
membered rings, respectively. The corresponding angles
about C1 (C4—C1—Cx) (x = 7–10) show a similar trend
with increasing ring size for the five–seven-membered
rings, with, however, angles that are about 1–6° smaller
than those for C1—C4—C5.


The magnitude of the exterior angles about C1 (C2—
C1—Cx) lies in a relatively narrow range between
110.4(4) and 114.2(3)° with no obvious trends with
respect to ring size. By contrast, significant variation is
observed in the magnitude of the corresponding angle
about C4 (C3—C4—C5). Here the values for the five-,
seven- and eight-membered ring compounds 1, 3 and 4
are of the same order of magnitude as C2—C1—Cx,


2
 ��� 3� �	)	�	
�����
 �� ��	 *��	���� ������	� �� +�, 7.
+)�	
�������
��,�������/�0�012����
.�.�� +5, �
� +�, 7./+��.
*	����)�	
��,�����
��2�������/�0�012����
.�.�� +6, ���4�
#
��	 
�*�	�
# ����	*


)���� �� �	�	��
� #	�*	��� )��*	�	�8 ��
� �	
#��� +�9 ,


1 2 3 4 5 6


S—O2 1.443(2) 1.447(5) 1.444(2) 1.454(3) 1.457(4) 1.446(4)
S—O3 1.441(2) 1.432(5) 1.440(2) 1.444(4) 1.441(4) 1.438(4)
S—C2 1.775(3) 1.765(7) 1.763(3) 1.774(5) 1.784(6) 1.757(5)
S—Cipso 1.772(3) 1.783(7) 1.762(4) 1.763(5) 1.763(6) 1.768(5)
C1—O1 1.410(3) 1.413(7) 1.424(4) 1.412(6) 1.403(7) 1.415(6)
C1—C2 1.575(4) 1.57(1) 1.571(4) 1.573(7) 1.577(8) 1.578(7)
C2—C3 1.530(4) 1.534(9) 1.534(5) 1.529(7) 1.528(9) 1.525(7)
C3—C4 1.552(4) 1.53(1) 1.539(5) 1.531(7) 1.558(9) 1.532(8)
C1—C4 1.523(4) 1.566(9) 1.549(5) 1.552(7) 1.545(9) 1.542(8)
C1—Cxa 1.528(4) 1.497(9) 1.522(4) 1.532(7) 1.533(8) 1.529(7)
C4—C5 1.512(4) 1.516(9) 1.513(5) 1.512(7) 1.512(9) 1.509(8)


a x = 7–10 for the five- to eight-membered ring systems, respectively.
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ranging from 114.6(4) to 116.1(3)°. The values for the
six-membered ring complexes 2, 5 and 6, however,
increase by 6–8° to 122.3(6)–123.0(6)°. Examination of
the molecular structure of these complexes suggest that
the origin of this effect is related primarily to the
conformational structure of the rings adjacent to the bond
between the bridgehead atoms, C1 and C4. For the five-,
seven- and eight-membered ring systems, the C1—Cx
and C4—C5 bonds adopt pseudo-eclipsed conforma-
tions, with torsion angles C5—C4—C1—Cx increasing
in the sequence 6.7(5)° for 3, �13.4(3)° for 1 and
�21.8(8)° for 4. The four-membered ring shows a similar
distortion from planarity with C3—C4—C1—C2:
8.9(3)° for 3, �10.2(2)° for 1 and �13.5(4)° for 4. This
conformational arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 4(a) for
1.


For the six-membered ring systems, the pseudo-chair
conformational structure necessitates an increase in the
C5—C4—C1—Cx torsion angle to values greater than
30° [�33.4(9)° for 2, 36.9(9)° for 5, �33.4(8)° for 6]. A
distortion of similar magnitude is not possible for the
constrained four-membered ring system where C3—
C4—C1—C2 increases only to �18.6(6)° for 2, 22.3(5)°


for 5 and �21.4(5)° for 6. These differences, illustrated in
Fig. 4(b) for 2, result in the observed differences in the
C3—C4—C5 and C2—C1—Cx angles.


��/��
	 � ���������� +������� 7��+8


One use of the CSD is to derive molecular dimensions in
a very wide range of chemical environments. In this part,
we used the CSD first to perform five substructure
searches in which a cyclobutanol ring was part of a
bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanol (n = 2–6) {CSD refcodes (* indi-
cates displayed intermolecular hydrogen bonding):
(bicyclo[3.2.0]heptanols) KOGDUF, LOKZUG, PAB-
WEU, VOXNUR*, YAHXIO*, (bicyclo[4.2.0]octanols)
CERVEA, CYBUTB10, FINTEB, FINTIF, LALWIE*,
MTCDOL, VOXPAZ*, WAMTEJ*, YAHXIO*, YAV-
NAK, ZIVSIG, VIVSOM, (bicyclo[5.2.0]nonanols)
HALRER*, HALRIV*, LALWOK, TCTDOL*, (bicy-
clo[6.2.0]decanols) HOXTHD*, YAHXIO*}. No struc-
tures were obtained for the bicyclo[2.2.0]hexan-1-ol
substructure search. The other substructure searches gave
structures that were polycyclic and we therefore focused


)���� �� �	�	��
� #	�*	��� )��*	�	�8 ��
� �
#�	� +°,


1 2 3 4 5 6


O2—S—O3 117.7(1) 118.2(3) 118.4(2) 117.8(2) 118.2(3) 118.5(3)
O2—S—C2 108.7(1) 110.8(3) 108.6(2) 108.5(2) 109.2(3) 108.4(3)
O2—S—Cipso 107.8(1) 107.2(3) 107.6(2) 107.7(2) 108.1(3) 107.0(2)
O3—S—C2 108.4(1) 107.5(3) 108.9(2) 109.3(2) 107.4(3) 108.4(3)
O3—S—Cipso 108.5(1) 106.6(3) 107.8(2) 108.0(3) 108.8(3) 108.8(3)
C2—S—Cipso 105.1(1) 105.9(3) 104.7(2) 104.8(3) 104.1(3) 104.8(2)
C1—C2—C3 87.9(2) 87.5(6) 90.0(3) 88.5(4) 88.9(5) 87.8(5)
S—C2—C1 113.1(2) 118.9(5) 117.9(2) 114.1(4) 121.1(5) 121.2(4)
S—C2—C3 112.9(2) 111.0(5) 117.9(2) 114.1(4) 120.5(5) 122.4(5)
C2—C3—C4 90.9(2) 90.5(6) 89.9(3) 90.7(4) 87.1(5) 88.6(5)
C1—C4—C3 89.0(2) 87.7(5) 90.6(3) 89.2(4) 89.0(5) 88.8(5)
C1—C4—C5 108.1(3) 117.3(6) 119.3(3) 123.7(5) 118.2(6) 118.6(6)
C3—C4—C5 116.1(3) 122.6(7) 114.6(4) 115.1(5) 123.0(6) 122.3(6)
C2—C1—C4 90.3(2) 87.9(5) 88.2(2) 88.4(4) 85.9(5) 86.3(5)
C4—C1—Cxa 105.0(2) 111.7(6) 118.8(3) 116.4(5) 112.2(6) 113.2(5)
C2—C1—Cxa 113.0(2) 110.6(6) 114.2(3) 110.1(4) 112.7(5) 114.1(5)
O1—C1—C2 118.3(2) 119.1(6) 115.0(3) 116.8(4) 117.6(5) 117.2(5)
O1—C1—C4 121.0(3) 117.7(6) 113.5(3) 117.9(4) 118.1(6) 117.8(5)
O1—C1—Cxa 107.9(3) 108.6(6) 106.7(3) 106.6(4) 108.8(5) 107.4(5)


a x = 7–10 for the five- to eight-membered ring systems, respectively.


)���� 3� �	�	��
� #	�*	��� )��*	�	�8 �����
 �
#�	� +°,


1 2 3 4 5 6


S—C2—C1—O1 22.4(3) 26.9(9) �15.6(4) 18.4(6) 92.1(6) �91.8(6)
O2—S—C2—C3 �52.7(2) �57.7(6) �43.6(3) �55.5(5) �30.6(6) 34.4(6)
O2—S—Cipso—Cor 18.3(3) �6.2(7) 27.3(3) 17.2(5) 37.5(6) �42.4(5)
O3—S—Cipso—Cor� �33.0(3) 47.4(7) �24.0(4) �36.7(5) �14.5(5) 10.7(5)
C3—C4—C1—C2 �10.2(2) �18.8(6) 8.9(3) �13.5(4) 22.3(5) �21.4(5)
C5—C4—C1—Cx �13.4(3) �33.4(9) 6.7(5) �21.8(8) 36.9(9) �33.4(8)
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our efforts on the cyclobutanol ring and surveyed the
known values for bond lengths, bond angles and torsion
angles of cyclobutanols within the remaining four
substructures. Cyclobutanols in simple fused systems
such as those represented in 1–6 were notably absent.
Second, we used the CSD to derive standard values for
the OH bonding in �-hydroxy sulfones and the bicyclo-
[n.2.0]alkanol substructures [CSD refcodes (* indicates
displayed intramolecular hydrogen bonding): GOKNAV,
HABWOW, HAGCEX, HAXNUP*, JAHKAE, JAH-
KIM*, JIBNEN*, JUMWIX*, JUMWIX10*, KOGDUF,
NEXVIV*, NIRSEM*, NOBWEG, QAJTIE, SOK-
DUR*, TAPCOC, TASLUU*, WIRYOL*, WOTGER*,
XAYSEV, YEGLIF*, ZUCMIT*]. All crystallographic
data were retrieved from the Version 5.22, October 2001
(245 392 entries) release of the CSD.18 Searches for
bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanol substructures 7–10 and �-hydroxy
sulfone substructure 11 and intra- and intermolecular
non-bonded OH���O and O���O contacts within these
substructures were carried out using the program
QUEST. Data analyses were performed with VISTA.
[Substructures were only located in entries that (a) were
organic compounds within CSD chemical classes defini-
tions, (b) had error-free coordinate sets in CSD check
procedures, (c) exhibited no crystallographic disorder, (d)
contained no polymeric connections and (e) had a
crystallographic R factor �0.10. In addition, for non-
bonded contact searches entries had the further con-
straints of (f) that connectivities were perfectly matched
and (g) that the atom coordinates field was present. All H
atoms involved in non-bonded contact searches were
placed in normalized positions, i.e. they were reposi-
tioned along their x-ray determined O—H vectors at a
distance from O equal to the appropriate mean bond
length established from neutron studies19 with the
condition OH���O distances �2.1 Å (sum of van der
Waals radii with 1.20 Å for H and 1.52 Å for O).20 Intra-
molecular non-bonded contacts of S=O���HO were
limited to a minimum and maximum S-PATH of 5.] In


the bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanol substructure 7–10 searches
only structures with a cis fused bicycloalkanol ring were
used in obtaining values. In the �-hydroxy sulfone
substructure 11 search structures where the sulfonyl
group was part of a ring or a SO3


� group or adjacent to a
heteroatom such as O or N were excluded.


The notable trends observed of the x-ray data for the
simple fused systems 1–4 on direct comparison with the
range of values obtained from the CSD substructure
series 7–10 were that in the x-ray data, (i) the four-
membered ring bond angles of 1–4 varied by 1.29–3.27°
and were closer to 90° by comparison with the maximum
range of the CSD substructure series 7–10; and (ii) the
four-membered ring torsion angles of 1–4 varied by 3.3–
7.6° less than the maximum torsion observed in the CSD
substructure series 7–10. These variations are a reflection
of the lack of conformational strain imposed by further
cyclic rings as observed in the polycyclic rings of the
CSD substructure series 7–10. It can be inferred that the
conformation of the cyclobutanol ring within a bicyclo-
[n.2.0.]alkanol (x-ray crystallography) or other polycyc-
lic structure (CSD) is variant with each molecular
structure.


We further explored the presence of hydrogen bonding
in the substructures from the CSD. For the CSD
bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanol substructures 7–10, only 40%
displayed intermolecular hydrogen bonding OH���O of
the order 1.725–2.054 Å. For the �-hydroxy sulfone
substructure 11, 60% displayed intermolecular hydrogen
bonding between S—O���HO of the order 1.715–2.107 Å.
No intramolecular hydrogen bonding was observed in
either case. No further analysis was carried out owing to
the small numbers of substructures.


�����/��
��� ���	
��


From Monte Carlo conformational searches of com-
pounds 1–6, the global energy minimized structures 1a–6a
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were obtained and values for bond angles and C3—C4—
C2—C1 and C5—C4—C1—Cx cyclotorsion angles were
derived. The presence of intramolecular hydrogen bond-
ing in structures 1a–4a was observed. Further Monte Carlo
conformational searches for substructures derived from
1a–6a in which the sulfonyl group or the hydroxyl group
was absent or both the sulfonyl and hydroxyl groups were
absent gave three subsequent sets of global energy
minimized structures 7a–10a, 16–19 and 12–15, respec-
tively. For structures 12–15, the lowest energy conforma-
tion resulted in a planar cyclobutane ring. These were
ignored and the first structures containing a non-planar
cyclobutane ring were reported (Table S3, supplementary
data). In addition, unsubstituted cyclobutane was modeled
and values for cyclotorsion of 20.1° and bond angles of
88.2° were obtained.


In this study, a direct angle to angle comparison
between the structures 1–6 and 1a–6a was carried out and
the trends were observed. The bond angles of the four-
membered ring of 1–6 varied by a maximum angle of 1.8°
from the modeling structures 1a–6a. Similar trends for
angular geometries about the bridgehead carbons C1 and
C4 to those observed in 1–6 were seen in structures 1a–
6a. Thus, in the bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanol ring of 1a–6a, the
interior angle about C4 (C1—C4—C5) increases with
increasing ring size, with values of the order of 106.1,
117.6, 118.9 and 120.8° for the five–eight-membered
rings, respectively. The corresponding angle about C1
(C4—C1—Cx) shows a similar trend with increasing ring
size, with, however, smaller angles of generally up to 2.5°
less than those for C1—C4—C5.


The magnitude of the exterior angles about C1 (C2—
C1—Cx) lies in a relatively narrow range between 112.3
and 119.9° with no obvious trends with respect to ring size.
By contrast, significant variation is observed in the
magnitude of the corresponding angle about C4 (C3—
C4—C5). Here the values for the five-, seven- and eight-
membered ring compounds 1a, 3a and 4a are of the same
order of magnitude as C2—C1—Cx, (112.4° for 4a, 114.4
for 3a to 115.2° for 1a). The values for the six-membered
ring complexes 2a, 5a and 6a are, however, 3.5–6.3°
larger, and with little variance in magnitude, (118.2° for
2a, 118.7° for 5a and 6a). It is of interest that the angles
O1—C1—C2 and O1—C1—C4 are of the order of 109.9–
114.8° while the angle O1—C1—Cx is likewise of the
order of 110.9–112.4°. The distortion of these angles in
1a–6a is typically less than that observed in 1–6.


Similar conformational structure effects are observed
in 1a–6a to those observed for the x-ray structures 1–6.
For the five-, seven- and eight-membered ring systems,
the torsion angles C5—C4—C1—Cx increase in the
sequence �4.8° for 1a, �16.3° for 3a and �17.1° for 4a.
The four-membered ring shows a similar distortion from
planarity with C3—C4—C1—C2 � 7.6° for 1a, �15.4°
for 3a and �17.1° for 4a. For the six-membered ring
systems the pseudo-chair conformational structure ne-
cessitates an increase in the C5—C4—C1—Cx torsion


angle to values around than 26° (�25.8° for 2a, �27.0°
for 5a, �27.0° for 6a). A distortion of similar magnitude
is not possible for the four-membered ring system where
C3—C4—C1—C2 increase to �20.2° for 2a, �27.0° for
6a and �27.1° for 5a.


In 1a–4a, intramolecular hydrogen bonding is ob-
served. For 5a and 6a no hydrogen bonding was
observed. Since Monte Carlo conformational searches
were performed in vacuum and on isolated structures,
only intramolecular hydrogen bonding is possible. This is
in contrast to the x-ray structures 1–6, which displayed
intramolecular hydrogen bonding for 1–4 and inter-
molecular hydrogen bonding for 2, 5 and 6.


The global energy minimized structures 1a–6a, 7a–
10a, 12–15 and 15–19 in which the sulfonyl and hydroxyl
substituents are varied were obtained. The general trends
observed were that the cyclotorsion of the four-
membered ring (C3—C4—C2—C1) was lower in either
the structures with a sulfonyl (16–19) or hydroxyl group
(7a–10a) than the unsubstituted bicycloalkanes 12–15.
However, the least cyclotorsion occurred in 1a–4a, in
which both the sulfonyl and hydroxyl group are present
and intramolecular hydrogen bonding is observed.
Reflecting these trends, the bond angles typically
deviated least from 90° in 1a–6a and most from 90° in
12–15. The C5—C4—C1—Cx torsion angles of 7a–10a,
12–15 and 16–19 show no obvious trends with respect to
ring size. However, as with the cyclotorsion of C3—
C4—C2—C1 for the four-membered ring, the least
cyclotorsion of C5—C4—C1—Cx occurred in 1a–4a.


In summary, the combination of x-ray data and
conformational analysis in the context of the CSD
provides a satisfactory method for the study of the
structure of bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanols (n = 3–6) 1–6. The
presence of intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonding
varies between the modeled structures 1a–6a and the
x-ray structures 1–6. Intramolecular hydrogen bonding
was observed for 1, 3, 4 and 1a–4a and intermolecular
hydrogen bonding for 5 and 6. Compound 2 is stabilized
by three-centered ‘bifurcated’ intra- and intermolecular
hydrogen bonds. Similar conformational structure
effects are observed in the modeled structures 1a–6a to
those observed for the x-ray structures 1–6. The
degree of cyclotorsion of the four- and five-, six-, seven-
and eight-membered rings adjacent to the bond between
the bridgehead atoms C1 and C4 is reflected in the
magnitude about the exterior angles about C1 (C2—C1—
Cx) and C4 (C3—C4—C5). The six-membered ring
systems of 2, 5, 6, 2a, 5a and 6a showed noteworthy
increases in the C5—C4—C1—Cx and C3—C4—C1—
C2 torsion angles and this was attributed to the
conformational constraints of the pseudo-chair confor-
mation of the six-membered ring. The CSD search also
inferred that the conformation of the cyclobutanol ring
within a bicyclo[n.2.0]alkanol (this study) or other
polycyclic structure (CSD) is influenced by the total
structure of the molecule.
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ABSTRACT: The interacting induced dipoles polarization model implemented in our program POLAR is used for the
calculation of the molecular dipole � and tensor quadrupole � moments and also the dipole–dipole polarizability
�.The method is tested with Scn, Cn (fullerene and graphite) and endohedral Scn@Cm clusters. The polarizability is an
important quantity for the identification of clusters with different numbers of atoms and even for the separation of
isomers. The results for the polarizability are of the same order of magnitude as from reference calculations performed
with our version of the program PAPID. The bulk limit for the polarizability is estimated from the Clausius–Mossotti
relationship. The polarizability trend for these clusters as a function of size is different from what one might have
expected. The clusters are more polarizable than what one might have inferred from the bulk polarizability. Previous
theoretical work yielded the same trend for Sin, Gen and GanAsm small clusters. However, previous experimental
work yielded the opposite trend for Sin, GanAsm and GenTem larger clusters. At present, the origin of this difference is
problematic. One might argue that smaller clusters need not behave like those of intermediate size. The high
polarizability of small clusters is attributed to dangling bonds at the surface of the cluster. In this respect,
semiconductor clusters resemble metallic clusters. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: dipole moment; quadrupole moment; polarization; polarizability; nanostructure; scandium cluster;
fullerene; graphite
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Benichou et al. measured the static electric dipole
polarizabilities of Lin (2 � n � 22) clusters.1 Maroulis
and Xenides reported highly accurate ab initio calcula-
tions for Li4.2 An extensive investigation of basis set and
electron correlation effects led to dipole polarizability
values of � = 387.01 a.u. Their values for the mean
polarizability were systematically higher than the
recently reported experimental value (326.6 a.u.).


Fuentealba calculated the polarizability of Cn (n � 8)
clusters using density functional theory (DFT) with
hybrid-type functionals in combination with the finite-
field method.3 In particular, he predicted that the jet
formed by both isomers of C6, cyclic and linear, would
split up in the presence of an electric field. Fuentealba
and Reyes calculated the polarizability of a series of
LinHm clusters using DFT.4


Jackson et al. used DFT to calculate the polarizabilities
for several low-energy geometries of Sin (10 � n � 20)
clusters.5 The calculations indicated that the polariz-
ability per atom for Si clusters approaches the bulk limit


from above as a function of size. Deng and co-workers
calculated the polarizabilities of Sin (9 � n � 28) clusters
using DFT.6,7 They used geometrics carefully selected by
energy minimization. The polarizability showed fairly
irregular variations with cluster size, but all calculated
values were higher than the bulk value.


Hohm et al. deduced an experimental value of
116.7 � 1.1 a.u. for the polarizability of As4 from the
analysis of refractivity measurements in arsenic vapour.8


This was in close agreement with the ab initio finite-field
many-body perturbation theory and coupled-cluster
calculation result of 119.5 � 3.6 a.u.


The present author has tried to develop a scheme
(POLAR) that is less demanding in time and resources
than are first-principle calculations such as DFT and
PAPID. The final aim of POLAR will be its application to
large molecules and assemblies. A further use of POLAR
will be to differentiate those atoms with the same atomic
number in a molecule (e.g. central and ending O atoms in
O3). The price to be paid in both PAPID and POLAR is
then the necessity for semiempirical calibrations. How-
ever, POLAR does not require a particular calibration for
each new molecule. In this work, POLAR was applied to
the following clusters: Sc1–Sc7, Sc12, Sc17–HCP and
Sc74–HCP, C, C12, C60, C70 and C82 (fulllerene),
Sc@C60, Sc@C82, Sc2@C82 and Sc3@C82 (endohedral),
and C1–C6, C10, C13, C16, C19, C22, C24, C42, C54, C84 and
C96 (graphite).
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In the next section, the interacting induced dipoles
polarization model for molecular polarizabilities is
presented. Next, the improvements in the polarization
model are introduced. A description of the programs
PAPID and POLAR is given in the two following
sections. Following that, results are presented and
discussed. The last section summarizes the conclusions.
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The calculation of molecular polarizabilities has been
carried out by the interacting induced dipoles polarization
model,9–11 which calculates tensor effective anisotropic
point polarizabilities12–14 by the method of Applequist et
al.15,16 One considers the molecule as being made up of N
atoms (represented by i, j, k, …), each of which acts as a
point particle located at the nucleus and responds to an
electric field only by the induction of a dipole moment,
which is a linear function of the local field. If a Cartesian
component of the field due to the permanent multipole
moments is Ei


a, then the induced moment �i
a in atom i is


�i
a � �i Ei


a �
�N


j���i�
Tij


ab�
j
b


�
�


�
� �1�


where �i is the polarizability of atom i and Tij
ab is the


symmetrical field gradient tensor, Tij
ab � 1�e�i


aEj
b, where


e is the charge of the proton and the subscripts a, b, c, …
stand for the Cartesian components x, y, z. In Eqn. (1), the
expression in brackets is the total electric field at atom i,
consisting of the external field plus the fields of all the
other induced dipoles in the molecule.


The set of coupled linear Eqns (1) for the induced
dipole moments can be expressed conveniently in com-
pact matrix equation form, if one introduces the 3N 	 3N
matrices T and �, with elements Tjj


ab and �i
ab�


ij (�ij being
the Kronecker �), respectively. To suppress the restriction
in the sum, the diagonal elements Tij


ab are defined as zero.
Similarly, E and � are 3N 	 1 column vectors with
elements Ei


a and �i
a. Equation (1) is thus written in matrix


form as


� � � I E � T �
� �


� � I E � � T �


where I is the 3N 	 3N-dimensional unit matrix. This
matrix equation can be solved for the induced dipoles as


� � I 
 � T
� �
1


� E � A E


Here the symmetrical many-body polarizability matrix A


has been introduced:


A � I 
 � T
� �
1


�


The compact matrix equation � � AE is equivalent to the
N matrix equations:


�i �
�N


j�1


A
ij


E
j


Let the molecule be in a uniform applied field, so that
Ej = E for all j. Then this equation becomes


�i �
�N


j�1


A
ij


� 	
E � �


eff �i
E


The coefficient of E in this equation is seen to be an
effective polarizability of unit i, �eff �i.The total moment
induced in the molecule �mol is


�mol �
�N


i�1


�i �
�N


i�1


�N


j�1


A
ij


� 	
E �


�N


i�1


�
eff �i


� 	
E


from which it is seen that the molecular polarizability
tensor �


mol
is


�
mol �


�N


i�1


�N


j�1


A
ij �


�N


i�1


�
eff �i
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The following improvements have been implemented in
the model:


1. A damping function has been used in the calculation of
the symmetrical field gradient tensor in order to
prevent the polarizability from going to infinity.17


2. The interaction between bonded atoms and atoms with
a distance lying in an interval defined by [rinf, rsup] has
been neglected. The starting values for this interval are
[0,1030] and rinf is incremented if resonance conditions
are detected.


3. To build up the many-body polarizability matrix A, the
atomic polarizability tensors given by �


i � �
i
� � �


i
�


have been used instead of the scalar polarizability �i.


��#���!���� �� !�� ��� !�!��


PAPID carries out the calculation of molecular electric
polarizabilities using an isotropic atom point dipole
model without interaction, an isotropic atom point dipole
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interaction model or an anisotropic atom point dipole
interaction model.18 PAPID allows the following polar-
ization options: (1) model of atomic dipoles �i without
interaction; (2) model of �i with optimization of isotropic
atomic polarizabilities �i; (3) iterative Applequist model
(�i interacting with isotropic �i); (4) iterative Applequist
model with optimization of �i; (5) non-iterative
Applequist model; (6) non-iterative Applequist model
with optimization of �i; (7) iterative Birge model (�i


interacting with anisotropic �i);19 (8) iterative Birge
model with optimization of �i; (9) iterative Birge
model with optimization of �i and atomic anisotropy
constants 	i; (10) iterative Birge model with optimization
of �i and one-centre valence state electron repulsion
integrals gi; (11) non-iterative Birge model; (12) non-
iterative Birge model with optimization of �i; (13) non-
iterative Birge model with optimization of �i and 	i; and
(14) non-iterative Birge model with optimization of �i


and gi.
The optimization of the atomic parameters allows


selection between the Fletcher method20 and the
Lagrange three-point extrapolation. The Fletcher algo-
rithm allows selection of the precision on the stability of
the minimum obtained from the optimization of the
atomic parameters among a vast extrapolation of surfaces
associated with a weak stability of the minima, an
intermediate value and a good stability of the obtained
minimum associated with a weak modification of the
parameters at each iteration of the optimization process.
PAPID allows a choice of whether to use vibrational
corrections obtained by a modification of the increments
for the atomic polarizabilities. The input of Cartesian
coordinates allows selection between atomic units and
ångstroms. The input allows the choice of whether to
include the dipole–quadrupole polarizability matrix
A.The optimization of the atomic parameters allows sel-
ection between the fitting of the molecular dipole–dipole
polarizabilities �ab and the simultaneous fitting of
�ab and all the non-zero components Aa,bc of matrix A.


The inversion of the many-body polarizability matrix
A allows selection between the analytical (iterative) and
perturbative (non-iterative) methods. The analytical
calculation allows selection of the test level on the
obtained results among no test, test on the stability of the
determinant of matrix A and test on the stability of the
determinant and eigenvalues of matrix A.The perturba-
tive treatment calculates up to the fourth-order perturba-
tion. The analytical expression of the dyadic operator for
dipolar interaction allows the choice of whether to use the
Thole method for the modification of the analytical form
for the dyadic tensors as a function of the value for the
relative position Rij of atoms i and j.21 PAPID allows a
choice of whether to take into account the dipolar
interactions between bonded atoms. Moreover, the
dipolar interaction between atoms i and j can be cut off
by an upper radius describing the outer limit of the


interaction sphere, centred on unit i. Furthermore, their
dipolar interaction can be cut off by the radius of a sphere
centred on i and containing no interaction.


PAPID contains a database of optimized polarization
parameters for the following atomic classes: H [alkane,
alcohol, aldehyde, amide, amine and amine ion(�)], C
[alkane, carbonyl, alcohol, amine, amide, carboxylic
acid/ester and carboxylate(
)], N [amide, amine and
amine ion(�)], O [alcohol, ether, carbonyl, carboxylic
acid/ester and carboxylate(
)], F (halomethanes), Cl
(halomethanes), Br (halomethanes) and I (halomethanes).


The following improvements have been implemented
in our version of PAPID:


1. The calculation can start from a predefined value of rinf


and increment rinf by one atomic unit, each time
resonance conditions are detected, up to rsup.


2. The atomic polarizabilities allow selection between
optimized ab initio and experimental values.


3. The atomic classes can be either read from input or
assigned by the program.


4. The molecule can be reoriented by its principal axes of
inertia.


5. The polarization parameters have been included in the
database for He, Li, Be, B, Ne, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Ar,
K, Ca, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, Ge,
As, Se, Kr, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag,
Cd, In, Sn, Sb, Te and Xe.


6. The optimized experimental polarization parameters
have been included in the database for the following
atomic classes: H (alkane, alcohol, aldehyde, amide,
amine and aromatic), C (alkane, carbonyl, nitrile and
aromatic), N (amide, amine and nitrile), O (alcohol,
ether and carbonyl), F (halomethanes), Cl (halo-
methanes), Br (halomethanes) and I (halomethanes).22


��#���!���� �� !�� ��� !�"��


POLAR carries out the calculation of molecular electric
polarizablities and allows selection between the iterative
Applequist model (isotropic �i) and the iterative Birge
model (anisotropic �i).23 POLAR allows a choice of
whether to re-orientate the molecule by its principal axes
of inertia. In describing the partial charge method
developed for the Mulliken scale,24 Huheey mentioned
that most elements approximately double their electro-
negativities as the partial charge approaches �1 whereas
their electronegativities essentially disappear as the
partial charge approaches 
1.25 The Mulliken and
Pauling scales are roughly proportional, so Huheey’s
observation may be expressed in Pauling units as


Xeq � XA �
AXA


where, Xeq is the electronegativity as equalized through
Sanderson’s principle, XA is the initial, pre-bonded
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electronegativity of a particular atom A and �A is the �
partial charge on A.26 Charge conservation leads to a
general expression for Xeq:


Xeq � N � q

atoms


vA
XA


where N =




v equals the total number of atoms in the
species formula and q is the � molecular charge. The �
partial charge �A on atom A can be generalized as



A �
�
bonds


Xeq�b 
 XA


XA


and the electronegativity equalized for bonds is given as


Xeq�b � 2 � q
m


1
XA


� 1
XB


where m is the number of bonds in the molecule.
The �-net charges and polarizabilities have been


evaluated with the Hückel molecular orbital (HMO)
method. It is well known that �-conjugation vanishes for
perpendicular structures (e.g. biphenyl). The HMO � par-
ameter can be evaluated, to a first approximation, between
pz orbitals twisted from coplanarity by an angle � as


� � �0 cos �


where�0 is equal to the�parameter forbenzene.27 Joachim
et al. evaluated the electronic coupling Vab of the binuclear
mixed-valence MII–L–MIII complex [(NH3)5Ru–bipyri-
dyl–Ru(NH3)5]5�.28 When a pyridine ring rotates around
the ligand axis,�
 �Vab (�) can be best fitted by a cos1.15 �
function. From this observation, the � function is assumed
universal and has the same form as Vab for this complex:


� � �0 cos115 �


The dipole and tensor quadrupole moments have been
calculated from the point distribution of net charges. The
dipole moment vector is calculated as


�a �
�


i


qiri
a


and the quadrupole moment tensor is calculated as


�ab � �ba � 1
2


�
i


qi 3ri
ari


b 
 ri
� �2


�ab


 �


where qi is the ith element of charge at the point ri relative
to an origin fixed at the centre of mass in the molecule.
�ab is the Kronecker �. The subscripts a, b, … denote
vector or tensor components and can be equal to the


Cartesian components x, y, z. Only the first, non-
vanishing moment is independent of the choice of origin.
Thus for an ion such as OH
, the dipole and quadrupole
moments vary with the origin, and � = 0 at the centre of
charge. Similarly, in HF, � depends on origin and is zero
at the centre of dipole. In order to avoid these
dependences, the molecule is brought into its principal
internal coordinate system, e.g. linear molecules on the x-
axis and planar molecules on the xy plane.


It can be shown that for every square matrix � there
exists a matrix V and its inverse V



1
, which transforms �


to a diagonal matrix D.29


D � V

1


� V � diag��1� �2� �3�


where scalar �i are the eigenvalues of matrix �.The right
eigenvectors of � are non-zero column vectors x such
that satisfy the following equation:


�x � �ix


The eigenvectors are independent of the choice of origin
and are easily compared with other values. Moreover, the
reduction from nine �ab matrix elements in � (actually
six because � is symmetric) to three facilitates the
comparison with another results.


The trace of a square matrix � is defined as the sum of
its diagonal elements:


Tr �
� �


� �xx ��yy ��zz � �1 ��2 ��3


The trace is independent of the choice of origin and can
be calculated in Cartesian coordinates or from the
eigenvalues. The mean of a 3 	 3 square matrix � is
defined as


� �
Tr �
� �
3


� �xx ��yy ��zz


3
� �1 ��2 ��3


3


The starting atomic polarizabilities are evaluated from
the atomic net charges. Sanderson’s principle allows the
calculation of the � atomic polarizabilities as


�A � ��A


�XA
�


�
bonds


fAsA�1 
�A� 2 
 q
m


� �
XB


�2 
�A 
�B��XA � XB�2


where the coefficients fA and sA have been introduced to
take into account the effects of the atomic charge (�A),
internal sub-shells and lone pairs on �A. fA is calculated as


fA � 1 
 15�A � 05�2
A


and sA is calculated as


sA � CA � 015LA
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where CA is related to the number of internal sub-shells
[CA = 1 (H–Ne), 3 (Na–Ar), 4 (K–Zn), 5 (Ga–Kr), 6 (Rb–
Cd) and 7 (In–Xe)] and LA is the number of lone pairs
on atom A. The � tensor atomic polarizabilities are
calculated according to


�� �
�
bonds


3��


�� � 2��


�� 0 0


0 �� 0


0 0 ��


�
��


�
��


�
�
bonds


3��


3676


1 0 0


0 1 0


0 0 1676


�
��


�
��


where the z-axis is defined as the bond direction for each
bond. The diagonal form of �� has two distinct
components denoted �� and ��, parallel and perpendi-
cular, respectively, to the bond axis. The parameter ��/
�� = 1.676 has been obtained by fitting the isotropic
bonding polarizabilities of Vogel.30 The bonding polar-
izabilities have been implemented in the database of
program SIBFA.31.


The � tensor atomic polarizabilities are calculated as


�� �
�
bonds


3��


2�� � ��


�� 0 0


0 �� 0


0 0 ��


�
���


�
���


�
�
bonds


3��


3741


1 0 0


0 1 0


0 0 1741


�
��


�
��


where the xy plane is the �-plane. �� and �� are parallel
and perpendicular, respectively, to the �-plane. The
parameter ��/�� = 1.741 has been obtained by fitting the
experimental polarizabilities of aromatic molecules.


POLAR allows the choice of whether to take into
account the dipolar interactions between bonded atoms.
Moreover, the dipolar interaction between a pair of atoms
can be cut off by lower and upper radii describing the
inner and outer limits of the interaction sphere.


A fully operative version of POLAR, including the
whole interacting induced dipoles polarization model,
has been implemented in the molecular mechanics
program MM232 and in the empirical conformational
energy program for peptides ECEPP2.33 The new
versions are called MMID and ECEPPID, respectively.


��"��"����� ��#�"�# ��� ��#��##���


In this work, the geometries of the clusters were opti-
mized with our program MMID. The dipole � and tensor
quadrupole � moments of the Scn Cn and caged Scn@Cm


clusters are reported in Table 1. Some clusters are polar


whereas others are apolar. Dipole moments are presented
for clusters of tetrahedral (Td), octahedral (Oh) and D3d


symmetry. Note that a molecule of Td symmetry, such as
methane, does not have a permanent dipole moment.34


This is due to the full occupation of the (�s)(�x, �y, �z)
orbitals with eight electrons. However, Sc4 has a partial
occupation of the corresponding orbitals with four
electrons. The stereochemical consequence of this
configuration is that Sc4 suffers Jahn–Teller distortion
in a tetrahedral environment. As a consequence, a dipole
moment can appear. Similar Jahn–Teller effects occur in
Oh and D3dSc6 clusters. On the other hand, some polar
and apolar clusters show negative mean �. Mean � is
always either near zero or negative. In particular, for C60


and C82, � and mean � remain almost constant after the
inclusion of one endohedral Sc atom. However, the
inclusion of two or three caged Sc atoms in C82 strongly
increases both � and minus mean �.


The elementary dipole–dipole polarizabilities ��� for
the Scn clusters are listed in Table 2. For all the clusters,
POLAR somewhat underestimates ��� when compared
with the PAPID results. In particular, for Sc1, POLAR
and PAPID results are equally underestimated with
respect to the numerical restricted Hartree–Fock (RHF)
value calculated by Stiehler and Hinze (22.317 Å3).35


The variation of the computed values for the
elementary polarizability with the number of Sc atoms
is illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The results for the three Sc4


isomers are nearly equal and so they are superimposed
with POLAR. Similarly, both Sc6 isomers are superposed
with PAPID. On varying the number of atoms, the
clusters show numbers indicative of particularly polariz-
able structures. Despite the PAPID results for the small
clusters tend to the bulk limit, both clusters in the HCP
structure move from this limit. Hence both HCP cluster
results should be treated with care. As a reference, the
bulk limit for the polarizability has been calculated from
the Clausius–Mossotti relationship:


� � 3��
 1�v
4���� 2�


where v is an elementary volume per atom in the
crystalline state and � is the bulk dielectric constant. For
metals, � approaches infinity and the dependence of � on �
disappears. In this work, for Sc the v value used is 15.0 Å3


per atom and � is calculated as 3.581 Å3 per atom, and for
C, v = 5.3 Å3 and � = 1.265 Å3.


The polarizability trend for the Scn clusters as a
function of size is different from what one might have
expected. The Scn clusters calculated with POLAR and
PAPID are, in general, more polarizable than what one
might have inferred from the bulk. Previous theoretical
work with DFT within the one-electron approximation
yielded the same trend for Sin, Gen and GanAsm small
clusters. However, previous experimental work yielded
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the opposite trend for Sin, GanAsm and GenTem larger
clusters.36 At present, the origin of this difference is
problematic. One might argue that smaller clusters need
not behave like those of intermediate size. In addition, the
error bars in the experiments are fairly large.


The high polarizability of the Scn clusters is attributed
to dangling bonds at the surface of the cluster. Indeed,
most of the atoms within small clusters reside on the
surface. In this respect, semiconductor clusters resemble
metallic clusters. They tend to have higher coordination
numbers than those in the crystalline state. In fact, these
structures are thought more closely related to the high-


pressure metallic phases than to the diamond structure.37


For example, it has been shown that the polarizabilities of
alkaline metal clusters significantly exceed the bulk limit
and tend to decrease with increasing cluster size.38,39


The elementary polarizability for the fullerenes and
one-shell graphite models is collected in Table 3. For all
the fullerenes, POLAR rather overestimates ��� when
compared with PAPID. In particular, for C1 the POLAR
result lies between the PAPID and the numerical RHF
value (1.783 Å3) of Stiehler and Hinze35 or the DFT
result of Fuentealba (1.882 Å3).3 For C60, the POLAR
result is closer to the experimental values measured by
Ballard et al. (1.32 � 0.07 Å3)40 and Antoine et al.
(1.28 � 0.13 Å3)41 and to the ab initio value calculated by
Norman et al. (1.430 Å3)42 than is the PAPID calculation.
For C70, the POLAR result is very much closer to the
experimental value measured by Compagnon et al.
(1.5 � 0.2 Å3)43 than is the PAPID evaluation. For all
the graphite models, POLAR rather overestimates ���
compared with PAPID. In particular, for C6-cyclic
compounds the POLAR result is closer to the DFT value
(1.445 Å3) of Fuentealba3 than is the PAPID result.


All the fullerenes calculated with POLAR are more
polarizable than the bulk [cf. Fig. 1(b)]. However, the
PAPID results for large fullerenes are less polarizable
than the bulk. In turn, the one-shell graphite models
calculated with POLAR are more polarizable than the
bulk [cf. Figure 1(c)]. However, the PAPID results are, in
general, less polarizable than the bulk.


The elementary polarizabilities for the endohedral
Scn@Cm fullerenes are given in Table 4. The elementary


����� () ��	��
������� #
�#	
��	� $�
 �%	 �����	
�


Cluster � (D)a � (D Å)b �1
c �2 �3


Sc 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Sc2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Sc3 8.167 0.000 6.943 0.000 
6.944
Sc4D4h 0.000 0.000 20.673 0.000 
20.673
Sc4D2h 0.000 
5.259 7.889 0.000 
23.666
Sc4Td


d 2.310 0.000 2.332 0.140 
2.472
Sc5 0.000 
3.056 4.584 4.584 
18.338
Sc6Oh


d 1.753 
14.560 5.304 
3.316 
13.528
Sc6D3d


d 0.220 0.000 6.009 
0.642 
5.367
Sc7 7.501 
1.687 3.129 
3.486 
4.706
Sc12 5.042 0.000 16.407 
6.665 
9.741
C 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
C12 2.414 0.000 3.761 
1.528 
2.233
C60 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Sc@C60 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
C70 0.000 
0.165 0.954 
0.725 
0.725
C82 8.345 0.063 6.073 3.589 
9.472
Sc@C82 8.345 0.061 6.075 3.589 
9.481
Sc2@C82 15.737 
45.889 
33.445 
49.945 
54.278
Sc3@C82 17.736 
43.580 
33.443 
47.334 
49.963


a Dipole moment.
b Mean quadrupole moment.
c Quadrupole moment tensor eigenvalues �1, �2 and �3.
d Structures with Jahn–Teller distortion.


����� *) ��	&	���
' &��	����
 ��#��	(��#��	 #���
�)�*�����	�
$�
 "� �����	
�


Scn ���(Å3)a ���ref.
b


Sc 16.893 16.893
Sc2 4.524 13.744
Sc3 6.885 11.557
Sc4 D4h 6.613 12.873
Sc4 D2h 7.170 11.163
Sc4 Td 7.288 10.041
Sc5 7.546 9.690
Sc6 Oh 8.306 10.330
Sc6 D3d 9.810 10.330
Sc7 7.596 9.321
Sc12 8.383 8.724
Sc17 h.c.p. 7.819 25.278
Sc74 h.c.p. 23.143 23.471


a Average dipole–dipole polarizability.
b Reference: calculations carried out with the PAPID program.
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volume per atom in the crystalline state is calculated as
the weight average for the Sc and C atoms. For all the
metallofullerenes, POLAR rather overestimates ���
when compared with PAPID. In particular, when
comparing the Cm cages (cf. Table 3) with the
corresponding endohedral metallofullerenes, the POLAR
��� increases 154% from C60 to Sc@C60. This
increment is rather overestimated when compared with
the PAPID one (32%). The POLAR ���increases ca
18% from C82 to Scn@C82. This increase is under-
evaluated with respect to the PAPID one (ca 83%). All


�
+��� () +�	
�,	 ���&(���& #���
�)�*�����	� #	
 ���& �� �����	
 ��)	 $�
  �! "�� �����	
��  *! $���	
	�	� ���  �! ��	��%	�� ,
�#%��	
&��	��� ����	� ���	� ��

	�#��� �� �%	 *��- #���
�)�*�����	�


����� ,) ��	&	���
' &��	����
 ��#��	(��#��	 #���
�)�*�����	�
$�
 $���	
	�	� ��� ��	��%	�� ,
�#%��	 &��	��


Cn


Fullerene Graphite


���(Å3)a ���ref.
b ���a ���ref.


b


C 1.763 1.322 1.763 1.322
C2 — — 2.187 1.160
C3 — — 2.017 1.153
C4 — — 2.545 1.130
C5 — — 2.303 1.097
C6 — — 1.834 1.024
C10 — — 2.009 1.067
C12 5.825 0.722 — —
C13 — — 3.186 1.074
C16 — — 2.180 1.091
C19 — — 3.491 1.109
C22 — — 3.539 1.116
C24 — — 2.280 1.117
C42 — — 2.538 1.185
C54 — — 3.633 1.212
C60 1.546 0.904 — —
C70 1.579 0.920 — —
C82 3.349 0.911 — —
C84 — — 4.040 1.273
C96 — — 4.313 1.293


a Average dipole–dipole polarizability.
b Reference: calculations carried out with the PAPID program.


����� -) ��	&	���
' ��#��	(��#��	 #���
�)�*�����	� $�
 �%	
	���%	�
�� "��.& $���	
	�	��


Endohedral fullerene v (Å3)b � (Å3)c �ref.
d


Sc@C60 5.459 3.933 1.193
Sc@C82 5.417 4.303 1.026
Sc2@C82 5.531 3.613 1.866
Sc3@C82 5.642 3.976 2.101


a �bulk = 1.265 Å3.
b


Elementary volume per atom in the crystalline state.
c


Elementary molecular dipole–dipole polarizability.
d


Reference: calculations carried out with the PAPID program.
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the caged fullerenes computed with POLAR are more
polarizable than the bulk. With PAPID, both Sc1@Cn are
less polarizable than the bulk, whereas Sc2@C82 and
Sc3@C82 are more polarizable than the bulk.


When comparing Scn and Cn, ��� is greater for the
three-dimensional (3D) Scn clusters than for the two-
dimensional Cn clusters. This is due to the 3D character
of the metallic bond in Scn. The ��� value is greater for
the large planar Cn graphite models than for the curved
fullerene models owing to the weakening of the �-bonds
in the non-planar fullerene structure.


����"�#���#


The polarizability is an important quantity for the
identification of clusters with different numbers of atoms
and even for the separation of isomers.


The results of the present work clearly indicate that
owing to the differences between POLAR and PAPID
results, it may become necessary to recalibrate our
program POLAR. It appears that the results of good
quality ab initio calculations might be suitable as primary
standards for such a calibration. Work is in progress on
the recalibration of POLAR.


The elementary ��� calculated with POLAR in-
creases ca 52% from Cm to endohedral Scn@Cm. This
result is somewhat underestimated compared with the
PAPID reference, which gives an increase of ca 70%.


The polarizability trend for the clusters as a function of
size is different from what one might have expected. The
Scn clusters (POLAR and PAPID), C-fullerene and C-
graphite (POLAR) are more polarizable than what is
inferred from the bulk. The high polarizability of small
clusters is attributed to arise from dangling bonds at the
surface of the cluster. From this work, recommended
elementary polarizability values are 17–22 Å3 (Scn), 1.8–
1.9 Å3 (small Cn-fullerene), 1.3–1.9 Å3 (small Cn-
graphite) and 1.3–1.4 Å3 (large Cn-fullerene and Cn-
graphite).


���������#
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ABSTRACT: The solvolyses of 1-naphthoyl (2), 2-naphthoyl (3), 4-methyl-1-naphthoyl (4) and 6-methoxy-2-
naphthoyl (5) chlorides in a variety of solvents were studied, and correlation analyses by using the single- and dual-
parameter Grunwald–Winstein equations were examined. An excellent linear relationship (R = 0.995) for 4, log
(k/k0) = 0.733YxBnCl � 0.269NOTs, was observed. An SN1-like mechanism with decreasing extent of nucleophilic
solvent participation was found in the solvolysis of 2 and 4. 2-Naphthoyl chloride is likely to have a mechanism at the
borderline of SN1-like dissociation and an addition–elimination process. 6-Methoxy-2-naphthoyl chloride shows
more SN1-like character than 3 and is associated with nucleophilic solvent intervention more pronounced than that for
2 and 4. The applicability and the advantages of using the YxBnCl scale for different types of substrates are discussed.
Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: naphthoyl chlorides; solvolysis; solvent effect; Grunwald–Winstein correlation analysis
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Acyl chlorides are fundamental organic substrates with
high reactivity towards many kinds of transformations.1


Recent examples of physical organic2 and synthetic3


studies illustrate continuing interest in research on this
category of compounds. Concerning the kinetics and
mechanisms of the solvolysis of acyl chlorides, early
work by Hudson and co-workers suggested a dependence
of the mechanism on solvent composition.4 The failure of
employing the single-parameter Grunwald–Winstein
equation [Eqn. (1)],5 with the original Y values, to the
solvolysis of 4-nitrobenzoyl chloride6 and acetyl and
benzoyl chlorides4c in hydroxylic solvents was reported.


log�k�k0� � mY �1�


Mechanistic studies of the solvolysis of benzoyl
chlorides have advanced since the 1980s. Bentley et al.
proposed a limiting SN1 mechanism for the solvolysis of
4-methoxybenzoyl chloride,7 and different mechanisms


of solvolysis for aromatic acyl chlorides containing
different substituents were suggested from rate–product
selectivity studies.8 Non-linear log k vs mYCl


9 plots were
observed again.10 On the other hand, the solvent effect on
the solvolytic reactivity of a series of substituted benzoyl
chlorides (1) was examined2c using the Y values, YBnCl,
derived from the solvolysis rate constants of �-tert-
butyl(4-methylphenyl)methyl chloride and 2-aryl-2-
chloroadamantane,11a,b specific to benzylic substrates.11


An SN1 mechanism was realized in the case of 2,6-
dimethylbenzoyl chloride (1a), and SN1 mechanisms
with various extents of nucleophilic solvent participation
were found in the solvolysis of 1b–d, while different
types of non-SN1 reaction mechanisms were suggested
for the parent and deactivated benzoyl chlorides 1e–g.2c


The successful application of the YBnCl scale to the
benzoyl system made it desirable to explore the
possibility of employing the YxBnCl scale, the parameter
of solvent ionizing power suitable for the benzylic system
with extended charge delocalization based on the use of
�-tert-butyl(2-naphthyl)methyl chloride as the reference
standard,12,13 to the solvolysis of naphthoyl chlorides.


Consequently, the solvolysis of naphthoyl chlorides
2–5 in a variety of solvents was studied. The applicability
of the YxBnCl scale in Grunwald–Winstein-type correla-
tion analyses with single- and dual-parameter equations
[Eqns (1) and (2)14] can be confirmed, and the mechan-
ism of solvolysis may be understood.


log�k�k0� � mY � lN �2�
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1-Naphthoyl chloride (2), 2-naphthoyl chloride (3), 4-
methyl-1-naphthoyl chloride (4) and 6-methoxy-2-
naphthoyl chloride (5) were purified or prepared, and
were solvolyzed in a variety of solvents. The rates of


solvolysis were monitored conductometrically at appro-
priate temperatures. First-order kinetics were observed
up to at least 80% of the reaction. The rate constants at
25°C are shown in Table 1.


The solvolysis of 2 and 3 in acetone–methanol and in
acetonitrile–methanol has also been studied by Yoon et
al.15 For rate constants of methanolysis, the variation of
the two sets of data is within about 10%. Correlation
analyses using the single-parameter Grunwald–Winstein
equation [Eqn. (1)] against YCl,


9 YBnCl
11 and YxBnCl


12


were carried out. The results for all solvents (All),
nucleophilic solvents (AEM) and iso-dielectric solvents
(TE) are listed in Table 2. From this table it is clear that,
similarly to those reported previously,2c,10 poor correla-
tions and scattered data points for log k–YCl plots were
found in all four cases.


With the exception of 2-naphthoyl chloride (3), in
other cases the log k–YxBnCl plots yielded two lines with
excellent correlations (R � 0.99),16 one for aqueous
acetone, ethanol and methanol (AEM) and the other for
the trifluoroethanol–ethanol (TE) mixtures. The log
k–YxBnCl plot for 2 is shown in Fig. 1 as an example.
The appearance of a downward splitting line for poorly
nucleophilic trifluoroethanol–ethanol mixtures from that
for nucleophilic solvents suggests significant nucleophi-
lic solvent intervention in solvolysis, as was illustrated in
recent examples.2c,17 Moreover, the difference between
mAEM and mTE was found to exhibit various extents of
nucleophilic solvent intervention.18 From Table 2, �m
(mAEM � mTE) of log k–YxBnCl plots increased from 4
(0.052) to 2 (0,127) to 5 (0.230). Therefore, regression
analyses of log k values in Table 1 employing the dual-
parameter equation [Eqn. (2)] were carried out. Since the
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Solventb 2 3 4 5


100E 2.05 � 10�3 7.30 � 10�4 7.00 � 10�3 7.45 � 10�4


90E 6.70 � 10�3 2.08 � 10�3 2.37 � 10�2 2.18 � 10�3


80E 1.69 � 10�2 3.37 � 10�3 6.56 � 10�2 5.46 � 10�3


70E 4.03 � 10�2 5.58 � 10�3 – 1.07 � 10�2


60E 9.08 � 10�2 9.33 � 10�3 – 2.44 � 10�2


100M 1.51 � 10�2 4.55 � 10�3 4.35 � 10�2 5.40 � 10�3


90M 2.69 � 10�2 8.54 � 10�3 1.52 � 10�1c 1.29 � 10�2


80M 9.34 � 10�2 1.49 � 10�2 5.13 � 10�1c 2.60 � 10�3


70M 3.12 � 10�1c 2.13 � 10�2 – 5.97 � 10�2


90A 5.14 � 10�4 3.37 � 10�4 1.10 � 10�3 –
80A 1.96 � 10�3 7.58 � 10�4 5.30 � 10�3 1.05 � 10�3


70A 7.21 � 10�3 1.43 � 10�3 1.96 � 10�2 3.16 � 10�3


60A 2.68 � 10�2 3.28 � 10�3 7.81 � 10�2 9.94 � 10�3


50A – 9.24 � 10�3 – 3.44 � 10�2


100T 5.36 � 10�1c 8.96 � 10�3 – 3.33 � 10�2


80T20E 1.26 � 10�1 3.29 � 10�3 1.02c 1.59 � 10�2


60T40E 2.88 � 10�2 1.13 � 10�3 1.59 � 10�1c 4.74 � 10�3


40T60E 9.63 � 10�3 7.38 � 10�4 5.00 � 10�2 2.24 � 10�3


a In s�1.
b Abbreviations of solvents: A = acetone, E = ethanol, M = methanol, T = 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol. Figures shown are percentages by volume in water; 80T20E
indicates T–E 80:20 (v/v) and likewise for 60T40E and 40T60E.
c Extrapolated from the data at lower temperatures (see text).
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solvent nucleophilicity scale NOTs
19 was found to be


superior to NT
20 for substrates bearing anionic leaving


groups, such as in the solvolysis of various benzylic12 and
benzoyl chlorides,2c only the former scale was used. A
few rate data could not be included owing to the shortage
of N values for the corresponding solvents. Nevertheless,
it still covers a wide range of both Y (5.76 for YxBnCl


12 and
5.83 for YBnCl


11) and N (3.00 for NOTs
19) values, and has


11–15 data points, which make the outcome of a dual-
parameter regression analysis acceptable. The results are
given in Table 3.


Table 3 clearly indicates that an excellent correlation
(R � 0.99)16 can be found only in the case of 4 if the
parameters YxBnCl and NOTs were applied. A poor
correlation (R � 0.90) is realized for 3, whereas the
correlations are satisfactory (R = 0.95–0.98)16 for 2 and 5
no matter whether the YBnCl or YxBnCl scale was


employed. Therefore, the data in Tables 2 and 3 suggest
the superiority of using YxBnCl over other Y values in the
correlation analysis for the solvolysis of naphthoyl
chlorides.


There are three possible pathways generally consid-
ered for the solvolysis of acyl halides, namely the
unimolecular SN1-type dissociation [Eqn. (3)], the bimol-
ecular synchronous SN2-type reaction [Eqn. (4)] and the
stepwise addition–elimination reaction [Eqn. (5)], as
have been discussed.21


RCOX��
�


RC��O
SOH�� RCOOS � H� �3�


�
X�


RCOX � SOH��	TS
���RCOOS � X� � H� �4�


RCOX � SOH��
O


�
�


RCX
�


SOH�


��RCOOS � X� � H� �5�


Previous work on the mechanism of solvolysis for
benzoyl chlorides (1) indicated a dependence of the
reaction pathways on the nature of the substitutents,
based on the results of Grunwald–Winstein-type correla-
tion analyses [Eqns (1) and (2)], Hammett-type correla-
tion analysis [Eqn. (6)] and ab initio calculations.2c The
most reactive and sterically hindered 2,6-dimethyl-
benzoyl chloride (1a) was found to solvolyze with a
limiting SN1 mechanism [Eqn. (3)], whereas the less
reactive 2-methyl- (1b), 4-methoxy- (1c) and 4-methyl-
benzoyl chloride (1d) proceed via an SN1 mechanism
with a significant extent of nucleophilic solvent inter-
vention.2c The unsubstituted benzoyl chloride (1e) was
considered to solvolyze with a mechanism at the
borderline of unimolecular dissociation [Eqn. (3)] and
the addition–elimination [Eqn. (5)].2c However, for
benzoyl chlorides containing a deactivating substitutent,
such as 4-chloro- (1f) and 4-nitro- (1g), an SN2-like
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Substrate Parameter na (solvent)b Rc m (SDd)


2 YCl 17 (All) 0.968 0.553 (0.037)
13 (AEM) 0.871 0.531 (0.090)


5 (TE) 0.990 0.448 (0.037)
YBnCl 17 (All) 0.957 0.532 (0.042)


13 (AEM) 0.987 0.666 (0.033)
5 (TE) 0.996 0.470 (0.024)


YxBnCl 17 (All) 0.968 0.533 (0.036)
13 (AEM) 0.993 0.657 (0.024)


5 (TE) 0.997 0.530 (0.025)
3 YCl 18 (All) 0.694 0.254 (0.066)


14 (AEM) 0.794 0.320 (0.071)
5 (TE) 0.886 0.201 (0.061)


YBnCl 18 (All) 0.708 0.260 (0.065)
14 (AEM) 0.962 0.445 (0.037)


5 (TE) 0.910 0.215 (0.057)
YxBnCl 18 (All) 0.737 0.278 (0.064)


14 (AEM) 0.982 0.448 (0.025)
5 (TE) 0.912 0.243 (0.030)


4 YCl 13 (All) 0.831 0.653 (0.112)
10 (AEM) 0.764 0.517 (0.163)


4 (TE) 0.998 0.620 (0.055)
YBnCl 13 (All) 0.970 0.633 (0.048)


10 (AEM) 0.973 0.720 (0.061)
4 (TE) 0.999 0.583 (0.016)


YxBnCl 13 (All) 0.989 0.650 (0.029)
10 (AEM) 0.996 0.715 (0.022)


4 (TE) 0.999 0.663 (0.016)
5 YCl 17 (All) 0.846 0.355 (0.058)


13 (AEM) 0.870 0.414 (0.071)
5 (TE) 0.992 0.314 (0.023)


YBnCl 17 (All) 0.832 0.364 (0.063)
13 (AEM) 0.994 0.594 (0.020)


5 (TE) 0.996 0.328 (0.017)
YxBnCl 17 (All) 0.842 0.391 (0.065)


15 (AEM) 0.992 0.600 (0.018)
5 (TE) 0.996 0.370 (0.066)


a Number of data points.
b Abbreviations of solvents as in Table 1.
c Correlation coefficient.
d Standard deviation.
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mechanism [Eqn. (4)] was found in nucleophilic solvents
and an addition–elimination mechanism [Eqn. (5)] in
trifluoroethanol–ethanol.2c Similar variation of mechan-
isms would be expected to proceed in the solvlolysis of
naphthoyl chlorides.


log�kX�kH� � ��� �6�


Among the four substrates investigated, 2-naphthoyl
chloride (3) is the least reactive, as shown from Table 1.
A comparison of its rate constants with those for benzoyl
chlorides2c indicates that the reactivity lies between those
of 1d and 1e in the more ionizing solvents, i.e. 70E, 60E,
80M, 70M, 70A to 50A and 100T to 40T60E, in line with
the trend of �� constants (�0.311 for CH3,22 �0.126,23


�0.13524 or �0.18 (K.-T. Liu, unpublished data) for 2-
naphthyl and zero for H). Although the result of
correlation analysis using the single-parameter equation
[Eqn. (1)] showed similar behavior in nucleophilic
solvents for 1d (m = 0.662, R = 0.990 against YBnCl)


2c


and for 3 (m = 0.448, R = 0.982 against YxBnCl, Table 2),
the correlation was different between 1d (R = 0.967
against YBnCl and NOTs)


2c and 3 (R = 0.844 against YxBnCl


and NOTs, Table 3) if the rate data in all solvents were
considered and Eqn. (2) was used. Logarithmic plots of
rate data for 3 in the present study against that for 1d in


the literature2c also exhibit scattered points (Fig. 2). On
the other hand, a poor correlation (R = 0.924) was
observed for 1e25 in all solvents by using the dual-
parameter equation [Eqn. (2)] against YBnCl and NOTs.
Furthermore, the plot of logk(3) vs logk(1e)2c gave
excellent linear relationships (R = 0.997) only in aqueous
acetone, ethanol and methanol (Fig. 3), and showed
significant deviations in 100T and 80T20E. Therefore,
the solvolysis mechanism of 3 in nucleophilic solvents
might be close to that of benzoyl chloride (1e), at the
borderline of unimolecular dissociation [Eqn. (3)] and
the addition–elimination process [Eqn. (5)], as was
suggested.2c The observed acceleration of solvolysis
rates for 3 compared with 1e in weakly nucleophilic
solvents (100T and 80T20E, Fig. 3) indicates that the
mechanism is closer to the unimolecular dissociation in
the case of 3 than 1e.


Table 1 indicates that 6-methoxy-2-naphthoyl chloride
(5) is slightly more reactive than the unsubstituted
substrate 3 with a rate ratios k(5)/k(3) of 1.3–4.8.
However, large rate enhancements, 100–1000-fold, due
to increasing resonance stabilization in the cationic
transition state by the 6-methoxy group, were found in
the solvolysis of the corresponding �-tert-butyl(6-meth-
oxy-2-naphthyl)methyl chloride (6)26 versus the parent �-
tert-butyl(2-naphthyl)methyl chloride (7).12 The ��
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Substrate Parameter na R m (SDb) l (SDb)


2 YBnCl,NOTs 14 0.986 0.656 (0.044) 0.335 (0.069)
YxBnCl,NOTs 14 0.984 0.648 (0.046) 0.241 (0.068)


3 YBnCl,NOTs 15 0.850 0.454 (0.082) 0.505 (0.131)
YxBnCl,NOTs 15 0.844 0.454 (0.082) 0.443 (0.125)


4 YBnCl,NOTs 11 0.985 0.745 (0.055) 0.432 (0.117)
YxBnCl,NOTs 11 0.995 0.733 (0.031) 0.269 (0.062)


5 YBnCl,NOTs 15 0.964 0.587 (0.051) 0.500 (0.081)
YxBnCl,NOTs 15 0.957 0.568 (0.066) 0.403 (0.099)


a Number of data points.
b


Standard deviation.
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constant for the 6-methoxy-2-naphthyl group was
estimated as �0.57 (K.-T. Liu, unpublished data).
Probably 5 solvolyzed with a mechanism different from
that for 3, but similar to that for 1c and 1d. Although no
good linear relationship was observed for 5 in the dual-
parameter correlation analysis (Table 3), two separate
lines, one for nucleophilic solvents (AEM) and the other
for poorly nucleophilic solvents (TE), were found in the
single-parameter plots (Table 2, Figure 4). Therefore, the
downward splitting of line for data points obtained in TE
(m = 0.370) from that in AEM (m = 0.600), i.e.
�m = 0.230, suggests the intervention of nucleophilic
solvents in the ionization process of 5 (see above). The
low m values (0.6) in Tables 2 and 3 obtained from both
single-parameter [Eqn. (1)] and dual-parameter [Eqn. (2)]
regression analyses also revealed deviations from an SN1
process. The observation of an excellent linear logk(5)–
logk(1d) plot with R = 0.994 and m = 0.933 (Figure 5),
but a poor correlation for the logk(5)–logk(1e) plot (Fig.
6), provides additional evidence for the similarity of
solvolytic mechanisms between 5 and 1d.


A comparison of k(2) and k(3) (Table 1) reveals that 1-
naphthoyl chloride (2) is more reactive than 2-naphthoyl
chloride (3) in all solvents employed. The rate ratios are


1.5–5.0 in less ionizing but more nucleophilic solvents,
about 10–15 in others, and the largest (ca 60) in the least
nucleophilic trifluoroethanol. On the other hand, the
solvolysis of secondary 1-naphthylmethyl tosylate (8)
was found to be about 10–25-fold more reactive than the
2-naphthylmethyl analogue 9 in a variety of solvents.27


Both 2 and 3 could therefore be proposed to solvolyze, at
least in part, via an ionization mechanism [Eqn. (3)] in
solvents such as 60E, 70M, 100T and some other TE
mixtures. Indeed, Fig. 1 exhibits a splitting of lines, and
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Table 3 shows a fairly good linear relationship
(R = 0.984) from the dual-parameter correlation with
YxBnCl and NOTs in the case of 2. In other words, 2 is
likely to solvolyze via SN1 mechanisms involving a
certain extent of nucleophilic solvent intervention,
although it could be partially hindered by the peri-
hydrogen at C-8.


Table 1 shows a small increment of the solvolytic
reactivity, 2–8, for 4-methyl-1-naphthoyl chloride (4)
over that for 1-naphthoyl chloride (2). The logk–YxBnCl


plot gave two lines in both cases (Figs 1 and 7), and Table
2 reveals a smaller difference in the slopes for 4
(mAEM � mTE = 0.052) than that for 2 (0.127). Obviously,
the introduction of a 4-methyl substituent gives rise to
increased stability of the cationic intermediate, probably
due to a resonance effect (10) (Scheme 1), and thus a
decreased extent of nucleophilic solvent intervention in
solvolysis. Since good to excellent linear relationships in
the dual-parameter correlation [Eqn. (2)] were observed
for 4 (R = 0.995) and 2 (R = 0.984), and the NOTs scale
was defined from the reaction of methyl tosylate,17 the
intervention of nucleophilic solvents in this study would
probably be a kind of ‘participation’28 but not ‘nucleo-
philic solvation.’29 A discussion on the criteria for
nucleophilic solvent participation will be reported else-
where.


Accordingly, a spectrum of the change in solvolytic
mechanisms for the four naphthoyl chlorides 2–5 could


be suggested. The least reactive 2-naphthoyl chloride (3)
is likely to have a mechanism at the borderline of
unimolecular dissociation [Eqn. (3)] and the addition–
elimination process [Eqn. (5)]. The more reactive 6-
methoxy-2-naphthoyl chloride (5) shows more SN1-like
character but is associated with significant nucleophilic
solvent participation. Similarly to 5, SN1-like mechan-
isms are involved for 1-naphthoyl chloride (2) and the
most reactive 4-methyl-1-naphthoyl chloride (4) and with
decreasing extent of nucleophilic solvent participation
from 5 to 2 to 4, in line with the observed �m
(mAEM � mTE) of log k–YxBnCl plots discussed pre-
viously.


Furthermore, the present results demonstrate a further
example that the observation of excellent linear correla-
tions in the Grunwald–Winstein-type correlation analysis
using the YxBnCl scale [Eqn. (1)] and YxBnCl and NOTs


scales [Eqn. (2)] as solvent parameters could be regarded
as a criterion for the elucidation of solvolysis mechan-
isms for naphthoyl chlorides 2–5, in addition to other
systems already reported, such as benzhydryl,12,13b,c 9-
fluorenyl12,13a,30 and N,N-diphenylcarbamoyl.11c


Although Kevill and co-workers proposed the use of
the aromatic ring parameter I together with YX and NT


scales [Eqn. (7)] for studying the solvolytic behavior of
benzylic substrates,31 its inferiority compared with YBnX


for the solvolysis of benzylic32 and benzoyl2c,17a


derivatives has already been shown in our previous
work. Utilization of YxBnX was also found to be superior
to I and YX in benzhydryl and 9-fluorenyl solvo-
lyses.12,13,27,33 It is therefore desirable to compare these
two approaches in the solvolysis of naphthoyl chlorides.
A regression analysis using Eqn. (7), for example,
yielded less satisfactory results for 2 [n = 15 and
R = 0.955, Eqn. (8)] and 4 [n = 12 and R = 0.981, Eqn.
(9)] than those listed in Table 3. The small magnitudes of
h and their large difference (0.767 vs 1.26) also seem to
be unreasonable for interpreting the contribution of the
naphthalene ring.


log�k�k0� � mY � lN � hI �7�
log�k�k0� � 0�558 YCl � 0�670 NT � 0�767I �8�
log�k�k0� � 0�697 YCl � 0�636 NT � 1�26I �9�
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From single- and dual-parameter Grunwald–Winstein-
type correlation analyses with YxBnCl, or YxBnCl and NOTs


scales, the solvolytic mechanisms for naphthoyl chlorides
2–5 could be deduced. Along with the increasing trend of
reactivity from 3 to 5 to 2 and to 4, the mechanism
changes from that at the borderline of SN1-like unimol-
ecular dissociation [Eqn. (3)] and the addition–elimina-
tion process [Eqn. (5)] for 3, to a more SN1-like route and
involving significant nucleophilic solvent intervention
for 5. A purely unimolecular process is associated with a
decreasing extent of such a participation for 2–4.
Substituent effects enhancing resonance stabilization of
the cationic transition state might be responsible for the
increasing reactivity and the changing mechanisms. The
present results also demonstrate the wide applicability
and the advantage of using the YxBnCl scale to elucidate
the mechanism of solvolysis for different types of
substrates.


*6"*&$7*%�+ 


�������� Proton and carbon-13 NMR spectra were
recorded on a Bruker Model DMX-300 instrument. IR
spectra were measured on a Nicolet MANGA-IR 550
spectrometer.


	����
���� Spectral-grade or reagent-grade solvents
(Merck) were purified following conventional
methods34 for kinetic studies. Doubly deionized water
was used to prepare aqueous solvent mixtures for
solvolytic studies. Commercially available naphthoyl
chlorides (2 and 3) were purchased from TCI. 4-Methyl-
1-naphthoyl chloride (4) was synthesized from 1-bromo-
4-methylnaphthlene (Aldrich) to 4-methylnaphthalene-1-
carboxylic acid35 and then by treating with thionyl
chloride.36 6-Methoxy-2-naphthoyl chloride (5) was
prepared from the corresponding acid (Aldrich) and
thionyl chloride.37 The IR and NMR spectra were found
to be in accord with the assigned structures. All chlorides
were freshly purified prior to kinetic measurements.



���
� ������������� Rate constants were measured
by a conductimetric method at least in duplicate. The
conductivity cells containing solution of about 1 � 10�4–
1 � 10�5 M were placed in a thermostat with a tempera-
ture variation of �0.02°C. The error for the measurement
of k was �3%.


Most of the rate constants were monitored at 25°C. For
those measured at low temperatures the values are as
follows (in s�1): for 2 in 100T k(�10°C) = 2.53 � 10�2,
k(�5°C) = 3.44 � 10�2 and k(0°C) = 6.70 � 10�2, and
in 70M k(�5°C) = 9.58 � 10�3, k(0°C) = 1.79 � 10�2


and k(5°C) = 3.33 � 10�2; for 4 in 90M
k(�10°C) = 3.46 � 10�3, k(�5°C) = 6.30 � 10�3 and


k(0°C) = 1.15 � 10�2, in 80M, k(�10°C) = 1.41 � 10�2,
k(�5°C) = 2.81 � 10�2 and k(0°C) = 4.26 � 10�2, in
80T20E k(�10°C) = 2.58 � 10�2, k(�5°C) = 4.19 �
10�2 and k(0°C) = 8.20 � 10�2, and in 60T40E k
(�5°C) = 8.20 � 10�3, k(0°C) = 1.47 � 10�2 and
k(5°C) = 2.35 � 10�2. These data were extrapolated to
25°C by the use of an Arrhenius plot. The results at 25°C
are summarized in Table 1.
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ABSTRACT: Solvolytic rate constants (k) at 25°C are reported for solvolyses of cinnamyl chloride (1) in binary
mixtures of water with acetone, ethanol, methanol, methanol-d and 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE), and also in TFE–
ethanol mixtures; product selectivities (S) are reported for aqueous ethanol and methanol: S = [ether product]/[alcohol
product] � [water]/[alcohol solvent]. A good correlation observed between log k and the parameter YCl (solvent
ionizing power) is improved only slightly by additional parameters (N for solvent nucleophilicity and/or I, an
aromatic ring parameter). Rate ratios in solvents of the same YCl value but different nucleophilicities provide
measures of the minimum extent of nucleophilic solvent assistance, and the value of 1.48 for [k40EW/k97TFE]Y


(EW = ethanol–water) is consistent with an essentially SN1 reaction mechanism. A linear relationship between 1/S
and molar ratio of solvent was derived theoretically and validated experimentally for solvolyses of the above substrate
from water up to 75% alcohol–water. The dependence of S on solvent composition and the absence of rate depression
in the presence of added chloride anions are explained by product formation via a contact ion pair. Copyright  2002
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: cinnamyl chloride; kinetics; solvolysis; selectivity
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The Grunwald–Winstein (GW) equation [Eqn. (1)]1–5 has
often been applied to the correlation of solvolysis rates; in
Eqn. (1), k is the rate constant for solvolysis in any
solvent relative to 80% ethanol–water (k0), m is the
sensitivity of the substrate to the solvent ionizing power
(Y) and c is a residual intercept term. Further develop-
ments include modified Y values6 and the incorporation
of a term for solvent nucleophilicity [N, extended GW
equation, Eqn. (2)].5–8


log�k�k0� � mY � c �1�
log�k�k0� � mY � lN �2�


Dispersion (separate correlation lines observed for
various binary mixtures) was documented1–5 in earlier
treatments, and it is now recognized that dispersion can
be associated with many factors, including leaving group
effects,4,6 solvent nucleophilicity,7,8 aromatic ring solva-
tion,9–11 solvation effects adjacent to the reaction site12


and competing reactions.13–15 In general, leaving group
effects are minimized by comparing solvolyses with the
same leaving group, and dispersion effects in unimol-


ecular (SN1) solvolyses1–4 are smaller than the effects of
solvent nucleophilicity in bimolecular (SN2) solvo-
lyses.5–8


Kevill et al. recently showed that, since dispersion
often follows a consistent pattern, an aromatic ring
parameter (I) and the appropriate sensitivity (h) may be
added to Eqns (1) and (2) to give Eqns (3) and (4),
respectively;16–19 one aim of our work was to continue
investigations using Eqns (1)–(4).


log�k�k0� � mY � hI � c �3�
log�k�k0� � mY � lN � hI � c �4�


Solvolytic reactions in alcohol–water mixtures lead to
alcohol and ether products from which selectivities can
be calculated using Eqn. (5):10,20–24


S � �ether product���alcohol product�
��water���alcohol solvent� �5�


Nucleophilic attack may occur on ‘free’ carbocations,
solvent-separated ion pairs, contact ion pairs or neutral
substrates, and the solvent dependence of S may be due to
changes in the nature of the intermediate leading to
product.24,25 An alternative explanation, involving gen-
eral base-catalysed nucleophilic attack on carbocations,
accounts for the linear relationship between 1/S and the
alcohol/water molar ratio for SN1 solvolyses of p-
methoxybenzyl and diphenylmethyl chlorides.24
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Another aim of our work was to test whether there is a
linear relationship between 1/S and the alcohol/water
molar ratio, as predicted by Eqn. (6), for the product-
determining step of SN1 reactions of carbocations.


1�S � �kwa�kaw���alcohol solvent���water��
� kww�kaw �6�


Suitable substrates on which to test Eqn. (6) are those
which react only by substitution pathways via carboca-
tions.24 Also, the substrates should permit rapid mixing in
highly aqueous mixtures, and should not be so reactive
that their solvolyses are interfacial.10 As a suitable
substrate, we chose cinnamyl chloride (1), which is
expected to react by an SN1 pathway in view of the stable
cationic form, 1�.


As the positive charge on the cation 1� is highly
delocalized, and 1 contains carbon atoms attached to both
alkene and aromatic ring carbon atoms, applications of
the GW Eqn. (1), the extended GW Eqn. (2) and the
aromatic ring parameter [Eqns (3) and (4)] to solvolyses
of 1 will extend the scope of previous work.9–12,16–19


$(�'���


Rate constants for solvolyses of 1 in aqueous binary
mixtures of acetone, ethanol, methanol, methanol-d,
water, 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE)–water (%, w/w) and
TFE–ethanol (%, v/v) at 25.0°C are reported in Tables 1
and 2, and salt effects for NaClO4, NaCl, and LiCl in 90%
methanol–water are given in Table 3. Results at various
temperatures are given in Table 4 along with the
corresponding Arrhenius parameters. Selectivity data,
obtained from product analyses as soon as possible after
completion of 10 half-lives of reaction,24 are given in
Table 5 for solvolyses of 1 in ethanol–water and
methanol–water mixtures at 25.0°C.


&���'���%#
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For binary solvents having the same % (v/v) water, the
rate constants (Table 1) increase in the order acetone–


H2O �ethanol–H2O �methanol–H2O. The rates increase
appreciably as the water content of a mixture increases;
thus the rate is higher in solvents with higher ionizing
power, Y. First-order rate constants for solvolyses of 1
vary 2 � 105-fold in alcohol–water mixtures. These
results are very similar to those of solvolytic reactions
of p-methoxybenzoyl chloride14,26,27 and of p-methoxy-
benzyl chloride (2):26,28 see Fig. 1, which shows that the
primary substrate 2 is a very good similarity model
(Ysim


12) for rate constants for solvolyses of 1, including
TFE-rich mixtures. Rate constants for solvolyses of 2
also correlate well with YBnCl, but with deviations for
100% TFE and other TFE-rich solvent mixtures.28 The


��)�� �� ���� �
	���	�� �
� �
��
����� 
� ��		���� ��
����
/�0 �	 �1��
�� 2�	��� ��3����� �� %'°��


% (v/v)


k � 103 (s�1)


MeOH EtOH Acetone


100 0.00851b 0.000839
90 0.0435 0.00970
80 0.225 0.0473 0.00215
70 0.722 0.161 0.0144
60 2.28 0.499 0.0770
50 6.31 1.69 0.414
40 16.5 7.46 1.90
30 35.8 22.8 8.81
20 72.0 66.7 32.7
10 112 106 61.0


H2O 149 149 149


a Determined conductometrically at least in duplicate; typical error 	3%.
b Solvolyses in MeOD give k = 7.62 (	0.10) � 10�6 s�1, giving a kinetic
solvent isotope effect of 1.11.
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����
/�0 �	 %�%�%"���4�
�
���	
� 2�	��� ��3����� �� %'°��


TFE–H2O TFE–EtOH


% (w/w) k � 103 (s�1) % v/v k � 103 (s�1)


100TFE 4.70 80TFE-20EtOH 0.848
97TFE-3H2O 5.05b 60TFE-40EtOH 0.104
90TFE-10H2O 5.90 40TFE-60EtOH 0.0191
70TFE-30H2O 12.0 20TFE-80EtOH 0.00353
50TFE-50H2O 25.6
a Determined conductometrically at least in duplicate; typical error 	3%.
b k40EW/k97TFE = 1.48 (k40EW taken from Table 1).
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results indicate that the rate-determining step for
solvolyses of 1 involves extensive bond breaking during
formation of the transition state. Additional supporting
evidence is the similar kinetic solvent isotope effects
(KSIE) in methanol (1.22 for 226 and 1.11 for 1; see
footnote to Table 1), although many solvolyses give
similar low values for KSIE.29


The GW plots [Eqn. (1)] of the rate constants in Tables
1 and 2, presented in Fig. 2 using the solvent ionizing
power scale YCl, based on 1-adamantyl chloride,6 show
significant dispersion for the aqueous acetone mixtures,
with relatively large slopes for alcohol–water (m = 0.75,
correlation coefficient r � 0.998) and acetone–water


(m = 0.90, r � 0.999). Also, the data points for TFE–
water and TFE–ethanol show no major deviations from
the other correlations.


Rate ratios in two solvents having the same YCl value,
i.e. the same degree of solvent assistance for bond
cleavage, but different nucleophilicities, provide
measures of the minimum extent of nucleophilic solvent
assistance,6,30 and a small value is observed for


��)�� "� ���� �
	���	�� �
� �
��
����� 
� ��		���� ��
����
/�0 �	 ���� �
����
	 �	 5!6 ����	
�7�!6 *���� 2�	���
��3����� �� %'°��


Added salt k � 105 (s�1)


0.1 M NaClO4 4.51
0.1 M NaCl 4.56
1.0 M LiCl 5.33
1.0 M NaClO4 5.12
a Determined titrimetrically at least in duplicate; typical error 	3%.
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Solvent
T


(°C)
k


(s�1)
�H≠


(kcal mol�1)a
�S≠


(cal mol�1 K�1)a


50% EtOH 35 5.42 � 10�3 19.3 �6.5
50% EtOH 45 1.41 � 10�2


30% EtOH 35 6.06 � 10�2 16.1 �11.9
30% EtOH 45 1.43 � 10�1


50% MeOH 35 1.80 � 10�2 17.0 �11.4
50% MeOH 45 4.36 � 10�2


30% MeOH 35 1.03 � 10�1 17.2 �7.4
30% MeOH 45 2.54 � 10�1


a 1 cal = 4.184 J).


��)�� +� ������������� /�0 �
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�� 2�	��� ��3����� �� %'°�


% (v/v)


Methanol–water Ethanol–water


[Ether]/[alcohol] S [Ether]/[alcohol] S


90 12.8 3.20 3.41 1.23
80 6.65 3.73 1.82 1.47
75 5.22 3.90 1.43 1.54
70 4.38 4.21 1.23 1.71
65 3.64 4.40 1.05 1.84
60 3.28 4.91 0.950 2.05
55 2.71 4.99 0.824 2.18
50 2.80 5.36 0.729 2.36
45 2.01 5.51 0.648 2.56
40 1.66 5.61 0.361 2.77
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solvolyses of 1 (e.g. [k40EW/k97TFE]Y = 1.48, EW = etha-
nol–water, Table 2, footnote b). Also, the extended GW
Eqn. (2) gives a negligible value for l (Table 6). The
results imply that solvolyses of 1 in the binary mixtures
proceed by an SN1 pathway channel with little or no
nucleophilic solvent assistance.


Inclusion of the ring parameter (I) gives only a minor
improvement to correlations of the solvolyses of 1 using
Eqn. (3); although the data for acetone–water again show
dispersion (see Fig. 3), the effect is slightly smaller than
for Eqn. (1) (see Fig. 2). Dispersions in GW correlations
depends on the number of electrons adjacent to the
reaction site, with a smaller effect for ethylene and
acetylene derivatives than for aromatic systems,12,16 and
the low sensitivity to I (h = 0.27 	 0.16) is similar to the
value of 0.35 for solvolyses of �,�-dimethylallyl
chloride.16 As Eqn. (4) contains four freely adjustable
parameters, the results should be interpreted cautiously;28


m = 0.88 	 0.04 [similar to the value obtained using Eqn.
(1)] and c = �0.09 (small, as expected), but l is ca 0.30


and h is ca 0.6 [it has previously been found that l values
obtained using Eqn. (4) are more positive than those
calculated using Eqn. (2)].16


��� -������.�������	�	� ���-


The S values are similar to, but slightly lower, than those
observed for solvolyses of p-methoxybenzyl chloride
(2).24 Constant S values would be expected for competing
second-order reactions,31 and S is very close to constant
for solvolyses of 1-adamantyl substrates and for SN1
reactions of acid chlorides, solvolysing via solvent-
separated ion pairs (SSIP).10,31 During the formation of
an SSIP, the nucleophile (alcohol or water) must insert
between two ions, and ethanol is less effective than water
or methanol (i.e. S � 1), whereas S � 1 for solvolyses in
methanol–water.10 For solvolyses of 1, S values for
methanol–water mixtures are greater than those for
ethanol–water, as observed in general.31–34 The constant
S values for product formation from an SSIP may be
explained by nucleophilic attack by the solvent with
general base-catalysed assistance by the counteranion.35


��)�� /� �
�������
	 �	������ ����	�� �������	� D� �� � �	� D���


Parameter n r m (SD)a l (SD)a h (SD)a


YCl 37 0.988 0.76 (0.014)
YCl, NOTs 35 0.988 0.79 (0.022) 0.06 (0.056)
YCl, NT 24 0.988 0.80 (0.033) 0.06 (0.059)
YCl, I 23 0.988 0.81 (0.031) 0.27 (0.16)
YCl, NOTs, I 22 0.992 0.87 (0.028) 0.34 (0.071) 0.88 (0.19)
YCl, NT, I 23 0.992 0.88 (0.041) 0.23 (0.073) 0.56 (0.19)
Ysim


b 25 0.997 1.01 (0.014)
a Standard deviation.
b Log (k/k0) for p-methoxybenzyl chloride; data from Refs 26 and 28.
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However, values of S are rarely constant over a range
of compositions of binary aqueous mixtures; usually S
values increase as water is added to alcohol (as for
solvolyses of 1, Table 5), so an explanation is required.
We propose that the product-determining step is third
order, and nucleophilic attack by one solvent molecule is
assisted by a second molecule of solvent acting as general
base; in alcohol–water mixtures there will then be four
competing product-determining steps (Scheme 1) defined
by the following third-order rate constants: kww, where
water is both nucleophile and general base; kaw, where
the alcohol solvent acts as nucleophile and water acts as
general base; kwa, where water acts as nucleophile and
alcohol acts as general base; and kaa, where alcohol acts
as both nucleophile and general base.24


Scheme 1 is of the same kinetic form as the one we
have previously derived for acyl33,34 and sulfonyl34,36


transfer reactions, which are shown to proceed by SN2 or
addition–elimination reaction mechanisms.33,34 How-
ever, we have reported that the new relationship between
S and solvent composition also applied to SN1 reactions
involving nucleophilic attack on carbocations assisted by
general base catalysis.24 It should be noted that in an SN2
process the rate-determining and product-determining
steps are the same, whereas in an SN1 process the rate
depends on the ionizing power of the solvent but the
product is determined by the attack of solvent on the
cationic intermediate, R�, i.e. the rate-determining and
product-determining steps are not the same.


We assume that the rates of the product-determining


reactions shown in Scheme 1 are given by third-order rate
constants multiplied by the appropriate bulk molar
concentrations of solvent, so we do not allow for any
solvent clustering or microenvironments. In a recent
search we found no evidence for changes in solvent
composition (solvent clustering) at the reaction site, as
solvolyses of p-methoxybenzoyl chloride (i.e. a neutral
substrate, reacting via a very short-lived cationic
intermediate) gave almost constant selectivities through-
out wide ranges of alcohol–water mixtures.10,37 In
contrast, there is mass spectrometric evidence for
tropylium cations solvated by clusters of acetonitrile
and alcohols,38 but these results are not directly
comparable to ours.


In highly aqueous media, kaw[water][ROH]

 kaa[ROH]2, the relationship given in Eqn. (6) can
readily be derived.34 The intercept of Eqn. (6) implies
that the maximum S value in highly aqueous media is
determined by the ratio of third-order rate constants
kaw/kww; this ratio represents the rate constant for
nucleophilic attack by alcohol compared with the rate
constant for nucleophilic attack by water, in water as
solvent and with water acting as a general base catalyst.


Plots of 1/S versus the alcohol/water molar ratio [Eqn.
(6)] are linear from 10% to at least 70% alcohol–water
mixtures and thereafter curvature is significant (Fig. 4),
which is consistent with increasing contributions from
the kaa term (Scheme 1).


The selectivities for methanol–water are significantly
greater than those for ethanol–water, and the slopes of 1/S
plots are lower for methanol–water than for ethanol–
water (Fig. 4). These trends can be explained by the kaw


term, which, compared with the kwa term, is greater for
methanol–water than for ethanol–water. The intercept of
Eqn. (6) is determined by the ratio of third-order rate
constants kww/kaw, so nucleophilic attack by methanol
assisted by water is 6.5 times more favourable than
nucleophilic attack by water assisted by water.


Unlike solvolyses of p-methoxybenzyl chloride (2),
which shows common ion rate depression for solvolyses
in 50% TFE–water39 and ethanol–water,40 there is no
common ion depression for solvolyses of cinnamyl
chloride (Table 3). Therefore, the product-determining
steps must differ. Product formation via a ‘free’
carbocation is consistent with solvolyses showing a
common ion rate depression (e.g. for solvolyses of p-
methoxybenzyl chloride, 2). Nucleophilic attack on an
SSIP gives a constant selectivity with S �1 for ethanol–
water mixtures (see above), so the results for solvolyses
of 1 [Eqn. (6) is obeyed, but the common ion effect is
absent] require another explanation, probably nucleo-
philic attack on a contact ion pair.


It has been suggested previously that solvolyses of
1-(4-methylphenyl)ethyl chloride in TFE–water41 and
1-phenylethyl chloride in methanol42 react through
nucleophilic attack on contact ion pairs. Differences in
product-determining steps may be explained by the
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lifetimes of carbocations, which have been investigated
by laser flash photolyses.43 First-order rates of reaction of
the following cations with hexafluoro-2-propanol at 20°C
are as follows: p-methoxybenzyl 3 � 102 s�1, 1-(4-
methylphenyl)ethyl 5 � 104 s�1 and 1-phenylethyl
6 � 105 s�1.43 Rate constants are much greater in more
nucleophilic media,43 but the order of reactivity is not
expected to change;30 the greater lifetime (smaller rate
constant) for the p-methoxybenzyl cation is consistent
with reaction via nucleophilic attack on a free cation,
whereas the other two phenylethyl cations are shorter
lived and react via contact ion pairs. Although no data are
available for the lifetimes of cinnamyl cations, it is
reasonable to suppose that the cinnamyl cation (1�) is
more like a phenethyl cation (and not so stabilized as the
p-methoxybenzyl cation), and so 1� reacts via a contact
ion pair.


�%#��'��%#�


Solvolyses of cinnamyl chloride (1) respond almost
identically with those of p-methoxybenzyl chloride (2) to
changes in solvent ionizing power and solvent nucleo-
philicity (Fig. 1), and products of solvolyses in ethanol–
and methanol–water mixtures both obey Eqn. (6). Rates
of solvolyses of p-methoxybenzoyl chloride also respond
to solvent changes very similarly,26 but the product
selectivities are constant for a wide range of ethanol–and
methanol–water mixtures.10 Consequently, although
these three substrates solvolyse by very similar rate-
determining steps, it appears that each substrate has a
different product-determining step; solvolyses of 1 are
explained by product formation by general base-cata-
lysed nucleophilic attack on a contact ion pair.


(01($�2(#���


���������	 Methanol, ethanol and acetone were of Merck
GR grade (�0.1% H2O) and CH3OD (99.9% D) was
obtained from Aldrich. Distilled water was redistilled
with a Buchi Fontavapor 210 and treated using an ELGA
UHQ PS to obtain a specific conductivity of less than
1 � 10�6 mho cm�1. Cinnamyl chloride (Aldrich GR
grade, 99%) was used without further purification.



��� ����������� �� ������� �������������	 Rate
constants were measured conductometrically at 25
(	0.03)°C at least in duplicate, as described pre-
viously,15,26,44 with concentrations of substrate ca
10�3 M. The solvolysis products, ether and alcohol, were
determined by HPLC analysis as described pre-
viously34,45 and the product selectivities, S, were
calculated with Eqn. (5). The S values were calculated
from the observed peak area ratios of ether and alcohol,
divided by the appropriate response factor. For response


calibrations, area ratios from solvolyses of 1 in pure
alcohol and in 40% acetonitrile–water mixtures were
used. The eluent was 78% methanol–water and the flow-
rate was adjusted to 1 ml min�1. The HPLC system was a
Hewlett-Packard 1050 Series instrument with a
250 � 4 mm i.d. Spherisorb ODS reversed-phase column.
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ABSTRACT: Multiple aminopropyl substitutions of the initial N,N�,N�-trimethylguanidine lead to high intrinsic
absolute proton affinities (APA) and basicities culminating in APA = 268.4 kcal mol�1 (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) in N,N�,N�-
tris(3-aminopropyl)guanidine (9). The reason behind a high proton affinity is identified as a strong cationic resonance
in the central guanidine moiety and the strength of the intramolecular hydrogen bonding (IMHB), which is enhanced
upon protonation. A cooperative IMHB effect in 9 and 9H� realized by three N(sp3)H���N(sp3) H-bridges is estimated
to be as high as 14.7 and 33.0 kcal mol�1, respectively. It follows that the IMHB effect contributes 18.3 kcal mol�1 to
the absolute proton affinity of 9, which is a respectable amount. The basicity of 9 in acetonitrile is estimated to be very
high, as evidenced by the corresponding pKa = 28.8. A derivative of 9, N,N�,N�-tris(3-dimethylaminopropyl)guani-
dine (10), assumes an even higher superbasic proton affinity of 275 kcal mol�1 due to an additional relaxation effect
caused by the methyl groups. The corresponding pKa(MeCN) = 29.4. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: basicity; proton affinity; proton sponges; superbases
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The proton and its reactivity are the central theme in
acid–base chemistry and biochemistry.1–3 It is, therefore,
not surprising that a lot of research interest has been
devoted to proton affinity, basicity and proton transfer
reactions in the last two decades. However, the proton is
also a useful probe of the electronic structure of
molecules and the simplest model for studying the
electrophilic reactivity of aromatic compounds.4–7 It
follows that the proton, despite its very small size, plays
major role in a number of chemical phenomena.
Recently, considerable emphasis has been laid on the
strong organic bases and proton sponges in the gas phase,
including acyclic and cyclic guanidines8–11 and phos-
phazenes.12–14 The subject has been covered by several
extensive review articles lately.15–21


The role of intramolecular hydrogen bonding (IMHB)
in determining the basicity of organic compounds was
realized rather early. Yamdagni and Kebarle22 measured


the enthalpies of protonation of �,�-diamines
NH2(CH2)nNH2, n = 2–7, and found that they were
consistent with the internally hydrogen-bonded cyclic
structures of the ions. This ‘internal (partial) solvation’
led to increased basicity in the gas phase, provided that a
substantial ring strain was absent. In contrast to the free
molecule gas-phase case, the external solvent effect in
solution may compete with the intramolecular functional
groups and delocalize the positive charge of the
protonated atom, thereby weakening its ability to take
part in ‘internal solvation.’ A strong interference of
internal and external solvation is expected in highly polar
solvents such as H2O.23–25 An enhancement of gas-phase
basicity by the IMHB cyclization in polyfunctional
formamidines has been observed by Raczyńska et
al.26,27 It is plausible to expect that IMHB will play an
important role in biologically pertinent molecules invol-
ving polyfunctional groups. Indeed, it was found that a
stable six-membered ring cyclic structure is formed in the
protonated histamine28 and the protonated N�,N�-
dimethylhistamine.29 Within this context, it should be
mentioned that part of the high basicity of arginine is due
to the ‘internal solvation’ of the guanidinium cation
moiety according to a careful ab initio study by Maksić
and Kovačević,30 which confirmed earlier conjecture put
forward by Raczyńska et al.27 Recently, it was found that
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the aminopropyl chain amplified basicity, if it was linked
to the highly basic imine nitrogen, which in turn was a
part of the molecular backbone undergoing aromatization
upon protonation. As an illustration, we mention
cyclopropenimine (1) and 2,5-dihydropyrrolimine (2)
moieties as depicted in Scheme 1.


Protonation at the imine site closes up a pseudo-six-
membered ring with the substituted nitrogen atom by
formation of a relatively strong hydrogen bond, which
stabilizes 1 by �10 kcal mol�1 (Ref. 31) and system 2 by
8 kcal mol�1 (Ref. 32). This characteristic closure
involving formally sp3 atoms was termed the corona
effect.31,32 Since the loop starts and ends up with the
same atom, it could be named as the single-center corona
effect. To complete a brief survey of the role of IMHB in
determining the high basicity of organic neutral com-
pounds, one should mention the proton sponges, which
found a wide range of applications in organic syntheses
due to some advantageous features. The paradigmatic
proton sponge 1,8-bis(dimethylamino)naphthalene
(DMAN) (3) was synthesized �30 years ago followed
by its numerous off-spring later on33–38 (Scheme 2).


The proton in the conjugate acid 3H� not only
remedies the unfavourable electron pair repulsion, but
forms in addition a farily strong hydrogen bond.
Recently, Raab et al.39 and Kovačević and Maksić40


have shown that even more favourable IMHB effect can
be obtained in 1,8-bis(tetramethylguanidino)naphthalene
(TMGN) (4) and 4,5-bis(tetramethylguanidino)fluorene
(TMGF) (5) (Scheme 2). The reason behind the stronger
IMHB effect in 4 and 5 compared with DMAN was
identified as an interesting additional partial protonation
phenomenon in the guanidine group, which is not directly
attached to the proton. Extension of this work to other


compounds possessing different molecular backbones led
to proton affinities as high as 268 kcal mol�1 and
exhibiting basicity in acetonitrile around pKa = 29.41


In this work, we examined the question of whether
there are systems with a multiple corona effect unknown
as yet, which might lead to compounds possessing very
high basicities. Our investigations are related to the gas-
phase case and to the liquid-phase case involving
moderately polar solvents such as acetonitrile. The
answer to the posed question is in the affirmative, as
this paper conclusively shows.


.+'/-�0�)+�01 '2�3+,


Absolute proton affinities (APA) in the gas phase are
computed in the following standard way:


APA�B�� � ��Eel�� � ��ZPVE�� �1�
��Eel�� � E�B� � E�BaH�� �2�
��ZPVE�� � ZPVE�B� � ZPVE�BaH�� �3�


where B and BH� denote the base in question and its
conjugate acid, respectively, and � signifies the site of
proton attack. Equations (2) and (3) give the electronic
and zero-point vibrational energy contributions to the
proton affinity, respectively. A search of the Born–
Oppenheimer energy hypersurfaces was performed with
the efficient Hartree–Fock model employing the 6–31G*
basis set. Further, the minima on the potential energy
hypersurface that correspond to equilibrium geometric
structures were verified by vibrational analyses at the
same level. The calculated vibrational frequencies were
used in deriving the ZPV energies by the application of a
common scale factor, 0.89, as is customary. The final
single-point calculations take into account the fact that a
proper description of the nitrogen lone pair requires the
use of the more flexible 6–311 � G** basis set, and that
for reliable estimates of the proton affinity an explicit
account of the correlation energy is needed at least to the
level of Møller–Plesset (MP) perturbation theory of the
second order. This gives rise to the MP2(fc)/6–
311 � G**//HF/6–31G* � ZPVE(HF/6–31G*) model,42


which offers a good compromise between accuracy and


4���	� "& 3�� ���	���)���)�	 ���	�
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feasibility. It will be abbreviated hereafter as MP2. A
somewhat less accurate but more efficient model is
provided by the scaled Hartree–Fock scheme (HFsc). It is
based on very good correlation between the MP2 proton
affinities and the difference in HF energies of a neutral
base and its conjugate acid.42,43 The corresponding
equation for protonated nitrogens is


APA�BN� � 0�8924�Eel�HF�6--31G��N


� 10�4 kcal mol�1 �4�


The reason behind the good performance of Eqn. (4)
is the fact that the ZPVE contribution to the proton
affinity is practically constant in general, being
8.5 	 0.4 kcal mol�1 for nitrogen bases, which in turn
is absorbed in the additive constant in Eqn. (4). It should
be pointed out that, strictly, the proton affinity is defined
as the enthalpy difference at 298 K between the
interacting species (a base, proton and the conjugate
acid). This includes an additional term [(5/2)RT] in Eqn.
(1) appearing from the translational energy of the proton
and the p�V contribution, if a plausible assumption is
adopted that protonation does not change the heat
capacity significantly. This additional term is unneces-
sary in our MP2 model, since the latter is selected in such
way (by judicious choice of the basis set) that it
reproduces the experimental data at room temperature
with reasonable accuracy.


All computations were carried out using the Gaussian
94 program.44


*24-1�4 0�, ,)4.-44)+�
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The target system N,N�,N�-tris(3-aminopropyl)guanidine
(9) is presented in Fig. 1 together with the parent N,N�,N�-
trimethylguanidine (6) and its mono- and bisaminopropyl
derivatives (7 and 8, respectively). The protonated forms
are shown in Fig. 2. Systems 7 and 8 can exist in several
tautomeric forms, since it is well known that guanidines
possessing at least one hydrogen at the N-amino atom
undergo prototropic tautomerism.45 Finally, N,N�,N�-
tris(3-dimethylaminopropyl)guanidine (10) is also con-
sidered, since a superbasic gas-phase proton affinity of
over 270 kcal mol�1 is expected. We shall consider the
structural features first. For this purpose it is useful to
introduce an index called the degree of pyramidalization
of the nitrogen atom [DP(%)]. It is defined as30


DP��� � 360 �
�3


i�1


�i


� �
�0�9 �5�


where the summation is extended over three bond angles
of the apical nitrogen in question (in degrees).


The characteristic bond distances of the parent
compound 6 are given in Fig. 3. The central guanidine
moiety is essentially planar. One can clearly distinguish
between the double bond C=N and single bond C—N
distances, the former being shorter by 0.12 Å. Protona-
tion at imine site induces equivalence of all three CN
bonds, which assume a distance of 1.326 Å. These bonds
resonate strongly, as we have shown in a recent study of
the basicity of polyguanides.11 It appears that a strong
cationic resonance is the main reason behind the high
intrinsic proton affinity of the guanidine moiety con-
tributing to proton affinity a fairly large energy. More
specifically, it lies in the range 24–27 kcal mol�1.11


Needless to say, the guanidine skeleton remains planar in
6H�. It is interesting to note a relatively high pyrami-
dalization of the amino groups in 6 (12 and 16%) and
their perfect planarization upon protonation. Finally, the
single C—N bond distance involving the former imino
nitrogens increased to 1.460 Å in 6H� due to rehybrid-
ization of the protonated nitrogen.


Next, we shall focus on the monoaminopropyl deriva-
tive 7 (Fig. 4). One should point out that the nitrogen atom
substituted by the aminopropyl group is significantly
planarized even in the initial base 7. In contrast, the NH2


group at the end of the aminopropyl chain is highly
pyramidalized (34.3%). Since the aminopropyl chain is
attached to the amino nitrogen and forms the IMHB with
the imino nitrogen atom, the corresponding structural and
electronic feature could be termed the two-center corona
effect. Protonation yields an almost perfect planar skeleton
of the guanidine fragment in 7H�. It is important to realize
that the IMHB between the aminopropyl chain and imino
nitrogen lone pair exists already in the neutral base. In
contrast, in conjugate acid 7H� the protonated imino
nitrogen acts as a proton donor, whereas the side-chain
amino group is a proton acceptor. Newly formed IMHB is
stronger than in neutral analogue 7, as evidenced by a
decrease in the NH���N distance by �0.39 Å. This will be
discussed in some more detail in the next section. The bis-
and tris-substituted systems 8 and 9, possessing two and
three two-center corona motifs, respectively, exhibit the
same pattern of changes triggered by protonation (Figs 5
and 6).


To reiterate: the central guanidine framework becomes
planar, the NH���N contacts are shortened and the
terminal amino groups in aminopropyl chains are
considerably pyramidalized. The bottom line is that the
central moiety undergoes substantial cationic resonance
interactions in the conjugate acids and that the intramol-
ecular hydrogen bonds are strengthened by protonation.
The latter is not surprising, because Coulomb interactions
are an essential ingredient of the IMHB. Having said that,
it should be mentioned that there are exceptions. For
instance, it was found that protonation decreases the
strength of the IMHB in tropolone,46 because the
protonated carbonyl oxygen becomes a poorer hydrogen
bond acceptor.
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The energetic data are summarized in Table 1. It appears
that 6 has an APA of 245.7 kcal mol�1, which is


comparable to that of archetypal DMAN, where experi-
ment gives 246.2 kcal mol�1.47 Aminopropyl substitu-
tion increases the proton affinity by 8.5 kcal mol�1 in 7.
Interestingly, the singly substituted aminopropyl deriva-


5���� "& /�������� 	��	���������� �� �	������)
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tive 7 has three additional tautomers/conformers, 7a, 7b
and 7c, lying very close in the total molecular energy.
Conformer 7a is the most and the imino ‘self-solvated’
compound 7c is the least stable. Unexpectedly, it appears
that the strongest IMHB interaction is between an N(sp3)
hydrogen bond donor (HBD) and an N(sp3) hydrogen
bond acceptor (HBA), which takes place in 7a. The
proton affinities follow the opposite trend. They assume
highest and lowest value in 7c and 7a, respectively. It
should be pointed out that protonation of 7, 7a and 7b
results in the same conjugate acid 7H� (Fig. 2), which


explains the trend above. It is of interest to estimate the
contribution of the IMHB to the APA in 7. For this
purpose, the aminopropyl side-chain in 7 and 7H� is
stretched to a zig-zag conformation as shown in Scheme
3.


MP2 model computations reveal that 7(zig-zag) is less
stable than 7 by 5.8 kcal mol�1 implying that this is a
rough estimate of the IMHB strength in the neutral form
7. Analogously, it appears that 7H� is more stable than
7H�(zig-zag) by 10.1 kcal mol�1. Therefore, the con-
tribution of the IMHB in 7 to its proton affinity is


5���� %& /�������� 	��	���������� �� ��� �	�������� ��	�� 73�� 7�3�� 83�� 93� ��� ":3�


5���� �& /�)����� 
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4.3 kcal mol�1. Similarly, 8b is slightly more stable than
8, the difference being only 2 kcal mol�1. The reason
behind this is simple: the tautomer 8b has two favourable
hydrogen bond donor–acceptor interactions involving
four N(sp3) atoms. All three tautomers have a common
conjugate acid 8H�. Concomitantly, APA(8) and
APA(8b) are 263.4 and 261.6 kcal mol�1, respectively,
the former being higher by �2 kcal mol�1. Taking into
account only the most stable tautomers and conformers of
7 and 8, one concludes that a double aminopropyl
substitution yields an increase in proton affinity of
9.2 kcal mol�1. Triple aminopropyl substitution, which
makes a strongly resonating conjugate acid system 9H�,
leads to a remarkable superbasic APA = 268.4 kcal mol�1


value.
In order to estimate the contribution of the intramol-


ecular hydrogen bonds in 9H�, we considered unfolded
aminopropyl chains conformation 9H� (zig-zag) de-


picted in Fig. 7. It is found that the sum of hydrogen bond
strengths in 9H� is 33.0 kcal mol�1 as estimated by the
MP2 model. On the other hand, the same model yields a
sum of the intramolecular hydrogen bonds in neutral 9 of
14.7 kcal mol�1. The difference of 18.3 kcal mol�1


represents the IMHB contribution to the absolute proton
affinity in 9. Although this is not exclusively the strength
of the intramolecular hydrogen bonds, because the steric
interactions in 9 and 9(zig-zag) are not exactly the same,
which also holds for the 9H� and 9H�(zig-zag)
protonated forms, it can be safely concluded that the
total contribution to the proton affinity of the three
IMHBs acting in concert in 9 is remarkable.


It is of interest to compare the bond distances of the
guanidine moiety in 9 and 9(zig-zag). One observes also
that the C=N bond is longer, whereas both C—N bonds
are shorter in 9 compared with the corresponding values
in the model system 9(zig-zag). This is consistent with


5���� ;& /�)����� 
�����	�� ��	�����	� �� ��� ����������	���) ��	������� �� 
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the idea of partial protonation40 of the imino nitrogen via
an IMH bond, which occurs in the initial base 9. It can be
expected that the introduction of two additional methyl
groups in the aminopropyl substituents would lead to an
even more amplified basicity due to the relaxation effect.
This supposition is confirmed by actual calculations
which gave APA(10) = 275.5 kcal mol�1, implying that
10 is a strong superbase in the gas phase.


As a final comment, it should be noted that the efficient


HFsc model gives APAs that are very close to those given
by the more sophisticated MP2 calculations (Table 1).


�������� �� ����
�������


Neutral organic superbases are tailored for applications in
moderately polar solvents. One of the widely used
solvents of low polarity was acetonitrile48–50 (for the


5���� 6& 3�� ���� ���')� �����	������ ��� ��)����� 
�����	�� ��	�����	� �� ��� �	��������	���) ��	������� �� 
�������� 9 ���
��� ���8�
��� ���� 93�


����� "& 9)���	���� ���	
��� 6��7� & :9�� ��� ��� �	���� ��;������ 6���) ��)��7 �� �'������ '� ��� 0 % ��� 4-�� ����)�'


Molecule HF/6–31G* MP2 ZPVE APA(HFsc) PA(MP2) B3LYP pKa


6 �321.19841 �322.42123 96.3 246.4 245.7 �323.39184 24.9
6H� �321.61986 �322.82557 104.3 – – �323.86970 –
7 �454.28983 �456.03871 141.5 254.5 254.2 �457.41048 25.9
7H� �454.72577 �456.45795 150.4 – – �457.89304 –
7a �454.29406 �456.04243 141.9 252.2 252.2 �457.41316 25.2
7H� �454.72577 �456.45795 150.4 – – �457.89304 –
7b �454.29017 �456.03914 142.0 254.3 254.4 �457.40891 26.6
7H� �454.72577 �456.45795 150.4 – – �457.89304 –
7c �454.28082 �456.03062 141.6 256.7 256.5 �457.40242 26.8
7cH� �454.72071 �456.45338 150.4 – – �457.88798 –
8 �587.38630 �589.66139 187.2 262.2 263.4 �591.43191 27.8
8H� �587.83601 �590.09603 196.5 – – �591.92129 –
8a �587.38649 �589.66311 187.2 262.1 262.4 �591.43177 27.8
8H� �587.83601 �590.09603 196.5 – – �591.92129 –
8b �587.38896 �589.66463 187.4 260.7 261.6 �591.43308 27.5
8H� �587.83601 �590.09603 196.5 – – �591.92129 –
9 �720.48211 �723.28555 232.8 267.5 268.4 �725.45353 28.8
9H� �720.94118 �723.72863 242.4 – – �725.94653 –


10 �954.64538 �958.40176 333.1 266.9 275.5 �961.33511 29.4
10H� �955.10345 �958.85529 342.2 – – �961.82947 –


a ZPVEs (in kcal mol�1) are calculated at the HF/6–31G* level of theory and scaled by 0.89.
b B3LYP is a shorthand notation for the (IPCM)/B3LYP/6–311 � G**//HF-6–31G* model.
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determination of the acidity of strong neutral Brønsted
acids in acetonitrile, see Ref. 50). The question therefore
arises of whether the highly basic 3-aminopropylguani-
dines offer compounds exhibiting strong basicities in
solutions. Consequently, we consider here their basicity
in MeCN, which might prove helpful in the experimental
measurements. It was shown recently that the electro-
static model of polarized continuum of Miertuš et al.51


served the purpose of describing the solvent effect very
well in moderately and low-polarity solvents such as
acetonitrile.52


In determining the cavities that surround solvated
molecules, we utilize the suggestion of Wiberg and co-
workers,53 which is based on isodensity shells that
involve the electron density of 0.0004 eB�3. This
approach was termed the isodensity polarized continuum
model (IPCM). Since the calculation of pKa values in
MeCN (with permeativity � = 36.64) involves the estima-
tion of the charges on the cavity surfaces in an iterative
fashion, a more economical model than MP2 is desired.
We found that the B3LYP/6–311 � G**//HF/6–31G*


model is a very good compromise between efficiency and
reliability.52 Hence the model for calculating pKa values
in a solvent is termed (IPCM)/B3LYP/6–311 � G**//HF/
6–31G*. Comparison of the APA values, calculated in
acetonitrile, with the experimental data gave an excellent
linear least-squares fit correlation:


pKa�MeCN� � 0�4953�MeCN� � 119�7 �6�


It appears that, by using Eqn. (6), pKa gradually
increases along the series 6, 7a and 8, culminating in 9
and 10, with the high values of 28.8 and 29.4,
respectively (Table 1). The high basicity of poly-3-
aminopropylguanidines is surprising at first sight in view
of their size and partial self-solvation. Obviously, there is
no interference of internal and external solvation as is
usually the case in highly polar media such as water.23–25


This feature makes polyaminopropylguanidines very
good candidates for superbases in non-polar solvents.


As a final comment, it is interesting to note that the
solvent effect in 9(zig-zag) and 9H�(zig-zag) is larger


4���	� �
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than that in their corresponding intramolecular hydrogen
bonded forms 9 and 9H�. The reason for this is simple:
the nitrogen atoms in 9 and 9H� are partially shielded
by ‘internal self-solvation’ by three corona rings.
The (IPCM)/B3LYP/6–311 � G**//HF/6–31G* model
shows that the difference in total energy (including
ZPVE) between 9(zig-zag) and 9 in acetonitrile is
5.5 kcal mol�1. Analogously, 9H�(zig-zag) is less stable
than 9H� in CH3CN by 13.1 kcal mol�1. Consequently,
the contribution of the triple corona effect to APA in
acetonitrile is 7.6 kcal mol�1, which should be compared
with the corresponding gas-phase estimate of
18.3 kcal mol�1. In spite of the fact that the IMHB effect
in 9 is 58% smaller in CH3CN, its presence leads to a
respectable basicity of 9 with a pKa value 28.8 (see
above).


.+�.1-4)+�


We found that multiple aminopropyl substitutions of the
initial N,N�,N�-trimethylguanidine lead to high intrinsic
proton affinities and basicities culminating in
APA = 268.4 kcal mol�1 in N,N�,N�-tris(3-aminopropyl)-
guanidine (9) and APA = 275.5 kcal mol�1 in 10. The
reason behind the high proton affinity is identified as a
strong cationic resonance occurring in the central
guanidine moiety and the strength of the intramolecular
hydrogen bonding, which is enhanced upon protonation.
Clearly, cooperative action of three IMHBs is very
effective in 9, contributing substantially (�18 kcal
mol�1) to the absolute proton affinity of this highly basic
molecule. Mono- and bis-3-aminopropylguanidines exist
in several tautomeric forms. Their stabilities vary by a
few kcal mol�1. The most stable tautomers and con-
formers are those which have the largest number of
intramolecular hydrogen bonds formed between pairs of
N(sp3) nitrogen atoms, acting as hydrogen bond donors
(HBD), and their N(sp3) partners acting as hydrogen bond
acceptors (HBA). It is also shown that the compounds
considered are very basic in acetonitrile. The highest pKa


values are found in 9 (pKa = 28.8) and 10 (pKa = 29.4),
which indicates that these two compounds could be very
useful in acid–base chemistry.
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ABSTRACT: An �-amido-�-ketoamide (1) and two �-alkyl-�-ketoamides (2 and 3) were prepared and characterized,
and their keto–enol tautomerism was studied by H/13C NMR spectroscopy. Both �-alkyl-�-ketoamides 2 and 3 are in
the keto form in CDCl3, and their enol forms cannot be detected by 1H/13C NMR spectroscopy, whereas the �-amido-
�-ketoamide 1 shows both keto and enol forms in CDCl3 with an experimental KE of 0.70 at 298 K. Copyright  2002
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: tautomerism; keto–enol; �-ketoamides
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Keto–enol equilibrium has been the subject of continuous
interest in chemistry1 and it has been studied by means of
NMR,2 HPLC,3 kinetic methods,4 Meyer’s titration5 and
ab initio calculations.6 The keto–enol equilibrium
constant depends on the relative stability of the keto
and enol forms, which can be affected by temperature,
concentration of the substrates, solvent polarity and
substituents on the substrates.1 The tautomerism of
simple ketones, �-diketones and �-keto esters has been
well studied,1–7 but little attention has been paid to that of
�-ketoamides.2c,4c


�-Amido-�-ketoamides are known, but none of them
has been characterized properly by NMR spectroscopy.8


They have not been found to show both keto and enol
forms.8 The �-amido-�-ketoamide 1 was prepared in our
laboratory by Ugi’s multi-component reaction (MCR).8a


It was found to show both keto and enol forms in CDCl3,
which made its 1H and 13C NMR spectra very
complicated. In this work we characterized the tautomers.
In addition, the substituent effect of the amido group on
the keto–enol tautomerization of �-ketoamides is still
unknown. Therefore, in this work we studied it and
compared the difference in the substituent effects
between the amido groups and the alkyl groups on the
keto–enol tautomerism of �-ketoamides by NMR spec-
troscopy and ab initio calculations.


# $%"�&�� �&' !(�&�'�


All the calculations reported here were performed with
the Gaussian 98 program.9 Geometry optimizations of
28a, 29a (keto form), 28b and 29b (enol form) were
carried out at the HF/6–31�G* level in both the gas
phase and a solvent (� = 4.81) without any symmetry
restriction. The Onsager self-consistent reaction field
(SCRF) model10 has been used to study systems in a
solvent with a dielectric constant of 4.81, which is close
to that of chloroform.10b The model treats the solvent as a
continuum of uniform dielectric constant � (the reaction
field) and the solute is placed in a fixed spherical cavity of
radius a0 within the solvent. The radius a0 of the cavity
for each solute was evaluated based on its optimized
structure in the gas phase. After all the geometry
optimizations had been performed, analytic vibrational
frequencies were calculated at the same level to
determine the nature (minimum or saddle point) of the
located stationary points. Thus all the stationary points
found were properly characterized by evaluation of the
harmonic frequencies. Single-point energies of the
optimized structures of 28a, 29a, 28b and 29b were
computed at the MP2/6–31�G* level in the solvent, and
energies of all the stationary points were calculated at the
same level with scaled zero-point vibrational energies
included. The scaled factor of 0.8929 for zero-point
vibrational energies was used according to the
literature.10b,11


Thermal energies and entropies of stationary points
were calculated at the HF/6–31�G* level in the solvent,
and �H(298 K), �S(298 K) and �G(298 K) were calcu-
lated at the MP2/6–31�G*//HF/6–31�G* level in the
solvent, as described by Jorgensen et al.12
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According to Ugi’s method,8a the �-amido-�-ketoamide 1
was prepared by a one-pot multi-component reaction
(MCR) where cyclohexyl isocyanide, phenylglyoxal
hydrate, n-butylamine and benzoic acid were mixed
together in methanol at room temperature for 4 days.
Single-crystal x-ray crystallography of 1 recrystallized
from methanol showed that its structure is the enol form
1b (Fig. 1). When 1 was dissolved in CDCl3, both enol
and keto forms of 1 appeared based on its 1H and 13C
NMR spectra.


Structure assignment of 1 was done by x-ray crystal-
lography, 1H/13C NMR (Fig. 2), COSY, NOESY and
HMQC. According to both COSY and NOESY, 1H NMR
peaks at � 3.08 and 3.94 are correlated with each other.
Based on HMQC, the two peaks are correlated with the
same carbon at � 51.64. The splitting pattern of the two
peaks is a doublet of triplets with coupling constants of
5.0 (d) and 12.5 (t) Hz. It is clear that the two peaks come
from methylene protons adjacent to an N atom and the
two protons are diastereotopic. Since the chemical shift
difference of the two protons is fairly large (AX system),
the two protons should be very close to a chiral center and


a crowded structure makes rotation of the methylene
protons slow, causing a significant difference in the
electronic environment of the protons. Therefore, the
methylene protons belong to the keto form 1a. Similarly,
based on the COSY spectrum, peaks at � 3.38 and 3.48 in
the 1H NMR spectrum are correlated with each other. In
the HMQC spectrum, the two peaks are correlated with
the same carbon at � 50.51. The splitting patterns of the
two peaks are a multiplet but look like a doublet of
triplets. The two peaks are also assigned to methylene
protons adjacent to an N atom and the two protons are
diastereotopic. Since the chemical shift difference of the
two protons is fairly small (AB system), the two protons
are not close to a chiral center and a less crowded
structure makes rotation of the methylene protons slightly
easier. Therefore, the methylene protons belong to the
enol form 1b. The above two kinds of methylene protons
were used to monitor the [enol]/[keto] ratio for 1.


Based on the above method, the KE ([enol]/[keto])
value for 1 is 0.7 in CDCl3 at 298 K. A CDCl3 solution of
1 was heated under reflux overnight but its KE value at
298 K changed very little, indicating that thermodynamic
keto–enol equilibrium of 1 has been reached.


The singlet 1H NMR peak at � 5.89 is assigned to C�-H
of the keto form 1a and its C� appears at 67.85 ppm in the
13C NMR spectrum. According to NOESY, the peak at �
5.89 is correlated with one at � 7.78, which is a doublet
with a coupling constant of 7.3 Hz and is assigned N-H of
the keto form 1a. In the COSY spectrum, the N-H at
7.78 ppm is coupled with adjacent cyclohexyl C-H at �
3.73 with the coupling constant of 7.3 Hz, because they
are both three bonds apart and its dihedral angle is around


)��	�� *+ ����� ������ 	
 *, ��� ������� �����	��
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180°. The correlation between C�-H and N-H in NOESY
indicates that they are syn to each other in 1a.


The singlet 1H NMR peak at � 15.01 is assigned O-H of
the enol form 1b and its C(2) appears at � 109.56 in the
13C NMR spectrum. According to COSY, the N-H at �
6.33 is coupled with adjacent cyclohexyl C-H at � 3.83,
J = 8.36 Hz, and they both belong to the enol form 1b.


The �-alkyl-�-ketoamides 2 and 3 were prepared by
treating ketene dimers with n-butylamine.13b When 2 and
3 were dissolved in CDCl3, only keto forms could be
detected in both cases based on their 1H and 13C NMR
spectra.13b


Optimized structures of 28a, 28b, 29a and 29b are
shown in Fig. 3. Based on the computational results [at
the level of MP2/6–31�G*//HF/6–31�G* and in a
solvent with a dielectric constant of 4.81, the energies,
including ZPVE energy correction, of 28a, 28b, 29a and


29b are �528.89647, �528.89126, �399.82436 and
�399.81633 hartree, respectively; �H(298 K),
�S(298 K) and �G(298 K) of the enolization equilibrium
of 28 are 3.59 kcal mol�1, �5.19 cal mol�1 K�1 and
5.13 kcal mol�1, respectively; �H(298 K), �S(298 K),
and �G(298 K) of the enolization equilibrium of 29 are
5.56 kcal mol�1, �3.66 cal mol�1 K�1 and
6.65 kcal mol�1, respectively] at the MP2/6–31�G*//
HF/6–31�G* level and in the solvent with a dielectric
constant of 4.81, �G(298 K) of the enolization equili-
brium of 28a is 5.13 kcal mol�1, (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) i.e.
the KE(298 K) value of 28 is 0.00017, and �G(298 K) of
the enolization equilibrium of 29a is 6.65 kcal mol�1, i.e.
the KE(298 K) value of 29 is 0.000013.


!��#"��� �


Several KE values of �-keto esters and �-ketoamides are
available and some of them are included in Table 1, but
not all the data are directly comparable because they were
measured by different methods and in different labor-
atories.2cd,3a,4cd,7 Therefore, we compare only those data
which have were obtained with the same method in the
same laboratory.


Bunting and Kanter investigated the tautomerism of �-
keto esters and �-ketoamides by means of their pH–rate
profiles and found that the keto–enol equilibrium ratios
are similar for �-keto esters and the corresponding �-
ketoamides.4c Therefore, the electronic and steric effect
of substituents on the keto and enol forms of the keto–
enol equilibrium may be similar for �-keto esters and the
corresponding �-ketoamides.


Brouillard and Dubois studied the keto–enol tautomer-
ism of a series of six ethyl �-alkylacetoacetates (4–9) by
means of kinetics of proton transfer reactions in aqueous


)��	�� -+ #$ ��� #�� �%� ���&��� 	
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solution and found that KE decreases as the number of �-
alkyl carbon atoms increases and as the degree of
branching of an �-alkyl substituent increases.4d There are
two possible factors leading to this result: a steric effect
on the enol or an electronic effect on the ketone. Because
the ketone acidity pKCH and enolization equilibrium
constant pKE have good linear relationships with Taft �*
constants,4d they eliminated a steric effect interpretation
but attributed the decrease in KE to an electronic effect
operating principally on the keto form, i.e. the �I effect
of alkyl groups would lead to an increase in thermo-
dynamic stability of the ketones. By analogy with the
ethyl �-alkylacetoacetates 4–9, the �-allyl group of 19
stabilizes the keto forms by an electronic effect, and this
makes its KE smaller than that of 16.2c Therefore, the very
low KE of 2 and 3 may be attributed to stabilization of the
keto forms by an electronic effect of the �-alkyl groups.


Burdett and Rogers investigated the keto–enol tauto-
merism of a series of �-keto esters (11, 20–27) by means
of proton NMR spectroscopy and found that the KE


values of 11, 20, 21, 22, 24, 26, 25 and 27 increase as the
�-accepting ability of the �-substituent increases and this
trend may be attributed to destabilization of the keto


forms by the �-accepting effect of the �-substituents.2d


The amido substituent of 1a and 1b is a �-acceptor since
�1 of NHAc is 0.26 whereas the amido substituent is �-
donor since �R of NHAc is �0.36.14 Therefore, the
phenomenon is expected to be seen in �-amido-�-
ketoamides (1). According to the 1H NMR spectrum of
�-amido-�-ketoamide 1, its KE value is 0.7, which is high.
It is possible that the �-accepting effect of the �-amido
group may destabilize the keto form (1a) more than the
enol form (1b), resulting in an increase in enol content,
because the �-accepting effect of the amido substituent
makes C� of the keto form carry partial positive charge
and the positive C� is directly connected to two carbonyl
carbons which also carry partial positive charge.


Su et al.6f reported that �-donor substituents such as
NH2, OH, F and Cl stabilize the enol forms of �-
substituted acetaldehydes owing to the interaction
between the lone-pair electrons of the substituents and
the �* orbital of the C=C bond of the enol forms.
Therefore, if the lone-pair electrons of the amido
substituent have any chance to interact with �* orbital
of the C=C bond of the enol form, the enol form 1b
would be stabilized. However, because the dihedral angle


��,�� *+ �� ������ 
	� �12��	 ������ ��� �12��	����� 3���4�5�$��4�567


No. R� R X KE


1 C6H5 N(n-C4H9)C(O)C6H5 NHC6H11 0.7
2 C2H5 CH5 NH(n-C4H9) 0
3 n-C7H15 n-C6H13 NH(n-C4H9) 0
4 CH3 CH5 OC2H5 0.0029a (0.05d)
5 CH3 C2H5 OC2H5 0.0017a


6 CH3 n-C3H7 OC2H5 0.0013a


7 CH3 n-C4H9 OC2H5 0.0009a


8 CH3 i-C3H7 OC2H5 0.0005a


9 CH3 s-C4H9 OC2H5 0.0004a


10 CH3 H OCH3 0.08b


11 CH3 H OC2H5 0.087b (0.09d)
12 C6H5 H OCH3 0.081b


13 CH3 H NH2 0.11b


14 4-[C6H4N�CH3] H NH2 0.18b


15 4-[C6H4N�CH3] H N(CH3)2 0.22b


16 CH3 H NHC6H5 0.02c


17 CH3 H NHC6H4OCH3 0.005c


18 CH3 H NHC6H4CO2CH3 0.005c


19 CH3 CH2CHCH2 NHC6H5 0.001c


20 CH3 Cl OC2H5 0.18d


21 CH3 CN OC2H5 13d


22 CH3 CF3 OC2H5 8.1d


23 C6H5 H OC2H5 0.28d


24 CH3 H O(n-C4H9) 0.18d


25 CH3 H O(t-C4H9) 0.21d


26 CH3 Cl O(n-C4H9) 0.25d


27 CH3 Cl O(t-C4H9) 0.85d


28 CH3 NHC(O)H NH2 0.00017e


29 CH3 CH3 NH2 0.000013e


a Ref. 4d; the experiments were done by kinetic studies.
b Ref. 4c; the experiments were done by kinetic studies.
c Ref. 2c; the experiments were done by 1H and 13C NMR studies.
d Ref. 2d; the experiments were done by 1H NMR studies.
e The experiments were done by ab initio calculations.
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C(10)—N(2)—C(2)—C(3) of 1b is 71.3°, the enol form
(1b) lacks of resonance stabilizing interaction between
the lone-pair electrons of the amido nitrogen and the �*
orbital of the C=C bond of the enol group. Therefore,
this is not the reason why 1 has a high KE. The same
phenomenon can also be found in ab initio-optimized
28b (Fig. 3), in which the amido group is also
perpendicular to the sp2-hybridized C=C plane of the
enol group.


Even though the KE values of 28 and 29 computed by
ab initio calculations may be underestimated, it may be
satisfactory to compare the results with each other using
the same method. According to the computation results,
the KE value of 28 with an �-amido group is one order
magnitude greater than that of 29 with an �-methyl group.
As just mentioned, �-alkyl groups decrease the KE values
of �-keto esters and �-ketoamides by electronic stabiliza-
tion of the keto forms. Therefore, the �-accepting effect
of �-amido group to increase the KE values of �-
ketoamides is limited. In addition to the electronic effect
of the �-amido group, possibly there is another factor
causing its high KE value.


Brouillard and Dubois suggested that both the enol and
enolate forms of �-keto esters are flat and they suffer
from steric hindrance much less than the corresponding
keto forms.4d Therefore, one may infer that destabilizing
steric interactions caused by any of the substituents R�, R
and X of �-keto esters and �-ketoamides may be much
more significant in the keto form than those in the enol
form.


Burdett and Rogers also found that the KE values of �-
keto esters (10, 11, 24, 25, 26 and 27) increase as the size
of the alkoxyl group increases, and this may be attributed
to steric interaction between the alkoxyl group and acetyl
methyl group in the keto form.2d By analogy with the �-
keto esters (10, 11, 24, 25, 26 and 27), bulky amide
groups may also contribute to steric interaction with the
substituent R� on the carbonyl group in the keto form of
�-ketoamides (14 and 15), and this leads to higher KE


values.4c The phenomenon may also be seen in �-amido-
�-ketoamides (1). In the keto form 1a, there are three
bulky substituents attached to the sp3-hybridized C� and
they are apart with an angle of ca 109°. On the other hand,
the same three bulky substituents are attached on the sp2-
hybridized C� in the enol form 1b and they are apart with


an angle of ca 120°. It seems that steric non-bonding
interactions are more severe in the keto form 1a than in
the enol form 1b, leading to destabilization of the keto
form and a higher KE value.


Fuson demonstrated that sterically hindered enols such
as 30b, 31b and 32b are isolable and stable if polystituted
by bulky aryl groups such as a mesityl group, and he
concluded that a necessary but not always sufficient
condition to render the enols stable is their substitution by
at least two bulky aryl groups.15a Later, the topic of
sterically crowded stable simple enols received extensive
attention.15 After thermodynamic keto–enol equilibrium
was reached, the KE value of 30a/30b was found to be
79 � 7 at 353.6 K, whereas that of 33a/33b was
1.02 � 0.07 at 367.6 K.15b It seems that the higher KE


value is due to the steric bulk of the aryl substituents.
However, Nugiel and Rappoport found that the KE values
at 353.6 K for the series 34a/34b range from 20 � 1 for
R = H to 0.006 � 0.0005 for R = tert-butyl and the
corresponding �G values are linear with Taft’s Es


constants with a slope of �1.5, indicating that the KE


values decrease rather than increase as the bulk of the �-
alkyl substituent increases.16 Therefore, Nugiel and
Rappoport suggested that whereas the kinetic stability
of the bulky simple enols is probably due mainly to steric
hindrance in the formation of the transition states of
ketonization, the relatively high thermodynamic stabi-
lities of the enols are due to a complex interplay of polar,
resonance, hyperconjugation, steric and hydrogen-bond-
ing effects in both the enols and ketones.15b


# �#'"�� ��


The �-amido-�-ketoamide 1 was well characterized and
consists of both enol and keto forms in CDCl3 with a high
KE value of 0.7. The high KE value may be due to both a
destabilizing electronic effect of the amido group
operating principally on the keto form and destabilizing
steric non-bonding interactions in the keto form caused
by three bulky substituents (R�, R and X). On the other
hand, enol forms of 2 and 3 cannot be detected by proton
NMR spectroscopy, i.e. the KE values of 2 and 3 should
be small, which is due to the stabilizing electronic effect
of �-alkyl groups operating principally on the keto forms.
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In other words, the bulky �-amido substituent makes �-H
of the keto form 1a much more acidic relative to the
acidity of the enol form 1b. However, the �-alkyl
substituents make �-H of the keto forms (2a, 3a) less
acidic relative to the corresponding enol forms (2b, 3b).


(1%(��$(��&'


2������


Unless stated otherwise, reagents were obtained from
commercial suppliers and used as received. NMR spectra
were obtained using Bruker model 200 and 400 NMR
spectrometers. High-resolution mass spectra were taken
on a VG 70250S mass spectrometer. Cyclohexyl
isocyanide13a and �-alkyl-�-ketoamides 2a and 3a13b


are known and were prepared according to the literature
methods.


#����� ��	��	�� ��3��
��� ��� *,


The intensity data were collected on a Nonius Kappa
CCD diffractometer using Mo K� radiation (� = 0.71073
Å) with an �–� scan at 293(�2) K. The unit cell
parameters were determined by least-squares refinement
on diffractometer angles 5.33 � � � 27.50° for 5432
reflections. The structure was solved by direct methods
using SHELXS-9717a and refined by full-matrix least-
squares on F2 using the SHELXL-97 program.17b


#����� ���� ��� *,


C26H32N2O3, crystal size 0.50 � 0.50 � 0.50 mm,
M = 420.54 g mol�1, triclinic, space group P�1, a =
9.4778(1) Å, b = 11.3857(2) Å, c = 12.2832(2) Å, � =
82.673(1)°, � = 79.617(1)°, � = 65.572(1)°, V =
1185.00(3) Å3, Z = 2, Dcalc = 1.179 g cm�1, F(000) 452,
� = 0.077 mm�1. The final R indices were R1 = 0.0516,
wR2 = 0.1341. The goodness-of-fit on F2 was 1.046.
Crystallographic data for crystal 1b have been deposited
at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center as CCDC
173897.


%��4������� �� ���
�����������
��� *


Phenylglyoxal hydrate (0.122 g, 0.9 mmol) was added to
a solution of n-butylamine (0.076 g, 0.9 mmol) in
methanol (5 ml). The solution was stirred for 20 min at
room temperature. Cyclohexyl isocyanide (0.1 g,
0.9 mmol) and benzoic acid (0.111 g, 0.9 mmol) were
added to the solution and the mixture was stirred at room
temperature for 4 days until a white solid precipitated.


After filtration, the precipitate was washed with methanol
and recrystallized from methanol to give 1 (0.203 g,
4.8 mmol) in 54% yield. 1H NMR (CDCl3), � 0.62–1.83
(m, CH3CH2CH2—CH2N— and methylene protons of
cyclohexyl groups for enol/keto forms), 3.08 (1H, d of t,
—HCHN— of the keto form 1a), 3.39 (1H, m,
—HCHN— of the enol form 1b), 3.48 (1H, m,
—HCHN— of the enol form 1b), 3.73 (1H, m,
—CHN— of the N-cyclohexyl group of the keto form
1a), 3.81 (1H, m, —CHN— of the N-cyclohexyl group of
the enol form 1b), 3.94 (1H, d of t, —HCHN— of the
keto form 1a), 5.89 (1H, s, HC� of keto form 1a), 6.33
(1H, d, HN— of the enol form 1b), 7.13–7.46 (m, PhH for
enol/keto forms), 7.79 (1H, d, HN— of the keto form 1a),
15.01 (1H, s, —OH of the enol form 1b). 13C NMR
(CDCl3), � 13.28, 13.73, 19.65, 20.51, 24.44, 24.65,
24.76, 25.21, 25.40, 30.02, 31.19, 31.65, 32.10, 32.36,
32.71, 32.74, 47.93, 48.32, 50.51, 51.64 (alkyl carbons of
enol/keto forms), 67.85 (C� of keto form 1a), 109.56 (C-
2 of enol form 1b), 126.06, 126.16, 126.59, 126.75,
126.90, 127.25, 127.39, 127.52, 127.59, 127.74, 128.12,
128.23, 128.26, 128.30, 128.46, 129.62, 129.74, 129.92,
130.28, 132.75, 133.44, 135.40, 135.54, 135.84 (phenyl
carbons of enol/keto forms), 166.55, 168.20, 170.10,
171.74, 172.98 (amide carbons and enol carbon of enol/
keto forms), 192.89 (ketone carbon of keto form 1a) ppm.
HRMS (EI) for C26H32N2O3, m/z calcd 420.24129, found
420.24150.
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Three figures showing COSY, NOESY and HMQC of 1b
are available at the epoc website at http://www.wiley.
com/epoc.
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ABSTRACT: The activation energy for the isomerization of 1,1�-binaphthyl in which positions 2 and 2� are bridged at
by an —O—CH2—O— unit was calculated at various computational levels. AM1 gave good agreement with the
experimental results. The transition-state structure was found to be entirely different from that calculated for the non-
bridged parent compound: whereas the latter has C2 symmetry, the former has Cs symmetry. The Cs symmetry
transition state for the non-bridged parent compound was also located and found to be ca 6 kcal mol�1 higher than the
C2 one. However, in the bridged compound, the inclusion of the bridge counterbalanced this by raising the energy of
the ground state, leaving the activation energy essentially unchanged. The isomerization of optically active bridged
1,1�-binaphthyls bearing linear polyphenyl rods of varying length, at positions 6 and 6�, was recently employed as a
probe to gain information on the effect of rubber and glassy polymers on reaction rates. The model showed that the
rod segments of these molecules traverse long distances in order to reach the transition state, which was consistent
with a strong rod length dependence on racemization of the bridged binaphthyls in the glassy state. However, the
present results demonstrate an unexpected twisting motion in the racemization process, suggesting that the appended
oligophenyl rods are displaced to about half the distance previously expected. This may contribute in part to the
experimental observation in the rubbery state where the microviscosity affects the racemization as a function of the
appended rods far less than expected. AM1 results also gave reasonable agreement with the experimental ponderal
effect consistent with the prior conclusion of force constant independence of rod length for twisting about the 1,1�
bonds. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: 1,1�-binaphthyls; enantiomerization
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Owing to a high barrier to rotation about the 1,1� bond,
1,1�-binaphthyl (1), exists as two separable enantiomers.


The isomerization process converting one enantiomer
into the other has been thoroughly studied both
experimentally and theoretically.1–14 Two possible paths
for enantiomer interconversion are to be considered. One
proceeds via a transition state which apposes the


hydrogens at positions 8 and 8� and those at positions 2
and 2� (the syn-TS), whereas the other involves a
transition state apposing the hydrogens at positions 2
and 8� and those at positions 8 and 2� (the anti-TS). In the
case of 1 the energy of the anti transition state is slightly
lower than that of the syn-TS. Bridging positions 2 and 2�
leave the syn-TS as the sole option. Such bridged 1,1�-
binaphthyls were recently used15,16 in order to evaluate
medium and viscosity effect on the isomerization rate.
Surprisingly, the isomerization rates of 1 to which
oligophenyl rods of various lengths were attached at
positions 6 and 6�, while causing large differences in the
racemization rates in the glassy state of polymers,15


showed far less dependence on the microviscosity of the
rubbery polymers in which the isomerizations were
performed. In the rubbery state15 the apparent activation
energies were found to be similar to those measured in
decalin, a solvent of low viscosity.


Another important result was that a change in the
length of the rods, and therefore also in their mass,
affected the isomerization rates: the greater the mass, the
lower was the reaction rate. These interesting results
stimulated us to explore computationally the isomeriza-
tion of 1,1�-binaphthyl and its 2,2�-bridged derivatives.
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Using Gaussian 98,17 we calculated the activation
energies for the isomerization of 2,2�-O—CH2—O—
bridged 1,1�-binaphthyl (BN) at several levels of theory.
After correction for zero point energy, the activation
energies obtained are 37.86 kcal mol�1 (B3LYP/6–
31G*),18 25.34 kcal mol�1 (PM3) and 29.43 kcal mol�1


(AM1) (1 kcal = 4.184 kj). The experimentally measured
activation energy is 33 kcal mol�1. Thus, both AM1 and
B3LYP/6–31G* gave results which were close to the
experimentally determined value,15 with the AM1
method being slightly better. Because of this and because
the semi-empirical method was much less time consum-
ing, we employed AM1 in the present study.


All stationary points were characterized by frequency
analysis.
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The AM1-computed energies for the BN series are given
in Table 1. Surprisingly, the bridge has only a marginal
effect on the activation energy when compared with the
syn isomerization path of 1,1�-binaphthyl. As can be seen
from Table 1, the activation energy for BN is
29 kcal mol�1, whereas that reported by Schlegel et al.
(AM1 calculations)14 for the syn path of the parent
binaphthyl is 29.5 kcal mol�1. On the other hand, the
bridge induced a drastic effect on the transition-state
structure. Whereas the transition state for the isomeriza-
tion of the parent molecule has C2 symmetry, that for the
bridged molecule has Cs symmetry (Scheme 1).


In order to clarify why the effect of the bridge on the
isomerization barrier is marginal, we computed the
activation energies, at the AM1 level, for the isomeriza-
tion of several model compounds: biphenyl (2), bridged
biphenyl (3) and 1,1�-binaphthyl itself (1). For the latter


molecule the findings for the syn-TS structure fully
reproduced the literature14 AM1 calculations.


The results are presented in Table 2. In addition, we
calculated the Cs symmetric transition state for 1 (which
is similar to that of BN without the bridge; see Scheme 1).
The activation energy for the isomerization of 2 is
1.5 kcal mol�1. Introducing the bridge (3), as for the
binaphthyl system, did not have much effect on the
activation energy (the activation energy is
0.05 kcal mol�1) (the difference between the �H≠ for 2
and 3 is within the reliability range of the computational
method) or change much the geometries involved. In the
next step, we re-examined the binaphthyl system. The
symmetric transition state for the isomerization of 1
where the binaphthyl units adopt Cs symmetry was
indeed observed. However, the activation energy going


����� �' ���� 	��!��" ����#�� ��" $��� ���������� �� %�& '


Compound
E ground state


(a.u.)
E transition state


(a.u.)
�H≠


(kcal mol�1)
�S≠


(e.u.)
103k
(s�1)


BN 0.042518 0.090425 29.17 �3.67 1.18
BN1 0.123779 0.171495 29.06 �4.22 1.04
BN2 0.204881 0.252488 28.98 �4.65 0.91
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through this transition state was 35.2 kcal mol�1, ca
6 kcal mol�1 higher than that for the C2 transition state
path. Hence it would seem that the symmetry imposed on
the binaphthyl unit at the transition state for the
isomerization of BN is in fact counterproductive.
However, in BN the bridge whose presence induces a
Cs symmetric transition state results in lowering of the
activation energy from 35.2 to 29 kcal mol�1. It therefore
remains to be determined whether its major role is in
destabilizing the ground state or stabilizing the transition
state. To determine this, we recalculated the ground- and
transition-state structures of BN, replacing the bridge
with hydrogens at positions 2 and 2� while keeping all
other geometric parameters frozen, optimizing only the
position of the two added hydrogens. Depicted in Scheme


2 is the isodesmic reaction in which the core binaphthyl
system retains the corresponding geometries of BN in the
ground and the transition states. This isodesmic reaction
is exothermic (�E = �7.5 kcal mol�1), clearly indicating
that the bridge destabilizes the ground state.


(��� �� ��� �	�������� �����


It has been suggested15,16 that in the isomerization of
bridged 1,1�-binaphthyls to which polyphenyl rods were
attached, the longer rods have to sweep across longer
distances in the medium and, since this motion will be
hindered by the solvent, a dependence on the transition
from rubbery to the glassy state15 and on the micro-
viscosity of the rubbery state16 might be observed. Table
3 shows the distance traversed, according to Ref. 15, by a
terminal hydrogen of one of the polyphenyl rods relative
to the other in order to reach the transition state. Thus, for
example, for BN2, the total travel distance of the terminal
H is 23.1 Å, implying that on its way to the transition
state, this hydrogen will have to cover a distance (c/2) of
11.55 Å. Table 3 also presents our AM1-computed
distances between the two terminal hydrogens in the
ground states and in the transition states of the different
BNs, and the distances that these hydrogens are displaced
in reaching the transition state (the data for BN5, a rod of
five p-phenyl groups, are obtained by simple geometric
extrapolation from the other derivatives). The data show
that these distances, which should be considered as the
lower essential limit, are about half of those estimated
previously.15
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Compound r1 � �
Dihedral angle


9,1, 1�,9� (°)
Dihedral angle


2,1,1�,2� (°) d1 d2


Heat of
formation (a.u.)a


�H≠


(kcal mol�1)


1 GS 1.469 120.4 119.8 112.0 110.0 4.150 3.950 0.453741 29.0
TS 1.482 112.0 131.3 53.0 36.0 1.663 2.291 0.499964


2 GS 1.462 120.4 120.4 40.6 40.6 2.341 0.280456 1.5
TS 1.465 121.2 121.2 0.0 0.0 1.889 0.282792


3 GS 1.462 118.6b 125.1b 21.4 22.0 0.199672 0.05
TS 1.466 119.2 125.6 0.0 0.0 0.199751


BN GS 1.466 123.5 118.1 52.1 44.8 2.590 0.377528 29.2
TS 1.464 124.0 121.0 0.0 0.0 1.694 0.424017


a at 150°C.
b Average value of � and �� (differ by 2°).
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The differences in the results between the present
study and the previous study15 stem from the differences
in the visualization of the path leading from the ground
state to the transition state. The motion envisioned by
Green et al.15 is associated with a scissoring vibration
[see the sketch in Table 3 and Scheme 3(a); the
O—CH2—O bridge at the rear has been omitted for
clarity]. However, on the basis of the present results we
suggest that the transition-state structure for BNX (see
Scheme 1) is reached by a rotation of one naphthyl unit
around an axis roughly going through C-2 and C-6 (Scheme
3). This rotation is coupled with a distortion which
distances the hydrogens in positions 8 and 8� from each
other. The latter motion is responsible for the displacement
of the polyphenyl rods that we observed (Table 3) and
which is about half the distance suggested previously.15


Finally, it is worthwhile mentioning that our calcula-
tions of the rate constants of the various BNs at 423 K
(Table 1) reproduce the ponderal effect found experi-
mentally, namely, the ratio of the rate constants is
proportional to the square root of the mass ratios. A


comparison of the theoretical and experimental results is
given in Table 4.


"��"#!�����


The observations in this study can be summarized as
follows. (a) The structures of the transition states for the
isomerization of the parent and the bridge compounds are
not identical (Scheme 1). (b) The transition state for the
BNX series can be attained by a twisting vibration which
necessitates a much smaller motion amplitude than
formerly assumed for the proposed scissoring vibration
(Scheme 3). (c) Imposing the transition-state structure of
the bridge compound on the parent molecule yielded a
transition state higher in energy by ca 6 kcal mol�1. (c) In
the bridged compound this increase in energy is counter-
balanced by a ground-state destabilization caused by the
bridge. (d) The experimentally observed ponderal effect
was computationally reproduced with reasonable agree-
ment.
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r at the ground
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r at the transition
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c/2a
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ABSTRACT: The solvation of some neutral and charged organic molecules (phenol, nitroanilines, tetra-
alkylammonium) in binary solvent mixtures was investigated by means of intermolecular 1H-NOESY NMR
spectroscopy. The solvation shell of the solute is, in most cases, selectively enriched in one of the cosolvents
(preferential solvation). The origin of preferential solvation is discussed in terms of solute–solvent interactions and
microheterogeneity in the solvent mixture. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: binary solvent mixtures; NMR spectroscopy; NOESY; preferential solvation
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When a substance is dissolved in a solvent mixture, the
composition of the solvation shell may be different from
that of the bulk; this situation is pictorially represented in
Fig. 1.


This phenomenon is commonly denoted preferential
(or selective) solvation1–4 and has an obvious bearing on
all solvation-related properties, since the environment of
solutes and solvents may be substantially different from
that expected on the basis of the bulk composition.
Ultimately, then, reactivity changes may ensue.5 Apart
from practical implications, an understanding of the
factors that drive the system towards an enrichment in
one component is obviously desirable. The basic question
connected with preferential solvation is, therefore, the
extent to which it is due to molecular properties (such as
the capabilities to be engaged in hydrogen bonding,
dipole–dipole and dispersive interactions) rather than
collective/cooperative phenomena that involve large
ensembles of molecules.


Not surprisingly, preferential solvation has been
investigated with a variety of experimental and theoreti-
cal methods.3,4 Most studies have been concerned with
electrolytes like metal ions, and employed methods
which are not easily applicable, e.g. to neutral molecules.
However, notably Wakisaka and co-workers probed the


solvation shell of neutrals determining the mass spectra
of clusters obtained by evaporation of solution droplets.6


A few NMR methods have also been tailored to probe
the association of neutral species, notably those based on
the Aij parameter7 or 2D intermolecular HOESY (map-
ping heteronuclear NOEs).8 However, in general,
intermolecular interactions are best probed through the
nuclei that point towards the outside, in most cases
hydrogen atoms. When coupled with the high sensitivity
of 1H compared with those of heteronuclei, the
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advantages of exploiting 1H NOEs (by the 1H NOESY
sequence) become clear.


The latter method exploits the NOE between spatially
close protons, a well-established technique for probing
structure and conformation. However, perhaps owing to
its great success when applied in this fashion, consider-
ably less attention has been paid to the fact that NOEs can
in principle be observed also when the involved spins
belong to different molecules, which of course opens a
path for investigating solute–solvent interactions at an
atomic resolution level. Part of this neglect stems from
the fact that the methods for preparing the samples for
NOE measurements recommend deuterated solvents,
precisely aiming at suppressing intermolecular NOEs.9


Such effects consequently become very weak or
unobservable.


The longitudinal relaxation of 1H (and of other spin-1
2


nuclei) takes place mostly through the fluctuation of


nuclear dipoles in the surrounding spins. For small
molecules in non-viscous solvents,9 the intermolecular
dipole–dipole relaxation rate is proportional to the spin
concentration reached by the solvent (N), the diffusion
coefficient (D) and the approach distance (r) as
1�TDD�inter


1 � N�Dr. Even this qualitative expression
highlights that the factors that appear therein are related
to solvation, and therefore that the NOESY technique
may furnish valuable information thereon.


In previous work,2–4 we showed that one can
emphasize intermolecular NOEs by a careful choice of
acquisition parameters of standard 2D 1H NOESY
sequences, and thus extract the useful information
contained therein. Related approaches have been advo-
cated for the study of biomolecules.10


NOESY spectra obtained under appropriate conditions
(solvents with low deuterium content, mixing time
tailored to the very slow relaxation rates in such
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solutions) indeed show cross-peaks at the solute and
solvent frequencies. One such example is given in Fig. 2.


NOESY cross-peaks arise from dipolar cross-relaxa-
tion between the spins involved. Intermolecular cross-
peaks, therefore, yield information on the efficiency of
solute–solvent dipolar cross-relaxation. These cross-
peaks have different integrated intensities; the question
then becomes whether such differences may be related to
the composition of the solvation shell. In order to do this,
one must have theoretical expressions for such intensi-
ties, which we have evaluated3 following the theory
developed by Macura and Ernst,11,12 lifting some
constraints built into the original formulation.


If we denote our system as being made of a solute (A)
present at a very low concentration in a mixture of two
solvents (B and C), according to the Macura–Ernst
theory, the intensity of the intermolecular cross-peak
between spins i and j as a function of the mixing time �m,
aij(�m), is given by


aij��m� � njM0


N
exp��R�m�� �ij �1�


where nj is the concentration of spin j, M0 is the
equilibrium magnetization, N the total spin concentration
(N = nA � nB � nC) and [exp (�R�m)]ij a matrix element
of exp(�R�m).12 The evaluation of Eqn. (1) requires
diffusion coefficients (D) and approach distances (r);
such parameters were estimated by means of the
microviscosity theory,9a with the aid of experimentally
available viscosities.


Thus, if aAB and aAC are the cross-peak intensities
between solute A and solvents B and C, respectively,
their ratio can be calculated as seen above. The ratio of
cross-peaks due to each individual solute–solvent inter-
action (aAB/aAC) is given by


aAB


aAC


� �
calc


� nB


nC


exp �R�m� �AB


exp �R�m� �AC
�2�


Values of aAB/aAC are calculated setting all spin
concentrations to the values imposed by the composition
of the mixture (i.e. the solvent mole fractions xB and xC;
xA is much smaller, and its effect is negligible). If there is
preferential solvation, this will be reflected in a different
experimental aAB/aAC value. Thus, if, e.g., (aAB/aAC)exptl


�(aAB/aAC)calc, then the solute will be preferentially
solvated by solvent B.


This qualitative result can also be put on a semi-
quantitative basis. One can numerically invert Eqn. (2),
thus finding a new set of solvent mole fractions
�x	B� x	C�that render (aAB/aAC)exptl = (aAB/aAC)calc.


3 These
new mole fractions x	B� x	C may be viewed as providing a
semiquantitative description of the extent to which
preferential solvation has altered the solvation shell.
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Throughout the following presentation, we will assume a
1:1 mole fraction binary mixture as solvent, the solute
being present at very small mole fraction (ca 10�2), and
we will show NOESY data obtained by adding up the
integrals of all signals from non-exchangeable protons in
the solute (i.e. the solvation of the whole solute
molecule).2,3
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Even though the results obtained by this technique are
consistent with available data independently obtained
(see below), we strived to validate the method by
studying a system having a known behavior. A good
benchmark would be provided by a solute that is not
preferentially solvated; however, this is easier said than
done. Even though one can make this assumption for
some real-world mixtures, there is hardly any bona fide
such case known with certainty. We worked around this
problem by adopting a mixture of isotopomers of the
same chemical entity as solvent.3 Thus, e.g., a mixture of
CD3CH2OH (B1) and CH3CD2OH (B2) is guaranteed to
give NMR signals from different molecules because the
chemical species, and its solvating characteristics, are
essentially the same. If a 1:1 mixture is used, aAB1/aAB2


should be equal to the ratio of the respective spin
concentrations, in this case 2:3. Figure 3 reports the
results of this experiment with phenol as solute; the ratio
of intermolecular cross-peaks was 2:3, as expected for
non-selective solvation.
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In 1:1 aqueous mixtures with CH3CN, DMSO, EtOH and
n-PrOH, phenol is preferentially solvated by the
respective organic cosolvent. Conversely, in a CH2Cl2–
Et2O mixture hardly any preference was observed.
Inverting Eqn. (2) as described before yields values of
x�B and hence a semiquantitative insight on the extent of
preferential solvation (see Table 1).


In aqueous CH3CN and DMSO, the bulk mole fraction
of water (xB = 0.5) is locally decreased to x�B = 0.4. For
H2O–CH3CN, self-association of both components is
known to cause microheterogeneity at xB 
 0.5.13 Hence
the existence of prearranged regions strongly enriched in
acetonitrile suggests that phenol can favorably fit into
such clusters. In H2O–DMSO, self-association seems
implicated only at xB � 0.8.7a,13 Hence, preferential
solvation in this system is dictated mainly by individual
solute–solvent interactions, and the result is consistent
with a preference for the stronger HB acceptor (DMSO).


More strikingly, when the organic cosolvent is EtOH
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or n-PrOH, x�B = 0.1–0.2. This marked preferential
solvation probably stems from the ability of both alcohols
to solvate phenol through both HB and dispersive
interactions, as well as microheterogeneity due to self-
association of both alcohols.7a,b,13 The results obtained
by Wakisaka et al. through the analysis of the composi-
tion of molecular clusters by mass spectrometry6b are in
agreement with the NOESY results. It should be noted,
however, that the solvolytic behavior of structurally
related compounds (substituted benzyl and benzoyl


chlorides) in water–alcohol mixtures has been interpreted
differently.14


Data obtained in Et2O–CH2Cl2 indicate no preference
for either solvent. This result is at variance with the better
HB accepting power of Et2O, and suggests that dispersive
interactions with the more polarizable chlorine atoms
compensate.


In conclusion, the overall solvation shell of phenol is
of a hydrophobic nature, despite the well-known HB
donor ability of its OH group. However, it must be kept in
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Solute (A) Solvent mixture (B–C) x	B
b Preferred solvent


Phenol H2O–CH3CN 0.4 CH3CN
Phenol H2O–DMSO 0.4 DMSO
Phenol H2O–EtOHc 0.2 EtOH
Phenol H2O–n-PrOHc 0.1 n-PrOH
Phenol CH2Cl2–Et2O 0.5 None
o-Nitroaniline Cyclohexane–THF 0.5 None
m-Nitroaniline Cyclohexane–THF 0.4 THF
p-Nitroaniline Cyclohexane–THF 0.4 THF
Me4N� Cl� H2O–CH3CN 0.6 H2O
n-Bu4N� I� H2O–CH3CN 0.2 CH3CN


a The bulk composition (1:1) is xA 
 2 � 10�2, xB = xC = 0.5.
b From inversion of Eqn. (2) (see text).
c The intensity of phenol–water cross-peaks may be overestimated owing to proton exchange with the alcohol.
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mind that the NOESY method only obtains information
from the relaxation of the ring protons, many of which are
somewhat removed from the OH group.


�����������
�


The solvation of o-, m- and p-nitroaniline was investi-
gated in cyclohexane–THF. For the meta and para
isomers THF is preferred over cyclohexane (x�B = 0.4;
Table 1), whereas for o-nitroaniline there is hardly any
preference, in agreement with UV results.15 Hence, in
general their solvation is dominated by dipole–dipole and
NH���O hydrogen-bonding interactions between the
amino group and the oxygen ether of THF, whereas
cyclohexane can only solvate through dispersion. The
behavior of o-nitroaniline is probably due to the
engagement of the NH hydrogen in an intramolecular
HB with a nitro oxygen (Scheme 1), thus reducing its
requirement for solvent stabilization.


�
�����.���������� �����


Me4N� and n-Bu4N� were studied in H2O–CH3CN, in
order to investigate the combined effect of ionic charge
and a non-polar surface on the nature of the solvation
shell, since their charge is symmetrically located with
respect to the probe protons and not directly exposed to
the solvent. The results for Me4N� and n-Bu4N� in H2O–
CH3CN (Table 1) were opposite (preference for water
and CH3CN, respectively), which agrees with the values
of single-ion transfer activity coefficients.16 Hence the
positive charge of Me4N� is relatively accessible to the
solvent, so that solvation is dominated by electrostatic
forces and hydration is favored, whereas the surface of n-
Bu4N� is essentially hydrophobic, and solvation is
controlled by the solvent that can best stabilize the solute
by dispersion (CH3CN). However, since the dielectric
permittivity of these solutions is relatively small, some
degree of ion pairing may not be ruled out, so that the
observed result may partly reflect the solvation of the
anion. While the NOESY technique is not applicable to
quadrupolar halide anions such as Cl�, Br� and I�, the
effect of the anion could be profitably probed through
anions such as F�, BF4


� or simple organic anions.


#��#'"����


Enrichment of the solvation shell in a given solvent is
dictated by the balance of several factors, which may be
broadly classified as solute–solvent or solvent–solvent
interactions. In aqueous–organic solvent mixtures, the
solute–solvent stabilization provided by water is domi-
nated by polar and HB interactions. Depending on its
nature, the organic solvent may be able to provide similar
stabilizing interactions, but (unlike water, which has a
very low polarizability) it can also interact via dispersive
interactions17 with non-polar regions. However, when
electrostatic forces are strong, as in the case of Me4N�,
preferential hydration is apparent. On the other hand,
preferential solvation is also favored if the mixed solvent
has regions enriched in a self-associated component, i.e. a
pre-organized environment with which the solute may
interact favorably. If should finally be mentioned that
preferential solvation is affected also by a size mismatch
in the solvents18 and entropic effects.19


Most of these phenomena, notably those pertaining to
microheterogeneity, are collective in nature and cannot
be understood through the study of the interaction
between single molecules. The simulation of molecular
dynamics in bulk, mixed-solvent systems20,21 is probably
the most appropriate theoretical method available for
elucidating the structure of the solvation shell at atomic
resolution, and its results should usefully complement
those obtainable by NMR.
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ABSTRACT: The kinetics of the gas-phase elimination of several heterocyclic carbamates were determined in a static
system over the temperature range 190.0–409.7°C and the pressure range 26.5–125 Torr (1 Torr = 133.3 Pa). The
reactions in seasoned vessels, with the free radical inhibitor cyclohexene and/or toluene always present, are
homogeneous and unimolecular and obey a first-order rate law. The observed rate coefficients are represented by the
following Arrhenius equations: for tert-butyl-1-pyrrolidine carboxylate, log k1 (s�1) = (11.36 � 0.31) �(145.4 � 3.1)
kJ mol�1 (2.303RT)�1; for 1-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-2-pyrrolidinone, log k1 (s�1) = (11.54 � 0.29) �(140.8 � 2.8)
kJ mol�1 (2.303RT)�1; for tert-butyl-1-pyrrole carboxylate, log k1 (s�1) = (12.12 � 0.05) �(145.2 � 1.0) kJ mol�1


(2.303RT)�1; and for 1-ethylpiperazine carboxylate, log k1 (s�1) = (12.05 � 0.19) �(188.2 � 4.6) kJ mol�1


(2.303RT)�1. The saturated heterocyclic carbamates show a decrease in rates of elimination due to electronic
factors. Heterocyclic carbamates with a nitrogen atom able to delocalize its electrons with �-bonds present in the ring
were found to enhance the rates due to resonance interactions. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: elimination; kinetics; heterocyclic carbamates
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The gas-phase pyrolysis kinetics of 2-alkyl-substituted
ethyl N,N-diethylcarbamates1 have been shown to
enhance the rate of ethylene elimination in the order
tert-butyl � isopropyl � ethyl, which is consistent with
the sequence of the comparative rates for the correspond-
ing 2-alkyl-substituted ethyl N,N-dimethylcarbamates.2


These reactions suggested that C�—O bond polarization,
in the direction C�


��—O��, is the rate-determining step.
The mechanism of these reactions was believed to
proceed according to reaction (1).


�1�


The (CH3CH2)2N substituent at the acid side of the
above-mentioned esters was found to decrease the rate


slightly compared with (CH3)2N. This difference was
explained in terms of the greater electron-releasing power
of the CH3CH2 group to the N atom than CH3. Along this
line of work, the effect of a phenyl group at the N atom in
ethyl N-methyl-N-phenylcarbamate3 gave a small de-
crease in rate compared with (CH3)2NCOOCH2CH3.
Moreover, when the remaining CH3 at the N atom of
ethyl N-methyl-N-phenylcarbamate was replaced by an
additional phenyl group, i.e. ethyl N,N-diphenylcarba-
mate, the rate decreased significantly by a factor of 9.8.
This result suggested that steric factors may well affect
this process of elimination.


Further investigation of the factors which may affect
the rate of elimination of carbamates involves consider-
ing heterocyclic nitrogen subtituents at the acid side of
carbamates, where the nitrogen atom is part of a cyclic
saturated or conjugated �-bond system. Therefore, the
present work was aimed at examining the pyrolysis
kinetics of tert-butyl-1-pyrrolidine carboxylate, 1-(tert-
butoxycarbonyl)-2-pyrrolidinone, tert-butyl-1-pyrrole
carboxylate and 1-ethylpiperazine carboxylate in the
gas phase.


�,-+.)- !(� �'-%+--'*(


The molecular elimination of the carbamates described
by reaction (2): in a static system, with vessels seasoned
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with allyl bromide and in the presence of cyclohexene
and/or toluene inhibitors, demands that Pf/P0 = 3.0,
where Pf and P0 are the final and initial pressure,
respectively (Table 1). The average experimental results
for Pf/P0 values at four different temperatures and 10
half-lives were 2.95 for tert-butyl-1-pyrrolidine carboxy-
late, 2.84 for 1-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-2-pyrrolidinone,
and 2.81 for tert-butyl-1-pyrrole carboxylate.


�2�


The departure from Pf = 3P0 results mainly from a
small extent of polymerization of an authentic sample of
the olefinic product isobutene. Additional verification of
the stoichiometry (2) was made by comparing the
percentage decomposition of the substrate calculated
from pressure measurements with that obtained from the
chromatographic analyses of the olefin product isobutene
(Table 2).


The homogeneity of these reactions was examined in
the presence of the inhibitors cyclohexene and/or toluene
in a vessel with a surface-to-volume ratio 6.0 times
greater than normal, which is equal to 1.0 (Table 3). The
packed and unpacked clean Pyrex vessels had a
significant effect on the rates. However, when the packed
and unpacked vessels were seasoned with allyl bromide,
except 1-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-2-pyrrolidinone, no
marked effect on the rate coefficients of these carbamates
occurred. The pyrolysis of these carbamates, in seasoned
vessels, had to be carried out in the presence of at least
twice the amount of the inhibitor cyclohexene and/or
toluene (Table 4). No induction period was obtained. The
rate coefficients are reproducible with a relative standard
deviation not greater than 5% at a given temperature.


The rate coefficients of these eliminations were found
to be invariable to initial pressures (Table 5), and the first-
order rate was calculated from k1 = (2.303/t) log [2P0/
(3P0 � Pt)]. A plot of log(3P0 � Pt) against time t gave a
good straight line up to 60–75% decomposition. The
variation of the rate coefficient with temperature and the
corresponding Arrhenius equations are given in Table 6
(90% confidence coefficient from the least-squares
procedure).


�/,���
���������� �����"�
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The elimination products of reaction (3):


�3�


suggest a theoretical Pf/P0 = 3.0. The average experi-
mental results for Pf/P0 at four temperatures and 10 half-
lives is 2.77 (Table 1). The small departure from
stoichiometry was found to be due to a small extent of
decomposition of an authentic sample of piperazine.
Further verification of the stoichiometry of reaction (3),
up to 45% decomposition, was obtained by comparing
the pressure increase with the quantitative GLC analysis
of ethylene formation (Table 2). The homogeneity of this
pyrolytic elimination was examined by using a packed
reaction vessel with a surface-to-volume ratio six times


)��
� �� '���
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Substrate Temperature (°C) P0 (Torr) Pf (Torr) Pf/P0 Average


tert-Butyl-1-pyrrolidine carboxylate 230.2 18 54.5 3.03 2.95
240.8 21 62.5 2.98
250.8 31 89.5 2.89
260.9 45 130.5 2.90


1-(tert-Butoxycarbonyl)-2-pyrrolidinone 210.0 27 76 2.81 2.84
219.6 34 97.5 2.87
229.3 26.5 75 2.83
239.8 59 164.5 2.83


tert-Butyl-1-pyrrole carboxylate 213.7 96 281 2.93 2.81
224.4 81 226 2.79
235.1 63 164 2.76
245.7 53 145 2.74


1-Ethylpiperazine carboxylate 372.0 90 255 2.83 2.77
380.5 92 259 2.82
389.0 80 217 2.71
399.0 67 181 2.70
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Substrate Temperature (°C) Parameter Value


tert-Butyl-1-pyrrolidine carboxylate 260.9 Time (min) 5 6 8 10 12
Reaction (%) (pressure) 31.6 39.3 44.7 57.1 64.9
Isobutene (%) (GLC) 29.1 37.9 43.8 55.2 63.9


1-(tert-Butoxycarbonyl)-2-pyrrolidinone 239.8 Time (min) 3 5 7 10 15
Reaction (%) (pressure) 25.6 38.3 47.1 61.8 71.0
Isobutene (%) (GLC) 25.5 36.4 45.1 63.8 75.6


tert-Butyl-1-pyrrole carboxylate 235.1 Time (min) 1.5 3 6 9 11
Reaction (%) (pressure) 15.5 24.3 42.0 53.3 62.1
Isobutene (%) (GLC) 14.6 24.6 42.3 53.9 61.3


1-Ethylpiperazine carboxylate 372.0 Time (min) 1.5 3 7 10 16
Reaction (%) (pressure) 8.3 16.1 33.3 40.6 43.9
Ethylene (%) (GLC) 7.7 15.8 33.3 41.0 45.1


)��
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�
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Compound S/V (cm�1)a 104 k1 (s�1)b 104 k1 (s�1)c


tert-Butyl-1-pyrrolidine carboxylate at 260.9°C 1 7.90 13.85
6 12.27 13.92


1-(tert-Butoxycarbonyl)-2-pyrrolidinone at 229.3°C 1 47.05d 8.15
6 50.0d 44.25d


tert-Butyl-1-pyrrole carboxylate at 235.1°C 1 16.4 15.16
6 20.98 15.58


1-Ethylpiperazine carboxylate at 369.9°C 1 5.21 4.81
6 5.60 4.83


a S = surface area; V = volume.
b Clean Pyrex vessel.
c Vessel seasoned with allyl bromide.
d Average k value.
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Substrate Temperature (°C) Ps (Torr)b Pi (Torr)c Pi/Ps 104 k1 (s�1)


tert-Butyl-1-pyrrolidine carboxylate 260.9 44 — — 14.47
24 16 0.7 13.91
37 60 1.6 13.68
45 122 2.7 13.72
38.5 132 3.4 13.74


1-(tert-Butoxycarbonyl)-2-pyrrolidinone 229.3 33.5 — — —d


43 35 0.8 7.07
52.5 101.5 1.9 7.97
43 109.5 2.6 8.34
40 127.5 3.2 8.03
26.5 111 4.2 8.35


tert-Butyl-1-pyrrole carboxylate 235.1 57 — — 15.02
66 50 0.7 15.20
64 88 1.4 15.27
55 161 2.9 15.29
52 182 3.5 15.26


1-Ethylpiperazine carboxylate 380.5 103 — — 13.29
144 73 0.5 11.60
98 114 1.2 11.64
65 156 2.4 11.54
75 204 2.7 11.69


a Cyclohexene or toluene inhibitor.
b Ps, pressure of the substrate.
c Pi, pressure of the inhibitor.
d k Value unreliable.
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greater than that of the unpacked vessel (Table 3). The
packed and unpacked Pyrex vessels seasoned with allyl
bromide had no effect on rates. However, the packed and
unpacked clean Pyrex vessels gave a small but significant
heterogeneous effect. The effect of addition of different
proportions of toluene inhibitor is shown in Table 4.
According to this result, the pyrolysis experiments had to
be carried out in the presence of at least an equal amount
of toluene in order to prevent any possible radical
reactions. No induction period was observed and the rates
were reproducible with a relative standard deviation not
greater than 5% at a given temperature.


The rate coefficients, in seasoned vessels and in the
presence of toluene, were found to be independent of the
initial pressure, and the first-order plots are satisfactorily
linear up to about 45% reaction (Table 5). The
temperature dependence of the rate coefficients, at the
90% confidence level with the least-squares method, is
described in Table 6.


The kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of several
heterocyclics containing the nitrogen atom at the acid
side of esters are given in Table 7. The negative entropy
of activation �S≠ of these eliminations suggests a
symmetrical arrangement and possible planarity of the
transition state, while the enthalpy of activation �H≠


implies endothermic processes. The values of logA
between 11.36 and 12.87 are reasonable for a six-
membered cyclic transition-state mechanism. The fact


that these carbamates are not spontaneous, unstable and
endergonic is reflected by the free energy of activation
�G≠ given in Table 7.


When the terminal CH3 of the (CH3CH2)N group of
the tert-butyl ester 1 are bound together to form the
heterocyclic substituent of the carbamate, i.e. tert-butyl-
1-pyrrolidine carboxylate 2, the rate of elimination of this
substrate decreased compared with ethyl N,N-diethylcar-
bamate 1 (Table 7). Apparently, the electronic effect of
the 1-pyrrolidine substituent may be operating during the
process of decomposition. Moreover, when the pyrroli-
dine skeleton in 2 is modified by introducing a carbonyl
group such as 3, i.e. 1-(tert-butoxycarbonyl)-2-pyrrolidi-
none, or to a conjugated �-system such as 4, i.e. 1-tert-
butylpyrrole carboxylate, both substrates give a signifi-
cant enhancement in the rate of isobutylene elimination
with respect to 1 (Table 7). Consequently, an electronic
effect seems to be the paramount factor in the decom-
position process of these substrates. Delocalization of the
nitrogen electrons to the carbonyl group in 3, and to the
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Substrate Temperature (°C) Parameter Value


tert-Butyl-1-pyrrolidine carboxylate 260.9 P0 (Torr) 28 38.5 45 75
104 k1 (s�1) 13.93 13.64 13.72 13.99


1-(tert-Butoxycarbonyl)-2-pyrrolidinone 229.3 P0 (Torr) 26.5 34.5 43 52.5 61
104 k1 (s�1) 8.35 8.05 8.34 7.97 8.00


tert-Butyl-1-pyrrole carboxylate 224.3 P0 (Torr) 41 51 81 105 121
104 k1 (s�1) 7.32 7.45 7.51 7.46 7.41


1-Ethylpiperazine carboxylate 380.5 P0 (Torr) 51 70 80 98 108
104 k1 (s�1) 11.54 11.62 11.57 11.60 11.59


)��
� 3� �������
	 
( ���� �
�(����	�� /��* ����������


Substrate Parameter Value


tert-Butyl-1-pyrrolidine carboxylate Temperature (°C) 220.6 230.2 241.0 250.8 260.9 270.0 280.0
104 k1 (s�1) 0.99 1.82 3.63 7.48 13.72 23.82 42.88


Rate equation Log[k1 (s�1)] = (11.36 � 0.31) �(145.4 � 3.1) kJ mol�1 (2.303RT)�1; r = 0.9997
1-(tert-Butoxycarbonyl)-2-pyrrolidinone Temperature (°C) 209.5 219.3 229.3 239.8 250.1 260.0


104 k1 (s�1) 2.03 3.85 8.15 15.83 29.78 56.00
Rate equation Log[k1 (s�1)] = (11.54 � 0.29) �(140.8 � 2.8) kJ mol�1 (2.303RT)�1; r = 0.9998
tert-Butyl-1-pyrrole carboxylate Temperature (°C) 193.4 203.2 213.8 224.3 235.1 245.7 254.7


104 k1 (s�1) 0.72 1.53 3.49 7.39 15.15 31.23 56.14
Rate equation Log[k1 (s�1)] = (12.12 � 0.05) �(145.2 � 1.0) kJ mol�1 (2.303RT)�1; r = 0.9999
1-Ethylpiperazine carboxylate Temperature (°C) 353.4 369.9 372.0 380.5 389.0 399.0 409.7


104 k1 (s�1) 2.60 4.81 6.94 11.58 18.08 30.02 50.20
Rate equation Log[k1 (s�1)] = (12.05 � 0.19) �(188.2 � 4.6) kJ mol�1 (2.303RT)�1; r = 0.9997
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conjugated �-system in 4, makes these substituents
electron withdrawing in nature, thus favouring the C�—
O bond breaking, which is rate determining in the
transition state [reaction (1)].


The small but significant decrease in rate of 1-
ethylpiperazine carboxylate compared with ethyl N,N-
diethylcarbamate (Table 8) leads us to believe that the
piperazine substituent at the acid side of the ethyl ester
affects the rate in terms of electronic effects.


,45,�'�,()!.


tert-Butyl-1-pyrrolidine carboxylate, 1-(tert-butoxycar-
bonyl)-2-pyrrolidinone, tert-butyl-1-pyrrole carboxylate
and 1-ethylpiperazine carboxylate were acquired from
Aldrich. Quantitative analyses of the substrates were
performed by GLC (Pennwalt 223, KOH, 80–100 mesh).
The olefin products ethylene and isobutylene were
analyzed in a column of Porapak Q (80–100 mesh).
The verification of the substrates and identifications of
the products were carried out by GLC–MS (Saturn 2000,
Varian) with a DB-5MS capillary column, 30 �
0.250 mm i.d., 0.25 �m film thickness.


��������� The kinetic determinations were carried out in a
static reaction system as described previously4,5 with
some additons and modifications of modern electronic


and electrical devices. The reaction vessel was seasoned
with the product of decomposition of allyl bromide. The
rate coefficients were determined manometrically. The
temperature was found to be constant within �0.2°C
when controlled with a Shinko DIC-PS 23TR resistance
thermometer controller, and measured with a calibrated
platinum/platinum–13% rhodium thermocouple. The
reaction vessel showed no temperature gradient at
different points, and the substrate was injected directly
into the reaction vessel through a silicone-rubber septum.


!�6��7
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Z k1 � 10�4 (s�1) Ea (kJ mol�1) Log A (s�1) �S≠ (J mol�1 K�1) �H≠ (kJ mol�1) �G≠ (kJ mol�1) Ref.


(CH3CH2)2N 2.52 158.6 � 6.2 12.87 � 0.62 �52.3 154.4 180.7 1


1.83 145.4 � 3.1 11.36 � 0.31 �40.2 141.2 161.4 This work


8.31 140.8 � 2.8 11.54 � 0.29 �36.8 136.6 155.1 This work


11.03 145.2 � 1.0 12.12 � 0.05 �25.5 141.0 153.8 This work
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Z k1 � 10�4 (s�1) Ea (kJ mol�1) Log A (s�1) �S≠ (J mol�1 K�1) �H≠ (kJ mol�1) �G≠ (kJ mol�1) Ref.


(CH2CH3)2N 15.83 178.4 � 3.1 11.47 � 0.25 �40.2 173.0 199.2 1
HNC6H8N 9.90 188.2 � 4.6 12.05 � 0.19 �29.1 182.8 201.8 This work
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ABSTRACT: Substituent effects are widely used to investigate the factors affecting carbon-13 chemical shifts.
Adamantane and its derivatives are convenient probes for relative contributions to these factors owing to their
symmetry and relative absence of ring strain. We have extended our studies on NMR chemical shifts of 1- and 2-
methyladamantanes to hydroxy, bromo, methoxy and acetamide substituents and also certain disubstituted (one of the
groups being methyl) analogs. DFT/GIAO calculations at the B3LYP/6–31G(d,p) level show that, except for �-
effects, steric interactions are mainly responsible for substituent effects on chemical shifts. The CHARGE program is
particularly well suited for localizing these effects and estimating their approximate shape and range.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: adamantanes; substituent effects; steric interactions; DFT/GIAO calculations; 1H and 13C chemical
shifts
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Steric requirements for molecular recognition have led to
renewed interest in phenomena that may be associated
with the volume and shape of certain groups. Information
of this type may be estimated from several sources, such
as reaction rates, barriers to rotation, crystal packing and
calculations.1 NMR techniques have been widely em-
ployed in structural determination and should be very
useful for this purpose. Chemical shifts of substituted
adamantanes, in particular, appear to be convenient
probes for steric effects owing to their rigid geometries
and molecular symmetry.2


The extraordinary sensitivity of magnetic nuclei to
their immediate surroundings was recognized since the
early days of NMR spectroscopy and several different
techniques are routinely used for structure determination.
Steric effects on NMR chemical shifts have been
extensively studied over the years and a large body of
empirical data relating substituent effects to nuclear
shielding exists in the current literature. There are,


however, several important cases in which further
theoretical work is desirable in order to sort out the
relative importance of different contributions.3,4


The most common of these approaches is to evaluate
the effects of substituents on model systems in which van
der Waals interactions lead to shielding of particular
nuclei.5,6 For carbon-13 chemical shifts that are widely
used in structural analysis of organic compounds,
analysis of substituent effects on rigid bicyclo[m.n.o.]al-
kanes and 2-adamantanes offers an insight into specific
contributions of intramolecular interactions to these
effects.7 We used carbon-13 NMR chemical shifts of 1-
and 2-methyladamantanes to compare steric interactions
in these systems and probe their effects on the respective
geometries and charge distributions.2 As it would be
interesting to increase the number of examples and to
verify to what extent their influence may be quantified, a
similar approach was applied to a series of mono- and
disubstituted analogs of 1- and 2-methyladamantanes,
where the substituent is Me, Br, OH, OMe and NHAc
(Fig. 1), thus covering groups of atoms of varying size
and electronegativity that can be used for comparison
purposes.


We calculated chemical shifts and geometries and
charge distributions of several of these systems which
could shed light on the origin of their respective substituent
effects. These results are very useful in separating steric
contributions from those that are mainly of an electronic
nature and evaluating the respective shape and volume of
groups that are responsible for steric effects.
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In order to avoid any type of problem with comparison of
data from different sources,5 all carbon-13 chemical shifts
were obtained from Ref. 3. Hydrogen chemical shifts for
adamantane and 2-methyladamantane are from Ref. 8.


Calculations were carried out with the Gaussian 98
package of molecular orbital programs.9 All geometries
were optimized fully using the B3LYP/6–31G(d,p) basis
set and were also employed for chemical shift calcula-
tions. For the case of hydroxy, methoxy and acetamide
substituents, only one of the low-energy conformers was
calculated. Isotropic magnetic shielding values were
calculated from optimized geometries using the GIAO


method. Chemical shift values were obtained relative to
isotropic shielding of TMS, as calculated at the same
level. Hydrogen chemical shifts were calculated from
structural data using version 6A of the CHARGE
program.10 As it still does not include nitrogen, data for
acetamides are not included.


�(�&�$� *�  #�'&��#%�
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Calculated and experimental carbon-13 chemical shifts
are given in Table 1. As expected, the largest deviations


-�.��� �/ +�����$���	 	$����
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are observed for bromo-substituted derivatives, where
‘heavy atom effects’ must be considered.11 Other
differences are observed where the substituent contains
oxygen or nitrogen atoms and rotation around the C—O
or C—N bonds leads to significant conformational effects
on carbon or hydrogen chemical shifts.12 In all cases,


given the uncertainties in respective assignments, con-
sistent orders of chemical shifts are predicted by
calculations.


Although calculations for hydrogen chemical shifts at
this level do not give satisfactory results, remarkable
progress has been made with successive generations of


$	�
� �/ ������$�� ���		 �,*������$�� �-� �.������ 	.�/$	 01234 � 5 �6�78 **�9


Carbon


1 2 3


Calc. Obs. � Calc. Obs. � Calc. Obs. �


C1 32.0 28.5 3.5 36.9 34.0 2.9 40.4 34.7 5.7
C2 39.2 37.8 1.4 42.4 39.1 3.3 75.5 74.7 0.8
C3 32.0 28.5 3.5 37.0 34.0 3.0 36.7 34.7 2.0
C4 39.2 37.8 1.4 33.6 31.4 2.2 33.3 31.2 2.1
C5 32.0 28.5 3.5 32.1 28.6 3.5 31.4 27.8 3.6
C6 39.2 37.8 1.4 39.7 38.7 1.0 39.0 37.8 1.2
C7 32.0 28.5 3.5 31.8 28.3 3.5 31.1 27.3 3.8
C8 39.2 37.8 1.4 40.8 39.6 1.2 37.7 36.7 1.0
C9 39.2 37.8 1.4 33.6 31.4 2.2 33.5 31.2 2.3
C10 39.2 37.8 1.4 40.7 39.6 1.1 38.0 36.7 1.3


4 5 6


Calc. Obs. � Calc. Obs. � Calc. Obs. �


C1 40.3 36.5 3.8 37.6 31.5 6.1 36.8 32.1 4.7
C2 77.4 63.7 13.7 83.8 83.3 0.5 52.4 53.5 �1.1
C3 40.4 36.5 3.9 31.9 31.5 0.4 37.2 32.1 5.1
C4 33.8 31.7 2.1 33.6 31.5 2.1 34.7 32.0 2.7
C5 31.2 27.7 3.5 31.2 27.6 3.6 31.1 27.4 3.7
C6 39.4 38.0 1.4 39.1 37.7 1.4 39.1 37.7 1.4
C7 30.9 27.0 3.9 31.3 27.6 3.7 31.0 27.3 3.7
C8 40.5 38.8 1.7 38.4 36.6 1.8 39.3 37.3 2.0
C9 33.7 31.7 2.0 34.0 31.5 2.5 34.8 32.0 2.8
C10 40.6 38.8 1.8 37.6 36.6 1.0 39.1 37.3 1.8


7 8 9


Calc. Calc. Obs. � Calc. Obs. �


C1 36.9 40.9 37.4 3.5 44.6 39.3 5.3
C2 42.4 43.0 — — 75.0 73.8 1.2
C3 36.9 40.9 37.4 3.5 41.2 39.3 1.9
C4 40.7 35.5 33.3 2.0 34.7 33.1 1.6
C5 31.8 31.9 27.7 4.2 31.1 27.2 3.9
C6 39.7 40.6 39.3 1.3 39.4 38.5 0.9
C7 32.0 31.9 27.7 4.2 31.6 27.7 3.9
C8 33.7 35.5 33.3 2.0 37.0 35.2 1.8
C9 40.8 35.5 33.3 2.0 35.1 33.1 2.0
C10 33.7 35.5 33.3 2.2 36.8 35.2 1.6


10 11 12 13 14


Calc. Obs. � Calc. Calc. Calc. Calc.


C1 45.7 42.2 3.5 36.6 42.5 32.2 34.1
C2 97.7 82.3 15.4 78.9 59.7 45.0 51.1
C3 45.7 42.2 3.5 42.2 39.8 33.6 34.2
C4 37.6 34.6 3.0 34.5 34.7 45.1 44.7
C5 31.0 27.3 3.7 31.0 30.8 32.3 32.6
C6 40.4 39.4 1.0 39.6 39.6 38.8 38.2
C7 31.3 27.5 3.8 31.8 31.2 32.2 32.6
C8 37.6 36.0 1.6 36.3 35.6 38.8 44.8
C9 37.5 34.6 2.9 34.7 34.9 38.7 44.7
C10 37.5 36.0 1.5 36.9 35.7 45.2 44.8
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the CHARGE Program, as exemplified for hydrogen
chemical shifts of adamantane (Table 2). As chemical
shifts of hydrogen nuclei are very sensitive to other nuclei
in the vicinity and may be instrumental distinguishing
steric and electronic effects,13 they are included in the
present analysis (Table 3). The case of steric interactions
is of particular interest. For 2-methyladamantane, for
example, version 6A of the CHARGE program predicts
that the hydrogen on the �-carbon that is syn to the methyl
group will be deshielded by 0,38 ppm relative to its anti
counterpart while the experimental value is 0,44 ppm.8


Reliable assignments of hydrogen chemical shifts of
these compounds are scarce, so in order to make
meaningful comparisons, interpretation is based on
calculated rather than observed chemical shifts.


������������ 	�	�	�	���


Substituent effects are commonly denoted by their
position relative to the group that is introduced.14 They
are given in Tables 4 and 5. In general, electronegative


15 16 17 18


Calc. Obs. � Calc. Obs. � Calc. Calc.


C1 68.8 68.9 �0.1 81.0 65.7 15.3 73.2 53.2
C2 53.9 52.2 1.7 56.2 55.9 0.3 46.0 50.3
C3 36.9 33.4 3.5 38.9 35.0 3.9 36.4 35.6
C4 44.4 43.3 1.1 43.7 42.5 1.2 44.5 44.3
C5 34.1 31.0 3.1 36.3 32.5 3.8 33.8 33.2
C6 37.8 35.4 2.4 37.3 34.7 2.4 38.2 37.8
C7 33.6 31.0 2.6 36.3 32.5 3.8 33.7 32.9
C8 43.3 44.6 �1.3 50.0 48.4 1.6 45.2 42.8
C9 47.5 44.6 2.9 49.9 48.4 1.5 39.5 46.0
C10 44.4 43.3 1.1 43.8 42.5 1.3 44.8 44.0


19 20 21


Calc. Obs. � Calc. Obs. � Calc. Obs. �


C1 33.5 29.7 3.8 68.0 67.9 0.1 81.0 66.5 14.5
C2 45.1 44.6 0.5 48.0 45.3 2.8 50.4 49.4 1.0
C3 32.2 28.9 3.3 34.2 30.8 3.4 36.3 32.6 3.7
C4 38.7 38.9 �0.2 38.3 36.1 2.2 37.6 35.7 1.9
C5 32.3 28.9 3.4 34.3 30.8 3.5 36.4 32.6 0.2
C6 38.8 36.9 1.9 38.2 36.1 2.1 37.7 35.7 2.0
C7 32.3 28.9 3.4 33.5 30.8 2.7 36.4 32.6 4.2
C8 45.1 44.6 0.5 43.7 45.3 �1.6 50.5 49.4 1.1
C9 45.1 44.6 0.5 48.1 45.3 2.8 50.5 46.4 4.1
C10 38.8 36.9 1.9 38.2 36.1 2.1 37.7 35.7 2.0


22 23


Calc. Obs. � Calc. Obs. �


C1 72.4 71.9 0.5 52.5 51.6 0.9
C2 40.1 41.2 �1.0 43.3 41.5 1.8
C3 33.9 30.7 3.2 32.8 29.4 3.4
C4 38.3 36.7 1.6 38.2 36.4 1.8
C5 33.9 30.7 3.2 33.1 29.4 3.7
C6 38.7 36.7 2.0 38.1 36.4 1.7
C7 33.6 30.7 2.9 33.1 29.4 3.7
C8 45.7 41.2 4.5 44.4 41.5 2.9
C9 40.2 41.2 �1.0 46.3 41.5 4.8
C10 38.7 36.7 2.0 37.9 36.4 1.5


$	�
� �/ ���$����7
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Experimental CHARGE 3A CHARGE 4A CHARGE 6A DFT


CH 1.87 2.07 1.98 1.95 1.79
CH2 1.75 1.2 1.35 1.70 1.79
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substituents lead to much larger �-effects than methyl
groups while other effects vary with the substituent but
do not deviate significantly in magnitude and sign.


It appears that, as was observed for the methyl group,2


substituents on the 2-carbon result in considerable �-
gauche effects, shielding the respective carbon nuclei by
approximately 6 ppm (Table 4). Hydrogen chemical
shifts calculated by the CHARGE program also reflect
these steric effects, as is readily apparent from compari-
son of chemical shifts for geminal hydrogens (Table 3).
As observed for 2-methyladamantane,2 hydrogen nuclei
under compression are deshielded; thus the ‘inside’
hydrogens on the �-carbon that interact with the
substituent are easily identified. In contrast to that
observed for carbon, the magnitude of this effect varies


considerably, following qualitatively the ‘size’ (i.e.
approximate volume and shape) of the substituent as
exemplified by comparison of methyl and bromo
substituents to evaluate the respective volume and of
hydroxy and methoxy for the respective shapes. These
results can be rationalized by the different factors that are
responsible for the respective chemical shift differ-
ences.15 Shielding of carbon nuclei arises from changes
in bond angles and dihedral angles16 and also carbon–
hydrogen bond polarization, whereas if significant
reductions in C—H bond lengths are observed, as is the
case here, deshielding of hydrogen nuclei is due
principally to bond polarization.15


The effect of different substituents on the 1-carbon of
adamantane may be compared with that of the methyl


$	�
� 0/ ������$�� �: �.������ 	.�/$	 /�� 	;	$�$$�� ������$���	 	��� $.� �:+%�� =+ *������


Hydrogen 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 15 16 17 19 20 21 22


H1 1.95 1.94 2.17 2.21 2.21 1.94 1.51 2.11 2.09 2.07 1.98 — — — — — — — —
H2a 1.71 2.10 4.41 4.82 3.89 — — — — — 1.54 1.37 1.72 1.92 1.64 1.54 1.54 2.10 1.81
H2s 1.71 — — — — 2.10 — — — — 1.54 1.37 1.77 1.92 1.72 1.54 1.54 2.10 1.89
H3 1.95 1.94 2.14 2.21 2.20 1.94 1.51 2.07 2.08 2.07 — — — — — 1.98 2.00 2.10 2.03
H4a 1.71 1.49 1.51 1.53 1.31 1.64 1.40 1.46 1.44 1.09 1.54 1.55 1.56 1.62 1.58 1.72 1.73 1.79 1.75
H4e 1.71 1.86 2.15 2.42 2.27 1.65 1.87 2.31 2.62 2.50 1.54 1.57 1.58 1.66 1.56 1.73 1.75 1.83 1.73
H5 1.95 1.97 1.98 2.05 1.97 1.98 2.00 2.02 2.08 2.01 1.98 2.01 2.03 2.13 2.06 1.98 2.00 2.10 2.03
H6a 1.71 1.72 1.73 1.76 1.72 1.72 1.70 1.73 1.76 1.73 1.73 1.74 1.75 1.81 1.75 1.72 1.72 1.79 1.73
H6e 1.71 1.72 1.73 1.76 1.73 1.72 1.70 1.73 1.76 1.71 1.72 1.75 1.77 1.85 1.78 1.73 1.73 1.83 1.77
H7 1.95 1.98 1.98 2.05 1.98 1.97 2.00 1.99 2.06 2.00 1.98 2.01 2.03 2.13 2.04 1.98 2.00 2.10 2.01
H8a 1.71 1.65 1.67 1.76 1.65 1.86 1.86 1.90 1.95 1.94 1.73 1.56 1.93 2.12 1.95 1.54 1.91 2.10 1.93
H8s 1.71 1.64 1.68 1.76 1.68 1.49 1.41 1.50 1.55 1.51 1.72 1.56 1.93 2.11 1.94 1.54 1.91 2.10 1.93
H9a 1.71 1.48 1.53 1.53 1.25 1.64 1.41 1.48 1.44 1.16 1.72 1.55 1.90 2.11 1.82 1.54 1.54 2.10 1.81
H9s 1.71 1.86 2.12 2.43 2.29 1.65 1.86 2.26 2.62 2.45 1.73 1.56 1.97 2.12 1.91 1.54 1.54 2.10 1.88
H10a 1.71 1.64 1.68 1.76 1.70 1.48 1.41 1.49 1.55 1.49 1.54 1.55 1.56 1.62 1.56 1.72 1.73 1.79 1.73
H10e 1.71 1.65 1.67 1.76 1.67 1.86 1.86 1.90 1.95 1.80 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.66 1.60 1.73 1.75 1.83 1.77
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Structure
2


R1 = CH3


3
OH


4
Br


5
OCH3


6
NHAc


� 1.3 36.9 25.9 45.5 15.7
� 5.5 6.2 8.0 3.0 3.6
� �6.4 �6.6 �6.1 �6.3 �5.8
�� 1.8 �1.1 1.0 �1.2 �0.5
� 0.1 �0.7 �0.8 �0.9 �1.1
�� �0.2 �1.2 �1.5 �0.9 �1.2


8
R1 = CH3


9
OH


10
Br


� — 34.6 43.1
� 3.4 5.3 8.2
�s �6.3 �6.5 �5.0
��a 1.8 3.7 4.5
�s �0.6 �1.1 �1.0
��a �1.0 �1.0 �1.2
� 0.5 �0.3 —


R2 = CH3.
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group in Table 5. As expected, large �-effects are
observed for electronegative substituents, although for
bromo this effect is considerably higher than that for
substituents on the 2-carbon. Other effects do not seem to
follow any specific pattern.


Calculations of bond lengths and charge distributions
are included in the supplementary material and may
throw some light on the origin of these effects. As
expected, �-effects are clearly related to electronega-
tivity, although if this were the sole factor, �-effects for
hydroxy and methoxy substituents should be comparable
and considerably larger than for bromo, which, in turn,
should be slightly smaller than for acetamide. There is
much less charge on the �-carbon of 1-bromoadamantane
than on the corresponding carbons of the hydroxy,
methoxy or acetamide derivative. The large �-effect for
the bromo substituent should therefore be almost entirely
due to the large C—Br bond length (2.016 Å for 1-
bromoadamantane and 2.009 Å for 2-bromoadamantane
are by far the longest carbon–substituent bonds in the
series). This rationalization is also in agreement with the
larger 1-bromo over 2-bromo �-effects. Other effects are
consistent with relative charge of the �-carbon on the
other compounds, although their relative magnitudes
should probably result in smaller chemical shift differ-
ences between hydroxy and methoxy derivatives.


The large �-effect of the 1-methyl substituent was
ascribed to the significant increase in length of the C�—
C� bonds while other bond lengths only decrease very
slightly.2 This is clearly not the case with more
electronegative substituents since they experience a
reduction in their respective C�—C� bond lengths. For
substituents bound to oxygen or nitrogen, �-effects are


subject to hyperconjugation with lone pairs and con-
comitant charges in bond lengths, angles and charge
distributions which can be significant for certain
conformations.12,13 On the other hand, for the bromo
substituent, reduction in C�—C� bond lengths is
compensated by a significant increase in the C�—C�
bond lengths.


Large remote effects are also worthy of comment.
Where substituent effects lead to changes in bond angles
and dihedral angles, these factors must be taken into
account,16 and a distinction between different contribu-
tions is considerably more difficult. Variations in bond
lengths are observed on introduction of substituents on
the �-positions and variations in carbon-13 chemical
shifts almost certainly result from changes in geometry
rather than other types of substituent effects more
commonly invoked.14 Nevertheless, some effects are
perfectly clear, such as the considerably larger long-
range steric effect of bromo substituents over methyl
groups on hydrogens on the �-carbon. Once located, these
effects can be readily associated with the factors
responsible for steric effects by comparison of corre-
sponding bond lengths and charge distributions.15


 ��������� 	�	�	�	���


The introduction of a second methyl group on the 1- or 2-
carbon atom increases the number of steric repulsions.
When the methyl group is on the same carbon atom as the
substituent, as is the case with 2-substituted adamantanes,
an additional interaction between these substituents is
observed. For 1-substituted adamantanes, the second


$	�
� 2/ 3;	$�$��$ �//��$	 �� � $.� �
���;��


Structure
19


R4 = CH3


20
OH


21
Br


22
OCH3


23
NHAc


� 1.2 39.4 38.0 43.4 23.1
� 6.8 7.5 11.6 3.4 3.7
� 0.4 2.3 4.1 2.2 0.9
� �0.9 �1.7 �2.1 �1.1 �1.4


15
R4 = OH


16
Br


� 40.0 36.8
� 7.6 11.3
�� 7.7 11.5
� �1.3 5.3
�� 2.1 3.6
� �1.3 �2.1
�� �1.5 �2.2


R3 = CH3.
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substituent is introduced on one of the �-carbon atoms,
increasing interactions with the groups between sub-
stituents and also those in the neighborhood of the new
substituent. For disubstituted adamantanes, substituent
effects are therefore considered relative to respective
methyl adamantanes.


Comparison of mono- and disubstituent effects reveals
that, except for the case of bromo derivatives, similar
increments are observed irrespective of the presence of a
methyl substituent. When a bromo substituent is
introduced on the same carbon atom as the methyl group,
the �-effect increases by almost 50%. Recourse to bond
lengths also provides a rationalization since here the
C2—Br bond of the disubstituted derivatives is 0.045 Å
longer than that of monosubstituted derivative, whereas
the C1—Br bond in the disubstituted derivative is only
0.001 Å longer than that of the monosubstituted deriva-
tive. Here, too, hydrogen chemical shifts reflect the
direction and extent of steric interactions.


��� '3(�#'*� �3#-$� *� ��%4(� -%�
�$(�#' (--('$�


As has been shown for these model compounds, steric
effects can contribute to substituent chemical shifts for
both neighboring and distant nuclei and may be
transmitted through space or through bonds. Their
relative importance is proportional to factors related to
changes in shielding of particular nuclei. The effect of
electronegative atoms predominates when they are
bonded to carbon nuclei or close in space to hydrogen
nuclei and may be reinforced or attenuated by steric
effects. In all other situations NMR chemical shifts
respond mainly to steric effects, carbon nuclei reflecting
mainly changes in geometry (bond lengths and angles)
and hydrogen nuclei reflecting mainly changes in charge
distribution. Taken together, these chemical shifts clearly
reflect the extent and direction of steric interactions
associated with different types of substituents.
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ABSTRACT: Several computational methods [MM2, MM3, PM3, AM1, MNDO, HF/3-21G(d), HF/6-31G(d),
B3LYP/3-21G(d), B3LYP/6-31G(d), MP2/6-31G(d), etc.] were examined in their efficiency to reproduce the
experimentally obtained thermodynamic data for axial � equatorial equilibria in benzylcyclohexane (7) and sulfur-
containing derivatives methylthio (8), methylsulfinyl (9), and methylsulfonylcyclohexane (10). While in general, best
agreement between the theoretical results and the experimental data was found when electronic correlation was
included in fairly robust MP2/6-31G(d) calculations, for the estimation of conformational parameters in larger
systems the use of lower level HF and B3LYP methods is anticipated to afford reliable data at reasonable computing
times. In most cases, proper estimation of �S° parameters requires consideration of �S�


mixing, which appears as
dominant term for �S�


total parameters. It is appreciated that a proper comprehension of the conformational behavior of
monosubstituted cyclohexanes requires of satisfactory understanding of the enthalpic and entropic contributions to
the conformational free energy difference, �G°. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: conformational analysis; theoretical chemistry; monosubstituted cyclohexanes; enthalpic and entropic
parameters; molecular mechanics; semiempirical; ab initio calculations
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A proper understanding of the conformational behavior
of monosubstituted cyclohexanes is of fundamental
importance in organic chemistry since it effectively
models larger and more complex molecules.1 Alkyl
groups prefer equatorial over axial positions in order to
elude the repulsive steric interactions with the C(3,5)
methylenes [Eqn. (1)],2 and in order to minimize
torsional strain arising form two gauche arrangements
present in the axial R—C(1)—C(2)—C(3) and
R—C(1)—C(6)—C(5) segments.3,4 Furthermore,
� → �* stereoelectronic interactions involving C(2)—
C(3), C(6)—C(5) and antiperiplanar C(1)—R orbitals
may stabilize the equatorial isomer.5 It is usually


observed that the bulkier the alkyl group the larger the
preference for the equatorial form.2


�1�


In this context, force field calculations6 and experi-
mental variable-temperature NMR data7 showed that
while the conformational free energy differences (�G°
values) increase along the series methyl → ethyl → iso-
propyl, the enthalpic contributions to the equatorial
preference decrease along this series (entries 1–3 in Table
1), so that it is the T�S° term that accounts for the
observed trend in �G° values.


It is apparent form Table 1 that the benzyl group
exhibits a thermodynamic behavior that resembles ethyl
(entries 4 and 2, respectively),8 and an interpretation of
this result will be advanced below. In contrast, the axial
isomer of tert-butylcyclohexane has greater entropy in
the axial relative to the equatorial isomer (entry 5 in
Table 1), and this most interesting observation has been
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ascribed to increased confinement in the latter con-
former.9


Therefore, a proper comprehension of the conforma-
tional behavior requires of a satisfactory knowledge of
the enthalpic and entropic contributions to �G°. Indeed,
such dissection of conformational energies into �H° and
�S° components has been essential for interpretation of
the conformational preference exhibited be various
substituted heterocycles.11–14


More recently, a variable-temperature NMR study of
(cis-4-methylcyclohexyl) methyl sulfide (1), sulfoxide


(2) and sulfone (3) and (cis-4-methylcyclohexyl) phenyl
sulfide (4), sulfoxide (5) and sulfone (6) (Scheme 1)
allowed the determination of the thermodynamic par-
ameters, �H° and �S°, for the sulfur-containing groups
present in these molecules.15 (Table 2).


Reproduction of the experimental results with
Allinger’s MM3 program16 was successfully accom-
plished in the case of the sulfoxide and sulfide groups;
nevertheless, the original force field parameters did not
adequately reproduce the experimentally observed beha-
vior of the sulfonyl derivatives. Thus, reparametrization
of the torsion parameters in Csp3—Csp3—Csp3—SO2


segments was carried out, and inclusion of the new
parameters reproduced the conformational behavior of
model sulfones.15


In view of several reports describing the successful
application of ab initio theoretical methods in the
determination of structure and relative energies of
the conformers in monosubstituted cyclohexanes deri-
vatives,3a,4,17 we decided to evaluate the accuracy of
force field, semiempirical and ab initio methods in the
estimation of the �H° and �S° values available for
benzylcyclohexane (entry 4 in Table 1) and for sulfur-
containing cyclohexane derivatives (Table 2). It may be
argued that with the present-day computational capability
of desktop computers, there is no need to publish
molecular mechanics (force field), semiempirical and
low-level ab initio calculations on small molecules.
Nevertheless, cyclohexane derivatives 1–6 (Scheme 1)
and benzylcyclohexane (7) serve as models for larger
molecules where, when justified by a correct perfor-
mance, the use of lower level calculations can lead to
substantial saving of computer time. For instance, we find
that computations at the semiempirical (AM1, PM3,
MNDO) level are usually 30–40 times faster than those
carried out at the ab initio level. In this regard, molecular
mechanics (force field) parameters are well optimized for


 ��
� $� �%���������� ���'����� ��
 ����	��� �	����(���	��
�	 �'� �	�)	�����	��� )��� ������ 
�))������� *�+°,-./0 	)
�������� ��1�� ��	��� 2��"3-


Entry R �H°a �S°b �G°298 K
a


1 CH3 �1.75 �0.03 �1.74
2 CH3CH2 �1.60 �0.64 �1.79
3 (CH3)2CH �1.52 �2.31 �2.21
4 PhCH2 �1.52 �0.81 �1.76
5 (CH3)3Cc �5.00 �0.44 �4.87


a In kcal mol�1.
b In cal deg�1mol�1.
c Calculated, see Ref. 9; for other calculations in the literature on the
conformational preference of the tert-butyl group, see Refs 3a, 4, 6 and 10.


%����� $
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Entry X �H°a (kcal mol�1) �S°b (cal deg�1mol�1) �G°298 K
c (kcal mol�1)


1 CH3S �1.05 � 0.09 �0.48 � 0.31 �1.19
2 CH3S(O) �1.08 � 0.06 �1.55 � 0.30 �1.54
3 CH3SO2 �2.66 � 0.09 �0.26 � 0.30 �2.58
4 C6H5S �1.04 � 0.11 �0.32 � 0.38 �1.12
5 C6H5S(O) �1.22 � 0.06 �1.82 � 0.15 �1.76
6 C6H5SO2 �2.44 � 0.10 �1.66 � 0.26 �2.94


a Negative values indicate that the equatorial conformer is favored enthalpically.
b Positive values indicate that the equatorial conformer is favored entropically.
c Negative values indicate that the equilibrium is shifted to the equatorial isomer.
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hydrocarbons, so that calculated conformational data are
generally in good agreement with experimental8 or ab
initio18 results.


!�%#' % (�" "�%�#%%���
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��
���
� �����	��� ��
��
����	�� The MM219 and
MM3(94)16 force fields were used to evaluate the
intramolecular energetics. While the former program
has proven fairly successful for modeling a large variety
of hydrocarbons,20 MM3 takes into account entropy
components to free energy (MM2 refers exclusively to
potential energy). Indeed, the type of parameterization
used in the MM3 program16 allows for reproduction of
vibrational data, and also parameters that depend on
vibrational levels such as entropy.


Geometry optimizations (with no symmetry con-
straints) of all conformers were performed using
semiempirical (PM3, AM1 and MNDO)21 and ab
initio [HF/ and B3LYP/3–21G(d) or /6–31G(d)] levels
of theory, using the Gaussian 98 series of programs.22


Thermodynamics corrections of energy in ab initio
calculations were carried out by zero-point-energy
(ZPE) correction, scaled by the corresponding factor
for HF/3–21G and B3LYP/3–21G, a correction factor
equal to 0.8095 was used; the correction factor for HF/
6–31G(d) was 0.9135, whereas for B3LYP/6–31G(d)
calculations the correction factor was 0.9804.23 The
consideration of electronic correlation is very im-
portant in conformational studies;24 thus, hybrid
functionals B3LYP at the 6–31G(d,p)//6–31G(d) and
also ab initio MP2/6–31G(d) levels were also
examined.


The estimation of the total entropy content for axial
and equatorial conformers involved consideration of the
sum of vibrational, rotational, translational and electronic
entropies as computed, and also calculation of the
entropies of mixing. To this effect, uniform scanning at
10° increments was carried out for rotation of the
substituent (Chart 1), allowing for complete relaxation
of the rest of the atomic coordinates. The conformational
energy maps originating from each minimum energy
conformation were drawn by means of the Surfer
program.25


The free-space intramolecular entropy26 was calcu-
lated according to Eqn. (2), where R is the gas constant, n


is the number of conformational states sampled (1296 in
this study) and Pi is the Boltzmann probability of the ith
conformational state:


S� � �R
�n


i�1


Pi ln Pi �2�


The Pi data, in turn, were computed from the
relationship in Eqn. (3), where Ei is the intramolecular
conformational energy of the ith state:


Pi � e�Ei�RT


�n


i�1
e�Ei�RT


)�	��
���
�����	� *+,


Figure 1 presents the energy profiles for rotation around
the C(1)—CH2 bond in both the axial and equatorial
conformations of benzylcyclohexane (7), calculated with
hybrid functional B3LYP/6–31G(d).


As anticipated from the analysis of gauche interactions
present in the axial and equatorial conformers of
benzylcyclohexane (Scheme 2), three populated rotamers
in the equatorial isomer versus two in the axial form (the
phenyl-inside rotamer of 7-axial (ax) is over 4 kcal mol�1


higher in energy and can be disregarded) imply that the
entropy of mixing should make a substantial contribution
to the free energy difference, in favor of 7-equatorial (eq).
This entropic behavior, the increased entropy content in
7-eq relative to 7-ax, is also reproduced by molecular
mechanics, semiempirical and ab initio methods (Table
3).


Table 3 collects the calculated thermodynamic par-
ameters at various levels of theory, and compares them
with the experimentally obtained values in entry 1.


The determination of the entropy of mixing was
accomplished by evaluation of the fractional populations
in axial and equatorial benzyl, as outlined in Chart 1 and
according to Eqns (2) and (3). It is instructive to note the
difference in �S° with and without �S°mixing. This
correction is, of course, essential in MM2 calculations
(since this force field is not parameterized to reproduce
entropic parameters, see above), as well as in PM3 and
AM1 modeling (entries 4 and 5 in Table 3), where the
sum of computed �S°rotational � �S°vibrational �
�S°translational � �S°electronic is too small, relative to the
experimental �S° value. Finally, consideration of
�S°mixing seems to be relevant in DFT and ab initio
calculations (entries 7–12 in Table 3) since this
correction affords �S°total values that are closer to the
experimental result.


Interestingly, all computational methods reproduce
the tendencies of both the enthalpic (7-ax → 7-eq
exothermic process) and entropic (positive �S° in going
from 7-ax to 7-eq) experimental thermodynamic par-���� $
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Entry Method of determination �H° (kcal mol�1)


�S° (cal deg�1 mol�1)


�G°298 K (kcal mol�1)�S°total �S°d �S°mixing


1 Experimentalb �1.52 � 0.1 �0.81 � 0.3 — — �1.76 � 0.2
2 MM2b �1.26 �0.63 — �0.63 �1.45
3 MM3c �1.76 �1.62 �0.95 �0.67 �2.25
4 PM3 �0.78 �1.46 �0.23 �1.23 �1.22
5 AM1 �0.44 �0.62 �0.05 �0.57 �0.62
6 MNDO �1.19 �0.72 �0.64 �0.08 �1.40
7 HF/3–21G(d) �1.63 �0.78 �0.60 �0.18 �1.86
8 HF/6–31G(d) �1.79 �0.70 �0.55 �0.15 �1.99
9 B3LYP/3–21G(d) �1.46 �1.02 �0.92 �0.10 �1.76


10 B3LYP/6–31G(d) �1.68 �0.78 �0.72 �0.06 �1.91
11 MP2/6–31G(d)//HF/6–31G(d) �1.49 �0.70 �0.55 �0.15 �1.70
12 MP2/6–31G(d)//B3LYP/6–31G(d) �1.43 �0.78 �0.72 �0.06 �1.66


a The entropy of mixing was calculated using the same basis sets that were employed for energy determination.
b Ref 8.
c Ref 27.
d Sum of �S°rotational � �S°vibrational � �S°translational � �S°electronic.
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ameters. The best agreement between the theoretical
results and the experimental data was found when
electronic correlation, and also fairly robust basis sets,
were included in ab initio [MP2/6–31G(d)] calculation,
(see entries 11 and 12 in Table 3); nevertheless, for the
estimation of conformational parameters in larger
systems, the use of lower level HF and B3LYP
methods in expected to afford reliable data at reasonable
computing times.


No significant differences in key geometric par-
ameters were calculated by the methods used. Figure 2
presents the calculated structural parameters for the
lowest energy axial and equatorial isomers of benzyl-
cyclohexane at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level of theory. It
can be noted that lengths and angles involving the
C—CH2Ph bond are essentially the same in 7-ax and
7-eq (Fig. 2).


�����
������ �����
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0	�
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Figures 3, 4 and 5 present the energy profiles for rotation
around the C(1)—S bond in both the axial and equatorial
conformers of methylthiocyclohexane (8), methylsulfi-
nylcyclohexane (9) and methylsulfonylcyclohexane (10),
respectively, calculated at the B3LYP/6–31G(d) level of
theory. Although the use of DFT methods to estimate
barrier heights has proven to be inadequate in some
cases,3a the curves presented in Figs 3–5 were reproduced
by HF methods, so the potential energy curves appear to
be correct.


The energy profiles presented in Figs 3–5 support Eliel
and Kandasamy’s arguments,28 in the sense that three
populated rotamers in the equatorial isomers of 8–10
versus one in axial sulfoxide 9-ax or two in 8-ax and 10-
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ax make a substantial contribution to �G°ax/eq. In
particular, two populated rotamers of axial methylthio
group versus three in the equatorial isomer (Scheme 3)
suggests an entropy of mixing approaching
Rln3 � Rln2 = 0.80 cal deg�1 mol�1 (experimental,
�S°ax → eq = �0.48 � 0.31 cal deg�1 mol�1).15


In the case of the methylsulfinyl group, essentially only


one axial rotamer is anticipated, leading to maximum
theoretical value for �S°mixing = Rln3 � Rln1 = 2.18 cal
deg�1 mol�1 (experimental, �S°ax→eq = �1.55 � 0.30 cal
deg�1 mol�1).15 This prediction (Scheme 4) is thus
supported by the relative energies presented in Fig. 4.


Finally, with regard to the sulfonyl group, three
populated rotamers for equatorial 10 versus two for 10-
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ax (Fig. 5 and Scheme 5) implies a positive entropy
change in going from the axial to equatorial isomer,
approaching �S°ax → eq = Rln3 � Rln2 = �0.80 cal
deg�1 mol�1. The experimentally observed negative
�S° value, �0.29 � 0.30 cal deg�1 mol�1,15 although
small, is contrary to anticipation.


Figures 6–8 present the Boltzmann populations in axial


and equatorial 8–10, derived at the B3LYP/6–31G(d)
level of theory, based on Eqns (2) and (3) and Chart 1. It
is appreciated that all three axial isomers are confined to
rotamers with the S-methyl group outside the ring, with
concomitant entropy loss.


Tables 4–6 collect the thermodynamic parameters for
axial � equatorial equilibria of sulfur-containing cyclo-


 ��
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Entry Method of Determination


X


SCH3 S(O)CH3 SO2CH3


1 Experimentala �1.05 � 0.09 �1.08 � 0.06 �2.66 � 0.09
2 MM3a, b �1.51 �1.05 �0.66
3 MM3c �1.06 �1.08 �2.37
4 MNDO �0.85 �1.18 �1.44
5 PM3 �1.74 �1.69 �2.04
6 HF/3–21G(d) �0.95 �0.89 �1.97
7 HF/6–31G(d) �1.49 �1.31 �2.78
8 B3LYP/3–21G(d) �0.77 �0.53 �1.39
9 B3LYP/6–31G(d) �1.39 �1.01 �2.09


10 MP2/6–31G(d)//HF/6-31G(d,p) �0.94 �0.99 �1.51


a Ref 15.
b � = 8.9, original parameters.
c New parameters, see Ref. 15.
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Entry Method of determination


X


SCH3 S(O)CH3 SO2CH3


�S°total �S°c �S°mixing �S°total �S°c �S°mixing �S°total �S°c �S°mixing


1 Experimentala �0.46 � 0.31 — — �1.53 � 0.30 — — �0.28 � 0.30 — —
2 MM3a, b �1.20 �0.59 �0.61 �1.66 �0.76 �0.90 �1.30 �0.90 �0.40
3 MM3c �1.31 �0.76 �0.55 �2.05 �1.22 �0.83 �1.06 �0.63 �0.43
4 MNDO �0.70 �0.37 �0.33 �0.18 �0.83 �0.65 �0.45 �0.35 �0.10
5 PM3 �0.80 �0.89 �0.09 �2.07 �0.27 �1.80 �2.76 �0.43 �2.33
6 HF/3–21G(d) �0.68 �0.29 �0.39 �0.75 �0.40 �0.35 �0.52 �0.20 �0.32
7 HF/6–31G(d) �0.75 �0.41 �0.34 �1.01 �0.83 �0.18 �0.44 �0.26 �0.18
8 B3LYP/3–21G(d) �0.99 �0.27 �0.72 �1.05 �0.37 �0.68 �0.55 �0.18 �0.37
9 B3LYP/6–31G(d) �1.10 �0.43 �0.67 �1.39 �0.95 �0.44 �0.42 �0.25 �0.17


10 MP2/6–31G(d) �0.97 �0.97 —d �1.59 �1.59 —d �0.59 �0.59 —d


a Ref 15.
b � = 8.9. Revised torsional parameters, see Ref. 15.
c Sum of �S°rotational � �S°vibrational � �S°traslational � �S°electronic.
d Not estimated, owing to the excessive amount of computing time that is required at this level.
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hexane derivatives 8–10, calculated at various levels of
theory. The data are compared with the experimental
values (entry 1 in Tables 4–6).


Examination of Table 4 shows that, as pointed out in
the Introduction, MM3 (original parameters, entry 2) fails
to reproduce the experimentally observed enthalpic
behavior of sulfone 10. The calculated conformational
preferences with the parameters developed in Ref. 15 are,
as expected from the parameterization procedure, much
closer to the experimental values. Likewise, MNDO and
PM3 semiempirical modeling of 8–10 (entries 4 and 5 in
Table 4) is not successful. In contrast, HF, B3LYP/6–
31G(d), and MP2/6–31G(d)//HF/6–31G(d,p) calculations
(entries 6, 7, 9 and 10 in Table 4) afforded �H° (ax→eq)
values that are in agreement with experimental results for
sulfide 8 and sulfoxide 9. The computed data for sulfone
10 (entries 6–10) are more scattered.


It was of interest to examine the calculated values for
�S°, with and without consideration of the �S°mixing term.
In the case of sulfide 8, all computational methods
predicted �S°total values that are actually larger than the
experimental result. With the exception of PM3 (entries 5
in Table 5), all methods provided �S°mixing values that are
fairly close to the experimentally determined �S°. It
could be argued that the entropy parameter is dominated
by entropy of mixing in the 8-ax � 8-eq equilibrium, so
that consideration of �S°mixing [according to Chart 1 and
Eqns (2) and (3)] may suffice for analysis of the entropy
change.


In contrast, a correct estimation of �S° for the con-
formational equilibrium in sulfoxide 9 appears to require
consideration of both �S°mixing and computed
(�S°rotational � �S°vibrational � �S°traslational � �S°electronic)


terms, as provided by HF, B3LYP and MP2 calculations
(entries 6–10 in Table 5).


Finally, for the conformational equilibrium of methyl-
sulfone 10-ax � 10-eq, with the exception of the
semiempirical PM3 method that provides a too large
positive value for �S°mixing = �2.33 eu, all computational
methods afford �S°total that are positive and in the range
�0.40 to �0.59 cal deg�1 mol�1. The experimental
value, �S° = �0.28 � 0.3,15 although small, is contrary
to expectation. In the absence of a suitable explanation
for the experimental value, suggesting entropy loss in
going from axial to equatorial methylsulfone 10 (com-
pare with positive �S° anticipated in Scheme 5 and Fig.
8), we have undertaken the experimental reevaluation of
the 3-ax � 3-eq equilibrium (Scheme 1). That work is in
progress.


Figure 9 presents the calculated structural parameters
for the lowest energy axial and equatorial isomers of
sulfide 8, sulfoxide 9 and sulfone 10 at the B3LYP/6–
31G(d) level of theory. Salient observations are (1) the
increase in C(2)—C(1)—S bond angle in going from the
axial thioether to the axial sulfoxide, and then to the axial
sulfone: 112.7°, 113.1° and 114.3°, respectively. This
increased tilting of the substituent away from the
cyclohexane ring is ascribed to increasing steric repulsion
in the series. (2) The similarity of C—S bonds in axial
and equatorial 8, 9 and 10 seems to be contrary to
expectation in terms of �C—C → �*C—S stereoelectronic
stabilization of the equatorial isomers.5 (3) The similarity
of the S—O sulfinyl bonds in axial and equatorial 9 and
10 is also relevant, since �C—C → �*S—O stabilizing
stereoelectronic interactions could also be anticipated for
antiperiplanar arrangements of such bonds.29
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Entry Method of determination


X


SCH3 S(O)CH3 SO2CH3


1 Experimentala �1.19 � 0.18 �1.54 � 0.15 �2.58 � 0.18
2 MM3a,b �1.69 �1.32 �0.80
3 MM3c �1.22 �1.33 �2.50
4 MNDO �1.05 �1.23 �1.57
5 PM3 �1.98 �2.46 �2.87
6 HF/3–21G(d) �1.15 �1.11 �2.12
7 HF/6–31G(d) �1.71 �1.61 �2.86
8 B3LYP/3–21G(d) �1.07 �0.84 �1.56
9 B3LYP/6–31G(d) �1.72 �1.42 �2.15


10 MP2/6–31G(d) �1.23 �1.46 �1.68


a Ref 15.
b � = 8.9, original parameters.
c New parameters, see Ref. 15.
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From examination of Tables 4–6, it can be appreciated
that MM3 (new parameters15) affords �G° values that are
in good agreement with the experimental data. Semi-
empirical (MNDO, PM3) computational methods gen-
erally fail to model the thermodynamic parameters for the
conformational behavior exhibited by the sulfur-contain-
ing groups in cyclohexane. DFT methods (entries 8 and 9
in Table 6) gave results that were closer to the
experimental data, but HF and MP2 ab initio calculations
with 3–21G(d) and 6–31G(d) basis sets proved most
reliable (entries 6, 7 and 10 in Table 6). Thus, in spite of
the fact that these ab initio methods are the most
expensive, they are to be recommended for modeling of
sulfur-containing groups.
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ABSTRACT: The non-enzymic glycation of hemoglobin is catalyzed by 3-phosphoglycerate, 2-phosphoglycerate
and 2-glycerolphosphate, but not by sodium propionate. Solvent isotope effects were determined (kH2O/kD2O).
Catalysis by 3-phosphoglycerate, 2-phosphoglycerate and 2-glycerolphosphate, the observer solvent isotope effect of
unity, and flat proton inventory tend to suggest that the proton abstraction step of the Amadori rearrangement by 3-
phosphoglycerate, 2-phosphoglycerate and 2-glycerolphosphate is the rate-determining step in the non-enzymatic
glycation of hemoglobin. The solvent isotope effect of unity, and a flat proton inventory for sodium propionate are
indicative that a functional group on the hemoglobin is the proton-abstracting base in the Amadori rearrangement.
Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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The reaction of glucose with amino groups in proteins
occurs non-enzymically in vivo.1–3 It has long been
recognized that glucose can react with �- and �-amino
groups on proteins in vitro.4–6 An in vivo occurrence of
this reaction was demonstrated with the discovery of a
naturally existing minor human hemoglobin component,
HbA1C,2,7 the best understood example of such a
modification. This intrinsically very slow process appears
to be critical in the pathogenesis of various secondary
complications associated with diabetes mellitus8–10 and
in the process of aging,11 so that it is important to
understand its mechanistic features. The paradigmatic
reaction of glucose with normal hemoglobin (HbA0) has
been studied12 and is known to occur most rapidly at the
N-terminal valine of the �-subunit. An initial, rapid
aldimine formation is succeeded by a slower Amadori
rearrangement to give the amino ketone13 (Scheme 1).


Some progress has been made in identifying factors
affecting the specificity of glycation of hemoglobin.
Shapiro et al.14 noted an increased glycation of lysine
residues adjacent to acidic amino acids in hemoglobin,
suggesting that the carboxyl groups could serve as a
catalyst for the Amadori rearrangement. The reaction is


accelerated by buffer phosphate.15–17 In fact, general
acid–base catalysis by buffer is expected for the proton-
abstraction and proton-donation steps at the Amadori
rearrangement. However, the phosphate-dependent reac-
tion occurs with identical rate constants in protium oxide
and deuterium oxide.16 The solvent isotope effect
expected for abstraction of the glucose-2-h on the Schiff
base by phosphate is 1, because this hydrogen does not
exchange. The solvent isotope effect expected for proton
donation is in the range 2–8.18 The phosphate-dependent
reaction occurs with identical rate constants with either
glucose-2-h or glucose-2-d as reactant.16 This excludes
proton abstraction as the rate-determining step. Absence
of either a solvent or substrate isotope effect excludes as a
rate-limiting step both proton-transfer steps of the general
acid–base-catalyzed Amadori rearrangement16,17 be-
cause proton abstraction by phosphate buffer would
show a substrate isotope effect, and proton donation by
phosphate buffer would show a solvent isotope effect.
The buffer acceleration of the rate is not a classical,
proteolytic general acid–base catalysis. Thus, a kinetic
event other than proton transfer must limit the rate. The
most straightforward hypothesis is that a protein
structural change before or during the Amadori rearran-
gement is the rate-limiting step for the phosphate-
accelerated process.16,17


The rate of formation of HbA1C was increased by
increasing the concentration of 2,3-diphosphoglyce-
rate19,20 (DPG). For the DPG-dependent term, the
absence of a solvent isotope effect and the flat proton
inventory exclude proton donation from DPG as the rate-
limiting step. The substrate isotope effect of �2 for the
DPG kinetic term indicates that the proton abstraction
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step of the Amadori rearrangement by DPG is wholly or
partially rate-limiting for this reaction.20 This finding
may suggest that the reactivity of the N-terminal valine of
the �-chain is influenced by the conformation of the
proteins and/or by local shifts in the charge.


Inorganic and organic phosphates may play an
important role in determining the kinetics and specificity
of glycation of hemoglobin in the red cell. In order to
have a much clearer understanding of the chemical
mechanism for the formation of HbA1C, we performed a
kinetic analysis of 3-phosphoglycerate, 2-phosphoglyce-
rate, 2-glycerolphosphate and sodium propionate in order
to establish which groups (phosphate and/or carboxylate)
on the 2,3-diphosphoglycerate catalyze the non-enzymic
glycation of hemoglobin.


()�(%"�(#$*+
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Human hemoglobin, 3-phosphoglycerate, 2-phosphogly-
cerate, 2-glycerolphosphate, sodium propionate and Tris
buffer were obtained from Sigma Chemical and deuter-
ium oxide from Aldrich Chemical. Acrodisc filters
(0.2 �m) were purchased from Gelman Sciences. Tris
buffer solutions at pH 7.3 were prepared by mixing
appropriate volumes of 10 mM trizma base and 10 mM


trizma hydrochloride, 0.15 M NaCl. Buffers in D2O were
prepared similarly. Hemoglobin solutions were prepared
by dissolving a weighed sample of hemoglobin in known
volumes of 10 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.3, 0.15 M NaCl,
40 mM glucose. The reaction mixtures were prepared by
mixing known volumes of hemoglobin with different
concentrations of 3-phosphoglycerate, 2-phosphoglyce-
rate, 2-glycerolphosphate and sodium propionate in
10 mM Tris buffer, 0.15 M NaCl, pH 7.3, 40 mM glucose
at 0°C. The final pH was 7.3 for all solutions. The
reaction was started and maintained at 37°C. All
solutions were sterilized by ultrafiltration thorough a
0.2 �m Acrodisc filter in sterile plastic tubes.


The rates of glycation of hemoglobin under an
atmosphere of air were measured by following the


appearance of the glycated hemoglobin.1,3 Glycohemo-
globin HbA1C was eluted from a cation-exchange column
and measured spectrophotometrically at 415 nm (Sigma
Kit1,3 No. 440). A hemoglobin concentration of
9.2 � 10�2 mM was employed with 40 mM glucose. The
reaction media were 0.15 M sodium chloride, 10 mM Tris
buffer (pH 7.3) at 37°C and different concentrations
(1.6–8 mM) of 3-phosphoglycerate, 2-phosphoglycerate,
2-glycerolphosphate and sodium propionate (0.01–
1 mM). The reactions in deuterium oxide were conducted
at the corresponding pD21 of 7.8. The kinetics exhibited
both a catalyst-independent term (reflecting reaction
assisted by water, lyons or protein functional groups) and
a first-order term in catalyst (kobs = k0 � kB[catalyst]).


Proton inventories were carried out at fixed concentra-
tion of 40 mM glucose, 10 mM Tris buffer, 3.2 mM 3-
phosphoglycerate, 8 mM 2-phosphoglycerate and 8 mM


sodium propionate in different mixtures of H2O and D2O
at 37°C.


%(,!+$, *#' '",�!,,"&#


Figure 1 shows the first-order rate constants for the
glycation of hemoglobin as a function of 3-phosphogly-
cerate and 2-glycerolphosphate concentrations. The
increase in the rate constants with increase in 3-
phosphoglycerate and 2-phosphoglycerate concentration
is indicative of catalysis by 3-phosphoglycerate and 2-
glycerolphosphate. The solid lines were generated from
the best-fit parameter obtained by linear regression. The
kinetics exhibited both a 3-phosphoglycerate- and 2-
phosphoglycerate-independent term, reflecting that the
reaction assisted by water, lyons (hydroxide or hydro-
nium ions) or protein functional groups and a first-order
term in 3-phosphoglycerate and 2-phosphoglycerate
(kobs = k0 � kB[catalyst]). The second-order rate con-
stants (kB) calculated from the slopes and the first-order
rate constant (k0) for the spontaneous reaction from the
intercepts are given in Table 1.


Glycation of hemoglobin is catalyzed by 3-phospho-
glycerate, 2-phosphoglycerate and 2-glycerolphosphate
(Fig. 1, Table 1). In fact, general acid–base catalysis by 3-
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phosphoglycerate, 2-phosphoglycerate and 2-glycerol-
phosphate is expected for the proton-abstraction and
proton-donation steps of the Amadori rearrangement
(Scheme 2). However, we find that the reaction occurs
with identical rate constants in protium oxide and
deuterium oxide (Table 1). The solvent isotope effect
expected for the abstraction of the glucose-2-h on the
Schiff base by any catalyst is 1, because this hydrogen
does not exchange. The solvent isotope effect expected
for the proton donation is in the range 2–8.18 Catalysis by
3-phosphoglycerate, 2-phosphoglycerate and 2-glycerol-
phosphate, the observed solvent isotope effect of 1 (Table
1) and the flat proton inventory (Fig. 2 and Table 1) tend
to suggest that the proton abstraction by 3-phosphogly-
cerate, 2-phosphoglycerate and 2-glycerolphosphate is
the rate-determining step in the glycation of hemoglobin.


Figure 3 shows the first-order rate constants for the
glycation of hemoglobin as a function of sodium
propionate concentration. The non-enzymic glycation
of hemoglobin is not catalyzed by sodium propionate.
The kinetics exhibited only one term, the propionate-
independent term (k0), and the observed solvent isotope


effect of 1 and the flat proton inventory (Fig. 4) tend to
suggest that proton abstraction step of the Amadori
rearrangement at least partially determines the rate. The
proton-abstracting base could in principle be water,
hydroxide ion or a basic functional group of the protein.


The solvent isotope effect can be predicted for each
case.22,23 Taking water as a base, the transition state
L2O�—H���S (L = H, D) will give kH2O/kD2O = 2.1 as the
solvent isotope effect (late transition state), while the
transition state L2O���H—S will give 1.0 (early transition
state). For hydroxide ion as a base, the transition state
LO—H���S will give 0.5 (late transition state) while
LO����H—S will give 1.0 (early transition state). A
protein functional group should give kH2O/kD2O = 1.0,
since the use of the corresponding pD will cause the
fractional ionization to be the same in two solvents.18 The
solvent isotope effect is kH2O/kD2O = 0.96 � 0.15.
Although this value is not decisive, it is consistent with
any base if the transition state is early. The data are most
readily reconciled with a protein functional group acting
as the proton-abstracting base.


Site specificity is governed mainly by factors that
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Base catalyst k0 � 107 (s�1) kB � 108 (mM�1 s�1) kH2O/kD2O Proton inventory


3-Phosphoglycerate 2.94 � 0.23 11.83 � 0.43 0.96 � 0.23 Flat
2-Phosphoglycerate 2.25 � 0.28 4.92 � 0.72 0.99 � 0.11 Flat
2-Glycerolphosphate 2.99 � 0.63 2.63 � 0.43 1.01 � 0.10
Sodium propionate 2.85 � 0.14 No catalysis 0.96 � 0.15 Flat


a 10 mM Tris buffer, pH 7.3, pD 7.8, 0.15 M NaCl, 40 mM glucose at 37°C.
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affect the second stage of glycation, the Amadori
rearrangement. In fact, in this rate-controlling step, a
base catalyst is required to remove proton 2 of the
attached glucose of the aldimine (Scheme 2). Both stages
of glycation include tautomerizations which are subject
to acid or base catalysis. This implies that, for the


glycation to occur at a significant rate, the carbohydrate
residue of the Schiff base must be close to a base catalyst.
The non-enzymatic glycation of hemoglobin is catalyzed
by DPG,20 3-phosphoglycerate, 2-phosphoglycerate and
2-glycerolphosphate. The role of all these organic
phosphates is the abstraction of the proton at the Amadori
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rearrangement. These facts indicate that both, 2- and 3-
phosphates on DPG catalyze the reaction. The phosphates
at positions 2 and 3 on the DPG act as a base catalyst of
the Amadori rearrangement (Scheme 2). 3-Phosphogly-
cerate is a better catalyst that 2-phosphoglycerate (Fig.
1). 2-Phosphoglycerate is a better catalyst that 2-


glycerolphosphate, probably owing to the carboxyl group
(Table 1). The lack of catalysis by sodium propionate
indicates that the carboxylate group on the DPG does not
catalyze the glycation of hemoglobin.


This study, together with our previous16,17,20 studies on
in vitro glycation of hemoglobin, provides interesting
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features of the effect that different compounds such as
inorganic phosphate, 2,3-diphosphoglycerate, 3-phos-
phoglycerate, 2-phosphoglycerate, 2-glycerolphosphate
and sodium propionate have on enhancing the extent of
glycation on hemoglobin. This catalysis, or similar
effects by other species present in the biological
environment, may lead to a doubling of the rate of
protein damage at the aggregate concentration of several
millimolar expected for such species.


*3�	4���������
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ABSTRACT: The transition-state geometry and the activation energy for the retro-ene elimination of propene from
diallyl sulfide were calculated at three levels of ab initio molecular orbital theory [HF, DFT(B3LYP) and MP2]
combined with three basis sets (3–21G*, 6–31G* and 6–31 � G**). The activation energies were determined at room
temperature and at 375°C and compared with experimental data. Our calculations lead to transition states that consist
of a non-planar six-center cyclic structure with a distorted chair-like geometry. Moreover, the transition-state
geometry has a marked ‘product-like’ character. We found that the B3LYP/6–31G* level produce activation values
closer to the experimental values in a reasonable time. In all cases studied, the activation energies obtained from both
the density functional and MP2 are better than those obtained using the Hartree–Fock method, which overestimates
the barrier height. Regardless of the level of theory used [HF, DFT(B3LYP) or MP2], the basis sets 6–31G* and 6–
31 � G** produce practically the same values of the activation energy; however, the first set is about twice as fast as
the second. The transition-state geometry obtained by different levels showed only slight structural differences.
Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Over the past 10 years, it has become customary to
calculate transition-state geometries for organic reactions
that occur in a single step, even with modest computation
recurrences. For instance, with a desktop computer is
possible to obtain transition-state geometries with
semiempirical methods for any reaction with a few
atoms (up to �20). The performance of the same
calculation with ab initio methods substantially increases
the computational time, and also hardware requirements.1


The geometry of transition states on the pathway
between reactants and products is very difficult to detect
and requires femtochemistry techniques,2 and has been
done only for the most elementary reactions. Despite the
amazing advances in the experimental studies of transi-
tion states of simple chemical reactions, the only way to


obtain detailed information on the geometries of the
transition states of complex processes is to use quantum
mechanical calculations. On the other hand, the values of
activation energies are known for many organic reac-
tions.3 Regardless of the level of theory employed,
generally the transition-state geometries obtained are
similar and it is unnecessary to use a refined method with
high computational requirements. However, in order to
reproduce the experimental values of the activation
energy, it is necessary to employ ab initio methods and a
good basis set.4 The most demanding computational
problem is the correct evaluation of activation barriers for
chemical reaction. Therefore, we prefer to focus on the
calculation of activation energy rather than determining
the precise geometry of the transition state.


The calculation of transition-state geometry and
activation energy for pericyclic reactions is of special
interest owing to the nature of the transition state.
Pericyclic reactions have a cyclic transition-state struc-
ture in which all bond-forming and bond-breaking take
place in concert, without the formation of an intermedi-
ate.5 Among these, retro-ene reactions present an
interesting situation owing to their complexity. The ene
reaction, as originally defined by Alder et al.,6 involves
the addition of an olefin possessing an allylic hydrogen
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(ene) to a compound having an electron-deficient multi-
ple bond (enophile). On the other hand, the retro-ene
reaction is related to both cycloadditions and sigmatropic
hydrogen shifts, where one � bond is converted into a �
bond and, at the same time, a hydrogen atom is
transferred in the process.7 When bonds are formed to
exactly the same extent in the transition structure, the
reaction is called synchronous concerted; otherwise it is
termed an asynchronous reaction.8 Asymmetry in the
starting materials introduces a level of asymmetry in the
transition-state structure. Most pericyclic reactions are
therefore concerted but asynchronous, since most peri-
cyclic reactions do not have symmetrical components.5


Previous studies on the pyrolysis of diversely sub-
stituted allyl sulfides have permitted kinetic and mechan-
istic data to be obtained for this reaction.9 A special case
is represented by the pyrolysis of diallyl sulfide that
occurs in the gas phase through a six-centered cyclic
transition-state geometry as shown in Fig. 1.


As a continuation of our studies on the transition-
state structures of propene elimination from allyl
heteroelement systems,10–12 we chose the retro-ene
reaction of diallyl sulfide to verify previous results
obtained for allyl methyl sulfide,13 which were probed
to explore the usefulness of different combinations
between the various levels of theory and basis sets for
computing activation energies. Moreover, size of
diallyl sulfide is not large enough to allow transition-
state structures to be obtained with a level as high as
MP2/6–31 � G**.


Nowadays, chemistry teaching at undergraduate and
graduate levels benefits enormously from computer
advances. The computational searching and identification
of the geometry of the transition states has become a very
popular tool for studying chemical reactions. For
instance, the retro-ene reactions as examples of pericyclic
reactions have been a central focus of many calcula-
tions.14 However, although there is a consensus on how to
calculate barriers, it is not always possible to compute
them at the most reliable level.4


For studying the transition states of ene reactions, the
size of the molecules considered is crucial when selecting
a computational method. The semiempirical methods, in
particular AM1 and PM3, are perhaps the most widely
used owing to their capacity to handle a large number of
atoms.10–12,15 The conventional ab initio method (Har-


tree–Fock) using moderate standard basis sets has been
extensively applied to the study of these reactions16–18


and MP2, CASSCF and DFT calculations have also been
employed.19–21


The efficiency of the density functional theory (DFT)
for calculate transition-state (TS) geometries in pericyc-
lic reactions is a topic of great controversy. Some
workers consider that DFT is not good for these kinds of
calculation and they tend to underestimate the barrier
heights,22,23 whereas others suggest the contrary.24–26


Further, in many cases, different calculation methods
lead to different conclusions, e.g. Cramer and Barrows
reported for [4 � 3] cationic cycloadditions a concerted
TS structure employing HF and MP2, but DFT does not
give this result.27


The majority of the theoretical work dedicated to
transition-state structure searching in pericyclic reactions
employs two or more methods.13–15,17–26 For instance,
Várnai and Kesarü15 performed theoretical investigations
on the retro-ene reaction of five different propargyl ethers
using various methods and basis sets. They concluded
that MP2 predicts an accurate barrier height for this kind
of reaction.


Our goal here was to determine which combination
between theoretical methods and basis sets is the most
precise and fast for calculating accurate activation
energies. With this in mind, we report activation energies
computed from the combination of three levels of theory:
Hartree–Fock (HF), second-order Møllet–Plesset
(MP2)28 and the density functional B3LYP scheme,29,30


and three popular basis sets, 3–21G*, 6–31G* and 6–
31 � G**.31


+%&,*�!�'%(!� &$�-%).


All calculations were performed with the Gaussian 94
computational package.32 The calculations were carried
out on an SP2-IBM parallel computer at the National
Scientific Center of the Andes University (CeCalc.ULA).
The Chem3D program for PC was used for drawing and
visualizing all the optimized structures.33 Initial geom-
etries for reactants and products were fully optimized.
With this information, the program is capable of
obtaining an intermediate from these two structures as a
common middle point, i.e. the transition-state structure.
For this calculation, the keyword SADDLE must be used,
and the keyword FORCE produces the vibrational
frequencies. It is broadly accepted that the hessian matrix
with only one imaginary frequency is the best criterion
for proving the transition-state structure.34–38 The
activation energy in this study was calculated as the
energy difference of the sum of the total energy, plus
zero-point energy (calculated at the corresponding level)
and the thermal energy at 375°C, between the reactant
and the transition-state structure (hence we can to make a
comparison with experimental data9).
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The nine calculated activation energies obtained at
different levels are given in Table 1 for 648 K. The
second column of this table shows the differences
between the calculated and experimental activation
energy values and the last column contains the total time
for computing the transition states. This time includes the
optimization time for reactants, products and transition
states (searching and verifying). From this table we can
make the following observations.


1. The HF method produces the highest calculated Eas.
These values are much higher than the experimental
values, whereas those calculated from MP2 and DFT
are closer to the experimental values. It is logical that
the density functional scheme and correlated method
MP2 produce better results than the single HF
hamiltonian.28 These results are in concordance with
those reported by Sosa et al.,24 where the largest
barrier height was obtained using the HF level.


2. The Eas obtained from the MP2 scheme are similar to
those obtained with the DFT method. However, with
basis sets of moderate size, 6–31G* and 6–31 � G**,
the results are better with the DFT method. In
particular, the small basis set 3–21G* produces closer
results to experimental the values with the MP2
method.


3. Of the three methods tested the 3–21G* basis set
always produces the lowest Eas, and again, the results
from 6–31G* and 6–31 � G** are similar. This is a
consequence of the analogy of the two last basis sets,
despite the differences in computational time required,
i.e. the costs of the calculations are different. For this
reason, it is better to use the quick and economical
basis set 6–31G* instead of the slow and expensive
basis set 6–31 � G**.4,13,15,36 Moreover, the similarity
between the results from 6–31G* and 6–31 � G** is
not surprising, as there are neither charged species nor
congested lone pairs in our calculations.


4. The best calculated Ea was obtained from the
combination B3LYP/6–31G*, but the Ea calculated
with the combination B3LYP/6–31 � G** is almost as


good. The use of the expensive basis set 6–31 � G** is
unnecessary for this type of calculation.13


5. As indicated in the last column of Table 1, whatever
the method utilized, the basis set 6–31 � G** requires
the longest computing time, and hence it is imprac-
tical. Also, the method requiring that longest computa-
tional time was B3LYP; however, some authors
suggest that DFT is an attractive methodology owing
to the low computational cost.25


Large differences in activation energies between HF
and post-HF methods show that the inclusion of
correlation is essential in describing these barrier heights
quantitatively. This situation corresponds to the first three
cases (see Table 1). However, for the post-HF method the
matching of theoretical and experimental values is
remarkable with a basis set of moderate size.26


The geometries of the transition states obtained with
different levels of theory are essentially the same.
However, in the geometries of reactants and products
some differences can be observed. In Fig. 2 are depicted
the geometry of reactants, products and TS obtained with
B3LYP/6–31G* (atomic numeration is included only for
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Method Ea (648 K) (kJ mol�1) Ea(calc.) � Ea(exp.) (kJ mol�1) Time (min)


HF/3–21G* 222.8 84.6 38
HF/6–31G* 254.8 116.6 224
HF/6–31 � G** 254.5 116.3 543
B3LYP/3–21G* 120.4 �17.8 542
B3LYP/6–31G* 138.4 0.2 957
B3LYP/6–31 � G** 137.9 �0.3 1638
MP2/3–21G* 128.6 �9.6 167
MP2/6–31G* 136.6 �1.6 568
MP2/6–31 � G** 136.2 �2.0 953
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the reactant). The geometry plots for the studied reaction
obtained from other levels of theory are almost
indistinguishable. Table 2 gives the bond distances and
angles of the selected bonds for reactant (R), transition
state (TS) and product (P) obtained with the HF, B3LYP
and MP2 methods with the 6–31G* basis set. The atomic
numeration used in Table 2 is the same as in Fig. 2.


Table 2 shows that all methods used lead to similar
transition-state geometries. In the geometries of transi-
tion states (TS column in Table 2) the bond distances
calculated by different levels of theory vary very little,
always by less than 0.08 Å. For the bond angles the
difference is always less than 2°. This means that the use
of any level of theory produces a consistent geometry of
the transition states.


Some remarks must be made concerning Table 2. The
variations in bond distances and bond angles clearly show
how the reaction occurs. For example, the variation in the
C1—C2 distance shows how it is transformed from a
double to a single bond, whereas an inverse change
occurs for the C2—C3 bond. An important detail
concerns the relative array positions between the
products of reaction. To keep the propene and the
thiopropenal molecules well separated in the products,
the C3—S4 distance and the C2—C3—S4 and C3—S4—
C5 angles are fixed during the optimization of the
products. This is a necessary condition for the use of the
keyword SADDLE in the Gaussian program.1


The H6—C1 distance, where the transferable hydro-
gen (H6) is involved, indicates the movement of this
atom from C5 in the reactant to C1 in the product. A
particular change is observed for the S4—C5—H6 angle,
because the angle in TS needs to be lower than its value in
R and P. The same change occurs for the C1—C2—C3
and C2—C3—S4 angles; the value in TS is lowers than
those in R and P. In general, the values for the distances
obtained with the HF method tend to be shorter than those
obtained using other methods.23


Table 2 also contains some meaningless data that


correspond to unconnected atoms for the reactant and
product, but they are very important in the transition-state
structure, e.g. instance, the H6—C1 distance in the
reactant and the C5—H6 distance in the product. The
same occurs for the C5—H6—C1 and H6—C1—C2
angles in the reactant and all angles in the product, except
C1—C2—C3 and H6—C1—C2. Obviously, this is a
consequence of the rupture of the C3—S4 bond in the
reaction.


From both Fig. 2 and Table 2 it is easy to see that the
transition-state geometry has a clear ‘product-like’
character. The values of the distances and angles in the
TS are closer to the respective values in the products.
This is contrary to the results obtained for cyanomethyl-
diallylamine, where the TS geometry has a marked
‘reactant-like’ character.12


+%(+�*.'%(.


We have shown how the use of the right combination of
method and basis sets can give excellent values for
activation barriers. Usually, to obtain the best activation
barrier it is necessary to employ a high level of ab initio
calculation with large basis sets, but this is very
expensive. On the other hand, the geometry of the TS
computed by the most economical method–basis set
combination is very similar to that obtained with the
expensive combinations. It must be mentioned that the
activation barriers computed with HF, in most cases,
differ considerably from the experimental data. There-
fore, we do not recommend these methods for evaluating
reaction activation barriers. More reliable activation
barriers can be obtained with a high-level ab initio
method such as B3LYP and MP2 calculations. Excellent
results were obtained here with the combination B3LYP/
6–31G* for diallyl sulfide, in concordance with previous
results.13 Nevertheless, the HF method computes geo-
metric parameters for the transition-state structure that
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Bond R TS P


Bond distance (Å)—
C1—C2 1.318/1.334/1.339 1.400/1.414/1.428 1.488/1.501/1.498
C2—C3 1.482/1.499/1.496 1.376/1.398/1.411 1.317/1.334/1.339
C3—S4 1.824/1.851/1.826 2.344/2.267/2.295 5.000/5.000/5.000
S4—C5 1.824/1.851/1.826 1.690/1.717/1.709 1.607/1.637/1.630
C5—H6 1.085/1.095/1.095 1.422/1.464/1.510 4.784/4.856/4.803
H6—C1 5.328/5.567/5.456 1.309/1.312/1.355 1.086/1.097/1.094
Bond angles (°)—
C1—C2—C3 124.4/124.3/123.7 119.1/118.9/117.2 124.9/124.5/123.9
C2—C3—S4 110.0/109.7/109.3 99.5/99.8/100.4 90.0/90.0/90.0
C3—S4—C5 99.9/99.6/98.9 101.1/101.4/101.9 90.0/90.0/90.0
S4—C5—H6 108.2/109.6/110.1 100.9/100.4/99.7 107.2/108.8/108.0
C5—H6—C1 62.1/65.7/64.3 157.9/159.8/158.8 103.1/103.4/104.5
H6—C1—C2 21.5/24.4/26.2 99.7/99.4/101.1 111.2/111.2/111.2
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are, in many cases, similar to those from high-level DFT
or MP2 calculations.
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ABSTRACT: Neutral hexacoordinate complexes of silicon (1) ionize to pentacoordinate siliconium chloride salts (2)
in CH2Cl2, CHCl3 or CHFCl2 solutions. 29Si NMR measurements prove that the extent of ionization increases as the
temperature of the solution is lowered. The ionizations are slightly exothermic, and have negative entropies. It is
shown that increased solvent polarity drives the reaction to the ionic side, i.e. that ion solvation is responsible for the
ionization. The lack of a common-ion effect on addition of tetrabutylammonium chloride indicates the formation of
unseparated ion pairs. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: silicon complexes; ionization; common ion; 29Si NMR
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Neutral octahedral silicon bis-chelate complexes (1)1–3


have been shown to undergo ionization at low tempera-
ture to give siliconium ion salts4 in polar non-aqueous
solvents, as outlined in Eqn. (1):


The evidence for ionization is found in the huge
dependence of the 29Si NMR chemical shifts upon
temperature (Table 1, Fig. 1), with eventual emergence of
two signals at low temperatures, assigned to the hexa-
and pentacoordinate species (1 and 2, respectively)5 (the
characterization of ionic 2 follows from a crystal
structure of an analog of 2b in which the chloride


counterion was replaced by a triflate group;5 the triflate
and chloride salts had identical 29Si chemical shifts in
solution). The unusual temperature dependence, in which
a single molecule splits into two ions preferentially at low
temperature, led to the examination of the enthalpies and
entropies of the reaction.


),-��(- .'� ��-+�--�*'


The ionization is fully reversible, and the equilibrium
constants have been evaluated at various temperatures:
below the coalescence temperature simply by compari-
son of the signal areas, and above the coalescence
temperature by calculating the contributions of the two
individual signals to the weighted average chemical shift.
The equilibrium constants were used for a lnK against
reciprocal temperature plot (Fig. 2), from which the
reaction enthalpy and entropy were calculated. In the
same manner, the equilibrium constants and the resulting
enthalpies and entropies were evaluated for the other
complexes 1 � 2, for which the remote substituents R are
different. The data are presented in Table 1, along with
the number of temperatures used for each correlation and
the quality of the linear correlation expressed by its
correlation coefficient.


The compounds are listed in Table 1 in order of
decreasing electron-releasing power of the substituent
group R. It is evident from Table 1 that the more electron-
releasing the substituent, the more exothermic is the
ionization reaction (as expressed in greater negative
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reaction enthalpies). This can be rationalized as follows:
an electron-releasing R makes the Me2N group a stronger
electron donor, through the C=N double bond. As a
result, the electron density on silicon is greater and
therefore it more readily allows the separation of a
negatively charged ion. This is reflected in a greater
negative enthalpy.


However, examination of Table 1 reveals that in
addition to the trend found for the enthalpies, a similar
trend is found for the reaction entropies: they are all


negative, and their absolute values are greater for the
more exothermic reactions, i.e. for the more electron-
releasing substituents.


The negative entropies suggest that there is more
organization and fewer degrees of freedom in the ionic
state (2), despite the increase in number of particles,
relative to the neutral hexacoordinate precursors (1). The
only way to accommodate this conclusion is by invoking
a solvent effect: presumably, the ions are stabilized by
solvent organization, which constitutes higher order and
hence negative entropy (a similar phenomenon was
reported6 in the ionization of diarylmethyl chlorides in
BCl3–CH2Cl2 solution).


To account for the observed trend in negative
entropies, one may assume that in the more exothermic
reactions ionization is complete and leads to separate ions
which are well solvated, whereas in the nearly thermo-
neutral case (1d) ionization results in a contact ion pair,
in which solvation is less effective. In the present study
we have sought evidence for this effect by measuring the
effect of added common ion (chloride). Should there be
dissociation of 1 to free ions, then the addition of chloride
(as tetrabutylammonium chloride) should suppress dis-
sociation and decrease the observed population ratio
[2]:[1]. However, in cases were ionization leads to
contact ion pairs and not to dissociation, the addition of
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Compound R


�(29Si) (ppm)
�H°


(kcal mol�1)
�S°


(cal mol�1 K�1)
Correlation
coefficient


No.
of pointsa300 K 165 K


1a t-Bu �132.9 �73.6; �135.9 �3.9 �21.8 0.990 6
1b Me �131.3 �73.1; �135.7 �2.8 �15.0 0.992 9
1c CH2Ph �131.3 �73.4; �135.9 �1.9 �9.4 0.996 5
1d Ph �133.7 �73.2; �136.9 �0.8 �8.6 0.996 3


a Number of points included in the correlation.
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external chloride would have a marginal effect on the
relative populations of 1 and 2.


A solution of 1b in CD2Cl2 was divided in to two equal
portions. To one of these portions was added an
equimolar amount of dry tetrabutylammonium chloride,
and the 29Si NMR spectra of both samples were measured
at several low temperatures. The resulting NMR spectra
are depicted in Fig. 3. It is evident from Fig. 3 that at
room temperature there is no significant effect of the
added salt on the spectrum: the average 29Si chemical
shifts are essentially equal in the salt-treated and the
reference samples. However, when the temperature is
lowered, a surprising result is observed: the equilibrium
population in the salt-treated sample has shifted toward
the ionic side (2b): the low-field (ionic) to high-field
(neutral) signal ratio is greater in the treated vs the
untreated sample. This clearly demonstrates the absence
of a common ion effect, which would have shifted the
population ratio toward 1b, and constitutes evidence that
no free ions are present in solution.


The different reaction entropies measured for the series
1a–d may still be interpreted as a reflection of varying
degrees of solvation of the ion pairs: these appear to be
looser and more solvated in the exothermic case (1a) and
tighter in the less exothermic case (1d), resulting in greater
solvent organization in the former (greater negative
entropy) and weaker solvent organization in the latter,
without dissociation to free ions. The unexpected ionizing
effect of the added salt may be due to the increase in ionic
strength, which facilitates ionization.


Since the entire phenomenon of ionization of 1 and the
substantial temperature dependence of the 29Si chemical
shift is attributed to the solvent, it seemed appropriate to
study the solvent effect directly. To this end the
equilibrium constants for 1b were evaluated in three
different solvents at different temperatures, and the
corresponding enthalpies and entropies of the ionization
reaction were determined. The results are presented in
Table 2. It is evident from Table 2 that the solvent indeed
plays a major role in controlling the state of equilibrium.
The three solvents are listed in Table 2 in order of
increasing hydrogen-bond donor ability. Clearly, the
reaction is more exothermic as the solvent is more
effective in stabilizing the ions, i.e. the ionization
reaction is essentially driven by the solvent polarity.


Not surprisingly, the entropies show a similar trend to
that of enthalpies (Table 2): in the more polar solvents, in
which the ionization is more exothermic, also the
entropies have greater negative values. This is readily
understood in terms of the stronger solvation of the ion
pair in the more exothermic case: stabilization of the ions
by the more effective solvents requires better organiza-
tion of solvent molecules around the solute ions, which is
manifested in greater negative reaction entropy.


,12,)�3,'(.�


�������� All the reactions were carried out under dry
nitrogen or argon, using solvents dried and purified by
standard methods. NMR spectra were recorded on a
Bruker Avance DMX-500 spectrometer operating at
500.13 and 99.36 MHz for 1H and 29Si spectra,
respectively, and are reported in � (ppm) relative to
tetramethylsilane (TMS). The variable-temperature 29Si
NMR spectra for the determination of population ratios
were run using 45° pulses, without 1H decoupling, and
with 5–10 s delay times between pulses. NMR measure-
ments in CHFCl2 solutions were carried out below 9°C,
and the solvent was condensed directly into pre-
evacuated sample tubes.


�	�
���� �� ��0�� These were prepared as described
previously.3a


Compound 1a was prepared from O-trimethylsilylated
1,1-dimethyl-2-pivaloylhydrazine.
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Solvent
�H°


(kcal mol�1)
�S°


(cal mol�1 K�1)
Correlation
coefficient


No.
of points


CD2Cl2 �2.8 �15.0 0.992 9
CDCl3 �3.6 �18.9 0.988 6
CHFCl2 �6.8 �22.9 0.996 6
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A solution of 4.81 g (0.080 mol) of 1,1-dimethylhydra-
zine and 16.90 g (0.166 mol) of triethylamine in 80 ml of
dry Et2O was cooled to �20°C. A pivaloyl chloride
(9.65 g, 0.080 mol) solution in 50 ml of dry Et2O was
added dropwise with stirring. The mixture was stirred for
1 h at ambient temperature and then refluxed for 2 h.
Trimethylchlorosilane (8.69 g, 0.080 mol) was added
dropwise, followed by 8 h of reflux. The mixture was
cooled and filtered under argon, and the filtrate was
distilled under reduced pressure. The product was
collected at 61–62°C (11 mmHg) (12.6 g; 73% yield).
1H NMR (CDCl3, 300 K): � 0.16 (s, 9H, SiMe3), 1.06 (s,
9H, CMe3), 2.25 (s, 6H, NMe2). 13C NMR (CDCl3,
300 K): � 0.85 (SiMe3), 27.51 [C(CH3)3], 36.42 (CMe3),
46.52 (NMe2), 165.86 (C=N). 29Si NMR (CDCl3,
300 K): � 14.92. Anal. Calcd for C10H24N2OSi: C,
55.50; H, 11.18; N, 12.95. Found: C, 55.72; H, 10.99; N,
13.05%.


���������
�	��������������
����:������������
�	�������� !� ��
�� To a stirred solution of O-trimethyl-
silylated 1,1-dimethyl-2-pivaloylhydrazine (0.584 g,
2.70 mmol) in 10 ml of dry CHCl3 was added PhSiCl3
(0.274 g, 1.29 mmol) at room temperature under dry
argon. The mixture was stirred for 1 h. Removal of the
volatiles under vacuum (0.05 mmHg) resulted in a
colorless crystalline solid (0.534 g; 97% yield), m.p.
119–120.5°C. 1H NMR (CDCl3, 300 K): � 1.17 (s, 18H,
t-Bu), 2.32 (s, 6H, NMe2), 2.86 (s, 6H, NMe2), 7.23–8.08
(m, 5H, Ph). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 300 K): � 27.19
[C(CH3)3], 35.36 (CMe3), 51.36 (NMe2), 127.36,
128.29, 137.08, 144.15 (Ph), 173.19 (C=N). 29Si NMR


(CDCl3, 300 K): � � 131.20. Anal. Calcd for
C20H35ClN4O2Si: C, 56.25; H, 8.26; N, 13.12. Found:
C, 55.99; H, 8.33; N, 12.96%.
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ABSTRACT: The dynamic and static dipole polarizabilities of pyrazabole (PYRZ) were investigated using a
refractometric method and theoretical calculations. The experimental properties were studied within the Singer–
Garito and Proutiere and co-workers’ approaches for dilute cyclohexane, THF and CH3CN solutions. These
methodologies were appropriate to quantify the electronic polarizability and electric deformability of pyrazabole in
the optical regime. The static dipole polarizabilities of pyrazabole were obtained from extrapolation to zero frequency
of the corresponding dispersion Cauchy-type curves, which gave a monotonic increasing in function of the squared
frequency. The differences between these curves were analyzed as a function of the solvent effects. Additionally, a
comparative study with pyrazole was carried out. The results indicated that both the static and dynamic electronic
polarizability of pyrazabole are determinated from the linear optical response of the pyrazole ring. In fact, the
polarizability of the two pyrazole rings is approximately 80% of the overall value for pyrazabole. The theoretical
static properties were evaluated by using ab initio (Hartree–Fock) and DFT (B3LYP) methods with the 6–31�G(d,p)
and 6–311��G(3d,3p) basis sets. The calculations were performed with fully optimized geometries. The B3LYP
average static electronic polarizability value of pyrazabole is 1.877 � 10�23 esu, and the differences from the
experimental static values are within �1.2 to 8.5%. These variations are mainly due to the solvent effects. Copyright
 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: pyrazabole; dipole polarizability
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Pyrazaboles compounds are boron–nitrogen heterocycles
in which two pyrazole molecules and two BX2 (X = H,
Cl, Br) fragments are arranged in three fused rings. These
compounds, which exhibit remarkable stability, were first
reported by Trofimenko simultaneously with poly(pyr-
azolyl)borate ions.1 Owing to their electronic and
geometric features, polypyrazol-1-ylborate anions have
extensive uses as ligands in coordination, bioinorganic
and organometallic chemistry.2 Furthermore, transition
metal complexes containing polypyrazol-1-ylborate
ligands have been shown to exhibit exceptional electronic
and non-linear optic properties.3 From the structural point


of view, x-ray diffraction studies of the molecular
structure of pyrazaboles have shown that these tricyclic
systems can adopt planar, boat or chair conformations in
the B2N4 rings.4 Additionally, the thermodynamic
properties in alcoholic solutions of some pyrazaboles,
including the simplest pyrazabole (PYRZ) (Fig. 1) have
been reported.5 Despite the importance of these proper-
ties and the existence of many derivatives with both
boron centers and substituted pyrazolyl rings, little
attention has been given to pyrazabole compounds.


Recent reports of chemical behavior of ansa-ferrocene
complexes with pyrazabole bridges in solution suggest
that pyrazabole compounds are highly polarizable and
have exceptional electronic donor and acceptor proper-
ties, thereby offering the possibility of influencing the
electronic properties of organometallic compounds for
specific applications.6 In addition, Barbera and Giménez
have shown the potential of the pyrazabole ring to
generate molecules with liquid crystal properties.7


We are currently interested in the determination and
prediction of the electronic and optical properties of
conjugate heterocyclic molecules and their comparison
with available experimental data.8 In this work, we
extended these studies to the experimental determination
of the dipole polarizability of the pyrazabole (PYRZ)
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molecule and the evaluation of solvent effects on this
electronic property by using cyclohexane, THF and
CH3CN. Theoretical calculations were performed for this
molecule in the static regime with DFT techniques and
extended basis sets as performed for the dibenzothio-
phene molecule.8 Additional measurements and calcula-
tions of the polarizability were performed on the pyrazole
(PYR) molecule to account for the contribution of the
pyrazole ring to the overall polarizability of PYRZ.


(�,*)�


,������� ������ ������	�
�����


The molecular dipole polarizability � is the linear
response of a molecular electronic distribution to the
action of an external electric field �. Such an external
field induces charge rearrangements that are reflected in
changes in the permanent molecular dipole moment �e


according to the equation9a


�e��� � �e�� � 0� � ��� �1�2����2


��1�3����i�j�k�l � � � � �1�
where �e(� = 0) is the permanent dipole moment in the
absence of a field. The terms of higher order are the first
and second hyperpolarizabilities, respectively. Similarly,


a Taylor expansion for the energy E of the system has
been defined in terms of the dipole polarizabilities and
the field � as


E��� � E�0� � �i�i � �1�2��ij�i�j � �1�6��ijk�i�j�k


��1�24��ijkl�i�j�k�l � � � � �2�
where E(0) is the unperturbed energy.9b


The experimental determination of a molecular
polarizability is far from straightforward, especially if
the molecule has little or no symmetry. For a molecule
with symmetry, the axes of the polarizability tensor
correspond to the symmetry axes. Otherwise, the
principal axes have to be determined by diagonalization
of the polarizability matrix. The principal axes are
usually referred to as a, b and c.9b We will adopt the
convention


�aa � �bb � �cc �3�
where the �ii are the eigenvalues of the polarizability
matrix. The quantities of experimental interest are the
average polarizability


�ave � ��� � 1�3��aa � �bb � �cc� �4�
and the polarizability anisotropy


�� � 	�1�2�
��aa � �bb�2 � ��aa � �cc�2


���bb � �cc�2��1�2 �5�
The average polarizability can be determined experi-
mentally from the refractive index � of a gas according to
the equation


� � 1 � 2����	
kBT


�6�


where � is the pressure, kB the Boltzmann constant and T
the thermodynamic temperature. Equation (6) was
derived with the assumption that the individual molecules
do not interact with each other. However, in the
condensed phase molecular interactions should be
considered. In this case, each molecule is polarized by
the external field and the field due to the surrounding
molecules. The resultant field, referred as local field F, is
expressed in terms of the dielectric polarization P as


F � E � 4�LP �7�
where L is the dimensionless Lorentz factor that depends
on the structure of the phase, and is a tensor the three
principal components of which have the value of 1/3 for
cubic and isotropic phases, giving the Lorentz local field


F � E � 4�
3


P �8�


From this equation can be derived the Lorenz–Lorentz


-�.��� �� ���
���� *
��
���
� ��	 ���� �
,
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�
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equation:


�2 � 1
�2 � 2


� 4�N���
3V


�9�


which gives an expression for the average molecular
polarizability ���, and N is the number of molecules in
volume V. For molecules with a permanent dipole
moment �e, it is necessary to take account of the
orientational polarization. The resulting Debye equation:


M




�r � 1
�r � 2


� 4�NA


3
��� � �2


e


3kBT


� �
�10�


permits the average polarizabilities and dipole moment to
be determined from measurements of the relative
permittivity �r and the density � as a function of the
temperature T;9c M is the molar mass and NA is
Avogadro’s number. The application regime of this
equation is only for pure compounds. Experimentally, ���
is determined at electric fields that depend of the
frequency and the dynamic property is obtained. In the
regime of optical frequencies, Eqn. (10) is converted to
the Eqn. (9). From Eqn. (9) and for binary mixtures, such
as solvent and solute, the equation of Singer and Garito
can be derived:10a


4�
3


NA�
e
2�v� �


3M2



1
�2
1�v� � 2�2


��2
�v�


�w


� �
0


�M2
1

1


� �V
�w


� �
0


� �
�2


1�v� � 1


�2
1�v� � 2


� �
�11�


where w is the weight fraction of solute, �(v) and �1(v) are
the refractive indices of solution and solvent at optical
frequency v, respectively, �1 is the density of the solvent,
NA is Avogadro’s number, M2 is the molecular weight of
the solute, V is the inverse of the density of solution or
specific volume of solution and �e


2�v� is the average of the
molecular electronic dynamic polarizability of the solute.
Proutière and co-workers proposed an alternative equa-
tion for the measurement of refraction in binary solutions
using the Lorentz–Lorenz local field [Eqn. (8)].11 The
resulting equation is


�e
2�v� �


M2


M1
�e


1�v� 1 � �fr�v�
�w


� �
w0


	 

�12�


where �e
1�v� is the dynamic mean polarizability of the


solvent and the factor fr is


fr � 
1V
��v� � 1


��v� � 2


� �
�1�v� � 2


�1�v� � 1


� �
�13�


These equations assume that the solute and solvent do not
interact and therefore the different molecular polariza-


tions are additive. To obtain the static mean molecular
electronic polarizability, the ��� dynamic property of
either Eqn. (11) or (12) is treated as a frequency-
dependent quantity and calculated at different wave-
lengths. The long-wavelength limit is obtained from an
extrapolation to zero frequency of the plot between the
dynamic mean polarizability �e


2�v� versus the frequency v.
This relationship is referred as the Cauchy-type disper-
sion curve and gives the behavior of the dispersion of the
polarizability in terms of the frequency of the field. This
curve allows for the extrapolation of only the electronic
part of this property, the limit value of which corresponds
to the static dipole polarizability. Contributions from
infrared-active modes (vibrational polarizability) are not
considered here.8,10bc,12


,/#,)'0,%(�$


The average electronic polarizability dispersion curves of
the studied compounds were determined experimentally
by using refractometric techniques, where the refractive
index � of both the solvent and solutions were measured
with Bellingham � Stanley 60/LR and 60/LR high-
resolution Abbe refractometers with a CCD camera at
20 � 0.1°C. Sodium, mercury and cadmium spectral
lamps were employed in the wavelength range 435.8–
643.8 nm. The density � was determined by measuring
the period of oscillation of a vibrating sample cell with a
sample volume of 1 ml on an Anton Paar DMA-5000
densitometer. The values of the refractive index at optical
frequency v and density obtained in this work for each
solvent were found to agree satisfactorily with the values
reported previously in the literature.8,12,13


Pyrazole (PYR) (99%) was purchased from Merck and
was used without further purification. Pyrazabole
(PYRZ) (97%) was purchased from Aldrich and
recrystallized from anhydrous methanol. The solvents
were rigorously dried and fractionally distilled by
standard methods and stored over molecular sieves. A
series of solutions of PYR and PYRZ in various solvents
were prepared. Their UV–visible absorbance spectra
were obtained on a Shimadzu Model UV-1201 spectro-
photometer. A 1-cm quartz cuvette was used as the
sample cell. The weight-fraction concentration range
used was 1.798 � 10�3–2.041 � 10�2 in all cases.
Excellent linear relationships were found for the specific
volumes, the function fr and the square of the refractive
indices of the solutions against their weight fractions w2


at each frequency of the applied electric field. The
reproducibility for the various slopes of the concentration
dependence for these data was very high and the
uncertainties in the dynamic mean electronic polariz-
abilities obtained in this work were between 0.93 and
1.95%.
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The molecular geometries of pyrazole and pyrazabole,
subject to Cs and C2v symmetry restrictions, respectively,
were fully optimized by using gradient techniques with
the Hartree–Fock (HF) SCF MO and density functional
theory (DFT) using the B3LYP method14 and the
6–31�G(d,p) basis set.15 Analytical and direct coupled
perturbed Hartree–Fock (CPHF)16 and numeric B3LYP
methods were employed to calculate the static electronic
dipole polarizability � with the extended basis sets,
containing sp diffuse functions plus sets of d and p
polarized functions such as 6–31�G(d,p) and
6–311 � G(3d,3p).17 The good performance of these
atomic functions for polarizability calculations of con-
jugated molecules has been pointed out.8,12 It is
important to note that the B3LYP DFT functional is able
to account accurately for the exchange and electron
correlation effects in the static dipole polarizabilitiy.8,12


For the case of pyrazabole, calculations with the Sadlej
basis set were additionally performed.18 The dynamic
polarizability was evaluated analytically by using the
time-dependent Hartree–Fock (TDHF) method.19


All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian
9820 quantum chemistry package in an Silicon Graphics
Origin 2000 workstation.


),�+$(� �%� �'�&+��'*%


#�����	�
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,1���������� �������������� No estimates for the
molecular dipole polarizability of PYRZ have been
reported so far. Here we report refractometric measure-
ments for the dispersion of the dipole polarizability of
PYRZ using the limit relationships of Singer and
Garito10a [see Eqn. (11)] and Proutière and co-workers11


[see Eqn. (12)]. From these results, the static value of this
property was obtained. The performance of this metho-
dology has been reported elsewhere by other authors and
ourselves.8,12,21 Prior to the refractometric measure-


ments, the UV–visible spectrum of PYRZ was
measured in the region 200–600 nm to explore the
adsorption of this compound. Was found that the lower
wavelength Adsorption for this molecule is 280 nm.
Additionally, we also studied the molecular interactions
in solution taking into account the concentration and
solvent effects on the electronic spectra. The solvents
used were CH3CN, THF, cyclohexane and CCl4. It was
found that for each solvent the bandshape of the PYRZ
Adsorption does not change with the solute concentra-
tion. This suggests that pyrazabole is not able to form
stable complexes with the solvents employed. These
findings are in agreement with previous observations
with polar solvents such as alcohols.5 Based on these
results, we carried out a study of the dispersion of the
dipole polarizability of pyrazabole in the off-resonance
region in solution.


The frequency-dependent experimental results of the
relevant terms of Eqns (11) and (12) in each solvent are
reported in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, and the
corresponding Cauchy-type dispersion curves of the
dipole polarizability of PYRZ dissolved in tetrahydro-
furan (THF), cyclohexane (C6H12) and acetonitrile
(ACN) are shown in Figs 2 and 3.


The dynamic results of the dipole polarizability
obtained with Eqn. (11) show how this property increases
monotonically with the frequency , giving a normal
dispersion behavior for the electronic polarizability of
pyrazabole in all solvents (see Fig. 2). From this
relationship, the extrapolation to zero frequency gives
values of 1.792 � 10�23, 1.827 � 10�23 and
1.730 � 10�23 esu for the static dipole polarizability of
pyrazabole in solutions of C6H12, THF and ACN,
respectively (see Table 2 and Fig. 2). The uncertainty
of these values, calculated from an analysis of random
propagation errors, is about 1.95%.8,10b


Analysis of Table 2 and Fig. 2 shows that the values of
the dynamic polarizabilities of pyrazabole are slightly
affected by THF and C6H12 solvents. In fact, the values of
the dynamic polarizability of pyrazabole in solution of
THF are only 1.5% higher than our experimental results
in C6H12. This difference lies within the experimental


(�
�� �� /
,������ ��	 	
����. �
����
�
�� ����
� 0��- �1�� 2��3 ��	 2�"3 ,�� 45/� �� �����. ���������


v (�m�1)


��2
�v�


�w


� �a


w0


�fr�v�
�w


� �a


w0


C6H12
b CH3CNc THFd C6H12 CH3CN THF


2.294631 0.2455 0.4391 0.4039 �0.1023 0.1265 0.0854
1.966182 0.2251 0.3926 0.3729 �0.1122 0.0909 0.0675
1.831166 0.2194 0.3800 0.3641 �0.1149 0.0853 0.0627
1.696065 0.2135 0.3657 0.3582 �0.1181 0.0693 0.0598
1.553277 0.2103 0.3551 0.3535 �0.1196 0.0613 0.0580


a T � 20 � 0�1�C�
�v
�w


� �a�b


w0
� �0�347 � 0�003�


�v
�w


� �a�c


w0
� �0�364 � 0�002�


�v
�w


� �a�d


w0
� �0�240 � 0�005.
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error. Moreover, the total electric deformability seen as
the variation of polarizability at 435.8 nm
(1.966182 �m�1) with respect to the static value for
pyrazabole is 6.98 and 6.51% in THF and C6H12,
respectively. These results indicate that the electronic


properties of pyrazabole are little affected in these aprotic
solvents. In CH3CN solution, a significant change in the
polarizability dispersion curve of PYRZ is observed, and
the magnitude of the electric deformability of pyrazabole
is about of 14.4%. This value higher than those observed
in THF and C6H12 (see Fig. 2). This enhanced electronic
deformability of PYRZ observed in acetonitrile can be
attributed to an important contribution of electric charge
separation due to the high polarity of the solvent and a
coupled effect with the frequency of the electric field can
be seen in Fig. 2. In fact, pyrazabole is highly polarizable
at high frequencies of the electric field, whereas it is
much less polarizable at lower frequencies, where a
crossing between the dispersion curve with ACN and the
corresponding curves with THF and C6H12 occurs (see
Fig. 2). It is important to note that for the points located
after this intersection in the Cauchy curves of Fig. 2, a
linear relationship there exists between the dynamic ��e


2�
of PYRZ and the permanent dipole moments of the
solvents. This correlation it is improved at higher
frequencies. For example, at a frequency of
2.294631 �m�1 the value of the correlation coefficient
r2 is 0.998. This means that at this frequency, the
dynamic effects on the ��� of PYRZ are dominated by the
polarity of the solvents. In contrast, for the region of
lower frequencies, the static polarizability of PYRZ in
ACN is 5.6% lower than in the other solvents (see Table
2), and no relationship exists with either the dipole
moment of the solvents or other important solvent
parameters. The results show that in the static regime,
the ��� of PYRZ is higher in the solvent with lower
polarity (cyclohexane) and is lower in the solvent with
higher polarity (ACN). Further studies on these findings
are being performed in order to give a comprehensive
explanation of these observations.


In Table 2 are shown the values of the dynamic and
static dipole polarizability of pyrazabole obtained with
the equation of Proutière and co-workers. These results
are very close to those obtained with Eqn. (11) and
indicate that this methodology is also appropriate for the
determination of the dynamic polarizability of pyraza-
bole in solution. Thus, the dispersion of the polarizability
curves obtained for Eqns (11) and (12) is similar and the


(�
��  � /
����� �, 	����
 ������(������. �, 45/� 	
�
����
	 ,��� �1�� 2��3 ��	 2�"3 �� �����. ���������


v (�m�1)


�e
2�10�23 esu�a �e


2�10�23 esu�b


C6H12 THF CH3CN C6H12 THF CH3CN


2.294631 1.917 1.946 1.979 1.912 1.942 1.969
1.966182 1.869 1.893 1.891 1.866 1.889 1.885
1.831166 1.855 1.877 1.866 1.852 1.874 1.868
1.696065 1.841 1.865 1.839 1.839 1.862 1.833
1.553277 1.831 1.854 1.818 1.828 1.851 1.812
0.000000 1.792 1.826 1.730 1.785 1.826 1.695


a Equation (11) and parameters of Table 1.
b Equation (12) and parameters of Table 1.


-�.���  � ����
����� ���
� �, �-
 �
�� 	����
 ������(������.
�, 45/� ������
	 0��- �1� 2��3 �� ��������� �, �67�&�
�#6�" ��	 +6�


-�.��� 2� ����
����� ���
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 �
�� 	����
 ������(������.
�, 45/� ������
	 0��- �1� 2�"3 �� ��������� �, �67�&�
�#6�" ��	 +6�
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quality of the fitting of the dynamic mean polarizability
of pyrazabole values with the frequency of the electric
field in the Cauchy-type dispersion curve is of the same
significance as that obtained with Eqn. (11) for PYRZ in
THF and cyclohexane solutions. This correlation is less
satisfactory for ACN solvent, however. The results in
Table 2 show that both methodologies [Eqns (11) and
(12)] are useful for accurate determination of the average
electronic polarizability of molecules in solutions. With
Eqn. (11) the behavior of the dynamic ��e


2� of PYRZ at
higher frequencies was also obtained, giving a linear
relationship with the dipole moment of the solvents.


The PYR ring is a fundamental unit for the formation
of PYRZ and the electronic properties of the former
should play a central role in determining the electronic
polarizability of the latter. For this reason, we decided to
carry out the experimental determination of the electronic
polarizability of pyrazole in solution. The results are
shown in Tables 3 and 4. It is important to note that the
dispersion behavior of the dynamic average dipole
polarizability of pyrazole, determined in THF solution
and using Eqn. (11), as can be seen in Fig. 4, shows that
the molecular response is enhanced by the effect of the


frequency of the electric field. From this curve, the
dynamic average electronic polarizability of PYR at
589.6 nm (1.696065 �m�1) is 0.743 � 10�23 esu, which
is in excellent agreement with the reported value for
pyrazole in dioxane solution (0.754 � 10�23 esu).22 It is
noteworthy that the static electronic average polariz-
ability of two free PYR molecules is about 80% of the
static value of PYRZ in the same solvent, and this
contribution is maintained in the overall optical regime.
This result indicates that, despite the significant differ-
ences in molecular symmetry between pyrazole and
pyrazabole and therefore different contributions from the
axial and orthogonal components of the polarizability
tensor due to their connection with the molecular
structure, only about 20% of the PYRZ ��� value is due
to the electronic charge contribution of the two BH2


bridge units when the pyrazabole molecule is formed.
These findings are expected because of the chemical size
of the BH2 units. For PYR, the electric deformability in
THF is about 14%, which is much higher than that of
PYRZ in THF. When ACN was used (see Table 4), the
dynamic polarizability of PYR is increased with respect
to THF. For example, the static property for this molecule
is 7.34% higher than the value in THF solution (see Fig.
4). Also, a significant decreases in the electric deform-
ability was observed in this case, the corresponding value
being about 9.2%. The higher ��� of PYR in ACN than in
THF indicate that a larger contraction in the electronic
density of the pyrazole ring in the polar solvent with
respect to that in THF. It is interesting that the values of
the dynamic and static polarizability of PYR in CH3CN
solution obtained with Eqns (11) and (12) are very
similar, as can be seen in Table 4. In contrast, the optical
dispersion of the polarizability of PYR in THF solution
showed a marked deviation from a normal dispersion
when the Eqn. (12) was applied for the experimental
determination of dynamic polarizabilities and it was very
difficult to extrapolate the dynamic polarizability to the
static value with the Cauchy equation.


(�
�� 2� /
,������ ��	 	
����. �
����
�
�� ����
�
	
	�
	 ,��� �1�� 2��3 ��	 2�"3 ,�� 45/ �� �����. ���������


v (�m�1)


��2
�v�


�w


� �a


w0


�fr�v�
�w


� �a


w0


THFb CH3CNc THF CH3CN


2.294631 0.3530 0.3928 0.0400 0.0942
1.966182 0.3082 0.3651 0.0081 0.0716
1.831166 0.2919 0.3569 �0.0001 0.0656
1.696065 0.2795 0.3493 �0.0063 0.0598
1.553277 0.2678 0.3431 �0.0159 0.0561
a T � 20 � 0�1�C�


�v
�w


� �a�b


w0
� �0�249 � 0�004�


�v
�w


� �a�c


w0
� �0�357 � 0�002.


(�
�� 3� /
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 ������(������. �, 45/ 	
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,��� �1�� 2��3 ��	 2�"3 �� �����. ���������


v (�m�1)


�e
2�v��10�23 esu�a �e


2�v��10�23 esu�
THF CH3CN THF CH3CN


2.294631 0.794 0.815 0.793 0.815
1.966182 0.763 0.791 0.760 0.789
1.831166 0.752 0.783 0.751 0.781
1.696065 0.743 0.776 0.744 0.774


0.754c


1.553277 0.734 0.770 0.734 0.769
0.000000 0.695 0.746 0.704 0.751


a Equation (11) and parameters of Table 3.
b Equation (12) and parameters of Table 3.
c Experiment from molar dynamic refraction in dioxane.22
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(���������� ������������� Results of HF/6–31�G(d,p)
and B3LYP/6–31�G(d,p) geometry optimization for
PYR and PYRZ are reported in Table 5. The labels for
the geometric parameters are shown in Fig. 1. A
comparison with the geometric structure of PYRZ with
the x-ray crystal structure23 was made, the bond lengths
and bond angles being displayed in Table 5 in
parentheses. The results show that the structure of the
PYR ring does not change significantly when PYRZ is
formed. Additionally, good correspondence exists be-
tween the HF and B3LYP geometry of PYRZ with the
corresponding experimental x-ray geometry.23


Table 6 shows the total energies, dipole moments �
(debye) and Mulliken atomic populations (MAP) for
PYR and PYRZ. The B3LYP/6–311��G(3d,3p) basis
set give a � value of 2.29 D for the PYR molecule, which
lies within the range of the experimental � values in
different solvents (2.06–2.33 D). These experimental �


values confirm that for PYR, the electronic properties are
very dependent on the nature of the solvent, and similarly
by for PYRZ. In this work, a �value of 2.66 D is predicted
for PYRZ. The MAP of PYR and PYRZ as displayed in
Table 6 show that the electronic charges on the atoms of
PYR remain almost the same in the PYRZ molecule,
indicating that the electronic PYR moiety is not altered in
the PYRZ structure. Table 7 displays the �ii components,
the average and the anisotropy of the dipole polariz-
ability. These properties were calculated with the HF and
B3LYP methods and the 6–31�G(d,p) and 6–
311��G(3d,3p) basis sets. For PYR, calculations were
additionally performed for the polarizability with the
Sadlej basis sets. The results indicate that the values
obtained with the Sadlej basis set are similar to those
obtained with the 6–311��G(3d,3p) basis. For PYR and
PYRZ our best estimated values of the average polariz-
ability ��� are 0.727 � 10�23 and 1.877 � 10�23 esu,


(�
�� 4� $
��
��. �����
�
�� ,�� 45/ ��	 45/� ������
	 �� �-
 6� ��	 87�54 �
�
�� ����* �-
 #97��$2	��3 ����� �
� 2�:��.
*
��
��. �����
�
�� �� ���
��-
�
��3


Level


Bond distance Å Bond angle (°) Torsion angle (°)


PYR PYRZ PYR PYRZ PYR PYRZ


HF a 1.578 � 103.7 0.0
B3LYP 1.569 104.6 B—N—N—B 0.0


(1.554) (104.7)
HF b 1.329 1.335 ab 120.5 178.5


B3LYP 1.356 120.1 B—N—C—C 177.9
(1.351) (120.2)


HF c 1.342 1.319 ac 130.7 0.0 0.35
B3LYP 1.343 131.3 N—N—C—C 0.0 0.37


(1.339)
HF d 1.366 1.387 bc 112.8 108.8 �41.5


B3LYP 1.396 113.2 108.6 N—B—N—N �41.5
(1.362)


HF e 1.070 1.070 cd 106.6 109.2 C—N—N—C 0.0 0.0
B3LYP 1.080 106.2 109.0 0.0 0.0


HF f 1.069 1.069 ce 121.8 120.4 B—N—N—C 179.0
B3LYP 1.079 121.9 120.1 178.5


HF g 1.201 df 128.3 128.0
B3LYP 1.206 127.3 127.6


(1.135)
HF h 1.201 ag 109.7


B3LYP 1.203 109.4
(1.111) (110.5)


HF a� 0.992 ah 109.2
B3LYP 109.4


(108.2)
HF c� 1.304 � 103.9 104.0


B3LYP 104.6 104.8
(104.7)


HF d� 1.414 a�b 120.1
B3LYP 118.9


HF e� 1.071 bc� 105.2
B3LYP 104.2


HF c�d� 111.5
B3LYP 111.9


HF c�e� 119.4
B3LYP 119.5


a X-ray crystal structure from Ref. 23.
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respectively. The comparison of these values with respect
to our experimental values with the Singer and Garito
method gives for PYR a variation of 6.0% (THF) and
�1.2% (ACN), whereas for PYRZ the corresponding
variations are 4.7% (cyclohexane), 8.5% (ACN) and
2.8% (THF), respectively.


The results from TDHF calculations with the
6–31�G(d,p), 6–311��G(3d,3p) and Sadlej basis sets
of the dynamic dipole polarizability of pyrazole are
shown in Table 8. This table also contains the A and B
coefficients of the Cauchy curves and the corresponding
correlation coefficients. These dynamic polarizabilities
of PYR follow a regular Cauchy dispersion that is similar
to those shown in Figs 4 and 5. However, for higher
frequencies, TDHF calculations in the gas phase do not
reproduce the experimental tendencies of the dynamic
polarizabilities.


&*%&$+�'*%�


The results showed that the experimental refraction
technique of Singer and Garito and of Proutière and co-
workers at the infinite dilution limit were appropriate for
describing the dispersion behavior of the dynamic
polarizability of pyrazabole and pyrazole in solution in


the off-resonance region. It was shown that the pyrazabole
is a highly polarizable compound in solution and its
dynamic polarizability is dependent of the dielectric
nature and the polarity of the solvents. The static and
dynamic electronic polarizability are not affected in
cyclohexane and THF solvents, whereas an important
variation in this property and in the electric deformability
was observed in a dipolar and non-hydrogen bond donor
solvent such as ACN. It was found that at higher
frequencies, there is a linear relationship between the
dynamic ��� of PYRZ and the dipole moments � of the
three solvents employed, whereas in the region of lower
frequencies the polarizability of PYRZ is higher in a
solvent with lower � and decreases for a solvent with the
higher �. These differences in the behavior of ��� in terms
of the solvent properties are being studied carefully, but a
large amount of data is required to establish the underlying
relationships between the solvent parameters and the
electronic properties of PYRZ.


From the comparative study of the electronic polariz-
ability of the studied compounds in the static and
dynamic regimes, we conclude that the properties of
the pyrazole ring have an important influence on the
overall � value of the pyrazabole molecule, whereas the
contribution of the polarizability and electric deform-
ability of the BH2 bridge units is very low.
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� �, 45/ ��	 45/� �� �-
 6� ��	 87�54 �
�
�� ����*
�-
 2�3 #97��$2	��3 ��	 283 #97����$27	�7�3 ����� �
��


PYR PYRZ


HF/A B3LYP/A B3LYP/B HF/A B3LYP/A B3LYP/B


Et (hartree) �224.81142 �226.21900 �226.27502 �500.27021 �503.47381 �503.59186
�(D) 2.49 2.41 2.29 (2.06–2.33)a 2.91 2.71 2.66
qN1 �0.29 �0.21 �0.26 �0.22 �0.14 �0.22
qN1� �0.22 �0.20 �0.61
qB — — — 0.63 0.43 0.15
qC1 �0.10 �0.20 0.10 �0.24 �0.32 �0.01
qC1� �0.12 �0.18 �0.02 — — —
qC2 �0.16 0.04 0.31 �0.06 0.15 0.32
a Experimental values in different solvents.24
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PYR PYRZ


6–31�G(d,p) 6–311��G(3d,3p) Sadlej 6–31�G(d,p) 6–311��G(3d,3p)


HF �aa 0.716 0.758 0.765 1.988 2.093
�bb 0.747 0.787 0.795 1.736 1.806
�cc 0.444 0.490 0.490 1.235 1.300
�ave 0.636 0.678 0.684 1.653 1.733
�� 0.289 0.284 0.291 0.664 0.695


B3LYP �aa 0.802 0.836 0.851 2.216 2.304
�bb 0.797 0.837 0.852 1.888 1.956
�cc 0.467 0.507 0.508 1.310 1.370
�ave 0.689 0.727 0.737 1.805 1.877
�� 0.333 0.329 0.344 0.795 0.818
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The measured static ��� values for PYR were 0.695
(THF) and 0.746 esu (ACN) and for PYRZ were 1.792
(cyclohexane), 1.826 (THF) and 1.730 � 10�23 esu
(ACN). The B3LYP/6–311��G(3d,3p) theoretical re-
sults for the polarizability of PYR (0.727 � 10�23 esu)
and for PYRZ (1.877 � 10�23 esu) are comparable to the
experimental values. The differences between the
theoretical and experimental values lie in the range
2.8–4.7%. These variations are mainly due to the solvent
effects observed on the dipole polarizability of the
molecules studied in solution.


The results from TDHF of the dynamic dipole
polarizability of pyrazole follow a Cauchy curve
dispersion with correlation coefficient of 1.0.
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v (�m�1) 6–31�G(d,p) 6–311��G(3d,3p) Sadlej


2.294631 0.672 0.713 0.723
1.966182 0.662 0.702 0.712
1.831166 0.658 0.698 0.708
1.696065 0.655 0.695 0.704
1.553277 0.652 0.692 0.701
0.000000 0.636 0.675 0.684
�(0)a 0.636 0.675 0.684
A 0.06292 0.06524 0.06763
B 0.00134 0.00138 0.00144
R2b 1.0 1.0 1.0
a Results from the fitting to a Cauchy dispersion curve [�(v) = �(0) �
Av2 � Bv4].
b Multiple correlation coefficient.
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ABSTRACT: Zn(II) porphyrin–C60 dyad (7) was synthesized by the coupling reaction between Zn(II) 5-(4-
aminophenyl)-10,15,20-tris(4-methoxylphenyl)porphyrin (4) and 1,2-dihydro-1,2-methanofullerene[60]-61-car-
boxylic acid (6). The electron-donor capacity of the porphyrin moiety in dyad 7 is enhanced by methoxy group
substitution on the macrocycle peripheries and complexation with Zn(II). Spectroscopic studies showed only a very
weak interaction between the chromophores in the grown state. The emission of the porphyrin moiety in dyad 7 is
strongly quenched by the attached fullerene C60 moiety. Thermodynamically, dyad 7 shows a higher capacity to form
a photoinduced charge-separated state than the same dyad with free-base porphyrin. This was confirmed by steady-
state photolysis in the presence of methylviologen as electron acceptor and N,N,N�,N�-tetramethyl-1,1�-naphthidine as
electron donor. Dyad 7 sensitizes a tin dioxide (SnO2) electrode and the generation of photoelectrical effect shows
that a large photocurrent is generated for the dyad 7 in the region where C60 is mainly responsible for light absorption.
Also, dyad 7 produces a higher photoelectric effect than the corresponding amidoporphyrin model. An alternative
photoelectric mechanism, other than direct electron injection from the excited porphyrin to SnO2, could be occurring,
probably involving a charge-separated state of dyad 7. These results indicate that dyad 7 shows interesting properties
for possible application in artificial solar energy conversion devices. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: metalloporphyrin; fullerene; metal complex; energy conversion; solar cell; photosensitization
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Molecular dyads composed of an energy or electron
donor capable of photoinduced energy or electron
transfer to a covalently linked acceptor component have
been used as mimics of the natural photosynthetic
reaction centers and as photochemical molecular de-
vices.1,2 Porphyrin derivatives are the most frequently
employed building blocks as electron donors and
sensitizers in artificial photosynthetic models.3,4 Several
related porphyrins have been used as light receptors in
solar energy conversion, achieving spectral sensitization
of wide bandgap semiconductors.5–7 In these systems, the
energy difference between the conduction band edge of
an n-type semiconductor and the oxidation potential of


the excited adsorbed dye provides the driving force for
photoinduced charge injection.8 On the other hand, the
unique three-dimensional structure of fullerene C60


derivatives, and the facile electron acceptability of up
to six electrons, make them good candidates as electron
acceptors.3,9–15 The development of covalent chemistry
of C60 has opened up the possibility of attaching this
spherical structure with several electron donors separated
by different spacers,16–21 in which there is light-induced
transfer of electrons or energy from a porphyrin donor to
a fullerene acceptor.3


In previous work we have developed a convenient
procedure for the synthesis of meso-substituted porphy-
rins bearing three identical molecular structures B and
one different A (AB3-porphyrins) from meso-(substitu-
ted) dipyrromethanes.22–24 Structure A bears a functional
group which can be used to link the porphyrin with other
molecules, while B are substituted by groups that allow
changes of the physical properties of the tetrapyrrolic
macrocycle. Several of these porphyrins have been
covalently linked to other structures by amide bonds to
form dyads with potential use in solar cells.6,25,26


Particularly interesting is the dyad formed by free-base
methoxyphenylporphyrin attached to fullerene C60.26,27


The generation of photoelectrical effects through the
spectral sensitization of an SnO2 nanostructured elec-
trode by this dyad is around twice as high as the yield of
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the porphyrin moiety at the same wavelength (Soret
band). A mechanism involving the formation of an
intramolecular photoinduced charge-transfer state was
proposed to explain the efficiency in the generation of
photoelectrical effect.27 Recently, the photoelectrochemi-
cal activity of a zinc porphyrin–fullerene dyad, which
forms cluster aggregates on nanostructured SnO2 films,
has also been reported.28


This paper reports the synthesis of the Zn(II)
porphyrin–C60 dyad 7, which was designed in order to
stabilize the charge-transfer state (ZnP��–C60


��). Thus,
the porphyrin moiety bears electron-donating methoxy
groups and a complex with Zn(II), which stabilize the
radical cation. This structure is covalently linked to the
electron-acceptor C60 moiety by an amide bond.
Thermodynamically the ion pair formation (ZnP��–
C60


��) is favored in dyad 7 with respect to the free-base
porphyrin–C60 dyad 8. Preliminary studies of the spectral
sensitization of nanostructured wide bandgap semicon-
ductor (SnO2) electrodes coated with dyad 7 show a
visible light-harvesting efficiency that is remarkably
improved as compared with the corresponding mono-
mers.


*��+")� #'( (���+���$'


���������


5-(4-Acetamidophenyl)-10,15,20-tris(4-methoxyphenyl)-
porphyrin (1) was conveniently synthesized in 18% yield


from the acid-catalyzed condensation of meso-(4-meth-
oxyphenyl)dipyrromethane with an appropriate binary
mixture of 4-methoxybenzaldehydes and 4-acetamido-
benzaldehyde.22,26 The basic hydrolysis of amidopor-
phyrin 1 produced aminoporphyrin 2 in 75% yield by
heating in tetrahydrofuran (THF)–methanol–KOH med-
ium (Scheme 1, step a). Treatment of porphyrins 1 and 2
with zinc acetate in dichloromethane (Scheme 1, step b)
afforded the corresponding Zn(II) amidoporphyrin 3
(98%) and Zn(II) aminoporphyrin 4 (96%), respectively.


The precursor 1,2-dihydro-1,2-methanofullerene[60]-
61-carboxylic acid (6) was prepared from (ethoxy-
carbonyl)methyl-1,2-dihydro-1,2-methanofullerene[60]-
61-carboxylate (5) according to the method described in
the literature.29


The dicyclohexylcarbodiimide-mediated condensation
of the C60-acid 621,26,29 and the Zn(II) aminoporphyrin 4
produces the Zn(II)porphyrin–C60 dyad 7 as shown in
Scheme 2. The reaction was performed in the presence of
dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC), 1-hydroxybenzotria-
zole (BtOH), triethylamine (TEA) and 4-(dimethyl-
amino)pyridine (DMAP) in bromobenzene (PhBr) at
room temperature for 24 h, to yield after work-up the
desired dyad 7 in 70% yield.


#&�������� �����	


The absorption spectra of the dyad 7 and the correspond-
ing porphyrin model in toluene are shown in Fig. 1. The
absorption in the UV region is stronger than that of


���,� -�  !��"���� 	# $�%&&' ���
	�	��"!��� . ��
 $�%&&' ����	�	��"!��� /( �(� )*+,�*�-*,.-*� �/�°�� 0� "1 2�
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porphyrin owing to the presence of the C60 moiety,
whereas in the visible region the spectra of the dyads are
similar to that of the porphyrin monomer. Also, the
porphyrin absorption shows the typical Soret and


characteristic Q-bands of a Zn(II) metalloporphyrin. The
absorption maxima of the Soret and Q-bands are given in
Table 1. The spectrum of dyad 7 is essentially a linear
combination of the spectra of the corresponding models 3
and 5, with only minor differences in wavelength maxima
and band shapes [Fig. 1(B)]. Thus the absorption spectra
are consistent with only a weak interaction between the
moieties in the ground state and the two chromophores
retain their individual identities.10,13,25


���	
�0��	�� 1�������� �����	


The corrected emission spectra were taken in toluene,
exciting the sample at 550 nm [Fig. 2(A); note that the
dyad 7 emission is multiplied by 10]. The fluorescence
emission maxima are shown in Table 1. A similar Stokes
shift of �10 nm was observed for the porphyrin 3 and
dyad 7. The fluorescence quantum yields (�F) of these
compounds were calculated by the steady-state compara-
tive method using tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP) as a
reference (Table 1). Dyad 7 shows only very weak
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emission from the porphyrin moiety, indicating strong
quenching of the porphyrin excited singlet state (quench-
ing efficiency �q �0.98) by the attached fullerene
structure. Similar quenching values have been reported
for porphyrin derivatives attached to a fullerene struc-
ture.10,11,14,27 As can be see in Fig. 2(A), dyad 7 shows
very weak emission from the C60 moiety with a peak
maximum at �720 nm.9,10 The energy levels of the
singlet excited stated of 1ZnP*–C60 and ZnP–1C60* were
calculated in toluene taking into account the energy of the
0–0 electronic transition, giving 2.07 and 1.73 eV,
respectively.9 These results show that energy transfer
from the locally excited porphyrin singlet state to the C60


moiety is an exothermic process by 0.34 eV.
In a more polar solvent, THF, practically no fluores-


cence emission from the C60 was detected when the Q-
band was excited, where the absorption is mainly due to
the porphyrin moiety (result not shown). Fluorescence
spectra were also taken in both solvents (toluene and
THF), exciting dyad 7 at 426 nm, where both porphyrin
and C60 moieties absorb [Fig. 2(B)]. Under this condition,
fluorescence from the C60 moiety was clearly evidenced
in toluene, whereas in THF only a very weak emission
from the C60 structure at �720 nm is observed. The �F of
dyad 7 is �1.6 times lower in THF than in toluene. These
results suggest that in toluene there is a relaxation
pathway mainly from the excited singlet state of the
porphyrin to that of the C60, as evidenced by the
excitation spectra at 725 nm [see Fig. 2(B), inset]. In a
more polar solvent, such as THF, another competitive


electron transfer pathway from the porphyrin to the C60


could be occurring to produce an ion pair state.9,10


���	
�0��	�� ���������� �� ��� ������� �� 	�
������� 	����� 	�
 	� ������� 
����


The asymmetrical dyad 7 presents mainly two moieties
with different electron donor–acceptor properties. The
electron-donor character of the tetrapyrrolic macrocycle
was enhanced by the presence of methoxy groups in a
para position on the peripheral phenyl rings. This
property was further enlarged in dyad 7 by forming a
metal complex with Zn(II). The increase in the extra
electron-donor character of the porphyrin was inferred by
the oxidation potential of Zn(II) amidoporphyrin 3 (0.67
V), which is 240 mV easier to oxidize than the
corresponding 5-(4-acetamidophenyl)-10,15,20-tris(4-
methylphenyl)porphyrin (0.91 V), where the free base
bears methyl groups instead methoxy groups.6 Therefore,
the structure formed by Zn(II) porphyrin linked to
electron acceptor C60 makes dyad 7 a good candidate
for a photoinduced electron-transfer system.3 Thermo-
dynamically, dyad 7 presents a high capacity to form a
photoinduced charge-separated state. The energy of
1.28 eV for the ion pair state (ZnP��–C60


��) of dyad 7
was calculated considering the first oxidation potential of
the porphyrin and the first reduction potential of the C60


(�0.61 V) moieties in 1,2-dichloroethane.27 The forma-
tion of this state was confirmed using methylviologen
(MV2�) as electron acceptor.30 A comparison between
the one-electron reduction potential of C60 (�0.61 V) and
the MV2� (�0.44 V) indicated that an electron transfer
from C60


�� to MV2� is exothermic by 0.17 eV (Scheme
3). Also, an external electron donor, such as N,N,N�,N�-
tetramethyl-1,1�-naphthidine (TMN),31 can be added to
the system. This molecule has a well-established redox
process in two oxidation steps, where the first potential to
produce monocation is at 0.43 V, and the second one is
easier to oxidize than the first.31 Therefore, an electron
transfer from TMN to ZnP�� (0.67 V) is expected to be
exothermic by 0.24 eV. Under this condition, once the
charge separation state has been obtained by photo-
irradiation of the Soret band of dyad 7 in the absence of
oxygen, the oxidation of TMN and the reduction of
MV2� should be accomplished by a reaction with ZnP��


and C60
��, respectively, as illustrated in Scheme 3. The


steady-state photolysis of the dyad 7–TMN–MV2�


system deoxygenated with argon in DMF–water (5%)


)	&�� -� �2�	����	� ��
 8�	�������� ������	� 
��� �� �	�����


Compound Absorption �max (nm) �� 10�4 (l mol�1 cm�1)a Fluorescence �max (nm) �F


3 426 (39.0) 552 (1.71) 593 (0.61) 603 653 0.064
7 325 (7.10) 426 (39.1) 553 (1.75) 594 (0.64) 712 604 654 720 1.5 � 10�3


a The � values are in parentheses
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produces a progressive increase in the characteristic
absorption band of MV�� (�max � 400 and 610 nm), as
shown in Fig. 3(A).32,33 By contrast, no reaction occurs in
the dark or in the absence of the dyad 7 under
photoirradiation. Moreover, it is important to note that
no reaction occurs on irradiating the dyad 7 when only


the electron acceptor MV2� or the electron donor TMN is
added.


To compare the effect produced by Zn(II) metallation
in dyad 7 on photoinduced ion-pair formation, a similar
photolysis experiment in the presence of MV2� was
performed using the free-base dyad 8 (Scheme 2), where
no metal forms a complex with the porphyrin moiety. As
can be observed in Fig. 3(B), a considerably lower MV��


concentration is formed in a similar irradiation time when
free-base dyad 8 is used instead dyad 7. This result is to
be expected considering the energy of 1.43 eV for the
charge-transfer state of free-base dyad 8,27 which is
�0.15 eV higher than the ion-pair formation in dyad 7.


6������������,�����


Preliminary results on the photoelectrochemical proper-
ties of dyad 7 adsorbed over a nanoestructured semi-
conductor SnO2 electrode demonstrated that the SnO2-
modified film exhibits photoresponse in the visible region
with good light-harvesting capacity (Fig. 4). The
incident-photon-to-photocurrent efficiency (IPCE) was
obtained through the measure of the generated photo-
current when the electrodes are illuminated with mono-
chromatic light, by using the equation


IPCE��	 
 100�isc � 1240	��Iinc�	 �1	


where isc is the short-circuit photocurrent (A cm�2), Iinc is
the incident light intensity (W cm�2) and � is the
excitation wavelength (nm).6,34 The photocurrent action
spectrum closely matches the absorption spectrum of the
ITO–SnO2–dyad electrode (Fig. 4). The photoinduced
charge separation efficiencies, with maximum IPCE
around 1.8 and 3.0%, were found at the Soret band for
Zn(II) amidoporphyrin 3 (absorbance 0.16) and dyad 7
(absorbance 0.12), respectively. The fact that there is a
close correspondence between the photocurrent action
spectrum and the absorption spectrum of the electrodes
confirms that light absorption by the dyad 7 is the initial
step in the generation of a photoinduced charge-transfer
mechanism, as in the natural photosynthetic apparatus.
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The charge injection yield (Φinj) from the excited dye to
the semiconductor times the charge collection efficiency
(�c) of the systems at the Soret bands were calculated
from IPCE and light-harvesting efficiency (LHE = 1 �
10�A, where A is the absorbance of the ITO/SnO2/dye
electrode) of the dyad by using the equation34


�inj�c 
 IPCE/LHE �2	


Taking into account the dye light absorption at the
Soret band, the product Φinj�c yields 0.06 and 0.12 for
Zn(II) amidoporphyrin 3 and dyad 7, respectively. These
results indicate that a twofold increase is obtained when
using dyad 7 instead porphyrin 3. Moreover, in control
experiments using a ITO–SnO2–C60 electrode, a con-
siderably lower anodic photocurrent with respect to ITO–
SnO2–dyad 7 is observed (Fig. 4) in the spectral region
where C60 is mainly responsible for the light absorption
(� �380 nm).35 This indicates that also in this case,
instead of direct electron injection from the excited
porphyrin to the SnO2 nanoparticles, another mechanism
is involved, probably involving an photoinduced intra-
molecular charge separation state.


On the other hand, the product Φinj�c for dyad 7 is
lower than that obtained for the free-base dyad 8
(�0.20).27 A possible reason for the lower photocurrent
efficiency of the dyad 7 with respect to 8 is back-electron
transfer process from the semiconductor to the metallo-
porphyrin, which is enhanced with respect to the free-
base porphyrin.6,7


�$'�"+��$'


The electron-donor nature of the free-base tetraphenyl-
porphyrin was increased by the presence of methoxy
groups in the para position and by forming a metal
complex with Zn(II). This Zn(II) aminoporphyrin 4 was
covalently attached to the fullerene structure by a DCC-
mediated amidation reaction to form dyad 7. The amide
linkage provides electronic coupling between the chro-
mophores, a good electron-donor porphyrin and an
electron-acceptor C60. Hence, dyad 7 has good chance
of undergoing intramolecular photoinduced electron
transfer. The absorption studies indicate insignificant
electronic interaction in the ground state. The quenching
of the porphyrin fluorescence in dyad 7 shows a
significant interaction between the porphyrin singlet
excited state and the fullerene ground state. Thermo-
dynamically, fluorescence quenching of the porphyrin
moiety could occur by photoinduced energy transfer and
also by electron transfer from porphyrin to the C60


structure to yield a charge-separated species (ZnP��–
C60


��). Apparently, in a polar solvent, such as THF, the
charge-separated state arises from both the excited singlet
state of the porphyrin and the C60 moiety. The
photoinduced formation of this state was evidenced by


the formation of MV�� in the presence of TMN. A
considerable higher effect of MV2� reduction is found for
dyad 7 with respect to the free-base porphyrin dyad 8.
Probably, the charge-separated state of dyad 7 is involved
in photocurrent generation on the SnO2 semiconductor
electrode, producing an increase in the photoelectric
effect in comparison with the corresponding monomers.
The fact that dyad 7 is less effective in producing
photoelectrical effects than the free-base dyad 8 can be
explained by considering that the metallized porphyrin
enhances the back-electron transfer process.6,7 An
appropriate orientation of the dyad 7, detaching the
ZnP structure from the SnO2 surface, could help in
increasing the photocurrent efficiency because of a
decrease in the back-electron transfer process from the
semiconductor to metalloporphyrin. Further studies
concerning the mechanism of photocurrent generation
are in progress.


�86�*���')#"


 ����	�


Absorption spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-
2401PC spectrometer. NMR spectra were taken on a
Varian Gemini spectrometer at 300 MHz. Mass spectra
were measured with a Varian MAT 312 instrument
operating in the electron ionization (EI) mode at 70 eV
and with a Vestec Laser Tec Research Instrument by laser
desorption time-of-flight mass spectrometry. TLC Uni-
plate silica gel GHLF (250 �m) thin-layer chromatogra-
phy plates from Analtech and silica gel (230–400 mesh)
for column chromatography from Aldrich were used.
Fluorescence spectra were recorded on a Spex Fluoro-
Max fluorimeter. The fluorescence quantum yields (�f)
were calculated by comparison of the area below the
corrected emission spectrum in degassed toluene solution
with that of TPP (�f = 0.11) as a fluorescence standard,
with excitation at �ex = 550 nm.36 Cyclic voltammetry
(CV) was performed using the previously described
equipment,6 and was carried out in 1,2-dichloroethane
containing 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophos-
phate as the supporting electrolyte. All the redox
potentials are referred to a saturated calomel electrode
(SCE).


��	����� ,	����	��


All chemicals from Aldrich were used without further
purification, except for hydroquinone, which was recrys-
tallized from toluene. TMN was synthesized as reported
previously from pure naphthidine by a modification of the
formaldehyde–borohydride method.31 Toluene, tetrahydro-
furan, dichloromethane and chloroform (GR grade) from
Merck were distilled and stored over 4 Å molecule sieves.
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5-(4-Acetamidophenyl)-10,15,20-tris(4-methoxylphe-
nyl)porphyrin (1), 5-(4-aminophenyl)-10,15,20-tris(4-
methoxylphenyl)porphyrin (2) and dyad 8 were synthe-
sized as described previously.26 The precursor 1,2-
dihydro-1,2-methanofullerene[60]-61-carboxylic acid
(6) (C60-acid) was prepared according to the literature.29


������ �����	
��	���������������������������������
������������������ �.�� To a solution of amidoporphyrin
1 (50 mg, 0.066 mmol) in 30 ml of dichloromethane was
added 10 ml of a saturated solution of Zn(II) acetate in
methanol. The mixture was stirred for 30 min at room
temperature. Solvents were evaporated under reduced
pressure and flash chromatography (silica gel; dichloro-
methane–methanol, 2%) yielded 52 mg (96%) of pure
Zn(II) amidoporphyrin 3. TLC (silica gel), Rf (dichloro-
methane–methanol, 3%) = 0.45. 1H NMR (CDCl3, TMS),
� (ppm): 2.34 (s, 3H, COCH3); 4.08 (s, 9H, ArOCH3);
7.28 (d, 6H, J = 8.6 Hz, 10,15,20-Ar 3,5-H); 7.45 (brs,
1H, Ar-NHCO); 7.87 (d, 2H, J = 8.0 Hz, 5 Ar 3,5-H);
8.11 (d, 6H, J = 8.6 Hz, 10,15,20-Ar 2,6-H); 8.15 (d, 2H,
J = 8.0 Hz, 5 Ar 2,6-H); 8.82–8.96 (m, 8H, pyrrole). MS,
m/z 825 (M�) (824.6548 calculated for C49H37N5O4Zn).


������ �����	��������������������������������������
������������� �/�� The reaction was performed as
described above for Zn(II) amidoporphyrin 3, using
50 mg (0.069 mmol) of aminoporphyrin 2. Flash column
chromatography (silica gel; dichloromethane–methanol,
1%) yielded 53 mg (98%) of pure Zn(II) aminoporphyrin
4. TLC (silica gel), Rf (dichloromethane–methanol,
3%) = 0.69. 1H NMR (CDCl3, TMS), � (ppm): 3.98 (s,
brs, 2H, ArNH2); 4.07 (s, 9H, ArOCH3); 7.04 (d, 2H,
J = 8.0 Hz, 5 Ar 3,5-H); 7.27 (d, 6H, J = 8.5 Hz, 10,15,20-
Ar 3,5-H); 7.98 (d, 2H, J = 8.0 Hz, 5 Ar 2,6-H); 8.10 (d,
6H, J = 8.5 Hz, 10,15,20-Ar 2,6-H); 8.78–8.96 (m, 8H,
pyrrole). MS, m/z 783 (M�) (782.6443 calculated for
C47H35N5O3Zn).


������ ������������� ��	� �3�� Zn(II) amino-porphyrin 4
(25 mg, 0.030 mmol) and C60-acid 6 (20 mg,
0.025 mmol) were dissolved in 16 ml of dry PhBr. This
mixture was stirred under argon for 15 min, then DCC
(6 mg, 0.030 mmol), BtOH (4 mg, 0.030 mmol), TEA
(4 �l, 0.030 mmol) and DMAP (4 mg, 0.032 mmol) were
added. The reaction mixture was sonicated for 20 min
under an argon atmosphere and then, the solution was
stirred for 24 h at room temperature. Flash column
chromatography (silica gel) using toluene (removal of
PhBr) and then dichloromethane as eluent afforded
27 mg (70%) of pure dyad 7. TLC (silica gel), Rf


(dichloromethane) = 0.53. 1H NMR (CDCl3, TMS), �
(ppm) 4.11 (s, 9H, ArOCH3); 4.88 (s, 1H, methine); 7.33
(d, 6H, J = 8.5 Hz, 10,15,20-Ar 3,5-H); 7.50 (s, brs, 1H,
NHCO); 7.85 (d, 2H, J = 8.7 Hz, 5 Ar 2,6-H); 8.12 (d, 6H,


J = 8.5 Hz, 10,15,20-Ar 2,6-H); 8.22 (d, 2H, J = 8.7 Hz, 5
Ar 2,6-H); 8.83–8.99 (m, 8H, pyrrole). MS, m/z 1543
(M�) (1542.6392 calculated for C109H35N5O4Zn).


���	
�0��	�� ����������


A square quartz cuvette (10 mm i.d.) which contained a
deaerated N,N�-dimethylformamide (DMF)–water (5%)
solution of dyad 7 (3.0 � 10�6 M), MV2� (8.0 � 10�4 M)
and TMN (4.0 � 10�4 M) was irradiated with monochro-
matized light of � = 425 nm from a 150 W high-pressure
Xe lamp (Photon Technology Instruments, PTI) through
a PTI high-intensity grating monochromator. The light
intensity was determined as 10.5 mW cm�2 with a slit
width of 20 nm (Radiometer Laser Mate-Q, Coherent).
The photochemical reaction was monitored by measuring
the absorption spectra at different irradiation times.


6���	�	���� �� ��$2 �	������	����� 9�,�


The SnO2 nanostructured film-thin electrodes were
prepared by using a modification of Bedja et al.’s
procedure.5,37 As base contact optically transparent
electrodes of indium tin oxide (ITO, 100 �/square, Delta
Technologies) were used. The ITO slides were cleaned
by the method already described.25 ITO–SnO2 electrodes
were prepared by spin coating using a Model P6204-A
Specialty Coating System. Aliquots of 0.1 ml of SnO2


colloidal suspension (1.5% SnO2, particle diameter 20–
30 Å, Alfa Chemicals) were spread on clean ITO surfaces
with a 3.5 cm2 area and spun at 3000 rpm for 30 s, then
the electrodes were dried for 5 min at 80°C. Thick films
of pristine SnO2 were obtained by repeating the
applications 15 times. The final films were annealed at
450°C for 1 h. The ITO–SnO2 electrodes were modified
with dye by soaking ITO/SnO2 films in a saturated n-
hexane/dichloromethane (7:3) solution of the dye for 2 h.
The electrodes were then washed with the same solvent,
dried in a nitrogen stream at room temperature and stored
in vials. A copper wire was connected to the electrode
surface with an indium solder to achieve electrical
contact.


6������������,�	� ,�	����,����


Photoelectrochemical experiments were conducted in an
aqueous solution (0.01 M) of hydroquinone, with phos-
phate buffer (pH 5.2) prepared from 0.05 M NaH2PO4 and
NaOH. This solution was thoroughly degassed by
bubbling with argon and maintained in the top of the
cell by a continuous stream. The measurements were
carried out in an already described quartz photoelec-
trochemical cell using a laboratory-made, battery-oper-
ated, low-noise potentiostat.25 Action spectra of ITO–
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SnO2–dye were obtained by illumination of the photo-
electrodes with monochromatic light in the front face
configuration using the irradiation system described
previously.25,26
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ABSTRACT: The hydrolysis of fenitrothion was studied at HO� concentrations between 0.099 and 0.999 M. The
second-order rate constant is 2.0 � 10�3 M�1 s�1. The reaction is inhibited by �-cyclodextrin at HO� concentrations
of 0.5, 0.1 and 0.05 M. Saturation kinetics are observed in all cases. From the kinetic data, it is concluded that the main
reaction pathway for the cyclodextrin-mediated reaction is the reaction of HO� with the substrate complexed with the
anion of �-cyclodextrin. The rate constant for this reaction, k3, is about four times smaller than that for the reaction of
the substrate with HO� in the solvent. The inhibition is attributed to the inclusion of the substrate with the phosphate
group in an orientation that is difficult to reach by the ionized secondary OH groups of the cyclodextrin and protected
for the attack of an external OH. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: fenitrothion; hydrolysis; cyclodextrin; kinetics
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The vital role of organophosphorus and other classes of
pesticides in increasing the world’s food supplies is
widely recognized.1 However, many of them are highly
toxic to humans; therefore, it is important to learn about
their chemistry in order to determine their persistence in
the environment and to find ways to destroy them rapidly
and safely.


Fenitrothion [O, O-dimethyl O-(3-methyl-4-nitrophe-
nyl)phosphorothioate], 1, is used as a broad spectrum
insecticide and acaricide,2 but it is also classified as an
anticholinesterase neurotoxic.3 Hence the chemistry of 1
is important to a wide range of interests.


Cyclodextrins are cyclic oligomers of �-D-glucose which
have a well defined cavity surrounded by the secondary OH
in the wider rim and by the primary OH in the smaller rim.4


They are soluble in water and the cavity is relatively non-


polar compared with the solvent, so it provides a
microenvironment for organic reactions. Cyclodextrins
have attracted interest in several different areas, e.g. they
have been used as models for enzyme-catalyzed reactions5


and also for many industrial applications.6


We are particularly interested in the effect of
cyclodextrins on the mechanism of hydrolysis of esters7,8


and amides,9 and therefore we undertook a study of the
reaction of fenitrothion in basic aqueous solution in the
presence of cyclodextrin.


Some reactions of organophosphorus compounds have
been shown to be catalyzed by cyclodextrins10,11 and
some others, including that of fenitrothion, inhibited by
this host.12 We report here that the basic hydrolysis of
this pesticide is inhibited by complexation with �-
cyclodextrin (�-CD) mainly because the phosphate group
is protected from external attack by HO� groups. We also
show that the usual pathway responsible for catalysis of
ester hydrolysis does not take place in the case of this
phosphate ester.


��,*-(,


Rate constants, kobs, for the hydrolysis reaction of 1 were
measured spectrophotometrically under pseudo-first-or-
der conditions at 25°C at several NaOH concentrations
and at constant ionic strength. The plot of kobs vs HO� is
linear (Fig. 1) and from the slope the value of the second-
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order rate constant k0 = (2.0 � 0.1) � 10�3 M�1 s�1 was
calculated. This value is in good agreement with one
value reported [the second-order rate constant reported
by Omakor et al.13 is 2.79 � 10�3 M�1 s�1 determined at
pH between 10.9 and 12.1; we think that they obtained
this value from a plot of the concentration of HO�


calculated as 10�(14�pH), which is equivalent to logaOH,
whereas we use HO� concentration; hence in order to
compare the two values, our rate constant must be
divided by the activity coefficient of HO�, which is
0.70914], but is somewhat lower than another value taken
from the literature, 3.32 � 10�3 M�1 s�1,12 but the
authors of the latter work reported that under their
reaction conditions they found some deviation from
strictly first-order behavior. As shown in Fig. 1, we do not
observe any deviation up to 1 M NaOH concentration. We
did, however, have problems in finding the right
concentration of the substrate to study the kinetics
because its solubility in water is very low. Kamiya and
Nakamura12 did not report the use of any organic co-
solvent in their reactions, but we were unable to obtain
stable solutions in pure water.


The effect of �-CD was determined at three HO�


concentrations and the data are summarized in Table 1.
The addition of �-CD produces a decrease in the observed
rate constants and shows a saturation effect (Fig. 2). In
order to compare the results, the effects of 0.02 M �- and
�-CD at an HO� concentration of 0.50 M were deter-
mined. The observed inhibition was 15, 67 and 40% for �-
, �- and �-CD, respectively (Table 2). The effect of a
disaccharide, sucrose, in a weight amount equal to a
solution 0.02 M in �-CD was also determined and the
effect observed was about the same as that of �-CD.


Under all our reaction conditions in solutions with or
without cyclodextrin, the spectrum of the product


matches that of 3-methyl-4-nitrophenoxide at the ex-
pected concentration; therefore, the only reaction taking
place is P—O bond fission, Eqn. (1). It was previously
demonstrated that above pH 8, the only reaction taking
place is elimination of the phenol.2


)",+*,,"�'


The reaction studied was affected by the addition of �-
CD at the three HO� concentrations used. In order to
determine the importance of the size of the cavity in the
observed effect, the rate constants were determined in the
presence of sucrose in similar weight concentration to
that of �-CD. In Table 2 the data are collected and it can
be seen that sucrose and �-CD produce approximately the
same inhibition and �-CD is the less effective, but in all


.�/��� 0 "��� �# $��� 
� %���&' #�� �(	 ()����)��� �# 0 ��
*�°�+ ,��
	�� ������� *- !��. ���� ���	���( � / 0 1


������. %0' / �+23� 0 �� 1


(�!�� 0 �	�	��	�	 �� %�4��' �# ���	�
	� ���	 ��������
#�� �(	 ()����)��� �# #	������(��� �� *�°��


[NaOH]eff (M)b 102 [�-CD] (M) 104 kobs (s�1)c


0.500 0.0506 9.4 � 0.3
0.100 8.6 � 0.2
0.100 5.0 � 0.3
0.151 5.2 � 0.2
0.200 7.2 � 0.1
0.250 6.5 � 0.1
0.300 6.6 � 0.1
0.381 5.2 � 0.1
0.438 5.5 � 0.2
0.560 3.8 � 0.2
0.740 3.6 � 0.2
0.920 3.76 � 0.06
0.920 3.4 � 0.2
1.00 4.5 � 0.1
1.28 3.56 � 0.09
1.64 3.45 � 0.09
2.00 3.24 � 0.05
2.50 3.23 � 0.04
3.00 3.20 � 0.04


0.100 0.100 1.51 � 0.02
0.152 1.340 � 0.006
0.199 1.31 � 0.01
0.401 1.07 � 0.02
0.560 0.886 � 0.007
0.701 0.80 � 0.01
0.920 0.759 � 0.007
1.28 0.68 � 0.01
1.64 0.607 � 0.007
2.00 0.591 � 0.002


0.050 0.101 0.72 � 0.02
0.150 0.65 � 0.03
0.300 0.526 � 0.008
0.701 0.335 � 0.005
1.00 0.277 � 0.003
1.50 0.236 � 0.006


a Solvent contains 2% ACN; ionic strength � = 1 M (NaCl); [1]0 = (5.34–
7.07) � 10�5 M.
b Calculated from the stoichiometric concentration of NaOH and �-CD and
the pKa of CDOH (12.2) taken from Ref. 15
c Errors are the standard deviation of the absorbance vs time plot from a
single exponential.
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cases the effect is smaller than that for �-CD. The
inhibition of the reaction by sucrose can be attributed to a
medium effect or to some type of unspecific association
of the substrate with the sugar. We do not think that the
effect is due to changes in pH because at the high OH�


concentration used, the consumption of hydroxide ion
due to reaction with the HO of the sugar is very small
since the pKa of sucrose is not expected to be lower than
that of �-CD (12.2).15 On the other hand, the effect of �-
CD should be attributed to specific interactions. The
addition of �-CD to a solution of 1 gives an induced
circular dichroism spectrum (not shown) similar to that
reported in the literature12 (a positive peak at the same
wavelength as reported, i.e. 269 nm,12 is obtained but we
could not measure the negative peak, which should be
obtained at about 218 nm, because the instrument was
too noisy at this short wavelength), indicating that the
substrate forms an inclusion complex.16 From the circular
dichroism spectrum Kamiya et al.12 concluded that the
compound is included in the cavity of cyclodextrin as
shown in Fig. 3 with the nitro group inside the cavity and
with an angle of 19° between the longitudinal axis of 4-
nitrophenoxy moiety (arrow A in Fig. 3) relative to the
symmetry axis of the cyclodextrin cavity (arrow B in Fig.
3). The structure of compound 1 shown in Figure 3 is the
optimized geometry obtained by first executing MM2
minimization and then minimizing the conformational
energy using the quantum chemistry program MOPAC
[these calculations were done with the software included
in Chem3D Pro, version 5.0 (CambridgeSoft)].


.�/��� 1 "���� �# $��� 
� %�4��' #�� �(	 ()����)��� �# 0 ��
*�°� �� ������� %���&'+ ,��
	�� ������� *- !��. ����
���	���( � / 0 1 ������. %0' / ��+2563+ 3�� 0 �� 1+ %���4
&'	## / ���  +�  � ���  +0  ��� ��  + � 1


(�!�� 1 7##	� �# �4� �4 ��� �4�� ��� �����	 �� �(	
()����)��� �# #	������(��� �� *�°��


CD 102[CD] (M) 104kobs (s�1) Inhibition (%)


0 9.9
�- 2.00 8.4 15
�- 2.00 3.2 67
�- 0.250–2.60 6.0b 40
Sucrose —c 6.3 36


a Solvent contains 2% ACN; ionic strength � = 1 M (NaCl); [1]0 = (5.34–
7.07) � 10�5


M; [NaOH]eff = 0.500 M.
b Represents the average value of the rate constants obtained at six different
HO� concentrations.
c Weight amount equal to a solution 0.02 M in �-CD.
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The pKa of �-CD is 12.215 so, as demonstrated in
previous work with other substrates,17 the reaction may
take place as indicated in Scheme 1, where k0, k1 and k2


represent the reactions of the free substrate, the substrate
complexed with neutral �-CD (CDOH) and the reaction
with ionized �-CD (CDO�), respectively.


The observed rate constant for Scheme 1 is given by
Eqn. (2), where f represents the fraction of ionized �-CD
as defined in Eqn. (3) with Kb = Kw/Ka and CD is the
stoichiometric concentration of �-CD. Under the condi-
tion of a constant HO� concentration of 0.50 M, f � 1;
then Eqn. (2) simplifies to Eqn. (4).


kobs � k0�HO�� � k1K1�HO��	1 � f 
�CD� � k2K2f �CD�
1 � K1	1 � f 
�CD� � K2f �CD�


	2



f � �HO��
�HO�� � Kb


	3



kobs � k0�HO�� � k2K2�CD�
1 � K2�CD� 	4



The reactions in the presence of �-CD were studied at
three HO� concentrations, i.e. 0.050, 0.100 and 0.500 M.
For each HO� concentration, the observed rate constant
was fitted to an equation of the form of Eqn. (5) with
a = k0[HO�], b and c being adjustable parameters given
in Eqns (6) and (7):


kobs � a � b�� � CD�
1 � c�� � CD� 	5



b � 	k1K1�HO��	1 � f 
 � k2K2f 
 � 	k1K1Kb � k2K2
f
	6



c � K1	1 � f 
 � K2f 	7



The values of a, b and c obtained using Eqn. (5) to fit the
data (non-linear fitting was carried out using the software
included in SigmaPlot, version 3.02) are given in Table 3,
where the experimentally determined value of k1[HO�] is
also shown.


Within experimental error, the value of c is about the
same at the three HO� concentrations, indicating that K2


is not significantly different from K1 and it is in good
agreement with the value reported in the literature,
namely 417 M�1 s�1.12


The parameter b divided by f should be constant [see
Eqn. (6)]. It can be seen in the last column of Table 3 that
b/f increases with increase in HO� concentration,
indicating that there must be a pathway involving another
HO�. Hence we should add to the mechanism of Scheme
1 the reaction of the substrate complexed with CDO�


reacting with HO� to give the products P with rate
constant k3 [Eqn. (8)]:


1�CDO� � HO���k3 P 	8



If reaction (8) takes place, a term k3K2[HO�] should be
included in parameter b [Eqn. (9)]:


b � 	k1K1Kb � k2K2 � k3K2�HO�
f 	9



A plot of b/f vs HO� concentration (not shown) is linear
with slope 0.22 M�2 s�1. The intercept of this line is
indistinguishable from zero within experimental error,
indicating that Eqn. (8) is the main reaction pathway.
Taking the value K2 as the value of c at 0.5 M HO�, k3 is
calculated as 5.30 � 10�4 M�1 s�1, which is about four
times smaller than the value for the rate constant for the
reaction of the free substrate, k0. This may be attributed in
part to electrostatic repulsion of the negative hydroxide
ion and in part to steric hindrance to nucleophilic attack
imposed by the cyclodextrin rim. The fact that the main
reaction pathway for the cyclodextrin-mediated reaction
is the reaction of HO� with the complexed substrate and
that there appears to be no significant nucleophilic
reaction of the secondary OH of the cyclodextrin may


.�/��� � 8(�		4���	������� �	��	�	������� �# 0 �� ���4
���	� �) 1�"!� 9��( )���	:���� �	��	�	��	� �(	����4
���)+ !���9 ! �	��	�	��� �(	 ������������ �:�� �# �(	 �4
������(	�)� ���	�) �# �(	 ���	��	 ��� ����9 ; �	��	�	���
�(	 �:�� �� �(	 	��	� �# �(	 �
��) �������� #��� �(	 �����	�
�� �(	 ����	� ��� �# �4��


,����� 0
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indicate that in the structure of the complex the phosphate
group is not at an appropriate distance from the ionized
secondary OH of the cyclodextrin rim.


We conclude that fenitrothion forms a complex with �-
CD which is less reactive towards hydrolysis than the
substrate itself because the phosphate group is buried in
the cavity of the cyclodextrin so that it is protected from
nucleophilic attack.


�23��"4�'(5-


4�������� Fenitrothion was isolated from a commercial
sample of Sumithion (Sumitomo Chemical) by column
chromatography over silica gel as a yellow oil. It was
identified by 1H NMR spectroscopy and GC–MS.
�-Cyclodextrin (Roquette) (a gift from Ferromet,


Buenos Aires, Argentina), �-cyclodextrin (Aldrich) and
�-cyclodextrin (a gift from Cerestar) were used as
received, but the purity was periodically checked by
UV spectroscopy.


Aqueous solutions were prepared using water purified
with a Millipore Milli-Q apparatus. Acetonitrile (Sintor-
gan, HPLC grade) was used as received.


All of the inorganic reagents were of analytical-reagent
grade and were used without further purification.


UV spectra and kinetic measurements were recorded
on a Shimadzu UV-2101 spectrophotometer and the
change in absorbance during a kinetic run was measured
on the same instrument. Circular dichroism spectra were
recorded on a JASCO Model J-810 spectropolarimeter
which was calibrated with 10-camphorsulfonic acid. The
circular dichroism measurements were always made
using the free �-CD solution as a reference system. NMR
spectra were recorded on a Bruker ACE 200 instrument
and GC–MS was performed on a Shimadzu Model
CQ5050 instrument.


6����� �����	���� Reactions were initiated by adding
the substrate dissolved in ACN to a solution containing
all the other constituents. The reaction temperature was
25.0 � 0.1°C, the ionic strength was 1 M and NaCl was
used throughout as compensating electrolyte. The solvent
contained 2% ACN.


All kinetic runs were carried out under pseudo-first-
order conditions, with substrate concentrations of about
(5–7) � 10�5 M.


The reactions were followed by measuring the increase


in absorbance of the reaction mixture at 397 nm, the �max


of the phenoxide formed. The solutions were maintained
in the dark during the kinetic run in order to diminish
photolytic effects.


The [HO�]eff values reported in Tables 1 and 2 and
Fig. 2 were calculated from the stoichiometric concen-
tration of NaOH and �-CD and the pKa of CDOH
(12.2).15
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[NaOH]eff (M) 104a b c f b/f


0.500 11.0 � 0.5 (10)a 0.10 � 0.02 415 � 72 1.00 0.10
0.100 1.87 � 0.08 (2.0)a 0.012 � 0.002 326 � 20 0.86 0.014
0.050 0.92 � 0.03 (1.0)a 0.002 � 0.001 311 � 52 0.76 0.0026


a Values in parenthesis are the second-order rate constants for the hydrolysis of 1 in the absence of �-CD times HO� concentration.
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a comparative study of the solvent effects on the kinetics of the reactions between
1-fluoro-2,6-dinitrobenzene and hexahydro-1H-azepine in ethyl acetate � chloroform or acetonitrile and aceto-
nitrile � chloroform binary solvent mixtures. The purpose was to asses the contribution of each molecular-
microscopic solvent property to the overall solvation effect of the reaction critical state. The influence of the
dipolarity/polarizability, hydrogen-bond donor acidity and hydrogen-bond acceptor basicity of the solvent mixtures
on the reaction rate was analyzed by the application of the multiparametric approach of Kamlet, Abboud and Taft.
The evaluation of the correlation coefficients shows that the solvation effects are dominated by the non-specific
interactions. Moreover, the incidence of the hydrogen-bond acceptor solvent ability is more important than that
corresponding to the hydrogen-bond donor character, except for the reactions that manifest kinetic retarding effects.
The influence of the solvation effects on the base catalysis was analyzed, describing the response patterns of the
partial rate coefficients to the mixture composition and also to each solvent property. The application of a preferential
solvation model to the kinetic results yields information on the preferential solvation of the reaction critical state by
any of the pure solvents, or by the hydrogen-bonded complexed media. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: solvent effects; preferential solvation; aromatic nucleophilic substitution; correlations; base catalysis
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Binary mixtures of solvents are frequently used as media
in many physical and chemical processes taking place in
solution. It is known that the solvatochromic shifts of
selected chemical solutes reflect the molecular-micro-
scopic properties of the solvent. Selected probes have
been used to establish empirical scales of microscopic
parameters, which are able to provide a quantitative
description of solvent characteristics. The ET(30) scale of
Dimroth and Reichardt (which measures the polarity and
the acidity of solvents mainly) and the �*, � and � scales
constructed by Kamlet, Abboud and Taft (KAT) (which
quantify the solvent’s dipolarity/polarizability, hydro-
gen-bond acceptor ability and hydrogen-bond donor


ability) are the most widely used in the uniparametric
and multiparametric approaches, respectively.1–4


It has long been recognized that the reactivity of
aromatic nucleophilic substitution (SNAr) reactions is
notably affected by the solvent. Most of the analyses of
solvent effects have been performed in pure solvents
showing how extensive and complex the interactions of
the substrate and/or the intermediate(s) with the solvent
molecules can be.5–7 Recently, we reported different
studies aimed at the characterization of mixed solvents
and at the determination of the kinetic data of SNAr
reactions, relating the solvatochromic response with the
kinetic response. Correlations between the kinetic data
and the molecular-microscopic solvent parameters,
according to the general linear solvation energy relation-
ships (LSER), have been investigated and discussed. In
order to analyze the influence of preferential solvation on
the two different solvent-dependent processes so as to
understand solvation effects better, preferential solvation
models have also been applied.8 Here it was of interest to
study the SNAr reaction between 1-fluoro-2,6-dinitro-
benzene (2,6-DNFB) and the secondary amine homo-
piperidine (HPIP; hexahydro-1H-azepine) in some binary
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mixtures of solvents. The mixed solvents chosen here are
considered as representatives of the types we proposed
for mixtures of polar aprotic solvents where both pure
components are able to form complexes or cross-
associated species,9 which were grouped on the basis of
the molecular-microscopic descriptors determined in
earlier measurements: type A [hydrogen-bond acceptor
(HBA) solvent � potential hydrogen-bond donor (HBD)
cosolvent]; type B [HBA solvent � HBA/potential HBD
cosolvent]; and type C [HBA/potential HBD solvent �
potential HBD cosolvent].10


The aim of this work was to investigate the influence of
solvent effects on the selected SNAr process by compari-
son with information obtained by performing the same
reaction in different mixed solvent systems. In this
direction, the kinetic results for the reaction performed in
binary mixtures of types A, B and C are analyzed and
related through (i) the comparison of the kinetic response
models which are reflected by the plots of the rate
coefficient as a function of mixture composition and at
each nucleophile concentration explored; (ii) a correla-
tion analysis (according to the KAT multiparameter
model) in order to quantify the contribution of each type
of solvent property on the rate coefficient; (iii) the
investigation of the response patterns corresponding to
the partial rate coefficients as a function of the solvent
composition and also as a function of each molecular-
microscopic solvent property, in order to understand the
influence of the solvent effects on the base catalysis; and
(iv) the application of preferential solvation models with
the object of inferring the preferential solvation order of
the critical state of the reaction by the pure components or
by the solvent formed as consequence of the interactions
between them.


'0�/&*� %,. .+�$/��+-,


Ethyl acetate (EAc) was selected as an aprotic HBA
solvent, chloroform as a aprotic solvent with potential
HBD ability and acetonitrile (AcN) as an HBA/potential
HBD aprotic solvent. The molecular-microscopic solvent
properties of the selected mixtures have been reported
previously.8a,c The value � = 0.10 was used for pure
chloroform. The binary mixtures explored were
EAc � CHCl3, EAc � AcN and AcN � CHCl3, which
were taken as representative of types A, B and C,
respectively.


������� ������


The SNAr reactions between halonitrobenzenes and
primary and secondary amines have been investigated
in polar and apolar solvents. As is known, a two-step
mechanism is well established: either the first step
(formation of the zwitterionic intermediate) or the second


step (decomposition of the intermediate) can be rate-
limiting, with the possibility of base catalysis (Scheme
1). The observation of base catalysis and the form of the
catalysis law depend on the type of amine, the
nucleofugal group, the nature and the degree of activation
of the aromatic substrate, the relative position of
activating substituent(s) and the solvent employed. The
kinetic law which describes this phenomenon is repre-
sented by


kA � k1 k2 � kB
3 �B�


� �


k�1 � k2 � kB
3 �B�


�1�


The kinetics of the SNAr reaction between 2,6-DNFB and
HPIP in EAc � CHCl3, EAc � AcN and AcN � CHCl3
solvent systems was determined at 25°C. The reaction
was explored by systematically varying the solvent
composition, and the influence of amine concentration
on the reaction rate was analyzed in all cases. The
reaction was carried out under pseudo-first-order condi-
tions. The formation of the expected product N-(2,6-
dinitrophenyl)homopiperidine was quantitative and
proved to be first order in the substrate. The second-
order rate constants, kA, were calculated from the
experimental pseudo-first-order constants, k�, and the
appropriate amine concentration.


Table 1 presents the kA values for the reactions
performed in the explored mixtures. The data in pure
solvents are additionally presented.8 For all solvent
systems, the kinetic results reveal a satisfactory linear
dependence of the rate on amine concentration, showing
low kA values at low amine concentrations.


In order to understand the influence of the solvent
effects on the explored reaction with changes in the
composition of the mixtures, plots of kA vs XCoS at each
amine concentration are presented in Fig. 1. The shapes
of the curves for the reaction performed in EAc � CHCl3
mixtures clearly reveal two different kinetic response
patterns depending on the nucleophile concentration. At
higher amine concentrations the kA values decrease as a
non-linear function of the cosolvent mole fraction: the
highest decrease takes place in the HBD solvent-poor
mixtures. At [HPIP] �0.05 M the second-order rate
constant values in the mixtures are lower than those in
the pure individual solvents (in which the kA values are
very similar) exhibiting a kinetic retarding effect. The
magnitude of this special effect on the reaction rate,
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which is quantified by the maximum decrease (expressed
as a percentage) of kA values in the mixtures with respect
to the lowest one in the pure solvents, is 19% at
[amine] = 0.05 M and 43% at [amine] = 0.03 M.


With respect to the reaction carried out in EAc � AcN
mixtures, the plots manifest a unique pattern of kinetic
response: kA increases with increase in the HBA/HBD
solvent mole fraction over the whole range of amine
concentration. It can be clearly seen that the increase in
kA values with increase in nucleophile concentrations is
markedly higher for pure AcN and at AcN-rich mixtures
than for EAc-rich mixtures.


On the other hand, the reaction carried out in
AcN � CHCl3 also exhibits a unique kinetic response
pattern: as in the case of EAc � CHCl3 mixtures, kA


decreases with increase in the CHCl3 mole fraction,
reflecting that the influence of amine concentration is
higher in AcN-rich mixtures than in CHCl3-rich mix-
tures. Moreover, a tendency for incipient retarding effects
on kA is revealed at low amine concentrations.


Table 2 presents the partial rate relations k1k2/k�1,
k1k3/k�1, and k3/k2 obtained by linear regression treat-
ment of the kinetic data. The results in the pure solvents


indicate that the reaction is clearly base-catalyzed in
EAc, it is less influenced by catalysis in AcN and it is
uncatalyzed in CHCl3. In EAc � CHCl3 mixtures, the
reaction is base-catalyzed until XCoS = 0.7, decreasing the
incidence of the catalysis with increase in CHCl3 mole
fraction. In EAc � AcN mixtures, the k3/k2 values reveal
that the reaction is base-catalyzed over the whole range
of mixed solvent composition, exhibiting a particular
behavior: small increments in AcN strongly increase the
influence of the base catalysis until XCoS = 0.4 Subse-
quent additions of AcN decrease the incidence of the
catalysis. In AcN � CHCl3 mixtures the reaction is base
catalyzed at XCoS = 0.1–0.2.


As can be observed from the results, the explored
reaction is susceptible to be base-catalyzed when it is
performed in pure solvents with HBA properties (EAc
and AcN), in their mixtures (EAc � AcN) and also in
mixtures of those solvents with an HBD solvent (EAc or
AcN � CHCl3) (in the last case only in the HBA solvent-
rich zone). These results can be related to the influence of
the solvents with HBD properties on the base catalysis in
similar SNAr reactions.11a The solvents in which no base
catalysis was detected are those that exhibit hydrogen-
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 �� �2°7


Solvent XCoS
a


[HPIP] (M)


0.01 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.1 0.125 0.150


EAc 0.0 0.012 0.038 0.064 0.095 0.114 0.133 0.136 0.180
AcN 0.038 0.077 0.133 0.176 0.215 0.240 0.760 0.220
CHCl3 0.037 0.053 0.061 0.067 0.071 0.850 0.960
EAc � CHCl3 0.1 0.028 0.056 0.089 0.105 0.123 0.144 0.169
EAc � AcN 0.013 0.039 0.066 0.097 0.12 0.136 0.162 0.194
AcN � CHCl3 0.067 0.110 0.146 0.173 0.200 0.240 0.275
EAc � CHCl3 0.2 0.026 0.052 0.083 0.100 0.113 0.138 0.157
EAc � AcN 0.014 0.039 0.067 0.099 0.122 0.139 0.167 0.195
AcN � CHCl3 0.053 0.091 0.116 0.143 0.158 0.193 0.218
EAc � CHCl3 0.3 0.023 0.043 0.078 0.093 0.105 0.123 0.140
EAc � AcN 0.015 0.04 0.068 0.103 0.125 0.14 0.173 0.207
AcN � CHCl3 0.048 0.08 0.095 0.119 0.129 0.151 0.175
EAc � CHCl3 0.4 0.021 0.044 0.076 0.091 0.100 0.121 0.137
EAc � AcN 0.015 0.042 0.074 0.106 0.130 0.147 0.177 0.214
AcN � CHCl3 0.046 0.069 0.083 0.104 0.114 0.132 0.158
EAc � CHCl3 0.5 0.024 0.045 0.074 0.086 0.094 0.113 0.125
EAc � AcN 0.017 0.046 0.084 0.115 0.136 0.153 0.180 0.221
AcN � CHCl3 0.044 0.066 0.080 0.098 0.109 0.122 0.145
EAc � CHCl3 0.6 0.024 0.044 0.073 0.085 0.091 0.110 0.124
EAc � AcN 0.02 0.049 0.090 0.121 0.150 0.169 0.196 0.237
AcN � CHCl3 0.037 0.055 0.071 0.086 0.091 0.105 0.124
EAc � CHCl3 0.7 0.024 0.048 0.070 0.085 0.089 0.107 0.120
EAc � AcN 0.024 0.056 0.103 0.129 0.166 0.188 0.217 0.261
AcN � CHCl3 0.035 0.051 0.068 0.080 0.086 0.095 0.113
EAc � CHCl3 0.8 0.028 0.047 0.070 0.080 0.083 0.120 0.115
EAc � AcN 0.025 0.060 0.108 0.140 0.180 0.200 0.236 0.279
AcN � CHCl3 0.030 0.045 0.058 0.068 0.075 0.089 0.100
EAc � CHCl3 0.9 0.032 0.049 0.068 0.077 0.080 0.096 0.109
EAc � AcN 0.026 0.068 0.122 0.153 0.195 0.213 0.254 0.299
AcN � CHCl3 0.029 0.045 0.055 0.064 0.071 0.086 0.098


a XCoS = mole fraction of the cosolvent.
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bond donor abilities (chloroform, acetonitrile, nitro-
methane), especially in protic solvents11b (methanol),
and also in some binary solvent mixtures in which at least
one component exhibits HBD capacity. All these results
were attributed to the fact that the solvents with HBD
abilities can effectively assist fluoride detachment.
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In order to interpret the influence of the solvent effects on
the explored SNAr reaction, we made a correlation
analysis between the kinetic data and the molecular-
microscopic solvent properties. In order to determine the
incidence of each type of solvent property on the kinetics
of the reaction, we applied a quantitative treatment of the
solvent effects by means of the multiparametric approach
developed by Kamlet, Abboud and Taft.12 The data
derived from the equation


log kA � Y � s�
 � a�� b� �2�


(where s, a and b measure the relative susceptibilities of
the explored reaction to the solvent properties dipolarity/
polarizability, HBD and HBA ability, respectively) are
presented in Table 3. The good correlations obtained by
multiple regression analysis, based on least squares over


the whole range of solvent compositions allow an
interpretation of the influence of any mixed solvent
property on the kinetic process.


For the explored systems, the order of incidence of
each solvent property on kA evaluated by the absolute
values of the correlation coefficients s, a and b is
dipolarity/polarizability � HBD ability � HBA ability
for mixtures with CHCl3, and dipolarity/polarizability
� HBA ability � HBD ability for mixtures without
CHCl3. For the reaction performed in the EAc � CHCl3
system at [HPIP] = 0.030 and 0.050 M the order of
incidence is HBD ability � dipolarity/polarizability �
HBA ability and HBD ability � dipolarity/polarizability
� HBA ability, respectively.


It can be pointed out that these reactions exhibit kinetic
retarding effects on kA, which at first sight could be
related with the detected incidence of the specific
solvation effects on the critical state of the reaction
attributed to the HBD character of the medium, and also
on the nucleophile.13
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The chemical properties of the mixed solvent in which
the explored reaction is carried out determine whether the
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formation or the decomposition of the zwitterionic
intermediate is the rate-limiting step. In order to
contribute to the interpretation of the mechanism in
relation with the solvent effects, we analyzed the
influence of the microscopic solvent properties on the
base catalysis through the response patterns of the partial
rate coefficients k1k3/k�1 (related to the catalyzed step)
and k1k2/k�1 (related to the uncatalyzed step) as a
function of the composition of the mixtures and also as a
function of �*, � and � solvatochromic parameters. The
results are presented in Figs 2–7.


'�����
� �� 0%�� $7$4 �
���� ������� The plot
k1k3/k�1 vs XCoS presented in Fig. 2 shows that the
addition of the HBD cosolvent produces a continuous,
nearly linear decrease in k1k3/k�1 values from pure EAc
(in which the base catalysis is operative) to pure CHCl3
(in which the absence of base catalysis is detected). The
plot k1k2/k�1 vs XCoS presented in Fig. 3 reveals that the
k1k2/k�1 ratio remains nearly constant with the addition
of the HBD solvent until XCoS � 0.7, then markedly
increasing to the value in pure CHCl3. These results could
be related to the influence of the base catalysis evaluated


by the k3/k2 ratio (Table 2): at those solvent mixtures in
which k1k2/k�1 is lower and tend to be constant the
reaction is base-catalyzed, being uncatalyzed in very rich
mixtures in HBD cosolvent in which k1k3/k�1 is low and
k1k2/k�1 is strongly increased. Moreover, the k1k3/k�1


ratio decreases 0.58 times and the k1k2/k�1 ratio increases
0.24 times from pure EAc up to XCoS = 0.7 (taking the
corresponding changes from EAc to CHCl3 as reference).
These results suggest that the decrease in the incidence of
base catalysis is principally due to the decrease in k3


values.
The influence of the solvent effects related to each


kind of solvent properties on k1k3/k�1 and k1k2/k�1 is
reflected by the shape of the corresponding curves
presented in Figs 2 and 3, respectively. The plots show
decreases in k1k3/k�1 and increases in k1k2/k�1 with
increments in the dipolarity/polarizability and decreases
in the HBA ability of the mixed solvent. The same
tendency is observed as a function of the HBD character
from EAc to CHCl3. As a consequence, the reaction is
base catalyzed in the mixtures that do not have high
CHCl3 concentrations.


The decrease in the incidence of base catalysis from


*��� �� 8������ ���� �	������� )	� �-� ������	� 	) ��0(���: .��- ;8�8 �� '����5 �	����� ��6����� "�����
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Solvent XCoS


10 3k1 k2/k�1
(l mol�1s�1)


k1 k3/k�1
(l2mol�2s�1)


k3/k2
(l mol�1) ra SDa na


EAc 0.0 3.09 1.23 400 0.996 0.005 8
AcN 24.3 2.05 84 0.996 0.009 8
CHCl3 26.2 0.466 18 0.993 0.002 7
EAc � CHCl3 0.1 5.72 1.17 204 0.993 0.060 7
EAc � AcN 1.79 1.30 726 0.999 0.003 8
AcN � CHCl3 21.0 1.73 82 0.998 0.005 7
EAc � CHCl3 0.2 5.32 1.09 205 0.994 0.006 7
EAc � AcN 2.46 1.32 536 0.998 0.004 8
AcN � CHCl3 18.4 1.37 74 0.997 0.005 7
EAc � CHCl3 0.3 7.07 0.990 140 0.986 0.007 7
EAc � AcN 1.63 1.38 850 0.999 0.002 8
AcN � CHCl3 23.4 1.03 44 0.996 0.004 7
EAc � CHCl3 0.4 6.59 0.969 147 0.988 0.007 7
EAc � AcN 2.32 1.42 612 0.999 0.004 8
AcN � CHCl3 20.7 0.91 44 0.998 0.002 7
EAc � CHCl3 0.5 5.81 0.846 146 0.985 0.007 7
EAc � AcN 6.79 1.43 210 0.997 0.005 8
AcN � CHCl3 22.8 0.820 36 0.997 0.003 7
EAc � CHCl3 0.6 5.19 0.834 160 0.987 0.006 7
EAc � AcN 8.01 1.55 193 0.998 0.005 8
AcN � CHCl3 19.3 0.706 37 0.996 0.003 7
EAc � CHCl3 0.7 8.59 0.785 91 0.986 0.006 7
EAc � AcN 10.7 1.69 156 0.998 0.006 8
AcN � CHCl3 20.2 0.629 31 0.992 0.004 7
EAc � CHCl3 0.8 14.0 0.685 49 0.983 0.006 7
EAc � AcN 10.7 1.83 171 0.998 0.002 8
AcN � CHCl3 20.2 0.576 36 0.998 0.006 7
EAc � CHCl3 0.9 18.1 0.625 34 0.991 0.004 7
EAc � AcN 14.6 1.94 133 0.997 0.007 8
AcN � CHCl3 14.5 0.564 39 0.998 0.002 7


a r = Correlation coefficient; SD = standard deviation; n = number of data points.
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EAc to CHCl3 can be related to previous results reported
for SNAr reactions between 1-fluoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene
and piperidine or morpholine in pure HBA, HBD and
protic solvents, and also in EAc � CHCl3 or CH2Cl2
solvent mixtures: the solvents in which no base catalysis
was detected are those which exhibit hydrogen-bond
donor abilities.8b,11 Only those pure aprotic solvents or
mixtures of solvents with HBD capability can assist
fluoride detachment and in these cases the decomposition
of the intermediate ZH is not rate limiting and its
formation is the slow step.


'�����
� �� 0%�� %�, �
���� ������� The plot of
k1k3/k�1 vs XCoS presented in Fig. 4 shows that the
addition of the HBA/HBD cosolvent to EAc produces a
nearly linear increase in k1k3/k�1 from EAc to AcN: the
reaction is base catalyzed in both pure solvents and in the
binary mixtures. The plot of k1k2/k�1 vs XCoS presented in
Fig. 5 reveals a particular behavior: the plot shows a
region with small decreases in k1k2/k�1 (until XCoS = 0.4)
followed by large increases leading to the value in pure
AcN. These results can be related to the special effect
observed on the base catalysis reflected by the relation k3/


*��� 4� 7	�������	� �	�)*����� "� ��
 ��%� ����
��
 
������	� "��%� ��������� "<% ��
 �-� ���������� �� � ��
 ' "��
 �-��� ����
��

���	��% ��
 �-� ���'�� 	) 
��� �	���� "�% �	�����	�
��� �	 �	� +� = <� ��>� ��� '� )	� �-� ������	� '��.��� ��0(���: ��

;8�8 �� '����5 ��6����� "�����
��� �-� 
��� �� ���� �	������%


[HPIP] (M) r (r2) SD Y (sY) s (ss) a (sa) b (sb) n


(EAc � CHCl3)
0.03 0.962 0.028 �0.741 �0.814 �1.04 �0.474 11


(0.926) (0.237) (0.273) (0.136) (0.193)
0.05 0.932 0.021 �0.399 �0.601 �0.618 �0.423 11


(0.887) (0.180) (0.208) (0.103) (0.147)
0.07 0.970 0.016 �0.370 �1.06 �0.249 �0.128 11


(0.940) (0.137) (0.158) (0.078) (0.112)
0.09 0.983 0.014 �0.259 �1.16 �0.241 �0.081 11


(0.966) (0.120) (0.138) (0.068) (0.098)
0.1 0.978 0.020 0.159 �1.64 �0.280 �0.263 11


(0.957) (0.174) (0.200) (0.099) (0.141)
0.125 0.977 0.021 0.182 �1.57 �0.301 �0.216 11


(0.954) (0.176) (0.202) (0.101) (0.143)
0.150 0.970 0.026 0.337 �1.70 �0.273 �0.285 11


(0.934) (0.221) (0.255) (0.127) (0.180)
(EAc � AcN)


0.03 0.986 0.021 �1.88 �1.56 �0.132 �0.874 11
(0.972) (0.533) (0.497) (0.283) (0.591)


0.05 0.985 0.023 �1.22 �1.23 �0.222 �1.31 11
(0.971) (0.580) (0.542) (0.308) (0.643)


0.07 0.991 0.014 �1.38 �1.34 �0.070 �1.31 11
(0.983) (0.344) (0.322) (0.183) (0.643)


0.09 0.988 0.017 �1.41 �1.27 �0.080 �0.687 11
(0.977) (0.428) (0.400) (0.228) (0.475)


0.1 0.985 0.018 �1.18 �1.20 �0.045 �0.793 11
(0.971) (0.455) (0.424) (0.241) (0.504)


0.125 0.988 0.015 �1.26 �1.31 �0.155 �0.563 11
(0.977) (0.378) (0.353) (0.201) (0.419)


0.150 0.990 0.014 �1.07 �1.05 �0.054 �0.555 11
(0.980) (0.356) (0.332) (0.189) (0.3950


(AcN � CHCl3)
0.03 0.973 0.036 0.775 �2.92 �0.665 �0.188 11


(0.947) (0.637) (0.801) (0.190) (0.149)
0.05 0.988 0.029 1.52 �3.68 �0.747 �0.287 11


(0.976) (0.510) (0.641) (0.152) (0.119)
0.07 0.978 0.012 1.32 �1.62 �0.085 �0.194 11


(0.957) (0.209) (0.263) (0.062) (0.049)
0.09 0.988 0.036 1.89 �4.04 �0.706 �0.523 11


(0.971) (0.622) (0.782) (0.185) (0.146)
0.1 0.988 0.034 2.27 �4.48 �0.655 �0.605 11


(0.976) (0.589) (0.741) (0.174) (0.138)
0.125 0.992 0.026 2.56 �4.74 �0.644 �0.589 11


(0.985) (0.452) (0.567) (0.134) (0.106)
0.150 0.991 0.029 2.40 �4.47 �0.685 �0.591 11


(0.982) (0.509) (0.64) (0.152) (0.119)
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k2 (Table 2): the reaction (which is base catalyzed over
the whole range of solvent composition) exhibits
incremented base catalysis with respect that one
corresponding to the pure solvents, in those mixtures
that manifest diminished k1k2/k�1 values. The k3/k2 ratio
corresponding to XAcN = 0.3 is 2.13 times higher than the
value in pure EAc. The shapes of the curves correspond-
ing to the partial rate coefficients as a function of �*, �
and � presented in Figs 4 and 5 reveal that (i) the k1k3/k�1


ratio increases in a continuous non-linear manner with
dipolarity/polarizability, and it also increases with the
HBD ability of the solvent; (ii) low k1k3/k�1 values are
observed at those � values higher than the rest (and also
pure EAc); and (iii) the shapes of the curves correspond-
ing to the k1k2/k�1 ratio show a similar general tendency
to that observed for the k1k3/k�1 ratio: the remarkable
difference is the diminished k1k2/k�1 values observed at
XAcN = 0.1–0.4.


The particular behavior observed on the base catalysis
can be related to the HBA ability of AcN, which would
play a role in maximizing the solvation effects attributed
to the HBA characteristics of the media and minimizing
the effects related to its HBD ability.


'�����
� �� %�,� $7$4 �
���� ������� The plot of
k1k3/k�1 vs XCoS presented in Fig. 6 shows a continuous
non-linear decrease in k1k3/k�1 with the increase in
CHCl3 concentration from pure AcN (base-catalyzed
reaction) to pure CHCl3 (uncatalyzed reaction). It can be
pointed out that small variations in k1k2/k�1 values are
observed with changes in mixed solvent composition
(Fig. 7). These results suggest that the tendency detected
on base catalysis up to XCoS = 0.2 (k3/k2 ratio, Table 2) is
mainly dependent on k1k3/k�1.


From the plots of k1k3/k�1 as a function of the solvent
properties, it can be inferred that HBD and, above all, the
HBA ability of the mixed solvent have a strong positive
influence on the base-catalyzed step in AcN-rich solvent
mixtures.


The behavior observed with respect to the influence of
solvent effects on the decrease in the incidence of the
base catalysis is similar to that detected for EAc � CHCl3
mixtures. The reaction carried out in EAc � CHCl3 is
base catalyzed up to XCoS = 0.7, whereas in AcN �
CHCl3 mixtures it is base-catalyzed up to XCoS = 0.2.
This can be related with the HBD ability that AcN
manifests, which would play a role in encouraging the


#�6��� �� 8�	�� 	) +,+#?+�, �� 97	� 	� �> 	� � 	� � )	� �-� ������	� ���)	���
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solvation effects attributed to the HBD characteristics of
the cosolvent.


 ���������� �
����
� ������� 
� 1������ ������3
��������
� 
� ����������� �
����
� �
	��


As is known, in mixed solvents the solutes can interact to
different extents with the components of the mixture, and
this difference in the interactions is reflected in the
composition of the microsphere of solvation. The general
equation


Y � Y1


� f2�1�Y2 � Y1� x0
2


� �2�f12�1�Y12 � Y1� 1 � x0
2


� �
x0


2


1 � x0
2


� �2�f2�1 x0
2


� �2�f12�1 1 � x0
2


� �
x0


2


�3�


(based on the solvent exchange theory)14 has been
proposed in order to relate any solvatochromic solvent
property linearly related to the transition energy
(measured by means of solvatochromic solutes) to the


solvent composition.15 The preferential solvation par-
ameters f2/1 and f12/1 measure the tendency of the solute to
be solvated by cosolvent S2 and by the ‘mixed solvent’
S12 (structure attributed to the formation of intersolvent
complexes or associates by hydrogen-bond interactions)
with reference to solvent S1.


In order to obtain information about the solvation
effects when the solutes are the reagents and/or
intermediates of the explored SNAr reaction, here we
extended the application of the preferential solvation
model to the kinetic data. The results obtained by the
application of Eqn. (3) to kA vs XCoS are presented in
Table 4.


For the reaction performed in EAc � CHCl3 mixtures,
it can be seen that (i) f2/1 � 1 at [HPIP] = 0.03–0.05 M,
indicating that the preferential solvation is produced by
CHCl3 in preference to EAc; (ii) f2/1 � 1 at [HPIP]
�0.05 M, which means that the solvation is by EAc with
preference to CHCl3; and (iii) f12/1 � 1 at all amine
concentrations, suggesting preferential solvation by S12
in preference to EAc and CHCl3. As a consequence, at
[HPIP] �0.05 M the preferential solvation order is
intersolvent complex � CHCl3 � EAc, and at [HPIP]
�0.05 M it is intersolvent complex � EAc � CHCl3. It
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can be pointed out that a kinetic retarding effect was
detected at [HPIP] �0.05 M and moreover, the correla-
tion analysis reveals the highest order of incidence of the
HBD ability. The behavior observed in EAc � AcN
mixtures is similar to that observed for EAc � CHCl3
mixtures at [HPIP] �0.05 M: the critical state of the
reaction is preferentially solvated by the hydrogen-
bonded complex solvent, AcN (the cosolvent with HBD
ability) being the least preferred solvent. On the other
hand, an undefined preferential solvation order is
observed when the reaction is performed in
AcN � CHCl3 mixtures.


The evaluation of the solvation parameters correspond-
ing to the solvent systems selected as representatives of
types A and B manifests, in these cases, similar preferred
solvent order for the solvation of the critical state of the
reaction; these results can be related to the HBA ability of
EAc to form intersolvent complexes via hydrogen
bonding. The mixtures of type C show a particular
solvation behavior that could be attributed to the
characteristics of AcN which can act as an HBA solvent
but it is also able to compete with the cosolvent to donate
a hydrogen atom.


#�6��� 8� 8�	�� 	) +,+#?+�, �� 97	� 	� �> 	� � 	� � )	� �-� ������	� ���)	���
 �� ���� ��� ��6�����
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[HPIP] (M) Solvent f2/1 f12/1 ssr


0.03 EAc � CHCl3 1.12 2.93 7.1 	 10�6


EAc � AcN 0.642 1.52 4.2 	 10�6


AcN � CHCl3 0.108 2.68 4.1 	 10�5


0.05 EAc � CHCl3 4.08 0.750 2.0 	 10�5


EAc � AcN 0.998 1.53 2.7 	 10�5


AcN � CHCl3 0.0735 3.01 2.2 	 10�5


0.07 EAc � CHCl3 0.0113 3.02 4.5 	 10�6


EAc � AcN 4.62 14.3 1.2 	 10�5


AcN � CHCl3 167 25.9 7.7 	 10�5


0.090 EAc � CHCl3 0.179 3.35 1.1 	 10�5


EAc � AcN 0.253 0.629 3.9 	 10�5


AcN � CHCl3 0.0477 3.52 4.9 	 10�5


0.10 EAc � CHCl3 0.262 3.25 3.1 	 10�5


EAc � AcN 0.615 1.22 8.3 	 10�5


AcN � CHCl3 2.68 0.505 8.6 	 10�5


0.125 EAc � CHCl3 0.0278 2.15 6.9 	 10�5


EAc � AcN 0.443 1.13 1.8 	 10�4


AcN � CHCl3 27.8 4.88 7.2 	 10�5


0.15 EAc � CHCl3 0.002 2.10 0.0011
EAc � AcN 0.0695 0.531 1.1 	 10�4


AcN � CHCl3 2.66 0.475 1.3 	 10�4
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The comparative study of the solvent effects on the
reaction of 2,6-DNFB and HPIP in EAc � CHCl3 or AcN
and AcN � CHCl3 binary mixtures clearly reveals the
following:


(i) The solvation effects are dominated by the non-
specific interactions. The rate constant is more
influenced by the solvent effects attributed to dipole
and induced-dipole interactions than those due to the
hydrogen-bond interactions. Moreover, the inci-
dence of the solvation effects ascribed to the HBA
solvent properties are more important than those
corresponding to the HBD solvent character.
Exception are reactions for which kinetic retarding
effects occur.


(ii) In the cases of the solvent mixtures with CHCl3, the
solvation effects attributed to the dipole and
induced-dipole interactions manifest negative influ-
ence on kA values whereas the incidence of solvation
effects ascribed to the HBA ability is positive. In
contrast, opposite effects are observed for the
mixtures without CHCl3.


(iii) The incidence of solvation effects related to the
solvent HBD capability has little significance in all
cases, except for the reactions that manifest retard-
ing effects on kA.


(iv) The base-catalyzed step is favored by the HBA
ability of the media. When the reaction is carried out
in mixtures of types A and C, base catalysis is
operative in the HBA solvent, in the HBA/HBD
solvent and also in mixtures at certain HBD
cosolvent concentrations. The compositions of the
solvent mixtures in which the reaction is not base
catalyzed are related to their HBD ability: the
mixtures with HBD ability can assist fluoride
detachment and the decomposition of the interme-
diate could not be rate limiting. This capacity is
increased when the pure solvents part of the mixture
exhibit HBD ability: the solvation effects attributed
to the HBD capacities seem to be reinforced. When
the reaction is carried out in mixtures of type B, base
catalysis is operative in both pure solvents and also
over the whole range of cosolvent concentration.
Moreover, an increased base catalysis was observed
at certain cosolvent concentrations. This behavior
can be attributed to the HBA ability that the
cosolvent exhibits in addition to the HBD ability,
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which would play a role in reinforcing the solvation
effects attributed to the HBA characteristics of the
media and minimizing the effects related to its HBD
ability.


(v) The preferential solvation parameter data corre-
sponding to mixtures of types A and B indicate that
the critical state of the reaction is preferentially
solvated by the structure formed by intersolvent
hydrogen-bonded species: these results can be
related to the HBA ability of EAc to form
intersolvent complexes via hydrogen bonding with
the cosolvent (CHCl3 or AcN). The mixtures of type
C show a particular solvation behavior that could be
attributed to the characteristics of AcN forming self-
associated species and also cross-associated species
with the cosolvent.


(vi) The solvation effects are dominated by the specific
interactions when the reactions show evidence of
retarding effects on the rate constant. This special
kinetic behavior detected for reactions performed in
EAc � CHCl3 (and mixtures of similar characteris-
tics) at [HPIP] = 0.030–0.050 M can be attributed to
(a) the higher incidence of the HBD ability with
respect to the other solvent properties reflected by


the correlation coefficients; (b) the preferential
solvation of the critical state of the reaction by the
‘mixed solvent’; (c) the negative deviations from the
linear response for kA vs XCoS, principally in CHCl3-
poor mixtures; and (d) the fact that at [HPIP] =
0.030–0.050 M the kA values in the pure solvents do
not differ considerably, producing the said negative
deviation brings up a kinetic retarding effect.


0: 0'+!0,*%&


2,6-DNFB was synthesized from 1-chloro-2,6-dinitro-
benzene and was recrystallized from ethanol.14 HPIP was
refluxed for 3 h and then fractionated over sodium. The
solvents were purified as reported previously8 and all of
them were kept over 4 Å molecular sieves and stored in
special vessels that allow delivery without air contam-
ination. All binary solvent mixtures were prepared prior
to use and stored under anhydrous conditions.


The kinetics of the reactions were studied by UV–Vis
spectrophotometry. A Perkin-Elmer Model 124 spectro-
photometer was used, equipped with a data-acquisition
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system. The parameters of solvation which minimize the
square residuals of the kA values were computed by non-
linear regressions.
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ABSTRACT: The 1H and 13C NMR spectra of a series of 9-substituted 19-norsteroids were completely assigned using
a series of 2D NMR experiments, which included 1H–1H COSY, NOESY and 1H–13C heteronuclear HETCOR and
HMQC. For second-order spin systems, chemical shifts and coupling constants were obtained by simulation of the
experimental spectrum. Criteria were deduced to characterize the stereochemistry of these different compounds
(multiplet pattern of H-8� and variation of chemical shifts). The results allow the easy determination of the
configuration at C-9. Conformational changes resulting from the substitution were studied by NMR and molecular
modeling calculations (AM1). Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc
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The role of the conformation in structure–activity
relationship of steroid hormones has attracted attention
for a long time and high-field NMR spectroscopy is
increasingly being used to complement x-ray crystal-
lographic methods and to probe the sometimes subtle
differences which may occur between solid-state and
solution conformations. Amino steroids have been
studied as potent inhibitors and probes of the active site
of cytochrome P-450SCC by binding at the heme iron,
e.g. in the biosynthesis of pregnenolone from 22-amino-
cholesterol.1–3


Considering the large range of potential biological
activities, the regio- and stereoselective functionalization
of 3-oxygenated estra-1,3,5(10)-trienes is an area of
considerable importance in steroid chemistry.


A series of 10 C-9-monosubstituted steroids, in which
the proton at C-9 of 3-methoxy-(or 3-hydroxy)-estra-
1,3,5(10)-trienes was regio- and stereospecifically re-
placed by an azido, a cyano, an acetamido, a methy-
lammonium or a methylacetamido group, were
synthesized (Scheme 1).4,5 1H and 13C NMR spectro-


scopy were used to characterize the stereochemistry at
C-9 and to study the conformational changes produced by
9� or 9� substitution.



)*(�&* "�� �%*�(**%'�


1H spectral assignments were obtained for the 10
compounds from 1D spectra and 2D COSY 45 spectro-
scopy. Difference NOE experiments involving saturation
of the 18�-Me group were used to discriminate the
protons situated on the �-face from those on the �-face.
The chemical shifts are given in Table 1. The values of
the nJ(H,H) coupling constants were measured on the 1H
1D spectra and 2D J-resolved spectra for the first-order
spin systems. In the case of second-order spin systems,
the nJ(H,H) values were calculated by the usual interactive
procedure using the Bruker program PANIC.


The 13C spectra were assigned by use of 2D 1H–13C
heteronuclear HETCOR6 and HMQC experiments.7 The
chemical shifts are given in Table 2.


�����+������� �� �,� ���-������� �� ���


The 3J(H�H) coupling constants of H-8� are characteristic
of the stereochemistry of steroids having natural 9� or
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unnatural 9� configuration and lead to typical multiplet
patterns whenever the resonance is non-overlapped.
Values are given in Table 3 for 3-methoxy-estra-
1,3,5(10)-trien-17-one, (in satisfactory accordance with
published data)8 and for compounds 1a and 1b.


A more general way to determine the configuration
might be deduced from the variation of chemical shifts
observed upon substitution at C-9. The sites of interest
are in rings B and C. The effect is evaluated by
comparison of each compound with the unsubstituted
molecule or at least with a model with the same partial
skeleton. In the case of 4a, which bears a 17� C�CH
group, the comparison must be done with 17�-ethynyl-3-
methoxy-1,3,5(10)-estratrien-17�-ol.


In 1H NMR, the effects on protons three bonds away


from C-9, mainly due to anisotropy, are expected to
depend on the nature of the substituent. The results are
given in Table 4. It is well known that a cyano group
deshields a proton situated above the triple bond.9 This
deshielding is observed for H-7�, H-12� and H-14� in 3a
and 4a. The effect of the azido group appears very similar
to that of the cyano group despite the fact that for this
substituent the C—N bond only is parallel to the axial
C—H bonds of interest. H-7�, H-12� and H-14� are
deshielded in the 9�-substituted compounds and H-7� in
the 9�-substituted compounds.


When an NH—CO—CH3 group is introduced, the
effects on protons three bonds away from C-9 are reduced
or even hardly observable, e.g. for H-7�. For this
substituent the orientation of the C=O bond is
determinant, as shown by the strong deshielding observed
for H-11� (1.73 ppm) and even H-1 (0.91 ppm) in 5a and
for H-11� (1.75 ppm) and H-8� (1.67 ppm) in 5b.


The results are less reliable when one methylene
separates the functional group from C-9, as in the case of
CH2NH3


� and CH2NHCOCH3.
In 13C NMR, whenever the introduction of a


substituent suppresses a 1,3-diaxial interaction between
two C—H bonds, shielding is expected for the carbon
which bears the remaining proton.10,11 The results are
given in Table 5. As regards C-7, the 9� and 9�
substitutions suppress a 1,3-diaxial interaction with H-7�
and H-7�, respectively. Thus the shielding observed at
C-7 cannot be related to the position of the substituent.
Fortunately, the 9� substitution also suppresses 1,3-
diaxial interaction at C-12 and C-14 whereas the 9�
substitution does not. As expected, C-12 and to a greater
extent C-14 are shielded in all the 9� derivatives and
slightly deshielded in the 9� derivatives. In this case the
nature of the substituent is not an important parameter
and thus observation of the signals of C-12 and C-14
provides a more general way to determine the config-
uration at C-9.


������+������� ����


In the solid state, several different forms have been
detected for estra-1,3,5(10)-trien-17-one12 and 3-meth-
oxyestra-1,3,5(10)-trien-17�-ol (forms I, II and III),13


whereas a single form was observed for 3-methoxyestra-
1,3,5(10)-trien-17-one14 and 9�H-estra-1,3,5(10)-trien-
17-one.15 Great flexibility is therefore expected for
estrogens and their derivatives. Molecular mechanics
calculations carried out using SYBYL software16 with
the semi-empirical molecular orbital method AM1 give
information on the isolated molecules. Calculations were
performed on the 9�- and 9�-azido derivatives and on the
model compounds. The H—C—C—H dihedral angles
might be related through Karplus-type relations to the
3J(H,H) scalar coupling constant. The reason for the choice
of this NMR parameter in the present study was to


*�,�+� �
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&���� �. �8 ��	����� ���6�� 9�� **�: 6�� ���*���
� �� ��
 ��  � ��
 �� ��� $�� /� ��
 � ��
 0� �� �;,; ��
 1� �� �;,;4
�,&3,


Atom 1a 1b 2aa 2b 3a 4ab 5a 5b 6ac 7a


H-1 7.16 7.15 7.25 7.25 7.00 7.10 8.10 7.24 7.73 6.98
H-2 6.69 6.65 6.69 6.70 6.66 6.67 6.75 6.74 7.06 6.77
H-4 6.63 6.62 6.62 6.61 6.54 6.53 6.70 6.66 6.65 6.73
H-6� 2.65 2.43 2.66 2.53 2.61 2.58 2.71 2.62 2.73 2.79
H-6� 2.54 2.44 2.59 2.45 2.47 2.50 2.63 2.47 2.62 2.73
H-7� 1.67 1.37 1.71 1.41 1.75 1.78 1.13 1.46 1.16 1.43
H-7� 1.35 2.18 1.46 2.22 1.44 1.46 1.36 2.00 1.40 1.49
H-8� 1.47 1.79 1.57 1.88 1.31 1.38 1.51 3.50 1.59 1.63
H-11� 2.28 2.41 2.41 2.47 2.22 2.39 3.90 2.17 2.72 2.09
H-11� 1.39 1.77 1.61 1.97 1.28 1.48 1.58 3.48 1.71 1.47
H-12� 1.75 1.09 1.55 0.82 1.95 2.54 1.54 1.11 1.57 1.61
H-12� 1.71 1.59 1.75 1.59 1.80 1.65 1.73 1.73 1.78 1.77
H-14� 1.79 1.27 1.63 1.12 1.81 2.38 1.19 1.25 0.90 1.31
H-15� 1.39 1.29 1.41 1.29 1.33 1.50 1.28 1.35 1.25 1.40
H-15� 0.98 1.00 1.11 1.10 0.90 1.06 1.04 1.26 1.01 1.11
H-16� 1.80 1.49 1.97 1.77 1.67 2.32 2.21 2.02 1.84 1.97
H-16� 2.09 1.97 1.46 1.37 2.01 1.88 1.48 1.51 1.50 1.49
H-17� – – 3.63 3.13 – – 4.79 4.53 3.63 3.71
CH3-18� 0.49 0.62 0.70 0.81 0.39 0.69 0.68 1.30 0.71 0.72
OCH3 3.34 3.33 3.35 3.31 3.34 3.34 3.36 3.40 3.50 –
OSi(CH3)3 – – – – – 0.32 – – 0.23 –
CH2N – – – – – – – – 3.30 3.75


2.86 2.92
CH3CONH – – – – – – 1.50 1.34 – 1.69
CH3COO – – – – – – 1.72 1.65 – –
CH3CONH – – – – – – 4.84 4.73 – –


a � OH = 2.08 ppm.
b � C�CH = 2.29 ppm.
c � NH3


� = 8.52 ppm.


&����  . �&� ��	����� ���6�� 9�� **�: 6�� ���*���
� �� ��
 ��  � ��
 �� ��� $�� /� ��
 � ��
 0� �� �;,; ��
 1� �� �;,;4
�,&3,


Atom 1a 1b 2a 2b 3a 4a 5a 5b 6a 7a


C-1 127.1 128.0 127.1 128.0 127.6 127.7 130.4 128.3 128.8 127.5
C-2 112.3 112.9 112.4 113.0 113.4 113.4 111.4 113.8 112.9 113.2
C-3 160.3 160.2 160.2 160.0 160.2 160.1 159.6 159.9 159.6 156.5
C-4 115.5 115.9 115.5 115.7 115.2 115.2 114.8 115.3 116.0 116.8
C-5 138.8 139.4 139.1 139.8 138.2 138.4 136.9 140.1 138.4 138.5
C-6 29.7 25.6 29.9 26.0 29.3 29.6 28.9 26.1 27.9 28.2
C-7 21.3 20.3 22.1 21.0 23.5 24.3 21.0 20.7 21.4 21.6
C-8 41.8 40.3 42.3 40.8 41.1 42.3 42.3 34.3 41.2 41.1
C-9 66.5 67.1 66.8 67.3 43.9 43.9 56.5 59.7 44.4 44.3
C-10 129.8 125.8 130.4 126.6 129.0 129.6 134.5 130.9 134.1 135.6
C-11 30.3 31.2 30.8 31.7 31.7 32.5 28.9 28.2 29.2 29.2
C-12 28.9 29.5 33.8 34.4 30.1 31.2 34.1 35.1 33.9 33.8
C-13 47.8 47.7 43.8 43.7 47.8 48.8 43.5 43.9 40.2 41.4
C-14 44.1 43.7 44.0 43.6 46.8 45.1 44.4 43.9 44.3 44.9
C-15 21.7 22.2 23.6 23.9 21.7 23.3 23.8 24.5 24.1 24.1
C-16 36.0 35.8 31.3 31.3 35.7 41.1 28.4 28.5 31.7 30.5
C-17 217.4 216.8 81.7 81.2 216.6 81.2 82.8 82.7 82.0 81.9
C-18 13.5 13.8 11.3 11.5 13.6 13.5 12.4 13.1 11.9 11.5
OCH3 55.2 55.2 55.2 55.1 55.3 55.3 55.2 55.3 55.4 –
C�N – – – – 122.0 122.3 – – – –
C�CH – – – – – 87.3 – – – –
C�CH – – – – – 76.9 – – – –
OSi(CH3)3 – – – – – 2.5 – – 1.04 –
CH2N – – – – – – – – 41.9 40.8
CH3CONH – – – – – – 24.8 24.6 – 22.7
CH3COO – – – – – – 21.1 21.1 – –
CH3CONH – – – – – – 168.4 167.9 – 172.4
CH3COO – – – – – – 170.7 170.5 – –
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explore the conformational changes induced by substitu-
tion at C-9 in isolated molecules and in solution and to
compare the results with the known solid-state structures
and to the limit conformation of rings B, C and D.17 The
3J values were calculated from the H—C—C—H
dihedral angles (�) by the use of Eqn. (1), which seems
particularly well adapted in the case of the steroids:18


3J�H�H� � A � B cos �� C cos 2� �1�


with A = 7, B = 1 and C = 5. Relevant data for 3J(H,H) are
collected in Table 6 for the 9� compounds and in Table 7
for the 9� compounds.


NOE experiments give information which can be used
to eliminate the boat conformation of the six-membered
rings but do not allow one to distinguish half-chair- and
sofa-type conformations. The results are in agreement
with analysis of the J values.



��� �. In the 9� series, the AM1 calculations suggest for
the azido compounds 1a and 2a a sofa-type conforma-
tion, differing from the 7�/8� half-chair obtained for the
model compounds 3-methoxyestra-1,3,5(10)-trien-17-
one and 3-methoxyestra-1,3,5(10)-trien-17�-ol. Never-
theless, the experimental values are in best agreement
with the 7�/8� half-chair-type conformation for 1a and
2a and also for the respective models. The form of 1a in
solution differs slightly from that of 3-methoxyestra-
1,3,5(10)-trien-17-one in the solid state.14 The form of 2a


in solution appears to be very close to the solid-state
structure I of 3-methoxyestra-1,3,5(10)-trien-17�-ol.13


An equilibrium involving structure I and contributions of
structure II (more proximate from the chair type) and III
(more proximate from the sofa type) cannot be excluded.
For 5a, 6a and 7a, which bear a more bulky substituent,
the experimental values indicate significant evolution
towards the sofa-type conformation.


In the 9� series, the AM1 calculations suggest a 7�/8�
half-chair-type conformation for the model molecules
and a significant evolution towards the sofa-type
conformation upon introduction of the azido group. The
experimental J values remain in agreement with the 7�/
8� half-chair for the model compounds and indicate for
1b an evolution towards the 8� sofa-type conformation
whereas 2b remains close to the 7�/8� half-chair. The
effect of the CH3CONH group in 5b is almost identical
with that of N3 in 2b. Owing to the greater flexibility of
compounds with the 9� configuration, the substitution at


&���� �. &<98�8: ���*���+ ��������� 98=: �6 8�5� �� &�
�	���$�	�������&�"9�%:����	���!���	 ��
 ���*���
� ��
��
 �


3J(H,H)


3-Methoxyestra-
1,3,5(10)-trien-17-one


9� group
(1a)


9� group
(1b)


3J(H-8�,H-9�) 11.8 – –
3J(H-8�,H-7�) 11.9 12.2 3.3
3J(H-8�,H-7�) 2.6 3.0 3.3
3J(H-8�,H-14�) 10.6 11.5 12.7


&���� $. ��	����� ���6� 
�66	�	��	� �� 9�8: 6�� *������ !�� ���� �#� ��
 !� �*�� ������������ �� �� 9�� > � �� ���������	

���*���
 �� �� ��
	� ���*���
:


Atom 1aa 1bb 2ac 2bd 3aa 4ae 5ac 5bd 6ac 7af


H-7� �0.56 �0.12 �0.54 �0.21 �0.64 �0.61 �0.04 �0.06 �0.01 �0.32
H-12� �0.39 �0.23 �0.47 �0.18 �0.59 �0.56 �0.46 �0.22 �0.49 �0.51
H-14� �0.81 �0.06 �0.77 �0.07 �0.83 �0.66 �0.33 �0.20 �0.04 �0.41
H-7� �0.29 �0.65 �0.23 �0.70 �0.20 �0.19 �0.33 �0.48 �0.29 �0.16


Model compounds:
a 3-methoxyestra-1,3,5(10)-trien-17-one;
b 9�H-estra-1,3,5(10)-trien-17-one;
c 3-methoxyestra-1,3,5(10)-trien-17�-ol;
d 3-acetoxy-9�H-estra-1,3,5(10)-trien-17�-ol;
e 17�-ethynyl-3-methoxy-1,3,5(10)-estratrien-17�-ol;
f estra-1,3,5(10)-trien-3,17�-diol.


&���� /. ��	����� ���6� 
�66	�	��	� 9�� �&�: 6�� ������� ��! ���� ��
 ���# �*�� ������������ �� �� 9�� > � �� ���������	

���*���
 �� �� ��
	� ���*���
:


Atom 1aa 1bb 2ac 2bd 3aa 4ae 5ac 5bd 6ac 7af


C-7 �6.0 �5.2 �6.0 �5.0 �3.8 �3.8 �7.1 �5.3 �6.7 �6.6
C-12 �3.8 �1.0 �3.9 �1.2 �2.6 �2.5 �3.6 �1.9 �3.8 �3.9
C-14 �6.6 �0.9 �6.7 �1.2 �3.9 �5.2 �6.3 �1.5 �6.4 �5.9


Model compounds: see footnote to Table 4.
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C-9 induces noticeable distortions in solution. The
difference between 1b in solution and 9�H-estra-
1,3,5(10)-trien-17-one in the solid state15 is significant.
For 2b and 5b the dihedral angles are close to 180° for H-
6�—C-6—C-7—H-7� and to 90° for H-6�—C-6—C-
7—H-7�.



��� �. The conformation of this ring is always of the
chair type. AM1 calculations predict insignificant effects
in the � series and moderate effects in the � series upon
substitution at C-9. In the solid state, the conformation of
this ring remains similar for the 9�H and 9�H models.
Distortions are more important in solution, especially for
the 3-methoxyestra-1,3,5(10)-trien-17�-ol derivatives.



��� �. Negligible conformational changes are expected
upon substitution at C-9 which is remote from ring D.
The main conformational differences originate from the
sp2 or sp3 hybridization state of C-17. In the first case, 1a,
1b and their model compounds (17-one), the AM1
calculations suggest an equilibrium between envelope
14� and half-chair 13�/14� while the experimental values
are in best agreement with the envelope 14�. In the
second case, 2a, 2b and their model compounds (17�-ol),
the ring is doubtless less rigid and the AM1 calculations
suggest a 13�/14� half-chair. The experimental values do
not show evolution towards an envelope form but there
are significant distortions with respect to the 13�/14�
half-chair. It is worth noting that the conformation of 2a
in solution diverges significantly from those of the
various solid-state structures of 3-methoxyestra-
1,3,5(10)-trien-17�-ol which are similar to an envelope


13�. The preceding results are not modified upon
introduction of more bulky substituents, 5a, 6a, 7a and
5b, whatever the configuration at C-9 is.


�'���(*%'�


Chemical shifts changes may be used to assign safely the
configuration at C-9 in particular in 1H NMR those due to
the anisotropy effect of N3 or CN and in 13C NMR those
due to steric effects of all substituents.


Upon substitution at C-9, the major conformational
changes are observed for ring B, which is the more
flexible. In the case of a 9� configuration, the bulk of the
substituent plays an important role, the removal of steric
effects being obtained through evolution from a half-
chair towards a sofa-type conformation. This conforma-
tion minimizes steric interactions of substituent with H-
7�. In the case of a 9� configuration, the effects of the
bulk of the substituent are less important. Ring C always
holds a chair-type conformation with more significant
distortions in the case of 17�-ol derivatives. The
substitution has only minor effects on the conformation
of ring D remote from C-9.
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The 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
AM 500 spectrometer. Data were obtained from solution
in benzene-d6 unless stated otherwise. The 1H � values in
ppm are referenced to internal TMS and the 13C � values
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Limit conformation
9�H-Estra-1,3,5(10)-


trien-17-one 1b
3-Acetoxy-9�H-estra-
1,3,5(10)-trien-17�-ol 2b 5b


J J JE JA
a JS


15 JE JA JE JA JE JA JE


Ring B Half-chair
7�/8�


Sofa 8�


H-6�/H-7� 6.4 8.5 6.9 6.9 6.3 7.6 7.9 6.8 6.9 6.3 7.3 6.3
H-6�/H-7� 12.0 10.4 11.6 11.7 12.3 13.5 10.7 11.6 11.6 13.4 11.3 13.0
H-6�/H-7� 2.4 2.0 3.2 2.4 2.6 1.0 2.1 3.0 2.4 1.4 2.3 1.5
H-6�/H-7� 6.4 8.5 5.8 6.8 5.8 7.0 7.7 5.4 6.8 6.5 7.3 6.4
Ring C Chair
H-11�/H-12� 4,6 3.1 4.4 4.7 3.3 4.1 3.6 4.4 3.5 4.3 3.4
H-11�/H-12� 3,5 3.1 4.0 3.4 3.4 4.3 2.8 4.0 3.6 4.1 3.2
H-11�/H-12� 12,9 13.8 12.8 12.8 14.2 12.9 13.9 12.8 14.2 12.8 14.3
H-11�/H-12� 4,6 — 4.9 5.2 3.7 4.6 2.9 4.9 3.8 4.9 3.9
Ring D Half-chair


13�/14�
Envelope


13�
H-15�/H-16� 10.6 11.0 8.9 10.1 9.8 8.8 10.1 9.0 10.6 9.3 10.7 9.4
H-15�/H-16� 3.3 5.0 1.1 2.6 2.4 1.2 2.6 3.3 3.3 3.5 3.4 3.6
H-15�/H-16� 7.7 5.2 9.1 8.5 9.5 9.1 8.3 5.6 7.0 6.0 7.0 6.3
H-15�/H-16� 10.4 11.0 9.0 10.1 9.3 9.2 10.2 12.0 10.6 12.2 10.7 12.0


a 3-Methoxy-9�H-estra-1,3,5(10)-trien-17-one.
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in ppm to the solvent peak at 128.15 ppm. For second-
order systems the 3J(H,H) coupling constants were
obtained from simulated spectra using the Bruker
program PANIC (Parameter Adjustment in NMR by
Iteration Calibration).


Molecular modeling was performed by the use of the
MOPAC AM1 program19 (QCPE program No. 455),
included in the SYBYL software. Geometries were fully
optimized with the best convergence criterion.


*33��+������ +�������


Dihedral angles � between HC bonds (AM1 molecular
modeling) and 3J(H,H) coupling constants for model
molecules (Table 8) and 9-N3 derivatives (Table 9) are
available at the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/
epoc.
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ABSTRACT: Potassium chitosan dithiocarbamate (ChitDTC) was synthesized and characterized by elemental
analysis and solid-state 13C NMR spectroscopy. The degree of substitution (DS) (number of substituents per 100 2-
amino-2-deoxyglucopyranoside units) and molalities of the groups were calculated for acetylamino, amino and
dithiocarbamate substituents in chitin, chitosan and ChitDTC. A comparative study of the retention and exchange of
Cu(II) was performed with chitin, chitosan and ChitDTC at 30°C, pH 6.0 (0.1 M succinate). The stability constants,
KX, for the heterogenous equilibrium


ChitX � Cu(II) �KX


ChitXCu(II)


were calculated assuming that complexing of Cu(II) ions was largely in a 1:1 ratio with respect to each group. The
values of KX for each group were NHAc 45.1, DTC 3.14 � 103, and NH2 1.12 � 104. It is proposed that in the
presence of succinate, the main species of aqua Cu(II) ion present in solution must be the uncharged Cu(II)–succinate
complex that prevents the acetylamino, amino and DTC groups from forming complexes higher than 1:1. Also, this
may explain the fact that the stability constant for DTC was lower than for the amino group. The method allows the
characterization of the chelating ability of each group in ChitDTC with respect to metal ions. Copyright  2002 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: chitosan dithiocarbamate; Cu(II) complex; stability constants; chitin; chitosan
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Chitosan is a linear polymer of �-(1 → 4)-linked 2-
amino-2-deoxy-D-glucopyranose residues, which is
prepared from chitin by N-deacetylation. Partially N-
acetylated chitosan is commercially available. Chitin
and chitin derivatives have been intensively studied
and used as antimicrobials, food additives, agricultur-
al and biomedical materials, etc.1 Chitosan and
partially acetylated chitosan are more reactive than
chitin because the primary free amino groups are
distributed regularly in its chain. Various applications
depend on information about the distribution of the
substituted amino groups and the pKa value of the
amino group.2


Chitin and chitosan show a high ability for chelation


with transition metal cations, but they are indifferent to
alkali and alkaline earth metal ions.3 Functionalization
of the primary amino group can increase the electron
dative power. This is the case with dithiocarbamates
that have been used extensively for the detection and
quantitative determination of copper, and they form
stable complexes with many metal ions that are
sparingly soluble in water.4a,5 Consequently, chitosan
dithiocarbamate was expected to have a good chelat-
ing ability for transition metal ions.6 However,
establishing the percentages of retention of different
metal ions by chitosan dithiocarbamate is insufficient
for the characterization of the dithiocarbamate (DTC)
group’s capacity to form complexes with metal ions,
because there is a distribution of substituents (acetyl-
amino, NH2, NH�


3 , DTC) present in the polysaccharide
matrix.


In this work, we developed a method to synthesize
chitosan dithiocarbamate (ChitDTC) while avoiding
other secondary reactions, and we characterized the
independent chelating abilities of the acetylamino,
amino and dithiocarbamate groups with respect to
Cu(II).
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All chemicals were of analytical grade and were used
without further purification. Aqueous solutions were
prepared using distilled, deoxygenated water. Chitin,
supplied by Aldrich, was from crab shells, and high
molecular weight chitosan was also obtained from
Aldrich.


Sulfur content was determined using a LECO SC132
analyzer. Solid-state 13C NMR spectra were obtained
using cross-polarization (CP), magic angle spinning
(MAS) and total sideband supression (TOSS) with a
Bruker MSL-300 spectrometer. The metal ion retention–
elution experiments were performed by measuring their
atomic absorption spectra with a Hitachi Z 8230
spectrometer.
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Chitosan (1 g) was dispersed in 35 ml of 0.2 M KHCO3–
K2CO3 (pH 10) solution and stirred for 1 h, after which a
solution of 0.74 ml of CS2 in 10 ml of acetone was added
and the dispersion was allowed to react for 9 h. The solid
was treated with a solution buffered at pH 4 (0.1 M,
acetate) and then washed with water, ethanol and diethyl
ether. The product was dried under vacuum over P2O5.


The solid-state 13C NMR spectrum of ChitDTC is
presented in Fig. 1 and a comparison of the spectra of
chitin, chitosan, and ChitDTC is shown in Table 1.


Several attempts under different conditions were made to
obtain ChitDTC using concentrated ammonia as the basic
medium, as has been described for the synthesis of
dithiocarbamates.7 However, the 13C NMR spectra showed
the formation of the thiourea derivative (182.7 ppm) along
with the formation of the dithiocarbamate (214.7 ppm).
Muzzarelli et al., using this method, followed the formation
of ChiDTC by IR spectroscopy, and the band at 1480 cm�1


was assigned to the N—C=S moiety.6a The dithiocarba-
mate group absorbs at of 1481–1493 and 1449 cm�1 and
the substituted thioureas at 1493–1449 cm�1.8 Therefore,
it is not possible to distinguish between these two groups
by IR spectroscopy and the product was probably
contaminated by the thiourea derivative.


"���� �� ������������ �"��


The DS was defined as the number of substituents per 100
2-amino-2-deoxyglucopyranoside units,9 and it was
calculated from the solid-state 13C NMR spectra of
chitosan and ChitDTC. For ChitDTC, the DS was also
calculated from sulfur elemental analysis. Both methods
gave very similar values.
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Preliminary experiments were carried out to determine
the time needed to reach the equilibrium concentration of
the metal ion in solution in the presence of chitin,
chitosan and ChitDTC.


For the metal ion retention experiments, 100 mg of the
solid were stirred for 1–2 h at 30°C with 50 ml of a 1 mM


solution of the metal ion buffered at pH 6.0 with 0.1 M


succinate. The suspension was centrifuged and samples
of the supernatant were taken for atomic absorption
determination of Cu(II).


Exchange experiments were performed by washing
carefully with water the solid product of the retention run
and dispersing it in 25 ml of 3 M KCl solution, buffered
with 0.1 M succinate at pH 6.0, and stirring for 1 h at
30°C. The suspension was centrifuged and the super-
natant was analyzed by atomic absorption spectrometry
for Cu(II).
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The DS with respect to acetylamino, amino and
dithiocarbamate groups were calculated from the solid-
state 13C NMR spectra. The areas of the signals of C=S,
C=O and CH3 at 215, 175 and 24 ppm, respectively,
were compared, using as internal standard the area of the
signal of C-1 at 104 ppm or, alternatively, the area of the


signal that included C-2, -3, -4, -5 and -6 in the range 41–
91 ppm divided by 5. The results were averaged and are
shown in Table 2.


Chitosan presented a degree of acetylation of
DSNHAc = 28.3. For ChitDTC, the value DSDTC = 21.6,
calculated from the NMR spectrum, was very close to
that calculated from the S content, DSDTC = 21.9. The
values of the DS for each group allowed the calculation
of the molalities of each group in the samples of chitin,
chitosan and ChitDTC.
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Preliminary experiments showed that aqueous solutions
of Cu(II) ions become acidic, and the solid-state 13C
NMR spectra of the ChitDTC samples, after chelation,
showed no sign of the DTC group at 215 ppm. Also, the
chelation capacities of chitosan and ChitDTC under these
conditions were very similar. It has been reported that the
capacity of Cu(II) retention by ChitDTC is a maximum at
pH 6.8 and decreases at pH 3.0 and 12.0.6a It is well
known that dithiocarbamates decompose under acidic
conditions.4 For instance, the acid decomposition of 2-
hydroxyethyldithiocarbamate, an analog of chitosan
dithiocarbamate, occurs at pH 4 with a half-life of
39 min at 25°C.4b For this reason, in order to avoid the
decomposition of chitosan dithiocarbamate, the solutions
of the metal ion were buffered at pH 6.0 with succinate.
The concentration of Cu(II) was kept lower than the
solubility product of Cu(OH)2.


The retention and exchange abilities of Cu(II) of chitin,


&	��� �# �-� 64# �������� ���� 8�� ���9 "
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Chitinb Chitosan ChitDTCNH4 ChitDTCK


C-1 104.3 105.2 103.3 104.1
C-2 55.7 57.8 57.0 57.0
C-3 75.5 76.1 74.9 75.5
C-4 83.7 86.0 �81.0 �81.0
C-5 74.0 75.8 74.9 75.5
C-6 61.4 60.4 61.8 62.5
C-a 174.3 173.9 174.9 174.7
C-b 23.4 24.1 23.8 24.3
C-cc 215.6 214.8
C-dc 182.7
a Solid state, CP/MAS-TOSS.
b Ref. 18.
c Ref. 5i.
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chitosan and chitosan dithiocarbamate was compared.
The results are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
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The stability constants assume that the metal ion forms
complexes with one substituent of the glucosamine ring
of the polyssacharide matrix (1:1 ratio), without a
contribution of intermolecular complexation:


ChitX � Cu(II) �KX


ChitXCu(II) �1�


The stability constant Kx of a group is given from
equilibrium (1) by the following equation:


KX � �mCu�sld


	m0
X � �mCu�sld
�mCu�sln �2�


where m0
X is the initial molality of the group in the solid,


and (mCu)sld and (mCu)sln are the molalities of Cu(II) ions


in the solid and the solution, respectively, at equilibrium.
When the mass w of the solid is suspended in a volume v
of the Cu ion solution, at equilibrium, the number of
gram-atoms of metal ion transferred to the solid is given
by the equation


x � 	�mCu�sln
0 � �mCu�sln
 v


1000
� �mCu�sld


X
w


1000
�3�


According to the NMR spectrum, we can assume that
there are only acetylamino groups in chitin and, there-
fore, from Table 3, KX = KNHAc = 45.1.


The calculation of KX for chitosan has to take into
account the fact that in addition to the amino groups,
there are also acetylamino groups present in the solid and,
consequently, from the volume v of the solution there are
x gram-atoms of Cu(II) chelated with the NHAc groups
and y gram-atoms chelated with the amino groups. The
value of x can be calculated from KNHAc and then y is
obtained from the following equation, allowing the
calculation of KNH2


from Eqn. (2):


y � 	�mCu�sln
0 � �mCu�sln
 v


1000
� x �4�


In the case of ChitDTC, the metal ion can complex
with three different groups, and correction for the
complexation with NHAc and NH2 is necessary.
Calculation of x and y from the values of KNHAc and
KNH2


allowed the calculation of z, the number of gram-
atoms of Cu(II) chelated with the dithiocarbamate group:


z � 	�mCu�sln
0 � �mCu�sln
 v


1000
� x � y �5�


The values of the stability constants of the acetylami-
no, amino, and dithiocarbamate groups shown in Table 5
were obtained from Tables 2 and 3. They follow the order
NH2 �DTC �NHAc. Accordingly, the exchange experi-
ments showed that the concentration of Cu(II) released
from the solids followed the inverse order (Table 4).


Despite the fact that copper is one of the most abundant
transition elements in biological systems, the behavior of
the aqueous form of the Cu(II) ion remains poorly
understood.10 The first solvation shell yields an octahe-
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Substituent MW, ring


Chitin (203.09)b Chitosan (172.95)b ChitDTCK (197.60)b


GS m0
NHAc GS m0 GS m0


NHCOCH3 203.09 100 4.92 28.3 � 3.0 1.63 28.3 � 3.0 1.43
NH2 161.07 71.8 � 0.9 4.15 50.2 � 0.6 (49.8) 2.54 (2.52)
NHCS2K 275.32 21.6 � 0.3 (21.9) 1.09 (1.11)


a Calculated from solid state 13C NMR spectrum. Values in parentheses were calculated from 7.09% S content.
b Average ring molecular weight of one ring.


&	��� %# #���	��
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Cu2� in solution,
(mCu)sln


Cu2� in solid,
102(mCu)sod


Chitin 6.88 � 10�4b 14.8
Chitosan 5.70 � 10�5b 46.3
ChitDTCK 8.81 � 10�6c 9.47


a Solution of CuSO4 at pH 6.0 (10 mM, succinate) in equilibrium with
100 mg of solid.
b 50 ml, initial concentration 9.83 � 10�4 m.
c 10 ml, initial concentration 9.56 � 10�4 m.


&	��� 0# :;�$�	&� 
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Cu2� in solution, 105(mCu)sln


Chitin 15.3
Chitosan 1.26
ChitDTCK 2.36


a 25 ml of 3 M KCl at pH 6.0 (0.1 M succinate) in equilibrium with 100 mg
of the solid obtained from the retention experiments.
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dral [Cu(H2O)6]2� complex11 that exchanges with water
at a high rate. Experimental and theoretical results10


suggest that the solvated complex undergoes frequent
transformations between square-pyramidal and trigonal
pyramidal configurations where five-fold coordination is
preferred.


Addition of a ligand such as NH3 displaces successive
water molecules:12


	Cu�H2O�6
2�


�NH3 ��H2O	CuNH3�H2O�5
2� ��H2O	Cu�NH3�2�H2O�4
2�
�6�


Electron-withdrawing substituents such as the acetyl
group decrease the donor power of the amino group and
consequently the stability constant of the acetylamino
group is low. In the case of chitosan, the dependence of
the Cu(II)–chitosan complex on the pH suggested that at
pH 6.0 the composition was a 1:1 Cu(II):glucosamine
unit.13 This model is in agreement with that obtained in
the solid state14 and with potentiometric and circular
dichroism measurements, which are consistent with the
formation of only one uncharged complex with a single
Cu per NH2, [CuNH2(OH)2]0,2 where the fourth site
could be occupied by a water molecule or a neighboring
OH on C-3, as shown in I.


The reaction of Cu(II) with succinate:


	Cu�H2O�6
2� � succ2� � 	Cu(succ)�H2O�4
 �7�
produces a neutral complex, [Cu(succ)(H2O)4]0


(��G° = 3.6–3.7 kcal mol�1) (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ),15,16


the structure of which has been proposed to be square-


pyramidal.16 Therefore, at pH 6.0 (0.1 M succinate), the
main species of Cu(II) present in solution must be the
Cu(II)–succinate complex, which prevents the amino
group of chitosan from forming complexes higher than
1:1. The stability constant for 1:1 Cu(II):glucosamine at
30°C (in the absence of succinate) is 1.09 � 105 M�1,15


i.e. about 10-fold higher than that for the Cu(II):gluco-
samine unit in chitosan.


A 1:1 ratio can also be expected for the bidentate
dithiocarbamate group of ChitDTC. For Cu(II) aqua ion
and dimethyldithiocarbamate, the existence of both 1:1
and 1:2 ratios was demonstrated by spectrophotometry.17


There is very little interaction between the dithiocarba-
mate moiety and the Cu(II) aqua ion in the complexes.5c,k


Therefore, the interaction with the uncharged Cu(II)–
succinate complex is bound to increase the �G° of the
reaction


	Cu(succ)�H2O�4
 � ChitNHCS�
2


� 	Cu(succ)�ChitNHCS2��H2O�2
� �8�


because of the decrease in electrostatic attraction
compared with the charged aqua ion, promoting a 1:1
complex. This may also explain the fact that the stability
constant for dithiocarbamate was lower than for the
amino group.


�( �,)��( �


Potassium chitosan dithiocarbamate (ChitDTC) was
synthesized and the degree of substitution (DS) (number
of substituents per 100 2-amino-2-deoxyglucopyranoside
units) and molalities of the groups were calculated for
acetylamino, amino and dithiocarbamate substituents in
chitin, chitosan and ChitDTC.


The stability constants, KX, at 30°C, pH 6.0 (0.1 M


succinate) for the reaction of acetylamino, amino and
DTC groups with Cu(II) were NHAc 45.1, DTC
3.14 � 103 and NH2 1.12 � 104, assuming that complex-
ing of Cu(II) ions is largely in a 1:1 ratio with respect to
each group.


It is proposed that in the presence of succinate, the
uncharged Cu(II)–succinate complex prevents the ace-
tylamino, amino and DTC groups from forming com-
plexes higher than 1:1, and that this may also explain the
fact that the stability constant for DTC was lower than
that for the amino group.


!�1�����
�������
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X KX


NHAc 45.1
DTCK 3.14 � 103


NH2 1.12 � 104


a At pH 6.0, 0.1 M succinate; free amino base corrected for pKa = 6.4.
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ABSTRACT: High-pressure kinetics is a useful tool for the determination and the assessment of mechanisms in
organic chemistry. The volume of activation �V* deduced from these kinetic measurements is an indicator of the
position of the transition state. In addition, if accurately determined, �V* permits the detection of fine mechanistic
effects such as alteration of mechanism according to substrates within the same reaction type, operation of secondary
orbital interactions in Diels–Alder cycloadditions, angular hydrogen transfer in ene reactions, etc. Copyright  2001
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: mechanism; kinetics; pressure; activation volume


������������


Thermodynamics applied to chemical reactions yields
useful thermodynamic quantities such as �G (change in
free energy of the chemical system), �H (change in
enthalpy or heat of the reaction) and �S (change in
entropy). These quantities refer to the starting and ending
states of the system. However, they do not provide
information either about the rate at which the reaction
proceeds or the different events occurring when the
reaction progresses from initial substrates to final
products. In other words, the reaction mechanism cannot
be deduced from the determination of �G, �H and �S.


It is evident that the knowledge of the way in which
molecules are transformed into other molecules is of
overwhelming importance from both theoretical and
practical standpoints. Mechanistic processes are usually
investigated in different ways, e.g. stereochemical out-
come, kinetic isotope effects, general kinetics (reaction
order). Reaction kinetics is essential for the location of
transition states and detection of intermediates.


The transition state theory describes the pathways
followed by the molecules as energy profiles which show
maxima for the different transition states characterizing
each step of a given reaction. In a multistep reaction each
event must proceed through an unstable transition state
followed by an intermediate and the slowest step is rate


determining (RDS). The energy required to overcome
the barrier (corresponding to the transition state) is the
activation energy �G*:


�G� � �H� � T�S� �1�


(�G*, �H* and �S* are activation quantities, e.g. kinetic
parameters).


As already stated above, one of the most useful criteria
for the assessment of a mechanism is the location of
transition states along the reaction coordinate (Fig. 1).


The simple case is one-step reactions such as the
concerted Diels–Alder cycloaddition of methyl acrylate
to isoprene (no intermediate). Figure 2 pictures the
energy and the volume profile of the cycloaddition. In
terms of partial molar volumes, reaction volume �VR


(volume difference between products and substrates) and
�V* (volume difference between transition state and
substrates) have following values at 21°C in 1-bromo-
butane:1


�VR � VP � VR � �36�9 cm3 mol�1


�V � � V � � VR � �31�5 cm3 mol�1


Comparison between �VR and �V* shows that both
values are relatively close, apparently meaning that the
structure of the transition state resembles that of the
product.
�V* is called the activation volume. It results from
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Eqn. (2) and is determined from Eqn. (3):


�V � � ���G���P�T �2�


As


k � exp���G��RT �


�V* becomes


�V � � �RT �� ln k��P�T �3�


Accurate measurements of the kinetic constant k at
different pressures (generally in the pressure range 0–150
MPa) lead to a curve k = f(P) whose initial slope gives
(�V*)P→0. As integration of Eqn. (3) is not possible, �V*
is calculated via mathematical approximations which
were found to give sufficient confidence.2


However, �V* does not result exclusively from
volume modifications induced by bond transformations.
It embodies all volume changes �Vi* occurring during
the progression of the reaction from initial to transition


state and within the transition state:3


�V � � ��Vi
� �4�


When the medium effect is small, Eqn. (4) is a one-
component expression relating only to the structural
activation volume term (�VS*) representing the geo-
metric balance of bond formation and bond cleavage.
However, in ionogenic reactions or, simply, when the
transition state is more polar than the reactants, Eqn. (4)
must acknowledge an environmental volume term
(�Vm*) representing the volume change resulting from
solute–solvent interactions. �Vm* is, consequently,
solvent dependent. The pressure effect in the conjugate
addition of tert-butylamine to acrylonitrile is a represen-
tative recent example (Table 1).4


tert � BuNH2 � CH2 � CHCN
� tert � BuNHCH2CH2CN


In this reaction, �VS* ��20 cm3 mol�1 and the addi-
tional �Vm* refers to electrostriction. �Vm* gives an


 ��
�� !" ������ *��+%� �, � �����% �������


 ��
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indication of the charge distribution within the transition
state. Activation volume changes �Vm* are smallest in
very polar media, already highly electrostricted, and
largest in low-polarity solvents.


As a consequence, �V* may be negative in bond-
breaking processes having strong dipolar character, even
independently of the medium. This is due to the fact that
	�Vm*	 may be higher than 	�VS*	. In the reaction
depicted in Scheme 1, the respective �V* values
are �27.0 cm3 mol�1 for the forward reaction and
�3.3 cm3 mol�1 for its reverse in chloroalkanes as
solvents.5


Other volume effects in Eqn. (4) may stem from steric6


and solvophobic effects.4 An important remark concerns
viscosity effects. It is generally agreed that transition
state theory may be invalid in highly viscous media
where diffusion processes play an important part. Since
pressure increases the viscosity coefficient exponentially,
such effects apparently must be taken into account. As
an illustrative example, in the Z–E isomerization of
4-(dimethylamino)-4�-nitroazobenzene, the rate constant
initially increases with pressure, then decreases at higher
pressures when the medium is a viscous silicone oil.7


However, as mentioned above, the quasi-totality of
kinetic data available until now were measured only in
the lower pressure range in solvents of low or reasonable
viscosity (even simple glycols are suitable). This gives
excellent credit to the validity of transition state theory
throughout this review.


Coming back to Eqn. (4), only the structural term �VS*
can be used for mechanistic delineation. This underlines
that to give a structural content to the activation volume,
it is necessary to examine carefully the possible
occurrence of medium and, incidentally, steric effects.


What credit can be granted to �VS* as a mechanistic
criterion? Is �VS* really representative of the position of
the transition state? A molecular volume V is composed
of the volume actually occupied by the molecule, which
is the van der Waals volume Vw, and the void space
necessary for thermal expansion and molecular motions.
The ratio between Vw and V is defined as the packing
coefficient � (� = Vw/V) which applies also to the
structure of the transition state (�* = Vw*/V*). A
practical example is outlined in the elemental Diels–
Alder reaction of ethylene and 1,3-butadiene. The two
limiting mechanisms are A (one-step mechanism) and B


(two-step mechanism with a diradical as intermediate)
(Scheme 2). The volumes are listed in Table 2.8


It can be observed that the van der Waals volumes of
the concerted transition state (CTS) and biradical are
similar. This means that the knowledge of Vw is not useful
since it does not permit dichotomy between pathways A
and B. At variance, the packing coefficients are different


���� !" 2����� �,,�� �, ��	��� ��	 *��  ��� �� ���
�		����� �, ����3���.%����� �� ��.%������%�


Medium �2
�V*


(cm3 mol�1)
�Vm*


(cm3 mol�1)a


Diethylether 55 �55 �35
Chloroform 86 �54 �35
Acetonitrile 141 �56 �35
Methanol 208 �35 �15
Ethylene glycol 213 �33 �13
Formamide 369 �21 
0
Water 547 �25 �5 to 0


a Estimated.


$����� !" !.%��		����� �, �����.������.%��� �� �3����.% �.����


���� #" !�%�%����� �, "�%��� �� ��� /��% 01%	�� �������
���4��� ���.%��� ��	 #�53����	����


V (cm3 mol�1)
(molecular


volume)


Vw
(cm3 mol�1)


(van der Waals
volumes)9 �


Ethylene 59.9 25.5 0.4257
Butadiene 83.2 44.8 0.5385
Concerted TS (CTS) 109.1 63.8 0.5829
Diradical TS (DTS) 120.4 65.3 0.5436
Biradical 118.7 64.4 0.5424
Cyclohexene 101.4 59.1 0.5829


$����� #" 
�  ��%� *���4�. �� ��� 67 � 89 .%��		����� �,
���.%��� �� ����	����
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whereas those relative to the pericyclic transition state
(CTS) and the cyclic product are exactly the same: �CTS*
≠�diradical or �DTS* but �CTS* = �cyclohexene. �DTS*
��CTS* demonstrates that the concerted transition state
is more compact than the acyclic one.9 Therefore, on the
basis of packing coefficients, it is possible to discrimate
between pathways A and B. In order to locate the
transition state, we define � = �V*/�V (when �V*
��VS*). This means that if � is close to unity, the
transition state resembles the product structurally. For
example, in the reaction depicted in Scheme 2, from the
volume values listed in Table 2, � takes the calculated
values 0.82 (CTS), 0.54 (DTS) and 0.59 (biradical).


In conclusion, molecular volumes and, hence, reaction
volumes and activation volumes give full confidence in
the criterion to assess the position of the transition state of
the rate-determining step in an organic reaction despite
recent polemical papers contesting its usefulness.10


%&��'��$��� �&�&�%��'����$


���������� �� ��� 	��� �( �)*


The easiest way to discriminate between mechanisms is


the sign of �V*. Such a procedure can be utilized when
two possible mechanisms characterize rate-determining
steps which are affected in opposite ways by application
of pressure, e.g. one would be accelerated (�V* �0) and
the other decelerated (�V* �0). Illustrative examples are
provided by the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of epoxides
and base-catalyzed elimination reactions.


In the acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of epoxides, two
mechanistic possibilities may be envisaged (A1 and A2)
(Scheme 3).11


The A1 pathway involves free carbenium ions whereas
the rate-determining step in the A2 pathway is hydrolysis
affording solvated carbenium ions. The pressure effect
predicts a positive value of �V* for the A1 mechanism
(unimolecular decomposition) and a negative value for
the A2 mechanism (bimolecular reaction). The experi-
mental determination of the activation volume leads
to negative values: at 0°C, �V* = �6, �8.4 and
�9.2 cm3 mol�1 for the hydrolyses of ethylene oxide,
propylene oxide and isobutylene oxide, respectively.11


Consequently, the reaction proceeds according to the A2


mechanism.
The same criterion was applied to the determination of


the mechanism of some elimination reactions. In basic
media they proceed via E1, E2 and E1cB pathways. The


$����� +" 1�	3���%.��	 �.	��%. � �, �*�:�	� 
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last is an E1-type elimination with the formation of a
carbanion as intermediate (Scheme 4). Pressure kinetics
are expected to differ according to the mechanism. E2


reactions feature negative activation volumes (B—H
bond formation and C—X partial bond cleavage occur
concertedly). E1cB mechanisms display positive �V*


values as a result of the volume increase from C—X bond
cleavage and no volume variation in the equilibrium
involving proton transfer.12 The mechanistic results are
listed in Table 3.


Even subtle mechanistic differences can be detected
via the sign of �V*. This is highlighted, for instance, in
the base-catalyzed hydrolysis of acetates and benzoates
which usually follow the BAC2 mechanism (base-
catalyzed acyl cleavage with a tetrahedral intermediate)
(Scheme 5). The pressure effect was measured in the


kinetics of some ester hydrolyses (Table 4).13


Whereas the BAC2 mechanism is obeyed in most
reactions, the hydrolysis of 2,4-dinitrophenyl p-hydroxy-
benzoate is decelerated by pressure and, accordingly,
supports a E1cB mechanism (Scheme 6).


%�����	��� ���������� �� ��� �����
�� �( �)*


However, in most cases, only the absolute value of �V* is
susceptible to operate mechanistic discrimination.


-����.���� �������	" Pericyclicity is a very general
concept. It designates processes in which all bond events
take place in concert by reorganization of electrons
trough a multicenter cyclic transition state. From a
mechanistic point of view, such reactions are concerted


���� +" 1��"����� "�%��� �, �%��������� ������� �� �� �
��	��


Substrate �V* (cm3 mol�1) Mechanism


2-Bromobutane �10 E2
1-Chloro-2-phenylethane �12 E2
cis-�-Bromostyrene �6 E2
Diacetone alcohol �6 E1cB
Mandelonitrile �12 E1cB
Chloroform �16 E1cB


$����� /" $� �3���%.��	 �.	��%. � �, � ��� ��# ; ��� 
��


���� ," 1��"����� "�%��� �, �.	��%. � �,  ��� � ��� 


Estera �V* (cm3 mol�1) Mechanism


o-Nitrophenyl acetate �9 BAC2
p-Nitrophenyl acetate �20 BAC2
DNP p-methoxybenzoate �19 BAC2
DNP m-hyroxybenzoate �15 BAC2
DNP p-hydroxybenzoate �16 E1cB


a DNP = 2,4-dinitrophenyl.


���� /" (�%"��� ��	 *��  ��� �,,�� �� *���.%� �		����� ������� 


Solvent effect �V* Mechanism Transition state


Strong Variable, depending on solvent Sequential Zwitterionic
Weak Moderately negative Sequential Biradical
Weak Very negative Concerted Cyclic


$����� 0" ������ � �, �.	��%. � �, 8�73	������*���.% *3�.	��:.��������
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one-step processes. Non-concertedness implies stepwise
pathways with formation of an intermediate. Intermedi-
ates are essentially of two types: zwitterions which are
highly polar intermediates and biradicals. Their detection
can be operated simply via kinetic studies taking into
account the solvent effect on one side and the pressure
effect on the other side on the rate constant (Table 5).


The magnitude of the activation volume, even, allows
refinement of mechanistic details (see below).


���������	��
�� The [4 � 2] cycloaddition is a proto-
typical high-pressure reaction. It has been extensively
studied under pressure.14 The effect of pressure on the
kinetics of normal, neutral, inverse electron demand
cycloadditions has been reviewed.1 Selected data are
listed in Tables 6, 7 and 9.


The solvent dependence for most reactions listed in
Table 6 is small and � values are close to unity. The
reactions are one-step processes. However, reactions
involving polar substrates are characterized by fairly
polar transition states. This is clearly visible in the MOB–
maleic anhydride cycloaddition: � can be �1 in a weakly
polar solvent (CH2Cl2) whereas it is 
1 in a more polar


solvent (MeCN). These results reflect the occurrence of
electrostriction (�Vm*).


The dimerization of 1,3-butadiene has been investi-
gated in some detail (Scheme 7, Table 8).9


Tables 7 and 8 raise interesting comments. The [4 � 2]
dimerization of isoprene is unquestionably concerted.
However, � is lower in the corresponding dimethylbuta-
diene reaction, although only the [4 � 2] cycloadduct is
observed. This indicates a weakening of concertedness,
possibly ascribed to steric hindrance and the possibility
of mixed (one-and two-step) mechanisms.15 Such a
situation is clearly established in the cyclodimerization of
chloroprene and butadiene (Scheme 7) in which two or
more products are formed, the formation of each being
differently affected by pressure. It can be rationalized
only as a competition of pericyclic concerted Diels–Alder
reaction with stepwise [2 � 2] and [4 � 2] or [4 � 4]
cycloadditions.


In the perchlorocyclopentadiene Diels–Alder reac-
tions, � can take values in a large range from 0.6 to 1.0,
suggesting various mechanistic possibilities from con-
certed transition states to stepwise processes with a
biradical as intermediate since the smallness of solvent
kinetic effects excludes ionic species.1,16 The gradual
shifting of the concerted mechanism to the diradical
pathway with increasing ring size of cycloalkenes may be
explained by the increase in the ring constraints which


���� 0" -,,�� �, *��  ��� �� �����% �%����� 	����	 /��% 01%	�� ������� 


Dienea Dienophile Solvent effect �b


Isoprene Methyl acrylate Weak 0.85
Isoprene Acrylonitrile Weak 0.96
Isoprene Methyl vinyl ketone Moderate 1.02
DMB n-Butyl acrylate Weak 0.89
MOB Maleic anhydride Fairly strong 0.99 (in MeCN)
MOB Maleic anhydride Fairly strong 1.66 (in CH2Cl2)


a DMB = 2,3-dimethyl-1,3-butadiene; MOB = 1-methoxy-1,3-butadiene.
b � Values (� = �V*/�V) are standardized to 20–25°C.


���� 1" -,,�� �, *��  ��� �� ������% �%����� 	����	 /��% 0
1%	�� ������� 


Diene/dienophile Solvent effect �


Isoprene Weak 0.88
DMB Weak 0.72
Chloroprene Weak 
1a


Chloroprene Weak �0.8b


a With respect to the formation of [4 � 2] cycloadducts.
b With respect to the formation of [2 � 2] cycloadducts.


$����� 1" /����������� �, #�53����	����


���� 2" 1��"����� "�%��� �� ����	���� 	�����������


Formation of �V25* (cm3 mol�1) �25


1 �26.5 0.79
2 �14.4 0.59
3 �23.5 0.54
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would force the reaction to proceed through a looser
symmetrical transition state. Potential diradical inter-
mediates may also be stabilized by the chlorine atoms.
The � values are corroborated by �S* values (see Table
9). Low � values indicate a less rigid transition state with
less ordering.


Additional information can be gained from the
knowledge of �V* and �VR in Diels–Alder reactions.


(i) In some Diels–Alder reactions, it has been
observed that � �1, even if the solvent effect is
weak or negligible. This would mean that the
volume profile exhibits a minimum or, in other
words, that the transition state is more compact
than the product. A representative example is
furan cycloaddition (Scheme 9).17


Albeit the importance of secondary orbital inter-
actions for the explanation of the endo preference
in Diels–Alder reactions is controversially dis-
cussed,18 the result (� �1) could be rationalized by
extra stabilization of the endo transition state by
secondary orbital stabilization. A different con-
clusion was drawn from the finding that the retro-
Diels–Alder reaction of the exo-dimethylfulvene-
N-phenylmaleic imide adduct shows a negative
activation volume whereas the activation volume
of the cleavage of the corresponding exo-adduct is
positive.18 However, as the cycloadducts bear
a maleic anhydride or maleimide moiety, �V*
obviously must accommodate polarity effects
(�Vm*) as shown in [4 � 2] cycloadditions (Table
6).


(ii) It has also been observed in Diels–Alder reactions
involving acetylenic substrates that both �V* and
�V are more negative than the corresponding
values in reactions involving ethylenic dieno-
philes.19 The reason has been ascribed to the
rigidity of the acetylenic linear structure. In this
case, the � values do not show great differences
whatever acetylenic or ethylenic dienophiles are
opposed to a diene. Accordingly, concertedness is
fully preserved (Table 10).


$����� 2" /��% 01%	�� ������� �, ��:��%���.%�*����3
	����


���� 3" -,,�� �, *��  ��� �� ��� ��"�� � �%����� 	����	
������� �, *���%���.%�*����	���� �(���� '�


R1 R2 � �S* (J mol�1 K�1)


H Pr 0.84 –
H iPr 0.92 –
H Ph 1.03 –
Me Pr 0.95 –


—(CH2)3— 1.05 �205
—(CH2)4— 0.97 �213
—(CH2)6— 0.75 �130
—(CH2)8— 0.64 �138


$����� 3" <�%��� �� ��� /��% 01%	�� ������� �, 83����.%,���� ��	 ��.%������%�


���� !4" 1��"����� "�%��� �� .%��		����� ��"�%"��� ���.%��� 	����*��%� 


Reactiona �V25* (cm3 mol�1) �V25 (cm3 mol�1) �25


Cyclopentadiene � methyl acrylate �28.3 �33.5 0.84
Cyclopentadiene � DMAD �32.2 �36.1 0.89
Isoprene � methyl acrylate �31.5 �37.0 0.85
Isoprene � methyl propiolate �34.6 �39.5 0.88
DMB � methyl acrylate �28.3 �34.7 0.82
DMB � DMAD �34.1 �38.8 0.88


a DMAD = dimethylacetylene dicarboxylate; DMB = 2,3-dimethyl-1,3-butadiene.
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���	�� ���������� ����	��
�� Related reactions embody
homo-Diels–Alder (�2 � �2 � �2) and bishomodiene
(�2 � 	2 � 	2) cycloadditions (Scheme 10). The solvent
effect is weak. Table 11 portrays the pressure effect.1


These reactions are perfectly concerted according to the �
values.


A nice example of the demonstration of �V* as
mechanistic argument is provided by the catalyzed
cycloaddition reactions between norbornadiene and
methyl propiolate, where both adducts 4 and 5 are
produced. The calculated activation volumes for the
catalyzed homo-Diels–Alder and [2 � 2] processes are
�33.0 and �20.5 cm3 mol�1, respectively. The �V*
difference reveals a change in mechanism: the concert-
edness of the catalyzed homo-Diels–Alder reaction


(� = 0.92) is preserved whereas adduct 5 is formed
according to a stepwise [2 � 2] process (� = 0.53)
(Scheme 11).20 There is no polarity effect as the rate-
determining step is the addition of the diene to the
complex 6 yielding an intermediate. This means that �V*
is a measure of only �VS*, supporting the above
mechanistic conclusion.


�
� ����	��
�� Ene reactions may be paralleled with
Diels–Alder cycloadditions as they involve cyclic transi-
tion states. However, owing to lack of symmetry, the
mechanism must be established in each specific case.1


Scheme 12 presents the addition of dimethyl ketomalo-
nate (DMKM) to 1-hexene. This is an ene reaction
involving (C—H—O) hydrogen transfer.21


$����� !4" =���3/��% 01%	�� ��	 �� ����	���� ������� 


���� !!" 1��"����� "�%��� �� ����3/��% 01%	�� ��	 �� ����	���� ������� 


Process (Scheme 10) Product Solvent �V25* (cm3 mol�1) �25


(�2 � �2 � �2) 4 Benzene �31.5 0.89
(�2 � 	2 � 	2) 5 Chloroform �33.8 0.87


$����� !!" ������ � �, ��� ���%.��	 �		����� �, ����.% *��*��%��� �� ��������	����


$����� !#" -�� ������� ��"�%"��� �� �%>��� ��	 /�2�
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The reaction is insensitive to solvent effects.
Pressure kinetics leads to the volume values �V* =
�28.4 cm3 mol�1 and �V = �27.0 cm3 mol�1. The �
value (1.05) is �1 and, obviously, reflects a very tight
transition state, even more compact than the product.
However, unlike Diels–Alder reactions also experiencing
highly rigid transition states (see above), in the present
case, the �V* data must be interpreted differently. The
compactness of the activated complex may be explained
by an angular hydrogen abstraction. Figure 3 pictures a
possible geometry for such a transfer.


There are many examples of ene reactions for which �
�1 (Table 12). The concerted angular mechanism is also
postulated for the (C—H—C) hydrogen transfer. In the
ene reaction of �-pinene with DMAD, it is interesting to
note that, again, the �V* value is made more negative
owing to the rigidity of DMAD. However, in the (O—
H—O) hydrogen transfer reaction between acetone and
DEKM, � �1, the mechanism is concerted, however, the
hydrogen transfer is a likely linear process.22


The activation volume can be a means to detect a
change of mechanism in ene reactions between alkenes
and diethyl azodicarboxylate (DEAD) (Scheme 13, Table
13).23 It is clear that these reactions occur mostly
stepwise and involve presumably biradical species.


A striking dichotomy in six-membered cycloalkene
ene reactions could be evidenced through the activation


volume.24 Whereas � is 0.58 in the addition of DEAD
to cyclohexene (Table 13) it is 0.88 (with �V25* =
�30 cm3 mol�1) in the corresponding ene reaction of
1,4-cyclohexadiene, suggesting a concerted hydro-
gen transfer process. The reason may be due to the
enhanced rigidity of 1,4-cyclohexadiene (additional
double bond) which adopts a quasi-coplanar structure
like the product (Scheme 14). In this scheme the allylic
hydrogen is transferred orthogonally (� �1 but close to
unity).


Finally, the mechanism of the thermal decomposition
of allylic sulfinyl acids (desulfination) could be shown to
proceed according to a concerted retro-ene reaction
(�V* = �5.5 cm3 mol�1) (Scheme 15).25


�����	����� ����	��
�� These reactions encompass frag-
mentation reactions of type as shown in Scheme 16. The
volume profile of a reverse cheletropic process has
been determined by high-pressure kinetics.26 The
volumes found were �V* = �35.0 cm3 mol�1 and �V =
�33.0 cm3 mol�1 with � = 1.06. It was concluded that
a concerted pericyclic mechanism applies, involving a


 ��
�� +" 1���%�� =3�� ������� �� �!?=?�� ��� ������� 


���� !#" -�� ������� ��"�%"��� 	�,,����� �.*� �, �.	����� ���� ,��#�88�85


Reactiona Hydrogen transfer �V25* (cm3 mol�1) �25


2-Ethyl-1-butene � DMKMb C—H—O �32.8 1.05
2-Ethyl-1-butene � DMKMc C—H—O �34.9 1.12
2,4,4-Trimethyl-1-pentene � DMKM C—H—O �32.0 1.04
�-Pinene � DMKM C—H—O �31.3 1.06
�-Pinene � DMAD C—H—C �39.6 1.12
Acetone � DEKM O—H—O �30.0 0.88


a Solvent is CCl4 or CH2Cl2. DMKM, DEKM = dimethyl and diethyl ketomalonate.
b Yielding Z-isomer.
c Yielding E-isomer.


$����� !+" -�� �		����� �, /-1/ �� �%>��� 


���� !+" -�� ������� ��"�%"��� �!?=?@� �.	�����
���� ,��#�85


Alkene �V25* (cm3 mol�1) �25


Cyclopentene �23.1 0.68
Cyclohexene �19.7 0.58
Cyclooctene �26.9 0.79
Allylbenzene �20 0.56
�-Methylstyrene �23 0.69
�-Pinene �16 0.45
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highly ordered transition state with bond reorganization
almost complete. The possibility of a mechanism
consisting of a slow [4 � 2] cycloaddition with rapid
rearrangement of the resulting sulphenolactone was also
evoked. Both mechanistic pathways are compatible with
the �V* and � values.


�����	����� ������
����
	�� These reactions consist of
intramolecular migration of a �-bond. Most sigmatropic
shifts experience concertedness, meaning that the shifting
occurs through a cyclic transition state. Pressure kinetic
studies corroborate this view in all respects. For example,


in [3,3] sigmatropic shifts (Claisen, Cope) there is
simultaneous bond breaking and bond formation. From
a strict volume standpoint, such reactions should be little
sensitive to pressure since the reaction volume is around
zero. In fact, activation volumes have values ranging
between �10 and �18 cm3 mol�1.1 The negative sign
refers to pericyclicity (high molecular ordering in the
transition state). This is confirmed by large negative
activation entropies and insensitivity of rate constants to
solvents. In the same way, [1,9] and [1,5] sigmatropic
shifts show comparable activation volumes and proceed,
therefore, according to a concerted mechanism.27


$����� !," -�� ������� ��	 ���� �����  ���� 4��� /-1/ ��	 #�73.%���:�	����


$����� !/" 
���.%� ���� �����  ���� �� ��� 	� �%+������ �, �%%.%�  �%+�.% ��	 


$����� !0" ������ � �, ��� ,�������� �, 5�73	�����.% �%,�%���
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However, some [3,3] shifts may be stepwise as shown
in the Cope rearrangement of cis- and trans-1,2-
divinylcyclobutanes (Scheme 17).28 The reaction invol-
ving the cis-isomer 7 is accelerated by pressure
(concerted mechanism) whereas the corresponding
rearrangement of the trans-isomer 8 is slowed. The
reason is that the second process requires initial cleavage
of the C-1—C-2 bond before undergoing rearrangement
(stepwise mechanism).


A radical intermediate was postulated in a [1,4] shift in
2-alkoxypyridine-N-oxides. A positive value for �V* (�
10 cm3 mol�1) was obtained when R is CHPh2 (Scheme
18).29 The assumed radical is stabilized by the two phenyl
groups.


����	�������� ����	��
�� The best example is represented
by the conrotatory opening of cyclobutenes (Scheme 19).
The pericyclicity of the reaction is testified by the clean
stereochemistry. During the process strain is released and
a �-bond is cleaved. The geometric balance of these
events results in a positive reaction volume (about
�2 cm3 mol�1) and so also should be �V* (intuitively,
pressure should retard bond breaking). In fact, in such
electrocyclic reactions, it was found that the conrotatory
opening of cyclobutenes is promoted by pressure (Table
14).30


It is suggested that such concerted processes require a
strict orbital topology fixing the direction of twisting of
the cyclobutane ring. In other words, the conrotatory
opening of cyclobutenes involves a very compact
transition state before opening of the � framework.


%����� �������	" The kinetic pressure effect was
measured in the Michael addition of nitromethane to
methyl vinyl ketone (Scheme 20).31 In the base-catalyzed
reaction the activation volume refers to the rate-
determining step (�19.7 cm3 mol�1). Despite the forma-
tion of charged species (enolate), �Vm* is negligible
(pressure has no or little effect on the formation of


$����� !1" ������������� �, � 3 ��	 ���� 3#�83	�"��.%.%������� 


$����� !2" ��	��% �������	���� �� ��� 6#�79  ��,� �, � 83�%>�:.*.��	���3@3�:�	�


$����� !3" !���������. �*����� �, .%������� 


���� !," 2����� *��  ��� �,,�� �� ��� ���������. �*�����
�, .%������� 


Alkene �V25* (cm3 mol�1)


�2.2


�2.4


�3.2


�3.5
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enolate, which is easily generated at ambient pressure).
However, since such a reaction is reversible, the observed
�V* should acknowledge the activation volume of the
retro-Michael reaction. In fact, this volume amounts
to zero. Since the reaction volume is �VR =
�20.8 cm3 mol�1, � = 0.95 and the Michael addition is
characterized by a late transition state.


The parent base-catalyzed nitroaldol reaction between


ketones and nitroalkanes proceeds in the same way
(Table 15). Although a similar conclusion is reached for
the Michael-like reaction between amines and �,�-
ethylenic esters, there is a notable difference since
considerable electrostriction (generating a magnified
�Vm*) occurs in the transition state owing to the
formation of zwitterions strongly promoted by pressure
(Scheme 21, Table 16).32


$����� #4" �����% �		����� �, ������������ �� ����.% "��.% >�����


���� !/" @�����%	�% ������� �


Ketone Nitroalkane �V25* (cm3 mol�1) �V25 (cm3 mol�1)


Cyclopentanone Nitromethane �20.5 �22.5
Acetone Nitromethane �21.8 �24.3
3-Pentanone Nitromethane �20.8 nd
Acetone Nitroethane �24.8 nd


a Solvent, tetrahydrofuran; base, Bu4NF�3H2O.


���� !0" 1		����� �, ����3���.%����� �� ���3�� �������	 � ��� 


Acrylic ester �V* (cm3 mol�1) �V (cm3 mol�1) �S* (kJ K�1 mol�1)


Methyl acrylate �42 �25.5 �176
Methyl crotonate �45 �25.4 �217
Methyl methacrylate �53 �26.5 �163


$����� #!" 1		����� �, ����3���.%����� �� �� �������	 ���3�� �������	 � ��� 
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The very negative values for �V* acknowledge
�Vm* and support a late transition state. This is in line
with �S* values and is based on the following reasoning.
In an early transition state, the negative charge is
delocalized over the entire molecule including the
substituents (Scheme 21). According to the Drude–
Nernst equation related to electrostriction, in this case,
�Vm* and hence �V* should be different for a mono- and
a diacrylic ester. However, this does not occur. When
the ester is dimethyl maleate, �V* = �45 cm3 mol�1


compared with �V* = �42 cm3 mol�1 for the corre-
sponding methyl acrylate addition (Table 15). The �V*
values are similar and support a transition state in
which the formation of the C—N bond is completed,
forcing the negative charge to a position remote from the
substituent.


����5�$���


Based on the many examples highlighted in this review,
the volume of activation �V* may be a straightforward
criterion to assess mechanistic details in organic reactions
through its sign and absolute value. The actual sig-
nificance of �V* is of mechanistic value when the
following precautions are taken:


� precise determination of rate constants versus pressure;
� decomposition of �V* into volume terms reflecting all


volume contributions arising during the progression of
the reaction from initial to transition state (structural,
steric, environmental, e.g. electrostriction and solvo-
phobicity, etc.);


� comparison of �V* with the reaction volume in order
to locate the transition state along the reaction
coordinate.


Taking into account these necessary requirements,
pressure kinetic studies can play a remarkable confirma-
tory role in mechanistic delineation.
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ABSTRACT: Referring to a crucial problem in crystal engineering and co-crystallization of host–guest complexes,
whether the non-covalent supramolecular interactions existing in a pre-crystalline solution state may determine the
subsequent crystal structure, the particular inclusion properties of host compounds 1, cis- and 2, trans-9,10-bis(4-
bromophenyl)-9,10-dihydroxy-9,10-dihydroanthracene, with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were studied by using
x-ray structure analysis and calorimetric methods. Both hosts form crystalline inclusion complexes with DMSO
showing 2:3 (1�DMSO) and 1:4 (2�DMSO) host:guest composition. The crystal structure of 1�DMSO (2:3) is
dominated by a strong bifurcated acceptor-type H bond interaction involving 1 and one of the DMSO molecules.
Titration calorimetric investigations in solution also confirm the formation of a stable 1�DMSO (1:1) complex unit,
suggesting that for crystal nuclei of 1�DMSO (2:3) the pre-formed 1:1 host–guest complex is the relevant building
block while the additional molecules of DMSO fill lattice voids. In contrast, compound 2 with a trans configuration of
the two hydroxy groups gives much weaker complexation with DMSO in solution, which is in agreement with single
H-bond interaction, also realized in the crystal structure of the respective inclusion complex. Thermal decomposition
(TG–DSC) measurements of the crystalline complexes supply supporting data for these findings. Copyright  2002
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: inclusion compounds; supramolecular interactions; crystallization; calorimetry; X-ray structure
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Non-covalent bonding interactions including ion–ion,
ion–dipole, dipole–dipole, hydrogen bonding, cation–�,
�–� stacking and van der Waals interactions,1 have
become a topic of increasing importance both in solution
and in the solid state.2 Self-assembly,3 inclusion forma-
tion,4 crystal engineering5 and other principles of
supramolecular chemistry6 are obvious results of their
working manifested in a large number of supramolecular
species all being based on the presence of highly specific


non-covalent bonding interactions that control their
structure and packing.7 Crystalline host–guest complexes
(clathrates)8 are one particular type of compounds among
them. Although there is a certain degree of insight into
the molecular packing and building principles of crystal-
line complexes,9 a rational design is far from being
understood.10 Polymorphs11 and different phases of
inclusion compounds12 obtained by recrystallization
from solution are typical of these difficulties.


A previous study13 involving compound 1 (Scheme 1)
has shown that depending on the solvent system used for
crystallization, i.e. toluene, toluene with a trace of
chloroform, two different polymorphs of 1 or an
inclusion compound with chloroform (1:1) are yielded,
respectively, with the polymorph obtained from toluene
and traces of chloroform and the inclusion compound
with chloroform featuring very similar packing motifs.
That leads one to assume that a central issue in this field
should certainly refer to the role of weak supramolecular
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interactions existing in the precrystalline solution phase
or at the very beginning of the crystallization process
which may determine a subsequent crystal structure.


In this connection, particular properties proceeding
from cis and trans stereoisomeric compounds 1 and 2
(Scheme 1) attracted our attention. On recrystallization
from dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), both compounds form
crystalline inclusion complexes with this solvent at which
1�DMSO show 2:3 and 2�DMSO 1:4 host:guest composi-
tion. The crystal structures indicated a remarkably strong
hydrogen bond interaction simultaneously involving the
oxygen atom of DMSO and the two hydroxyls of 1, not
being observed in 2�DMSO. The strong interaction
causes a molecular distortion of 1 and dominates also
the packing structure of the inclusion crystal. These
results suggested the potential use of the compound type
as a model system for a study of the above problem
involving possible pre-organizing non-covalent bonding
interactions in solution prior to the crystallization of the
inclusion compound. Therefore, isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC) was applied in order to detect and to
characterize supramolecular interactions in solution
quantitatively.


#)�/1�� 2,. .+�0/��+-,


Compounds 113 and 214 were synthesized in 55 and 17%
yield, respectively, from 9,10-anthraquinone and 1,4-
dibromobenzene using lithium or magnesium organic
reactions. Both compounds contain two hydroxy groups
and two p-bromophenyl substituents attached to the basic
9,10-dihydroanthracene subunit. However, unlike 1,
providing the two hydroxy groups and accordingly also
the bromophenyls in a cis position, 2 shows a trans
orientation of the respective groups. Hence the different
positions of the interactive groups in 1 and 2 will have an
influence on the crystalline packing, and hence will also
affect their inclusion properties, as demonstrated by the
inclusion compounds with DMSO. They show very
different host:solvent stoichiometric ratios, i.e. 2:3 for 1
and 1:4 for 2, the latter being exceptionally high with


reference to the solvent part, which gives further
encouragement to a structural study. Moreover, poly-
morphous structures of 1 and of a previously reported
inclusion compound with chloroform13 provide a reason-
able base for comparative discussion.


����
����� �����


Perspective views of the molecular structures of 1 and 2,
including the numbering schemes of the atoms, are
shown in Figs 1–3. Crystal data and selected experi-
mental details are summarized in Table 1. Conforma-
tional features of the host molecules and geometric
parameters of selected intermolecular interactions are
listed in Tables 2 and 3.


����
���� �� ��.3�- �%45��While in unsolvated 1 (two
polymorphs) and also in the inclusion compound with
chloroform the 9,10-dihydroanthracene segment of the
host molecule possesses a shallow boat conformation,13 it
is almost planar in the present DMSO complex (Fig. 1).
This appears to be a consequence of the strong host to
solvent interaction manifested in the formation of a
defined H-bonded complex of 1 with DMSO where the
two OH groups of 1 are involved in concurrent H bonding
to the oxygen of DMSO giving rise to a bifurcated (three-
center) acceptor-type hydrogen bond between 1 and
DMSO (Fig. 1). Examples of crystal structures in which
one molecule forms two strong H bonds to a given basic
atom of a second molecule comparable to the present
structural facts are rare in the literature.15 As a result of
the conformational flattening of the 9,10-dihydroanthra-
cene subunit, the p-bromophenyl rings attached to the
9,10-positions of this unit also change their conformation
in that rotations of about 80° around C(9)—C(15) and
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C(10)—C(21) take place in the course of which the
phenyl rings change position from almost face-to-face13


to a V-shaped geometry with the two rings nearly
coplanar. In this manner, two short C—H���O-type
contacts16 involving phenyl hydrogens and hydroxy
oxygens are made accessible stabilizing the whole
system. It is interesting that the geometric placement
resembles those formed in hypervalent (i.e. three-center,
four-electron) bonds.17


The complex units are linked via O���Br contacts13 to
form infinite chains (Fig. 2). Packing of these chains
gives rise to tubular voids that are occupied by a second


DMSO species not being involved in a specific supramol-
ecular interaction and showing statistical disorder.


����
���� �� %�.3�- ��4��� Unfortunately, a parallel
between unsolvated host 2 and its inclusion compound
with DMSO cannot be drawn, since the structure of
unsolvated 2 is lacking. In 2�DMSO (1:4), the host
molecule does not show either a boat conformation of the
central ring, such as in unsolvated 1, or a chair
conformation as in a similar compound without the
bromo substituents,18 but presents an almost planar ring
conformation with the two phenyl groups being perpen-
dicular to the central ring plane and coplanar to each
other (Fig. 3). This allows the formation of short contacts
between H(20)���O(1) and H(26)���O(2) (Table 2) similar
to the DMSO complex of 1 (Fig. 1).


Owing to the trans orientation of the hydroxy groups in
2, a pincer-type supramolecular complex corresponding
to 1�DMSO is not possible with 2. Instead, each of the
hydroxy groups of 2 form a single H bond to the oxygen
atom of a DMSO molecule. By using their methyl groups,
these H-bonded DMSO molecules maintain a further
weak C—H���O contact to neighboring DMSO molecules
not being bound to the host molecules, thus giving rise to
a direct guest–guest interaction. Strands of the guest
molecules are accommodated into channels formed by
the host matrix which is stabilized by weak Br���Br
contacts.


������
����
�� �����


Results of the thermal decomposition measurements of
the complexes 1�DMSO (2:3) and 2�DMSO (1:4) by
means of simultaneous thermogravimetry–differential
scanning colorimetry (TG–DSC) are shown in Fig. 4.
The compound 1�DMSO (2:3) decomposes in two steps,
as expected from the structure analysis, suggesting two
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different species of included DMSO [Fig. 4(a)]. The
overall mass loss in the temperature range 90–190°C of
19.0% confirms the host:guest ratio of 2:3. The first step
of guest release takes place in the temperature range 90–
130°C and is characterized by a mass loss of �6%, which
may be assigned to the one molecule of DMSO non-
bonded and statistically disordered in the crystal lattice.
In the second decomposition step between 130 and
190°C a mass loss of 13% is observed, corresponding to
the guest molecules interacting with 1 through a
bifurcated acceptor-type hydrogen bond. Owing to the
much stronger interaction, more energy (equivalent to a
higher degradation temperature) is needed for removing
these particular guest molecules from the crystal lattice.
Both steps of guest release are accompanied by
appropriate endothermic effects in the DSC curve. In
agreement with the different bonding conditions of the
guest molecules in the two observed decomposition steps,
the molar heats of decomposition are also very different.
The release of the non-hydrogen-bonded DMSO in the
temperature range 90–130°C is accompanied by a heat
effect of 48 � 2 kJ mol�1 DMSO, which is of the order of
magnitude of the heat of evaporation of DMSO
(52.9 kJ mol�1).19 In contrast, the DMSO released at


130–160°C is characterized by a remarkably higher heat
of decomposition of 74 � 2 kJ mol�1, reflecting the
strong bifurcated H bond to the host. TG and DSC
effects above 240°C can be attributed to the melting and
decomposition of the pure host.


More complex are the results for the thermal degrada-
tion of 2�DMSO (1:4) illustrated in Fig. 4(b). At least four
distinguishable steps are observed in both the TG and
DSC curves, not taking into account the effects above
250°C arising from melting and decomposition of the
pure host compound. The total mass loss of 37.5% in the
temperature range 40–160°C corresponds to a host:guest
ratio of 1:4, which is in agreement with the x-ray
structure analysis. Within this temperature range one can
distinguish two main stages of mass loss. One occurs
between 40 and about 120°C and the other between 120
and 150°C, being assigned to the two different types of
host–guest interactions found in the crystal structure.
However, probably owing to some overlapping of the
different stages the stoichiometric ratio (two weakly
interacting DMSO molecules and two hydrogen-bonded
guest molecules) is not exactly reflected by steps (TG) or
peaks (DSC) of equal size in the experimental curves. For
the same reason, it is not possible to calculate reliable
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Parameter 1�DMSO (2:3) 2�DMSO (1:4)


Formula 2(C26H18Br2O2)�3(C2H6OS) C26H18Br2O2�4(C2H6OS)
Formula mass 639.42 834.74
Temperature (K) 293(2) 200(2)
Radiation used (Å) Cu K�, 1.5418 Mo K�, 0.71073
Crystal system Monoclinic Triclinic
Space group I2/a P-1
Unit cell dimensions:
a (Å) 20.179(1) 8.671(2)
b (Å) 13.464(1) 8.915(2)
c (Å) 22.489(1) 25.491(5)
�(°) 90 89.13(3)
�(°) 116.60(1) 89.49(3)
�(°) 90 73.84(3)
Volume (Å3) 5463.4(4) 1892.4(7)
Z 8 2
Dc (mg m�3) 1.555 1.465
Absorb. � (mm�1) 5.088 2.403
F(000) 2584 856
Crystal size (mm) 0.19 � 0.36 � 0.56 0.41 � 0.38 � 0.33
� range for data collection (°) 3.95–64.93 2.38–30.49
Index ranges: min/max h, k, l 0/23, 0/15, �24/23 0/12, �11/12, �36/36
No. of reflections collected 4606 37291
Refinement method Full-matrix/F2 Full-matrix/F2


Absorption correction No correction No correction
Data/restraints/parameters 4606/0/354 11376/0/516
Goodness-of-fit on F2 1.057 1.042
Final R indices [I �2�(I)] R1 = 0.0870, wR2 = 0.232 R1 = 0.0810, wR2 = 0.2124
R indices (all data) R1 = 0.1120, wR2 = 0.2322 R1 = 0.1451, wR2 = 0.2508
Extinction coefficient 0.00025(5) 0.0019(11)
Largest diff. peak and hole (e Å�3) 0.92 and �0.85 0.932 and �1.191
Diffractometer Phillips PW 1100 Enraf Nonius Kappa CCD
Data collection �� 2� scans � scans
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heats of decomposition for the different stages. However,
an averaged value of ca 55 � 5 kJ mol�1 was estimated
for the whole decomposition process. This heat effect is
very close to the heat of evaporation of DMSO,
demonstrating the smaller contribution of specific host–
guest interactions in 2�DMSO (1:4) compared with
1�DMSO (2:3).


Nevertheless, on comparing the thermal degradation
behavior of the two complexes 1�DMSO (2:3) and
2�DMSO (1:4), it is obvious that the strength of the
host–guest interactions essentially determines the tem-
perature range of the appropriate guest release. Up to
about 120°C, only weakly bonded DMSO is released.
The DMSO guest molecules involved in single hydrogen
bonding to one of the host hydroxyls (2�DMSO) are


liberated between ca 120 and 150°C, whereas the more
strongly interacting DMSO molecules (via a bifurcated
acceptor-type hydrogen bond to both the hydroxyls of 1)
are set free mainly above 150°C.


+����
���� � �������� As outlined above, the two
compounds feature specific hydrogen bonding in their
crystals, in particular 1�DMSO (2:3), which is dominated
by a bifurcated hydrogen bond involving the DMSO
oxygen and the two hydroxyl groups of 1. This raises the
question of whether a corresponding interaction between
the two species already exists in solution which will lead
to a pre-organization of the molecules controlling the
subsequent crystallization process and may ultimately
determine the crystal structure. In order to prove this
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Parameter 1 2


Selected torsion angles (°):
O(1)—C(9)—C(11)—C(1) 65.7(7) 64.3(1)
O(1)—C(9)—C(14)—C(13) 111.3(7) 109.6(1)
O(1)—C(9)—C(15)—C(20) 6.5(9) 5.2(1)
C(15)—C(9)—C(11)—C(1) �51.5(8) �54.2(1)
C(11)—C(9)—C(15)—C(16) �57.7(8) �60.9(1)
C(11)—C(9)—C(15)—C(20) 124.3(7) 119.2(1)
O(2)—C(10)—C(12)—C(4) �67.9(7) 50.3(1)
O(2)—C(10)—C(21)—C(22) �10.7(9) �173.0(1)
O(2)—C(10)—C(13)—C(14) �106.4(7) 131.4(1)
C(21)—C(10)—C(12)—C(4) 49.1(8) �65.6(1)
C atoms of the dihydroanthracene moieties are co-
planar within (Å):
Plane 1: C(1)—C(14) �0.074 to �0.160 �0.126 to �0.073
C atoms of the bromophenyl moieties are co-planar
within (Å):
Plane 2: C(15)—C(20) �0.012 to �0.007 �0.005 to �0.008
Plane 3: C(21)—C(26) �0.012 to �0.017 �0.015 to �0.018
Dihedral angle between the LS planes (°):
Planes 1–2 88.00(2) 84.32(1)
Planes 1–3 88.27(1) 88.16(1)
Planes 2–3 15.83(2) 9.45(2)


a Esds, where applicable, are given in parentheses.
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Atoms Symmetry


Distance (Å)


D—H���A angle (°)D���A D—H H���A
1�DMSO (2:3):
O(1)—H(O1)���O(4) �x � 1, y � 1/2, �z � 1/2 2.823(1) 1.07 1.76 176
O(2)—H(O2)���O(4) �x � 1, y � 1/2, �z � 1/2 2.822(1) 0.82 2.02 166
C(22)—H(22)���O(2) 2.707(1) 0.93 2.35 103
C(20)—H(20)���O(1) 2.715(1) 0.93 2.36 103
Br(1)���O(2) x � 1/2, y � 1/2, z � 1/2 3.599(1)
2�DMSO (1:4):
O(1)—H(1O)���O(4) x, y � 1, z 2.706(1) 0.79 1.92 168
O(2)—H(2O)���O(3) x, y � 1, z 2.704(1) 0.66 2.04 175
C(20)—H(20)���O(1) 2.798(1) 1.00 2.42 102
C(26)—H(26)���O(2) 2.682(1) 1.02 2.33 99


a Esds, where applicable, are given in parentheses. D, donor; A, acceptor.
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hypothesis, an isothermal titration calorimetric study in
solution was carried out. Considering the necessary
boundary conditions,20,21 this method is able to provide
equilibrium constants, complexation enthalpies and
complexation entropies. Figure 5 shows the calorimetric
titration curves for the continuous runs with 1 and 2
including also the blank effect (dilution of DMSO
solution into toluene).


It is obvious that the interaction between DMSO and 1
is accompanied by a remarkable larger heat effect than
that for DMSO with 2. Both calorimetric results could be
fitted assuming a simple 1:1 complexation model
providing the thermodynamic data summarized in Table
4. These data were confirmed by the discontinuous,
incremental method in order to check for kinetic
influences and no significant deviations were found.


The data involving 1 and DMSO reflect the expected
stronger interaction by a relatively large exothermic
enthalpy, an approximately one order of magnitude
higher equilibrium constant compared with 2 with
DMSO and a negative entropy of reaction. The
complexation process is exclusively enthalpy driven.
Therefore, it seems possible that a similar host–guest
complex which dominates the crystal structure of
1�DMSO (2:3) by a strong bifurcated acceptor-type
hydrogen bond already exists in solution and controls the
packing structure during crystallization, as postulated
above. In contrast, the 2�DMSO complex in solution is
much less stable and the driving force �RG contains a
considerable part from the positive entropy change. The
complexation enthalpy is only about one third of that for
1�DMSO. This result is in agreement with simple
hydrogen bond interactions suggested by the crystal
structure of 2�DMSO (1:4). Furthermore, the observed
positive entropy change connected with the relatively
small interaction energy and the negative entropy change
(entropy penalty) related to a large exothermic interac-
tion energy for 1�DMSO are typical for supramolecular
complexation phenomena in solution and are subject of
the ‘enthalpy–entropy compensation’ concept.22 In this
particular case, the formation of a strong structural motif
in the 1�DMSO complex obviously overcompensates the
usually positive contribution of solvation effects to the
complexation entropy whereas the complexation entropy
for the weaker 2�DMSO complex is dominated by
solvation effects. Consequently, the difference in the
stability constants is smaller as expected from the
interaction energies.
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Host Log K �RG (kJ mol�1) �RH (kJ mol�1) �RS (J mol�1 K�1)


1 2.45 � 0.06 �14.0 � 0.3 �18.6 � 0.2 �15.4 � 0.5
2 1.4 � 0.2 �7.9 � 0.8 �5.7 � 0.2 7.3 � 2
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Complexation properties between diol host compounds 1
and 2 having defined cis and trans configurations of the
hydroxy groups and DMSO as the guest that have been
studied by crystal structure analysis and calorimetric
estimation of interaction energies both in solution and in
the crystalline state allow the following statements and
conclusions.


In solution, 1 suggests formation of a stable hydrogen-
bonded 1:1 complex with DMSO which is also found in
the form of a pincer-type supramolecular complex
stabilized by bifurcated acceptor-type hydrogen bonding
in the crystalline state. Compound 2, by structure not
being able to undergo complexation similar to 1,
indicates in solution the formation of a single hydro-
gen-bonded complex exhibited also in the crystalline
inclusion complex. Hence the crystal structures of the
two inclusion complexes appear to reflect their previous
history, i.e. crystallization from solution, in that the
preformed complex units are used as building blocks for
lattice generation, while additional molecules of DMSO
act for filling interstitial space. Thermal decomposition
(TG–DSC) measurements on the solid complexes are in
agreement with the different binding states of guest
molecules.


These results show for the compounds studied an
informative model system contributing to the problem of
predetermination of a crystal structure or co-crystalline
material.23 The idea is that based on the role of the host–
guest interaction in the precrystalline solution phase one
may classify three cases: (i) a stable host–guest complex
is present in solution being a probable component of
crystal formation; (ii) weak host–guest complexation
exists in solution which may cause a pre-orientation of
the molecules that controls the packing in the crystal,
while crystallization of a specifically preformed host–
guest complex is less probable; and (iii) specific host–
guest interactions are absent in solution, leading to a
crystal packing of individual molecules mostly steered by
energetic restrictions and steric matching.


More systematic investigations in this field are
required in order to confirm the conception and to obtain
a deeper understanding of crystalline inclusion forma-
tion.


)89)#+3),�21
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Compounds 113 and 214 were prepared from 1,4-
dibromobenzene and 9,10-anthraquinone with n-BuLi
or magnesium in dry diethyl ether or diethyl ether–
toluene in yields of 55 and 17%, respectively, using
literature procedures. Inclusion compounds 1�DMSO
(2:3) and 2�DMSO (1:4) were obtained by recrystalliza-


tion of 1 and 2 from DMSO. The crystals which formed
on cooling were collected and dried. Host:guest stoichio-
metric ratios were determined by 1H NMR integration
and TG–DSC. Crystals suitable for x-ray investigation
were prepared by slow evaporation of solutions of the
respective compounds in DMSO.


0��������(��	��


Intensity data for 1�DMSO (2:3) and 2�DMSO (1:4) were
obtained on a Philips PW 1100 diffractometer at room
temperature. The �� 2� scan mode was used. Owing to
the disorder of the guest molecules, especially the sulfur
atoms in structure 2�DMSO (1:4), a low-temperature
measurement at 200 K using an Enraf Nonius Kappa
CCD diffractometer equipped with a CCD camera was
performed. Initial structure models (SIR9224) were
refined by full-matrix least squares on F2 (SHELXL-
9725) until convergence. Hydrogen atoms of —OH
groups were located from difference electron density
maps and the remainder of the H atoms were placed on
the basis of geometric evidence. Crystal data and selected
experimental details are given in Table 1.
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The thermal degradation of the two different inclusions
was studied by means of TG and DSC using a
simultaneous TG–DSC 111 system (SETARAM,
France). Crystals of an average size of 0.5–1 mm were
taken from the mother liquor, blotted dry on filter-paper
and rinsed briefly with diethyl ether in order to remove
traces of DMSO on the surface of the crystals. For each
measurement 3–4 mg of the sample were weighed into
open standard aluminum crucibles. The temperature
range for the TG–DSC runs was typically 20–280°C at
a linear heating rate of 5 K min�1. Argon at a flow-rate of
20 ml h�1 was used as purge gas for all measurements.


+��������� �������� 
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Titration calorimetric measurements were performed at
25°C by means of a twin heat conduction microcalori-
meter of the Calvet type (DAK 1A-1, Russia). The
titration insertion cell is laboratory-made and the design
and properties of the titration equipment have been
described in detail recently.20 The titration calorimeter is
characterized by a minimal detectable heat power of
1 �W and a long-term baseline drift �2 �W h�1. The
calorimetric vessel was typically filled with 2 ml of a
solution of the host in toluene acting as inert solvent. Up
to 2 ml of guest solution (DMSO in toluene) was added
either in small increments of 0.2 ml at an injection rate of
20 ml h�1 (discontinuous titration) or continuously at
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2 ml h�1. The concentrations of host and guest solutions
were ca 7 and 40 mmol l�1, respectively. DMSO was
used in surplus to ensure that data were collected over
nearly the whole extent of reaction. Corrections for
dilution effects were made by subtracting the appropriate
blank effects from the calorimetric curves. Thermody-
namic data (reaction enthalpy, equilibrium constant and
reaction entropy) were computed by a least-squares
analysis of the corrected calorimetric curves using a
special computer program written on the MATLAB
(MathWorks, USA) platform. The thermodynamic prin-
ciple of the calculating procedure is described in detail in
the literature.20,21


��		�������� .���


Atomic coordinates, bond lengths and angles, and
thermal parameters have been deposited as supplemen-
tary data at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center
with deposit No. CCDC 179856, 179857. Lists of the
observed and calculated structure factors and the
anisotropic displacement parameters for the non-hydro-
gen atoms may be obtained from the authors (E.W.) on
request. Crystallographic data and computer graphics of
the structures can also be viewed at the epoc website at
http:/www.wiley.com/epoc.
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ABSTRACT: The effect of the molecular structure of azobenzene and related azo dyes on their reactivity towards .OH
radicals in water was investigated by performing ultrasonic irradiation experiments on their aqueous solutions and
density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Sonolysis of azobenzene, methyl orange, o-methyl red and p-methyl red
was performed at a frequency of 500 kHz and 50 W applied power under air saturation. Under such irradiation
conditions, these molecules were shown to decompose through .OH radical addition reactions taking place in the bulk
liquid. The ortho isomer of methyl red reacted at significantly higher rates (nearly 30% higher) than the other three
studied compounds in non-buffered aqueous solutions. In contrast, measurements performed at lower pH (10 mM


HNO3), at which the carboxylic group vicinal to the azo group is protonated, yielded a similar reaction rate for all four
substrates, i.e. the specific acceleration observed in the ortho-substituted dye disappeared with protonation. These
results were rationalized by the computation of formation energies of the adduct originated in the .OH addition to the
azo group, performing DFT calculations combined with the polarized continuum model (PCM) of solvation. The
calculations suggest that intramolecular H-bonding in the o-methyl red–OH adduct provides extra stabilization in that
particular case, which correlates with the observed higher addition rates of .OH radical to the anionic form of that
isomer in non-buffered solutions. On the other hand, the energy changes calculated for the .OH addition to an o-
methyl red molecule which is protonated in the carboxylic group (representative of the situation at pH 2) do not differ
significantly from those computed for the other three molecules studied. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: azo dyes; hydroxyl radical addition; kinetics; molecular structure
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Hydroxyl radicals participate in several chemical reac-
tions involved in advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) in
aqueous media, such as semiconductor photocatalysis,1


ultrasonic irradiation2–4 and gamma radiolysis,5 as well
as in more classical techniques such as ozonation6 and
Fenton’s reaction.7 These active species react readily
with most organic solutes in water, usually at diffusion-
controlled rates.8 Some experimental information is
available on the kinetics and pathways of .OH radical
reactions with azo dyes in aqueous solution.3,4,9,10 Azo
dyes constitute an important group of pollutants present
in industrial wastewater effluents. Our recent investiga-
tions suggested that .OH (aq) addition to the azo double
bond can be considered the first step of a degradative
sequence of reactions under ultrasonic irradiation, that
results in the ultimate breakage of the N=N bond and the


production of single-ring aromatic byproducts and
reaction intermediates.3 Under continuous sonication,
some of these undergo further oxidation to yield
carboxylic acids and stable mineralization products such
as NO�


3 (aq) and CO2 (g). Hydroxyl radicals are also able
to attack the aromatic rings and the dimethylamino
groups in these molecules. Small amounts of byproducts
of the latter reaction were detected in the work
mentioned.3


In our previous studies,3,4 four model azo compounds
were studied: azobenzene (AB) and the dyes methyl
orange (MO), o-methyl red (o-MR) and p-methyl red (p-
MR) (Fig. 1). The presence of a carboxylic group in the
vicinity of the azo double bond of o-MR is most likely the
reason for the observed significantly higher rate of
decomposition of that particular dye, as compared with
those determined for its isomer p-MR and for the related
MO and AB. In the last three molecules, the measured
rate constants were very similar, indicating a certain
insensitivity to the presence of substituents located far
from the azo nucleus. The same trend was observed in
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experiments performed under different background gases
(Ar, O2 and air). Two other independent determinations
of the bimolecular rate constants for the reaction of AB or
MO with .OH radical, based on the pulsed radiolysis of
N2O-saturated dye aqueous solutions, also yielded near
by identical values (2.0 � 1010 l mol�1 s�1) for these two
dyes.9,10


In this work, our goal was to provide insight into the
influence of the molecular structure on the reactivity of
azo compounds towards .OH radicals in aqueous solution,
with the primary aim of explaining the observed rate
enhancement due to ortho substitution with a carboxylic
group. Reactions of organic molecules with .OH radicals
occurring at near diffusion-controlled rates in aqueous
solutions present small, albeit non-negligible, activation
energies, of the order of 10–20 kJ mol�1.8,11 The
observed reaction rates may differ between different
isomers of the reactant owing to changes in their
molecular structure.8,12–14


In order to understand better the role of the substitution
with carboxylic groups, we have extended the available
experimental information from near-neutral solutions to
the acidic range. The ultrasonic irradiation of solutions of
all azo compounds was performed under non-buffered
conditions and at pH 2, with all other experimental
parameters mantained constant (e.g. ultrasonic fre-
quency, power density, temperature) at the previously
reported values.3 At pH 2, MO and the MRs are present as
neutral non-ionic molecules, whereas at even lower pH
the cationic species predominate owing to the protonation
of N atoms either at the tertiary amino group or in the azo


group.15–18 Under ultrasonic irradiation at frequencies in
the range 20–1000 kHz, cavitation bubbles are produced
in the liquid. These bubbles are able to couple with the
acoustic field and collapse violently during sonication,
reaching extreme local conditions of temperature and
pressure (in the range of thousands of kelvin and
hundreds of bars, respectively). Several chemical pro-
cesses take place upon cavitation bubble collapse.19


When the solutes are non-volatile, which is the case with
azo dyes, water thermolysis is the main sonochemical
reaction taking place in the cavities. The main oxidant
species released in solution by this process are .OH
radicals, superoxide and H2O2. The former is short-lived,
reaching a steady-state concentration in water, while
superoxide and H2O2 accumulate in the vessel during
irradiation. Organic solutes reacting fast with superoxide
(such as benzoquinone) were shown to follow zero-order
kinetics,4 while those reacting faster with .OH radicals
follow first-order kinetics. That was observed with
azobenzene and azo dyes.3


Supporting our experimental studies, we have explored
the chemistry of addition of .OH radical to each of the
substrates (i.e. adduct formation), using density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations20,21 combined with a
continuum model of solvation.22 In the case of o-MR and
p-MR, both the anionic structure and the protonated
molecule were analyzed with the same methodology. The
azo dyes studied are present in solution in two different
configurations, cis (Z) and trans (E),14 with the latter
being the most stable and abundant isomer. Therefore,
the calculations performed in this work focus on the
comparison between trans isomers only.
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The experimental setup and methodology employed in
the sonochemical experiments have been described
previously.3,4 Ultrasonic irradiation of air-saturated
solutions of the four substrate molecules in water and
in 0.01 M HNO3 (aq) was performed in a 650 ml batch
sonoreactor (Undatim Ultrasonics), operating at 50 W
(77 W l�1 power density). The pH of the solutions was
measured with an Altex 71 pHmeter, before and after
ultrasonic irradiation. In the case of non-buffered
solutions, the pH changed from an initial value of 6.5
to a final reading near to 5.0. When HNO3 was employed
to control the pH, the initial value was set at 2.0 and it
remained constant during the 30 min of irradiation. The
initial concentration of the substrates was adjusted over
the range of 2.7–3.2 �M. These values are close to the
highest soluble dye concentrations attainable at pH 2,
owing to the precipitation of the non-ionic organic
molecules. Such solubility limitations did not exist
during our previous experiments in non-buffered solu-
tions, where the anionic forms of the dyes readily
dissolved in water, and therefore the concentrations
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previously employed (10 �M) were impossible to reach at
pH 2. For that reason, we repeated our previous
experiments (in near-neutral conditions) reducing the
initial dye concentration to 3 �M, for the sake of
comparison. The solutions were filtered through
0.45 �m pore size filters (Gelman) prior to sonication.
The temperature of the treated solutions was kept
constant at 15.0°C by circulating water from a thermostat
through the cooling jacket of the reactor. Samples (1 ml)
were withdrawn at different times and analyzed with a
Hewlett-Packard 8452 A diode-array spectrophotometer,
using a semi-micro 10 mm quartz cuvette.


The chemical reagents, AB (Aldrich, �99%), MO
(Baker, �95%), o-MR (Sigma, �95%) and p-MR
(Sigma, �97%) were used without further purification.
Solutions were prepared with water purified using a
Millipore Milli-Q UV Plus system (R = 18.2 M� cm).


(�#-�
�
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The geometry of AB, MO, o-MR and p-MR (the MRs in
their anionic and protonated forms) and their correspond-
ing .OH aducts were fully optimized without symmetry
constraints using DFT calculations.20,21 Restricted RHF
calculations were performed for closed-shell species, and
an unrestricted scheme was employed for the radical
states.


The DFT calculations were performed using a
Gaussian basis set implementation of DFT.21 The
Kohn–Sham self-consistent procedure was applied for
obtaining the electronic density and energy through the
determination of a set of one-electron orbitals.20


Gaussian basis sets were used for the expansion of the
one-electron orbitals and also for the additional auxiliary
set used for expanding the electronic density. Matrix
elements of the exchange-correlation potential were
calculated by a numerical integration scheme.23 The
orbital and auxiliary basis sets optimized by Sim and co-
workers24 for DFT calculations were used for C, N and H
atoms. The contraction patterns were (5211/411/1) for C
and N and (41/1) for H. The contraction patterns for the
electron density expansion sets were (1111111/111/1) for
C and N and (111111/1) for H. A more detailed
description of the technical aspects of the program is
given in Ref. 21 The generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) Becke and Perdew combination of functionals
for exchange and correlation, respectively, was em-
ployed.25,26


Solvent effects in DFT calculations were modeled
using the polarized continuum model (PCM) schemes.
The PCM implementation given in Ref. 22, in which the
self-consistency between the solute wavefunction and
solvent polarization is achieved during the self-consistent
field cycle, was employed. PCM computations were
performed using the Gaussian98 software package at the
optimized geometries in vacuum.27
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The sonochemical depletion rates of AB, MO, o-MR and
p-MR were determined in water and in 0.01 M HNO3


aqueous solutions. The bleaching rates of the substrates
were studied following the disappearance of the parent
molecule through its absorbance at �max in the visible
region. Dye bleaching reactions followed pseudo-first-
order rates in every case. Under acidic conditions, the
anionic dyes are present in the protonated (i.e. non-ionic)
forms exclusively, whereas azobenzene remains un-
changed.15–18 Except for AB, the spectra of the proto-
nated molecules are red shifted and considerably more
intense than those corresponding to the anionic spe-
cies.28,29 The values of the measured pseudo-first-order
rate constants (k�X) in each case, together with the
corresponding spectroscopic information, are reported in
Table 1.


The results obtained in non-buffered solutions are
essentially the same as those obtained in our previous
work for higher initial concentrations of the dyes, the rate
measured for o-MR (k�o�MR) being higher than the
others by about 30%. As opposed to the trends previously
observed for the sonolysis rates of anionic species, the
experiments at low pH indicate that protonated o-MR
molecules are not substantially more reactive towards
.OH radicals than the other molecules. Within experi-
mental error, all four reported k�X values are essentially
the same. Figure 2 illustrates the ratio of the observed
degradation rate of X = MO, o-MR and p-MR over the
value determined for AB under the same experimental
conditions. Whereas the experiments performed at pH 2
do not show any particular reactivity enhancement as
compared with AB, the data for non-buffered solutions
illustrate the significantly higher relative rate measured
for o-MR, which is not observed with the other studied
substrates.


The actual values of the measured rate constants are
higher at pH 2 than in near-neutral solutions. This
difference is probably related to the presence of a
significant concentration of HNO3 in the former case,
which may participate in a variety of high-temperature
gas-phase reactions within the cavitation bubbles,
particularly


HONO2�g���� �OH (g) � �NO2�g� �1�


Changes in the gaseous composition of cavitation
bubbles affect the sonochemical rates due to physical
and chemical modifications of the implosion condi-
tions.3,4,19 Under the bubble collapse conditions at pH 2
in the presence of HNO3, a higher yield of available .OH
radicals may result. This enhanced flux will ultimately
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reach the bulk solution and subsequently react with the
azo dyes at a higher pseudo-first-order rates. The
experimental pseudo-first-order rate constant for the
depletion of the substrate X, k�X, can be expressed as
the product of the bimolecular rate constant for the
reaction of X with .OH radicals (k�X


OH) times the steady-
state .OH radicals concentration attained in the bulk
liquid during ultrasound irradiation, [.OH (aq)]ss, as
follows:


k�X � k�X
OH	�OH (aq)
ss �2�


Replacing with the data for AB, for which the bimol-
ecular rate is known (k�AB


OH = 2 � 1010),9 we can
estimate [.OH (aq)]ss under the two regimes. These
values are reported in Table 1, and suggest that HNO3


increases the available concentration of .OH radicals by a
factor of nearly 2. The determination of [.OH (aq)]ss in
non-buffered solutions is also in good agreement with our
previous determinations in the same reactor.4 Equation
(2) allows us to estimate the bimolecular rate constants
k�X


OH for MO, o-MR and p-MR under the two pH
conditions, also reported in Table 1.


We have assumed, in the present analysis, that only
.OH radicals are able to decolorize azobenzene and azo
dyes solutions under ultrasonic irradiation. Reactions
involving sonochemically generated H2O2 are slower,
and can be neglected. Superoxide and .O2H radicals are
also produced during sonolysis. However, when these
species react with the substrate at rates similar to those of
.OH (diffusion controlled), overall zeroth-order kinetics
should be observed.4 Therefore, the observation of first-
order degradation kinetics in this case indicates that .OH
radicals are the primary bleaching agents, and that the
other radical species are of minor importance in the
overall process.
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The optimized structures for the adducts are presented in
Fig. 3 and the most relevant geometric parameters are
reported in Table 2. In all cases, a significant increase in
the N—N bond distance is observed upon formation of
the adduct; this is consistent with the formally single N—
N bond in the latter. These results for the azo compounds
agree with previous DFT calculations of substituted
azobenzenes,30 and are consistent with the observed
products of their sonolysis, which are mostly single-ring
aromatic compounds originated in the breakage of the
azo bond.3 A unique differentiating feature in the
structure of the o-MR adduct, compared with the other
three, is that the O—H bond is partially dissociated due to
the H-atom abstraction by the carboxyl group. The O—H
distance in this case is 1.380 Å, compared with values
corresponding to typical .OH bonds in the cases of AB,
MO and p-MR, which are close to 1 Å. The N—O bond
distance is also significantly shorter in the o-MR adduct
than in the other species. In the case of protonated o-MR,
there is still an H-bond, but since it is much weaker than
in the unprotonated case, the O—H bond length increases
by only 0.05 Å with respect to typical .OH values. The
intramolecular H-bonding is facilitated by the formation
of a seven-membered ring, which includes the .OH, one N
atom at the azo group, two aromatic carbons and a C—O
bond from the carboxyl group.


In all cases, the spin density of the adducts is mainly
localized on the nitrogen atoms of the azo group, and on
the para and ortho carbon atoms of the aromatic ring next
to the N where the hydroxyl radical is not bonded. As an
illustrative example, in o-MR the Mulliken spin popula-
tions of the N atom bonded to the hydroxyl radical, the
other N atom and the ortho and para carbons are 0.15,
0.31, 0.10 and 0.10, respectively.


��/�� ��3���.�� %�����45��4��� 
�� �����
��� 6��78 �� ��� ��������� ���� 
� �
��
����� ��&������
 
�� �����
�� �� ���
�
����� �� �
�� ��� 9��� 32 
���
�� 6��7


328 
�� �%�������%�� %

&���� �� 7 : #/� �3� �4�; 
�� %4�;


pH Parameter AB MO o-MR p-MR


Non-buffereda �max (nm) 319 464 430 464
�max (l mol�1 cm�1) 22000 26900 20900 26300


103 k�X (min�1) 42 � 2 43 � 2 55 � 2 40 � 2
10�10 k�X


OH


(l mol�1 s�1)
2c 2.0 � 0.1 2.6 � 0.1 1.9 � 0.1


2b �max (nm) 319 507 520 508
�max (l mol�1 cm�1) 23900 45700 51800 44500


103 k�X (min�1) 82 � 3 85 � 3 83 � 3 88 � 3
10�10 k�X


OH


(l mol�1 s�1)
2c 2.1 � 0.1 2.0 � 0.1 2.1 � 0.1


a [OH(aq)]ss = (3.5 � 0.2) � 10�14 M
b [OH(aq)]ss = (6.9 � 0.2) � 10�14 M
c Literature value,a taken as reference.
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��/�� �� $*� �%��&�<�� �������� ���&���� %

&���� ��
32 
������� %������


Parameter AB MO o-MR
o-MR
prot. p-MR


p-MR
prot


d(NN) (Å)a 1.274 1.282 1.282 1.276 1.283 1.278
d(NN) (Å) 1.317 1.339 1.334 1.323 1.329 1.325
d(OH) (Å) 0.988 0.989 1.380 1.033 0.989 0.989
d(NO) (Å) 1.439 1.450 1.336 1.388 1.445 1.452
�NOH (°) 103.8 105.0 103.6 102.7 104.3 102.0


a These correspond to the reactant.


��/�� 1� ,������� ��
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� &����8 6� ��
� : 0��10 �=8 ��
.
���& 
�� 
>����� �������� �� �
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AB MO o-MR
o-MR
prot. p-MR


p-MR
prot


DFT �16.5 �11.8 �42.1 �22.3 �14.1 �16.4
DFT/PCM �11.3 �6.4 �22.8 �16.1 �10.0 �10.4
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Table 3 illustrates the calculated values for the
energetic change �E associated with the addition of
.OH radical to the azo double bond of each substrate
molecule:


X � �OH � �X---OH �3�


where X = AB, MO, o-MR or p-MR (the MRs in their
anionic and protonated form). It can be seen that for all
species the process is predicted to be exergonic in
vacuum. AB, p-MR, the protonated p-MR and MO yield
very similar results. On the other hand, �E calculated for
o-MR is significantly higher. This is consistent with the
experimental kinetic observation, if more negative values
for �E are associated with smaller activation energies. A
significant difference between o-MR and the other azo
species is due to the fact that a very strong intramolecular
hydrogen bond is formed upon .OH addition in this
particular case. Upon protonation of o-MR there is a
marked decrease in �E; however, the computed value is
still much larger than those corresponding to the other
azo compounds. This is also due to the formation of an
intramolecular H-bond (Fig. 3). The decrease in �E can
be ascribed to the fact that for unprotonated o-MR, the
hydrogen bond formed with the negatively charged
carboxylic group is much stronger than that formed with
the neutral protonated moiety. Protonation has a very
small effect on the only other azo compound, p-MR,
containing a carboxylic group, since in this case H bonds
are not formed upon reaction with .OH.


In the case of AB, p-MR and MO, consideration of
solvent effects leads to a decrease in the computed energy
changes. This can be understood in terms of a reduction
in solvation energies on going from the reactants to the
adduct. It is interesting that the decrease is of the order of
magnitude of the energy associated with a hydrogen bond
(4–5 kcal mol�1), which is expected to be lost when free
.OH forms the corresponding adduct. In the case of o-
MR, the reduction in �E due to solvent effects is of the
order of 20 kcal mol�1. In this situation, both reactants,
.OH and o-MR, form strong H-bonds with the solvent;
these interactions are subsequently lost upon formation of
the adduct. It is interesting that in the case of the
protonated o-MR, a case in which the neutral carboxylic
moiety forms weaker H-bonds with the solvent, the
trends are similar to those for the other azo compounds.


In summary, there is good agreement between the
observed pseudo-first-order rates for the degradation of
the dyes and the above calculations of �E for the .OH
adduct formation with both anionic and non-ionic
(protonated) dyes, which strongly suggests that internal
H-bonding in the o-MR adduct is the cause of the
unusually high reactivity of its anionic form.
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ABSTRACT: Solvolytic reactivities of 4-nitrobenzhydryl bromides (2b–5b) and chlorides (2c–5c) were studied using
single- and dual-parameter Grunwald–Winstein-type correlation analyses with YBnX and YxBnX scales, respectively.
Extended charge delocalization over two aryl rings at cationic transition states were found for 3 and 5, but not for 2 or
4. Calculations of the charge distributions in 3c and in the corresponding cation 3a were performed using a Hartree–
Fock approximation (RHF/6-31G* basis set) and density functional models (pBP/DN** and other basis sets),
respectively, on Mulliken population analysis and on electrostatic potential analysis. The possible contribution of
non-canonical resonance structure is discussed. Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: benzhydryl halides; ab initio calculations; correlation analysis; kinetics; non-canonical resonance
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The solvolysis of the benzhydryl system is generally
considered to proceed via a unimolecular ionization
mechanism.1 Theoretical studies using AM1 calculations
indicated that the transition state was at about a little
earlier than the half-way point along the reaction
coordinate for the formation of the cationic intermedi-
ate.2 Intramolecular nucleophilic participation was re-
alized in the solvolysis of several ortho substituted
benzhydryl halides, such as o-nitro- and o-carbo-
phenoxybenzhydryl bromides3,4 and chlorides,3 es-
pecially in solvents of low nucleophilicity.5


In the study of the solvolytic mechanism, correlation of
rates of solvolysis using single- or dual-parameter
Grunwald–Winstein equations [Eqns (1)6 or (2)7] with
appropriate scales of solvent ionizing power Y and
solvent nucleophilicity N has generally been employed as
an effective tool for detecting the involvement of solvent
participation. Some recent examples are shown in Ref. 8.


log k � mY �1�
log k � mY � IN �2�


In our previous studies we employed YBnX and YxBnX


scales of solvent ionizing power9 to demonstrate the
variation of extent of charge delocalization in the cationic
transition state for the solvolysis of benzhydryl bro-
mides10 or chlorides11 containing different substituents.
Moreover, for 4-nitrobenzhydryl bromide (2b)10 and
chloride (2c),11 linear correlation using the dual-par-
ameter equation in Eqn. (2) with YBnX and N (NOTs or NT)
indicated nucleophilic solvent participation in solvolysis
and the positive charge delocalized mainly over the
unsubstituted phenyl ring. To extend our investigation on
the solvolysis of disubstituted benzhydryl systems, a
series of 4�-substituted 4-nitrobenzhydryl bromides (3b–
5b) and chlorides (3c–5c) were studied.


On the other hand, recent work on the solvolysis of
N,N-diphenylcarbamoyl chloride (6) suggested a possible
contribution of non-canonical resonance structure in the
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cationic transition state (7) (Scheme 1).12 Thus, it is
desirable to examine other systems to find out if a similar
phenomenon could also be observed. Indeed, an excellent
linear relationship for the single-parameter equation in
Eqn. (1) with YxBnX scales in the case of 4�-phenoxy
derivatives (3b and 3c) was observed. Ab initio calcula-
tions were to confirm positive charge distribution to the
phenoxy ring in the 4-nitrophenyl-4-phenoxyphenyl-
methyl cation (3a), and to suggest a possible contribution
of non-canonical resonance structure.


%� (�� )$' '# �(  #&$


4�-Substituted 4-nitrobenzhydryl halides 3b–5b and 3c–
5c were prepared from the corresponding alcohols by
using conventional methods. Solvolyses were carried out
in a variety of solvents, and kinetic measurements were
performed by the conductimetric method. Pertinent rate
constants at 25°C are listed in Table 1. The preference of
using NOTs, rather than NT, has already been demon-
strated.11 Thus, regression analyses of log k values
against YBnBr,


13 YBnCl,
14 YxBnBr


10b or YxBnCl
11 using the


single-parameter equation in Eqn. (1) and against the


combination of NOTs
15 and YBnX or YxBnX using the dual-


parameter equation in Eqn. (2) were performed. The
results of best correlation for 1b–5b and for 1c–5c are
shown in Table 2.


From Table 2 it is obvious that the effect of an
activating para-methyl or para-phenyl substituent in the
aryl moiety is not enough to overshadow the influence by
the strongly deactivating para-nitro group in the other
ring. Non-limiting mechanisms for the solvolysis, similar
to the behavior of 4-nitrobenzhydry bromide (2b)10b and
chloride (2c),11 were again the result. The decreasing
order of l values in Eqn. (2) for 2b and 4b, and also for 2c
and 4c, suggests a lesser extent of solvent participation
due to the presence of the electron-donating methyl
group. The linear relationship with NOTs and YBnX in Eqn.
(2) for 4b and 4c could be considered as an indication of
the positive charge delocalization mainly over the 4-
methylphenyl ring. For the cation (5a) derived from 5b or
5c, the extended charge delocalization over the biphenyl
rings due to resonance stabilization (Scheme 2) could be
realized from the observed linear correlation with NOTs


and YxBnX.
Substrates containing the more strongly activating


para-phenoxy group (3b and 3c) were more reactive than


 ���*� +
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those containing para-methyl or para-phenyl (Table 1).
Both 3b and 3c were found to solvolyze via a limiting
SN1 mechanism, since excellent linear correlation with
the single-parameter equation in Eqn. (1) was observed
(Table 2). This is likely due to the swamping of the
influence of the electron-withdrawing para-nitro group
by the electron-donating para-phenoxy group. In fact, 3b
is more reactive than the non-substituted benzhydryl
bromide 1b,10b and 3c is also more reactive than 1c.11


More remarkably, the excellent linear log k–YxBnX plots
[Eqn. (1)] suggest a limiting SN1 mechanism with
extended positive charge delocalization over two aryl
rings. Since previous studies suggested that the charge
delocalization over the deactivating 4-nitrophenyl ring
was relatively insignificant in the solvolytic transition


state for 4-nitrobenzhydryl halides 2b10 and 2c,11 a
spread of positive charge to both rings in the 4-
phenoxyphenyl moiety for the solvolysis of 3b and 3c
might be considered as a consequence.


Accordingly, ab initio calculations on the charge
distribution in 3c and the corresponding 4-nitrophenyl-4-
phenoxyphenylmethyl cation 3a were carried out in order
to judge whether or not the chemical evidence for such a
spread of charge is conceivable. From our previous
experience,12 the difference of charge between the partial
charge at certain position of the neutral molecule and the
cation (�charge) showed only very small variation if
Mulliken population analysis16 or natural population
analysis17 were applied. In addition, calculations of
charge distributions using density functional theory


�	��� +, �	��	���� ���� �	������� 	
 ��� �������  ��!������ ������ �� "#°�


Solventa
Rate constant (s�1)


3b 4b 5b 3c 4c 5c


100E 3.551 � 10�3 1.003 � 10�4 4.125 � 10�5 2.672 � 10�4 5.004 � 10�6


90E 1.524 � 10�2 4.685 � 10�4 1.954 � 10�4 1.204 � 10�3 2.340 � 10�5


80E 4.723 � 10�2 1.247 � 10�3 5.120 � 10�4 4.256 � 10�3 7.331 � 10�5


70E 1.463 � 10�1 3.235 � 10�3 1.270 � 10�3 1.035 � 10�2 2.280 � 10�4 7.845 � 10�5


60E 7.900 � 10�3 3.449 � 10�3 2.892 � 10�2 5.737 � 10�4 2.142 � 10�4


50E 2.312 � 10�2 8.624 � 10�3 8.123 � 10�2 2.026 � 10�3 8.123 � 10�4


90A 7.448 � 10�5 3.004 � 10�6


80A 5.186 � 10�3 3.213 � 10�4 4.012 � 10�5 2.052 � 10�4 1.561 � 10�5


70A 2.721 � 10�2 9.884 � 10�4 1.710 � 10�4 1.286 � 10�3 5.780 � 10�5 8.443 � 10�6


60A 1.123 � 10�1 3.035 � 10�3 6.983 � 10�4 5.769 � 10�3 1.854 � 10�4 4.123 � 10�5


50A 9.799 � 10�3 2.861 � 10�3 2.488 � 10�2 6.294 � 10�4 2.014 � 10�4


100M 4.742 � 10�2 8.432 � 10�4 4.437 � 10�4 2.181 � 10�3 5.161 � 10�5


90M 1.691 � 10�1 2.548 � 10�3 1.336 � 10�3 8.561 � 10�3 1.600 � 10�4 8.113 � 10�5


80M 5.408 � 10�1b 8.261 � 10�3 3.906 � 10�3 2.954 � 10�2 5.420 � 10�4 2.515 � 10�4


70M 2.518 � 10�2 1.122 � 10�2 7.318 � 10�2 1.750 � 10�3 7.398 � 10�4


60M 6.119 � 10�2 3.062 � 10�2 4.873 � 10�3 2.312 � 10�3


100T 5.738 � 10�2 3.472 � 10�2 6.342 � 10�1b 1.048 � 10�2 6.935 � 10�3


80T20E 1.070 � 100b 1.052 � 10�2 6.807 � 10�3 1.248 � 10�1 1.504 � 10�3 1.256 � 10�3


60T40E 2.148 � 10�1b 2.304 � 10�3 1.284 � 10�3 2.490 � 10�2 2.432 � 10�4 2.207 � 10�4


40T60E 4.476 � 10�2 7.449 � 10�4 2.273 � 10�4 4.371 � 10�3 4.221 � 10�5


a Solvents abbreviations: A = acetone, E = ethanol, M = methanol, T = 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol. The numbers denote volume percent of the specific solvent in the
mixture.
b From extrapolation of rate constants obtained at other temperatures by using an Arrhenius plot.


�	��� -, �	������	� �������� ���$ %�������&'����� �(���	��


Substrate Parameters n R m S.d. l S.d.


1b10b YxBnBr 13 0.999 0.993 0.015
2ba YBnBr, NOTs 14 0.987 0.801 0.037 0.521 0.056
3b YxBnBr 12 0.994 0.881 0.029
4b YBnBr, NOTs 17 0.993 0.764 0.025 0.164 0.035
5b YxBnBr, NOTs 17 0.996 0.909 0.022 0.215 0.03
1c11 YxBnCl 13 0.994 1.02 0.034
2c11 YBnCl, NOTs 13 0.993 0.843 0.037 0.473 0.059
3c YxBnCl 18 0.995 0.767 0.018
4c YBnCl, NOTs 17 0.991 0.742 0.031 0.219 0.053
5c YxBnCl, NOTs 11 0.997 0.872 0.025 0.134 0.028


a The data in Ref. 10b were used.
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(DFT) with several different functionals, such as SVWN,
BP and pBP, were found to give similar results in the case
of 6 and its acylium ion 7.12 Mulliken population analysis
and electrostatic potential analysis18 of charge distribu-
tions in 3c and the corresponding carbenium ion (3a)
(Scheme 3) were then carried out. The results from
restricted Hartree–Fock (RHF) approximations are given
in Table 3. Since we also found in the present study that
the differences were small among the above-mentioned
DFT methods, only the outcomes from pBP/DN** are
reported in Table 4. The change of partial charge
distribution is designated as ‘�charge’ in those tables.


Since both RHF and DFT methods using different
basis sets gave comparable results, the estimation could
be considered reliable. All four sets of data in Tables 3
and 4 show �charge of greater than 0.1 for ring A; this
implies that a considerable amount of positive charge is
developed at the phenyl ring of the phenoxy group in
cation 3a compared with the precursor 3c. Moreover,
much more positive charge was developed in the 4-
phenoxyphenyl moiety (0.466 to 0.546) than in the 4-
nitrophenyl moiety (0.104 to 0.253). Obviously, calcu-
lated charge distributions are in line with the conclusion
deduced from the regression analyses of solvolytic data
(Table 2), similar to those observed before.11,12


The enhanced positive charge (0.104 to 0.175) on the
phenyl ring A in 3c is unlikely to be due to a
delocalization to the phenoxy group from the canonical
resonance theory,19 since no tetravalent oxygen is
possible in any contributing structure based on the
conditions of resonance (Scheme 4). Concerning the


inductive effect, a comparison of the substituent
constants20,21 (Table 5) indicates that for inductive effect
the 4-methoxy is an electron-donating group (� and �o


are moderately negative) and the 4-phenoxy (� and �o are
nearly zero) is not. Thus, the partial positive charge on


 ���*� -


 ���*� .
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the phenyl ring A in the 4-phenoxy group cannot be
attributed to the �I effect.


Moreover, solvolysis of �-tert-butyl-(4-phenoxy)phe-
nylmethyl bromide (8b) and chloride (8c) were also
found to exhibit excellent linear logk–YxBnX plots.22 The
correlation coefficient R was 0.995 for 8b and 0.994 for
8c. The detailed data will be reported elsewhere. Again,
extended positive charge delocalization over the two
rings of the 4-phenoxyphenyl moiety could be concluded
to exist in the cationic transition state in these cases. In
addition to the acylium ion (5) from N,N-diphenylcarba-


moyl chloride (4) found in our previous work,12 the
significance of certain kinds of non-canonical resonance
structure was also suggested in many other systems, such
as methylated malonaldehyde,23 xylylene radical an-
ions,24 spiro[2.5]octa-1,47-trien-6-ones25 and com-
pounds with a thiazoline ring.26 Consequently, the
contribution of a non-canonical resonance structure for
the aryl-(4-phenoxy)phenylmethyl cation, such as 9
(Scheme 5), is likely to be an explanation for the present
observations.


�&$��( #&$


Our previous studies provided evidence of agreements
between the results of calculated charge distributions
and the conclusion deduced from the regression
analyses of solvolytic data in several cases.10–12 The
present work on the solvolytic reactivity of substituted
4-nitrobenzhydryl bromides (3b–5b) and chlorides
(3c–5c) indicated extended charge delocalization over
two aryl rings at cationic transition states were found


�	��� ., ���������� ��	�� ����$��  � )������*+	�, ����	-���	�� �� ��� �*.�%/ �����


Atoma


3c 3a �charge


Mb Ec M E M E


C-1 �0.015 �0.125 0.016 �0.170 0.031 �0.045
C-2 0.019 0.042 0.043 0.126 0.024 0.084
C-3 �0.001 �0.045 0.049 �0.043 0.050 0.002
C-4 0.016 0.062 0.044 0.115 0.028 0.053
C-5 �0.009 �0.134 0.017 �0.156 0.026 �0.022
C-6 0.385 0.470 0.330 0.543 �0.055 0.073
O-7 �0.745 �0.480 �0.651 �0.464 0.094 0.016
C-8 0.416 0.484 0.519 0.818 0.103 0.334
C-9 �0.020 �0.140 �0.005 �0.322 0.015 �0.182
C-10 0.047 0.017 0.160 0.307 0.113 0.290
C-11 0.053 0.096 �0.045 �0.137 �0.098 �0.233
C-12 0.009 �0.008 0.153 0.252 0.144 0.260
C-13 �0.010 �0.133 0.014 �0.254 0.024 �0.121
C-14 �0.080 0.089 0.182 0.164 0.262 0.055
C-15 0.106 0.230 �0.013 0.114 �0.119 �0.116
C-16 0.032 �0.044 0.038 0.038 0.006 0.082
C-17 0.117 0.033 0.133 0.033 0.016 0.000
C-18 0.172 0.073 0.177 0.033 0.005 �0.040
C-19 0.124 0.054 0.140 0.078 0.016 0.024
C-20 �0.010 �0.088 0.055 �0.003 0.065 0.085
N-21 0.413 0.636 0.530 0.823 0.117 0.187
O-22 �0.441 �0.426 �0.441 �0.446 0.000 �0.020
O-23 �0.441 �0.425 �0.445 �0.450 �0.004 �0.025
Cl �0.136 �0.238


Sum
Ring-A 0.395 0.270 0.499 0.415 0.104 0.145
4-Phenoxy �0.350 �0.210 �0.152 �0.049 0.198 0.161
Ring-B 0.495 0.316 0.796 0.664 0.301 0.348
Ring-C 0.540 0.531 0.258 0.293 �0.009 0.035
4-NO2C6H4 0.071 0.043 0.175 0.180 0.104 0.177


a Referred to structural formula 3c and 3a; charges on hydrogen atoms were summed into the attached carbon atoms.
b Mulliken population analyses.
c Electrostatic potential analyses.
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for 3 and 5, but not for 4, from single- and dual-
parameter Grunwald–Winstein-type correlation ana-
lyses [Eqns (1) and (2)] with YBnX and YxBnX scales. Ab
initio calculations of the charge distributions were
performed using an RHF approximation with the 6–
31G* basis set, and DFT models with pBP/DN** and
other basis sets, respectively, on Mulliken population
analysis and on electrostatic potential analysis. Positive
charge delocalization to the phenoxy ring (ring A) in 4-
nitrophenyl-4-phenoxyphenylmethyl cation (3a) was
confirmed. Such an outcome cannot be attributed to a
canonical resonance or inductive effect. The contribu-
tion of a non-canonical resonance structure 9 is,


therefore, likely a possible explanation. The observa-
tion of linear logk–YxBnX plots suggested a limiting SN1
mechanism for the solvolysis of the parent benzhydryl
bromide (1b)4 and chloride (1c),5 and the delocaliza-
tion of positive charge over both phenyl rings in the
transition state.


The agreements between charge distributions from
quantum chemical computation and of the correlation
analysis of solvolytic reactivities observed in this and
previous studies seem to suggest a promising combina-
tion for a better understanding of solvolysis mechanisms.
In addition, a significant contribution of non-canonical
resonance in the cationic transition state could be
deduced. Further work to extend the scope of its
applicability is in progress.


�/0�%#1�$�)�


1	��
�	��


4-Substituted-4-nitrobenzhydryl halides 3b–5b and 3c–


�	��� �, ���������� ��	�� ����$��  � �+� ����	�� 0�123��//4


Atoma


3c 3a �charge


Mb Ec M E M E


C-1 �0.001 �0.112 0.039 �0.124 0.040 �0.012
C-2 0.013 0.039 0.084 0.095 0.071 0.056
C-3 0.001 �0.047 0.049 �0.003 0.048 0.044
C-4 0.007 0.045 0.044 0.084 0.037 0.039
C-5 0.014 �0.113 0.049 �0.110 0.035 0.003
C-6 0.190 0.431 0.126 0.476 �0.064 0.045
O-7 �0.359 �0.418 �0.314 �0.373 0.045 0.045
C-8 0.218 0.434 0.254 0.566 0.036 0.132
C-9 0.001 �0.114 0.087 �0.179 0.086 �0.065
C-10 0.029 �0.058 0.073 0.128 0.042 0.186
C-11 0.087 0.247 0.049 0.150 �0.038 �0.097
C-12 0.001 �0.091 0.007 0.053 0.006 0.144
C-13 0.012 �0.086 0.033 �0.060 0.021 0.026
C-14 �0.201 �0.098 0.108 �0.035 0.309 0.053
C-15 0.105 0.262 0.027 0.153 �0.078 �0.109
C-16 0.034 �0.020 0.058 0.054 0.024 0.074
C-17 0.091 �0.020 0.134 �0.001 0.043 0.019
C-18 0.002 0.084 0.026 0.167 0.024 0.083
C-19 0.090 0.011 0.139 �0.030 0.049 0.041
C-20 0.011 �0.073 0.022 0.079 0.011 0.152
N-21 0.345 0.619 0.356 0.587 0.011 �0.032
O-22 �0.294 �0.388 �0.255 �0.336 0.039 0.052
O-23 �0.294 �0.393 �0.258 �0.338 0.036 0.055
Cl �0.066 �0.138


Sum
Ring-A 0.224 0.243 0.391 0.418 0.167 0.175
4-Phenoxy �0.171 �0.175 0.077 0.045 0.248 0.220
Ring-B 0.348 0.332 0.566 0.658 0.218 0.326
Ring-C 0.333 0.244 0.406 0.422 0.073 0.178
4-NO2C6H4 0.090 0.082 0.249 0.335 0.159 0.253


a Referred to structural formula 3c and 3a; charges on hydrogen atoms were summed into the attached carbon atoms.
b Mulliken population analyses.
c Electrostatic potential analyses.


�	��� 2, �	�����	� 	
 �� ������� �	�������


��
p


a �p
a �o


p
b


4-OCH3 �0.78 �0.27 �0.10
4-OC6H5 �0.50 �0.03 0.063


a Ref. 20.
b


Ref. 21.
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5c were prepared by conventional halogenation10b,11 of
the corresponding alcohols, which had been synthesized
from Friedel–Crafts acylation of appropriate arenes with
4-nitrobenzoyl chloride and followed by reduction of the


resulting ketones with sodium borohydride. All products
exhibited infrared, 1H and 13C NMR spectra in agreement
with the assigned structures. Correct elemental analyses
were obtained for new compounds.


 ���*� �


 ���*� 2
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4-Nitro-4�-phenoxybenzhydryl bromide (3b), m.p.
72–73°C. Found: C, 59.27; H, 3.61. C19H14BrNO3


requires C, 59.39; H, 3.67%.
4-Nitro-4�-phenylbenzhydryl bromide (5b), m.p. 93–
94°C. Found: C, 62.19; H, 3.95. C19H14BrNO2


requires C, 62.97; H, 3.83%.
4-Nitro-4�-phenoxybenzhydryl chloride (3c), m.p. 62–
63°C. Found: C, 67.12; H, 4.09. C19H14ClNO3


requires C, 67.16; H, 4.15%.
4-Nitro-4�-phenylbenzhydryl chloride (5c), m.p. 88–
89°C. Found: C, 70.57; H, 4.53. C19H14ClNO2


requires C, 70.48; H, 4.36%.


Solvents for kinetic studies were purified according to
standard methods,27 and were freshly distilled under
nitrogen. Doubly de-ionized water was degassed prior to
the preparation of aqueous solvent systems for solvolysis.


������� *�	��
�*����


Conductimetric rate constants were measured at least in
duplicate as described.28 The conductivity cells contain-
ing solution of 1 � 10�4 to 1 � 10�5 M were placed in
a thermostatic bath with a temperature variation of
�0.02°C. Rate constants greater than 0.17 s�1, or with a
half-life shorter than 4 s, were monitored at lower
temperatures and were extrapolated to those at 25°C by
using an Arrhenius plot. The experimental error was
generally smaller than 1%, even for a fairly fast reaction
[for instance, k = (1.691 � 0.007)�10�1 s�1 for 3b in
90M].


�	����	����


All calculations were carried out using the Spartan
program package.29 The initial equilibrium geometries of
3a and 3c were first optimized using the AM1 semi-
empirical method. Then the complete structure optimiza-
tions were performed by four different models: the
Hartree-Fock self-consistent field method, and DFT with
SVWN, BP and pBP functionals. The default option for
the geometry optimization is adopted in this study. The
convergence criterion for the geometry optimization is
also chosen from the default option. The results from
RHF/6-31G* are given in Table 3. For DFT methods, the
three basis sets DN, DN* and DN** were used to check
their effects on the charge distribution. Only the data
from pBP/DN** are shown in Table 4.


)�3�������*����
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ABSTRACT: Laser flash photolysis of 4-methoxyphenyl (anisyl) substituted alkynes 1 in protic and aprotic solvents
was investigated in order to study the generation of the �-anisylvinyl cations 2 by laser flash photoprotonation of the
arylalkynes. Cations 2 were generated in 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol, but the excited triplet state of arylalkyne 1 was
detected in the aprotic solvents dichloromethane and acetonitrile. Reaction of the cations 2 with sodium azide was
investigated and found to be diffusion controlled; reactions of 2 with cyclohexa-1,3-diene were also investigated and
found to be appreciably affected by steric hindrance due to the �-substituents. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.


KEYWORDS: laser flash photolysis; photoprotonation; vinyl cation; excited triplet state; arylalkyne
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Laser flash photolysis (LFP) has been shown to be one of
the most useful methods for the generation and observa-
tion of reactive transient species, and for the direct
measurement of their decay rate constants under the
reaction conditions of their generation. Photolysis of
arylalkynes and haloalkenes has been used for generating
vinyl cations as transient species, which can be detected
by this technique.1–7 We have previously reported the
LFP of haloalkenes to generate the corresponding �,�-
disubstituted cations, and have measured the rate
constants for the subsequent migration of the �-aryl
group (Scheme 1).1–3


McClelland et al. showed that laser flash photoproto-
nation of 1-ethynyl-4-methoxybenzene (1a) generated
the �-(4-methoxyphenyl)vinyl cation (2a) in 2,2,2-
trifluoroethanol (TFE) and reported the rate constant for
the decay of 2a in TFE that gave the vinyl trifluoroethyl
ether (Scheme 2).4 McClelland and coworkers presented
a relationship between the nature of the substituent in the
phenyl group and the absorption maximum of the vinyl
cations generated.8 Steenken and coworkers also reported
the generation and reactivity of �-(2,2�-biphenyldiyl)-
vinyl cations (Scheme 3).6 We have reported the
generation of 2,2-disubstituted 1-(4�-methoxyphenyl)vi-


nyl cations by LFP of vinyl halides and the relationship
between their stability and reactivity.5


In this report, we describe the generation of the vinyl
cations 2 by laser flash photoprotonation of arylalkynes 1
(Scheme 4), and their subsequent reactions with olefins.


"&�%'�� �!$ $ ��%�� #!


The transient species were generated and detected with a
nanosecond LFP system (Fig. 1). Irradiation by a 266 or a
308 nm laser flash of solutions of arylalkynes 1 in TFE,
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dichloromethane, and acetonitrile gave transient species
that were detected by their time-resolved ultraviolet–
visible absorption spectra.


*������	
� 
� �	�� ���	
�� ��� ��� ���	��� ��	����
����� 
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The 266 nm laser flash was applied to a solution of 1-
methoxy-4-(propyn-1�-yl)benzene (1b) and the transient
species generated was detected by its ultraviolet–visible
spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2. In TFE and aqueous TFE it
had an absorption maximum at 333 nm, and its second-
order rate constant in the presence of (0.2–1.2)�10�4 M


sodium azide in 1:1 TFE:H2O was 6.2 � 109 M�1 s�1.
This observed decay process is attributed to the diffusion-
controlled reaction of a transient cationic species (2b)
with azide. Additionally, LFP of 1-(1�-chloropropen-1�-
yl)-4-methoxybenzene (3) gave a transient with an
absorption maximum at 333 nm (Scheme 5), which we
also propose is the vinyl cation 2b. The spectra of vinyl
cations 2 beyond 500 nm have not been reported
previously; however, the transient species generated
from anisylalkyne 1b has an absorption at 570 nm, which
could not be characterized unambiguously. Also, the
energies of the lowest triplet excited states of simple
alkynes are not known with certainty, although Evans


assigned the triplet energies of some acetylenes from
their enhanced singlet–triplet absorption spectra under a
high pressure of dissolved oxygen,8 and Brocklehurst et
al. reported luminescence from the triplet state of
diphenylacetylene.9 The transient species generated from
anisylalkyne 1b in dichloromethane has an absorption
maximum at 308 nm. In the presence of the triplet
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quencher cyclohexa-1,3-diene (ET = 219 kJ mol�1),10 the
decay rate constant of the absorption at 308 nm increased
linearly with the diene concentration, giving a second-
order rate constant of 5.0 � 109 M�1 s�1. Consequently,
we propose that the transient species with an absorption
maximum at 308 nm is an excited triplet state of the
arylalkyne 1b (Scheme 6).


Similarly, irradiation by a 266 nm laser flash of
solutions of anisylalkyne 1a in dichloromethane, TFE,
and aqueous TFE gave a transient species (Fig. 3). In
TFE, it had an absorption maximum at 328 nm, and
reacted with sodium azide in aqueous TFE with a second-
order rate constant of 8.45 � 109 M�1 s�1. The reaction is
clearly the diffusion-controlled capture of a cationic
species whose absorption wavelength corresponds to that
of the transient species reported by McClelland et al., i.e.
the vinyl cation 2a. McClelland et al. detected the vinyl
cation 2a in TFE and in a 4:1 TFE:H2O mixture, but
reported that they could not detect it in a 1:1 mixture;4 the
�-anisylvinyl cations 2 are detectable in a 1:1 mixture.
Furthermore, the decay rate constants of 2a are not
affected by the concentration of H2O in the TFE (Fig. 4)
as much as was reported by McClelland et al. The
transient species generated in dichloromethane has an
absorption maximum at 312 nm, but it could not be
generated in the presence of excess cyclohexa-1,3-diene
and hence is proposed to be the excited triplet state of
anisylalkyne 1a.


Irradiation of bis(4-methoxyphenyl)ethyne (1c) with a
308 nm laser flash in TFE gave a transient species that
had an absorption maximum at 342 nm, whereas in
dichloromethane or acetonitrile a transient absorbing at
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450 nm was detected (Fig. 5). The latter species reacted
with cyclohexa-1,3-diene with a rate constant of
7.88 � 109 M�1 s�1; hence, it is proposed to be the
excited triplet state of the dianisylalkyne 1c, whereas the
species generated in TFE is proposed to be the vinyl
cation 2c. The excited triplet states of anisylalkynes 1a
and 1b display absorption maxima at 312 nm and 308 nm
respectively, which are shorter wavelengths than those of
the vinyl cations 2a and 2b. In contrast, the excited triplet
state of dianisylalkyne 1c has an absorption maximum at
450 nm, which is at a longer wavelength than that of the
vinyl cation 2c. In this case, the double bond of the vinyl


cation is conjugated with the �-anisyl group, which
contributes to the wavelength shift.


McClelland et al. reported the generation of vinyl
cation 2d by the laser flash photoprotonation of
ethynylbenzene (1d) in 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoroisopropa-
nol (HFIP).7 However, in our hands the LFP of
arylalkyne 1d both in TFE and in dichloromethane gave
a transient species with an absorption maximum at
292 nm (Fig. 6); in neither case did the transient species
undergo nucleophilic capture, but it did react with the
triplet quencher. Hence, the transient species in both
solvents is proposed to be the excited triplet state
(Scheme 7).


Considering these results, we suggest that (a) an
excited triplet state is generated by the LFP in an aprotic
solvent, but a vinyl cation is generated in a protic solvent,
and (b) an electron-donating group is required for
generating the vinyl cations 2 in TFE.
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� 
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Reactions of vinyl cation 2c and benzhydryl cation with 1-
trimethylsilyloxycyclopentene (TMSOCP) or 1-trimethyl-
silyloxycyclohexene (TMSOCH) have been investi-
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k/M�1 s�1


4.99 � 109


6.78 � 108


6.37 � 107
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gated.11,12 Vinyl cations 2 also react with cyclohexa-1,3-
diene (Table 1). The rate constant for the reaction of the �-
unsubstituted vinyl cation 2a with cyclohexa-1,3-diene is
4.99 � 109 M�1 s�1, which appears to correspond to a
diffusion-controlled process. However, for the reaction of
�-methyl-substituted vinyl cation 2b, k2 = 6.79 � 108 M�1


s�1; and for the �-anisyl-substituted vinyl cation 2c,
k2 = 6.37 � 107 M�1 s�1. The rate constant of vinyl cation
1c with TMSOCP is 9.7 � 104 M�1 s�1 and that with
TMSOCH is 1.4 � 104 M�1 s�1.12 The reaction of 2c with
cyclohexa-1,3-diene was much faster than with TMSOCP
or TMSOCH. Cations 2 did not react with 2,3-dimethyl-
but-2-ene, suggesting that the tetra-substituted alkene is
too bulky for easy attack of vinyl cations, and the reaction
products of vinyl cations 2 with 1,3-dienes are the
stabilized allyl cation (Scheme 8).13 Considering these
limited data, the reactivity of cations 2 with cyclohexa-
1,3-diene seems to be appreciably controlled by the steric
hindrance exerted by the �-substituent of the vinyl cation
2. The products of these reactions of 2a and 2b with
cyclohexa-1,3-diene were not isolated, but brown poly-
meric material was obtained after 2 � 103 irradiation
shots.


�#!�'%� #!


LFP of arylalkynes in the aprotic solvents dichloro-
methane and acetonitrile generate the excited triplet state,
whereas vinyl cations are generated in the protic solvent
TFE. The cations generated in TFE react with azide ion
under diffusion control, but there is steric hindrance due
to the �-substituent of the vinyl cations in their reactions
with cyclohexa-1,3-diene.


&67&" �&!��'
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Dichloromethane and TFE (guaranteed reagent) were
purchased from Nakalai Tesque. Acetonitrile (HPLC


grade) was purchased from Kanto Chemical Co.
Cyclohexa-1,3-diene was purchased from Tokyo Kasei
Kogyo Co. Purified water (Japanese Pharmacopoeia) was
purchased from Kozakai Seiyaku Co. 1-Ethynyl-4-
methoxybenzene, 1-methoxy-4-(prop-1�-ynyl)benzene,
and bis(4-methoxyphenyl)ethyne were prepared from
the corresponding ketones (Aldrich Chemical Co.) with
phosphorus oxychloride (Kishida Reagent Chemicals)
and sodium hydroxide (Nakalai Tesque), and purified by
vacuum distillation and silica gel column chromatogra-
phy (�99% measured by JEOL JNM-A500 1H NMR).
Solutions for the kinetics measurements of the reactions
of vinyl cations with sodium azide were prepared by
mixing the appropriate volume ratios of spectroscopic-
grade TFE and purified water. The reaction with sodium
azide was followed at ca 1 mM arylalkynes and (0.2–
1.2)�10�4 M NaN3.


����/��(����


Irradiation by laser flash was carried out with a
Continuum PL9010 Nd:YAG laser flash apparatus
(� = 266 nm; power/plus 80 mJ) or a Lambda Physik
Lasertechnik COMPex 102 excimer laser flash apparatus
(XeCl, � = 308 nm; power/plus 40 mJ), and an Osram
XBO 150 W xenon lamp was used as a light source for
detection in the UV–vis region. Samples were irradiated
in a quartz cell maintained at 25°C. Rate constants are the
averages of 8–16 kinetic runs carried out with each
solution with Igor Pro 4.03J for Macintosh (Wave
Metrics Inc.).
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ABSTRACT: The effect of the molecular structure of azobenzene and related azo dyes on their reactivity towards .OH
radicals in water was investigated by performing ultrasonic irradiation experiments on their aqueous solutions and
density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Sonolysis of azobenzene, methyl orange, o-methyl red and p-methyl red
was performed at a frequency of 500 kHz and 50 W applied power under air saturation. Under such irradiation
conditions, these molecules were shown to decompose through .OH radical addition reactions taking place in the bulk
liquid. The ortho isomer of methyl red reacted at significantly higher rates (nearly 30% higher) than the other three
studied compounds in non-buffered aqueous solutions. In contrast, measurements performed at lower pH (10 mM


HNO3), at which the carboxylic group vicinal to the azo group is protonated, yielded a similar reaction rate for all four
substrates, i.e. the specific acceleration observed in the ortho-substituted dye disappeared with protonation. These
results were rationalized by the computation of formation energies of the adduct originated in the .OH addition to the
azo group, performing DFT calculations combined with the polarized continuum model (PCM) of solvation. The
calculations suggest that intramolecular H-bonding in the o-methyl red–OH adduct provides extra stabilization in that
particular case, which correlates with the observed higher addition rates of .OH radical to the anionic form of that
isomer in non-buffered solutions. On the other hand, the energy changes calculated for the .OH addition to an o-
methyl red molecule which is protonated in the carboxylic group (representative of the situation at pH 2) do not differ
significantly from those computed for the other three molecules studied. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: azo dyes; hydroxyl radical addition; kinetics; molecular structure
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Hydroxyl radicals participate in several chemical reac-
tions involved in advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) in
aqueous media, such as semiconductor photocatalysis,1


ultrasonic irradiation2–4 and gamma radiolysis,5 as well
as in more classical techniques such as ozonation6 and
Fenton’s reaction.7 These active species react readily
with most organic solutes in water, usually at diffusion-
controlled rates.8 Some experimental information is
available on the kinetics and pathways of .OH radical
reactions with azo dyes in aqueous solution.3,4,9,10 Azo
dyes constitute an important group of pollutants present
in industrial wastewater effluents. Our recent investiga-
tions suggested that .OH (aq) addition to the azo double
bond can be considered the first step of a degradative
sequence of reactions under ultrasonic irradiation, that
results in the ultimate breakage of the N=N bond and the


production of single-ring aromatic byproducts and
reaction intermediates.3 Under continuous sonication,
some of these undergo further oxidation to yield
carboxylic acids and stable mineralization products such
as NO�


3 (aq) and CO2 (g). Hydroxyl radicals are also able
to attack the aromatic rings and the dimethylamino
groups in these molecules. Small amounts of byproducts
of the latter reaction were detected in the work
mentioned.3


In our previous studies,3,4 four model azo compounds
were studied: azobenzene (AB) and the dyes methyl
orange (MO), o-methyl red (o-MR) and p-methyl red (p-
MR) (Fig. 1). The presence of a carboxylic group in the
vicinity of the azo double bond of o-MR is most likely the
reason for the observed significantly higher rate of
decomposition of that particular dye, as compared with
those determined for its isomer p-MR and for the related
MO and AB. In the last three molecules, the measured
rate constants were very similar, indicating a certain
insensitivity to the presence of substituents located far
from the azo nucleus. The same trend was observed in
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experiments performed under different background gases
(Ar, O2 and air). Two other independent determinations
of the bimolecular rate constants for the reaction of AB or
MO with .OH radical, based on the pulsed radiolysis of
N2O-saturated dye aqueous solutions, also yielded near
by identical values (2.0 � 1010 l mol�1 s�1) for these two
dyes.9,10


In this work, our goal was to provide insight into the
influence of the molecular structure on the reactivity of
azo compounds towards .OH radicals in aqueous solution,
with the primary aim of explaining the observed rate
enhancement due to ortho substitution with a carboxylic
group. Reactions of organic molecules with .OH radicals
occurring at near diffusion-controlled rates in aqueous
solutions present small, albeit non-negligible, activation
energies, of the order of 10–20 kJ mol�1.8,11 The
observed reaction rates may differ between different
isomers of the reactant owing to changes in their
molecular structure.8,12–14


In order to understand better the role of the substitution
with carboxylic groups, we have extended the available
experimental information from near-neutral solutions to
the acidic range. The ultrasonic irradiation of solutions of
all azo compounds was performed under non-buffered
conditions and at pH 2, with all other experimental
parameters mantained constant (e.g. ultrasonic fre-
quency, power density, temperature) at the previously
reported values.3 At pH 2, MO and the MRs are present as
neutral non-ionic molecules, whereas at even lower pH
the cationic species predominate owing to the protonation
of N atoms either at the tertiary amino group or in the azo


group.15–18 Under ultrasonic irradiation at frequencies in
the range 20–1000 kHz, cavitation bubbles are produced
in the liquid. These bubbles are able to couple with the
acoustic field and collapse violently during sonication,
reaching extreme local conditions of temperature and
pressure (in the range of thousands of kelvin and
hundreds of bars, respectively). Several chemical pro-
cesses take place upon cavitation bubble collapse.19


When the solutes are non-volatile, which is the case with
azo dyes, water thermolysis is the main sonochemical
reaction taking place in the cavities. The main oxidant
species released in solution by this process are .OH
radicals, superoxide and H2O2. The former is short-lived,
reaching a steady-state concentration in water, while
superoxide and H2O2 accumulate in the vessel during
irradiation. Organic solutes reacting fast with superoxide
(such as benzoquinone) were shown to follow zero-order
kinetics,4 while those reacting faster with .OH radicals
follow first-order kinetics. That was observed with
azobenzene and azo dyes.3


Supporting our experimental studies, we have explored
the chemistry of addition of .OH radical to each of the
substrates (i.e. adduct formation), using density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations20,21 combined with a
continuum model of solvation.22 In the case of o-MR and
p-MR, both the anionic structure and the protonated
molecule were analyzed with the same methodology. The
azo dyes studied are present in solution in two different
configurations, cis (Z) and trans (E),14 with the latter
being the most stable and abundant isomer. Therefore,
the calculations performed in this work focus on the
comparison between trans isomers only.
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The experimental setup and methodology employed in
the sonochemical experiments have been described
previously.3,4 Ultrasonic irradiation of air-saturated
solutions of the four substrate molecules in water and
in 0.01 M HNO3 (aq) was performed in a 650 ml batch
sonoreactor (Undatim Ultrasonics), operating at 50 W
(77 W l�1 power density). The pH of the solutions was
measured with an Altex 71 pHmeter, before and after
ultrasonic irradiation. In the case of non-buffered
solutions, the pH changed from an initial value of 6.5
to a final reading near to 5.0. When HNO3 was employed
to control the pH, the initial value was set at 2.0 and it
remained constant during the 30 min of irradiation. The
initial concentration of the substrates was adjusted over
the range of 2.7–3.2 �M. These values are close to the
highest soluble dye concentrations attainable at pH 2,
owing to the precipitation of the non-ionic organic
molecules. Such solubility limitations did not exist
during our previous experiments in non-buffered solu-
tions, where the anionic forms of the dyes readily
dissolved in water, and therefore the concentrations
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previously employed (10 �M) were impossible to reach at
pH 2. For that reason, we repeated our previous
experiments (in near-neutral conditions) reducing the
initial dye concentration to 3 �M, for the sake of
comparison. The solutions were filtered through
0.45 �m pore size filters (Gelman) prior to sonication.
The temperature of the treated solutions was kept
constant at 15.0°C by circulating water from a thermostat
through the cooling jacket of the reactor. Samples (1 ml)
were withdrawn at different times and analyzed with a
Hewlett-Packard 8452 A diode-array spectrophotometer,
using a semi-micro 10 mm quartz cuvette.


The chemical reagents, AB (Aldrich, �99%), MO
(Baker, �95%), o-MR (Sigma, �95%) and p-MR
(Sigma, �97%) were used without further purification.
Solutions were prepared with water purified using a
Millipore Milli-Q UV Plus system (R = 18.2 M� cm).
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The geometry of AB, MO, o-MR and p-MR (the MRs in
their anionic and protonated forms) and their correspond-
ing .OH aducts were fully optimized without symmetry
constraints using DFT calculations.20,21 Restricted RHF
calculations were performed for closed-shell species, and
an unrestricted scheme was employed for the radical
states.


The DFT calculations were performed using a
Gaussian basis set implementation of DFT.21 The
Kohn–Sham self-consistent procedure was applied for
obtaining the electronic density and energy through the
determination of a set of one-electron orbitals.20


Gaussian basis sets were used for the expansion of the
one-electron orbitals and also for the additional auxiliary
set used for expanding the electronic density. Matrix
elements of the exchange-correlation potential were
calculated by a numerical integration scheme.23 The
orbital and auxiliary basis sets optimized by Sim and co-
workers24 for DFT calculations were used for C, N and H
atoms. The contraction patterns were (5211/411/1) for C
and N and (41/1) for H. The contraction patterns for the
electron density expansion sets were (1111111/111/1) for
C and N and (111111/1) for H. A more detailed
description of the technical aspects of the program is
given in Ref. 21 The generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) Becke and Perdew combination of functionals
for exchange and correlation, respectively, was em-
ployed.25,26


Solvent effects in DFT calculations were modeled
using the polarized continuum model (PCM) schemes.
The PCM implementation given in Ref. 22, in which the
self-consistency between the solute wavefunction and
solvent polarization is achieved during the self-consistent
field cycle, was employed. PCM computations were
performed using the Gaussian98 software package at the
optimized geometries in vacuum.27
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The sonochemical depletion rates of AB, MO, o-MR and
p-MR were determined in water and in 0.01 M HNO3


aqueous solutions. The bleaching rates of the substrates
were studied following the disappearance of the parent
molecule through its absorbance at �max in the visible
region. Dye bleaching reactions followed pseudo-first-
order rates in every case. Under acidic conditions, the
anionic dyes are present in the protonated (i.e. non-ionic)
forms exclusively, whereas azobenzene remains un-
changed.15–18 Except for AB, the spectra of the proto-
nated molecules are red shifted and considerably more
intense than those corresponding to the anionic spe-
cies.28,29 The values of the measured pseudo-first-order
rate constants (k�X) in each case, together with the
corresponding spectroscopic information, are reported in
Table 1.


The results obtained in non-buffered solutions are
essentially the same as those obtained in our previous
work for higher initial concentrations of the dyes, the rate
measured for o-MR (k�o�MR) being higher than the
others by about 30%. As opposed to the trends previously
observed for the sonolysis rates of anionic species, the
experiments at low pH indicate that protonated o-MR
molecules are not substantially more reactive towards
.OH radicals than the other molecules. Within experi-
mental error, all four reported k�X values are essentially
the same. Figure 2 illustrates the ratio of the observed
degradation rate of X = MO, o-MR and p-MR over the
value determined for AB under the same experimental
conditions. Whereas the experiments performed at pH 2
do not show any particular reactivity enhancement as
compared with AB, the data for non-buffered solutions
illustrate the significantly higher relative rate measured
for o-MR, which is not observed with the other studied
substrates.


The actual values of the measured rate constants are
higher at pH 2 than in near-neutral solutions. This
difference is probably related to the presence of a
significant concentration of HNO3 in the former case,
which may participate in a variety of high-temperature
gas-phase reactions within the cavitation bubbles,
particularly


HONO2�g���� �OH (g) � �NO2�g� �1�


Changes in the gaseous composition of cavitation
bubbles affect the sonochemical rates due to physical
and chemical modifications of the implosion condi-
tions.3,4,19 Under the bubble collapse conditions at pH 2
in the presence of HNO3, a higher yield of available .OH
radicals may result. This enhanced flux will ultimately
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reach the bulk solution and subsequently react with the
azo dyes at a higher pseudo-first-order rates. The
experimental pseudo-first-order rate constant for the
depletion of the substrate X, k�X, can be expressed as
the product of the bimolecular rate constant for the
reaction of X with .OH radicals (k�X


OH) times the steady-
state .OH radicals concentration attained in the bulk
liquid during ultrasound irradiation, [.OH (aq)]ss, as
follows:


k�X � k�X
OH	�OH (aq)
ss �2�


Replacing with the data for AB, for which the bimol-
ecular rate is known (k�AB


OH = 2 � 1010),9 we can
estimate [.OH (aq)]ss under the two regimes. These
values are reported in Table 1, and suggest that HNO3


increases the available concentration of .OH radicals by a
factor of nearly 2. The determination of [.OH (aq)]ss in
non-buffered solutions is also in good agreement with our
previous determinations in the same reactor.4 Equation
(2) allows us to estimate the bimolecular rate constants
k�X


OH for MO, o-MR and p-MR under the two pH
conditions, also reported in Table 1.


We have assumed, in the present analysis, that only
.OH radicals are able to decolorize azobenzene and azo
dyes solutions under ultrasonic irradiation. Reactions
involving sonochemically generated H2O2 are slower,
and can be neglected. Superoxide and .O2H radicals are
also produced during sonolysis. However, when these
species react with the substrate at rates similar to those of
.OH (diffusion controlled), overall zeroth-order kinetics
should be observed.4 Therefore, the observation of first-
order degradation kinetics in this case indicates that .OH
radicals are the primary bleaching agents, and that the
other radical species are of minor importance in the
overall process.
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The optimized structures for the adducts are presented in
Fig. 3 and the most relevant geometric parameters are
reported in Table 2. In all cases, a significant increase in
the N—N bond distance is observed upon formation of
the adduct; this is consistent with the formally single N—
N bond in the latter. These results for the azo compounds
agree with previous DFT calculations of substituted
azobenzenes,30 and are consistent with the observed
products of their sonolysis, which are mostly single-ring
aromatic compounds originated in the breakage of the
azo bond.3 A unique differentiating feature in the
structure of the o-MR adduct, compared with the other
three, is that the O—H bond is partially dissociated due to
the H-atom abstraction by the carboxyl group. The O—H
distance in this case is 1.380 Å, compared with values
corresponding to typical .OH bonds in the cases of AB,
MO and p-MR, which are close to 1 Å. The N—O bond
distance is also significantly shorter in the o-MR adduct
than in the other species. In the case of protonated o-MR,
there is still an H-bond, but since it is much weaker than
in the unprotonated case, the O—H bond length increases
by only 0.05 Å with respect to typical .OH values. The
intramolecular H-bonding is facilitated by the formation
of a seven-membered ring, which includes the .OH, one N
atom at the azo group, two aromatic carbons and a C—O
bond from the carboxyl group.


In all cases, the spin density of the adducts is mainly
localized on the nitrogen atoms of the azo group, and on
the para and ortho carbon atoms of the aromatic ring next
to the N where the hydroxyl radical is not bonded. As an
illustrative example, in o-MR the Mulliken spin popula-
tions of the N atom bonded to the hydroxyl radical, the
other N atom and the ortho and para carbons are 0.15,
0.31, 0.10 and 0.10, respectively.


��/�� ��3���.�� %�����45��4��� 
�� �����
��� 6��78 �� ��� ��������� ���� 
� �
��
����� ��&������
 
�� �����
�� �� ���
�
����� �� �
�� ��� 9��� 32 
���
�� 6��7


328 
�� �%�������%�� %

&���� �� 7 : #/� �3� �4�; 
�� %4�;


pH Parameter AB MO o-MR p-MR


Non-buffereda �max (nm) 319 464 430 464
�max (l mol�1 cm�1) 22000 26900 20900 26300


103 k�X (min�1) 42 � 2 43 � 2 55 � 2 40 � 2
10�10 k�X


OH


(l mol�1 s�1)
2c 2.0 � 0.1 2.6 � 0.1 1.9 � 0.1


2b �max (nm) 319 507 520 508
�max (l mol�1 cm�1) 23900 45700 51800 44500


103 k�X (min�1) 82 � 3 85 � 3 83 � 3 88 � 3
10�10 k�X


OH


(l mol�1 s�1)
2c 2.1 � 0.1 2.0 � 0.1 2.1 � 0.1


a [OH(aq)]ss = (3.5 � 0.2) � 10�14 M
b [OH(aq)]ss = (6.9 � 0.2) � 10�14 M
c Literature value,a taken as reference.
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��� 6��78 �� ��� ��������� �� �3� �4�; 
�� %4�;
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��/�� �� $*� �%��&�<�� �������� ���&���� %

&���� ��
32 
������� %������


Parameter AB MO o-MR
o-MR
prot. p-MR


p-MR
prot


d(NN) (Å)a 1.274 1.282 1.282 1.276 1.283 1.278
d(NN) (Å) 1.317 1.339 1.334 1.323 1.329 1.325
d(OH) (Å) 0.988 0.989 1.380 1.033 0.989 0.989
d(NO) (Å) 1.439 1.450 1.336 1.388 1.445 1.452
�NOH (°) 103.8 105.0 103.6 102.7 104.3 102.0


a These correspond to the reactant.


��/�� 1� ,������� ��
���� 6��
� &����8 6� ��
� : 0��10 �=8 ��
.
���& 
�� 
>����� �������� �� �
����� 6?8


AB MO o-MR
o-MR
prot. p-MR


p-MR
prot


DFT �16.5 �11.8 �42.1 �22.3 �14.1 �16.4
DFT/PCM �11.3 �6.4 �22.8 �16.1 �10.0 �10.4
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Table 3 illustrates the calculated values for the
energetic change �E associated with the addition of
.OH radical to the azo double bond of each substrate
molecule:


X � �OH � �X---OH �3�


where X = AB, MO, o-MR or p-MR (the MRs in their
anionic and protonated form). It can be seen that for all
species the process is predicted to be exergonic in
vacuum. AB, p-MR, the protonated p-MR and MO yield
very similar results. On the other hand, �E calculated for
o-MR is significantly higher. This is consistent with the
experimental kinetic observation, if more negative values
for �E are associated with smaller activation energies. A
significant difference between o-MR and the other azo
species is due to the fact that a very strong intramolecular
hydrogen bond is formed upon .OH addition in this
particular case. Upon protonation of o-MR there is a
marked decrease in �E; however, the computed value is
still much larger than those corresponding to the other
azo compounds. This is also due to the formation of an
intramolecular H-bond (Fig. 3). The decrease in �E can
be ascribed to the fact that for unprotonated o-MR, the
hydrogen bond formed with the negatively charged
carboxylic group is much stronger than that formed with
the neutral protonated moiety. Protonation has a very
small effect on the only other azo compound, p-MR,
containing a carboxylic group, since in this case H bonds
are not formed upon reaction with .OH.


In the case of AB, p-MR and MO, consideration of
solvent effects leads to a decrease in the computed energy
changes. This can be understood in terms of a reduction
in solvation energies on going from the reactants to the
adduct. It is interesting that the decrease is of the order of
magnitude of the energy associated with a hydrogen bond
(4–5 kcal mol�1), which is expected to be lost when free
.OH forms the corresponding adduct. In the case of o-
MR, the reduction in �E due to solvent effects is of the
order of 20 kcal mol�1. In this situation, both reactants,
.OH and o-MR, form strong H-bonds with the solvent;
these interactions are subsequently lost upon formation of
the adduct. It is interesting that in the case of the
protonated o-MR, a case in which the neutral carboxylic
moiety forms weaker H-bonds with the solvent, the
trends are similar to those for the other azo compounds.


In summary, there is good agreement between the
observed pseudo-first-order rates for the degradation of
the dyes and the above calculations of �E for the .OH
adduct formation with both anionic and non-ionic
(protonated) dyes, which strongly suggests that internal
H-bonding in the o-MR adduct is the cause of the
unusually high reactivity of its anionic form.
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ABSTRACT: Addition of thioanisole (PhSMe) to Na2MoO4 in dilute hydrogen peroxide at pH 9.4 rapidly quenches
the absorbance of the tetraperoxo complex, Mo�O2�2�4 , which gradually regenerates as the PhSMe is oxidized to the
sulfoxide. This direct oxygen transfer is followed by the decreasing absorbance of Mo�O2�2�4 at 452 nm. In dilute
H2O2 the Mo�O2�2�4 becomes a steady-state intermediate, and kinetics monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy allow
estimation of the second-order rate constant for oxidation of PhSMe by MoO�O2�2�3 and rate constants for
interconversion of MoO�O2�2�3 and MoO�O2�2�4 . The steady-state approximation breaks down at higher [H2O2], and
with [H2O2] = 2 M the MoO�O2�2�3 and Mo�O2�2�4 are approximately in equilibrium; based on the rate constants of
oxidation of PhSMe by MoO�O2�2�3 and Mo�O2�2�4 and the related association equilibrium constant, the observed and
predicted rate constants for the overall oxidation of PhSMe are similar. Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: sulfide oxidation; thioanisole; peroxomolybdates; direct oxygen transfer; kinetics
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Decontamination of chemical weapons under mild
conditions is complex because phosphonofluoridate
nerve agents, e.g. GB (Sarin), react readily with
nucleophiles, but not with oxidants,1,2 and the blister
agent HD (Mustard Gas) is readily oxidized, but, except
in forcing conditions, is relatively unreactive towards
nucleophiles and bases. The spontaneous hydrolysis of
HD is rapid but is limited by its very low solubility. The
phosphonothioate nerve agent VX1,2 reacts with anionic
nucleophiles, but with OH� there is a side reaction with
P—O cleavage to give the toxic phosphonothioate anion
EA2192, which reacts slowly with nucleophiles. How-
ever, VX reacts with oxidants to give nontoxic products.2


Concentrated hypochlorite ion and N-chloramines can
react as oxidants and nucleophiles, and concentrated
NaOH in apolar organic media decomposes HD in an E2
reaction and reacts nucleophilically with the phosphonyl
derivatives.1 However, these decontaminants are very
aggressive reagents.


The combination of a nucleophile and an oxidant in
mildly alkaline conditions should be a mild broad-
spectrum decontaminant. For example, peroxyanions are
effective nucleophiles, especially towards phosphonyl


derivatives,1,3 and peroxyacids readily oxidize sul-
fides,1,2,4 but their mixtures are unstable and their
decomposition generates oxygen.5 Therefore, their gen-
eral use requires adjustment of pH, depending on the
threat.


Iodoso- and iodoxy-benzoates are effective turn-over
nucleophiles towards phosphonofluoridates and related
compounds.1b,6 They react with VX, but reduction by the
thiolate product makes the reaction noncatalytic.7 The
possibility of regenerating the iodoso- or iodoxy-
benzoate by in situ oxidation has been examined,7,8 but
this approach does not seem to be practically useful.


Another approach involves the use of hydrogen
peroxide, which is not a very effective oxidant, but can
be ‘activated’ by conversion into a peroxyacid, e.g. by
reaction with tetraacetyl ethylenediamine,9 or into a
peroxocarbonate by reaction with hydrogen carbonate
ions.4 Another possibility is formation of a peroxocom-
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plex of a transition metal ion. In principle these
conversions can be carried out in mildly alkaline solution,
which allows formation of nucleophilic HO�2 .


Aqueous molybdate ions and H2O2 form a series of
peroxomolybdates whose compositions depend on con-
centrations and pH,10 but with dilute molybdate ion and
mildly alkaline pH mononuclear complexes have been
characterized.11,12 With [H2O2] �0.08 M the tri- and
tetra-peroxo molybdates coexist12 and the association
equilibrium constant is 1.58 M�1 in water at pH� 9.4.11


The pKa of H2O2 is ca 11.5,13 and the high nucleophi-
licity of HO�2 should permit its reaction with toxic
phosphonyl derivatives in these conditions.


Peroxomolybdates at surfaces,14 or in colloidal
dispersions,15 oxidize sulfides, and their complexes with
organic ligands react with sulfides in organic solvents in
reactions that are overall second-order.16 However,
decomposition of peroxomolybdates generates 1O2,12


which also oxidizes sulfides.17 Aubry and Bouttemy used
MoO2�


4 � H2O2 in reverse micelles and concluded that
1O2 generated in the ‘water-pool’ interior diffused out of
the micelles into the organic solvent where it reacted with
the hydrophobic organic substrates.18


We examined the oxidation of thioanisole (PhSMe) by
Na2MoO4� H2O2 in H2O:t-BuOH 7:3 v/v under condi-
tions in which MoO�O2�2�3 and Mo�O2�2�4 coexist at a
nominal pH of ca 9.4. This solvent was selected to allow
[PhSMe] to be such that the reaction could be followed
by 1H NMR spectroscopy, although in some conditions
we followed the decreasing absorbance of Mo�O2�2�4 due
to direct oxygen transfer to PhSMe. Very little sulfone is
formed in this reaction (Scheme 1).


We used PhSMe as substrate because the 1H NMR
signal in the aromatic region can be followed without
overlap with those of other species in the reaction
mixture. However, oxidation of HD is rapid in conditions
such that the peroxomolybdate is largely Mo�O2�2�4 .19
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We can neglect formation of binuclear complexes in
dilute Na2MoO4 (ca 10�3 M),10–12 and with [H2O2]
�0.05 M the equilibria between the peroxocomplexes
are such that we need to consider only MoO�O2�2�3 and
Mo�O2�2�4 at pH 9.4.11,12 This assumption was verified
by observation of a clean isosbestic point between
MoO�O2�2�3 and Mo�O2�2�4 (Experimental). The equili-


brium can be monitored spectrophotometrically11 be-
cause �max for Mo�O2�2�4 is 452 nm in water and
MoO�O2�2�3 absorbs very weakly at this wavelength.
The original measurement of the association equilibrium
constant was in water where K = 1.5811 or 1.412 M�1 and
� = 440 M�1 cm�1. We used H2O:t-BuOH 7:3 v/v at a
nominal pH of 9.4.


The equilibrium association constant between MoO
�O2�2�3 and Mo�O2�2�4


MoO�O2�2�3 � H2O2����
K


Mo�O2�2�4 �1�


is given by Eqn. (2):


�Mo�O2�2�4 	
�MoT	 
 K�H2O2	


1� K�H2O2	 �2�


where T denotes total concentration.
Values of K and � were calculated by using the


reciprocal form, Eqn. (3), where A is absorbance:


1
A

 1


��MoT	 �
1


��MoT	K�H2O2	 �3�


The plot of 1/A against 1/[H2O2] is linear except in
very dilute H2O2, where there is some MoO2�O2�2�2 ,11,12


and we allow for depletion of [H2O2] in terms of the
formation of �MoO�O2�2�3 	. From the slope and intercept
we estimate K = 1.9 M�1, which is slightly higher than the
value in water,11 and � = 592 M�1 cm�1. Although the
equilibrium in Eqn. (1) formally includes water, its
concentration is not included in the calculation of K [Eqn.
(2)].11,12
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When excess PhSMe is added to the red–brown solution
of Na2MoO4 (ca 10�3 M)11 in H2O:t-BuOH containing
H2O2 (0.05–0.4 M) the color of Mo�O2�2�4 is quenched
within a few seconds. The solution remains transparent
by eye for a time depending on [H2O2] and added PhSMe,
and the color gradually returns.


The initial decrease and subsequent recovery of
absorbance (Fig. 1) shows that after the initial reaction
with PhSMe the concentration of Mo�O2�2�4 does not
change for ca 10 min, and within that time it can be
regarded as in steady state. The absorbance does not go
to zero, possibly because there is a low steady-state
concentration of Mo�O2�2�4 , but there was some bubbling
in these conditions and light-scattering by small bubbles
would reduce transmittance. After the initial decrease the
absorbance increases as the formation of Mo�O2�2�4 , by
reaction of MoO�O2�2�3 with H2O2, becomes faster than
reduction by PhSMe, whose rate decreases with decreas-
ing [PhSMe]. The absorbance levels off as [PhSMe] → 0,
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although it does not regain the initial value because
[H2O2] has decreased due to oxidation of PhSMe and
decomposition.12 After the leveling off of absorbance it is
again rapidly quenched by a second addition of PhSMe.
The half-life for the initial reaction of Mo�O2�2�4 with
0.02 M PhSMe is ca 3 s. With [H2O2] �1 M the
absorbance of Mo�O2�2�4 decreases rapidly, but some
color remains and its recovery is much faster than in
dilute H2O2.


These qualitative observations show that this rapid
reaction is a direct oxygen transfer from Mo�O2�2�4 ,
which, in dilute H2O2, is faster than interconversion of
MoO�O2�2�3 and Mo�O2�2�4 . We could follow the
reaction in dilute H2O2 and lower [PhSMe] and obtained
reasonably good first-order kinetics (Experimental).
These first-order rate constants are given in Table 1.
However, with dilute PhSMe its reaction with Mo�O2�2�4
may not be very much faster than interconversion of the
complexes, and we consider this problem later.


�*���� ������� �� ����� +,�,


The rapid quenching of the color of Mo�O2�2�4 by PhSMe
in dilute H2O2 (Table 1 and Fig. 1) shows that after this
step we can use the steady-state approximation. Oxida-
tion can involve MoO�O2�2�3 as well as Mo�O2�2�4
(Scheme 2).


In these conditions we can neglect the contributions of
other peroxomolybdates11,12 and �MoO�O2�2�3 	 � �MoT	,
where [MoT] is the stoichiometric concentration of
the various molybdates. (The association constant for
formation of MoO�O2�2�3 is 210 M�1 in water at 0°C and
the monoperoxo complex can be neglected12).


There is a contribution from direct oxidation by H2O2


that is relatively unimportant in dilute H2O2, and the cited


first-order rate constants kc, with respect to [PhSMe], are
corrected for this reaction (Experimental).


These relatively slow oxidations of PhSMe were
followed by 1H NMR spectroscopy with very dilute
Na2MoO4 and H2O2 in considerable excess over PhSMe.


The first-order rate constant is given by:


kc 
 k3�MoO�O2�2�3 	 � k2�Mo�O2�2�4 	 �4�


and with Mo�O2�2�4 in steady state:


�Mo�O2�2�4 	 

k1�H2O2	�MoT	


k�1 � k2�PhSMe	 �5�


To a first approximation with k2[PhSMe] �� k�1


kc


�MoT	 
 k3 � k1�H2O2	
�PhSMe	 �6�


This simple treatment fails at high [H2O2], due to
the accelerated interconversion of MoO�O2�2�3 and Mo
�O2�2�4 , but in dilute H2O2 it fits the data reasonably well
in view of the problems in following reactions by NMR
spectroscopy. Concentrations are corrected for the
amount of reaction that occurs between mixing the
reactants and spectral acquisition, based on relative
concentrations of sulfide and sulfoxide.


Values of the rate constants calculated using Eqn. (6)
are: k1 = 0.032 M�1 s�1, k2� 10 M�1 s�1, k3 = 0.40 M�1


s�1; and k�1 = 0.017 s�1. The value of k2 is from direct
measurement (Table 1) and that of k�1 is calculated from
k1 and K.
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[H2O2] (M)
[PhSMe]


(M)
kobs


(s�1)


kobs/
[PhSMe]


(M�1 s�1)
k2


(M�1 s�1)b


0.20 0.00205 0.0190 9.3 9.5
0.20 0.0041 0.0361 8.8 8.9
0.42 0.02 0.22 11


a At 25.0°C with 1.12� 10�3 M Na2MoO4.
b Calculated by using Eqn. (11).
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In a second approximation we include k�1 in the
steady-state treatment:


kc


�MoT	 
 k3 � k1�H2O2	
�k�1�k2� � �PhSMe	 �7�


The initial value of k�1 is that calculated by using Eqn.
(6). The plot of kc/[MoT] against [H2O2]/((k�1/
k2)� [PhSMe]) is shown in Fig. 2 and is linear up to
0.66 M H2O2. The estimated rate constants, k1 =
0.037 M�1 s�1, k�1 = 0.020 s�1, and k3 = 0.38 M�1 s�1,
are similar to those from the simpler treatment, and
probably within the experimental limits in the accuracy
of the kinetic data, and the fit is not very sensitive to the
value of k2. The line in Fig. 2 is from a linear regression,
although some data points are at 21.4°C rather than 25°C
(Table 2); the inherent errors in the use of NMR
spectroscopy in monitoring the reaction are covered
under Experimental. The error bars in Fig. 2 correspond
to �10%.
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It is difficult to obtain good kinetics on the initial reaction
in conditions similar to those illustrated in Fig. 1. We
cannot use a stopped-flow spectrophotometer, because
bubbles form. Also, in order to observe first-order
kinetics with respect to Mo�O2�2�4 , its concentration has
to be low relative to [PhSMe] and [H2O2], but high
enough to give a reasonable absorbance change during
reaction. With 0.020 M H2O2 and dilute PhSMe, we had
to separate the reduction of Mo�O2�2�4 by PhSMe from
interconversion of MoO�O2�2�3 and Mo�O2�2�4 (Table 2).


The decrease in the concentration of Mo�O2�2�4 by
reaction with PhSMe and return to MoO�O2�2�3 is offset


by its formation from H2O2 and MoO�O2�2�3 and,
therefore, at any given time:


�d�Mo�O2�2�4 	
dt






�Mo�O2�2�4 	�k2�PhSMe	 � k�1��


k1�MoO�O2�2�3 	�H2O2	 �8�


�d�Mo�O2�2�4 	
dt






�Mo�O2�2�4 	�k2�PhSMe	 � k�1�


�k1�H2O2	��MoT	 � �Mo�O2�2�4 	� �9�
The rate constants k1 and k�1 are known from


independent measurements (Fig. 2), and [PhSMe] and
[H2O2] are initial values.


The observed first-order rate constants kobs (Table 1)
give:


�d�Mo�O2�2�4 	
dt



 kobs�Mo�O2�2�4 	 �10�


and


kobs 
 k2�PhSMe	 � k�1


� k1�H2O2	 �MoT	
�Mo�O2�2�4 	


� 1


� �
�11�


In fitting the data to Eqn. (11) we use initial concentra-
tions of H2O2 and PhSMe that are considerably larger
than that of Mo�O2�2�4 calculated by using the value of
K = 1.9 M�1, the observed first-order rate constants
(Table 1) and k1 = 0.037 M�1 s�1 and k�1 = 0.020 s�1.
Values of k2 in dilute H2O2 (Table 1) are slightly higher
than the apparent second-order rate constants calculated
without correction for interconversion of the peroxo-
complexes. These differences depend upon values of k1


and k�1 estimated from NMR data, but an increase of k1


and k�1 by factors of 1.5 decreases calculated values of k2


by ca 10%. The similarities in values of k2 from both
approximations show that the steady-state treatment is
reasonably satisfactory. We give values of rate constants
to two significant figures because of the limitations in the
kinetic use of NMR spectroscopy.
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The kinetic treatment based on Eqns (6) and (7) and
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illustrated in Fig. 2 breaks down with increasing [H2O2]
and faster interconversion of MoO�O2�2�3 and Mo�O2�2�4 .
With [H2O2]� 2 M the addition of PhSMe to the reaction
mixture does not quench the color of Mo�O2�2�4 and, in
the limit of high �H2O2	�MoO�O2�2�3 and Mo�O2�2�4
should be in equilibrium, with K = k1/k�1 (Scheme 2),
which gives:


kc


�MoT	 

k3 � k2K�H2O2	


1� K�H2O2	 �12�


Predicted and observed values of kc/[MoT] obtained by
using Eqn. (12) and values of k2, k3 and K are in Table 1.
These experimental values are probably too low because
the reaction is becoming too fast to be followed
conveniently by NMR spectroscopy (the half-life is
approximately 3 min). Within these limitations the
equilibrium approximation (Scheme 2 and Table 2) is
reasonably satisfactory at high [H2O2]. However, it fails
at lower [H2O2], where rate constants are over predicted.
We cannot test the equilibrium approximation by work-
ing with higher [H2O2] because the reaction would be too
fast to follow in these conditions. Our rate data are
inadequate to test the more complicated rate equations
that apply to reactions at [H2O2] for which neither of our
simple treatments apply.
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The tetraperoxomolybdate �Mo�O2�2�4 	 is much more
reactive than the triperoxo species �MoO�O2�2�3 	, but in
dilute H2O2 the latter is the dominant complex,11,12 and is
responsible for much of the reaction. For example, in ca
0.08 M H2O2, where kc/[MoT]� 0.55 M�1 s�1 (Table 2),


we estimate that only ca 25% of the reaction involves
Mo�O2�2�4 , but in ca 0.4 M H2O2, where kc/
[MoT]� 1.25 M�1 s�1, 67% of the reaction involves
Mo�O2�2�4 and in 2 M H2O2 there is only a minor
contribution of reaction with MoO�O2�2�3 .


The kinetic form of the quenching of MoO�O2�2�4 by
PhSMe shows that this reaction is a direct oxygen
transfer, as for oxidations by mixed peroxomolybdate
complexes in organic solvents that have very low
activation energies,16 as is typical of direct oxygen
transfers to sulfides from inorganic oxidants.20


Oxidation by MoO�O2�2�3 is also shown as a direct
oxygen transfer, but our data do not exclude the
possibility of a contribution of reaction involving 1O2.
Nardello et al.12 conclude that generation of 1O2 from
peroxomolybdates is largely through decomposition of
MoO�O2�2�3 . Oxidations by Mo�O2�2�4 � H2O2 in water-
in-oil microemulsions are believed to involve generation
of 1O2 and its escape into the bulk organic solvent and
reaction with organic substrates that are excluded from
the aqueous interior of the reversed micelle.18 This
intervention of reaction with 1O2 is more probable in
this than in a strictly homogeneous medium, where
MoO�O2�2�3 and the sulfide can come into direct contact.


Very little sulfone is formed (Experimental), consis-
tent with attack of a nucleophilic sulfide on an oxygen
center.16 However, sulfones are formed in oxidations of
sulfides by 1O2 by reaction of a first-formed intermediate
with the sulfide.17c


����$!#���#


Peroxomolybdates rapidly oxidize thioanisole to sulf-
oxide, with little formation of sulfone, in mildy alkaline
H2O:t-BuOH. The tetraperoxomolybdate is much more


���� ,�  :���	� 	
 #�����


[H2O2] (M)b 104[MoT] (M) [PhSMe] (M)b 104kc (s�1) kc/[MoT] (M�1 s�1)c


0.084 (0.082) 3.03 0.0254 (0.0234) 1.6 0.53 (0.51)
0.084 (0.078) 10.1 0.0300 (0.024) 5.1 0.51 (0.50)
0.088 (0.082) 10.1 0.0204 (0.0163) 5.4d 0.54 (0.55)
0.088 (0.079) 20.2 0.0217 (0.0091) 12.5d 0.62 (0.66)
0.176 (0.167) 10.1 0.0253 (0.0162) 7.4d 0.73 (0.74)
0.404 (0.399)e 3.17 0.0202 (0.0174) 3.9 1.23 (1.18)
0.423 (0.417) 3.03 0.0257 (0.0193) 5.3 1.75 (1.14)
0.423 (0.415) 10.1 0.0227 (0.015) 12.9 1.28 (1.33)
0.659 (0.548) 3.04 0.0206 (0.0157) 4.8 1.58 (1.59)
1.11 (1.10) 3.04 0.0206 (0.0115) 8.9 2.93 (3.58)
1.56 (1.55) 3.04 0.0206 (0.0097) 15.8 5.20 (5.62)f


1.89 (1.87)e 3.17 0.0202 (0.0045) 27 8.6 (12.1)f


2.14 (2.13) 3.03 0.0191 (0.0059) 26 8.5 (11.2)f


a At 25.0°C unless specified.
b Concentrations in parentheses are at the time of acquisition of the first NMR spectrum.
c Unless specified, values in parentheses are calculated by using Eqn. (7).
d At 21.4°C;
e Unstabilized H2O2.
f Calculated with the equilibrium approximation, Eqn. (12).
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reactive than the triperoxomolybdate, and in dilute H2O2


a rapid reaction with Mo�O2�2�4 is followed by the
kinetically significant conversion of it from Mo�O2�2�3 .
The decomposition of MoO�O2�2�3 is considerably faster
than that of Mo�O2�2�4 ,12 and, from a practical point of
view, it is useful to use high [H2O2],19 where oxidation is
fast and the low concentration of MoO�O2�2�3 limits
spontaneous decomposition. The utility of this approach
has been demonstrated in the destruction of chloro-
alkylsulfides on a significantly larger scale than that used
in the present work.19


These oxidations occur at a pH such that reactions of
nucleophilic anions with phosphonofluoridates will be
rapid.1–3 The fluoridates are more reactive than VX
towards nucleophilic anions, but in water at 25°C and
0.1 M HO�2 the half-life for reaction of VX is ca 45 s.3b


The pKa of H2O2 is 11.0–11.5, depending on condi-
tions,13 and Mo�O2�2�4 is formed up to pH 10,11 which
should allow a significant reaction with HO�2 in
moderately concentrated H2O2. Phosphonothioates and
related thio esters are oxidized by peroxy acids.2 These
reactions are slower than those of alkyl sulfides,20b,21 and
Mo�O2�2�4 may react oxidatively with VX, although at
present we have no evidence on this question. We used
H2O2 in our work, but peroxy-borates and carbonates and
the urea–H2O2 adduct are convenient solid precursors.


"43" �."���$
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We generally used 30% H2O2 (Fisher), but unstabilized
30% H2O2 (ACROS) was used in some experiments
(Table 2). Concentrations were regularly monitored, but
changed little with time provided that solutions were
stored in a refrigerator. Sodium molybdate dihydrate
(Reagent Plus) was from Aldrich and PhSMe was from
ACROS. We used HSO�5 as Oxone to oxidize PhSMe
partially or completely to PhSOMe and PhSO2Me and
measured the following chemical shifts (ppm). PhSMe:
o-H, 7.30 (d); m-H, 7.35 (t); p-H, 7.21 (t), CH3, 2.56.
PhSOMe: 7.70 (3H); 7.79 (2H); CH3, 2.94. PhSO2Me:
o-H, 8.03 (d); m-H, 7.77 (t); p-H, 7.88 (t); CH3, 3.32.
All measurements were made in H2O:t-BuOH 7:3 v/v
referred to external sodium 3-(trimethylsilyl)propionate
(TSP) in D2O with suppression of the H2O signal.
Solutions were freshly made up in deionized, redistilled,
H2O. They were made up by weight to correspond to
H2O:t-BuOH 7:3 v/v.
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The equilibrium between MoO�O2�2�3 and Mo�O2�2�4
was monitored from the absorbance at 452 nm following
the general procedure of Cszanyi et al.,11 who examined


this equilibrium in H2O2–H2O. We observed a clean
isosbestic point between MoO�O2�2�3 and Mo�O2�2�4 at
372 nm with [H2O2] �0.1 M and, therefore, consider only
these complexes in fitting the data. We allowed sufficient
time for complex equilibration before monitoring the
spectra; [Na2MoO4]� 10�3 M, but we corrected the
absorbances to 0.001 M Na2MoO4. We used glass
cuvettes in most experiments to reduce the possibility
of light-induced reactions.


5������


The quenching of the absorbance of Mo�O2�2�4 at 452 nm
by excess PhSMe was followed at 25.0°C on an HP-
8451A diode-array spectrophotometer, but there are
limitations on the conditions of the experiment. It is
desirable to choose [PhSMe] such that its reaction is
much faster than interconversion of MoO�O2�2�3 and
Mo�O2�2�4 , but then the reaction tends to be too fast for
convenient measurement, because we could not use a
stopped-flow spectrophotometer. Reactions were started
by adding PhSMe in t-BuOH from a Hamilton spring-
loaded syringe to a stirred solution of H2O2�Na2MoO4.
Solutions were freshly prepared and a mild vacuum was
used to disperse bubbles. Bubbling gave intermittent
spikes in the plots of absorbance against time, but first-
order plots were linear over 2.5 half-lives with correlation
coefficients �0.99.


The subsequent slower oxidation of PhSMe was
followed by using 1H NMR spectroscopy (Varian Unity
500 MHz for 1H), and monitoring signals of PhSMe and
PhSOMe in the aromatic and aliphatic regions, and
concentrations were averaged from peak areas in both
regions. So little PhSO2Me was formed (�2%), even
towards the end of reaction, that we neglected its signals.
Solutions were made up with H2O, t-BuOH and H2O2,
and we used solvent suppression of the O1H signal. The
aliphatic signals of PhSMe and PhSOMe are separated
from that of t-BuOH.


The solution of H2O2� Na2MoO4 was made up and,
after sufficient time for equilibration of the peroxomol-
ybdates, PhSMe was added. The color of Mo�O2�2�4
disappeared rapidly and the NMR tube was placed in the
spectrometer. Time was required for shimming (ca 5
min) and spectra were then taken over a period of time.
Times were taken as the midpoint of each acquisition,
which took ca 1 min, with 16 scans and delay of 3 s.


It is desirable to take a large number of data points, but
there are several limiting factors. With H2O2� 2 M the
half-life is approximately 3 min and we could follow only
the last part of the reaction. There are different limitations
for reactions in dilute H2O2, where the reaction does not
have a simple integral kinetic order. For these reactions it
is desirable to estimate the apparent first-order rate
constant kobs with respect to [PhSMe], from data obtained
over a short time, which limits accuracy because we
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follow relative peak areas of PhSMe and PhSOMe.
These relative areas are least reliable when one
compound is in large excess. Our rate data from plots
of ln[PhSMe] against time are, therefore, less reliable
than those obtained by conventional methods, e.g.
spectrophotometry or conductivity. However, the rate
constants are self-consistent, except for reaction with
0.423 M H2O2 and 3.03� 10�4 [Na2MoO4], where the
value is significantly higher than predicted (Table 2), and
we see no reason for the discrepancy.


Most reactions were followed at 25.0°C; initially,
some experiments were at 21.4°C, but oxygen transfers
have very low activation energies16,20 and the tempera-
ture effect appears to be relatively unimportant.


There is an uncatalyzed oxidation of PhSMe in H2O2


and a correction was applied to values of kobs:


kc 
 kobs � kH2O2


where 104kH2O2
= 0.2, 0.3, 1.0, 1.6, 3.0, 4.5, 6.0 and 7.1


s�1 in 0.08, 0.176, 0.40, 0.66, 1.11, 1.56, 1.89 and 2.14 M


H2O2 respectively.
In fitting the kinetic data from NMR spectroscopy in


terms of Eqns (6), (7) and (12) we use concentrations of
PhSMe and H2O2, calculated from peak areas at the time
of acquisition of the first spectrum.
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ABSTRACT: The behavior of isobutane in DSO3F containing various amounts of SbF5 has been studied in relation to
the acid strength of the superacid system. In contrast to the DF–SbF5 system, H/D exchange occurs only in the
weakest superacid via deprotonation of the t-butyl ion intermediate formed by an oxidative process. Kinetic isotope
effect determination shows that the slow step is hydride transfer. At higher acidity, the increasing stability of this
intermediate impedes isotopic exchange. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: superacids; isobutane; alkane activation; H/D exchange; oxidation
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The transformation of saturated hydrocarbons by crack-
ing, isomerization and alkylation is a matter of great
importance for the petrochemical industry. In order to
overcome the poor reactivity of the starting material, high
temperatures and/or strong acidic catalysts have to be
used.1,2 The key step of these acid-catalyzed reactions is
the formation of carbocations as reaction intermediates.
In the strongest superacids, the initial step is often
ascribed to proton attack on a C—C or C—H bond to
form a carbonium ion, following the �-basicity concept
developed by Olah and coworkers.3,4 These protonated
alkanes, characterized by a three-center two-electron
bond, with a pentacoordinated carbon atom, have a
lifetime too short to allow direct observation in super-
acidic media by spectroscopic methods, such as NMR.
However, initial product distribution, H/D exchange
measurements and theoretical calculations support the
existence of these cations as reaction intermediates or
transition states.5–8


The protonation site on isobutane in DF–SbF5 is
independent of the further reactivity of the pentaco-
ordinated carbonium ion.9,10 It takes place on both types
of C—H bonds in relation to the basicity, i.e. tertiary


C—H �primary C—H. Besides rapid hydron exchange,
partial C—C and C—H bond cleavage are also occurring,
leading to ionization.


In contrast, H/D exchange in weaker acids, such as
D2SO4


11–13 or D2O-exchanged solid acids,14–18 takes
place only in the methyl positions, via successive steps of
deprotonation of the t-butyl cation and reprotonation
(deuteration) of the isobutene. In triflic acid (HSO3CF3) a
superacid with H0 = �14.1, the same regiospecificity in
H/D exchange was observed.19


The acidity of fluorosulfonic acid (HSO3F), based on
Hammett indicator measurements, is H0 = �15.1.20 This
makes it the strongest simple protic acid, slightly more
acidic than HSO3CF3 (H0 = �14.1).21 It is employed as a
catalyst and chemical in various processes, including
alkylation, acylation, polymerization, sulfonation, iso-
merization and production of organic fluorosulfonates.
As in the case of HF, the acidity of HSO3F can be
significantly enhanced by addition of a fluorinated Lewis
acid, like SbF5. This procedure may increase the H0


values up to �23.22 The ability of these mixtures (a 1:1
HSO3F/SbF5 mixture is called Magic Acid) to ionize
alkanes was demonstrated by Olah and coworkers23–26 in
the late 1960s. The mechanism of formation of stable
tertiary carbenium ions from alkanes via protolysis or
oxidation has been a long-standing controversy.27–30


Recently, the mode of activation of alkanes on solid
acids, sometimes called solid superacids, such as sulfated
zirconia and related materials, has been the subject of
similar discussions.31–33


Based on our recent results on liquid and solid acids
alkane activation, using labeling techniques, we con-
sidered it of interest to reinvestigate the alkane activation
in HSO3F-based superacids. We report here our results
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for isobutene, based on kinetic isotope effects (KIEs) for
ionization and H/D exchange measurements, in relation
to the acidity of the superacids.


)*+)�$#)%&��


DSO3F was prepared by reaction of sulfur trioxide with
DF at �30°C and then distilled twice, through a short
Vigreux column under vacuum, Bp15 mmHg = 85°C,
yield = 85%, 97% isotopic purity.


DF was synthesized by a method described else-
where34 by reacting benzoylfluoride with D2O. HSO3F
(99% weight purity) was acquired from Aldrich Chemi-
cals and used without further purification. Isobutane N35
and carbon monoxide N20 were commercially available
from Alphagaz.


),����!����� ��	������ 
	� ��� -.� �,������
������	��


'��/���� �,����!����� The alkane/CO or alkane/N2


(1:3 molar ratio) mixture was bubbled through 2 ml
DSO3F or DSO3F–SbF5 superacid at a rate of 4 ml min�1.
The experiments were stopped after 30 min. At the outlet
of the Kel-F reactor, the alkane was collected and
analyzed by gas chromatography–mass spectrometry
(GC–MS). It was also condensed in an NMR tube, kept
at �117°C, for determination of the deuterium content by
comparing the 1H and 2H NMR spectra.


0$) �����!�����	�� The same experimental procedure
previously described was used. The deuterium content of
the discharged isobutane was determined by GC–MS as a
function of time to allow a kinetic measurement. The
correction of mass spectra from the natural abundance
(13C contribution) and fragmentation pattern of isobutane
was made with a program, based on the work of Price and
Iglesia.35 Owing to the excess of acid, the H/D exchange
rate (min�1) was calculated assuming first-order kinetics
on the hydrocarbon.


��������


%#� !�����!����� NMR analysis of the hydrocar-
bons was carried out on a Bruker AM 400 (400 MHz)
spectrometer. Quantitative and qualitative deuterium
contents were obtained by comparison of the 1H and 2H
NMR spectra, recorded after addition of an adequate
amount of a CDCl3–CHCl3 mixture in freon-113
(CF2ClCCl2F), used as internal standard.


#��� ������	!�����GC–MS analysis was performed on
a Carlo-Erba QMD-1000 spectrometer operated 70 eV
ionization voltage and equipped with a JSW Scientific


DB 624 column (� = 0.25 mm; film, 1.4 �m, l = 30 m).
The oven temperature was kept constant at 35°C.


��� ���	!��	������� The analyses of the hydrocar-
bons were performed on a Girdel 300 instrument with
flame ionization detector, using packed column
HAYESED R (� = 1/8�, l = 2 m). Helium was used as a
carrier gas. The concentration of hydrogen was deter-
mined on an Intersmat IGC 112M provided with a 5 Å
molecular sieve columm. Argon was employed as a
carrier gas. The results of our analyses were computed on
a Delsi Instruments ENICA 21 recorder integrator.


�) (�& �%� �$ "(  $'%
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Isobutane is often selected as a model for activation
studies, in preference to other small alkanes, because of
the high reactivity of its tertiary C—H bond, which leads
to simple product distribution.


In DF–SbF5 superacid, under non-oxidizing conditions
(less than 20 mol% SbF5), isobutane exchanges all its
hydrons at a rate exceeding, by far, protolysis of the
tertiary bond.10 This is in contrast with the H/D exchange
observed, when isobutane is contacted with D2SO4


11,12 or
various solid acids, in which case isotope exchange
occurs via deprotonation of the t-butyl cation and
reprotonation of isobutene. This leads to selective
exchange of the primary hydrons; this has been verified
on a large variety of solids,13–17 but also in HSO3CF3,19


which is classified as superacid,4 based on its H0 value of
�14.1.


Fluorosulfonic acid, H0 = �15.1, is slightly more
acidic than triflic acid. As a consequence, the H/D
exchange mechanism should not be very different in both
systems.


When an isobutane–N2 mixture was bubbled into
DSO3F, at 5°C, an extensive deuterium incorporation
(Fig. 1) was observed in the primary position (53 at.%),
together with a minor extent in the tertiary position
(5.8 at.%). The same reaction conducted under CO, at
5°C, showed a much lower deuteration (Fig. 1)
selectivity in the primary position (6.2 at.%). No
deuterium was found in the tertiary position. Even at
25°C, under CO, despite an extensive H/D exchange in
the primary position (50.8 at.%, Fig. 2), no exchange was
observed in the tertiary position. These observations lead
us to the following remarks.


In contrast with DF–SbF5,10 no H/D exchange was
observed on the methine hydron in the presence of CO.
Thus, direct electrophilic substitution, via reversible
protonation, can be excluded in HSO3F. The small
amount of deuterion observed in the tertiary position in
the absence of CO can be assigned to polyenylic species,
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able to transfer deuteride to the t-butyl ion inter-
mediates.13,19


Thus, hydron exchange occurs via the classical Otvos
scheme of ionization to t-butyl cations, deprotonation,
reprotonation and hydride transfer. The ionization step
here is most probably oxidative, as no hydrogen was
detected under our experimental conditions, as would be
expected in the case of protolysis of the tertiary C—H
bond.


The fact that, in contrast with D2SO4, H/D exchange is
observed even in the presence of CO is in agreement
with the reversibility of the Koch reaction and with
higher concentration of t-butyl ions in HSO3F in
comparison with D2SO4. The competition between
carbonylation and deprotonation is observed as an


induction period, in the initial stage of the reaction,
when a low concentration of carbenium ions is present in
solution (see Fig. 4).


0������ ��	�	�� �

���


In order to shed some light on the reaction mechanism,
especially on the rate-limited step, we used KIE
measurements. This procedure has been widely em-
ployed36–40 since the first paper concerning isotope
effects by Bigeleisen et al.41 The isotope effects on the
rate of chemical reactions arise from the difference in
zero-point energy.42,43


As seen in Fig 3, the replacement of isobutane by
isobutane-2-d 44 shows a kH/kD = 2.13 � 0.2 at 5°C under
CO. The proposed mechanism for H/D exchange is
shown in Scheme 1. The primary KIE found can either be
related to the activation (step a) of the alkane to give the
t-butyl cation, or the hydride transfer from an incoming
alkane to an exchanged cation (step b). Thus, the question


3���� ��1
23� �'	���� �4 ��� ����	 �4�	� 56& 	"����!	 ��
&�)7� �� 8°
 �� �� '�	�	��	 ��� � �	��	 �4 
)


3���� ��1
23� �'	���� �4 ��� ����	 �4�	� 56& 	"����!	 ��
&�)7� �� #8°
 ���	� 
)
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which now remains unanswered is: which step is
responsible for the KIE measured? Alkane activation
or hydride transfer? Both steps involve breaking of
C—H(D) bonds in the transition state.


In order to bypass the activation step, we added 2% of
isobutene to the isobutane and isobutane-2-d. Protonation
of olefin is usually much faster than alkane activation;
therefore, step a, from Scheme 1, will be virtually
bypassed with the addition of the olefin. If the KIE
previously measured was related to the activation (step
a), then addition of the olefin should give a KIE of unity
(no isotopic effect). On the other hand, if the KIE was
related to hydride transfer (step b), addition of the olefin
should not lead to significant modification in the kH/kD


results.
The kH/kD = 2.06 � 0.2 measured for the H/D ex-


change in the presence of 2% isobutene is consistent with
the second hypothesis (Fig. 4). Hence, the KIE measured
in the absence of olefin was related to the hydride
transfer, from the alkane to the deuterated cation.


-.� �,������ ��� �	��4���	� 	
 ��	����� ��
� '235 �36 �� ����	� �	���������	�� 	
  �36


As the acidity of HSO3F is rapidly increasing with SbF5


concentration, we were expecting a corresponding
increase in deuteration via direct reversible protonation
of the alkane, and thus a modification of the regioselec-
tivity of the exchange process, going from exclusive
exchange of the primary hydrons to a more pronounced
exchange in the tertiary position (carbonium ion mech-
anism). To avoid deuteration in the tertiary position, due
to hydride transfer from polyenic species, all the
experiments were conducted under CO, at 25°C.


As can be seen in Fig. 5, the opposite was observed:
deuteration was exponentially decreasing with increasing
SbF5 concentration, going from 50.8 at.% in neat DSO3F
to 9.1 at.% at 1.6% SbF5 and 2.2 at.% at 5.3% SbF5.
Moreover, with the exception of traces of deuterium in
the tertiary position, at SbF5 concentrations above 20%
the deuterium incorporation occurred only in the primary
position. These observations are not in accord with
reversible alkane protonation, even in the strongest
Magic Acid with a 1:1 concentration of HSO3F–SbF5.
An experiment recirculating an isobutane/CO mixture
(1:2) for 4 h, at a rate of 4 ml min�1, in DSO3F–SbF5


(21% SbF5), at 20°C, showed that all isobutane
disappeared from the gas phase and ionized to carbenium
ions, which were quenched by CO as oxocarbenium ions.


In single-pass experiments, when increasing SbF5


concentration from 0 to 50%, ionization became the
major reaction (Fig 6). In fact, unlike the HF–SbF5


system, in which ionization of isobutane by oxidation
occurs only above 20% SbF5 due to the presence of
uncomplexed SbF5,10 HSO3F is known to be, itself, a
strong oxidizing agent. In pure HSO3F, at low SbF5


concentrations, the t-butyl cations undergo rapid H/D
exchange via deprotonation and reprotonation of iso-
butene. As the amount of SbF5 increases, especially


3���� 7� 56& 	"����!	 �4 #< ��� ��	�	2/=< ��� ����	
9�: ��� #< ��� ��	�	2/=< ��� ����	�#�� 9�: �� &�)7� ��
8°
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above 10 mol% SbF5, the concentration of the counter
ions of SbF6SO3


� type are sufficient to inhibit deproto-
nation, thus blocking the H/D exchange. The acidity
level, however, even in the 1:1 HSO3F/SbF5 system, is
not high enough to achieve reversible protonation of the
alkane, at least at the temperatures employed in this
study. The small amount of hydrogen, produced at high
acidity levels, seems to indicate that, besides oxidation,
protolysis is competing as a secondary pathway.


"'%"�( $'% 


In DSO3F and DSO3F–SbF5 systems, despite their
ranking as superacids by acidity measurement with
Hammett indicators, the H/D exchange with isobutane
is not following a carbonium ion mechanism as observed
in HF–SbF5 solutions. The mechanism follows a
carbenium ion route, with successive steps of deprotona-
tion/protonation, as observed in weaker acids like sulfuric
and triflic acid. Owing to the high reactivity of the tertiary
C—H bond and its sensitivity to oxidation, the behavior
of isobutane seems to depend more on the oxidant
character than on the acidity of the acidic medium.
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ABSTRACT: The reactions of hydrated electrons (eaq
�) and hydrogen atoms (H�) with 4,6-dihydroxy-2-


methylpyrimidine (DHMP), 2,4-dimethyl-6-hydroxypyrimidine (DMHP), 5,6-dimethyluracil (DMU) and 6-
methyluracil (MU) were studied at different pH values using pulse radiolysis. The second-order rate constants
obtained for the reaction of eaq


� with these systems are in the range (5–10) � 109 dm3 mol�1 s�1 at near, neutral pH.
At basic pH, the rate constant values were considerably reduced owing to the electrostatic effect between eaq


� and
pyrimidine anion. The transient absorption spectra of the electron adducts have distinct absorption maxima at around
300–320 nm. The initial spectrum in the case of DHMP at pH 4.5 was found to undergo a first-order transformation.
Based on the spectral characteristics and the yields of methylviologen radical cation (MV��) resulted from the
electron transfer reaction between the electron adducts and MV2�, it is proposed that a protonated (at oxygen)
electron adduct of DHMP is initially formed which undergoes a proton- and phosphate-catalysed transformation to
form a reducing C(5) protonated C(6)-yl radical. Such preferential protonation at C(5) is predominant only with
dihydroxypyrimidine systems. At pH 9 and 13, formation of a radical monoanion of DHMP (pKa �13) is proposed.
The possible attack of eaq


� is proposed to be at N(1) or N(3) of DMHP. The resulting electron adduct has a pKa value
around 6.0. Similar properties for the electron adducts of DMU and MU [electron attack at O(4)] are proposed. The
second-order rate constants for H� with DHMP, DMHP, DMU and MU were in the range (1.7–28) � 108 dm3 mol�1


s�1. The hydrogen adduct spectra were generally identified as their absorption maxima at 310–380 and 460–510 nm.
Formation of C(5)-protonated C(6)-yl radical, the same radical that formed after the H�-and phosphate-catalysed
transformation of the electron adduct, is proposed for DHMP. The possibility of the formation of C(5)-yl and C(6)-yl
H adducts of DMHP, DMU and MU is discussed. High-performance liquid chromatography coupled with
electrospray mass spectrometry (HPLC-ES-MS) has been used to qualitatively analyse the products obtained from the
reaction of eaq


� with DHMP and DMHP and the results revealed that the products are mainly derived from the C(5)
protonated C(6)-yl radicals via its disproportionation and dimerization reaction. A possible reaction mechanism is
proposed for the product formation. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: pulse radiolysis; pyrimidines; electron adducts; hydrogen adducts; electrospray mass spectrometry
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Radiation chemical studies of DNA model systems such
as nucleobases and nucleosides are important in under-
standing the chemical basis of radiation-induced lesions
in DNA. Several reports1–7 on radiation chemical studies


of purines and pyrimidines are available and most of
these studies are directed to the understanding of the
reactions of water-derived free radicals with DNA model
systems. Such studies are carried out in dilute aqueous
solutions where the radiolysis of water provides the
primary free radicals:


H2O �� �OH, eaq
–, �H, H3O+, H2O2, H2 (1)


The reactions of hydroxyl radical (�OH) and hydrated
electron (eaq


�) with purines, pyrimidines and their
nucleosides are often very fast and are diffusion
controlled.8 The formation of electron adducts and their
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fast protonation (k � 107 s�1) at heteroatoms in the
solution state have been reported with purine bases
(e.g. adenine, guanine and hypoxanthine).9–13 The
conversion of the initially formed heteroatom-protonated
electron adducts into carbon-protonated electron adducts
is predominant (at least on the pulse radiolysis scale) only
in purine nucleosides.10–14 These transformation reac-
tions are catalysed by both OH� and phosphate buffer.
However, the rates of protonation at the carbon site of
various nucleosides were different, owing to the
substituent effect. Both kinetic and thermodynamic
factors are known to control this transformation phenom-
ena, as can be seen in several recent reports.10–14


On the other hand, the protonation of the initially
formed electron adducts of pyrimidines occurs at
different rates in the solution state. For example,
protonation of the electron adduct of cytosine by water
is reported to be considerably fast (k = 3.5 � 106 s�1)14


but that of uracil derivatives is relatively slow (k
�5 � 105 s�1).15–17 In the case of uracil and its
methyl-substituted derivatives, the conversion of the
oxygen-protonated electron adduct to carbon-protonated
electron adduct [C(6) protonation] can be catalysed by
phosphate buffer (Scheme 1). However, the protonation
at C(6) was observed to depend on the site of methyl
substitution in the pyrimidine ring and the rate constants
varied from 1.6 � 107 dm3 mol�1 s�1 for 1,3-di-
methylthymine to �105 dm3 mol�1 s�1 for 6-methylur-
acil.16,17 The oxygen-protonated and the carbon-
protonated radicals can be differentiated from their
redox behaviour using the oxidants methylviologen
(MV2�), p-nitroacetophenone (pNAP) or tetranitro-
methane (TNM).17


Although both C(5) and C(6) are potential sites of
protonation, it is generally observed that C(6) protonation
is more favoured in the case of thymine, uracil and
cytosine.17 On the other hand, C(5) protonation catalysed
by H�, phosphate and OH� was reported to be more
favoured in the case of 4,6-dihydroxypyrimidine, based
on an ESR study in the liquid state.18 It is important to
note that the preferential protonation at C(5) catalysed by


H�, phosphate or OH� has not yet been clearly
established by pulse radiolysis studies of any pyrimidine
derivatives. Therefore, we selected methyl-substituted
dihydroxypyrimidine, considered as an isomer of cyto-
sine, along with dimethylhydroxypyrimidine, dimethyl-
uracil and methyluracil, and studied the possibility of
transformation reactions at different concentrations of
H�, OH� and phosphate. The effect of substituents and
their position in the pyrimidine ring on the transformation
reaction was investigated. Furthermore, it will be shown
that 4,6-dihydroxy-2-methylpyrimidine is an ideal sys-
tem to demonstrate the preferential protonation at the
C(5) position using the oxidant, methylviologen (MV2�),
which is not a major process with the electron adducts of
other pyrimidine derivatives reported so far. The se-
lected systems were 2,4-dimethyl-6-hydroxypyrimidine
(DMHP), 4,6-dihydroxy-2-methylpyrimidine (DHMP),
6-methyluracil (MU) and 5,6-dimethyl uracil (DMU),
and the structures 1–4 represent the neutral forms of these
pyrimidines. The kinetic and spectral parameters at
different pH values are also determined. The oxidant
MV2� was used to investigate the redox nature of the
electron adducts.


The end product analysis after the reaction of water-
derived free radicals with biomolecules is often a difficult
task owing to the low concentrations of the products [(1–
10) � 10�6 mol dm�3 in low-dose experiments]. How-
ever, considerable progress was made in this field with
the help of gas chromatography–mass spectrometry in the
case of OH radical reactions with purines and pyrimi-
dines.19 On the other hand, very little information is
available about the end products of eaq


� reaction with
purines and pyrimidines. Therefore, an attempt was made
to analyse qualitatively the end products of the reaction
of eaq


� with DHMP and DMHP using high-performance
liquid chromatography coupled with electrospray mass
spectrometry (HPLC–ES-MS).
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Commercially available DHMP, DMHP, MU and DMU,
obtained from Aldrich, were used without further
purification. Solutions were prepared in water obtained
from a Millipore Milli-Q purification system. The
concentrations of the substrate were usually maintained
at 1 � 10�3 mol dm�3. Pulse radiolysis experiments were
carried out using a linear accelerator delivering electron
pulses of 7 MeV energy of 50 ns duration. An aerated
aqueous solution of KSCN (1 � 10�2 mol dm�3) was
used to monitor the dose per pulse with G � �500 = 21 520
dm3 mol�1 cm�1 and was normally kept at 14–15 Gy. A
low dose per pulse of 5.5 Gy was used for the
investigation of the electron transfer reaction between
the electron adducts and MV2�. The transient species
formed on pulse radiolysis were monitored by using a
450 W pulsed xenon arc lamp, a monochromator (Kratos
GM-252) and a Hamamatsu R-955 photomultiplier as the
detector. The photomultiplier output was digitized with a
100 MHz storage oscilloscope interfaced to a computer
for kinetic analysis. The rate values are the averages of at
least three experiments and the variation was within 15%.
The rate constant values were taken from those kinetic
analyses for which a very good correlation was obtained
between the experimental and calculated results.20 The
details of the pulse radiolysis set-up have been described
elsewhere.20–22


The radiolysis of N2-saturated neutral water produces
three highly reactive species (eaq


�, �OH and H�) in
addition to the formation of inert or less reactive
molecular products (H2 and H2O2) [reaction (1)]. The
reactions of eaq


� were investigated in N2-saturated
aqueous solutions containing either 2-methylpropan-2-
ol or propan-2-ol for scavenging �OH and G(eaq


�) = 2.7 is
expected at neutral pH.


The reaction of H atoms was investigated at neutral pH
with G(H�) = 0.6 in N2O-saturated solutions in presence


of 2-methylpropan-2-ol as an �OH scavenger:


�CH3�3COH � �OH�� �CH2�CH3�2COH �2�


At pH 1, G(H�) = 3.3 as eaq
� is converted to H�:


eaq
� � H� ��H� � H2O �3�


Qualitative product analysis was carried out using
HPLC–ES-MS after �-radiolysis of an Ar-saturated
solution containing either DHMP and DMHP (1 �
10�3 mol dm�3) in presence of 2-methylpropan-2-ol
(0.3 mol dm�3) with an absorbed dose of 2000 Gy. The
mass spectra were recorded for both positive and
negative ions in the range 50–1000 m/z units at 3 s per
scan and a skimmer voltage of 3.5 kV. A 3 m,
100 � 4 mm i.d. Hypersil BDS C18 column (Hewlett-
Packard) and Millipore Milli-Q water as eluent (flow-
rate = 0.5 dm3 min�1) were used.
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DHMP is reported to have three different pKa values
(0.21, 6.35 and 12.9) and exists predominantly in the
monoketo–monoenol form.23 The pKa values of DMHP
were determined experimentally, using UV–VIS spectro-
photometry, as 3.15 and 9.9. Two pKa values (2.7 and
9.8) were determined in the case of DMU. The reported
pKa value of MU is 9.5224 and the experimentally
determined value was 9.5.
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Compound pH k (dm3 mol�1 s�1) G(MV��)b k� (dm3 mol�1 s�1)


DHMP 4.5 5.4 � 109 2.7 1.4 � 1010


9.0 3.1 � 109 2.7 1.0 � 1010


13.0 2.0 � 109 3.1 1.0 � 1010


DMHP 6.0 1.3 � 1010 2.5 1.1 � 1010


12.5 1.0 � 109 2.6 1.4 � 1010


DMU 6.0 1.1 � 1010 2.7 1.0 � 1010


12.0 1.7 � 109 2.8 1.1 � 1010


MU 6.0 1.3 � 1010 2.6 8.0 � 109


(1.0 � 1010)c 3.3d 6.0 � 109


a k� = k (electron adduct � MV2�) (these were determined from the pseudo-first-order buildup of MV�� from a single concentration of MV2� and hence are
approximate).
b These are averages of at least three values.
c From Ref. 8.
d At pH 12.
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the reaction of hydrated electrons with DHMP, DMHP,
DMU and MU in N2-saturated aqueous solutions
containing either 0.2 mol dm�3 2-methylpropan-2-ol or
propan-2-ol to scavenge OH radicals were determined by
following the decay of the hydrated electron at 720 nm as
a function of substrate concentration. The pseudo-first-
order decay constant (kobs) versus concentration plot was
a straight line with very good correlation coefficients
(�0.99). The rate constants of the neutral forms are
diffusion controlled (Table 1) and these values are in
agreement with the rate constants reported for other
pyrimidines.8 However, at higher pH values where the
pyrimidines are in their monoanionic form, the rate
constant values were significantly reduced except in the
case of DHMP, where the difference was only marginal.
The lowering of rate constants at higher pH values, as
shown in Table 1, represents the electrostatic effects
resulting from the pyrimidine anion and hydrated
electron. Similar trends in the rate constant values were
reported with mono- and dianionic forms of both purines
and pyrimidines.6


/
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�������������
���	��� �������
The time-resolved absorption spectra obtained at pH
4.5 from the reaction of eaq


� with DHMP are shown in
Fig. 1. The spectrum recorded at 3 �s after the pulse has


an absorption maximum at 320 nm with a shoulder at
around 380 nm. While this spectrum showed a decay at
320 nm (k = 5.5 � 104 s�1), a further increase in
absorbance was observed above 350 nm (k490 nm =
4 � 104 s�1) indicative of a transformation of the initial
species. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the transformed
spectrum has �max around 380 nm and a broad absorption
between 460 and 550 nm. A typical trace obtained at
490 nm is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. The time-resolved
spectra were also recorded in the presence of phosphate
buffer (0.3 mol dm�3) at pH 7.5. It was observed that the
decay at 320 nm and the build-up above 350 nm are
greatly enhanced (k380 nm = 3.6 � 105 s�1, k490 nm =
2.0 � 105 s�1). The transformed spectrum measured at
15 �s after the pulse and typical traces at 380 and 490 nm
are shown in Fig. 1. The spectral characteristics at pH 9
were different from those at pH 4.5. The observed first-
order decay at 320 nm and the slow build-up of
absorbance above 350 nm at pH 4.5 were not visible at
pH 9, but the spectrum showed two distinct maxima at
310 and 360 nm. Similarly, the spectrum recorded at 3 �s
after the pulse at pH 13 (Fig. 2) was found to decay
without showing any delayed build-up, unlike at lower
pH.


In order to understand the nature of the electron
adducts, we investigated the electron transfer reaction of
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the electron adducts with MV2� at different pH values.
The formation of methylviologen radical cation (MV��)
was monitored at 605 nm. 2-Methylpropan-2-ol was used
as the OH radical scavenger in all these experiments to
avoid the reaction of 2-hydroxy-2-propyl radical, formed
from the reaction of the OH radical with propan-2-ol,
with MV2�. The yields, G(MV��), and the second-order
rate constants for the electron transfer reaction are
compiled in Table 2. The G values were calculated
by taking a typical � value of MV�� as 12800
dm3 mol�1 cm�1 at 605 nm.25 The G value of MV��
obtained at pH 4.5 was 2.7. Expecting about 20% of the
direct reaction of eaq


� with MV2� under these experi-
mental conditions {[MV2�] = 5 � 10�5 mol dm�3,
[DHMP] = 2 � 10�3 mol dm�3, k(eaq


� � MV2�) = 5.4 �
1010 dm3 mol�1 s�1}, the observed G(MV��) corre-
sponds to the total yield of the electron adduct. Similarly
at pH 9, the observed G value of 2.7 indicates the
quantitative reaction of the electron adduct with MV2�.
At pH 	 13, a G(MV��) value of 3.1 is obtained. At this
pH, a considerable part of H� will be converting into
eaq


� [k(H� � OH�) = 2.3 � 107 dm3 mol�1 s�1].4 Calculat-
ing the yield of eaq


� at this pH as 3.1, the observed
G(MV��) indicates a quantitative reaction of the electron
adduct.


The attack of eaq
� is likely to occur at the electron


affinic oxygen, O(4) or O(6) of the keto form. The
resulting radical anion (ketyl radical) can be protonated
by water. The nature of the initial spectrum recorded 3 �s


after the pulse at pH 4.5 with a �max at 320 nm is in
agreement with the electron adduct spectra of other
pyrimidines reported earlier.16,17,25 We propose that the
spectrum absorbing at 320 nm corresponds to the
protonated electron adduct of DHMP as the protonation
of the electron adducts of pyrimidines at oxygen is
normally very fast with pKa values around 7.2.25


Moreover, the feasibility of protonation at two identical
C(4) and C(6) oxygen (as shown in Scheme 2) makes the
protonation more efficient compared with the uracil
electron adduct. Therefore, in the present case it is likely
that the radical anion must become protonated with a
half-life �1 �s (this is the minimum time required to
measure the initial spectrum using our experimental set-
up) and the proposed structure is I (Scheme 2) which is in
resonance with II. Such fast protonation is justified based
on earlier reports on the protonation at oxygen or nitrogen
in the case of uracil derivatives5–17 (k 	 5 � 105 s�1) and
cytosine14 (k 	 3.5 � 106 s�1). The first-order nature of
the decay of the initial spectrum at its �max and the
corresponding delayed build-up at � �350 nm indicate a
clear first-order transformation of the initially formed
protonated electron adduct to a different species with a
�max around 380 nm and a broad absorption band between
490 and 550 nm. It is interesting that the nature of this
transformed spectrum and the spectrum recorded 15 �s
after the pulse in the presence of phosphate buffer
(0.3 mol dm�3) are very similar (Fig. 1), which implies
that the transformation can be catalysed by both H� and
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phosphate. However, the rate of transformation was
almost 10 times higher in the presence of phosphate
buffer. A phosphate-catalysed conversion of oxygen-
protonated electron adduct to carbon-protonated [C(5)
and C(6)] electron adduct is a well established reaction in
the case of uracil, thymine and some of their substituted
derivatives.16,17 On the other hand, it appears that such
transformations catalysed by H� are not very common,
but restricted to only dihydroxypyrimidines as reported in
an ESR study by Novais and Steenken.18 Therefore, we
can clearly understand that the transformed species is a
carbon-protonated electron adduct of DHMP. Since such
carbon protonation can be at C(5) and/or C(6), as
observed with uracil and thymine,16 one has to estimate
clearly the percentage distribution of these protonated
radicals. The results obtained with MV2� gave a detailed
account of the contribution of reducing radicals. The
observed G value of MV�� (i.e. 2.7) at pH 4.5 clearly
indicates that the protonated electron adduct is reducing
in nature. This is understandable from the proposed
structure of the protonated electron adduct (I) in which
the unpaired spin density is at carbon. This is in
agreement with the earlier reports with uracil and its
derivatives.16,17 The G of MV�� further leads to the
conclusion that even the transformed species at pH 4.5 is
reducing in nature. If we assume that the transformed
protonated electron adduct (kt = 4 � 104 s�1) is a non-
reducing radical (as reported with uracil and thymine16),


one can calculate the G value of MV�� [Eqn. (1)] from
the competition between the reaction of electron adduct
(EA) with MV2� [reaction (4)] and the transformation of
the electron adduct [reaction (5)].


EA � MV2� ��k2 MV�� �4�


EA��kt EA
 �5�


where k2 is the second-order rate constant, kt is the rate of
transformation and EA� represents the transformed
electron adducts.


G � 2�7 � k2�MV2�
k2�MV2� � kt


�eqn�1�


where 2.7 is the total yield of the electron adduct.
According to this calculation, the expected G value of
MV�� is 2.35. However, the observed G(MV��) is 2.7
(Table 2). This indicates that the transformed species is
also reducing in nature with respect to MV2�. In order to
confirm further the nature of the transformed electron
adduct, G(MV��) was determined in the presence of
0.3 mol dm�3 phosphate at pH 7.5. The observed G value
was 2.7. Based on these observations, it is proposed that
the transformed species is a C(5)-protonated C(6)-yl form
of DHMP (III). The structure III is in resonance with IV.


/����� !
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Both III and IV can be reducing in nature with respect to
MV2�. The ketonic form of structure IV (as shown in
Scheme 2), reported in the case of dihydroxypyrimi-
dine,18 is also probable. However, the speed of this enol–
keto transformation could not be determined. It is
interesting that the phosphate-catalysed carbon protona-
tion in the case of uracil and its methyl derivatives leads
to a non-reducing C(5)-yl radical, whereas in the present
case it is a C(6)-yl radical. Additional support for the
formation of III is its spectral similarity with H adducts.
(see later for further explanation). However, a simulta-
neous formation of a possible C(5)-yl radical (non-
reducing), as was reported with other pyrimidines,16,17


can be completely ruled out at pH 4.5 based on the
G(MV��) value. Furthermore, it is important to note that
in the reported ESR study with dihydroxypyrimidine
systems, at pH 4–5 the observed ESR spectrum
corresponds to H adducts.18 This report is clearly in line
with our observation on DHMP that in the initial stage, an
oxygen-protonated electron adduct is formed which is
later transformed in the presence of H� to a C(5)-
protonated electron adduct which is similar to the H
adduct. The difficulties in the detection of an oxygen-
protonated electron adduct in the previous study18 may be
due to the longer time-scales that are normally used in
ESR experiments, on which the C(5) protonation must be
completed.


At pH 9, DHMP exists predominantly in its deproto-
nated form (pKa = 6.35). Therefore, the reaction of eaq


� at
this pH must be considered as the addition of eaq


� to the
monoanion of DHMP [the decrease in the second-order
rate constant at pH 9 is a clear indication of this reaction
(Table 1)]. Such an addition reaction would definitely
lead to the formation of a radical dianion as shown in
Scheme 3. The radical dianion can be protonated by


water so that a radical monoanion can result. We propose
that the species with absorption maxima at 310 and
360 nm at pH 9 is the monoanionic form of the electron
adduct of DHMP (V) as represented in Scheme 3. The
supporting evidence for this argument came from ESR
and conductance studies on dihydroxypyrimidine sys-
tems between pH 6 and 12.18 The conductance measure-
ments at pH 8.5–9.5 yielded the quantitative production
of OH�, which clearly supported the protonation
reaction.18 Furthermore, the ESR study indicated the
formation of a ketyl-type radical monoanion whose
unpaired spin is strongly delocalized.18 Our results with
MV2� gives a clear indication of the reducing property of
the radical anion (V) at pH 9. At this pH the observed
G(MV��) value (2.7) represents the full yield of electron
adduct (Table 2). Therefore, it is expected that the
unpaired spin in DHMP radical anion (V) is more
localized towards the ketyl carbon, as reported in other
similar pyrimidine electron adduct studies.16,17 As can be
seen from Fig. 2, the spectral nature of the intermediate at
pH 13 is similar to that at pH 9, indicating the similarity
of the species existing at these two pHs.


Since DHMP has its second pKa at 12.9, the reaction of
eaq


� at pH 13 is with a mixture of about 56% dianionic
form and 44% monoanionic form of DHMP. The attack at
the dianionic form would give rise to a radical trianion in
the initial stage which could be immediately protonated
by water. Since the spectral features at pH 9 and 13 are
very similar, it is logical to assume that the trianion
radical is protonated twice to form a monoanion radical
of DHMP with a structure similar to that obtained at pH 9
(Scheme 3). The similar spectra obtained both at pH 9
and 13 may be an indication of a much higher pKa value
(�13) for the monoanion radical of DHMP. The ESR
study on dihydroxypyrimidine systems reported the
presence of a radical dianion protonated at C(5)
(catalysed by OH�) and its subsequent protonation leads
to a neutral radical similar to the H adduct.18 The C(5)-
protonated dianion could be detected only at [OH�]
�0.2 mol dm�3.18 However, the percentage distribution
of the radical monoanion and the neutral H adduct of
DHMP (existing at pH �9, if formed) could not be
obtained using MV2� in the present case as both the
structures can be reducing in nature with respect to
MV2�. The quantitative yield of MV�� at pH 13 when the
G(eaq


�) is 3.3 due to the conversion of H� to eaq
� by


OH�, reveals once again the facts that the electron
adducts are reducing in nature and that the unpaired spin
is located at C(2), C(4) or C(6) positions. Furthermore,
the protonation at C(6) leading to the formation of a C(5)-
yl radical of DHMP, as observed with uracil and
thymine,16 is negligible in the case of DHMP. The
quantitative yield of MV�� is in line with such a
conclusion.


����������������	
�����
���	��� ������� The elec-
tron adduct spectrum showed a single distinct absorption


/����� (
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maximum at 310 nm at pH 4.5 (Fig. 3) and at pH 6 (not
shown) and were very similar with a slight difference in
the absorbance values. The time-resolved spectra at both
pH values did not show any indication of a transforma-
tion reaction as was observed with DHMP, but a second-
order decay. The nature of the spectrum at pH 12 was also
similar but the absorbance at the �max was significantly
higher (Fig. 3). A plot of absorbance versus pH of the
electron adduct (Fig. 3, inset) at 430 nm showed an
inflection point around pH 6.0. The spectrum obtained in
presence of 0.3 mol dm�3 phosphate did not show much
difference from that obtained without phosphate, indicat-
ing the absence or a relatively slow transformation
reaction on the pulse radiolysis scale. A nearly quanti-
tative yield of MV�� (�90%) at pH 6 and 12.5 clearly
indicated the reducing nature of the electron adduct (see
Table 1).


From the spectral behaviour of the electron adduct of
DMHP at pH 4.0, 6.0 and 12.5 and from the protonation/
deprotonation equilibrium with a pK value of 6.0 (Fig. 3),
it can be assumed that at low pH the electron adduct is
protonated. Therefore, the species existing at higher pH


such as at pH 12.5 (the spectrum is identified with its �max


at 310 nm) is the deprotonated form of the electron
adduct. A similar behaviour of the electron adduct of
uracil and 1,3-dimethylthymine has already been re-
ported.16,17 In aqueous medium DMHP is likely to be in
its enolic form [In a recent study,26 we showed that both
DMU and MU undergo rapid deprotonation at near
neutral pH, whereas DHMP and DMHP did not show
such a phenomenon. This is observed only with
pyrimidines containing H at N(1) and is explained on
the basis of the deprotonation of the N(1)H. Therefore,
this is additional support for the conclusion that DMHP
exists in its enolic form at C(6).] Therefore, the expected
sites of attack are at N(1) or N(3) and the resulting radical
anion can be easily protonated by H2O/H� [reaction (6)].


Although DMHP is in its deprotonated form at pH
12.5, the radical dianion resulting from the eaq


� attack is
likely to be protonated by water, similarly to the dianion
of DHMP, leading to the radical monoanion which
undergoes protonation only at lower pH. Both protonated
and deprotonated forms can be reducing in nature with
respect to MV2� since the unpaired spin density is at


3����� (� +����	� �"���6��� �6	���� �"���	� � 7�/���$���	� �2$	�$� ���$���� ��  �4- 0�� ���& 
�� �
�&1 ������,
6��6�/�/�� 0�(� 
�� �
�&1 �� 64 ��(� 0�1 �� %(� 0�1 �� � �� ���	� ��	 6$��	9 ���	 6	� 6$��		 �� ��( ��	�: �	6	�	�	 ��
�"���"��	 �� ��	 ��	�
	����	 � 64 �� %&� 
( +�	 �;	���� 6��� �� �� 64 �
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carbon. The high G(MV��) values at lower and higher
pHs reflect this reducing property.


�������������
���� ����� ��	 ���������
���� �����
The electron adduct spectra of DMU and MU were
recorded in the presence of 0.01 mol dm�3 phosphate
buffer in order to minimize the possible formation of
DMU anion resulting from the reaction of radiolytically
produced OH� and DMU (see above26). The DMU and
MU anions are reported to have �max at 295 and 285 nm,
respectively.26 The transient spectra at pH 6 and 12
showed a single �max around 300 nm but there was a clear
difference in their absorbance values (Fig. 4). The
observed G(MV��) at pH 6.0 was 2.7, which corresponds
to the total yield of the electron adducts, and a similar
yield of 2.8 was also calculated at pH 12.0. Hence the
electron adduct of DMU also appears to have similar
properties to those in the case of DHMP.


The protonated electron adduct and its deprotonated
forms can be distinguished from the difference in their
absorption coefficients at the �max (Fig. 4). The preferred
site of attack is proposed to be at O(4) and O(2). It is
reported in the case of uracil that the O(2)-protonated
electron adduct has an absorption maximum less than
280 nm at pH 5.1.25 Therefore, it can be concluded that
the species with �max at 300 nm is the O(4)-protonated
electron adduct of DMU which is in its deprotonated


form at higher pH as shown in reaction (7)


The high yields of MV�� at pH 6 and 12.5 (see Table 2)
are in agreement with the above explanation. Both
protonated and the deprotonated forms can be reducing
with respect to MV2�. In this case too the phosphate-
induced protonation at carbon [C(5) and C(6)] is
relatively slow and this was confirmed from the absence
of any spectral changes between 380 and 520 nm in the
presence of 0.3 mol dm�3 phosphate. The transient
spectrum obtained with MU is also similar to the
spectrum of DMU and hence a similar electron adduct
protonated at O(4) is proposed at pH 6. The spectrum
showed a single �max at 295 nm. This is in agreement with
the reported electron adduct spectrum of MU.25 The
G(MV��) values at pH 6 (i.e. 2.6) and at pH 12 (i.e. 3.3)
clearly indicate the quantitative formation of the reducing
radical, the electron adduct protonated at O(4) at pH 6
and its deprotonated form at pH 12, which is in line with
the earlier report.25


3����� 4� +����	� �"���6��� �6	���� �	����	� � 7�/���$���	� �2$	�$� ���$���� ��  �� 0�� ���& 
�� �
�&1 ������,
6��6�/�/�� 0�(� 
�� �
�&1 �� 64 �� 0�1 �� 64 � 0�1 �� &� �� ���	� ��	 6$��	9 ���	 6	� 6$��		 ��(8 ��( ��	�: �����	�
�"���6��� �6	���� �"���	� 3��� �� 0�� ���& 
�� �
�&1 �� 64 � 0� �� ���	� ��	 6$��	1 $�	� ��
���� ��������9 ���	 6	�
6$��		 �%(� ��
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)�������	 �� � ����� �������	 ��� 	
�����


The reactions of H� with DHMP, DMHP, DMU and MU
were studied at pH 1 and at near neutral pH. The reaction
at neutral pH was studied in N2O-saturated solutions
containing 2-methylpropan-2-ol to scavenge �OH. The
second-order rate constants were determined from the
rate of build-up at the respective absorption maxima of
the H adduct. These rate constants were found to be in the
range (1.7–28) � 108 dm3 mol�1 s�1 at pH 1 and (9.2–
26) � 108 dm3 mol�1 s�1 at near neutral pH (for indi-
vidual rate constants, see the supplementary material). It
is evident that the pKa values of the substrates have a
profound effect on the rate of reaction. The bimolecular
rate constants at pH 1 for all the pyrimidines were
considerably lower than those at higher pH except in the
case of DHMP, where the values at pH 1 and 4.5 were
comparable. The comparatively low rate constants at
lower pH values are understandable as H attack is
electrophilic. Since DHMP has a pKa value of only 0.21,
the rate constant value remained unaffected.


The absorption spectra obtained for the reaction of �H
with DHMP, DMHP, DMU and MU are given in Fig.


5(a–d) (the spectral parameters such as the absorption
maxima and the absorption coefficients at the respective
maximum are available in the supplementary material).
The H adduct spectra of all these compounds were found
to undergo a second-order decay at their absorption
maxima.


The preferred sites of attack of H� in uracil systems are
the C(5) and C(6) positions.9–11 Therefore, similar sites of
attack are likely in the case of DHMP. It is therefore
assumed that C(6)-yl radical is formed from the attack of
H� at the C(5) position of DHMP as H� is an electrophile
and therefore it can attack at the more electron-rich C(5)
position (Scheme 2). The difference in the absorbance at
lower and higher pHs as can be seen in Fig. 5 must be due
to the protonation of the parent pyrimidine. This
difference is more prominent with DMHP at pH 1.0
where it is fully in its protonated form. At this point, it is
interesting to compare the transformed electron adduct
spectrum at pH 4.5 and the spectrum at pH 7.5 in presence
of phosphate (Fig. 1) with the H adduct spectrum at pH
4.5 in the case of DHMP [Fig. 5(a)]. It can be seen that
these three spectra are similar and hence it is logical to
assume that the intermediate species are also similar.


3����� 5� 4 ���$�� �6	���� �	����	� �� � �� ���	� ��	 6$��	 �� 0�1  4�- �� 64 %(� 0�1 �� �� 64 � 0�19 0"1  �4- �� 64 � 0�1
�� 64 � 0�19 0�1  �� �� 64 � 0�1 �� � 0�19 �� 0�1 �� �� 64 � 0�1( #�� 	<6	��
	�� �� 	�� 	$���� 64 3	�	 �����	� �$� �
7�=/���$���	� �2$	�$� ���$���� �� ���� �� 64 � 3�� � 7�/���$���	� �2$	�$� ���$���� ������, ��6������
�� ���& 
�� �
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Similarly to DHMP, formation of a C(5)HC(6)-yl
radical is proposed in the case of DMHP which exists in
its deprotonated form at pH 6. However, in the case of
DMU and MU, both C(6)HC(5)-yl and C(5)HC(6)-yl
radicals are proposed to be formed. Based on the
preferential formation of C(6)HC(5)-yl radical in the
case of thymine,18 it can be expected that a similar trend
is likely in DMU and MU. It can be further seen from the
H adduct spectrum of DMU (Fig. 5) that at � �300 nm
there is a disproportionate difference between the spectra
at pH 6 and pH 1. This difference is mainly due to the
interference of the DMU anion spectrum which has a
�max at 295 nm under N2O-saturated conditions (pH 6) as
discussed earlier.26


&������ �����	�	


Qualitative product analysis was carried out after
prolonged �-radiolysis (dose 	 2000 Gy) of argon-
saturated solutions containing either DHMP or DMHP
(1 � 10�3 mol dm�3) in presence of 2-methylpropan-2-ol
(0.2 mol dm�3) using HPLC–ES-MS. Even with the
prolonged irradiation it was observed that only a minor
portion of the substrate has been consumed and the
products peaks were too feeble (representative HPLC
results and mass spectra obtained in the case of DMHP


are available in the supplementary material). A series of
m/z values were obtained from these feeble product
peaks. However, from the mass peaks, the most probable
m/z values were selected for the most probable products.
The identified products, their molecular weights and the
m/z values obtained from the MS data are summarized in
Tables 2 and 3, for DHMP and DMHP, respectively.


From the identified products, it is almost clear that
these products are the result of a bimolecular reaction of
the protonated electron adducts III [C(5)-protonated
C(6)-yl form of DHMP] and VII. The structure VII
[N(1)-protonated C(6)-yl form of DMHP] is the meso-
meric form of the protonated electron adduct of DMHP
[see reaction (6) and Scheme (5)]. The structures of these
electron adducts were demonstrated with the help of
MV2� using the pulse radiolysis experiments (see
earlier). Furthermore, these products are proposed to
result from mainly disproportionation and dimerization
reactions as shown in Schemes 4 and 5. In the case of
DHMP at pH 4.5, the disproportionation reaction leads to
the products a and b [Scheme 4, reaction (8)] where b is
the starting compound. Indication is obtained for the
formation of a product like c, which could be the result of
an unstable intermediate C(6)-dihydroxy product as
shown in reaction (9). This can be resulted from the
oxidation of III followed by addition of OH�. Such an
oxidation is possible either by the disprotonation reaction


����� (� -���$��� ��	��>	� ���
 ��	 �	����� �� 	�2
� 3���  �4- "� 4-*�?@�/�� ������� 0	�$	�9 3��	�9 ;�3/���	9 �(� �
&



���1


Producta
Molecular
formula


Molecular
weight m/z


(g) 5,5-Dihydro-6-hydroxy-2,4-dimethylpyrimidine C6N2OH10 126 �125, �127
(h) 5-Hydro-6-hydroxy-2,4-dimethylpyrimidine C6N2OH8 124 �123, �125
(i) Bis(5,5-dihydro-6-hydroxy-2,4-dimethyl pyrimidin-6-yl) C12N4O2H18 250 n.d.b


(j) 2,4-Dimethyl-6-(5,5-dihydro-6-hydroxy-2,4-dimethylpyrimidin-6-yl) C12N4OH16 232 �232
(k) Bis(2,4-dimethylpyrimidin-6-yl) C12N4H14 214 �214
(l) 2,4-Dimethylpyrimidin-6-one C6N2OH8 124 �123, �125


a Retention times of the products: (g) 8.5, (h) and (l) 5.3, (j) 5.6 and (k) 5.7 min.
b Not detected.


����� !� -���$��� ��	��>	� ���
 ��	 �	����� �� 	�2
� 3���  4�- "� 4-*�?@�/�� ������� 0	�$	�9 3��	�9 ;�3/���	9 �(� �
&



���1


Producta
Molecular
formula


Molecular
weight m/z


(a) 5,5-Dihydro-6-hydroxy-2-methyl-(3H)-pyrimidin-4-one C5N2O2H8 128 �129
(b) 6-Hydroxy-2-methyl-(3H)-pyrimidin-4-one C5N2O2H6 126 �125, �127
(c) 5,5-Dihydro-2-methyl-(3H)-pyrimidin-4,6-dione C5N2O2H6 126 �126
(d) Bis[5,5-dihydro-6-hydroxy-2-methyl-(3H)-pyrimidin-4-one-6-yl] C10N4O4H14 254 �253
(e) 2-Methyl-(3H)-pyrimidin-4-one-6-[5,5-dihydro-6-hydroxy-2-methyl-(3H)-


pyrimidin-4-one]
C10N4O3H12 236 �236


(f) Bis[2-methyl-(3H)-pyrimidin-4-one-6-yl] C10N4O2H10 218 �217


a Retention times of the products: (a) 1.1, (b) 0.95, (c) 2.5, (d) and (e) 1.2 and (f) 2.3 min.
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of III or by the reaction of radiolytically formed H2O2.
The formation of dimers is another important reaction
pathway which can lead to products with the structures d,
e and f. Structures e and f are formed via stepwise
elimination of water forming the initial dimer as shown in
Scheme 4.


As there is very little information available about the
product formation from the reaction of eaq


� with


pyrimidine, no fruitful comparison of these products
could be made. However, a stepwise elimination of water
from the dimeric products of pyrimidine is reported using
conventional chromatographic technique.27


DMHP also gave similar product pattern like DHMP at
pH 6 (Scheme 5). The products g and h (where h is the
starting compound, DMHP) are the result of a dispro-
portionation reaction. The m/z value corresponding to the


/����� 5
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dimer i is, however, not seen in the MS data. On the other
hand, the products j and k resulting from the successive
water elimination from the dimeric product i were seen
(Table 3). The only possible reason for its absence is
probably its instability leading to fast water elimination
[reactions (16) and (17)]. The product l is only the keto
form of DMHP (i.e. h) and it is included in the scheme to
demonstrate the possibility of an alternative pathway for
the regeneration of the DMHP which normally exists in
its enol form (see earlier26)


*-,*�./+-,


The preferential protonation at the C(5) position of the
electron adduct of DHMP by H� and phosphate was
demonstrated from its spectral features and with the help
of its reaction with the oxidant methylviologen using a
pulse radiolysis technique. A similar species is formed on
H� attack at the C(5) position of DHMP. The formation of
such C(5)-protonated C(6)-yl radical is only a minor
process with other pyrimidine derivatives. The electron
transfer from a carbon-protonated electron adduct of
thymine to molecular oxygen or nitro aromatic radio-
sensitizers is a restricted process.17 The present study
demonstrates that the nature of the substituents at the
pyrimidine ring has a profound effect on the redox
properties of the electron adducts as the C-protonated
electron adduct of DHMP transfers an electron to
radiosensitizers such as MV2�. The C(5) and C(6)
protonation of the electron adducts of DMHP, DMU
and MU by phosphate is found to be a very slow process,
at least on the pulse radiolysis scale (k �104 s�1). Product
analysis from the reaction of eaq


� with pyrimidine has
been a relatively difficult area and this study qualitatively
identified a number of important products resulting from
mainly disproportionation and dimerization of the
protonated electron adducts of DHMP and DMHP.
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ABSTRACT: The tricyclo[5.3.1.13,9]dodeca-3,7-diyl dication (6) was prepared in situ and characterized by 1H and
13C NMR spectroscopy. Reaction of this dication with isopentane, NaBH4 or H2, in an attempt to prepare the �-H
cation 7, did result in hydride transfer, but to the ‘outside’ face of the dication, leading to the conventional monocation
8, or rearrangement products of this. This monocation was independently prepared, and is thermally less stable than
the dication, rearranging to the 2-ethyl-2-adamantyl cation (19) at �60°C, �G‡ = 16.0� 0.6 kcal mol�1. The 2-
methyltricyclo[4.3.1.13,7]undec-2-yl cation (20), a likely intermediate in this rearrangement, was also independently
prepared and shown to rearrange to 19, �G‡ = 14.4� 0.3 kcal mol�1, consistent with a stepwise rearrangement
process for 8→[20]→19. The structures of dication 6 and monocation 8 were investigated by high-level ab initio
calculations, and modeling studies were carried out to look at the factors that allow dications such as 6 to even be
prepared. Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: carbocation; �-H-carbocation; carbodication; rearrangements; MO calculations; NMR shift
calculations; bridgehead reactivity
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�-H-bridged carbocations, , have pre-
viously been prepared in situ, and have involved
monocyclic,1 bicyclic2 and tricyclic3 frameworks, e.g.
cations 1–3.


The tricyclic systems can be characterized by the sum
of the carbon atoms in the three principal bridges, i.e. 12
for cation 3. The smallest presently known framework,
cation 4, contains 11 carbon atoms. However, high-level
ab initio molecular orbital (MO) calculations4 suggest
that even smaller frameworks, e.g. nine carbon atoms,
should be possible, and that such cations would exhibit
very unusual properties, e.g. record-breaking high pKa


values (ca �15). We describe in this paper our initial


attempts to prepare such cations and these studies have
focused on the possibility that one might be able to
transfer a ‘hydride ion’ into the center of a dication
structure, as shown below for the bicyclo[3.3.3]undecyl
(manxyl) system 5. However, the previously described5 5
has, in our experience,6 only a limited thermal stability.


This paper describes the synthesis of a new tricyclic
dication structure 6 (containing a [3.3.3]undecyl subunit),
which we thought would be more rigid, and therefore less
likely to rearrange. It was also thought that the C�� � �C�
distance in 6 might be larger than in 5, and that, unlike the
symmetrical situation in 5, the pz orbitals from each C�


center might not be fully aligned along this ‘shortest
distance’ axis. Also, 6 would have a sterically less
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congested face (shown with an arrow in 6a) for a hydride
donor to approach the ‘electrophilic core’ of the dication,
in contrast to 5, which is expected to exist almost entirely
in the configuration shown in 5a.


The choice of possible hydride donors for the
conversion of 6 to 7 was unclear at this preliminary
stage, since there is no precedent for this proposed
reaction. The preparation of the corresponding out-H
monocation 8 was also planned, since this cation would
be the product of an unwanted hydride ion delivery to an
‘outside’ position of 6, and therefore useful as a reference
compound. The very stable 1-adamantyl cation is well
known,7 and 1-homoadamantyl cation has also been
reported,8 so that 8 would be the next member in this
series.


As well as the experimental work, we planned to carry
out MO calculations on 6 and 8 to obtain electronic and
structure details.


%)"(*�" +$' '#"�(""#&$
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Tricyclo[5.3.1.13,9]dodecane (14) is known and has been
synthesized by a twofold Tieffenau–Demjanov ring
expansion of 2-adamantanone, producing first tricy-
clo[4.3.1.13,8]undecan-4-one (9) (homoadamantanone)9


and then tricyclo[5.3.1.13,9]dodecan-4-one (12) (bisho-
moadamantanone)10 in 48–85% and 15% yields respec-
tively. Another method for the preparation of 9 makes use
of a selective C—H insertion of dichlorocarbene into
adamantane followed by a hydrolytic rearrangement11


(63% yield). We followed the latter procedure to obtain 9
in about 90% overall yield, and then made use of
trimethylsilyl cyanide followed by lithium aluminum
hydride reduction to obtain the amino alcohol 11 in 98%
yield from 9.


Tieffenau–Demjanov ring expansion of the amino
alcohol and Wolff–Kishner reduction of ketone mixture
12–13 yielded 14 in 75% overall yield from adamantane
(Scheme 1).


The Wolff–Kishner reduction of 13–14 was superior to
a sodium borohydride reduction of the corresponding
tosyl hydrazones10 in terms of number of steps and yield
(89% versus 65%).


Functionalization of the 3- and 7-bridgehead positions
in 14 could be accomplished by simply exposing the solid
alkane to oxygen and then reducing the resulting mixture
of alcohol and peroxide with sodium borohydride in
methanol. The facile oxidation of the C3—C7 bridgehead
positions was anticipated, based on the existence of
similar chemistry found for the related manxane
system.12 In contrast to the latter, 14 has four bridgehead
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positions, but the following homodesmic reaction
calculations (Scheme 2) show that the radical formed at
C3—C7 is 8.1 kcal mol�1 more stable than the isomeric
C1—C9 species (ca 1� 106 reactivity difference at
20°C). Like the manxane system, the stability of the
C3—C7 radical in 14 is related to the relief of steric strain
when the sp3 bridgehead position becomes more sp2


hybridized.
Diol 15 was a crystalline solid, which allowed us to


obtain an X-ray structure. In the tetragonal space group,
there is crystallographic disorder involving atoms shown
as C5, C5*, C6 and C6* (partial occupancies) in Fig. 1A,
and there is a Cs symmetry plane through ‘atoms’ C3—
C6—C5*—C5—C6*—C3*. Removal of the partial
occupancy gives the ORTEP structure Fig. 1B or 1C. In
IUPAC numbering, the Cs plane involves carbon atoms 9,
10, 1 and 5 (see structure 15). The unit cell diagram of 15
shows extensive hydrogen bonding networks (Fig. 2).


The C3� � �C7 distance in 15 is 3.438 Å, which
compares with a calculated value of 2.81 Å for the
dication 6. A major steric distortion in 15, as in the
manxyl analog, involves the C3—C7 bridgehead hybri-
dization. Angle O—C3—C2(4) is 104.1°, whereas the
internal angle C2—C3—C4 is 113.8°. This corresponds
to a partial flattening of the bridgehead sp3 hybridization,
and accounts for the previously discussed propensity of
hydrocarbon 14 to form a bridgehead radical.


Diol 15 was converted to the dichloride 16 by treating


a diol solution in dichloromethane with concentrated
hydrochloric acid at 0°C for 15 min.


The monoalcohol 17 could also be isolated from the
reaction of 14 with air, using short contact times, and then
separating 17 from the accompanying diol 15 and
hydrocarbon. A variety of attempts to produce the
corresponding chloride of 17, either as a pure compound
or as a pure in situ solution species, were unsuccessful.
However, the known13 alkene 18 was prepared, so that
both alcohol 17 and alkene 18 were available as potential
precursors of cation 8.


����������	 �
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Careful addition of dichloride 16 to a solution of SbF5/
SO2ClF at �116°C generated a species whose 1H NMR
spectrum showed five distinct signals at � 4.76, 4.60,
3.79, 3.40 and 2.72 (area 1:1:1:1:2), as well as an
overlapping region from � 4.2 to 4.55 (ca 12H). Much
more revealing is the 13C NMR spectrum shown in Fig. 3
(see also Table 1). There are eight signals, plausibly
grouped into area ratios 2:1:1:2:2:2:1:1, from low to high
field. This spectrum requires the degenerate ring shift
shown below to be slow on the NMR time scale (eight
peaks versus six for rapid exchange), and also that there is
effective Cs symmetry (a plane through C5—C1—C10—
C9, as also seen in the X-ray structure of diol 15). The
thermal instability of 6 (see later) prevented an NMR
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conformational study, but there is independent evidence
that the ring flip 6a��6b would be slow at �116°C. This
fluxional behavior was studied in detail for hydro-


carbon 14 (1H and 13C NMR data over the temperature
range 243 to 363 K, 10 K increments), giving
�G‡ = 13.1 kcal mol�1. For diol 15 a similar value is
obtained, based on NMR results at 240, 300 and 330 K
(8C peaks → 6C peaks). In the related manxyl com-
pounds, the manxyl dication undergoes the ring flip5,14


with a barrier ca 2 kcal mol�1 smaller than in the
hydrocarbon, so that one can estimate a ring flip barrier
for 6 of about 11 kcal mol�1, which at a temperature of
�116°C would correspond to a slow rate on the NMR
time scale, as we indeed observe.


Further evidence for the structure of our dication 6
comes from a comparison of calculated and observed 13C
NMR shifts, as shown in Figure 4.


The structure of cation 6 was optimized at the B3LYP/
6-31G* level of theory, and the NMR calculations were
carried out at the GIAO/MP2(full)/6-31G*//B3LYP/6-
31G* level. In general, the calculated � values are
somewhat lower field than the experimental ones, but
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the observed overall pattern is fairly similar. The NMR
spectra reveal several interesting features of the dication
6 structure. (1) The lowest field 1H signals observed in
the experimental spectrum, � 4.76 and 4.60, can be


assigned to the bridgehead hydrogen atoms at C9 and
C1, based on the calculated 1H shifts. These peaks
occur at a lower field position than any of the hydrogen
atoms adjacent to the C� center. (2) In the 13C NMR
spectrum, the two carbon atoms at � 72.1 and 67.1 (lowest
field except for C�) can likewise be assigned to C9 and
C1.


These results suggest that C—C hyperconjugation
from the C1—2, C9—12, C1—11 and C9—8 bonds is an
important delocalization mechanism in stabilizing dica-
tion 6. The situation in 6 is unique, in that C1 and C9
experience a double electron deshielding due to the
combined effect of both carbocation sites. Interestingly,
this analysis does not apply to the somewhat similarly
situated C5 carbon, with a chemical shift of � 27.6. In the
manxyl dication 5 the three equivalent carbon atoms are
found at � 23.6, i.e. at much the same chemical shift as C5
in 6, but, overall, cations 5 and 6 have distinct NMR shift
differences in the other carbon sites.


The calculated geometry of dication 6 (Cs) shows
structural features that are consistent with the C—C
hyperconjugation proposed above. Bonds C1—C2 (C1—
C11) and C9—C10 (C9—C8) have d = 1.597 and
1.595 Å respectively, but C4—C5 (C6—C5) with
d = 1.572 Å is also quite long.


Having a computed structure of 6 also allows one to
elaborate on several of the topics discussed in the
Introduction. The C�� � �C� distance is calculated to be
2.81 Å, versus 2.80 Å for the manxyl dication, i.e. these
are very similar structures. The dihedral angle C2—C3—
C4—C10 in 6 is 169.7°, so there is some ‘outward’
nonplanarity at the cation centers. Dication 6 differs, of
course, from the manxyl dication in having an open
face into the C�� � �C� cavity, as discussed in the Intro-
duction.


Although the C�� � �C� distance of 2.81 Å in 6 is
close to the van der Waals radii for carbon, there is
clearly an interaction between the C� centers. This is
seen in the energy separation of the lowest unoccupied
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Cationa


Carbon numberb


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12


6c,d 67.1 60.1 327.8 57.5 27.6 57.5 327.8 65.9 72.1 35.1 60.1 65.9
8c,d 69.2 60.0 335.1 57.2 32.2 43.7 28.7 37.6 75.5 36.1 32.2 70.9


CH2–CH3
��������������������������


19 62.9 324.8 62.9 51.7 29.0 36.4 29.0 51.7 51.7 51.7 49.9 9.1
CH3
����


20 26.8 33.6 or 33.3 63.5 323.3 67.5 27.8 33.3 or 33.6 26.8 33.3 33.3 or 33.6 33.6 or 33.3 44.1


a For temperature and solvent, see Experimental (1H NMR).
b Assignments augmented by DEPT spectra.
c Assignments augmented by GIAO NMR calculations.
d The numbering system being used is for the specific conformation shown in the 6 and 8 drawings.
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MO (LUMO) and LUMO�1 (shown in Figure 3), the
former showing the expected in-phase pz orbital
symmetry in the inner cavity appropriate for inter-


action with a hydride donor (HOMO). Of course, an
interaction on the outer part of the cation is also
‘allowed’.
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The title reactions had to be conducted at very low
temperatures, since 6, contrary to our prior expectations
for this structure, turned out to be about as thermally
labile as the manxyl dication (slow loss of NMR signals
at �70°C, producing no defined rearrangement pro-
ducts). This thermal instability of 6 was not a problem for
the isopentane reaction, since the addition of an excess of
isopentane to the dication 6 solution, kept at �135°C,
rapidly and cleanly formed the t-pentyl cation. However,
the tricyclic monocation that was formed from 6 clearly
corresponded to the out-H species 8 (see 13C NMR
spectrum shown in Figure 5). No sign of the �-H cation 7
was found, and it should be noted that the very high-field
chemical shift predicted for the �-H 1H peak
(� =�9.5� 0.5),4 in a region normally devoid of even
spurious 1H NMR signals, would have allowed us to
detect even very small concentrations of 7.


The assignment of the monocation 8 structure was
based on 13C chemical shift and DEPT information, aug-
mented by a comparison of experimental and calculated
13C NMR chemical shifts (Table 1 and Figure 5). Overall,
the calculated shift comparisons were somewhat low field
of the experimental values, but the peak pattern
corresponded quite well with the experimental spectrum.
Eventually (see later) a solution of authentic cation 8
(mixed with a rearrangement product) was obtained from
alkene 18. As with the dication 6, the monocation 8 also
shows a ‘frozen-out’ ring conformation (C4, C5, C6),
with all 12 13C peaks visible in 8, versus a predicted nine
peaks for a rapid ring flip situation.


Sodium borohydride also reacted with the dication 6
solution, but much slower than for isopentane. After 3.5 h
at �84°C one could clearly identify 13C peaks arising
from monocation 8, but other 13C peaks were also present.
However, no evidence for �-H structure 7 was evident in
the 1H NMR spectrum. In these experiments, a stoichio-
metric excess of the hydride was used, but we have no
evidence on whether the BH�4 itself was the reducing
agent, or whether H2 gas was the actual reductant.


Finally, a reduction attempt was made using H2 gas,
with the hope that the small steric size of this molecule
would allow reaction in the inner region of the dication.
Reaction of the dication 6 solution with H2 gas in a
pressurized (8 bar) stainless steel tube at�126°C for 12 h
produced a 2:1 mixture of monocation 8 to dication 6. In
the 1H NMR spectrum there was no sign of a �-H peak.


+�������� 2�	������	 �
 ��	������	 5 
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Monoalcohol 17 was available as a side product of the air
oxidation of the hydrocarbon 14 to diol 15, and this
material was a possible precursor for an independent


preparation of monocation 8. Attempts to prepare the
corresponding chloride (a better carbocation precursor)
led to complex mixtures. However, when alcohol 17 was
used for the cation preparation only 2-ethyl-2-adamantyl
cation (19) was produced (verified by starting with 2-
ethyl-2-adamantanol). Cation 19 was also produced when
the tricyclic monocation 8 solution (isopentane route)
was allowed to warm to �52°C (10 min for 34%
rearrangement, �G‡ ca 16� 0.6 kcal mol�1). The same
reaction was also observed in the NaBH4 and H2


reduction reactions on warming these to �63°C for a
short period.


It appeared to us that the carbocation-forming reaction
using alcohol 17 must involve a quite exothermic process
and that the local heating immediately rearranges the first-
formed 8 into cation 19. The known13 alkene 18 was also
a potential precursor of 8, and when this was carefully
added to an SbF5–FSO3H–SO2ClF mixture at ca �140°C
the monocation 8 was finally detected, accompanied by a
new cationic species assigned the 4-methyltricyclo[4.3.1.13,8]
undec-4-yl cation (20) structure (see Table 1 for NMR data).


It appears from this work that the monocation 8 is in
fact best prepared from the dication 6 by hydride transfer,
in preference to the direct routes, and that this procedure
constitutes a novel approach to preparing some monoca-
tions.


�������	����� �
 ������ ���	�
�� �� �������	�


Even though the �-H monocation 7 and the conventional
out-H isomer 8 are calculated to be nearly equally stable
in a thermodynamic energy sense,4 it seems clear from
the present study that �-H cations such as 7 cannot be
prepared by reaction of the dication 6 with hydride
donors. Before leaving this discussion, however, it was of
interest to examine the dication 6 more closely, for two
reasons: (1) this dication, because of the geometry, has
the two C� centers in close proximity and (2) countering
this, the steric strain in the molecule (cf. the extensively
studied manxyl system15) should favor sp2 centers at the
C3—C7 bridgeheads. The following isodesmic reactions
were therefore evaluated (B3LYP/6–31G* level):
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Equation (1) clearly illustrates the large charge
repulsion present in the dication 6. Even though there is
expected to be some extra steric strain (at C7) generated
in the Eqn. (1) ‘reaction’, the process is still highly
exothermic as a gas-phase reaction. Equation (2) clearly
shows the extra stability of the tricyclic monocation 8,
relative to the t-butyl cation, and is most plausibly
attributed to the steric strain induced in the second sp3-
hybridized bridgehead in 14. In our experimental work,
the dication 6, was reacted with a considerable excess of
isopentane, and the reaction was observed clearly to
proceed only to the monocation 8 stage, in agreement
with the Eqn. (2) result. Equation (3) involves an
imperfect isodesmic reaction, in that there is extra steric
strain present in the acyclic dication not present in the
alkane conformation that we employed. Nevertheless, the
unfavorable energy associated with Eqn. (3) can be
attributed, in the main, to the ‘extra’ steric strain in 14.


In considering the double ionization of the dichloride
16 in SbF5 solution, it seems likely that the thermo-
dynamic factors illustrated in Eqns (1)–(3) would be
crucial in allowing this dication to be formed.


%�����	2���	� �
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Although not directly related to this study, the monoca-
tion 8, as discussed earlier, rearranges to the 2-ethyl-2-
adamantyl cation (19) at about �60°C.


This reaction would be expected to be a multistep
process, likely involving the intermediacy of the homo-
adamantyl cation 20. Since a precursor for cation 20
(alcohol 21) was readily available from ketone 10, we
prepared this cation (initial mixing at �135°C, NMR
observations at �105°C). The 13C NMR data are


reported in Table 1. At �62°C, cation 20 cleanly
rearranges to the 2-ethyl-2-adamantyl cation 19 within
20 min, �G‡ ca 14.4� 0.3 kcal mol�1. Since cation 20
rearranges at a faster rate than 8 (�G‡ ca
16.0� 0.6 kcal mol�1), the non-observation of 20 in the
8 → 19 conversion is accounted for. The observation of
some cation 20, admixed with 8, on protonation of alkene
18 may indicate that the protonation gives both the
secondary and tertiary cations, and that the former then
quickly collapses to give cation 20.


�&$�*("#&$"


The dication 6 has been prepared in situ and character-
ized experimentally and by means of theoretical calcula-
tions. It shows distinct differences in hyperconjugative
delocalization modes compared with the closely related
manxyl dication 5. Dication 6 reacts with hydride donors
to produce the conventional out-H cation 8 and there is no
evidence that a �-H monocation can be formed in such
reactions. Neither dication 6 nor monocation 8 have
much thermal stability, the latter rearranging stepwise to
the 2-ethyl-2-adamantyl cation 19.


):�)%# )$�+*


The compounds tricyclo[4.3.1.13,8]undecan-4-one11 (9),
2-ethyl-2-adamantan-2-ol16 and tricyclo[5.3.1.13,9]do-
dec-3-ene13 (18), were prepared according to literature
procedures.


;�	����


NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker ACE 200, AMX
300 or AM 400 spectrometers. 1H and 13C chemical shifts
� were measured in CDCl3 unless otherwise indicated.
Superacid solutions were referenced with respect to
CDHCl2, � 5.32 (1H) or CD2Cl2, � 54.00 (13C).
Abbreviations used: s = singlet, d = doublet, t = triplet,
m = multiplet, br = broad. Gas chromatography–Mass
spectrometry (GC–MS) data were obtained on an HP
5890 Series II/HP 5974 spectrometer. High- and low-
resolution MS spectra were measured on a Kratos MS 80
or Micromass VG 7070 spectrometer. Antimony penta-
fluoride was purified by heating the commercial product
with SiO2 in a thick-walled Schlenk flask to 120°C for
20 h (caution: pressure) and triply distilled in high
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vacuum at room temperature. Fluorosulfonic acid was
doubly distilled at ca 50°C in a vacuum. Sulfuryl
chloridefluoride was prepared by fluoride exchange of
sulfuryl chloride (personal communication, H.U. Siehl,
University of Ulm, Germany, 1995) and purified by
double distillation over SbF5.


-���	��-�������������<��������-��������5�3	���
��	� ,�6.


To a mixture of tricyclo[4.3.1.13,8]undecan-4-one (9),
375 mg, 2.28 mmol, and zinc iodide, 50 mg, 0.16 mmol,
was added 1 ml TMSCN with cooling (water bath, 10°C).
The resulting clear solution was stirred at ambient
temperature for 12 h before the excess TMSCN was
evaporated under vacuum (15 mmHg). The solid residue
was dissolved in ether, washed twice with a sodium
bicarbonate solution (5%), dried and concentrated to give
653 mg of crude product (100%), which was used without
further purification. MS, m/z (relative intensity): 45 (50);
53 (33); 67 (30); 75 (68); 84 (100); 91 (51); 105 (20); 119
(24); 127 (17); 151 (10); 221 (58); 222 (13); 248 (77);
263 (3.5, M��). 1H NMR: 2.68 (ddd, J = 15.3, 4.3, 1.4,
IH); 2.27–2.11 (m, 2H); 2.10–1.96 (m, 3H); 1.95–1.76
(m, 5H); 1.74–1.47 (m, 5H); 0.22 (s, 9H). 13C NMR:
124.7 (q); 77.9 (q); 52.2 (CH2); 43.8 (CH); 38.1 (CH2);
36.9 (CH2); 36.3 (CH2); 33.1 (CH2); 30.7 (CH); 30.1
(CH2); 27.1 (2� CH); 1.4 (3� CH3).


-�+��	��������������-��������5�3	����	�-���
,��.


A solution of 10, 2.65 g, 10 mmol, in ether (30 ml) was
added dropwise to a mixture of LiAlH4 (1.9 g, 50 mmol)
and ether (20 ml), with stirring. After completion of
addition, the mixture was refluxed for 4 h. Cautious
addition of an aqueous solution of potassium hydroxide
(200 g l�1, 4 ml) produced a white precipitate, which was
filtered off after 2 h of stirring. The resulting solution was
concentrated to give 2.03 g of 11 (a waxy solid), 95%
pure by 1H NMR, 98% yield. 1H NMR: 2.86 (d, J = 12.6,
1H); 2.55 (d, J = 13.2, 1H); 2.28 (d, br, J = 13.8, 1H);
2.07–1.95 (m, 2H); 1.94–1.79 (m, 7H); 1.79–1.48 (m,
8H); 1.42 (d, br, 11.5, 1H). 13C NMR: 73.6 (q); 51.8
(CH2); 48.2 (CH2); 38.7 (CH2); 38.7 (CH); 36.8 (CH2);
36.6 (CH2); 31.8 (CH2); 31.4 (CH2); 30.4 (CH); 27.7
(CH); 27.6 (CH). These data are in agreement with
literature values.10


�������������������������	�-��	� ,�0. �	� �����
���������������������	����	� ,��.


The aminoalcohol 11, 22.8 g, 117 mmol, was dissolved in
a mixture of water (710 ml) and acetic acid (26.7 ml). At


ambient temperature, a solution of sodium nitrite (24.2 g,
350 mmol) in water (210 ml) was added dropwise over a
period of 2 h. After completion of the addition, the
reaction mixture was heated to 90°C for 2 h, before
extracting with ether. The ether phase was washed with
sodium bicarbonate solution, dried with magnesium
sulfate and concentrated. The waxy solid obtained was
purified by column chromatography (silica gel, 500 g;
hexanes:ether, 95:5). Concentration of the major band
eluant yielded 18.78 g of 12 and 13 (96:4 by GC), 90%
yield. HRMS: M� calc. 178.135 765, found, 178.1343.
1H NMR: 2.59 (t, J = 6.6, 2H); 2.28 (t, J = 6.9, 1H); 1.73–
2.20 (m, 11H); 1.48 (t, J = 6.6, 4H). The spectral data
were in accordance with literature values.10,13


�������������������������	� ,�-.


Using the procedure of Nagata and Itazaki,17 a mixture of
12 and 13 (0.75 g, 4.2 mmol), hydrazine (55%, 15.7 ml,
278 mmol), hydrazine dihydrochloride (3.53 g,
33.6 mmol) and triethylene glycol (85 ml) was heated
to 130°C for 3 h. The temperature was then increased to
215°C within 30 min, at which point it was kept for 3 h.
After cooling the reaction mixture to room temperature,
water (300 ml) was added and the resulting solution was
extracted with ether (3� 50 ml). The combined ether
layers were dried with MgSO4, filtered and concentrated
to give 0.87 g of crude material. Purification on a column
(SiO2, 50 g, hexanes) yielded 0.64 g of white waxy
material, 96% pure by GC, 89% yield. The following MS
and NMR data were in agreement with the published data
of Sasaki et al.10 and Ward and Murray.13 GC–MS, m/z
(relative intensity): 41 (20); 55 (13); 67 (32); 79 (6); 93
(70); 107 (13); 121 (67); 136 (20); 149 (7); 164 (100). 1H
NMR (233 K): 2.12–1.93 (m, 4H); 1.91–1.53 (m, 9H);
1.51–1.29 (m, 5H); 1.18 (td, J = 13.8, 2.8, 2H). 1H NMR
(363 K): 2.22–2.05 (s, br, 2H); 2.04–1.88 (m, 4H); 1.87–
1.76 (s, br, 2H); 1.75–1.39 (m, 12H). 13C NMR (233 K):
39.3 (CH2); 37.0 (CH2); 35.4 (CH2); 31.0 (CH2); 36.2
(CH); 25.2 (CH); 24.9 (CH); 21.4 (CH2). 13C NMR
(363 K): 37.5 (CH2); 36.0 (CH2); 35.7 (CH2); 26.5 (CH);
25.7 (CH); 21.7 (CH2).


�������������������������	���9����� ,��. �	� �����
���������������������	����� ,�9.


Method a: partial oxidation. Tricyclo[5.3.1.13,9]dodecane
(14) (639.6 mg, 3.89 mmol) was dissolved in hexanes
(40 ml), placed in a 1 l RB flask and the solvent was
evaporated on a rotavapor to produce a fine solid film of
the hydrocarbon on the glass wall. The flask was
stoppered and stored at ambient temperature for 7 days.
After 3 and 5 days, the air in the flask was replaced with
fresh air. The resulting mixture of alkane, monoalcohol
and diol was separated via column chromatography
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(silica gel, 30 g, hexanes:ether, 80:20, followed by ether)
yielding 130.0 mg starting material, 172.8 mg 17 and
322.6 mg 15, all of which were white solids (84%
combined yield of 15 and 17 based on alkane consumed.


Method b: exhaustive oxidation. Tricyclo[5.3.1.13,9]-
dodecane (14) (180 mg, 1.10 mmol) was applied as a film
as described above. Oxygen was then passed into the
flask at a rate of 1 to 3 ml min�1 for 2 weeks. The solid
was then dissolved in methanol and sodium borohydride
(2 g, 52.8 mmol) was added in small portions over a
period of 2 h. The reaction mixture was then concentrated
on a rotavapor and the diol 15 extracted with warm
chloroform (50°C, 3� 20 ml). Purification of the diol by
column chromatography (silica gel, 30 g, ether 100%)
yielded 69.2 mg of pure solid diol (32% yield).


�������������������������	����9����� ,��.� GC–MS,
m/z (relative intensity): 41 (12); 55 (12); 67 (14); 79
(38); 95 (100); 105 (32); 117 (64); 135 (45); 145 (21);
160 (89); 178 (51). HRMS (EI): calc. for M��H2O,
178.135 765; found, 178.1347. 1H NMR (230 K,
CD3OH): 2.27–2.13 (s� 2, br, 4H); 2.01 (dd, J = 13.9,
5.6, 2H); 1.98 (m, 1H); 1.94 (d, J = 13.6, 2H); 1.83 (m,
2H); 1.78–1.56 (m, 7H). 13C NMR (240 K, CD3OH): 71.5
(q); 49.3 (CH2); 47.0 (CH2); 43.1 (CH2); 36.1 (CH2); 32.1
(CH); 31.1 (CH); 23.4 (CH2). 1H NMR (330 K, CD3OH):
2.24–2.12 (s, br, 2H); 2.06 (d, J = 14.1, 4H); 1.88 (dd,
J = 14.1, 5.6, 4H); 1.80 (s, 6H); 1.64 (s, 2H). 13C NMR
(330 K, CD3OH): 71.5 (q); 47.4 (CH2); 46.6 (CH2); 36.3
(CH2); 31.9 (CH); 23.5 (CH2).


�������������������������	����� ,�9.� GC–MS, m/z
(relative intensity): 40 (33); 53 (15); 67 (23); 79 (100);
91 (91); 105 (48); 119 (40); 133 (15); 147 (8); 162 (36);
180 (1). HRMS (EI): calc. for M��, 180.151 415; found,
180.1514. IR (neat): 3340 (m); 2905 (s); 2847 (m); 1450
(m); 1057 (m); 926 (m); 908 (m); 732 (m). 1H NMR
(300 K): 2.07–1.92 (m, 5H); 1.91–1.82 (s, br, 2H); 1.82–
1.58 (m, 8H); 1.58–1.45 (m, 4H); 1.44–1.37 (m, 1H). 13C
NMR (300 K): 71.1 (q); 46.1 (CH2); 45.1 (br, CH2); 37.1
(CH2); 35.2 (CH2); 34.5 (br, CH2); 28.3 (br, CH); 24.8
(CH); 22.2 (CH2).


��9�'��������������������������������	� ,�/.


Tricyclo[5.3.1.13,9]dodecane-3,7-diol (15), 15 mg,
76 �mol, was dissolved in dichloromethane (3 ml) and
the solution cooled to 0°C. At this temperature,
hydrochloric acid (concentrated, 2 ml) was added and
the heterogeneous mixture was stirred vigorously for
10 min. The organic layer was then separated and dried
by passing it through a column containing magnesium
sulfate (2 g). The dichloromethane of the filtrate was
evaporated using a stream of nitrogen. The solid obtained
was directly used for carbocation preparation. GC–MS,
m/z (relative intensity): 39 (43); 53 (31); 67 (34); 79 (95);


91 (95); 106 (100); 119 (81); 196 (17); 197 (2); 198 (4).
1H NMR (273 K): 2.66 (dd, J = 14.6, 6.3, 2H); 2.60–2.45
(m, 4H); 2.37 (dd, J = 14.8, 5.5, 2H); 2.33–2.21 (m, 3H);
2.16 (s, br, 1H); 2.12–1.95 (m, 3H); 1.68 (s, br, 3H). 13C
NMR (273 K): 74.8 (q); 49.5 (CH2); 47.5 (CH2); 43.2
(CH2); 33.8 (CH2); 32.1 (CH); 31.1 (CH); 23.9 (CH2).


-� ������������-��������5�3	����	�-��� ,0�.


Tricyclo[4.3.1.13,8]undecan-4-one (9) 420 mg,
1.46 mmol, was dissolved in ether (20 ml) and cooled
to �78°C. At this temperature, methyl lithium, 1.5 M,
3.4 ml, 5.10 mmol, was added and the resulting solution
stirred for 2 h, while warming to ambient. The reaction
mixture was poured into a solution of ammonium
chloride, 5%, 100 ml, 0°C. Extraction with ether
(3� 30 mL), drying (MgSO4), filtration and concentra-
tion afforded a semi-solid crude material, which was
purified on a silica gel column using hexane: ether (95:5)
to yield 439.3 mg of the crystalline alcohol 21, yield
95%. GC–MS, m/z (relative intensity): 43 (78); 59 (50);
67 (44); 79 (100); 93 (65); 105 (33); 122 (14); 147 (16);
162 (38); 180 (2). HRMS (EI): calc. for M��, 180.151 42;
found, 180.149 61. IR (neat): 3382 (s); 2960 (s); 1444
(m). 1H NMR: 2.24 (d, J = 13.2, 1H); 2.02–1.90 (m, 3H);
1.90–1.80 (m, 4H); 1.80–1.67 (m, 4H); 1.67–1.59 (m,
1H); 1.59–1.46 (m, 4H); 1.31 (s, 3H). 13C NMR: 77.35
(q); 51.17 (CH2); 45.03 (CH); 38.24 (CH2); 37.14 (CH2);
36.86 (CH2); 33.85 (CH3); 32.66 (CH2); 31.42 (CH2);
30.49 (CH); 27.89 (CH); 27.68 (CH).


���4������	 ����������	


'������	 /� The dichloroalkane 16 (15 mg, 64 �mol) was
dissolved in dichloromethane-d2 (0.2 ml) and added to a
solution of SbF5 (100 mg, 0.46 mmol) and SO2ClF
(1.8 ml) at �116°C. The sample was mixed with a
tungsten wire, while an argon stream prevented moisture
contamination. In some preparations of dication 6 the
superacid solutions were prepared without CD2Cl2
solvent. In these cases, the solid dichloride and cold
(157 K) SO2ClF were placed in an NMR tube, and
precooled SbF5 dissolved in SO2ClF was slowly added
with stirring. 1H NMR (168 K, 300 MHz): 4.9–4.1 (m,
14H); 3.75 (s, br, 1H); 3.41 (s, br, 1H); 2.70 (s, 2H); see
Table 1 for 13C NMR data.


�����	 5� A mixture of SbF5 (50 mg, 231 �mol), FSO3H
(100 mg, 1 mmol) and SO2ClF (0.3 ml) was prepared and
cooled to �140°C (the solution became very viscous).
On top of this mixture, SO2ClF (0.2 ml) was condensed,
and then a solution of alkene 18 (12.3 mg, 75.8 �mol) in
dichloromethane-d2 (70 �l) was added. The dichloro-
methane solution immediately froze on contact with the
SO2ClF, thereby only slowly dissolving upon stirring
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with a tungsten wire. A constant stream of argon over the
sample was maintained at all times to keep the sample
free of moisture. The cation 8 was produced as a mixture
with cation 20.


�����	� �� �	� 06� Using the general procedure
described for 8, employing alcohol 21 and a temperature
of �135°C, a solution of pure cation 20 was prepared,
and the spectra were measured at�105°C. Cation 19 was
prepared in a similar manner, starting from the
corresponding tertiary alcohol.


Cation 19. 1H NMR (153 K, 400 MHz): 4.19 (s, 2H);
4.06 (q, J = 6.1 2H); 2.99 (d, J = 12.2, 4H); 2.63 (d,
J = 12.2, 4H); 2.22 (s, 2H); 2.20 (s, 2H); 1.58 (t, J = 6.3
3H).


Cation 20. 1H NMR (168 K, 300 MHz): 4.27 (s, 2H);
4.16 (t, J = 6.9, 1H); 3.59 (s, 3H); 2.54 (s, br, 2H); 2.40 (s,
1H); 2.24 (s, 2H); 2.16–1.80 (m, 6H); 1.68 (d, J = 13.7,
2H).


����2�	����	 �<������	�� 7��� �������	 /


#����	��	�� The dication solution (from 16.6 mg,
71.2 �mol of 16) was prepared as described. At ca
�135°C, 15 �l of isopentane was added. Stirring with a
tungsten wire formed a clear, slightly yellow, solution of
monocation 8, the t-pentyl cation and excess isopentane.
1H NMR (168 K, 300 MHz): 4.3–3.7 (m, 6H); 2.9 (q,
1H); 2.8–1.6 (m, 12H).


"���3� 4���������� The dication solution (from
10.0 mg, 42.9 �mol of 16) was treated with 30 mg,
793 �mol, of the hydride salt. To get any reaction, the
solution had to be warmed to �84°C. After 3.5 h, the
dication had disappeared and a mixture of monocation 8,
cation 19 and other material was present. At �63°C, a
relatively clean spectrum of cation 19 was obtained.


����2�	 2��� The dication 6 solution, in an NMR tube,
was placed in a stainless steel tube cooled with an n-
pentane/liquid N2 slush at �126°C. The initial argon
atmosphere was replaced with H2 by repeated pressur-
ization–depressurization and the sample was maintained
at this temperature for 12 h (pressure, 8 bar). After
depressurization, NMR studies showed that a 2:1 mixture
of monocation 8 and dication 6 were present.


����3�����	�� ������3���


MO calculations employed either the Gaussian 9418 or
Gaussian 9819 suite of programs. Structures were
optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory (UHF
for radicals). ZPVE corrections have been applied to all
energy values using the factors recommended by Scott
and Radom.20 Thermal corrections to 298 K have also


been included. GIAO MP2/6-31G* NMR calculations
employed Gaussian 98 and were based on B3LYP/6-
31G* optimized structures. Calculations (ground state
and transition states) were carried out in an attempt to
model the 8 → 20 → 19 reaction, using both MP2/6-
31G* and B3LYP/6-31G* optimizations. However, these
two ab initio methods gave conflicting results.14


:��� ���3��3�� �������	����	 �
 ��


Table 2 contains a summary of important crystal-
lographic data. The details have been deposited with
the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, CCDC no.
162994.


+�=	�7���2���	��
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ABSTRACT: The thermodynamics of partitioning of some structurally related sulfonamides have been determined in
1-octanol–aqueous buffer and liposome systems. The partition coefficients were approximately tenfold higher in
liposomes compared with 1-octanol. The enthalpies of transfer from aqueous media to organic systems were positive
in liposomes but negative or positive in 1-octanol, whereas the entropies of transfer were positive in almost all cases.
Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Sulfonamides are drugs extensively used for the treat-
ment of certain infections caused by Gram-positive and
Gram-negative microorganisms, some fungi, and certain
protozoa. Although the advent of antibiotics has
diminished the usefulness of sulfonamides, they still
occupy a relatively small but important place in the
therapeutic resources of physicians. Various physical and
chemical parameters of these compounds have been
correlated with chemotherapeutic activity: pKa, protein
binding, and electronic charge distribution, among
others. Unfortunately, no single parameter can explain
the action of sulfonamides.1,2 Nowadays, we do not have
enough information to propose suitable mechanisms for
the transfer process of sulfonamides between immiscible
liquid phases, and between aqueous media and biological
membrane models, in order to explain the differences in
the pharmacological power as a function of the molecular
structure.3


The solution thermodynamics of drug molecules can
be studied by measuring the partition coefficient as a
function of temperature. Such data can be used for the
prediction of absorption, membrane permeability, and
in vivo drug distribution.4 Semipolar solvents have
been found to yield better correlations with partitioning
of solutes in model membranes compared with non-
polar solvents. In particular, 1-octanol has been found


to be a useful reference solvent for extrathermody-
namic studies on a variety of systems.5–7 Nevertheless,
the 1-octanol–water system was a poor model system
for several drug transport processes and for the
correlation among pharmacokinetic parameters. On
the other hand, the liposome system has been shown to
discriminate against branched solutes more than a bulk
oil–water system in the case of some phenols,8,9


phenothiazines,10,11 �-blockers,12 and non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs.4 In addition, the partitioning
was higher in liposomes than in 1-octanol for
dipyridamole,13 mefloquine, quinine and other anti-
malarial drugs.14,15


The objective of this study was to compare the
partitioning behavior of some structurally related sulfo-
namides in the 1-octanol–aqueous buffer, dimyristoyl
phosphatidylcholine (DMPC), and dipalmitoyl phospha-
tidylcholine (DPPC) liposome systems using a thermo-
dynamic approach based on the variation of partitioning
with temperature.
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Sulfonamides: sulfanilamide (SA), Merck; sulfapyri-
dine (SP), sulfadiazine (SD), sulfamerazine (SMR),
sulfamethazine (SMT), Sigma Chemical Co.; sulface-
tamide (SCM), sulfathiazole (STL), sulfamethoxazole
(SMX), USP Quality.16 DMPC ref P-7331, DPPC ref P-
5911, Sigma Chemical Co. Solvents: 1-octanol extra
pure (ROH), Merck; distilled water (W) conductivity
�2 �S, Laboratory of Industrial Pharmacy; chloroform
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A.R., Mallinckrodt. Other materials: potassium chloride
A.R., Merck; sodium mono- and di-hydrogen phos-
phates A.R., Merck; citric acid and sodium hydroxide
A.R., Merck; sodium acetate and acetic acid A.R.,
Merck.


Magni Whirl Blue M. Electric Company water baths;
Wrist Action, Burrel, model 75 mechanical shaker;
Mistral� Vortex mixer model 1192; Buchler Instruments
evaporator; Biofuge 15R Heraeus Instruments centrifuge;
Zeiss ICS Kf 2 optical microscope; Mettler AE 160
digital analytical balance, sensitivity of 0.1 mg; Unicam
UV–Vis UV2–100 v 4.00 spectrophotometer; Nichiryo�


micro pipettes.
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Both solvents were mutually saturated before performing
the experiments. Solutions of sulfonamides of known
concentration, about 5 � 10�5 mol l�1, were prepared in
aqueous buffer solutions, adjusted to the isoelectric
points at ionic strength of 0.15 mol l�1. Then 10.0 ml of
1-octanol were added to 10.0 ml of the aqueous
sulfonamide solution in glass flasks. The mixtures were
then stirred in a mechanical shaker for 1 h. Samples were
allowed to stand in water baths kept at the appropriate
temperature �0.1°C for at least 72 h. After this time the
aqueous phases were isolated and the sulfonamide
concentrations were determined by measuring the UV
absorbances and interpolating from previously con-
structed calibration curves.17 The partition coefficient
was calculated from the mass balance. All the partition-
ing experiments were repeated at least three times and
averaged.
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Liposomes were prepared by a modified Bangham
method. Thin films of 50 mg of DMPC or DPPC were
formed on the walls of 50 ml round-bottom flasks
following rotary evaporation of 5 ml aliquots of a
chloroform solution. Then, the flasks were placed in an
oven at 40°C for 24 h. The films were dispersed in 5 ml of
aqueous drug solution (the same used in the 1-octanol–
aqueous buffer partitioning), heated at 30 or 45°C, and
vortex-mixed until all the film was removed from the
walls of the flasks.18 This resulted in the formation of
multilamellar vesicles (MLVs), which was verified by
microscopy according to reported methods.19 Drug
distribution was determined in 48 h temperature-equili-
brated MLVs in 1.2 ml samples, followed by centrifuga-
tion (25 000g for 60 min) at the specified temperature,
from spectrophotometric analysis and mass balance
calculations over the range 25 to 40°C.17 All partitioning
experiments were repeated at least three times and
averaged.
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The 1-octanol–aqueous buffer partition coefficients P
were calculated as the equilibrium concentration ratio
expressed in molarity between the organic and aqueous
phases. The molal liposome/buffer partition coefficients
Kl/w were calculated using


Kl�w � Waq�co � cf ���cf Wpl� �1�


where co and cf (�g ml�1) are respectively the initial and
final concentrations of sulfonamide in the aqueous buffer
phase before and after equilibration, Waq (g) is the mass
of aqueous phase, and Wpl (g) is the mass of phospholipid
in the sample.


The standard free-energy of transfer �Gw→o from
aqueous media to organic systems was calculated thus:


�Gw�o � �RT ln K �2�


where K is equivalent to P expressed in molarity or Kl/w


expressed in molality.
The temperature dependence of partitioning (van’t


Hoff method) was employed to obtain data on the
enthalpy of transfer �Hw→o, based on Eqn. (3), assuming
that �Hw→o is approximately independent of temperature
over the range of interest.


�Hw�o � �bR �3�


In Eqn. (3) the term b is the slope of the respective ln K
versus T�1 weighted curve, obtained by using linear
regression by the least-squares method.


The entropy of transfer �Sw→o was obtained using


�Sw�o � ��Hw�o ��Gw�o��T �4�


�Hw→o and �Sw→o represent the changes in enthalpy and
entropy respectively when one mole of sulfonamide is
transferred from the aqueous medium to the organic
system at infinite dilution, in molarity for 1-octanol and
in molality for liposomes.
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The molecular structures of each sulfonamide, their
abbreviations, and some of their physicochemical proper-
ties are summarized in Table 1. The pKa1 and pKa2 values
were corrected to ionic strength values � = 0.15 mol l�1,
similar to the gastrointestinal tract value,20 by means of
the Debye–Hückel equation.21 The pKa values were taken
from the literature.22,23 For sulfamethoxazole, only pKa2


has been published;23 then, a pKa1 average value with
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respect to other sulfonamides was used. Since the
partitioning of sulfonamides in water is pH dependent
(the compounds studied are amphoteric), this property
was determined at the isoelectric point (pI), where
pI = (pKa1 � pKa2)/2. At this pH the sulfonamides have
their largest partitioning because the molecular com-
pound without ionization dominates.24 Each pH value
was buffered by acetate (SP, SD, SMR, SMT, STL,
SMX), citrate (SCM), or phosphate (SA) buffers, having
a buffer capacity � between 0.01 and 0.02 using pKa


values corrected to � = 0.15 mol l�1.


-
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Table 2 summarizes the temperature dependence of the
partition coefficients of the sulfonamides in 1-octanol
(molarity), and DMPC or DPPC liposomes (molality).


The P values increase with temperature for SP, SD,
SMR, and SMT, but decrease for SA, SCM, STL, and
SMX. The partitioning is greatest for sulfamethoxazole
and is least for sulfanilamide. However, DMPC and
DPPC Kl/w values increase with temperature in all cases.
At 25.0°C the partitioning is a maximum with
sulfamethoxazole, and it is a minimum for sulfanilamide
in DMPC liposomes and for sulfamethazine in DPPC
liposomes.


The temperature dependence of partitioning, as ln K
versus T�1 (van’t Hoff plots), of SCM, SD, and SMX is
presented in Figs 1 to 3 respectively. These sulfonamides
are the most used in medical practice. In all cases, straight
lines with correlation coefficients r near to 0.95 were
obtained for the three partitioning systems evaluated. The
r values of regression analyses of the other sulfonamides
were also near to 0.95; therefore, the van’t Hoff method is
useful for their thermodynamic analysis.
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Sulfonamide Abbreviation Ra MW/g mol�1 pKa1
b pKa2


b pIc �max/nmd


Sulfanilamide SA —H 172.2 2.54 10.28 6.41 258
262
538


Sulfacetamide SCM —CO—CH3 214.2 1.94 5.26 3.60 269
271
543


Sulfapyridine SP 249.3 2.74 8.29 5.52 261
270
538


Sulfadiazine SD 250.3 2.14 6.34 4.24 264
270
540


Sulfamerazine SMR 264.3 2.24 6.92 4.58 263
270
541


Sulfamethazine SMT 278.3 2.54 7.22 4.88 262
270
543


Sulfathiazole STL 255.3 2.54 6.98 4.76 283
289
542


Sulfamethoxazole SMX 253.3 2.5 5.45 4.0 267
269
537


a Substituent on the basic structure of sulfanilamide:


b Corrected to � = 0.15 mol l�1 by means of the Debye–Hückel equation.
c pI = (pKa1 � pKa2)/2.
d First value in water at the isoelectric point, second in absolute ethanol, and third as azo-colorant derivative in water.
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Table 3 summarizes the thermodynamic functions related
to the transfer of sulfonamides from the aqueous media to
organic systems (1-octanol, DMPC or DPPC liposomes).
In 1-octanol, �Gw→o at 25.0°C is positive for SA, SCM,


SP, and SD, but negative for SMR, SMT, STL, and SMX.
Thus, the transfer of the former group of sulfonamides is
not spontaneous, whereas it is for the latter group. The
magnitudes of these properties are also proportional to
the degree of lipophilicity. The enthalpies of transfer
�Hw→o are negative for SA, SCM, STL, and SMX, and
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Compound t/°C


Partition coefficient


P DMPC Kl/w DPPC Kl/w


SA 20.0 0.197 (0.005) – –
25.0 0.192 (0.001) 3.407 (0.043) 2.110 (0.009)
30.0 0.187 (0.002) 5.203 (0.045) 2.688 (0.008)
35.0 0.177 (0.001) 7.060 (0.062) 3.420 (0.010)
40.0 0.173 (0.002) 10.47 (0.19) 4.162 (0.012)
50.0 0.169 (0.001) – –


SCM 20.0 0.660 (0.004) – –
25.0 0.643 (0.008) 6.672 (0.028) 2.666 (0.022)
30.0 0.623 (0.623) 8.234 (0.035) 3.515 (0.007)
35.0 0.573 (0.009) 10.83 (0.09) 4.596 (0.095)
40.0 0.540 (0.007) 12.53 (0.06) –
50.0 0.501 (0.010) – –


SP 20.0 0.976 (0.010) – –
25.0 0.995 (0.002) 6.70 (0.19) 2.572 (0.015)
30.0 1.013 (0.007) 8.02 (0.15) 3.390 (0.040)
35.0 1.035 (0.003) 9.82 (0.14) 4.221 (0.068)
40.0 1.045 (0.008) 11.21 (0.14) 5.066 (0.010)
50.0 1.077 (0.008) – –


SD 20.0 0.805 (0.010) – –
25.0 0.826 (0.016) 5.27 (0.19) 1.563 (0.021)
30.0 0.856 (0.005) 5.69 (0.15) 2.248 (0.040)
35.0 0.899 (0.006) 6.31 (0.13) 3.176 (0.022)
40.0 0.931 (0.014) 6.75 (0.11) 4.121 (0.028)
50.0 0.974 (0.020) – –


SMR 20.0 1.346 (0.037) – –
25.0 1.406 (0.010) 5.622 (0.023) 1.358 (0.010)
30.0 1.455 (0.009) 7.179 (0.044) 2.151 (0.008)
35.0 1.487 (0.005) 8.513 (0.035) 3.363 (0.013)
40.0 1.520 (0.010) 10.35 (0.09) 4.396 (0.017)
50.0 1.577 (0.006) – –


SMT 20.0 1.711 (0.055) – –
25.0 1.811 (0.015) 5.962 (0.038) 0.804 (0.003)
30.0 1.965 (0.012) 8.031 (0.035) 1.621 (0.013)
35.0 2.09 (0.11) 10.67 (0.05) 2.871 (0.041)
40.0 2.261 (0.007) 12.93 (0.12) 4.587 (0.057)
50.0 2.404 (0.044) – –


STL 20.0 1.154 (0.027) – –
25.0 1.101 (0.010) 10.24 (0.05) 1.523 (0.026)
30.0 1.042 (0.026) 11.27 (0.05) 1.966 (0.034)
35.0 0.999 (0.027) 12.33 (0.03) 2.622 (0.069)
40.0 0.940 (0.021) 13.67 (0.07) 3.32 (0.13)
50.0 0.890 (0.042) – –


SMX 20.0 8.610 (0.047) – –
25.0 8.222 (0.026) 76.83 (0.89) 21.26 (0.33)
30.0 7.81 (0.15) 83.2 (3.0) 26.22 (0.43)
35.0 7.27 (0.14) 90.1 (2.8) 30.12 (0.42)
40.0 6.749 (0.074) 98.3 (2.6) 35.5 (1.2)
50.0 6.10 (0.33) – –
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positive for SP, SD, SMR, and SMT. Negative enthalpies
indicate the presence of significant hydrogen bonding
between molecules of these sulfonamides and 1-octanol,
mainly as hydrogen acceptor, except for SA (donor). The
entropies of transfer �Sw→o are negative for SA, SCM,
STL, and SMX, and positive for SP, SD, SMR, and SMT,
indicating that the transfer of the former group of
compounds is enthalpy driven, whereas it is entropy
driven for the latter group. The increase in entropy may
be attributed to disorder due to the greater molal volume
of the latter group of sulfonamides.17


In DMPC and DPPC liposomes, �Gw→o at 25.0°C is
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Compound Functiona


Partitioning system


P DMPC Kl/w DPPC Kl/w


SA �Gw→o 4.09 (0.01) �3.04 (0.03) �1.85 (0.01)
�Hw→o �4.36 (0.31) 57.0 (1.1) 35.40 (0.42)
�Sw→o �28.4 (1.1) 201.5 (3.7) 124.9 (1.4)


SCM �Gw→o 1.10 (0.03) �4.70 (0.01) �2.43 (0.02)
�Hw→o �7.77 (0.38) 33.6 (1.1) 41.60 (0.74)
�Sw→o �29.8 (1.3) 128.6 (3.7) 147.7 (2.5)


SP �Gw→o 0.01 (0.01) �4.72 (0.07) �2.34 (0.02)
�Hw→o 2.59 (0.12) 27.16 (0.92) 35.02 (0.95)
�Sw→o 8.63 (0.41) 106.9 (3.1) 125.3 (3.2)


SD �Gw→o 0.47 (0.05) �4.72 (0.09) �1.11 (0.03)
�Hw→o 5.30 (0.28) 13.13 (0.98) 50.6 (1.1)
�Sw→o 16.17 (0.95) 57.9 (3.3) 173.3 (3.5)


SMR �Gw→o �0.85 (0.02) �4.30 (0.01) �0.76 (0.02)
�Hw→o 4.07 (0.26) 30.74 (0.59) 61.7 (2.0)
�Sw→o 16.47 (0.87) 117.5 (2.0) 209.6 (6.7)


SMT �Gw→o �1.47 (0.02) �4.43 (0.01) 0.54 (0.01)
�Hw→o 9.39 (0.44) 40.5 (1.1) 90.1 (2.2)
�Sw→o 36.5 (1.5) 150.8 (3.6) 304.0 (7.3)


STL �Gw→o �0.24 (0.02) �5.77 (0.01) �1.04 (0.04)
�Hw→o �7.05 (0.49) 14.86 (0.24) 40.77 (0.15)
�Sw→o �22.9 (1.7) 69.19 (0.80) 140.2 (3.5)


SMX �Gw→o �5.22 (0.01) �10.76 (0.03) �7.58 (0.04)
�Hw→o �9.36 (0.34) 12.7 (1.0) 26.0 (1.0)
�Sw→o �13.9 (1.1) 78.7 (3.4) 112.6 (3.3)


a Units: �Gw→o = kJ mol�1; �Hw→o = kJ mol�1; �Sw→o = J mol�1 K�1. �Gw→o and �Sw→o at 25.0°C.
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negative for all sulfonamides (except for SMT in DPPC),
indicating the spontaneity of the partition process in these
systems. The enthalpy of transfer in all cases is positive,
which indicates an endothermic process; the entropy of
transfer is also positive in all cases and, therefore, the
transfer of these sulfonamides from aqueous media to
phospholipid vesicles is driven by entropy. The increase
in entropy is probably due to disorder produced in the
hydrophobic core of the bilayers.11,13,14


In the temperature range studied for liposomes (25 to
40°C), DMPC liposomes are in the state of a liquid
crystal (fluid), whereas DPPC liposomes are in the gel
state (rigid), because their transition temperatures tc are
23.6 � 1.5°C and 41.3 � 1.8°C respectively.25,26


In all cases, except for SA, the enthalpies of transfer
from aqueous buffer to DPPC liposomes are greater than
those for DMPC liposomes, i.e. more energy is required
for accommodation of sulfonamides into DPPC bilayers
than into DMPC bilayers. This may be attributed to the
larger van der Waals interactions between hydrophobic
tails in DPPC due to their length (two methylene groups
more). In the same way, in all cases, except for SA, the
entropies of transfer are greater in DPPC liposomes than
DMPC liposomes, due to the larger disorder produced in
separating the DPPC hydrophobic tails to accommodate
the solute molecules, compared with DMPC.


&�����
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A plot of log P vs log Kl/w (for DMPC and DPPC) is
given in Fig. 4. This shows that the partitioning
(lipophilicity) of sulfonamides does not correlate in the
1-octanol–aqueous buffer and liposomes systems. How-
ever a poor correlation is obtained with DMPC
liposomes, which are in a fluid state, whereas with DPPC
liposomes (in a rigid state) there is no correlation found.


Linear relationships obtained from enthalpy–entropy
compensation plots suggest a single mechanism for
transfer for a series of solutes.27,28 For the 1-octanol–
aqueous buffer system a poor correlation is obtained
between �Ho→w and �Go→w (Fig. 5). To a first
approximation, this may be an indication that all
sulfonamides, except SA and SMX, produce similar
structural alterations in the microstructure of the organic
medium, which consists of water-centered aggregates.7,12


The apparent anomalous behavior of SA and SMX is
probably related to their solubilities29 and their partial
molar volumes30 in aqueous media and organic solvents,
i.e. SA is the most hydrophilic compound and SMX is the
most lipophilic compound among the sulfonamides
evaluated.


In DMPC and DPPC liposomes, good correlations
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were obtained between �Ho→w and �Go→w for all
sulfonamides, except for SMX (Figs 6 and 7). This may
be an indication that all sulfonamides, with the exception
of SMX, interact with phospholipid bilayers in the same
manner. However, for some phenols and �-blockers no
good correlations are obtained.9,12


From the values of �Ho→w and �Sw→o it can be
concluded that the transfer in half of the sulfonamides
studied from aqueous media to 1-octanol is mainly driven
by hydrogen-bond interactions, whereas the partitioning
into liposomes is almost exclusively driven by the
hydrophobic immobilization of the solutes in the phos-
pholipidic bilayers.


The partitioning values presented here have been used
by us17 in establishing empirical relationships from some
quantitative values of biological activity for sulfona-
mides presented by Yamazaki et al.31 The classical
logarithmic equation developed by Hansch and Leo32


was used. A good correlation in activities was found,
such as in bacteriostatic activity against Escherichia coli,
and in the binding to human plasmatic proteins,
especially when the 1-octanol–aqueous buffer and
DMPC liposomes partition coefficients were used in the
calculations.17
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ABSTRACT: Available specific rates of solvolysis at 25°C of benzoyl chloride and four para-substituted derivatives
for which both NT and YCl values are tabulated were analyzed using the extended (two-term) Grunwald–Winstein
equation. The ionization pathway with appreciable nucleophilic solvation of the incipient carbocation observed for
the p-methoxy derivative is accompanied by increasingly important regions of dominant operation of an addition–
elimination pathway as the Hammett � value for the substituent increases. Accordingly, for the p-nitro derivative only
the 97% HFIP data point deviates from the addition–elimination correlation. Correlations of the specific rates of
solvolysis of 2,6-dimethylbenzoyl chloride are improved by incorporation of a term governed by the aromatic ring
parameter (I). Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: Grunwald–Winstein equation; solvolysis; solvent nucleophilicity; solvent ionizing power; aromatic
ring parameter
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The Grunwald–Winstein equation:


log�k�k0� � mY � c �1�


was originally designed1 to give a one-term linear free
energy correlation against the specific rates of solvolysis
of tert-butyl chloride, which was taken as a model for a
solvolysis involving rate-determining ionization. It is
now well established that solvolyses of tert-butyl
chloride have a contribution from nucleophilic solvation
of the developing cation.2–4 Since many other solvolyses
have a similar contribution, this is not necessarily a
handicap if one wishes to carry out a one-term correlation
and, for example, the specific rates of solvolysis of
benzoyl chloride have been correlated in this manner.5 In
Eqn. (1), k and k0 are the specific rates of solvolysis of a
substrate in a given solvent and in the standard solvent
(80% ethanol), respectively, m is the sensitivity to


changes in solvent ionizing power (Y) and c is a constant
(residual) term.


For treatment in terms of an extended form of Eqn. (1),
in which an lN term is added:


log�k�k0�RX � lNT � mYX � c �2�


where l is the sensitivity to changes in solvent
nucleophilicity N, it is desirable to restrict all solvent
nucleophilicity influences to the lN term and ionizing
power scales based on the solvolyses of 1- or 2-
adamantyl derivatives are recommended. Further, it is
advantageous to develop YX scales for each X leaving
group.6


Using initially neutral substrates, with an anionic
leaving group, it is possible to develop N scales only if
the m value required for the two-term equation is known.
This is a major problem and scales developed initially
(principally the NOTs scale based on methyl p-toluene-
sulfonate solvolysis7) required an approximate estimate
of this m value. Alternatively, a substrate with positive
charge on the leaving group atom attached to the reaction
center involves a neutral leaving group with a very low
influence on its leaving group ability from solvent
changes.8 Indeed, to a very good approximation, with
bimolecular nucleophilic attack by the solvent, the
leaving group influences can be ignored and the need
for a rather crude estimation avoided. The scale which is
presently almost universally accepted as the solvent
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nucleophilicity scale, the NT scale, is based on the
solvolyses, over a wide variety of solvents, of the S-
methyldibenzothiophenium ion.4,9,10 In turn, this now
allows a direct determination of the m value relevant to
the solvolyses of methyl p-toluenesulfonate, which is
found to be 0.55, rather than the initial rough estimate of
0.3. A secondary scale, calculated using this 0.55 value,
can be designated as N�OTs and is in excellent agreement
with the primary NT scale.4


It has been known since very early studies of the
application of the Grunwald–Winstein equation that
solvolyses of substrates with aromatic rings attached to
a reaction center developing appreciable positive charge
at the transition state tend to give dispersion in
Grunwald–Winstein plots.11 This dispersion can be
treated by a similarity model approach, with development
of YBnX scales12 for each leaving group X and YxBnX


scales for x aromatic rings entering into conjugation,13


with the need to establish rigorously in each case that the
scale does not contain an appreciable contribution from
nucleophilic solvation of the developing carbocation.
Alternatively, one can add an additional term to the linear
free energy relationship in order to incorporate this effect.
The second approach is based on the philosophy that,
while the correlations cannot be expected to be as good as
those using a closely related similarity model, the
sensitivities obtained can be directly compared with
those for other systems,14 plus if one already has the
required YX scale, one can use these values in conjunction
with corresponding values of the universal parameter I to
include in the correlation the influence of �-aromatic
rings. We have developed an I scale of this type from a
comparison of the solvolyses, in a wide range of solvents,
of the p-methoxybenzyldimethylsulfonium ion and the 1-
adamantyldimethylsulfonium ion.15 These values are
then incorporated as shown in the equation


log�k�k0�RX � lNT � mYX � hI � c �3�


where h is the sensitivity of the specific rates of solvolysis
of RX to changes in the value of the aromatic ring
parameter I. Since the significance of the hI term is
related to the development of positive charge at the
reaction center, a reduction of the positive charge by
nucleophilic intervention by the solvent (by either direct
attack or solvation) will reduce its importance and, in
many (but not all14) instances, the mYX term is
accompanied by only one other term, either lNT or hI.


Recently, we have considered the application of the
extended forms of the Grunwald–Winstein equation to
solvolyses at sp2-hybridized carbon and at heteroatoms.
The solvolyses of several chloroformate and fluorofor-
mate esters have been studied. The solvolyses can all be
rationalized in terms of ionization, with varying extents
of nucleophilic solvation of the developing carbocation,
and association–dissociation (addition–elimination)
mechanisms. When a relatively stable tertiary16 or


benzylic17 carbocation will result, the ionization can be
accompanied by expulsion of carbon dioxide. In this work,
the studies at an sp2-hybridized carbon were extended to
the solvolyses of benzoyl chloride and various ring-
substituted derivatives. In the ionization pathway, there is
(in contrast to aryl chloroformates) the possibility of a
direct stabilization of the acylium ion by the aromatic ring,
which would lead to the need to incorporate an hI term.
This effect may well be moderated, however, by improved
solvation of the relatively open carbocation center and by
the known involvement of oxygen lone pairs, leading to a
contribution to a resonance hybrid with a carbon–oxygen
triple bond and the positive charge transferred to the
oxygen.18,19


(+$*,'$ -�� �&$�*$$&)�


There have been many studies of the kinetics of the
solvolyses of benzoyl chloride and its ring-substituted
derivatives. One of the earlier studies,20 of the solvolyses
of p-nitrobenzoyl chloride in 60% diethyl ether–40%
ethanol, led to the proposal of a duality of mechanism,
with the two pathways essentially identical with those
favored in this paper. However, the systems studied
would proceed overwhelmingly by the bimolecular
component and, also, the non-uniform kinetics observed
in the early stages of each kinetic run, the basis for the
duality, have never been duplicated in subsequent studies
of the solvolyses of aroyl halides.


The earlier kinetic studies of solvolyses of acyl halides
have been reviewed by Kivinen21 and Talbot.22 Both
showed the incursion of an ionization reaction, proceed-
ing through a resonance-stabilized carbocation, to be well
documented. The details of the bimolecular mechanism
were less well defined and Kivinen concluded that more
work was needed before a detailed mechanism could be
proposed.


A very comprehensive study was carried out by
Hudson and co-workers and Kivinen lists 26 publications
from this research group. The difficulty in distinguishing
between concerted (SN2) and addition–elimination (as-
sociation–dissociation) bimolecular mechanisms was
recognized and a very early proposal of what is now
termed an enforced concerted mechanism as a possible
cause of the difficulty was made.23 Hudson and Moss24


proposed that the variation of m with solvent composition
for solvolyses in aqueous acetone or aqueous dioxane
reflected a change in mechanism from bimolecular to
unimolecular as the water content was increased. Swain
and Mosely25 showed that the solvolyses of p-nitroben-
zoyl chloride correlated only very poorly with Y values,
which they attributed to the operation of a bimolecular
mechanism.


In more recent work, Lee et al.26 studied the solvolyses
of aroyl chlorides in binary solvents. Included in this
study were solvolyses in 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE)–
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ethanol mixtures. The use of fluoroalcohols, usually TFE
or 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP), has greatly
extended the range of solvent types available for
Grunwald–Winstein analyses. The conclusion reached
was that the solvolyses were concerted SN2 in character.
However, in a subsequent publication,27 it was suggested
that the carbonyl addition mechanism operates in
solvents of relatively low ionizing power.


Bentley and co-workers carried out a series of studies
of the solvolyses of benzoyl chloride and derivatives. For
the parent compound and several of the derivatives, a
mechanism involving SN2 character with bond breaking
running ahead was proposed for highly aqueous solvents
and a carbonyl addition mechanism in less aqueous
solvents.28


Changes in the manner in which selectivity ratios in
binary hydroxylic solvents varied with solvent composi-
tion were consistent with proposed variations in kinetic
patterns, supporting the concept of a change in mechan-
ism. In several instances successful rate–product analyses
were carried out using bulk concentrations within an
overall third-order kinetic scheme.29 Song and Jencks19


favored a combination of a concerted mechanism, with
little or no bond breaking at the transition state, and an
ionization mechanism.


Recently, Liu and Chen30 reported a study of the
solvolysis of benzoyl chloride and six ring-substituted
derivatives, with analysis of the kinetics in terms of the
Grunwald–Winstein equation, using Eqns (1) and (2).
They confirmed the accuracy (within 5–20%) of
previously reported specific rate values and added values
for 100% TFE and several TFE–ethanol mixtures.30


Despite Bentley and co-workers having given detailed
instructions31–33 as to how to initiate runs with benzoyl
chlorides, which can be complicated by low solubility
and/or low rate of dissolution, they were unable to extend
the water content in aqueous acetone, ethanol or
methanol beyond 40–50%. When coupled to an aversion
to using available values from other laboratories, this led
to their analyses all involving fewer than 20 solvent
systems.


Because a large number of studies have been carried
out previously, there is a large body of kinetic data
available for specific rates of solvolysis. Indeed, in our
analyses, we draw upon data from 10 previous publica-
tions19,26,30–37 for the parent benzoyl chloride (47
solvents), the p-methoxy derivative (37 solvents), the p-
methyl derivative (35 solvents), the p-chloro derivative
(36 solvents, including one from Table 1) and the p-nitro
derivative (35 solvents, including two from Table 1). In
what could be considered as the traditional solvents for
studying solvolysis, p-nitrobenzoyl chloride reacts pre-
dominantly by a bimolecular mechanism. Only by adding
a value in 97% HFIP (Table 1) have we been able to find
evidence for an upturn in specific rate, probably
corresponding to incursion of a dominant ionization
mechanism. In this connection, it should be pointed out


that it was necessary to discard a literature value for the
solvolysis of this substrate in 100% TFE. The value of
5.42 � 10�3 s�1 reported by Liu and Chen30 is well over
two orders of magnitude greater than a value of
9.9 � 10�6 s�1 reported earlier for 97% TFE.32 Usually
for ionization pathways these values are similar and, for
bimolecular pathways, the 100% TFE value will be
lower. We repeated the determination of the specific rate
of solvolysis in 100% TFE (value reported in Table 1)
and obtained a value 8500 times lower than the value of
Liu and Chen. There does not appear to have been a
typographical error, since the value used in figures30


corresponds to the tabulated value.
The results of the correlation analysis in terms of Eqns


(1) and (2) are shown in Table 2. p-Methoxybenzoyl
chloride and p-nitrobenzoyl chloride represent two
extremes in terms of Hammett substituent constant30


and also in terms of correlation analysis of the influence
of solvent variation upon the specific rates of solvolysis.
p-Methoxybenzoyl chloride was considered32 to solvo-
lyze by an SN2–SN1 mechanism in most solvents, but
with a change to carbonyl addition in 100–80% ethanol
and 100–70% methanol. More recently, it has been
proposed30 that an ionization mechanism is operative
over the full range of these solvents, including 100%
ethanol and methanol and binary aqueous solvents rich in
these alcohols. Values were obtained30 from application
of Eqn. (2) to specific rates in 17 solvents of 0.36 for l and
0.77 for m (with use of YBnCl values), and the correlation
coefficient (R) was 0.955. In the present analysis (Table
2), specific rates in 37 solvents were analyzed in a parallel
manner, with values of 0.31 for l and 0.81 for m, and with
an R value of 0.9887.


The inferior correlation in the earlier analysis30


probably results from the use of YBnCl values which
assume an appreciable contribution to the linear free
energy relationship due to positive charge developing
adjacent to an aromatic ring. However, an analysis in
terms of Eqn. (3) suggests, at best, only a minor
contribution, a situation which will lead to overcompen-
sation when YBnCl values are used. For the 35 solvents for
which I values are available, application of Eqn. (3) leads
to values of 0.37 � 0.06 for l, 0.84 � 0.03 for m,
0.30 � 0.17 for h (with a probability that this contribution
is not statistically significant of 0.081) and 0.09 for c. The
standard error of the estimate is 0.21. The R value of
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Substituent Solvent 105k (s�1)a


p-Cl 97% HFIPb 321 � 8
p-NO2 97% HFIPb 0.177 � 0.008
p-NO2 100% TFE 0.0635 � 0.0011


a With associated standard deviation.
b On a weight/weight basis.
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0.9892 is only marginally better than the value obtained
for 37 solvents using Eqn. (2), and the F-test value falls to
444 from 738. The l and m values are very typical values
for a mechanism involving ionization with a moderate
nucleophilic solvation of the developing carbocation.4


The specific rate data for p-methoxybenzoyl chloride
can be used to construct linear free energy correlations
against the corresponding data for solvolyses of benzoyl
chloride and the p-methyl and p-chloro derivatives.36 The
approximately linear portion, with a slope close to unity,
can be taken as the region in which a similar ionization
mechanism operates. The solvolyses with a dominant
superimposed bimolecular mechanism will show appre-
ciable positive deviations from the correlation line.


For p-methylbenzoyl chloride solvolyses, this treat-
ment indicated that only the data points for 100% ethanol
and 100% methanol showed appreciable deviations. For
the remaining 33 solvents an excellent correlation was
obtained using Eqn. (2) (Fig. 1), with a multiple
correlation coefficient of 0.9853. The analysis by Liu
and Chen,30 again for 17 solvents, includes these two
solvents and continues to use YBnCl values, which will be
even less appropriate for the solvolyses of this substrate.
Their l and m values are similar to those obtained in the
present analysis, but a considerably inferior correlation
coefficient (0.923) is obtained.


For the parent (unsubstituted) compound, specific rates
are available in 47 solvents and these divide into 32 close
to the correlation line, constructed as outlined above, and
12 solvents with appreciable positive deviations. Three
solvents within the changeover region were omitted from
both correlations. A good correlation is obtained for the
32 solvents within the ionization region, but only a rather
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X na lb mb cc Rd Fe


CH3O 37 0.72 � 0.03 �0.04 � 0.31 0.9744 657
37 0.31 � 0.05 0.81 � 0.02 0.08 � 0.21 0.9887 738


CH3 35 0.61 � 0.04 �0.04 � 0.44 0.9340 226
35 0.41 � 0.06 0.73 � 0.03 0.15 � 0.29 0.9730 285
33 0.67 � 0.04 �0.17 � 0.39 0.9479 275
33 0.39 � 0.05 0.77 � 0.03 0.03 � 0.21 0.9853 500


H 47 0.49 � 0.04 �0.21 � 0.56 0.8741 149
47 0.51 � 0.06 0.65 � 0.03 0.03 � 0.34 0.9572 246
32 0.70 � 0.06 �0.94 � 0.51 0.8997 127
32 0.47 � 0.03 0.79 � 0.02 �0.49 � 0.17 0.9895 680
12 0.32 � 0.10 (0.010)f �0.02 � 0.39 0.7109 10
12 1.27 � 0.29 (0.002)f 0.46 � 0.07 0.18 � 0.23 0.9173 24


Cl 36 0.23 � 0.05 �0.27 � 0.61 0.5839 18
36 0.56 � 0.07 0.45 � 0.04 �0.11 � 0.36 0.8794 56
20 0.40 � 0.15 �0.84 � 0.70 0.5306 7
20 0.56 � 0.05 0.66 � 0.06 �0.80 � 0.26 0.9528 84
15 0.17 � 0.11 (0.153)f �0.25 � 0.46 0.3880 2.3
15 1.88 � 0.28 0.59 � 0.08 0.19 � 0.22 0.9047 27


NO2 35 �0.04 � 0.13 (0.738)f �0.76 � 1.58 0.0587 0.1
35 1.58 � 0.08 0.52 � 0.05 0.00 � 0.46 0.9588 182
34 0.06 � 0.13 (0.627)f �0.78 � 1.47 0.0865 0.2
34 1.78 � 0.08 0.54 � 0.04 0.11 � 0.37 0.9689 237


a Number of solvents (data from Refs 19, 26, 30–37 and Table 1); the total range of solvents and the details of its division into two subgroups is presented in the
Experimental section.
b With associated standard error.
c Accompanied by the standard error of the estimate.
d Correlation coefficient.
e F-test value.
f Values in parentheses are the probabilities that the associated value leads to a contribution to the overall analysis that is statistically insignificant, reported if
greater than 0.001.
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poor one (especially as regards the l value) for the more
restricted bimolecular region. Owing to the limited range
of solvent type, the l value of 1.27 � 0.29 should be
considered to be only approximately established. With a
maximum of only 19 solvents available owing to the
restrictions imposed by the authors, Liu and Chen
attempted correlations for the solvolyses of this substrate
only in terms of Eqn. (1). Presumably, with a change in
mechanism, 19 solvents are not sufficient to determine
the appropriate sensitivities for each of the two branches.
A similar situation presumably also applied to the p-
chlorobenzoyl chloride solvolyses, where again only a
one-term correlation was attempted.


We find that the 36 solvolyses of p-chlorobenzoyl
chloride exhibit specific rates which again can be divided
into two classes, with 20 following the ionization
pathway and 15 the bimolecular pathway, with only
one clearly within the changeover region. The range of
solvents following the bimolecular pathway is, as one
would predict, greater than for the parent compound and
a reasonably precise l value of 1.88 � 0.28 can be
obtained using Eqn. (2) (Fig. 2). The l value for the
ionization pathway of 0.56 � 0.05 (Fig. 3) represents a
continuation of the steady increase in this value as one
progresses from the p-methoxy to the p-methyl derivative
and then further to the parent compound and the p-chloro
derivative. As is to be expected for an ionization
pathway, the increases in l value are accompanied by
decreases in m value (corresponding to earlier transition
states), with the value of 0.81 � 0.02 for the p-methoxy
derivative falling to 0.66 � 0.06 for the p-chloro
derivative.


We find that the solvolyses of p-nitrobenzoyl chloride
show the characteristics of a bimolecular addition–
elimination mechanism (l = 1.78 � 0.08, m = 0.54 �
0.04; R = 0.9689) for 34 of the 35 solvolyses (Table 2
and Fig. 4). Only for 97% HFIP, the solvent of lowest
nucleophilicity and highest ionizing power, is there
evidence for a change in mechanism, presumably to an
ionization pathway. The l and m values observed are


essentially identical with those for phenyl chloroformate
(l = 1.68 � 0.10, m = 0.57 � 0.06), where there is inde-
pendent evidence for an addition–elimination (associa-
tion–dissociation) pathway with the addition step being
rate determining.38 The p-nitrobenzoyl chloride data
were used in a linear free energy relationship plot against
the specific rates of solvolysis of p-chlorobenzoyl
chloride, and it was confirmed that the 15 previously
assigned to the bimolecular pathway are now the ones
lying on the plot, with the data points assigned to the
ionization pathway lying above the plot. Despite the fact
that their analyses using the one-term equation [Eqn. (1)]
showed the equation not to apply, as was also found in the
present study, Liu and Chen did not attempt an analysis of
the solvolyses of p-nitrobenzoyl chloride in terms of Eqn.
(2). They postulated an SN2 mechanism for most
solvents, but with a change to an addition–elimination
route in trifluoroethanol–ethanol mixtures. This inter-
pretation, proposing a change in the dominant bimolecu-
lar mechanism, was undoubtedly influenced by the
enormous error in the specific rate value reported30 for
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100% TFE, which influenced not only the interpretation
of the Grunwald–Winstein plots but also the interpreta-
tion of the Hammett-type correlation of substituent
effects in TFE as solvent.


We have mentioned previously how Bentley and co-
workers found that trends in the variation of selectivity
values33,36 were consistent with kinetic indications of a
change in mechanism.28 In the present study, we found a
similar correspondence with the changeover of mechan-
ism from ionization to addition–elimination suggested by
the kinetic analyses in terms of Eqn. (2). When the
selectivity ratio (S) is defined in terms of second-order
rate coefficients for production of ester relative to those
for production of acid, the S values obtained in ethanol–
water mixtures33 are essentially constant for p-methoxy-
benzoyl chloride solvolyses, where an ionization mech-
anism over the full range of solvents is proposed from
analysis of the kinetics. A maximum S value is observed
in the 90–95% ethanol range for p-methylbenzoyl
chloride36 and for these solvolyses, the kinetic analysis
indicates a change in the dominant mechanism at a very
low water content within the aqueous ethanol. For the
parent compound, the S values show a maximum at about
80% ethanol36 and the kinetic analysis indicates the
changeover region to be at about 60% ethanol. For the p-
chloro derivative,36 the corresponding values are 50%
ethanol and within the 50–60% ethanol range, respec-
tively. For the p-nitro derivative, the S values rise steadily
as the proportion of water is increased, with no maximum
value for alcohol content greater than 40% ethanol.36,39


This is consistent with the unity of mechanism (addition–
elimination) suggested by the present kinetic analysis
using Eqn. (2). Beyond 40% ethanol, there is evidence for
a small downturn in value, but it was recognized that the
observations could also be rationalized in terms of a
limiting value being reached in highly aqueous ethanol–
water mixtures.39


Bentley et al.33 found an almost constant S value for
solvolyses of 2,6-dimethylbenzoyl chloride in aqueous
ethanol or methanol. The magnitude was very similar to
that observed for p-methoxybenzoyl chloride and 14


specific rates of solvolysis at 25°C, obtained by
extrapolation of data at lower temperatures, showed a
good linear free energy relationship with the correspond-
ing data for p-methoxybenzoyl chloride solvolysis. Liu
and Chen30 added two data points for TFE-ethanol
mixtures and indicated that the ionization mechanism has
less nucleophilic solvent assistance than that for p-
methoxybenzoyl chloride. This would be consistent with
the steric hindrance to be expected in the presence of the
two ortho methyl groups.


Our analysis with only 16 data points has only
marginally more than the absolute minimum of 15
considered to be required (five per independent variable
incorporated into the linear free energy relationship40) for
application of Eqn. (3). As mentioned earlier, the
application of Eqn. (3) to the solvolyses of p-methoxy-
benzoyl chloride leads to a small h value with a large
associated standard error. However, with less nucleo-
philic solvation, the importance of the hI term would be
expected to increase. An analysis in terms of Eqn. (2)
(Table 3) leads to a very imprecise l value of 0.41 � 0.29
(0.173 probability that the lNT term is not statistically
significant). A much improved correlation is obtained on
replacing the lNT term by the hI term, with an m value of
0.84 � 0.04, an h value of 0.95 � 0.17 and a correlation
coefficient of 0.9874. Reintroduction of the lNT term and
use of Eqn. (3) lead to an l value of 0.34 � 0.15, with a
probability of 0.040 that the lNT term is not statistically
significant. There is a modest increase in the value of the
correlation coefficient to 0.9913, and the F-test value
falls slightly from 254 to 227.


Since these solvolyses show a sensitivity to changes in
the aromatic ring parameter of close to unity, a typical
value for one aromatic ring adjacent to a center with
appreciable positive charge developed at the transition
state, the YBnCl scale should be a good similarity model.
Indeed, for 12 solvents, Liu and Chen found a correlation
coefficient of 0.991 for a one-term [Eqn. (1)] correlation,
essentially identical with the correlation coefficients of
the present study, for 16 solvents and using Eqn. (2) or
(3).
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lb mb hb cc Rd Fe


0.41 � 0.29 (0.173)f
0.79 � 0.06 0.10 � 0.32 0.9565 151
0.85 � 0.08 0.21 � 0.31 0.9626 82


0.34 � 0.15 (0.040)f
0.84 � 0.04 0.95 � 0.17 0.06 � 0.18 0.9874 254
0.89 � 0.04 0.92 � 0.15 0.15 � 0.16 0.9913 227


a The detailed form of the equation used for each entry can be deduced from the quoted sensitivities.
b With associated standard error.
c Accompanied by the standard error of the estimate.
d Correlation coefficient.
e F-test value.
f Values in parentheses are the probabilities that the associated value leads to a contribution to the overall analysis that is statistically insignificant, reported if
greater than 0.001.
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The extended Grunwald–Winstein equation [Eqn. (2)]
has been successfully applied to the solvolyses, at
25.0°C, of benzoyl chloride and four para-substituted
derivatives. The independent variables included in the
correlation were the NT solvent nucleophilicity scale and
the YCl solvent ionizing power scale.


The p-methoxybenzoyl chloride was found, for all 36
solvents, to solvolyze by one dominant pathway with
sensitivities [Eqn. (2)] of 0.31 for l and 0.81 for m. These
are typical values for a substrate solvolyzing by an
ionization pathway with assistance provided by nucleo-
philic solvation of the developing carbocation. At the
other extreme of substituent Hammett � value, the p-
nitrobenzoyl chloride gave a very good correlation in 34
of the 35 studied solvolyses, with l and m values (1.78
and 0.54, respectively) which are typical for an addition–
elimination mechanism with the addition step being rate
determining. The excluded solvent was 97% HFIP (very
low in nucleophilicity and very high in ionizing power),
which had a data point above the correlation line; this
solvolysis is believed to proceed predominantly by an
ionization pathway.


p-Methylbenzoyl chloride gave a good correlation,
with l and m values indicating an ionization pathway with
nucleophilic solvation for 33 of the 35 solvents studied.
The solvolyses in 100% ethanol and 100% methanol
(both relatively highly nucleophilic and low in ionizing
power) lay above the correlation line. Specific rates of
solvolysis of the parent compound were available in 47
solvents, and they divided into two groups. The major
grouping (32 solvents) had sensitivity values (Table 3)
indicating an ionization mechanism. The minor grouping
(12 solvents) is restricted by the positioning of the
changeover in mechanism to a less than ideal range of
solvent type, but an approximate l value of 1.27 � 0.29
and a reduced m value of 0.46 suggest a change to a
bimolecular mechanism. The 36 specific rate values for
p-chlorobenzoyl chloride divide rather more evenly, with
a grouping of 20 predominantly following the ionization
mode and a group of 15 predominantly following the
addition–elimination route.


Previously measured33,36 selectivity values in aqueous
ethanol showed essentially a constant value for the p-
methoxy derivative and a constant trend of change in
value for the p-nitro derivative as the solvent composition
was changed. For the other three substrates, the values
passed through a maximum value at a solvent composi-
tion close to that indicated by the kinetic analyses as
involving a changeover in the dominant mechanism.


Specific rates of solvolysis of 2,6-dimethylbenzoyl
chloride are available for 16 solvents. The correlations
were considerably improved by incorporation of a term
governed by the aromatic ring parameter (I). The
sensitivity to changes in I value was found to be very
close to unity. This is a typical value for solvolyses where


one aromatic ring is attached to a center which has
developed appreciable localized positive charge at the
transition state.15,41


+12+(&!+�'-,


p-Chlorobenzoyl chloride (Aldrich, 99%) and p-nitro-
benzoyl chloride (Aldrich, 98%) were used as received.
TFE and HFIP were purified and the kinetic runs were
carried out as described previously.9 The regression
analyses were performed using the ABSTAT statistical
package (Anderson-Bell, Arvada, CO, USA).


All specific rates of solvolysis at 25.0°C for which
both NT and YCl values were available were used in the
correlations. The solvent ranges covered, with composi-
tions by volume with the other component water unless
otherwise stated, are given below for each substrate,
together with the details of how they are divided into two
subgroups which are then independently analyzed.
Solvents designated T–E represent TFE–ethanol mix-
tures.


������������	
 100–20% EtOH; 100–20% MeOH;
90–20% acetone; 30–20% CH3CN; 100–70% TFE (by
weight); 80T–20E to 40T–60E.


�����������	
 100% EtOH and 100% MeOH (ex-
cluded from the 33 data point correlation); 90–20%
EtOH; 90–20% MeOH; 80–20% acetone; 100–70% TFE
(by weight); 80T–20E to 20T–80E; 100% AcOH.


�������	
 (a) In the region with a predominantly
bimolecular pathway: 100–70% EtOH; 100–80% MeOH;
90–60% acetone; 20T–80E. (b) In the region with a
predominantly ionization pathway: 50–10% EtOH; 100
H2O; 60–10% MeOH; 40–10% acetone; 30–20%
CH3CN; 30–20% dioxane; 100–50% TFE (by weight);
80T–20E to 40T–60E; 97% HFIP (by weight); 100%
AcOH; 100% HCO2H. (c) In the borderline region: 60%
EtOH; 70% MeOH; 50% acetone.


���	�������	
 (a) In the region with a predominantly
bimolecular pathway: 100–70% EtOH; 100–80% MeOH;
80–50% acetone; 50T–50E to 20T–80E. (b) In the region
with a predominantly ionization pathway: 60–20%
EtOH; 60–20% MeOH; 40–10% acetone; 100–70%
TFE (by weight); 80T–20E and 60T–40E; 97% HFIP
(by weight). (c) In the borderline region: 70% MeOH.


�����������	
 97% HFIP (by weight; excluded from
the 34 data point correlation); 100–20% EtOH; 100%
H2O; 100–20% MeOH; 90–20% acetone; 100% TFE;
97% TFE (by weight); 80T–20E to 20T–80E; 100%
AcOH; 100% HCO2H.
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ABSTRACT: Rate and equilibrium constants for methyl pyruvate oxime formation were determined as a function of
pH over the range 0–7 in aqueous solution at 30°C and ionic strength 0.5 by spectrophotometric methods. The
reaction occurs with rate-determining carbinolamine dehydration over the entire range of pH investigated.
Carbinolamine dehydration is not susceptible to detectable general acid–base catalysis by a carboxylic acid buffer or
hydroxylamine/hydroxylammonium ion buffer. Specific acid catalysis for carbinolamine formation is dominant at
pH values below 5. Above that value, a pH-independent, water-catalyzed reaction becomes apparent. The
pH-independent carbinolamine dehydration is unusually important with this substrate. Copyright  2001 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: methyl pyruvate; oxime; kinetics; mechanism
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Imine formation from moderately basic amines and
moderately reactive carbonyl compounds occurs with a
single break in the pH–rate profile over the pH range
0–7.1–3 This break reflects a transition from rate-
determining amine addition under acidic conditions to
rate-determining carbinolamine dehydration as the pH is
increased.


When the electrophilicity of the carbonyl group and
the nucleophilicity of the amine are enhanced, the rate of
carbinolamine formation is increased without a compen-
sating increase in the rate of carbinolamine dehydration.
Thus, carbinolamine dehydration becomes rate determin-
ing over this pH range and the break in the pH–rate
profile disappears.4–8


In the work reported herein, we examine the kinetics
and mechanism for addition of hydroxylamine to methyl
pyruvate. This work is motivated by the desire to provide
an additional example of mechanism and reactivity for
imine formation to test and extend the detailed mechan-
istic proposal of Jencks and Sayer.1,2 In addition, the


choice of methyl pyruvate as substrate is motivated by the
need to simulate certain aspects of pyruvic acid oxime
formation. In a previous study of pyruvic acid oxime
formation, it proved impossible to determine directly the
equilibrium constant for carbinolamine formation from
pyruvic acid (as opposed to the pyruvate anion).7 The low
values of pH required to form pyruvic acid convert
substantially all the hydroxylamine to its conjugate acid.
Consequently, accumulation of the carbinolamine from
pyruvic acid and hydroxylamine free base could not be
observed. This equilibrium constant was estimated from:
(i) the relative extents of hydration of pyruvic acid and its
anion; (ii) the equilibrium constant for addition of
hydroxylamine to pyruvate; (iii) the assumption that the
ratio of equilibrium constants for addition of water and
hydroxylamine to pyruvic acid and pyruvate is the same.7


Methyl pyruvate is expected to be a good model for
pyruvic acid.
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Methyl pyruvate and hydroxylamine were obtained
commercially. Solutions of these reagents were prepared
just prior to use to minimize the possibility of decom-
position. Buffer solutions of dilute hydrochloric acid,
chloroacetic acid, acetic acid and hydroxylamine were
employed in the appropriate ranges of pH. Glass-distilled
water was used throughout. Values of pH were measured
with an Orion pH-meter model 420-A.
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The rate constants for the reaction were measured by
injecting a small amount (typically 50 �l) of a 3 � 10�3 M


stock solution of the substrate in dioxane into 3 ml of
buffered solutions of hydroxylamine. A Zeiss PMQ II
spectrophotometer equipped with a thermostatic cell
compartment was used for measurements, which were
conducted at 240 nm, 30°C and ionic strength of 0.5
(KCl), under pseudo first-order conditions. The extent of
the reaction was monitored by the increase in absorbance,
which accompanies oxime formation. Excellent pseudo
first-order kinetics were observed from plots of loga-
rithms of A� � At against time (where A� and At denote
the absorbances at infinite time and time t). Second-order
rate constants, the ratio between pseudo first-order rate
constant kobs and the concentration of hydroxylamine free
base (amine)fb, were obtained from plots of kobs against
(amine)fb. At constant pH, the doubling, tripling,
quadrupling and eventually octupling of the concentra-
tion of the buffer used had no appreciable effect on the
observed rate constants. Consequently, the only detect-
able catalytic component in the buffer used was that
arising from the hydronium ion. At values of pH greater
than 4.0 the intercepts of plots of kobs versus buffer
concentration show the existence of a reaction catalyzed
by water (ko).
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The equilibrium constant Kadd for addition of hydro-
xylamine to methyl pyruvate was determined by
monitoring the disappearance of the chromophore of
the substrate at 330 nm and pH 6.75. Injecting 50 �l from
a 12.6 mM solution of the substrate in dioxane into
3 ml of aqueous solutions containing hydroxylamine
(1.08 � 10�2 to 6.76 � 10�4 M) led to a rapid drop in
absorbance consistent with the formation of carbinola-
mine. This initial drop in absorbance was followed by a
slower increase attributed to oxime formation. An
average of five determinations of �Aeq (absorbance of
the product at equilibrium) was calculated from experi-
ments at different hydroxylamine concentrations. The
equilibrium constant was obtained from the negative
intercept of a plot of 1/�Aeq versus 1/(amine)fb. A value
of Kexp


add � 713 M�1was obtained.
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First-order rate constants for methyl pyruvate oxime
formation were determined as a function of amine
concentration over the pH range �0 to 6.75 at 30°C, in
aqueous solution, ionic strength 0.5. At pH values greater
than 4.0 and sufficiently high amine concentration, first-
order rate constants were observed to increase less


rapidly than the concentration of the amine and
eventually level off and become independent of this
variable. A typical example of this behavior is provided
in Fig. 1. This conduct agrees with that observed
previously for related reactions9,10 and strongly suggests
that carbinolamine formed from the addition of the amine
to the keto ester accumulates and that the dehydration of
this species is the rate-determining step. A plot of first-
order rate constants (measured under saturation condi-
tions) against the concentration of hydroxylamine buffer
at different pH values shows that at constant pH the rate
constants are independent of the buffer concentration.
The same behavior is observed with the different buffers
used here. This suggests that the � value for the
dehydration step of carbinolamine should be close to
unity and, therefore, difficult to observe. A plot of the
intercepts of the parallel lines obtained using hydro-
xylamine buffers against the concentration of hydronium
ion yields a line (r = 0.9972) whose slope provides the
rate constant kH for the specific acid-catalyzed compo-
nent and an intercept that provides the rate constant ko for
a water-catalyzed process.


,�-��� .� ���������� ���� ��������� ��� ��� !� "!������
�#�� �������� "������ �� � ������� �� � � ������������
��  !���#!����� ���� $���% & � ���� ��������� '���
�������� �� (�°�� ��� �����)� �%*� "+ *%� ��������
'� �%� , ������� $�����% & � ���� ��� '�� ����������
$���� �� � � �-�����. /obs � 0exp


add������fb�/�H�+�� � /o	�
�� 0exp


add������fb
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� .
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This behavior is interpreted in terms of the mechanism
outlined in Scheme 1, in which it is proposed that
carbinolamine dehydration is the sole rate-determining
step over the entire range of pH investigated.


The rate law for the mechanism outlined in Scheme 1
is:


kobs��amine�fb � Kexp
add �kH�H�� � ko	 �1�


At low pH Eqn. (1) becomes:


kobs��amine�fb � Kexp
add kH�H�� �2�


The limiting value of Eqn. (1) at high pH is:


kobs��amine�fb � Kexp
add ko �3�


Scheme 1 includes the conversion of the hydrate of
methyl pyruvate to the reactive unhydrated form. There-
fore, the equilibrium constant for addition of hydro-
xylamine to the keto ester is corrected for the hydration of
the substrate:


Kadd � Kexp
add�1 � KH� KH � 2�8 (see Ref. 11)


The equilibrium constant for addition of hydroxylamine
to methyl pyruvate was monitored by the disappearance
of the chromophore of the unhydrated keto ester at pH
6.75. Injecting a small amount of a solution of the
substrate in dioxane into aqueous solutions of hydro-
xylamine led to a rapid drop in absorbance followed by
a slower increase in absorbance attributed to oxime
formation (see Experimental section). According to
Pocker and coworkers,11,12 the hydration of methyl
pyruvate is catalyzed by water, hydronium ions and


general bases [kf = ko � kH�(H�) � kB(B�)].† Both cata-
lytic constants are significant and their contribution to kf


depends on the pH and buffer concentration. Therefore,
hydration is important over the entire pH range
investigated. Thus the hydrate is included in the
formulation of the reaction mechanism and the addition
constant Kexp


add is corrected for hydration.
In Fig. 2, logarithms of second-order rate constants


[kobs/(amine)fb] for methyl pyruvate oxime formation are
plotted as a function of pH. The second-order rate
constants decrease linearly with the concentration of the
hydrated proton down to a value of pH �4.0. Above this
limiting pH value the logarithm of the second-order rate
constants deviates from linearity with pH. These devia-
tions are more pronounced as the pH increases.


Table 1 is a summary of the rate and equilibrium
constants for methyl pyruvate oxime formation. The solid
line in Fig. 2 is a theoretical line based in Eqn. (1) and
values in Table 1. The agreement of theory with
experimental data is satisfying.


Values of Kadd and kH reported for pyruvic acid oxime
formation are respectively 3.5 � 103 M�1 and 2.43 �
102 M�1 s�1.7 A comparison with the same constants
reported here for methyl pyruvate oxime formation,
Kadd = 2.7 � 103 M�1 and kH = 2 � 102 M�1 s�1, demon-
strate that methyl pyruvate is a good model for pyruvic
acid.


To our knowledge, there are no studies that relate the
values of pH in which catalysis by water is important to
the carbinolamine structure. Generally, the pH-indepen-
dent route of carbinolamine dehydration is usually
unimportant, compared with the specific acid-catalyzed
pathway, and it is ordinarily observed at values of pH
close to 8. Carbinolamine formed from methyl pyruvate
and hydroxylamine has a carbomethoxy group bonded
directly to the carbonyl moiety. The strong electron-
withdrawing inductive effect of this group decreases the
carbinolamine oxygen basicity, making hydronium ion
catalysis difficult. This is reflected in the low value of kH


reported here (kH = 2 � 102 M�1 s�1) compared with
the same process using pyruvate anion as substrate
(kH = 5.75 � 104 M�1 s�1).7 Therefore, the presence of
the carbomethoxy group increases the relative impor-
tance of spontaneous dehydration; the percent of
contribution of ko from pH 5.0 to 6.75 in this study
varies from 10 to 87%. Further investigations of imine


,�-��� /� 1�)��� �� �� ������������ ���� ��������� ���
�#�� �������� ���� ��� !� "!������ "������ �� � �������
�� "+% ,����������� '��� ���� �� (�°� ��� ��� �����)� 
�%*% & � ���� ��� � � � �������� ��� $���� �� �-�% 2�3 ���
������ � &�$�� �


��)�� .� 4�����! �� �-��$��� ��� ���� ��������� ��
��� !� "!������ �#�� �������� �������� � �-�����
������� �� (�°�� ��� ��� �����)� �%*


Kexp
add (M�1) 713.00a


kH (M
�1 s�1) 200.00b


ko (s�1) 2.3 � 10�4b


Kadd (M�1) 2700.00a


a Standard deviation of Kexp
add was about 5%.


b In most cases the data agree within 3%.


† Pocker et al. report several values of kf over a temperature range of 0–
25.6°C, pH 4.6 and � = 0.1. A simple Arrhenius plot from their data
allowed us to obtain kf = 0.15 s�1 at 30°C.
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formation from activated substrates at pH �5 are
desirable in order to test the importance of the
carbinolamine structure for spontaneous catalysis to
become apparent at early pH values.
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ABSTRACT: The ionization equilibria of dicarboxylic acids measured by K1/K2 are expected to be substantially
influenced by stabilization of the monoanion through intramolecular hydrogen bonding. However, except in sterically
favorable cases, such as with maleic, 3,4-furandicarboxylic, 2,3-bicyclo[1.2.2]heptadienedicarboxylic and diethyl-
malonic acids, the K1/K2 values for other dicarboxylic acids, where intramolecular hydrogen bonding of the mono-
anion might be expected, are relatively small at �100 in water. This research uses NMR to corroborate and extend the
pioneering conductance measurements of K1/K2 of dicarboxylic acids by Kolthoff and coworkers with dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) as solvent. In extending these measurements, we have determined K1/K2 for 3,4-furandicarboxylic
(1) and 2,3-bicyclo[1.2.2]heptadienedicarboxylic (2) acids, because these were predicted by McCoy to be especially
sterically favorable for intramolecular hydrogen bonding in the form of their monoanions and, indeed, we have found
K1/K2 values for these acids in DMSO of 1 � 1015 and 4 � 1016 respectively. In contrast, the corresponding value for
succinic acid is about 108. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: dibasic acid ionization; NMR and acid strengths; hydrogen bonding of dibasic acids; acid strengths in
DMSO; K1/K2 ratios
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The physical–organic chemistry of the ionizations of
dicarboxylic acids can be considered to have begun in
1923, when Bjerrum1 attempted to calculate the ratio of
K1/K2 of such acids from the unfavorable electrostatic
effect of removing the second proton from the negative
carboxylate group of the monoanion at a distance r in
water. The approach was not successful; the calculated
K1/K2 values were much too small, especially for short-
chain acids. Later, the K1/K2 problem received enormous
impetus from the classical work of Kirkwood and
Westheimer,2,3 who showed that if the dicarboxylic acid
was considered to be in a low dielectric constant cavity in
the high dielectric constant medium of water, then the r
values for a series of dicarboxylic acids were inter-
mediate between those expected for random coils or the
fully extended linear structures. This probably was the
first measurement of an intramolecular distance in
solution and was done well before the conception of
conformational analysis.


The Kirkwood–Westheimer approach was criticized4


for not taking account of possible internal hydrogen
bonding for the monoanions of acids such as malonic and
succinic, where hydrogen bonding in the monoanion
should increase K1 and decrease K2, thus making K1/K2


greater than the statistical factor of four expected in the
absence of the electrostatic effect on hydrogen bonding.
A new round of research ensued, where Westheimer and
Benfey5 introduced the idea of measuring the proclivity
for hydrogen-bond formation by comparing K1 of the
dicarboxylic acid with KE, the ionization constant of its
monomethyl ester. If KE is half the value of K1, then
hydrogen bonding should not be a significant factor, but if
K1 � 2KE then it should be important. Perhaps surpris-
ingly, with phthalic acid, K1 � 2KE, even though K1


� 2KE for malonic acid and Hunter6 reported K1/K2


values indicating hydrogen bonding for the monoanion of
maleic acid, but not for fumaric acid in water. Later,
Eberson and Wadso7 showed very clearly the importance
of hydrogen bonding to K1/K2 in racemic 2,3-di-tert-
butylsuccinic acid.


Early NMR studies by Forsén8 showed that the proton
of the hydrogen bonds in potassium and sodium
monomalonate, as well as potassium monophthalate, in
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solution came into reso-
nance at �15.0 to �15.5 ppm with reference to external
water. Corrected to tetramethylsilane (TMS), the shifts
are 19.9 to 20.4 ppm, essentially the same as the
maximum values of 20 to 20.4 ppm recently reported
by Kilway and coworkers.9 A very productive study of
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the relation of K1/K2 and hydrogen-bond proton shifts
was provided by Eberson and Forsén10 for meso- and D,L-
succinic acids substituted at the 2,3-positions with
isopropyl and tert-butyl groups. Small values of K1/K2


were found for the meso acid and quite large for the D,L-
disubstituted acid, which showed the acid proton (after
correction to TMS) at 19.5 ppm, again not far from the
expected value. Eberson and Forsén10 concluded that the
upper limit for electrostatic effects on K2 was 103. An
elegant, often under-appreciated, study was made later by
McCoy,11 who investigated many different dibasic acids
to find the optimum molecular geometry for intramol-
ecular hydrogen bonding by measuring K1/K2 and KE.
Pioneering studies of the ionizations of dibasic acids by
conductomeric procedures in polar, aprotic solvents were
made by Kolthoff and Chantooni.12,13 These workers
determined that K1/K2 values could be quite large in such
solvents and clearly recognized the importance of
intramolecular hydrogen bonding in increasing K1 and
decreasing K2.


We have been interested in the influence of the degree
of ionization of short-chain dibasic and amino acids with
respect to their conformational equilibria in a variety of
solvents, and, like Kolthoff and Chantooni, we have used
large K1/K2 values of dicarboxylic acids to argue for
intramolecular hydrogen bonding for the monoanions,
but, at the same time, have provided strong proof for this
by showing that the gauche conformer is strongly favored
in the conformational equilibria with the aid of vicinal
NMR proton–proton couplings. The present paper has the
purpose of extending the work of Kolthoff and Chantooni
and of McCoy to larger K1/K2 values. The measurements
of K1/K2 were made by an adaptation of the elegant NMR
procedure of Perrin and Fabian14 for determination of the
ionization of monocarboxylic acids to measurement of
K1/K2 of dibasic acids in DMSO. The essence of the
procedure is to measure the position of equilibrium
between the diacid, monoanion and dianions of interest
with reference to an extensive list of acids for which a
wide range of acidities have been determined and
catalogued by Bordwell.15 Some of the acids studied
here are the same as those measured by Kolthoff and
Chantooni12,13 by conductance methods. These provide
important cross-checks between the very different
procedures.


%&�%���%�" '
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Fumaric and maleic acids were obtained from Matheson
Coleman and Bell. Bicyclo[2.2.1]-2,5-heptadiene-2,3-
dicarboxylic acid (2) was obtained from Frinton Labora-
tories. Trifluoroacetic and acetic acids were obtained
from Mallinckrodt. DMSO-d6 was obtained from Cam-
bridge Isotope Laboratories. 3,4-Furandicarboxylic acid


(1) was from the Sigma Aldrich Library of Rare
Chemicals, and the other compounds used were regular
Aldrich catalog products.


��(������ �� ���(���


All solutions were prepared at 0.05 M concentrations
using 20–50 mg of the appropriate acid. Volumes were
measured with a 250 �l syringe. To prepare the dianion
solutions, the desired acid (1 equiv.) and tetrabutyl-
ammonium cyanide (Bu4NCN, 2 equiv.) were weighed in
a dry box to 0.1 mg accuracy. The sample was
immediately dissolved in methanol and transferred to a
flame-dried, round-bottomed flask. The methanol was
removed under reduced pressure at 70°C for 15 min,
followed by an additional 45 min of heating at 70°C to
remove residual water. Alternatively, for the maleic acid,
diethylmalonic acid, 1 and 2, the desired acid (1 equiv.)
and aqueous tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (40 wt.%, 2
equiv.) were weighed to 1 mg accuracy and dissolved in
methanol. The methanol and water were evaporated
under reduced pressure and finally heated in a round-
bottomed flask for 30 min at 100°C. The residual salt was
dried at reduced pressure and dissolved in DMSO-d6.
Bu4NCN or Bu4NOH were used as the bases, because
salts with the (Bu4N)� counterion were more soluble in
DMSO than salts with counterions such as Na�. To
prepare the monoanion solutions, the desired acid (1
equiv.) and Bu4NCN (1 equiv.) were weighed in a dry
box to 0.1 mg accuracy. The sample was immediately
dissolved in DMSO-d6 to give the desired solution. Some
monoanion solutions were prepared in methanol, analo-
gous to the dianion preparation method, in order to
remove the residual HCN from the solution. When using
dicarboxylic monoanions as test acids, removal of the
HCN from the monoanion solution prevented unwanted
protonation of the dianion solutions by HCN. To prepare
the acid solutions, the acid was weighed out to 1 mg
accuracy and dissolved in DMSO-d6. To prepare the
samples with the test acids, 0.5, 1, or 2 equiv. of the test
acid were weighed to 1 mg accuracy and transferred to
0.5 ml of the monoanion or dianion solution.


!����������� �� ���������� ���������


The position of the equilibria between the various
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dicarboxylic acid species and the test acids were
determined by NMR. Spectra were recorded at
300 MHz, referenced to DMSO taken as 2.500 ppm.


Equations (1) and (2) were used as the basis for
calculating the ionization constants.


K1


KHB
� �HA���HB�


�H2A��B�� 	1



K2


KHB
� �A2���HB�


�HA���B�� 	2



[H2A], [HA�], and [A2�] represent dicarboxylic species,
and [HB] and [B�] represent the test acid species. The
values for KHB, the ionization constants of the test acids,
are listed in Table 1. In addition, malonic and maleic
acids were used as test acids when determining the
ionization constants of other acids, with the aid of the
data in Table 3. The observed chemical shift of the
dicarboxylic species acid, �a, was assumed to be the
weighted average shown in Eqn. (3).


�a � �H2A�H2A� � �HA�HA�� � �A�A2��
�H2A� � �HA�� � �A2�� 	3



The chemical shifts �H2
A, �HA, and �A in Eqn. (3) were


taken from standard preparations. The observed chemical
shift of the test acid, �b, was assumed to be the weighted
average of species present in Eqn. (4).


�b � �HB�HB� � �B�B��
�HB� � �B�� 	4



The chemical shifts, �HB and �B, in Eqn. (4) were taken
from standard preparations. Equations ((1)–(4)) give Eqn.
(5) after algebraic manipulation.


	�a � �A
 �HB � �b


�b � �B


� �
K2


KHB


� �
� 	�a � �HA
�


	�a � �H2A
 �b � �B


�HB � �b


� �
KHB


K1


� �
� 0 	5



There are two unknowns, K1 and K2, in Eqn. (5).
Therefore, two measurements will be sufficient for
solving the system to obtain K1 and K2 without making
additional approximations.


Some variations were helpful in the actual methods
used to determine the ionization constants for the acids.
For all the acids, except fumaric acid, K1/K2 was
sufficiently large, so K2 was ignored when calculating
K1, and K1 was ignored when calculating K2. For a large
K1/K2, the acid and dianion coexist to negligible extents,
so either [H2A] or [A2�] can be set to zero provided the
other species is present in larger concentration. Then,
instead of using Eqn. (5), simpler equations, such as Eqns
(6) and (7), were used.


	�a � �HA
 � 	�a � �H2A
 �b � �B


�HB � �b


� �
KHB


K1


� �
� 0 	6



	�a � �A
 � 	�a � �HA
 �b � �B


�HB � �b


� �
KHB


K2


� �
� 0 	7



For fumaric acid, K1/K2 was small, so K1 and K2 were
both likely to be important at any time, and approxima-
tions ignoring one or the other are likely to give
inaccurate results. Consequently, Eqn. (5) was used in
its complete form to determine K1/K2 for fumaric acid.


For determining K2, Eqn. (7) was used when there was
fast proton exchange between the monoanion and
dianion. However, for some of the acids there was slow
exchange between the monoanion and dianion, so the two
species gave separate resonance peaks. Then, peak
integrals were used instead of chemical shifts to
determine the fractional composition of the solutions,
and equations were modified accordingly using the
substitution in Eqn. (8), which relates the fractional
composition using chemical shifts to peak integrals:


�x � �X


�HX � �x


� �
� IHX


IX


� �
	8



where IX and IHX are peak integrals corresponding to the
same protons on the acids species. On occasion, peak


"���� )� !"� #�
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Acid pKa Acid pKa


Trifluoroacetic acid 3.45a Acetic acid 12.3a


Maleic acid 5.0c (pK1) Dibenzoylmethane 13.35a


2,4-Dinitrophenol 5.1a Deoxybenzoin 17.65a


Malonic acid 7.2b (pK1) Malonic acid 18.6b (pK2)
p-Nitrobenzoic acid 9.0a Maleic acid 18.8c (pK2)
Benzoylacetonitrile 10.2a 2-Phenylindene 19.4a


Benzoic acid 11.0a Phenoxazine 21.65a


a As tabulated in Ref. 15.
b Ref. 12.
c Ref. 13.
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integrals had to be used for the dicarboxylic acid, the test
acid, or both.


Slow exchange between the monoanion or dianion and
the test acids did not appear to be a factor in determining
the results. The test acids did exhibit signs of slow proton
exchange when the test acid itself was the monoanion of a
dicarboxylic acid. Some samples were heated briefly to
60°C, but showed no change in the position of equilibria,
before or after heating. Consistency in the results from a
variety of samples and test acids is the best indicator that
the equilibria were established in a reliable manner.


In some cases the test acids gave poorly defined peaks,
resulting from aromatic regions or other complex
splittings that could not be used to determine the
fractional composition directly. An alternative method
was used in such cases to calculate the ionization
constants. The concentration of the dicarboxylic acid
was then used, where [H2A] � [HA�] � [A2�] = 1. Here,
[HB] and [B�] were set to the concentrations of the test
acid and the test acid’s conjugate base, relative to the
normalized concentration of the dicarboxylic acid. The
integration of the test-acid peak gave a value for
[HB] � [B�]. When determining K1 with the acid’s
monoanion, initially [H2A] = 0 and [B�] = 0, so at
equilibrium, [H2A] = [B�]. When determining K2 with
the aid of the acid’s dianion, initially [HA�] = 0 and
[B�] = 0, so at equilibrium, [HA�] = [B�]. Eqn. (9)
summarizes how the NMR data could be used to
determine K:


K1 � KHB


1 � �a��HA
�H2A��HA


� �
IBnA
IAnB


� �a��HA
�H2A��HA


� �
�a��HA


�H2A��HA


� �2 	9



Now, IA and IB represent the integrals of the dicarboxylic
acid and test acid respectively, where nA and nB represent
the number of protons corresponding to the respective
integrals. For determining K2, an equation of similar form


was used when there was fast proton exchange between
the monoanion and dianion. The procedure was further
complicated when the preparation of the dianion could
not be carried to completion. The relative amounts of the
dianion and monoanion were measured for the incom-
plete preparation. Then, the relative amounts of the
dianion and monoanion were measured after adding the
test acid to determine the position of the equilibria.


�%*$'"*


The measured chemical shifts of the dicarboxylic acid
species are listed in Table 2. Table 3 compares literature
values with the average experimental values.


!�*�$**�#�


There are optimal conditions for accurately determining
the ionization constants using the methods described
here. When the optimal conditions are not met, deviations
can be expected in the calculated values. An examination
of how K1 was determined from Eqn. (1) will serve as a
general example for K2 as well. In many cases, to find the
terms for Eqn. (1), both chemical shifts and peak integrals
were needed, as shown in Eqn. (9). This equation also
shows that the calculated value for K1 is particularly
sensitive to the chemical-shift measurements. Chemical
shifts can be easily measured to a high degree of
accuracy. Peak integrals are generally less accurate than
chemical shifts. Fortunately, in Eqn. (9), the calculated
value for K1 is less sensitive to changes to the peak
integrals than changes to the chemical shifts. The most
accurate values are obtained when Eqn. (6) can be used to
calculate K1, and an analogous equation can be used for
K2, because the calculations rely more heavily on the
chemical shifts rather than the peak integrals.


For the dicarboxylic acids that displayed slow


"���� +� �������
 ������ �� ������ ��� ������� �!�����


Acid Proton probed �H2
A (ppm) �HA (ppm) �A (ppm) �HB (ppm) �B (ppm)


Dicarboxylic acids
Fumaric vinylic H 6.625 6.360 5.975
Maleic vinylic H 6.271 6.011 5.212
Malonic methylene H 3.243 2.668 2.531
Diethylmalonic methyl H 0.738 0.654 0.509
Phthalic aromatic Ha 7.626 7.816 6.978
1 vinylic H 8.415 8.021 7.070
2 methylene H 2.145 1.967 1.881


Monoprotic acids
Benzoic ortho-H 7.947 7.793
Benzoylacetonitrile (meta-H � para-H)/2 7.567 7.218
2,4-Dinitrophenol 3-H 8.710 8.588


a Center of symmetrical coupling pattern.
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exchange between the monoanion and dianion, chemical
shifts could not be used to determine the percent
protonation of the dianion by test acids. Only fumaric,
succinic and malonic acids had a sufficiently fast proton
exchange between the dianion and monoanion to give a
single peak. For the other acids, peak integrals were used
to find the terms for Eqn. (2). However, peak integrals are
harder to measure accurately than chemical shifts, and
are influenced by factors such as phasing and baseline
irregularities. Calculated ionization constants that rely
entirely on peak-integral measurements are likely to be
the least accurate values. We expect to obtain the most
accurate ionization constants when the relevant species
can exchange protons fast enough to give a single, sharp
peak and allow use of Eqn. (5). However, use of Eqn. (5)
to determine ionization constants for fumaric acid turned
out to show the largest discrepancy with previously
reported values.13 But the use of Eqn. (5) was only
applied to a small number of data points for fumaric acid
and was not fully explored, so this method may still be
valid and accurate. There was also some difficulty
because of problems with the test acids, benzoylaceto-
nitrile and benzoic acid. For benzoylacetonitrile, the
methylene peak did not appear in the partially deproto-
nated species, most likely because of line broadening
associated with rapid exchange with trace water. As a
result, only the aromatic proton peaks for benzoylaceto-
nitrile and benzoic could be used in Eqn. (5). The
aromatic peaks overlapped to give multiplets, making it
difficult to select a peak for the measurements. Still, the
calculated ratio K1/K2 from the results is reasonably close
to the ratio obtained by Kolthoff and Chantooni.13


Even though chemical shifts can be measured


accurately, in some cases the calculated ionization
constants can still be limited by the accuracy of the
shifts. Thus, when the test acid and dicarboxylic acid
have ionization constants that are far apart, one acid is
almost completely protonated while the other acid is
almost completely deprotonated. It will be seen with Eqn.
(6) or Eqn. (9) that, if all other variables are held constant,
as �a approaches �HA, K1 asymptotically approaches
infinity, and as �a approaches �H2


A, K1 approaches zero.
As one approaches these extreme conditions, the
accuracy of measurements required to avoid the mathe-
matical problems increases rapidly. It is easily seen that
the most reliable values for K1 are obtained when the test
acid and dicarboxylic acid have similar ionization
constants, and when equal equivalents of both are
present. Some of the experimental variations can be
explained by the limited accuracy of the chemical shifts.
For example, when a test acid of pKa = 9 was used to
determine pK1 of maleic acid, the average result was 5.7.
When test acids with pKa values of 5.1 and 7.2 were used,
the average result was 4.8. The value 4.8 is more reliable
and is the one recorded in Table 3. When the test acid’s
pKa was too far from the dicarboxylic acid’s pK1, the
limitations of the NMR measurements affected the
accuracy of results.


In general, the calculated ionization constants had a
tendency to be higher than the literature values,
especially for K2 values. Still, the ionization constants
determined by the NMR method were fairly consistent
with values obtained by other potentiometric and
spectrophotometric methods. The K1 and K2 values for
succinic acid were based on the smallest data set, but the
results are still reasonable. The K2 values for maleic acid,


"���� ,� ����(����� �� ����	�)�
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Acid


Water DMSO


pK1 pK2 K1/K2 pK1
a pK2


a K1/K2


Fumaric 3.03b 4.44b 26 9.0c 11.0c


9.9 � 0.3 12.2 � 0.1 2 � 102


Maleic 1.83b 6.07b 1.7 � 104 5.0d 18.8d


4.8 � 0.1 20.4 � 0.5 4 � 1015


Malonic 2.83b 5.69b 7.2 � 102 7.2g 18.6g


7.3 � 0.1 19.0 � 0.4 5 � 1011


Diethylmalonic 2.21e 7.35e 1.4 � 105 6.9 � 0.3 20.4 � 0.4 3 � 1013


Phthalic 2.89b 5.51b 4.2 � 102 6.2c 16.0c


6.4 � 0.1 17.4 � 0.2 1 � 1011


1 1.44f 7.84f 2.5 � 106 4.1 � 0.1 19.1 � 0.3 1 � 1015


2 1.32f 7.77f 2.8 � 106 4.0 � 0.1 20.6 � 0.4 4 � 1016


Succinic 4.20g 5.55g 2.2 � 101 9.5g 16.7g


(9.3)h 17.8 � 0.6 3 � 108


a Errors indicated are standard deviations for raw data.
b Ref. 16.
c Ref. 17.
d Ref. 13.
e Ref. 18.
f Ref. 11.
g Ref. 12.
h Based on limited data.
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phthalic acid, diethylmalonic acid, 1 and 2 are the least
reliable, because slow proton exchange between the
monoanion and dianion required less accurate peak
integrals to be used in place of chemical shifts. Also,
the test acids used to determine K2 included 2-
phenylindene and phenoxazine. When both test acids
were added to dianions, the solution would remain clear
for 15 min. Then, the solution would slowly begin to turn
cloudy. After a day, the previously clear solution had
become virtually opaque. Perhaps the anions of 2-
phenylindene and phenoxazine were slowly undergoing
base-induced oxidation by air or some other reaction,
which would make the results less accurate. In addition to
using the test acids listed in Table 1, maleic acid,
diethylmalonic acid, 1 and 2 were also useful as test
acids. Thus, equilibrium amounts of monoanion and
dianion were used to aid the determination of K2, using
the anchor value of pK2 = 18.8 for maleic acid. Indeed,
when two dicarboxylic acids were directly compared by
measuring the equilibria between different dicarboxylic
anions, the most precise results were obtained. The
relative K2 values are probably very accurate, but the
absolute values may be slightly too high.


When a solution in DMSO of the malonic dianion and
maleic monoanion was prepared, the results indicated
that K2 for malonic acid was more than one pK unit less
than K2 of maleic acid, which is consistent with other
experimental results. The malonic monoanion and
dianion exchange protons fast enough to allow the use
of chemical shifts to determine the composition of
malonic species, which is expected to be fairly accurate.
However, the values reported for malonic acid and maleic
acid have a difference of only 0.2 pK units between their
K2 values as determined by conductance.


In water, only dicarboxylic acids with a ratio of K1/K2


greater than 104 are likely to have significant internal
hydrogen bonding.10,11 Of the acids studied here, only
maleic acid, diethylmalonic acid, 1 and 2 meet this
criterion. Maleic acid has a rigid backbone and
diethylmalonic acid has central steric bulk, both of which
hold the carboxyl groups close together, making internal
hydrogen bonding more likely. Based on McCoy’s
work,11 the acids 1 and 2 have geometries particularly
well suited to hydrogen bonding. Besides the proximity
of the carboxyl groups, another important factor is
associated with alkyl and cyclic substitutions. The
influence of these substituents involves increases in the
size of the low dielectric cavity through which the
electrostatic effects are transmitted.2,3


In DMSO, the K1/K2 for the dicarboxylic acids we
studied, other than fumaric acid, are at least 108 times
larger in DMSO than in water. How can we rationalize
that? If we take succinic acid with a K1/K2 of about 25 in
water, the evidence is that water is a powerful enough
solvator to stabilize the diacid and monoanion without
recourse to aid from intramolecular hydrogen bond-
ing.19,20 In contrast, DMSO is not expected to be a good


solvator of anions, so if the neighboring carboxyl can aid
in stabilizing the monoanion by intramolecular hydrogen
bonding, this will increase K1 over what might otherwise
be expected. In contrast, K2 should be greatly decreased
because, after ionization of the monoanion, DMSO
would have to solvate two negative carboxylate groups
without assistance provided by intramolecular hydrogen
bonding. This way of looking at the K1/K2 increases in
DMSO compared with water is supported by conforma-
tional analysis, which shows that the monoanion of
succinic acid is essentially exclusively gauche in
DMSO.21


Now, if we look at other diacids, we see the similar
trends in K1/K2. Malonic acid, without a rigid backbone,
still shows a dramatic increase in K1/K2 in DMSO. In
contrast, fumaric acid, which cannot hydrogen bond
intramolecularly, has K1/K2 only about four times as
large in DMSO as in water. For fumaric acid, the change
in K1/K2 is presumably the simple result of going to an
environment of lower dielectric constant, because K1 is
not enhanced by hydrogen bonding and K2 reflects a
weaker electrostatic interaction between the anionic
charges, which are held farther apart than in the other
acids we have studied. Maleic acid shows one of the
largest increases for K1/K2 in DMSO compared with
water. Although the bond lengths and angles of phthalic
acid are slightly different, its carboxyl groups are in
similar positions to those of maleic acid. However, K1/K2


is smaller for phthalic acid than maleic acid, most likely
because the negative charges of the phthalic dianion can
be stabilized by polarization of the phenyl ring.
Diethylmalonic acid also had one of the largest increases
for K1/K2 in DMSO compared with water. Compared
with malonic acid, the large K1/K2 for diethylmalonic
acid could be the result of several effects. As mentioned
earlier, the central large group could tend both to force
the two carboxyl groups closer together and lower the
dielectric constant of the local environment of the acidic
groups, thus making hydrogen bonding more important
for stabilizing the negative charge. Kolthoff and
Chantooni12 asserted that the dielectric constant may
not affect the percentage of monoanion hydrogen
bonding, but our experience is that the factors determin-
ing the degree of hydrogen bonding are too diverse to
allow one to sort out the influence of dielectric constant
alone.21–23 The acids 1 and 2 already have the largest
K1/K2 values in water, and they appear to have the
highest ratios in DMSO as well. This result corresponds
well with the predictions from McCoy’s work.11 Succinic
acid has the lowest K1/K2 value of all the hydrogen-
bonding acids we have studied in DMSO. Arguing from
this, succinate monoanion would be expected to have a
relatively weak hydrogen bond, possibly because its
conformation is likely to be most favorable with a 70 or
80° dihedral angle between the carboxyl and carboxylate,
and also because it lacks a rigid backbone to hold the
carboxyls in a favorable orientation. Still, the succinic
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monoanion appears to exist essentially completely in the
gauche conformation in DMSO, which is strong evidence
for hydrogen bonding.21–23 The influence of the level of
electrostatic interaction between the anionic charges on
the K2 value of succinate dianion is clouded by the
uncertainty about the size of the dihedral angle in this
species.22


When considering the magnitude of K2, DMSO’s poor
ability to solvate anions suggests that a substantial degree
of self-stabilization could be critical in determining the
degree of acidity. Thus, the difference in K2 between
fumaric and succinic acids may result partly from self-
stabilization by the double bond of fumaric acid, as
mentioned above for phthalic acid.


Another consideration, when examining the high
K1/K2 values for dicarboxylic acids, is the 5 kcal mol�1


cost in converting the O—H bond from the Z to E
configuration. If the acids studied are unlike succinic
acid20 and form intramolecular hydrogen bonds in the
diacid form, the cost of converting the O—H bond from
the Z to E configuration would already be paid in
advance. Also, all of the dicarboxylic acids we studied
are short, so the entropy loss from intramolecular
hydrogen bonding is probably not significant, although
entropy contributions of the solvent molecules during
ionization could be significant.


Proton transfers involving carboxylic acids are usually
fast, so it was surprising that some of the monoanion and
dianion species gave separate NMR peaks. Even when
exchange was slow, the acidic protons of the carboxylic
acids were not observed in the NMR spectra. The peaks
were broadened too much by exchange to be visible at
0.05 M, although Kilway and Coworkers9 suggest that the
acidic proton of any dicarboxylic monoanion should be
visible by NMR in the absence of trace amounts of water.
There were traces of water in all of our DMSO samples,
which would be expected to catalyze proton transfers.
However, even with trace water, many of the acids
showed slow exchange between their monoanions and
dianions. When the diethylmalonic dianion was prepared
directly in DMSO by adding a solution of Bu4NOH in


water, the resulting solution contained about 10% water.
Nonetheless, the dianion and monoanion peaks ex-
changed slowly enough to give a broad, irregularly
shaped peak. Slow proton exchange was not necessarily
just a result of high pK2 alone. Phthalic acid has a smaller
pK2 than malonic acid, but phthalic acid showed slow
exchange between its monoanion and dianion whereas
malonic acid did not. Intramolecular hydrogen bonding
or steric effects could very well be responsible for an
unusually high energy of activation in going from the
monoanion to the dianion.


With pK values for the various acids studied, one can
attempt to evaluate the relative importance of hydrogen
bonding and electrostatic effects. Consider a simple
approximation of the ionization processes. Let the
diprotic acid H2A be assigned an energy of zero in
solution and take account of the energy changes at
successive ionizations. Loss of the first proton gives the
monoanion HA�, which has an energy of El1 � Hb,
where Hb is the energy of the hydrogen bond that is
formed and El1 is taken to account for all other effects,
which should be mainly electrostatic. Removing the
second proton gives the dianion A2�, which has an
energy of El2 � El1. It is useful to compare the logarithm
of equilibria constants with energy terms, so we
approximate with pK1 = El1 � Hb and pK2 = El2 � Hb,
where El1, El2, and Hb are assigned appropriate units.


Before considering hydrogen bonding and electrostatic
effects in DMSO, we will look at water solutions. Here,
we can use values for pKE, the ionization constant of the
corresponding dicarboxylate monomethyl esters, to
estimate Hb. For the monomethyl ester, pKE = El1 � Hb,
but Hb = 0, and if we assume minimal electrostatic
differences between the dicarboxylic acid and ester, we
can take El1(ester) �log 2 = El1(dicarboxylic). Then, for
a dicarboxylic acid, El1 = p(2KE), Hb = p(2KE) � pK1,
and by substitution, El2 = pK2 � Hb = pK2 � p(2KE)
� pK1. The results are summarized in Table 4.


Now, we will correlate the water results with our
DMSO observations. For notation, we add a subscript to
denote the solvent, so that El1w represents the electro-


"���� -� �*����� ����(����� ���������


Acid pK1 pK2 pKE El1 = pKE � log 2 Hb El2


Fumaric 3.03a 4.44a – 3.03b 0.00 4.44
Maleic 1.83a 6.07a 3.08c 2.78 0.95 5.12
Malonic 2.83a 5.69a 3.35c 3.05 0.22 5.47
Diethylmalonic 2.21a 7.35a (3.5)d 3.20 0.99 6.36
Phthalic 2.89a 5.51a 3.23c 2.93 0.04 5.47
1 1.44a 7.84a 3.75c 3.45 2.01 5.83
2 1.32a 7.77a 3.02c 2.72 1.40 6.37
Succinic 4.2c 5.55c 4.49a 4.19 0.00 5.55


a Ref. 16.
b Assuming pKE � pK1 because fumaric acid cannot form internal hydrogen bonds.
c Ref. 11.
d Estimated value.
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static effect in water, and El1d represents the effect in
DMSO. If a monoanion cannot form an internal hydrogen
bond, pK1w = El1w and pK1d = El1d. Kolthoff and Chan-
tooni12 have compiled a list of ionization constants in
water and in DMSO for acids that cannot form internal
hydrogen bonds. In Figure 1, based on the data in Table 5,
for simple organic acids we see a convincing linear
relationship between pK1w and pK1d, which corresponds
to a linear relationship between El1w and El1d. With
Figure 1, we can approximate electrostatic effects in


DMSO from the electrostatic effects in water for the first
ionization of a dicarboxylic acid. From this estimation of
El1d we can approximate Hbd using Hbd = El1d � pK1d.
Then, we can approximate El2d using El2d = pK2d � Hbd.
The results are summarized in Table 6. Another
significant correlation is possible from comparing Tables
5 and 6: comparison of non-hydrogen-bonding with
hydrogen-bonding acids shows there is on the order of
two to four pK units difference in pK1w � pK1d for the
hydrogen-bonding acids and non-hydrogen-bonding
acids of comparable acid strengths. Thus, in effect, these
differences provide a rough approximation to pK1w �
pKE.


�#��'$*�#�*


Intramolecular hydrogen bonding is surely important
when structurally feasible for dicarboxylic acids in
DMSO. The ratio K1/K2 in DMSO was 107 to 1010 times
the ratio in water for those acids that we studied here.
Also, there was slow proton exchange between the
monoanion and dianion for some of the acids. Structural
variations can have significant effects on the value of
K1/K2. As can be seen, comparisons between K1/K2 of
malonic and diethylmalonic acids and between K1/K2 of
fumaric and maleic acids are in accord with structural
differences expected to reflect intramolecular hydrogen-
bonding abilities. NMR provides a different and
convenient procedure for measuring ionization constants
in aprotic solvents. Experimental values obtained by
these methods were generally consistent with literature
values obtained by other methods.
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Acid


pk


Water DMSO Difference


n-Butyric 4.82 12.8 8.0
Acetic 4.73 12.6 7.9
Methyl H adipate 4.6 12.6 8.0
Methyl H succinate 4.49 11.9 7.4
ClCH2COOH 2.81 9 6.2
NCCH2COOH 2.47 8.5 6.0
BrCH2BrCHCOOH 2.17 7.1 5.9
Cl2CHCOOH 1.3 6.3 5.0


a Ref. 12.
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Acid pK1d pK2d El1w
a El1d Hbd El2d


Fumaric 9.9 12.2 3.0 9.3 (0) 12.2
Maleic 4.8 20.4 2.8 8.9 4.1 16.3
Malonic 7.3 19 3.1 9.4 2.1 16.9
Diethylmalonic 6.9 20.4 3.2 9.7 2.8 17.6
Phthalic 6.4 17.4 2.9 9.1 2.7 14.7
1 4.1 19.3 3.5 10.1 6.0 13.3
2 4.0 20.6 2.7 8.7 4.7 15.9
Succinic 9.3 17.8 4.2 11.6 2.3 15.6


a From Table 4.
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ABSTRACT: Nanoindents and nanoscratching on organic crystals with their anisotropic molecular packing explore
far-reaching molecular movements or abrasion of material by the application of mechanical stress. Only
intermolecular hydrogen bonds and van der Waals ‘bonds’ are broken in these experiments. Thiohydantoin (1) is
a particularly suitable model owing to its well-defined layered crystal packing and its cleavability at the (10–2)-
planes. Indents with a cube corner indenter on the natural (110)-face give piling-up of material by molecular
movements only to one side by following the direction of the slopes of the molecular monolayers. Four orthogonal
nanoscratches along and across the long crystal edge (each back and forth) on (110) give four different very distinct
results: (1) molecular movements to both sides and in front with symmetric piling-up, (2) abrasion of material, (3)
molecular movements to the right and (4) molecular movements to the left. The influence of the single molecular
layers that stand 66° steep is clearly expressed by these results. No molecular movement but abrasion of material
occurs upon nanoscratching on the (10–2) cleavage plane of 1, now with the molecular monolayers flat. These
anisotropic molecular responses to mechanical stress are detected by atomic force microscopy. They may be of use in
nanotechnology, but cannot be predicted by the more common collective mechanical properties such as hardness or
Young’s elasticity modulus, quantities that do not at all relate to the extreme anisotropies that are reported here for the
first time. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: anisotropic molecular movements; atomic force microscopy; hydrogen bonds; nanoindenter;
nanoscratches; organic crystal
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Anisotropic deformations upon mechanical stress by
(nano)indentation of organic crystals have not been
reported. They are known in the case of inorganic and
polymer materials and have been interpreted as ‘plastic
deformation,’ ‘flow,’ ‘some kind of sliding,’ ‘cracks
along shearing/cleaving planes,’ ‘local morphological
changes’ and the like.1,2 For crystals of organic mol-
ecules, the possibility of long-range molecular move-
ments should be envisaged as these occur and are required
in their chemical reactions.3 Such molecular movements
have been unambiguously detected by atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and near-field optical microscopy
(SNOM)3 and by grazing incidence diffraction (GID).4


Anisotropic molecular migrations were not expected by
the apparently still common topochemistry hypothesis,3


which claimed ‘minimal atomic and molecular move-
ments’ in solid-state chemical reactions. It was therefore
of interest to examine the behavior of organic crystals


under the action of mechanical stress if no chemical
transformations occur, except the breakage of intermol-
ecular hydrogen bonds. Regular AFM tips are not able to
achieve long-range molecular movements with formation
of surface features. However, controlled abrasion of
material was obtained with off-axis cantilever tips on
organic crystals that consisted of three-dimensionally
interlocked immobile molecules.5 In these AFM scratch-
ing experiments the applied force is not normal to the
surface. Reliable mechanical nanotesting requires normal
force and thus the setup of a nanoindenter with transducer
and linearly variable forces. We report on the first long-
range anisotropic molecular movements in an organic
crystal that were achieved solely by mechanical stress.


#&��'"� �!� � �%��� $!
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Thiohydantoin (1) crystals (P21/c)6 were chosen because
they exhibit clear packing anisotropies on their natural
(110)-face and cleave along the (10–2)-face. Molecules or
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hydrogen-bridged aggregates of molecules may most
easily move along cleavage planes, as has already been
shown in cases of stress caused by geometric changes
after chemical reactions, when 1 reacted with gaseous
methyl- or dimethylamine in the absence of solvents or
liquid phases.7 As expected, anisotropic transport of
materials can indeed be obtained by nanoindentation
experiments on the (110)-face of 1: the deep nanoindent
(Fig. 1) piles up the displaced material on one side of the
calibrated cube corner indenter. The piled-up volume
(0.298 �m3) is larger than the volume of the depression
(0.170 �m3), [various explanations have been put forward
for such cases]8 a fact that certainly relates to the cracking
step formation (vertical to the long crystal edge) that
occurred upon deformation and is depicted in Fig. 1(a).
The unusual anisotropy is apparently caused by molecular
movements under the (110)-surface that occur only in one
direction. The piled-up hill is nearly axially symmetric
with an ascending angle above the surface level at its
steep side of �28° and extending over more than 4 �m
with a uniform slope of 1.5–2° (Fig. 1). The orientation of
the three faces of the cube corner indenter is clearly seen.
The applied angle of 45° is almost reached at the right
slope under the surface level of Fig. 1(b) (up to 38°) where
the molecules exit, while the slope at the left side (up to
29°) is smaller, because the molecules could not exit
there. The crystal packing of 16,7 on the (110)-face is
depicted in Fig. 2. The parallel monolayer sheets are 66°
skew under the (110)-face. The infinite sheets are formed
by two types of hydrogen bonds. However, there are no
hydrogen bonds between the sheets. Thus, the crystal may
be cleaved parallel to these sheets.


The unusual piling-up of material only at one side of


the indent must be caused by the skew cleavage planes
under the (110)-face. The geometric arrangement in that
experiment is sketched in Fig. 3(a). Clearly, the left side
gaps between the sheets are blocked, as the indenter tip
goes down. However, molecules or small H-bridged
aggregates of them may exit at the right side even though
the sheets will be bent to the right. Therefore, the pressure
is translated further and released to the right by molecular
movements above the surface. Figure 1(a) exhibits an
indent with a maximum depth of 350 nm and indicates
that the mechanical stress and the molecular migrations
end at about a 4 �m distance. The occurrence of cracks at
the left side of Fig. 1 and the unequal volumes require
additional support for that interpretation by the versatile
new technique of nanoscratching at linearly increasing
load.
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Nanoscratching experiments were performed on the
(110)-face of 1 in four orthogonal directions with four
different results that are depicted in Fig. 4. The scratch
tests in Fig. 4(e) and (f) [see Fig. 3(b)] are depicted for a
different crystal of 1 and at a 2.5 times higher load (1.9
times deeper) in order to show the robustness of the
technique towards changes in the experimental condi-
tions. The scratch along the long crystal edge following
the sloping of the monolayer sheets in Fig. 4(a) [see Fig.
3(a)] gives molecular migrations in both directions of the
cleavage planes with numerous cracks to both sides and
translation to the front. The molecular migrations in both
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directions (left and right) are clearly shown in Fig. 4(a)
and in the cross-section of Fig. 4(c). As overhangs are
formed, the apparent volume of piled-up material is


considerably higher than the volume of the depression
and AFM cannot reasonably determine the ratio in this
case. However, it appears that no material is lost by
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abrasion. On the contrary, the scratch in Fig. 4(e) against
the sloping of the steep layers [see Fig. 3(b)] gives
almost complete abrasion of material and only a very
minor (4%) amount of pile-up. The material is lost


presumably as fine dust that can be pushed away by the
AFM tip.5,9


Even more exciting is the scratch along the skew
cleavage planes in Fig. 4(b) [see Fig. 3(a)]. The piling-up
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of material occurs to the right image side exclusively and
the volumes of pile-up (2.661 �m3) and ditch (2.588 �m3)
are found to be equal. Clearly, the molecules can only
move and exit at that side. This is also shown by the
cross-section in Fig. 4(d). It is highly gratifying that the
scratch along the cleavage planes in Fig. 4(f) [after a 180°
turn of the crystal, see Fig. 3(b)] piled the migrating
material to the left image side, as expected, and again
there was no loss of material (5.012 versus 5.277 �m3).


The extreme direction sensitivities of the piling-up of
material are clear evidence for molecular movements
along the cleavage planes, as they depend solely on the
orientation of the crystal. The right-left selectivity
derives from the fact that the molecules can only exit
from the unblocked gaps between the layers, as is evident
from Fig. 3. The comparison of the volumes of hills and
depressions indicates that no material was lost in the
scratch tests of Fig. 4(a), (b) and (f) while almost all
material of the scratch in Fig. 4(e) went to dust.


!����	���	���� �� ��� (�)0�*+,�	� �, ���������+
���� (�*


The unusual behavior on the (110)-face of 1 should not


exist on the (10–2)-face (Fig. 5) as the layers are parallel
to that face, and indeed, if a cleaved crystal was scratched
on its (10–2)-face totally different results ensued: mol-
ecular movements could not be detected (Fig. 6).


No molecular movements but abrasion of material
occurred if the (10–2)-face of a crystal of 1 was exposed
to the scratchtest (Fig. 6). Only Fig. 6(a) exhibits some
minor piling-up of material (ca 10%) at the end of the
scratch, while Fig. 6(b) essentially does not. Clearly,
most of the material of the scratch traces in Fig. 6 is
abraded in the form of dust5,9 that is removed and not
recorded by AFM. The minor differences in Fig. 6(a) and
(b) cannot yet be conclusively derived from the packing
in Fig. 5. For example, the packing anisotropies on the
(10–2)-face make the parallel paired hydrogen bonds be
hit at angles of 46° and 14° in the scratch of Fig. 6(a) and
at 44° and 76° in that of Fig. 6(b). However, these
differences cannot be assessed owing to the great number
of hydrogen bonds in all of the differently oriented
infinite sheets that are all parallel to the face. Thus, if a
scratch is executed on the (10–2)-face of 1 no molecules
or small molecular aggregates can escape and migrate
from their sheets. Rather, abrasion in the form of dust
particles is to be expected and the direction should be of
minor importance, as observed. This behavior of flat
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layers is totally different from that of steep layers under
the (110)-face in Fig. 4.


2�	����	�� ����������


The marked differences in the anisotropic properties on
the (110)- and (10-2)-faces of 1 are barely reflected in
their collective mechanical properties that were deter-
mined by shallow indents (250 nm). Hardness and
Young’s reduced elasticity modulus were found to be
0.55 and 13.7 GPa on the (110)-face and 0.61 and 11.6
GPa on the (10-2)-face, respectively. The differences are
small, although in the expected direction. Clearly, these
collective mechanical properties do not relate well to
anisotropies and the different uniform migrations.


%$!%'�� $!�


Mechanically induced molecular movements under the
(110)-face of the crystals of 1 have been achieved. This is
the first record of such an event that differs profoundly
from anisotropic plasticities, e.g. of metals. The migrat-
ing molecules or small molecular aggregates must be
liberated from infinite hydrogen-bonded layers. Thus, the
tip that goes down vertically through the (110)-face in
Fig. 2 apparently breaks hydrogen bonds just by mech-
anical interaction and enforces the covalently saturated
fragments to migrate along the unobstructed cleavage
planes. The regular shape of the hills that pile up either to
the right or to the left side of the scratches in Fig. 4(b) and
(f) indicate that full hydrogen bonding is reinstalled after
the migration. Hydrogen-bond dimers, trimers or hex-
amers of 1 may be the most likely migrating species if not
the isolated molecules. Extended parts of the ‘infinite’
sheets in 1 should not be able to migrate directionally
owing to their bending away under the force of the


indenter tip and due to the action of huge numbers of van
der Waals interactions. The energetics of the hydrogen
bonds may be judged by density functional theory (DFT)
calculations at the B3LYP/6–31 G* level, although for
gas-phase conditions. Every molecule of 1 exhibits three
hydrogen bonds in the crystal. A trimer with all of the
three different hydrogen bonds (the x-ray analysis has
two of them at the same distance; Fig. 2) was chosen as a
model. This trimer is by 22.2 kcal mol�1 more stable than
three isolated monomer molecules. The lengths of the
hydrogen bonds were calculated as 1.875, 1.894 and
1.926 Å. Hence it may be concluded that less than
8 kcal mol�1 is required to break mechanically a hydro-
gen bond in the crystal of 1. This is certainly much less
than the energetic requirement in the scratching of the
standard out of fused quartz, that requires breakage of
covalent Si—O bonds. Therefore, even the formation and
migration of single molecules 1 appear energetically
feasible during the scratching.


It is unusual that both extremes, complete piling-up of
material or complete loss of material by abrasion, can be
obtained with the same crystal upon indentation and
scratching just by choosing different geometric align-
ments. Unlike chemically induced molecular movements
in crystals that are driven by stress that is created by
geometric changes,3,7 the present results do not exhibit
the complications of the molecular transformations.
Numerous molecular migrations that occur in chemically
reactive organic crystals3,7 can now be analyzed in more
detail. A new field of research is opened by the present
findings and applications in nanotechnology, e.g. for
surface structuring, can be envisaged.


&34&# 2&!"�'


The crystals of 1 were obtained as prisms from acetone.
Their (110)-faces could be horizontally mounted. Flat
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plates with (10–2)-faces were obtained by two parallel
cleavages of the original crystals of 1. The crystals were
glued to the support of a Hysitron-TriboScope and tested
with a calibrated cube corner diamond indenter tip (end
radius 60 nm). The AFM imaging used a Digital
Instruments 300 scanning probe microscope. Crystal
packings were imaged with the program SCHAKAL 97
(E. Keller, University of Freiburg). Standard loading
curves for the hardness and modulus determination were
used at forces of 250 �N. The load in the scratch tests was
linearly increased to 400 �N within a period of 30 s over a
distance of 10 �m [Fig. 4(a) and (b)] or to 1000 �N [Fig.
4(e) and (f) and Fig. 6]. The cube corner indenter was
aligned with one of its corners in front for the scratches.
Estimates of the volumes of indents, scratches and piled-
up materials were performed with the bearing analysis
routine with respect to the plane through the left and the
upper right corners of the 3D images. DFT calculations
were performed with the program TITAN, version 1.01
(Wavefunctions, Irvine, CA, USA) and zero-point
vibrational energy corrections were calculated with the
program Jaguar 3.5, release 42 (Schrödinger, Portland,
OR, USA).


�����
������ 
�������


The supplementary material available at the epoc website


at http://www.wiley.com/epoc contains the color images
in GIF format and interactively usable full original 3D
data of the images in VRML format in high and low
resolution in order to allow for critical evaluation of the
AFM results, their analytical use with suitable imaging
software and future data mining. Interactive viewing is
possible with public domain software, e.g. Cosmo Player
or Blaxxun, via Internet Explorer.
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ABSTRACT: The NMR chemical shifts of the aromatic hydrogen atoms of 1-n-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
tetrafluoroborate �BMI�BF�


4 � and 1-n-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate �BMI�PF�
6 � have been


determined in nine deuterated solvents. The aromatic hydrogen atoms of BMI�PF�
6 are more sensitive to solvation


effects than the hydrogen atoms of BMI�BF�
4 . The interaction of the hydrogen atoms of the imidazolium cation with


the relatively small and basic BF�
4 anion is more intimate than the interaction with the fairly large, polarizable and less


basic PF�
6 anion. For both salts, the interaction involving the anion and the hydrogen atoms of the imidazolium cation


is more intimate for H2, compared with H4 or H5. Owing to the intimate interaction of the ions of BMI�BF�
4 , its


aromatic hydrogen atoms are less sensitive to solvation effects than the hydrogen atoms of BMI�PF�
6 . Copyright 


2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: ionic liquids; hydrogen bonding; solvation effects; 1H NMR spectroscopy; ab initio calculations
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A large percentage of organic reactions, including those
catalyzed by transition metals, are performed in nonaqu-
eous media, even though a polar medium, such as the one
provided by water, would be an ideal medium for most of
these reactions. Conventional polar solvents, such as
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and dimethyl formamide
(DMF), have been used to provide polar environments for
most organic reactions, but tremendous difficulties are
often encountered in the separation of the products from
the reaction mixtures. Also, the cost to dispose of these
solvents is extremely high, approximately 5 billion
dollars per year.1 Ionic liquids, which are now becoming
the solvents of choice for a large array of organic
reactions,2 including those that use homogeneous cata-
lysts,3 have properties that make them recyclable and
environmentally benign solvents. They are thermally
stable over a very wide temperature range, and they
maintain their liquid state at temperatures as high as
200°C. Ionic liquids have no measurable vapor pressure,


and they are recyclable solvents. A major advantage for
using ionic liquids as solvents for organic reactions is that
organic products are easily and efficiently extracted from
the reaction mixtures.


Owing to the unique properties of the class of
ionic liquids known as organochloroaluminates,4


they have been used as solvents for different reactions.5


1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride-aluminum
�EMI�AlCl�4 �1 has a tremendous influence on the
outcome of reactions in a number of ways, including
higher reaction rates and better reaction control.6 A major
drawback in the use of organochloroaluminates, how-
ever, is that they are often air- and moisture-sensitive and
they have the tendency to react with some reactants.3


Thus, the use of this specific class of ionic liquids as
solvents has been limited to a narrow range of reactions.7


Recently, a wider range of similar ionic liquids, which
have different side chains bonded to the imidazolium
cations and different anions, have been investigated for
their use as solvents for organic reactions. It was shown
that these ionic liquids are fully stable under most
reaction conditions, which is a property lacking in the
organochloroaluminates. Initial results indicate that these
modifications result in ionic liquids that have remarkable
effects on the outcome of different reactions.8


Since the use of ionic liquids as solvents for organic
reactions is increasing tremendously, a thorough under-
standing of how they affect reactions is urgently needed.
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Gaining such an understanding will assist chemists to be
better able to predict how ionic liquids affect reaction
rates and outcomes. The task of analyzing the properties
of ionic liquids is a gigantic one, since the effects that
conventional solvents have on reactions are still being
actively studied, even though they have been studied for
over a century.9,10 It is known that the different hydrogen
atoms of 1-n-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium (EMI�) salts
are capable of the formation of hydrogen bonds,11 but the
effects that different anions have on the relative strengths
of such hydrogen bonds are not known. In this study, the
nature of the interaction that exists between the anions
and the aromatic hydrogen atoms of 1-n-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate �BMI�BF�


4 � and
1-n-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate
�BMI�PF�


6 � is analyzed in deuterated solvents. Figure
1 shows the structure of these salts.


&'(&"!�&���) *&%�!#�


The synthesis of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexa-
fluorophosphate �BMI�PF�


6 � and 1-butyl-3-methylimida-
zolium tetrafluoroborate �BMI�BF�


4 � was carried out as
described in the literature.12 For each salt, water and
other volatile solvents were removed by six cycles of


freeze, pump and thaw (8 mm Hg and 77 K), followed by
the preparation of NMR solutions in a dry-atmosphere
glovebox. The concentration of both salts was
0.45 � 0.01 mol l�1. The NMR and IR spectra of these
compounds matched those reported in the literature.12 1H
NMR spectra were recorded on an IBM (Bruker) NR/300
FT-NMR spectrometer. The Minitab multilinear regres-
sion analysis computer program was used to obtain the
correlation equations.13 The ab initio calculations were
executed with Gaussian 94 using standard basis sets with
no modification.14 Calculations were performed on our
Silicon Graphics Indigo computer. Convergence was to
the limits imposed internally by Gaussian 94. Vibrational
frequencies were calculated and used to determine the
nature of the structure (minima, saddle points, or second-
order saddle points). The conformation studied was a
minimum at the level of theory examined.
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From Table 1, the chemical shifts of the aromatic
hydrogen atoms of 1-n-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
(BMI) salts vary in solvents of different properties. Since
the concentrations of the solutions are the same, the
chemical shifts of the aromatic hydrogen atoms are
solvent dependent. From Table 1, the chemical shift
variation of H4 is similar to that of H5, but H2 exhibits a
much broader chemical shift variation than either H4 or
H5. If two hydrogen atoms of a particular molecule are
affected differently by solvation effects, plots of the
chemical shifts of such hydrogen atoms, obtained in
different solvents, exhibit a non-unity slope. Shown in
Table 2 are the statistics for the relationships that exist
between the aromatic hydrogen atoms in different
solvents. Owing to the closeness of the slope to unity
for Eqn. (1), the implication is that solvation effects
affect H4 and H5 similarly. This observation is reason-
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Solvent-d


BMI�BF�
4 BMI�PF�


6


H2 H4 H5 H2 H4 H5


AN 8.46 7.37 7.34 8.37 7.35 7.32
Watera 8.54 7.34 7.30 – – –
TFA 8.59 7.47 7.45 8.63 7.56 7.53
HOAc 8.67 7.51 7.47 8.60 7.48 7.44
EtOHb 8.77 7.57 7.50 – – –
MeOH 8.78 7.58 7.51 8.72 7.54 7.48
Acetone 8.89 7.70 7.65 8.88 7.69 7.64
DMSO 9.07 7.77 7.69 9.07 7.73 7.66
DMF 9.15 7.87 7.80 9.20 7.88 7.81


AN, acetonitrile; TFA, trifluoroacetic acid; HOAc, acetic acid; EtOH, ethanol; MeOH, methanol; DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; DMF, dimethyl
formamide.
a BMI�PF�


6 is insoluble in water.
b BMI�PF�


6 is partially soluble in ethanol.
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able, since the environments of these two hydrogen atoms
are similar. Similar relationships for the chemical shifts
of H2 versus H4 and H2 versus H5 give different slopes,
as shown in Eqns (2) and (3) in Table 2. H2 is bonded to a
carbon that is located between two electronegative
nitrogen atoms, and hence H2 should be more acidic
and more sensitive to solvation effects than H4 or H5 —
hence, non-unity slopes result for Eqns (2) and (3). The
differences in slope shown in Eqns (2) and (3) reflect the
slightly different environments of H4 and H5 owing to
the different substituents bonded to the nitrogen atoms.


In order to determine the relative difference in acidity
of the aromatic hydrogen atoms of the imidazolium
cation, the partial charges of the hydrogen atoms were
determined from ab initio calculations. The results are
consistent with the experimental results, in that H2 is
more positive than H4 or H5, as shown in Fig. 2.


The different slopes observed in Eqns (2) and (3),
compared with the slope for Eqn. (1), clearly indicate that
H2 is more sensitive to changes in solvent properties than
H4 or H5. Also, the different slopes indicate that H2 is
approximately 1.30 and 1.40 times more sensitive to
changes in solvation properties than H4 and H5
respectively.


Since the slope for Eqn. (4) is approximately unity, the
indication is that different solvents affect H4 and H5
similarly, and these hydrogen atoms of both salts exhibit
similar sensitivity to solvation effects. Owing to the
different environments of H4 and H5 for BMI�PF�


6 ,
compared with H2, the slopes shown for Eqns (5) and (6)
are slightly different. Based on the magnitude of the
slopes, the implication is that the chemical shift of H2 is
approximately 1.61 times more sensitive to changes in
solvent properties, compared with H4, and 1.72 times


more sensitive than H5. Since the slopes for similar
relationships for BMI�BF�


4 , [Eqns (2) and (3)] are
different than those of Eqns (5) and (6), the anion plays a
role in the chemical shift variation of H2 for both
compounds. Since the slopes for Eqns (5) and (6)
�BMI�PF�


6 � are larger than the slopes for Eqns (2) and
(3) �BMI�BF�


4 �, the implication is that H2 of BMI�PF�
6


is more sensitive to a change in the nature of the solvent
compared with that of BMI�BF�


4 .
Typically, the formation of hydrogen bonds from basic


solvents to acidic hydrogen atoms,15 such as H2, moves
the chemical shifts of these hydrogen atoms downfield.16


H2 is situated between two heteroatoms, whereas H4 and
H5 are each located adjacent to one. The greater range of
chemical shifts for H2 is indicative of its greater
hydrogen bonding abilities, compared with H4 and H5.
Also, the chemical shifts of H2 are farther downfield in
basic solvents, relative to acidic solvents (Table 1). For
BMI�BF�


4 , a strong interaction between the aromatic
hydrogen atoms, primarily H2, with its counter ion results
in the chemical shift of H2 being less sensitive to
solvation effects than BMI�PF�


6 , which has a weaker
interaction between the aromatic hydrogen atoms,
primarily H2. Since the BF�


4 ion is a less polarizable
and a harder base than the PF�


6 ion, it has the ability to
form a tighter interaction with the hydrogen atoms of the
imidazolium cation than PF�


6 .
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ABSTRACT: A parallel study was carried out on the reactions of Me3Sn� and Me3Si� ions towards aromatic and
heteroaromatic substrates in hexamethylphosphoramide (HMPA) as solvent. It was found that Me3Si� ions are more
reactive and therefore less selective than Me3Sn� ions. In HMPA, PhI and PhBr react with Me3Sn� ions through an
HME pathway. PhCl also reacts by an HME reaction, but under photostimulation the SRN1 mechanism competes with
the HME process. With PhF as substrate, Me3Sn� ions afford (4-fluorophenyl)trimethylstannane, presumably through
a hypervalent tin species. Under irradiation, the SRN1 mechanism operates concurrently with the formation of the
hypervalent tin species. Me3Si� ions, on the other hand, react with PhX (X = Cl, Br, I) to yield the ipso substitution
product, presumably through the intermediacy of a hypervalent silicon species. PhF affords, upon reaction with
Me3Si� ions, o- and p-fluorotrimethylsilylbenzenes together with the ipso substitution product PhSiMe3. A novel type
of nucleophilic substitution mechanism takes place with Me3Si� ions upon reaction with aromatic and heteroaromatic
substrates without classical leaving groups in HMPA. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: HME; nucleophilic substitution; trimethylstannide ion; trimethylsiliconide ion; hypervalent silicon
and tin
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The reaction of R3Sn� ions with haloarenes has long been
known, and the products obtained depend on the solvent
and on the reaction conditions. NaSnMe3 reacts with PhX
(X = Cl, Br, I) in tetraglyme to afford Me3SnPh and
variable amounts of reduction product benzene (small
amounts of Me2SnPh2 and Me4Sn are also observed).
Experiments aimed at elucidating the reaction mechan-
ism show that the reaction occurs by a HME process in a
solvent cage.1


When LiSnMe3 is allowed to react with o-, m- and p-
bromotoluenes in THF as solvent, the expected trimethyl-
stannyl-substituted products are obtained, but when p-
chloro and p-fluorotoluenes are utilized, the yields of cine
substitution products are enhanced. These experiments
suggested that these reactions should proceed, at least
partially, by a radical mechanism.2


Photostimulated reactions of haloarenes with triorga-
nostannyl ions by the SRN1 mechanism in liquid ammonia
have recently been described. These reactions afford
moderate to excellent yields of substitution products.3,4


When Me3Sn� ion is allowed to react with p-
chloroanisole in the dark, no substitution product is
obtained, but upon irradiation almost a quantitative yield
of p-trimethylstannylanisole is furnished.3 On the other
hand, when p-bromoanisole reacts with Me3Sn� ions in
liquid ammonia in the dark, only anisole is obtained. This
reaction proceeds by an HME mechanism, with a rapid
protonation of the p-anisyl anion by the solvent.3


When thearomatic substratebears twoleavinggroups,such
as p- and m-dichlorobenzenes, disubstitution products are
obtained in 88 and 90% yields, respectively. The monosub-
stitution products are not intermediates in these reactions.3,4


Being interested in the reactions of Me3Sn� ions, we
decided to explore first the Me3Si� analogs as nucleophiles.
The reactions of haloarenes and haloheteroarenes to afford
substitution products have been reported previously, but
few mechanistic studies have been performed.5,6 It has been
reported that Me3Si� ions react with p-halotoluenes (Cl, Br
and I) to afford mainly the trimethylsilyl-substituted
products (63–92%) and toluene in HMPT as solvent.6


There is 30% deuterium incorporation when the reaction is
quenched with D2O. On the other hand, when NaOCD3 is
added, toluene is recovered with 64% deuterium incorpora-
tion. From these results there appear to be at least two
reaction pathways involved in this reaction.6
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The reaction of SiMe3
� ions7 in dry and de-oxygenated


HMPA with PhX under nitrogen affords very good yields
of PhSiMe3. PhI, upon reaction (15 min) with SiMe3


�


ions, affords PhSiMe3 in 99% yield. PhBr and PhCl react
in the same fashion to yield the substitution product in 89
and 71% yields, respectively, in 30 min. reactions (a
portion of this work has appeared previously8). In all these
reactions, benzene was not detected among the products,
which is an indication that neither PhNa nor free aryl
radicals are intermediates in these reaction. Byproducts
arising from radical coupling pathways, such as biphenyl,
were also undetectable under our reaction conditions; this
is to be contrasted with the results obtained by Sakurai et
al. in the reaction of n-butyl halides with NaSiMe3 in
HMPA, where radical mechanisms are proposed in order
to account for products.9 By means of radical probe
experiments, it was concluded that free radicals are not
present in the reactions of Me3Si� ions with haloaromatic
substrates in HMPA solution.10


When an HMPA solution of p-chlorotoluene is allowed
to react with SiMe3


� ions, only p-trimethylsilyltoluene is
obtained in 90% yield. No meta isomer is observed in the
reaction mixture.


When p-dichlorobenzene is allowed to react with
Me3Si� ions in HMPA, the distribution product observed
depends on the reaction time; thus, after a 3 min reaction,
only p-chlorotrimethylsilyl benzene (23%) is formed, and
no p-bis (trimethylsilyl)benzene is obtained [Eqn (1)].


At longer reaction times, the monosubstitution product
decreases and the disubstitution product builds up. This
indicates that the reaction proceeds in a consecutive
fashion, in contrast to some nucleophilic disubstitutions
via the SRN1 mechanism that do not proceed through the
monosubstitution intermediates (for reviews, see Ref. 11).


�1�


In all these examples, the substrates suffer an ipso
substitution. Contrasting results are obtained with PhF,
which reacts (30 min) with Me3Si� ions to afford o- and
p-fluorotrimethylsilyl benzenes in 76% overall yield (p:o
ratio = 60:40) as well as PhSiMe3 (14%) [Eqn (2)].


�2�


In competition experiments on PhF and C6D5F towards
Me3Si� ions, a primary deuterium kinetic isotope effect
(kH/kD = 3.2 � 0.1) is found for the formation of o- and p-
fluorotrimethylsilylbenzenes. This is in agreement with
the loss of hydride as the rate-limiting step from a �H


adduct.8


Pyridine, a substrate without a formal leaving group,
gives a quantitative yield of 4-trimethylsilanylpyridine,
obtained in a 2 h reaction. When the reaction is quenched
in 15 min, 4-trimethylsilyl-1,4-dihydropyridine is
formed.


N-Methylindole reacts with Me3Si� ions to afford 1-
methyl-2-trimethylsilanyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-indole (60%)
and 1-methyl-2-trimethylsilanyl-1H-indole (31%):


�3�


Benzene itself reacts in the dark with Me3Si� ions to
afford a 45% yield of PhSiMe3. In competition experi-
ments on benzene and C6D6 towards Me3Si� ions, a
primary deuterium kinetic isotope effect (kH/kD =
1.7 � 0.1) is found. As far as we are concerned, there is
only one precedent in the literature where nucleophilic
attack takes place on benzene by a silyl ion. In this
example, the attack occurs by the complex (LiSiMe3)2/
(TMEDA)3 in the absence of solvent, resulting in
PhSiMe3 as product.12 The postulated mechanism for
formation of PhSiMe3 was a concerted pathway invol-
ving the aforementioned complex.


The formation of substitution products from substrates
without leaving groups can be rationalized as arising
from attack of Me3Si� ions on the aromatic moiety to
yield the �H adduct [Eqn (4)]. This adduct could proceed
to products through a hydride shift to form a pentacoor-
dinate silicon species.


�4�


The reactivity order in competition reactions of
Me3Si� ions with PhX in HMPA was found to be PhI
(3.5) �PhBr (1.9) �PhCl (1.0) �PhF (0.08). These
results show that the span in reactivity between the four
halogens toward this nucleophile is, from PhF to PhI,
only about 44-fold. The reactivity order found (PhI
�PhBr �PhCl �PhF) towards Me3Si� ions is in
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agreement with both HME and ET reactions. However,
the brief span (i.e. 44-fold) observed is not consistent
with those mechanisms: the reactivity span in competi-
tion experiments on the four halobenzenes toward
acetone enolate anion in liquid ammonia in SRN1
reactions is over 100 000.13 On the other hand, Kuivila
et al. found that the relative reactivity of PhX vs Me3Sn�


ions in tetraglyme was ca PhI (106) �PhBr (105) �PhCl
(1).14 These reactions proceeded by an in-cage HME
mechanism. This large span in reactivity is expected in
HME processes. Our observed results (for the reactions of
Me3Si�) can be attributed to the operation of an
alternative mechanism.


A mechanistic possibility for the ipso trimethylsilyl
substitution products from PhX,could be the formation of a
�X complex that evolves to a pentacoordinate intermedi-
ate, from which the substitution product ensues [Eqn (5)].
The hypervalency of the silicon atom could account for the
driving force required for the hydride ion removal. [By
semiempirical methods (AM1) the energy of the penta-
coordinate complex is much lower than that of the� adduct
(for PhF and PhI). The intermediate � adduct does not exist
for PhCl and PhBr. We are currently carrying out
theoretical calculations employing the density functional
B3LYP/LANL2DZ - 6.31 G* level of theory.]


�5�


Given the enhanced reactivity of Me3Si� ions in
HMPA toward haloarenes, we decided to explore the
behavior of the tin analogs in that solvent.


PhI and PhBr, upon reaction with Me3Sn� ions in
HMPA, afford 50 and 40% yields, respectively, of
substitution product PhSnMe3 in a 20 min reaction. The
yields do not increase upon irradiation. Evidence against
free radicals is supplied by the lack of inhibition when
PhI and PhBr react in the dark and under photostimula-
tion with di-tert-butyl nitroxide, where the product yields
remain unaffected. After a 2 h reaction, the substitution
product PhSnMe3 was obtained in ca 98% yield from
both substrates.


There is a slow reaction of PhCl with Me3Sn� ions.
After 3 h, the substitution product builds up to 28%
overall yield. On irradiation (3 h), however, the yield of
substitution product increases to 41%. The photostimu-
lated reaction is partially inhibited (22% yield of
PhSnMe3, 3 h) by p-DNB, a well-known inhibitor of
SRN1 reactions. These results suggest that there is a slow
HME reaction of PhCl with Me3Sn� ions. The yield
enhancement upon irradiation and the inhibition by p-
DNB indicate that there is also a slow SRN1 component in
the substitution pathway.


On the other hand, when PhF is allowed to react with


Me3Sn� ions in the dark, a sluggish reaction takes place.
In 3 h, the reaction affords (4-fluorophenyl)trimethyl-
stannane in ca 15% yield. Only traces of the ipso
substitution product PhSnMe3 are observed [Eqn (6)].


�6�


On irradiation (3 h), the amount of (4-fluorophenyl)-
trimethylstannane remains almost constant (12%), but the
yield of ipso substitution product increases to 13%. The
photostimulated reaction in the presence of p-DNB
affords only (4-fluorophenyl)trimethylstannane. These
results indicate that this product is formed through a polar
reaction and the ipso substitution product through an
SRN1 mechanism.


It can be postulated that the formation of (4-fluoro-
phenyl)trimethylstannane occurs, in a similar fashion to
Me3Si� ions, through a hypervalent tin compound, from
where the p-substitution product is rendered [Eqn (7)].


�7�


The fact that Me3Si� ions afford both o- and p-
substitution products in 76% overall yield in 30 min, and
that Me3Sn� ions require 3 h to effect substitution in ca
15% yield, attest to the lower reactivity of the latter, and
also a higher selectivity, as only the p-isomer is formed in
this case.


p-Dichlorobenzene affords, upon reaction (2 h) with
Me3Sn� ions in HMPA, both p-chlorotrimethylstannyl-
benzene (37%) and p-bis-trimethylstannylbenzene (8%),
as opposed to the same reaction carried out in liquid
ammonia, where the monosubstitution product is not an
intermediate.3 An SRN1-type reaction is ruled out in this
case.


"��"#!����


The following conclusions can be drawn from this
comparative study of Me3Si� and Me3Sn� ions on
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reaction with PhX in HMPA: Me3Si� ions are more
reactive, as expected, than Me3Sn� ions toward PhX in
HMPA, and therefore rendered less selective.


In the reaction of Me3Si� ions with PhX, both KIE
determinations and the relative reactivity among PhX
suggest the presence of hypervalent silicon intermediates,
with halogens as leaving group for X = I, Br and Cl, and
H as leaving group for X = F, nitrogen-containing
heterocycles and benzene itself.


Reactions of Me3Sn� ions with PhX (X = I, Br) in
HMPA are not accelerated by light, indicating a polar
process that takes place in the substitution reaction
pathway. Evidence against free radicals is supplied by the
lack of inhibition when PhI and PhBr react in the dark and
under photostimulation with di-tert-butyl nitroxide,
where the product yields remain unaffected. On the other
hand, PhCl reacts by both HME and ET processes. PhF
undergoes a very slow reaction in the dark with Me3Sn�


ions to afford (4-fluorophenyl)trimethylstannane through
a hypervalent tin species. Upon irradiation, PhF yields
the ipso substitution product, through the SRN1 mechan-
ism, in competition with the hypervalent tin intermediate.


�$����%����#


������� ���	
�� Gas chromatographic analyses were
performed on a Hewlett-Packard 5890 Series II instru-
ment with a flame ionization detector, a Hewlett-Packard
3396 Series III integrator and either an HP1, 5 m
� 0.17 mm i.d., or a DB-1, 30 m � 0.17 mm i.d., column.
1H NMR (200.13 MHz) and13C NMR (50.32 MHz)
spectra were measured on a Bruker AC 200 spectrometer
in deuterochloroform as solvent. GC–MS analyses were
carried out on a Shimadzu GC/MS QP 5050 spectrometer
equipped with a DB-5, 30 m � 0.18 mm i.d., column.


��������� PhX (I, Br, Cl, F), 4-chlorotoluene 1,4-
dichlorobenzene, p-chloroanisole, p-chlorofluoroben-
zene, trimethylsilylbenzene, trimethyltin chloride, hexa-
methyldisilane, p-bis-trimethylsilylbenzene, indole,
decane, eicosane, p-dinitrobenzene, di-tert-butyl nitrox-
ide, pentadeuterofluorobenzene and perdeuterobenzene
were obtained from Aldrich and used as received. HMPA
(Fluka) was distilled twice under reduced pressure and
kept under nitrogen.


������
�� 
� ��� ���	 �����
� �
�� �� ���� Into a


15 ml tube previously flame-dried, Na metal
(1.8 � 10�3 mol) and HMPA (2.5 ml) were introduced
and the tube was sealed with a rubber septum. The
suspension was stirred with a micro stir bar and
deoxygenated and blanketed with a nitrogen atmosphere
three times, then left under N2. The stirred suspension
slowly turned deep blue, and a deoxygenated solution of
Me3SnCl (ca 9.3 � 10�4 mol) in HMPA (1 ml) was
slowly introduced with a syringe and the solution was


stirred for additional 20 min. The mixture turned color-
less, with some Na suspended. The tube was immersed in
an ultrasound bath and left under sonication until all the
Na had dissolved and reacted with Me3SnCl (2–3 h). At
this point, the solution was deep orange, indicative of the
formation of Me3Sn� ions. At this time, for the dark arm
of the reactions, the tube was covered with aluminum foil
to protect it from laboratory light, removed from the
ultrasound bath and the neat ArX (ca 8.4 � 10�4 mol)
was slowly introduced with a syringe through a rubber
septum. The dark reactions were left to progress under
stirring, whereas the photochemical counterparts were
irradiated in a photochemical reactor employing two
medium-pressure (400 W) water-cooled Hg lamps emit-
ting maximally at 366 nm. The mixtures were then cooled
in an ice-bath, quenched slowly with water and extracted
three times into pentane. The pentane layers were washed
twice with doubly distilled water. The organic layers
were combined and dried over sodium sulfate, filtered,
evaporated and chromatographed (for isolation purposes,
the number of moles of the reactants was scaled up by a
factor of 10, and the volume of solvent, HMPA, was
7.5 ml) over a 2 mm thick silica gel plate using radial
chromatography (the elution solvent was hexane). The
isolated compounds were characterized by standard
spectroscopic techniques (1H and 13C NMR and MS).
For GC quantification, the internal standard method was
used, employing eicosane, n-decane, trimethylsilylben-
zene or trimethylstannylbenzene as internal standard.


The standardized procedure for the reactions of
trimethylsiliconide ions was given in a previous paper.8


Phenyltrimethyltin and trimethylphenylsilane were
isolated and their spectroscopic data were compared
with those of authentic samples.


(4-Chlorophenyl)trimethylstannane,15 (4-fluorophe-
nyl)trimethylstannane16 and 1,4-bis-trimethylstannanyl-
benzene,17 were characterized by standard spectroscopic
techniques and the data matched well those reported in
the literature. Analogously, trimethyl-p-tolyl-silane,18,19


(4-chlorophenyl)trimethylsilane,18,19 (4-fluorophenyl)tri-
methylsilane,17,18 (2-fluorophenyl)trimethylsilane,18 4-
trimethylsilanylpyridine8,20 and 1,4-bis-trimethylsilan-
nylbenzene19 were characterized by standard techniques
and the spectroscopic data matched well those reported in
the literature.


�����	�����������	����������� ����
�� 1H NMR (in
CDCl3), � (ppm): 0.53 (ss, 9H), 3.85 (ss, 3H), 6.62 (cplx
d, 1 H), 7.31 (cplx m, 2H), 7.77 (cplx m, 2H). 13C NMR
(in CDCl3), � (ppm): � 0.54, 32.81, 111.34, 118.1,
120.80, 121.96. GC–MS, m/z (%): 203 (87), 188 (87),
172 (1), 156 (1), 130 (5), 73 (100), 59 (24), 45 (31).


�����	�����������	����������������	���
�� ����
�� 1H
NMR (in CDCl3), � (ppm): 0.29 (ss, 9H), 2.88 (s, 3H),
2.91 (cplx m, 1H), 3.10 (cplx m, 2H), 6.60–6.90 (cplx m,
2H), 7.15 (cplx m, 2 H). 13C NMR (in CDCl3), �
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(ppm): � 2.65, 29.67, 32.61, 58.16, 108.94, 119.07,
123.90, 127.16, 131.0. GC–MS, m/z (%): 205 (21), 190
(75), 174 (5), 73 (100), 65 (13), 45 (31).
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ABSTRACT: The inhibition of free radical-initiated polymerization of styrene by �-carotene (�C) and �-tocopherol
(TOH) was studied by dilatometry. The polymerization was initiated by 2,2�-azobis(isobutyronitrile) at 50°C in
chlorobenzene and inhibited by �C and/or TOH. It was found that �C and TOH could efficiently inhibit the
polymerization, either used individually or in combination, and a significant synergistic effect was observed when
they were used in combination. It is proposed that retinal, which is the principal oxidation product of �C, may be
involved in the synergistic inhibition reaction of �C and TOH. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: polymerization; inhibition; synergsim; styrene; �-carotene; �-tocopherol
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�-Tocopherol (TOH), the most effective component of
vitamin E, is a well-known lipid-soluble chain-breaking
antioxidant which can scavenge chain-propagating per-
oxyl radicals and protect cellular membranes against
oxidative damage both in vitro1,2 and in vivo.3,4 �-
Carotene (�C) has been recognized as an unusual lipid-
soluble antioxidant.5 We found recently that �C and TOH
exhibited novel synergistic antioxidation and mutual
protection effects in the inhibition of linoleic acid
peroxidation in homogeneous solution and in mi-
celles.6–8 In this paper, we report a kinetic study on the
inhibition effect of �C and TOH against the 2,2�-
azobis(isobutyronitrile) (AIBN)-induced polymerization
of styrene by using dilatometry.
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D,L-�-Tocopherol (Merck, biochemical regent) and all-
trans-retinal (Sigma) were used as received and kept


under nitrogen in a refrigerator before use. �-Carotene
(Merck, biochemical reagent) was purified before use by
column chromatography on neutral alumina with carbon
tetrachloride as the eluent. 2,2�-Azobis(isobutyronitrile)
(AIBN) was purchased from Shanghai 4th Chemicals and
recrystallized from absolute ethanol before use. Styrene
was purchased from Shanghai 2nd Chemicals and treated
with 10% NaOH, dried over anhydrous calcium chloride
and distilled in vacuum before use to remove peroxides
and inhibitors. Other reagents were treated by conven-
tional methods.
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A chlorobenzene solution containing 6.92 M styrene, 17–
20 mM AIBN and different amounts of inhibitors was
filled into a dilatometer which was kept in a thermostated
bath at 50 � 0.1°C. The reaction kinetics were followed
by monitoring the liquid levels of the dilatometer. The
volume of the dilatometer was 15 ml and the volume of
the capillary was about 8 � 10�4 ml mm�1, correspond-
ing to 0.032% conversion of styrene when the level of the
solution in the capillary decreased by 1 mm. Each
experiment was repeated two or three times and the
relative standard deviation was within 10%. The reaction
yield, C, can be described by9


C�wt�� � 100�V�V0 � V� �1�
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The rate of propagation can be represented by9


Rp � C�M	0�100�t �2�


where �V is the change of volume observed, V0 is the
initial volume, V� is the final volume when all of the
monomer is converted into the polymer and [M]0 is the
initial concentration of styrene.
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The free radical polymerization initiated by an azo
initiator can be simply described as follows:


Initiation:


R---N=N---R �
kd 2eR� � N2 � �1 � e�R---R �3�
R� � CH2=CHPh�
R---CH2CHPh� �4�


Propagation:


R---�CH2CHPh	�n
� CH2=CHPh �
kp


R---�CH2CHPh	�n�1 �5�


Termination:


R---�CH2CHPh	�n
� R---�CH2CHPh	�m �
kt R---�CH2CHPh	n�m �6�


where kd, kp and kt represent rate constants for the
decomposition of the initiator, chain propagation and
termination, respectively, and e is the efficiency of the
initiator.


The rate of propagation is given by


Rp � �d�PhCH � CH2	�dt � �kp�2kt��1�2�PhCH
� CH2	Ri


1�2 �7�


In the presence of an inhibitor (InH) the polymerization is
inhibited by the following reactions:


R� � InH�
RH � In� �8�
R---[CH2CHPh]n� � InH�
R---�CH2CHPh	nH � In� �9�


The rate of chain initiation, Ri, can be determined from
Eqn. (3) or by the inhibition method when an inhibitor is
used:10


Ri � n�InH	0�� �10�


where � is the induction period produced by the inhibitor
and n is the stoichiometric factor which designates the
number of radicals trapped by each inhibitor molecule.


The n value of TOH has been shown to be 2.0 or very
close to it,11 hence Ri can be easily determined from the
induction period of TOH. The ratio of rate constants kp/
(2kt)


1/2 represents the polymerizability of the monomer
and can be easily obtained by measuring the rate of
polymer formation.


A dilatometer measures the change in volume
accompanying the chain propagation to follow the
polymerization kinetics. It is a very accurate method
because of the large difference in densities of the
monomer and polymer.9 In the presence of an inhibitor,
the chain propagation is suppressed, hence any volume
change in the capillary can be observed. When all of the
inhibitor has been consumed, the polymerization starts
and the volume of the reaction system decreases with a
rate similar to that in the absence of the inhibitor, as
shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1 shows the polymerization and inhibition kinetics
measured by dilatometry. The monomer styrene was
converted linearly with time in to polystyrene upon
AIBN initiation. Addition of TOH or �C completely
inhibited the polymerization, producing an induction
period. After the induction period the polymerization
took place at a similar rate to that in the absence of the
inhibitor, demonstrating the exhaustion of the inhibitor.
The time of the induction period, �, depended linearly on
the amount of the inhibitor used (Fig. 2). The slope of this
straight line was close to 2.0/Ri for TOH and larger than
2.0/Ri for �C. The kinetic parameters obtained from a
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series of experiments are summarized in Tables 1 and 2
where � is the kinetic chain length, which is defined as the
average number of monomer molecules consumed by
each initiating radical and can be represented by the
following equation:


� � Rp�Ri �11�
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It can be seen from Fig. 1 that adding TOH and �C
together significantly prolonged the induction period of
the two inhibitors, and the induction period when the two
inhibitors were used together [�(T � C)] was longer than
the sum of when they were used individually (�T � �C),
demonstrating a synergistic inhibition effect. The syner-
gistic efficiency, SE (%) can be represented as shown in
Eqn. (12)12 and the results are summarized in Table 3.


SE � ���T�C� � ��T � �C�	���T�C� � 100� �12�


It can be seen from Table 3 that the synergistic
efficiency depended on the relative concentration of TOH
and �C. An increase in the concentration of �C decreased
the synergistic efficiency. We have reported previously
that TOH and �C exhibited a synergistic antioxidation
effect and mutual protection effect against peroxidation
of linollic acid. That is, the decay of TOH became slower
in the presence of �C, and the decay of �C became much
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� !-��1�	������" �
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� �����	�  � �#4 �	 $�
�
 �	%�	� �� 2�°��


[AIBN]
(M � 102)


[TOH]
(M � 104)


ti
(s � 10�3)


Rp
b


(M s�1 � 105) �c
kp/(2kt)


1/2


[(M s)�1/2 � 103]d


1.72 – – 1.85 226 9.63
1.72 1.485 1.98 2.06 138 7.69
1.72 2.121 3.18 2.06 156 8.10
1.72 2.971 4.86 2.31 189 9.65
1.72 3.939 7.08 1.88 170 8.15
2.03 0.619 0.72 2.49 145 8.67
2.03 1.238 1.77 2.96 213 11.47
2.03 1.857 2.52 2.94 200 11.08
2.03 2.476 4.02 2.34 189 9.63
2.03 3.095 4.92 2.72 215 11.07


a Ri = (0.87–1.03) � 10�7 and (1.11–1.50) � 10�7M s�1 calculated by Eqns (3) and ((10)), respectively, kd = 2.98 � 10�6 s�1(50°C in styrene),9 e = 0.85.9
b Calculated by Eqns. (1) and (2).
c Kinetic chain length after induction period.
d Polymerizability kp/(2kt)


1/2 = Rp/[St] Ri
1/2.
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[AIBN]
(M � 102)


[�C]
(M � 104)


ti
(s � 10�3)


Rp
b


(M s�1 � 105) �c
kp/(2kt)


1/2


[(M s)�1/2 � 103]d


1.72 – – 1.85 226 9.36
1.72 0.194 0.072 2.70 330 13.6
1.72 0.404 0.660 2.06 252 10.4
2.03 0.496 0.390 1.58 267 8.04
1.72 0.581 1.260 2.15 202 11.0
1.72 0.807 2.580 1.65 227 8.42
1.72 1.614 3.900 1.85 267 9.42
1.72 2.422 7.080 2.18 193 11.0


a Ri = 0.87–1.03 � 10�7 M s�1 calculated by Eqn. (3).
b–d See footnotes to Table 1.
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slower in the presence of TOH.6–8 It was also proposed
that this novel mutual protection effect may involve
retinal, which is a representative oxidative degradation
product of �C, as the crucial intermediate. Therefore, the


interaction of retinal with TOH in the inhibition of
styrene polymerization was also studied.
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It seems that �C should not be a good antioxidant and/or
inhibitor and could not regenerate TOH from �-
tocopheroxyl radical since it is a poor hydrogen and
electron donor.12 On the other hand, it was reported that
oxidation of �C in pure oxygen produced a series of �-
apocarotenals and �-apocarotenones in which all-trans-
retinal (RCHO) is a representative compound.13 We also
found that about 36% of all-trans-retinal was obtained
when a benzene solution containing all-trans-�-carotene
was treated with AIBN at 50°C for 8 h in air. Therefore,
retinal and other apocarotenals may play a role in the
inhibition of styrene polymerization when �C and TOH
are used as inhibitors. As shown in Fig. 3, addition of
retinal appreciably decreased the rate of propagation and
produced a clear induction period, demonstrating that
retinal could serve as a chain transfer agent and inhibitor
to suppress and inhibit the polymerization of styrene.
Furthermore, when retinal was used together with TOH
the induction period of TOH was substantially increased
and the synergistic efficiency was very high and
increased with increase in the concentration of retinal.
The results are summarized in Table 4.
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[TOH]
(M � 104)


[�C]
(M � 105)


Induction period (103 s)


Rp
b �c SE (%)


kp/(2kt)
1/2


[(M s)-1/2 � 103]d�T �C �(T � C)


�(T � C)�


(�T � �C)


1.485 1.937 1.98 0.07 3.66 1.61 2.31 283 78.4 11.7
1.485 4.036 1.98 0.66 4.50 1.86 1.54 188 70.1 7.83
1.485 5.812 1.98 1.26 4.98 1.74 1.96 240 53.7 9.92
1.485 8.072 1.98 2.58 6.12 1.56 1.58 195 34.2 7.97
1.485 16.14 1.98 3.90 9.36 3.48 1.75 214 59.2 8.81
1.485 24.22 1.98 7.08 11.34 2.28 1.38 169 25.2 6.96


a–d See footnotes to Table 1.
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[TOH]
(M � 104)


[RCHO]
(M � 104)


Induction period (103 s)


Rp
b �c SE (%)


kp/(2kt)
1/2


[(M s)-1/2 � 103]d�T �R �(T � R)


�(T � R)�


(�T � �R)


6.19 0.72 2.04 119 7.14
0.94 0.14 1.73 179 8.04
2.81 0.18 1.79 185 8.32
4.96 0.16 1.78 184 8.28


6.19 0.94 0.72 1.68 0.82 1.89 196 93.5 8.78
6.19 2.81 0.72 2.19 1.29 2.00 207 143 9.29
6.19 4.96 0.72 2.70 1.82 1.75 181 209 8.14


a–d See footnotes to Table 1.
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We have reported previously6–8 that retinal may reduce
�-tocopheroxyl radical to regenerate TOH similarly to the
reaction of ascorbic acid with �-tocopheroxyl radical.14,15


The reaction between ratinal and �-tocopheroxyl radical
has been confirmed recently by ESR spectroscopy.16


Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the synergistic
inhibition of styrene polymerization by TOH and �C
proceeds with a mechanism similar to that shown in
Scheme 1.


�%"��',!%",


TOH and �C can act as free radical inhibitors to inhibit
AIBN-initiated polymerization of styrene. �C is more
efficient than TOH with a stoichiometric factor, n�C,
closing to 4. When the two inhibitors are used together
they show a significant synergistic inhibition effect with
retinal as the active intermediate.
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ABSTRACT: The kinetics of reactions of hindered phenols (2,4,6-trimethylphenol, 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol
and 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol) with 1-fluoro-4-chloromethyl-1,4-diazoniabicyclo [2.2.2]octane bis(tetrafluoroborate)
(Selectfluor�, F-TEDA-BF4) in acetonitrile in the absence or presence of various sources of external nucleophile
(alcohols, water, trifluoroacetic acid) were studied. The reactions exhibited overall second-order kinetics, whereas
products formation was strongly dependent on reaction conditions. Fluorination took place in neat MeCN; in the
presence of water or alcohols, para quinols or para quinol ethers were formed exclusively; under acidic conditions
(TFA), Ritter-type amidation was found to be the predominant process. Values for second-order rate constants k2 were
found to be dependent on the structure of the target phenol and decreased with bulkiness of the substrate. Methanol
slightly increased the rate, whereas water decreased it considerably. Activation enthalpies (between 72 and
78 kJ mol�1) and activation entropies (between �5 and �42 J mol�1 K�1) were obtained. Activation entropies were
found to be higher for less-hindered substrates, indicating that the rate-determining steps were mainly regulated by
steric factors. Grunwald–Winstein correlation of log k2 with solvent ionizing power Y revealed a relatively small
correlation factor m. An electron-transfer-type process following the rate-determining formation of substrate–reagent
complex was postulated as the key step of the reaction pathway. Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: hindered phenols; kinetics; N-fluoro-1,4-diazoniabicyclo[2.2.2]octane salts; electron transfer
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The introduction, followed very soon after by the
extensive application, of organic molecules incorporating
a reactive N—F bond as versatile mild fluorinating
reagents1 over the last decade has resulted in intensive
research into the chemistry of organofluorine molecules.2


Derivatives of N-fluoro-1,4-diazoniabicyclo[2.2.2]octane
salts became, very soon after their promotion,3 one of the
most popular groups of these compounds. Being easily
handled, cost-effective reagents possessing optimal
stability/reactivity characteristics, they are widely used
for routine laboratory work as well as for large-scale
applications for selective fluorofunctionalization of
organic compounds.1,4 Their oxidative power is among
the highest in the N—F reagent series,5 so one could


expect a certain competition between fluorination and
oxidation processes, particularly when oxidizable func-
tional groups or heteroatoms are present in the target
molecule. Phenols carry a great deal of this potential
oxidation/fluorofunctionalization competitive dualism,
and this fact was found to be advantageous in their
selective transformation with N—F reagents.6,7


As part of our continuing interest in the reaction of
N—F reagents with phenols, we now report the reactions
of sterically hindered phenols with 1-fluoro-4-chloro-
methyl-1,4-diazoniabicyclo[2.2.2]octane bis(tetrafluoro-
borate) (2a, Selectfluor�, F-TEDA-BF4) and its 4-
hydroxy analogue (2b, Accufluor�, NFTh). We have
focused on their kinetic evaluation and mechanistic
elucidation in order to reach general conclusions about
the reaction of N—F reagents with organic molecules.


).!,/(! 0�+ +'!-,!!'*�


In a typical experiment 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol
(1a, Scheme 1) was treated with a 10% molar excess of F-
TEDA-BF4 (2a) or NFTh (2b) in acetonitrile at 10°C. A
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mixture of 2-fluoro-2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methyl-cyclo-
hexa-3,5-dienone (3a) and 4-fluoro-2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-
methyl-cyclohexa-2,5-dienone (4a) was isolated in
nearly equimolar proportions in over 80% overall yield.
At 80°C the course of the reaction was found to be quite
different and 2-fluoro-4-methyl-6-tert-butylphenol (5a)
was formed almost quantitatively, whereas at room
temperature all three products were detected in the crude
reaction mixture. It appears that the formation of fluoro-
substituted cyclohexadienone-type products (3 and 4) is
characteristic for the reactions of phenols with N—F
reagents,6,7 and that this process is kinetically controlled,
whereas fluoro-dealkylation gave the thermodynamically
more stable product 5 and is the sole transformation at
higher reaction temperature.


The presence of an external nucleophile plays an
important role in reactions of N—F reagents with non-
aromatic unsaturated organic molecules1 and, as elabo-
rated previously,7 the reactions of F-TEDA-BF4 or NFTh
with phenols 1 in the presence of alcohols or water
proved an excellent method for the efficient synthesis of
para quinols or para quinol ethers 6. However, the
presence of the more acidic nucleophile-like trifluoroa-
cetic acid (TFA) caused quite different transformations of
target phenols 1. The reaction of 1a with reagents 2a and
2b in acetonitrile in the presence of 10% of TFA resulted
in the formation of 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylacetamido-
phenol (8, Scheme 1) as the main product (70%),
accompanied by small amounts of ring and side-chain
trifluoroacetoxy- and/or acetamido-substituted phenols.
The similar reaction of 2,4,6-tri-tert-butylphenol (1b)
gave 2-methyl-5,7-di-tert-butylbenzoxazole (7) as the
main product (65%), accompanied by small amounts of
2- and 4-acetamido derivatives of di-tert-butylphenol,
2,6-di-tert-butylquinone, various isomers of trifluoroace-
toxy-substituted derivatives and N-tert-butylacetamide. It
is obvious that, under these conditions, reaction inter-
mediates, rather than collapse with TFA as external
nucleophile or with fluorine atom species, reacted with
the solvent following a Ritter-type8 reaction as the main
process. The reaction of 2,4,6-trimethylphenol with 2
under acidic reaction conditions was found to be even
more complex, and a non-reproducible reaction mixture
of more than ten products was isolated, among which
various isomers of methylacetamido phenols, di-methyl-
acetamido phenols, methylhydroxy-substituted benzyl-
phenyl ether derivatives and even trimers of target phenol
were identified by gas chromatography–mass spectro-
metry.


Besides analysis of the products formed, more
fundamental information about a chemical reaction may
be obtained from its kinetics data. Kinetic evaluation of
the reactions of organic molecules with electrophilic
fluorinating reagents (XeF2, fluoroxy and N—F reagents)
is rather scarce,9 mainly due to the high reactivity of these
reagents and the high sensitivity of their reactions to
reaction conditions. Many of these difficulties can be


avoided in the case of certain N—F reagents, whose
reaction can be followed by iodometric titration,10 which
allows many valuable kinetic parameters for reactions of
N—F reagents with some aromatics11 and phenyl-
substituted alkenes12 to be obtained.


First, we have monitored the consumption of F-TEDA-
BF4 iodometrically during its reaction with different
relative concentrations of phenols 1 or 2,4,6-trimethyl-
phenol in MeCN at T = 15°C. The reaction rates have
been shown to obey the simple second-order rate
equation


d�F-TEDA-BF4��dt � k2�F-TEDA-BF4� [phenol] �1�


in the case of all three target molecules, indicating that
the rate-determining step is bimolecular. We obtained the
following values for second-order rate constants k2 for
the reactions of target phenols with F-TEDA-BF4 in
MeCN at 15°C: 3.5 � 10�2 M�1 s�1 for the 2,4,6-
trimethylphenol; 1.5 � 10�2 M�1 s�1 for 2,6-di-tert-
butyl-4-methylphenol; 9.0 � 10�3 M�1 s�1 for 2,4,6-tri-
tert-butylphenol. The least hindered target phenol is thus
four times more reactive than the most hindered one.
From the data, collected in Tables 1 and 2, it can be seen
that the presence of the external nucleophile has a certain
effect on the reaction rate. The effect of methanol on the
second-order rate constants for all three phenols is
relatively small (entries 2, 7 and 9, Table 1), whereas
ethylene glycol (entries 5 and 13 Table 1) and water
(Table 2) decreased it considerably.


Activation parameters for the reactions mentioned
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were determined from the dependence of second-order
rate constant on temperature, which gives us additional
information about the nature of the rate-determining
transition state. The activation free energy �G# for these
reactions had values of around 80 kJ mol�1 at 15°C for
all three substrates (Table 1), independent of the structure
of the external nucleophile. The effect of the structure of
target phenols on activation enthalpies �H# was also
small for all three substrates, and the activation entropies
�S# depended considerably on the structure of the target
phenol as well as on the presence of external nucleophile.
The value of �S#, under comparable reaction conditions,
was higher in the case of 2,4,6-trimethylphenol than for


1a or 1b, indicating a much less organized structure of the
rate-determining transition state in comparison with the
sterically much more hindered 2,6-di-tert-butyl-substi-
tuted substrates. This is reasonable, since sterically more-
hindered phenols are expected to demand a more
organized transition state in order to initiate a flow of
electrons.


The dependence of the second-order rate constant on
the concentration of external nucleophile varied, an
increase in methanol making the reaction slightly faster,
whereas water slowed it down (Table 2). The latter
observation was evaluated using a Grunwald–Winstein13


correlation of log k2 with values of solvent ionizing


(
��� �� (�� ������ �� ��������� �������� ��� �� �)�����# ��#�����#� �� ��� �����*����� ���� ������� +, ��� ���!�����
���������� ��� ��� �������� �� �������� �����#� -��� ��#��.����� /*(0�1*�/2� �� ���������#� �� &3°�


Entry Phenol NuHa NuH:MeCN k2 (M�1 s�1)
�G#


(kJ mol�1)
�H#


(kJ mol�1)
�S#


(J mol�1 K�1)


1 H2O 1:9 2.7 � 10�2 79 � 1 77 � 1 �8.3 � 0.5
2 MeOH 1:9 3.2 � 10�2 79 � 2 77 � 1 �5.0 � 0.1
3 MeOH 2:8 3.8 � 10�2


4 MeOH 4:6 4.3 � 10�2


5 HOCH2CH2OH 1:9 2.0 � 10�2 80 � 2 75 � 1 �17 � 1


6 H2O 1:9 6.1 � 10�3


7 MeOH 1:9 1.3 � 10�2 81 � 2 75 � 1 �19 � 1
8 CF3CO2H 1:9 1.5 � 10�2 81 � 2 78 � 2 �10 � 1


9 H2O 1:9 4.1 � 10�3 84 � 2 72 � 1 �41 � 1
10 MeOH 1:9 8.2 � 10�3 82 � 2 73 � 1 �33 � 1
11 MeOH 2:8 8.2 � 10�3


12 MeOH 4:6 9.8 � 10�3


13 HOCH2CH2OH 1:9 4.5 � 10�3 83 � 1 75 � 1 �29 � 1
14 CF3COOH 1:9 1.2 � 10�2 81 � 2 73 � 2 �25 � 1


a NuH: source of nucleophile.


(
��� �� 0���� �� ��#!��� ��#����� �� +����� ��� ���!����� ���������� �� ��� ������� �� �����#� -��� ��#��.����� /*(0�1*�/2�
�� ���������#�4-���� ��#�����


Entry Phenol
H2O in MeCN


(%) T (°C) k2 (M�1 s�1)
�G#


(kJ mol�1)
�H#


(kJ mol�1)
�S#


(J mol�1 K�1) Ya m


1 10 15.0 2.7 � 10�2 79 � 1 77 � 3 �8.3 � 0.4 �1.45
2 20 15.0 2.3 � 10�2 �0.35
3 30 15.0 2.0 � 10�2 0.22b �0.08
4 40 14.9 1.9 � 10�2 0.81


5 10 15.0 4.4 � 10�3 84 � 2 72 � 1 �41 � 1 �1.45
6 20.0 7.6 � 10�3


7 25.0 1.2 � 10�2


8 30.0 2.1 � 10�2


9 20 15.0 2.8 � 10�3 85 � 1 73 � 1 �42 � 1 �0.35
10 20.0 4.8 � 10�3 �0.18
11 30.0 1.3 � 10�2


12 35.0 2.1 � 10�2


13 22.5 30.1 1.2 � 10�2 �0.16b


14 25 30.0 1.1 � 10�2 �0.04b


a Y values for MeCN/water mixture obtained from Ref. 14.
b Interpolated values.
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power Y, a measure of solvent polarity. The relatively
small correlation factor m obtained indicates only a small
change in the polarity of the rate-determining transition
state compared with the reactants.


The mechanism of reaction of ‘electrophilic’ fluorinat-
ing reagents with organic molecules is still open to
discussion, but it has been generally accepted that the
course of these reactions is strongly dependent on the
structure of the reagent and the target molecule, as well as
on reaction conditions. Unequivocal definition of the
reaction pathway through which the products are formed
is very difficult, but two boundary concepts were
accepted. The main postulate of the first concept is a
transfer of a fluorine atom (FT) through a classical SN2
process: an electron-rich reaction centre on the target
molecule attacks the fluorine atom on a reagent,
displacing its ligand part, which must necessarily be a
better leaving group than fluoride. The second concept
accepts electron transfer (ET) as the key process in these
reactions. It postulates the initial formation of a charge-
transfer complex between an electron-rich organic mol-
ecule and an electron-deficient fluorinating reagent,
followed by one-electron transfer, thus forming a target
molecule cation radical as the active intermediate and
precursor of fluorinated or non-fluorinated products.1 The
formation of a charge-transfer complex and cation radical
intermediates was demonstrated by UV spectroscopy in
the case of reactions of activated aromatics with N-
fluoropyridinium salts,15 and cation radicals were
monitored by electron spin resonance spectroscopy in
the case of reactions of N-halogen reagents (NBS or
NCS) with electron-rich aromatics.16


On the basis of the present results, we conclude that the
reaction pathway in the reactions of F-TEDA-BF4 or
NFTh with hindered phenols involves an electron-
transfer process. The most probable reaction pathways
leading to the products observed are shown in Schemes
2 and 3. The initial substrate–reagent complex, after
electron transfer from donor phenol 1 to acceptor F-
TEDA-BF4, gives a cation-radical (9, Scheme 2) and an
N—F radical species [(a), Scheme 2]. This species could
disproportionate by a homolytic (b) or heterolytic (c)
process, thus revealing F. or F�, and all three of them
could be the potential fluorine atom transfer carriers. The
transformation of cation-radical (9) to the products is
crucially affected by the reaction conditions, and we
observed the formation of three main types of product.
Under aprotic conditions (neat MeCN), the fluorination
of target molecules, resulting in 2- and 4-fluoro-
substituted cyclohexadienone derivatives (3 and 4) or
2-fluoro-substituted phenols (5), was the exclusive
process, whereas under protic conditions (MeCN and
10% ROH) regiospecific formation of para quinols or
para quinol ethers (6) took place. The third process,
Ritter-type amidation of target molecules, was found to
be the main transformation under acidic conditions
(MeCN and 10% TFA), which is usually the case in


these kinds of transformation.8 TFA also plays a
significant role in the persistence of radical cations,17


which, as highly acidic species, readily release a
proton.15b Radical cation (9) thus transforms by proton
loss to a phenoxy (10) or benzyl radical (11), which,
immediately after another electron transfer, yields benzyl
cation (12) in the case of 1a or cyclohexadienone cation
(13) in the case of 1b. Ritter-type collapse of 12 with
MeCN solvent resulted in para-methylacetamido phenol
8. In the second case an ortho attack of MeCN to 13,
followed by cyclization and dealkylation of intermediate
14 to the benzooxazole derivative 7, is the driving force
of the reaction (Scheme 3). The direct attack of MeCN to
radical cation 9 is also optional in the case of the
formation of the product 7, as observed recently
elsewhere.18 Which of the reaction steps in Scheme 2 is
rate determining depends, among others factors, on the
ionisation potentials (IPs) and half-wave redox potentials
E1/2 of the target phenols. If the electron-transfer process
is rate determining, then, with increasing IP or E1/2, the
reaction rate would be expected to decrease. Although IP
and E1/2 values increase from 1b through 1a to 2,4,6-
trimethylphenol,19 and second-order rate constants in-
crease in the opposite direction, these differences are too
small to be interpreted. Therefore, we believe that the
formation of a bimolecular substrate–reagent complex
that is strongly regulated by steric factors is the rate-
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dominating process in these reactions. This postulate
sounds quite reasonable, since the values of second-order
rate constants k2 and of activation entropies �S# correlate
with the bulkiness of substituents on the target phenols.
The steric barriers to the approach of reagent 2 to phenol
are much greater in the case of bulky tert-butyl
substituents than of methyl groups; therefore, k2 as well
as �S# should decrease from 2,4,6-trimethylphenol,
through 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol to 2,4,6-tri-
tert-butylphenol.


.23.)'#.�(0/


1-Fluoro-4-chloromethyl-1,4-diazoniabicyclo[2.2.2]oc-
tane bis(tetrafluoroborate) (2a, Selectfluor�, F-TEDA-
BF4) and 1-fluoro-4-hydroxy-1,4-diazoniabicyclo-
[2.2.2]octane bis(tetrafluoroborate) (2b, Accufluor�,
NFTh) were obtained from commercial sources and, for
synthetic application, used as received. For kinetic
measurements the F-TEDA-BF4 was crystallized from
an acetonitrile–methanol mixture and dried under
reduced pressure before use. 2,4,6-Tri-tert-butylphenol,
2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol and 2,4,6-trimethyl-


phenol from commercial sources were purified by
crystallization; acetonitrile was purified by distillation
and stored over molecular sieves. KI and a standard
solution of Na2S2O3 from commercial sources were used
as received.


)�
������ �� ������� ������ ��� 4�(.+0�54� ��
�4(


To a solution of 5 mmol of substrate in MeCN or MeCN–
NuH mixture (50 ml), 1.95 g (5.5 mmol) F-TEDA-BF4 or
1.76 g (5.5 mmol) NFTh were added and the reaction
mixture stirred at 30°C until KI starch paper showed
the reagent to be consumed (3–6 h). The solvent was
removed under reduced pressure, the crude reaction
mixture dissolved in CH2Cl2, and insoluble material
filtered off. The solution was then washed with water,
dried over Na2SO4, and the solvent evaporated. The
isolated crude reaction mixtures were analysed by 1H and
19F NMR and thin-layer chromatography, and pure
products were obtained after flash chromatography over
SiO2. The spectroscopic data for the known compounds
were in agreement with the literature, and unknown
products were fully characterized.7


+����1��
���� �� ��
����� ����� 
�� �
�� ����
��
��� ��� ��
������ �� ������� ������ ��� 4�
(.+0�54�


Various amounts (0.9, 1.2 and 1.5 mmol) of target
phenols were dissolved in 40 ml of acetonitrile or
MeCN–NuH mixture, thermostatically controlled at
15°C. To each solution 0.6 mmol F-TEDA-BF4 dis-
solved in 20 ml of acetonitrile, thermostatically con-
trolled at 15°C, was added and the reaction mixtures
further stirred at 15°C. The progress of consumption of
F-TEDA-BF4 was monitored by iodometric titration.


At different time intervals, aliquots of 10 ml were
pumped off from the thermostatic reaction mixtures, and
treated with 20 ml of 0.02 M KI and the liberated iodine
was titrated with 0.05 M Na2S2O3. The consumption of F-
TEDA-BF4 followed a simple second-order rate equation
[Eqn. (1)], and the second-order rate constants k2


collected in Table 1 were determined as the slope of
the correlation plot [Eqn. (2)], which always gave a
straight line with a correlation coefficient higher than
0.98.


ln�cB0cA�cA0cB���cA0 � cB0� � k2t �2�


In Eqn. (2), cA0 and cB0 are the initial concentrations of
the reagent (F-TEDA) and the substrate (phenol)
respectively; cA and cB are the concentrations of the
reagent and substrate respectively after time t. The effect
of solvent polarity on reaction rate was evaluated using
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the Grunwald–Winstein13 correlation (3) of k2 with sol-
vent ionizing power Y:


log k2 � mY 	 log k0 �3�


This gave a straight line with a correlation coefficient
better than 0.98 and slope m = �0.18 for the reaction of
1b and m = �0.08 for the reaction of 2,4,6-trimethylphe-
nol (Table 2). The values for k2 collected in Tables 1 and
2 are averages from at least three measurements, with no
more than 3% relative error.


+����1��
���� �� �� ���1����
1�� �
�
1�����
�� �� ��
������� ��
�� ��� �� ��
����� �� �������
������ ��� 4�(.+0�54�


Second-order reaction constants k2 for the reactions of
target phenols with F-TEDA-BF4 at different reaction
temperatures were measured as described above. The
correlation of k2 with temperature derived from the
Eyring equation


ln�k2�T� � ln�kB�h� 	�S��R ��H��RT �4�


was found to be a straight line with a correlation
coefficient better than 0.98. The free energy of activation
�G# was calculated from the relation


�G� � �H� � T�S�


0�%������	�1����
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ABSTRACT: Aliphatic halides such as neopentyl, bicycloalkyl and polycycloalkyl halides can be substituted by
mechanisms that involve electron transfer (ET) steps. The homogeneous or heterogeneous ET to these compounds
follows a concerted dissociative pathway, that is, the C–halogen bond cleaves as the electron is being transferred. The
ET to alkyl halides substituted by �-electron acceptors, on the other hand, may follow a stepwise mechanism with
radical anions as intermediates. Both mechanistic pathways are analyzed on the basis of AM1, B3LYP and MP2
calculations for neopentyl chloride (6) and its phenyl- and benzyl-substituted derivatives 1-chloro-2-methyl-2-
phenylpropane (neophyl chloride, 7) and 1-chloro-2,2-dimethyl-3-phenylpropane (8). The solvent effect was
evaluated with Tomasi’s continuum polarized model. While relatively stable � radical anions appear as intermediates
on the AM1 potential surfaces of 7 and 8, B3LYP and MP2 favor a concerted dissociative pathway for these
compounds. Based on the B3LYP and MP2 results, it can be concluded that the driving force for the dissociative ET to
the three compounds depends mainly on their C—C1 bond dissociation. The strength of the C—C1 bond is similar for
6 and 8 and lower for 7. The difference in the C—C1 bond strength of 7 and 8 is ascribed to differences in the
stabilizing effect of the phenyl substituent, through a bridge of variable length, and also to the stability of the radical
formed in the cleavage. The theoretical results obtained are of help in the interpretation of the relative experimental
reactivity previously obtained for the family. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: concerted-dissociative electron transfer; stepwise electron transfer; neopentyl halides and stabilized
derivatives; radical anions; B3LYP; MP2; AM1
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Aliphatic halides which, owing to electronic, steric or
strain factors, do not react with nucleophiles under
classical polar nucleophilic substitutions can be substi-
tuted by processes that involve electron transfer (ET)
steps.1 Neopentyl, cycloalkyl, bicycloalkyl and polycy-
cloalkyl halides are some of the compounds known to
react by this means, the bromo and iodo compounds being
more reactive than the chloro derivatives. As is known, the
C—X bond frangibility follows the order I �Br �Cl, in
agreement with the order of their reduction potentials (for
reviews on aliphatic SRN1 reactions, see Ref. 1).


The ET to these aliphatic halides follows a concerted
dissociative mechanism, that is, the carbon–halogen
(C—X) bond breaks as the electron is being transferred
[Eqn. (1)],2 the donor being an electrode, a charged
nucleophile, radical anions of aromatic hydrocarbons, etc.


RX � e���R
� � X� �1�


In some cases and for a given halogen, the reactivity can
be increased by the presence of good �-electron acceptors
as substituents. For example, it has been shown that 3,3-
dimethylbicyclo[2.2.2]oct-1-yl (1) and bicyclo[2.2.1]
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hepta-1-yl chlorides (2) do not react with Ph2P� ions under
irradiation, whereas the 2- and 3-oxo derivatives 3–5 react
under the same experimental conditions.3


In the neopentyl family, 1-chloro-2-methyl-2-phenyl
propane (7) (neophyl chloride) has been shown to be nine
times more reactive than neopentyl chloride (6) toward
Ph2P� ions.4 However, 1-chloro-2,2-dimethyl-3-phenyl
propane (8) has a reactivity similar to 6.4


Different proposals can be taken into consideration in
relation to the mechanism of ET to the �-substituted
compounds. It is possible that the reaction does not
follow a dissociative concerted step but a stepwise
mechanism with formation of � radical anions (RAs) as
intermediates, the unpaired electron being initially
located in the � acceptor group, the cleavage of the
C—X bond taking place through an intramolecular ET
reaction (intra-ET) from the � acceptor to the breaking
bond [Eqn. (2)].


Ac�-Bridge-CH2X � Nu���ET ��


�Ac��-Bridge-CH2X


����intra�ET
Ac�-Bridge-CH


�


2 � X� �2�
Under these conditions, the higher reactivity of the �-


substituted halides could be interpreted in terms of the
more positive reduction potential with respect to the
unsubstituted derivatives, whenever an efficient intra-ET
is in play. For example, in terms of the LUMOs energy,
which can be taken as an estimation of the electron
affinity of the compounds, the LUMOs of the oxo
bicyclic compounds 3–5 belong to the carbonyl group
and have a lower energy than the LUMO of the
unsubstituted analogues. In agreement with the LUMOs
predictions, 4 was found to be 700 times more reactive
than 1-chloroadamantane (higher �* C—X LUMO), and
only 0.40 times less reactive than 1-bromoadamantane
(similar �* C—X LUMO energy).3b


The relative reactivity of 5 is similar to that of 4 and lower
than that of 3. This reactivity order is in agreement with the
energy value of the C=O �* LUMO but not with that of
the C—Cl �* MO of the compounds (Chart 1).3a In this
system an efficient intra-ET from the � C=O radical
anion to the C—Cl bond has been proposed for the
different positions of the carbonyl group on the bridge.3


The intra-ET depends on, among other factors, the
number of �-bonds between the � and � acceptor groups,
their relative orientation and their spatial proximity. For
example, the radical anion of the rigid bicyclooctane 9
fragments at a considerable low rate (9.3 � 10�3 s�1).5 In
this compound, the rigid bicyclic structure precludes


overlap between the �* MO, where the unpaired electron
initially locates, and the �* C—Br MO, to which it has to
be transferred to afford the dissociation of the C—Br
bond.5 Another example is the radical anion of compound
10, which does not react with p-MeC6H6S� under ET
conditions.6


Similarly, in the aromatic family, the fragmentation of
the radical anions p-7–9 and m-bromo-,10 p-7,8 and m-
chloronitrobenzenes10 (11), in which the � and � C—X
systems are orthogonal, occurs at considerably low rates
(�10�2 s�1 or lower).8 These compounds are usually
unreactive toward nucleophiles under ET conditions. The
relative order of the thermal and photochemical frag-
mentation of radical anions of type 11 has been explained
satisfactorily through AM1 calculations.11


Another possibility is for both groups to interact
(overlap) through a flexible bridge. Even though radical
anions may be formed, mainly in the case of highly
stabilized � systems, the intermediates may have a mixed
�–� electronic nature (i.e. the SOMO involves both the
aromatic system and the �* bond) and they will fragment
at a higher rate than the rigid analogues. For example, the
fragmentation rate constant of the radical anion of p-
O2NC6H4CH2Br (12) is estimated to be �7.9 � 108 s�1


(MeCN),12 and 13, the benzylic analog of 10, reacts with
p-MeC6H4S� ions by ET.13


The presence of radical anions on the ground-state
anionic potential surface does not necessarily imply that
they will be formed during the reaction. It is known that


%�	�� &
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the minimum energy reaction path followed depends on,
among other factors, the driving force of the reaction
(electrode potential, oxidation potential of the donor,
etc.) (Fig. 1).14 For instance, the thermal ET initiation
from �CMe2NO2 ion to p-O2NC6H4CH2Cl12 and to p-
O2NC6H4CMe2Cl15 is interpreted to be possible through
a dissociative pathway. On the other hand, the radical
anions of these compounds are intermediates under
electrochemical initiation.12,15


Taking into account these considerations, and in order to
determine theoretically the mechanism in play in the case of
the phenyl derivatives 7 and 8 in which the � and � systems
may interact through the flexible bridges
—C(CH3)2— and —CH2C(CH3)2—, respectively, we
present a detailed study of the anionic potential surfaces
of 6, 7 and 8. This system is particularly interesting as the
LUMO of 7, localized on the phenyl ring, is of lower energy
than the �* C—Cl LUMO of neopentyl chloride (6), and 7
is nine times more reactive than 6. However, even though 7
and 8 have LUMOs of similar energy, the latter has a
reactivity lower than that of 7 and similar to that of 6.


%#��$��� #!�' �"#%(�$"()


The system was studied with the AM1 semiempirical
method, as implemented in AMPAC,16 the B3LYP
functional and the MP2 procedure, as implemented in
the Gaussian 98 package of programs.17


The equilibrium geometries were obtained with
complete optimization without applying symmetry con-
straints. Stationary points were characterized by calculat-
ing their Hessian matrix with the usual criteria.18


The AM1–UHF formalism was applied to find � and �
anionic intermediates following the procedure described
previously.11 The conformational potential surfaces of
compounds 7 and 8 and their anionic states were obtained
with this formalism, scanning the two or the three main
torsion angles of the bridge. The main anionic con-
formers thus located were then refined within the
AM1/CI approach which was also used in the study of
their respective potential surfaces.


The CI calculations for the ground and first excited
states were performed with the AM1/RHF Hamiltonian
within the subspace of all possible excitations of five
electrons into five molecular orbitals, from SOMO � 2
up to SOMO � 2 (100 configurations, CI = 5). This level
of CI has been successfully used in studies of the
reactivity of open-shell systems, including ET reactions
in radical cations19 and reactions with biradicals20 or
radical anions11 as intermediates.


Potential energy surface explorations within the
B3LYP21 DFT22 functional were performed for all the
compounds under study with full geometry optimization,
without symmetry constraints. The spin and charge
localization was obtained from the Mulliken analysis.
Reasonably good agreement was obtained by using either
the standard basis set 3–21G*, 6–31G** and the ECP
LANL2DZ (LANL2DZ is defined as the Dunning and
Huzinaga full double zeta D95 for the first-row elements,
using the Los Alamos effective potential from Na to
Bi23). The thermodynamics of the reaction were
evaluated with different bases, the highest level being
6–311��G(2d,p). The zero-point energy corrections
were performed with frequency calculations at the
B3LYP/6–31G** level (the spin contamination obtained
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with this functional for radicals and RAs was almost
negligible with all bases. With PMP2, certain spin
contamination appears at the � region of the profile, with
�S2� expectation values up to 0.78 after projection). The
anionic surfaces of 7 and 8 were also explored at the
PMP2/LANL2DZ level.


The effect of the solvent was incorporated by means of
the Tomasi’s polarized continuum model (PCM), choos-
ing acetonitrile as model polar solvent.24 The energy
corrections were obtained for the gas-phase structures.


"()$'�) �!� � )%$)) #!


Both the AM1 and B3LYP procedures calculate the ET to
neopentyl chloride as a dissociative reaction. No mini-
mum could be located on the anionic potential surface by
either procedure (Fig. 2), except for a loose complex
between the dissociated fragments. Our results are in
agreement with previous calculations on aliphatic
systems such as methyl and trifluoromethyl halides.25


A different profile is predicted for the phenyl- and
benzyl-substituted derivatives 7 and 8. According to
AM1/UHF or CI, � RAs will be formed by ET to 7 and 8
which have the unpaired electron localized mainly on the
phenyl ring. The AM1/UHF and CI energy required for
the intra-ET from the � to the C—Cl �* surface is
presented in Table 1.


As can be seen from Table 1, the intra-ET accom-
panied by dissociation is favored for 7�	 with respect to
8�	 by approximately 4 kcal mol�1 (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ).
The higher activation required for 8�	 can be rationalized
on the basis of the longer bridge that mediates the
process, 5.5 Å for 8�	 vs 4.2 Å for 7�	.


The degree of adiabaticy of the intra-ET was evaluated


as the energy difference between the CI ground state
surface (root 1) and the first excited surface (root 2) at the
transition-state geometry.26 Based on this difference, the
reaction for the most stable conformers of both
compounds is estimated as highly adiabatic. It is relevant
to point out the importance of the relative geometric
disposition of both groups in relation to the bridge. For
example, in a less stable conformer of 7�	 shown in Fig. 3
and labelled 71


�	, for which the �* C—Cl is orthogonal to
the phenyl � system, the intra-ET is non-adiabatic and
hence it will have a lower probability of occurring unless
a conformational change takes place (the barriers of
interconversion between the main conformers were, in
general, lower than the barrier for the intra-ET).


In Fig. 4, the B3LYP/6–31G** LUMOs calculated for
6 and the most stable conformers of 7 and 8 are presented.
As can be seen, this MO is � for 6 and �–� for 7 and 8
with a lower � participation in 8.


*�+��� ,� �12 	��"��� #�� �!� �����
� 
�� 
������ ������ �#
���	���)� �!������ .-/


�	�
� &�  �
�) �# �12(�� ������� #�� �!� 
������ �	�����
.�	 
�� /�	


RA 7�	 71
�	a 8�	


�Hf(RA)b �14.3 �12.8 �20.4
�Hf(RA*)c 2.7 1.2 �0.2
E‡


��
d 6.9 13.1 11.3


2H��
e 10.1 1 9.1


�(SOMO)f 0.31 0.45 0.35


a Conformer of 7�	 shown in Fig. 3.
b,c Heats of formation (in kcal mol�1) of the ground-state � RA and of the
excited state at the geometry of the transition state, respectively.
d Activation energy for the �–� interconversion.
e Degree of adiabaticity in terms of the electron transfer matrix element H��
in kcal mol�1 (see text); note that for values greater than 1.5 kcal mol�1, the
process is expected to be typically adiabatic, with a probability equal to 1 of
happening.
f SOMOs energies in eV.
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The anionic potential profiles shown by B3LYP for 7
and 8 reveal a different behavior from that proposed by
AM1. The gas-phase anionic surface for 8 is shown in Fig.
5(a) (solid line). The �–� conversion (followed by
inspection of the charge and spin distribution) that
accompanies the dissociation occurs gradually, without a
� minimum, affording a radical–chloride anion loose
complex. A similar profile is obtained at the PMP2/
LANL2DZ level [Fig. 5(b), solid line profile], except for
the appearance of a very shallow minimum, corresponding
to a � RA, which drops to the loose complex with a very
low barrier. In the case of 7 the �–� overlap is higher than
for 8 and either B3LYP or MP2 found the �–� evolution
without barriers [a � structure was found with MP2, being
a shallow shoulder, with no characterizable barrier for its
conversion to the loose complex; it was not possible to find
a � anionic intermdiate by using both UHF and
CASSCF(9,8) procedures, in addition to B3LYP].


In order to model the reactions in solution, MeCN was


included in the calculations to determine its effect on the
relative stability of the � and � zero-order anionic surfaces.
In the presence of a polar solvent the � and � species are
expected to be stabilized to a different extent depending on
their charge localization. Two possibilities can be con-
sidered: (a) the � system suffers the higher stabilization
with the probable appearance of a � intermediate or (b) the
stabilization is stronger for the � species, at elongated
C—Cl distance. In this case the probability of finding a
relatively long-lived � intermediate will be even smaller.
The latter is indeed the case [see the dashed line profiles in
Fig. 5(a) and (b)]. As shown in Fig. 5(c), the solvation at
the � complex is greater than at the � zone, and it is even
stronger for the fragmentation products.


In all cases, the loose complexes disappear or became
unimportant in solution. In the case of 8�	, the
dissociation of the � structure found at the MP2 level is
exothermic by more than 58 kcal mol�1 (against
28.7 kcal mol�1 in the gas phase) after overcoming a
very small barrier (�1 kcal mol�1). In contrast to AM1
profiles, where relatively stable � RAs were found, the
first principles results point to a dissociative ET for 6–8
since the anionic surfaces have no � minima or only
slightly stabilized � structures.


Based on Savéant’s proposal,2,27 the activation energy
for these outer-sphere ET (inner sphere for the acceptor
that cleaves) can be estimated from the crossing point
between the potential surface of the neutral chloride and
its anionic surface. The activation energy for dissocia-
tion, thus estimated, is presented in Table 2 and Fig. 6,
where the neutral and anionic profiles are shown in terms
of their relative energy with respect to the energy of the
radical plus the halide ion infinitely separated, which is
taken as zero by definition.


As can be seen, the relative energy for the crossing that
accompanies the dissociation is similar for 6 and 8. The
anionic surfaces of both compounds have similar relative
energies. This behavior can be ascribed to the similar
stability of the radicals formed by dissociation in both
cases [Eqn. (3)].


On the other hand, the anionic surface of 7 is of lower
energy at all C—Cl distances, a fact that can be attributed
to the higher stability of the radical being formed due to a
stronger effect of the phenyl substituent through the
shorter bridge [Table 2, Eqn. (4)].


Based on the theoretical calculations presented,
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different mechanistic paths can be envisaged to interpret
the experimental results of the reactions proposed to
occur by the SRN1 process.4 In competition experiments
of pairs of these compounds in the presence of Ph2P� ion,
the propagation chain shown in Scheme 1 can be
considered on the basis of the AM1 results.


In agreement with these results and the calculated


LUMOs, the ET of Eqn. (8) will be favored for the better
electron acceptors 7 and 8. The relative reactivity will
then depend on the lifetime of 7�	 and 8�	: the longer the
bridge, the slower is the intra-ET or, in other words, 8�	


lives long enough to transfer its extra electron to 6 [step
(6) faster than step (7)] and thus it is less reactive than 7.
In this context, two factors are relevant to interpret the
dynamic of the dissociation: the reduction potential of the
substrate, more positive for 7 and 8 than for 6, and the
bond dissociation energy, which depends on the phenyl/
C—Cl distance through the bridge.


On the other hand, on the basis of DFT results, Scheme
2 can be proposed.


According to this interpretation, the outer-sphere ET to
the three compounds [Eqn. (8�)] will follow a concerted
dissociative pathway. This reaction has a lower activation
energy and affords the most stable radical for 7. On these
bases, not only the higher relative reactivity of 7 vs 8 is
explained, but also the similar relative reactivity of 8 and
6 which have similar relative energy profiles (Figure 6,
Table 2). Here the relevant factor for the cleavage is the
bond dissociation energy of the RAs. In agreement with
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Compound E‡b Er(RX)c Dd


6 17.2 �5.67 (�14.8) 77.52
7 �1 2.01 (�14.2) 71.05
8 17 �5.18 (�14.6) 77.16


a All energies in kcal mol�1.
b Diabatic estimation of the barrier for the gas phase process
RX � e → R	 � X�, see Fig. 6.
c (��E) of the RX � e → R	 � X� process, i.e. the relative energy of the
neutral substrates with respect to the dissociation products at the B3LYP/6–
311��G(2d,p)//B3LYP/6–31G** level; from inspection of Fig. 6, the
B3LYP/3–21G* results without zero-point corrections are in parentheses.
d C—Cl bond dissociation energies [B3LYP/6–311��G(2d,p)//B3LYP/6–
31G**].
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Savéant’s model for dissociative ET, according to which
the logarithms of the rate constants for cleavage can be
related to the bond dissociation energy of the neutrals,
our calculated values are of the right order for the three
species (similar for 8 and 6 and �6.5 kcal mol�1 smaller
for 7, Table 2).


In the light of the first principles results, it can be
concluded that AM1 overestimates the stability of the �
RAs, as previously observed for the halobenzene
family11,28 (however, in the case of �-stabilized systems
this overestimation still gives the right relative order of
reactivity; on the other hand, in the halobenzene family,
the known exothermic RA cleavage is calculated as
endothermic). Further, the ET to PhCH2Cl is proposed as
dissociative on electrochemical basis2 but a � minimum
can be localized by AM1 on its anionic potential surface.


Even though more investigation with first principles
methods is needed, mainly on systems for which the
existence of radical anions has been experimentally
determined, the results obtained for the following related
system reinforces the hypothesis of a concerted dis-
sociative ET to compounds 7 and 8. Let us consider p-
nitrobenzyl chloride (19), p-nitrocumyl chloride (20) and
the nitro-substituted derivative of 8 (21).


For the anionic surfaces of 19, 20 and 21, a � RA true
minimum was found with 34.78, 29.90 and
42.17 kcal mol�1 relative stability with respect to the
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corresponding fragmentation products, respectively
(B3LYP/LANL2DZ). Even though the nitro group
dramatically stabilizes the � anionic surface, the
spontaneous ET from �CMe2NO2 ion to 19 was found
to be dissociative and the radical anion of 20 can live only
a few nanoseconds under carefully selected condi-
tions.15,27 For compounds 7 and 8, whose � systems are
much higher in energy owing to the absence of an
electron-withdrawing group, it is even less likely to
expect relatively long-lived radical anions as intermedi-
ates.


%#!%'$) #!)


It is concluded that in those compounds in which there is
a �–� overlap, RAs will be formed when the � moiety is
highly stabilized as in the case of 19. In this type of
compound, the � anionic potential surface is strongly
stabilized with respect to the � dissociative potential. On
the other hand, when the � system is not highly stabilized,
as in the case of the phenyl and benzyl derivatives 7 and
8, the � anionic potential is less stable than the � potential
and thus the outer-sphere ET to them will follow a
concerted dissociative path. The relative order of the
experimental reactivities for 6–8 is in agreement with
these theoretical results. The presence of good electron
acceptor groups does not always produce an increase in
reactivity, and this depends on the ease of the intra-ET,
which in turn depends on the rigidity and flexibility of the
bridges, the differences in electron affinity between the
groups that participate in the intra-ET and the stability of
the radicals formed by dissociation.


The flexible bridge in 7 and 8 plays an important role in
allowing for the �–� coupling, which results in an
adiabatic profile for the most stable conformers.


Although the aromatic system is not highly stabilized,
it is responsible of effective intramolecular catalysis in
the reactivity of 7, which is reflected in its lower C—Cl
bond dissociation energy (�6.5 kcal mol�1) or in the
lowering of the energy of the � surface, which correlates
with the formation of the halide ion and a more stable
radical.
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ABSTRACT: The solvent effect on the activation free energy of the Finkelstein reaction between methyl iodide and
Cl� ions was analysed in terms of the recent Marcus theory unifying the SN2 and the electron transfer reactions. The
homolytic bond dissociation energy and the related resonance energy of interaction of the states seem to be almost
solvent independent. The sum of the work term wr and the solvent reorganization energy �0/4 depends strongly on the
solvent acidity parameter, e.g. ET


N, describing the solvation/desolvation of anions. However, after removing the
contribution of the specific solvation the linear increase of the remaining part of �0/4 with the Pekar factor, describing
the non-equilibrium solvent polarization, was observed for six aprotic solvents. Copyright  2002 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: Finkelstein reaction; solvent effects; electron transfer; Marcus theory
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A detailed mechanism of SN2 reactions and their relations
to single electron transfer (ET) have been explored for
more than 20 years, since the pioneering work of Albery
and Kreevoy,1,2 who described methyl transfer kinetics in
terms of the Marcus equation, relating the rate constants
of cross and identity reactions as was originally proposed
for the outer-sphere ET processes.3 Two problems were
addressed repeatedly in the literature: (i) possible
competition between SN2 and ET reactions (papers on
this aspect were reviewed recently by Savéant4) and (ii)
the description of the SN2 mechanism as a single electron
shift in a one-step reaction, as originally proposed by
Pross and Shaik.5–7 A unified model based on two
interacting states for the rates of SN2 and ET reactions
was proposed by Marcus.8 In that model, the SN2
activation barrier includes the thermodynamic driving
force component, the resonance energy and the reorga-
nization energy, which takes into account solvent and
bond breaking/making contributions. A successful com-
parison of the model with experimental results obtained
in the gas phase and aqueous solutions was presented.8


The Marcus model predicts8 an important contribution
to the activation free energies originated from the non-
equilibrium solvent polarization in a transition state (TS).
Such contributions, described by the solvent reorganiza-
tion energy �0, were experimentally shown in the case of
outer-sphere ET processes and recently also in the


kinetics of bond cleavage of radical anions;9,10 the last
process can be described11 as a concerted bond breaking
and an intramolecular electron shift. On the other hand,
the large solvent effect on SN2 rate constants, in
particular observed on going from water to dipolar
aprotic solvents, was explained12–14 in terms of the
equilibrium solvation of reactants and a TS. Marcus, in
the comparison of his model with experiments, obtained8


the solvent reorganization energy for identity Finkelstein
reactions in aqueous solutions as the difference between
the solution and gas-phase activation barriers and showed
that they are comparable with values estimated using the
single-ion vertical reorganization energy obtained from
threshold energies of photoelectron emission by ions in
aqueous solutions. Then, the effect of the non-equi-
librium solvent polarization in TS for SN2 reactions in
different solvents was not directly demonstrated. It can be
added that the non-equilibrium polarization effect was
also incorporated to the state correlation diagram model
of Shaik for SN2 reactions;15 however, calculated and
experimental activation barriers were compared only for
water and DMF. The purpose of this paper is to analyse
the kinetic data in various solvents according to the
Marcus model8 in order to show a contribution from the
non-equilibrium solvent polarization to the activation
free energy of the reaction between MeI and Cl� ions:


Cl� � MeI � MeCl � I� �1�


That reaction was chosen because its rate constant was
measured in the largest number of solvents of all the SN2
reactions discussed by Parker.12
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The Marcus theory of SN2 kinetics predicts8 for the
reaction


A2
� � BA1 � A2B � A1


� �2�


with the tight TS the rate constant expression


k � Z�qvib�qrot�3 exp���G��RT � �3�


where Z is a collision frequency, qvib and qrot are
individual reactant’s vibrational and rotational partition
functions, respectively, and the activation free energy can
be approximated by


�G� � wr � ��0 � D1 � D2��4 � �ij ��G�	�2
� ��G�	�2�� �4�


with � = �0 � D1 � D2, where wr is the work term for the
formation of the encounter complex, D1 and D2 are
homolytic bond dissociation energies in BA1 and BA2


(including the effect of the change of bond angles from
tetrahedral in BA, e.g. when B is a methyl group, to
trigonal planar in B.) and �ij is the resonance energy of
interaction of the states, depending on D1 and D2 (for a
symmetric reaction �ii = �iDi�). The thermodynamic
driving force in Eqn. (4) is given by


�G�	 � E��A2
.�A2


�� � E��A1
.�A1


�� � D1 � D2


� wp � wr � RT ln Q�1��Q�0� �5�


where wp is the work term for the product complex, E°
the standard potentials for the redox couples given in
parentheses and Q(1) and Q(0) the partition functions for
products and reactants, respectively. The last term in Eqn.
(5) can be cancelled with a minor approximation8


because both the reactants and the products include
neutrals.


Thus, the strong equilibrium effect of the solvent on
the rate constants can be expected from the thermo-
dynamic contribution �G°�.


 '�#���


The values of the activation barrier �G�
exp for reaction


(1) were calculated from the experimental rate constants
extracted from the Parker compilation,12 assuming the
pre-exponential term to be equal to 1012 M�1 s�1 in
accordance with the Marcus suggestion8 that a somewhat
larger value than a classical collision frequency is
expected taking into account a higher pair-distribution
function for the pair of reactants in the solution, similarly
as for the ET process.16 The values obtained for �G�


exp


are collected in Table 1. For reaction (1) in aqueous and
DMF solutions, the values of �G* are close to those
originally obtained by Albery and Kreevoy1,2 and used
more recently.8,15


Considering first the solvent effects on the energies of
homolytic bond cleavage DMeI and DMeCl, the solvation
of the neutral methyl radical and the halogen atom can be
neglected but the solvation of dipole molecules of MeI
and MeCl should be taken into account. Fortunately, the
solvent activity coefficient for MeI and MeCl has been
determined in a few solvents12,17 and it is possible to
estimate the solvent change of DMeX as follows.


The solvation free energy change of methyl halide in
water, �Gsolv = 4.3 and 5.9 kJ mol�1 for MeI and MeCl,
respectively, was calculated from the formation free
energy of MeX in aqueous solution18 (20 and
�57 kJ mol�1 for MeI and MeCl, respectively) and in
the gas phase19 (15.7 and 62.9 kJ mol�1 for MeI and
MeCl, respectively). �Gsolv of MeI in methanol (MeOH),
formamide (FA), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), N,N-
dimethylacetamide (DMA), acetonitrile (ACN), acetone
(AC), nitromethane (MeNO2) and N-methylpyrrolidi-
none (NMP) were calculated using the experimental
activity coefficients �MeI in water and the above solvents


�	��� (� ���������� 	��� ���� � ��� ��� ��!������ "��� �� #$ ����% �������� �� &'�( "��% 	�� ��� �������� �	 )�* ���� 
�� ��
��		����� ��������


Solvent �G�
exp F�E° DMel DMeCl �0.5�G° wr � �o/4 �o/4


MeOH 99.9 110 238 351 1.4 66.0 34.1
H2O 99.6 116 230 346 �0.1 65.0 23.0
FAa 93.0 109 234 350 3.6 61.6 28.0
MeNO2 75.9 96 240 353 8.5 48.8 28.6
ACNb 73.6 91 241 352 11.2 49.2 29.5
DMF 66.2 88 241 353 12.4 43.0 25.8
ACc 64.5 84 243 352 14.2 43.0 28.3
DMA 63.4 82 242 353 15.2 42.9 26.1
NMPd 60.5 84 243 354 14.2 38.9 24.2


a Formamide.
b Acetonitrile.
c Acetone.
d N-Methylpyrrolidinone.
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against MeOH taken as the reference solvent.12,17 The
coefficients �MeCl were measured only for water, FA,
MeOH and DMF; for other solvents they were estimated
from the linear correlation with the free energy of transfer
of BPh4


� ion from water to a given solvent:


RT ln �MeCl � 0�20�
0�04��G�
tr�BPh4


�� � 5�
1�
n � 4� r � 0�9977�F � 429�2� � � 0�19 �6�


where n is the number of solvents, r the correlation
coefficient, F the value of the Snedecor test, � the mean
quadratic deviation from the correlation line, 95% errors
of regression coefficients are given in parentheses and the
values �G°tr(BPh4


�) were taken from Ref. 20. Homolytic
dissociation energies in different solvents were esti-
mated assuming DMeX = DMeX


gas � �Gsolv. The resulting
values (calculated for DMeI


gas = 234 and DMeCl
gas =


351.5 kJ mol�1)21 are collected in Table 1. From the
inspection of that data it is evident that the solvent effect
on DMeX is very small.


Neglecting the last term in Eqn. (5) and assuming to a
first approximation that wp = wr, one can express �G°� as
the sum of differences between formal potentials, E°
(I/I�) � E°(Cl/Cl�), and between bond energies, DMeI �
DMeCl. Formal potentials in aqueous solutions (E° = 1.4
and 2.6 V for I� and Cl�, respectively) were taken from
Ref. 22 and those for other solvents were calculated using
the free energy of transfer20 of each halogen ion from
water to a given solvent. The differences obtained,
F�E° = FE°(I/I�) � FE°(Cl/Cl�) are collected in Table
1. The thermodynamic driving force was finally calcu-
lated as


�G�	 � FE��I/I�� � FE��Cl/Cl�� � DMeI � DMeCl �7�


and the values of 0.5�G°� obtained are also collected in
Table 1.


The activation free energy of the SN2 reaction depends
linearly on the reaction free energy as expressed by the
following equation:


�G�
exp � 1�3�
0�2��G�	 � 101�
4��


n � 9� r � 0�9891�F � 316�6� � � 2�2 �8�


The addition of the quadratic term, as predicted by Eqn.
(4), is statistically insignificant. However, the slope of the
line obtained is about twice the theoretical value of 0.5,
predicted by Eqn. (4). This high value indicates that some
other contribution to the activation barrier depends
linearly on the same solvent properties as the values of
�G°�. The solvent change of the last parameter describes
mainly the solvation of an anionic reactant and product
and thus �G°� should be dependent on the solvent acidity
in the Lewis sense. Indeed, there is the acceptable
correlation with the Dimroth and Reichardt ET


N par-


ameter:23


�G�	 � 48�
13�ET
N � 45�
8�


n � 9� r � 0�9606�F � 83�7� � � 3�1 �9�


On the other hand, the resonance energy can be described
approximately by


�ij � 0�5��iDi � �jDj� �10�


[neglecting in the original Marcus Eqn. (13d) in Ref. 8
the last term 1 � (�G°�/�)2 because �G°�/� is very small,
as is indicated by the negligibly small quadratic term in
Eqn. (4) and neglecting the term (�iDi)


0.5 � (�jDj)
0.5 as


discussed by Marcus8]. Assuming additionally that
�i = �j = 0.38 in each solvent, as for the symmetric
identity Finkelstein reactions considered by Marcus,8 one
can obtain �ij = 0.19 (Di � Dj) and finally


�G� � wr � �0�4 � 0�06�Di � Dj� ��G�	�2 �11�


The solvent effect on 0.06(DMeI � DMeCl) is negligibly
small; 0.06(DMeI � DMeCl) is equal to 36 and 35 kJ mol�1


in aprotic and protic solvents, respectively. The calcu-
lated solvent-dependent contributions to �G�


exp(0.5�G°�
and the sum wr � �0/4) are given in Table 1. It is evident
that the increase in the activation free energy on going
from aprotic to protic solvents is caused by a very strong
increase in the wr � �0/4 contribution and a 1.8 times
weaker increase in the thermodynamic driving force
0.5�G°� (the last contribution is negative).


"��$#���!�


Albery and Kreevoy, in their classical papers1,2 on the
methyl transfer reactions, assumed that work terms are
negligibly small (wr � 10 kJ mol�1 in aqueous solution)
and omitted them. However, the above assumption is not
acceptable if one looks for solvent effects on the
activation barrier. The formation of the encounter pair
of reactants includes at least a partial desolvation of the
halide ion and therefore wr should be dependent on the
solvent acidity described, e.g., by the ET


N parameter. In
general, there is also a contribution to the static
component of the solvent reorganization energy due to
the specific solvation, i.e. the non-continuum solvent
effect. Hupp and Weaver showed24 that the non-
continuum effect can be taken into account for the
homogeneous outer-sphere ET process for cationic redox
couples by the addition to �0/4 [described in terms of the
Born model of solvation, cf. Eqn. (13) below] the
correction term �G°nc/(4n � 2), where n is the charge
number of a reduced form of a reactant and �G°nc the free
energy change of the equilibrium specific solvation of a
redox couple of interest. The values of �G°nc were
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determined24 from the plot of the formal potential against
the solvent parameter donor number, DN, assuming that
for DN = 0 the specific solvation is completely cancelled.
Unfortunately, that procedure gives only relative values
of the correction term, because different solvent scales
include different contributions from non-specific and
specific solvent effects.23 Nevertheless, applying a
similar procedure to the SN2 reaction of interest with
the charge number change 0/ � 1 results in an increase of
the reorganization energy by �G°/2, which can reason-
ably explain the higher coefficient in Eqn. (8). However,
the above procedure is not certain for the SN2 reaction
and a different approach is therefore proposed below.


Both effects indicated above predict an additional
dependence on the solvent Lewis acidity. A correlation of
wr � �0/4 with the ET


N parameter was indeed found:


wr � �0�4 � 42�
12�ET
N � 27�
8�


n � 9� r � 0�9504�F � 65�3� � � 3�1 �12�


Similar correlations were found using other parameters
describing the solvation of anions: the acceptor number14


or the free energy of transfer of the halide ion from water
to a given solvent. The correlation (12) explains the high
slope in Eqn. (8) irrespective of its origin and supports the
view on the domination of specific solvation effects
described by the solvent acidity over the effect of the
non-equilibrium solvent polarization.


On the other hand, the solvent reorganization energy �0


is the barrier resulting from a slow reorientation of
solvent molecules which cannot follow the instantaneous
position of the electronic charge in the TS and they
therefore adjust to some averaged charge distribution.8


According to Marcus,8 such non-equilibrium solvent
polarization can be described using a linear response
approximation by a difference between equilibrium
solvation free energies which takes into account the total
(electronic and nuclear) and only electronic polariz-
ability, respectively; in terms of a dielectric continuum
model, the oversimplified two-sphere expression8 (well
known from the previous ET theory) is


�0�4 � �e2�4��1�2a1 � 1�2a2 � 1�R��1��op


� 1��s� �13�


where a1 and a2 represent the radii of spheres of an
electron localization and R is the distance between them
in TS and the term in the last parentheses, called the
Pekar factor �solv, depends on �s and �op, the static and
optical permittivity of a solvent, respectively. The
dependence of wr � �0/4 on the Pekar factor is shown
in Fig. 1. Two separate correlation lines for protic and
aprotic solvents are observed. The above result can
suggest the expected contribution from the non-equi-
librium solvation to the reorganization energy; however,
at the same time, it indicates a dominant role of the


specific solvent effect described by the ET
N parameter,


which is much higher for protic solvents. However, the
addition of �solv as the second explanatory parameter to
Eqn. (12) is statistically unjustified.


Thus, the contribution to the reorganization energy
described by the Pekar factor could be shown only after
extraction of specific solvation effects from the term
wr � �0/4. This can be done calculating


�0�4 � C � wr � �0�4 � bET
N �14�


where C is a solvent-independent constant and the
coefficient b = 42 is the slope in Eqn. (12). The relation-
ship obtained between �0/4 � C and the Pekar factor is
shown in Fig. 2. For six aprotic solvents there is the
acceptable correlation with the intercept equal to zero:


�0�4 � C � 56�5�
0�8��solv


n � 6� r � 0�9825�F � 139�3� � � 0�34 �15�


However, points for protic solvents, in particular water,
deviate from the line. The null intercept in Eqn. (15)
indicates most probably that the specific solvation of
negative charge in TS and the work term wr were
completely removed, the constant C = 0 and the values
obtained are equal to �0/4 described by Eqn. (13); they
are collected in Table 1. The values of �0/4 can be
compared with the total activation barrier and with the
intrinsic activation barrier after removing the thermo-
dynamic driving force from �G�


exp.It is evident that the
solvent reorganization energy �0/4 describing the effect
of the non-equilibrium solvent polarization represents
42% (in MeNO2) to 56% (in AC) of the intrinsic
activation barrier for aprotic solvents but are lower for
protic solvents (23% in water and 35% in methanol).


Considering the slope of the correlation (15) in terms
of Eqn. (13), it is evident that reasonable agreement can
be obtained if spheres of a negative charge localization
include solvent molecules around the ions. Assuming


)���� (� +�!������� �	 ��� �� �	 ��� ���# ��� ��� ���
������� ���� ���,����� ���� � 	�� ��� �������� �	 )�* ����

�� �� ��� ������� ��#�� 	�����( -������ �..���������� �� ��
/�.�� �
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a1 = a2 = 350 pm (the radii of hydrated I� and Cl� ions25


are 346 and 347 pm, respectively) and R = a1 � a2 �
2r = 854 pm (r = 77 pm corresponds to the covalent
radius of the carbon atom), a slope equal to 58 can be
calculated from Eqn. (13), whereas for r = 200 pm (i.e.
the van der Waals radius of the methyl group26) the slope
is 67.


The reason for the deviations of points for protic
solvents is not clear. However, it should be mentioned
that the analysis presented does not take into account the
possibility of a change in the structure of the TS with the
solvent change (first, a change in the distance between the
two halogen atoms, R). The solvent effect on the
frequency of barrier crossing, discussed for SN2 reactions
by Gertner et al.,27 was not considered either. The above
effects can additionally make difficult the observation of
any dependence on the solvent Pekar factor.


Unfortunately, for the very simple self-exchange
reaction of MeI with I� ions, no rate constants in aprotic
solvents are available (with the exception of acetone12)
for a similar analysis. In conclusion, although the


equilibrium solvation plays a dominant role in the
kinetics of the SN2 reaction of interest, the prediction of
the Marcus model8 on the contribution from the non-
equilibrium solvent polarization of TS to the intrinsic
activation barrier is evident, at least for the aprotic
solvents under consideration.


 ')' '�$'�
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ABSTRACT: By using theoretically determined descriptors in quantitative structure–property relationships, quick
and good a priori predictions of molecular properties can be accomplished. In this study, theoretical linear solvation
energy relationship descriptors are used to analyze structural effects that contribute to the basicity variation of
substituted dimethylamines in different solvents. A multilinear regression (MLR) analysis approach is used to
generate equations and, owing to the goodness of the ‘fit’ of the different MLR equations, the descriptors used account
very well for the structural effects that determine the relative basicity of dimethylamines. Good agreement is obtained
between the basicity values predicted by this method and the experimental basicity values of 14 substituted
dimethylamines in eight solvents and the gas phase. The Lewis basicity �B and the polarizability/dipolarity �i are the
important factors that contribute to basicity variation. For the basicity of NCCH2N(CH3)2, a good prediction was not
achieved and a discussion is presented. Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: basicity; substituent effects; amines; quantitative structure–property relationships


������ !����


The basicity of compounds is not determined only by the
nature and extent of solute–solvent interactions involving
the equilibrium species, but also by structural features of
the molecules. The relationships that exist between the
chemical properties of molecules and their molecular
structural features have been used to correlate the
molecular structural properties of compounds with
known biological, chemical, and physical properties.1


Quantitative structure–activity relationships (QSARs) are
generally used when biological activities are examined;
in cases where a specific property is examined, as in this
study, quantitative structure–property relationships
(QSPRs) are used. The success of QSARs and QSPRs
depends on the assumption that quantitative relationships
exist between microscopic features and macroscopic
properties of molecules. Such relationships have been
used successfully to predict different properties of
compounds that have similar molecular features as other
compounds in a particular series.2 The ability of these
relationships to make successful predictions of macro-
scopic properties depends strongly on the accurate


quantification of microscopic features of the molecule,
which are often referred to as descriptors.


The ability to predict property variations of different
molecules in various media requires knowledge of
various solute–solvent interactions. Taft and co-workers
have examined such interactions and have described the
important ones as shown in Eqn. (1).3


Property � bulk�cavity term


� dipolarity�polarizability term�s�
� hydrogen bonding term�s� � constant


�1�


The bulk/cavity term is a measure of the energy that is
needed to overcome the cohesive solvent–solvent inter-
actions to form a cavity for the solute molecule. The
dipolarity/polarizability terms are measures of the
energies of solute–solvent dipole and induced dipole
interactions that contribute to solvation. Hydrogen
bonding terms measure specific interactions between
solvent and solute. They reflect the ability of the solvent
to accept a hydrogen bond(s) from the solute, which is
described as the hydrogen bond acceptor basicity
(HBAB), and the ability of the solvent to donate a
hydrogen bond(s) to the solute, which is described as the
hydrogen bond donor acidity (HBDA). The first term in
Eqn. (1) is endoergic, whereas the last two terms are
exoergic. For Eqn. (1), linear statistical fitting between
the variables is used. This approach is not the only form
of statistical fitting that can be used, but numerous QSAR
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analyses have been carried out successfully by this
approach. Descriptors4 developed from thermodynamic
and spectroscopic data for solvents and solutes are used
commonly in Eqn. (1), and they have been used
successfully to correlate the chemical, physical and
biological properties of more than 200 compounds by this
approach.5 For multi-linear relationships (MLRs) where
solute–solvent interactions are considered, the term that
is often used to describe the relationships is linear
solvation energy relationships (LSERs).


One disadvantage in the use of LSERs and other
classical approaches for the analysis of solute–solvent
interactions is that the descriptors used to analyze
property variations are empirically developed; thus,
unusual interactions may be misinterpreted. One way to
circumvent this problem is to use descriptors in QSARs
that are developed from theoretical chemistry. Molecular
orbital calculations have been used for the development
of molecular descriptors,6 and descriptors that are
obtained by computational methods are often reliable
and are obtained quickly.7 Statistically based interaction
indices derived from molecular surface electrostatic
potentials have also been used to predict the properties
of molecules.8 A set of six theoretical linear solvation
energy relationship (TLSER) descriptors have been
developed by Famini and co-workers for a wide variety
of compounds and they have been used successfully to
correlate the properties of a wide variety of compounds,9


including: five nonspecific toxins; the activity of some
local anesthetics and their molecular transform; opiate
activity of some fentanyl-like compounds; and six
physicochemical properties: charcoal on absorption,
high-performance liquid chromatography retention in-
dex, octanol–water partition coefficients, phosphonon-
thiolate hydrolysis rate constants, aqueous equilibrium
constants and electronic absorption of some ylides.
TLSER descriptors have also been used successfully to
describe the effects of structural variations of carboxylic


acids, alcohols, silanols, anilines, hydrocarbons, and
oximes on their acid–base properties in the gas phase.10


Since these TLSER parameters are determined solely
from computational methods, a priori predictions of the
properties of compounds are possible. The TLSER
descriptors were developed to correlate closely with
LSER descriptors to give multilinear regression (MLR)
equations with correlation coefficients R, and standard
deviations (SDs) close to those for LSERs, and to be as
widely applicable to solute–solvent interactions as the
LSER set. The TLSER descriptors are developed to
represent specific electronic properties of molecules in
the gas phase. Since the electronic interactions between
molecules depend only on the nature of the molecules,
these descriptors also depict solute–solvent interactions.


The generalized TLSER equation for solutes in a given
medium is shown in Eqn. (2):


SSP � aVmc � b�i � c�B � dq� � e�A � fq�
� SSP0 �2�


In this study, SSP represents structural features that cause
basicity variation for different substituted dimethyla-
mines [Eqn. (3), where X is shown in Table 1].


Vmc (Å3) describes the molecular van der Waals
volume. �i describes the dipolarity/polarizability con-
tribution and is obtained from the division of the
polarizability volume by the molecular volume to
produce a unitless, size-independent quantity that
indicates the ease with which the electron cloud of a
dimethylamine molecule may be moved or polarized. �B


is part of the HBAB contribution and is the energy
difference between the highest occupied molecular


���� "� ���	�����& �������	�� 
	� ���������� ������&���� �'()�*+,-


No X Vmc �i �B q� �A q�


1 CH3 77.889 0.1008 0.1496 0.4366 0.1486 �0.0033
2 C2H5 95.361 0.1019 0.1507 0.4450 0.1500 0.0015
3 n-C3H7 112.835 0.1029 0.1508 0.4489 0.1501 0.0127
4 i-C3H7 112.552 0.1031 0.1500 0.4142 0.1514 0.0087
5 n-C4H9 130.319 0.1036 0.1509 0.4505 0.1504 0.0125
6 sec-C4H9 130.393 0.1031 0.1515 0.4500 0.1511 0.0103
7 t-C4H9 129.901 0.1034 0.1510 0.4285 0.1525 0.0079
8 t-C5H11 147.333 0.1040 0.1524 0.4588 0.1528 0.0159
9 c-C6H11 153.514 0.1082 0.1517 0.4489 0.1514 0.0156


10 CH2C��N 97.435 0.0988 0.1454 0.4602 0.1622 0.0199
11 CH2CCl3 139.435 0.1168 0.1443 0.4416 0.1762 0.0283
12 CH2C6F5 179.422 0.1058 0.1443 0.4341 0.1942 0.0225
13 CH2C��CH 101.422 0.1026 0.1496 0.4401 0.1603 0.1559
14 CH2CH=CH2 106.944 0.1053 0.1500 0.4309 0.1665 0.0471
15 CH2C6H5 152.648 0.1166 0.1527 0.4323 0.1753 0.0632
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orbital (HOMO) of the dimethylamine molecule and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of water.
Water is chosen as the reference because it is the most
common solvent. The electrostatic basicity term q� is the
largest negative formal charge on an atom of a
dimethylamine molecule; the unit is the atomic charge
unit (acu). �A describes the covalent acidity, which
reflects the ability of a dimethylamine molecule to act as
a Lewis acid. These descriptors are obtained from the
difference between the energies of the LUMO of the
dimethylamine molecule and the HOMO of water. q�
(acu) is the electrostatic acidity term and is the largest
positive formal charge on a hydrogen atom of a
dimethylamine molecule; SSP0 is the intercept. The
magnitude of the coefficients for the MLR equations, a,
b, c, d, e, and f indicates the relative importance of the
different structural features to basicity variation.


A major advantage of using TLSER and other
theoretical methods to determine the properties of
compounds is the low cost. It is extremely costly to
determine and fully understand, through experimenta-
tion, the properties of a single molecule.11 Owing to the
relatively low cost of carrying out computations, accurate
estimates of the properties of most compounds can be
achieved by this method at a fraction of the cost of
conventional methods. In this paper, equations of the
format shown in Eqn. (2) are developed and used to
predict the basicity of dimethylamines in different media.
Also, significant structural features that contribute to the
basicity variation in each medium are identified and
discussed.


#$%#��&#���' (#!����


Experimental basicities were determined from potentio-
metric titrations using trifluoromethane sulfonic acid and
the procedure is described elsewhere.12 Basicity values,
relative to trimethylamine, are shown in Table 3 and were
determined to within �0.1 pK unit and converted to �G
values, relative to trimethylamine. The TLSER descrip-
tors13 shown in Tables 1 and 2 were computed using the
MNDO algorithm contained in MacSpartan.14 The


Minitab multilinear regression analysis computer pro-
gram was used to obtain the correlation equations.15


�#( '�( ��� ��(! ((���


Substituted dimethylamine and solvent TLSER descrip-
tors used in this study are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Table
3 shows the experimental basicity values (along with
predicted basicity values) for substituted dimethylamines
in the gas phase† and in different solvents. The predicted
basicities are obtained from MLR correlation equations
of the format shown in Eqn. (2). Table 4 shows the
coefficients and the statistics of the TLSER correlation
equations used to predict the basicity values. The basicity
values used in the correlations are relative free energy
terms (kcal mol�1) relative to trimethylamine. For the
TLSER equations, good correlation coefficients are
obtained (0.961 �R �0.988). Not all terms of the
equations are significant–the terms that are retained are at
the 0.95 level or higher. Each coefficient is accompanied
by its standard error (�), t-statistic (t-stat), and the
variance inflation factor (VIF) to indicate the quality of
the ‘fit’ and the degree of cross-correlation of the
independent variables. The outliers with studentized
residuals greater than 3.0 were removed from the
correlations. A total of nine regression equations were
developed, one for each medium.


From the results shown in Table 4, the coefficients for
the structural features examined are different. Significant
contributions that affect basicity variations come from
the Lewis basicity term �B, and the polarizability/
dipolarity term �i. The electrostatic acidity term q� also
contributes to basicity variations, but it is not as
important as the Lewis basicity and polarizability/
dipolarity terms. For each regression NCCH2N(CH3)2


(compound 10) was found to be an outlier and its basicity
value was therefore omitted from the entries shown in
Table 4. Thus, compared with the other compounds of
this data set, NCCH2N(CH3)2 has unusual features not


���� )� ���	�����& �������	�� 
	� ��&����� �	&�����


Solvent Vmc �i �B q� �A q�


H2O 20.478 0.0549 0.1237 0.3256 0.1237 0.1628
MeOH 38.558 0.0814 0.1314 0.3292 0.1402 0.1803
EtOH 56.073 0.0893 0.1324 0.3234 0.1442 0.1784
EG 65.172 0.0869 0.1372 0.3276 0.1455 0.1875
DMSO 75.295 0.0980 0.1540 0.7146 0.1615 0.0564
TEP 176.407 0.1000 0.1259 0.5581 0.1721 0.0146
AN 49.110 0.0863 0.1176 0.1143 0.1621 0.0208
NB 112.439 0.1182 0.1425 0.3422 0.1903 0.0951


†��������� ��	� 
��� �	����� ���� ��������� �� ���	�����
�����	���	 �� ������	��� ��������	� �� ���������� ����������
� !"##$�%$&&�
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found in the other dimethylamines. An unusual feature
might arise from the protonation of the cyano group to
produce a slightly different molecule than that described
by the theoretical descriptor for compound 10. As a
result, its inherent factors that contribute to basicity
variations are different from those calculated for
NCCH2N(CH3)2, and its basicity cannot be predicted
accurately from the TLSER equations.


'���� �����
� ���
���
���


A large coefficient for a particular feature in Eqn. (2)
suggests that the inherent feature examined has an
important contribution to basicity variation. On the other
hand, structural features that do not have important
contributions to basicity variation have relatively small


coefficients. The �B TLSER descriptor reflects the ability
of each dimethylamine molecule to donate its pair of
electrons, not only to the proton to form the ammonium
ion, but also to the reaction medium. From Table 4, the
coefficient c varies as a function of the medium, which
suggests that the medium also influences basicity
variation. The coefficient for this property is the largest
in the gas phase, since there are no solvent molecules to
compete with the proton for the dimethylamine pair of
electrons. Since dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), triethyl
phosphate (TEP) and acetonitrile (AN) (Class B solvents)
do not possess the ability to form effective hydrogen
bonds to the basic dimethylamine molecules, it is
expected that the coefficients in these solvents should
be large; but they are relatively small, as shown in Table
4. Class B solvents, on the other hand, have the
exceptional ability to form effective hydrogen bonds


���� +� �	�
2����� ��� �������� 
	� ��� 3�4 
	� ��� ������& ����5 ��/ 6 �7��� ��� ���� �8� � ��%� 
8� � 9


Coeff.
�


t-stat.
VIF


a b c d e f g N R F s


1 gas �5.64 205.54 �1628.2 n/s n/s 24.45 226.49 14 0.980 54 1.120
1.39 76.3 125.4 7.87 21.51


�4.06 2.69 �12.99 3.11 10.53
1.5 1.5 1.1 1.1


2 H2O n/s 96.38 �683.41 n/s n/s 24.46 92.07 14 0.983 96 0.479
27.67 53.37 3.31 9.2


3.48 �12.8 7.39 10.01
1.1 1.1 1.0


3 MeOH n/s 110.01 �687.33 n/s n/s 20.05 91.55 14 0.978 72 0.541
31.27 60.33 3.74 10.4


3.52 �11.39 5.36 8.81
1.1 1.1 1.0


4 EtOH n/s 119.62 �730.92 n/s n/s 23.64 97.19 14 0.988 137 0.427
24.65 47.54 2.95 8.19


4.85 �15.37 8.02 11.86
1.1 1.1 1.0


5 EG n/s 89.91 �580.04 n/s n/s 16.42 77.54 14 0.987 127 0.342
19.75 38.09 2.36 6.56


4.55 �15.23 6.95 11.81
1.1 1.1 1.0


6 DMSO n/s 80.91 �381.14 n/s n/s 15.24 48.55 14 0.967 49 0.407
23.5 45.34 2.81 7.81
3.44 �8.41 5.42 6.21
1.1 1.1 1.0


7 TEP n/s 66.6 �453.6 n/s n/s 20.19 61.06 14 0.988 141 0.279
16.09 31.04 1.93 5.35


4.14 �14.61 10.49 11.42
1.1 1.1 1.0


8 AN n/s 74.79 �532.07 n/s n/s 19.75 71.36 14 0.961 41 0.578
33.38 64.39 3.99 11.1


2.24 �8.26 4.95 6.43
1.1 1.1 1.0


9 NB n/s 248.03 �848.13 n/s n/s 25.05 101.45 14 0.976 68 0.775
44.78 86.38 5.36 14.89


5.54 �9.82 4.68 6.82
1.1 1.1 1.0
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with the acidic hydrogen of the ammonium ion product,
as reflected by the relatively large q� values for these
solvents (Table 2). The value for AN is smaller than the
other solvents in this class owing to the sp-hybridized
nitrogen. Owing to effective solvation of the ammonium
ion by Class B solvents, the structural Lewis basicity
effect of the dimethylamines on basicity variation is
highly attenuated in Class B solvents, and, as a result, the
coefficients in these solvents are relatively small. The
Lewis basicity term is the only exoergic term in the
regression, which implies that better covalent bases will
give more negative ��G values, thus enhancing basicity.


The coefficients for the inherent effect of Lewis
basicity on basicity variation of the dimethylamines in
water (H2O), methanol (MeOH), ethanol (EtOH) and
ethylene glycol (EG) (Class A solvents) are larger than
those in Class B solvents. Since q� values for Class A
solvents (Table 2) are larger than those of Class B
solvents, and hence form effective hydrogen bonds to the
solute, it is expected that the coefficients should be
smaller than those of Class B solvents. The coefficients
for Class A solvents, however, are greater than those of
Class B solvents. Since q� values for Class A solvents are
not as large as those of Class B solvents (with the
exception of AN), solvation of the ammonium ion is not
as effective as that of Class B solvents. Thus, the
coefficients in Class A solvents are larger than those of
Class B solvents, but not nearly as large as that in the gas
phase. Owing to the relatively large coefficient observed
in nitrobenzene (NB), it is placed in a separate category,
and the factors that contribute to this exceptionally large
coefficient will be discussed later.


��������
�,������-����
� �		��



Another important inherent contributor to basicity
variation is the dipolarity/polarizability term, which
describes how well the electron cloud of each dimethyl-
amine can be moved and, as a result, influence basicity
variation. For polarizable dimethylamines the electron
cloud is easily moved, and hence serves to increase the
basicity of the dimethylamines. The trend of the gas-
phase basicity data shown in Table 3 implies that the
basicity of substituted dimethylamines increases as the
polarizability effect of the substituents increases, i.e. tert-
butyl dimethylamine is a stronger base than trimethyla-
mine in all media studied. It has been demonstrated that
substituent polarizability influences the basicity of
dimethylamines in the condensed phase.16 From Table
4, the dipolarity/polarizability effect is highly attenuated
in Class B solvents; the coefficients in these solvents are
relatively small, compared with the gas phase and Class
A solvents, with the largest coefficient observed in the
gas phase.


With the advent of ion cyclotron resonance spectro-
metry17 came the possibility of studying reactions in the


gas phase. An important observation made for the
basicity of amines is that the trend in the gas phase is
different from that in solution, and that the general
basicity trend is dictated by the polarizability effect of the
alkyl group.18 Similar observations are made for the
basicities of other compounds in the gas phase.16,19 For
non-alkyl dimethylamines, LFERs show that both
inductive and polarizability effects dictate basicity
variation and that molecules with polarizable alkyl
groups favor increased reactivity;20 similar effects have
been observed for the acidity of mercaptans20a and
phenols.20b The charge resulting from the deprotonation
or protonation of a neutral acid or base causes a
redistribution of the alkyl substituent electrons—
induced dipole—that serves to stabilize the conjugate
base or acid.21 The substituent polarizability effect is
pronounced for ions that have a localized charge,
compared with ions that have delocalized charges, such
as the acetate anion.22 Thus, for the basicity of amines,
the charged conjugate ammonium ion is stabilized to
varying degrees by the polarizability effect. In Class B
solvents, the coefficients are smaller than those in Class
A solvents.


.�����
� �� ��
����-��� /�.0


The inherent solute properties that contribute to basicity
variation are very pronounced in NB. From Table 4, the
coefficients for �B and �i are much larger in NB than in
the other media; these results indicate that, in NB,
inherent effects are not attenuated. It has been shown that
bulky solvents, such as NB, cannot access adequately the
region between the dipolar substituents and the reaction
center to accomplish a similar solvation as can the less
bulky solvents.23 For effective solvation of the dimethyl-
amines, especially those that have dipolar substituents,
the solvent molecules must gain access between the lines
of force of the dipolar substituent and the amine
functionality. As a result, inherent effects that contribute
to basicity variation are not attenuated in NB, and the
magnitude of the coefficients for the solute properties are
larger than those of the other solvents, which can better
solvate the amines.


!��!' (���(


Based on the goodness of the ‘fit’ of the relationships
shown in Table 4, the TLSER descriptors model fairly
well the substituent effects on the basicity of dimethy-
lamines. The good agreement that is obtained between
experimental and predicted basicities for 14 substituted
dimethylamines in nine different media suggests that this
model can be very useful for the prediction of the basicity
of other substituted dimethylamines in these media, and
for the determination of inherent factors that contribute
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to basicity variation. In the solution phase, amine
basicity variation arises mainly from Lewis basicity and
dipolarity/polarizability effects. For the basicity of
NCCH2N(CH3)2, the model fails to give accurate basicity
predictions, since protonation of the nitrile functionality
can also occur. Owing to the different solvating abilities
of the solvents used in this study, the inherent factors that
affect basicity variations are highly attenuated in Class B
solvents, whereas in Class A solvents these effects are
more pronounced. Since NB is a much bulkier solvent
than the other solvents used, it does not solvate
dimethylamines as well as the other solvents, and
inherent effects that contribute to basicity variations are
more pronounced in NB than in the other solvents.


���������1����
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ABSTRACT: The recent proliferation of structural studies of organolithium reagents has led to an extended
knowledge of the aggregation state of these pervasive synthetic intermediates. Nevertheless, detailed investigations of
organolithium reaction mechanisms are still very limited. The most popular techniques in the relatively few reported
studies are UV, EPR and NMR spectroscopy, the use of radical clocks and investigation of the stereochemical course
of the reaction when applied. This paper describes how the search for minor products can be an additional mechanistic
tool. Metal–halogen exchange was studied with a new suitable fast radical clock bearing a phenyl group at the alkene
C-terminus, even when the probe was able to trap very short-lived radical intermediates, the results showed that the
reaction proceeds through an open lithiated intermediate. In another study, radicals of benzil were generated on the
lithium surface and their reactions studied in THF. Characterization of the minor products, the rates of decay of the
reagent and formation of products, and also periodical EPR of the reaction mixture, allowed the proposal of the whole
reaction mechanism. In both reactions studied, the detailed understanding of the reaction mechanisms based on the
side-products provided new more economical and environmentally friendly alternatives for the synthesis of
substituted 2,3-dihydrobenzo[b]furans and aromatic esters. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: organolithium; halogen–lithium exchange; lithium surface reactions; anionic cyclization; ate
complex; Li/oxygen carbenoid.
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Although organolithium compounds are powerful re-
agents in organic synthesis,1,2 in only a few cases have
the reaction intermediates been isolated and fully
characterized;3–5 for most of the reactions the mechan-
isms by which they proceed remain unclear or poorly
understood. As an example, the mechanism of one of the
most powerful methods for the preparation of organo-
lithium compounds, halogen–metal exchange, is still
controversial.6 Bailey and Patricia reviewed the data and
they noted, as do most recent workers in the field, that the
pathway followed may be dependent on the reactants and
reaction conditions.7


Reactions with radical probes8,9 and the trapping of
carbanionic intermediates by deuteration10,11 have been
used as tools for deciding between the two most preferred


mechanisms for organolithium reactions. It has been
shown recently that many addition reactions of organo-
lithium reagents to carbonyl compounds proceed via an
ET mechanism11–13 Previous studies in our laboratory on
the reaction of phenyllithium with carbon monoxide by
EPR and 13C NMR spectroscopy have provided evidence
that the reaction occurs through the intermediacy of
paramagnetic species.14 The UV and/or EPR spectro-
scopic observation of a radical intermediate does not
necessarily mean that a radical is involved in the major
reaction pathway, because both techniques detect inter-
mediates at very low concentrations,8 but a developed
13C NMR methodology allowed quantitative determina-
tions of the radical concentrations up to nearly 1 M,14b


and elucidation of the reaction mechanism.15 The top end
of the alkyl radical kinetic scale has been recently
adjusted by laser flash photolysis calibrations of fast
radical clocks.16


On the other hand, it has been shown recently that the
first step in the addition of aryllithiums to �,�-unsaturated
aldehydes is electron transfer from the organolithium
reagent to the carbonyl moiety.17 The main addition
product of PhLi, to (E)-cinnamaldehyde is the alcohol
(E)-1,3-diphenyl-2-propen-1-ol, as expected, but a care-
ful investigation of by-products showed the presence of
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(E)-chalcone and 1,3-diphenyl-1-propanone in minor
amounts. The remarkable feature in that reaction is the
coordination of a second lithium atom to the �-carbon in
the 1,2-adduct, leading to a �-lithiated cyclic adduct
whose structure determined by 13C NMR showed an �3-
coordination of the lithium atom,18 as has been shown
recently by other organolithiums in solution.19


The knowledge of the reaction mechanism suggested a
new tandem strategy for the synthesis of interesting �-
alkyl-substituted dihydrochalcones, in good to excellent
yields.18,20 Tandem reactions have recently been of
interest in organic synthesis because they constitute a
convenient, economical and environmentally friendly
synthetic alternative when compared with conventional
stepwise reactions.21


In our recent research involving organolithium reac-
tions, we have observed that a careful search of the minor
by-products formed in the different steps under varying
reactions conditions could be an additional useful tool for
the elucidation of the mechanisms of their reaction and
the suggestion of original convenient synthetic routes. In
this paper, the reactions of organolithiums with aryl
halides and the generation of radicals on lithium surface
are discussed.


'()'" *'�!+,


������� ���	
�� All reactions involving organolithium
reagents were carried out by using standard techniques
for the manipulation of air- and water-sensitive com-
pounds.22 All compounds reported here were fully
characterized by melting point (when applicable), mass
spectrometry (using a QP 5050A gas chromatograph–
mass spectrometer, Shimadzu) and nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (determined on a Bruker Model
200, 300 or 500 spectrometer operating at 200, 300 or
500 MHz for 1H and 50, 75 or 125 MHz for 13C). The 1H
chemical shifts are referenced relative to TMS and the
13C chemical shifts are referenced relative to CDCl3 at
� = 77.0 ppm. EPR spectra were determined on a Bruker
EPR 200D (X band) TE102 cavity using procedures
similar to those described for the reactions of phenyl-
lithium with CO.14a High-resolution mass spectra were
measured on a ZAB-SEQ4F mass spectrometer. GC
analyses were carried out on a Hewlett-Packard Model
5890 gas chromatograph using an HP-5 column.


��������� Tetrahydrofuran and hexane were purified as
described previously;23 they were distilled from dark-
blue solutions of sodium benzophenone ketyl under
nitrogen immediately prior to use. Lithium wire (Merck,
�99%, 3 mm diameter) was weighed under ligroin,
washed with hexane and cut into small portions over a
reaction flask containing warm solvent. n-BuLi was
prepared as described previously;24 its concentration was
determined by the double titration method described


before.25 Benzil was prepared by reported methods and
crystallized from ethanol, m.p. 94–95°C (lit.24 94–95°C).
Alkyl halides were commercial or prepared by reported
methods and purified by distillation immediately prior to
use. All glassware, syringes and needles were dried in a
vacuum oven and cooled in a desiccator. 2-Bromophenyl
3-phenyl-2-propenyl ether, 4, was prepared by reaction of
2-bromophenolate with cinnamyl bromide in acetone as
described previously (yield 82%), m.p. 55–56°C (etha-
nol).26 An authentic sample of phenyl (E)-3-phenyl-2-
propenyl ether was prepared according to the literature.27


������� ��
������ �
� �	� ������
� 
� � ���	 ������ A
solution of 0.05 mmol of 4 in 10 ml of THF (0.05 M) was
cooled to �85°C under a blanket of dry nitrogen and 1.5
equiv. of n-BuLi as a solution in hexane was added
dropwise via syringe over a 1–2 min period. The
temperature was maintained at �80°C during a chosen
time and the reaction mixture was quenched with 0.2 ml
of MeOH. The reaction mixture was washed with
aqueous NH4Cl solution, extracted with Et2O and dried
(MgSO4). The organic layer was analysed by GC and 1H
NMR. GC–MS of the reaction mixture was carried out
after 5 min of reaction.


�������	���� &�'����	���������
����� ��	�� !��" M.p.
67.5–68.5°C. 1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3), � 4.70 (dd,
2H, J = 5.7 and 1.3 Hz), 6.42 (dt, 1H, J = 15.8 and
5.7 Hz), 6.74 (d, 1H, J = 15.8 Hz), 6.96 (m, 2H), 7.33 (m,
7H). MS, m/z (rel. abs.) 211 (5), 118 (45), 117 (100), 116
(25), 115 (70), 91 (27), 78 (6), 77 (5), 66 (8), 65 (7), 51
(8).


��#"��	����������$�� ����	���
%��&
�%������ ' Com-
pound 6 is obtained as a mixture of two diastereoisomers,
diastereomeric ratio (dr) = 80:20. The diastereomeric
ratio was determined by 1H NMR and GC analysis.
Main diastereoisomer: 1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3), �
0.80 (t, 3H, J = 7.1 Hz), 1.08 (m, 2H), 1.25 (m, 2H), 1.67
(m, 2H), 2.73 (m, 1H), 3.68 (dd, 1H, J = 6.2 and 8.8 Hz),
4.44 (dd, 1H, J = 6.2 and 9.1 Hz), 4.61 (dd, 1H, J = 8.8
and 9.1 Hz), 6.26 (d, 1H, J = 7.7 Hz), 6.59 (dt, 1H, J = 1.0
and 7.5 Hz), 6.71 (d, 1H, J = 8.0 Hz), 7.09 (m, 3H), 7.26
(m, 3H). 13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3), � 13.85, 22.56,
29.48, 33.04, 48.05, 50.37, 75.06, 109.29, 119.80,
125.41, 126.57, 128.10, 128.34, 128.53, 129.07, 142.98,
160.34. Minor diastereoisomer: 1H NMR (200 MHz,
CDCl3), � 0.79 (t, 3H, J = 7.1 Hz), 1.08 (m, 2H), 1.25 (m,
2H), 1.67 (m, 2H), 2.73 (m, 1H), 3.55 (ddd, 1H, J = 4.0,
8.8 and 8.8 Hz), 4.17 (dd, 1H, J = 4.4 and 9.1 Hz), 4.28
(dd, 1H, J = 8.8 and 9.1 Hz), 6.76 (d, 1H, J = 8.8 Hz),
6.85 (dt, 1H, J = 1.0 and 7.5 Hz), 7.10 (m, 4H), 7.26 (m,
3H). 13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3), � 13.85, 22.66, 29.40,
32.48, 47.92, 49.94, 75.52, 109.72, 119.91, 125.97,
126.40, 128.34, 128.49, 128.53, 129.50, 143.06, 160.60.
MS, m/z (rel. abs.) 266 (16), 209 (22), 120 (32), 119
(100), 115 (36), 92 (27), 91 (50), 77 (19), 65 (30). Anal.
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Calcd for C19H22O: C, 85.67; H, 8.32. Found: C, 85.60;
H, 8.34%.


�	���� &('����	�����"�	������� ��	�� ( Oil. 1H NMR
(200 MHz, CDCl3), � 0.86 (t, 3H, J = 6.6 Hz), 1.32 (m,
4H), 1.72 (m, 2H), 3.94 (m, 1H), 4.96 (dd, 1H, J = 6.2 and
9.9 Hz), 6.39 (d, 1H, J = 6.2 Hz), 7.00 (m, 3H), 7.27 (m,
7H). 13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3), � 14.02, 22.58, 29.70,
36.21, 40.34, 116.38, 117.05, 122.49, 125.90, 127.30,
128.38, 129.52, 139.74, 145.53, 157.49. MS, m/z (rel.
abs.) 266 (4), 209 (50), 131 (13), 115 (100), 91 (12), 77
(18). Anal. Calcd for C19H22O: C, 85.67; H, 8.32. Found:
C, 85.02; H, 8.16%.


"�) *�+ �������� 
� �	� ������
� ��,���� 
� � ���	
+�� �� -�.��/ Taking into account that the n-BuLi should
be prepared in hexane and that the butyl moiety is
incorporated in intermediate 10, the reaction to investi-
gate likely intermediates by 13C NMR was carried out
using PhLi as a more suitable RLi reagent for this
purpose. To a 5 mm NMR tube capped with a septum at
�90°C under a nitrogen atmosphere containing 96.3 mg
(0.3 mmol) of 2-bromophenyl 3-phenyl-2-propenyl ether,
4, in 0.5 ml of THF-d8, a solution of 84 mg (1 mmol) of
PhLi in 0.5 ml of THF-d8 was added. The mixture was
shaken, to ensure complete mixing, for 5 min at �90°C.
Then it was allowed to warm to �50°C, and the 1H
decoupled 13C NMR spectrum was determined. The
center peak of the downfield quintet of the THF-d8 was
used as the reference peak and was set at � 67.50 ppm. A
signal at � 148.1 ppm, that was not present at the
beginning or at the end of the reaction, was observed.
That signal is easily assigned to the ipso-carbon of the
aromatic ring bonded to the lithium-bearing carbon atom.


������� ��
������ �
� �	� ����	���� 
� � ����	���
�
%��&
�)������� The organolithium derived from 4 was
generated as described above. After 5 min at �80°C, the
electrophile, pure or as a solution in THF, was added
rapidly via a syringe. The reaction mixture was
immediately allowed to reach 0°C and to stand for
5 min before quenching with MeOH. After work-up, the
products were isolated by TLC and identified by melting
point, 1H and 13C NMR. The diastereomers were
separated by chromatography over silica gel with a
mixture of 2% ethyl acetate, 70% cyclohexane and 28%
hexane as eluent. The compounds were isolated and fully
characterized.


��#"��	������
���$�� ����	���
%��&
�)������ Oil, dr =
80:20. Main diastereoisomer: 1H NMR (200 MHz,
CDCl3), � 0.75 (t, 3H, J = 7.1 Hz), 1.70 (m, 2H), 2.65
(dt, 1H, J = 5.5 and 9.1 Hz), 3.69 (dt, 1H, J = 6.2 and
9.1 Hz), 4.43 (dd, 1H, J = 6.2 and 9.1 Hz), 4.61 (dd, 1H,
J = 9.1 Hz), 6.28 (d, 1H, J = 7.3 Hz), 6.59 (t, 1H,
J = 7.3 Hz), 6.71 (d, 1H, J = 8.0 Hz), 7.12 (m, 3H), 7.26
(m, 3H). 13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3), � 11.99, 26.22,


47.81, 52.28, 75.03, 109.29, 119.83, 125.41, 126.59,
128.10, 128.34, 128.59, 129.10, 142.60, 160.31. Minor
diastereoisomer: 1H NMR (200 MHz, CDCl3), � 0.71 (t,
3H, J = 7.3 Hz), 1.67 (m, 2H), 2.65 (dt, 1H, J = 4.4 and
9.1 Hz), 3.56 (ddd, 1H, J = 4.0, 4.4 and 8.8 Hz), 4.17 (dd,
1H, J = 4.0 and 9.1 Hz), 4.28 (dd, 1H, J = 8.8 and 9.1 Hz),
6.76 (d, 1H, J = 7.3 Hz), 6.85 (t, 1H, J = 7.3 Hz), 7.12 (m,
4H), 7.26 (m, 3H). 13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3), � 11.75,
25.68, 47.65, 51.66, 75.60, 109.72, 119.91, 126.00,
126.46, 128.34, 128.40, 128.51, 129.52, 142.74, 160.52.
MS, m/z (rel. abs.) 238 (25), 120 (33), 119 (100), 91 (51),
65 (33).


��#"��	����	�����$�� ����	���
%��&
�)������ M.p.
76–78°C, dr = 83:17. Main diastereoisomer: 1H NMR
(200 MHz, CDCl3), � 0.83 (t, 3H, J = 5.9 Hz), 1.18 (m,
8H), 1.66 (m, 2H), 2.72 (m, 1H), 3.67 (dd, 1H, J = 6.6 and
8.8 Hz), 4.43 (dd, 1H, J = 6.6 and 9.1 Hz), 4.61 (dd, 1H,
J = 8.8 and 9.1 Hz), 6.25 (d, 1H, J = 7.3 Hz), 6.59 (dt, 1H,
J = 1.0 and 7.3 Hz), 6.71 (d, 1H, J = 8.0 Hz), 7.12 (m,
3H), 7.26 (m, 3H). 13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3), � 13.96,
22.56, 27.22, 29.19, 31.64, 33.34, 48.03, 50.37, 75.06,
109.29, 119.80, 125.41, 126.57, 128.10, 128.32, 128.51,
129.07, 142.98, 160.31. Minor diastereoisomer: 1H NMR
(200 MHz, CDCl3), � 0.82 (t, 3H, J = 5.1 Hz), 1.18 (m,
8H), 1.66 (m, 2H), 2.72 (m, 1H), 3.54 (ddd, 1H, J = 4.0,
8.4 and 8.8 Hz), 4.17 (dd, 1H, J = 4.0 and 9.1 Hz), 4.29
(dd, 1H, J = 8.4 and 9.1 Hz), 6.76 (d, 1H, J = 8.8 Hz),
6.86 (dt, 1H, J = 1.0 and 7.3 Hz), 7.01 (m, 3H), 7.26 (m,
3H). 13C NMR (50 MHz, CDCl3), � 13.96, 22.56, 27.22,
29.29, 31.64, 32.82, 47.89, 49.94, 75.52, 109.72, 119.91,
125.97, 126.40, 128.32, 128.43, 128.51, 129.50, 143.06,
160.55. MS, m/z (rel. abs.) 294 (14), 120 (28), 119 (100),
118 (72), 92 (30), 91 (80), 65 (20).


������� ��
������ �
� �	� ������
� 
� %��&�� ���	
���	��� ���� �� -�. Lithium wire was weighed under
ligroin, washed with THF and cut into small pieces in a
reaction flask containing a small portion of warm THF,
under a stream of dry argon. Preliminary runs cutting the
wire in very tiny pieces, or even working with lithium
suspension, showed that these changes of the lithium
surface seemed not to have a significant influence. The
reaction flask was capped with an ‘air-tight’ stopper and
alternatively evacuated and flushed with nitrogen several
times. This is a common technique in our laboratory and
it has been found that by carrying out the procedure fairly
fast, no complication with any lithium reaction with
dinitrogen giving the gray lithium nitride is observed. A
solution of benzil of the desired concentration in THF
was transferred by syringe, and allowed to reach the
working temperature (no significant temperature effect
was observed in the range 0–50°C, therefore most of the
reactions were carried out at room temperature). Aliquots
of 0.2 ml of the reaction mixture were taken at time
intervals, quenched with MeOH and analysed by GC,
using benzophenone as internal standard. Since this is a
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heterogeneous reaction, runs were made at least in
triplicate and the reproducibility was satisfactory.


0�+ ������� The independently prepared radical anion
solutions or the reaction mixtures in preparative con-
centrations (0.2–1.5 M) were diluted to nearly 10�5 M


with THF. Optimization of the final concentration was
adjusted in each case. The temperature was kept constant
using a Dewar cavity with a thermostated stream of air;
calibration was carried out at different modulation
amplitudes using a THF solution of galvinoxyl.


"'�%,!� +�$ $ �&%�� #�


The halogen–lithium exchange reaction is of one of the
most powerful methods for the preparation of organo-
lithium compounds, but although widely used, its mech-
anism is still controversial. Up to now, four different
mechanisms have been suggested, each of which has its
adherents and all possibilities appear in the recent
literature.6,7 The earliest suggestions of a concerted SN2
displacement and an ‘ate complex’ intermediate were
made by Sunthankar and Gilman28 and Wittig and
Schöllkopf,29 respectively. A ‘four-center’ mechanism1


was initially suggested to explain retention of configura-
tion when the reaction was carried out with asymmetric
halides; nevertheless, more recent studies established that
the percentage retention of configuration observed can be
easily accommodated within mechanisms involving other
intermediates.30 Intermediates such as ate complexes
have been firmly established in the aryllithium–aryl
iodide exchange31 and recently correlated with theoret-
ical studies.32 Beak and co-workers6,33 have shown that
evolution of the transition structure geometry for reaction
of aryl bromide with alkyllithium is consistent with a
trigonal bipyramid structure of a ‘10-Br-2-ate complex’
or an SN2 transition state; recent kinetic studies of
organolithium–aryl bromide exchange have been also
interpreted in terms of an SN2 mechanism.34 On the other
hand, evidence for a single electron transfer mechanism
has been afforded by running ESR35 and NMR36


spectroscopy, and more recently it has been strongly
supported by the observation of coupling11,24 and rear-
ranged products,37,38 especially from radical probes. The
UV and/or EPR spectroscopic observation of a radical
intermediate does not necessarily mean that a radical is
involved in the major reaction pathway leading to
products, because both techniques detect intermediates
at very low concentrations.8


To afford some new elements for the alkyllithium–ary
bromide exchange reaction, we synthesized a new
suitable fast radical clock, 1, bearing a phenyl group at
the alkene C-terminus, able to trap very short-lived
radical intermediates. The kinetic accelerating effect of
aryl group substitution in the opening and closing of
carbinyl radicals has been used recently in intramolecular


probe reactions.39 The finding of cyclized products, 2, is
usually interpreted as evidence for a radical mechanism,
while open-chain products, 3, indicate that carbanionic
intermediates are involved [Eqn (1)].


It should also be noted, however, that the finding of
open-chain products from radical probes does not
definitely rule out a radical intermediate during the
formation of the aryl carbanions. Indeed, the radical
probe could not be efficient enough to trap a very short-
lived aryl radical through a fast radical cyclization. In the
case of X = Br and Z = O the intramolecular cyclization
of the radical derived from the 2-bromophenyl 3-
phenylprop-2-enyl ether, 4, was recently found to be kC


�8.1 � 109 s�1, 30°C40 (Ref. 40a corrects the value
initially given by Johnston et al.40b). This radical probe
has been used recently to establish the participation of
radicals during the formation of aryl Grignard reagents.41


The main product of the reaction of 4 with n-BuLi in THF
at �80°C is an open-chain product, 5, which has a
structure similar to 3 with Z = O, plus two unexpected by-
products, 6 and 7.


The products were isolated and fully characterized by
spectroscopic determinations and independent synthesis.
By quenching the reaction mixture after 5 min at �80°C
with MeOD, high deuterium incorporation (�95%) was
observed in the 2-position of the open product 5,
indicating the structure of the open lithiated intermediate
8 (Scheme 1). Efforts were then concentrated on
improving the yields of the by-products 6 and 7, to
obtain insights into the mechanisms of their formation.
By allowing longer reaction times, the yields of 6 and 7
increase at the expense of 5; the yield of 6 especially
increases (up to 47% after 60 min of reaction), suggesting
that 8 could be the precursor of 6 (Table 1, entries 1 and
2). To confirm this assumption, the effect of increasing
the temperature of the reaction was examined. Each
experiment was performed at least three times, and
reproducible yields of products were obtained. Entries 3–
5 in Table 1 summarize the drastic effect of temperature
upon the yield of 5. Warming the solution from �80°C to
various temperatures leads to complete isomerization of
the intermediate, yielding 5 in only 5 mins at tempera-
tures ��50°C.


Scheme 1 shows the whole reaction mechanism,
outlined on the basis of the experimental findings. The
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organolithium from 4 is assumed to be formed through an
‘ate complex’ intermediate, which is favored by the
presence of Br and O in the substrate.10 Recent
calculations show the lithium atom involved in a T-
shaped hypervalent halogen species for bromine and
iodine;32,42 ate complexes have been observed in the
reaction mixtures involving Li–I exchange in THF.43 The
presence of the open lithiated intermediate 8, was
established by the high deuterium incorporation
(�95%) in the ortho-position observed on quenching
the reaction with MeOD after short reaction times at very
low temperatures (conditions 1 in Table 1). In contrast,
on quenching with MeOD the reaction carried out at


�50°C (conditions 2 in Table 1), the [2-2H]phenyl (E)-3-
phenyl-2-propenyl ether 5-d1 was obtained.


To gain an insight into the likely involvement of the
‘ate complex,’ the reaction with 1 (X = O, Z = O) was
also studied under the same conditions; no evidence of
any lithium–chlorine exchange was observed. As was
shown by recent calculations for X = I, Br, the formation
of the ‘ate complex’ is highly exothermic while the MP2/
II energy for Cl is �0.4.32


The phenyl allyl ether structure allows stabilization of
the carbanion through coordination of the lithium atom to
the delocalized �-electrons of the partially isomerized
double bond, giving 9. Quenching the reaction at longer
times showed the slow cyclization of the first formed
lithium intermediate to the cyclic lithium intermediate
10, which yields the substituted 2,3-dihydrobenzo[b]-
furan 6, by further reaction with n-BuBr previously
generated in the halogen–metal exchange reaction.
Evidence for intermediate 10 was found in the 13C
NMR of the reaction mixture of 4 with PhLi in THF-d8 at
�80°C. In the NMR spectrum measured immediately
after mixing, a signal at � 148.1 ppm was observed,
which could be unambiguously assigned to the ipso-
carbon of the aromatic ring bonded to the lithium-bearing
carbon atom.


Another observation which supports the polar transi-
tion state rather than the ET is that the formation of o-


������ �


!���� �� *������ �+ !,)�����-��.� /,�-��.�����,!,��.�
��-��� -� 0�- �,�	1 � 23��


Entry
Temperature


(°C)
Time
(min)


Relative yield (%)b


5 6 7


1 �80 5 90 5 5
2 �80 60 39 47 14
3 �70 5 37 53 10
4 �50 5 0 87 14
5 0 5 0 84 16


a [4] = 0.05 M; [n-BuLi] = 0.75 M.
b Relative yields determined by GC and NMR.
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bromophenol as by-product is not observed, whereas in
the reaction of magnesium with 4 under the same
conditions (temperature and solvent), where an ET from
magnesium to 4 is generally accepted, o-bromophenol is
regularly formed as a by-product.41 All these observa-
tions converge to suggest the absence of radicals in the
reaction of n-BuLi with 4.


Regarding the by-product 7, GC–MS of the crude
mixture revealed no deuterium incorporation at the aryl
C-2 position. Furthermore, results of experiments 4 and 5
in Table 1, and particularly the yield of 4, are identical
when 1.5 or 4 equiv. of n-BuLi are used. These
experimental facts hint that product 7 is formed via
intramolecular rearrangement of the carbanionic inter-
mediate 9 with the allylic protons (Scheme 1), followed
by isomerization to the more stable benzilic carbanion
and then reaction with n-BuBr. The cis structure of the
by-product 7 indicates the resonance 9 � 11 shown in
Scheme 1; formation of 7 can be visualized through an
intermediate 11, stabilized by Li–oxygen coordination.
The crystal structure of [2-lithio-3-bromobenzofuran
diisopropyl ether]2, an �-lithiated ether, has recently
been determined.44 The structure shows that lithium
bridges C and O. Calculations on simpler lithiated ethers
at a high level are consistent with Li–oxygen carbenoid
structures.45


The finding of the route 4 → 9 → 10 → 6 also suggests
a likely route for the synthesis of other substituted 2,3-
dihydrobenzo[b]furans. The study of a synthetic metho-
dology based on the anionic cyclization of 10 in the
presence of suitable electrophiles, thus providing a
convenient tandem sequence for the synthesis of alkyl-
substituted 2,3-dihydrobenzo[b]furans, is in progress
with successful preliminary results for ethyl and hexyl
bromide (see yields in Scheme 1). Taking into account
the present and previous results, we envisage the lithium–
halogen exchange as a mechanistic spectrum with radical
and carbanion in each extreme, the precise structure/s of
the transition state(s) prevailing in any case depending on
the substrate structure, the nature of the halogen, the
solvent and any other reaction conditions.


Organolithium-derived radicals can also be generated
by the reaction of suitable substrates with lithium metal.
We have recently published a study of the reactions in
THF of benzaldehyde on a lithium surface.46 As
expected, the main reaction product is benzil alcohol,
but determinations of minor products (e.g. benzoin and
benzil) proved to be mechanistically significant. In fact,
they suggested the intermediacy of a benzoyl radical, that
could be trapped by CCl4. The rate of disappearance of
benzaldehyde, a and the rate of formation of the three
products, were measured and the kinetics of all the
reactions pathways involved were determined.46a The
first step was proved to be an ET from lithium to
benzaldehyde producing a radical anion–lithium cation
pair.


The knowledge of the whole reaction scheme based on


the minor products suggested a new synthetic route for
the synthesis of benzil benzoate, which is a highly
convenient, economic and environmentally friendly
alternative for the quantitative synthesis of the highly
pure ester.46b


We have now studied the reactions of benzil, 12, with
lithium metal. The rates of decay of 12 and of the
formation of products and by-products were followed by
GC as a function of time. Most of the reaction occurs in
the first 60 min but the reaction is complete in 15–24 h
depending on the temperature, the concentration of 12
and the mass of lithium. The main reaction products are:
1,2-diphenylacetophenone, 13, and 1,2-diphenylethane,
14, but careful searching for other products showed the
presence of by-products, 1,2-diphenyl-1-ethanol, 15, and
1,2-diphenyl-1-ethene, 16, in very tiny amounts, that,
together with other evidence, give an insight into the full
reaction mechanism. No reaction was detected by the
quantitative GC determinations in the first 10–15 min,
depending on the temperature and reagent concentration.
The induction period for the decay of 12 was the same as
that for the appearance of 13; almost 90% of 13 is formed
in the first 60 min of reaction; in contrast, 14 appears only
after 20 min (as traces) and reaches its final yield after
nearly 10 h of reaction.


EPR of the reaction mixture was performed periodi-
cally as a probe for the involvement of radicals as
reaction intermediates. Signals appear after 12–15 min of
reaction depending on the reaction conditions. The EPR
spectrum of the reaction mixture in THF ([12] = 0.2 M,
Li = 428 mg) at 298 K after 20 min of reaction is shown
in Fig. 1. The total spectral width is �a = 7.64 G and it
shows hyperfine structure fully consistent with the
dibenzoyl anion [coupling constants: aH = 0.99 G (4),
0.36 G (4) and 1.12 G (2) for the ortho, metha and para-
H, respectively. The reported frequencies for the
dibenzoyl anion chemically generated in THF are 0.90;
0.41 and 0.90, respectively, �a = 7.0 G].12 A close
correspondence was found between the induction period


.���� �� �%* �+ �-� ������� �+ )��4�� ��� 0�- ��-	� �
23� �� !5" 6� 7��8 9 :�! $; $1 9  !" ��� ������ �+ �-� �%*
��������< � 9 5�=> 34; ?��� ������� / /@�= A; ���� 0��-
�A 9 !: A; ���	����� 9 :��@ A�; � 9 !:: ��; �������
���� 9 ! B�
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shown by the EPR signal appearance and that observed
for the decay of 12 by GC, indicating that formation of
the radical could be the first reaction step.


All the evidence obtained is consistent with the overall
reaction mechanism shown in Scheme 2. Adsorption of
the reagent on the lithium surface was found to be the
initial slow step in the reaction of benzaldehyde with Li,
and it also occurs in the reaction of 12 (all adsorption
phenomena are symbolized by kS in the Scheme 2). These
are followed by a slow one-electron transfer from the
lithium surface to the adsorbed 12, measured by k1,
forming the radical anion (17)–lithium cation pair; 17
partially escapes the surface and can be detected by EPR
of the THF reaction mixture. Further successive reduc-
tions of 17 by lithium metal gives intermediates 18 → 19,
and the latter by loss of lithium oxide gives intermediate
20, precursor of 13, one of the main products (24% yield
in the first 60 min, final yield 35%). Similar reactions
afford intermediates 21, 22 and 23, that are the precursors
of the other isolated products (only 5% of 14 is produced
in the first 60 min of reaction; yields of 14, 15 and 16 after
24 h of reaction are 24, 5 and 6%, respectively).
Treatment of the reaction mixture after 24 h with
deuterated water showed the disappearance of the
aliphatic protons of 13 and 14 in the 1H NMR spectrum
of the reaction mixture. Traces of pinacol were detected
by periodical HPLC of the reaction mixture: its formation
shows a similar induction period to that of 13; it reaches
the maximum yield after about 40 min of reaction and
then decreases to almost negligible amounts after 60 min.
This is further evidence of the reaction sequence
18 → 19 → 20, which should be faster than the others
shown in Scheme 2 on the basis of the relative yields of
products observed as a function of time.


The reasons for the induction period are not yet clear.
Adsorption of the reagent on the lithium surface was
proved to occur: strong interaction between the adsorbate
and the metal causes the formation of a layer (detected by
GC at the metal surface). Nevertheless, the long
induction period could be related to additional surface
processes. In the Grignard reagent formation on magne-


sium surface, induction periods are very well known, and
plausible hypotheses abound,47 but there is no compre-
hensive, documented understanding of the factors that
create the induction period or constitute initiation.48


&#�&,%� #��


This paper has described how the careful investigation of
the by-products formed in tiny amounts in some
organolithiums reactions and the survey of the different
parameters that influence their formation can provide
insights into the specific mechanisms involved. They also
afforded important clues on the likely transition states
and reaction intermediates, indicating that both radical
and carbanionic mechanisms are possible and that the
pathways followed are strongly dependent on the
reactants and reaction conditions. Finally, a thorough
knowledge of the reaction mechanism could suggest new
convenient, economical and environmentally friendly
synthetic methodologies for the preparation of alkyl-
substituted 2,3-dihydrobenzo[b]furan and of aryl esters,
with important advantages over the usual conventional,
stepwise reactions.
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ABSTRACT: Several 4-arylidenimino-2-cyanoethyl-1,2,4-triazol-3(2H)-ones, their 3(2H)-thiones and 2-glucosyl-
1,2,4-triazol-3(2H)-thiones (1–12) were synthesized. Selective pyrolytic deprotection of these derivatives was studied
in the gas phase and the kinetics of the reactions were measured for each compound. First-order rate constants
measured over a 45°C temperature range were used to calculate the Arrhenius activation parameters. A comparison of
the products and the kinetic behavior of the thermal decomposition of these compounds are discussed. Copyright
 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: 4-arylideneimino-2-cyanoethyl-1,2,4-triazol-3(2H)-ones and - thiones; 2-glucosyl-1,2,4-triazole-
3(2H)-thiones; gas-phase elimination
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Previously, we have shown that 4-arylideneimino-1,2,4-
triazol-3(2H)-ones and their thio analogues undergo first-
order thermal decomposition in the gas phase. These
reactions proceed via aromatization of the transition state
which ultimately produces hydroxytriazoles or their thio
analogues, which are more stable than the reactant N-
aminotriazoles1 (Scheme 1). Electrophilic substitutions
of asymmetric heterocyclic urea and thiourea derivatives
[represented here by 1,2,4-triazol-3(2H)-ones and their
thione derivatives] are known to give mixtures of
different regioisomeric products.2 This usually leads to


tedious separation and identification. Therefore, we were
interested in gaining a detailed understanding of the
kinetics and thermal behavior of 2-substituted 1,2,4-
triazol-3(4H)-ones and their thiones as potential starting
material for the protection of N-2 in these triazoles in
order to assist in regioselective substitution at other
nitrogen sites in the ring.


Here we describe the results of kinetic studies and
thermal analysis of the gas-phase pyrolysis of 4-
arylidenimino-2-cyanoethyl-1,2,4-triazol-3(2H)-ones,
their 3(2H)-thiones and 2-glucosyl-1,2,4-triazole-3(2H)-
thiones (1–12) (Scheme 2).
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The compounds investigated are shown in Scheme 2.
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Each of the triazoles under investigation gave reprodu-
cible kinetic results, first order to 98% reaction. The
kinetic results (Table 1) gave excellent Arrhenius plots
with no deviant points. This is the most reliable indicator
of the absence of surface-catalysed elimination.3 The rate
constants of the reaction at 500 K for each substrate and
related compounds are recorded in Table 2. The
homogeneous nature of the reaction was confirmed using
established procedures.4
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Compound T (K) 104k (s�1)
Log[A
(s�1)]


Ea
(kJ mol�1)


1 554.65 2.18 11.2 � 0.34 157.9 � 3.8
574.25 6.83
584.55 12.75
594.45 19.97
604.25 36.66


2 558.55 2.04 10.7 � 0.10 153.5 � 1.1
567.85 3.54
579.25 6.62
588.65 11.18
597.95 17.93


3 554.65 1.51 13.0 � 0.27 178.4 � 3.1
564.15 3.11
574.00 5.94
593.80 19.92
604.35 28.25


)�&�� �" "�����#�


Compound T (K) 104k (s�1)
Log[A
(s�1)]


Ea
(kJ mol�1)


4 564.00 2.66 13.5 � 0.12 184.0 � 1.3
574.20 5.25
584.35 10.33
594.10 18.89
604.10 36.12


5 458.85 2.20 13.7 � 0.6 152.7 � 5.6
468.35 4.30
478.15 9.52
488.35 21.42
498.25 52.26


6 449.55 0.43 12.6 � 0.2 145.8 � 1.4
458.45 1.62
478.25 4.37
488.15 8.82
498.35 19.50


7 449.55 0.60 15.2 � 0.2 16.1 � 1.9
459.10 1.67
468.70 3.82
478.85 10.21
489.10 22.86
498.90 51.26


8 458.60 2.06 13.4 � 0.5 150.1 � 4.7
468.25 4.35
478.40 10.04
488.45 19.89
498.25 49.15


9 458.35 1.98 13.9 � 0.1 154.2 � 1.1
467.75 4.60
478.15 10.44
488.15 23.45
498.15 50.92


10 449.15 0.55 13.2 � 0.1 150.0 � 0.7
458.75 1.30
467.95 2.80
478.25 6.50
487.45 13.32


11 459.15 1.68 15.2 � 0.2 166.4 � 2.1
468.35 4.13
478.55 9.45
488.45 23.14
498.45 53.02


12 449.65 0.77 13.5 � 0.9 151.7 � 0.8
468.25 3.78
478.05 8.27
488.05 18.66
497.75 38.67
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Products of pyrolysis were analysed by 1H and 13C NMR
spectroscopy and LC–MS. We investigated the selective
removal of the group at N-4. Pyrolysis of 1, 3 and 4 gave
almost quantitative yields of arylnitriles and 2-cya-


noethyl-1,2,4-triazol-3(2H)-one (13) (Scheme 3).
Similarly, pyrolysis of 5, 7 and 8 gave arylnitriles
and 2-cyanoethyl-1,2,4-triazole-3(2H)-thione (14,
R = CH2CH2CN). Pyrolysis of 9–12 also gave arylnitriles
and 2-glucosyl-1,2,4-triazole-3(2H)-thione (14, R = glu-
cosyl) (Scheme 4). On the other hand, pyrolysis of the
4-nitro derivative 2 gave the expected 13, but no
4-nitrobenzonitrile was detected, 4-aminobenzonitrile
(15) and N,N�-bis(4-cyanophenyl)hydrazine (16) being
detected instead, which most probably resulted from
reduction of 4-nitrobenzonitrile (Scheme 5), in addi-
tion to the oxidation products 4H,
4�H�[1,1�]bi{[1,2,4]triazolyl} � 5,5�-dione (17). Com-
pound 6 is no exception, pyrolysis produced 4-nitroben-
zonitrile and 14 (R = CH2CH2CN), The latter undergo
further elimination reaction of cyanoethylene to produce
14 (R = H), the 4-nitrobenzonitrile produced reacts with
both the primary elimination product 14
(R = CH2CH2CN) to give 18 and with the secondary
elimination product (14, R = H) to give 19 (Scheme 6)
and reduction products 15 and 16. The proposed pathway
for the formation of 18 was substantiated by reacting each
of 14 (R = H, CH2CH2CN) with 4-nitrobenzonitrile under
the same pyrolytic conditions. Analysis of the product
mixture in both cases revealed the formation of 18 (from
14, R = CH2CH2CN) and 19 (from 14, R = H) in addition
to 15 and 16. We were also able to identify the oxidation
product in this case as the (1,2,4-triazol-3-yl)disulfide 20.


Kinetic data together with the products of pyrolytic
elimination reaction of the substrates 1–12 allow the
following conclusions and comparison to be made:


(i) The six-membered TS, mechanism (Scheme 1) adopted
in order to account for the kinetic results and reaction
products involves thermal extrusion of 4-arylbenzoni-


)�&�� �" (��� "������ �# ��&����� ����� �� ��� � !�� ��� �	��&	��� �! )%��	&�#�����%*%"	�����	&%��*�)%����+�&%�,*-.%���� )%
��	&�#�����%*%"	�����	& �# *%$&�"��	&%��*�)%����+�&�%�,*-.%������


Y


103k (s�1)


krol (II)/(I) krol (II)/(III)


H 5.08 5.44 5.77 1.07 � 103 0.94
4-NO2 4.29 2.14 3.32 0.49 � 103 0.65
4-Cl 1.26 3.33 3.94 2.68 � 103 0.85
4-Me 2.29 5.68 5.94 2.48 � 103 0.96
4-OMe 1.75 5.13 4.52 2.93 � 103 1.14
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trile from the substrates; it is noteworthy that the values
obtained for Arrhenius parameters are typical of polar
homogeneous pyrolytic gas-phase reactions.5


(ii) 4-Arylidenimino-2-cyanoethyl-1,2,4-triazol-3(2H)-
thiones 5–8 are 490–2930 times more reactive than
their oxygen analogues 1–4 (Table 2). This large
difference in molecular reactivity is due to the greater
protophilicity and lability together with the relative
thermodynamic stability and the �-bond energy
difference of the thio and carbonyl bonds. This
contribution from the �-bond to the molecular
reactivity of these substrates together with the almost
negligible electronic effect of the substituent on the
aryl ring indicates that breaking of the �-bond is the
rate-controlling step of the reaction.


(iii) 4-Nitroarylidenimino-2-cyanoethyl-1,2,4-triazol-
3(2H)-one 2 and its thio analogue 6 were exceptional
in term of the pyrolysis products; the primary thermal
elimination products underwent further reactions.
Thus, p-nitrobenzonitrile produced from 2 is reduced
to the corresponding aniline and hydrazine deriva-
tives 15 and 16. On the other hand, p-nitrobenzoni-
trile reacted with the other pyrolysis products of 6
through aromatic nucleophilic substitution of the
nitro group to give the corresponding 3-p-cyanophe-
nylthio-1,2,4-triazole derivatives 18 and 19.


.41.*%5. )!0
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Procedures for the kinetic measurements have been
detailed in an earlier paper.6


1����� ������	�


About 100 mg of the neat substrate was taken in a
custom-made pyrolysis tube and sealed under vacuum
(0.28 mbar). It was placed inside a Eurotherm 093
pyrolysis unit at a temperature and time comparable to
those used in the kinetic investigations. The pyrolysis
tube was jacketed by an insulating aluminium block,
fitted with a platinum resistance thermometer and a
thermocouple connected to a Comark microprocessor
thermometer. After pyrolysis, the tube was allowed to
cool to room temperature and the pyrolysate obtained
was analysed using NMR, IR and LC–MS techniques.


/������	�


1�������	� � ��!���	���	
	����������������
��������	�������������" A solution of 4-arylidenimi-
no-1,2,4-triazol-3(2H)-one (5 mmol) in aqueous pyridine
(50%, 10 ml) and acrylonitrile (0.4 ml, 5.7 mmol) was
heated under reflux for 18 h. After cooling, the mixture
was poured over crushed ice and acidified with


concentrated HCl (5 ml). The precipitate was collected,
dried and recrystallized from ethanol. The following
compounds were thus prepared.


��������	
��	�	������������������������	�����
�������� ���� White crystals, yield 70%, m.p. 132–
133°C. MS: m/z 241 (M�). IR: 3130, 2251, 1706, 761, 727,
693 cm�1. 1H NMR (CDCl3): � 2.89 (t, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz,
CH2CN), 4.17 (t, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz, CH2N), 7.50 (m, 3H,
ArH), 7.80 (m, 2H, ArH), 7.82 (s, 1H, CH=N triazole),
9.75 (s, 1H, ArCH=N). 13C NMR (CDCl3): � 17.3, 41.1,
116.7, 128.1, 128.9, 131.8, 133.1, 136.6, 149.4, 155.6.
Anal. Calcd for C12H11N5O (241): C, 59.75; H, 4.56; N,
29.05. Found: C, 59.62; H, 4.56, N, 29.10%.


�����	���������	
��	�	������������������������	��
������������ ��� Yellow powder, yield 55%, m.p. 166–
168°C. MS: m/z 287 (M�). 1H NMR (DMSO-d6): � 2.98
(t, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz, CH2CN), 4.04 (t, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz,
CH2N), 8.08 (m, 2H, ArH), 8.36 (m, 2H, ArH), 8.68 (s,
1H, CH=N triazole), 9.55 (s, 1H, ArCH=N). Anal.
Calcd for C12H10N6O3 (286): C, 50.34; H, 3.49; N, 29.47.
Found: C, 50.27; H, 3.53, N, 28.75%.


����������������	
��	�	����������������������
��	������������� ���� White crystals, yield 68%, m.p.
136–137°C. MS: m/z 255 (M�). IR: 3126, 2249, 1706,
813, 756 cm�1. 1H NMR (CDCl3): � 2.43 (s, 3H, CH3),
2.88 (t, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz, CH2CN), 4.16 (t, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz,
CH2N), 7.27 (m, 2H, ArH), 7.69 (m, 2H, ArH), 7.81 (s,
1H, CH=N triazole), 9.70 (s, 1H, ArCH=N). 13C NMR
(CDCl3): � 17.3, 21.6, 41.1, 116.7, 128.1, 129.7, 130.4,
136.5, 142.4, 149.5, 155.7. Anal. Calcd for C13H13N5O
(255): C, 61.18; H, 5.10; N, 27.45. Found: C, 61.39; H,
5.08, N, 27.12%.


�����������������	
��	�	����������������������
��	������������� ���� White plates, yield 65%, m.p.
129–130°C. MS: m/z 271 (M�). IR: 3149, 2251, 1703,
832, 723 cm�1. 1H NMR (CDCl3): � 2.89 (t, 2H,
J = 6.9 Hz, CH2CN), 3.89 (s, 3H, OCH3), 4.17 (t, 2H,
J = 6.9 Hz, CH2N), 6.99 (m, 2H, ArH), 7.78 (m, 2H,
ArH), 7.80 (s, 1H, CH=N triazole), 9.66 (s, 1H,
ArCH=N). 13C NMR (CDCl3): � 17.7, 41.4, 55.8,
114.7, 116.8, 125.7, 129.8, 136.5, 149.5, 155.3, 162.5.
Anal. Calcd for C13H13N5O2 (271): C, 57.56; H, 4.79; N,
25.83. Found: C, 57.10; H, 4.84, N, 25.51%.


1�������	� � ��!���	���	
	����������������
��������	�������������	���" A solution of 4-arylideni-
mino-1,2,4-triazole-3(2H)-thione (5 mmol) in aqueous
pyridine (50%, 10 ml) and acrylonitrile (0.4 ml,
5.7 mmol) was heated under reflux for 18 h. After
cooling, the mixture was poured over crushed ice and
acidified with concentrated HCl (5 ml). The precipitate
was collected, dried and recrystallized from ethanol. The
following compounds were thus synthesized.
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��������	
��	�	������������������������	������
�������	��� ���� Pale buff crystals, yield 89%, m.p. 112–
114°C. MS: m/z 257 (M�). IR: 3098, 2251, 751, 690 cm�1.
1H NMR (CDCl3): � 3.02 (t, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz, CH2CN), 4.54
(t, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz, CH2N), 7.53 (m, 3H, ArH), 7.86 (m, 2H,
ArH), 8.11 (s, 1H, CH=N triazole), 10.40 (s, 1H,
ArCH=N). 13C NMR (CDCl3): � 16.8, 44.8, 117.0,
129.2, 129.5, 132.5, 133.1, 140.0, 161.0, 161.9. Anal.
Calcd for C12H11N5S (257): C, 56.03; H, 4.28; N, 27.23;
S, 12.45. Found: C, 56.11; H, 4.28, N, 26.93; S, 12.89%.


�����	���������	
��	�	������������������������	��
������������	��� ���� Pale yellow crystals, yield 85%,
m.p. 183–186°C. MS: m/z 302 (M�). IR: 3125, 2250,
1594, 850, 771, 749 cm�1. 1H NMR (CDCl3): � 3.02 (t,
2H, J = 6.9 Hz, CH2CN), 4.55 (t, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz, CH2N),
8.04 (m, 2H, ArH), 8.06 (s, 1H, CH=N triazole), 8.35
(m, 2H, ArH), 10.92 (s, 1H, ArCH=N). 13C NMR
(CDCl3): � 16.3, 44.2, 116.5, 124.2, 129.3, 138.2, 140.0,
149.9, 155.9, 161.4. Anal. Calcd for C12H10N6O2S (302):
C, 47.68; H, 3.31; N, 27.81; S, 10.59. Found: C, 48.05; H,
3.40, N, 27.41; S, 10.37%.


����������������	
��	�	����������������������
��	�������������	��� � �� Colorless crystals, yield 88%,
m.p. 150–151°C. MS: m/z 271 (M�). IR: 3083, 2251,
817, 753 cm�1. 1H NMR (CDCl3) � 2.46 (s, 3H, CH3),
3.00 (t, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz, CH2CN), 4.54 (t, 2H, J = 6.9 Hz,
CH2N), 7.35 (m, 2H, ArH), 7.79 (m, 2H, ArH), 8.09 (s,
1H, CH=N triazole), 10.28 (s, 1H, ArCH=N). 13C NMR
(CDCl3): � 16.5, 21.8, 44.4, 116.6, 128.8, 129.7, 129.9,
139.4, 143.5, 161.0, 161.5. Anal. Calcd for C13H13N5S
(271): C, 57.56; H, 4.79; N, 25.83; S, 11.81. Found: C,
58.02; H, 4.89, N, 25.93; S, 12.08%.


�����������������	
��	�	����������������������
��	�������������	��� �!�� White crystals, yield 82%,
m.p. 125–127°C. MS: m/z 287 (M�). IR: 3097, 3038,
2252, 819, 758 cm�1. 1H NMR (CDCl3): � 3.00 (t, 2H,
J = 6.9 Hz, CH2CN), 3.89 (s, 3H, OCH3), 4.53 (t, 2H,
J = 6.9 Hz, CH2N), 6.98 (m, 2H, ArH), 7.81 (m, 2H,
ArH), 8.06 (s, 1H, CH=N triazole), 10.11 (s, 1H,
ArCH=N). 13C NMR (CDCl3): � 16.4, 44.4, 55.5, 114.5,
116.6, 124.5, 130.7, 139.2, 160.9, 163.3. Anal. Calcd for
C13H13N5OS (287): C, 54.36; H, 4.53; N, 24.39; S, 11.14.
Found: C, 54.17; H, 4.50, N, 24.21; S, 11.20%.


1�������	� � �� ��������&�����	�����
	��
��������	�����" To a solution of the substituted benzy-
lidene aminotriazoles (5 mmol) in dimethylformamide
(5 ml) was added dry triethylamine (1 ml) and the solution
was stirred for 5 min. Acetobromoglucose (6 mmol) was
added and the solution was heated at 100° for 2 min and
stirred overnight. The precipitate formed upon dilution
with water was filtered and crystallized from ethanol to
afford crystals of the following compounds.


��������	
���	�	������������"����������#�$�%��&���
�������	�������������	��� �'�� Yield 50%, m.p. 192–
193°C (lit.7 m.p. 193°C). MS: m/z 535 (M� � 1). IR: 3474,
3151, 2976, 1751, 1611, 1547, 1427, 1365, 1235 cm�1.


�����	���������	
���	�	������������"����������#�
$�%��&����������	�������������	��� ��(�� Yield 55%,
m.p. 196–197°C. MS: m/z 580 (M� � 1). IR: 3400, 1751,
1593, 1525, 1425, 1365, 1349, 1233 cm�1. 1H NMR
(CDCl3): � 1.97, 2.06, 2.09, 2.10 (4s, 12H, CH3), 4.02 (dd,
1H, CH-5�), 4.18, 4.25 (2 dd, 2H, CH2-6�), 5.28 (t, 1H, CH-
4�), 5.47 (t, 1H, CH-3�), 5.80 (t, 1H, CH-2�), 6.23 (d, 1H,
CH-1�), 8.04 (d, 2H, ArH), 8.11 (s, 1H, CH=N triazole),
8.35 (d, 2H, ArH), 10.92 (s, 1H, CH=N). Anal. Calcd for
C23H25N5O11S (579): C, 47.67; H, 4.32; N, 12.09; S,
5.53. Found: C, 47.62; H, 4.16; N, 12.06; S, 5.35.


����������������	
���	�	������������"����������#�
$�%��&����������	�������������	��� ����� Yield 50%,
m.p. 217–218°C. MS: m/z 549 (M� � 1). IR: 1751, 1606,
1235 cm�1. 1H NMR (CDCl3): � 1.96, 2.06, 2.08, 2.10
(4s, 12H, CH3), 2.45 (s, 3H, ArCH3), 4.00 (m, 1H, CH-
5�), 4.20, 4.30 (2dd, 2H, CH2-6�), 5.27 (t, 1H, CH-4�), 5.44
(t, 1H, CH-3�), 5.80 (t, 1H, CH-2�), 6.25 (d, 1H, H-1�),
7.30 (d, 2H, ArH), 7.75 (d, 2H, ArH), 8.07 (s, 1H, CH=N
triazole), 10.25 (s, 1H, CH=N). 13C NMR(CDCl3): �
21.0, 21.2, 22.2, 62.0, 68.1, 69.4, 74.0, 75.0, 82.0, 129.2,
129.7, 130.2, 140.3, 144.0, 161.6, 164.5, 169.4, 169.8,
170.6, 171.1. Anal. Calcd for C24H28N4O9S (548): C,
52.55; H, 5.11 N; 10.22; S, 5.84. Found: C, 52.75; H,
4.97; N, 10.31; S, 5.55.


�����������������	
���	�	������������"����������
#�$�%��&����������	�������������	��� ���� Yield 50%,
m.p. 194–195°C (lit.6 m.p. 188°C). MS: m/z 564 (M�).
IR: 3455, 3136, 2964, 2937, 2838, 1750, 1605, 1572,
1547, 1515, 1425, 1256, 1223 cm�1.
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ABSTRACT: The barriers to pyrolytic unimolecular elimination by ethyl methanesulfonate and ethyl
methanesulfinate were calculated for both five-membered ring eliminations that yield acetaldehyde and six-
membered ring eliminations that yield ethylene. The experimental observation that related sulfinates undergo the five-
centered elimination and sulfonates the six-centered elimination is reproduced by the calculations and rationalized in
terms of a nucleophilicity/electrophilicity matching issue in the former and a charge-separated transition state in the
latter. Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: sulfinic ester; sulfonic ester; pyrolysis; internal elimination
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We have recently studied the �-elimination reaction of
sulfoxides by means of gas-phase experimental kinetics
and computational methods.1 We showed experimentally
that it could be extended to some new functional
derivatives, including sulfinic esters1 and sulfones.2 All
of these reactions proceed through planar, cyclic five-
membered ring transition states. The reactions are
concerted and relatively synchronous.


During the course of that study, our attention was
naturally drawn to the case of the corresponding
sulfonate ester, which can formally undergo an analogous


reaction to form a sulfinic ester and a carbonyl
compound. However, the gas-phase pyrolysis of alkyl
sulfonates has been well studied and the universal result
is an elimination by way of a six-membered ring
transition state to give olefin and sulfonic acid.3–10 We
prefer the ylide notation to the double bond notation for
the sulfoxide because we fell that it better represents the
electronic nature of the compounds; however, because for
sulfonic derivatives the ylide notation is even less
commonly used and more difficult to read, we use the
S=O notation consistently in this paper.


Early work in the field led to the conclusion that the
members of this class of six-membered ring eliminations,
which includes esters, xanthates, etc., are highly
concerted, with little charge separation in the respective
transition states.11 Chuchani et al.,6 however, picture the
reaction proceeding ‘in terms of an intimate ion pair
intermediate.’ This conclusion is based on the relative
ease of the reaction compared to its analogs,4 various
anchimeric effects,5,7,8,10 and substituent effects.6 It is
further bolstered by the observation that the gas-phase
pyrolysis of neopentyl mesylate, which cannot undergo
the classical six-membered ring transition state, forms
methanesulfonic acid and mainly 2-methyl-2-butene and
2-methyl-1-butene with an Arrhenius activation energy
only a few kcal mol�1 (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) higher than for
the benchmark sulfonic esters.
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In this study, we attempted to provide further insight
into the essence of the sulfinate and sulfonate elimination
reactions through computational methods and to under-
stand the experimentally observed selectivity. We
compared the five- and six-centered cyclic transition
states for sulfinic and sulfonic esters and report here the
�H‡


elim, �Hrxn and �H‡
addn values. We also examined


charge distributions in transition states and show that,
although we see no evidence for an intermediate in the
benchmark six-centered eliminations, the Chuchani
description of the transition state as being highly charge
separated is borne out by the computations.


�!��" # �!�#$ �% &!��


To find the low-energy conformations of the starting
materials and products, conformational searches were
performed using the PM3 semiempirical method as
implemented in Spartan.12 Initial guess transition states
were also found at this level of theory. All subsequent
calculations were performed using the GAMESS suite of
programs,13 and the results were visualized using
MacMolPlt.14


Geometries were optimized at HF/6–31G(d,p) and
then refined at MP2/6–31G(d,p). Final energies reported
here result from single-point calculations at the MP2/6–
311 � G(3df,2p)//MP2/6–31G(d,p) level. Hessians were
also obtained at the MP2/6–31G(d,p) level to confirm the
nature of the stationary points and to determine zero-
point energy corrections. The Gonzales–Schlegel second-
order method15 was used for determining intrinsic
reaction coordinate (IRC) paths. The reported �H values
are obtained from the absolute energies of the substrates
and the unscaled ZPEs. This level of theory was shown to
reproduce experimental activation enthalpies very well
for sulfoxide eliminations [see Ref. 1 for further
discussion on this point, in particular for a discussion of
the alternatives of B3LYP, CASSCF with MRMP2, and
CCSD(T)]. Products were calculated as isolated mol-
ecules.


The experimental geometry of dimethyl sulfoxide is
reproduced very well at the HF/6–31G(d,p) level of
theory, better than when either the basis set or theoretical
model is improved in isolation,16 as we have done here by
using MP2/6–31G(d,p). We have attributed this to a
fortuitous cancellation of errors. Geometries at the MP2/
6–31G(d,p) level have bond lengths that are slightly too
long. Nonetheless, we use these for the single-point
calculations with the larger basis set. First, since we are
primarily interested in the relationship between the
reactants and transition states, we must calculate the
transition states reliably. We have seen at least one
instance where the geometry of the transition state of a
sulfoxide elimination reaction calculated at HF/6-
31G(d,p) differed dramatically from that calculated at
any other of several correlated levels of theory.1 As a


result, at least MP2 calculations are required across the
board. Although large basis sets are required to obtain
relative energies of isomers correct in these systems,17


MP2 optimizations with those basis sets remain extre-
mely time consuming. Fortunately, in all but the most
sensitive cases among the sulfoxide eliminations, such
optimizations lead to changes in �H‡ and �H of
�1 kcal mol�1,1 so such refinements were not performed
here. Atomic charges and bond order indices were
obtained from the generalized MP2 density matrix.


�%�"$ � #�� ����"���!�


The compounds examined, schematic transition states
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and products are shown in Scheme 1. The calculated
geometries of 1TS6, 2TS6, 3TS6 and 4TS6 are shown in
Scheme 2. The calculated activation enthalpies (�H‡


elim),
reaction enthalpies (�Hrxn) and activation enthalpies for
the reverse reaction (�H‡


addn, i.e. the addition of the
sulfur oxyacid to the �-system), all at 0 K, are given in
Table 1. The syn and anti designations for the five-
membered ring eliminations depend on the relative
stereochemistry of the two methyl groups. Given that
the calculated activation enthalpies are approximately
equal, all further discussion will be restricted to the anti
transition states, which are slightly lower in energy. For
the six-centered elimination, no intermediates were
found. Instead, a single transition state was obtained,
which was shown to connect the starting materials and
products by running intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)


calculations, the results of which are shown in the
supplementary material, available at the epoc website at
http://www.wiley.com/epoc.


The atoms involved in bond making and breaking in
structures 1TS5 and 2TS5 are aligned in a plane. We
have reported extensively on transition states closely
analogous to these elsewhere.1 The key atoms in 1TS6
and 2TS6 are also in a planar arrangement. As illustrated
in Scheme 2, the O—H—C angle is nearly 180°. In their
planarity, these transition states are consistent with those
recently discussed by Birney and co-workers18,19 in the
context of pseudopericyclic six-membered ring reactions
of carbonyl-containing compounds, but the reactions are
not pseudopericyclic in that the sulfur atom is not directly
involved.


The calculated activation enthalpies may only be


��'	
	 )


 ���	 (� ���������� �����	� ��� ������	� ����������


Compound �H‡
elim(kcal mol�1) �Hrxn(kcal mol�1) �H‡


addn(kcal mol�1)


Six-centered elimination —
1 42.6 21.4 21.2
2 50.6 20.9 29.7
3 16.7 12.4 4.3
4 18.3 12.3 6.0
Five-centered elimination —
1 syn 63.4 17.9 45.5
1 anti 63.2 17.9 45.3
2 syn 30.6 7.2 23.4
2 anti 29.8 7.2 22.6


a MP2/6–311 � G(3df,2p)//MP2/6–31G(d,p) � ZPE. Enthalpies are thus calculated for 0 K.
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compared with experimental data in two cases. No data
are available for 3 or 4 (or models thereof), and only the
lower energy reaction is experimentally observed for 1
and 2. The five-centered elimination is characteristic of
sulfinyl derivatives, and the calculated value of
30 kcal mol�1 can be compared with the experimental
value of 35 kcal mol�1 for 3-phenylpropyl methanesulfi-
nate.1 This deviation of 5 kcal mol�1 compared with the
best experimental model is larger than any of the others
previously calculated for these reactions, most of which
are within 2 kcal mol�1.1,2 The experimental Arrhenius
activation energy for the six-membered ring elimination
of ethyl methanesulfonate to give ethylene and metha-
nesulfonic acid is 41.0 � 0.3 kcal mol�1.4 This corre-
sponds to an activation enthalpy of � 39.9 kcal mol�1,
and compares well with the calculated value of
42.6 kcal mol�1.


In Tables 2, 3 and 4 are given the calculated atomic
charges and bond order indices21–23 for compounds 1–4,
the respective transition states and products. The atom
numbering system for the tables is given in Scheme 3.
There are a number of different approaches to computing
atomic charge, each of which has its advantages and
disadvantages; we use the ubiquitous Mulliken charges
with the 6–31G(d,p) basis set, where it is known to
perform well.20


The surprising reversal of selectivity for thermolysis of
sulfinates and sulfonates can be rationalized with help
from the present data. First we consider the Chuchani
conclusion that the six-centered reactions are interpre-


table as going by way of ion pairs. Although we see no
evidence for intermediates, there is evidence for charge
separation in the transition state. In particular, O1 and O2


(and in fact, the SO2 or SO3 functionality when summed)
go through maxima in negative charge in the six-
membered ring eliminations at the transition state. For
1TS6, in which the reaction is actually observed, the
O1—C� bond breaking is the most advanced process.
This is consistent with an asynchronous concerted
reaction that may be described as E1-like. Chuchani et
al. experimental results are consistent with this and also
drive our further interpretation of the six-membered ring
elimination of 2.


There is an increase in the activation barrier from 43 to
51 kcal mol�1 for the six-membered ring elimination on
going from the sulfonate (i.e. 1) to the sulfinate (2). This
is not simply a reflection of the endothermicity of the
reaction, since �Hrxn is about the same for 1 and 2. Given
an E1-type mechanism, however, this is understood by
considering the sulfonate’s increased ability to support a
negative charge over the sulfinate. It is well known from
bimolecular reactions, for example, that sulfonates are
better leaving groups than sulfinates. This is, of course,
related to the basicity of the methanesulfonate and
methanesulfinate anions, which are 315 and
321 kcal mol�1 (�G), respectively.24,25 In other words,
we can interpret the higher activation barrier for 2, along
with the somewhat smaller advancement of the O1—C�


bond breaking as a pair of coupled indicators that reflect
the poorer leaving group ability of the sulfinate over
sulfonate ion. If the sulfinate were a better leaving group,
the reaction would, like the sulfonate case, be more
asynchronous.


The five-center elimination results deviate from the
pattern set by the six-membered case for 1 and 2. The
Mulliken charges on sulfur and O1, for example, change
smoothly, without a maximum or minimum at the


��'	
	 *


 ���	 )� ��	�� ���� ���


S O1 C� H� X� H� O2 O3


1 1.31 �0.60 0.01 0.15 �0.36 0.14 �0.53 �0.53
ITS5 1.09 �0.49 �0.01 0.29 �0.34 0.11 �0.55 �0.51


5 � 6 0.92 �0.36 0.28 0.35 �0.42 0.14 �0.64 �0.58
1TS6 1.30 �0.63 �0.02 0.19 �0.50 0.37 �0.65 �0.51


7 � 8 1.28 �0.50 �0.22 0.11 �0.22 0.37 �0.61 �0.50
2 0.95 �0.61 0.02 0.13 �0.35 0.12 �0.59 —


2TS5 0.65 �0.48 0.00 0.28 �0.34 0.13 �0.56 —
9 � 6 0.33 �0.36 0.28 0.35 �0.42 0.14 �0.62 —


2TS6 1.03 �0.66 �0.02 0.16 �0.54 0.38 �0.69 —
5 � 8 0.92 �0.58 �0.22 0.11 �0.22 0.35 �0.64 —


3 1.31 �0.60 0.25 0.14 �0.54 0.34 �0.58 �0.50
3TS6 1.32 �0.64 0.21 0.16 �0.48 0.47 �0.69 �0.50


7 � 10 1.28 �0.50 0.16 0.08 �0.33 0.37 �0.61 �0.50
4 0.99 �0.61 0.25 0.12 �0.55 0.35 �0.63 —


4TS6 1.06 �0.66 0.23 0.13 �0.59 0.44 �0.70 —
5 � 10 0.92 �0.58 0.16 0.08 �0.33 0.35 �0.64 —


a Mulliken, MP2/6–31G(d,p).
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transition state. Similarly, there is no charge maximum at
the transition state, considering the sum of the sulfur and
oxygen atoms combined. The difference in the thermo-
chemistry between five- and six-centered eliminations is
dramatic. The five-membered ring elimination, preferred
for sulfinic esters, is endothermic for both substrates (by
18 and 7 kcal mol�1 for 1 and 2, respectively). More
dramatic, however, are the �H‡


elim values of
63 kcal mol�1 for 1 and 30 kcal mol�1 for 2, a difference
of more than 30 kcal mol�1, and in the opposite direction
than for the six-centered elimination.


Sulfoxides are more basic than sulfones;26 recent
experiments and computations indicate that this trend
also manifests itself for sulfinic esters compared with
sulfonic esters.27 However, while there is certainly a
component of acid–base chemistry to the five-membered


ring eliminations, the 30 kcal mol�1 difference in activa-
tion enthalpies between 1 and 2, we believe, has more to
do with unfavorable charge interactions in the transition
state. This difference is best rationalized by examining
the back (addition) reaction,1 as illustrated in Scheme 4,
in which we have for purposes of emphasis used the ylide
notation for the sulfur center. The values of �H‡


addn are
45 and 23 kcal mol�1 for the formation of 1 and 2,
respectively. The salient point is that in the five-
membered ring addition, the sulfur is acting as a
nucleophilic center. The polarity of the carbonyl is
reversed from what would be the favorable form in the
addition reactions to form 1 and 2; the addition reaction
between 6 and 9 proceeds virtually without barrier with
the carbonyl in the other orientation.1 Here, however, we
can view 2 as a structural modification of 1 in which the
sulfur atom has been made even less nucleophilic. This
leads to the worst possible nucleophilic–electrophilic
mismatch within this set of compounds and a tremen-
dously high barrier for an exothermic reaction. In other
words, for the five-centered elimination to have a low
barrier, the product sulfur should be relatively nucleo-
philic, in addition to the reaction being less endothermic
overall.


In essence, the experimental selectivity of 2 for the
five-membered ring elimination and that of 1 for the other
boils down to a coincidence. The structural requirements
on the sulfur group for the five- and six-membered ring
eliminations, although not exactly opposite, are at least
complementary. The sulfonic ester is a good substrate for


 ���	 *� !	�� 	���� ����� 
	� "����������� ������	� ������


S—O1 O1—C� C�—H� H�—O2 O2—S S—O3


1 0.82 0.77 0.91 — 1.62 1.62
1TS5 0.32 1.21 0.45 0.34 1.14 1.57


5 � 6 — 1.84 — 0.83 0.77 1.58
2 0.74 0.81 0.93 — 1.56 —


2TS5 0.31 1.24 0.43 0.38 1.12 —
6 � 9 — 1.84 — 0.83 0.82 —


 ���	 +� !	�� 	���� ����� 
	� �#��������� ������	� ������


S—O1 O1—C� C�—X� X�—H� H�—O2 O2—S S—O3


1 0.82 0.77 0.94 0.93 — 1.62 1.62
1TS6 1.27 0.26 1.28 0.48 0.29 1.22 1.69


7 � 8 1.65 — 1.85 — 0.80 0.83 1.65
2 0.74 0.81 0.93 0.93 — 1.56 —


2TS6 1.12 0.34 1.27 0.39 0.39 1.06 —
5 � 8 1.58 — 1.85 — 0.83 0.77 —


3 0.84 0.74 0.98 0.80 — 1.54 1.69
3TS6 1.25 0.27 1.42 0.42 0.34 1.15 1.70


7 � 10 1.65 — 1.85 — 0.80 0.83 1.65
4 0.75 0.80 0.96 0.80 — 1.47 —


4TS6 1.07 0.40 1.33 0.33 0.46 1.03 —
5 � 10 1.58 — 1.85 — 0.83 0.77 —
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olefin formation and a bad substrate for carbonyl
formation, while the sulfinic ester is mediocre for both.


In considering what makes a good substrate for these
reactions, the acidity of the abstracted hydrogen has been
a structural consideration, at least in the extensive
literature on the syn elimination of sulfoxides. The effect
of a carbomethoxy group, substituted at the �- or �-
position, is a dramatic increase in the rate over the
unsubstituted case, but the effect is of similar magnitude,
regardless of which position the substitution is made
on.28,29 Hence the effect has been attributed to conjuga-
tion in the transition state more than on the acidity of the
proton. However, we have shown that when an NH3


�


substituent is placed in the �-position, thus increasing the
acidity without adding conjugation, the activation
enthalpy is also lowered.1 �-Hydroxysulfoxides, which
have acidic protons in the �-position, have been proposed
as reactive intermediates.30,31


They are not generally observed as stable compounds
and are calculated to have low barriers to the five-
centered elimination.1 We therefore considered the six-
membered ring eliminations of compounds 3 and 4 for
comparison with 1 and 2. Transition state 3TS6 (Scheme
2) is less planar than those of compounds 1 and 2,
assuming a half-chair conformation. The O and C are on
opposite sides of the plane defined by the SO2H group.
In 3TS6, the ‘protonated formaldehyde’ moiety has an
H—O—C—H dihedral angle of about 45°, where 90°
would represent the maximum overlap between the
breaking HO bond and the forming �-bond. The
analogous angle in 1TS6 and 2TS6 is much closer to
the ideal. The transition-state geometry for 4TS6 is more
boat-like. In both 3TS6 and 4TS6, there is a greater
deviation in linearity for the O2—H�—X� angle than in
the parent structures. As can be seen from Table 4, 4TS6
is more asymmetric with respect to bond making and
breaking. It is earlier than 3TS6 with respect to O1—C�


cleavage and C�—O� �-bond formation and later with
respect to O2—H� bond formation.


For these molecules, the following differences can be
noted from the parent compounds: (1) the transferred
proton, viewed from the starting ester, is much more
acidic; (2) the oxygen, viewed from the product
aldehyde, is more basic than the carbon of ethylene;
and (3) the carbonyl �-bond is stronger than an ethylene
�-bond. Because of the last of these considerations, �Hrxn


is smaller than for 1 or 2 by about 9 kcal mol�1. The
activation barriers are also very low. Very eye-catching,
however, is the real similarity in the calculated barriers
for 3 and 4, smaller than the difference between 1 and 2.
That for 3, the sulfonate derivative, is only about
1.6 kcal mol�1 lower than that for 4, the sulfinate.


The negative charge build-up on O1 in the transition
states is now similar between the sulfinate and sulfonate
derivatives. Most of the corresponding positive charge
build-up appears on H�. There are not large changes in
the BOI trends in comparing the parallel systems. To the


extent that the atomic charges continue to behave non-
monotonically, the elimination reactions of 3 and 4
should also be thought of as E1-like. In this context, the
lack of dependence of the activation enthalpy on the
sulfur ‘leaving group’ is surprising. We suggest that this
dependence may be mitigated by the oxygen atom in the
�-position, which greatly stabilizes the ‘cation’ that one
would write if construing the reaction formally as two
steps. Interestingly, the transition states for 3TS6 and
4TS6 are both earlier than their respective analogs 1TS6
and 2TS6 with respect to O1—C� bond cleavage.
Considering the reaction from the addition standpoint,
the complementary barrier lowering is easily understood
in chemical terms by considering the greater electro-
philicity of the formaldehyde carbon than ethylene
toward protonation of O1.


�!��$"��!��


The sulfoxide-like five-membered ring internal elimina-
tion reaction of sulfinates is closely related to the six-
membered internal elimination of sulfonates. However,
the six-membered ring elimination traverses a transition
state that involves an increase of charge separation,
relative to the starting materials or products. As a result,
the activation barrier is about 8 kcal mol�1 higher for
sulfinates than for sulfonates because of the latter’s
greater ability to support negative charge. A comple-
mentary selectivity of larger magnitude (about
32 kcal mol�1) for sulfinates over sulfonates arises in
the five-centered elimination, which does not involve a
highly charge-separated transition state. We attribute the
large barrier difference between 1 and 2 in the five-
centered elimination to a nucleophilic–electrophilic
mismatch in the transition state that is made worse when
the sulfur atom is more positively charged, as in the
sulfonate.
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ABSTRACT: The substituent effects on the solvolysis of 1-X-phenyl-1-Y-phenyl-2,2,2-trifluoroethyl tosylates were
analyzed on the basis of the Yukawa–Tsuno equation. For the solvolysis of the symmetrically disubstituted X = Y
subseries, an excellent linear correlation was obtained. However, in the solvolyses of series of varying X with a fixed-
Y subset, the substituent effects were found to give significantly concave Y–T correlations. The � value for the Y–T
correlations changes significantly with the fixed Y substituent. There is a qualitative trend of a linear decrease in the �
value as the fixed-Y substituent of the respective subset becomes more electron donating. The non-linearity of
substituent effects was attributed to a substituent-induced conformational change of the transition state, which could
be simulated by calculation of the preferred conformation of the intermediate carbocation. A molecular orbital
optimization method was applied to determine the preferred conformations of the �,�-diarylcarbenium ions derived
from the title systems. The symmetrical carbenium ions X = Y have a preferred propeller shape conformation with
twist angles differing by 14° (E conformation), whereas in the unsymmetrical systems X ≠ Y the two aryl rings are
much more (�30°) differently twisted in the preferred conformation (PT conformation). The linear correlation found
for the symmetrical subseries is essentially an outcome of the E conformation of the transition state. In unsymmetrical
cases, the substituent effect correlation in any Y subset should reflect the conformational arrangements, EX, PX and
TX of the variable X-aryl group, depending on relative � values of X and Y. The substituent effects in the Y-subsets
were successfully treated by three different Y-independent correlations for the preferred conformational
arrangements: E correlation for substituents when (�X � �Y) � 0, PX correlation when (�X � �Y) �0 and TX


correlation for the (�X � �Y) �0 class, respectively. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: �,�-diaryl-�-trifluoromethylcarbenium ion system; solvolysis; substituent effect; Yukawa–Tsuno
equation; reactivity–conformation relationship


-.)(/%#�)-/.


In �,�-diarylcarbenium ion systems, the kinetic effects of
substituents on different aromatic rings are frequently not
simply additive. A substituent on one ring modifies the
charge distribution at the transition state so that a
substituent in the other ring interacts with a charge
different from that which would prevail in the absence of
the first substituent.


The solvolysis of 1,1-diaryl-2,2,2-trifluoroethyl tosy-
lates reveals a structure–reactivity relationship or a linear
substituent effect behavior in the �,�-diarylcarbenium ion
systems,1–5 on which detailed analyses of the substituent


effects were carried out on the basis of the Yukawa–
Tsuno (Y–T) equation:6


log�k�k0� � ���0 � r���
R � �1�


where �0 is the normal substituent constant and ���
R is


the resonance substituent constant measuring the donor
capability of �-electron donating substituents.6b The
parameter r is a measure of the resonance demand of the
given reaction, i.e. the degree of resonance interaction
between the aryl group and the reaction site in the
transition state.1–3,6 Thus, the Y–T equation allows us to
define the intrinsic � scale inherent in the system, and to
derive the appropriate �X as a reference which enables us
to detect non-linearity and non-additivity of substituent
effects.


In this system we studied the dependence of the
substituent effects of a variable X upon a series of fixed Y
substituents.1–3 A precise Y–T relationship was found
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previously to hold for the symmetrically disubstituted
(X = Y) subseries 1 for a wide range of substituents from
(p-MeO)2 to (m-Cl)2 covering a reactivity change of 12
log units, with 2�sym = �8.65 	 0.16 and rsym = 1.17
	 0.04. This simple additivity relationship (X = Y) is


log�k�k0�2X � 2�sym�X � 2�sym
�0
X � rsym����R �X� �2�


However, a similar simple additivity relationship, against
�X � �Y, does not hold for the general case with X ≠ Y,
and a widely spread pattern is observed instead.


For any fixed-Y subset, the Y–T equation failed to
correlate the whole range of substituents with a single
slope, at the ordinary precision level of acceptable
conformity of Eqn. (1). However, the corresponding Y–
T correlation apparently embraced a set of partial Y–T
correlations each with different � and r values for three
different classes of substituents: (a) strong electron-
donating groups, (b) weak electron-donating groups
including m-alkyl and H, and (c) strong electron-
withdrawing groups.


The break of the linear correlation indicates that
different substituent interaction mechanisms are operat-
ing for the different ranges of X substituents within a
single subset of a fixed Y. Compared with the reactivity
range covered by the linear correlation (2) for the
symmetrical subseries, the reactivity change in any fixed
Y-subset is in a relatively narrow range. It is therefore
unlikely that the non-linearity is due to a change in the
reaction mechanism. Most likely, it is closely related to a
substituent-induced change in the conformation of the
transition state.1–3,7


The ArCAr� moiety in �,�-diarylcarbenium ions adopt
a propeller-shaped conformation in order to minimize
steric repulsions.1–3,7 According to the calculation
discussed below, in symmetrically disubstituted (X = Y)
carbocations 1C�, both aryl rings are twisted to relatively


slightly different extents with respect to a reference plane
including the two ipso carbons and the carbenium ion
center. This is denoted here as the E conformation
(Scheme 1).1–3 For unsymmetrical (X ≠ Y) cases, a
different conformation is obtained. In order to achieve
maximum stabilization through aryl-C� resonance, the
ring carrying the stronger electron donating substituent
becomes nearly coplanar with the reference plane (�P �
�10°) while the less electron-donating ring is appreci-
ably twisted (�T � �45°). This conformation is denoted
here the PT conformation (Scheme 1). The conformation
where the variable substituents X are located at the
coplanar aryl while the fixed substituent Y is located on
the twisted ring is denoted here the PX or PX(TY)
conformation. The reverse arrangement is denoted the TX


or TX(PY) conformation.
The substituent effects on the solvolysis of these


systems should reflect the variable geometries of the
transition state which can be assumed to resemble the
intermediate carbenium ions. The twist angles of the two
aryl rings from the reference plane can be related to the
relative resonance capabilities of the X- and Y-sub-
stituted rings. On the basis of this assumption we have
interpreted successfully the non-linear correlations of the
substituent effects in these Y subsets in terms of the
geometry of the intermediate cations.


In order to extend the scope of this approach, we have
examined in detail the substituent effects in fixed Y-
subsets comprising both the E and PT conformation,
which should exhibit all three E, PX and TX substituent-
dependent reactivities. The substituent effects in the
weakly or moderately electron-donating Y-subsets, 5, 6,
6a and 7a, in addition to several subsets previously
reported, were analyzed by using the Y–T equation. The
resulting substituent effect correlations are discussed
with respect to the varying coplanarity of the substituted
rings in the carbenium ions having the E and PT
conformations.


(0$#1)$


$�
��
��	� ����


Most of the solvolyses rate data included in the present
study are taken from our previous papers,1–5 and only
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)��
� �" 9
��
����� ����� 
	 ����������!�!�!����+�
�
����� :�
����� ���
���� �� �
������� ��  *; �.��
�� �����
�


Substituents Rate constantsa 105kt (s�1) at 25°C or 105kt (s�1) [temperature (°C)]


X1 X2 kBr
b kCl kOTs


p-MeO p-OCH2CH2-m (2.61  105) 3050e


p-MeO (4.79  104) 647
p-MeS (1.284  104) 173.7
p-PhO (4440) 63.3e


p-MeO-m-Cl (2690) 39.3, 39.3f


p-MeS-m-Cl (1068) 16.33
3,4-Me2 2210 32.3
p-Me 1582 23.5f


3,5-Me2 741 12.01
m-Me (611) 9.60f


p-F 504 9.82
H 467 7.50, 7.64f


p-Cl (279) 4.56
m-Cl 92.5 1.515
m-CF3 52.7 0.890f


p-CF3 (68.0) 1.19f


3,5-Cl2 24.7 0.404
p-Me p-OCH2CH2-m (2.68  104) 349e


p-MeS (307) 4.99, 49.3 [45]
p-PhO 23.0e 0.425e


p-MeO-m-Cl (17.57) 0.239
p-MeS-m-Cl (3.94) 0.0792
p-Me 0.388
p-t-Bu 0.274c, 3.67 [45], 102.7 [75]
3,5-Me2 0.0852c, 1.229 [45], 37.9 [75]
p-F 0.038d, 0.542 [45]
m-Me 0.0428
H 0.01896
m-Cl 623
m-CF3 229


3,5-Me2 p-MeO-m-Cl 5.37
p-MeS-m-Cl 1.786 (0.0644)g


H 999
m-Cl 30.1
m-CF3 8.83


p-F p-PhO (6.61) 0.1297c


p-MeO-m-Cl 3.127
p-MeS-m-Cl 1.047, 13.62 [45], 243.4 [75]
m-Me 1087
H 608
m-CF3 7.20


m-Me p-OCH2CH2-m (1.489  104) 200e


p-PhO 6.88e 0.140e


p-MeO-m-Cl 4.07
m-CF3 3.31


H p-OCH2CH2-m 183e


m-CF3 p-MeO-m-Cl 0.293, 3.54 (45), 10.73(55), 86.6 [75]
3,4-Me2 561


� ���� ��������� �	
���������� ��������� �� ���� ����� ��� ����� �� ������� �������� ���� ��������� �� ����� ��
�������� ��� ����� �������� ���� ���
��������� ��
������� �� 
�����������
� ��� ���� �� ������� ��� �������� ��� ��� �������� ���� ��������� �� ��� ������
������ ��������� k�� ����� �� ��� ������ ���������� �����
����������� ������� k�� ��� k��� ��� ��	��
� ���������� ��� ���� �� ����� ��
�������� �� ��� ��������� ���������
� �������� ��� ��� ���� �������� ��  !°� ����� �� � �������� 
��
����������� �� ��� ���� �������� �� "�!#$�% �����������
� ��&�� ��� ���� ���� ��
����� �� ���� !�
� ��&�� ��� ���� ���� ��
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new data are given in Table 1. The solvolysis rates of the
title substrates with suitable leaving groups (LG) were
measured conductimetrically in 80 vol.% aqueous
ethanol (80E) at initial substrate concentrations of ca
10�4 mol dm�3. Owing to the remarkable substituent-
induced reactivity change of �12 log units, the rate
constants kLG of the whole series could not be measured
by using a single leaving group. When the solvolysis rates
of the tosylates were too fast to follow, the rate constants
were determined by solvolyzing the corresponding
chlorides or bromides, whereas the rate constants of slow
solvolyzing substrates were obtained by solvolysis of the
tosylates. The kCl values were converted into kOTs values
by (a) using the linear logarithmic rate correlation
between chlorides and bromides, log kBr = 1.048log
kCl � 1.996, where kBr and kCl are the rate constants for
solvolyses of the bromide and chloride of the same
substrates at 25°C in 80% aqueous ethanol, and (b)
converting the obtained kBr values to the value for the
corresponding tosylates kOTs by using a tosylate/bromide
rate ratio of 4.24  105.1–3 Estimated kOTs values for a
series of fixed-Y subsets, 1–7, at 25°C are summarized in
Table 2.


3��
��	� �� �����	����� �������


.���
	����	��" Correlation analyses of the substituent
effects were based on the Y–T equation [Eqn. (1)] for
both the symmetrical (Y = X) subseries 1 and the fixed-Y
subsets, 2–7, by the ordinary least-squares procedure.
Table 3 summarizes the results.


The non-linear behavior of the fixed-Y subsets was
analyzed by the More O’Ferrall treatment8 based on the
Taylor expansion approximation (see below), which is
used for correlation analysis in the form


log�kX�kH�Y � �0�X � �2m�Y��X�2 �3�


where �X is the Y–T �X parameter scale with r = 1.17, �0


is the tangential � value at X = H and the coefficient
(2m)Y is a measure of the non-linearity or the deviation
from the simple linear free energy relationship. The
results are summarized in Table 4.


.������	�	�	��" The simple additivity relationship Eqn.
(2) for the symmetrically disubstituted series 1 was
applied for all the substrates with X �� Y in the form


log�kXY�kHH� � �sym��X � �Y�
� �sym���0


X � �0
Y� � rsym
����R �X


� ����
R �Y�� �4�


When log (kXY/kHH) values are plotted against �X � �Y


with r = 1.17 (Fig. 1), the additivity correlation Eqn. (4)
does not hold and a widely spread pattern is observed.


However, it applies with a good precision (SD = 	0.13
and R = 0.9991) for the closely limited substrates (n = 36)
where X and Y are similarly conjugative substituents, i.e.
only when (�X � �Y)�0. There is a significant deviation
from additivity in Fig. 1 when �X differs significantly
from �Y of the fixed substituent Y.


���������	�� �� ������	�� 	���


The structures of the intermediate carbenium ions in our
solvolysis reactions were conventionally used as models
for the structures of the solvolysis transition states. The
geometries of the carbenium ions were obtained by ab
initio MO calculations.9 The results of geometry
optimizations were partly reported in previous papers,2,3


and the data derived from the calculation will be
completely reported and discussed in a forthcoming
paper.


The cations investigated in this study, particularly the
parent carbocation 1C� (X = H), are known to have
propeller-shaped conformations. The two phenyls of 1C�


(X = H) in the RHF/6–31G* optimized structure are each
rotated by 25.3° and 38.4° from coplanarity with the


�	 ��� �" <������� ������
����$ ������� ��� ��� 
	 �
/� 5 �,�)1 	
� ��:�������� �		���� 
� ��� �
��
����� 
	 ����
������!�!�!����+�
�
����� �
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�� !"°�, ��
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carbocation center; the angles are much closer at higher
level (MP2/6–31G*). The difference in the rotation
angles of two rings in the preferred conformation does
not appear to be energetically very important. Indeed, the
bond orders of two benzylic bonds are identical. More-
over, it is likely that a degenerate rapid exchange of the
two rings can take place. The slight difference in the twist


angle should be due to geometric non-equivalence of the
interaction of two aryl groups with the ��CF3 group.
Essentially the same optimized conformation is obtained
for symmetrically disubstituted carbenium ions 1C�


from X = p-MeO to X = 3,5-Cl2.
The preferred optimized conformations of the mono-


substituted carbenium ion 2C� (X = p-MeO) is the PT


)��
� +" �
�������
� �������� 
	 ��:�������� �		���� 	
� �$���?� ����� 
	 ��:���������


Substrates
Range of substituents X


Yukawa–Tsuno correlation


No. Subset (Y)b nc � r R SD


1 1 (X = Y) Whole range 14 �4.325 	 0.08 1.173 	 0.04 0.9994 0.12
2 (X � Y) Whole range (restricted pais)d 36 �4.33 	 0.07 1.17 	 0.03 0.9991 0.13
3 2 (H) Whole range 19 �4.50 	 0.30 1.66 	 0.17 0.994 0.35
4 s-ED (p-Coumg–p-MeS-m-Cl)e 6 �6.53 	 0.34 (1.79 	 0.30)f 0.16
5 EW (m-CF3, 3,5-Cl2) 2 �2.0
6 3 (p-MeO) Whole range 17 �2.10 	 0.24 1.03 	 0.22 0.972 0.26
7 s-ED (p-Coumg–p-MeO-m-Cl)e 5 �4.06 	 0.25 (1.05 	 0.23)f 0.07
8 w-ED-EW (p-Me–3,5-Cl) 7 �1.87 	 0.05 0.88 	 0.04 0.9991 0.02
9 4 (p-Me) Whole range 16 �3.71 	 0.39 1.56 	 0.26 0.987 0.41


10 s-ED (p-Coumg–p-MeO-m-Cl)e 6 �6.61 	 0.32 (1.39 	 0.20)f 0.09
11 EW (m-CF3, 3,5-Cl2) 2 �2.2
12 5 (p-F) Whole range 11 �3.92 	 0.41 1.63 	 0.26 0.992 0.35
13 s-ED (p-MeO–p-MeS-m-Cl)e 4 �6.19 	 0.43 (1.48 	 0.36)f 0.14
14 6 (m-Me) Whole range 11 �4.27 	 0.53 1.72 	 0.32 0.993 0.43
15 s-ED (p-Coumg–p-MeO-m-Cl)e 4 �6.74 	 0.37 (1.45 	 0.23)f 0.10
16 6a (3,5-Me2) Whole range 9 �4.04 	 0.35 1.59 	 0.22 0.995 0.31
17 s-ED (p-MeO–p-MeS-m-Cl)e 4 �6.19 	 0.54 (2.57)f 0.19
18 7 (m-Cl) Whole range 13 �5.57 	 0.32 1.59 	 0.13 0.9974 0.22
19 s-ED (p-MeO–p-MeS-m-Cl)e 5 �6.50 	 0.50 (1.84 	 0.41)f 0.18
20 ED (p-MeO–p-Me) 7 �6.19 	 0.52 1.57 	 0.20 0.996 0.19
21 7a (m-CF3) Whole range 9 �6.26 	 0.40 1.51 	 0.13 0.9987 0.15
22 s-ED (p-MeO–p-MeO-m-Cl)e 4 �6.73 	 0.34 (1.51 	 0.07)f 0.06


� ��� ���� ��� ��&�� �� 
��� ��� ���� ',"�
b -����� ���� � ��	�� . �����������/ ��� ������������� ��� ��	��
c 0���� �� ������������ ���������
d -�������� ������ 1 ��� ����������� ����������� ������ 
���� �� ������������ �� ��� ��� ��������� �����/ ��� ��	��
e -����� ��������#�������� ���#��������� ����� ������������/ ��� ��	��
f ��� r ����� ������ �� ������������� �����������
g 1���������2���������


)��
� 4" �
�������
� �������� 
	 ��:�������� �		����


Substrate More O’Ferrall correlation [Eqn. (3)]


No. Subset (Y)b nc �0 2m R SD


1 1 (Y = X) 14 �4.325 	 0.08 0.00 (1.000)
2 3 (Y = p-MeO) 17 �1.73 	 0.11 0.66 	 0.18 0.984 0.20
3 4 (Y = p-Me) 16 �3.91 	 0.07 1.61 	 0.11 0.9987 0.12
4 6a (Y = 3,5-Me2) 9 �4.74 	 0.14 1.49 	 0.29 0.9976 0.22
5 6 (Y = m-Me) 11 �4.90 	 0.08 1.65 	 0.13 0.9994 0.13
6 5 (Y = p-F) 11 �4.64 	 0.22 1.64 	 0.22 0.9982 0.17
7 2 (Y = H) 18 �5.14 	 0.13 1.70 	 0.25 0.997 0.24
8 7 (Y = m-Cl 13 �6.23 	 0.58 1.70 	 0.81 0.991 0.41
9 7a (Y = m-CF3) 9 �7.03 	 1.13 1.20 	 1.37 0.994 0.32


10 7b (Y = 3,5-Cl2) 11 �6.61 	 1.05 1.98 	 1.24 0.992 0.35


a The data are taken from Table 2 and in part from Refs 1–3.
� 3�� �������������� ��� ��	��
� 0���� �� ����������� ���������
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conformation with much larger difference in the twist
angle of the two aryl rings, due to the fact that one ring is
extensively twisted and the other nearly coplanar.


The pairs of the dihedral angles, �X and �Y, of the
optimized conformations are tabulated as in Table 5. For
the subseries 1C� where X = Y or (�X � �Y) = O, then is
the same preferred propeller E conformation. Ions where
X ≠ Y or (�X � �Y) ≠O display a PT conformation. The
carbenium ion exists in PX or PX(TY) conformation
(�X = 9 � 15°), when X are more electron donating than
Y in the fixed-Y subset, and the cation takes the TX or
TX(PY) conformation (�X � 45° with �Y = 9 � 15°),
when X are less electron donating than the fixed-Y
substituent.


Thus in the columns for the subsets Y = H and p-Me in
Table 5, the cations with X = p-MeO must have a PT
conformation, except that an E conformation is assigned
for X = p-Me and H. When X is electron withdrawing, the
molecule adopts the PT conformation. For cations
3C�(Y = p-MeO), expected when X = p-MeO which
has the E conformation, all the cations with less
electron-donating X substituents than p-Me have an
optimized PT conformation. The p-MeO members of the
respective Y subsets at the right-hand side of the first row
are the same substrates as the corresponding X members
in the first column, Y = p-MeO, and have identical
optimized conformation to each other.


At both limits, where ��X � �Y� becomes significantly
large, the conformation approaches that of a one coplanar
aryl and one aryl-twisted conformation with the limiting
dihedral angles of �P = 9 � 12° and �T ��50°, respec-
tively, as indicated in italics in Table 5. This limiting
conformation is denoted as the lim PT conformation.


%-$�#$$-/.


From the survey of the correlation results in Table 3, the
apparent � values for the overall Y–T correlations change
significantly with the fixed-Y substituent, and qualita-
tively � decreases linearly as the fixed substituent Y


becomes more electron donating. This dependence
appears to be in accord with the expectation from the
reactivity–selectivity relationship,8,10,11 which is inti-
mately related to the Hammond–Leffler rate-equilibrium
relationship (or the extended Brønsted relationship)12


concerning the transition state coordinate.
Nevertheless, it is of greater importance that the


unsymmetrical subsets where X ≠ Y failed to give a
single linear correlation over the whole substituent range.
Because of the low precision of the fit in Table 3, it is
difficult to decide whether the Y–T equation [Eqn. (1)]
fails to correlate the substituent effects in subsets 3
(Y = p-MeO) and 4 (Y = p-Me). Liu et al.5 pointed out
that the Y–T correlation with a high r value of 1.8
obtained for a subset with Y = p-PhO gave a little
improvement over the linearity obtained by using the
Brown ��, and cast doubt on the real merit of introducing
an additional parameter r.


Similarly, for subsets 5, 6 and 6a where Y = p-F, m-Me
and 3,5-Me2, the Y–T equation is insufficiently capable
of precisely correlating the effect of the whole X-
substituent range as a single linear correlation of
acceptable conformity, but it is capable of detecting the
break of the linear substituent effect correlation in the
�,�-diaryl series.


Whereas the Y–T equation provides excellent correla-
tion (R = 0.999) for subset 7a, it appears to give more or
less significantly non-linear correlations even for 7
(Y = m-Cl) and for the monosubstituted subset 2 (Y = H).


The set of strong electron-donating substituents, p-
OCH2-CH2-m, p-MeO, p-MeS and p-PhO, in addition to
p-MeO-m-Cl and p-MeS-m-Cl, have nearly the same
���R parameters of �0.70 	 0.06, contrary to a sig-
nificant variations of �0.55 �-units of their �0 constants.
Consequently, similarly to the set of m-substituents, this
iso-resonance substituent set provides a convenient
method to estimate the real � value, denoted �ED, for
the relevant reactivity range in any subset, while giving
an indefinite r value for any Y subset. In fact, while a
small �ED value of �4.2 for the electron-donating range
of substituents was obtained for the subset Y = p-MeO,


)��
� 5" %������ ������ /°1� �� ��� ���@A70�BC 
$������ ���������� 
	 ��/���+�
�
������1����������� ����
��!�0


C�(Y)b 3C� (p-MeO) 4C� (p-Me) 2C� (H) 7C� (m-Cl) 7bC� (3,5-Cl2)


X �Y
c �X


c �Y
c �X


c �Y
c �X


c �Y
c �X


c �Y
c �X


c


p-MeO 22.8 36.9d 46.8 15.3 51.2 12.4e 53.9 10.7e 57.3 9.2e


p-Me 15.3 46.8 24.8 37.7d 43.5 19.6 46.8 16.6 53.3 12.5e


H 12.4 51.2e 19.6 43.5 25.3 38.4d 42.0 21.5 45.7 18.7
m-Cl 10.7 53.9e 16.6 46.8 21.5 42.0 25.0 38.4d 42.6 21.5
3,5-Cl2 9.2 57.3e 12.5 53.3e 18.7 45.7 21.5 42.6 25.6 39.0d


� 1������� ������ �.� �4 �� ��� ���� ����� ��� ��� ��������� 
���� �� ��� ������������
� 3�� �������������� ��� ��	��
� �. * ��� ����� ����� �� ��� ��	�� .,�� ����� �4 * ��� ������ �� ��� �������� 4,�� ������
� ������ 5����������6 �� ��� ������� ���������� lim E#�����������/ �. ��� �4 ��� �	�����������
� ������ ����� �� ������ ��� �������� �� ��� ������� ���������� lim PT#�����������/ ��� ��	��
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constant �ED values of �6.46 	 0.24 were obtained for
all the other subsets, ranging from Y = p-Me to 3,5-Cl2.
Obviously, the Y–T correlations for the whole range of
substituents should be non-linear or sharply bilinear in all
subsets. It is therefore remarkable that a precise Y–T
relationship holds for the whole range of symmetrical
substituents (X = Y) subseries 1 where the reactivity
changes enormously.


We conclude that the significant non-linearity of
substituent effect in any Y subset is irrelevant to the
use of the Y–T equation [Eqn. (1)]. The failure in
delineating the substituent effects in these Y subsets is
not due to a deficiency of the Y–T equation but is caused
by an inherent non-linearity of the substituent effects in
the �,�-diaryl system.


The simple additivity relationship, Eqn. (4), against
�X � �Y instead of 2�X gives a widely spread pattern
(Fig. 1). All the fixed-Y subsets give significant concave
correlations, each of which contacts the correlation line
for subseries 1 at the point X = Y. The tangent � value at
this point of any Y subset should be identical with the
�sym value for the symmetrical subseries. The same
behavior has been observed in other �,�-diarylcarbenium
ion reactions, e.g. in solvolyses of benzhydryl chlor-
ides13,14 and �,�-diarylethyl p-nitrobenzoates (M. Fujio
et al., Unpublished results), and in the bromination and
hydration of �,�-diarylethylenes.7


The non-linear correlations have been treated by a
More O’Ferrall analysis [Eqn. (3)]. The results in Table 4
lead to the same conclusions as those from the Y–T
analysis. The �0 value, i.e. the tangent � value at X = H,
becomes more negative as Y becomes more electron
attracting, and all the correlations are significantly
concave with the same degree of curvature, i.e. with
essentially the same mX coefficient, except for Y = p-
MeO.


A large (2m)Y coefficient in Eqn. (3) indicates a non-
linearity of the Hammett-type relationship, and the
concave correlation for the respective Y-subset should
relate to the anti-Hammond shift of the transition state
coordinate (or a late transition state) for rate-accelerating
substrates, if this might be ascribed to the shift of the
transition state coordinate.8 However, this conflicts with
the conclusion deduced above from the behavior of the �
values for the whole substituent set (Table 3).


In these non-linear correlation analyses, we have used
the reference � values (r = 1.17) defined for symmetrical
subseries 1. However, it is important that in the non-
linear substituent effect correlations for varying fixed-Y
subsets, the r value should vary with the fixed-Y
substituent. Thus for instance, the reactivities of p-
MeS-m-Cl and 3,4-Me2 are the same in the symmetrical
subseries 1, the apparent � values of both substituents
being identical at an r value of 1.17. In subset 3 (Y = p-
MeO), p-MeS-m-Cl is clearly less reactive than 3,4-Me2,
with the r value for this subset being �1.17. On the other
hand, p-MeS-m-Cl is more reactive than 3,4-Me2 in


Y = H and m-Cl subsets, with r � 1.17. Furthermore, in
subsets 7 (Y = m-Cl) and 7a (Y = m-CF3), the reactivities
of p-MeO-m-Cl and p-MeS-m-Cl derivatives are dis-
tinctly higher than those of the p-alkyls, in line with
r = 1.5 in the Y–T correlations for these subsets (Table 3).


These complicated substituent–reactivity relationships
are incompatible with the widely accepted interpretation
of a mechanistic change or a coordinate shift of the
transition state. The non-linearity and/or non-additivity in
the substituent effects observed in our system seem to
arise from a substituent-induced change of the conforma-
tion of the transition state.


���������	��6�����	�	�� ��
��	����	


In previous papers,2,3 such complicated non-linearity and
non-additivity behaviors were ascribed to a substituent-
dependent conformation of the incipient carbenium ions.


The reactivity data matrix of the X and Y substituents
in Table 2 can be compared with the MO structural
parameters of the carbenium ions in Table 5. The
reactivities of substrates with X �� Y or at a limit
(�X � �Y)�0 are referred to as inherent substituent
effects of the E-conformation. The reactivities when
X �� Y are referred to as the inherent substituent effects in
the PT conformation, and those at the limits, where
��X � �Y� becomes highly significant, are regarded as
inherent in the lim PT conformation. In any fixed-Y
subset, the parent conformation of the transition state
varies from the E-conformation when X = Y to the PT
conformation when X �� Y arrive at the lim PT
conformation at both limits of the substituent set. A
change in the preferred transition state conformation with
the increase in ��X � �Y� appears to be the major cause of
the non-linearity of substituent effects.


It is reasonable to assume that a linear Y–T relation-
ship [Eqn. (1)] generally holds for systems where the
transition state conformation remains constant. This is
the only requirement for applying the linear regression
analysis to the present system.


The lim PX correlation (5) should be given for the
PX(TY) arrangement of a given fixed-Y subset:



log�kX�kH�Y�P � �P��X�P � �P��0 � rP���
R � �5��


and the TX correlation for the TX(PY) arrangement of
fixed-Y subset by Eqn. (6):



log�kX�kH�Y�T � �T��X�T � �T��0 � rT���
R � �6��


The two correlation lines should intersect for the
symmetrical X = Y member at (�Y)P � (�Y)T, and the
[log (kY)Y]PT value at the intersection point should refer
to the reactivity of the X = Y member of lim PT
conformation. The PX(TY) and TX(PY) correlations of a
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subset (Y) with lim PT conformation should be defined
by the tangent correlation lines at the strong electron-
donating and -withdrawing ends of the non-linear
(concave) plot of the whole-substituents correlation for
a given Y subset. Thus, by extrapolating the PX(TY) and
TX(PY) correlations, the behavior of the lim PT
conformer of the substrates with �X � �Y, which is
otherwise hidden below the line for the preferred E
conformer correlation could be obtained.


This analytical procedure was applied to typical fixed-
Y subsets in the present system.


)�� 
	� 2) ���������	�� �����
��	�� �� ��� ���������
������ �" In the monosubstituted subset 2 (Y = H), all
substituents in the range p-alkyl–m-Cl should obey an E-
conformation correlation. Both the PX and TX correla-
tions can be described by the tangential correlation lines
(against appropriate � scales) at the electron-donating
and -withdrawing ends of the substituent set. Since the
X = 3,5-Cl2 point in subset 2 (Y = H) lies clearly above
the E-conformer line, that may be recognized as
belonging to the lim TX arrangement. The lim TX


reactivities of X = m-CF3 and m-Cl can be estimated by
extrapolating the PX correlations of 7a and 7 to the
origins (X = H). The Y–T plots of the pair of PX(TH) and
TX(PH) correlations of subset 2 with a lim PT conforma-
tion are illustrated in Fig. 2. The two ends of the concave
correlation in the negative � range of the PX correlation
and the positive end of the TX correlation that lie above
the reference E line could be experimentally detectable.
As the crossing point of the two tangent lines, we can
define the specific reactivity [log (kH)2]PT = �4.08 for the
lim PT conformer of the parent compound 2 (X = Y = H),
which should be referred to as the general origin
(� = 0.00) in the � scale. This [log (kH)2]PT value is
1.50 log-units lower than the experimental [log (kH)2]E


value assigned to the origin of the preferred E conformer
correlation.


The plot of X substituents in the PX correlation of
subset 2 (Y = H) is referred to as the trace of the zero
points of the lim T correlations, i.e. the origins (�)T = 0,
of the corresponding X-fixed subsets, and the plot of X in
the lim TX correlation of 2 is referred to as the trace of the
zero points [(�)P = 0] in the case of the lim P correlations
of the X-fixed subsets. The PX and TX correlation lines
for 2 (Y = H) serve as the reference axes for the PX and
TX coordinates in the quantitative analysis of substituent
effects.


)�� 
	� 2)���������� �����
��	�� �� ����������	�
����� �������" The lim PT-conformer analysis was
carried out for the subsets with fixed meta-substituents
Y = m-Me and 3,5-Me2. As the PX (TY), TX (PY) and E
conformers substituent effects in these meta-substituent
fixed-Y subsets are close to those in the reference subset 2
(Y = H), the lim PX (TY) and TX (PY) reactivities can be
analyzed in terms of the PX and TX coordinates defined
above (Table 6). Figure 3 demonstrates the substituent
effect correlations for the three conformational arrange-
ments in these subsets against the sum of �X � �Y. The
(�) parameters for these meta-substituents (Y) are given
here by the r-independent �0 values irrespective of the E,
P and T arrangements.


Thus, the lim PX correlation of subset 6 or 6a is
defined, based on experimental log (kX)Ys, for strong
electron-donating substituents including the log (kH)Y as
the origin (�X = 0) of the PX correlation of each Y subset,
6 or 6a, which corresponds to the point X = m-Me or 3,5-
Me2 on the TX axis. Whereas the PX correlations (�P and
rP values) for these weak m-Y subsets have to be the same
as those of the reference subset 2 (Y = H), the TX


correlation for either 6 or 6a can be defined based on the
experimental log (kX)Ys for X = m-CF3 and 3,5-Cl2,
including the log (kH)Y of the TX-origin of 6 or 6a, which
corresponds to the (�X)P point on the PX axis for either of
these groups.


The lim PX correlation of subset 7 (Y = m-Cl) based on
electron-donating substituents down to p-Me is parallel to
the PX axis with essentially the same �P and rP,


�	 ��� �" '�� >7' $�
� 	
� ��� �
��
����� 
	 ��$��������
/��:������� $�����1�!�!�!����+�
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����� �
������� /�1, �$��
�.����� 	
� ��� 0��
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���� �
�������
� ������� �& 3���
� 5 �,�)� 
$�� ������� 	
� ��� �=��
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���� �
�������
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������� �4 3��� � 5 �,"*"� ���� ������� 	
� ����:���������
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intercepting the TX axis at (�X)T for the m-Cl substituent
(Table 3). This lim PX (Tm�Cl) correlation was extra-
polated to the origin (at X = H) in order to define the TX


reactivity, [log (km�Cl)H]PT, of 2 (X = m-Cl), and also to
define [log (km�Cl)Y]PT values as TX reactivities for any
Y-subsets.


)�� 
	� 2) ��������� �����
��	��� �� ������� 7	��
7��8 �
������������	� �����	������ &� 4 ��� 5" The
behavior of subset 5 (Y = p-F) is close to those of 6
(Y = m-Me) and 6a (Y = 3,5-Me2), and the lim PT
substituent effect has been similarly analyzed in terms
of the PX and TX coordinates. The TX correlation line for
5 based on the points for X = m-CF3 and 3,5-Cl2 lies on
the TX line for 6a (Y = 3,5-Me2), being parallel to the TX


axis and intersecting the PX axis at the point X = p-F.
Thus (�p�F)P of p-F in the lim PT correlation should be
equal to the (�3,5-Me2)P value of �0.14 for 3,5-Me2. The
plots for the middle range of substituents p-Me to m-Cl
fall on the E correlation line. The lim PX correlation
essentially coincides with the PX axis intercepting the TX


axis at (�p�F)T = �0.01, which implies that the rT value
for the reference lim TX correlation for subset 2 (Y = H)
should be ca 0.90.


The substituent effects of the subset 4 (Y = p-Me) are
displayed in Fig. 4 with reference to the PX and TX axes
(drawn as thin lines). The lim TX correlation (�T = �2.0)
was practically defined by the line passing through the
points for X = 3,5-Cl2 and m-CF3, and especially the zero
point (X = H), which corresponds to the point (�p�Me)P


on the PX axis. The lim PX correlation was based on the
strong electron-donating substituents including the point
(�p�Me)T on the TX axis as the origin (�X)P = 0.0 (for
X = H). The results are given in entries 6 and 7 of Table 6.


The � and r values of the PX correlations in the lim PT
conformation system are constant irrespective of the
varying Y, and the TX correlation is also constant for all
the Y subsets examined. This implies that any Y subset in
the lim PT conformation system should have essentially
identical substituent effect correlation; the r and � values
remain nearly the same in either the PX or the TX


correlation irrespective of Y, while closer examinations
are required for a wider range of Y subsets.


In the case of 3, Y = p-MeO, even though all the strong
electron-donating class substituents are correlated en-
tirely with the E conformer correlation, Eqn. (2), an
entire range of X substituents more electron-withdrawing
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than p-Me can define unambiguously the TX correlation
of 3. Extrapolation of this correlation yields a point for
X = p-MeO, ca 0.6 log-units lower than the E-conformer
reactivity. Since the origin, (�X)P = 0, in the PX


correlation for 3 should correspond to the point
(�p�MeO)T for X = p-MeO in the TX axis, the � value
for the PX correlation of 3 appears to be close to the
values for any other Y subsets, while this correlation is
experimentally unobservable.


�/.�1#$-/.


We have proposed a linear regression analysis of the non-
linear and non-additive substituent effects in the
solvolytic generation of the present �,�-diarylcarbenium
ions, in terms of the substituent (Y)-induced change of
the preferred conformation in the carbenium ion forming
transition state.


A simple additivity relationship, Eqn. (2), holds for the
E-conformer substituent effects, whereas an extended
form of weighted additivity relationships, Eqns (5) and
(6), hold for the lim PT conformer system of fixed-Y
subsets. The substituent effects in a given Y subset of the
diaryl system have to be described by different � scale,
(�X)P and (�X)T with different rs for the different
conformational arrangements of the variable X-aryl. In


addition, the use of different � values, �P and �T, for aryls
having non-equivalent conformational arrangements are
essential for a proper analysis.


For three conformational arrangements of the X-aryl
probes, three selectivity parameters, �E, �P and �T, with
different r values, were obtained for the respective fixed-
Y subsets. We found that these selectivity parameters
remain constant for the respective aryl arrangements
irrespective of varying Y subsets. This led to an
important conclusion that there is no coordinate shift of
the transition state with the Y substituents in this system.


0:20(-�0.)31


���������	 The trifluoroacetophenones required for the
preparation of the alcohol precursors of the solvolysis
substrates were synthesized according to Steward’s
procedure by the Grignard reaction of substituted
bromobenzenes with trifluoroacetic anhydride at
�78°C in a dry ice–acetone bath.15


Trifluoroacetophenones were converted into the
corresponding 1,1-diaryl-2,2,2-trifluoroethanols by the
Grignard reaction with substituted phenylmagnesium
bromide at ice-bath temperature. The tertiary alcohols
obtained were purified by column chromatography on
silica gel.
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Substrates Substituent X Yukawa-Tsuno correlation


No. Set (Y) Conformationb Substituent range nc � r R SD


1 1 (X = Y) Whole rangea 14 �4.325 	 0.08 1.173 	 0.04 0.9994 0.12
2 (X � Y) lim.Eb Whole range (restricted pairs)d 36 �4.33 	 0.06 1.17 	 0.03 0.9991 0.13
3 2 (H) PX (p-Coumh–p-MeS-m-Cl), He 7 �6.52 	 0.24 1.505 	 0.084 0.9994 0.12
4 TX (m-CF3-3,5-Cl2), m-Clf 3 �1.978 	 0.08 0.9984 0.03
5 3 (p-MeO) TX (p-Me - 3,5-Cl2) 7 �1.84 	 0.05 0.90 	 0.04 0.9985 0.04
6 4 (p-Me) PX (p-Coumh–p-MeO-m-Cl), Hg 6 �6.23 	 0.18 1.54 	 0.06 0.9999 0.06
7 TX (m-CF3-3,5-Cl2), m-Cl,i Hj 4 �2.1 (0.90)l


8 5 (p-F) PX (p-Coumh–p-MeS-m-Cl), Hg 5 �6.25 	 0.29 1.54 	 0.01 0.9996 0.10
9 TX (m-Cl, 3,5-Cl2), Hj 3 �2 (0.90)l


10 6 (m-Me) PX (p-Coumh–p-MeO-m-Cl), p-Mek, Hg 6 �6.74 	 0.17 1.44 	 0.05 0.9999 0.06
11 TX (m-Cl, 3,5-Cl2), Hj 3 �2
12 6a (3,5-Me2) PX (p-MeO–p-MeS-m-Cl), p-Mek, Hg 5 �6.13 	 0.24 1.550 	 0.09 0.9997 0.09
13 TX (m-CF3, 3,5-Cl2) Hj 3 �2
14 7 (m-Cl) PX (p-MeO–p-MeS-m-Cl), Hg 6 �6.30 	 0.53 1.55 	 0.18 0.9983 0.19
15 7a (m-CF3) PX (p-MeO–H) 9 �6.26 	 0.40 1.506 	 0.128 0.9987 0.15
16 7b (3,5-Cl2) PX (p-MeO–H) 11 �6.32 	 0.23 1.56 	 0.08 0.9992 0.12
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1,1-Diaryl-2,2,2-trifluoroethyl bromides were pre-
pared from the alcohol and phosphorus tribromide by
essentially the same procedure as reported by Liu et al.16


The bromide was purified through column chromatogra-
phy on alumina. Some of the bromides were not easily
purified and were directly utilized for the kinetic
measurements.


The tosylates were prepared according to Tidwell’s
method, by a slow reaction of the alcohols with p-
toluenesulfonyl chloride in the presence of NaH in cold
diethyl ether solution under a nitrogen atmosphere.17 The
tosylate esters obtained were purified by recrystallization
from diethyl ether–hexane.


Physical constants and analytical data are listed in
Table 7.



������	 Commercial 95% ethanol was dehydrated
twice by heating under reflux with magnesium ethoxide
and distilled. Deionized water was refluxed with KMnO4


and the distillate was redistilled immediately before use.
The 80% aqueous ethanol (80E) was prepared by mixing
the corresponding volumes of ethanol (80) and water (20)
at 25°C.


������ �����������	 Solvolysis rates were measured
by a conductimetric method as described previously.1–3


Conductance measurements were made using �50 cm3


of 10�4–10�5 mol dm�3 solution of the substrates (1–
2 mg) in a thermostatted bath controlled within 	0.02°C.
Conductance readings were taken automatically by using
a conductivity meter (CM-60S, Toa Electronics) con-
nected to a computer. Solvolyses were followed by taking
at least 100 readings at appropriate intervals for 2.5 half-


lives; the infinity reading was taken after 10 half-lives.
The precision of fit to first-order kinetics was generally
satisfactory over 2.5 half-lives (R � 0.99995). The
experimental errors in individual runs were generally
�1.5% and rate constants from repeated runs were
reproducible within an accuracy of 3%.
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Substituent (X, Y) M.p. (°C)


Carbon (%) Hydrogen (%)


Calcd Found Calcd Found


Alcohols
m-CF3, 3,4-Me2 liq. 58.63 58.34 4.05 4.16
m-CF3, 3,5-Me2 liq. 58.63 58.47 4.05 4.03
p-MeO-m-Cl, 3,5-
Me2


131–132 59.23 59.01 4.68 4.69


p-MeS, 3,4-Me2 liq. 50.72 50.94 3.72 3.95
p-MeO, 3,4-Me2 liq. 65.80 66.00 5.52 5.64
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MeO-m-Cl
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Bromides
p-MeO, 3,4-Me2 85.5–86.5 54.71 54.72 4.32 4.37
p-MeO, 3,5-Me2 97–98 54.71 54.77 4.32 4.40
p-Me, p-F liq. 51.90 51.20 3.19 3.34
Tosylate
p-Me, m-CF3 44–46 56.56 56.35 3.71 4.06
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ABSTRACT: The kinetics of the title reaction were studied in toluene at 80°C by means of HPLC. The overall rate
constant (ktotal) of the reaction of (E)-�-nitrostyrene (1) with (Z)-C-phenyl-N-arylnitrones (2a–g) was found to
increase with increasing Hammett �-constant, whereas in the case of (Z)-C-aryl-N-phenylnitrones (2g–p) and the
same nitrostyrene the rate decreased. The substituent effect in these reactions is inconsistent with FMO treatments of
cycloaddition rates. For both reaction series good linear relationships were obtained between log ktotal and the net
charge on the carbon atom in the �C=N(O)— moiety of the nitrones calculated by the AM1 method. Copyright
 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: [2 � 3] cycloaddition; nitrones; nitroalkenes; kinetics; substituent effect; AM1 calculations
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During the past two decades, pericyclic reactions of
nitroalkenes have aroused considerable interest and much
effort has been made to establish their capability for
thermally allowed cycloadditions.1–6 Despite this, the
reactions of conjugated nitroalkenes with nitrones have
not been investigated thoroughly. As far as we know,
only cycloadditions with nitroethylene,1,7 nitropropy-
lenes,1,8,9 nitrobutylene,10 �-nitrostyrenes1,7,11,12 and
some sugar nitroalkenes13,14 have been studied from the
regio- and stereochemical point of view, and data
concerning the kinetic aspects of these reactions are
scarce.15 Hence, in this work, we investigated the
cycloaddition kinetics using (E)-�-nitrostyrene (1) and
two coherent series of (Z)-C,N-diarylnitrones (2a–g and
2g–p) with similar steric requirements but different
electron distributions on the reaction centres (Scheme 1,
Table 1). Recently,11,12 we have shown that the [2 � 3]
cycloaddition of these reactants is regioselective and
affords good yields of 2,3-diaryl-4-nitro-5-phenylisox-
azolidines (3a–p and 4a–p) in the ratio of ca 4–5:1,
independently on the type of substituents in the phenyl
rings of parent (Z)-C,N-diphenylnitrone.


The aims of this study were (i) to investigate the
substituent effect on the reaction rate and (ii) to compare
the rate data with FMO treatments of the cycloaddition
kinetics.


�*+�'%,��& -


�������� ��� �	
������ (E)-�-Nitrostyrene (1) and
diarylnitrones 2a–p were prepared according to known
procedures16,17 and were purified by crystallization.
Pure-grade toluene (POCh, Gliwice, Poland) was used
as a solvent and was dried over molecular sieves 4A and
distilled before use. For kinetic measurements, a Knauer
HPLC system equipped with a UV–VIS detector and a
LiChrospher 100RP column (240 � 4mm i.d.) was
applied. Methanol–water (4:1, v/v) or THF–water
(52:48, v/v) mixtures were used as eluents. Kinetic
experiments were carried out in a glass reactor supplied
with a thermostatically controlled heating jacket, mag-
netic stirrer, thermometer, reflux condenser and sampling
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device. The molecular properties of the reactants were
calculated on a Pentium III (733 MHz) computer using
the HYPERCHEM-5 program package.


������� ���
������� The rates of the cycloaddition
reactions were followed by measuring the area of the
HPLC peak corresponding to the nitrones 2a–p. The
reactions were started by mixing a weighed quantity of
nitrone with 50 ml of (E)-�-nitrostyrene solution in
toluene at constant temperature while stirring. The initial
concentration of the former reactant was 0.20–
0.26 mol�1 l, whereas the latter was always in an 11–
15-fold molar excess. The kinetic runs were carried out
up to 70–80% completion at 80 � 0.2°C. During the runs,
0.2 ml samples were taken periodically from the reaction
mixture with a pipette, quenched with cold methanol and
diluted to 5 or 10 ml in a volumetric flask. The solution
was immediately analysed by HPLC at the wavelength
characteristic of the K-band of particular nitrones.18 It
was found that for that band, the Bouguer–Beer plots
were linear within the concentration range studied.


'��)-&�  �� �%��)��%(�


Regression analysis of the experimental data with the
MATCAD-6 program showed that the semilogarithmic
plot of HPLC peak area (S) versus time (t) was linear for
all kinetic runs, according to the first-order kinetic
equation.


ln S � kobst � constant �1�


where kobs is the apparent first-order rate constant,
calculated from the slope of the line by means of a
least-squares fit.


The second-order rate constants ktotal, being the sum of
kA and kB (cf. Scheme 1), were obtained according to a
typical method,19 by division of kobs by the concentration
of nitrostyrene 1. The results are given in Table 1, along
with parameters of the regression analysis.


We found by independent experiments that under the
reaction conditions used in this study, adducts 4 are


partially converted into adducts 3, suggesting that 3 is
more stable thermodynamically than 4. Therefore, the
molar ratio of the stereoisomers, � = [3]/[4], changes with
the reaction progress, shifting towards the value charac-
teristic of thermodynamic equilibrium. For example, in
the reaction of 1 with 2f, � was equal to 4.6 after 150 min,
5.1 after 450 min and 5.2 after 720 min, whereas in the
reaction of 1 with 2p, � was equal to 4.5 after 60 min and
5.0 after 460 min. Tanaka et al.8 described a similar
phenomenon for the cycloaddition of C-phenyl-N-
methylnitrone with (E)-3,3,3-trifluoro-1-nitropropene.
Consequently, ktotal was applied instead of kA and kB


for the study of the substituent effect.
As shown in Table 1, substituents in the phenyl rings of


the parent nitrone affect the overall reaction rates in both
reaction series, but in different manners. In the first
series, on passing from (Z)-C-phenyl-N-(p-methoxy-
phenyl)nitrone (2a) to (Z)-C-phenyl-N-(p-nitrophenyl)ni-
trone (2f), the rate constant (ktotal) of their reaction with
(E)-�-nitrostyrene increases by a factor of 3.2, whereas in
the second series, on going from (Z)-C-(p-methoxy-
phenyl)-N-phenylnitrone (2i) to (Z)-C-(p-nitrophenyl)-N-
phenylnitrone (2p), ktotal decreases by a factor of 2.1. The
substituent effect on the reaction rate was tested using
�,��,�� and �R sets of Hammett constants.19 For both
series, the best correlation was obtained when the values
of ktotal were plotted on a logarithmic scale against
normal �-constants [Fig. 1, Eqns (2) and (3)]:


log ktotal � 0�46�� 3�42 �r � 0�973� � � 0�15� �2�
log ktotal � �0�31�� 3�49 �r � 0�957� � � 0�12� �3�


The � value is positive for nitrones 2a–g and negative
for nitrones 2g–p. Both values are in good agreement
with the Huisgen20 hypothesis of � values which are
characteristic of concerted [2 � 3] cycloaddition reac-
tions.


In order to understand better the experimentally
obtained reactivity orders, we performed FMO analysis,
using AM1-calculated frontier orbitals. The FMO
energies were obtained for fully optimized structures of
reactants (r.m.s. gradient of 0.09). As follows from Table


3�4��� /0 /������ ��	�� 
	� ����	����	� 	
 #�$������	������� #/$ �	 #%$����������&��������	��� ��14 #�$ ��� #%$����������&�
�������	��� �412 #�$
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1, in all cases the energy gap between the HOMO of
nitrones and the LUMO of (E)-�-nitrostyrene (�E2) is
smaller than that between the HOMO of (E)-�-nitrostyr-
ene and the LUMO of nitrones (�E1). Moreover, in both
reaction series �E2 increases with increase in the
substituent �-constants. These facts suggest that the
reactions under study are type II or I according to
Sustmann’s classification.21 Therefore, we should expect
an L-shape or linear Hammett relationships with negative
� values.20 Most likely, factors other than FMO energies
need to be taken into account to rationalise observed
reactivity orders.


It is noteworthy that Samuilov and co-workers22,23


have already reported similar incompatibility for [2 � 3]
cycloaddition of N-phenylmaleimide to C-aryl-N-phenyl-
and C-phenyl-N-arylnitrones. The authors explained the
experimental results in terms of �-localization theory,24


assuming that the transition state in these reactions is the
late one. We found it difficult to extrapolate this approach
to our results, because according to our recently
published data,25,26 the reactions under study occur
rather via an early transition state. It should be noted
that FMO theory also failed in several cases8,12,14,27 to
describe the regioselectivity of nitrone [2 � 3] cycload-
ditions. Such disagreement can be found when the HSAB
theory is applied to these reactions.27


An alternative approach for predicting the reactivity
in cycloadditions of polarized substrates considers
coulombic interactions between charges on the reaction
centres.28 In particular, for the reactants under study,
these interactions can be estimated from a simplified
form of the second term of the Salem–Klopman
equation:28–30


log k 	 �Eq


� �
�qCqC���RC�C�� � �qOqC	��RO�C	�� �4�


where: qi is the effective charges on the reaction centres
in the isolated molecules, Ri are the distances between the
reaction centres in transition states and � is the dielectric
constant of the solvent. The activation energy is lower for
the reactants for which a larger �Eq is obtained.


As can be seen from Table 1, the �-carbon atom of
dipolarophile 1 has a much smaller negative charge than
the �-carbon atom. This is due to the polarization effect
resulting from the electron-withdrawing properties of the
nitro group. In the nitrones 2a–g, the oxygen atom of the
�C=N(O)— moiety has about twice the charge of the
carbon atom. Moreover, the charge on the oxygen atom is
practically constant, whereas the charge on carbon atom
decreases considerably with increase in the �-constant of
substituent R. On the other hand, in the nitrones 2g–p, the
charge on the carbon atom increases with increase in the
�-constant of substituent R1, whereas that on oxygen
decreases slightly. As the charge on the �-carbon of
dipolarophile 1 is negligibly small, the term qOqC�/�RO,C�


in Eqn. (4) can be neglected. Hence it should be possible
to predict the reactivity orders from the electrostatic
repulsion between charges on the �-carbon of nitro-
styrene 1 and the carbon end of 1,3-dipoles 2a–p. As the
expression qC�/�RC,C� remains constant within the
reaction series, the reactivity is controlled by the
magnitude of the charge qC. The preferred reaction
corresponds to the nitrone with less negative charge on
the carbon end of the 1,3-dipole. Indeed, by plotting the
ktotal values on a logarithmic scale versus qC, satisfactory
linear relationships (r � 0.95) were obtained for both
reaction series (Fig. 2). Since the qC of nitrones 2
correlates with the �-constants of substituents R and R1 in
a linear manner, the plots of log ktotal versus Hammett
�-constants are also linear (Fig. 1).


Finally, it should be noted that the approach presented
in this paper was also applied by us with success to
account for the reactivity of the nitrones in [2 � 3]
cycloaddition with N-phenylmaleimide as described
previously by Samuilov and co-workers.22,23


�(��-)�%(��


From the results presented in this paper, it follows that the
reactivity of C,N-diarylnitrones in [2 � 3] cycloaddition
with (E)-�-nitrostyrene cannot be described by using
FMO theory. Owing to the highly polarized structures of
both reactants, coulombic interactions between charges


3�4��� �0 !�	�� 	
 �	� ��	��� ����"� �	��� ������ #0�$ 	� ��� ���'	� ��� 	
 ������	��� ��14 #�$ ��� �412 #�$ 
	� *+ � �,
����	����	� ��� �����	�������
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on the reaction centres override FO preferences and
probably influence the reactivity orders. Nevertheless,
more detailed investigations on similar lines are called
for.
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ABSTRACT: Heat conduction microcalorimetry offers an important technique in the context of physical organic
chemistry for the study of chemical reactions in solution. The thermodynamic basis of the technique is discussed.
Model reaction schemes are used in an examination of the dependence on time of the rate of heat production. The
impact of rate constants and enthalpies of reaction on the recorded dependence is reviewed for first- and second-order
reactions. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: heat conduction microcalorimetry; kinetics; thermodynamics
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In the last decade, microcalorimetry1,2 has made enor-
mous progress, contributing new techniques to the task of
studying rates and mechanisms of chemical reactions in
solution.3–5 One such technique is heat conduction
microcalorimetry. A small closed reaction vessel is in
contact with a heat sink such that the vessel is held at
constant temperature. The flow of heat between reaction
vessel and heat sink is monitored. The recorded quantity
is the thermal power, the rate of heat production dq/dt in
the reaction vessel as a result of chemical reaction.
Progress of chemical reaction in monitored by recording
dq/dt as a function of time where limit(t → �)(dq/dt) is
zero.


Here, we explore key features of the thermodynamic
analysis underlying this technique. We comment on the
dependence on time of dq/dt for first- and second-order
chemical reactions. We describe the impact of enthalpies
of reaction and rate constants on the dependence of dq/dt
on time. The sign of dq/dt depends on whether a given
chemical reaction is either exo- or endothermic. We
consider both possibilities. The integrated heat for a first-
order reaction is calculated as a function of time.


�#$�� !%�&���'


At temperature T and pressure p, the enthalpy of a closed


system having composition � can be defined6 using the
equation


H � H �T � p� �� �1�


The general differential of Eqn. (1) is


dH � �H
�T


� �
p��


dT � �H
�p


� �
T ��


dp � �H
��


� �
T �p


d� �2�


For isobaric changes, dp is zero and dH equals the
differential heat dq passing between the system and
surroundings, being positive for endothermic and nega-
tive for exothermic processes. In heat conduction
microcalorimetry, the closed system is held at constant
temperature. Then,


dq � �H
��


� �
T �p


d� �3�


There is therefore an interesting link with the thermo-
dynamic treatment underlying titration microcalorime-
try.7 In Eqn. (3), d� is the extent of chemical reaction in
the time period dt. Then,


dq
dt


� �H
��


� �
T �p


d�
dt


�4�


Equation (4) is the basic equation for heat conduction
calorimetry. If the chemical reaction in the sample cell
involves a single chemical reaction, then (�H/��)T,p is the
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enthalpy of reaction, �rH. Hence


�dq�dt� � �rH�d��dt� �5�


Here �rH describes a change in a state variable and is
therefore independent of the rate of chemical reaction and
the chemical pathway between reactants and products.
Equation (5) also identifies the key problem in that the
observed dq/dt is given by the product of two terms, �rH
and d�/dt, which are not known a priori. Both �rH and
d�/dt depend on the chemical composition of the solution
in the sample cell. If the solution is dilute in both reac-
tants and products, �rH can be replaced by the standard
enthalpy of reaction, �rH°. Hence dq/dt is proportional to
the rate of reaction d�/dt. The latter is calculated using
the law of mass action. Analysis of experimental results
therefore relies on information concerning the order and
molecularity of the chemical reaction in the sample cell.
Granted this information, one can compare observed and
calculated dependences of dq/dt on time and hence test
proposed mechanisms of reaction.


In the following we explore the dependence of dq/dt on
time for model first- and second-order reactions. It is
informative to consider the integral of dq/dt, namely q, as
a function of time. In practice the recorded dq/dt is also a
function of parameters characterizing a given calori-
meter. Therefore, it is often necessary to calibrate the
calorimeter. We do not consider these operational
considerations in the analysis presented below.


(��'�) �!$� �$&��� �'


We consider the case where a chemical substance X in
aqueous solution undergoes spontaneous chemical reac-
tion to form chemical substance Y in a reaction having
rate constant k at temperature T. If the amount of X at
t = 0 equals n0


X mol, then at time t the amounts of X(aq)
and Y(aq) are �n0


X � �� and � mol, respectively. Hence
the law of mass action for chemical reaction in a sample
cell having volume V yields


�1�V ��d��dt� � �1�V� k �n0
X � �� �6�


From Eqn. (6) at time t,


�d��dt� � kV �c0
X � ���V�� �7�


Here c0
X is the concentration of chemical substance X at


t = 0. Hence with increase in extent of reaction d�, the
rate of reaction d�/dt decreases. As required limit�t �
	� ���V � � c0


X and d�/dt = 0. From Eqns (6) and (7),


d��dt � kVc0
X exp��kt� �8�


Then, from Eqn. (5),


dq�dt � �rH

kVc0


X exp��kt� �9�


In terms of numerical analysis there are advantages,
confirmed where more complicated reactions are in-
volved, in describing the kinetics of chemical reaction
using general equations of the form shown above.
According to Eqn. (9), dq/dt is positive for an endo-
thermic reaction, reflecting the fact that, using the
acquisitive convention, heat flows from the surroundings
into the sample cell in order to hold the temperature of the
sample cell constant. Similarly, according to Eqn. (9), at
t = 0 dq/dt for an exothermic reaction, equals �rH
kVc0


X
indicating that heat flows out of the sample cell in order
that the temperature of the sample cell remains constant.
With increase in rate constant k, the heat flows more
rapidly, reflecting rapid chemical reaction in the sample
cell (Fig. 1). Plots of dq/dt against time approach zero as
time t approaches infinity for both exothermic and
endothermic reactions (Fig. 2)


The integral of Eqn. (9) yields the amount of heat
passing between system and heat sink over the time
interval t = 0 to t. From Eqn. (5),


� t


t�0


dq � �rH

Vc0


X�1 � exp��kt�� �10�


For an exothermic reaction, in the limit(t → �), the total
amount of heat passing between the system and
surroundings equals �rH
Vc0


X, which, again using the
acquisitive convention, is negative for an exothermic
reaction. Thus, for the system modelled in Fig. 3, as
(t → �) q equals �5 J. The integral of d� from t = 0 to
t → � equals c0


X�V .
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'$� �!) �!$� �$&��� �'


In a given bimolecular reaction in aqueous solution
chemical substances X and Y react to form product Z.
Then at time t (i.e. at extent of reaction �), the rate of
reaction (d�/dt) is given by


d��dt � k2V�1�n0
X � ���n0


Y � �� �11�


where V is the volume of the sample cell, or, in terms of
concentrations of reactants X and Y, c0


X and c0
Y,


d��dt � k2V �c0
X � ���V���c0


Y � ���V�� �12�


As t approaches zero for these systems, the limiting dq/dt


is determined by the chemical substance present in the
smallest amount. Nevertheless, the general pattern which
emerges resembles that calculated for first-order reac-
tions (Fig. 4). The ratio dq/dt is calculated as a function of
time using Eqn. (12) in conjunction with Eqn. (5) with
�rH° for the enthalpy of reaction. In other words, we
assume that the thermodynamic properties of the solution
are ideal. The ratio dq/dt shows an initial dramatic
increase (for an exothermic reaction) approaching zero in
the limit(t → �). The integrated heat shows a gradual
change to a limiting value determined by �rH° and the
initial concentrations of reactants.


�'$"! )(��'�) �!$� �$&��� �'


In the limit that the concentration of one reactant (e.g. c0
Y)


is significantly higher than c0
X, the kinetics of reaction in


the sample cell can be described using the following
equation [cf. Eqn. (12)]:


d��dt � k2Vc0
Y�c0


X � ���V �� �13�


At extent of reaction �, the contribution of the solutes to
the enthalpy of the solution is given by


H��� � �n0
X � ��H	


X � �n0
Y � ��H	


Y � �H	
Z �14�


where we again assume that the thermodynamic proper-
ties of the solution are ideal. However, in the limit
c0


Y �� c0
X,


dH�d� � H	
Z � H	


X �15�


The pattern shown by the dependence of dq/dt on time
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through a series of reactions with common substrate X
directly reflects the difference in rate constants.


!�'�"''� �


The analysis presented here is readily generalized to
other types of reaction schemes. In each case an equation
is required relating rates of reaction (d�/dt) to the com-
position at time t of the system. Then, in conjunction with
the rate equation, the form of the predicted dependence of
dq/dt is obtained using Eqn. (5).
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ABSTRACT: Interactions of aliphatic �,�-diamines [H2N(CH2)nNH2, 2 � n � 8] with coproporphyrin I tetraanion
(CP) were studied by spectrophotometry, fluorimetry and 1H NMR spectroscopy in the pH range 7–10 and ionic
strengths 0.01–0.1 M. Diprotonated diammonium cations induce dimerization of CP by forming 1:1 complexes with
CP which undergo much stronger self-aggregation than free CP tetraanions. On increasing the number of methylene
units n connecting the ammonium groups, the binding constants for the complex formation with monomeric CP (KL)
increase but the dimerization constants of the resulting complexes decrease. A hydrophobic contribution to the
binding free energy of �1.6 � 0.2 kJ mol�1 per methylene unit was obtained from the linear correlation of logKL


values extrapolated to zero ionic strength vs the number of methylene units (n = 2–6). A model for diammonium-
induced porphyrin dimerization is proposed, which involves complexation of diammonium cations with CP monomer
via a combination of electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions and subsequent formation of porphyrin face-to-face
dimers in which diammonium cations serve as the stabilizing bridges via ion pairing to carboxylate groups of two CP
monomeric units. Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: diamines; recognition; coproporphyrin I
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Low molecular weight aliphatic di- and oligoamines are
ubiquitous compounds that play important roles in
biological processes.1 A number of synthetic host
molecules have been proposed for their recognition.2–13


Selective complexation of aliphatic �,�-diamines of
general structure H2N(CH2)nNH2 was achieved by using
ditopic receptors containing binding sites for terminal
neutral or protonated amino groups. A large number of
polymacrocyclic ditopic receptors containing crown or
azacrown ethers as binding sites for ammonium groups of
protonated diamines have been synthesized.2–10 Among
them, bis-crown bicyclic receptors with single aromatic7


or peptide8 linkers as well as the chromogenic dye-linked
ditopic receptors9 were reported. In other instances,
bis-metalloporphyrin ditopic hosts, which bind neutral
diamines via coordination to metal cations, were
described.2,11,12 Acyclic basket-shaped hosts containing
symmetrically positioned poly(ethylene oxide) chains
also function as ditopic receptors for protonated dia-
mines.13 All these receptors work in organic solvents,


typically in chloroform or chloroform–alcohol mixtures,
where crown ethers have large affinities to ammonium
ions with binding constants of the order of 105–106 M�1


and not unexpectedly such receptors show very large
binding constants (up to 1010 M�1) for diammonium
cations.


More relevant to biological systems, complexation of
�,�-diammonium cations in water was studied first with
a series of tetraanionic 18-crown-6 derivatives con-
taining four carboxylate groups or four carboxylate
amino acid fragments attached to the macrocycle.14,15


Binding constants for interactions of these hosts with
�H3N(CH2)nNH3


� dications reached 1 � 104–4 �
104 M�1 for n = 2 and decreased to �1 � 103 M�1 for
n = 4. These hosts also showed a significant affinity to
monoammonium cations. A higher charged hexacarboxy-
late derivative of 27-crown-9 shows stronger binding of
�H3N(CH2)nNH3


� dications with logK = 5.30, 4.78 and
3.86 for n = 2, 3 and 4, respectively, and logK = 3.08 for
MeNH3


�.16 A tetracarboxylic derivative of a macrocycle
containing elements of cyclophane and crown ether
structures was designed for complexation of tetramethyl-
ammonium cations and showed strong, but non-selective
binding of tetramethylated diammonium cations.17


Recently, the ion pairing between biological poly-
ammonium cations and anions of different structures in
water has been studied in detail.18–20 The dominant factor
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in ion-pair stability is the total charge of the interacting
species. Highly charged anions such as ATP4� or P2O7


4�


form very stable complexes with diammonium cations
with logK � 5 at zero ionic strength. Of course,
interactions between such highly charged species are
strongly inhibited by added neutral electrolytes, but even
at I = 0.1 M the association is still fairly strong with
logK � 3. In the series of �H3N(CH2)nNH3


� cations, logK
decreases by 0.1–0.3 units on addition of each new
methylene group and this effect is larger for anions
possessing larger negative charge such as pyrophos-
phate.19c


Thus, purely electrostatic recognition of diammonium
cations is rather non-specific, but both high affinity and
certain selectivity in favor of short-chain diamines may
be achieved by using highly charged anions. In the same
line, the discrimination ability of negatively charged
crown ether receptors in water has a similar direction, i.e.
binding decreases with increase in n, but the sensitivity
to n is larger, probably because of generally stronger
binding.


In this paper, we explore the possibility of using a
receptor, which would bind electrostatically the terminal
ammonium groups of a diammonium cation and would
interact simultaneously with its hydrocarbon chain
hydrophobically. Such a combination of Coulombic and
hydrophobic interactions has been reported for the
binding of steroidal polyamines to DNA.21 We chose as
a possible host molecule the tetraanion of coproporphyrin
I (CP), a naturally occurring porphyrin that possesses
four carboxylate groups connected to the apolar porphy-
rin macrocycle via flexible saturated hydrocarbon chains.
Owing to the known sensitivity of porphyrin absorption
and fluorescence spectra to the microenvironment, we
also expected that such a host would make possible the
optical detection of diammonium guests.


Molecular modeling shows that all four carboxylate
groups of CP can easily form contacts with both
ammonium groups of �H3N(CH2)nNH3


� cations at the
van der Waals distances (the calculated mean distance
between ammonium and carboxylate groups is 2.55 Å)
without inducing any considerable strain for 2 � n � 8.
Figure 1 shows as an example the simulated structure of
CP complex with diprotonated 1,4-diaminobutane, which
illustrates the expected features of diammonium–CP
complexation: formation of four salt bridges with
carboxylates and contacts of diammonium methylene
groups with the surface of porphyrin. Evidently, flexible
attachment of distant carboxylic groups to the porphyrin
macrocycle makes CP a rather non-preorganized host.
However, the stability of ion pairs formed by dications
and dianions of different structures was found to decrease
slowly with increase in the flexibility of substituents
connecting the charged groups in each ion.22 Therefore,
in spite of the lack of preorganization, CP should still be
capable of efficient ion pairing. It should be noted that a
related preorganized host, a tetracarboxylic derivative of


tetraphenylporphyrin with convergent carboxyls derived
from Kemp’s triacid, was prepared and used for the
selective complexation of 4,4�-bipyridine in non-aqueous
medium.23


On the other hand, the possible contribution of
hydrophobic binding of saturated molecules to porphy-
rins is questionable. The observation of larger stability
constants of complexes of charged meso-substituted
porphyrins with aromatic oppositely charged species
than with saturated analogs was interpreted as an
indication of the absence of such a contribution.24


However, studies on the complexation of metallopor-
phyrins with amino acids25 demonstrated a noticeable
binding increment of ca �3 kJ mol�1 per methylene
group. Furthermore, dissociation of CP dimers promoted
by organic co-solvents was explained in terms of specific
solvation driven by hydrophobic interactions with
contributions of �1.7 kJ mol�1 per methylene unit.26


Finally, recent results on the complexation of copropor-
phyrin-I-atoiron(III) with histidine-containing peptides
demonstrated a considerable hydrophobic contribution of
alanine residues.27 As will be shown below, a significant
hydrophobic contribution exists in the interaction of CP
with aliphatic diammonium cations, leading to the
opposite trend in binding of diammonium cations with
different chain lengths compared with that mentioned
above for the usual ion pairing, namely better binding is
observed for dications with longer chains.


� �*,!� �') )��+*���('


The solution behavior of CP is complicated owing to
mutually dependent protonation and self-association
processes, the latter being promoted by additions of
electrolytes. The equilibrium constants of CP dimeriza-
tion (KD) have been determined under a wide range of
reaction conditions (pH, electrolyte and organic co-
solvent concentrations).26 Based on these results, we
chose for the study of CP–diamine interaction pH 8 and
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ionic strength 0.1 M (NaCl). Under these conditions,
KD = 8.0 � 104 M�1 and at [CP] = 1 �M ca 90% of the
porphyrin remains in the monomeric tetraanionic form.
The use of a sufficiently high ionic strength is necessary
to minimize non-specific salt effects of added diammo-
nium cations on CP dimerization. For all diamines
studied, with the exception of less basic ethylenediamine
and 1,3-diaminopropane, the dominant form (�95%) at
pH 8 is the dication. With these shorter diamines
interactions with CP were studied in the pH range 7–9
and the respective equilibrium constants for dications
were estimated from the pH dependence. Below pH 7
noticeable spectral changes due to CP protonation
(pKa = 6.0)26 were observed.


Addition of all diamines to ca 1 �M CP solution
produced similar spectral changes in the region of the
Soret band, as illustrated in Fig. 2 for 1,4-diaminobutane.
In dilute solutions at [diamine] �0.02 M a decrease in
absorption with band broadening and an isosbestic point
at 374 nm are observed. At higher diamine concentra-
tions much stronger broadening occurs with increase in
absorption and no isosbestic point is seen. We assume
that the second type of spectral changes are due to the
formation of highly aggregated CP forms, but at low
diamine concentrations there are only two forms of CP at
equilibrium. The character of the spectral changes in this
concentration range is similar to those observed for CP
dimerization.26 Therefore, one possibility is that di-
ammonium cations only induce CP dimerization. Alter-
natively, these changes may reflect the formation of
differently absorbing CP–diammonium complexes. It is
worth noting that additions of monoammonium cations
(MeNH3


�, n-Pr-NH3
�) at concentrations up to 0.1 M did


not change the CP absorption spectra at all. Hence the
observed effects are specific for diammonium cations and


cannot be attributed to an increase in total electrolyte
concentration.


We did not attempt to establish the type of aggregates
formed at higher diamine concentrations. Their formation
was not observed with ethylenediamine and 1,3-diami-
nopropane even on addition of 0.1 M diamine, but with
1,4-diaminobutane it was observed already at concentra-
tions above 0.02 M and with 1,7-diaminoheptane and 1,8-
diaminoctane above 0.01 M. Probably both electrostatic
and hydrophobic interactions of CP with diammonium
cations are involved in the formation of these aggregates.
In order to clarify the nature of the spectral changes at
low diamine concentrations, we studied the interaction of
CP with diamines by fluorescence using both emission
and excitation spectra. Dimerization of CP leads to
complete quenching of its fluorescence.26 Thus, if the
absorption spectra observed in the presence of diamines
belong to a mixture of monomers and dimers, the
excitation spectra should always be the spectra of
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monomeric CP and, therefore, only a decrease in the
fluorescence intensity upon addition of diamines should
be observed in both the emission and excitation spectra.
Conversely, if the absorption spectra belong to a mixture
of monomer and its complex with diamine, the excitation
spectra should show the same changes as the absorption
spectra. Figure 3(a) and (b) show the emission and
excitation spectra of CP in the presence of 1,4-
diaminobutane at low diamine concentrations. Evidently,
only a decrease in the fluorescence intensity is observed
in both types of spectra. However, it is worth noting that
the profile of the fluorescence intensity vs 1,4-diamino-
butane concentration does not go to zero, but rather tends
to ‘saturate’ at a certain level (Fig. 4). Such behavior
agrees with a model that involves association of CP with
diamine and subsequent dimerization of this complex,
with a dimerization constant larger than that for the free
CP. The CP–diammonium association by itself does not
induce noticeable spectral changes, as should be expected
for the interaction involving principally ion pairing of a
diammonium cation with the carboxylate groups sepa-
rated from the porphyrin ring by two methylenes.


The following equilibria should be taken therefore into
account:


(i) dimerization of the monomeric form (M) of CP:


2M � M2 	1



(ii) association of monomeric CP with diammonium (L):


M � L � ML 	2



(iii) dimerization of the complex, which involves two


equilibria:


ML � M � M2L 	3

2ML � M2L2 	4



The respective equilibrium constants are defined by the
following equations:


KD � �M2��M2 	5

KL � �ML��M�L 	6



KD1 � �M2L��M�ML 	7



KD2 � �M2L2��ML2 	8



The observed molar absorptivity of CP in a solution
containing a mixture of monomeric and dimeric forms in
the absence of diamines is given by the equation28


�obs � 0�5�D � 	2�M � �D

		1 � 8KD�CPT
1�2 � 1
�8KD�CPT


	9



where �M and �D are the molar absorptivities of the
monomer and dimer, respectively, and [CP]T is the total
concentration of CP. Analysis of the scheme represented
by the set of equilibria (1)–(4) shows that in the presence
of a diamine a similar equation [Eqn. (10)] can be used
assuming that the species M and ML have similar molar
absorptivities �M and the species M2, M2L and M2L2 also
have similar molar absorptivities �D:


�obs � 0�5�D � 	2�M � �D

		1 � 8KD�app�CPT
1�2 � 1
�8KD�app�CPT


	10



where the apparent dimerization constant KD,app is given
by the equation


KD�app � 	KD � KD1KL�L � KD2KL
2�L2
�	1 � KL�L
2


	11



Equations (10) and (11) were combined and used for
fitting the absorbance vs diamine concentration profiles
assuming [L] = [L]T and using previously determined �M,
�D and KD values as fixed parameters.26


Figure 5(a)–(c) illustrate the shapes and the fitting of
the spectrophotometric titration plots obtained at the
monomer absorption maximum of 392 nm. Similar plots
were obtained at 10 wavelengths both above and below
the maximum and the equilibrium constants KL, KD1 and
KD2 calculated from the fittings of all plots were
averaged. A certain interdependence existed between
the KD1 and KD2 values, which allowed us only an
approximate estimate of these parameters generally with
�30% relative uncertainty. The results obtained for all
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diamines at different pH values and ionic strengths are
given in Table 1. In general, binding constants for
interactions of diamines with monomeric CP at a given
pH become progressively larger with increase in the
number of methylene groups in the diamines, but the
dimerization constants for the self-association of CP–
diammonium complexes become progressively smaller.
Qualitatively these trends are manifested in the shape of
titration plots [see Fig. 5(a)–(c)] in such a way that for
diamines with longer chains the curves are ‘saturated’
faster (at lower diamine concentrations), because of
stronger complexation, but at a lower level because the
observed change in the absorptivity is due to increased
CP self-association, which is proportional to the increase
in KD1 and KD2 over KD.


Let us consider first the pH dependence of KL. Figure 6
shows the pH dependences of the binding constants for
three less basic diamines ethylenediamine, 1,3-diamino-
propane and 1,4-diaminobutane, which have the first pKa


values of their diprotonated forms of 7.08, 8.74 and 9.44,
respectively.29 Fitting of these dependences (shown by
solid lines) to the respective theoretical equation with
literature values of pKa shows that only dicationic forms
of diamines interact with CP, in agreement with the
absence of an interaction of CP with monoammonium
cations (see above). The dimerization constants KD1 and
KD2 are independent of pH (see Table 1), also in
agreement with formation of only one type of monomeric
CP–diamonium complexes. Diammonium cations with
longer hydrocarbon chains have the first pKa around 10
and therefore interactions with them were studied only at
pH 8 when the degree of formation of the dicationic form
is ca 99%.


The next aspect to be considered is the salt effect. All
ionic equilibria depend to some extent on the ionic
strength, and since this dependence may be different for
different reactions, it is always preferable to discuss the
equilibrium constants extrapolated to zero ionic strength.
It has been shown that for numerous host–guest ionic
reactions,22,30 and also for the CP self-association,26 the
salt effect can be satisfactorily described by a simple
Debye–Hückel equation with the apparent charges of
reacting species equal to or somewhat lower than the total
charges:


log K � log K0 � zAzP


��


I
�


�	1 �
��


I
�



 	12



where I is the ionic strength, K0 is the equilibrium
constant at I = 0 and zA and zP are the apparent charges of
diammonium and CP, respectively. Although the reasons
why the Debye–Hückel equation derived for small
spherical ions rather than for large organic ions
possessing highly dispersed charges is still formally
applicable and what the meaning is of the apparent
charged required for the fitting of experimental data to
Eqn. (12) remain unclear, the use of this equation just for
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extrapolation of binding constants to I = 0 is completely
justified. The electrostatic contribution to complexation
of diammonium cations with CP should be similar for all
diamines and therefore the product of apparent charges in
Eqn. (12) should be also similar for all guests. Figure 7
shows the values of logKL as a function of


�
I/(1 ��


I)


for three diamines (Table 1; binding constants for
ethylenediamine and 1,3-diaminopropane are corrected
for incomplete diamine protonation at the pH used). In all
cases the linear correlation is reasonably good. The


!���� -$ 8���( ��������� 9:  �� ���������� � ������ $�% �������� !" ��� ����;���� ��������� 9�� ��� 9�.


������#����( �� �7��'�� 203 ��� 2*3� ���#������5� �� .�°! � $�����


Diamine pH [NaCl] (M) KL (M�1) KD1, (M�1) KD2, (M�1) KL
corr b (M�1)


Ethylenediamine 7.0 0.1 21 6.4 � 106 1.9 � 107 38
8.0 5.7 5.5 � 106 1.7 � 107


8.5 1.4c 5 � 106c 2 � 107c


7.0 0.05 22.8 3.4 � 106 1.1 � 107 44.7
0.03 27.3 4.0 � 106 2.2 � 107 55.7
0.02 38.1 2.2 � 106 1.6 � 107 79.4
0.01 43.0 2.5 � 106 2.2 � 107 93.5


1,3-Diaminopropane 7.0 0.1 35.0 1.9 � 106 6.4 � 106 35.7
8.0 23.2 1.5 � 106 8.1 � 106


9.0 13.3 1.7 � 106 1.3 � 107


10.0 1.4c 3 � 106c 6 � 106c


7.5 0.03 78.7 1.1 � 106 4.7 � 106 84.6
0.02 86.9 1.4 � 106 7.6 � 106 93.9
0.01 89.4 1.7 � 106 9.3 � 106 97.2


1,4-Diaminobutane 7.0 0.1 107 5.0 � 105 2.0 � 106


8.0 105 4.9 � 105 2.0 � 106


9.0 59.0 5.1 � 105 1.8 � 106


10.0 24 5.0 � 105 2.0 � 106


8.0 0.05 156 6.2 � 105 2.5 � 106


0.03 245 2.4 � 105 1.6 � 106


0.02 260 4.0 � 105 1.5 � 106


0.01 250 5.0 � 105 2.0 � 106


1,5-Diaminopentane 8.0 0.1 262 3.0 � 105 4.7 � 105


1,6-Diaminohexane 8.0 0.1 352 1.8 � 105 2.5 � 105


1,7-Diaminoheptane 8.0 0.1 370 2.9 � 105 2.1 � 105


1,8-Diaminooctane 8.0 0.1 400 2.1 � 105 2.7 � 105


a Relative error in KL is ca �10% and in KD1 and KD2 ca �30%.
b Corrected for incomplete protonation of diamines by using pKa values from Ref. 29.
c Relative error �50%.
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values of logKL
0 and zAzP are given in Table 2. As


expected, the product of apparent reactant charges is the
same within the limits of experimental errors with a mean
value zAzP = �3.3, much smaller in absolute value than
the product of total reactant charges, �8. This mean value
was used to extrapolate to zero ionic strength the binding
constants for other diamines (Table 2).


For dimerization constants KD1 and KD2 the salt effect
is significant only for KD1 for ethylendiamine (Table 1).
Fitting of the results to Eqn. (12) gives logKD1


0 =
6.32 � 0.08 and zP


2 = 4.9 � 1.5. In other cases we as-
sumed KD1 and KD2 to be independent of the ionic
strength and took as the estimates of their values at zero
ionic strength averaged values of these constants
obtained under different conditions (Tables 1 and 2).


Table 2 summarizes the equilibrium constants for
reactions (6)–(8) and also gives reported binding
constants for interactions of diammonium cations with
some other anions at zero ionic strength. Comparisons of
reported logK0 values for different tetraanions [P2O7


4�,
Fe(CN)6


4� and H(CHCO2
�)4H] indicate two trends: (1)


for a given anion the binding constants decrease with
increase in the number n of methylenes between nitrogen
atoms; and (2) for a given diamine the binding constants
decrease with increase in charge delocalization in anions.
The degree of negative charge delocalization in CP is,
apparently, much higher than even in the most deloca-
lized 1,2,3,4-tetracarboxybutane tetraanion and, not
unexpectedly, logKL


0 values for CP are smaller than
logK0 for the latter, approaching logK0 for dianions given
in the two last rows in Table 2. Interestingly, the apparent
charge zP of CP estimated from the slope of the Debye–
Hückel plots in Fig. 7 (Table 2) is ca �1.7 (assuming the
charge of diammoniums to be zA = �2), roughly in
agreement with the values of binding constants typical
for a dication–dianion interaction. However, the trend in
binding constants for different diammonium cations with
CP is opposite to that for all other anions. Figure 8(a)


shows the plot of logKL
0 vs number of methylenes n


between the ammonium groups, which is linear for 2 �n
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Anion Parameter


n


Ref.2 3 4 5 6 7 8


CP4� Log KL
0 2.31 � 0.16 2.41 � 0.12 2.82 � 0.23 3.15 3.36 3.38 3.41 This work


�zAzP 3.3 � 0.9 3.4 � 0.8 3.1 � 1.2 3.3a 3.3a 3.3a 3.3a


Log KD1
0 6.3 � 0.1 6.2 � 0.2 5.7 � 0.2 5.5 5.2 5.5 5.3


Log KD2
0 7.2 � 0.1 6.9 � 0.1 6.3 � 0.1 5.7 5.4 5.3 5.5


P2O7
4� Log K0 5.8 5.8 5.6 5.0 4.4 19c


Fe(CN)6
4� Log K0 4.8 4.3 4.4 19c


H(CHCO2
�)4H Log K0 4.2 4.1 4.2 19b


�O2C-R-CO2
�b Log K0 2.85 2.44 2.27 22


�O2CCH2CO2
� Log K0 2.5 2.3 2.0 1.9c 18


a Mean value of the slopes found for diamines with n = 1, 2 and 3.
b Aromatic dicarboxylates.
c 1,10-Diaminodecane.
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�6 with a slope 0.28 � 0.03, and levels off for longer
chains. This slope corresponds to an increment to the
binding free energy of �1.6 � 0.2 kJ mol�1 per methy-
lene and may be interpreted as a contribution of the
hydrophobic effect.


In order to prove the existence of contact between the
hydrocarbon chain of a diammonium cation and the
surface of porphyrin molecule, a 1H NMR titration of CP
by 1,4-diaminobutane was performed. It is well known
that the aromatic ring current of the porphyrin ring
induces strong upfield shifts of the signals of protons of
molecules touching the ring.31,32 The spectrum of 1 mM


CP in D2O at pH 8 in the presence of 0.05 M NaCl and 25
vol.% CD3OD added to reduce the degree of CP self-
aggregation showed two multiplets at 4.242 and
2.895 ppm corresponding to the �- and �-methylenes of
the carboxypropionate chains and two singlets at 3.506
and 10.203 ppm corresponding to methyl groups and
meso protons, respectively. Additions of higher amounts
of CD3OD did not change the positions of the signals.
When the spectrum of CP was recorded in water in the
presence of 0.5 M NaCl added to induce the complete
dimerization of CP, all signals were displaced upfield to
4.225, 2.812, 3.444 and 9.033 ppm, respectively. Such
upfield shifts, which are especially strong for meso
protons, are typical for the dimerization of porphyrins.33


On the basis of these results we assume that CP is
monomeric under chosen conditions. By the spectro-
photometric titration of 1 �M CP with 1,4-diaminobutane
in the presence of 25% CH3OH, 0.05 M NaCl and pH
8, we obtained KL = 112 M�1, KD1 = 7 � 104 M�1 and
KD2 = 4.8 � 105 M�1. Comparison with the results in
Table 1 shows that the addition of methanol induces the
expected considerable decrease in the dimerization
constants, but does not affect significantly the association
constant. On addition of 1.4 mM 1,4-diaminobutane to
1 mM CP in 25% CD3OD–D2O at pH 8 in the presence of
0.05 M NaCl, the signal for the meso protons of CP
broadens into the baseline and other signals move upfield
by ca 0.1 ppm in accordance with increased dimerization
of CP. The reason for the strong broadening of the signal
for meso protons is unclear. Probably the lifetime of the
diamine-stabilized dimer is larger than that for simple CP
dimers. At the same time, two resonances of the
methylene groups of 1,4-diaminobutane also undergo
considerable upfield shifts from 1.557 and 2.841 ppm in
the absence of CP to 1.077 and 2.366 ppm in the presence
of CP. Further additions of 1,4-diaminobutane up to
4.2 mM caused insignificant shifts in the positions of CP
signals, but the diamine signals moved downfield, being
equal to 1.251 and 2.535 ppm in the presence of 2.8 mM


1,4-diaminobutane and 1.318 and 2.603 in the presence
of 4.2 mM 1,4-diaminobutane. This reversal of the trend
in the positions of 1,4-diaminobutane signals reflects, of
course, an increase in the fraction of free diamine. The
calculated species distribution diagram for the conditions
of the NMR experiment with the above equilibrium


constants predicts that the fraction of free diamine
increases from ca 60% to ca 80% on going from 1.4 to
4.2 mM diamine and that the fraction of the ML complex
is always below 3% of total CP. The dominant species are
M2L, the fraction of which decreases from 43% at the
lowest diamine concentration to 15.7% at the highest, and
M2L2, the fraction of which varies from 54% to 81% of
total CP in the same concentration range of the diamine.
Assuming that 1,4-diaminobutane exchanges between its
free and bound states rapidly on the NMR time-scale, one
can estimate the chemical shifts of the diamine methylene
groups in M2L and M2L2 complexes from the equation


�obs � �f xf � �M2LxM2L � �M2L2xM2L2 	13



where �f, �M2L and �M2L2 are the chemical shifts of free
and bound diamine, respectively, and xf, xM2L and xM2L2


are the fractions of diamine in the respective sates. By
using results for all three 1,4-diaminobutane con-
centrations employed we found �M2L = 0.44 and
�M2L2 = 0.35 ppm for the internal methylene groups of
1,4-diaminobutane and �M2L = 1.79 and �M2L2 = 1.67 for
the external methylene groups with an uncertainty of
�0.08 ppm. Thus, the resonances of all methylene groups
of the diamine undergo an upfield shift of ca �1 ppm,
indicating a noticeable aromatic ring current effect on the
bound diamine.


Alternatively, stronger binding of diammonium ca-
tions with longer chains may be ascribed to geometric
factors. First, better complementarity of the ammonium
groups to distant carboxylate groups of CP may be
achieved with longer diammonium cations. Second,
shorter cations may require the carboxylate groups of
CP to be closer to each other in the complex, thus
inducing stronger mutual repulsion and lower complex
stability. Molecular modeling shows, however, that such
effects should be insignificant. Comparison of simulated
structures of complexes with diprotonated ethylendia-
mine and 1,4-diaminobutane shows that in both cases the
van der Waals contacts between cationic and anionic
groups are formed practically withouit strain and the
distances between carboxylate groups in the latter
complex are larger than in the former by less than 1 Å,
which cannot increase significantly the repulsion energy.


Formerly, the dimerization constant of CP in the
absence of diamines at zero ionic strength was found to
be logKD


0 = 3.05.26 Strongly increased dimerization
constants of CP complexed to diammonium guests
(Table 2) are explicable by the decreased total charge
of porphyrin-containing complexes. The importance of
the total porphyrin charge for the self-aggregation is well
documented. For example, tetracationic porphyrins do
not show any tendency for self-aggregation in the
concentration range 1–100 �M in water, but dicationic
porphyrins are significantly aggregated under these
conditions.34 If diammonium–CP complexes have a
structure such as that shown in Fig. 1, their dimerization
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probably occurs via stacking between porphyrin planes
opposite to those occupied by the guest, as shown on the
left in Scheme 1 (mechanism A). In this mechanism the
role of the diammonium cation is to neutralize partially
the negative charge of CP and to move the carboxylate
groups of interacting porphyrins at the largest possible
distance. However, in terms of such a mechanism it is
difficult to explain the strong dependence of KD1 and KD2


on the length of the diamine hydrocarbon chain. The
logarithms of dimerization constants are plotted against


number n of methylene groups of diamines in Fig. 8(b).
Clearly, the opposite trend to that observed for KL [Fig.
8(a)] is seen in this case. The slopes of the lines in Fig.
8(b) are �0.29 and �0.49 for KD1 and KD2 respectively.
Hence it is evident that the favorable hydrophobic
contribution for the binding of diammoniums becomes
unfavorable for dimerization.


A reasonable explanation of the unfavorable effect of
the extension of the diamine chain on dimerization
constants may be proposed based on the assumption that


������ -
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diammonium-stabilized dimers have a different structure,
shown on the right in Scheme 1 (mechanism B), with
diammonum cations serving as bridges between two CP
monomers. In this case diammonium cations are located
outside the porphyrin plane forming ionic contacts with
carboxylate groups. Therefore, in order to form such a
dimeric structure the diammonium cation must lose its
hydrophobic binding contribution existing in the mono-
meric complex and the energetic cost of this loss should
be approximately the same as the energetic gain upon the
formation of the monomeric complex. Indeed, the slopes
in Fig. 8(a) and (b) are similar in absolute vaues, but have
the opposite signs. In connection with this model of
diammonium-induced CP dimerization, it should be
noted that polyelectrolytes are known to induce very
efficiently the aggregation of oppositely charged por-
phyrins by templating the stacking between porphyrin
planes.34,35 It seems that the diammonium-induced CP
dimerization represents the simplest type of such
templated aggregation process.


In conclusion, we note that the hydrophobic contribu-
tion observed in diamine–CP complexation may be
relevant to polyamine–protein interactions, making them
stronger than would be expected on the basis of purely
electrostatic binding. Thus, the binding constant reported
for interaction of spermine (a tetraamine) with protein
kinase CK2 equals 1 � 106 M�1 at an ionic strength of
0.045 M.1c The binding site of protein kinase CK2
involves four glutamic residues and therefore this
constant may be compared with that determined for
interaction of spermine with a tetraanion 1,2,3,4-
butanetetracarboxylate, which equals 7 � 104 M�1 at the
same ionic strength.19a Even the binding constant of
spermine to highly charged polyanion of DNA at this
ionic strength (K = 4.4 � 104 M�1)36 is much smaller than
that for protein kinase. In the last two systems the binding
of spermine is purely electrostatic and the higher affinity
to the protein host may be due to an additional
hydrophobic contribution. In line with this, the binding
of 1,12-diaminododecane to protein kinase CK2 is much
stronger than for 1,4-diaminobutane and even slightly
stronger than for a triamine spermidine.1c


 56 ��� '!�,


Coproporphyrin I chlorohydrate (Aldrich), diamines and
inorganic salts of reagent purity (Merck or Aldrich) were
used as supplied. All solutions were prepared in purified
water (Milli-Q Reagent Water System).


Spectrophotometric measurements were performed
using a Hewlett-Packard Model 8452A diode-array
spectrophotometer and fluorescence spectra were re-
corded on a FluoroMax SPEX spectrofluorimeter
equipped with thermostated cell holders. 1H NMR
spectra were recorded on a Varian Gemini 300 NMR


spectrometer. The pH was measured by using an Orion
710-A pH-meter. All measurements were made at 25°C.


Mathematical treatment of experimental data and the
regression analysis were performed using the Microcal
Origin (version 5) program. The binding and dimeriza-
tion constants were calculated from the experimental
results by non-linear least-squares fitting to the respective
theoretical equations. Species distribution diagrams were
calculated by using Species Ver. 0.8 Academic Software
1999.


Molecular modeling was performing by using the
Biosym/MSI San Diego 1995 program package for
docking calculations. The force field used was the
consistent-valence force field CFF91. The minimization
algorithms used were steepest descents for initial steps
and Newton–Raphson for final steps of minimization.
The dielectric constant for docking calculations was set
equal to 78.5. No cutoffs were defined. The strategy
selected was fixed docking, which freezes the CP ring and
leaves the rest of the binding set totally flexible. Fixed
docking for each ligand–receptor system studied pro-
duced 10 structures. The lowest energy structure was
selected for further refinement. The scheme of atomic
charges used as input for docking calculations was
obtained through Hartree–Fock molecular orbital calcu-
lations with a 6–31 � G basis set. The structures of
diammonium cations were fully optimized and for CP the
single-point calculations were performed. The atomic
charges selected were based on fits to the molecular
electrostatic potential. The Hartree–Fock calculations
were performed with Spartan version 4.0 from Wave-
function.
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ABSTRACT: The ab initio MP2/6–311 �� G** method was employed to examine the interaction of five
electrophiles, Cl2, Br2 NO�, SiH3


� and CH3
�, with benzene. These groups exhibited a full range of complexation from


true �-complexes to full �-complexes (Wheland ions). The energy of complex formation increases in the order given
above. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: electrophiles; aryl �-complexes; aryl �-complexes; ab initio method
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The interactions of neutral and charged species with aryl
�-systems have been recognized as important to various
aspects of physical organic chemistry and to biochem-
istry. The study reported here deals with computations of
the structures and energies of formation of a series of
acceptor–donor complexes with benzene.


In 1949, Benesi and Hildebrand1 examined the
interaction of iodine with benzene and other solvents.
They developed a procedure for determining concentra-
tions for substances for which no molar absorptivity
values were readily available. Their valuable research
established the iodine–benzene complex to be formed in
a 1:1 ratio. Keefer and Andrews2 extended these studies
to a variety of aryl complexes, and about this time the
concept of electron donor–acceptor (EDA) complexes
began to be seen in the literature. Mulliken provided a
detailed quantum mechanical description of these com-
plexes.3 Based on valence bond theory, his work led to a
more accurate description based on the concept of
resonance between non-bonded components and those
in which charge transfer (CT) from the electron donor to
the acceptor had occurred. The existence of such CT
complexes is now a matter of common knowledge.


Over the past decade, it has been established that
mechanisms other than charge transfer may be operative
between aryl �-systems and small molecules. Employing
microwave spectroscopy, Blake and co-workers4 demon-
strated that water reacted with benzene to form what was


described as a weak hydrogen bond calculated as
1.8 kcal mol�1 (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ). The approximate
orientation of the water is indicated in Fig. 1(A). Gallivan
and Dougherty5 demonstrated that replacing the ring
hydrogens with fluorine alters the orientation of the
bound water to that depicted in Fig. 1(B). Owing to their
symmetry, neither benzene nor perfluorobenzene pos-
sesses a permanent dipole moment. Both molecules,
however, have appreciable quadrupole moments in the
sense shown in the figure.6 These reactions may be
described then as dipole–quadrupole interactions. Similar
considerations may be applied to the reported interactions
of carbon monoxide and formaldehyde with benzene.7


It has been known since 1981 that in the vapor phase
potassium ions bind more strongly to benzene than to
water.8 Based on STO-3G calculations, it was concluded
that the most stable structure among the several
considered poised the ion above the plane of the benzene
on the sixfold axis. Extending this study, Caldwell and
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Kollman9 employed a non-additive molecular mechanics
approach that was parameterized for the quadrupole
moment of benzene and incorporating electrostatic
potential interactions. The binding energies for Li�,
Na�, K� and NH4


� followed the experimentally observed
values. Today these observations are categorized as
cation–� interactions.


Dougherty and co-workers10 published a review of
cation–� interactions with particular reference to their
biochemical implications. Among the subjects covered
are (a) the interaction of acetylcholine with a synthetic
receptor as a model for biological recognition,10b (b)
potassium ion reactions with aryl-rich amino acid
sequences which serve as potassium ion channels10c


and (c) the reactions of alkali metal cations with benzene
and several aryl-containing amino acids.10d


Dewar11 appears to have been the first to propose that
�-complex formation may precede the formation of the
then established Wheland intermediate (�-complexes) in
electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions. The current
mechanism is generally written as12


�1�
Based on detailed examinations of the benzylation of


benzene–toluene mixtures, Olah et al.13 proposed that the
transition states for such reactions displayed characteris-
tics varying from weak �-complexes to strong �-
complexes. Reed14a extended this thinking, describing
true �-complexes with the acceptor poised above one of
the ring carbons and bonded at an angle of 90° with
reference to the plane of the ring; while true Wheland
intermediate �-complexes displayed acceptor angles near
125° in reference to the plane of the ring (Scheme 1). This
postulation was based on the observation of the x-ray
structure of the silver salt of B11CH12


� which crystallized
from benzene incorporating a benzene complexed in an
�1 fashion to the silver ion.14b Cowley and co-workers15


extended this concept in their comparison of the
complexation of aluminum alkyls and silylium ions with
aromatic substrates.


Fukuzumi and Kochi16 carried out detailed spectral
examinations of a wide range of arene donor–acceptor
complexes. They noted16b that for a series of arene
halogenations and mecurations the spectral CT bands
decreased in direct proportion to the rate of formation of
the substituted products. More recently, Hubig and


Kochi17 carried out an experimental tour de force
examining the complexes of hexamethylbenzene and
related methylated arenes with seven electrophiles.
Utilizing time-resolved UV–visible and NMR spectro-
scopic measurements and low-temperature accurate x-ray
crystallography, they were able in several cases to
determine very precise geometries. Low temperatures
were required to insure adequate lifetimes, and it was
necessary to include various counterions (i.e. �SbF6 or
�BF4) chosen to enhance stability. The electrophiles
employed were H�, NO�, NO2


�, �CH3, �SiEt3, Cl� and
Br�. At this time, complexes of chlorine or bromine were
not amenable to crystallization (see below). X-ray data on
the �SiEt3 system were taken from the literature as the
�SiMe3 derivative refused to form a proper crystal. NMR
spectroscopy was found to be particularly useful in
differentiating �- and �-complex types. All of these
complexes except one were of the �-bonded type. The 13C
NMR spectra of the �-complexes gave 1:2:2:1 intensity
patterns. The exception was the complex formed by the
nitrosonium ion, which formed an observable �-nitroso-
nium arene complex showing only one line in the 13C
NMR spectrum. Photochemical excitation was required
to produce nitroso �-complexes observable by UV
spectroscopy.18 Considerations of the C—X bond lengths
plus the C—X bond angle made with the plane of the
arene ring provided the best experimental evidence to
date for the proposed continuum of �–�-complexes.


It is pertinent here to mention the paper of Moroku-
ma19 addressing the general problem of molecular
interactions utilizing ab initio methodology. Among the
various causative effects listed were the attractive
interactions comprising (a) electrostatic interactions such
as ion–ion, ion–dipole, dipole–dipole, dipole–quadru-
pole, etc., (b) polarization effects due to the distortion of
electron distributions as species approach each other and
(c) charge transfer effects. Interactions brought about by
dispersion were considered to be too small to require
consideration in this study although the dispersion energy
for the K�–benzene interaction had been calculated to be
ca �5 kcal mol�1.8


The purpose of the computational study reported here
was to examine the possibility of modeling these
complexes in a meaningful fashion. Not only would such
modeling offer savings in time and experimental
difficulties, but one could also examine complexes
derived from neutral species such as chlorine and
bromine. It is known from earlier studies that these two
elements and mercury(II) trifluoroacetate form stable CT
complexes with substituted benzenes.18 Computations
employing benzene offer a chance to examine relatively
weak electron donors. While it may well be that the 13C
NMR chemical shifts of the halogen CT complexes with
benzene will never be accessible, the calculations of the
expected chemical shifts are easily accomplished and
offer a chance to compare characteristics of the benzene
complexes with the observations of Hubig and Kochi.17������ %
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All calculations were carried out at the MP2/6–
311 �� G** level with the Gaussian 98 program.20


Results are given in Tables 1–3. NMR calculated
chemical shifts were obtained by the GIAO method at
the BPW91/6–311G** level (i.e. overall BPW91/6–
311G**//MP2/6–311 �� G**). All chemical shift data
referenced to TMS are given in Table 4. Atomic charges
were calculated from electrostatic potentials by the
method of Kollman and co-workers.21


Since the processes under study involve the union of
two entities into one, the problem of basis set super-
position error (BSSE) may be introduced. To rule on this
question the counterpoise method of Boys and Bernardi22


was applied to the following pairs: chlorine with
ethylene, benzene with bromine and benzene with the
nitrosonium ion. The corrections amounted to 0.37, 0.27


and 0.59 kcal mol�1, respectively. Since these errors are
considerably less than those expected from single method
energy optimizations (�2 kcal mol�1), no further atten-
tion was given to this matter. It is mentioned parenthe-
tically that density functional methods were found to be
unsatisfactory for the purpose of finding the geometries
of these complexes, presumably owing to their known
lack of sensitivity to dispersion forces.23,24


�)�"(�� ��! !��#"��� �


To establish an accurate method and basis set for this
study, a comparison was made with results on a known
CT complex from the literature. Salahub and co-work-
ers23 explored in considerable detail the computational
level required for an adequate geometry for the chlorine–
ethylene CT complex. Since CT complexes will play a


���� %� �	�����	� 	
 ��� ����)� �����
�� )�	������ 
	�
��� ��*	���+����*��� �	��*�� ��� ��� *�����'�� ��*'���,


Distance (Å) Expt. MP210a MP2/6–311 �� G**b


d(C—C) 1.339c 1.341 1.342
d(Cl—Cl) 1.988c 2.044 2.039
d(Cl� � �plane) 3.128c 3.003 3.043


a A triple zeta plus polarization basis set was used.
b This study.
c Ref. 30.


���� -� �	��* ����)��� ����)� 	
 �	��*����	�� �+-  �!� � ��$ ��


Species E (hartrees) �E (kcal/mol) C—X (Å) � (°) � (°) Ring charge (e)b


C6H6 �231.584257 0.0


Cl2 �919.240978
�1 Complex �1150.833270 �5.0 3.036 94.0 2.0 0.06
�2 Complex �1150.833377 �5.1 3.098,3.107 86.2, 84.7 2.1, 1.6 0.18


Br2 �5144.972366
�1 Complex �5376.565910 �5.8 3.118 86.9 1.8 0.10
�2 Complex �5376.565905 �5.8 3.144, 3.189 84.0, 85.8 1.8, 1.0 0.10


NO� �129.308567
Complex �360.947336 �34.2 2.410 103.2 0.4 0.48


SiH3
� �290.441923


Complex �522.113170 �54.6 2.096 96.9 15.5 0.56


CH3
� �39.356532


Complex �271.072769 �82.8 1.594 57.7 45.8 1.02


a Angles defined by


b Total charge remaining on the aryl ring in complex.


���� .� .�) "	�$ *��)���  �/ ! 
	� ��� �	��*���� � ���
��'$�  01�2�+,�� �� 344!�


Benzene complex


Bond


1–2 2–3 3–4


Benzene alone 1.400 1.400 1.400
Chlorine �1 1.402 1.400 1.400
Bromine �1 1.402 1.399 1.401
�NO 1.417 1.392 1.412
�SiH3 1.428 1.395 1.411
�CH3 1.465 1.379 1.411
Benzene 1.401


a The C—C bond lengths for the benzene rings in the chlorine and bromine
�2 complexes were all 1.401 � 0.001 Å.
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part in the following discussion, a brief examination of
the chlorine–ethylene complex was carried out to verify
the methodology to be employed. A summary of their
pertinent values and the experimental parameters along
with the results of the current calculations are given in
Table 1, where it can be seen that the level chosen, MP2/
6–311 �� G**, is equivalent to their chosen best
method. They point out that density functional
methods, even the hybrid Becke3LYP method, did not
give satisfactory results. This result was confirmed here
for the bromine–benzene CT complex.


In 1999, two computational studies of the iodine–
benzene CT complex were published.25 The first of


these25a employed several different computational
methods including the MP2 method employed here.
The authors concluded that an �2 complex with the iodine
at 3.333 Å from carbons 1 and 2 was the most stable form
of the complex. It was also concluded that the potential
energy surface for the complex was very flat. The second
study also employed the MP2 method with the conclusion
that the �2 above-the-bond complex and the �1 above-a-
carbon complex were the two lowest energy forms very
similar in energy and iodine–benzene separations.


During the course of the present investigation,
Vasilyev et al.26 published an x-ray study of bromine–
benzene complex. Crystals were generated and measure-


���� /� ��*�'*���$ ���"	� ������* ��
��  ���! ��
������$ �	 �0�


CT 1 2 3 4 5 6 �� (ppm)a


�1Cl2 126.3 131.3 129.4 130.7 129.4 131.3 5.0
�1Br2 122.7 134.0 129.6 133.0 129.6 134.0 11.3
NO� 154.1 140.3 142.4 157.5 142.4 140.3 17.2
Si�H3 82.9 160.2 138.2 152.6 138.2 160.2 77.3
C�H3 58.4 193.9 136.3 170.7 136.3 193.9 135.5


56.7b 197.7b 139.2b 191.1b 139.2b 197.1b


a The range of carbon chemical shifts in ppm for a given complex.
b See Ref.16a. These are the experimental chemical shifts for the hexamethylbenzene complexes. There is no immediate rationalization of the disparity in the
calculated and experimental values for C4.


$��	�� -� %�** ��$ ���5 �	$�*� 
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ments were taken at 123 K in a sealed capillary. No
solvent was mentioned although many of their low-
temperature studies employed methylene chloride.17


Their x-ray results favored an unsymmetrical �2 bromine
complex above a C—C bond with bromine–carbon bond
distances of 3.18 and 3.36 Å.


For the initial computations on the chlorine and
bromine complexes with benzene, the halogens were
poised parallel to the plane of the benzene ring centered
about the sixfold axis and 4 Å above the ring. There was
no contact of the van der Waals surfaces at these
separations. Optimization (MP2/6–311 �� G**) re-
sulted in the �1 complexes shown in Fig. 2(A) and (C).
The formation energies are given in Table 2. Bond
lengths for the benzene is various complexes are given in
Table 3. Both complexes place the halogen directly
above carbon 1 at angles close to the 90° predicted by
Reed and co-workers14 for �-complexes. The C—Cl and
C—Br distances were both less than the corresponding
sums for the van der Waals radii by 0.46 and 0.53 Å,
respectively.


Subsequently, the x-ray structure for the bromine
complex was used as a starting point for an optimization
of the �2 complex. The �2 structure is shown as Fig. 2(D).
The energy difference between the �1 and �2 structures is
3 cal only favoring the �1 complex. This is not a
computationally meaningful difference but may explain
why only the �1 complexes were formed in the initial
calculation. Calculated at 0 K, the computed and
experimental structures for the bromine complex are
considered to be in satisfactory agreement. Furthermore,
the perturbation of arene bond lengths is zero within
computational accuracy (estimated as �0.01–0.02 Å
from known literature values). The energies of formation
for both complexes fall within the range estimated for
K�–benzene dispersion interaction.8 The amount of
charge transferred to the halogens from the benzene
rings is considerably less than that in the stronger
complexes. It appears that both the dispersion interaction
and charge transfer are taking place. Low barriers to
structural variations in �-complexes are now well known
and consistent with the above observations.25,27


While the structure of the �2 complex of benzene with
chlorine has not been reported, consistency required a
similar computation of this complex. Shown in Fig. 2(B),
the �2 complex was also found not to be totally
symmetric. The C—Cl bond distances were 3.098 and
3.107 Å, respectively. Within the error of the calculation,
the two complexes had the same energy values.


The NMR 13C chemical shifts (Table 4) were
computed on the premise of static �1 structures for both
complexes. As will be noted in the table, carbons 2, 4 and
6 are deshielded with reference to carbons 3 and 5. This
result corresponds to the expected charge effects based
on the resonance structures that one can write for the
cyclohexadienyl cation. The average calculated chemical
shifts for the ring carbons of the chlorine and bromine


complexes are 129.7 and 130.5 ppm, respectively,
compared with 128.5 ppm for benzene. While appro-
priately downfield from benzene, these minor alterations
in chemical shift confirm the weak interaction in these
complexes. It would not be surprising if these two spectra
were found to be single lines since rapid halogen
exchange and/or fluxional rotations of the rings would
lead to chemical shift averaging.


The x-ray crystal structure of the complex between
benzene and the nitrosonium ion (�NO) was determined
by Brownstein et al.28 in 1986. They produced the �NO
from a number of different sources, and there were some
small structural changes and 13C NMR chemical shift
variations due to counterion effects. The N—O bond
length in the hexamethylbenzene complex was reported as
1.128 Å, in excellent agreement with the value found here
for the complex with benzene (1.120 Å). Kim and Kochi18


reported an identical value. The calculated value for �NO
is 1.086 Å. In keeping with the results of the computation,
they reported the nitrogen end of the ion to be closer to the
ring plane than the oxygen. From considerations of the van
der Waals radii both the nitrogen and the oxygen impinge
on the benzene �-charge cloud.


Hubig and Kochi17a reported UV–visible observations
of a transient �-complex that upon photoexcitation
converted to a detectable �-complex. For the mesitylene
complex,18 the x-ray data showed the �NO to be
obliquely oriented with reference to the aryl ring with
the nitrogen 2.5 Å from the nearest carbon. The
comparable value for the benzene–�NO complex is
2.410 Å. Given the positive charge on the ion, the energy
of formation for the benzene–�NO complex is consider-
ably more exothermic than for the halogen cases above.
In keeping with the estimated charge transfer for a series
of methylated benzenes,18 charge transfer is considerably
greater here than for the halogen complexes. The angle �
is consistent with more �-character as well. The C1—C2
bond length is closer to those characterizing �-complexes
as will be seen. Both the Brownstein group28 and the
report of Hubig and Kochi17a indicate the 13C NMR
spectrum for the complex to hexamethylbenzene to
consist of a single line at ca 150–152 ppm.


The chemical shifts calculated here were based on the
static structure and displayed a 1:2:2:1 pattern with the
chemical shifts spread across the range 140–157 ppm. At
least three possibilities exist for the observation of single
aryl carbon resonance line. These may be listed as (1) the
�NO moiety is aligned on the sixfold axis of the arene
ring; (2) a rapid exchange of bound and unbound �NO
exists in solution; and (3) the �NO does a rapid transit
from carbon to carbon around the ring. The latter is
equivalent to a rapid fluxional motion of the ring with
reference to the �NO. Such motions are well documented
for other aryl complexes.29 Whatever the mechanism, by
averaging the chemical shifts for the NO complex in
Table 4 and correcting for the presence of the six methyl
groups (3.8 ppm), the calculated result for the 13C
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chemical shifts is 148.5 ppm, in very good agreement
with the experimental values for the hexamethylbenze-
ne–�NO complex (150.8 ppm).


The complex between (Et)3Si� and toluene has been
the subject of a controversy which need not concern us
here (see Ref. 15 for leading references to this subject).
The (Et)3 Si-toluene complex was reported to show a
C4—Si bond length of 2.18 Å and an angle � = 76°.
When the H3Si� cation was optimized from its starting
position on the benzene sixfold axis, the structure shown
in Fig. 2 was formed. The C1—Si bond length of 2.096 Å
and angle � = 96.9° when coupled with the considerably
greater formation energy (�54.6 kcal mol�1) suggests
the structure to be a closer approach to a �-complex than
those discussed previously. For comparison, the C3—Si
bond length in 3-silyl-1,4-pentadiene was calculated as
1.907 Å. The spread of 13C chemical shifts is consider-
ably larger (77.3 ppm) than others encountered to this
point. Examination of the C1—C2 bond lengths for the
five complexes (Table 3) shows a clear progression down
the list. The H3Si� cation forms a complex somewhat
closer to a �-complex, providing yet another point along
the continuum path.


The �-complex terminus is reached with the complex
formed by the methyl carbocation with benzene. The
C1—CH3 bond length of 1.59 Å closely approximates
that of an sp3–sp3 �-bond. The C1—C2 bond length is
within 0.03 Å of that reported for the heptmethylbenze-
nium ion.17a The 13C chemical shifts follow closely those
reported for the latter ion. The C4—C1—CH3 angle is
122.3°, and the energy of formation is the most
exothermic of the cases considered.


# �#("�� ��


The complexes of benzene with chlorine, bromine,
nitrosonium, silylium and methyl cations when calcu-
lated at the MP2/6–311��G** level display the charac-
teristics attributed to a continuum of complexes from
pure �-complexes to true �-complexes. Both �1 and �2


complexes were found for benzene with chlorine and
with bromine. There is an increasing exothermicity of
formation across the series. The C1—X bonds decrease
in length from those of a loose complex to that of a
typical �-bonded complex. Progressing through the series
the angle � approaches that expected of a tetrahedral C1.
Accompanying this progression is an increasing transfer
of electron density to the accept or partner.
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ABSTRACT: While reviewing aspects of our topological paradigm and the benchmark role played by the benzenoid
polyradicals shaped like equilateral triangles, the topological properties of the reactive polyradicals and their stable
associated leapfrog total-resonant-sextet benzenoids are studied. Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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There are two classes of benzenoid hydrocarbons having
structures shaped like equilateral triangles (D3h). One
class consists of the benzenoid polyradical series (CnHs,
n = t2 � 6t � 6, s = 3t � 6, t = 1, 2, 3, …) which starts
with the phenalenyl monoradical (Fig. 1), and the other
class consists of the benzenoid total-resonant-sextet
series (n = 3t2 � 9t � 6, s = 6t � 6) which starts with
triphenylene (Fig. 2); benzene (t = 0) is regarded as the
zero-generation member for both series. The members of
the radical series are among the least stable benzenoid
systems, whereas the members of the total-resonant-
sextet series are among the most stable benzenoids. The
first two members (t = 1 and 2) of both series in Figs 1 and
2 are known chemical species.1–4 The initial members of
these two series were studied as building blocks in
nanotube Y-junctions with metallic properties.5 With
regard to Ref. 5, it is interesting to note the jargon used by
material scientists compared with what chemists use. For
example, the triangular polyradicals in Fig. 1 were said to
be metallic, and the number of metallic states (zero
eigenvalue degeneracy) is the difference in the starred
and unstarred atoms. Triangular benzenoid polyradicals
have singly occupied MOs in their energy gaps, and such
p�-conjugated systems are molecular analogues of
semiconductors with defect states that could be used in
molecular electronics.5


Total-resonant-sextet (TRS) benzenoid hydrocarbons
have CnHs formulas where the number of carbons


(n = Nc) is divisible by six and n/6 sextet rings [r(sextet)];
sextet rings are hexagonal rings within a benzenoid
system containing three p�-bonds that can mutually
permute independently of the other conjugated p�-bonds.
The triangular polyradical class have formulas with the
number of hydrogens (s = NH) divisible by three, and the
triangular TRS class have formulas with the number of
hydrogens divisible by six (and three). Using Fowler’s
leapfrog algorithm,6 it can be shown that a one-to-one
topological correspondence exists between these two
classes of D3h benzenoid hydrocarbons. This study was
undertaken to understand more fully this correspondence
and how it relates simultaneously to both the least stable
and the most stable benzenoid structures. Also, our
topological understanding of ideal model alternant
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) is an essential
prerequisite for gaining an understanding of nonalternant
PAHs and carbon fullerenes.6


" #$ %!��&#$��&' "��!��!�&' ��(&���
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A benzenoid molecular graph is a �-bond skeleton
representation with r fused hexagons, Nc (carbon)
vertices, q edges, NIc internal third-degree vertices
(carbon vertices bounded by three hexagonal rings), Npc


peripheral third-degree vertices and NH second-degree
vertices. Let t be the generation index. For example, t = 0
for benzene and t = 1 for phenalenyl (Fig. 1) and
triphenylene (Fig. 2). For the triangular polyradical
series (Fig. 1), we have


Nc � NIc � Npc � NH � t2 � 6t � 6


NH � 3t � 6
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and for the triangular TRS series (Fig. 2), we have


Graph-theoretically, a total-resonant-sextet (TRS) is a
benzenoid with a molecular graph that has a 2-factor


(spanning) subgraph composed exclusively of discon-
nected) hexagon components.7 The hexagonal rings of
a TRS molecular graph can be filled-in with circles in
such a way that no two adjacent hexagons will have
inscribed circles; these circle-inscribed-hexagons corre-
spond to resonant sextets and all adjacent hexagon are
‘empty.’


The inner dual of a benzenoid molecular graph is
constructed by putting points in every hexagon and
connecting each with lines to every adjacent point. Thus,
the inner dual of the molecular graph members to the
radical series (Fig. 1) form a series of triangular lattices
of increasing size. These triangular lattices correspond to
geometric representations of triangular numbers, known
to mathematicians, which equals the number of hex-
agonal rings r � 1


2 t�t � 1� where t = 1, 2, 3, …, is
the membership generation of the series. The inner dual
of the inner dual gives the excised internal structure8


which is a connected subgraph that contains all the
internal third-degree vertices belonging to the original
strictly pericondensed benzenoid molecular graph;
strictly pericondensed benzenoids have no benzo or
catacondensed appendages and have connected excised
internal structures. All the triangular benzenoid poly-
radicals in Fig. 1 are strictly pericondensed but the


%���� )* �������� �	��  	�!����! ���"��� 	
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r � 1
2
�Nc � 2 � NH� � 1


2
�t2 � 3t � 2�


q � 1
2
�3Nc � NH� � 1


2
�3t2 � 15t � 12�


NIc � t2


Npc � NH � 6 � 3t


Nc � 3t2 � 9t � 6


NH � 6t � 6


r � 1
2
�3t2 � 3t � 2�


q � 1
2
�9t2 � 21t � 12�


NIc � 3t2 � 3t


Npc � 6t
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TRS benzenoids in Fig. 2 are not because they possess
(three) benzo (quarto perimeter regions) appendages.
The Wiener index W is equal to the sum of the dis-
tances between all pairs of vertices of the respective
molecular graph.9 The number of resonance structures of
a polyradical (non-Kekulean) benzenoid is designated
by SC.


'$&+%� , &', ���-#


The leapfrog of any benzenoid hydrocarbon is a total-
resonant-sextet benzenoid. The leapfrog operation con-
sists of the following steps.6,7 Each hexagonal ring of a
benzenoid molecular graph is divided into six equilateral
triangles by drawing a line from each of its six vertices to
a central point (called omnicapping operation). The
central points within each equilateral triangle are joined
by lines to neighboring triangles (called inner dual
operation). The inscribed graph thus generated corre-
sponds to a molecular graph of a total-resonant-sextet
benzenoid. The parent benzenoid (P) and successor
leapfrog benzenoid (L) are called associates. In going
from parent to leapfrog the following topological


correspondences hold:


P�CnHs� � L�C3n�3s�6H2s�6�
r � r�sextet�
NIc � r�empty�
Npc � no


�


ni � ni�1
�


where the number of internal third degree vertices NIc


becomes the number of empty rings (rings without
sextets) r(empty), the number of peripheral third-degree
vertices Npc becomes the number of bay regions n0


(perimeter edges with two third-degree vertices) and ni


is the number of perimeter sections with i secondary
vertices between two peripheral third-degree vertices.
Molecular symmetry is preserved by this operation, and
all open-shell (radical) parent benzenoid systems become
closed-shell (nonradical) leapfrog benzenoid systems.
The leapfrog of benzene is benzene (null operation). In
the leapfrog conversion of phenalenyl (C13H9) to
triphenylene (C18H12) in Fig. 3, NIc = r(empty) = 1, Npc
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= n0� = 3, n3 = n4� = 3 and D3h symmetry is preserved. In
general, the rings and internal third-degree vertices in
the parent become resonant-sextet rings and empty
(additional) rings in the corresponding leapfrog, respec-
tively. Thus, r(TRS) = r(sextet) � r(empty) = r � NIc,
where r and NIc refer to the precursor (parent) benzenoid
system. Whenever members of the series in Fig. 1 are
vertex-centrix the leapfrog members in Fig. 2 are ring-
centrix.


+� +$���$"  % �-$ ���&�,!'&� /$�0$�
� �� + '1�&���&' &�� � �&'��$" �
�&���"$2�$� "$��$"


The members to both series have D3h symmetry, benzene
as their zero generation member, at least two-thirds of
their eigenvalues doubly degenerate and a large number
of resonance structures. All the members of the triangular
polyradical series (Fig. 1) have three selective lineations
and are consequently triply degenerate in the HMO
eigenvalues of �1. Starting with the C36H18 TRS
member (Fig. 2), every other member of the TRS series
has three selective lineations and are triply degenerate in
the eigenvalues of �1.


No TRS formula corresponds to a set of benzenoid
isomers which includes a triangular polyradical. Con-
versely, no (even carbon) triangular polyradical can have
a TRS formula. As a consequence of the fact that the
inner dual of the inner dual of a strictly pericondensed


benzenoid gives its excised internal structure, the excised
internal structure of the triangular benzenoid radicals
corresponds to the inner dual of the precursor TRS of its
associate TRS. For example, the molecular graph of
trimethylenemethane diradical is the excised-internal
structure of the molecular graph of triangulene (C22H12,
Fig. 1) and the inner dual of triphenylene (C18H12, Fig. 2).


The members of the triangular polyradical series may
be odd-or even-carbon species, have no bay perimeter
regions, numerous solo regions and three trio regions, are
open-shell species and have no one-factor or two-factor
subgraphs; whereas the members of the triangular TRS
series are always even-carbon species, have numerous
bay perimeter regions and three quarto regions, are
closed-shell species and have numerous one-factor and
two-factor subgraphs. It is well known, other things being
equal, that benzenoid solo perimeter regions are the most
reactive chemical reaction sites and open-shell species
are more reactive than closed-shell species. Similarly,
benzenoids with more bay perimeter regions, more
sextets, more one-factor (Kekulé structures) and two-
factor subgraphs are more stable. These topologically
based properties are accumulated in these opposing series
and provide a mark contrast.


The empty ring configuration of a triangular TRS has
the same shape as the immediately prior TRS in the series
of Fig. 2. The most ‘empty’ of the empty rings is one
which is empty for a TRS and its empty ring configura-
tion shaped like the immediately prior TRS. For example,
the empty ring configuration of tribenzo[a,g,m]coronene
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(C36H18, Fig. 2) corresponds to triphenylene (C18H12)
and the central ring in both are empty. The inner dual of
the empty ring configuration of the leapfrog coincides
with the excised internal structure of the parent where
rings replace vertices.


$4!�'&�$�&' ���&�,!'&� "-&+$ &�� ��"
�$'&�� �"-�+ � �-$ $2��"$� ���$��&'
"��!��!�$


The radical degree of any benzenoid hydrocarbon is
easily determined by its peak-to-valley difference,
	
 � �	 = number of unpaired electrons, which for well-
behaved benzenoid hydrocarbons coincides with the
number of HMO zero eigenvalues.10 The equilateral
triangular shape of the benzenoids in Fig. 1 consisting of
solo and trio perimeter regions maximizes the peak-to-
valley differences (and radical degree) for the given
number of rings. TRS triangular benzenoids have no such
shape dependence. The graph formed by the internal
vertices of a the molecular graph of a strictly pericon-
densed benzenoid coincides with its excised internal
structure. The excised internal structures for the benze-
noid triangular polyradicals are shown in bold in Fig. 1.
Polyradical benzenoids with an odd number of unpaired
electrons must be odd-carbon species, and polyradicals
with an even number of unpaired electrons must even-
carbon species. If we exclude concealed benzenoid
radical systems, then the following statements must be
true.10 No strictly pericondensed benzenoid with less
than four internal-third-degree (NIc �4) can have a
diradical form. Strictly pericondensed benzenoid diradi-
cals must have an excised internal structure which is
trimethylenemethane diradical or can be pruned to
trimethylenemethane diradical. No strictly pericondensed
benzenoid with NIc �9 can have a triradical form. No
strictly pericondensed benzenoid with NIc �16 can have a
tetraradical form. In general, the radical degree per a
given minimum number of internal-third-degree vertices
for strictly pericondensed benzenoids is given by the
triangular polyradicals in Fig. 1.


5�$�$� �!#/$�"  % ���&�,!'&� /$�0$�
� �� -1�� �&�/ �"


The Wiener numbers (W) for the benzenoids of the paper
were obtained by determining the complete set of
elementary cuts per the method Gutman and Klavzar.9


From these data, exact analytical expressions were
determined. For the tth-generation member of the
triangular free-radical benzenoids,


W�t� � 1
10


�4t5 � 60t4 � 315t3 � 720t2 � 731t � 270�


and triangular TRS,


W�t� � 1
20


�126t5 � 945t4 � 2700t3 � 3645t2 � 2304t


� 540�


Both of these analytical expressions give W(0) = 27 for
benzene, which is the zero-generation member for both
triangular series. It should also be noted that these
analytical expressions are to the fifth power consistent
with the Wiener number analytical expression for our
circumcoronene D6h one-isomer series11,12 obtained by
Gutman and Klavzar.9


Various linear regression plots of Wiener number
versus ln (SC) for the triangular systems in Fig 1 and 2
were investigated. Here it is assumed that ln (SC) is a
measure of resonance energy.13 Figures 4 and 5 give two
examples having correlation coefficients �0.998.


� �"�&����" #$� "$��$"


Both phenalenyl (C13H9) and triangulene (C22H12) are
the initial (first-generation, t = 1) members of the D3h


constant-one-isomer monoradical and diradical series,
respectively, generated by successive circumscribing.14


If one does not distinguish between open-shell or closed-
shell characteristics, then triangulene also belongs to the
constant-three-isomer benzenoid series shown in Fig. 6.
Leapfrogging the first-generation members of the con-
stant-three-isomer benzenoid series gives the first-gen-
eration members of the TRS constant-three-isomer series
(Fig. 6).


In Fig. 7, triangulene is used as an illustrative example
for showing more fully the relationships between the
circumscribing of benzenoids, augmented circumscribing
of TRS, constant-isomer series and leapfrogging. Cir-
cumscribing triangulene once with a carbon chain
necklace gives circumtriangulene (C52H18), which is
the second-generation member (t = 2). In general, this
process has the formula recursion of CnHs →
Cn�2s�6Hs�6. Augmented circumscribing of a TRS
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benzenoid is illustrated in Fig. 7 by the transformation of
tribenzo[a,g,m]coronene (C30H18), which itself can be
formed by leapfrogging triangulene. In augmented
circumscribing, all perimeter CHs are first transformed
to methylenyl groups and then circumscribed. The
formula recursion for augmented circumscribing is CnHs


→ Cn�3s�18Hs�12. Thus, the C108H30 TRS benzenoid in


Fig. 7 can be formed by augmented circumscribing of
tribenzo[a,g,m]coronene (C36H18) or by leapfrogging
circumtriangulene (C52H18). Performing these transfor-
mations repeatedly on the other C22H12 benzenoids or
TRS C36H18 benzenoids in Fig. 6 leads to the respective
constant-three-isomer series.


In the case of the three C22H12 benzenoids, if one is
only interested in the diradical subset, then triangulene
turns out to be the first-generation member of the unique
diradical D3h constant-one-isomer series.14 The isomer
numbers and corresponding topology of the member
benzenoids for all the diradical constant-isomer series
match precisely those of the monoradical constant-
isomer series of which phenalenyl is the first-generation
member of the unique D3h constant-one-isomer series.
Furthermore, the triradical, tetraradical, pentaradical,
etc., benzenoid subsets follow exactly the same para-
digm. Thus, the members of the triangular polyradical
series in Fig. 1 serve as benchmarks to the respective
constant-isomer polyradical subsets.


Whereas phenalenyl monoradical and triangulene
diradical are first-generation members of the respective
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constant-isomer series, the other polyradicals in Fig. 1 are
only predecessors to their respective polyradical con-
stant-one-isomer series. For example, circumscribing the
C33H15 triradical once gives the C69H21 triradical, which
is the first-generation member of the unique triradical D3h


constant-one-isomer series. The formula of C69H21 also
corresponds to 12 more monoradical benzenoids that are
the first-generation members of the monoradical con-
stant-12-isomer series.14 Similarly, circumscribing the
C46H18 tetraradical twice gives the C142H30 tetraradical,
which is the first-generation member of the unique
formula of tetraradical D3h constant-one-isomer series.
The formula of C142H30 also corresponds to 46 diradical
and 86 Kekuléan (nonradical) benzenoid hydrocarbons.
The 46 C142H30 diradicals are the first-generation
members of the diradical constant-46-isomer series, and
the sum of 1 � 46 � 86 = 133 is the total number of
C142H30 benzenoid isomers belonging to the first
generation of the constant-133-isomer series. Succes-
sively circumscribing the C61H21 pentaradical gives
C325H45 as the first-generation member of the unique
pentaradical D3h constant-one-isomer series. The formula
of C325H45 also corresponds 162 triradicals and 1471
monoradicals which are the first-generation members of
the corresponding constant-isomer series.


While the isomer numbers and corresponding sym-
metry distribution of the benzenoid members for all the
monoradical constant-isomer series match those of the
benzenoid members of the diradical constant-isomer


series, triradical constant-isomer series, tetraradical
constant-isomer series, etc., the sum of the numbers for
all radical degrees (including zero) of a given formula
corresponds to the isomer number of the TRS constant-
isomer series. Just like the leapfrog of the nonradical and
diradical C22H12 benzenoids of the first generation of the
constant-three-isomer series in Fig. 6 led to the C36H18


first-generation members of the TRS constant-three-
isomer series, the leapfrog of the monoradical and
triradical C69H21 first-generation members of the con-
stant-13-isomer series leads to the corresponding C150H36


first-generation members of the TRS constant-13-isomer
series. Similarly, the leapfrog of the nonradical, diradical
and tetraradical C142H30 and the monoradical, triradical
and pentaradical C325H45 first-generation benzenoid
members of the constant-133-isomer and constant-
1634-isomer series leads to the corresponding C342H54


and C846H84 first-generation members of the TRS
constant-133-isomer and constant-1634-isomer series,
respectively.


The above has reviewed the topological congruency
that exists between the various benzenoid radical
constant-isomer series and the TRS constant-isomer
series. It is the equilateral triangular shape of the
members of the polyradical series that imbued them with
the unique properties responsible for their benchmark
role in the discovery of the topological paradigm which
characterizes the structures of benzenoid hydrocar-
bons.7,14
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In the comparison of the benzenoid triangular poly-
radicals in Fig. 1 with the associated leapfrog TRS in Fig.
2, symmetry was held constant. The smallest benzenoid
formula having a set of isomers (67)15 with both diradical
(9) and TRS (1) benzenoid subsets is C30H16. The sole
C30H16 TRS and a select diradical are given in Fig. 8 with


their p�-electronic energies (E) and HMO eigenvalue
pairs listed beneath. These two isomers are worth
comparing because they both have C2v symmetry, two
quarto perimeter regions (benzo appendages) and two
selective lineations which are topological markers for fast
recognition of the presence of �1 eigenvalues. The TRS
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has five resonant sextets, five bay perimeter regions and
no solo perimeter regions and the diradical has four
resonant sextets, two bay regions and five solo perimeter
regions. The TRS is known but the diradical is not.12 All
the data in Fig. 8 are consistent with the chemistry and
topology of these systems.


�!#/$�  % �'&� �$" �&�� "$2�$�"


The (maximum) number of resonant sextets in TRS
benzenoid hydrocarbons (e.g. Fig. 2) is simply given by
Nc/6. The maximum possible number of resonant sextets
in the members of the triangular benzenoid polyradical
series in Fig. 1 is given by the smallest integer to the
following floor equation:


max. No. of sextets � 1
2


1
3


t2 � t � 2


� �� �


The application of this equation can be illustrated by the
triangular nonaradical with 55 rings in Fig. 9 which is the
ninth-generation (t = 9) member, 1


2
1
3 � 81 � 9 � 2
� � �


19. In the leapfrog of this nonaradical (C141H33 →
C330H60), 19 resonant sextets goes to 330/6 = 55 resonant
sextets.


� ��'!"� �


Triangular benzenoid hydrocarbons have special proper-
ties which have numerous important ramafications
ranging from understanding benzenoid reactivity and
stability to organizing benzenoid structure–formula
relationships. While the leapfrog algorithm in this
comparative study held symmetry constant, the other
topological parameters are systematically changed.
Various descriptive topological generalizations are
accumulated in the comparison of triangular polyradicals
and their associated TRS benzenoids. Specifically, in the
former, solo perimeter regions and electronic open shells
which are maximized are characteristics of reactivity and,
in the latter, bay perimeter regions and resonant sextets
which are maximized are characteristics of stability.


The topological study of benzenoid hydrocarbons is
important not only because of their prevalence but also
because they are ideal model alternant PAHs. The study
of ideal model alternant hydrocarbons provides the


background for extensions of our understanding into
nonalternant PAHs.
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ABSTRACT: The second-order rate constants k2 (M�1 s�1) for the alkaline hydrolysis of substituted alkyl benzoates,
C6H5CO(O)R (R = CH3, CH2Cl, CH2CN, CH2C�CH, CH2C6H5, CH2CH2Cl, CH2CH2OCH3), were measured in
aqueous 2.25 M n-Bu4NBr and in 80% (v/v) DMSO solution at several temperatures. The log k values were analyzed
using the equation log k = log k0 � ��� �Es


B. The Es
B scale has been proposed for the steric effect of alkyl


substituents in the alkyl part of esters: Es
B = (log kR � log kCH3


)H�, where k is the rate constant for the acidic
hydrolysis of substituted alkyl benzoates or acetates in water. As polar substituent parameters, both Taft �* and �I


constants were used. The dual parameter treatments of the log k values with � and Es
B constants gave excellent


correlations (R = 0.997). For 2.25 M n-Bu4NBr, 80% (v/v) DMSO and pure water at 25°C, calculated susceptibilities
to the inductive effect of alkyl substituents �* were found to be 2.07, 2.21 and 1.64, respectively. The corresponding
�I values were 4.64, 4.94 and 3.64. The dependence of �I on solvent and temperature in the alkaline hydrolysis of
substituted alkyl benzoates was similar to that observed earlier for meta- and para-substituents in the alkaline
hydrolysis of substituted phenyl benzoates and tosylates. The substituent dependence of the activation energy, E, was
found to be completely caused by the polar effect. Susceptibility to steric effect in the alkaline hydrolysis of alkyl
benzoates (� � 1) appeared to be independent of the solvent and temperature. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc
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In previous papers, the temperature dependence of
substituent effects on the alkaline hydrolysis of ortho-,
meta- and para-substituted phenyl benzoates, C6H5


CO2C6H4X,1–7 and tosylates, CH3C6H4SO2OC6H4X,8–13


in water, in aqueous 2.25 M Bu4NBr and in 80% (v/v)
DMSO, and also in the alkaline hydrolysis of substituted
alkyl benzoates, C6H5CO2R, in water14,15 were studied.


As a further extension of our studies on substituent
effects, the kinetic effect of alkyl substituents (R = CH3,
CH2Cl, CH2CN, CH2C�CH, CH2C6H5, CH2CH2Cl,
CH2CH2OCH3) on the alkaline hydrolysis of substituted
alkyl benzoates, C6H5CO2R, in aqueous 2.25 M Bu4NBr
and in 80% (v/v) DMSO at various temperatures was
studied. The aim of this work was to separate the


influence of the polar and steric factors and to establish
how these factors vary with the solvent and temperature
when the electronegativity of the substituent in the alkyl
component of ester is varied.


The kinetics of the alkaline hydrolysis of esters
RCO2R� involving a variable substituent in the alkyl part
have been studied mainly in the case of saturated
hydrocarbon substituents with a rather narrow range of
�* variation. We could find only a few publications14–22


providing data on the kinetics of the alkaline hydrolysis
of esters with electronegative or electron-accepting
substituents (�* � 0) in the alkyl part of esters. The
kinetics of the alkaline hydrolysis of alkyl benzoates in
DMSO–water mixtures has been studied only in the case
of saturated hydrocarbon substituents.23–27 To our
knowledge, there are also no kinetic data in the literature
on the alkaline hydrolysis of substituted alkyl benzoates
in 2.25 M aqueous n-Bu4NBr over a wide temperature
range.


The structure–reactivity relationship in the alkaline
hydrolysis of esters RCO2R� involving a variable alkyl
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substituent R (�,�-saturated) in the acyl component, was
introduced by Taft28,29 as the sum of independent polar
and steric factors:


log k � log k0 � ���� � �Es �1�


Some authors30,31 have maintained that the Taft steric
Es scale does not represent a complete separation of steric
and polar effects. Therefore, several scales of steric
constants as true measures of the steric effects have been
proposed.


Hancock and co-workers16,32,33 and Palm and co-
workers34,35 calculated ‘corrected’ steric parameters Es


c


and Es
o, respectively, by removing the contribution of


hyperconjugation from the steric substituent constants Es.
Charton36–41 defined steric parameters �X based on the
van der Waals radii rx (�x = rx � rH). The steric constants
referenced to hydrogen, Es


e, were calculated by Unger
and Hansch42 from the Taft Es values by subtracting 1.24.
MacPhee et al.43,44 recalculated the Taft Es scale based
on a single defining reaction (the acid-catalyzed esteri-
fication of carboxylic acids in MeOH) and termed the
scale Es�. Kramer45,46 proposed the calculated EB


constants for 96 alkyl CnH2n�1-substituents. For aliphatic
substituents CnH2n�1 it has been shown46,47 that the Taft
Es values are linearly related to the �* constants. Some
authors22,48 have considered the Es values for the �-
substituted alkyl groups to be too negative and those
groups have been excluded from the analysis as
essentially deviating points.


In the present work, the steric Es
B scale49,50 defined as


the Taft Es values for aliphatic substituents in the alkyl
part of esters was used in the data analysis. We preferred
alkyl groups containing electronegative substituents
—CH2X and —CH2CH2X. Saturated hydrocarbon sub-
stituents were avoided to prevent complications in the
data analysis. In order to compare the inductive effect of
alkyl substituents (R = XCH2) with the same effect of
substituents in a benzene ring, the inductive scale �I


51


was used:


�I�X�����XCH2� � 0�45 �2�


Considering that the polar effect of aliphatic sub-
stituents depends on the solvent, two main problems
arise. The susceptibility of the polar effects of aliphatic
substituents, �*, to the change of the solvent composition
has been observed to be weak in comparison with the
Hammett � values in the case of meta- and para-
substituted phenyls.52–54 The second problem is con-
nected with the relationship between the Taft �* values
and the Hammett reaction constants �. Although the
susceptibility to polar effects of aliphatic substituents, �*,
and meta- and para-substituted phenyls, �, has been
equalized in case of the alkaline hydrolysis of ethyl and
benzyl esters28 in aqueous acetone, no universal propor-
tionality between the �* and �° values has been detected,


i.e. �*/�° ≠ 1 and �*/�° ≠ constant.34 Equality of the �*
and �° values under conditions different from the
standard values should be observed only in the case of
a proportional change in both �* and �° values with
change in conditions.


/��/,��/"+01


The preparation procedure and characteristics of sub-
stituted alkyl benzoates, C6H5CO2R, and the technique
for kinetic measurements have been described pre-
viously.7 Cyanomethyl (R = CH2CN) and propargyl
(R = CH2C�CH) benzoates were provided by Bogatkov
et al. (Moscow M. V. Lomonosov Institute of Fine
Chemical Technology). As alkali, tetrabutylammonium
hydroxide (n-Bu4NOH) was used for the kinetic measure-
ments in aqueous 2.25 M Bu4NBr and in 80% (v/v)
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The preparation of n-
Bu4NOH solution and the purification of n-Bu4NBr have
been described earlier.1 In water, NaOH was used as
alkali. NaOH was purified from carbonates by ion
exchange by Albert and Serjeant as described.55 DMSO
(pure grade) was dried over BaO and distilled over CaH2


under vacuum.56 To avoid the influence of salt effects,
the kinetic measurements in 2.25 M Bu4NBr, were
performed at a constant n-Bu4NOH concentration:
cOH� = 0.0184 M. The measurements in aqueous 80%
DMSO and in water were performed in the alkali
concentration range 0.002–0.06 M.


For kinetic measurements the spectrophotometric
method was applied.1 Wavelengths of � = 282 nm in
aqueous 2.25 M Bu4NBr and � = 280 nm in 80% DMSO
were used for all the substituted alkyl benzoates. In water
the following wavelengths were used: � = 275 nm for
X = CH2CN, 274 nm for X = CH2C�CH, 240 nm for
X = CH2Cl and 240 nm for X = CH2C6H5. The kinetic
measurements were carried out under pseudo-first-order
conditions with excess alkali. The pseudo-first-order rate
constants k1 were determined using a least-squares
computer program. In aqueous 2.25 M Bu4NBr, the
second-order rate constants were calculated by dividing
the pseudo-first-order rate constants k1 by the alkali
concentration. The measurements were repeated and the
arithmetic means of the corresponding second-order rate
constants k2 were calculated. In 80% DMSO and in
water, the rate constants for each alkyl benzoate were
determined at 3–5 hydroxide concentrations. At each
hydroxide concentration 3–6 runs were performed and
the arithmetic means of the corresponding pseudo-first-
order rate constants k1 were calculated. The second-order
rate constants k2 for 80% DMSO and water were
calculated according to the equation


k1 � k2cOH� � constant �3�


The data analysis was carried out on a PC/XT 486
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computer, using the multiple parameter linear least-
squares (LLSQ) procedure.57 In this paper the results of
the data treatment are given mainly at a confidence level
of 0.99.


&�'.-''�("


&��� ����
���


The log k2 values for the alkaline hydrolysis of
substituted alkyl benzoates in aqueous 2.25 M Bu4NBr,
80% DMSO and pure water at various temperatures
(Tables 1 and S1) were analyzed with the following
equations:


T = constant, X ≠ constant:


log kR � log k0 � ���� � �Es
B �4�


log kR � log k0 � �I�I
X � �Es


B �5�


T ≠ constant, X = constant:


log k � log A � E�2�3RT �6�


Steric constants for the variable substituent in the
alcohol component of the ester, Es


B, were calculated
using the equation Es


B = (log kH�
R � log kH�


CH3), where
kH�


R and kH�
CH3 are the rate constants for the acidic


hydrolysis of R-substituted and CH3-substitued alkyl
benzoate or acetate, respectively, in water.49,50 The steric
substituent constant Es


B for chloromethyl group,
R = CH2Cl, was calculated as the difference in the log k
values for the acidic hydrolysis of chloromethyl formate
and methyl formate in water at 25°C. The substituent
parameters �*, �I and Es


B and the Taft Es steric constants
are listed in Table 2.


The cross-correlations among independent variables,
characterized by values R2(�*Es


B), R2(�*Es) and
R2(Es


BEs), appeared to be insignificant [R2(�*Es
B) =


0.066, R2(�*Es) = 0.126, R2(Es
BEs) = 0.364].


The magnitudes of the steric constants Es
B, determined


for the alkyl component of the esters, were compared
with the Taft steric scale Es, proposed for the acyl
component. No correlation (R2 = 0.364, see Table 4) was
observed between the Taft Es values and the Es


B


constants when all alkyl substituents were taken into
account, including those with electronegative groups at
the �-position. At the same time, a fairly good correlation
(R = 0.986) between the Taft Es values and the Es


B


constants was obtained when substituents with electro-
negative groups at the �-position (R = CH2CN, CH2Cl,
CH2OCH3, CH2COCH3, CH2C6H5, CH3) were included
(see Fig. 1):


Es � �0�038 	 0�032� � 1�52�	0�11�Es
B �7�


R � 0�986� s � 0�059� n�n0 � 6�6


For a chloromethyl substituent, CH2Cl, two alternative
values for Es


B were used, Es
B = �0.17 and �0.49,


obtained from the data in water at 25°C for the acidic
hydrolysis of substituted alkyl formates and acetates,
respectively. When Es


B = �0.49 was used, the point for
the chloromethyl substituent deviated significantly (Fig.
1). Therefore, in further data analysis Es


B = �0.17 for the
chloromethyl substituent was applied.


For comparison, the Es values for R = CH2CH2OCH3,
CH2CH2OH and CH2CH2OEt were calculated according
to the equation


log k � �0�915 	 0�137� � �2�56 	 0�14���


� �0�94 	 0�17�Es �8�


for the alkaline hydrolysis of substituted ethyl acetates,
RCO2Et, in water at 25°C50 when mainly alkyl
substituents with electronegative groups at the �-position
were included: R = CH2CN, CH2Cl, CH2Br, CH2OCH3,
CH2C6H5, CH2CH3, CH3. The magnitudes of Es found
according to Eqn. (8) for �-alkyl substituents appeared to
be considerably smaller than the Taft Es values,
determined from the acidic hydrolysis: for R =
CH2CH2OCH3, CH2CH2OH and CH2CH2OC2H5, the


+���� 2� ����� ����� ���� �������� �� 	�� ��� �������� ���������� �	 ����� ���!����� 
"#$
%� & �� �'����� �(�$ ) *��+*��
,�- .�/�0 1)�% ��� 2���� �� �$°
�


R


102k2 (M�1 s�1)


2.25 M Bu4NBr 80% DMSO Water


CH3 1.42 	 0.12 32.0 	 1.1
CH2CN 146 	 7 – 213 	 4
CH2Cl 92.9 	 4.3 3370 	 180 167 	 2
CH2C�CH 5.71 	 0.42 194 	 1 22.2 	 1.8
(CH2)2Cl 3.72 	 0.22 106 	 5 –
CH2C6H5 1.74 	 0.10 51.0 	 3.2 6.44 	 0.41
(CH2)2OCH3 1.51 	 0.09 31.1 	 1.3 –


a A table containing the second-order rate constants k2 at several temperatures is available as supplementary material (Table S1) at the epoc website at http://
www.wiley.com/epoc.
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(Es)calc and Es values were �0.48 and �0.77, �0.39 and
�0.85, and �0.58 and �0.97, respectively.


In the data analysis according to Eqns ((4)–(6)), the
second-order rate constants k2 reported in Tables 1 and
S1 and in Ref. 7 were used. The results of the statistical
data treatment with Eqns ((4)–(6)) for the alkaline
hydrolysis of substituted alkyl benzoates in aqueous
2.25 M Bu4NBr, 80% DMSO and water are given in
Tables 2 and 3. In Fig. 2, the relationships between the
(log k � 1.2Es


B) values and the �* constants in the three
investigated media at 25°C are shown. Figure 3
illustrates the variation of the activation energies E with
the substituent constants �*.


The experimental log kobs values and the predicted log
kcalc values for the alkaline hydrolysis of substituted alkyl


benzoates were compared. The log kcal values at 25°C
were calculated using Eqn. (4). For the relation log
kcalc = a � b log kobs the following values were found: in
2.25 M Bu4NBr, a = 0.0051 	 0.0443, b = 1.002 	 0.031,
s = 0.066; in 80% DMSO, a = �0.0029 	 0.034,
b = 1.010 	 0.048, s = 0.082; in water, a = 0.019 	
0.022, b = 1.008 	 0.023, s = 0.048. R was in range
0.995–0.998. The average deviation of (log kobs � log
kcalc) was 0.05 log k units.


�������� �� ���*��� ��	 ������������


The alkaline hydrolysis of substituted alkyl benzoates
proceeds by a BAc2 mechanism65,66 via a tetrahedral
intermediate [RCO(OH)OR�]�, which involves the attack
of a hydroxide ion on the carbonyl carbon as the rate-
determining step. When the ester contains electron-
withdrawing electronegative substituents the electron
density on the carbonyl carbon decreases, the OH� attack
on that carbon is facilitated, the rate increases and the
activation energy decreases. The reaction site could be
considered as trigonal in the reactant state but tetrahedral
in the transition state and the steric factor should lead to a
decrease in the rate constant.


For all alkyl benzoates the rate constants decrease on
going from water to 2.25 M aqueous Bu4NBr and increase
considerably on transfer from pure water to 80% aqueous
DMSO. Although the rate for the unsubstituted deriva-
tive, i.e. methyl benzoate, changes in the opposite
direction, the polar effect of substituents was found to
increase by nearly the same magnitude in the considered
media (see Table 3). It has been assumed1 that in alkaline
hydrolysis of benzoates in aqueous 2.25 M Bu4NBr
solution, hydrophobic solvation (with the organic part
of quaternary ammonium ions) stabilizes ester molecules
in the ground state and the tetrahedral intermediate is less
solvated than in water. The decrease in the rate of the
alkaline hydrolysis of methyl benzoate in aqueous 2.25 M


3�4��� 2� 1�3������ �	 ��� ��	� ����� �����������
��������� ��� �� ��� ��


* ������( ��� �� ������ 	��
& 7 .
#�0�%
#8� .
#�0�%# ��� .
#�0�%
�#$ 2��� ��� 
����� ������4 �� �'�( .,0( 9�� & 7 
#�
� �2� �����������
������ 	�� ��


* 2��� ����: .�0 � �(6; ��� .�0 � �(�<


+���� 5� &������ �	 ��� �������� �	 ��4 � ������ 	�� ��� �������� ���������� �	 ����� ���!����� 
"#$
%�& �� �'����� �(�$ )


*��+*�� ,�- .�/�0 1)�% ��� 2���� �� ����� �	 �'�� .�0� ��� .$0 �� ������� ���3���������


t (°C) Eqn


2.25 M Bu4NBr 80% DMSO Water


�I � �I � �I �


15 5 4.74 	 0.19 1.19 	 0.22 5.04 	 0.23 1.05 	 0.19 3.68 	 0.17 0.99 	 0.21
25 5 4.64 	 0.19 1.24 	 0.24 4.94 	 0.21 1.32 	 0.18 3.64 	 0.15 0.98 	 0.19
35 5 4.37 	 0.17 1.26 	 0.21 – – – –
40 5 – – 4.57 	 0.20 1.05 	 0.26 3.50 	 0.22 0.95 	 0.27
45 5 4.26 	 0.20 1.20 	 0.24 – – – –
50 5 4.15 	 0.18c 1.09 	 0.22 4.37 	 0.22d 0.99 	 0.27 3.26 	 0.11 1.00 	 0.14


a The �* values calculated with Eqn. (4) for 2.25 M Bu4NBr, 80% DMSO and water are as follows: at 15°C, 2.12 	 0.08, 2.26 	 0.11, 1.65 	 0.11; at 25°C,
2.07 	 0.08, 2.21 	 0.11, 1.64 	 0.07; at 35°C, 1.95 	 0.09; at 40°C, 2.05 	 0.11, 1.57 	 0.09; at 45°C, 1.90 	 0.26; at 50°C, 1.85 	 0.07, 1.94 	 0.11,
1.47 	 0.08, respectively. The � values were in the range 0.91–1.29.
b Correlation coefficient = 0.993–0.998. Number of data: n = 7 for 2.25 M Bu4NBr, n = 6 for 80% DMSO and n = 8 for water.
c log k = 0.639 for R = CH2CN–benzoate at 50°C calculated according to Eqn. (6) was included.
d log k = 1.923 for R = CH2Cl–benzoate at 50°C calculated according to Eqn. (6) was included.
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Bu4NBr and the increase in the activation energy E
compared with water are in accord with the enhanced
stabilization of the ground state by the solvation.


The observed increase in the alkaline hydrolysis rates
when pure water is replaced by 80% DMSO has been
attributed to the cumulative effect of two factors:67,68 the
capacity of DMSO to solvate effectively the transition
state and the presence of a highly desolvated and hence
active OH� ion in aprotic solvents.


The variation of the reaction rate with the substituent
in the alkaline hydrolysis of alkyl benzoates appeared to
be nicely described by a linear combination of polar and
steric terms [see Eqns (4) and (5), Table 3 and Fig. 2] in
the case of the three media considered: 2.25 M Bu4NBr
solution, 80% DMSO and pure water. Dual parameter
analysis of the log k values with � and Es


B constants gave
an excellent correlation with a correlation coefficient
R = 0.997.


The magnitudes of �* at various temperatures
appeared to be in ranges 1.8–2.1, 1.9–2.26 and 1.47–
1.65 for 2.25 M Bu4NBr, 80% DMSO and pure water,
respectively (Table 3). The corresponding magnitudes of
�I at 25°C are 4.64, 4.94 and 3.64.


The susceptibility to the steric effect of the substituents
�, appeared to be independent of the solvent and
temperature. The � values in the range 0.9–1.3 (Table
3), approximately of the same magnitude as in 2.25 M


Bu4NBr, 80% DMSO and pure water, support the
assumption made by Taft that the steric effect is the
same in the corresponding basic and acidic ester
hydrolyses (� = 1.0 for the acidic hydrolysis of substi-
tuted alkyl benzoates at 49.5°C49).


On going from pure water to 2.25 M Bu4NBr and to
80% DMSO, the polar effect of aliphatic substituents
increases considerably. This is in accordance with the


similar electrophilicitie’s of these two media, which are
considerably smaller than that of water.69 The �* value at
25°C is increased by 0.43 units of �* on going from pure
water to 2.25 M Bu4NBr and by 0.57 units of �* from
pure water to 80% DMSO (Table 3). The change in the �*
value with the solvent for the alkaline hydrolysis of alkyl
benzoates proved to be nearly the same as that found for
the acidic dissociation of substituted acetic acids in these
solvents. The �* values for the acidic dissociation of �-
substituted acetic acids for water,52,70 80% (w/w)
aqueous DMSO70,71 and 7.75 M Bu4NBr,54,72,73 were
found to be 1.71, 2.21 and 2.25, respectively. The change
in the �* value with the solvent appeared to be
comparable to the variation of �I with the solvent in the
case of ortho-substituents in the alkaline hydrolysis of
phenyl benzoates.


On going from pure water to aqueous 2.25 M Bu4NBr
and 80% DMSO, the changes in the �I value for the
alkaline hydrolysis of alkyl benzoates was about 1.0 and
1.3 units of �I (Table 3). A similar change in the (�°)m,p


value on going from water to 2.25 M Bu4NBr and 80%
DMSO has been found for the alkaline hydrolysis of
meta- and para-substituted phenyl benzoates1 and phenyl
tosylates and also for the acidic dissociation of meta- and
para-substituted benzoic acids.74 The change in the
(�I)CH2X value with the solvent in the acidic dissociation
of acetic acids appeared to be nearly the same as the
change in the �° values for the acidic dissociation of
benzoic acids on going from pure water to the gas phase:


��I�CH2X � 3�167�	0�151� � 0�957�	0�031��
 �9�


Equation (9) includes the (�I)CH2X values for �-sub-
stituted acetic acids and the �° values74 for the meta- and
para-substituted benzoic acids in H2O, aqueous 80%
DMSO, aqueous 7.75 M Bu4NBr, DMSO70 and in the gas


3�4��� �� &����������3 ���2��� ��� ��4 � � 6(���
* ������


��� ��� ����������� �������� �= 	�� ��� �������� ����������
�	 ����������� ����� ���!����� 
"#$
%�& �� �'����� �(�$ )


*��+*�� ,�- 1)�% ��� 3��� 2���� �� �$°
( � 7 6(� 2��
����� �� ��� �����4� ����� �	 � 	�� �(�$ ) *��+*�� ,�-
1)�% ��� 3��� 2����


3�4��� 5� 1�3������ �	 ��� ��������� ����4��� � .�� ����60
�� ��� ����������� �������� �= 	�� ��� �������� ���������� �	
����������� ����� ���!����� 
"#$
%�& �� �'����� �(�$ )
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phase [for the gas phase (�I)CH2X = 12.7, �° = 10.075]
(Fig. 4). From pure water to the gas phase the change in
the �I value for �-substituted acetic acids was 8.7 units of
�I and the corresponding change in the �° value for
benzoic acids was 9.1 units of �°.


In water at 25°C, the log k values for the alkaline
hydrolysis of substituted ethyl acetates,50 RCO2C2H5,
were found to be related to the log k values of the alkaline
hydrolysis of substituted alkyl benzoates C6H5CO2R as
follows:


log kRCOOEt � 0�925�	0�053�
� 1�53�	0�059� log kPhCOOR �10�


R � 0�994� s � 0�12� n � 9


where R = CH3, CH2Cl, CH2CN, CH2C6H5,
CH2CH2OCH3, CH2Br, CH2OCH3, CH2CH2OH,
CH2CH2OCH2CH3. The log k values for the alkaline
hydrolysis of alkyl benzoates, R = CH2Br, CH2OCH3,
CH2CH2OH, CH2CH2OCH2CH3, were calculated using
the following relationship in water at 25°C:


log kCH3COOR � 0�559�	0�034�
� 1�045�	0�033� log kPhCOOR �11�


A linear relationship between the log k values for ethyl
acetates and alkyl benzoates [Eqn. (10)] could be
observed owing to the 1.5-fold stronger influence of
both polar and steric effects of the acyl component of
esters than of their alkyl component. Previously76 for the


polar effect a similar conclusion was proposed in the case
of and meta- and para-substituted phenyls.


The magnitudes of (Es)calc for �-substituents, like the
Es values for �-substituents in the acyl component of
esters, turned out to be �1.5 times larger than the
corresponding Es


B values for the alkyl part of the esters
(Fig. 1). Probably, in the alkaline hydrolysis, �-
substituents in the acyl component of esters exert a
considerably less pronounced steric hindrance than in
their acidic hydrolysis.


&����	���� �� �����������


The activation energies E for the alkaline hydrolysis of
alkyl benzoates (Table 2, Fig. 3) appeared to increase in
the case of most alkyl benzoates on going from water to
2.25 M Bu4NBr solution, and to decrease in the case of all
alkyl benzoates when the medium is changed from water
to 80% DMSO. The dependence of E on substituent
effects is completely caused by the polar effect of the
alkyl substituents (see Fig. 3). The slope of the relation-
ship between the activation energy E and �* constants is,
like the �* values, greater in 2.25 M Bu4NBr and in 80%
DMSO than in pure water. In the basic hydrolysis of
esters, the electron-withdrawing substituents stabilize the
translation state by charge delocalization and, therefore,
decrease the activation energy E. In contrast, the
electron-repelling substituents localize the negative
charge of the activated complex and so increase E. The
substituent effect on the activation energy is greater in
2.25 M Bu4NBr and 80% DMSO than in water owing to
the reduced electrophilic solvation of the reaction center
in 2.25 M Bu4NBr and 80% DMSO. In aqueous 2.25 M


Bu4NBr, the polar effect of electron-withdrawing sub-
stituents and the salting-in effect of the medium influence
the activation energy in two opposite directions. For
chloromethyl benzoate the salting-in effect of the solvent
is compensated for by the increased polar effect of the
substituent (see Fig. 3) and the activation energy for
chloromethyl benzoate in 2.25 M Bu4NBr equals that
found for water (40.2 kJ mol�1). In 80% DMSO solution
a similar situation arises for electron-repelling substitu-
ents. In 80% DMSO, the increased electron-repelling
effect of substituents (compared with water) destabilizes
the activated complex as much as 80% DMSO destabi-
lizes the ground state in comparison with water.


The steric factor, independent of temperature, ap-
peared to influence only the log A value, the entropy of
the reaction. The magnitudes of (log A � 1.2 Es


B) were
found to be virtually independent of the �* constants in
water and only very slightly dependent on �* in 2.25 M


Bu4NBr and 80% DMSO. Therefore, the alkaline
hydrolysis of alkyl benzoates in water could be
considered as an isoentropic reaction series whereas in
2.25 M Bu4NBr and 80% DMSO the isoentropic and
isokinetic relationships are indistinguishable. It is


3�4��� !� &����������3 ���2��� ��� .��0
#�>
������ 	�� �����


������������ 
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����?��� ���� .3����� 6@;0A �������� ���������� �	 ���!�����
.3����� ,@6�0( B���� .3����� 6 ��� ,0� �'����� ,�- 1)�%
.3����� � ��� <0� �'����� ;(;$ ) *��+*� .3���� 80� 3���
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surprising that the log A value or the entropic factor
remains nearly unchanged in the case of alkyl substi-
tuents on going from water to 2.25 M Bu4NBr and 80%
DMSO. In contrast, for phenyl benzoates a considerable
change in the log A value (2.7 units) has been observed on
going from water to 2.25 M Bu4NBr.1


In Table 4 are listed the values characterizing the
variation of the (�I)CH2X, (�°)m,p and (�I)ortho values with
temperature (Fig. 5) and with the solvent. The values in
Table 4 were obtained from the following relationships:


� � const � const1�1�T� �12�
� � �const1�S � �const1�H2O �13�


In water, the influence of the inductive effect of alkyl


substituents, XCH2, appeared to be nearly 3.5 times
larger than that of meta- and para-substituents when the
data at a single temperature were considered (Table 3).
Similarly, in the case of alkyl substituents the dependence
of the inductive term on temperature was observed to be
nearly 3.2 times stronger than the same dependence for
meta- and para-substituents (see const1 values in Table
4). The variation of the �* values with the solvent and
temperature was found to be identical with the corre-
sponding change in �I values in the case of ortho-
substituents. From the relationship1 (EX � EH)/
4.1868� = 2.3Rconst1, it follows that in the alkaline
hydrolysis of alkyl benzoates, the substituent-dependent
activation energy (EX � EH) varies with the solvent in a
similar manner to the variation in the case of meta- and
para-substituted phenyl benzoates when the �I scales for
alkyl benzoates and the �° scale for substituted phenyl
benzoates were used and in a similar manner to that of
ortho-substituted phenyl benzoates when the dependence
of the activation energy on the polar effect is described in
terms of �* constants.


'�����������
 ��������


The second-order rate constants k2 for the alkaline
hydrolysis of substituted alkyl benzoates C6H5CO2R in
aqueous 2.25 M Bu4NBr, 80% (v/v) DMSO and water at
various temperatures (Table S1) are available as
supplementary material at the epoc website at http://
www.wiley.com/epoc.
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Compounds Solvent S const1 � 103 �� 103


Substituted alkyl benzoates 2.25 M Bu4NBr 1.77 0.70
0.79a 0.32a


80% DMSO 1.86 0.79
0.87a 0.40a


Water 1.07
0.47a


m- and p-substituted phenyl benzoates 2.25 M Bu4NBr 1.34b 1.01b


80% DMSO 0.93c 0.60c


Water 0.33c


o-Substituted phenyl benzoates 2.25 M Bu4NBr 0.89b 0.29b


80% DMSO 0.95c 0.35c


Water 0.6b


a �* was used.
b Ref. 1.
c Ref. 4.
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ABSTRACT: The oxidation of substituted benzylamines by hexamethylenetetramine-bromine (HABR) to the
corresponding aldimines is first order with respect to each the amine and HABR. It is proposed that HABR itself is the
reactive oxidizing species. The oxidation of deuterated benzylamine (PhCD2NH2) indicated a substantial kinetic
isotope effect (kH/kD = 5.60 at 293 K). This confirmed the cleavage of an �-C—H bond in the rate-determining step.
Correlation analyses of the rates of oxidation of 20 monosubstituted benzylamines were performed with various
single- and multi-parametric equations. The rates of the oxidation showed excellent correlations in terms of the
Yukawa–Tsuno and Brown equations. The polar reaction constants were negative. The oxidation exhibited extensive
cross-conjugation, in the transition state, between the electron-donating substituents and the reaction centre. A
mechanism involving a hydride ion transfer from the amine to HABR, in the rate-determining step, is proposed.
Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Hexamethylenetetramine-bromine (HABR) was first
reported as a synthetic reagent for the oxidation of
alcohols to carbonyl compounds in 1994.1 We have
undertaken a study of the kinetics and mechanism of
oxidations by HABR and some reports have emanated
from our laboratory on the mechanistic aspects of
oxidations by HABR.2–6 It seems that there are no
reports about the oxidation of aromatic amines by HABR.
However, the kinetics of the oxidation of aromatic
amines by many reagents have been studied, e.g. by
permanganate,7 N-chlorosuccinimide (NCS),8 N-bro-
moacetamide (NBA),9 N-chloroacetanilide,10 acid bro-
mate11 and periodate.12 The oxidation of benzylamines
presents interesting possibilities. It is known to yield a
number of products including those resulting from
condensation of the intermediate products of oxidation
with the parent amine.13 In addition, benzamide,
benzaldehyde and benzoic acid are also formed.13 In this
paper, the kinetics of the oxidation of 20 monosubstituted
benzylamines by HABR in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)
as a solvent are reported. Attempts were made to


correlate rate and structure in this reaction. A suitable
mechanism is proposed.


�#�!$��


The oxidation of benzylamines by HABR results in the
formation of corresponding aldimines. Analyses of
products indicate the following overall reaction:


2ArCH2NH2 � �CH2�6N4Br4 � 2ArCH
� NH � �CH2�6N4 � 4H� � 4Br� �1�


���� ��%�


The reactions were found to be first order with respect
to HABR. The individual kinetic runs were strictly
first order in HABR. Further, the pseudo-first-order
rate constants, kobs, do not depend on the initial
concentration of HABR. The reaction rate increases
linearly with increase in the concentration of the amine
(Table 1). Thus the reaction is first order with respect to
amines also.


�&������ ���	���


The UV–visible spectra of HABR (0.001 mol dm�3) and
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an equivalent amount of bromine (0.002 mol dm�3), in
DMSO at �293 K showed that there is some difference in
the nature of the spectra of HABR and bromine. There is
a broad peak for HABR in the range 300–310 nm and for
bromine there is a peak at 278 nm. Their optical densities
showed large variations (Fig. 1). Hexamethylenetetra-
mine (HXA) had no appreciable absorption in this range.
Further, the spectrum of HABR did not show any change
during the experimental time period (ca 2 h). When a
solution of HABR in DMSO was evaporated to dryness
under reduced pressure, HABR was recovered un-


changed. This confirmed that HABR retained its integrity
in DMSO.


��	���	 &���
��������� � �������������


The oxidation of benzylamine, in an atmosphere of
nitrogen, failed to induce the polymerization of acryloni-
trile. Further, the addition of acrylonitrile had no effect
on the rate of oxidation (Table 1).


#��� � ����
�������������
���


Addition of HXA had no effect on the rate of oxidation
(Table 1).


����� '� ����  	������� 
	� ��� 	!���	� 	
 "��#�$���� "�
%&'� �� ��� (


[Amine]
(mol dm�3)


103[HABR]
(mol dm�3)


105 kobs
(s�1)


0.1 1.0 9.62
0.2 1.0 19.6
0.3 1.0 28.5
0.5 1.0 49.0
1.0 1.0 95.8
1.5 1.0 150
2.0 1.0 204
2.0 1.0 200a


1.0 2.0 96.2
1.0 4.0 94.8
1.0 6.0 97.0
1.0 8.0 96.0
1.0 1.0 96.2b


1.0 1.0 95.7c


a Contains 0.005 mol dm�3 acrylonitrile.
b Contains 0.02 mol dm�3 HXA.
c Contains 0.02 mol dm�3 sodium bromide.


(�)��� '� ��)��"$� ��� ��� 	
 *&+ ����, �	$ ���� %&'�
��� *'+ ����� �	$ ���� "�	���- .����������� �/� (-
�	$����� �012


����� *� ����  	������� 
	� ��� 	!���	� 	
 ��"������� "��#�$����� "� %&'� ��� ��� � ����	� ����������


Substituent


104 k2 (dm3 mol�1 s�1) �H*
(kJ mol�1)


�S*


(J mol�1 K�1)
�G*


(kJ mol�1)293 K 303 K 313 K 323 K


p-NO2 0.23 0.62 1.70 3.98 72.8 � 0.7 �86 � 2 98.2 � 0.6
p-CF3 0.26 0.66 1.74 4.07 70.0 � 0.7 �94 � 2 98.0 � 0.5
p-CO2Me 0.48 1.23 2.95 7.24 68.4 � 0.6 �95 � 2 96.5 � 0.6
p-Br 2.24 5.12 12.9 27.5 63.9 � 1.0 �97 � 3 92.8 � 0.8
p-Cl 2.88 6.76 13.8 28.2 57.0 � 0.6 �119 � 2 92.2 � 0.5
H 4.20 9.62 21.5 45.0 59.8 � 0.3 �106 � 1 91.2 � 0.2
p-F 6.61 14.1 30.9 66.1 58.0 � 0.9 �109 � 3 90.2 � 0.7
p-Me 18.0 33.9 70.8 138 51.3 � 1.2 �123 � 4 87.9 � 1.0
p-OMe 214 354 631 1050 39.5 � 0.8 �143 � 3 81.9 � 0.7
p-NH2 5240 7080 10000 12000 19.8 � 1.0 �183 � 3 74.2 � 0.8
p-NMe2 16600 20000 31700 40800 22.3 � 2.0 �166 � 7 71.5 � 1.6
m-NO2 0.11 0.30 0.79 1.95 74.2 � 0.1 �88 � 1 100 � 1.0
m-CF3 0.49 1.20 2.95 6.92 67.0 � 0.7 �99 � 2 96.5 � 0.5
m-CO2Me 0.54 1.38 3.31 7.76 67.4 � 0.3 �97 � 1 96.2 � 0.2
m-Cl 0.63 1.62 3.89 8.89 66.8 � 0.1 �98 � 1 95.8 � 0.1
m-I 0.68 1.78 4.27 9.66 67.2 � 0.3 �96 � 1 95.6 � 0.3
m-F 0.71 1.86 4.47 11.0 69.0 � 0.6 �89 � 2 95.5 � 0.5
m-OMe 2.45 5.75 13.2 27.7 61.3 � 0.3 �105 � 1 92.5 � 0.2
m-Me 5.62 12.6 28.8 60.3 60.0 � 0.5 �103 � 2 90.5 � 0.4
m-NH2 8.91 19.1 42.7 88.7 58.0 � 0.6 �106 � 2 89.4 � 0.6
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#��� � ���
�	� ���


The rate of oxidation of the amine was not affected by the
addition of added sodium bromide (Table 1).


������� �����&� ����


To ascertain the importance of the cleavage of the �-C—
H bond in the rate-determining step, the oxidation of
[1,1-2H2]benzylamine (PhCD2NH2) by HABR was
studied. The results (Table 3) showed the presence of a
substantial primary kinetic isotope effect (kH/kD = 5.60 at
293 K).


#��� � �����������


The rates of oxidation of benzylamine and 19 mono-
substituted benzylamines were determined at different
temperatures and the activation parameters were calcu-
lated (Table 2).


���"!��� �


The values of logk2 at 293 K for the oxidation of 20
benzylamines are linearly related to logk2 at 323 K
(slope = 0.8174 � 0.0059; c2 = 0.9990). The value of the
isokinetic temperature, calculated by Exner’s14 method,
is 597 � 19 K. A linear isokinetic relationship implies
that all the compounds so correlated react by the same
mechanism. Further, the linear relationship is also a
necessary condition for the validity of linear free energy
relationships.15


In solution, HABR may dissociate to form molecular
bromine and HXA:


�CH2�6N4Br4 	 2Br2 � �CH2�6N4 �2�


The observed effects of added HXA or bromide ion on
the rate of oxidation are reminiscent of the results
obtained earlier in the oxidation of other reductants by
HABR,5,6 and indicate that the reactive oxidizing species
is HABR itself. This is supported by the spectral data and
isolation of unchanged HABR.


"���������� �������� � ������+���


The rate constants for the oxidation of the meta- and
para- substituted compounds were correlated in terms of
the Hammett16 equation [Eqn. (3)], but no significant
correlation was obtained. We used the standard deviation
(sd), the coefficient of determination (C2 or c2) and
Exner’s17 parameter � as the measures of goodness of fit:


log k2 � ��3�03 � 0�21��� 2�65 �3�
c2 � 0�9238� sd � 0�37� n � 20� � � 0�28� T � 303 K


The main deviating points correspond to para-substitu-
ents capable of electron donation by resonance, viz.
methoxy, amino and dimethylamino. Their rates are
higher than those required by their Hammett � values.
This indicates that in the transition state of the reaction,
there is an electron-deficient centre, which is stabilized
by cross-conjugation with the electron-donating substi-
tuents at the para-position. The substituent effects in such
systems can be described by the Yukawa–Tsuno18


equation:


log k2 � ��
 � �r��� � �
� � log k0 �4�


Where �° is the normal substituent constant, which does
not involve any additional �-electronic interaction
between the substituent and the reaction centre, �� ��°
is the resonance substituent constant measuring the
capability for �-delocalization of the �-electron donor
substituent and r is characteristic of the given reaction
measuring the extent of resonance demand, i.e. the degree
of resonance interaction between the aryl group and the
reaction centre in the rate-determining transition state.


The correlation of the rate of oxidation of the para- and
meta-substituted benzylamines in terms of Eqn. (4) is
excellent (Table 4) with the value of � ranging from
�1.72 to �2.03 and the value of r being �1.03. The value
of r indicates that the resonance demand is slightly more
than that for the model reaction19 for �� values, i.e.
solvolysis of 2-aryl-2-chloropropanes for which the value
of r is, by definition, 1.0. In view of this, an attempt was
made to correlate the rates of the oxidation of meta- and
para-substituted amines with Brown’s �� values. The
correlation is very good [Eqn. (5)]. In fact, the


����� ,� (��� �	�	�� �

� � � ��� 	!���	� 	
 "��#�$���� "� %&'�


Compound


104 k2 (dm3 mol�1 s�1)


�H* (kJ mol�1)
�S*


(J mol�1 K�1)
�G*


(kJ mol�1)293 K 303 K 313 K 323 K


PhCH2NH2 4.20 9.62 21.5 45.0 59.8 � 0.3 �106 � 1 91.2 � 0.2
PhCD2NH2 0.75 1.77 4.05 8.70 61.8 � 0.3 �113 � 1 95.5 � 0.2
kH/kD 5.60 5.44 5.31 5.17
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significance of the two correlations is almost equal.


log k2 � ��1�95 � 0�04��� � 3�03 �5�
c2 � 0�9939� sd � 0�08� n � 19� � � 0�08� T � 303 K


The data for the p-N,N-dimethylamino compound were
not included in the correlations with Eqn. (4) and
Brown’s �� values, as the substituent constants are not
available.


-�������



The absence of any effect of the radical scavenger on the
reaction rate and the failure to induce polymerization of
acrylonitrile point against a one-electron oxidation,
giving rise to free radicals.


The presence of a substantial kinetic isotope effect in
the oxidation of [1,1-2H2]benzylamine confirmed the
cleavage of the �-C—H bond in the rate-determining
step. The large negative values of the reaction constants
and a significant resonance interaction between the aryl
group and the reaction centre in the rate-determining
transition state suggest that the activated complex has a
considerable carbocationic character. Therefore, transfer
of a hydride ion from the methylene group of the amine to
HABR, in the rate-determining step, is indicated.
Formation of a benzylic carbocationic activated complex
generally leads to higher magnitudes of reaction
constants, e.g. in the bromination of styrene20 in acetic
acid at 298 K, the values of � and r are �4.61 and 1.25,
respectively. The relatively lower magnitudes of the


reaction constants in the present reaction may well be due
to the presence of an electron-donor group (NH2)
adjacent to the cationic carbon. The non-bonded pair of
electron on nitrogen can delocalize the positive charge on
the carbon and, therefore, reduce the electronic demand
of the reaction centre. In the acid-catalysed solvolysis of
acetophenone acetals,21 where electron-donating alkoxy
and methyl groups are present adjacent to the cationic
carbon, the values of � and r are �1.7 and 0.6,
respectively.


The mechanism depicted in Scheme 1 accounts for the
experimental results. The values of activation parameters
support the proposed mechanism. The large negative
entropy of activation indicated a rigid activated complex
in the transition state. When two species come together to
form a single activated complex, they lose the indepen-
dence to move singly and there is a loss of entropy.
Further, as the charge separation takes place in the
transition state, the charged ends become highly solvated.
This results in the immobilization of a large number of
solvent molecules. This also results in a loss of entropy.
The large enthalpies of activation indicated that the
formation of the activated complex involves a greater
degree of bond cleavage.


It is of interest to compare the results of this
investigation with earlier reports on the oxidation of
benzylamine. In the permanganate7 ion oxidation and
Ru(III)-catalysed oxidation by acid bromate,11 the
reaction constants are �0.28 and 0.87, respectively,
indicating the possibility of a one-electron oxidation. The
oxidations by NCS8 and NBA9 exhibited large negative
polar reaction constants and substantial primary kinetic
isotope effects. The mechanism proposed for the
oxidation by NBA, NCS and HABR is essentially same,
i.e. transfer of a hydride ion from the amine to the oxidant
resulting in the formation of a cationic species in the rate-
determining step.


#./#��-#��0$


���������	 HABR was prepared by the reported method1


and its purity was checked by an iodimetric method and
melting-point determination. Contrary to the earlier
report,1 we found that, in DMSO solution, the active
bromine content of this complex is 2 mol per mole of the


����� 1� �	���$��	� 	
 ����� 	
 	!���	� 	
 ����3 ��� ����3��"������� "��#�$����� "� %&'� � ����� 	
 ��� 4�5�6�).���	
�7���	��


Temperature (K) � r C2 sd �


293 �2.03 � 0.09 1.06 � 0.08 0.9939 0.09 0.08
303 �1.91 � 0.08 1.05 � 0.09 0.9941 0.07 0.08
313 �1.81 � 0.08 1.03 � 0.08 0.9933 0.08 0.09
323 �1.73 � 0.08 0.98 � 0.08 0.9926 0.08 0.09


a No. of data points = 19.


����
� '�
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reagent. [1,1-2H2]Benzylamine was prepared by the
reduction of phenyl cyanide with lithium aluminium
deuteride.22 Its isotopic purity, determined from the 1H
NMR spectrum, was 93 � 2%. m-Aminobenzylamine
was prepared by the reported method.23 The other amines
were commercial products and were purified by distilla-
tion. DMSO was purified by the usual method.24



����� ��������	 The oxidation of benzylamines leads to
the formation of the corresponding aldimines. Quantita-
tive product analysis was carried out under kinetic
conditions. In a typical experiment, benzylamine
(0.1 mol) and HABR (0.01 mol) were made up to 50 ml
of DMSO and kept in the dark for �12 h to ensure
completion of the reaction. The amount of aldimine
formed was then determined by the reported 2,4-
dinitrophenylhydrazine method.25 According to this
method, the aldimine is hydrolysed to the aldehyde and
then isolated as the 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazone (DNP),
vacuum dried, weighed, recrystallized from ethanol and
weighed again. The yields of DNP before and after
recrystallization were 5.5 g (96%) and 4.5 g (78%),
respectively. The DNP was found to be identical (m.p.
and mixed m.p.) with the DNP of benzaldehyde. In
similar experiments with the other substituted benzyla-
mines the yields of DNP, after recrystallization, were in
the range 70–81%. Attempts were made to detect the
formation of bromination products in amines containing
electron-donating substituents. The results indicated that
no noticeable amount of bromination product was
formed.


������� �����������	 The reactions were studied
under pseudo-first-order conditions by keeping an excess
(�20 or greater) of the amine over HABR. The solvent
was DMSO. The reactions were studied at constant
temperature (�0.1 K) and were followed by monitoring
the decrease in [HABR] spectrophotometrically at
380 nm for up to 80% reaction. Beer’s law was found
to be valid within the concentration range used in our
experiments. Pseudo-first-order rate constants, kobs, were
evaluated from linear plots (c2 �0.995) of log[HABR]
against time. Duplicate kinetic runs showed that the rates
were reproducible to within �3%.


�������� ��������	 UV–visible spectra of HABR, hexam-
ethylenetetramine (HXA) and bromine were obtained on


a Hewlett-Packard diode-array rapid scanning spectro-
photometer (Model 8452A) with a scanning speed of
600 nm s�1. The solvent was DMSO and the temperature
was �293 K.


0�2��%��	)�
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ABSTRACT: The methoxide-promoted elimination reaction of some 1,1,1-trichloro-2,2-bis(phenyl-substitute-
d)ethanes (1) was investigated. The ortho-substituted derivatives were found to be less reactive than the
corresponding ortho-unsubstituted derivatives, irrespective of the nature of their substituent. The reactivity data were
correlated with the 13C NMR chemical shift values of C-� of either 1,1,1-trichloro-2,2-bis(phenyl-substituted)ethanes
or 1,1-dichloro-2,2-bis(phenyl-substituted)ethenes and the better result was obtained for the former correlation.
Activation parameters for the methoxide-promoted elimination of 1 show very similar values for ortho-substituted
derivatives. The total data set seems to be more indicative, even if not compelling, of an irreversible E1cB
mechanism. Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: 1,1,1-trichloro-2,2-bis(phenyl-substituted)ethanes; reaction mechanism; base-promoted elimination;
13C NMR
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The �-elimination reaction1 is one of the most studied
reactions in organic chemistry. It is well known2 that both
the electronic and steric properties of a �-substituent
(generally an aryl-substituted ring) are able to affect the
reactivity of base-promoted elimination. Furthermore, in
some cases, the �-substituent seems to be responsible for
changing the elimination mechanism from concerted E2
to stepwise E1cB.2


We recently studied the base-promoted elimination
reaction of some 1,1,1-trihalo-2,2-bis(dimethoxyphenyl)-
ethanes in alcoholic solutions.3 The reported data did not
allow definite conclusions as regards the nature of the
reaction mechanism (i.e. irreversible E1cB or E2),
thereby confirming similarity between the two mechan-
isms.1,4 Our interest in the properties of 1,1-diarylethanes
and, in particular, the effect of ortho-substituents on the
reactivity of 1,1-diarylethanes5 prompted us to carry out a
kinetic study of the methoxide-promoted elimination
reaction of some 1,1,1-trichloro-2,2-bis(phenyl-substitu-
ted)ethanes (1a–j) with at least one ortho-substituted
aromatic ring. For comparison, we also report data for the
bis(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl) (1k) and bis(4-methoxyphe-
nyl) (1l) derivatives. Ortho-substitution on either 1k or 1l


should change the steric requirements of aromatic rings,
consequently deeply affecting the elimination reaction.


The kinetic studies of dehydrochlorination of 1a–e, g
and l, which produce the corresponding 1,1-dichloro-
2,2-bis(phenyl-substituted)ethenes (2a–e, g and l), were
performed over the temperature range 30–50°C at
various concentrations (from 0.04 up to 0.4 M, depending
on the studied substrate) of sodium methoxide. Com-
pounds 1h–j showed very low reactivity under these
reaction conditions, so, in order to obtain some informa-
tion about their reactivity, Hammett’s equation was
used to calculate second-order constant values, with
compound 1f3 as a reference and assuming additive
substituent effects.


#)*(�%* +"' '$*!(**$&"


The second-order rate constants for the methoxide-
promoted elimination of 1a–l, together with the 13C
NMR chemical shift values of the C-� carbon atom for
1a–l and 2a–l, are reported in Table 1. We observed that
the introduction of an ortho-substituent on at least one
aromatic ring causes a significant decrease in the second-
order rate constant, irrespective of the electron-with-
drawing/releasing nature of the substituent. Indeed, the
substitution of one ortho-hydrogen atom of 1k by one
nitro group (1a) decreases the rate constant by a factor of
2, k1k/k1a = 2, although the electron-withdrawing effect
of the nitro group should act in the opposite direction. For
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example, the hydroxide ion-promoted reaction of 2-(4-
nitrophenyl)ethyl bromide is about 100 times faster than
that of phenylethyl bromide.2b


A comparison of homologous mono-ortho-substituted
compounds (1a–d) shows clearly that both the steric and
electronic effects must be responsible for the observed
reactivity order. Indeed, 1b with the bulkiest substituent,
i.e. I, is less reactive than 1d (with an electron-releasing


ortho-substituent, i.e. Me), 1a and 1c (with electron-
withdrawing ortho-substituents). It is interesting that the
same decrease in reactivity is observed on going from 1k
to 1d (i.e. from an ortho-unsubstituted to an ortho-
methyl-substituted derivative, k1d/k1k = 0.11) and from
1d to 1e (i.e., from an ortho-methyl to a bis-ortho-
methyl-substituted derivative, k1e/k1d = 0.15). The ob-
served decrease in reactivity from 1k to 1e could be a
consequence of both the steric and electronic effects of
the ortho-methyl groups in 1e.


The replacement of ortho-methyl groups in 1e by
ortho-methoxy groups (1i) causes a substantial decrease
in reactivity (k1i/k1e = 6 � 10�3), in contrast to the result
predicted only on the grounds of differences in steric
requirements of these substituents (�Es = 0.69).6 Hence
there must be a significant and unfavourable electronic
effect that can only be explained by considering that an
elimination mechanism with a carbanionic transition
state is operating. Thus, the observed reactivity order can
be derived from the usual electronic effect of the
substituents and other ortho-effects, as in the case of
steric hindrance to conjugation.


Indeed, if we consider that two mechanisms (i.e.
irreversible E1cB and E2) can operate in the dehydro-
chlorination of 1, the steric hindrance to conjugation of
aromatic rings with a carbanionic centre (irreversible
E1cB mechanism) should cause a decrease in reactivity,
as a consequence of a decrease in acidity of the �-


%���� �, �, -./  � ��	����� ���0� ���)	� 1���2 0�� ��3�
�
� ��3� �
� �	��
� ���	� ���	 ��
���
�� 1��, ����� ���2�


0�� ��	 �→ � �	�����
 �
 .	��3.	�4 �� 5#°


Compound C-� of 1 C-� of 2 k Logk


a 61.29 136.72 5.43 � 10�4 �3.26
b 71.98 141.10 2.61 � 10�5 �4.58
c 67.16 138.61 9.30 � 10�5 �4.03
d 64.87 139.26 1.12 � 10�4 �3.95
e 59.84 139.01 1.71 � 10�5 �4.77
f 52.12 134.01 1.77 � 10�6b �5.75
g 60.28 137.02 1.21 � 10�5 �4.92
h 51.90 134.17 �10�7; 3.86 � 10�7c �6.41
i 51.54 134.06 �10�7; 6.83 � 10�7c �6.17
j 51.33 134.03 �10�7b; 3.24 � 10�7c �6.49
k 70.10 139.81 1.04 � 10�3b �2.98
l 69.55 139.66 4.00 � 10�4 �3.40


a The rate constants are accurate to within �3%.
b From Ref. 3.
c Calculated values.
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hydrogen atom. Furthermore, an ortho-substituent should
also be able to hinder the conjugation between the
aromatic ring and �-electrons of the double bond, thereby
causing an increase in the energy of the elimination
product and consequently an increase in the transition-
state energy (E2 mechanism).


Considering that the reactivity of compounds 1a–j,
though affected by ortho effects, seems to depend on
electronic factors, we attempted to correlate the reactivity
data with C-� 13C NMR chemical shift values. 13C
chemical shift values can be considered a measure of the
electron density of carbon atoms7 when the electron
excitation energy term in the Karplus–Pople8 equation is
constant for the series under examination.


According to the chemical shift values reported in
Table 1, it can be observed that the presence of one ortho-
substituent, excluding the iodo derivative, determines a
significant upfield shift for the C-� carbon atom. A
downfield shift of carbon atoms, as induced by an iodo
atom in the �-position (the effect of the ortho-iodo
substituent on C-� in our case), was observed and
accounted for by 1-iodonaphthalene.9


Figure 1 shows the result of the correlation between the
logarithm of second-order kinetic constants for meth-
oxide-promoted elimination and the C-� 13C NMR
chemical shift values of 1. As can be seen, a good
correlation (s = 0.16 � 0.01, i = �14.6 � 0.6, n = 10,
r = 0.983) was obtained and only two points, which
relate to mononitro and -iodo derivatives, deviate
significantly. Presumably these deviations are the result
of the peculiar effects exerted by ortho-iodo (see above)
and the ortho-nitro substituents on the C-� 13C NMR
chemical shift, that does not influence the reactivity of 1a
and 1b in the elimination reaction. For the ortho-nitro
group, it is possible to suppose that different preferable
conformations, i.e. coplanar and perpendicular, are
responsible for spectroscopic and reactivity behaviour.


According to the hypothesis that the methoxide-


promoted dehydrochlorination reaction of 1 occurs via
an E2 mechanism, reactivity data were also correlated
with the C-� 13C NMR chemical shift values of 2 (Fig. 2).
Points relating in this case to 2a and b deviate
significantly and, moreover, this correlation (s = 0.47
� 0.05, i = �69 � 8, n = 10, r = 0.948) is worse than the
previous one.


In our opinion, the linear correlation obtained for 1
could be considered as an indication that the compounds
under investigation in this study react as the same
reaction mechanism. The positive value of the slope
probably indicates that the reaction mechanism is
carbanionic in nature (E1cb or E2): the greater the
electron density on the C-� carbon atom in the ground
state (upfield chemical shift), the more difficult is the
formation of a negative charge on C-�.


The activation parameters of methoxide-promoted
elimination for 1a–e and k are reported in Table 2. Both
the enthalpy and entropy values for ortho-substituted
compounds 1a–e are not much higher than those for 1k.
However, the ortho-substituted compounds have very
similar activation parameters [the activation enthalpy
values do not differ by more than 1 kcal mol�1


(1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) and the activation entropy values
differ by more than 3 entropy units (e.u.) on going from
the more reactive 1a to the less reactive 1e]. This seems
to indicate that the differences in reactivity among these
compounds are essentially electronic in nature. We could
expect large but random variations in entropic factors
when the steric effects are operative. For example, in the
methoxide-promoted dehydrochlorination of 1-chloro-
1,1-difluoro-2-phenylethanes,10 the presence of bulky
ortho-substituents causes a decrease in the activation
entropy values that ranges from �0.5 to �9.2 e.u.


Finally, the enthalpy values similar to those that we
calculated have been reported for the methoxide-
promoted irreversible E1cB elimination of some 1,1,1-
trichloro-2,2-diphenyl-substituted ethanes.2a Conversely,


��-��� �, ���� �0 ��	 ���������� �0 ��	 ���	 ��	0+��	
�� 0��
��	 �→ � �	�����
 �
 .	��3.	�4 �� 5#° �	��)� �, -./
 � ��	����� ���0�� �0 �����)
�� �� '�	 ���)	� ��	 �	����	�
�
 '�6�	 �


��-��� �, ���� �0 ��	 ���������� �0 ��	 ���	 ��	0+��	
�� 0��
��	 �→ � �	�����
 �
 .	��3.	�4 �� 5#° �	��)� �, -./
 � ��	����� ���0�� �0 �����)
�� �� '�	 ���)	� ��	 �	����	�
�
 '�6�	 �
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enthalpy and entropy values for ethoxide-promoted E2
eliminations of 1-bromo-2-phenylethane and -propane11


are lower and higher, respectively, than those reported
here. Hence we can suppose that the substrates studied in
this work probably react in their dehydrochlorination
reaction via an irreversible E1cB mechanism.


This conclusion could also be supported by the fact
that the C-� 13C NMR chemical shift values of 1 describe
reactivity data better than those of 2, as shown by the
results of relative correlations. This fact is interesting
because it is usually difficult to predict the reactivity of
polysubstituted aromatic compounds. It seems possible to
estimate the reactivity of compounds such as 1 versus the
dehydrochlorination reaction by means of a unique
parameter which is linked to the overall effect of the
substituents, that is, the C-� 13C NMR chemical shift
values.


)./)#$ )"%+�


Melting-points were measured on a Büchi 510 melting-
point apparatus and are uncorrected. High-resolution
mass spectrometry (HRMS) spectra were performed on
an AutoSpec O-TOF instrument (Micromass) at a
resolving power of 10 000 with an accuracy of
�10 ppm. IR spectra were obtained with a Perkin-Elmer
Model 1310 IR spectrophotometer. 1H and 13C NMR
spectra were recorded on a Bruker AC-E 250 MHz
spectrometer in deuterochloform solutions. Chemical
shifts are reported as � values (ppm) relative to residual
CHCl3 (7.27 ppm) for 1H NMR. 13C NMR chemical shift
values are reported as � values (ppm) with respect to
solvent central peak signals (77.00 ppm) and were taken
from fully decoupled spectra. C-� carbon signals assign-
ment was made on the ground of known substituent
effects and, when necessary, mult-ellipticities were also
determined by ‘proton gated’ decoupled experiments. For
1a–d and 2a–d H� and C� refer to protons and carbons of
the 3,4-dimethoxy-substituted phenyl ring. For 1g and 2g,
H� and C� refer to protons and carbons of 4-methoxy-


substituted phenyl ring. Kinetic experiments were
performed on a Beckman DU 650 UV–visible spectro-
photometer.


 ��������, Silica gel 60 (Merck, 0.06–0.2 mm) was used
for column chromatography. The solvent MeOH12 and
the base solutions were purified and prepared as reported.


Compounds 1e, 2e,13 1f, 2f, 1k, 2k,14 1g,15 1h,16 1j,17


1l and 2l18 were prepared by published methods. For
these compounds we now report the 13C NMR � values.


�����������	
�
������������������
����������	����
��	������� ����� 13C NMR, �: 20.15 (2 CH3); 55.51 (2
OCH3); 55.84 (2 OCH3); 59.84 (C-�); 103.62 (C-�);
112.65 (2 C-6); 113.36 (2 C-3); 128.29 (2 C-1); 129.77 (2
C-2); 146.34 and 147.88 (2 C-4 and 2 C-5).


��������	
�
������������������
����������	�����	��
������ ����� 13C NMR, �: 19.57 (2 CH3); 55.65 (2
OCH3); 55.91 (2 OCH3); 112.05 (2 C-6); 113.15 (2 C-3);
120.20 (C-�); 128.38 (2 C-2); 130.58 (2 C-1); 139.01 (C-
�); 146.61 and 148.49 (2 C-4 and 2 C-5).


�����������	
�
������������������
�������	�������
����� 13C NMR, �: 52.12 (C-�); 55.55 (2 OCH3); 56.62 (2
OCH3); 102.15 (C-�); 112.32 (2 C-3); 112.64 (2 C-4);
116.46 (2 C-6); 128.33 (2 C-1); 152.00 (2 C-2); 152.98 (2
C-5).


��������	
�
������������������
�������	�������
����� 13C NMR, �: 55.63 (2 OCH3); 56.18 (2 OCH3);
112.25 (2 C-3); 113.88 (2 C-4); 116.00 (2 C-6); 121.56
(C-�); 129.06 (2 C-1); 134.01 (C-�); 150.41 (2 C-2);
153.18 (2 C-5).


�����������	
�
����������
�������	�����������
���
�����	������� ��-�� 13C NMR, �: 55.11 (OCH3); 55.73
(OCH3); 60.28 (C-�); 102.60 (C-�); 111.02 (C-3); 113.24
(C-3�,5�); 120.22 (C-5); 127.76 (C-1); 128.36 and 128.66
(C-4 and C-6); 129.84 (C-1�); 132.00 (C-2�,6�); 156.71
(C-2); 159.00 (C-4�).


�����������	
�
��������������
����������	�����	��
������ ����� 13C NMR, �: 20.94 (2 CH3); 51.90 (C-�);
56.11 (2 OCH3); 102.58 (C-�); 111.26 (2 C-3); 127.22 (2
C-1); 129.00 and 130.19 (2 C-4 and 2 C-6); 129.12 (2 C-
5); 155.60 (2 C-2).


�����������	
�
������������������
�������	�������
��0�� 13C NMR, �: 51.33 (C-�); 55.17 (2 OCH3); 55.87 (2
OCH3); 98.74 (2 C-3); 103.27 (C-�); 104.05 (2 C-5);
120.36 (2 C-1); 130.14 (2 C-6); 158.65 (2 C-2); 159.98 (2
C-4).


�����������	
�
������������������
�������	�������
��1�� 13C NMR, �: 55.74 (2 OCH3); 55.95 (2 OCH3);
70.10 (C-�); 102.35 (C-�); 110.95 (2 C-5); 113.76 (2 C-


%���� �, *��������
 �����	�	��� 0�� ��	 �→ � �	�����
 �

.	��3.	�4


Compound
�H‡b


(kcal mol�1)
��S‡a,c


(cal K�1 mol�1)


1a 19.7 11
1b 20.5 14
1c 19.8 14
1d 20.4 11
1e 22.2 10
1k 17.2d 17d


a Calculated from kinetic data collected in the temperature range 30–50°C.
b Calculated at 40°C; experimental error �700 cal mol�1.
c Calculated at 40°C; experimental error �2 cal K�1 mol�1.
d From Ref. 3.
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2); 122.48 (2 C-6); 130.85 (2 C-1); 148.56 and 148.82 (2
C-3 and 2 C-4).


��������	
�
������������������
�������	�������
��1�� 13C NMR, �: 55.65 (2 OCH3); 55.76 (2 OCH3);
110.46 (2 C-5); 112.50 (2 C-2); 117.77 (C-�); 122.19 (2
C-6); 131.89 (2 C-1); 139.81 (C-�); 148.24 and 148.57 (2
C-3 and 2 C-4).


�����������	
�
��������������
�������	������� �����
13C NMR, �: 55.04 (2 OCH3); 69.55 (C-�); 102.48 (C-
�); 113.50 (2 C-3, 5); 130.46 (2 C-1); 131.00 (2 C-2, 6);
158.95 (2 C-4).


��������	
�
��������������
�������	������� ����� 13C
NMR, �: 55.18 (2 OCH3); 113.47 (2 C-3, 5); 117.62 (C-
�); 130.79 (2 C-2, 6); 132.03 (2 C-1); 139.66 (C-�);
159.11 (2 C-4).


�����������	
�
��������������
���������
�����	����
�����������
�������	������� ����� A solution of 1k
(2.03 g, 5 mmol) in acetic anhydride (100 ml) was placed
in a two-necked round-bottomed flask fitted with a
mechanical stirrer and a reflux condenser protected by a
CaCl2 tube. Cu(NO3)2�3H2O (0.604 g, 2.5 mmol) was
added to the stirred solution. The mixture was heated at
40–50°C for 0.5 h. The cold mixture was poured into
water, then extracted with chloroform, neutralized, dried
and evaporated in vacuo. Cristallization of the crude
product from ethanol afforded pure 1a as yellow crystals
(yield 98%), m.p. 149°C. 1H NMR, �: 3.88 (6H, s, 2
OCH3); 3.93 (3H, s, OCH3); 3.94 (3H, s, OCH3); 6.28
(1H, s, H-�); 6.86 (1H, d, Jo = 8.4 Hz, H-5�); 7.18 (1H, d,
Jm = 1.9 Hz, H-2�); 7.27 (1H, dd, Jo = 8.4 Hz, Jm = 1.9 Hz,
H-6�); 7.47 (1H, s, H-6); 7.57 (1H, s, H-3). 13C NMR, �:
55.73 (OCH3); 55.93 (OCH3); 56.25 (2 OCH3); 61.29 (C-
�); 101.31 (C-�); 108.14 (C-3); 110.70 (C-5�); 112.32
(C-6); 113.84 (C-2�); 122.28 (C-6�); 126.44 (C-1); 129.04
(C-1�); 143.17 (C-2); 148.13, 148.54 and 148.93 (C-4, C-
3� and C-4�); 151.78 (C-5). HRMS (M�), m/z calc. for
C18H18Cl3NO6; 449.0200. Found: 449.0244.


�����������	
�
��������������
������
�
�����	����
�����������
�������	������� ����� To a solution of 1k
(2.03 g, 5 mmol) in chloroform (30 ml) was added silver
trifluoroacetate (1.10 g, 5 mmol). To this stirred mixture,
a solution of iodine (1.27 g, 5 mmol) in chloroform
(50 ml) was added dropwise. The mixture was left to stir
overnight, then filtered to eliminate silver iodide and the
resulting solution was poured into water. The aqueous
layer was extracted twice with chloroform and the
combined organic phase was neutralized, dried and
evaporated in vacuo. The crude product was chromato-
graphed over silica gel, employing light petroleum (b.p.
40–60°C)–diethyl ether (80:20) as eluent, to give pure 1b
(yield 95%) as white crystals from 1:1 light petroleum
(b.p. 40–60°C)–diethyl ether, m.p. 84°C. 1H NMR, �:


3.83 (3 H, s, OCH3); 3.84 (3 H, s, OCH3); 3.86 (3 H, s,
OCH3); 3.89 (3 H, s, OCH3); 5.47 (1 H, s, H-�); 6.82 (1
H, d, Jo = 8.2 Hz, H-5�); 7.14 (1 H, d, Jm = 2.0 Hz, H-2�);
7.18 (1 H, dd, Jo = 8.2 Hz, Jm = 2.0 Hz, H-6�); 7.26 (1 H,
s, H-3); 7.67 (1 H, s, H-6). 13C NMR, �: 55.61 (OCH3);
55.80 (OCH3); 55.85 (OCH3); 55.88 (OCH3); 71.98 (C-
�); 91.79 (C-2); 102.11 (C-�); 110.47 (C-5�); 111.26
(C-6); 113.99 (C-2�); 121.84 (C-3); 122.99 (C-6�); 128.86
(C-1�); 133.38 (C-1); 148.16, 148.70, 148.78 and 148.83
(C-4, C-5, C-3� and C-4�); HRMS (M�), m/z calc. for
C18H18Cl3IO4: 529.9315. Found: 529.9261.


�����������	
�
��������
�
�����������
�������	����
�����������
�������	������� ����� A solution of 1k
(2.03 g, 5 mmol) in chloroform (10 ml) was stirred at
room temperature during the dropwise addition of a
solution of bromine (0.8 g, 5 mmol) in chloroform
(10 ml). The solution was set aside at room temperature
until the evolution of hydrogen bromine gas was
complete (48 h). After solvent removal in vacuo, the
crude product was chromatographed over silica gel,
employing light petroleum (b.p. 40–60°C)–diethyl ether
(80:20) as eluent, to give pure 1c (yield 85%) as white
crystals from 1:1 light petroleum (b.p. 40–60°C)–diethyl
ether, m.p. 99°C. 1H NMR, �: 3.85 (6 H, s, 2 OCH3); 3.87
(3 H, s, OCH3); 3.91 (3 H, s, OCH3); 5.62 (1 H, s, H-�);
6.84 (1 H, d, Jo = 8.4 Hz, H-5�); 7.05 (1 H, s, H-3); 7.12 (1
H, d, Jm = 2.0 Hz, H-2�); 7.17 (1 H, dd, Jo = 8.4 Hz,
Jm = 2.0 Hz, H-6�); 7.69 (1 H, s, H-6). 13C NMR, �: 55.67
(OCH3); 55.87 (OCH3); 55.95 (OCH3); 56.05 (OCH3);
67.16 (C-�); 101.96 (C-�); 110.56 (C-5�); 111.92 (C-6);
114.02 (C-2�); 115.56 (C-3); 116.29 (C-2); 123.02 (C-6�);
129.03 (C-1�); 129.97 (C-1); 148.01, 148.28, 148.80 and
148.91 (C-4, C-5, C-3� and C-4�). HRMS (M�), m/z calc.
for C18H18Cl3BrO4: 481.9454. Found: 481.9503.


�����������	
�
��������������
�������	���������
	�
LiAlH4 (1.14 g, 0.03 mol) was added to a suspension
of 2,2,2-trichloro-3�,4�-dimethoxyacetophenone19 (8.5 g,
0.03 mol) in anhydrous diethyl ether (75 ml) and after
normal work-up 83% of 1,1,1-trichloro-2-(3,4-dimeth-
oxyphenyl)-2-ethanol was obtained. The compound was
recrystallized from ethanol, m.p. 135°C. IR (Nujol),
�max: 3420 cm�1 (OH). 1H NMR, �: 3.34 (1 H, d,
J = 3.6 Hz, exchangeable with D2O, OH); 3.90 (6 H, s, 2
OCH3); 5.17 (1 H, d, J = 3.6 Hz, singlet after exchange
with D2O, CHCCl3); 6.87 (1 H, d, Jo = 8.1 Hz, H-5);
7.14 (1H, dd, Jo = 8.1 Hz, Jm = 2.0 Hz, H-6); 7.17
(1 H, d, Jm = 2.0 Hz, H-2). HRMS (M�), m/z calc. for
C10H11Cl3O3: 283.9774. Found: 283.9802.


�����������	
�
��������������
����������	�����	����
�����������
�������	������� ��	�� A solution of 1,1,1-
trichloro-2-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-2-ethanol (6 g, 0.021
mol) in glacial acetic acid (50 ml) was added dropwise to
a stirred solution of 3,4-dimethoxytoluene (3.20 g,
0.021 mol) in glacial acetic acid–98% sulphuric acid
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(1:1, v/v) (10 ml), while the temperature was maintained
below 20°C. After standing at room temperature over-
night, the mixture was poured on to crushed ice and the
oil obtained was extracted with ethyl acetate, neutralized,
dried and evaporated in vacuo. The oil obtained was
chromatographed on silica gel, employing light petro-
leum (b.p. 40–60°C)–ethyl acetate (80:20) as eluent,
gave pure 1d (yield 55%), as white crystals from 1:1 light
petroleum ether (b.p. 40–60°C)–diethyl ether, m.p. 83°C.
1H NMR, �: 2.30 (3H, s, CH3); 3.86 (9H, s, 3 OCH3); 3.91
(3H, s, OCH3); 5.20 (1H, s, H-�); 6.67 (1H, s, H-3); 6.82
(1H, d, Jo = 8.0 Hz, H-5�); 7.09 (1H, d, Jm = 2.0 Hz, H-2�);
7.11 (1H, dd, Jo = 8.0 Hz, Jm = 2.0 Hz, H-6�); 7.65 (1H, s,
H-6). 13C NMR, �: 19.83 (CH3); 55.62 (OCH3); 55.70
(OCH3); 55.86 (OCH3); 56.10 (OCH3); 64.87 (C-�);
102.71 (C-�); 110.47 (C-5�); 111.37 (C-6); 113.69 (C-3);
114.12 (C-2�); 123.50 (C-6�); 129.20 (C-2); 129.20 (C-1�);
129.58 (C-1); 146.61 (C-4); 147.91 (C-5); 148.24 and
148.66 (C-3� and C-4�). HRMS (M�), m/z calc. for
C19H21Cl3O4: 418.0505. Found: 418.0544.


�����������	
�
���������������������
�������	�������
����� To a stirred solution of 1,2,4-trimethoxybenzene
(20.17 g, 0.12 mol) and chloral hydrate (4 g, 0.024 mol)
in glacial acetic acid (50 ml), 98% sulphuric acid (30 ml)
was added dropwise, while the temperature was main-
tained below 30°C. After standing at room temperature
overnight, the mixture was poured on to crushed ice and
the precipitate obtained was filtered, neutralized and
dried. Crystallization of the crude product from ethanol
afforded 1i as white crystals (yield 90%), m.p. 106°C. 1H
NMR, �: 3.82 (6H, s, 2 OCH3); 3.84 (6 H, s, 2 OCH3);
3.87 (6 H, s, 2 OCH3); 6.34 (1 H, s, H-�); 6.53 (2 H, s, 2
H-3); 7.47 (2 H, s, 2 H-6). 13C NMR, �: 51.54 (C-�);
55.81 (2 OCH3); 56.64 (2 OCH3); 57.05 (2 OCH3); 97.95
(2 C-3); 103.16 (C-�); 113.68 (2 C-6); 118.97 (2 C-1);
142.56 (2 C-5); 149.16 (2 C-4); 152.34 (2 C-2). HRMS
(M�), m/z calc. for C20H23Cl3O6: 464.0560. Found:
464.0514.


#������� ���	����, Compounds 1a–d and 1g–j (1
equiv.), were dehydrochlorinated by heating under reflux
with a solution of CH3ONa (2 equiv.) in dry CH3OH.
Reaction times for each compound are reported below.
The crude dehydrohalogenated compounds 2a–d and 2g–
j were purified by chromatography over silica gel
employing mixtures of light petroleum (b.p. 40–60°C)–
ethyl acetate as eluents. The physical properties and
spectral data for each compound are reported below.


��������	
�
��������������
���������
�����	���������
������
�������	������� ����� Reaction time 48 h, yield
80%, yellow crystals from ethanol, m.p. 122°C. 1H
NMR, �: 3.85 (3 H, s, OCH3); 3.86 (3 H, s, OCH3); 3.97
(3 H, s, OCH3); 3.99 (3 H, s, OCH3); 6.78 (1 H, d,
Jo = 8.4 Hz, H-5�); 6.81 (1 H, s, H-6); 6.85 (1 H, dd,
Jo = 8.4 Hz, Jm = 2.0 Hz, H-6�); 7.07 (1H, d, Jm = 2.0 Hz,


H-2�); 7.68 (1H, s, H-3). 13C NMR, �: 55.76 (OCH3);
55.94 (OCH3); 56.35 (OCH3); 56.61 (OCH3); 107.91
(C-3); 110.42 (C-5�); 112.59 (C-6); 113.02 (C-2�); 119.35
(C-�); 122.07 (C-6�); 128.98 and 129.26 (C-1 and C-1�);
136.72 (C-�); 139.80 (C-2); 148.28 and 148.64 (C-4 and
C-3�); 149.12 (C-4�); 153.20 (C-5). HRMS (M�), m/z
calc. for C18H17Cl2NO6: 413.0433. Found: 413.0471.


��������	
�
��������������
������
�
�����	���������
������
�������	������� ����� Reaction time 72 h, yield
50%, white crystals from ethanol, m.p. 143°C. 1H NMR,
�: 3.85 (3 H, s, OCH3); 3.86 (3 H, s, OCH3); 3.88 (6 H, s,
2 OCH3); 6.72 (1 H, s, H-6); 6.81 (1 H, d, Jo = 8.4 Hz, H-
5�); 6.95 (1 H, dd, Jo = 8.4 Hz, Jm = 2.0 Hz, H-6�); 7.08
(1H, d, Jm = 2.0 Hz, H-2�); 7.27 (1H, s, H-3). 13C NMR, �:
55.80 (OCH3); 55.96 (OCH3); 56.09 (OCH3); 56.11
(OCH3); 86.88 (C-2); 110.54 (C-5�); 112.39 (C-6);
112.99 (C-2�); 121.05 (C-�); 121.63 (C-3); 122.39 (C-
6�); 129.47 (C-1�); 137.28 (C-1); 141.10 (C-�); 148.25,
148.97, 149.09 and 149.52 (C-4, C-5, C-3� and C-4�).
HRMS (M�), m/z calc. for C18H17Cl2IO4: 493.9549.
Found: 493.9450.


��������	
�
��������
�
�����������
�������	����
�����������
�������	������� ����� Reaction time 72 h,
yield 60%, white crystals from ethanol, m.p. 133°C. 1H
NMR, �: 3.86 (6 H, s, 2 OCH3); 3.88 (3 H, s, OCH3);
3.89 (3H, s, OCH3); 6.73 (1 H, s, H-6); 6.82 (1 H, d,
Jo = 8.3 Hz, H-5�); 6.93 (1 H, dd, Jo = 8.3 Hz, Jm = 2.1 Hz,
H-6�); 7.04 (1H, d, Jm = 2.1 Hz, H-2�); 7.07 (1H, s, H-3).
13C NMR, �: 55.80 (OCH3); 55.90 (OCH3); 56.00
(OCH3); 56.10 (OCH3); 110.46 (C-5�); 112.47 (C-2�);
112.59 (C-6); 113.25 (C-2); 115.46 (C-3); 121.00 (C-�);
122.01 (C-6�); 129.69 (C-1�); 132.73 (C-1); 138.61 (C-�);
148.19, 148.48, 148.81 and 149.23 (C-4, C-5, C-3� and
C-4�). HRMS (M�), m/z calc. for C18H17Cl2BrO4:
445.9687. Found: 445.9732.


��������	
�
��������������
����������	�����	����
�����������
�������	������� ��	�� Reaction time 72 h,
yield 45%, white crystals from ethanol, m.p. 95°C. 1H
NMR, �: 2.17 (3 H, s, CH3); 3.84 (3 H, s, OCH3); 3.86 (3
H, s, OCH3); 3.88 (3 H, s, OCH3); 3.89 (3 H, s, OCH3);
6.67 (1 H, s, H-3); 6.71 (1H, s, H-6); 6.80 (1 H, d,
Jo = 8.4 Hz, H-5�); 6.88 (1 H, dd, Jo = 8.4 Hz, Jm = 1.9 Hz,
H-6�); 6.96 (1H, d, Jm = 1.9 Hz, H-2�). 13C NMR, �: 19.08
(CH3); 55.85 (2 OCH3); 55.94 (2 OCH3); 110.49 (C-5�);
112.08 (C-6); 112.45 (C-2�); 113.15 (C-3); 118.83 (C-�);
122.22 (C-6�); 128.29 (C-2); 130.58 (C-1�); 131.46 (C-1);
139.26 (C-�); 146.93 (C-5); 148.17, 148.54 and 148.69
(C-4, C-3� and C-4�). HRMS (M�), m/z calc. for
C19H20Cl2O4: 382.0739. Found: 382.0700.


��������	
�
����������
�������	�����������
������
��	������� ��-�� Reaction time 72 h, yield 48%, white
crystals from 1:1 diethyl ether–light petroleum (b.p. 40–
60°C), m.p. 68°C. 1H NMR, �: 3.77 (3 H, s, OCH3); 3.79
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(3 H, s, OCH3); 6.84 (2 H, d, Jo = 8.7 Hz, H-3�,5�); 6.91 (1
H, d broad, Jo = 8.6 Hz, H-3); 6.96 (1H, t broad,
Jo = 7.7 Hz, H-5); 7.18 (1 H, d broad, Jo = 7.2 Hz, H-6);
7.29 (2 H, d, Jo = 8.7 Hz, H-2�,6�); 7.31 (1 H, t broad, H-
4). 13C NMR, �: 55.15 (OCH3); 55.64 (OCH3); 111.48
(C-3); 113.28 (C-3�, 5�); 119.35 (C-�); 120.55 (C-5);
129.29 (C-1); 129.48 and 130.04 (C-4 and C-6); 130.20
(C-2�, 6�); 131.12 (C-1�); 137.02 (C-�); 156.18 (C-2);
158.91 (C-4). HRMS (M�), m/z calc. for C16H14Cl2O2:
308.0370. Found: 308.0340.


��������	
�
��������������
����������	�����	��
������ ����� Reaction time 96 h, yield 45%, white
crystals from ethanol, m.p. 113°C. 1H NMR, �: 2.28
(6 H, s, 2 CH3); 3.84 (6 H, s, 2 OCH3); 6.82 (2 H, d,
Jo = 8.3 Hz, 2 H-3); 7.07 (2 H, d, Jo = 8.3 Hz, 2 H-4); 7.09
(2 H, s, 2 H-6). 13C NMR, �: 20.45 (2 CH3); 55.81 (2
OCH3); 111.28 (2 C-3); 120.96 (C-�); 128.42 (2 C-1);
129.58 (2 C-5); 129.58 and 130.54 (2 C-4 and 2 C-6);
134.17 (C-�); 154.10 (2 C-2). HRMS (M�), m/z calc. for
C18H18Cl2O2: 336.0684. Found: 336.0649.


��������	
�
���������������������
�������	�������
����� Reaction time 96 h, yield 60%, white crystals from
ethanol, m.p. 122°C. 1H NMR, �: 3.75 (6 H, s, 2 OCH3);
3.82 (6 H, s, 2 OCH3); 3.86 (6 H, s, 2 OCH3); 6.49 (2 H, s,
2 H-3); 6.83 (2 H, s, 2 H-6). 13C NMR, �: 55.73 (2
OCH3); 56.35 (4 OCH3); 97.49 (2 C-3); 113.75 (2 C-6);
119.76 (2 C-1); 121.05 (C-�); 134.06 (C-�); 142.51 (2 C-
5); 149.30 (2 C-4); 150.42 (2 C-2). HRMS (M�), m/z
calc. for C20H22Cl2O6: 428.0793. Found: 428.0833.


��������	
�
������������������
�������	������� ��0��
Reaction time 96 h, yield 45% white crystals from
ethanol, m.p. 129°C. 1H NMR, �: 3.77 (6 H, s, 2
OCH3); 3.78 (6 H, s, 2 OCH3); 6.43 (2 H, d, Jm = 2.3 Hz,
2 H-3); 6.45 (2 H, dd, Jo = 8.9 Hz, Jm = 2.3 Hz, 2 H-5);
7.15 (2 H, d, Jo = 8.9 Hz, 2 H-6). 13C NMR, �: 55.28 (2
OCH3); 55.54 (2 OCH3); 98.66 (2 C-3); 104.18 (2 C-5);
120.83 (C-�); 121.44 (2 C-1); 130.75 (2 C-6); 134.03 (C-
�); 157.27 (2 C-2); 160.52 (2 C-4). HRMS (M�), m/z
calc. for C18H18Cl2O4: 368.0582. Found: 368.0545.


��������, Reaction mixtures for kinetic measurements
were prepared by mixing thermostated volumes of base
and substrate solutions. The substrate concentrations
used were 5 � 10�5–1 � 10�4 M. Reactions mixtures


were placed in cuvettes that had been temperature
equilibrated for at least 15 min. The kinetics were studied
by following spectrophotometrically the appearance of
the reaction products at a wavelength where the largest
difference between the absorbance spectra of the reagents
and products was observed (1a, 296; 1b, 299; 1c, 301; 1d,
297; 1e, 300; 1g, 290; 1h, 290; 1i, 292; 1l, 290 nm).


+�1��2��	-�����
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ABSTRACT: The reduction of chloramine, methylchloramine, dimethylchloramine and N-chloro-3-azabicyclo
[3.3.0]octane by sodium borohydride was studied according to pH, temperature and concentrations of haloamine and
reducing agent. The interaction is bimolecular and exhibits a specific acid catalysis. The enthalpy and entropy of
activation were determined at pH 12.89. A mathematical treatment of the reaction kinetics allows the complete
characterization of the final state and determination of the percentage of reduced haloamine in terms of [NaBH4]/
[R1R2NCl] ratio, pH and temperature. A reaction mechanism is proposed. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: kinetics; reduction; chloramine; methylchloramine; dimethylchloramine; N-chloro-3-azabicyclo
[3.3.0]octane; sodium borohydride; Raschig


��� !�"���!�


This work relates to the reactivity of chloramines with the
aim of applying the Raschig synthesis to the development
of a powerful process for the preparation of N-amino-
3-azabicyclo[3.3.0]octane (2) (NAZA). Unsymmetrical
alicyclic hydrazines described by the formula


are used in the pharmaceutical industry as precursors of
hypoglycemic, diuretic, anti-infectious and cardiovascu-
lar drugs.1–4 In particular, NAZA (n = 3) reacts with
arylsulfonylurethanes to give a glyclazide used for
treatment of non-insulin-dependent diabetics:5


One of the greatest difficulties in the synthesis is the
N-amination of 3-azabicyclo[3.3.0]octane (1) (AZA)


leading to the corresponding hydrazine:


At present, the only method described in the literature
involves nitrosation of 3-azabicyclo[3.3.0]octane,
followed by reduction of the 1-nitroso-3-azabi-
cyclo[3.3.0]octane formed:4–10


This process leads to a high yield (96%, T = 25°C,
[H2SO4] = 2.5 M), but involves toxic intermediates
(nitrosamines) and flammable solvents, which imply
several problems for industrial application. In order to
avoid these inconveniences, we applied the Raschig
procedure,11–13 which is carried out according to the
following two steps:


NH3 � OCl���NH2Cl � OH�


R1R2NH � NH2Cl � OH���R1R2NNH2 � H2O � Cl�


This more environmentally sound route constitutes a
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general method for the preparation of unsymmetrical
substituted hydrazines. However, it has the disadvantage
of leading to numerous by-products. Let us examine
successively each step of the reaction chain.


1. The NH2Cl–AZA interaction constitutes a useful
step of the synthesis. It was studied in terms of
concentrations, pH and temperature.14,15 At pH �12.89,
the reaction is bimolecular and involves two competitive
processes, neutral (independent of pH) and ionic,
implying the dissociation of either amine or chloramine.
The results can be interpreted according to an S2


N
mechanism in which chloramine interacts with the ionic
and neutral forms of 1:15


The rate constant includes two terms one of which
varies as a function of the alkalinity of the medium:
k1 = k�1 � k��1 /aH�. At pH �12.5, k1 remains almost
constant at 25°C, then increases rapidly with increase
in OH� activity ��H�1


1 � 59.8 kJ mol�1� �S�1
1 �


�86.5 J mol�1 K�1	. At T = 25°C, k�1 = 38.7 
 10�3


M�1 s�1 and k��1 = 2.30 
 10�16 s�1.14


2. The NH2Cl–AZA interaction undergoes a change of
orientation according to acidification of the medium.15,16


In slightly alkaline medium, the quantity of 2 decreases
in favor of N-chloro-3-azabicyclo[3.3.0]octane (3)
(CIAZA), which becomes preponderant at pH 8.


The chlorine transfer reaction is reversible and follows
a first-order law with respect to 1 and chloramine. The
results were quantified by an ionic mechanism involving
the protonation of either amine or chloramine �KAZAH�


a �
2�04 
 10�11 (Ref. 15, KNH3Cl�


a � 3�41 
 10�2 (Ref. 17
and 18:16


or


The rate constant and thermodynamic parameters are as
follows: k2 = 5.02 
 1010 exp(�66.52/RT) M�1 s�1 (E2 in
kJ mol�1), k2 = 114 
 10�3 M�1 s�1 at 25°C, �H�1


2 �
63.9 kJ mol�1 and �S�1


2 � �48.3 J mol�1 K�1.
3. As NAZA is formed, it is partially oxidized by


chloramine according to two consecutive steps.15,19 The
first, involving the neutral and ionic forms of 2, leads


transiently to an aminonitrene:


The kinetic law is expressed by


�d[NAZA]/dt � k�3�NH2Cl��NAZA�
� k��3 �NH2Cl��NAZAH��


where k�3 and k��3 are the rate constants of reactions (4) and
(5), respectively. The interaction exhibits a phenomenon
of specific acid catalysis and the global rate constant is
linear versus aH��KNAZAH�


a � 2�5 
 10�7 (Ref. 15]:


k3 � k�3 � k��3 aH��KNAZAH�
a


At T = 25°C and for aH�  [H�]:


k�3 � 15�8 
 10�3
M
�1s�1� k��3 � 6�75 
 102


M
�1s�1


The activation parameters were determined at pH 12.89
where the ionic process (NH2Cl–NAZAH�) is negligible.
The values obtained are as follows:19 �H�1


3 �
41.3 kJ mol�1��S�1


3 � �140 J mol�1 K�1 and k3 =
0.78 
 106 exp(�43.85/RT) M�1 s�1 (E3 in kJ mol�1).


The second step involves the conversion of amino-
nitrene. Depending on the pH value, it leads to
3,4-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-2-ene or azo-3-azabi-
cyclo[3.3.0]octane:15,20,21


4. In alkaline medium, 3 undergoes a dehydrohalo-
genation to give an imine derivative, the 3-azabicy-
clo[3.3.0]oct-2-ene 4:15,22


The kinetics of 3-azabicyclo[3.3.0]oct-2-ene formation
were studied as a function of temperature and the con-
centrations of 3 and NaOH. The reaction is bimolecular
and follows an E2 mechanism with the following
parameters:22 k4 = 2.95 
 1011 exp(�91.63/RT) M�1 s�1
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(E4 in kJ mol�1), k4 = 103 
 10�6 M�1 s�1 at 25°C,
�H�1


4 � 89 kJ mol�1 and �S�1
4 � �33.6 J mol�1 K�1.


5. NH2Cl is unstable and must be maintained at pH
�10 to avoid its conversion into NHCl2 and NCl3.23–25


Moreover, in alkaline medium, it is decomposed with the
formation of hydroxylamine as intermediate:26–28


NH2Cl � OH� ��k
�
5 NH2OH � Cl� (slow) (7a)


NH2Cl � NH2OH ��k
��
5 H2NNHOH � HCl (fast) (7b)


NH2OH reacts with a second molecule of chloramine
leading to hydroxylhydrazine, which is transformed to
several products upon contact with oxygen O2.29 In
any case, the reaction follows a second-order law
(�d[NH2OH]/dt = 0) and the rate constant with respect
to NH2Cl is found from the relation


�d[NH2Cl��dt � k5�NH2Cl��OH��


where k5 = 2 k�5 = 62 
 10�6 M�1 s�1 at 25°C (E5 =
86.9 kJ mol�1).29,30


The imines are likely to precipitate in monomeric or
polymeric form. In particular, during the synthesis of 2,
3-azabicylo[3.3.0]oct-2-ene is accumulated and precipi-
tates as a white solid:


To avoid its precipitation, two approaches are then
possible: (i) the use of a suitable reductant to convert 4
into the corresponding amine or (ii) the reduction of 3
before its transformation into 3-azabicyclo[3.3.0]oct-
2-ene.


The neutralization of mechanisms leading to the
formation of precipitates requires structural charac-
terization of solid polymer, quantification of reaction
process and the use of a suitable reducing agent. The
structural characterization being separately studied, this
work relates to the reduction of N-chloro-3-azabi-
cyclo[3.3.0]octane by sodium borohydride in aqueous
medium. In order to understand the reaction mechanism,
a similar study was carried out using various chlor-
amines. To our knowledge, no study about this interac-
tion has been published previously.


�#$� �����%&


 ��'����


Water was passed through an ion-exchange resin, then
twice distilled, deoxygenated and stored under nitrogen.


All reagents and salts used were reagent grade products
from Aldrich and Prolabo.


Chloramine was prepared immediately before use by
reacting an aqueous NH3–NH4Cl solution with sodium
hypochlorite as described previously.31 As substituted
chloramines are not commercially available, they were
obtained quantitatively by chlorination of their corre-
sponding amines by hypochlorite ion (1–2% excess of
R1R2NH).15,22


%((�
����


Two thermostated vessels were used, one on top of the
other and joined by a conical fitting, and each one
containing a reactant. The lower reactor (200 cm3)
contained a magnetic stirrer and had inlets to allow
measurement of pH and temperature, influx of circulating
nitrogen and removal of aliquots for analysis. The upper
cylindrical vessel (100 cm3) was blocked at its base by a
solid machined stopper (17 mm i.d.) fastened to a control
rod. This set-up allowed the rapid introduction of
ampoule contents into the reactor and therefore a precise
definition of the beginning of reaction. A slightly
reduced pressure was maintained throughout the experi-
ment and the temperature in the reactor was maintained
within �0.1°C. A glass electrode (Tacussel Model
TB/HS) and a calomel reference electrode were used for
pH measurements after suitable standardization with
NBS buffer solutions. A Tacussel ISIS 20000 pH meter
was used.


$
�����
� ��� ��������


The reactant solutions were prepared at the same pH and
ionic strength ([KCl] = 1 M). Sodium borohydride was
dissolved in a slightly alkaline medium in order to limit
the hydrolysis processes. It was introduced into the
reactor after adjusting the pH value. Its content was
controlled by the iodimetric method.32 While thermal
equilibrium was being reached, an aqueous solution of
haloamine was prepared, then rapidly treated according
to the above procedure. Haloamines show a UV
absorption in water.33 They were analysed at their
wavelengths of maximum absorption. The UV spectra
were measured with a Cary 1E double-beam spectro-
photometer. 3-Azabicyclo[3.3.0]octane was determined
by gas chromatography (GC). GC analyses were carried
out on an HP 6890 gas chromatograph (Hewlett-
Packard) equipped with EPC modules allowing the
control and measurement of gas flows and pressures at
different levels of the apparatus. The separation was
performed on a 25 m 
 530 �m i.d. (df = 2 �m) CP WAX
51 column.
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One of the difficulties of kinetic study is the low solu-
bility of 3 in water. To operate in homogeneous medium,
it is therefore necessary to use low concentrations. For
example, at 25°C and pH 7, 3 is soluble at 10�2 M. At
[NaOH] = 1 M, its solubility does not exceed 4 
 10�3 M.
GC analysis is not suitable because 3 is partially
decomposed in the injector. Preliminary trials have
shown that the 1–3 interaction is negligible under experi-
mental conditions. The reaction kinetics were followed
by UV spectrophotometry.


 ������� �
��
 ��� ����������
�- Measurements
were conducted at 25°C at an NaBH4 concentration
between 0.05 and 0.5 M. The rate law was first established
at pH 12.89 (0.1 M NaOH) in order to limit the hydrolysis
of 3 and sodium borohydride. To maintain a constant
ionic strength, experiments were carried out using
potassium chloride at 1 M. Under these conditions, the
rates of disappearance of 3 and BH4


� are expressed by
the relations


� d[ClAZA]/dt � k6�ClAZA���BH4
��� � k4�ClAZA��OH��


� d�BH4
���dt � v6k6�ClAZA���BH4


��� � k7�BH4
��


where k7[BH4
�] represents the rate of hydrolysis of


sodium borohydride. This interaction has been studied by
several workers.34–37 Under the operating conditions, the
experiments performed in our laboratory showed that the
degradation of BH4


� is very slow (k7 = 2.4 
 10�5 M�1


s�1). Moreover, UV analyses did not show any inter-
ference between the absorption bands of 3 and 4 (Fig. 1),
which confirms that the dehydrohalogenation of 3 can be
neglected.


The kinetic parameters were determined by the
Ostwald method. To evaluate �, we performed three
series of measurement corresponding to a constant
concentration of NaBH4 (0.1 M) and to concentrations
of 3 ranging from 1 
 10�3 to 4 
 10�3 M (pH 12.89,
T = 25°C).


The curves


log�ClAZA�0��ClAZA� � f �t	


are in all cases straight lines (� = 1) with the same slope
� � k6�BH4


���0 (Table 1). The value of � was determined
under the same pH and temperature conditions with a
constant concentration of 3 of 2 
 10�3 M and NaBH4


concentration between 0.05 and 0.5 M. Log� �
f �log�BH4


���0 	 is a straight line with a slope � 0.99
and a y-intercept logk6 (r2 = 0.999). In consequence, the
bimolecular rate constant at pH 12.89 and T = 25°C
k6 = 2.06 
 10�3 M�1 s�1.


To check the possible formation of boron–organic
compounds, the reaction mixture was extracted into
hexane. 11B NMR analysis at 96.28 MHz with BF3 � Et2O
as internal standard showed the presence of BH4


� and its
hydrolysis product B(OH)4


�. In addition, GC analysis
indicated that 3-azabicyclo[3.3.0]octane is obtained in
stoichiometric proportion according to 3. These results
show that 1 is the product of the reduction of 3 by sodium
borohydride.


The stoichiometry was determined in equimolar
conditions (8 
 10�3 M). The pH was fixed at 10.90 so
as to accelerate the useful rate of reaction while limiting
the degradation processes of 3 and NaBH4. The access to
[BH4


�]� or [ClAZA]� means that it is possible to
determine the reaction stoichiometry. Figure 2 shows the
variation of ClAZA and BH4


� concentrations as a
function of time (T = 25°C, [KCl] = 1 M). At the end
of the reaction, the BH4


� concentration reaches
3.79 
 10�3 M, which leads to a [ClAZA]0/([BH4


�]0


�[BH4
�]�) ratio close to 2.11. This value, slightly


higher than 2, is due to simultaneous hydrolysis of BH4
�


0�'�
� 1- �+ �����-��� �-����� �. ��� ���� �. �)�%����)�)
������
���/�0�012����� �
 ���� # ����%
�����0 /��34321 5
�01�
 "1�� 6� /!	'


�21 5 10" 6� -	 5 "�0(� 7 5 �8°�� /9��2
5 " 6


����� 1- ��� ���� �. �)�%����)�)������
���/�0�012����� �

!	'


�: �����#����� �. -������ ������ �� ���� ������ $-	
"�0(�� /9��2 5 " 6� 7 5 �8°�&


[ClAZA]0 
 103


(M)
[BH4


�]0
(M)


� 
 104


(s�1)
k6 
 103


(M
�1 s�1)


1.01 0.10 1.99 1.99
2.00 0.11 2.26 2.04
3.10 0.10 2.07 2.07
4.05 0.10 2.15 2.15
1.97 0.50 9.98 2.00
1.97 0.25 5.38 2.15
1.96 0.05 1.06 2.12
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in alkaline medium. We deduce


�d�ClAZA��dt � �2d�BH4
���dt


The reaction is written as


��2����� �	 ���(�
���
�- The effect of temperature
was studied at pH 12.89 between 15 and 45°C for BH4


�


and 3 concentrations of 0.1 and 2 
 10�3 M respectively
([KCl] = 1 M). The variation of k6 with temperature
agrees with the Arrhenius law. The curve logk6 = f(1/T)
is a straight line with a slope �E6/R and a y-intercept
logA6 (r2 = 0.999). A6 and E6 represent the Arrhenius
factor and activation energy, respectively.


k6 � 1�01
109 exp��66�36�RT 	M
�1s�1 �E6 in kJ mol�1	


The enthalpy and entropy of activation can be deduced to
be �Ho1


6 � E6 � RT and �So1
6 � log�A6h	��ekBT	,


where kB is the Boltzmann constant and h is Planck’s
constant (kB = 1.38033 
 10�23 J K�1, h = 6.623 
 10�34


J s). The numerical values are �Ho1
6 � 63.9 kJ mol�1


and �So1
6 � �80.8 J mol�1 K�1.


��2����� �	 (�- Measurements were carried out at
constant concentrations of 3 and sodium borohydride
([ClAZA]0  2 
 10�3 M, [BH4


�]0 = 0.1 M) in the pH
range 11.80–13.50 (T = 25°C, [KCl] = 1 M). The pH was
adjusted by addition of sodium hydroxide or a buffer


solution of Na2HPO4–NaOH mixture. In strongly
alkaline medium, dehydrohalogenation of 3 must be
considered (k4 = 103 
 10�6 M�1 s�1). The rate of dis-
appearance of 3 becomes.


�d[ClAZA]/dt � k6�BH4
��0�ClAZA� � k4�OH��0�ClAZA�


� y�ClAZA�


where k6 = (y � k4 [OH�]0)/[BH4
�]0. The experimental


results are presented in Table 2.
We observe that k6 increases as the pH decreases


without modifying the established rate law (partial orders
and stoichiometry). Initially equal to 0.84 
 10�3 M�1


s�1 at pH 13.5, k6 increases rapidly to reach 20 
 10�3


M�1 s�1 at pH 11.84.
These results can be explained by considering a


specific acid catalysis phenomenon, which leads to the
expression of k6 in the form:


k6 � k��6 �aH�	�


where k�6 and � are the rate constant of the catalyzed
process and the partial order in terms of H� ions,
respectively.


For aH�  [H�], the curve logk6 = f (pH):


log k6 � log k��6 � � pH


is a straight line with a slope of 0.97 (r2 = 0.997). Taking
into account the experimental errors in rate constants and
activity coefficients, we deduce that � = 1 and k��6 =
5.82 
 109 M�2 s�1 at 25°C.


To check if the specific acid catalysis postulate is
verified, experiments were performed while modifying
the nature and strength of the buffer solution, with the
KCl concentration and pH maintained constant. Table 3
shows that k6 remains constant, which confirms the above
hypothesis. The rate law is expressed as


�d[ClAZA]/dt � k��6 �ClAZA��BH4
���H��


0�'�
� 3- �����%��#���
 �. ��� ���� �. �)�%����)�)�����)
�
���/�0�012����� �
 !	'


�0 /��34321 5 /!	'
�21 5 (



"1�� 6� -	 5 "10�1� 7 5 �8°�� /9��2 5 " 6


����� 3- ;< ��� �. -	 � �%� ��� ���� �. �)�%����)�)
������
���/�0�012����� �
 !	'


� $/��34321 5 �
 "1�� 6�
/!	'


�21 5 10" 6� 7 5 �8°�� /9��2 5 " 6&


[ClAZA]0 
 103 (M) [NaBH4]0 (M) pH
k6 
 103


(M
�1 s�1)


1.86 0.1 11.84 20
1.89 0.1 11.86 18
2.02 0.1 12.03 14.2
2.02 0.1 12.11 14
1.95 0.1 12.22 9.85
1.97 0.1 12.30 7.36
2.00 0.1 12.60 4.20
2.03 0.1 12.89 2.06
1.99 0.1 13.50 0.84
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The reduction of organic compounds by BH4
� does not


follow the same stoichiometry and leads to several
products. In addition, a nucleophilic approach can occur
on different atoms. In the case of N-chloro-3-azabi-
cyclo[3.3.0]octane, it is very difficult to establish the
approached site precisely because of the small electronic
difference between N and Cl atoms. In order to under-
stand the reaction mechanism, a similar study of the
reduction of NH2Cl, CH3NHCl (MMC) and (CH3)2NCl
(DMC) by sodium borohydride was undertaken.


�������� �	 
�������� �	 ��3��� ��+���� ���
4��+53��� �� ��6�7


The experimental results obtained at 25°C and pH 12.89
are summarized in Table 4. As in the case of NaBH4–
ClAZA interaction, the kinetics follow a second-order
law. For substituted chloramines, the stoichiometry was


determined in the same manner as for 3. In the case of
chloramine, it was found by using an excess of NH2Cl
([BH4


�]0 = 4.08 
 10�3 M, [NH2Cl]0 = 23.54 
 10�3 M,
[KCl] = 1 M, pH = 11, T = 25°C). ([R1R2NCl]0 �
[R1R2NCl]�)/[BH4


�]0 was constant at a value close to
2, and the stoichiometry of reduction of chloramines by
sodium borohydride is expressed as


�d�R1R2NCl��dt � �2d�BH4
���dt


The influence of pH was studied in the range 11–13.5
at a constant concentration of chloramines ([R1R2NCl] =
2 
 10�3 M) and for BH4


� concentrations varying
between 0.025 and 0.1 M (T = 25°C, [KCl] = 1 M). We
observed the specific acid catalysis previously observed
in the case of 3. For all substituted chloramines,
logk6 = f (pH) is a straight line of slope unity (Fig. 3). In
contrast, the curve logk6 = f (pH) corresponding to NH2Cl
includes two terms, one of which is independent of pH
(Fig. 4).


The overall results are as follows for the haloamines:
k6 for NH2Cl is (42.7 
 10�3) � (2.83 
 1010) [H�], for


����� +- ��� ���� �. �)�%����)�)������
���/�0�012����� �
 !	'
�: �< ��� �. � ..�� ��� ���


$/�"34321 5 �
 "1�� 6� /!	'
�21 5 10" 6� 7 5 �8°�� /9��2 5 " 6&


[Na2HPO4] (M) [Na2CO3] (M) [ClAZA]0 
 103 (M) [NaBH4]0 (M) pH k6 
 103 (M)


0.025 — 2.10 0.1 11.90 19.9
0.050 — 2.04 0.1 11.90 18.2
0.100 — 2.00 0.1 11.90 20.0
0.200 — 2.01 0.1 11.90 18.7
0.025 — 2.02 0.1 12.00 14.0
0.050 — 2.00 0.1 12.00 14.1
— 0.025 2.04 0.1 12.00 14.1
— 0.050 2.01 0.1 12.00 14.0


����� 7- ��� ���� �. �%����#��� �
 ���� # ����%
�����:
�����#����� �. -������ ������ �� ���� ������� $7 5 �8°��
/9��2 5 " 6� -	 5 "�0(�&


RR�NCl [NaBH4]0 (M)
[RR�NCl]0 
 103


(M)
k6 
 103


(M�1 s�1)


NH2Cl 0.025 2.00 39.9
0.05 2.02 41.1
0.075 2.01 40.5
0.1 1.02 40.9
0.1 2.00 40.1
0.1 4.00 41.7


CH3NHCl 0.025 2.02 1.97
0.05 2.03 1.91
0.075 2.00 1.94
0.1 2.00 1.94
0.1 3.01 1.93
0.1 4.01 1.98


(CH3)2NCl 0.025 2.02 3.29
0.05 2.04 3.34
0.075 2.02 3.39
0.1 1.03 3.27
0.1 2.00 3.41
0.1 4.01 3.34


0�'�
� +- ����� �. ��=>* ���� � -	 .�� ��� ���� �.
�)�%����#��� �
 ���� # ����%
�����0 /�"�����21 5 �

"1�� 6� /!	'


�21 5 10" 6� 7 5 �8°�� /9��2 5 " 6
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MMC 5.20 
 109 [H�], for DMC 1.08 
 1010 [H�] and
for ClAZA 5.82 
 109 [H�] M�1 s�1.


The influence of temperature was established at pH
12.89 in the range 15–45°C ([KCl] = 1 M). The activation
parameters are given in Table 5.


��������


The experimental results show that the R1R2NCl–NaBH4


interaction is bimolecular and demonstrates a specific
acid catalysis phenomenon. In the case of chloramine, we
note two processes, one of which is independent of pH.
At pH 12.89, its rate constant (40.7 
 10�3 M�1 s�1) is
higher than those of substituted chloramines. The latter
remain close and are situated between 1.91 
 10�3 and
3.47 
 10�3 M�1 s�1. These phenomena are interpreted
by noting that R1R2NCl can exist in two possible forms:


Their reactivity is thus a function of the substituents R1,
R2 and the experimental conditions (pH, solvent,
temperature). In the case of chloramine (R1 = R2 = H),
the polarization of the N—Cl bond is rather induced by
the chlorine electron-withdrawing effect:


This polarization is confirmed by theoretical stud-
ies38,39 and experimental results related to hydrazine
formation after nucleophilic attack of the nitrogen lone
pair of amines on the �NH2 group of chloramine.15,30


The mechanism consists in an attack of hydride ions as
shown in Scheme 1 (rate constant k�6).


In slightly alkaline medium, NH3Cl� is formed. The
hydride nucleophilic attack will take place on the positive
chlorine (Scheme 2) according to a faster procedure (rate
constant kH�). This scheme is in agreement with kinetic
facts and leads to the established equation


k6 � k�6 � k��6 �H��


0�'�
� 7- ;< ��� �. -	 � �%� ��� ���� �. �%����#��
�
 ���� # ����%
�����0 /�	���21 5 �
 "1�� 6� /!	'


�21 5
101�8 6� 7 5 �8°�� /9��2 5 " 6


����� 8- 3�������� -���#����� �. ��� ���� �. �%����#���
�
 ���� # ����%
����� $-	 5 "�0(�� /9��2 5 " 6&


RR�NCl
�Ho1


6
(kJ mol�1)


�So1
6


(J K�1 mol�1)
A6


(M�1 s�1)
E6


(kJ mol�1)


NH2Cl 64.7 �52.9 2.45 
 1010 66.94
MMC 65.1 �79.2 1.22 
 109 67.78
DMC 62.4 �82.9 7.82 
 108 64.85
ClAZA 63.9 �80.8 1.10 
 109 66.52


)���� 1
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The rate law is then written


�d�NH2Cl��dt � k�6�NH2Cl��BH4
��


� kH��NH3Cl���BH4
��


where k��6 � kH��KNH3Cl�
a .


The substitution of hydrogen by an alkyl group
decreases the partial positive character of nitrogen atom
and could cause an inversion of N—Cl polarization.
Correlatively, the acidic character of chloramines in-
creases as follows: KNH3Cl�


a � KR1NH2Cl�
a � KR1R2NHCl�


a .
The hydride nucleophilic attack becomes very slow
compared with NH2Cl and the R1R2NCl–NaBH4 inter-
action will be more assisted by H� ions.


According to the nature of electrophilic site, two cases
remain possible:


(i) a nucleophilic attack of hydride ions on the nitrogen
atom �R1R2


	�
N � 	�


Cl	 leads to a mechanism identical
with that described previously (Scheme 1);


(ii) a nucleophilic attack of hydride ions on the chlorine
atom �R1R2


	�
N � 	�


Cl	 results in the formation of
boron–amine intermediates, which are decomposed
leading to R1R2NH and B(OH)4


� (Scheme 2).


The acid catalysis is then more important and follows a
similar rate law. For substituted chloramines, the first
term of Eqn. (9) is very small and can be neglected. The
formation of hydrogen gas is confirmed by the experi-
mental results. Moreover, the above mechanism is
consistent with the established activation parameters.


%((�������� �� �� �������� �	 �*�����*+*�����*
�����,+-+-./������


The access to 3-azabicyclo[3.3.0]oct-2-ene formed
during the synthesis of 2 is related to the resolution of
the differential equations defined by the rate laws of
reactions (1)–(7).


Let us represent by a, x, y, u, z and s the instantaneous
concentrations of AZA, NH2Cl, ClAZA, NAZA, OH�


and imine, respectively. The differential system is written
as


� dx�dt � �k1�a � k2�a	xat � �k�3�u � k��3�u	xut � k5xz


�10	
� dat�dt � �k1�a � k2�a	xat �11	
dy�dt � k2�axat � k4yz �12	
dut�dt � k1�axat � �k�3�u � k��3�u	xut �13	
� dz�dt � k4yz � k5xz �14	
ds�dt � k4yz �15	


where at = [AZA] � [AZAH�], ut = [NAZA] �
[NAZAH�] and �i and �i are the neutral and ionic
fractions of a species i. At t = 0, x = x0, at = a0, z = z0 and
ut = y = s = 0.


A numerical solution was obtained with the Runge–
Kutta method according to a step procedure of fourth
order. The results were verified experimentally in dilute
medium (3 
 10�3–60 
 10�3 M) and in the pH range
8–13.5.15 In particular, Fig. 5 indicates the yield variation
of 3 (
 = y�/x0) according to the pH. Thus, at T = 25°C, �


)���� 3
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increases from 0.15 to 4% when the pH varies between
13.9 (1 M NaOH) and 12.5.


An increase in temperature supports the formation of 3
and consequently leads to a greater quantity of 4. For
example, at pH 12.89 and T = 60°C, � reaches 2%, which
corresponds to an increase of 35% compared with that
obtained at 25°C. This result is due to the activation
energy of reaction (3), which is higher than that of NAZA
formation. Thus, the temperature has little influence on
limiting the chlorine transfer reaction leading to
N-chloro-3-azabicyclo[3.3.0]octane.


At the exit of hydrazine reactor, the 3 formed is not still
transformed. Its reduction by sodium borohydride must
intervene before its dehydrohalogenation into 4. The
latter is slow and requires several hours (k4 [OH�] =
10.3 
 10�6 s�1). In this case, only reactions (3) and (8)
are to be considered.


As the synthesis of NAZA is carried out at 0.1 M


sodium hydroxide concentration,15 only temperature and
sodium borohydride concentration will determine the
efficiency of the reduction step. Their effects can be
evaluated by solving the following differential equa-
tions:


�d�ClAZA��dt � k6�ClAZA��BH4
���k4�ClAZA��OH��


�16	
�d�BH4


���dt � 1�2k6�ClAZA��BH4
�� �17	


d�imine��dt � k4�ClAZA��OH�� �18	
d�AZA��dt � k6�ClAZA��BH4


�� �19	


By designating as [BH4
�]0 and [ClAZA]0 the initial


concentration at the exit of the NAZA reactor and by
eliminating t from Eqns (16) and (17), we obtain (r = k4/
k6)


�ClAZA� � �ClAZA�0 � 2 ��BH4
�� � �BH4


��0
� log��BH4


����BH4
��0	r� �20	


When 3 is completely consumed, [BH4
�]� can be


found from the implicit equation


�ClAZA�0 � 2 ��BH4
��� � �BH4


��0
� log��BH4


�����BH4
��0	r� � 0


From Eqns (18) and (19), we deduce


�AZA�� � 2��BH4
��0 � �BH4


���	


and


�imine�� � �ClAZA�0 � �AZA��


Moreover, by designating as g(r, [BH4
�], [ClAZA]0,


[BH4
�]0) = g(r, [BH4


�]), the second term in Eqn. (20),
it is possible to determine the reaction time via the
following equality:


��BH4
��


�BH4
��0


d�BH4
��


�BH4
��g�r� �BH4


��	 � 0�5k6


� t


0


dt � 0


Under the operating conditions defined from the above
differential system [Eqns (10)–(15)], the concentration of
ClAZA reaches 0.02 M (0.3%). Let us examine the
influence of the ratio R = [BH4


�]0/[ClAZA]0 and tem-


0�'�
� 8- +������� �. 
���� �. ��343 ?��% ���-��� �� -	
� ��= �%� �
�%���� �. �)�#��)�)������
���/�0�012�����0
7 5 �8°�� -	 5 "�0(�


����� 9- ��� ���� �. �)�%����)�)������
���/�0�012����� �

���� # ����%
�����: �������� �. �#�� ���������� �� �
. ���� �. ��#-���� �� �� -	 "�0(� �� "�08 $/��34321 5
101� 6� /!	'


�21 5 10" 6&


T (°C)


[Imine] 
 104 (M)


pH 12.89 pH 13.50


5 4.90 65.4
15 7.08 82.8
25 9.78 104.3
50 20.6 137.1
75 36.7 161.9


100 56.1 176.9


����� :- ��� ���� �. �)�%����)�)������
���/�0�012����� �

!	'


�: �������� �. @�� ����������� �. 343 �� �#��
�������= �� �%� ����� � 5 /��!	'21A/��34321 $-	 5 "�0(��
/��34321 5 101� 6� 7 5 �8°�&


R [AZA] 
 103 (M) [Imine] 
 103 (M)


5 11.72 8.28
10 14.82 5.18
15 16.24 3.76
20 17.05 2.95
25 17.57 2.43
40 18.41 1.59
50 18.71 1.29
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perature on the reduction of 3. Table 6 expresses the
temperature effect for [BH4


�]0/[ClAZA]0 = 5 and pH
12.89 and 13.5. An increase in this parameter is not very
favorable for reducing 3. In particular, at pH 12.89, the
yield of the reduction step decreases by 7% when the


temperature increases from 15 to 50°C. At 50°C and pH
12.89, 3 is consumed in less than 60 min but the
3-azabicyclo[3.3.0]oct-2-ene yield reaches 10.3%.


Table 7 and Figs 6 and 7 show the results of a
simulation at T = 25°C and pH 12.89 according to the
ratio R = [BH4


�]0/[ClAZA]0 report. These conditions are
the best for reducing the totality of 3 formed. Thus, the
converted substituted chloramine reaches 95.12% as soon
as R exceeds 5 and becomes close to 98.8% for R = 50.


These results show that it is possible to reduce N-
chloro-3-azabicyclo[3.3.0]octane under soft conditions
(T = 25°C, pH 12.89, R = 50). This operation avoids the
formation of 3-azabicyclo[3.3.0]oct-2-ene and thereafter
the appearance of polymeric precipitates. In concentrated
medium, the rate and equilibrium constants vary with
ionic strength. The kinetic model then constitutes an
approximate solution able to describe conveniently the
evolution of system.
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ABSTRACT: Pseudo-first-order rate constants (kobs) for the alkaline hydrolysis of phthalimide (PTH) show a
monotonic decrease with the increase in [C16E20]T (total concentration of Brij 58) at constant [CH3CN] and [NaOH].
This micellar effect is explained in terms of the pseudophase model of micelles. The rate of hydrolysis of PTH in
C16E20 micellar pseudophase appears to be negligible compared with that in the aqueous pseudophase. The values of
kobs for C12E23 (Brij 35) show a sharp decrease at very low values of [C12E23]T followed by a very slow decrease with
increase in [C12E23]T at relatively higher values of the latter. The rate of hydrolysis becomes too slow to monitor at
[C12E23]T �0.04 M in the absence of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTABr) and at [C12E23]T �0.05 M in the
presence of 0.006–0.02 M CTABr at 0.02 M NaOH whereas such characteristic behavior is kinetically absent with
C16E20. The values of kobs, obtained at different [NIS]T (where NIS represents C16E20 and C12E23) in the presence of a
constant amount of CTABr, follow the empirical relationship kobs = (k0 � kK[NIS]T)/(1 � K[NIS]T) where k and K are
empirical parameters. The values of k are only slightly affected whereas the values of K decrease with increase in
[CTABr]T for the mixed C16E20–CTABr micellar system. The rate of hydrolysis of PTH at �0.01 M C12E23 and
�0.01 M CTABr reveals the formation of phthalic anhydride whereas this was not observed in the mixed C16E20–
CTABr micellar system under similar experimental conditions. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: phthalimide; alkaline hydrolysis; micelles; mixed micelles; non-ionic surfactants; cationic surfactant
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Surface-active compounds play a major role in many
applications. For example, they are used as coatings to
improve wettability of surfaces, as emulsifiers to stabilize
emulsions, as detergents to improve washing activity and
as adjuvants to increase the biological activity of
herbicides. It is known that mixed surfactants can show
a very different behavior in comparison with their
components. It is interesting to investigate the behavior
of mixed surfactants, which have different head-groups
with most likely synergistic interactions but also different
chains with most likely antagonistic interactions. Kinetic
studies on the effects of mixed surfactants on reaction
rates are very limited. The effects of non-hydrolyzable
surfactants on the rates of lipase-catalyzed hydrolysis of
surfactant esters have been attributed to both competitive
inhibition and exclusion of the lipase from the substrate
by the presence of surfactant at the interface.1 In a few
systematic kinetic studies on the effects of mixed
cationic–non-ionic micelles on the rates of SN2 reactions,
the observed data have been satisfactorily explained in


terms of the pseudophase micellar (PM) model.2 The
rate-decreasing effect of mixed micelles has been
attributed to increases in both the fractional micellar
ionization (�) and the volume of the micellar pseudo-
phase.2


Recently, it has been observed that an increase in the
total concentration of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
([CTABr]T) from 0.0 to 0.03 M has no effect on the
apparent pKa of phenyl salicylate in the presence of
0.02 M polyoxyethylene (23) dodecyl ether [C12E23 or
Brij35 = C12H25(OCH2CH2)23OH], which is considered
to be unusual in terms of our understanding of the
occurrence of HO�–Br� ion-exchange on a CTABr
micellar surface.3 The present study was initiated with an
aim of establishing whether there is any characteristic
difference in the behavior of mixed C12E23–CTABr
and C16E20–CTABr [where C16E20 = C16H33(OCH2-


CH2)20OH] in addition to pure C12E23 and C16E20


micelles on the rate of alkaline hydrolysis of phthalimide.
The observed results and their probable explanation(s)
are presented in this paper.


�"#�������$%


���������	 Reagent-grade phthalimide (PTH), cetyltri-
methylammonium bromide (CTABr), polyoxyethylene
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(23) dodecyl ether [C12H25(OCH2CH2)23OH (Brij 35
or C12E23)] and polyoxyethylene (20) cetyl ether
[C16H33(OCH2CH2)20OH (Brij 58 or C16E20)] were
obtained from Fluka or Aldrich and were of the highest
commercially available purity. All other chemicals were
also of reagent grade. Stock solutions (0.01 M) of PTH
were prepared in acetonitrile.



������ ����������	 The rate of hydrolysis of PTH, in
an alkaline medium, was studied by monitoring the
disappearance of reactant (PTH) spectrophotometrically
at 300 nm. The details of the kinetic procedure are
described elsewhere.4 All the kinetic runs were carried
out under pseudo-first-order kinetic conditions. Pseudo-
first-order rate constants (kobs) were calculated from the
equation


Abs � Eapp�X�0 exp��kobst� � A	 �1�


with the non-linear least-squares technique considering
Eapp (apparent molar absorptivity of the reaction mixture)
and A� (the absorbance at reaction time t = �) also as
unknown parameters. In Eqn. (1), Abs is the absorbance
value at any time t and [X]0 is the initial concentration of
PTH. The reactions were carried out for up to 3–8 half-
lives and the absorbance data fitted Eqn. (1) well. The
molar absorptivities of ionized and non-ionized phtha-
lamic and phthalic acids at 300 nm are very low
(
40 M�1 cm�1).5 Therefore, Eapp � EPTH at 300 nm
because Eapp = EPTH � EP, where EPTH and EP represent
the molar absorptivity of PTH and products (phthalamic
and phthalic acids), respectively. It should be noted that
the rate of formation of phthalic acid would not affect the
rate of disappearance of PTH (monitored in the present
study).


��& %�& $�� ��&! &&���


The rate of hydrolysis of PTH, at alkaline pH, obeys the
following rate law:


rate � kH2O�H2O��SH� � kOH�HO���SH�
� k�OH�HO��S�� �2�


where SH and S� represent the non-ionized and ionized
forms of PTH, respectively. The value of kH2O[H2O] is
expected to be 10�7 s�1 and the values of kOH and k�OH


are 39 and 38 � 10�4 M�1 s�1, respectively.6 The
mechanistic details for the rate terms kOH[HO�][SH]
and k�OH[HO�]S�] have been discussed elsewhere.7 The
rate term kOH[HO�][SH] is kinetically indistinguishable
from the rate term kH2O[H2O][S�]. However, it has
been concluded elsewhere8 that [HO�]-independent
hydrolysis of PTH involved the rate law rate = kOH[HO�]
[SH]. The rate of hydrolysis of PTH was found to be
independent of [HO�] within the [HO�] range 
0.0025
–0.10 M in the absence of micelles.7


������� �� '!()�*+,� �� ��-� ��� ��������
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The hydrolytic cleavage of PTH was studied within
a total concentration of C16H33(OCH2CH2)20OH
([C16E20]T) ranging from 0.0001 to 0.18 M. Pseudo-
first-order rate constants (kobs), Eapp and A�, obtained
under such conditions, are summarized in Table 1. The
values of kobs showed a monotonic decrease whereas Eapp


remained unchanged with increase in [C16E20]T from
0.0001 to 0.18 M. The significant increase in A� with
increase in [C16E20]T at �0.01 M showed the increase in
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[C16E20]T (M) 103kobs (s�1) Eapp (M�1 cm�1) A� Yobs
b Ycalcd


c


0.0001 2.46 � 0.03d 2100 � 9d 0.001 � 0.002d


0.001 2.47 � 0.02 2110 � 5 0.005 � 0.001
0.003 2.46 � 0.03 2107 � 8 0.010 � 0.001
0.005 2.32 � 0.03 2028 � 9 0.016 � 0.002 1.060 1.025
0.01 2.26 � 0.03 2058 � 9 0.027 � 0.002 1.088 1.063
0.02 2.13 � 0.02 1966 � 7 0.053 � 0.001 1.155 1.138
0.03 2.09 � 0.05 2102 � 17 0.082 � 0.003 1.177 1.213
0.04 1.89 � 0.02 1992 � 7 0.095 � 0.001 1.302 1.288
0.05 1.83 � 0.01 2046 � 4 0.119 � 0.001 1.344 1.364
0.06 1.74 � 0.01 2023 � 5 0.141 � 0.001 1.414 1.439
0.08 1.54 � 0.01 2028 � 5 0.175 � 0.001 1.597 1.589
0.10 1.49 � 0.02 2027 � 10 0.210 � 0.002 1.651 1.739
0.12 1.29 � 0.02 1950 � 10 0.245 � 0.002 1.907 1.890
0.14 1.19 � 0.02 2002 � 10 0.287 � 0.002 2.067 2.040
0.18 1.04 � 0.02 1903 � 10 0.363 � 0.002 2.365 2.340


a Conditions: [phthalimide]0 = 2 � 10�4 M, [NaOH] = 0.02 M, 35°C, � = 300 nm and aqueous reaction mixture for each kinetic run contained 2% (v/v) CH3CN.
b Yobs = khw/kobs with 104 khw = 24.6 s�1.
c Calculated from Eqn. (4) with (1 � c.m.c.Ks) = 0.99 and Ks = 7.5 M�1.
d Error limits are standard deviations.
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A0 (= Abs at t = 0) with increase in [C16E20]T because
Eapp is independent of [C16E20]T (Table 1). Such an
increase in A0 may be attributed to the increase in the
turbidity or microturbidity of micellar solutions with
increase in [C16E20]T. It should be noted that the
microturbidity, even at 0.18 M C16E20 (the highest value
of [C16E20]T attained in the study), was not strong enough
to cause the observed data (Abs versus t) to deviate from
the fit to Eqn. (1) within a reaction period of seven half-
lives. This shows that the intensity of microturbidity (not
visible to the naked eye) was not strong enough to cause
the observed data (Abs versus t) to deviate from the
satisfactory fit to Eqn. (1). The satisfactory fit of the
observed data to Eqn. (1) also revealed that the intensity
of the microturbidity remained essentially unchanged
with progress of the reaction in a single kinetic run.


The rate of hydrolysis of PTH in the aqueous
pseudophase should be independent of [HO�] at 0.02 M


NaOH and hence under such conditions HO� and SH
should be reactants. Since the non-ionic micellar affinity
of HO� is very low and the mechanism of a reaction
remains generally unchanged with change in the reaction
medium from aqueous to micelles, the micellar-mediated
hydrolysis of PTH may also be expected to involve HO�


and SH as reactants. The decrease in kobs with increase in
[C16E20]T may be explained in terms of simple Menger
‘enzyme-kinetic’ or pseudophase micellar (PM) model:9


kobs � kh
W � kh


MKS�Dn�
1 � KS�Dn� �3�


where the subscripts W and M represent aqueous
pseudophase and micellar pseudophase, respectively,
kh


W and kh
M are pseudo-first-order rate constants for


the hydrolysis of PTH in the respective aqueous
pseudophase and micellar pseudophase, KS is the
apparent C16E20 micellar binding constant of PTH and
[Dn] = [C16E20]T � c.m.c., with c.m.c. representing the
critical micelle concentration.


The calculation of kh
M and KS from Eqn. (3) requires a


knowledge of the values of c.m.c. and kh
W under the


present experimental conditions. The value of kh
W


( = 24.6 � 10�4 s�1) was obtained by carrying out the
kinetic run under similar experimental conditions at
[C16E20]T = 0. The value of c.m.c. was obtained by an
iterative technique which involved the calculation of kh


M,
KS and �di


2 (where di = kobsi � kcalcdi, with kobsi and
kcalcdi representing the respective observed and calculated
values of rate constants at the ith [C16E20]T and the best
c.m.c. (
0) value was that at which the �di


2 value was a
minimum. It is worth noting that an increase in c.m.c
from 0.0 to 4.0 � 10�4 M increased �di


2 from
15.64 � 10�9 to 16.82 � 10�9, kh


M from (�2.0 �
2.0) � 10�4 to (�1.7 � 2.0) � 10�4 s�1 and KS from
6.3 � 0.8 to 6.5 � 0.8 M�1. It is therefore clear that an
increase in c.m.c. from 0.0 to 4.0 � 10�4 mol dm�3 did


not change �di
2, kh


M and KS significantly and hence an
appreciable error in c.m.c. (
0) is not a setback for data
analysis. The reported values of c.m.c. for C12E12 and
C16E12 are 1.4 � 10�4 and 2.3 � 10�6 M, respectively,
obtained in the absence of any ionic or non-ionic solute.10


The calculated value of kh
M (�2.0 � 2.0) � 10�4 s�1 is


negative (which is physically/chemically meaningless
and not different from zero) and is associated with an
extremely high standard deviation. Hence the kh


M value
is statistically unreliable, which could be due to the fact
that kh


MKS [Dn] �kh
W under the experimental conditions


imposed. This inequality (kh
MKS [Dn] �kh


W) reduced
Eqn. (3) to


kh
W�kobs � �1 � c.m.c.KS� � KS�C16E20�T �4�


The least-squares calculated value of KS and
(1 � c.m.c.KS) are 7.5 � 0.2 M�1 and 0.99 � 0.02, re-
spectively. The fitting of observed data to Eqn. (4) is
evident from the standard deviations associated with the
calculated parameters, KS and (1 � c.m.c.KS), and from
the calculated values of kh


W/kobs (Table 1). It may be
noted that the value of KS is only 16% larger than that
(6.3 M�1) calculated from Eqn. (3) with c.m.c. = 0. Thus,
a change in c.m.c. from 0 to 1.33 � 10�3 M [obtained
from the calculated values of (1 � c.m.c.KS) of 0.99 and
KS of 7.5 M�1] did not change the KS value significantly.
The fraction of micellar-bound PTH is 0.6 at 0.18 M


C16E20 with KS = 7.5 M�1 and kh
M = 0. It is worth


mentioning that the non-linear least-squares technique
used in the calculation of kh


M and KS from Eqn. (3) is a
simulation process where it is possible that large errors in
both kh


M and KS may compensate each other, producing a
seemingly good fit of the observed data to Eqn. (3).
However, the linear least-squares technique gives an
exact solution of Eqn. (4) and hence there are no possible
compensatory errors in the calculated values of KS and
(1 � c.m.c.KS).


The insignificant rate of hydrolysis of PTH in the
micellar pseudophase compared with that in the aqueous
pseudophase may be attributed to (i) the extremely low
concentration of hydroxide ions in the vicinity of
micellized PTH molecules, (ii) different average loca-
tions of HO� and SH molecules in the micellar
pseudophase and (iii) the micellar medium polarity
effect. Similarly, the rate of non-ionic micellar-mediated
hydrolysis of securinine was negligible compared with its
rate of hydrolysis in the aqueous pseudophase.11 The
C16E20 micellar binding constant (KS) for SH is expected
to be much larger than that for S� because of the much
higher hydrophilicity of S� compared with that of SH and
in view of the reported values of C12E23 micellar binding
constants of non-ionized and ionized peracids.12 The low
value of KS (7.5 M�1) indicates that [SH]T � 0 under the
experimental conditions imposed.
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A few kinetic runs were carried out to determine the
effects of [C12E23]T [where C12E23 represents
C12H25(OCH2CH2)23OH] on the rate of hydrolysis of
PTH within the [C12E23]T range 5 � 10�5–0.05 M. The
calculated values of kobs, Eapp and A� are summarized in
Table 2. The values of kobs in Table 2 show a sharp
decrease with increase in [C12E23]T from 0.0 to
5 � 10�5 M and then level off until [C12E23]T reaches
0.04 M. Similar observations have been reported in the
reaction of HO� with p-nitrophenyl diphenylphosphate
(pNPDPP) in the presence of non-ionic surfactants,
C12E23 and C12E10.13 The value of kobs at 0.05 M


C12E23 shows a further sharp decrease whereas at
�0.06 M C12E23 the kobs values became almost zero
because under such experimental conditions the Abs
values remained unchanged within a reaction period of
many hours. The values of Eapp (= 1630 M�1 cm�1) and
A� (= 0.16) at 0.05 M C12E23 indicate that nearly 30% of
PTH molecules are irreversibly trapped in the micellar
region where [HO�


M] � 0. These observations merely
show that the concentration of hydroxide ions in the
vicinity of micellized PTH molecules or ions begins to
decrease at 
0.05 M C12E23 and becomes almost zero at
�0.06 M C12E23. Although the suggestion that at
�0.06 M C12E23 all PTH molecules are irreversibly
trapped by micelles in the micellar regions where
[HO�


M] � 0 is an unusual proposal in terms of our
existing knowledge of micellar structure and its behavior
towards solubilizates, no other explanation(s) can be
extended at the moment. Curiously, such observations
were not detected with C16E20 and we do not know the
exact reason(s) for such unusual behavior of C12E23


micelles.
Although the values of kobs, summarized in Table 2, do


not appear to fit to PM model, the values of kobs, obtained
within the [C12E23]T range 5 � 10�5–0.04 M, were
treated with Eqn. (4) with 104kh


W = 24 s�1 and the
least-squares calculated values of (1 � c.m.c.Ks) and Ks
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[C12E23]T (M) 103kobs (s�1) Eapp (M�1 cm�1) A�


0.0 2.4
0.00005 2.05 � 0.08b 2240 � 31b �0.004 � 0.005b


0.0005 2.04 � 0.08 2245 � 33 �0.005 � 0.006
0.005 1.97 � 0.08 2215 � 34 0.001 � 0.006
0.01 2.00 � 0.08 2270 � 33 0.010 � 0.006
0.02 1.90 � 0.06 2204 � 27 0.021 � 0.005
0.03 1.96 � 0.04 2166 � 19 0.034 � 0.003
0.04 2.09 � 0.05 2102 � 17 0.082 � 0.003
0.04 1.65 � 0.06 2198 � 28 0.030 � 0.006
0.05 0.801 � 0.013 1646 � 10 0.155 � 0.002
0.05 0.815 � 0.010 1633 � 8 0.158 � 0.002
0.06 —c


0.08 —d


a Conditions: [phthalimide]0 = 2 � 10�4
M, [NaOH] = 0.02 M, 35°C, � = 300 nm and aqueous reaction mixture for each kinetic run contained 2% (v/v) CH3CN.


b Error limits are standard deviations.
c The rate of hydrolysis became too slow to determine kobs with acceptable precision. The absorbance value remained at 0.492 for nearly 40 min.
d The rate of hydrolysis became too slow to determine kobs with acceptable precision. The absorbance value remained at 0.504 for nearly 40 min.
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are 1.16 � 0.03 and 5.3 � 1.6 M�1, respectively. This
value of KS is not very different from that (7.5 M�1) with
C16E20 micelles.


It may be noted that the initial absorbance (A0)
increased from 0.444 to 0.504 with increase in
[C12E23]T from 0.005 to 0.08 M and from 0.421 to
0.580 with a similar increase in [C16E20]T. These
observations show that the microturbidity is unexpect-
edly larger with C16E20 than that with C12E23 micelles
under similar experimental conditions.


������� �� '!()�*+,� �� ��-� ��� ��������
� �� #�. 
�
��� �������� �� � �������� '!�$4�,� �� +�+* �
���. ��� /0°!


A series of kinetic runs were carried out within the
[C16E20]T range 0.001–0.160 M at 0.006 M CTABr.
Similarly, observations were made at 0.010, 0.015 and
0.020 M CTABr in the same [C16E20]T range (0.001–
0.160 M). The results are shown as plots of kobs versus
[C16E20]T in Fig. 1. The values of Eapp were independent
of [C16E20]T and the mean values of Eapp at 0.006, 0.010,
0.015 and 0.020 M CTABr are 1880 � 70, 1850 � 60,
1820 � 40 and 1820 � 50 M�1 cm�1, respectively. The
values of A� showed a non-linear increase from 0.01 to
0.34 with increase in [C16E20]T from 0.001 to 0.160 M at a
constant [CTABr]T. Similar results were obtained in the
absence of CTABr under similar experimental conditions
(Table 1). However, the values of A� were essentially
independent of [CTABr]T at a constant [C16E20]T. This
shows that the increase in microturbidity caused by the
increasing concentration of C16E20 is insensitive to the
presence of [CTABr]T within the range 0.006–0.020 M.


Each plot in Fig. 1 shows a continuous decrease in
gradient with increase in [C16E20]T and the gradient
becomes almost zero at very high values of [C16E20]T.
However, the addition of non-ionic surfactants (C10E4


and C12PO = C12H25PMe2O) to aqueous CTABr inhib-
ited the micellar-mediated reaction of Br� with methyl
naphthalene-2-sulfonate (MeONs),2 and such inhibitions
were attributed to both the increase in the volume of the
mixed micellar pseudophase and the decrease in the
fractional micellar coverage, �. The increase in kobs with
increase in [C16E20]T at a constant [CTABr]T may be
explained as described below.


It is known that the voluminous head-group mantle of
C12E23 and presumably C16E20 micelles is associated
with a considerable amount of water.14 The non-ionic
micellar affinity of HO� and Br� must be much lower
than that of S� (ionized phthalimide) because of the
much larger hydrophobicity and lower negative charge
density of S� compared with those of HO� and Br�. The
CTABr and C16E20 micellar binding constants of S� are
3000 (Ref. 5) and 7 M�1, respectively. The strong
cationic micellar binding affinity of S� is purely
electrostatic in nature. The pseudo-first-order rate con-


stant (kh
W) for the hydrolysis of PTH is 24 � 10�4 s�1 at


0.02 M NaOH6 and this value is 11–16-fold larger than
kobs at 0.006–0.020 M CTABr in the absence of non-ionic
micelles. The increase in [C16E20]T increases the volume
and hence [H2O] at the cationic micellar surface in mixed
cationic–non ionic micelles. Such an increase in the
water concentration and hence relative permittivity at the
cationic micellar surface decreases the micellar affinity
of counterions such as Br�, HO� and S� owing to the
decrease in the effectiveness of energetically favorable
electrostatic interactions between the cationic head-group
and counterions. However, such relative permittivity and
dilution effects of addition of C16E20 to CTABr micelles
make the most hydrophilic ion, HO�, move first from the
cationic micellar surface of the less hydrated region to the
relatively more hydrated mixed micellar region including
the aqueous pseudophase. Such an effect is expected to
decrease kobs compared with the value at [C16E20]T = 0
only if the value of kh


M is significant and the values of
kh


W and kh
M are dependent on [HO�


W]. However, the
values of kh


M and kh
W turned out to be insignificant and


independent of [HO�], respectively, under such condi-
tions.6 Once the decreasing effects of [C16E20]T on
[HO�


M] and [Br�M] have leveled off then a further
increase in [C16E20]T causes S� ions to move from the
cationic surface of the less hydrated region to the
relatively more hydrated mixed micellar region, i.e.
poly(oxyethylene) mantle. Since the values of kobs


increase with increase in relative permittivity of the
reaction medium, the increase in kobs with increase in
[C16E20]T is due to transfer of S� ions from the less
hydrated cationic surface to the more hydrated poly-
(oxyethylene) mantle region of the mixed micelles.


The occurrence of ion exchange between two different
counterions on the ionic micellar surface has been
unequivocally ascertained.15 Although there are a few
theoretical models to explain the occurrence of ion
exchange, none of them seems to be perfect, at least at
quantitative level.16 The effects of inorganic and organic
salts (MX) on the CTABr micellar binding constants (KS)
of ionized phenyl salicylate17 and phthalimide6 were
found to follow the empirical equation


KS � KS
0��1 � KX�S�MX�� �5�


where KX/S is an empirical parameter (or constant) whose
magnitude is a measure of the ability of X� to expel
another counterion, S�, from cationic micellar pseudo-
phase to the aqueous pseudophase. Although the decrease
in the counterion affinity (which is proportional to � or
KS) of the CTABr micellar surface due to an increase in
the concentration of non-ionic surfactants (such as C10E4,
C16E20 and C12E23) is not due to the occurrence of direct
ion exchange, the essence of the effect of the concentra-
tions of non-ionic surfactants on �, i.e. the concentration
of counterions (such as [Br�M]), is similar to that of the
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effect of the concentration of X� ions on [Br�M], i.e. X�–
Br� ion exchange. Hence, if it is assumed that the
decrease in the CTABr micellar affinity of S� (i.e. KS)
due to the increase in [C16E20]T follows Eqn. (5), then
Eqns (3) and (5) (with replacement MX by C12E20) can
lead to


kobs � k0 � kK�C16E20�T
1 � K�C16E20�T


�6�


where k0 = (kh
w � kh


MKS
0 [Dn])/(1 � KS


0 [Dn]), K =
KX/S/(1 � KS


0 [Dn]) with the empirical definition of KX/


S modified to one which states that the magnitude of KX/S


is a measure of the ability of C16E20 to decrease the
cationic micellar affinity of S� in mixed cationic–non-
ionic micelles and k = kh


W.
It is apparent from Eqn. (6) that the plot of kobs versus


[C16E20]T should be non-linear at a constant [CTABr]T


provided that K[C16E20]T is not negligible compared to
with unity within the [C16E20]T range applied in the
present study. The observed data, shown graphically in
Fig. 1, seem to fit this prediction. The unknown
parameters, k and K, were calculated from Eqn. (6) using
the non-linear least-squares technique considering k0 as a
known parameter. The values of k0 at 0.006, 0.010, 0.015
and 0.020 M CTABr were determined by carrying out the
kinetic runs under similar experimental conditions with
[C16E20]T = 0. The calculated values of k and K at
different [CTABr]T are summarized in Table 3. The
fitting of the observed data to Eqn. (6) appears to be
satisfactory, as is evident from the standard deviations
associated with the calculated parameters (Table 3) and
from the plots in Fig. 1 where solid lines are drawn
through the calculated data points.


Equation (6) predicts that kobs should be independent
of [C16E20]T at its optimum value where 1 �K[C16E20]T


and k0 �kK[C16E20]T. However, the plots in Fig. 1 show
a decrease in kobs with increase in [C16E20]T at 
0.08,

0.12 and 
0.12 M C16E20 in the presence of 0.006,
0.010 and 0.015 M CTABr, respectively. These results


show that the maxima in the plots of kobs versus [C16E20]T


at a constant [CTABr]T occur at a [C16E20]T/[CTABr]T


ratio of 
9–12. In the presence of a constant [CTABr]T,
the optimum concentration of C16E20 is the minimum
value of [C16E20]T at which the increasing effect of
[C16E20]T on kobs (compared with kobs in pure CTABr


��-�� /� ������ 	
  ��# � ���������# 
�	� "%�& '�) 
	� �� ���� ��#�	���� 	
 *+, �� #

����� -�+$2�/+
�


Surfactant [CTABr]T (M) 104k0 (s�1) 104k (s�1) K (M�1) KX/S
b (M�1) [NIS]T


c (M) 104kobs
d (s�1)


C16E20 0.006 2.01 � 0.02e 13.6 � 0.9e 38.6 � 7.0e 730 0.08 15.4
0.010 1.74 � 0.03 9.97 � 0.37 24.4 � 2.60 760 0.12 12.9
0.015 1.55 � 0.02 9.80 � 0.86 12.9 � 2.9 590 0.12 12.9
0.020 1.40 � 0.04 9.19 � 0.50 9.1 � 1.1 560


C12E23 0.006 2.01 � 0.02 20.9 � 1.7 31.0 � 4.6 0.03 20.9
0.010 1.74 � 0.03 13.7 � 2.2 23.5 � 7.0 0.04 18.9
0.015 1.55 � 0.02 9.72 � 1.08 27.3 � 5.6
0.020 1.40 � 0.04 6.96 � 2.46 41 � 32


a Conditions: [phthalimide]0 = 2 � 10�4
M, [NaOH] = 0.02 M, 35°C, � = 300 nm and aqueous reaction mixture for each kinetic run contained 2% (v/v) CH3CN.


b KX/S = K(1 � KS
0[CTABr]T), where KS


0 = 3000 M�1.
c Minimum optimum concentrations of non-ionic surfactants (C16E20 and C12E23) at which the maxima appeared in the plots of kobs versus [NIS]T at different
[CTABr]T.
d The values of kobs obtained under similar experimental conditions with [CTABr]T = 0 (Tables 1 and 2).
e Error limits are standard deviations.
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micelles) is leveled off. A further increase in [C16E20]T


from its optimum value causes a decrease in kobs because
the increase in [C16E20]T decreases kobs compared with
kobs in the absence of any micelles, i.e. at [CTABr]T =
[C16E20]T = 0 (Table 1).


The value of k should be equal to kh
W only when the


optimum concentration of C16E20 makes [PTHM] = 0.
However, this can never happen in the present mixed
micellar system because of the significant C16E20


micellar affinity of phthalimide at 0.02 M NaOH, as is
evident from the observed data given in Table 1. The
calculated values of k at different [CTABr]T are not very
different from kobs obtained at the corresponding
optimum value of [C16E20]T with [CTABr]T = 0 (Table
3). This shows that the mixed C16E20–CTABr micellar
system behaves kinetically like pure C16E20 micelles
above the minimum optimum concentration of C16E20


and the validity of Eqn. (6) exists only at or below the
minimum optimum concentration of non-ionic surfac-
tant.


The relationship K = KX/S/(1 � KS
0[Dn]) indicates that


K � KX/S/(1 � KS
0[CTABr]T) because [Dn] � [CTABr]T


at [CTABr]T �0.006 mol dm�3 as c.m.c. = 2 � 10�4 M


under the present experimental conditions.6 Hence it is
apparent that K(1 � KS


0[CTABr]T) (= KX/S) should be
constant in view of the empirical definition of KX/S. Such
calculated values of KX/S at different [CTABr]T, as
summarized in Table 3, are considered to be constant
within the domain of the complex structural features of
the mixed micellar system with a varying [C16E20]T/
[CTABr]T ratio and the empirical nature of Eqn. (5).


������� �� '!(*�*/,� �� ��-� ��� ��������
� �� #�. 
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Several kinetic runs were carried out within the [C12E23]T


range 0.002–0.040 M at 0.006 M CTABr. Similar kinetic
runs were carried out at 0.010, 0.015 and 0.020 M


CTABr. These observed data (kobs versus [C12E23]T)
are shown graphically in Fig. 2. There appears to be a
smooth monotonic increase in kobs with increase in
[C12E23]T from 0.002 to 
0.030 M and then the kobs


values drop sharply to almost zero at �0.05 M C12E23 in
the presence of 0.006–0.020 M CTABr (Fig. 2). Similar
observations were obtained in the absence of CTABr
(Table 2). This unusual effect of [C12E23]T on kobs is
similar to that obtained in the study on the effects of
[C12E23]T on the pKa of phenyl salicylate in the absence
and presence of CTABr micelles.3


The initial absorbance (A0) increased from 
0.37 to

0.51 with increase in [C12E23]T from 0.002 to 0.05 M


and these values of A0 remained independent of
[CTABr]T within the range 0.006–0.02 M. As noted
earlier, similar observations were obtained in the absence
of CTABr. These results show that the microturbidity


produced due to the increase in [C12E23]T is independent
of [CTABr]T within the range 0.006–0.02 M.


The values of Eapp turned out to be independent of both
[C16E20]T and [CTABr]T, as mentioned earlier. However,
the values of Eapp show minima in the plots of Eapp versus
[C12E23]T at different [CTABr]T (Fig. 3). The magnitude
of the minimum in the plot of Eapp versus [C12E23]T


decreases with decrease in [CTABr]T and becomes
almost non-existent at 0.006 M CTABr (Fig. 3). It was
mentioned in the Experimental section that Eapp = EPTH


� EP � EPTH because EPTH �EP [molar absorptivity of
the products(s) phthalamic acid and phthalic acid

40 M�1 cm�1 (Ref. 5)]. The plots in Fig. 3 indicate
that EP is no longer negligible compared with EPTH,
especially at [CTABr]T �0.01 M and [C12E23]T �0.01
and 0.03 M.


A few representative plots of Abs. (observed absor-
bance) versus reaction time are shown in Fig. 4. These
plots show a rapid monotonic decrease in Abs. in the
initial phase of the reaction followed by a slow
monotonic increase with reaction time in the latter phase
of the reaction at 300 nm. The visibility of the minima in
these plots decreases with decrease in [C12E23]T at 0.01 M


CTABr and there is no minimum in the plot at 0.005 M


C12E23 (Fig. 4). The minima in the plots in Fig. 4
demonstrate the formation of a stable intermediate
product which absorbs significantly at 300 nm. The most
probable stable intermediate is phthalic anhydride
(PAn) because EPAn = 1600 M�1 cm�1 and EPTA � EP �
40 M�1 cm�1, where PTA and PA represent phthalamic
acid and phthalic acid, respectively.5


It has been unequivocally ascertained that the aqueous
cleavage of phthalamic acid, N-substituted phthalamic
acids and related amides at pH 3 involves the formation
of a stable intermediate cyclic anhydride.6,18–23 Thus, at
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�


pH 3, the aqueous cleavage of phthalimide (PTH)
follows an irreversible consecutive reaction path:


PTH ��k1 PTA ��k2 PAn ��k3 PA �7�


The reported values of k2 at 48°C are 20 � 10�4 and
1 � 10�4 s�1 at pH 1.5 and 5.0, respectively.5 The value
of k2 must be much smaller than 1 � 10�5 s�1 at 0.02 M


NaOH and 35°C because the reported value of k2 is
2 � 10�5 s�1 at 0.02 M NaOH and 100°C for o-
methoxybenzamide.24 The values of k2 and k3 (when
PTA = N,N-dimethylphthalamic acid) changed from
3.2 � 10�4 to 6.4 � 10�4 s�1 and from 1.19 � 10�2 to
4.5 � 10�5 s�1, respectively, with increasing CH3CN
content from 2 to 80% (v/v) in mixed aqueous solvents
containing 0.005 M HCl at 25°C.23a,25 These results show
that the presence of PAn in the hydrolysis of PTA can be
easily detected spectrophotometrically by using water–
aprotic organic solvents containing high contents of
organic co-solvent.


The studies on the effects of [C12E23]T on the pKa of
phenyl salicylate3 and on kobs for the hydrolysis of PTH,
as described earlier, reveal that the concentration of
hydroxide ions in the neighborhood of C12E23 micellized
PTH molecules is extremely low and it becomes so low at
0.02 M NaOH and at �0.05 M C12E23 that the rate
constants, kobs, become almost zero under such condi-
tions (Table 2 and Fig. 2). The anionic form of the
product phthalamic acid is expected to have some
binding affinity with cationic CTABr micelles. However,
an increase in [C12E23]T at constant [CTABr]T increases
the depletion of hydroxide ions in the vicinity of
micellized phthalamic acid and consequently it increases
the fraction of non-ionized phthalamic acid in the mixed
micellar pseudophase. Extensive and detailed studies on


the intramolecular carboxylic acid-catalyzed hydrolysis
of phthalamic acid and related compounds reveal that the
aqueous cleavage phthalamic acid at pH �7 involves
non-ionized phthalamic acid as the reactant while ionized
phthalamic acid remains non-reactive.5,19–21


An increase in [C12E23]T at a constant [CTABr]T


increases the fraction of non-ionized phthalamic acid due
to depletion of hydroxide ions (i.e. increase in [H�]) in
the mixed micellar pseudophase. Such an effect of
[C12E23]T on the pH of the micellar environment of
micellized phthalamic acid is bound to decrease its water
content compared with that in the aqueous pseudophase.
In view of the reported values of k2 and k3 [Eqn. (7)] at
pH �1.5 and at different contents of organic co-solvent in
mixed aqueous solvent for phthalamic acid5 and PAn,25


the respective values of k2 and k3 should increase and
decrease sharply with increase in [C12E23]T at a constant
[CTABr]T provided that the pH drops to 
2 and [H2O]
drops to 
10 M under such conditions. The respective
absence and presence of a minimum in the plots of Abs.
versus reaction time at 0.005 and 0.025 M C12E23 (Fig. 4)
are the consequence of the effects of [C12E23]T on the pH
of the micellar environment of micellized PTA mol-
ecules. It is obvious that at 0.005 M C12E23, the pH of the
micellar reaction environment remained considerably
high and hence the conversion of PTA to PAn in the k2


step was completely stopped [Eqn. (7)]. However, at
0.025 M C12E23, the pH of the micellar reaction
environment dropped to a level where there was
significant amount of non-ionized PTA which caused
the kinetically detectable occurrence of the conversion of
PTA to PAn [Eqn. (7)]. It is unlikely that the absence of a
minimum in the plot of Abs. versus reaction time at
0.005 M C12E23 is due to the presence of the inequality k3


� k2 [Eqn. (7)] because 2 � 10�4 M phenyl salicylate
(PSH) remained fully ionized under such conditions3 and
the pKa of PSH is larger than that of PTA by more than 6
pK units.


The decrease in Eapp with increase in [C12E23]T in the
initial phase of the plots in Fig. 3 is due to the significance
of the formation of PAn in the k2 step [Eqn. (7)] which
absorbs significantly at 300 nm. The respective rate
constants k2 and k3 are expected to increase slightly and
decrease sharply with decrease in [H2O] in mixed
aqueous–acetonitrile solvents.23a,25 An increase in
[C12E23]T decreases [H2O] and [HO�] in the micellar
region of micellized PTH and PTA molecules, which in
turn increases the fraction of non-ionized micellized PTH
and PTA. The increase in the fraction of non-ionized
SAHM (i.e. micellized non-ionized PTA) would slightly
increase the rate of formation of PAnM while decreasing
sharply the rate of disappearance of PAnM. The decrease
in Eapp with increase in [CTABr]T at a constant [C12E23]T


(Fig. 3) is merely due to the increase in the total
concentration of micellized PTH ([PTHM]T = [SHM]
� [S�


M], where SH and S� represent non-ionized and
ionized PTH, respectively) and PTA ([PTAM]T
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= [SAHM] � [SA�
M], where SAH and SA� represent


non-ionized and ionized PTA, respectively). The increase
in Eapp with increase in [C12E23]T after the attainment of
minima in the plots in Fig. 3 is due merely to the medium
effect on EPAn (molar absorptivity of phthalic anhydride,
PAn, in Eqn. (7)]. The values of EPAn decreased from 690
to 170 M�1 cm�1 with increase in the acetonitrile content
from 2 to 80% (v/v) in a mixed aqueous solvent at 310
nm.25 Hence these results show indirectly the depletion
of water molecules from the micellar environment of
micellized PTA.


The hydroxyl groups of C12E10 [=C12H25(OCH2-


CH2)10OH] and C12E23 have been shown to react with
2,4-dinitrochlorobenzene to form a nucleophilic product
ether in the presence of 0.15 M KOD and 0.1 M non-ionic
surfactant CmEn where the rate of ether product formation
was much faster in C12E10 micelles than in C12E23


micelles.13 However, such an ether product formation
was not observed with p-nitrophenyl diphenylphosphate
under similar experimental conditions.13 Hence it seems
possible that the presence of 0.01–0.03 M NaOH in
C12E23 or C16E20 micellar solution might cause ioniza-
tion of hydroxyl groups of these non-ionic surfactants,
which might act as a nucleophile in its reaction with PTH.
Although the apparent concentration of ionized C12E23 or
C16E20 surfactant should be extremely low in the
presence of 0.01–0.03 M NaOH and �0.2 M C12E23 or
C16E20, because the effective or local concentrations of
these anionic groups at the micellar surface may be
considerably high and methoxide ion reacts nearly 60-
fold faster than hydroxide ion with carbonyl carbon of
esters,26 the probable reaction between the ionized
hydroxyl group of C12E23 or C16E20 surfactant and PTH
may be as shown in Scheme 1. However, it has been
shown elsewhere27 that k�1/k1 �103 for the reaction of
methoxide ion with PTH owing to occurrence of an
intramolecular nucleophilic addition–elimination mech-
anism in the k�1 step.28 Hence it is apparent that even if
the reaction in Scheme 1 is kinetically significant, the
amount of AE would be negligible compared with that of
PTH during the aqueous cleavage of PTH. It should also
be noted that the molar absorptivity of AE (EAE) should
be similar to that of PTA (EPTA � 40 M�1 cm�15).


&���� (


Although the data are not sufficient to carry out a
detailed kinetic analysis of the formation of PAn [Eqn.
(7)], we attempted to fit the observed data for plot 4 in
Fig. 4 (as shown in Table 4, where there is a maximum
change in absorbance in the final phase of the reaction) to
Eqn. (8), which is derived from the reaction scheme in
Eqn. (7) with the conceivable conditions that  2 � 3 and
 �2:23,29


Abs � EPTH�X�0 exp��k1t�


�EPAn�X�0 1 � 1
k1 � k2


�k2 exp��k1t� � k1 exp��k2t��
� �


�A	 �8�


and "PTA �"PTH and "PAn at 300 nm.5 The non-linear
least-squares fit of the observed data (Table 4) to Eqn. (8)
was carried out by considering  1,  2 and $� as unknown
parameters at the given values of "PTH and "PAn. The
calculated values of least-squares �#


2 (where # =
Abs� Abscalcd) indicate that the best fit is at
"PTH = 1950 M�1 cm�1 and "PAn = 850 M�1 cm�1. How-
ever, a change in "PAn from 850 to 600 M�1 cm�1 only
slightly affected the percentage residual errors [RE = 100
(Abs � Abscalcd)/Abs], as is evident from Table 4.


The calculated value of  1 (5.84 � 10�4 s�1) is similar
to that (5.51 � 10�4 s�1) calculated from Eqn. (1) (with
 obs =  1) considering the Abs values within the reaction
time range 98–2100 s (Table 4). The value of  2


(8.7 � 10�5 s�1) is nearly half of the corresponding
value (20 � 10�5 s�1) obtained in the absence of micelles
at 0.024 M HCl and 70% (v/v) CH3CN in mixed aqueous
solvent.23b Although the calculated value of "PAn is not so
certain, an approximate value of "PAn = 750 M�1 cm�1 is
nearly half of that (1600 M�1 cm�1) obtained at 300 nm
in pure aqueous solvent.5 The value of "PAn at 310 nm
reduced by nearly half with increase in the CH3CN
content from 2 to 70% (v/v) at 0.027 M HCl.23c Thus, the
best fit values of  2 (8.7 � 10�5 s�1) and "PAn


(
750 M�1 cm�1) show that the formation of PAn from
PTA occurs in the mixed micellar environment of acidic
pH and a low water concentration compared with that in
the aqueous pseudophase.


The rates of hydrolysis of PTH strictly followed a first-
order rate law for reaction periods of 
3–7 half-lives
even for those kinetic runs (carried out at [C12E23]T


�0.005 M and [CTABr]T �0.01 M) where the detectable
formation of PAn was evident from the calculated values
of "app. However, the values of  obs [=  1 in Eqn. (7)] for
these kinetic runs may be slightly augmented by the
occurrence of the  2 step [Eqn. (7)] in the latter phase of
the reactions.


The pseudo-first-order rate constants ( obs) for the
hydrolysis of PTH, obtained at different values of
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[C12E23]T and at a constant value of [CTABr]T, appeared
to fit Eqn. (6) (with C16E20 replaced by C12E23), as is
evident from the plots in Fig. 2 where solid lines are
drawn through the calculated data points. The non-linear
least-squares calculated values of the unknown par-
ameters  and � at different [CTABr]T are summarized in
Table 3. The calculated values of  and � at [CTABr]T


�0.015 M may not be reliable because of the uncertain-
ties associated with  obs values, obtained at [C12E23]T


�0.01 and 0.03 M C12E23 at a constant [CTABr]T,
possibly owing to a significant incursion of the  2 step
[Eqn. (7)] under such conditions, as pointed out earlier.
Another possible source for the unreliability of the
calculated values of  and �, especially at [CTABr]T


�0.01 M, is the lack of the sufficient data points in the
region of the  obs–[C12E23]T profiles where rate constants
 obs are almost independent of [C12E23]T. It is not
possible to obtain  obs at [C12E23]T where the  obs values
are almost independent of [C12E23]T because under such
conditions  obs become almost zero owing to the unusual
effect of [C12E23]T on pH.


The values of  and � are relatively more reliable at
0.006 M CTABr and it is interesting to note that the value
of  (20.9 � 10�4 s�1) is similar to  obs (19.6 � 10�4 s�1)
at [C12E23]T = 0.03 M and [CTABr]T = 0. This shows that
the mixed C12E23–CTABr micellar system behaves
kinetically like pure C12E23 micelles at the minimum


optimum concentration of C12E23, a feature similar to the
mixed C16E20–CTABr micellar system. The value of �
(31.0 M�1) is also not significantly different from that
(38.6 M�1) for C16E20 under similar experimental condi-
tions (Table 3).


!��!% &���


It appears that the observed data for the rate of alkaline
hydrolysis of PTH in the presence of C16E20 micelles
follow the pseudophase micellar (PM) model but similar
data in the presence of C12E23 do not strictly follow the
PM model. The most unusual observation is the depletion
of hydroxide ions and water molecules from the C12E23


micellar environment of micellized PTH molecules and
consequently irreversible trapping of PTH and its
hydrolysis product PTA by micelles at higher concentra-
tions of C12E23. The presence of CTABr (0.006–0.020 M)
has little or no influence on the unusual effect of
[C12E23]T on the pH of the micellar environment of
micellized solubilizates. Such characteristic behavior of
non-ionic micelles in the absence and presence of CTABr
surfactant has not been observed with C16E20 micelles.
The explanation for such unusual behavior of C12E23


micelles may perhaps be found in a study on the


��-�� 5� 7!�����# �!�	�!���� '$!�) ������ �����	� ��� '�) 
	� �� ���� ��#�	���� 	
 *+, �� ��� ���


Time (s) Abs Abscalcd
b REc Abscalcd


d REc Abscalcd
e REc


98 0.406 0.408 �1 0.412 �1 0.410 �1
294 0.372 0.371 0 0.371 0 0.371 0
476 0.341 0.339 0 0.338 1 0.338 1
672 0.310 0.309 0 0.307 1 0.307 1
882 0.280 0.280 0 0.277 1 0.278 1


1106 0.252 0.253 0 0.250 1 0.251 1
1386 0.221 0.228 �1 0.221 0 0.222 0
1708 0.193 0.194 0 0.194 0 0.195 �1
2100 0.166 0.165 1 0.169 �1 0.167 �1
2800 0.135 0.138 �2 0.137 �2
5306 0.105 0.108 �2 0.105 0
8400 0.119 0.119 0 0.119 0


10808 0.136 0.131 4 0.135 1


104 kobs (s�1) = 5.51 � 0.25f


Eapp (M�1 cm�1) = 1923 � 45
A� = 0.044 � 0.010


104 k1 (s�1) = 5.98 � 0.14f 5.93 � 0.13f 5.88 � 0.11f 5.84 � 0.10f 6.16 � 0.17f


105 k2 (s�1) = 14.4 � 1.2 12.8 � 0.9 10.4 � 0.6 8.70 � 0.40 11.4 � 1.0
A� = 0.044 � 0.03 0.043 � 0.003 0.042 � 0.002 0.042 � 0.002 0.054 � 0.003
105�d2


i � 11�837 9.639 7.187 6.063 13.480
EPTH (M�1 cm�1) = 1950 1950 1950 1950 1900
EPAn (M�1 cm�1) = 600 650 750 850 600


a Conditions: [phthalimide]0 = 2 � 10�4 M, [NaOH] = 0.02 M, 35°C and aqueous reaction mixture for each kinetic run contained 2% (v/v) CH3CN.
b Calculated from Eqn. (1) with 104 kobs = 5.51 s�1, Eapp = 1923 M


�1 cm�1 and A� = 0.044.
c RE = 100 (Absi � Abscalcdi)/Absi.
d Calculated from Eqn. (8) with 104 k1 = 5.98 s�1, 105 k2 = 14.4 s�1, A� = 0.044, EPTH = 1950 M


�1 cm�1 and EPAn = 600 M
�1 cm�1.


e Calculated from Eqn. (8) with 104 k1 = 5.84 s�1, 105 k2 = 8.70 s�1, A� = 0.042, EPTH = 1950 M�1 cm�1 and EPAn = 850 M�1 cm�1.
f Error limits are standard deviations.
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structural details of such micelles under various condi-
tions.
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ABSTRACT: Para-substituted N-phenylnitramines were prepared either by oxidation of diazonium salts or by
nitration under alkaline or acidic conditions. Isotopic [15N-NO2] labelling indicated that the bands characteristic of
the N-nitro group appear in the 1318–1323 and 1585–1607 cm�1 regions. In the nitrogen NMR spectra, the nitramino
group gives two resonances at �193 � 3 (NH) and �32 � 3 ppm (NO2). The chemical shifts in proton and carbon
NMR spectra are predictable, based on increments and the additivity rule. The spectral data indicate the lack of
conjugation between the nitramino group and another substituent bound to the ring. It seems to contradict the well-
known fact that substituents strongly (� = 4) influence the rate of nitramine rearrangement. The acidities of primary N-
phenylnitramines (3.77 � pKA � 5.62) are similar to those of benzoic acids and weakly dependent (� = 1) on the
electronic character of a substituent. Based on the analogy with benzoic acids, it has been calculated that basicities of
nitramines (pKB � 21) are extremely low. Consequently, addition of protons to an intact nitramine molecule, as the
preliminary step of the rearrangement, seems to be improbable. Migration of the N-nitro group precedes protonation;
the latter process facilitates transformation of intermediates into stable final products. Copyright  2001 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: nitramines; amphiprotic compounds; NMR spectroscopy; rearrangement; reaction mechanism
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Primary and secondary nitramines are susceptible to
rearrangement under the influence of an acid (Scheme 1).
The nitramine rearrangement involves migration of the
N-nitro group to the ortho or para position of an aromatic
ring. There are at least three theories explaining the
mechanism of the nitro group migration:


� the nitro group remains covalently bonded to the
aromatic ring during migration, three or five nodes
from the migration origin;1


� the nitro group migrates as the NO2 radical; the
process occurs in the solvent cage, which is
responsible for its intramolecularity;2


� heterolytic cleavage of the N—N bond provides
nitronium cations, forming a �-complex with an
aromatic moiety, which is subsequently trans-
formed into final products.3


The nature of the rearrangement remains controversial;
however, there is a common agreement in two aspects:


� rearrangement is intramolecular;


� protonation on the amide nitrogen is a preliminary
step of the reaction.


The first assumption seems to be experimentally
confirmed;4 the second one will be discussed in this
paper.


N-Methyl-N-phenyl nitramine and its ring-substituted
derivatives are the most frequently used as model
compounds in the investigations on the mechanism of
nitramine rearrangement. The acid–base equilibria can-
not be established because in acidic solutions the
rearrangement occurs immediately. Acidity requirements
are strongly dependent on the substituents bound to the
ring. N-Methyl-N-phenylnitramine can be rearranged in
0.01 M perchloric acid, its 4-nitro derivative rearranges in
0.5 M HClO4,5 whereas N-methyl-N,2,4-trinitroaniline
requires concentrated sulfuric acid.6 The most simple
explanation is that electron-withdrawing substituents on
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the ring decrease the proton affinity of the nitramine
group. In fact, the problem is more complex.


X-ray diffraction studies have indicated that the
nitramino group in N-(4-chlorophenyl)-N-methylnitra-
mine is planar with a short N—N bond.7 Its geometry is
nearly the same as in N,N-dimethylnitramine.8 The latter
compound was studied with the use of photoelectron
spectroscopy. The results, supported with quantum-
mechanical calculations, revealed that the outer valence
shell consists of three �-orbitals, spread all over the
NNO2 group.9 This means that there is no unshared
electron pair on the amide nitrogen; consequently,
protonation at this site must completely rearrange the
charge distribution within the nitramino group. More-
over, our recent studies on the nitro derivatives of N-
phenyl-N-methylnitramine demonstrated that the elec-
tron-acceptor substituents do not influence the geometry
of the N-methylnitramino group.10 It is inferred that we
cannot see a basic centre and its interaction with a ring
substituent; consequently, a catalytic effect of an acid on
the nitramine rearrangement cannot be explained in a
simple way.


The aim of this work is to evaluate the proton-donating
properties of nitramines, i.e. the right-hand equilibrium
given in Scheme 2, and calculate a hypothetical
equilibrium of the basic dissociation of primary phenyl-
nitramines.


Two presumptions were made:


� the mechanism of rearrangement is the same in the
primary and secondary nitramine series;


� the acidic and basic properties of amphiprotic
compounds are interrelated.


The latter requires some comment. The problem has
been investigated by Arnett with the final conclusion that
there is no correlation between acidity, expressed as
pKA(A), and basicity, given as pKA(B), of the conjugated
acid.11 There is, however, a linear correlation between
pKA(A) and pKA(B) provided that the same functional
group is the basic and acidic centre. Arnett’s plot,
completed with some other data, is presented on Fig. 1.


The correlation is surprisingly good, considering that
the pKA values are defined in three acidity–basicity
scales, i.e. Hammett’s Ho acidity scale, the Sørensen pH
scale and the H� scale for strongly basic solutions. On the
other hand, several species do not obey the simple
relation given in Fig. 1. Monocations of aminopyridines,
monoanions of phthalic acids and several heterocyclic
compounds, such as imidazole, pyrazole and indazole,


were excluded for obvious reasons. In these amphiprotic
ions or molecules, a protonation site and an acidic centre
are separated. In N-phenylnitramine, protons are added or
abstracted from the same amide nitrogen atom, hence
estimation of its acidity may provide some information
on its proton affinity.


+,-+&$.+�%�/


The proton and carbon NMR spectra were obtained using
a Tesla BS 567A (100 MHz) spectrometer. For the
registration of 15N NMR spectra a Bruker DPX instru-
ment (250 MHz) was used. The FTIR spectra were
recorded on a Philips PU 9804 apparatus. A Hewlett-
Packard GC system HP 6890 with mass selective detector
5973, equipped with a direct inlet and on-column inlet,
was used for registration of the mass spectra and
chromatographic control of the reactions. An HP-1
methyl siloxane capillary column (30 m � 320 �m �
0.25 �m) was employed. A Beckman DU 640B spectro-
meter was used for registration of the UV–VIS spectra.


������ 0
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The pKA values were measured using CI-316 pH-meter
(Elmetron). The aqueous solutions of nitramines
(1.377 � 10�3 � c � 0.015 M) were triturated with
0.0542 M sodium hydroxide.


23��.������
 ������4����������������� 2�����
� �� �� 0	4


4-(Methanesulfonyl)-aniline (3.42 g, 0.02 mol) was dis-
solved in nitromethane (35 ml). Absolute nitric acid
(1.05 ml, 25 mmol) was added to cold acetic anhydride
(10 ml), the solution was maintained for 15 min at room
temperature and combined with the substrate solution.
The mixture was left for 0.5 h at room temperature and
cooled to �20°C. The crude product was collected by
filtration and crystallized twice from toluene, yielding
(4�-methanesulfonyl)-N-phenylnitramine (2.20 g, 51%)
as colourless prisms, m.p. 179–181°C. Calc. for
C7H8N2O4S (216.21): 38.88% C, 3.73% H. Found:
39.11% C, 3.70% H. MS, m/z (int.): 216 (M��, 26), 201
(2), 170 (69), 156 (26), 108 (100), 91 (40), 81 (53), 63
(72). IR (KBr): 1613, 1597, 1581, 1502, 1467, 1385,
1311, 1287.


��23�1� ��������4���������� 2����� �� !� 0�4


4-Fluoroaniline (3.33 g, 0.03 mol) was dissolved in dry
toluene (150 ml); methylmagnesium iodide in isoamyl
ether (3.5 ml of 1 M solution, 35 mmol) was added and
the mixture was stirred intensely at the boiling point for
3 h. It was cooled to room temperature and n-butyl nitrate
(4.00 g, 33 mmol) in toluene (4 ml) was added. The
mixture was stirred for 3 h at room temperature. Water
(30 ml) acidified with acetic acid (3 ml) was added
dropwise and the layers were separated. A toluene
solution was extracted (3 � 30 ml) with 1 M aqueous
potassium hydroxide. The extract was neutralized with
4 M hydrochloric acid at 0°C; the crude product was
collected with methylene chloride. The solution was
dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate, filtered, diluted
with n-hexane and cooled. The crude product was
collected by filtration and crystallized from a mix-
ture of methylene chloride and n-hexane. N-(4-Fluoro-
phenyl)-nitramine (2.11 g, 45%) was obtained as white
leaflets, m.p. 100–101°C. Calc. for C6H5FN2O4 (156.12):
46.16% C, 3.23% H. Found: 46.25% C, 3.33% H. MS,
m/z (int.): 156 (M��, 14), 110 (100), 90 (6), 83 (92), 63
(14), 57 (34). IR (KBr): 1621, 1598, 1513, 1433, 1381,
1335, 1294, 1250, 1207.


��23�.����5������4���������� 2����� �� )� 0�4


4-Anisidine (24.63 g, 0.20 mol) was dissolved in a
mixture of concentrated hydrochloric acid (50 ml) and


water (50 ml). The solution was cooled to �5°C and
diazotized with an excess of sodium nitrite (29.35 g,
0.28 mol) dissolved in a minimum amount of water
(30 ml). Ammonium tetrafluoroborate (29.35 g,
0.28 mol), as a saturated aqueous solution, was added
and the precipitate of diazonium tetrafluoroborate was
collected by filtration. It was added to the cold (�5°C)
aqueous potassium hydroxide (60.0 g of 50% aq. KOH)
and the suspension was poured into potassium cyano-
ferrate(III) (200.0 g, 0.60 mol) dissolved in water
(1200 ml) containing potassium hydroxide (60.0 g). The
solution was stirred for 18 h at room temperature. A
yellow precipitate was collected by filtration, purified and
identified as 4,4�-azoxybenzene. The filtrate was cooled
in an ice bath and neutralized with 30% sulfuric acid.
Extraction with methylene chloride (3 � 100 ml) gave a
multicomponent mixture, which was re-extracted with
1 M aq. KOH. The alkaline solution was neutralized as
before; the precipitate was collected by filtration, dried in
vacuum and crystallized from n-hexane. N-(4-Methoxy-
phenyl)-nitramine (13.45 g, 40%) was obtained as
colourless crystals melting at 77–79°C. MS, m/z (int.):
168 (M��, 17), 153 (4), 122 (100), 107 (15), 95 (69), 80
(23), 79 (25), 65 (19), 52 (35). IR (KBr): 1592, 1581,
1512, 1466, 1436, 1396, 1327, 1306, 1252, 1220.


&+�(/%� ��� �$�)(��$'�


We have prepared a series of para-substituted N-
phenylnitramines by nitration of corresponding anilines;
standard procedures were slightly modified to facilitate
isolation of the products in the pure state (scheme 3). The
derivatives containing electron-withdrawing substituents
were obtained in sulfolane or nitromethane solutions by
the action of acetyl nitrate (procedure A). The acetyl
group, as the electron acceptor, is not strong enough,
hence 4-aminoacetophenone cannot be N-nitrated in this
way. More basic anilines were nitrated with n-butyl
nitrate after pretreatment with a strong base (procedure
B); sodium hydride and Grignard reagents were alter-
natively employed. We could not find reaction conditions
(solvent, strong base) that were applicable in the
preparation of any primary nitramine. N-Phenylnitramine
was prepared from aniline by diazotation and oxidation
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(procedure C). The compound details are collected in
Table 1.


Example procedures are given in the experimental
section. The diversity of the procedures reflects the
different susceptibilities of nitramines to rearrangement;
those containing electron-acceptor groups are more
resistant to diluted acids and elevated temperature,
whereas electron-releasing substituents facilitate isomer-
ization.


The compounds 2a–2g were characterized using
spectroscopic methods, and the results were compared
with previously published data on analogous N-methyl-
N-phenylnitramines.15


The spectra of primary and secondary phenylnitra-
mines, with the same substituents on the ring, differ in
some aspects. The FTIR spectra will be considered first;
in those of N-methyl-N-phenylnitramines the bands
characteristic of the N-nitro group (1285–1299 and
1517–1536 cm�1) were recognized using [15N-NO2]
labelling.15 However, their primary counterparts give
no peaks in this region. Among the strong bands at 1585,
1596 cm�1 and 1305, 1322 cm�1, in the spectrum of 2f,
two of them can be assigned to the N-nitro group. Isotopic
labelling [15N-NO2] shifts the asymmetric stretch to
1562 cm�1 and symmetric stretching vibrations to
1293 cm�1. The bands at 1585 and 1305 cm�1 remain
unchanged, so they must be skeletal vibrations. The result
was extrapolated for other nitramines, which give very
similar spectra; some relevant data are collected in Table
2.


Asymmetric stretching vibrations of the N-nitro group
and the N—H stretch give rise to strong bands that appear
in narrow regions; the influence of substituents is
negligible. On the other hand, the frequencies vary in a
regular way; hence, we cannot conclude whether the
nitramino group interacts with the second substituent or
not.


All the aforementioned spectra were registered in
diluted (ca 0.2 M) solutions, using deuterated methylene
chloride as the solvent, because it is transparent in the
regions of interest. In the solid-state spectra, two strong
bands at ca 3250 and 3160 cm�1 were observed,


accompanied by a broad absorption with several sub-
maxima up to ca 2900 cm�1. This indicates the presence
of hydrogen bonds. Such specific interactions also
usually evolve some additional bands in the IR spectra
in the lower wavenumbers regions. To our surprise, the
nitramines 2a–2g give identical spectra in solutions and
in potassium bromide pellets; the bands characteristic of
the N-nitro group appear at the same wavenumbers. The
nature of the intermolecular interactions in crystal lattices
seems to be obscure.


The carbon NMR spectra of the primary nitramines do
not differ significantly from those of corresponding
N-methyl-N-phenylnitramines,15 although the chemical
shifts of ring carbon atoms are lower in the former,
usually by 1–5 ppm. The substituent-induced chemical
shift differences (SCSD, increments) of the nitramino
group derived from the spectrum of the parent compound
and the average values from all the spectra are nearly the
same. The result indicates that there is no electronic
interaction between the nitramino group and another
substituent in a conjugated position.16 Despite the
diversity of the substituents investigated (from NO2 to
OMe), the additivity rule is obeyed in all the spectra. The
ipso increment of the nitramino group (Sipso = � 7.6)
differs markedly from that of the nitro (Sipso = � 19.9)
and amino (Sipso = � 20.7) groups, and resembles that of
the methyl group (Sipso = � 9.3).17 Consequently, the
interaction between the nitramino group and the aromatic


%�	�� *" ������#�������� )����������������


No. Substituent X Procedure Yield (%) M.p. (°C), (solvent) Lit. m.p.


2a NO2 A 54 112–113 (CH2Cl2) 111–11212


2b SO2Me A 51 179–181 (PhMe) –
2c Br B 25 92–100 (Et2O–n-hexane) 101–10212


2d F B 45a 100–101 (CH2Cl2–n-hexane) –
2e H C 26b 41.5–42 (Et2O–n-hexane) 46–4713


2f Me B 28c 51–52 (CH2Cl2–n-hexane) 5212


2g OMe C 40 77–79 (n-hexane) 7914


a With the use of sodium hydride, the reaction does not occur.
b Procedure B, using the MeMgI/BuONO2 system gives 6% yield.
c Sodium hydride was used as a strong base; the labelled compound was prepared analogously.


%�	�� 0" *�� �+ ���"�� �	 ������#�������� )������������
����� &�� 
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No. Substituent ��
�(NO2)
asym.


�(NO2)
symm.


N—H
region


2a NO2 0.720 1607 1318 3367
2b SO2Me 0.778 1607 1319 3370
2c Br 0.232 1601 1320 3373
2d F 0.062 1591 1320 3374
2e H 0.000 1587 1323 3375
2f Me �0.170 1596 1322 3376
2g OMe �0.268 1585 1322 3376
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ring must be of an inductive nature. Structural data
confirm this conclusion: the substituent (NNO2) is nearly
perpendicular to the plane of the aromatic ring.7,18 Such
twisted conformations exclude mesomeric interaction of
the aromatic sextet and the �-electron system of the
nitramino group. Theoretical calculations by Anulewicz
et al.,18 although based on false (mesomeric) premises,
gave a result (� = � 0.36) very close to the experimental
characteristics of the secondary nitramino group (� = �
0.57).19 We believe that the nitramino group is an
electron-demanding substituent, but its mesomeric inter-
action with the ring is not possible. The resonances in 15N
NMR spectra of the amide (193.1 � 3 ppm) and nitro
(32.4 � 3 ppm) nitrogen atoms appear within a narrow
range, indicating that the intramolecular interaction
across the ring can be neglected (see Table 3).


The proton NMR spectra confirm the observation—the
lack of conjugation between the nitramino group and


another substituent on the ring may be considered as a
fact. The data collected in Table 4 indicate that the
nitramine proton is strongly deshielded; hence, it must
display some acidic properties.


Another interesting feature of the spectra reported is
the strong dependence of chemical shifts on the solvent
used. It is not limited to the N—H proton; its interaction
with the solvent molecules influences significantly the
absorption of ring protons, especially those in the ortho
positions.


The first attempts to measure pKA values of primary
phenylnitramines, using the spectrophotometric method,
were unsuccessful. The spectra registered in Britton–
Robinson buffer solutions, at 2 � pH � 10, demonstrated
that the UV–VIS spectra of dissociated and undissociated
nitramines are too similar to enable the measurements of
concentrations of both forms in the equilibrium. The
exceptions were the nitramines containing a strong,


%�	�� 6" *�� "�#�� &-.
' ��� ����/�� &-�)' )0+ ���"�� �	 ������#�������� ����� )���������������� �� ,01���23
"����"�� ���	�� � �� /���� �� ��� ����� ���������������� �� ��� ������� �������� ��� ����� ����������� �� ��� �4�����
�������


Substituent C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 NH NO2


NO2 141.6 119.9 124.9 144.2 �190.3 �32.2a


SO2Meb 140.1 123.5 128.3 137.8 �191.2 �34.4
Br 135.2 123.5 132.0 119.0 Not observed �35.2
F 132.2 125.1 116.0 160.5 �194.9 �30.6
H 135.1 122.0 128.1 126.8 Not observed �31.1
Mec 133.4 122.2 129.5 136.5 �193.7 �30.4
OMed 128.6 125.0 114.2 158.2 �195.5 �29.4


a �11.6 (C-NO2).
b 43.5 (SO2Me).
c 20.5 (ArMe).
d 55.4 (OMe).


%�	�� 3" ����� )0+ ���"�� �	 ����� ������#�������� )���������������� �� ,01���23 "����"�� ���	�� � �� /���� �� ���
����� ���������������� �� ��� ������� �������


Substituent


Primary nitramines Secondary nitramines15


H-2,6a H-3,5a N—H Others H-2,6 H-3,5


NO2 7.70 8.25 Not observed – 7.47 8.25
NO2


b 7.80 8.34 13.06 –
SO2Me 7.70 8.06 Not observed 3.22 7.57 8.06
SO2Meb 7.78 8.05 12.91 3.15
Br 7.66 7.40 Not observed – 7.20 7.59
Br 6.39 7.59 8.81c –
F 7.29 7.44d 13.79 – 7.26 7.09
H 7.42–7.46e Not observed – 7.27–7.54
Me 7.34 7.24 13.70 2.32 7.26 7.16
OMe 7.33 7.00 13.45 3.77 7.23 6.95


a Doublets with the coupling constants 8.9–9.4 Hz.
b In acetone-d6.
c


The spectrum registered in deuterated benzene.
d


Two multiplets, due to the coupling with the fluorine atom.
e


Proton on C-4 gives a multiplet centred at 7.29 ppm.
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electron-demanding substituent; the spectra of N,4-
dinitroaniline are presented in Fig. 2.


Acidities of primary phenylnitramines were measured
by the standard potentiometric method.20 Saturated,
aqueous solutions of the nitramines were titrated with
diluted aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide at room
temperature. The results, collected in Table 5, are the
average numbers from six pH measurements.


As is to be expected, the electron-withdrawing
substituents facilitate ionization of nitramines due to
the stabilization of anionic species. Acidities vary within
nearly two units on the logarithmic scale and resemble
closely those of ring-substituted benzoic acids. Their
acidities, i.e. pKA(A) values, were estimated in diluted
aqueous solutions,21 and their basicities, expressed as


1�� �� 0" *�� �5 ���"�� �	 )���������������� �� �6�����
��������� �	 ������ �"������� &�7'


%�	�� 7"  "���" �% & ' ��� #���" �% &(' �����"������
"�������� �	 ������#�������� )���������������� &�� ��°
'
��������� �� �6����� ��������� #� ��� ������������"
������


Para-substituent KA pKA(A) pKA(B)


NO2 1.70 � 10�4 3.77a �7.69
SO2Me 1.62 � 10�4 3.79b �7.67
Br 5.37 � 10�5 4.27 �7.05
Cl 3.16 � 10�5 4.50c �6.76
F 4.07 � 10�5 4.39 �6.90
H 2.34 � 10�5 4.63d �6.59
Me 2.19 � 10�5 4.66 �6.55
OMe 2.40 � 10�6 5.62 �5.33


a pKA(A) = 3.91 by spectrophotometric method.
b


pKA(A) = 3.80 by spectrophotometric method.
c


At 15°C, from Ref. 23.
d


4.75 � pKA(A) � 4.91, depending on the temperature in the region of 1 to
18°C; measured by the conductometric method.24


1�� �� 6"  ����!� ����� "�������� #��$��� ��� �"���" ���
#���" �����"������ "�������� �	 ��� ��/���#�������� #��8��"
�"���� �4��������� �� ��� �������������� �/���
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pKA(B) values, were also measured in the water–sulfuric
acid binary mixtures.22 There is a simple relationship
between the proton-releasing and proton-demanding
properties of benzoic acids, as shown in Fig. 3.


The same correlation can be used for the prediction of
‘basicities’ of primary N-phenylnitramines; some rele-
vant data in the last column of Table 5 indicate that
protonation of these species can be expected in
moderately concentrated sulfuric acid but not in diluted
aqueous solutions. Half protonation requires concentra-
tions between 67 and 82% of sulfuric acid; in such
solutions the decomposition of a nitramine prevails over
its rearrangement. Consequently, protonation of the
nitramine, as the preliminary step of the rearrangement,
seems to be impossible.


The same conclusion can be reached in another way,
considering that the Sørensen (pH) and Hammett (Ho)
acidity scales are compatible. If so, the relationship
pKA(B) � pKB(B) = 14 should be obeyed, and, conse-
quently, the basicities of N-phenylnitramines in aqueous
solutions will be expressed with dissociation constants
of 2.0 � 10�22 � KB (B) � 4.7 � 10�20 (Scheme 5). The
basicities of nitramines are too low to explain the
catalytic effect of an acid. Moreover, the reaction
constant � of the basic dissociation of nitramines exceeds
unity negligibly, whereas the kinetic � constant of the
rearrangement is close to the maximum value (� = 4).5 If
migration of the N-nitro group occurs within a protonated
molecule, the influence of ring substituents on the proton
affinity and the rate of rearrangement should be parallel.


The spectral properties of para-substituted N-phenyl-
nitramines, as well as their acidic properties (pKA),
indicate that the substituents do not influence signifi-
cantly the electronic structure and chemical properties of
the nitramino group. The proton affinity of the nitramino
group seems to be insufficient to explain the catalytic
effect of an acid. The conclusions are well confirmed
with the data reported above, but they seem to contradict
some theories of the nitramine rearrangement. Now we
wish to demonstrate that our results are in agreement with
commonly known facts and that the apparent discrepan-
cies emerge from misinterpretations.


The catalytic effect of an acid used to be interpreted as
the result of protonation of the intact substrate molecule, in


the preliminary step of the rearrangement. Such a pre-
sumption is acceptable if we ignore two well-known facts:


� the N-nitro group can migrate to an aromatic ring
without intervention of protons;25,26


� there is no basic centre within the nitramino group.7–9


Otherwise, we can rationalize these facts assuming
that reversible shift of the N-nitro group precedes
protonation. There are two possible routes of transforma-
tion of the substituent into its mobile nitrito form
(Scheme 4). Homolytic cleavage of the N—N bond
and recombination within the solvent cage provides N-
nitrite. Migration to the ortho position, via cyclic
transition-state, gives C-nitrite. Further migrations occur
rapidly as the [3, 3] sigmatropic shifts in accordance with
Woodward–Hoffmann rules.


It should be pointed out that the shift of the N-nitro
group to the ring forms a basic centre, which is absent in
the intact molecule, viz. the imino group. Its protonation
prevents retro-migration of the nitro group, facilitates
expulsion of ring protons and restitution of the aromatic
system. The influence of ring substituents on the basicity
of anilines is strong (� = 3) and corresponds well to the
Hammett equation applied to the kinetics of the nitramine
rearrangement. Transformation of a labile nitrito form
into the stable final product follows a probable dissocia-
tion–recombination pathway, as indicated by the chemi-
cally induced dynamic nuclear polarization (CIDNP)
effect observed during rearrangement of some primary
nitramines.27


[15N-NO2]-N-(2,6-Dibromophenyl)-nitramine and its
2,6-dichloro analogue were rearranged in a strongly
acidic solution.27,28 The 15N NMR spectra, registered
during the rearrangement, indicated the enhancement
of the absorption of the 4-nitro group in the prod-
ucts. The results with [15N-NO2]-N-methyl-N-phenyl-
nitramine were similar, except that the product composi-
tion was much more complex. According to Kaptein’s
rules, the nuclear polarization is the evidence that 2,6-
dibromo-4-nitroaniline is formed through recombination
of free radicals.27,28 This confirms our hypothesis, that
the expulsion of a C-proton precedes transformation of
the ONO group into the stable nitro group, conjugated
with the amino substituent across the ring. The ONO to
NO2 rearrangement may occur in the solvent cage, since
it does not require distant migrations. Obviously, the
whole transformation cannot be entirely intramolecular,
otherwise the CIDNP effect would not have been
observed.29 However, the escape from the cage is


������ 3
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responsible for some side reaction accompanying the
rearrangement, whereas migration of the nitro group is
strictly intramolecular.
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ABSTRACT: Classical trajectory and canonical variational transition state theory (CVTST) calculations were
performed on the CH3O � NO → CH3ONO recombination reaction for the temperature range 300–1000 K to study
theoretically this reaction for the first time. The dynamics calculations employ our previously reported potential
energy surface for the dissociation and elimination reactions of methyl nitrite (Martı́nez-Núñez E, Vázquez SA. J.
Chem. Phys. 1998; 109: 8907). In the present work this surface was conveniently modified to reproduce more
accurately the experimental CH3O—NO dissociation energy and to obtain more reliable rate constants for both the
dissociation and the recombination reactions. The recombination rate constants calculated with this modified version
of the original potential energy surface agree better with the experimental results than do the rates obtained with the
original one. Copyright  2001 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: methyl nitrite; recombination reaction; thermal rate constants; classical trajectory calculations;
CVTST calculations; potential energy surface
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There have been many experimental studies of the
methoxy (CH3O) � nitric oxide (NO) reaction.1–13 This
reaction is a prototype radical–radical reaction that can
give rise to two different reaction channels: first, the
recombination reaction to form chemically activated
methyl nitrite (CH3ONO*)


CH3O � NO � CH3ONO� �1�


which is the subject of the present study, and, second, the
direct disprotonation channel:


CH3O � NO � CH2O � HNO �2�


The CH2O and HNO products can also be obtained via
the chemically activated methyl nitrite molecule as
follows


CH3O + NO �
a


b
CH3ONO* �c CH2O + HNO (3)


Experimental studies have been devoted to measuring the


rate constants for the above reactions in a moderately
wide range of temperatures and pressures. Frost and
Smith8 determined the rate constant for the reaction
CH3O � NO in the pressure range 3–100 Torr of argon
and for temperatures ranging from 296 to 573 K by using
laser-induced fluorescence. They arrived at the following
high-pressure limit expression: k� = 3.6 � 10�11(T/
298)�0.6 cm3 molecule�1 s�1. They also concluded that
the formation of CH2O and HNO can only occur via
rearrangement of energized methyl nitrite [(3)]. By
contrast, McCaulley et al.9 used a discharged flow
reactor to measure the methyl nitrite yield of the
CH3O � NO reaction at 297 K and low pressures (0.5
and 1 Torr) and concluded that under these experimental
conditions the direct disprotonation channel, Eqn. (2), is
the major one. More recently, Ohmori et al.10 determined
the values of the rate constant at room temperature
through laser-induced fluorescence, and employing
Lindemann–Hinshelwood theory extrapolated their re-
sults to the high-pressure limit to obtain k� = (4.5 �
1.5) � 10�11 cm3 molecule�1 s�1 at 296 � 6 K. In the
most recent work, Caralp et al.13 used discharge flow
(DF) and pulsed laser photolysis (PLP) techniques and by
means of RRKM calculations, based on their own ab
initio data, derived the following expression for the
limiting high-pressure rate constant: k� = (3.4 � 0.4) �
10�11(T/298)�0.75 cm3 molecule�1 s�1 in the temperature
range 220–600 K.
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In the atmosphere, the main sink of the methoxy
radical (CH3O) is its reaction with O2, whereas at
combustion temperatures CH3O can also decompose
unimolecularly (CH3O → CH2O � H) or react with H, O
or OH. However, in laboratory studies (smog chambers
or shock tubes) the decomposition of methyl nitrite
CH3ONO is a very common source of methoxy and
relative measurements involving this radical often use the
title reaction as a reference. In fact, several elementary
steps in the kinetic modeling of methyl nitrite pyrolysis7


involve this radical.
Recently, two of us studied the elementary steps b and c


of Eqn. (3) by both classical trajectory calculations14 and
transition state theory.15 The calculations of the former
study concern microcanonical rate constants, whereas the
latter involves canonical rate constants. In the present
study we shall concentrate on the calculation of the
CH3O � NO → CH3ONO* recombination rate constant
and its temperature dependence. We use our previously
reported potential energy surface (PES)14 and a modified
form of it for the present work along with classical
trajectories and canonical variational transition state
theory (CVTST) to compute thermal rate constants in
the 300–1000 K temperature range. This work comple-
ments the experimental results, which are not available for
the whole range of temperatures studied here.


0�(


Our reported PES for methyl nitrite,14 which accounts for
the CH3O � NO and CH2O � HNO dissociation chan-


nels, was used in the present study. This analytical PES is
expanded in terms of valence internal coordinates, with
parameters calibrated with our own ab initio data.15 The
PES was tested by the calculation of rate constants for the
elimination reaction [step c in Eqn. (3)] and a further
comparison between them and the experimental rates.
The calculated rate constants were in overall good
agreement with experiment when semiclassical correc-
tions to the conventional transition state expression were
used.14 A contour plot of the PES for the methoxy radical
in its equilibrium geometry, with nitric oxide in its
relaxed geometry moving around, is shown in Fig. 1. The
main feature in the plot is the methyl nitrite minimum and
the lack of a barrier for the recombination reaction. The
minimum energy paths (MEPs; calculated with our PES)
involving the elementary steps in Eqn. (3) are displayed
graphically in Fig. 2. As seen in Fig. 2, there exists a very
tight saddle-point of index one for the elimination
reaction with an energy barrier slightly higher than the
CH3O � NO dissociation energy.


In a previous direct dynamics study,15 we also
investigated the elimination and dissociation reactions
of methyl nitrite [steps b and c in Eqn. (3)]. Whereas for
the elimination reaction very good agreement with
experiment was reached, for the dissociation channel
our theoretical rates were substantially higher than those
obtained experimentally. The reason for this ‘disagree-
ment’ was attributed to the underestimation of the
CH3O—NO dissociation energy in the theoretical
study,15 since the dissociation rate constant is very
sensitive to the magnitude of this value. In addition, the
recombination rate constant is found to be quite sensitive
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to the assumed form for the potential.16 In fact, Hase et
al.17 showed that the Morse potential (the one used in our
model14) is too long range when compared with ab initio
calculations on the H � CH3 recombination reaction.
They proposed a ‘stiff’ Morse function in which the
curvature parameter � varies as a function of the
separation of the fragments. However, in the present
work, and owing to the lack of accurate long-range ab
initio calculations, we have made another type of
correction to our previously reported surface to obtain a
more realistic CH3O—NO dissociation energy that will
produce better results for both the unimolecular dissocia-
tion and the recombination rates.† More specifically, the
new PES includes a switching function of the form:


SW 	 
1 � exp��a�rON � req
ON��


�
�


exp


�
� b


��
i rCH�i� � req


CH


��� �4�


where a = 0.5 Å�1 and b = 10.0 Å�1; req
ON is the trans-


methyl nitrite ON equilibrium bond length (see Ref. 14)
and req


CH is the methoxy radical CH equilibrium bond
length.14 Thus, SW has a value of one for the
CH3O � NO asymptotic channel and zero for the methyl
nitrite equilibrium geometry. This switching function
was incorporated into the ON interaction potential (a
Morse function; see Ref. 14) in the following way:


V �rON� 	 Voriginal�rON� � D � SW �5�


where Voriginal(rON) is the ON interaction term in the
original PES, and D is 1.9 kcal mol�1. Our original


surface predicted a dissociation energy De (zero-point
energy excluded) of 41.7 kcal mol�1, whereas the new
PES predicts a value of 43.6 kcal mol�1 (the correspond-
ing D0 at 298 K is 41.2 kcal mol�1, which compares quite
well with the recommended literature18 value of
41.8 � 0.9 kcal mol�1).‡ Figure 3 shows a cut of both
surfaces along the CH3O—NO distance, with the
remaining coordinates relaxed. Because we have used
the switching function SW, the new surface only modifies
the CH3O—NO dissociation channel energy; it does not
change the remaining attributes of the original PES (i.e.
the geometrical and energetic parameters for the
elimination channel). Therefore, this surface could be
used in a dynamics study to analyze the branching ratios
for both channels, which are also of great interest.1,5,7,11


�+-(- �*-� ���(-*�-(


According to variational transition state theory, the rate
constant can be expressed as19–23


k�T � s� 	 �
kBT


h
Qts�T � s�
QR�T� exp��VMEP�s��kBT� �6�


where � is the symmetry factor, h and kB are the Planck
and Boltzmann constants, VMEP(s) is the potential energy
along the MEP at a given reaction coordinate distance s,
and QR and Qts are the partition functions of the reactants
and the transition state respectively. The conventional
transition state rate constant kTST corresponds to s = 0
(the saddle point for a reaction with a barrier). In CVTST
the transition state is located at the point along the
reaction coordinate where the thermal rate constant is
minimized.


In terms of the free energy of activation, the thermal
rate constant can also be expressed as


k�T � s� 	 �
kBT


h
exp���Gts�T � s��kBT� �7�


1�%�
� ') 8�9� (
� �.� �����	���1 ����� �	 �.� ������
	
���.�	��� �	 �/	4 *3-


†The recombination rates are not as sensitive to the potential well depth
as the dissociation rates. However, by making a deeper well depth the
potential will be more long range and, consequently, the recombination
rates will be higher than those obtained with the previous surface.
‡This value is based on Batt’s data of Ref. 2.


The agreement could be better by increasing the value 1.9 in Eqn.
(5). However, this would affect the dissociation rate constants and also
the energetics for the elimination channel. Therefore, the PES could
not be used in a more complete kinetic study.
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where �Gts is the difference in free energy between the
transition state and the reactants. The above equation
indicates that the minimum in k(T, s) corresponds to a
maximum in �Gts. Therefore, the best dividing surface
(the transition state) is found at the reaction coordinate
point at which the free energy change is maximum. Since
for the dissociation reaction there is no saddle point, the
MEP was calculated starting from an initial CH3O—NO
separation of 10 Å and using a step-size in the numerical
integration of 0.001 amu1/2 Å.


It is well known that low-frequency vibrations are best
treated as two-dimensional hindered internal rotors
instead of quantum harmonic normal modes.24 In fact,
we have recently shown that this is also important to
predict more realistic kinetic isotope effects and the
energy dependence of the microcanonical rate con-
stants.14 Thus, in the present study the four lowest-
frequency vibrations (corresponding to the CH3O and NO
rocking motions) were treated as two hindered two-
dimensional rotations. The Hamiltonian for this motion
reads


H 	 p2
�


2I�
� p2


�


2I� sin2 �
� V��� �� �8�


where � is bounded by 0 and � and � by 0 and 2�. The
classical partition function for this Hamiltonian is


Q 	 1
�h2


�
exp��H�kBT�d� �9�


where � is the symmetry number and the infinitesimal
phase space volume d� is dp�dp�d�d�.


In the present work, CVTST rate constants were
calculated by using Eqn. (7) with the quantum harmonic
approximation for all the degrees of freedom at the
variational transition state except for the four lowest-
frequency vibrations, which were treated as hindered
two-dimensional rotors.


The transition state properties for the unimolecular
dissociation obtained in this work are collected in Table 1
and compared with the results obtained in our previous
direct dynamics study.15 Equation (7) shows that there
are two opposing influences on the magnitude of the free
energy variation: the enthalpy change �Hts and the
entropy change �Sts. �Hts becomes larger as the
separation between the fragments in the transition state
increases and the potential VMEP(s) rises to its asymptotic
value. Hence the enthalpic effect favors a maximum in
�Gts at large separations of the fragments (large O—N
distances in Table 1). �S is also maximized at large
separations of the fragments, since the freely rotating
products correspond to a maximum in the entropy. Since
the �S term appears as a negative quantity in the free
energy change (�Gts = �Hts � T�Sts), this term favors a
maximum in �Gts at smaller separations in the transition


state. In addition, the contribution of the �Sts term to the
free energy becomes more important as the temperature
increases. Therefore, as the temperature increases it is
expected to lead to a decrease in the separation between
the fragments at the transition state, as shown in Table 1.
Also seen in Table 1 is that the direct dynamics
calculations of Ref. 15 predict substantially lower
separation of the fragments at the transition state than
those obtained here with the improved analytical
potential, which may be explained by differences in
the shapes and reaction endothermicities of the PESs
involved.


The rate constants for the dissociation reaction are
collected in Table 2 in comparison with experiment7 and
our previous direct dynamics results.15 As shown in
Table 2, the present dissociation rate constants are in
much better agreement than those obtained previously. In
particular, this is true at 300 K; whereas the rates
obtained in our previous direct dynamics study15 are
about 39 times higher than experiment,7 the theoretical
rates of the present work are only 2.8 times lower. In
addition, at 1000 K the rates obtained in the previous
direct dynamics study15 are 2.5 times higher than the
experimental ones,7 whereas the CVTST rates of the
present work are only 1.7 times lower. Clearly, a
substantial improvement of the theoretical results was
achieved in the present work.


The recombination rate constant can also be calculated
by CVTST theory from the unimolecular rates by using
the following expression:


krec�kuni 	 Keq �10�


where Keq is the equilibrium constant calculated as


Keq 	 QCH3ONO


QCH3OQNO
exp��H�


0�kBT� �11�


where �H�
0 is the enthalpy difference between the


reactant and product at T = 0 K and QCH3ONO, QCH3O and
QNO are the CH3ONO, CH3O and NO partition functions.


-���� ") <��	����
	 ����� ��
������� 
0���	�� �	 �.� �=<�<
��������
	� (
� �.� ����
�����
	 �23,+, → �23,� +,


Temperature R(O—N)ts/Åa,b R(O—N)ts/Åa,c �Gtsd


300 2.93 3.61 35.54
400 2.93 3.45 34.19
500 2.93 3.31 32.88
600 3.23 31.64
700 3.14 30.47
800 3.09 29.34


1000 2.78 2.66 28.03


a CH3O—NO distance at the variational transition state.
b Results from Ref. 15.
c CVTST calculations of this work
d Free energy variation at the transition state.
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Note that in this case QCH3
O and QNO also include the


translational and electronic factors. The electronic
partition factors, in which spin–orbit coupling was
explicitly considered, are25–30


QCH3O 	 2 � 2 exp��141�T� �12�


and


QNO 	 2 � 2 exp��177�T� �13�


with the temperature in kelvin. The recombination rate
constants thus obtained will be presented and compared
with experiment and with the results of classical
trajectory calculations in the following section. It is
interesting to point out that the variable reaction
coordinate (VRC) variational transition state theory
model of Klippenstein and coworkers31 may lead to
more accurate recombination rates than those obtained
here with conventional VTST.


�����$#�*-#�� �*-� ���(-*�-(


Although recombination rates can be estimated as shown
in the previous section by CVTST calculations, the
dynamical details (like, for instance, dividing surface
recrossings) are bypassed in the transition state theory
approach. Given a PES for a reactive system and not very
far from the classical limit, the quasi-classical trajectory
calculations are equivalent to a real experiment in the
laboratory. Therefore, in the present work we have also
performed extensive quasi-classical trajectory calcula-
tions for the title recombination reaction.


The quasi-classical trajectory method can be employed
to obtain CH3O � NO → CH3ONO recombination rate
constants from the following expression:32


k�T� 	 ge�T��8kT����1�2 Nr


N
�b2


max �14�


where � is the reduced mass of the reactants (CH3O and
NO), Nr the number of reactive events, N the total number


of trajectories in the ensemble, bmax the maximum impact
parameter and ge(T) the electronic degeneracy factor. The
initial conditions were selected as follows: the internal
(vibrational and rotational) and relative translational
energies of the reactants where chosen from the
corresponding Boltzmann distributions.32 Additionally,
the impact parameter was randomly chosen from 0 to
bmax.


In the present work, quasi-classical trajectory rate
constants were calculated using Eqn. (14) for the
temperature range 300–1000 K at seven temperatures.
Batches of 1000 trajectories were used to determine the
maximum impact parameter and ensembles of 10000
trajectories were used to evaluate the reaction probability
(Nr/N) for each temperature, so that a total of 154000
trajectories were ran on a UP1000 Alpha platform. To
determine whether or not methyl nitrite had been formed,
a geometrical test was considered. More specifically, we
used a step-size of 0.03 fs until a point in which all the
bond distances in CH3ONO* dropped below 2 Å or the
asymptotic entrance channel was reached again. To
evaluate the electronic degeneracy factor ge(T), spin–
orbit splitting of the 2E states of methoxy25 and 2Π states
of nitric oxide26–30 were explicitly considered, and,
therefore, this factor has the following form:


ge�T� 	 1
�2 � 2 exp��177�T���2 � 2 exp��141�T��


�15�


All the trajectory calculations were accomplished by
using the VENUS95 dynamics program.33


The maximum impact parameters computed in this
work for the seven temperatures studied are collected in
Table 3. The results presented on the left side of Table 3
were obtained with the original PES.14 As shown in Table
1, the impact parameter decreases with temperature, since
we are studying a reaction without an energy barrier.
Also shown is that between 8 and 11% of the trajectories
led to CH3ONO* for the original PES. In addition, Table
1 collects the corresponding maximum impact par-
ameters and reaction probabilities calculated with the
modified version of the surface in the same temperature
range. As can be seen, the maximum impact parameter is
substantially increased in this new PES, as could be
anticipated by a simple inspection of Fig. 3. In addition,
the Nr/N ratio was also increased in this case. Though the
dissociation rate constants are very much sensitive to the
potential well depth, the recombination rate constants are
less sensitive to this value. The main influence arises
from the change in the position of the variational
transition state. That is, with the modified version of
the PES we obtain looser variational transition states (i.e.
the transition state partition functions values are higher)
than those obtained with the previous surface. This is the


-���� ') �=<�< ���� �
	���	�� *���- (
� �23,+, → �23,
� +, �	� �
������
	 6��. �)������	�


Temperature k(T)a k(T)b kexp(T)c


300 8.5 (�12) 7.8 (�14) 2.2 (�13)
400 3.7 (�5) 1.7 (�6) 3.2 (�6)
500 3.8 (�1) 4.3 (�2) 6.5 (�2)
600 3.7 (�1) 4.8 (�1)
700 4.4 (�3) 5.3 (�3)
800 1.6 (�5) 1.8 (�5)


1000 6.6 (�7) 1.5 (�7) 2.6 (�7)


a Results from Ref. 15.
b CVTST calculations of this work
c Experimental results from Ref. 7.
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main reason why the modified version gives higher
recombination rate constants.


The rate constants calculated with our original PES by
classical trajectory calculations are shown in Fig. 4 (open
circles connected by a line for visual clarity) along with
the experimental results of Caralp et al.13 (solid line),
Frost and Smith8 (dashed line), Sanders et al.3 (full
triangles), Zellner4 (full squares) and Ohmori et al.10 (full
circles). The classical trajectory rate constants computed
with our modified surface are shown as dot circles.
Also, the CVTST rate constants of the present work are
depicted in Fig. 4 as squares. As seen in Figure 4, the
CVTST rates are upper bounds to the ‘exact’ classical
rate constants (those obtained by quasi-classical trajec-
tory calculations). In addition, the CVTST recombination


rates predict a marked temperature dependence, not
observed in the classical trajectory nor in the experiment.
The maximum difference between the CVTST and the
trajectory recombination rate constants appears at the
highest temperatures (at 800 K the CVTST rate is almost
five times greater than the trajectory one). This difference
may be explained on the basis of the dynamical effects
‘bypassed’ in the statistical CVTST calculations. For
example, the recrossings of the dividing surface, which
are more often at high temperatures, are only taken into
account in the statistical model by minimizing the rate
constant with respect to the dividing surface location,
whereas in the classical trajectory model the trajectories
are followed up to the CH3ONO well; i.e. the transition
state recrossings are properly taken into account. Overall,
owing to the approximations employed to evaluate the
CVTST recombination rate constants (see section above),
the results are quite reasonable. As seen in Fig. 4, most of
the experimental rates are reported for room temperature
and present a wide scattering. Therefore, the comparison
between theory and experiment is reasonably good,
especially for the theoretical results obtained with the
modified PES. The quasi-classical trajectory results
obtained with our new surface do not exhibit temperature
dependence, whereas those obtained with the original one
present a temperature dependence contrary to that
suggested by Caralp et al.13 and Frost and Smith.8


However, we must stress at this point that the experi-
mental values were not measured directly but derived by
fitting the experimental rates to RRKM and/or Linde-
mann–Hinshelwood equations. Also seen in Fig. 4 is that
the differences between the quasi-classical rate constants


-���� �) "����� ���������� �	� ������
	 ��
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Temperature


Original PESa Modified PESa


bmax Nr/Nt bmax Nr/Nt


300 5.5 0.0773 7.4 0.0798
400 5.3 0.0858 6.3 0.1029
500 5.3 0.0868 5.9 0.1125
600 5.1 0.0952 5.8 0.1106
700 5.0 0.1021 5.8 0.1058
800 4.9 0.1072 5.4 0.1216


1000 4.9 0.1082 5.2 0.1251


a Values of the maximum impact parameters (Å) and the reaction
probabilities Nr/Nt (where Nr is the number of reactive events and Nt the
total number of trajectories).
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calculated by the two PESs increase as the temperature
decreases. Therefore, the lower-temperature calculations
are more sensitive to the shape of our PES. To some
extent, the discrepancies between our calculated and the
experimental rates could be attributed to the lack of an
accurate treatment of the long-range interactions, which
influence the precise value for the recombination
rates34,35 as stated above. Overall, taking into account
the agreement between the experimental results of He et
al.7 and our CVTST dissociation rate constants and the
scattering in the experimental recombination rate con-
stants (Fig. 4), our model PES seems to be quite
satisfactory.


����3/(#��(


In the present study, classical trajectory and CVTST
calculations were performed to calculate thermal rate
constants for the experimentally well-studied methoxy
� nitric oxide reaction. In particular, we focused on the
recombination rates to give chemically activated methyl
nitrite, which can subsequently undertake a four-center
elimination reaction (studied previously14,15) or can
dissociate to give methoxy and nitric oxide again. The
classical rates computed in the present work compare
reasonably well with the experimental rates at the lowest
temperature (300 K) taking into account the scattering in
the experimental results. We improved our results by
modifying our original PES to obtain a more reliable
dissociation energy for the CH3O—NO bond. The rate
constants obtained with this new surface compare better
with experiment, but they still differ to some extent.
Overall, taking into account the agreement between the
theoretical rates obtained with our new model and those
determined experimentally, the new PES seems to be
substantially improved after the modification made in the
present work.
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ABSTRACT: 7-Alkyl-5,6-dihydro-3-methoxy(naphtho[1,2b]-1-benzopyrylium) compounds are acidochromic due to
CH acidity of the 7-alkyl substituent. Their acidity exponents are 4 � pKa � 5 and 1 � pKa � 3 regardless of whether
the carbocation generated by deprotonation is resonance stabilized by a phenyl substituent or not. The thermodynamic
equilibrium data were obtained via UV–vis spectroscopy. The activation parameters for protonation and
deprotonation reactions were derived from rapid mixing experiments. Ab initio calculations with model compounds
are presented in order to rationalize the experimental findings. The title compounds are useful objects to study the
kinetics of proton-transfer kinetics to and from carbon. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: 4-alkylbenzopyrylium perchlorates; C—H acidity; protonation kinetics
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Functional dyes have attracted interest as active materials
for optochemical sensing,1 particularly in the field of
bioscience. The benzopyrylium heterocycle is a very
useful structural unit for the synthesis of a vast variety of
functional dyes.2,3 In the course of our investigations on
pyrylium dyes we have recently discovered that certain
substituted 7-alkylbenzopyrylium compounds exhibit
reversible acidochromism in the visible spectral range
due to CH protonation and deprotonation. Proton-transfer
reactions involving carbon have up until now been
studied mostly with photogenerated enols, phenol
tautomers and related compounds.4 When tautomeriza-
tion processes occur, several kinetically indistinguishable
mechanisms may co-exist, thus significantly complicat-
ing kinetic investigations since the protonation and
deprotonation sites occur within the same molecule. This
situation is, however, somewhat simplified in the case of
the 4-alkylpyrylium compounds depicted in Scheme 1
which are in equilibrium with their 4-methylenepyran
counterparts.


Since the Gibbs free energy difference between the
protonated and the unprotonated molecules is compara-
tively small, the equilibrium can be shifted to either side
by varying the pH of the solution. With the help of rapid
mixing techniques kinetic studies can be performed on
these systems. With a proper substituent choice (R), the


relative thermodynamic stabilities of both forms can be
easily controlled. Scheme 2 contains an overview of the
compounds selected for these investigations.


'(�'$!)'"#�*


+�	������ �	� ��������


The synthesis of the dyes 3, 4 and 5 has been described.5


Compounds 1 and 2 were similarly prepared according to
the following procedure.


To a solution of 1.25 mmol of the corresponding 7H-
(1H-benzotriazol-1-yl)-5,6-dihydronaphtho[1,2b]benzo-
pyran6 in 30 ml of dry tetrahydrofuran (THF) under
nitrogen at �78°C was added 1.25 mmol (0.62 ml, 2 M in
pentane) of n-BuLi. The blue solution was stirred at
�78°C for 30 min before adding 1.25 mmol of (bromo-
methyl)benzene in 20 ml of dry THF. The mixture was
stirred and allowed to warm to room temperature
overnight. After adding 40 ml of a saturated aqueous
NH4Cl solution, the mixture was extracted twice with
30 ml of diethyl ether. The combined extracts were then
washed with water and dried with MgSO4. The solvent
was removed in vacuo and 30 ml of glacial acetic acid
were added to the resulting oil. After the addition of 3 ml
of aqueous HClO4 (70%) and 50 ml of water, the
benzopyrylium salts precipitated. The products were
recrystallized from acetic acid.


In order to isolate the neutral dye bases, the oily
residue was dissolved in acetic acid and then diluted with
water or aqueous ammonia solution until precipitation
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occurred. The neutral dyes were recrystallized from
nitromethane or acetonitrile and purified by column
chromatography with basic alumina.


��������	
�������������������	����������
�������������������
����� ���� ���� !��� �� �
��
��"� �# ��$ Yield 260 mg (60%); C25H20O2�H2O;
Mr = 352.43 g mol�1; m.p. = 138–142°C. Analysis: calc.
C 81.06, H 5.99; found C 80.98, H 5.73%. 1H NMR
(250 MHz, CDCl3): � 2.63 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 2.89 (t,
J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 3.79 (s, 3H), 6.38 (s, 1H), 6.81–6.89 (m,
3H), 7.19–7.30 (m, 8H), 7.62 (d, J = 9.1 Hz, 1H). 13C
NMR (62.0 MHz, DMSO-d6): � 22.4, 27.1, 55.2, 111.5,
111.8, 113.2, 114.9, 117.3, 120.3, 121.7, 122.6, 122.9,
126.4, 127.3, 127.4, 128.3, 128.4, 129.3, 138.2, 138.4,
143.7, 151.5, 159.5. MS (70 eV): m/z (%) 352 [M�]
(100), 315 (80).


�������������
�������������	���	
�����������
������������������������
��� ���
����
��� � �$
Yield 150 mg (23%); C25H19Cl3O6; Mr =
521.78 g mol�1; m.p. = 254–262°C. Analysis: calc. C


57.55, H 3.67, Cl 20.36; found C 57.43, H 3.92, Cl
19.37%. 1H NMR (250 MHz, CDCl3–CF3CO2D): � 3.17
(s, 4H), 3.99 (s, 3H), 4.99 (s, 2H), 6.92 (d, J = 2.4 Hz,
1H), 7.10 (dd, J = 2.4, 9.0 Hz, 1H), 7.21–7.28 (m, 1H),
7.32–7.38 (m 2H), 7.66–7.74 (m, 1H), 7.87–8.11 (m, 3H),
8.40 (d, J = 9.0 Hz, 1H). 13C NMR (62.0 MHz, CDCl3–
CF3CO2D): � 24.3, 26.7, 33.0, 56.5, 114.1, 116.7, 118.1,
119.3, 123.7, 126.1, 128.6, 129.3, 129.4, 130.1, 132.2,
132.9, 135.5, 136.8, 149.3, 153.3, 163.6, 169.1, 169.4.


!	�����	�����	 �	� �������


1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded with Bruker
DRX 400 and AC 250 spectrometers, respectively. Mass
spectra were measured with a Finnigan Mat SSQ710
mass spectrometer. Stationary UV–vis absorption spectra
were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 19 UV/VIS–
NIR spectrometer. Kinetic measurements were per-
formed with a Specord S 100 diode-array spectrometer
(Analytik Jena) equipped with a simple laboratory-made
cell (Fig. 1) to ensure rapid mixing within a few tenths of
a second. The cell was inserted in a water thermostat. The
normal absorption cell was filled to half height with one


+����� �


+�����  


,�-�� �� ������ &� ��� ��,��� ���� ���� �&
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of the solutions, then the ‘piston’ was inserted until it
touched the liquid surface. After reaching thermal
equlibrium, the other solution kept at the correct
temperature was cautiously filled in. Mixing and trigger-
ing of the spectrometer were performed manually by
pushing the piston rapidly down.


A 1:1 (v/v) mixture of water and 2-propanol was used
as the solvent for all spectroscopic and kinetic measure-
ments. Aqueous citrate–phosphate buffers7 were used for
the range 2.23 � pH � 8 and aqueous hydrochloric acid–
potassium chloride buffers for 1.2 � pH 2.2.7


In the case of 1 and 2, the pH of the dye solutions was
adjusted before mixing with the smallest possible amount
of aqueous sodium hydroxide solution necessary to
obtain a vanishing pyrylium salt absorption. Dilute
aqueous perchloric acid in the same solvent mixture
was used as the other component for mixing. For all other
substances, the kinetics were monitored in the opposite
direction: The dye solution was acidified until the
equilibrium was shifted nearly quantitatively to the
pyrylium form and buffer solutions were used for mixing.


With the exception of solutions of 1 and 2, where the


pH was adjusted to pH � 1, the ionic strength of the
solutions was kept below 0.1 M. The effect of the ionic
strength on the acidochromic equilibria was negligibly
small under these conditions. In order to quantify the
effect of a variation of the ionic strength, we recorded
several series of absorption spectra as a function of KCl
concentration up to 0.5 M. Below 0.1 M the variation of
the absorbance was within 3%, which is the range of the
overall reproducibility of the absorbance measurement
including sample preparation. Significant salt effects are
observable at an ionic strength above 0.1 M in the region
of pH � pKa. All pH measurements were performed
using an Hl 9318 pH meter (Hanna Instruments) with
temperature correction and a glass electrode.


Principal component analyses8 were performed with
the raw absorbance data without any preprocessing using
a laboratory-written program. A modified version of
Schuetz et al.’s ALAU9 was used for all non-linear data
fitting. Hartree–Fock quantum chemical calculations
were performed with the Gaussian 98 package10 on a
LINUX PC employing the 6–31 � G(d) basis set.
Frequency calculations were performed in order to obtain
the thermodynamic functions and to validate the
stationary points found as energetic minima.


Solvent effects were estimated using Onsager’s
reaction field model.11 More sophisticated solvent cage
models could not be applied because of occasional
convergence problems and the high computational
demand.


$'+�*#+ �"& &!+��++!%"


+����������� �	� ��	���� �.�����	��


The acidochromism observed in these systems is
demonstrated by two examples of titration curves and
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the results of the rapid mixing experiments shown in Figs
2–4.


The pKa values (at 20°C) of the compounds studied are
given in Table 1. They were obtained from directly fitting
the absorbance A at the absorption maxima to the
function


A�pH� � AD10pH�pKa � ADH�


1 � 10pH�pKa


where AD and ADH� are the absorbances of the pure
species. Standard reaction enthalpies, �RH�, and
entropies, �RS�, derived from linear regressions using


ln Ka � ��RH	


R
1
T
��RS	


R


are also given in Table 1 together with the activation data.
The stabilizing effect of the 4-benzyl substituent on the


neutral colorless form is obvious from the thermodynamic
data. Owing to the stronger electron-withdrawing 2,6-
dichlorophenyl ring, cation 2 is a significantly stronger
acid than 1. The entropy changes are negative throughout.
Upon dissociation, the largely delocalized positive charge
on the pyrylium dye is transferred to the small hydronium
ion which is more strongly solvated. In addition, low-
frequency vibrational modes of the pyrylium cation vanish
which contribute to the negative entropy change. Owing to
large scatter of the the equilibrium data for species 2, a
meaningful entropy change could not be obtained. From a
casual inspection of Figs 3 and 4 one might assume a


simple acid–base equilibrium with only one linearly
independent reaction. However, principal component
analyses of all sets of absorption spectra obtained from
the rapid mixing experiments clearly yielded two
components, as can be seen from the abstract eigenspectra,
cf. Figs 5 and 6 for dyes 1 and 5, respectively. The largest
eigenvalues generally contain 94–96% of the total data
variance whereas two eigenvalues describe 99.99%. The
neglected variance is distributed over many insignificant
eigenvalues.


We therefore fitted the kinetics to a sum of two
exponentials. It is well known that pyrylium salts of this
type are prone to a nucleophilic attack at the C-2 ring
position by the hydroxide ion followed by ring opening in
stronger alkaline solution12,13 (cf. Scheme 3). The trans
chalcone form has been isolated and characterized, for
instance, in the case of a pyrylium salt unsubstituted in
the 4-position.14 For the compounds studied here the
solvolysis reaction is reversible and gives rise to the
second pseudo-first-order process as a consecutive
reaction. Short-lived intermediates cannot be detected
in the time resolution of our experiments.


Assuming that these bimolecular reactions obey a
pseudo-first-order rate law, the solution of the set of
differential equations �1,2 describing the mechanism
given in Scheme 3 is as follows:15


�1�2 � kH � k�H � kopen � kclose


2




��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������


kH � k�H � kopen � kclose


2


� �2


�k�H�kH � kclose�
�


This equation simplifies to


�1 � kH � k�H and �2 � kopen � kclose


assuming that the first equilibrium is established
significantly faster than the second, which is clearly the
case for the compounds studied here since the �1 values
are at least two orders of magnitude larger than �2. We
evaluated only �1 further, which can additionally
justified by the fact that the second equilibrium
contributes only about 5% to the total variance of the


#���� �� +����� �,/&����� ��� ���
�&������ ��� ������� /�
�����
� &� ��� /
���� /�
���&
���� �./


Compound pKa (298 K) �G� (kJ mol�1) �H� (kJ mol�1) �S� (J mol�1 K�1) �H≠ (kJ mol�1) �S≠ (J mol�1K�1)


1 2.90 
 0.09 16.5 
 0.5 10.2 
 0.7 �21.7 
 2.2 54.3 
 4.9 �62.9 
 5.2
2 1.39 
 0.16 7.9 
 0.9 7.95 
 1.10 — 59.7 
 1.4 �60.0 
 1.4
3 4.50 
 0.10 25.7 
 0.6 18.5 
 0.7 �24.1 
 2.1 47.8 
 1.5 —
4 4.62 
 0.05 26.5 
 0.3 21.8 
 1.9 �15.9 
 6 58.2 
 7.3 —
5 4.55 
 0.03 26.0 
 0.2 18.2 
 0.6 �26.1 
 1.8 56.8 
 7.2 —


,�-�� /� �
����/�� �&�/&���� ������� &� ��� ��� ��&7� ��
���4 # @�&�/&��� �AB C
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kinetic data. The reciprocal lifetimes �1,2 obtained from
the fitting procedure may be interpreted as being rate
constants for a particular reaction step only in the case of
consecutive reactions without reversible steps and
branching. For a reversible step, the exponential is the
sum of the forward and the reverse reaction as shown
above. If, however, the kinetics of the reaction are
measured far from the equilibrium point then the rate
constant of the reverse reaction can be neglected,
conditions which are fulfilled in these experiments. We
could show that the observed exponentials were strictly
proportional to the final hydronium ion concentration in
the mixing experiments (perchloric acid concentration)
for compounds 1 and 2 and also further compounds of the
same structural type not included here (the solution
concentrations ranged from 0.005 to 0.06 M). We also
confirmed a pseudo reaction order for the reverse reaction
with compound 5. The rate constants are invariant with
respect to the recording wavelength in all cases. Equating
of the first exponentials in the biexponential fits as
(pseudo) first-order rate constants for the protonation and
deprotonation of the compounds studied here is therefore
justified.


For the protonation reaction we may safely assume that
the hydronium ion is the only protonating species.
However, the mechanism of the deprotonation could be
more complex because buffer anions may contribute to
the rate. This means that the kinetic data for deprotona-
tion refer to the overall reaction. Decomposition into


individual contributions from the hydroxide ion and the
buffer anions needs further investigation.


The activation enthalpies for the deprotonation of
compounds 1 and 2 (ca 65 kJ mol�1) are larger than those
of 3–5. (Note that �H≠ given in Table 1 refers to the
protonation reaction.)


For these compounds it is probably justified to use the
bimolecular rate constant determined as


kH� � kobs � 10pH


to calculate the activation entropies from the Arrhenius
pre-exponential factor A using Eyring’s relation:


�RS �� � R ln A
h


ekBT


For compounds 1 and 2 we obtain �S≠ = �63 
 5 and
�60 
 1 J mol�1 K�1, respectively, for the protonation
reaction.


1��	��� �������� ����������	�


HF/6–31 � G(d) calculations were performed on the
model cations 4-methylpyrylium, 2-methoxy-4-methyl-
pyrylium, 3-methoxy-4-methylpyrylium and 4-benzyl-
pyrylium. Ammonia was used as the proton-accepting
base instead of the much stronger base HO� or the
weaker base water since we were unable to find stationary
points for the van der Waals complexes of 4-alkylpy-
rylium and the hydroxide ion, 4-methylenepyran and
water, 4-methylpyrylium and water and 4-methylenepyr-
an and hydronium. The geometries of both van der Waals
complexes and the transition structures were fully
optimized and the nature of the stationary point was
characterized via frequency calculations. The aim of the
calculations was to predict the effect of donor substi-
tuents in the 2- or 3-position on the thermodynamics and
kinetics of the protonation/deprotonation reactions and to
rationalize the higher activation barriers of the 4-
benzylpyrylium dyes with respect to the 4-alkyl com-
pounds. Since the reaction coordinate is essentially
determined by the heavy atom motion, proton tunnelling
was not considered.
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Table 2 shows the results where the top three rows of
data are gas-phase results and the bottom three rows refer
to Onsager’s reaction field (�r = 21). All data are given
relative to the pyrylium cation–ammonia complex.


Although the calculatuions were performed on model
compounds and the base differs from experiment and, in
the case of solvent calculations, a primitive model was
used, the experimental trends are well reproduced in the
calculations. The thermodynamically more stable form
for all model compounds is the pyrylium salt. The
transition structure lies close to the product (4-methyle-
nepyran–ammonium complex) as demonstrated in Fig. 7.
The reaction and activation entropies are negative (with
one exception, which needs further consideration).
Methoxy substitution in the 2-position stabilizes the
pyrylium salt and increases the activation enthalpy for
deprotonation. This is in accord with chemical intuition.
Note that the compounds are phenylogous 2-methox-
ypyrylium salts. Methoxy substitution in the 3-position is
predicted to have a negligible effect. The 4-benzylpyr-
ylium salts exhibit a larger activation enthalpy than the 4-
alkylpyrylium salts. This is in full accord with the
experimental findings. The equilibrium data predicted
differ insignificantly.


�%"�*�+!%"+


7-Alkyl-5,6-dihydro-3-methoxy(naphtho[1,2b]-1-benzo-
pyrylium) perchlorates are C—H acidic with acidity
exponents that can be tuned over a wide range. The
benzopyrylium cation resulting from alkyl = benzyl is a
moderately strong acid due to resonance stabilization of
the conjugate neutral base (2 � pKa � 3). Electron-
withdrawing substituents at the phenyl group further
enhance the acidity. Saturated alkyl substituents lead to
weak acids (5 � pKa � 6). The pKa regions may be
extended to an even wider span by further structure
variations. Owing to the considerable activation enthal-
pies of about 45–65 kJ mol�1, the protonation or


deprotonation reaction is easily kinetically monitored in
the range of tenths of seconds to minutes.


Ab initio calculations on 4-alkylpyrylium cations and
4-methylenepyran at the HF/6–31 � G* level are useful
in explaining the essential thermodynamic and kinetic
substituent effects. In particular, donor substituents in the
2-position stabilize the pyrylium salt and increase the
activation enthalpy for deprotonation, which is fully in
accord with experiment. The title compounds are useful
objects to study the kinetics of proton-transfer kinetics
from and to carbon. They deserve further more detailed
investigations.


���	�3���-���	��
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ABSTRACT: Aqueous solutions of guanidinium perchlorate (GnClO4), bromide (GnBr), chloride (GnCl) and acetate
(CH3COOGn) inhibit the reaction rates and endo products for the cyclopentadiene–methyl acrylate (CPMA) reaction,
whereas that of guanidinium sulfate (Gn2SO4) accelerates them. These contrasting results obtained for the
guanidinium salts are interpreted in terms of the salting-in and -out phenomena and by salting coefficients computed
from the scaled particle theory. The contrasting effect of Gn2SO4 on the kinetic profiles of the Diels–Alder reactions
reported for the first time can be attributed to the dominant role of SO4


2� over Gn� ion. It is also shown how the
salting-out effect of NaCl can be neutralized by the salting-in effect of GnCl in the above reaction. This effect can also
be explained in terms of mixing of hydrophilic with hydrophobic cationic species. The effects of the guanidinium salts
are also supported by experimental data on solubility, surface tension, volume, compressibility and activation volume.
The activation volume of the CPMA reaction calculated from the experimental volumetric data is shown to be salt
dependent. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: Diels–Alder reaction; salt effect; reaction rates; stereoselectivity
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Salt solutions prepared in aqueous and non-aqueous
solvents have a pronounced effect on the reaction rates of
Diels–Alder (DA) reactions, in spite of the fact that these
reactions involve isopolar activated complexes (for a
recent comprehensive review, see Ref. 1). For instance,
LiCl enhances reaction rates of DA reactions, whereas
LiClO4 and guanidinium chloride (GnCl) inhibit them.
During the course of our studies on the kinetics of these
reactions, we noted some interesting features of several
guanidinium salts on the cyclopentadiene–methyl acry-
late (CPMA) reaction. In this work, we show that
guanidinium sulfate, Gn2SO4, accelerates the reaction
rates of CPMA reaction, in contrast to other guanidinium
salts such as GnBr, CH3COOGn and GnClO4, which
reduce them. This interesting effect of Gn2SO4 on the
above reaction is supported by several properties of
solutions, such as surface tension, solubility, salting
behavior and volumes. We make use of our published
information on the neutralization of water-ordering and
-disordering characteristics obtained from thermody-


namic properties of the mixing of Na� and Gn� species2


and show how the mixture of hydrophilic and hydro-
phobic ions can alter the reaction kinetics. We also
analyze the experimental rate data in terms of experi-
mentally determined activation volume of this reaction.
This work is a part of our continuing efforts to delineate
the forces responsible for the effect of salts on kinetics of
Diels–Alder reactions.1,3
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Commercially available AR-grade NaCl, GnCl and
Gn2SO4 purchased from Aldrich Chemical were recrys-
tallized from water and dried under vacuum. GnBr,
CH3COOGn and GnClO4 were prepared as reported in
the literature.4 The salt solutions were prepared in
deionized water.


Cyclopentadiene (CP) was freshly cracked from its
dimer (Merck) just before its use. Methyl acrylate (MA)
obtained from Merck was used after distillation.


In a typical run, 0.6 ml (7.26 mmol) of the freshly
cracked CP was dissolved in 2 ml of the salt solution.
Then, 0.6 ml (6.66 m mol) of MA was dissolved in 10 ml
of the salt solution. The solution containing CP was
added to the solution containing MA. The reaction
mixture was magnetically stirred for about 5 h.
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The endo and exo products were determined using
NMR as discussed in the literature.5 Each reaction was
carried out three times and the average was treated as the
final reading.


The reaction rates were determined by a procedure
outlined elsewhere.6 This study was performed under


pseudo-first-order conditions with 4 mmol of CP and
39.5 mmol of MA. The progress of the reaction was
followed at 250 nm, in which the first-order disappear-
ance of CP was observed over two half-lives. The
pseudo-first-order rate constant was recorded to be first-
order in MA, yielding a second-order rate constant
k2 = 25 � 10�4 l mol�1 s�1 in water. The rate constants
were precise to within 1.6% as calculated from triplicate
measurements.


The solubilities of MA were determined by measuring
the optical densities of a solution saturated with MA in
both pure water and salt solutions with a Lambda 15 UV
spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer) at 196 nm.7 The
changes in the ionic concentrations produced negligible
changes in the absorptivity of MA.


The entire experimental work was conducted at 298 K
using a constant-temperature bath (Julabo) with an
accuracy of �0.01 K.
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The CPMA reaction was carried out at different
concentrations of GnCl, GnBr, CH3COOGn, GnClO4


and Gn2SO4. The rate constants and endo products
obtained are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. In Fig.
1(a) we plot the concentration dependence of the rate
constants, k2, in different guanidinium salts. Similarly,
the variation of endo products with the salt concentration
is shown in Fig. 1(b). GnCl decreases both the reaction
rates and endo products for this reaction throughout the
concentration range studied. Examination of the plots of
rate constants, k2, versus salt concentration in Fig. 1(a)
suggests a decrease in the rate constants with respect to
the salt concentration of GnCl, GnBr, CH3COOGn and
GnClO4. For example, CH3COOGn, GnCl, GnBr, and
GnClO4 at 2 M salt concentration decrease the reaction
rates by 44, 56, 63 and 84%, respectively. Thus, the order
in which these guanidinium salts affect the progress of
the reaction is CH3COOGn � GnCl � GnBr � GnClO4.
This is also true for the endo products obtained for this
reaction. For example, at a 1 M salt solution, the endo
product is decreased by 7, 13, 16 and 21% in aqueous
CH3COOGn, GnCl, GnBr and GnClO4, respectively,
compared with that in water alone. The decrease in the
endo products, at 1 M, for instance, is linearly related to
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Salt k2 � 104 (l mol�1 s�1) Na2SO4 k2 � 104


(mol l�1) GnCl GnBr CH3COOGn GnClO4 Gn2SO4 (mol l�1) (l mol�1 s�1)


0.5 20.0 18.5 21.0 16.8 30.0 0.25 29.5
1.03 17.0 15.5 20.1 10.5 33.1 0.48 32.1
1.51 13.3 11.0 17.0 7.8 36.2 0.78 34.3
1.95 11.0 9.2 14.1 4.1 39.3 1.01 37.3
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the anionic radii of the guanidinium salts (with correla-
tion coefficient r = 0.9857), confirming that the effects of
guanidinium salts in a DA reaction follow the Hofmeister
series.8 We noted that Gn2SO4 did not follow the
Hofmeister series, possibly owing to ion-pair formation.
This point is discussed later.


The most important point of this investigation is the
effect of Gn2SO4, which is observed to enhance both the
reaction rates and endo products. A 56% increase in the
rate constant, k2, at 2 M Gn2SO4 is noted with respect to
that in pure water. Similarly, the endo products are
enhanced to 81.5% at 2 M of Gn2SO4, compared with
66.6% obtained in pure water.


The behavior of the guanidinium salts with different
anions seems very interesting, particularly as Gn2SO4


displays opposite effects to those shown by GnCl, GnBr,
CH3COOGn and GnClO4. The associated anions of the
guanidinium, i.e. Cl�, Br�, CH3COO� and ClO4


�, are
seen to offer higher exo products. However, Gn2SO4


reverses this trend by yielding higher endo products.
Since guanidinium is a common cation in all the salts,


this effect is expected to emerge as being due to anions.
The variations in the reaction rates and endo products can
be attributed to the salting-out (S-O) and -in (S-I)
phenomena.6,9 It appears that GnCl, GnBr, CH3COOGn
and GnClO4 act as S-I agents and Gn2SO4 as an S-O
agent. The guanidinium salts with SCN�, Cl� and
CH3COO� ions are known to be potential destabilizers
of proteins.9 On the other hand, Gn2SO4 was noted to
enhance the transition temperature of the proteins, thus
acting as a stabilizer, unlike other guanidinium salts.10 It
is suggested that although the effect of guanidinium
cation is to decrease the transition temperature, the
overall effect of the salt on the system depends on the
constituent anion of the guanidinium salts.10,11 The
SO4


2� ion in aqueous solution is known to be an S-O
species.12 In general, salts containing SO4


2� anion act as
S-O agents. The S-O nature of SO4


2� is reasonably strong
to influence the S-O or S-I nature of a cation to an
appreciable extent. On the other hand, ClO4


� is a strong
S-I species. We have recently shown that an S-O ion
converts into an S-I agent depending on the nature of


solvent which is used to prepare a salt solution.3a Thus, a
strong S-O anion, such as SO4


2� will over-compensate
the S-I tendency of guanidinium ion. The contrasting
effect of Gn2SO4 was also observed during the
investigation of efficacy of various protein denaturants
(guanidinium salts) as hydrophobic bond breakers (in
Ref. 13, the molecular basis of the relationship between
the nature of ionic solutes and surface tension is
described). It was observed that GnSCN showed a strong
disruptive effect and increased the critical micelle
concentration by several orders, of magnitude, whereas
Gn2SO4 stabilized the micelles. On the other hand, S-I
anions such as Cl�, Br�, SCN�, ClO4


�, etc. will further
enhance the destabilizing behavior of their salts with
guanidinium ion.


From the results on proteins and this study, it appears
that these anions themselves increase the rate-retarding
power of Gn� in the order ClO4


� �Br� �Cl�


�CH3COO�, as these anions act as S-I species, which
further supports the S-I tendency of Gn�. If S-I and S-O
play effective roles in the reaction kinetics, it would be of
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GnCl GnBr GnClO4 CH3COOGn Gn2SO4 Na2SO4


Salt
(mol l�1)


Endo
(%)


Salt
(mol l�1)


Endo
(%)


Salt
(mol l�1)


Endo
(%)


Salt
(mol l�1)


Endo
(%)


Salt
(mol l�1)


Endo
(%)


Salt
(mol l�1)


Endo
(%)


0.42 61.8 0.32 61.6 0.22 61.4 0.3 65.2 0.4 70 0.18 71.0
0.68 61 0.7 59.2 0.5 57.9 0.61 62 0.7 73.5 0.4 72.5
1.01 58.2 1 56.4 0.8 55.6 0.85 61.6 0.94 74.5 0.64 77.1
1.28 57.4 1.02 55.8 1.1 49.8 1.2 58.8 1.39 77.6 1 79.2
1.5 54.8 1.58 52.4 1.14 52.4 1.25 59.5 1.7 80
1.84 54.2 1.89 52.1 1.8 47 1.9 55.4 1.9 81.5
1.9 53 2.2 49.8
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interest to investigate the solubilities of reactants in the
aqueous guanidinium salts. In Fig. 2, we plot the relative
solubilities of methyl acrylate (S/S0)MA (S and S0 are the
solubilities of MA in the salt solution and water,
respectively) in aqueous CH3COOGn, GnCl, GnBr,
GnClO4 and Gn2SO4 solutions as solid symbols. It is
noted from Fig. 2 that CH3COOGn, GnCl, GnBr and
GnClO4 increase the solubility of MA up to 2 M salt
solutions, indicating the S-I behavior of these salts. The
(S/S0)MA values are weakly altered by CH3COOGn. The
decrease in the solubility of MA in Gn2SO4 clearly
indicates the S-O phenomena governing the rate accel-
eration. To elucidate the direct correlation of (SMA/S0)MA


with the rate profiles, we have plotted in Fig. 3 the values
of k2 and endo products as a function of (S/S0)MA at 1 M of
each salt. The linear plots with steep slopes indicate the
effective role of the increase or decrease in solubilities of
the reactants on the kinetic progress of the DA reactions.
Both the experimental solubility data and the calculations
confirm that the S-I and S-O can be assigned as rate-
controlling factors in the D-A reactions. Log(S0/S) = logf,
where f is the molar activity coefficient, when calculated
from the above solubility data correctly predicts the sign
of the S-I and S-O coefficients.


Since the solubility of cyclopentadiene is very low in
water, the reaction is likely to occur at the interface,
hence a correlation of the rate profiles with the surface
tension of aqueous guanidinium salts should be informa-
tive. These correlations for k2 and endo products with
respect to the change in surface tension of water upon
addition of salts, �� (data are from recently published
work),14 are given in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively. Both
k2 and endo products are linearly related with �� in all
the salt solutions. Although in the case of Gn2SO4 the k2–
�� plot is slightly curved, it can be treated as linear
considering the experimental errors in the determination


of k2. In Table 3 are listed the slopes of the plots obtained
from the linear regression of the data plotted in Fig. 4(a)
and (b). The values of slopes are positive for both k2 and
endo product in the case of Gn2SO4. The negative slopes
and their magnitudes indicate the abilities of other
guanidinium salts in retarding the rates of the reaction.
These strong correlations also prove that the surface
tension of the guanidinium salts can be an effective
property in determining the progress of the reaction. In
fact, the slope values for the guanidinium salts, except for
Gn2SO4, vary linearly with the anionic radii.


Concerning the surface tension data, both the cavita-
tion and solvation phenomena assume importance. Our
published data14 show that for GnClO4 the increase in the
surface tension of water is the least among the entire rate-
retarding guanidinium salts. The slow increase in surface
tension at a given concentration follows the order
GnClO4 � GnBr � GnCl � CH3COOGn. This change
in surface tension implies that the formation of cavities is
not easy in these salt solutions. Hence the effect should
originate from the solvation, i.e. the interaction of ions
with the hydrocarbons of organic molecules. This
argument is consistent with the S-I behavior of the rate-
retarding guanidinium salts. Let us now examine the
surface tension of aqueous Gn2SO4, which increases
sharply with increase in salt concentration. This change is
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similar to that observed with the rate-enhancing salts
such as LiCl, NaCl, etc.,15 where the rate enhancing
effect is attributed to increased electrostriction16 among
other forces operating in the solutions.


Next, we examine the issue of the rate acceleration by
Gn2SO4 in contrast to other guanidinium salts. The S-O
effect of Gn2SO4, as discussed earlier, is the result of
dominant S-O interactions due to SO4


2� over the S-I
interactions arising from Gn�. It is possible to obtain
information on the ion–water interactions from the
volumetric measurements of the guanidinium salts.
Ion–water interactions in a salt solution can be under-
stood in terms of volume and its pressure dependence. In
this connection, the partial molar volume, �V


o, and
compressibility �K


o, yield valuable information. The �V
o


values from our recent work17 are 69.92, 79.84, 54.94,
92.33 and 18.66 � 10�6 m3 mol�1 for GnCl, GnBr,
CH3COOGn, GnClO4 and Gn2SO4, respectively, and
the �K


o values for GnCl, GnBr, CH3COOGn, GnClO4


and Gn2SO4 are �10.04, �9.09, �21.61, �1.51 and
�38.23 � 10�15 m3 mol�1 Pa�1, respectively. The
values of �o


V and �o
K for Gn2SO4 are the lowest among


the guanidinium salts studied here. For instance, �V
o and


�K
o for Gn2SO4, a rate- promoting salt, is about 5 and 25


times, respectively, lower than those of GnClO4, a most
effective rate-retarding salt. These low values of �o


V and
�o


K for Gn2SO4 indicate the increased electrostriction
compared with that in other guanidinium salts.16c The
increased electrostriction or decreased volume around
ionic species causes the reactants to squeeze out and then
participate in the reaction, leading to the rate accelera-
tion. GnClO4, the most effective rate-retarding salt, is
characterized by the highest �V


o (18.66 � 10�6


m3 mol�1) and �K
o (�1.51 � 10�15 m3 mol�1 Pa�1),


indicating the least degree of electrostriction or the
dominance of anti-electrostriction effects. Both �V


o and
�o


K follow the order in which these guanidinium salts
affect the reaction rates and endo products of the reaction.


The �V
o and �o


K data for other guanidinium salts show
that both Gn� and its constituent anion together exert the
S-I effect. Both �V


o and �o
K follow the order in which


these guanidinium salts affect the reaction rates and endo
products of the reaction. In fact, if we analyze the �V


o


and �o
K data for Gn2SO4 in terms of principle of


additivity for volumetric properties,18 we note a large


non-ideality in the case of Gn2SO4. Is this non-ideality in
the thermodynamic properties due to the ion pairing by
species GnSO4


� ? The conductance data (A. Kumar,
unpublished data; the conductance data on aqueous
Gn2SO4 give log KA = 0.31 indicating ion pairing in the
solution) on aqueous Gn2SO4 solution confirm the
presence of the ion pairs, but how these ion pairs affect
the reaction rates is not yet clear to us. The aqueous
Gn2SO4 possibly behaves like a mixture of free Gn�,
SO4


2� ions and GnSO�
4 ion pairs, of which SO4


2� is the
most effective. The rate enhancements with increasing
Gn2SO4 concentration, however, indicate that free SO4


2�


ions dominate over the solubilization of hydrocarbons by
Gn� and ultimately accelerate the reaction. The �V


o and
�o


K data for other guanidinium salts show that both Gn�


and its constituent anion together exert the S-I effect. In
terms of McDevitt and Long’s theory9c of salting effects,
the use of �K


o values together the molar volumes of CP
and MA can yield the salting coefficients, �s, as positive
for Gn2SO4 and negative for other guanidinium salts.
This theory, however, fails to predict the salting
coefficients due to simplified assumptions made during
its development.


In order to confirm the role of �V
o and �o


K on the
salting phenomena, we calculated the �s values for each
salt by using the scaled particle theory,19 as described by
Shoor and Gubbins.19a According to this theory, the
salting coefficient �s is calculated by combining the
contributions due to the cavity formation, �a, and
introduction of an organic molecule to the cavity, �b.
The number density of solution species is given by �c. The
input parameters for computing �a values for the
guanidinium salts are the ionic radii and the diameter of
water molecule taken from the compilation of Marcus.20


The �V
o values required in the calculations are taken from


our work21 as noted above. The �s values can be estimated
from the energy and polarizibility parameters of CP and
MA molecules taken from earlier work.20 The �c values
are estimated from �V


o of the individual salts in water.
The �s values for each salt listed in Table 4 indicate the
expected trend in the salting coefficients. Negative �s


values are obtained for all the rate-retarding guanidinium
salts and a positive �s for the rate-promoting Gn2SO4.
Further, a linear correlation exists between �s and �K


o of
these salts with an intercept and slope of �0.446 and
�0.0175 � 1015 m�3 mol Pa, respectively. Both �a and �b


for these salts follow the order in which the latter affect
the rate constants and endo products. The effects arising
due to �a and �b compete with each other to yield the total
salting coefficient. In the case of CH3COOGn, GnCl,
GnBr and GnClO4, higher negative values indicate strong
solute–solvent interactions, i.e. solvation of hydrocar-
bons. The higher negative �b values out-compete the
small positive �a values leading to the phenomenon of
solvation of hydrocarbons by the rate-retarding salts. In
contrast, a high positive �a value is obtained for Gn2SO4,
suggesting the high cost of cavitation. The roles of the �a
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Salt
k2/(��)
(l mol�1 s�1 N�1 m)


endo/(��)
(N�1 m)


GnCl �0.11 �10600
GnBr �0.14 �14600
CH3COOGn �0.07 �7667
GnClO4 �0.19 �24333
Gn2SO4 0.0812 8375
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and �b terms in the reaction kinetics can be easily
explained based on surface tension data.


In order to assess the effect of SO4
2� on the kinetic


progress of the reaction, we carried out a few reactions in
Na2SO4. Addition of Na2SO4 in an aqueous environment
is noted to increase both the rates and endo products.
These results are within our expectation as both Na� and
SO4


2� are S-O species. The effect of Na2SO4 on the
reaction rates and endo products is more pronounced than
that of Gn2SO4, as the effect of SO4


2� in Gn2SO4 is
reduced by Gn�, whereas in the case of Na2SO4, both
Na� and SO4


2� being S-O ions combine to enhance the
reaction profiles. A comparison of two salts over the full
concentration range is not possible, however, owing to
low solubility of Na2SO4 in water. These results (from
Tables 1 and 2) are plotted in Fig. 1(a) and (b).


If we argue that the decrease in the rates and endo
products in the presence of GnCl results from the ion–
water interactions, reactant solubilities and other salt-
specific properties, more information can be extracted by
carrying out the reactions in the ionic environment with
contrasting ionic effects. We have recently demonstrated
the mixing effects in the aqueous NaCl–GnCl system
where the excess Gibbs free energy, �mGE, volume,
�mVE, and compressibility, �mKE, of mixing were
computed from thermodynamic and volumetric data.2


At a given ionic strength of this mixture, negative �mGE


values in the GnCl-poor region indicate that water
molecules are ordered in this concentration range. Above
20% GnCl, further addition of GnCl in the NaCl solution
increases �mGE until it reaches nearly zero at about a
50% mixture of the salts. The �mGE values in the
extremely GnCl-rich region are positive, suggesting a
water-disorder zone. A neutralization of water-ordering
and -disordering effects takes place in about 50% NaCl
and GnCl mixtures. Other properties, �mVE and �mKE,
obtained from independent experimental density and
sound rates also confirm this finding overall, it can be
stated that appropriate mixing of a hydrophilic cation
(Na�) with a hydrophobic cation (Gn�) can give rise to a
reaction environment similar to that offered by water.


Guided by this experimental observation, we first set
out to carry out the reaction in 1 M GnCl and then in a
series of mixtures having different concentrations of
NaCl. The concentration of GnCl was kept constant at


1 M throughout. The results of this study are plotted in
Fig. 5 for the endo products and reaction rates. The k2


value at 1 M GnCl (17 � 10�4 l mol�1 s�1) increases on
addition of NaCl and reaches the values recorded in pure
water (i.e. 25 � 10�4 l mol�1 s�1) at about 1 M NaCl. A
similar trend is also observed in the case of the endo
products. The endo product at 1 M GnCl, i.e. 58%, also
increases on addition of NaCl and reaches the value
obtained in pure water (66.6%) at about 0.9 M NaCl. The
concentration of NaCl required in both the cases is almost
same. Beyond �1 M NaCl, k2 and the endo product vary
in the expected manner. The values of k2 and endo
product with a mixture of 1 M GnCl and �1 M NaCl are
identical with those obtained in pure water, suggesting
that this mixture gives rise to an ionic environment which
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Salt �a �b �c �s


GnCl 0.090 �0.323 �0.032 �0.265
GnBr 0.066 �0.350 �0.037 �0.321
CH3COOGn 0.125 �0.215 �0.005 �0.095
GnClO4 0.046 �0.373 �0.056 �0.383
Gn2SO4 0.258 �0.069 0.050 0.239
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is similar to pure water in terms of rate-influencing
properties. This is an important point in the current
investigation. In a broader sense, the S-I effect produced
by 1 M GnCl is neutralized by the S-O effect of 1 M NaCl.
This is possibly the reason why the use of an NaCl–GnCl
mixture with definite composition yields reaction rates
and endo products which are also obtained in pure water.
The details of binary and ternary interactions are given
elsewhere;2 however their role in determining the
kinetics of DA reactions is difficult to determine.


The reaction rates and endo products in the NaCl–
GnCl mixture are further supported by the solubility
measurements of MA in these mixtures in the form of a
plot between (S/S0)MA and the concentration of NaCl, as
shown in Fig. 6. The enhanced (S/S0)MA values in 1 M


GnCl, i.e. the S-I effect, gradually decreases on the
addition of NaCl and approach a zero salting effect at
(S/S0)MA → 1 at a concentration of about 1 M added
NaCl.


The DA reactions are accompanied by negative
activation volumes (�V#).22 The �V# value for a DA


reaction is often suggested to be solvent independent. We
calculated the �V# values of the CPMA reaction in
guanidinium salts by measuring the densities and the
method suggested by McCabe et al.23 The components of
the volumetric parameters, i.e. partial volumes of CP,
MA and transition states, denoted by VCP, VMA and VTS,
respectively, in aqueous guanidinium salts are listed in
Table 5. The volume of transition state, VTS, is the lowest
in Gn2SO4 and the highest in GnClO4 solutions. The
order in which VTS varies agrees well with the order in
which these salts affect the reaction rates. The reported
�V# value for this reaction is �30.1 � 10�6 m3 mol�1 at
the reaction temperature. The lowest �V# [i.e. more
negative; (�31.8 � 0.4) � 10�6 m3 mol�1] value is
observed in aqueous Gn2SO4 and the highest [i.e. less
negative; (�28 � 0.5) � 10�6 m3 mol�1] in GnClO4. As
can be seen in Fig. 7, the �V# values obtained correlate
linearly with the salting coefficients, �s, of the guanidi-
nium salts with a correlation coefficient of 0.9818 for the
CPMA reaction. The �V# profile of the reaction in these
solutions further confirms that addition of Gn2SO4 will
accelerate the reaction, in contrast to GnClO4, GnCl, etc.
The more compact transition state, i.e. with lowest �V#,
indicates the higher degree of hydrophobic packing of CP
and MA in Gn2SO4 solution. Other guanidinium salts
investigated here decrease the hydrophobic effects.


In recent work, Swiss and Firestone24 suggested that
�V# obtained from the pressure dependence of rate data
was not truly an activation volume term. They incorpo-
rated a new term called the ‘phantom activation volume’
to account for the pressure-induced kinetic progress.
Their thesis is significant but in view of complex ionic
interactions in salt solutions, we are currently unable to
extend this to our system. As the salt solutions employed
in the above DA reaction are concentrated solutions, it is
not easy to separate different ionic interaction terms and
to incorporate them in the reaction kinetics. We have now
begun to calculate these effects after the work of Swiss
and Firestone.


�%"�)��!%"


We have shown the anomalous behavior of Gn2SO4


compared with other guanidinium salts on the kinetics of
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Medium 106VCP (m3 mol�1) 106VMA (m3 mol�1) 106VTS (m3 mol�1) 106�V# (m3 mol�1)


Water 83.51 91.54 144.99 �30.06
Gn2SO4 87.20 86.22 142.00 �31.42
CH3COOGn 85.60 89.68 145.5 �29.78
GnCl 85.80 90.16 146.60 �29.36
GnBr 85.00 91.70 147.50 �29.20
GnClO4 84.00 92.90 148.10 �28.8
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the reaction of cyclopentadiene with methyl acrylate. The
variations in reaction rates and endo products can be
understood in terms of the salting effects. The solubility,
surface tension, volume, compressibility and activation
volume data support the experimental findings reported
above. It is possible to prepare a solvent medium
comprised of species with opposing salting effects to
exhibit a water-like influence on the kinetic data of the
reaction.
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ABSTRACT: Twenty-nine new photochromic 2,4,7-substituted fluorene-9�-styrylquinolinedihydroindolizines
(DHIs) 4a–� were prepared in 45–75% yield via nucleophilic addition of 4-styrylquinolines 2a–k to substituted
spirocyclopropenes 1a–c. The absorption maxima (�max) of the colored betaines 3a–� were detected by flash
photolysis measurements. All betaines 3a–� showed two absorption maxima, one in the visible region (450–525 nm)
and another in the IR region (825–950 nm). Absorption spectra of betaines 3a–� were also recorded at low
temperature (77 K) by FT-UV–Vis–near-IR spectroscopy. The kinetics of the fast cyclizing process of betaines 3a–�
to DHIs 4a–� were studied by millisecond flash photolysis and were found to take place in the millisecond range (35–
310 ms in dichloromethane solution and 50–425 ms in methanol solution). A transient lifetime (ca 1 ms), measured
using laser flash photolysis, was attributed to the transformation of (Z) to (E)-betaines 3. Large solvatochromic effects
on the absorption maxima (�max) and a substantial increase in the half-lives (t1/2) with solvent polarity of betaines
3a–� were also observed. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: photochromism; dihydroindolizines; IR-sensitive photoswitches; flash photolysis; thermal stability;
solvatochromism
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In recent years, photochromic organic compounds have
attracted much attention because of their potential use as
active material in erasable high-density optical mem-
ories,1–3 optical switches4–6 and optically switchable
gratings.7–9 Extensive research has been devoted to the
study of molecules whose physical properties can be
reversibly switched using light. This is due to the
possibility of such materials giving a high lateral
resolution and short switching time in addition to having
an almost instant verification of written data and
photooptical technology.10 The design of light-driven
molecular switches is an active area of research, since
they are crucial for devices that operate at the molecular
and supramolecular levels.10 A photochromic material is
characterized by its ability to undergo reversible transi-


tions between two states that have different optical
properties. The transition in at least one direction should
occur when the material is exposed to electromagnetic
radiation while the transition in the other direction could
be accomplished by either electromagnetic radiation
of different wavelength or by some other processes
(e.g. thermally). Various types of dihydroindolizines
(DHIs)1b,11,12 seem especially promising candidates as
photochromic materials owing to their fatigue resistance
and short switching time.


Inexpensive, low-intensity GaAs lasers are used in the
IR region in many interesting commercial products such
as in video recorders and related systems.1,2,5 In addition,
light-switchable materials possessing absorption in the IR
region are also of great interest from a device standpoint
because the emission wavelengths of semiconductor
lasers usually cover this wavelength range. The possi-
bility of switching materials between two states, i.e. in
the UV–VIS and near-IR regions, provides another
incentive to prepare materials with new properties.13


In continuation of our work dealing with the prepara-
tion of photochromic materials with absorption colored
from (betaines) in the IR region,1b,11,12 we have under-
taken the study of the photophysical properties of some of
these materials. In order to provide the best fatigue
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resistance, fluorene was selected as ‘region A’ of
the parent molecule 4 (Scheme 1; R1 = R2 = R3 =
R4 = R5 = H) as shown in a previous publication.1b A
large variety of electron-donating and electron-with-
drawing substituents have been introduced on the
fluorene and phenyl ring, respectively (F, Cl, Br, NMe2,
COOR, NO2, etc.; see Scheme 1 and Table 1) taking into
account the availability of starting materials and the
known ability to generate ‘stable’ betaines. In preceding
work, the fluorene substrate was not substituted and the 2�
and 3� substituents were CN or CO2CH(CH3)2. With the
new homogeneous family of DHIs 4, an improvement in
the half-lives and a bathochromic effect were expected.
Here we report the synthesis of new 2,4,7-substituted
fluorene-9�-styrylquinoline DHIs 4a–� (see Scheme 1) by
the well established spirocyclopropene route1,2,11,12,14


and describe the absorption spectra and the kinetic
properties of the betaines 3a–�.
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Substituted fluorene spirocyclopropenes 1a–c were


obtained via the pyrazole route14,15 by photolysis of the
substituted fluorene pyrazoles using a 125 W high-
pressure mercury lamp in dry diethyl ether at room
temperature. Products were used without further purifica-
tion. The different substituted 4-styrylquinoline precur-
sors 2a–k were prepared in moderate to high yields (52–
90%) via zinc chloride-catalyzed aldol condensation of 4-
methylquinoline with substituted benzaldehydes.1b,16–18


Reacting the substituted fluorene spirocyclopropenes
1a–c with substituted 4-styrylquinoline derivatives 2a–
k in dry diethyl ether at ambient temperature for 24 h
under a dry nitrogen atmosphere in the absence of light
gave the substituted fluorene-9�-styrylquinolinedihy-
droindolizines (DHIs) 4a–� (Scheme 1) in moderate to
high yields (45–75%) (Table 1). This reaction occurs
through the nucleophilic addition of the nitrogen of the N-
heterocyclic quinolines 2a–k to the electron-deficient
cyclopropenes 1a–c, leading to colored betaines 3a–� via
a cyclopropyl–allyl conversion. A subsequent ring
closure to DHIs 4a–� results in a fast 1,5-electrocycliza-
tion reaction (Scheme 1) which can be reversed upon
exposure to light. Pure 2,4,7-substituted fluorene-9�-
styrylquinoline DHIs 4a–� were obtained in all cases
by column chromatography on silica using dichloro-
methane as the eluent (Table 1).


The chemical structures for all the synthesized styryl-


%���� ,� ���������� ������ �� ���  ! 
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Compound 4 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 M.p. (°C) Yield (%)


a Cl H H H H 167 59
b Br H H H H 182 52
c H COOCH3 H H H 132 60
d Cl H H H N(CH3)2 193 47
e Br H H H N(CH3)2 179 46
f H COOCH3 H H N(CH3)2 155 52
g Cl H H F H 160 70
h H COOCH3 H F H 137 75
i Br H H H F 141 62
j H COOCH3 H H F 109 67
k Cl H Cl H H 170 66
l Br H Cl H H 161 58
m H COOCH3 Cl H H 139 67
n Cl H Cl H Cl 167 72
o Br H Cl H Cl 150 63
p H COOCH3 Cl H Cl 123 74
q Cl H H Cl Cl 180 74
r Br H H Cl Cl 169 69
s H COOCH3 H Cl Cl 146 74
t Cl H H NO2 Cl 205 49
u H COOCH3 H NO2 Cl 169 54
v Cl H NO2 H H 186 44
w Br H NO2 H H 177 43
x H COOCH3 NO2 H H 162 49
y Cl H H H NO2 215 55
z H COOCH3 H H NO2 186 60
� Cl H H H COOCH3 122 74
� Br H H H COOCH3 112 64
� H COOCH3 H H COOCH3 88 75
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DHIs 4a–� were established by elemental analysis, 1H,
13C, 1H, 1H-COSY, 1H, 13C-COSY and 1H, 1H-NOESY
NMR experiments, IR and mass spectrometry (see
Experimental). For example, it is worth commenting
upon some typical features of the NMR spectra,
illustrated by that of 4g (Scheme 2). The 1H–1H-
correlation of 4g showed that both 2�,3�-methyl ester
groups experience no coupling with other protons and
appear as two singlets at 3.11 and 4.28 ppm, respectively.
The four protons, H10�a, H10�, HA and HB are the most
characteristic. The chemical shifts for H10�a [5.50,
dd, J (H10�, H10�a) = 0.95 Hz, 5J (H10�a, HA) = 4.2 Hz]
and H10� [5.13, dd, 4J (H10�, HA) = 5.6 Hz, J (H10�,
H10�a) = 0.95 Hz] are noticeable; the first is observed
downfield owing to the electronegative neighborhood of
a nitrogen and a double bond and also the anisotropic
effect of the fluorene ring.1b,11e,19 In contrast, the
diamagnetic current of the aromatic nucleus induces a
large high-field shift for the H10� signal. The peaks for HA


and HB were found to be at 6.88 and 6.47 ppm,
respectively, with J(HAB) = 15.9 Hz, indicating a trans
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3/4 �max(DHI) (nm) log � �max(betaine) (nm) k � 10�3 (s�1) t1/2 (ms) Color of betaine


a 330; 365 4.12 475; 800 4.10 169 Orange–brown
b 335; 367 4.15 475; 800 6.13 113 Orange–brown
c 342; 372 4.01 500; 800 2.24 310 Orange–brown
d 272; 350 4.18 475; 525; 775 6.42 108 Blue–violet
e 271; 352 4.21 475; 525; 775 9.12 76 Blue–violet
f 284; 362 4.08 475; 525; 800 4.03 172 Blue–violet
g 330; 366 4.08 500; 825 8.06 86 Orange–brown
h 335; 369 3.99 500; 825 4.65 149 Orange–brown
i 342; 354 4.11 525; 850 15.40 45 Orange–brown
j 348; 360 4.01 525; 850 5.98 116 Orange–brown
k 333; 353 4.10 525; 850 9.00 77 Orange–brown
l 336; 352 4.13 525; 850 12.60 55 Orange–brown
m 272; 357 4.06 550; 850 5.73 121 Orange–brown
n 322; 352 4.16 500; 800 8.56 81 Orange–brown
o 323; 354 4.20 500; 800 13.33 52 Orange–brown
p 329; 359 4.03 525; 825 5.10 136 Orange–brown
q 322; 350 4.13 500; 800 8.45 82 Orange–brown
r 323; 350 4.15 500; 800 12.16 57 Orange–brown
s 328; 352 4.08 525; 825 5.21 133 Orange–brown
t 320; 377 4.00 525; 850 12.60 55 Orange–brown
u 334; 373 3.92 500; 800 19.80 35 Orange–brown
v 339; 382 3.92 475; 800 8.56 81 Orange–brown
w 339; 381 3.96 475; 800 15.40 45 Orange–brown
x 340; 382 3.89 500; 800 5.55 125 Orange–brown
y 338; 379 3.99 475; 800 9.00 77 Orange–brown
z 339; 381 3.90 500; 800 5.55 125 Orange–brown
� 322; 361 4.12 500; 825 7.00 99 Orange–brown
� 323; 362 4.16 500; 825 10.66 65 Orange–brown
� 321; 364 4.07 525; 850 3.67 189 Orange–brown


/�"��� 0� �8%8�� �������� �� ������ 0� �����$�$ �	 (��� ������	��� �$ ������$ ���� ��� ;���� ������� �� ������
����������� � �" �� 2 7�� ������� �� ��� ����� ������� ��� ������� �<���� ��� 0�1
� -���� $�����	 ����� ��$� .��� 7����  12
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configuration; HA is further coupled with H10� and H10�a


as indicated above. This coupling proves that the signal at
6.88 ppm is for HA-styryl and the signal at 6.47 ppm is for
HB-styryl. The other possibility would be that the signal
at 6.88 ppm belongs to HB-styryl; then the couplings
would be 5J and 6J, which is less likely.


��������	���� ���������	


Electronic spectra of DHIs 4 and betaines 3 were
measured in solution using a UV–Vis spectrometer.
However, as compounds 3 are thermally unstable, it was
convenient to use the technique of millisecond flash
photolysis (Fig. 1), which allowed us to determine, in
addition, the kinetics of the thermal back-reaction
(3 → 4). To investigate more deeply the mechanism of
the fast decay of 3, it was necessary to employ laser flash
photolysis equipment (see below).


Photophysical data pertinent to their photochromic
properties were obtained from the absorption features of
9�-styrylquinoline-DHI 4a–�. The absorption spectra of
the new photochromic DHIs 4a–� along with the
corresponding betaines 3a–� were measured in dichloro-
methane at 23°C at a concentration of 2 � 10�5 mol l�1


using UV–Vis (for the absorption maxima of DHIs, see
Figs 2 and 3) and flash photolysis (for the absorption
maxima of betaine forms). All the DHIs 4a–� are
colorless to pale yellow in both the solid state and in
solution (Table 2). The absorption maxima of 4a–� were
observed in the UV region, between 330 and 370 nm,
depending on the substituent on the 9�-styryl group. The


intensities (log �) of these bands were found to be
between 3.92 and 4.49. As established previously,1 these
absorption bands can be assigned to the locally excited �–
�* transition (LE) located in the butadienylvinylamine
chromophore1,11,19,20 of the DHIs 4.


The DHIs 4a–� could not be colorized by irradiation at
room temperature owing to the fast 1,5-electrocyclization
of the betaines 3 back to DHIs 4, but after cooling to low
temperature (�20°C), irradiation of 4a–� afforded
orange–brown to blue–violet solutions with two absorp-
tion bands ranging (Table 2) between 450 and 550 nm
and between 800 and 950 nm, respectively (Fig. 2) with a
tail extending beyond 1050 nm. To examine the absorp-
tion maxima in the IR region, the relationship between
the absorbance and wavelength recorded by flash
photolysis was plotted (Fig. 3); for instance, the UV–


/�"��� -� 7������ ��������� ������� �� 0� � $�������&
������ �������$ �	 �<����� -� �� /'0 � -��� � ���	
����� �$ ���	=�$ �� $������� ����� ����� ��� ����� ����� ��
������ �����������
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������ ���	=�$ �� $������� ����� �������3 .�1 �0 � �> �$
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Vis spectrum of betaine 3m (Fig. 3) revealed two
maxima, one at 550 nm and the other at 850 nm.


It is noticeable that the N,N-dimethyl-substituted
phenylstyrylbetaines 3d–f exhibited an additional ab-
sorption maximum at 535 nm resulting in a blue–violet
color and showed the strongest colorability of all the
betaines. This could be attributed to the strong electron-
donating ability of the N(CH3)2 group. Irradiating DHI
4a–� in CH2Cl2 at 77 K (liquid nitrogen) gave the
orange–brown to blue–violet colors immediately (Fig. 2).


The resulting betaines 3a–� could be stored at this
temperature for several weeks without color decay.


In addition to the photophysical properties of betaines
3a–� obtained by millisecond flash photolysis at room
temperature (Fig. 1) and UV–Vis at 77 K (Fig. 2), a time-
resolved transient absorption spectrum was obtained
using laser flash photolysis (Nd:YAG laser flash photo-
lysis).19f,21 Two maxima in the visible and near-IR
regions could be detected for the betaines 3a–� which
ranged between 450 and 950 nm. A typical example is


������ 0� ������6�$ ������������ .�� �� �����1 �� ��� �������� �� ������� 0 .? �$ � �����1 �$ ���: ������� �	���=���� ��
����� ���� -@ $��� ��� ��� �" �� .��� ,��2 �!12 +��� $������ -��� �� ���� � � ���������� ����� .�2 �2 ����$� 7�2 "������ "2

�A ��� B2 8����� 82 C����� �$ >2 9����	�� � ����������1


������ -� B������$ ���������� ��� ��� ���������� ������ ����� �������� ����� �����&�$���$ ��� ����� �� ��� ����� 
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depicted in Fig. 4. The transient spectrum of 3y was
obtained in dichloromethane by excitation of 4y at
340 nm with a ruby laser. This can be seen as a spectrum
evolving with time.


The change in the transient absorption is better
visualized by examining the spectral changes at different
wavelengths (Fig. 4). One observes a biexponential decay
at 470 nm; the fast decay has a lifetime of 1 ms; it can be
found also in the growing-in of the transients with
different laser energies (Fig. 5). The biexponential decay
is due to two species corresponding to the Z and E forms
of the betaine, respectively (Scheme 3), the latter being
more stable19b,f,22 (S. A. Ahmed, Th. Hartmann, H. Dürr,
P. Valat, V. Wintgens and J. Kossanyi, in preparation).
The slow decay was not measured under these condi-
tions22 (S. A. Ahmed, Th. Hartmann, H. Dürr, P. Valat,
V. Wintgens and J. Kossanyi, in preparation). A
simplified representation of the formation of (Z)- and
(E)-betaines is given in Scheme 3; it takes into account
the energy barrier between the (E)-betaine and the (Z)-
betaine estimated previously19b,f to be of the order of
40 kJ mol�1. It seems that previous results11,19 favor an
adiabatic process to an open excited intermediate (Z*)


which gives the cis-betaine through a diabatic process
(comprehensive details on the fluorescence and transient
spectroscopic data of these series of compounds will be
discussed in a separate paper) (S. A. Ahmed, Th.
Hartmann, H. Dürr, P. Valat, V. Wintgens and J.
Kossanyi, in preparation). The proposed structures of
the light-induced intermediates between spiro-DHIs and
(E)-betaine forms are represented in Scheme 4.


�������������	�


A strong effect of the solvent polarity on the �max and the
half-lives of betaine 3a–� was observed. Changing the
solvent from dichloromethane to ethanol causes hypso-
chromic shifts of �v ��400 cm�1 in the visible region,
and markedly larger shifts of �v ��900 cm�1 in the
near-IR region. This solvatochromic effect is in agree-


%���� 0� "���&����� .��4 1 �� ������� ���&��������	���=���� �� �������$ ������� -�%� �$ �7 ./01 ������ �� �0 $������� �������
.� 5  � �0�� ��� ���1 ��  /°�


Solvent


Betaines t1/2 (ms)


ET (30)3c 3f 3i 3l 3o 3q 3s 3w 3�


Pentane 246 134 33 42 41 64 104 34 151 32
Toluene 257 142 37 44 42 66 108 35 154 34
Dioxane 274 149 39 46 46 73 116 40 167 36
Tetrahydrofuran 281 156 42 50 47 76 121 43 174 37
Chloroform 296 164 43 53 51 80 126 44 181 39
Dichloromethane 310 172 45 55 52 82 133 45 189 41
Acetonitrile 349 191 51 59 58 93 150 50 213 46
2-Propanol 370 202 52 62 61 99 156 55 223 49
Ethanol 394 215 58 70 66 106 167 58 238 52
Methanol 423 240 64 75 75 117 188 65 260 56
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ment with previous observations on DHIs.23 These two
solvatochromic shifts are ascribable to �–�* transitions
in the visible region and charge-transfer transitions in the
near-IR region.24


The effect of solvent polarity was also studied by using
flash photolysis to determine the half-life (t1/2) of
betaines 3a–� in 10 different solvents (Table 3). As
expected, the half-lives increase with increasing solvent
polarity (Figs 6 and 7). This is due to the partial charge
transfer from the betaine form to the solvent and vice
versa, as a result of the weak Coulombic exchange
effects. Therefore, the charged zwitterionic structure was
stabilized by increasing solvent polarity due to these
electrostatic interactions.25


)&$)+(��&$


New photochromic compounds 4a–� derived from 9�-
styrylquinolinedihyroindolizines (DHIs) based on 1,5-
electrocylization having absorption in the Vis–IR region
were prepared. The chemical structures of 4a–� were
assigned by NMR, IR, MS and elemental analysis.
Interestingly, 4J and 5J couplings between H10�, H10�a and
HA, HB, respectively, were detected using 2D-NMR
spectroscopy. Irradiation of compounds 4a–� led to
colored betaines 3a–� showing two main absorption
maxima, one in the visible and the other in the IR region,
which were observed using millisecond flash photolysis
and UV–Vis spectrometry at low temperature (77 K). Of
note, the N,N-dimethyl-substituted styrylphenylbetaines
3d–f show specific absorption in the visible region and
may potentially be used as non-linear optical materials.
The photochromism of the fast electrocyclization process
of the colored betaines 3a–� in the millisecond range was
recorded by millisecond flash photolysis at ambient
temperature. This series of substituted DHIs show
improved physical properties compared with previous
related compounds:1b longer half-lives and further bath-
ochromic shifts in the IR region (more than 750 cm�1).
The transient absorption lifetime recorded by laser flash
photolysis was found to be about 1 ms. An increase in the
half-lives of selected betaines 3a–� with increasing
solvent polarity was observed. The betaines 3a–� can
be used as IR-sensitive recording or storage materials at
77 K for several weeks without any color decay.


*5�*��!*$% +


The solvents used (Aldrich or Merck, spectroscopic
grade) were dried, according to standard procedures,26


over sodium or potassium metal (diethyl ether, toluene,
THF, pentane, -hexane), CaH2 (ethanol, methanol, 2-
propanol) and P2O5 (CH2Cl2, CHCl3, acetonitrile) and
were all stored over sodium wire or molecular sieve (5 Å)
in brown bottles under a nitrogen atmosphere.


Spirocyclopropene derivatives were obtained via
photolysis of the corresponding pyrazoles prepared
according to reported procedures. Photolysis was carried
out in a Schenck27 photochemical reactor made from
Pyrex (�� 290 nm). The source of irradiation was a
Philips HPK 125 W high-pressure mercury lamp. Solu-
tions to be photolyzed were flushed with dry nitrogen for
30 min before switching on the UV lamp. The progress of
the reaction and the purity of the products isolated were
monitored using TLC. Separation and purification of all
synthesized photochromic materials were carried out
using column chromatography (1 m � 2 cm i.d. column)
on silica gel with CH2Cl2 as eluent. Melting-points were
measured on a Gallenkamp or a Büchi (Smp-20) melting-
point apparatus.


All NMR spectra were collected on a Bruker DRX 500
spectrometer (500 MHz) in CDCl3 using TMS as the
internal standard. Chemical shifts (�) are reported in ppm.
IR spectra were measured on a Bio-Rad Excalibur series
FTS 3000 instrument. Mass spectra were recorded on a
Mat-90 mass spectrometer (Finnigan MAT). Elemental
analyses (CHN) were carried out on a LECO CHNS-932
analyzer. UV spectra were recorded on an HP 6543 FT-
UV–Vis computer–spectrometer. Millisecond flash
photolysis was carried out with a Photoflash (METZ 32
Z-1) 12 V (50 W) halogen lamp. The laser flash
photolysis experiments were carried out with fre-
quency-double-pulsed ruby laser excitation and an
Nd:YAG laser.19f,21 A detailed description of the
experimental set-up has been published19f,21,22 (S. A.
Ahmed, Th. Hartmann, H. Dürr, P. Valat, V. Wintgens
and J. Kossanyi, in preparation).


Full spectroscopic and elemental analysis data for
DHIs 4a–c as reference compounds are listed below.
NMR, IR, MS and elemental analysis data for 4d–� are
provided as supplementary material at the epoc website at
http://www.wiley.com/epoc.


���������� �
 �������� ���6	��	������� 	�����7�
	����6	��	������� ��������8,���������9,8.��:����
����7�.80��������;����� -�1�


������� ���	�
���� To a solution of spirene 1a–c
(0.001 mol) in dry diethyl ether (50 ml) was added a
solution of substituted 4-styrylquinolines 2a–k
(0.001 mol) in dry diethyl ether (10 ml) over 15 min
under a dry nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture was stirred
at room temperature for about 24 h (TLC controlled) in
the dark. The solvent was evaporated under reduced
pressure and the pure products were obtained by column
chromatography on silica gel using CH2Cl2 as eluent and
recrystallized from the appropriate solvent to give DHIs
4a–� as white to yellow needles in 45–75% yield.


���������������������������
�	����������������������
������������������������� ��
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tants: 375 mg (0.001 mol) spirene 1a, 231 mg
(0.001 mol) 4-styrylquinoline 2a; yield 358 mg (59.2%)
as pale yellow crystals from diethyl ether–CH2Cl2 (8:2);
m.p. 167°C. 1HNMR (CDCl3): � = 7.75–7.77 (m, 2H,
CH-arom.), 7.56–7.58 (d, J = 7.12 Hz, 1H, CH-arom.),
7.47–7.49 (d, J = 7.11 Hz, 1H, CH-arom.), 7.35–7-42 (m,
2H, CH-arom.), 7.27–7.30 (m, 3H, CH-arom.), 7.17–7.22
(m, 3H, CH-arom.), 7.04–7.08 (dd, J = 7.00 Hz 1H, CH-
arom.), 6.90–6.99 (dt, J = 7.55, 1H, CH-arom.), 6.75–
6.79 (m, 1H, HA), 6.40–6.43 (d, JAB = 15.92 Hz, H10�a1H,
HB), 5.45 (dd, 1H, H10�a), 5.04–5.05 (dd, 1H, H10�), 4.09
(s, 3H, 3�-CH3), 3.25 (s, 3H, 2�-CH3) ppm. 13CNMR
(CDCl3): � = 164.50 (3�-CO), 164.22 (2�-CO), 69.81
(10�a-C), 63.12 (spiro-C), 53.70 (3�-CH3), 51.14 (2�-
CH3) ppm. MS (70 eV): m/z (%) = 607.50 [M�] (7.18),
43.00 [B�] (100). IR (KBr): � = 3070 (CH, arom.), 2819–
2989 (CH, aliph.), 1740 (3�-C=O), 1683 (2�-C=O), 1587
(C=C), 1493, 1257, 1209, 1159, 1092, 969, 722,
698 cm�1. Elemental analysis for C36H25Cl2NO4


(MW = 606.50): calc. C, 71.29; H, 4.15; N, 2.31; Cl,
11.69; found C, 71.32; H, 4.11; N, 2.33; Cl, 11.66%.


����������������������������
�!���������������������
������������������������� ��
�	��!�"����� �-��� Reac-
tants: 464 mg (0.001 mol) spirene 1b, 231 mg
(0.001 mol) 4-styrylquinoline 2a; yield 360 mg (51.8%)
as pale yellow crystals from diethyl ether–CH2Cl2 (8:4);
m.p. 182°C. 1HNMR (CDCl3): � = 7.74–7.78 (m, 2H,
CH-arom.), 7.57–7.59 (d, J = 7.12 Hz, 1H, CH-arom.),
7.46–7.48 (d, J = 7.11 Hz, 1H, CH-arom.), 7.38–7-44 (m,
2H, CH-arom.), 7.25–7.29 (m, 3H, CH-arom.), 7.20–7.25
(m, 3H, CH-arom.), 7.00–7.04 (dd, J = 7.00 Hz, 1H, CH-
arom.), 6.91–6.98 (dt, J = 7.55, 1H, CH-arom.), 6.77–
6.80 (m, 1H, HA), 6.44–6.47 (dd, JAB = 15.92 Hz, 1H,
HB), 5.41 (dd, 1H, H10�a), 5.03–5.04 (dd, 1H, H10�), 4.11
(s, 3H, 3�-CH3), 3.22 (s, 3H, 2�-CH3) ppm. 13CNMR
(CDCl3): � = 164.49 (3�-CO), 164.25 (2�-CO), 69.78
(10�a-C), 63.08 (spiro-C), 53.75 (3�-CH3), 51.17 (2�-
CH3) ppm. MS (70 eV): m/z (%) = 697.43 [M2�] (12.98),
43.00 [B�] (100). IR (KBr): � = 3076 (CH, arom.), 2832–
2998 (CH, aliph.), 1741 (3�-C=O), 1686 (2�-C=O), 1588
(C=C), 1494, 1260, 1202, 1153, 1094, 961, 721,
689 cm�1. Elemental analysis for C36H25Br2NO4


(MW = 695.41): calc. C, 62.18; H, 3.62; N, 2.01; Br,
22.98; found C, 62.19; H, 3.65; N, 2.00; Br, 22.93%


�����������������������#�	��!�"��������������������
���������������������������� ��
�	��!�"����� �-��� Reac-
tants: 362 mg (0.001 mol) spirene 1c, 231 mg (0.001 mol)
4-styrylquinoline 2a; yield 360 mg (60.5%) as white
crystals from diethyl ether; m.p. 132°C. 1H-NMR
(CDCl3): � = 7.74–7.79 (m, 2H, CH-arom.), 7.58–7.60
(d, J = 7.12 Hz, 1H, CH-arom.), 7.42–7.47 (d,
J = 7.11 Hz, 1H, CH-arom.), 7.40–7-44 (m, 2H, CH-
arom.), 7.27–7.33 (m, 4H, CH-arom.), 7.22–7.27 (m, 3H,
CH-arom.), 7.15–7.18 (dd, J = 7.25 Hz 1H, CH-arom.),
6.90–6.96 (dt, J = 7.70, 1H, CH-arom.), 6.79–6.84 (m,


1H, HA), 6.47–6.50 (d, JAB = 15.90 Hz, 1H, HB), 5.45–
5.47 (dd, 1H, H10�a), 5.00–5.01 (dd, 1H, H10�), 4.27 (s, 3H,
3�-CH3), 3.99 (s, 3H, 4-CH3), 3.22 (s, 3H, 2�-CH3) ppm.
13C NMR (CDCl3): � = 164.68 (3�-CO), 164.35 (4-CO),
164.21 (2�-CO), 69.73 (10�a-C), 63.01 (spiro-C), 53.69
(3�-CH3), 52.54 (4-CH3), 51.17 (2�-CH3) ppm. MS (eV):
m/z (%) = 595.60 [M�] (8.89), 43.00 [B�] (100). IR
(KBr): � = 3120 (CH, arom.), 2840–2985 (C-H, aliph.),
1741 (3�-C=O), 1710 (4-C=O), 1690 (2�-C=O), 1592
(C=C), 1497, 1240, 1164, 1081, 966, 715, 681 cm�1.
Elemental analysis for C38H29NO6 (MW = 595.66): calc.
C, 76.63; H, 4.91; N, 2.35; found C, 76.67; H, 4.90; N,
2.38%.
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ABSTRACT: Thermo-solvatochromism of 2,6-diphenyl-4-(2,4,6-triphenylpyridinium-1-yl)-1-phenolate, 2,6-di-
chloro-4-(2,4,6-triphenylpyridinium-1-yl) phenolate and 1-methylquinolinium-8-olate in the temperature range 10–
45°C was studied in mixtures of water with methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol, 2-propanol, 2-methyl-2-propanol, 2-
methoxyethanol and 1,2-ethanediol. Plots of the solvent polarity parameter, ET in kcal mol�1, versus mole fraction of
water in the binary mixture, �w, indicated that all probes are preferentially solvated by the alcohol. Thermo-
solvatochromic data for aqueous methanol, 2-methoxyethanol and 1,2-ethanediol were fitted to a simple solvent-
exchange model, in which water substitutes alcohol in the probe solvation micro-sphere. Data for the remaining
alcohols required a more elaborate model, where water and water–alcohol complex substitute alcohol and/or water in
the probe solvation micro-sphere. A temperature increase causes gradual desolvation of the probe, due to a decrease in
the H-bonding abilities of both components of the binary mixture. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: thermo-solvatochromism; aqueous alcohols; molecular structure
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Binary mixtures of water and organic solvents are
extensively employed in organic synthesis and in
physical organic chemistry studies of, e.g., solvolysis,
nucleophilic substitutions and acyl transfers. The reasons
are partially practical and are often connected with
solubility constraints. Additionally, there is increasing
interest in understanding the effects of solvents and their
mixtures on the rates and equilibria of chemical
reactions.1,2 In analyzing solvent effects, extensive use
has been made of the empirical solvent polarity par-
ameter, ET, which is calculated by the following
equation:


ET�kcal mol�1� � 28591�5��max�nm� �1�


which converts the wavelength of the electronic transi-
tion within the solvatochromic probe (hereafter called
‘probe’) into the corresponding intramolecular transition
energy in kcal mol�1 (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ). Dipolarity/
polarizability, H-bond donation and H-bond acceptance


abilities of both probe and solvent contribute to ET.
Consequently, correlations between the latter property
and rate or equilibrium data are complex, for both pure
solvents and their binary mixtures. In the latter case,
preferential solvation of the relevant species (e.g. probes,
reactants and transition states) by one component of the
binary mixture introduces additional complexity; this
factor has recently been analyzed in some detail.2–6


A wealth of mechanistic information can be extracted
from the dependence of activation enthalpy, �H≠, and
entropy, �S≠, on the composition of binary solvent
mixtures. For simple reactions, e.g. water-catalyzed
hydrolyses, the �H≠ and T�S≠ terms were found to
depend on the mole fraction of water, �w, in a complex,
rather compensating manner.1a,7 A thorough analysis of
these data, and indeed the data of reactions that occur in
any binary solvent mixture, should address the following
questions: (i) what is the relationship between composi-
tions of bulk solvent and solvation micro-sphere of the
species of interest?; and (ii) how does the latter
composition depend on the molecular structure of the
relevant species, the nature of the binary solvent mixture
and temperature?


Thermo-solvatochromism sheds light on the above
questions because probes of different structures are
convenient models for many reactants.2 The term
describes the effects of temperature on the solvatochro-
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mic responses of probes, a phenomenon that has been
studied in much less detail than solvatochromism (at
room temperature), and only for a limited number of
probes and binary solvent mixtures.2,3,8 In this work, we
studied thermo-solvatochromism of the following probes
in aqueous solvents, in the temperature range 10–45°C
(probe name, acronym, ET scale): 2,6-diphenyl-4-(2,4,6-
triphenylpyridinium-1-yl)-1-phenolate, RB, ET(30); 2,6-
dichloro-4-(2,4,6-triphenylpyridinium-1-yl) phenolate,
WB, ET(33); and 1-methylquinolinium-8-olate, QB,
ET(QB) (Fig. 1).


To our knowledge, there is no information on thermo-
solvatochromism of WB and QB either in pure solvents
or in binary solvent mixtures. The organic components
employed included the alcohols methanol (MeOH),
ethanol (EtOH), 1-propanol (1-PrOH), 2-propanol (2-
PrOH) and 2-methyl-2-propanol (2-Me-2-PrOH), an
alkoxy alcohol, 2-methoxyethanol (MeOEtOH), and a
diol, 1,2-ethanediol (ED). Thermo-solvatochromic re-
sponses to solvent composition were analyzed in terms of
a solvent-exchange mechanism in which water and/or
water–alcohol complexes substitute alcohol and/or water
in the probe solvation microsphere. A temperature
increase results in gradual desolvation of the probe, and
the relevance of this result to solvolytic reactions is
briefly discussed.


�)*�%#��$��+


���������	 The probes were available from previous
studies.4 Spectroscopy-grade organic solvents were
purchased from Aldrich or Merck. They were purified
by distillation from CaH2, followed by storage over
activated type 4A molecular sieves. Their purity was
established from their densities (DMA 40 digital
densimeter, Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) and from
agreement between experimental and literature ET values
(see below).



����� ����������	 All binary mixtures (16 per set)
were prepared at 25°C. The probe solution in acetone
was pipetted into 1 ml volumetric tubes. Acetone was
removed under reduced pressure over P4O10, the binary
solvent mixture was added and the probe was dissolved
with the aid of a tube rotator (Labquake, Lab Industries,
Berkeley, CA, USA). RB was insoluble in pure water and


in mixed solvents of high water content, typically �W


�0.96. The relatively high m.p. of 2-Me-2-PrOH,
25.5°C, precluded carrying out the experiment at 10°C.
At 25.0°C, the absorbances of the probes in this alcohol
were stable, probably due to m.p. depression of the latter
by the solute, and by the low atmospheric pressure in São
Paulo.



�������������� ������������ � ��	 The final
probe concentration in solution was (2–5) �
10�4 mol l�1. The UV–Vis spectra of the probes em-
ployed showed no change in �max and/or spectrum shape
as a function of probe concentration in the range
1 � 10�4–1 � 10�3 mol l�1. Therefore, no inter-probe
interaction occurred under our experimental conditions.
A Beckman DU-70 UV–Vis spectrophotometer was
used. The temperature inside the thermostated cell holder
was controlled to within �0.05°C with a digital
thermometer (Model 4000A, Yellow Springs Instru-
ments, Yellow Springs, OH, USA). Cuvettes of 1–4 cm
pathlength were employed. Each spectrum was recorded
twice at a rate of 300 nm min�1. The value of �max was
determined by two methods, peak-pick and first deriva-
tive of the spectrum. Measurements of �max in aqueous
MeOH and aqueous 2-Me-2-PrOH, at different scan rates
(120 and 300 nm min�1), at 25 and 45°C, showed that the
uncertainties in ET are 0.1 kcal mol�1 for QB and
�0.2 kcal mol�1 for RB and WB. For RB, the uncertainty
calculated is much smaller than that reported elsewhere
(0.6 kcal mol�1).9


%��'+�� �$& &#�('��#"$


(���� �� ��� ������ ��� ������ ��	
����


As shown in Fig. 1, the probes employed are betaines,
and are sensitive to the same solute–solvent interactions,
e.g. Coulombic, dispersion and H-bonding.4 They differ,
however, in several properties that bear on their
solvatochromic response to variations of solvent compo-
sition and temperature (probe property, followed by
values for RB, WB, and QB, respectively): solubility in
water (7.2 � 10�6, 3.7 � 10�4 and �0.2 mol l�1), pKa


(8.60, 4.78 and 6.80), and volume of the hydrated species
(0.631, 0.494, and 0.184 nm3).2,4 The organic solvents
included linear alcohols, two branched-chain alcohols,
one alkoxyethanol and a typical polyol.


���������	
����������


Figure 2 shows representative plots of ET(probe) versus
�W at 25 and 45°C. Rather than reporting extensive lists
of ET values, we calculated its (polynomial) dependence
on �W and present the regression coefficients in
supplementary Tables S1–S3 (available from the epoc


,����� �� �	����	���	��� ��	-� ������
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website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc). The degree of
the polynomial used is that which gave the best data fit, as
indicated by the multiple correlation coefficients, rmult,
and the sums of the squares of the residues, �Q. Figures
3–5 show solvent polarity–temperature–solvent compo-
sition contours for MeOH/W and 2-Me-2-PrOH/W, for
the three probes. These binary mixtures were chosen
because they require different solvation schemes (see
below).


Regarding these data, the following is relevant,
where W and ROH refer to water, and the organic
solvent, respectively:


(i) The quality of our data is shown by rmult, �Q and
the excellent agreement between experimental and
calculated values of ET(probe)ROH, and ET(probe)W. At
25°C, our ET(probe)ROH values agree with literature


values, and this agreement was employed as another
criterion for solvent purity. The two exceptions are RB
and QB in 2-Me-2-PrOH, where the differences are 1.1
and 2.4 kcal mol�1, respectively.


(ii) ET(probe)ROH decreases as a function of increasing
T. This can be attributed to a decrease of solvent
stabilization of the probe ground state, as a result of the
concomitant decrease in solvent structure and H-bonding
ability.8b,e


(iii) In the Onsager model of continuum dielectrics, the
solute–solvent interaction energy, E, is given by


E � ���2f �D�	�2r3 �2�


where � and r are the dipole moment and radius,
respectively, of the solute, and f(D) is the Onsager
dielectric function, given by f(D) = 2(D � 1)/(2D 
 1),
where D is the solvent static dielectric constant. If the
binary mixtures studied were ideal, then f(D) of the
mixture would be given by


f �D�ROH�W � �Wf �D�W 
 �ROHf �D�ROH �3�


that is, f(D)ROH/W and the corresponding ET(probe)ROH/W


are expected to be linear functions in �W.2 Based on
published dielectric constants of aqueous alcohols,10 we
correlated f(D) with �W and obtained the following
correlation coefficients: MeOH, 0.9977; EtOH, 0.9997;
1-PrOH, 0.9873; 2-Me-2-PrOH, 0.9951; ED, 0.9986; and
MeOEtOH, 0.9943. That is, although Eqn. (3) applies
satisfactorily to these binary mixtures, the dependence of
ET on �W is not linear in all cases, as shown in Figs 2–5.
Specifically, the polarities of all ROH/W mixtures are
lower than expected, based on the linear, i.e. ideal,
relationship of f(D)ROH/W versus �W.


,����� !� .��������� ��	�� ��	/��� �� ������ 	
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(iv) As discussed elsewhere,4–6,8,9,11 the reason for this
non-ideal behavior is ‘preferential solvation’ of the probe
by one component of the binary mixture. In principle, this
phenomenon includes contributions from (a) ‘dielectric
enrichment’ of the probe solvation micro-sphere in the
solvent of higher dielectric constant, due to non-specific
solute–solvent interactions, and (b) specific probe–
solvent interactions, e.g. H-bonding. Non-linear behavior
also results from solvent micro-heterogeneity, i.e. where
one component of the mixed solvent prefers a molecule
of the same type. This phenomenon leads to probe
solvation by a cluster of one component of the mixture.


(v) Dielectric enrichment implies a positive deviation
from ideality, i.e. the plot of ET(probe)ROH/W versus �W


should lie above the straight line that connects ET(pro-
be)ROH and ET (probe)W. Since Figs 2–5 shows that this is
not the case, the above-mentioned mechanism will not be
considered any further. Probe–solvent interactions and
solvent micro-heterogeneity should contribute to the
observed non-ideality. Although there is some contro-
versy with regard to cluster formation in aqueous MeOH


and EtOH,12a,b we take the view that some clustering
occurs in all aqueous ROH, the intensity of which
increases as a function of increasing hydrophobic
character of the alcohol.8e,11,12c–f In the next section,
we quantify this preferential solvation by using different
models, and discuss the dependence of the results
obtained on the structure of the probe and temperature.


.���������
� ��������� �� �����������	 ��	
������
��� ��	
��� ������������ ������ �


Details of the calculation of all quantities discussed
below are given in the Calculations section below. A
simple way to express the overall preferential solvation is
to use the solvent fractionation factor, �. This concept
has been discussed elsewhere,2–5 so that only the
essentials will be given here. Consider solvation of the
probe by ROH, by W and by the solvent complex ROH–
W. We focus on solvent molecules that constitute the
probe solvation micro-sphere. For simplicity, we assume


,����� /� �	���� �	������6��������6�	���� �	��	����	� �	��	��� 
	� 4+ �� 789:4 ��� ��7���#�89:4


,����� 0� �	���� �	������6��������6�	���� �	��	����	� �	��	��� 
	� �+ �� 789:4 ��� ��7���#�89:4
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that ROH–W only forms within this micro-sphere, by
interaction of its two components, and that these are
present in equal numbers. One can write the following
solvent-exchange equilibria:


Probe(ROH)m 
 mW � Probe(W)m 
 m ROH �4�


Probe(ROH)m 
 m
2


W � Probe(ROH-W)m 
 m
2


ROH �5�


Probe(W)m 
 m
2


ROH � Probe(ROH-W)m 
 m
2


W �6�


where m represents the number of solvent molecules
whose exchange in the probe solvation micro-sphere
affects its ET. The equilibrium constant for each of the
above solvent-exchange reactions is its solvent fractiona-
tion factor, �. Equations ((4)–(6)) yield three fractiona-
tion factors, �W/ROH (water substituting alcohol in the
solvation shell), �ROH–W/ROH (solvent complex, (ROH–
W)m, substituting alcohol in the solvation shell), and
�ROH–W/W [solvent complex, (ROH–W)m, substituting
water in the solvation shell]. These fractionation factors
are given by


�W�ROH � Probe(W)�Probe(ROH)
�W���ROH� �7�


�ROH--W�ROH � Probe�ROH � W�m�Probe(ROH)������������������������
�W�ROH�m


� �8�


�ROH--W�W � �Probe�ROH � W�m�Probe(W)	������������������������
�ROH�W�m


� �9�


That is, �W/ROH describes the preference of W for the
probe solvation micro-sphere, relative to bulk solvent.
Note that �W/ROH �1 means that the solvation shell of the
probe is richer in W than bulk solvent. The converse of
this argument shows that �W/ROH �1 means that the
probe is preferentially solvated by ROH. Finally, a
solvent fractionation factor of unity is expected for an
ideal binary mixture, provided that there are no specific
or non-specific probe–solvent interactions. The same line
of reasoning applies to �ROH–W/ROH and �ROH–W/W. Two
special cases will also be considered, namely the probe
solvation micro-sphere is adequately described by Eqn.
(4), and the solvation shell composition is described by
Eqns ((4)–(6)), with m = 2.5


The model to choose should fit the data accurately (i.e.
with the smallest error), and agree with chemistry. The
latter point has been stressed, e.g. in fitting spectroscopic
and rate data to particular models.13 We analyze the
simplest scheme, i.e. that based on Eqn. (4), for aqueous
MeOH, 1-PrOH and 2-Me-2-PrOH. The reason is that
these alcohols give different types of ET versus �W plots
for all probes, as shown in Fig. 2. The other ROH studied
showed plots similar to one of these three alcohols.


Table 1 shows the results of application of the simple


model to the above-mentioned binary mixtures at 25°C.
This model applies satisfactorily to aqueous MeOH, i.e.
the whole ET versus �W plot can be calculated by using a
single �W/ROH. As can be seen, the value of m for MeOH
is practically unity for all probes investigated, and the
same conclusion applies to aqueous MeOEtOH and ED
(results not shown). For the other two alcohols (and the
remaining ROH), no single �W/ROH describes satisfacto-
rily the whole �W range, i.e. the latter should be
(arbitrarily) divided into two ranges. This division,
however, results in �W/ROH that is noticeably larger in
the lower range of �W (0–0.5) than in the corresponding
upper range. That is, the probe is solubilized by the
solvent component, which is present in lower concentra-
tion, W in the water-poor region and ROH in the alcohol-
poor region. This anomaly, and the abrupt decrease in
�W/ROH that occurs at �w � 0.5, may indicate that the
description of solvation in terms of Eqn. (4) is an over-
simplification for some alcohols.


Equations ((4)–(6)) were applied to solvatochromic
data in aqueous EtOH, 1-PrOH and 2-Me-2-PrOH, at
25°C. Calculations were carried out by considering that
m is either fixed at 2, or variable. The results obtained
(not listed) have shown that both models can be
conveniently employed. We subscribe to the latter,
however, because it represents a more general solvation
scheme; the results of calculations are given in Table 2.


Before addressing Table 2, it is worthwhile to
summarize some points that bear on effects of increasing
T on the binary mixtures studied. Alcohol molecules
associate with water, and with each other through H-
bonds and hydrophobic interactions.14a Simple (i.e.
unsubstituted) alcohols are more basic than water, and
can only participate in two H-bonds (water participates in
four H-bonds). Therefore, W–ROH H-bonds are stronger
but more disordered than water–water H-bonds.14b


Several experimental techniques, including fluoresen-
ce,8e,12f NMR,12d,14c dielectric relaxation14a and calcula-
tions of the Kirkwood–Buff integral functions,12e,14b,d


have indicated that the tendency of the binary mixture to
segregate into ‘clusters’ of water and alcohol increases as
a function of increasing T, a consequence of the
decreased water–alcohol interactions.


Examination of Table 2 yields the following pieces of
information:


(i) As discussed above, solvatochromic data in aqueous
MeOH, MeOEtOH and ED are conveniently
described by Eqn. (4), with m � 1, this being the
reason for the absence in Table 2 of �ROH–W/ROH


and �ROH–W/W. LogPoct {the partition coefficient of
a substance between 1-octanol and water, i.e.
log([substance]octanol/[substance]water)} is a quanti-
tative measure of the hydrophilic character of a
substance. LogPoct values are �0.77, �0.77, �1.36,
�0.31, 0.25, 0.05, and 0.35 for MeOH, 2-MeOE-
tOH, ED, EtOH, 1-PrOH, 2-PrOH and 2-Me-2-
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PrOH, respectively,15 that is, MeOH, MeOEtOH
and ED are more hydrophilic than the remaining
alcohols. Whether the adequacy of the simple
model is due to the ‘water-like’ character of these
alcohols is an open question, and calls for more
work on the solvatochromism of structurally
different probes in their binary mixtures.


(ii) The following trends are observed as a function of
increasing T: a decrease in m, an increase in �W/ROH


for binary mixtures where solvation is described
by Eqn. (4) and a decrease in �ROH–W/ROH and
�ROH–W/W for solvents where solvation is described
by Eqns ((4)–(6)).


(iii) For the former series of binary mixtures, the increase
of �W/ROH may be attributed to the fact that
temperature increase affects the structure of ROH
more than that of water. Consequently, water–probe
H-bonding is less susceptible to temperature increase
than its alcohol–probe counterpart. This leads to a
measurable ‘depletion’ of ROH in the probe
solvation micro-sphere, so that �W/ROH increases.
It is relevant, however, that all �W/ROH are smaller
than unity, i.e. the probes are preferentially solvated
by ROH in the temperature range studied.


(iv) For the remaining binary mixtures, we address the
response (a small but persistent decrease) of
�ROH–W/ROH and �ROH–W/W to increasing tempera-
ture, since both fractionation factors are much
larger than �W/ROH. Preferential ‘clustering’
of water and alcohol as a function of increasing T


means that the strength of W–ROH interactions also
decreases in the same direction,12e,14b,d,e with a
concomitant decrease in the ability of the mixed
solvent to displace both water and alcohol.


(v) We note that m decreases as a function of increasing
T, independent of the nature of the probe and the
solvation model employed. That is, a temperature
increase leads to gradual desolvation of the probe.
This is an important result because the solvatochomic
response of these probes to an experimental variable
(e.g. composition of the binary mixture) has been
employed to gain insight into the mechanisms of,
inter alia, solvolytic reactions.2,7 The transition states
of these reactions contain several solvent mol-
ecules,1,16 the number of which may vary as a result
of changing T. This fact should be considered when
kinetic-based data (e.g. activation parameters and
solvent kinetic isotope effects) are employed to probe
reaction mechanisms.


("$(+'�#"$�


The solvatochromic response of the probes studied can be
described in terms of a general solvent-exchange mech-
anism in which water and/or water–alcohol complexes
displace the alcohol and/or water present in the probe
solvation microsphere. Temperature effects on solvent
fractionation factors have been rationalized in terms of
structures of water and alcohol, and their mutual
interactions. A temperature increase results in gradual
desolvation of every probe, in all binary mixtures. This is
relevant to reactions whose transition states are highly
solvated.


(�+('+��#"$�


*����������	 ��	
����� ����������


Consider a probe whose solvation shell is composed
of W, ROH and the solvent complex ROH–W. ET is
given by the polarities of these components, EW


T , EROH
T


and EROH--W
T , respectively, multiplied by the correspond-


ing mole fractions in the probe solvation micro-sphere,
�Probe(W), �Probe(ROH) and �Probe(ROH–W), respectively:


ET � �Probe�W�EW
T 
 �Probe�ROH�EROH


T



 �Probe�ROH--W�EROH--W
T �10�


Substituting Eqn. (7) and (8) into Eqn. (10) gives


where m is the number of solvent molecules in the probe
solvation shell that affect its transition energy, and a and
b are given by


a � �W�ROH�EW
T � EROH


T � �12�
b � �ROH--W�ROH�EROH--W


T � EROH
T � �13�


A program in BASIC that relies on the S-Plus 2000
program package (MathSoft, Seattle, WA, USA) was
written and employed to solve Eqn. ((11)). The input data
included �W, the corresponding ET, initial estimates for
m, ET(W), ET(ROH), ET(ROH–W), �(W/ROH) and �(ROH–


W/ROH). The following are typical initial values for these
parameters: m = 2, experimental values of ET(W) and
ET(ROH) and ET(ROH–W) = [ET(ROH) 
 ET(W)]/2.
The following equation was employed to calculate the
remaining fractionation factor:


��ROH�W�W� � ��ROH�W�ROH����W�ROH�


ET � EROH
T 



a��W�m 
 b
�������������������������������
��1 � �W�� W


	m
�


�1 � �W�m 
 �W�ROH��W�m 
 �ROH--W�ROH


������������������������������1 � �W�W	m� �11�
�
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For MeOH/W, MeOEtOH/W and ED/W, solvation by
ROH–W can be neglected, i.e. �ROH–W/ROH → 0, and
Eqn. ((11)) is reduced to


ET � EROH
T 
 a��W�m


�1 � �W�m 
 �W�ROH��W�m �14�


����1	���������
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ABSTRACT: A series of 5-(aryl)thianthrenium bromides (6a–e) with aryl (Ar) groups phenyl (a), p-tolyl (b), p-anisyl
(c), p-chlorophenyl (d) and p-bromophenyl (e) was prepared by reaction of thianthrene 5-oxide with the appropriate
Grignard reagent ArMgBr. Reactions of 6a–e with aryl thiolates (Ar�SNa, Ar� = phenyl, p-tolyl and p-chlorophenyl,
7a–c) were carried out in MeCN at room temperature. Products from 6a–c were a small amount of arene [benzene
(8a) and toluene (8b)], and substantial amounts of ArSAr� (9), thianthrene (Th) and a trisulfide, namely a 2-(ArS)-2�-
(Ar�S)-diphenyl sulfide (10). Products from reactions of 6d,e were smaller amounts of 9 and 10 but substantial
amounts of 1,4-di(Ar�S)benzene (11) and a tetrasulfide (12a–c). The reactions that lead to products 9–12 are attributed
to ligand coupling (LC) pathways in sulfuranes formed by attack of Ar�S� at the sulfonium S atom of 6. In the
formation of 11 and 12 the halogen atom (Cl, Br) is first displaced from 6d,e by Ar�S�, giving a new thianthrenium ion
(14) from which sulfurane formation (15) follows. Products 10 and 12 result from opening of the thianthrenium ring
of sulfuranes 13 and 15 through LC. Products were assayed with a combination of GC and isolation with TLC, and
were identified with a combination of GC (authentic compounds), x-ray crystallography (10a), elemental analyses and
high-resolution mass spectrometry. The reactions of 6 are compared with earlier reactions of 5-(alkoxy)-and 5-
(alkyl)thianthrenium salts (1 and 2). Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc
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In earlier publications we reported on the reactions of
nucleophiles such as iodide and thiophenoxide ions with 5-
(alkoxy)- (1) and 5-(alkyl)thianthrenium ions (2). A clear
distinction was found, particularly in the reactions of
thiophenoxide ion. Reaction of this nucleophile with 1
occurred exclusively at the 5-thianthrenium sulfur atom.
The alkoxy group was displaced (to become an alkanol),
thianthrene (Th) was formed correspondingly, while
thiophenoxide was converted into diphenyl disulfide
(DPDS). A mechanism was proposed which invoked the
participation ofa sulfurane (3) and a 5-(thiophenoxy)thian-
threnium ion (4) (Scheme 1).1 In contrast, reactions of
thiophenoxide with 2 were deduced to follow a mixture of
SN2 and elimination (E2C2) pathways. The latter pathway
was especially pronounced with 5-(cyclohexyl)thianthre-
nium ions.3 It was deduced, furthermore, that if, in analogy
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with reactions of 1, sulfurane (5) formation occurred in the
reactions of 2, it was reversible and was not responsible for
product formation via ligand coupling (LC4,5) (Scheme 2).


We have now studied the reactions of 5-(aryl)thian-
threnium bromides (6a–e) with sodium arylthiolates (7a–
c) in acetonitrile (MeCN) at room temperature. The
reactions are divided into two series, the first in which the


5-(aryl) group is phenyl, p-tolyl and p-anisyl (6a–c) and
the second in which it is p-chlorophenyl and p-
bromophenyl (6d,e).


�0#.�,#


As far as we are aware, the 5-(aryl)thianthrenium
bromides 6 are not to be found in the literature. They
were prepared by reaction of the appropriate arylmagne-
sium bromide with thianthrene 5-oxide (ThO), according
to the method for preparing triarylsulfonium bromides
from diaryl sulfoxides.6 The identities of 6a–e, of
reactants 7a–c and of products 8a,b, 9a–1, 10a–1, 11a–
c and 12a–c are shown in Scheme 3. Products 8, 9 and 11
were assayed with gas chromatography (GC). Where
necessary, authentic products were prepared (9b–l, 11a);
others (11b,c) were identified by isolation and compari-
son with literature information. Products 10 and 12 were
isolated with column and preparative thin-layer chroma-
tography (TLC). They were identified with x-ray crystal-
lography (10a), and either elemental analysis (10f,h,i,l)
or high-resolution mass spectrometry (10b–e,g,j,k and
12a–c). The 1H NMR spectrum of each of the products 9–
12 was consistent with its structure.


��
����� �� 1
2� ���� 3
2�


The products of these reactions were Th, 8a,b, 9a–d,f,h,i


#����� (


,
��� �" '�
����� 
� ������
	� 
� 1
(� )�� 3
(��


Run


Reactants Products (%) Sum (%) of
(Th � 10)/66 7 8 9 Th 10


1 a a a, 2.5 a, 7.9 17 a, 79 96
2 a b a, 1.2 b, 5.7 6.5 b, 91 98
3 a c a, 2.2 d, 9.5 21 d, 75 96
4 b a b, 4.2 b, 7.6 14 b, 82 96
5 b b l, 99 99
6 b c b, 4.2 f, 4.8 17 f, 79 96
7 c a c, 2.3 3.6 c, 84 88
8 c b h, 1.6 1.6 h, 94 96
9 c c i, 1.6 5.4 i, 89 94


a In MeCN at room temperature.


,
��� (" '�
����� 
� ������
	� 
� 1��� )�� 3
(��


Run


Reactants Products (%) Sum (%) of
(Th � 10 � 12)/66 7 9 11 Th 10 12


10 d a d, 3.1 a, 43 47 d, 16 a, 33 96
11 d b f, 3.4 b, 33 37 f, 17 b, 41 98
12 d c c, 70 65 k, 6.7 c, 22 96
13 e a e, 2.2 a, 42 48 e, 17 a, 32 96
14 e b g, 2.6 b, 34 33 g, 18 b, 48 99
15 e c j, 1.1 c, 60 60 j, 11 c, 25 96


a In MeCN at room temperature.
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and 10a–d,f,h,i,l. Their yields are listed in Table 1. A
detailed example is given for reaction of 6a with 7a
(Experimental). The major product by far in all reactions
was a trisulfide (10), the certification of whose structure is
given with the Ortep diagram of 10a. Lesser amounts of a
diaryl sulfide (9) and of Th were obtained. In the reaction
of 6b with 7b the trisulfide (10l) was, in fact, the only
product found. The arenes 8a,b were obtained from 6a,b
in small amounts that varied, however, from one
experiment to another. Products 10 arise from the
opening of the thianthrenium ring by the thiolate
nucleophile. Therefore, the sum of the yields of 10 and
Th should equal the amount of reactant 6 that was used.
That this is the case can be seen in Table 1, where the sum
is expressed as a percentage of the amount of 6. In
principle, the sum of the yields of 8 and 9 should equal
the yield of Th, but this is not borne out well in Table 1.


��
����� �� 1��� ���� 3
2�


Yields of products of these reactions are listed in Table 2.
There are notable differences from the distribution of
products in Table 1. A diaryl sulfide (9d–g,j,k) and a
trisulfide (10d–g,j,k) were formed but not in as large
amounts as in reactions of 6a–c. Instead, the dominant
products were a 1,4-di(arylthio)benzene (11a–c), in
which the arylthio groups have been supplied by the
nucleophile, and a tetrasulfide (12a–c), which again
contains two arylthio groups from the nucleophile.
Products 8 (X = Cl, Br) were not found. In these
reactions, the sum of the yields of 9 and 11 should equal
the yield of Th, and this is borne out reasonably well in all


runs. Also, the sum of the yields of Th, 10 and 12 should
equal the amount of 6 that was used. This is also borne
out and is expressed as a pecentage of 6 in Table 2.


�$#/.##$-+


Few reactions of thiolate ions with sulfonium salts are to
be found in the literature. Oae and Khim reported
reactions of aryl thiolates with triarylsulfonium ions in
boiling ethanol.7 Displacement of an aryl group with the
formation of diaryl sulfides occurred in high yield [Eqn.
(1)] and was attributed to ipso-attack on the displaced
aryl group. An alternative route to products is addition of
thiolate to sulfonium sulfur, forming a sulfurane, which
would collapse by LC4,5 to the observed products. This
route was ruled out because reaction at sulfonium sulfur
was expected also to cause ejection of an aryl group by
ligand exchange, with formation of an arene, either
benzene or toluene, and none of these arenes was found.


More closely related to our work is that of Mori et al.
on reactions of thiophenoxide ion with 5-(aryl)diben-
zothiophenium ions in boiling methanol.8 In these
reactions a diaryl sulfide (ArSPh) was formed and ring
opening also occurred (Scheme 4). On the basis of the
effect of the methoxy group’s position on the relative
yields of diaryl sulfide and ring opening among the three
(anisyl)dibenzothiophenium ions, Mori et al. concluded
that the products were formed by ipso-attack reactions.
Oae, on the other hand, later quoted these reactions as
typical examples how products could be formed by LC
within a sulfurane.4,5


These examples are illustrative of the dilemma
common to reactions involving sulfonium compounds
with nucleophiles, that is, in distinguishing between
direct reactions (such as SN2 and ipso-attack) and LC


#����� 5


#����� �
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within sulfurane intermediates.9–11 In our earlier work we
argued against LC and for SN2/E2C reactions with 2,3 but
for reaction at sulfonium sulfur with 1.1 In the reactions
of 6a–c with 7a–c, the products 9 and 10 could arise from
ipso-pathways as shown in Scheme 5 (paths a and b).
These products could also arise from thiophilic addition
to sulfonium sulfur and LC within the sulfurane (13),
Scheme 6 (paths c and d). Thiophilic addition would also
account for the formation of products 8a,b (path e);
products that, being diagnostic of sulfurane formation,
were sought but not found by Oae and Khim.7 At first
sight, it seems improbable that an arylthiolate (whose
conjugate acid has pKa in the range 6–8) could displace,
for example, phenyl anion (with pKa analogously 4312)


by ligand exchange. An alternative source of benzene and
toluene was thought to be possibly the decomposition of
unreacted 6a,b in the GC inlet. However, although 6a,b
did decompose when their solutions were injected into
the GC column, neither benzene nor toluene was found.
Consequently, exchange of ligands appears to have
occurred, albeit in small amounts. That exchange (path
e) would lead subsequently to the formation of a diaryl
disulfide, a product that was obtained and was assayed in
a few runs. However, the diaryl disulfide is also formed
by inadvertent oxidation of the thiolate nucleophile, and
the two routes cannot be distinguished. This possible
product of reaction, therefore, does not play a further role
in our discussion.


In the reactions of 6d,e, although 9 and 10 are formed,
the dominant products are 11 and 12. We thought,
initially, that these may have been formed by aromatic
nucleophilic substitution after 9 and 10 had been formed
[Eqns (2) and (3)]. We tested this possibility with
reaction between 9f and 7b [Eqn. (4)], under the
conditions typical of reactions of 6 (room temperature,


#����� 1


#����� 3
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24 h, MeCN). Had reaction occurred, 11b would have
been formed, but none was detected with GC. In support
of this finding of unreactivity, we note that the
nucleophilic aromatic substitution reactions that we did
have to achieve in order to prepare authentic products
9b–l had to be carried out at high temperature in ethylene
glycol solution (Experimental). Our conclusion is that the
aromatic substitution needed in the formation of 11 and
12 must occur in 6d,e themselves. That reaction is
promoted by the sulfonium group, as shown in abbre-
viated form in Eqn. (5), much in the way that nitro groups
facilitate substitution in halobenzenes.13 We summarize
our interpretation of the reactions of 6d,e in Scheme 7,
wherein we propose that aromatic nucleophilic substitu-
tion (14) and LC reactions within sulfuranes (13 and 15)
account for all products.


Our present and recent work1,3 with reactions between
5-(substituted)thianthrenium salts and thiolates brings


out notable differences. 5-(Alkoxy) groups in 1 are
displaced entirely, 5-(alkyl) groups in 2 undergo SN2/
E2C reactions, while 5-(aryl) groups in 6 lead mainly to
diaryl sulfides and ring opening. Ring opening was not
observed at all in reactions of 1 and 2, and appears, in
reactions with thiolates, to be limited to 5-(aryl)thian-
threnium ions. These differences reflect the relative ease
of displacing an alkoxy group, as compared with alkyl
and aryl anions, through ligand exchange. Although
resistant to ligand exchange, the alkyl groups of 2 are
subject to easy SN2 and E2C reactions. In contrast, aryl
groups, unactivated toward substitution and ligand
exchange, appear to direct reactions into LC paths.


0670�$80+,9�


The solvent MeCN was dried as described earlier.1 Aryl
thiols used in preparing 7a–c and aryl halides used in
preparing Grignard reagents for 6a–e and in preparing
diaryl sulfides 9b–l were from commercial sources; 9a is
commonly available. GC was carried out with columns A
and B described earlier.1 Silica gel of 60–200 mesh was
used for column chromatography. The plates used in
preparative TLC were commercial pre-coated silica gel
60 F254, 20 � 20 cm. Mass spectrometric data were
provided by Dr Terry Marriott, Rice University. Ele-
mental analyses were performed by Desert Analytics
(Tucson, AZ, USA).


��������	
��	
����� �������� �1
���� These were
prepared by reaction of ThO with an arylmagnesium
bromide. An example is given with 6a. Phenylmagne-
sium bromide was prepared from 4.12 g (26.2 mmol) of
bromobenzene and 600 mg (24.7 mmol) of Mg in 30 ml
of diethyl ether. To the solution was added 30 ml of
benzene and the ether was distilled off. A solution of
1.15 g (4.96 mmol) of ThO in 15 ml of benzene was
added and the mixture was boiled under reflux in N2 for
18 h. To the cooled solution was added 2 ml of 48% HBr
in 2 ml of water. The benzene layer was washed with
2 � 20 ml of 5% HBr solution. All aqueous portions
combined were extracted with 3 � 60 ml of CHCl3. The
combined benzene and CHCl3 solution was evaporated to
give 1.38 g (3.70 mmol, 74.7% based on ThO) of 6a, m.p.
264–265°C. This was purified by precipitation from
solution in CHCl3–acetone (1:5) with diethyl ether, m.p.
269–270.5°C.


Anal. Calcd for C18H13S2Br (6a): C, 57.9; H, 3.51; S,
17.2; Br, 21.4. Found: C, 57.9; H, 3.41; S, 16.9; Br,
21.7%.


Preparation of 5-(p-tolyl)thianthrenium bromide (6b)
from p-tolylmagnesium bromide gave 49%, m.p. 248–
249°C.


Anal. Calcd for C19H15S2Br (6b): C, 58.9; H, 3.90; S,
16.6; Br, 20.6. Found: C, 58.7; H, 3.83; S, 16.4; Br,
20.6%.
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5-(p-Anisyl)thianthrenium bromide (6c), 69%, had
m.p. 225–226.5°C. 5-(p-Chlorophenyl)thianthrenium
bromide (6d), 48%, had m.p. 258–259°C. 5-(p-Bromo-
phenyl)thianthrenium bromide (6e), 63%, had m.p. 268–
269.5°C. When first isolated, 6c–e were yellow solids.
Reprecipitation gave slightly yellow or white products.


Anal. Calcd for C18H12S2Br2 (6e): C, 47.8; H, 2.67; S,
14.2; Br, 35.3. Found: C, 47.9; H, 2.67; S, 13.8; Br,
35.1%.


������ ����	
����	�� �3
���� An example is given with
7b. Sodium (820 mg, 35.7 mmol) and 40 ml of dry
diethyl ether were placed in a three-necked flask
equipped with a dropping funnel, reflux condenser and
stirrer bar. A solution of an excess of p-thiocresol (6.5 g,
54 mmol) in 40 ml of diethyl ether was added with
stirring and heating to reflux until all of the sodium had
disappeared. The white solid was filtered, washed several
times with hexane and dried under vacuum to give 5.1 g
(34.9 mmol, 97%) of 7b.


������ ������� �:
��� �� ������������	
���������
���
���� These compounds were prepared by heating
the appropriate halobenzene with an aryl thiolate at a
temperature in the range of 150–200°C in ethylene glycol
solution containing a small amount of the catalyst 1,2-
ethylbis(diphenylphosphino)nickel(II) bromide for 15–
24 h. 1H NMR spectra (� ppm, J in Hz) were obtained in
CDCl3 at 200 MHz. An example is given with 9f.


In a Pyrex pressure tube were placed 200 mg
(1.04 mmol) of p-bromochlorobenzene, 150 mg
(1.03 mmol) of 7b, 10 mg of catalyst and 3 ml of
ethylene glycol. The sealed tube was heated at 175°C
in a silicone oil bath for 15 h. To the cooled solution was
added 50 ml of water. The mixture was extracted with
3 � 30 ml of CH2Cl2. The combined CH2Cl2 solution
was dried (MgSO4) and concentrated under vacuum. The
residue was placed on a 12 in column of silica gel and
eluted with light petroleum (b.p. 35–60°C) to give
140 mg (0.597 mmol, 58%) of 9f, m.p. 67–69°C. This
was chromatographed again twice, m.p. 71.5–73°C.
Lit.14 m.p. 73°C.


Analogous reactions gave 9b (from p-bromotoluene
and 7a, 200°C, 24 h), 51%, as an oil with a single GC
peak. 1H NMR: 7.322–7.114, m, 9H; 2.342, s, 3H. Lit.15


b.p. 145–147°C (2 mmHg).
9c (from p-iodoanisole and 7a, 160°C, 22 h), 66%, b.p.


222–225°C (75 mmHg), m.p. 30–30.5°C. Lit.16 b.p.
138–140°C (2 mmHg). 1H NMR: 7.417, d, 2H, 8.70; 7.3–
7.1, m, 5H; 6.897, d, 2H, 8.81; 3.820, s, 3H.


9d (from p-bromochlorobenzene and 7a, 200°C, 24 h),
47%, as an oil with single GC peak. Lit.17 b.p. 120°C
(2mmHg). 1H NMR: 7.361–7.229, m, 5H; 7.216, m, 4H.


9e (from p-dibromobenzene and 7a, 180°C, 17 h),
41%, as an oil. Lit.15 b.p. 153–155°C (3 mmHg). 1H
NMR: 7.395, d, 2H, 8.63; 7.361–7.253, m, 5H; 7.159, d,
2H, 8.54.


9g (from p-dibromobenzene and 7b, 170°C, 16 h),
37%, m.p. 83–84°C. Lit.18 m.p. 82.5°C. 1H NMR: 7.365,
d, 2H, 8.41; 7.303, d, 2H, 8.08; 7.153, d, 2H, 8.29; 7.091,
d, 2H, 8.25; 2.354, s, 3H.


9h (from p-iodoanisole and 7b, 140°C, 20 h), 89%,
m.p. 45–46°C. Lit.19 m.p. 43–45°C. 1H NMR: 7.361, d,
2H, 8.84; 7.133, d, 2H, 8.48; 7.059, d, 2H, 8.32; 6.866, d,
2H, 8.84; 3.806, s, 3H; 2.299, s, 3H.


9i (from p-iodoanisole and 7c, 150°C, 2 d), 87%, m.p.
60.5–61.5°C. Lit.20 m.p. 60–61°C. 1H NMR: 7.405, d,
2H, 8.95; 7.194, d, 2H, 8.52; 7.068, d, 2H, 8.87; 6.904, d,
2H, 8.87; 3.828, s, 3H.


9j (from p-bromoiodobenzene and 7c, 175°C, 22 h),
56%, m.p. 102–103°C. Lit.21 m.p. 106–107°C.


9k (from p-bromochlorobenzene and 7c, 170°C, 24 h),
61%, m.p. 94.5–95.5°C. Lit.22 m.p. 93–94°C.


9l was prepared and reported earlier, m.p. 58–
58.5°C.23


11a was isolated in the preparation of 9e, 43%, m.p.
81–82°C. Lit.14 m.p. 80°C.


11b was isolated in the preparation of 9g, 17%, m.p.
101–101.5°C. Lit.14 m.p. 95°C.


11c was not prepared directly, but was isolated from
the reaction of 6e with 7c and had m.p. 139.5–140.5°C.
Lit.24 m.p. 140–141°C.


����	��� � ��������	
��	
����� �������� �1
���
!�	
 ������ 	
����	�� �3
���� Reactions in general were
carried out in MeCN containing a GC standard or
standards and at room temperature. That is, biphenyl was
used as a standard in all reactions, but was accompanied
by 2-butanone when product benzene or toluene was to
be assayed on column B. At the beginning of all reactions
the solution became orange or reddish–orange in color
and the color faded to pale yellow within about 2 h. An
attempt to characterize the orange color spectroscopically
was made with the reaction of 6a with 7b but was not
informative; a broad shoulder in the region of 380–
425 nm was obtained which disappeared within 60 min.
The assay of products depended on whether a trisulfide
(10) was formed (from 6a–c) or both 10 and a tetrasulfide
(12) were formed (from 6d,e). In all reactions, the
products 8, 9, 11 and Th were assayed with GC. Also
assayed with GC were the diaryl disulfides YC6H4SS-
C6H4Y, but those assays are not tabulated because we
could not distinguish between disulfide formed as a
reaction product and by inadvertent oxidation of 7.
Products 10 were assayed by weight after column
chromatography in reactions of 6a–c and by a combina-
tion of column chromatography and TLC in reactions of
6d,e. Products 12 were assayed after column chroma-
tography and TLC in these reactions, too. Examples of
each type procedure are given.


����	�� � ���"
����	
��	
����� ������� �1
�
!�	
 ������ 	
��"
��#��� �3
�� A solution of
52.6 mg (0.729 mmol) of 2-butanone and 82.9 mg
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(0.537 mmol) of biphenyl in 20 ml of MeCN was placed
in a flask containing a stirrer bar. To this were added
294 mg (0.788 mmol) of 6a and 273 mg (2.07 mmol) of
7a. The flask was capped with a rubber septum. When the
reactants were mixed, the solution became orange in
color, which faded to yellow in 1.5 h. The mixture was
stirred for 2 d. Three GC assays were made on columns A
and B, to give 0.0195 � 0.0003 mmol (2.5%) of benzene
(8a), 0.0626 � 0.0008 mmol (7.9%) of diphenyl sulfide
(9a), 0.1306 � 0.004 mmol (16.6%) of Th and
0.127 � 0.001 mmol of diphenyl disulfide (DPDS).
Following the GC assays, the mixture was poured into
100 ml of water. The aqueous mixture was extracted with
3 � 30 ml of diethyl ether and the dried (MgSO4) ether
solution was concentrated in a rotary evaporator. The
residue was transferred to a column of silica gel. Elutions
with light petroleum, which were monitored with TLC,
removed the earlier components of the mixture (9a, Th,
DPDS). Elution with petroleum ether/ether (40:1 by
volume) then removed 250 mg (0.621 mmol, 79%) of
10a, m.p. 90–91°C. A single crystal was grown
successfully for X-ray crystallography (Figure 1).


����	�� � ���"��
����"
����	
��	
����� �������
�1�� !�	
 ������ 	
��"
��#��� �3
�� The reactants
were 305 mg (0.748 mmol) of 6d and 396 mg
(3.00 mmol) of 7a. The GC standard was biphenyl
(95.8 mg, 0.622 mmol). After stirring overnight the
orange color had become yellow. GC assays gave
0.0233 � 0.0005 mmol (3.1%) of 9d, 0.350 mmol �
0.0034 mmol (47%) of Th and 0.0323 � 0.0038 mmol
(43%) of 11a. The residue from pouring into water and
extracting with ether was chromatographed with petro-
leum ether to remove biphenyl, Th, 9d and DPDS. Then,
elution with petroleum ether/ether (40:1) gave 31.4 mg of
10d, 91.2 mg of 12a and a mixture of 10d, 11a and 12a.
This mixture was streaked on TLC plates and developed


with petroleum ether/ether (40:1). Separated bands were
scraped from the plates and extracted with acetone in a
filter funnel. Work up gave 20.7 mg of 10d and 36.3 mg
of 12a. Thus, the total of 10d, obtained as an oil, was
52.1 mg (0.119 mmol, 15.9%) and of 12a, obtained as an
oil, was 127.5 mg (0.246 mmol, 32.9%). Crystallization
of 10d, obtained in reaction of 6a with 7c, from isopropyl
alcohol gave m.p. 69–70°C.


$��	����	�� � 	��������� ��;
��� �� 	�	���������
��(
���� Each of 10a–l had a 1H NMR spectrum
consistent with its structure. Trisulfides were crystalline
solids except 10e,g,j,k, which were oils. A single crystal
of 10a was grown and an Ortep diagram was obtained.
We were unsuccessful in attempts to do the same with
other solid trisulfides. Elemental analyses were obtained
of 10f,h,i,l. The remaining trisulfides were characterized
with high-resolution mass spectrometry masses. The
tetrasulfides had acceptable 1H NMR spectra. Each was
characterized with its high-resolution mass spectrum
mass.


%����	�� �������� 10f, calcd for C25H19S3Cl: C, 66.6;
H, 4.25: S, 21.3; Cl, 7.86. Found: C, 66.4; H, 4.11; S,
21.2; Cl, 7.60%.


10h, calcd for C26H22S3O: C, 69.9; H, 4.96; S, 21.5.
Found: C, 70.1; H, 5.02; S, 21.3%.


10i, calcd for C25H19S3ClO: C, 64.3; H, 4.10; S, 20.6;
Cl, 7.59. Found: C, 64.3, H, 4.06; S, 20.4; Cl, 7.42%.


10l, calcd for C26H22S3: C, 72.5; H, 5.15; S, 22.3.
Found: C, 72.3; H, 5.14; S, 22.4%.


&��� �"��	����	��' ��������� ������� The error in
ppm is given in parentheses.


10b, calcd for C25H20S3: 416.072719. Found: 416.
071504 (2.99).


<���	� �" *���� ���+��� 
� #� #�,���-��	�.��
/����	�. ��.0�� -�;
/
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10c, calcd for C26H20S3O: 432.067633. Found:
432.067237 (0.92).


10d, calcd for C24H17S3Cl: 436.018097. Found:
436.017406 (1.7).


10e, calcd for C24H17S3Br: 479.967592. Found:
479.967775 (0.38).


10g, calcd for C25H19S3Br: 495.981313. Found:
495.981357 (0.89).


10j, calcd for C24H16S3BrCl: 513.928620. Found:
513.928112 (0.99).


10k, calcd for C24H16S3Cl2: 469.979125. Found:
469.980243 (2.2).


12a, calcd for C30H22S4: 510.060442. Found:
510.060196 (0.48).


12b, calcd for C32H26S4: 538.091742. Found:
538.091241 (0.93).


12c, calcd for C30H20S4Cl2: 577.982498. Found:
577.983218 (1.2).


(���� ����	����)��"
�� ��	�� A suitable crystal was
encapsulated in a capillary tube and mounted on the tip
of a glass-fibre with epoxy cement. Data were collected
with a Bruker AXS automated CCD diffractometer using
the Bruker AXS package and using Mo K� radiation
(� = 0.71069 Å). The structure was solved by direct
methods. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with
anisotropic displacement parameters, and hydrogen
atoms were calculated in ideal positions (riding model).
Refinement of F2 was performed using all reflections.
The weighted R-factor wR and goodness of fit S are based
on F2, conventional R-factors R are based on F, with F
set to zero for negative F2. R-factors based on F2 are
statistically about twice as large as those based on F, and
R-factors based on all data will be even larger. All
software used is contained in the SHELXTL 5.10
program library.25


#���������
	� �
��	�
�


Five tables giving crystal data and structural refinements,
atomic coordinates and equivalent isotropic displacement
parameters, bond lengths and angles, anisotropic dis-
placement parameters, and hydrogen coordinates and
equivalent isotropic displacement parameters for
C24H18S3 are available at the epoc website at http://


www.wiley.com/epoc. The crystal structure has been
deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
under the deposition number CCDC 172558.
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ABSTRACT: The self-consistent charge and configuration method for subsystems (SCCCMS) is applied to discuss
the mechanism of hydrogen abstraction from methane and hydrofluoromethanes by hydroxyl radicals. All
calculations are done at the B3LYP level of theory with the 6–311G(d,p) basis set. The results of energy partitioning,
performed for transition-state structures and two additional points on the minimum energy paths, demonstrate that the
perturbation in the external potential (due to nuclei), namely classical/non-classical electrostatic and polarization
energies, is the most important. The formation of a pre-reaction molecular adduct is controlled by electrostatic
interactions due to their long-range character. The charge-transfer energy is unimportant for the hydrogen abstraction
reactions. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: chemical reactivity; energy partitioning schemes; hydrogen abstraction reaction; hydrofluorocarbons


������ !����


Halons (bromofluorocarbons) and Freons (chlorofluoro-
carbons) were used as refrigerants, foam blowing sub-
stances and aerosol spray propellants. Unfortunately, these
compounds have a strong impact on ozone depletion in the
stratosphere.1,2 The free radicals, namely, chlorine and
bromine atoms with relatively long lifetimes, produced
during the photolysis, catalyze the destruction of strato-
spheric ozone. Such very undesirable behavior caused both
groups of substances to be withdrawn from commercial use.


Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) were designed as possible
replacements of fully halogenated species. These ‘en-
vironmentally friendly’ compounds (HFCs are man-
made ‘greenhouse’ gases and have an impact on the
radiative balance of the Earth) are removed from the
troposphere. The first step in the degradation of HFCs is
hydrogen abstraction by .OH radical. This paper reports
theoretical investigations of the mechanism of hydrogen
abstraction from methane and its fluoro derivatives by
.OH radical:


CH4�nFn � �OH � �CH3�nFn � H2O �1�


where n = 0, 1, 2 or 3. Methane, the fluorine-free parent


molecule, is a natural greenhouse gas, so all the reactants
in Eqn. (1) are of great importance in atmospheric
chemistry. For these reasons, it is not surprising that
many experimental3–6 and theoretical7–15 studies have
been carried out. The previous theoretical studies have
indicated that large basis sets and high levels of treatment
of electron correlation are required for an adequate
description of the kinetics and energetics for
CH4/.OH12–23 and the remaining systems.12–15


The main goal of the present analysis is to explain the
mechanism of reaction (1). The previous investigations
concentrated on the temperature dependence of rate
constants and on activation energies. Hence the molecu-
lar electronic mechanism of the hydrogen abstraction was
not exactly addressed. Here, we will try to solve this
problem by means of an energy partitioning technique.
The system interaction energy will be decomposed into
electrostatic, exchange, charge-transfer, polarization and
deformation contributions for previously located transi-
tion-state structures14 and two additional points on the
minimum energy paths.


!��" �#����#$ �%�&���$�'(


The interaction energy is decomposed using the self-
consistent charge and configuration method for subsys-
tems (SCCCMS).24,25 This scheme follows hypothetical
stages of charge reorganization during the course of
reaction. On going from isolated (non-interacting)
species (i) to reactants in a molecular complex (iv), one
has to distinguish additionally rigid (ii) and polarized (iii)
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reactants. Both intermediate steps, and also the final one
(iv), describe interacting subsystems. In step ii, electron
densities are exactly the same as in step i, so the
calculations are performed for frozen (rigid) interacting
species. In step iii, electron densities of reactants are
allowed to relax and the only constraint is that
subsystems are closed to each other. In other words,
charge transfer between subsystems is forbidden. Finally,
in step iv, there are no constraints (open reactants in
molecular complex). Steps i and iv correspond to
quantum-mechanical calculations for reactants and
supermolecule, respectively. The intermediate steps ii
and iii are modeled by SCCCMS calculations.


In the SCCCMS scheme, the presence of the reaction
partner is approximated by its charge distribution.
Calculations for reactant A (an acid) are performed with
background charges of B (a base), qB � �qB


1 � qB
2 � � � ��.


Similarly, calculations for B are performed with back-
ground charges of A, qA � �qA


1 � qA
2 � � � ��.This procedure


is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). Independent
calculations are carried out for both reactants. The
modified electron densities (�A, �B) and charge distribu-
tions (qA, qB) are the input data for the next iteration. The
final iteration corresponds to mutually polarized reac-
tants. The initial conditions are chosen in such a way that
steps i and ii are naturally included in the computational
scheme. Except for the first iteration, where qA = 0A and


qB = 0B, the energy of the whole system is not an additive
quantity: Eiii ≠EA � EB. The additional component VAB


should be introduced in order to eliminate electrostatic
interactions that are doubly counted.


A single SCCCMS run is required to obtain electro-
static (ES) and polarization (P) energies:


EES � Eii � Ei �2�
EP � Eiii � Eii �3�


The difference Eiv � Eiii combines exchange-repulsion
(EX) and charge-transfer (CT) energies. Further parti-
tioning can be done after constructing an energy surface
in the population space Eiii = Eiii(qA,qB), where qA ��


�	A qA
� and qB � �


�	B qB
� are the overall charges of A


and B, respectively. The cut Eiii = Eiii(NCT) along the
isoelectronic line dqA = �dqB = dqCT = �NCT (preser-
ving number of electrons in the whole system) is shown
in Fig. 1(b). The energies Ei, Eii and Eiii obtained for the
reference system (NCT = 0, e.g. neutral reactants) are
plotted as open circles. By definition, Eiii � Eii is less
than zero. There is no restriction for the location of Ei, so
the difference Eii � Ei can be either positive or negative.
The energy lowering Emin � Eiii defines the CT energy.
Now, the EX energy is obtained from the balance
equation:


EEX � Eiv � Eiii � ECT �4�
Note that the minimum on the energy curve of Fig. 1(b)
does not correspond to the energy of the supermolecule
since SCCCMS works within the polarization approx-
imation. At the Hartree–Fock (HF) level of theory, EEX is
dominated by exchange-repulsion interactions, although
it also includes part of the electrostatic energy (higher
order terms from the multipole expansion) due to the
approximate character of SCCCMS calculations. At the
post-HF and density functional level of theory, it also
includes inter-reactant correlation energy (dispersion
energy). In steps i–i�, reactant geometries are fixed and
are the same as in the combined system. This guarantees
that the external potential (due to nuclei) is constant.
Since the geometries of reactants in the supermolecule
are different from those of reactants in the minimum
energy structure, one has to define the geometry
deformation (DEF) contribution to the interaction
energy:


EDEF � E0
i � Ei �5�


The superscript 0 denotes that every reactant has the most
stable configuration. Of course, all the above terms sum
to the global (g) interaction energy, EES � EEX � ECT �
EP � EDEF = EINT � EDEF 
 Eg. For more detail, see Refs
24 and 25.


All calculations, including SCCCMS calculations,
were carried out using the Gaussian 98 suite of


)����� *+ (�) *����� ����	������� ��� *���+* ����!��� ��!
(,) -���������� ��� �� ��� ������ 	������ �� ��� ��������
	��� .��� / .���(-0�-1) ����� ��� �	����������� ����2 !-0 /
�!-1 / -�� / �3��� .������	 .�� .�� ��! .��� �����	��! ��
��� 	�	��� �� ������� ��! �������!���� 	����	 �� ��� ������
��������4������ ��� ������ ������ �� ������ ����	�����!
���� 1 �� 0 �	 !�����! 3��
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programs.26 The B3LYP hybrid functional,27 i.e. the
combination of the Becke’s 1988 exchange functional28


with HF exchange and the correlation functional of Lee,
Yang and Parr,29,30 was used in the Kohn–Sham scheme.
The 6–311G(d,p) basis set31,32 was employed. Energy
decomposition was performed for transition-state geo-
metries and two additional points on the minimum energy
path, i.e. r = 1.9 and 2.3 Å; as the reaction coordinate (r)
we used the distance between the hydrogen atom from the
CH4�nFn molecule and the oxygen atom from the radical:


FnH3�nCH � � �����r


OH. The electrostatically derived
charges were employed in the SCCCMS scheme. The
energy surface in the population space (the cubic
function) was constructed from 16 points (the global
subsystem charge was changed from �1 to �2).


�%, $�, #�� ��,! ,,���


The components of interaction energy obtained at the
B3LYP level of theory are collected in Table 1 and
shown in Fig. 2. A negative (positive) sign indicates a
stabilizing (destabilizing) contribution. By definition, CT
and P energies should stabilize the system, whereas DEF
energy should destabilize the system. This is indeed
reflected by the numerical values given in the table. The
EX component at the HF level of theory is usually
destabilizing for two closed-shell molecules. Here, one of
the subsystems is a radical (open-shell system). More-
over, at the DFT level of theory this energy term also
includes dispersion energy. The repulsive character of
EX energy is stressed at shorter separations. The ES
energy can be either positive or negative.


The chemical process can be seen as a perturbation
either in the number of electrons dN = dNA � dNB or in
the external potential due to nuclei d���r� � d�A��r��
d�B��r�. Note that the variables NA and �A��r� [NB and


�B��r�]uniquely define the hamiltonian of reactant A (B).
Changes in the system energy can be approximated by
Taylor expansion:


dE � �E
�N


� �
dN �


�
�E


����r�
� �


d���r�d�r


� 1
2


�2E
�N2


� �
�dN�2 � 1


2


�
�2E


����r�����r��
� �


d���r�d���r��d�rd�r�


�
�


�


����r�
�E
�N


� �
d���r�d�rdN � � � � �6�


The relevant expression in the reactant resolution can be
obtained after introducing chain rule transformations
�/�N =


�
X (�/�NX)(�NX/�N) and �/��(�r) =


�
X


	
d�r [�/


��X(�r �)][��X(�r �)/��(�r)], where X = A and B, into Eqn.
(6).33 In such a perturbative description, ES and EX are
the first-order classical and non-classical contributions in
d�, P is the second-order contribution in d� and CT
contains first- and second-order contributions in dN, as
well as the mixed dNd� second-order contribution. In the
SCCCMS procedure calculations for A and B are carried
out separately, so d�A��r� and d�B��r� are approximated by
the effective electrostatic potentials of the reaction
partners. The perturbations dNA = �dqA and dNB = �dqB


are modeled by different oxidation/reduction states of
reactants.


All energy components should disappear with increas-
ing r. Figure 2 illustrates such behavior; however, the CT
energy is slightly higher for r = 2.3 Å than for r = 1.9 Å. It
seems that the CT energy reaches an unphysical
asymptotic value owing to a too-small subsystems
coupling.33 Note that this term is almost equal to zero
for r = 1.9 Å, hence the additional stabilization should be
put in EX energy since it is computed by the balance
equation. The sharpest decrease is seen for DEF energy.
This is the only contribution to Eg that can be separated
into reactant contributions. In the case of CH4�nFn/.OH


����� *+ ������	����� �� ��� ����������� ������ ��� �678�96� �6"�8�96� �6:�:8�96� ��! �6�"8�96 	�	���	 �� ��� 1";<'8%=
">>(!�) ����� �� �������


System r EDEF EES EP ECT EEX EINT


CH4/.OH 1.29 6.4 �2.5 �1.9 �1.6 2.2 2.6
1.90 0.1 �1.0 �0.4 �0.0 0.6 �0.7
2.30 0.0 �0.3 �0.0 �0.4 �0.2 �1.0


CH3F/.OH 1.36 3.6 �4.0 �1.8 �1.7 2.9 �0.9
1.90 0.1 �3.3 �0.0 �0.0 �0.3 �3.4
2.30 0.3 �3.9 �0.6 �0.1 �1.1 �5.4


CH2F2/.OH 1.37 3.0 �5.1 �1.5 �0.8 3.1 �1.3
1.90 0.1 �3.1 �1.1 �0.2 1.5 �2.8
2.30 0.0 �1.9 �0.2 �0.3 0.2 �2.2


CHF3/.OH 1.27 6.4 �5.8 �3.1 �1.2 5.4 1.6
1.90 0.1 �3.2 �1.1 �0.0 2.2 �2.1
2.30 0.1 �1.3 �0.0 �0.1 �0.4 �1.7


a All energies are in kcal mol�1, (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ) and the reaction coordinate r is in Å. The first row for each molecular system entry corresponds to the
transition-state geometry.
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systems, almost 100% of the deformation comes from
methane or hydrofluoromethane (stretching of C—H
bond). Thus, the shorter is r, the greater is EDEF.


The global interaction energies for all systems and
inter-reactant separations are listed in the last column of
Table 1. The negative values of Eg for CH3F/.OH and
CH2F2/.OH in transition-state structures are indicators of
stable pre-reaction molecular adducts. For the remaining
two systems, CH4/.OH and CHF3/.OH, such complexes
also exist (negative values of Eg for other points on the
minimum energy path). The presence of such van der
Waals-type complexes can be attributed to electrostatic
stabilization. The most important interatomic interaction
is between the hydrogen atom from CH4�nFn (positive
partial charge) and the oxygen from .OH (negative
charge). In fluorinated systems, there is additional
stabilization due to F���H interaction (negative partial
charge on fluorine atom and positive on H atom).


The structures of pre-reaction adducts have been
recently located by El-Taher at the UHF 6-31G* level
of theory.34 Hydroxyl radical combines with fluoro-
methanes through a hydrogen bonding either from the H
atom of .OH to a fluorine atom of FnCH4�n


(.OH���FnCH4�n) or from the O atom of .OH to a
hydrogen atom of H4�nFnC (HO.���H4�nFnC). The former
adducts are lower in energy than the latter. For CH4/.OH
only one adduct appears. The energy surface for


hydrogen abstraction reaction is very flat. Hence it is
especially difficult to locate HO.���HCH3�nFn adducts.
We have done this in an approximate way by freezing the
geometries of reactants. The inter-reactant separations
obtained are 2.21 Å (CH4/.OH), 2.04 Å (CH3F/.OH),
2.43 Å (CH2F2/.OH) and 2.27 Å (CHF3/.OH).


The most important stabilizing contribution to Eg is the
ES component. Figure 2 underlines the long-range
character of electrostatic energy (very slow decrease to
an asymptotic value). In the case of fluorinated systems,
the g and ES curves are very close to each other for long
and intermediate separations (r = 2.3 and 1.9 Å). Hence
the formation of the pre-reaction molecular adduct is an
ES-controlled process. In the case of CH4/.OH, the
formation of the molecular adduct can also be connected
with electrostatic interactions since the EX energy, due to
the approximate character of the SCCCMS scheme,
contains higher order terms from distributed multiple
expansion. At shorter distances, this picture changes,
owing to larger DEF and EX energies.


The CT and P components are connected with the
charge reorganization. Table 1 and Fig. 2 indicate that the
energy lowering due to P is larger than that due to CT,
except at r = 2.3 Å, where the differences are negligible.
This picture of interaction is very close to that observed
in other hydrogen-bonded systems.25,35 For a large inter-
reactant separation (r = 2.3 Å) both contributions are
unimportant. For intermediate separation (r = 1.9 Å),
except for CH3F/.OH, the P energy is one order of
magnitude higher than the CT energy. For transition-state
geometries, the differences are less pronounced but still
the P energy is more stabilizing than the CT energy.
Hence charge reorganization due to P is greater than that
due to CT.


Stabilizing contributions to EINT increase in the order
�ECT� � �EP� � �EES� for all systems and inter-reactant
separations. Such behavior clearly indicates that the
hydrogen abstraction is a d� process. The CT energy is
more cosmetic. It is also reflected in the amount of charge
transferred between interacting subsystems; electrons
flow from the organic molecule to the hydroxyl radical
and N


CT is not greater than 0.1.
For all systems, investigated the transition states are


more reactant like.13,14 In addition, the transition states
for CH3F/.OH and CH2F2/.OH are significantly earlier
than those for CH4/.OH and CHF3/.OH. This indicates
that the fluorine substituent effect cannot be interpreted
as a simple rule. However, for transition-state structures
one can observe that the more fluorine atoms there are in
the system, the greater is ES stabilization. Except for EX
energy, no other components show such behavior. Thus
only the first-order term in d� shows an ‘additive’
substituent effect on going from the CH4/.OH to the
CHF3/.OH system.


Table 2 gives the reaction energies (�E) and barrier
heights (�E‡) for the hydrogen abstraction reactions. All
the reactions are exothermic, in agreement with experi-


)����� -+ ����!���� �� ���,�� ����������� ������ ��! ��	
��������	 �� ��� ������ 	�������� ,��&��� ��!��?��
��!���� ��! (�) �������� (,) @������������ (�) !�@����$
������� ��! (!) ���@������������ ;���	 ���������� ����	
��� ��� �������
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mental data. The barrier height �E‡ = ETS � Eadduct (ETS


and Eadduct are the energies of transition state and pre-
reaction adduct) decreases smoothly on going from the
CH4/.OH to the CH2F2/.OH system and then increases
sharply and reaches the highest value for the CHF3/.OH
system. Exactly the same behavior is seen in experimen-
tally derived activation energies.3,4 Thus, the fluorine
substitution effect is correctly, qualitatively reproduced
at the B3LYP/6–311G(d,p) level of theory. This suggests
that the computational method, in addition to the basis
set, were adequate for describing the electronic mechan-
ism of the hydrogen abstraction from methane and
hydrofluoromethanes by hydroxyl radical.


!��!$ ,���,


We have investigated the mechanism of hydrogen
abstraction from methane and hydrofluoromethanes by
hydroxyl radical. The energy partitioning technique was
carried out for transition-state structures and two
additional points on the minimum energy paths. The
interaction energy was decomposed into deformation,
electrostatic, exchange, polarization and charge-transfer
contributions.


The results obtained indicate the formation of a pre-
reaction molecular adduct. In fluorinated systems, adduct
stabilization is attributed to electrostatic energy. For the
fluorine-free parent system also, exchange energy that
includes part of the electrostatic and dispersion contribu-
tions stabilizes molecular adduct.


The hydrogen abstraction reaction is mainly controlled
by perturbation in the external potential. The perturbation
in the charge-transfer variable is unimportant. The
‘additive’ fluorine-substituent effect is reflected only in
first-order classical and non-classical electrostatic en-
ergies. Other components of the interaction energy do not
show such a regular dependence.
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ABSTRACT: Theoretical studies of the thermolysis of two �-amino acid ethyl esters in the gas phase were carried out
using ab initio theoretical methods, at the HF/6–31G(d) and the MP2/6–311 � G(2d,p)//MP2/6–31G(d) levels of
theory. The reactions studied have two steps: the first one corresponds to the formation of ethylene and a neutral
amino acid intermediate via a six-membered cyclic transition state, and the second is the rapid decarboxylation of this
intermediate via a five-membered cyclic transition state. The progress of the first step of the reactions was followed by
means of the Wiberg bond indices. The results indicate that the transition states have an intermediate character
between reactants and products, and the calculated synchronicities show that the reactions are concerted and slightly
asynchronous. The bond-breaking processes are more advanced than the bond-forming processes, indicating a bond
deficiency in the transition states. The kinetic parameters calculated for both reactions agree very well with the
available experimental results. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: �-amino acid ethyl esters; thermal decomposition; ab initio computational methods; reaction
mechanism; transition state structure; Wiberg bond index
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Recent studies1–7 on both experimental determinations
and ab initio theoretical calculations on the gas-phase
pyrolyses of 2-substituted chloro-, hydroxy-, alkoxy-,
phenoxy- and acetoxycarboxylic acids suggested a
mechanism in which the acidic H of the COOH group
assists the leaving group for elimination, as shown in Fig.
1.


An interesting substituent at the 2-position of


carboxylic acids is the amino group, as in the known
amino acid molecules. However, the amino or a nitrogen
derivative, as a leaving group in organic molecules, has
been found to be very difficult to displace in gas-phase
elimination reactions. Because of this, the gas-phase
pyrolysis of some types of amino acids may probably
undergo a different mechanistic process from that
described in Fig. 1.


In view of the scarce information available on the gas-
phase pyrolysis of amino acids at sub-atmospheric
pressure, we recently carried out8 an experimental study
of the gas-phase elimination kinetics of the ethyl esters of
two �-amino acid N,N-dialkylated glycine derivatives,
N,N-dimethylglycine ethyl ester (I) and ethyl 1-piper-
idineacetate (II) (Fig. 2).


The results proved the reaction to be homogeneous,
unimolecular and to obey a first-order rate law. The
decomposition of these esters leads to the formation of
the corresponding �-amino acid derivative and the
ethylene compound as expected for a single cis-elimina-
tion reaction.9 However, it was shown that under the
experimental conditions [26–86 Torr (1 Torr = 133.3 Pa),
360–430°C], the neutral amino acid intermediate under-
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goes a fast decarboxylation process.8 The experimental
results under the pyrolysis conditions indicate a 3:1
stoichiometry. There is no evidence for anything but a
transient existence of the neutral amino acid.


The suggested mechanism for the decomposition
process for these types of compounds is described in Fig.
2. The temperature dependence of the rate constants for the
formation of these products from their corresponding
Arrhenius equation is given in Table 1. The experimental
results suggest that the process should proceed via a six-
membered cyclic transition state for the first step and via a
five- or four-membered cyclic transition state for the
second step (a and b in Fig. 2, respectively).


In the absence of other types of theoretical studies and
with the aim of further examining and characterizing in
detail both pathways of the above-suggested mechanism,
we report in this paper a theoretical study of the thermal
elimination of compounds I and II (Fig. 3). Our results
were examined in the light of the available experimental
data.


!-0�/�$�,-�$# . �$,#&


All calculations were performed with the Gaussian 98
computational package.10 The geometric parameters for


all the reactants, the transition states (TS) and the
products for both reactions [(I) and (II)] were fully
optimized at the HF/6–31G(d) level11 in order to draw the
energy profiles corresponding to both reactions studied.
Each stationary structure was characterized as a mini-
mum or a saddle point of first order by frequency
calculations. A scaling factor12 of 0.9135 for the zero-
point vibrational energies was used.


With the aim of characterizing the first step of the
studied reactions better and to obtain more reliable
kinetic parameters comparable to the experimental
values, the reactants I and II, the transition states, TS1-
I and TS1-II and the products of the first step of the
reactions were also fully reoptimized at the MP2/6–
31G(d) level,13 with single-point energy calculations
using the 6–311 � G(2d,p) basis set.14 A scaling factor12


of 0.9670 for the zero-point vibrational energies
evaluated at the MP2/6–31G(d) level was used. Thermal
corrections to enthalpy and entropy values were evalu-
ated at the experimental conditions of 673.15 K and 0.04
atm. To calculate enthalpy and entropy values at a
temperature T, the difference between the values at that
temperature and 0 K can be evaluated according to
standard thermodynamics.15 Intrinsic reaction coordinate
(IRC) calculations16 were performed in all cases to verify
that the localized transition state structures connect with
the corresponding minima stationary points associated
with reactants and products.


The bonding characteristics of the different reactants,
transition states and products were investigated using a
population partition technique, the natural bond orbital
(NBO) analysis of Reed and Co-workers.17,18 The NBO
formalism provides values for the atomic natural total
charges and also provides the Wiberg bond indices19


which can be used to follow the progress of the reactions.
The NBO analysis was performed using the NBO
program,20 implemented in the Gaussian 98 package,10


and was carried out using the MP2 charge densities in
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order to include explicitly some degree of electron
correlation effects.


We selected the classical transition state theory
(TST)21,22 to calculate the kinetic parameters. The rate
constant, k(T), for each elementary step of the kinetic
scheme (see Fig. 2) was computed using this theory
assuming that the transmission coefficient is equal to
unity, as expressed by the following relation:


k�T� � �kBT�h� exp���G���T��RT � �1�


where kB, h and R are the Boltzman constant, the Planck
constant and the universal gas constant, respectively, and
�G≠(T) is the standard-state free energy of activation, at
the absolute temperature T. The activation energies, Ea,
and the Arrhenius factors A, were calculated using Eqns
(2) and (3), respectively, derived from the TST theory:


Ea � �H ���T� � RT �2�


A � ekBT�h exp��S ���T��R� �3�


� &/#�& $�. .,&!/&&,-�


As pointed out above, theoretical calculations at the HF/
6–31G(d) level of theory were carried out in order to start
the exploration of the nature of the reaction mechanism
for the unimolecular decomposition of the two studied
neutral �-amino acid ethyl esters in the gas phase. The
pathway (see Fig. 2) involves a two-step mechanism. The
first step is a concerted process in which ethylene and an


�-amino acid intermediate are formed via a six-
membered cyclic transition state, TS1, where the
hydrogen atom of the CH3 of the ethoxy group migrates
to the oxygen atom of the carbonyl group. The second
step is the rapid decarboxylation process of the neutral �-
amino acid intermediate, via a five- or a four-membered
cyclic transition state, TS2 or TS3, respectively.


Free energy profiles for the decomposition processes of
the two studied �-amino acid ethyl esters, N,N-dimethyl-
glicine ethyl ester (I) and ethyl 1-piperidineacetate (II),
are presented in of Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively.


At first sight, it appears clearly that the decarboxyla-
tion process is kinetically more favorable via a five-
membered cyclic transition state, TS2, than via a four-
membered cyclic transition state, TS3, and that the first
step of the reaction is slower than the second and hence is
the rate-limiting step of the global process. The overall
process is exergonic, with reaction free energies of
�170.2 and �167.0 kJ mol�1, for reactions (I) and (II),
respectively.


In order to carry out a more detailed study of the first
step of the studied reactions, all the reactants, transition
states and products corresponding to this step were fully
reoptimized at the MP2/6–31G(d) level of theory. The
theoretical mechanism for the first step of the principal
reactions is presented in Fig. 5. The reactions occur via a
six-membered cyclic transition state.


There is one and only one imaginary vibrational
frequency in the transition states for the first step of the
studied thermal decomposition reactions [1664i and
1726i cm�1 for TS1-I and TS1-II, respectively, eval-
uated at the MP2/6–31G(d) level of theory]. The results
in Table 2 show the main distances for each optimized
structure. During the thermolysis process, when the
reactant (ethyl ester) is being transformed into its
transition state, the O1—C2, O3—C4 and C5—H6


distances are increasing, whereas the C2—O3, C4—C5


and H6—O1 distances are decreasing. The geometries
which were found for the transition states are shown in
Fig. 6 and the dihedral angles are reported in Table 2.


To avoid the subjective aspects associated with the
geometric analysis of the transition states, the progress of
the first step of the reaction was followed by means of the
Wiberg bond indices,19 Bi. The bond index between two
atoms is a measure of the bond order and, hence, of the
bond strength between these two atoms. Thus, if the
evolution of the bond indices corresponding to the bonds
being made or broken in a chemical reaction is analyzed
along the reaction path, a very precise image of the
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Compound Arrhenius equation


N,N-Dimethylglycine ethyl ester Log k (s�1) = (13.01 	 3.7) �(202.3 	 0.3) kJ mol�1 (2.303 RT)�1


Ethyl 1-piperidineacetate Log k (s�1) = (12.91 	 0.31) �(204.4 	 0.1) kJ mol�1 (2.303 RT)�1


a Taken from Ref. 1.
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timing and extent of the bond-breaking and bond-making
processes at every point can be achieved.23 The Wiberg
bond indices corresponding to the bonds being made or
broken in the studied reactions, for the reactants,
transition states and products, are collected in Table 3.
In order to perform the bond index analysis, it is
convenient to define23 a relative variation of the bond
index at the transition state, �Bi, for every bond, i,
involved in a chemical reaction as


�Bi � �Bi
TS � Bi


R���Bi
P � Bi


R� �4�


where the superscripts R, TS and P refer to reactants,
transition states and products, respectively. The percen-


tage (EV) evolution of the bond order through the
chemical step was therefore calculated through the
equation4


EV ��� � 100�Bi �5�


and the values are given Table 3.
For TS1-I, it can be seen that the H6 displacement from


C5 to O1 is not very advanced. The C5—H6 bond is only
broken to 53.1% whereas the H6—O1 bond is only
formed to 42%. The breaking of the O3—C4 bond is the
most advanced process (63.1%), and the least advanced is
the C4—C5 double bond formation (only 33.4%). The
other two processes, O1—C2 double bond breaking and
C2—O3 double bond formation, show evolutions of 58.6
and 52.6%, respectively. The enlargement of the O3—C4


bond with the migration of the H6 atom from C5 to O1 can
be seen as the driving force for the studied reaction.


For TS1-II, the results are very similar to those
obtained for TS1-I, the migration of the H6 atom being
slightly less advanced (see Table 3).


The average value, �Bav, calculated as23


�Bav � 1�n��Bi �6�


where n is the number of bonds involved in the reaction,
affords a measure of the degree of advancement of the
transition state along the reaction path. Calculated �Bav


values for the studied reactions are shown in Table 3. As
can be seen, the �Bav values show that the transition states
have an intermediate character between the reactants and
the products.


Furthermore, we can also obtain information on the
absolute asynchronicity, A, of a chemical reaction, using
the expression proposed by Moyano et al.:23


A � 1��2n � 2� � 
�Bi � �Bav
��Bav �7�


The opposite to the asynchronicity, the synchronicity, Sy,
defined as


Sy � 1 � A �8�


changes from zero, when one of the n bonds has
completely broken at the TS whereas the other (n � 1)
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Species O1—C2 C2—O3 O3—C4 C4—C5 C5—H6 H6—O1


I 1.218 1.358 1.451 1.516 1.091 2.699
TS1-I 1.290 1.270 1.972 1.397 1.342 1.278
II 1.221 1.358 1.452 1.516 1.091 2.701
TS1-II 1.286 1.273 1.962 1.397 1.342 1.279


O1—C2—O3—C4 C2—O3—C4—C5 O3—C4—C5—H6 C4—C5—H6—O1


TS1-I �34.9 13.7 6.0 �34.7
TS1-II 25.7 �7.2 �6.7 �24.9
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bonds remain completely unchanged, to one, when all the
n bonds have broken or formed to exactly the same extent
in the TS. The Sy values obtained in this way are, in
principle, independent of the degree of advancement of
the transition state. The Sy values calculated for the
studied reactions are shown in Table 3. As can be seen,
the synchronicities are close to 0.9 in both cases,
indicating that the mechanisms correspond to concerted
and slightly asynchronous processes.


A final aspect to be taken into account is the relative
asynchronicity of the bond-breaking and bond-forming
processes that would be a measure of ‘bond deficiency’
along the reaction path. In the studied reactions, the bond-
breaking processes are clearly more advanced (an
average of 58.3 and 56.5% in TS1-I and TS1-II,
respectively) than the bond-forming processes (an
average of 42.7 and 40.7% in TS1-I and TS1-II,
respectively), indicating a bond deficiency in the
transition states.


The charge distribution in reactants and transition


states was analyzed by means of the natural bond orbital
(NBO) analysis of Reed and co-workers.17,18 Table 4
gives the natural atomic charges (the nuclear charges
minus summed natural populations of the natural atomic
orbitals on the atoms) at the centers involved in the
reaction. Charges at TS1-I show an important positive
charge developed on H6 (0.468 at the TS and 0.237 at the
reactant), while the electronic excess is supported by the
two oxygens (�0.818 at the TS and �0.703 at the
reactant, for O1; and �0.767 at the TS and �0.668 at the
reactant, for O3) and by C5 (�0.872 at the TS and �0.672
at the reactant). The negative character of O1 allows it to
attract the H6 in the TS. The same hydrogen atom has a
more positive character in the TS and O1 thus increases
its negative character, while C5 has a more negative
character, as would be expected from the postulated
cyclic transition state. A very similar analysis can be
made for TS1-II.


In order to obtain more reliable kinetic parameters for
the two studied reactions, single-point energy calcula-
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Parameter O1—C2 C2—O3 O3—C4 C4—C5 C5—H6 H6—O1


Reaction (I) BR
i 1.708 0.985 0.833 1.029 0.929 0.001


BTS
i 1.303 1.376 0.307 1.365 0.436 0.279


BP
i 1.017 1.728 0.000 2.034 0.000 0.663


EV (%) 58.6 52.6 63.1 33.4 53.1 42.0
�Bav = 0.51 Sy = 0.90


Reaction
(II)


BR
i 1.692 0.988 0.832 1.029 0.930 0.001


BTS
i 1.311 1.352 0.314 1.356 0.435 0.278


BP
i 0.986 1.709 0.000 2.034 0.000 0.711


EV (%) 54.0 50.5 62.3 32.5 53.2 39.0
�Bav = 0.49 Sy = 0.89


�	*
� +� �H� .���
�� ������
	 �� �.
 �F&A,B"�42	3 �
�
�� �� �.
 ����� ������
	 �� �.
 1��� ��
! �5 �.
 �
������


Species O1 C2 O3 C4 C5 H6


I �0.703 0.989 �0.668 �0.046 �0.672 0.237
TS1-I �0.818 1.020 �0.767 0.023 �0.872 0.468
II �0.719 0.976 �0.667 �0.046 �0.671 0.235
TS1-II �0.819 1.009 �0.781 0.031 �0.880 0.471


�	*
� 2� �������
	� ��	 
7!
���
����� ;��
�� ��	 ��������� !����
�
�� 5�� �.
 !8���8��� �5 �6����� ��	 
�.8� 
��
�� �� �.
 ���
!.��
� �� ,<"=�> ?


103 k (s�1) Ea (kJ mol�1) Log A �H≠ (kJ mol�1) �G≠, kJ mol�1


Reaction Calc. Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. Exp. Calc. Exp.


(I) 1.48 2.04 213.2 202.3 	 0.3 13.7 13.01 	 3.7 207.6 196.7 206.0 204.1
(II) 1.31 1.1 212.9 204.4 	 0.1 13.6 12.91 	 0.3 207.3 198.7 206.7 207.4


a At the MP2/6–311 � G(2d,p)//MP2/6–31G(d) level.
b Taken from Ref. 1.
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tions at the MP2/6–311 � G(2d,p) level were carried out
on the structures optimized at the MP2/6–31G(d) level.
The kinetics and activation parameters were calculated at
the same temperature and pressure as used in the
experiments, 673.15 K and 0.04 atm. These data are
compared with the available experimental results in
Table 5. As can be seen, the results obtained agree very
well with the available experimental data.


In the second step of the reactions, the neutral �-amino
acid intermediate formed undergoes a decarboxylation
process, via a five-membered cyclic transition state. This
second step is an extremely rapid process, with activation
energies of only 81.0 and 87.8 kJ mol�1 and with
calculated rate constants of 8.76 � 106 and 7.59 � 105


s�1 for reactions (I) and (II), respectively, evaluated as
was pointed out only at the HF/6–31G(d) level of theory.
Therefore, this step being uninteresting for our present
kinetic comparisons, further studies at higher levels of
theory were not undertaken in the present work.


!-�!#/&,-�&


A theoretical study on the gas-phase thermal decomposi-
tion of two �-amino acid ethyl esters was carried out. The
free energy profiles, evaluated at the HF/6–31G(d) level
of theory, show that the reactions present a two-step
mechanism. The first step is a concerted process in which
ethylene and an �-amino acid intermediate are formed,
via a six-membered cyclic transition state. This is
followed by a faster decarboxylation process of the
neutral �-amino acid intermediate, via a five-membered
cyclic transition state.


The progress of the first step of the reactions was
followed by means of the Wiberg bond indices. The
enlargement of the O3—C4 bond with the migration of
the H6 atom from C5 to O1 can be seen as the driving
force for the studied reactions. The transition states have
an intermediate character between reactants and pro-
ducts. The calculated synchronicities show that the
reactions are concerted and slightly asynchronous. The
bond-breaking processes are more advanced than the
bond-forming processes, indicating a bond deficiency in
the transition states.


The kinetic parameters for the studied reactions,
evaluated at the MP2/6–311 � G(2d,p)//MP2/6–31G(d)
level of theory, agree very well with the available
experimental data, confirming the reliability of the
proposed mechanism.
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ABSTRACT: The thermal isomerizations of meso- and rac-3,4-dibromo-1,6-diphenyl-1,6-bis(p-tolyl)-1,2,4,5-
hexatetraene (1) to give stereospecifically the 3,4-bis(phenyl-p-tolylmethylene)-1,2-dibromocyclobutenes 3 and
5 � 6 were studied in the solid state using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and interpreted on the basis of known
crystal structural data. These isomerizations run to completion in the bulk and include highly space-demanding
internal rotations around the central bond. Far-reaching anisotropic molecular movements are detected on the major
faces that align the surface features along cleavage planes in the initial phase rebuilding stage. Only one of three
identified cleavage planes of meso-1 is successful, owing to closer interactions of the bromine substituents in the non-
used cleavage planes. Thus, very fine details can be correlated and predicted for the occurrence of internal rotations
and molecular movements in the crystal lattice. The second stage in these intramolecular isomerizations, the phase
transformation, produces very high features up to 100 nm and still parallel to the preferred cleavage plane of meso-1
but in the �m range without relation to the initial crystal structure in the case of rac-1. Copyright  2002 John Wiley
& Sons, Ltd.
Additional material for this paper is available from the epoc website at http://www.wiley.com/epoc


KEYWORDS: atomic force microscopy; crystal packing; diallenes; molecular migrations within the crystal; thermal
solid–solid isomerization
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E/Z isomerizations in the solid state have been described,
modeled and mechanistically investigated in terms of
rotational1 and twist mechanisms.2 A di-tert-butyltetra-
phenylbisallene isomerized only in the surface region and
at cracks of the crystal, as there was no way to
accommodate the molecular movements with the crystal
packing, and the macroscopic crystal shape did not
change.3 Further highly substituted diallenes have been
found to undergo space-demanding conformational
changes and cyclizations in the crystalline state up to
full conversion in a stereoselective manner.4,5 The
macroscopic crystal shape was retained, but the opaque-
ness indicated a non-topotactic (for topotactic relation-
ships, see Ref. 6) reaction course. It was Kohlschütter
who coined the term ‘topochemistry’ in his famous paper
of 19197 for that type of crystal reaction [he produced
colloidal Al2O3 from KAl(SO4)2 � NaOH/H2O without


collapse of the original crystal shape]. We were interested
in the solid-state mechanism and report our atomic force
microscopy (AFM) results on the isomerization of
meso- and rac-3,4-dibromo-1,6-diphenyl-1,6-di-(p-tolyl)-
1,2,4,5-hexatetraene (1).


Scheme 1 depicts the chemistry involved when meso-1
or rac-1 is thermolyzed. Heating of meso-1 in xylene or
in the solid state gives only 3, whereas heating of rac-1 in
xylene or in the solid state gives 1:1 mixtures of 5 and 6.4


All cyclizations occur undoubtedly from intermediate
helical s-cis-conformers (2 and 4) that have to be formed
initially. The cyclizations are stereoselective and occur in
the formally ‘conrotatory’ manner4,5 without severe
steric interactions. Crystal structure determinations
proved the initial s-trans structures of meso-1 and rac-1.4


) � $*�'+��


Single crystals of meso-1 (laths) were probed on the (010)
face with the AFM before and after heating at 130°C for
1, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 15 min. The initial crystal exhibited
submicro grooves parallel to the long crystal edge [Fig.
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1(a)]. These became deeper upon heating [Fig. 1(b)].
Further heating produced more extended hills with
grooves on them [Fig. 1(c)] and still larger wide hills in


Fig. 1(d), all parallel to the long crystal edge. The
conversion in Fig. 1(d) was judged to be 91% in parallel
experiments (see Experimental). Clearly, we observe the
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occurrence of long-range molecular movements and two
different stages in the solid-state reaction: phase rebuild-
ing in the initial stage and phase transformation as soon
as enough product molecules 3 have formed.1 The high
anisotropy of the feature formation indicates close
relation to the crystal packing.1,3


A different crystal structure of rac-1 (to give 5 and 6)
should lead to AFM results that are different from those
with meso-1 (to give 3). Single crystals of rac-1 (plates)
were probed on their (–101) face before and after heating
at 130°C for 3, 6, 15, 25 and 30 min. The initial minor
grooves along the diagonal [Fig. 2(a)] increased gradu-
ally after 15 min [Fig. 2(b)] and formed a heights and
valleys scenery after 25 min [still diagonal, Fig. 2(c)].
Continued heating at 130°C for another 5 min produced
very large features in the �m range that no longer
correlated with the original crystal packing. Figure 2(d)
was taken at a site between numerous deep cracks in
various directions that could no longer be traced with
the cantilever contact AFM but could be seen under a
light microscope at 100-fold magnification. Clearly,
phase transformation to the product phase1 occurred
between these two last measurements. The conversions
were judged with parallel experiments (see Experimen-
tal) to be 52% in Fig. 2(b) and 96% in Fig. 2(d). These
experiments and the previous preparative results4,5


clearly indicate that we have bulk reaction and not


just changes at the surface. The red color that is
additionally observed4,5 (persistent shoulder in CHCl3
at 456 nm obeying Beer’s law) derives from as yet
undetermined side-products (5%), but that feature does
not interfere with the conclusions for the high-yield
reactions.


($,��)++%�$)-."( "#�*$-$*�)�"%#


The crystals of meso-14 exhibit three cleavage planes, (1–
10), (–111) and (–101), that cut the (010) plane at 65°,
61° and 83° [Fig. 3(a) and (b)]. The first runs along c in
the [a � b] direction, the second along the [a � b] and
[a � c] directions and the third along b in the [a � c]
direction. The cleavages can be executed by touching the
(010) face of plates of meso-1 with a needle.


Interestingly, the AFM features that are expected to
align along cleavage planes (because molecules move
easier there) choose only the direction of c. Therefore,
apparently, the internal rotations and/or the molecular
migrations are easier in the (1–10) cleavage plane. The
cleavage planes (–111) and (–101) are not used for the
internal rotations and/or molecular migrations because
they exhibit short Br—Br distances of 3.940 Å. These
seem to impede both events. Conversely, the Br—Br
distance x is 6.226 Å in the (1–10) cleavage plane (the
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staple distance to the next molecules is 6.049 Å). These
facts predict the choice of only that cleavage plane for the
feature formation. The strict correlation of the molecular
movements with the crystal structure is clearly demon-
strated by the alignment of the features along the [001]
direction in Fig. 1.


The AFM features found on the (–101) face of rac-14


are also correlated with the crystal packing. No cleavage
planes can be identified. However, the molecules align
along the diagonal of the crystal on (–101) between the
natural side faces (011) and (01–1) in the vertical
direction of Fig. 5. It can be judged that the molecules
find empty space for the required internal rotation and
cyclization and that their interlocking will thereby
decrease so that molecular movements above (–101)
along the diagonal of the crystal will occur as observed in
the phase rebuilding stage.


&"�('��"%#


The thermal unimolecular solid-state reactions of 1
exhibit the same two-step molecular movements, first in
the phase rebuilding and second in the phase transforma-
tion, as in gas–solid, solid–solid and non-topotactic solid-
state photochemical reactions.1 Both stages are clearly
distinguishable at the surface with AFM. A peculiarity is
the absence of a macroscopic crystal disintegration, that
seems not to be required here, while microscopic cracks
can be observed under a light microscope at 100-fold
magnification. The phase rebuilding is strictly related to
the crystal packing as cleavage planes and void spaces are
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apparently used for the long-range molecular migrations.
The DSC results (meso-1, exotherm at 178°C, melt at
216°C; rac-1, exotherm at 150°C, melt at 193°C)4 and
the enormous vertical and lateral resolution of AFM
exclude submicromelting1,8,9 during reaction as the very
sharp features in Figs 1(b) and 2(b) and (c) developed
gradually at several interrupted heating periods. We do
not precisely match the same spot in the discontinuous
technique and keep away from surface defects and
cracks. However, numerous measurements in the region
of the typical initial site secure uniformity of the features,
which is more important for the validity of the
conclusions.


The final crystals of 3 and 5 � 6 (as obtained) are not
single crystals. They are turbid, have microscopic cracks
and are no longer suitable for x-ray diffraction with a
diffractometer.


The geometric changes and the space demand are
extraordinarily high in both of our systems (Scheme 1). It
might therefore be expected that the reaction rate is
higher in the surface region than in the bulk. Never-
theless, we do have high overall conversions and finally
complete reaction.4,5 The large [Fig. 1(d)] and very large
features [Fig. 2(d)] that form and the cracks at high
conversions are clear evidence of non-topotactic bulk
reactions. The crystals keep their macroscopic shape4,5


but they are not converted into single crystals, as is shown
by the submicro- and micro-features in the AFM images
of Figs 1 and 2. There are thus major differences from the
behavior of rac-3,8-di-tert-butyl-1,5,6,10-tetraphenyl-


deca-(3,4,6,7)-tetraene-(1,9)-diyne in Ref. 3 that gave
thermal unimolecular reaction only at outer and inner
surfaces.


*/-*$"�*#�)+


Single crystals of meso-1 and rac-1 were obtained by
slow evaporation of solutions in ethyl acetate. Flat laths
of meso-1 (1.2 � 0.3 � 0.05 mm3) and plates of rac-1
(1.0 � 1.0 � 0.2 mm3) were selected and the Miller
indices determined on an x-ray diffractometer.


AFM techniques (Nanosope II) and 3D-data analyses
have been described elsewhere in much detail.1 Only
non-scraping pyramidal cantilever tips of Si3N4


1,8,10 were
used throughout. The crystals were glued to a magnetic
support on a conducting tab. After AFM measurements of
the untreated crystal in a uniform region, the sample was
inserted in a flat vessel, evacuated and heated at 130°C in
an oven for the specified times. After remounting, several
AFM measurements were performed as close as possible
to the initial site where a change in angle of measurement
with respect to the crystal edges might have been
necessary for an optimized image. In parallel runs, good
quality crystals with similar sizes of meso-1 or rac-1 were
placed as single layers in the flat vessel and heated under
vacuum at 130°C for 15 or 15 and 30 min in the same
environment for 1H NMR analysis.


A Perkin-Elmer Lambda 15 UV/VIS spectrometer was
used for absorption spectra and Beer’s law secured by
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dilution to half and one quarter of the initial concentra-
tion. Microscopic inspections were performed on a Zeiss
microscope. Published x-ray data were used.4 The
packing diagrams were obtained using SCHAKAL 97
software of E. Keller, University of Freiburg.
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The supplementary material available at the epoc website
at http://www.wiley.com/epoc contains the color images
in GIF format and interactively usable full original 3D
data of the images in VRML format in high and low
resolution in order to allow for critical evaluation of the
AFM results, their analytical use with suitable imaging
software and future data mining. Interactive viewing is
possible with public domain software, e.g. Cosmo Player
or Blaxxun, via Internet Explorer.
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ABSTRACT: A value of pKR = �5.1 for the anthracenonium ion in 50:50 (v/v) aqueous trifluorethanol is reported
based on a ratio of measured rate constants kH for acid-catalysed dehydration of the 9,10-hydrate of anthracene and
kH2O for the reverse hydrolysis of the carbocation (KR = kH2O/kH). Comparison with pKR = �15.9 for the fluorenyl
cation indicates that the latter ion is less stable by more than 10 log units (15 kcal mol�1). This difference is (a)
considerably larger than that between the benzhydryl (pKR = �11.7) and fluorenyl cations (�pK = 4.2), which has
been considered too small to indicate antiaromatic character for the fluorenyl cation, and (b) comparable to that
between pKas for the ionization (in DMSO) of fluorene (22.6) and diphenylmethane (32.2), which has been
interpreted as implying aromatic character for the fluorenyl anion. It is shown that a difference in stability of
anthracene hydrate and 9-hydroxyfluorene makes only a minor contribution to the difference in pKR values and that
the fluorenyl cation is destabilized by ca 10 kcal mol�1. A smaller difference in pKas for protonation of fluorenimine
(5.85) and benzhydrylimine (7.0) is consistent with the expected moderating effect of an electron-donating substituent
on relative carbocation stabilities. Evidence from calculations relating to the antiaromaticity of the fluorenyl cation is
reviewed in the light of these measurements. An additional comparison between equilibrium constants for the
ionization of aralkylazides (Kaz) and alcohols (KR) reveals the influence of differences in geminal �-bond interactions
for the hydroxy and azido groups in their respective reactants. Copyright  2002 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.


KEYWORDS: pKR; fluorenyl cations; anthracenyl cations
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It is now well established that the acid-catalysed aroma-
tisation of aromatic hydrates and their methyl ethers
occurs via formation of a carbocation intermediate.1–7


The mechanism of these reactions is illustrated in
Scheme 1 by the dehydration of benzene hydrate. In so
far as it is a major factor controlling reactivity in these
and other reactions the thermodynamic stability of
carbocations continues to attract attention.8,9


Methods for measuring the stabilities of reactive
carbocations in aqueous solution are now reasonably


well established. An equilibrium constant for formation
of the carbocation from the hydrate (Scheme 1) can be
derived from measurements of rate constants for the
forward and reverse reactions. The rate constant kH2O for
reaction of the carbocation with water may be obtained
either (a) by generating stoichiometric concentrations of
the cation by flash photolysis10 or radiolysis11 or (b) by
competitive trapping of non-stoichiometric concentra-
tions of solvolytically produced cations by water and
azide ions based on the azide clock procedure.2–4,8,12,13


The equilibrium constant pKR (�log KR) is then obtained
by combining kH2O with the rate constant kH for acid-
catalysed formation of the cation from the hydrate:


KR � kH2O


kH
� �ROH��H��


�R�� �1�


In the case of the hydrates of anthracene and naph-
thalene, the azide clock method also yields rate constants
kp for deprotonation of the cations.2 Combination of these
with rate constants kA for protonation of the aromatic
molecule derived from measurements of hydrogen
isotope exchange14 then yields a pKa for the carbocation
from the relationship Ka = kp/kA.2


The equilibrium constants pKa and pKR may be
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combined to yield a third equilibrium constant, pKH2O,
for hydration of the aromatic molecule. This is also
illustrated for benzene hydrate in Scheme 2, although
Scheme 2 shows the 1,4-hydrate of benzene (2) rather
than the 1,2-hydrate shown in Scheme 1.


In practice, values of pKH2O are experimentally
accessible for naphthalene, anthracene and benzofuran,
for which both the rate constants kH2O and kp have been
measured.2,3 More commonly, pKH2O is derived by
estimating �G°f (aq) for the aromatic hydrate and
combining it with values for the aromatic molecule and
water.15 This is particularly useful in the case of benzene
where the carbocation is too unstable for trapping by
azide ion but the pKa can be estimated by combining a
rate constant for isotope exchange of the tritiated
aromatic molecule14 with a rate constant for deprotona-
tion that approaches the limiting value for relaxation of
the aqueous solvent.8,16 The latter value is assigned from
consideration of this limit (1011 s�1) and the dependence
on pKa of measured rate constants for deprotonation of
carbocations for which measurements are available.17


Having established pKa and pKH2O for benzene, the
value of pKR is obtained as the sum of pKa and pKH2O.2


This allows us to compare equilibrium constants for
benzene, naphthalene and anthracene as shown in
Scheme 3. In this scheme, the site of protonation of the


aromatic molecule is shown by an arrow; the hydrates are
the 1,4-hydrate for benzene and naphthalene and 9,10-
hydrate for anthracene. It can be seen that there is a small
variation in pKR but that values of pKH2O exhibit large
differences, reflecting the relative resonance stabilization
energies of the aromatic molecules. These differences are
also expressed in the pKa values.


The purpose of the present work was to compare pKR


values for the anthracenonium ion 3 and fluorenyl cation
4 as a contribution to recent discussions of whether or not


the latter ion is antiaromatic.18–21 On the basis of ab initio
calculations and an experimental comparison between
pKR values for the fluorenyl and benzhydryl cations,
Amyes et al.18 concluded that, in contrast to the cyclo-
pentadienyl and indenyl cations, the fluorenyl cation is
not antiaromatic.


More recently, Jiao et al. have characterized the
fluorenyl cation as ‘non-aromatic’ on the basis of
magnetic criteria. They drew attention to a compensation
between the magnetic properties of the aromatic benzene
rings and antiaromatic five-membered ring.20 From a
comparison with the anthracenyl cation they calculated a
destabilization energy of 8 kcal mol�1 (1 kcal = 4.184 kJ)
based on an orbital deletion procedure (ODP). This
destabilization is similar to the 10 kcal mol�1 found by
themselves and by Amyes et al. from isodesmic
comparisons of the fluorenyl cation with a planarized
benzhydryl cation. In so far as the experimental value of
pKR for the benzhydryl cations is affected by reduced
resonance stabilization from the non-planarity of its
rings, it seemed of interest to extend the experimental
comparison to the planar anthracenyl cation.


The pKR value for the anthracenyl cation in Scheme 3
cannot be compared directly with that for the fluorenyl
cation because the latter refers to a 50:50 TFE–H2O
solvent mixture. Amyes et al.18 reported a number of
measurements of kH2O and pKR for TFE–H2O mixtures
and noted that pKR is approximately one unit greater in
water than in the mixed solvent. However, few compari-
sons of pKR values in H2O and TFE–H2O have been
reported, and in this paper we describe an extension of the
measurement of pKR for the anthracenyl cation from
water to the TFE–H2O mixture. We also report a com-
parison of pKas for protonation of benzhydrylimine and
9-fluorenimine. In their protonated forms these molecules
may be considered as �-amino-substituted (benzhydryl
and fluorenyl) carbocations.


Finally, it is worth noting, as recognized Jiao et al.,20


that in principle pKR values for the protonated benzene
and protonated naphthalene forming 1,4-aromatic hy-
drates in Scheme 3 provide appropriate comparisons for
pKR measurements for the cyclopentadienyl and indenyl
cations. So far, however, the only report of pKR for these
ions appears to be �40 for the cyclopentadienyl cation22


based on a thermodynamic cycle linking pKR to the pKa


of cyclopentadiene via oxidation potentials of the
cyclopentadienyl anion determined by cyclic voltam-
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metry. As pointed out by the authors, this value is subject
to considerable uncertainty.22


�($#)!$
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The principal experimental measurements required for
evaluation of KR for the anthracenyl cation in 50:50 (v/v)
TFE–H2O mixtures are rate constants for the acid-
catalysed dehydration of the 9,10-anthracene hydrate,
kde, and for attack of water on the carbocation, kH2O. One
difference from the reaction of the hydrate in water is that
dehydration in TFE–H2O occurs in the absence of added
acid. Inhibition of the reaction by added hydroxide, azide
or acetate ions indicates that the reaction involves
specific acid catalysis arising from appreciable ionization
of the trifluoroethanol rather than a general acid-
catalysed reaction. Measurement of first-order rate con-
stants under catalysis by HClO4 gave the following
values (102 k/s�1) at the indicated acid concentrations
2.46, 0.00058 M; 5.23, 0.00116 M; 7.64, 0.00163 M;
8.65, 0.00203 M; 10.0, 0.0029 M; 12.9, 0.0035 M; 1.85,
0.00464 M; and 2.63, 0.0059 M. These values yield a
second-order rate constant kde = 37.3 M�1 s�1, which
compares with 9.5 M�1 s�1 in water.2 In the absence of
acid the rate constant is 7.7 � 10�3 s�1.


The rate constant for the reaction of the anthracenyl
cation with water is based on two independent compari-
sons of the rate of attack by water with the rate of attack
by azide ion. In the first, anthracenyl acetate (6) was


solvolysed in 50:50 TFE–H2O in the manner described
previously for water.2 Solvolysis occurred in the time
taken to record the first measurement of absorbance
following injection of a few microlitres of a 10�3 M stock
solution in acetonitrile. This absorbance was depressed in
the presence of azide ions in a manner consistent with
nucleophilic trapping of the carbocation intermediate by
azide ions in competition with deprotonation by water to


form the main absorbing product anthracene. Ratios of
rate constants for the reaction of the carbocation with
azide ion, kaz, deprotonation, kp, and nucleophilic reac-
tion with water, kH2O, were evaluated by application of
Eqn. (2) based on Scheme 4 (in which R� is the
anthracenonium ion).


1
Aaz


� 1
A0


� 1
A0


kaz�N3�
�kp � kH2O� �2�


The absorbances Aaz and A0 in Eqn. (2) correspond to
limiting values at completion of the solvolysis in the
presence and absence of sodium azide. The analysis is
similar to that reported previously for solvolysis in
acetonitrile–water mixtures2 and it was assumed that the
fraction of carbocation reacting with TFE to form a
trifluoroethyl ether was small enough to be neglected.
The ratio of rate constants kaz/(kp � kH2O) was obtained as
the ratio of slope to intercept from the plot of 1/Aaz versus
[N3


�] shown in Fig. 1. This plot is subject to considerably
greater scatter than for aqueous acetonitrile mixtures,
possibly because the azide product was not stable but
itself underwent solvolysis.3,4,23,24 The influence of this
subsequent reaction was minimised by extrapolating
absorbances to the time of injection of the anthracenyl
acetate into the azide-containing TFE–H2O mixture.
From Fig. 1, a value of kaz/(kp � kH2O) = 240 was
obtained.


A second value of kaz/(kp � kH2O) was obtained from
measurements of first-order rate constants for the
relatively slow reaction ascribed to solvolysis of the
anthracenylazide. Although this azide was not isolated its
identity was inferred from its formation in the azide
trapping measurements and the fact that the subsequent
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solvolysis formed anthracene and was subject to a
characteristic common ion rate depression by added
azide ions, as shown in the plot of first-order rate
constants against [N3


�] in Fig. 2.
In addition, analysis of the rate depression by azide


ions in Fig. 2 gave a ratio of rate constants kaz /(kp � kH2O)
consistent with that from the trapping measurements with
anthracenyl acetate. The reaction scheme on which this
analysis was based is shown in Scheme 5. The


anthracenyl azide (RN3) is subject to reversible ioniza-
tion followed by attack of water to give a mixture of
anthracene and anthracene hydrate. The rate-depressing
influence of azide ion is expressed through the back
reaction of the anthracenyl cation (R�) to reform the
azide reactant (RN3).


Inspection of Fig. 2 shows, however, that the rate of
solvolysis of the azide reactant is not fully suppressed at
higher azide concentrations but achieves a significant
limiting value independent of further addition of azide
ions. The magnitude of this limiting rate constant is too
great to be consistent with attack of azide ion as a base on
the free anthracenyl cation, and the behaviour is attri-
buted to deprotonation of the anthracenyl cation by an
azide ion within an ion pair. This is consistent with


nucleophilic attack of azide ion on the anthracenyl cation
being diffusion controlled, in so far as, in the reverse of
the ionization reaction, re-formation of the azide will be
faster than diffusive separation of an ion pair. Depro-
tonation within an ion pair is a commonly observed
phenomenon8,25 and it seems reasonable to suppose that
the reaction competes, albeit inefficiently, with ion-pair
return to the reactant.


The rate expression, based on Scheme 5, is given by
the equation


kobs � k0 � k1�kH2O � kp�
kaz�N3� � �kH2O � kp� �3�


The line drawn through the points in Fig. 2 represents a
best fit of this equation with k1 = 2.6 � 10�4 M�1 s�1,
k0 = 1.5 � 10�4 s�1 and kaz/(kp � kH2O) = 155. Although
the last value agrees imperfectly with the value of 240
from the trapping experiments, it depends sensitively on
measurements at high azide concentrations which may be
influenced by a failure to keep the ionic strength constant.
A good fit would also be obtained using a larger value of
this ratio. Nevertheless, the values are probably within
their error limits and an average of kaz/(kp � kH2O) = 200
was assumed for the calculation of kp and kH2O. The level
of agreement between the two measurements is suffi-
ciently good to provide further evidence for the validity
of Scheme 4.


In the usual way, a value for kp � kH2O was derived by
taking kaz as the diffusion-controlled value of 5 � 109


M�1 s�1.12,13 This gave kp � kH2O = 2.5 � 10�7 s�1.
Separate values of kp and kH2O could be obtained as
before2 by adding acid to the solvolysis product and
observing the increase in absorbance from conversion of
any anthracene hydrate formed in the kH2O pathway to
anthracene. Indeed, in TFE–H2O this occurs, as already
noted, in the absence of acid. We thus obtained the ratio
kH2O/(kp � kH2O) = 0.22 and kH2O = 5.4 � 106 M�1 s�1.
The latter value is of a magnitude for which the
assumption that the azide reaction is diffusion controlled
is believed to be correct.19


We are now in a position to calculate KR, the ionisation
constant of anthracene hydrate, by using Eqn. (1). The
rate constant kde for dehydration of this hydrate in TFE–
H2O may be expressed in terms of the rate constant for
formation of the carbocation kH and kH2O/(kp � kH2O) as
in Eqn. (4), which is based on Scheme 6.
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From the measured value of kde = 37.3 M�1 s�1 we
obtain a rate constant kH = 47.7 M�1 s�1 for carbocation
formation which may be combined with kH2O to obtain
KR = 1.13 � 105 and pKR = �5.1 as in Eqn. (1) (where
ROH represents the anthracene hydrate).


kde � kHkp


�kH2O � kp� �4�


It is not possible to evaluate an ionization constant Ka


for the anthracenyl cation in TFE–H2O because a rate
constant for protonation of anthracene (from hydrogen
isotope exchange measurements) is lacking for this
solvent. However, one further equilibrium constant can
be derived, for dissociation of the 9-azido-9,10-dihy-
droanthracene to form the carbocation and azide ion. This
is obtained by combining the rate constant for solvolysis
of the anthracenylazide, k1 = 2.6 � 10�4 M�1 s�1, with
the reverse rate constant for reaction of the cation with
azide ion, which is assumed to have the diffusion value of
5 � 109 M�1 s�1.23,24 This yields Keq = 5.2 � 10�14 and
pKeq = 13.3.


������	���	�


In addition to the study of the anthracenonium ion in
H2O–TFE mixtures, measurements of rate constants for
the hydrolysis of 9-fluorenimine (7) to form fluorenone


were undertaken to establish a pKa for the protonation of
its imino nitrogen atom. The hydrolysis was monitored in
aqueous solution from changes in absorbance at 256 nm,
and first-order rate constants were obtained for the
reaction in dilute HCl, dilute NaOH and for buffer
solutions in the pH range 4–9. For the more acidic acetic
acid buffers (the most acidic buffer used) a mild buffer
catalysis was observed, but for more basic buffers rate
constants were independent of buffer concentration. A
plot of logarithms of first-order rate constants against pH
is shown in Fig. 3. The rate constants are extrapolated to
zero buffer concentration for acetic and cacodylic acid
buffers, but otherwise were based on measurements at a
single buffer concentration. The ionic strength was
maintained at 0.5 M with NaCl, except for measurements
with HCl and NaOH, for which no salt was added.


The mechanism of hydrolysis of imines is well
understood,26,27 and the pH profile shows characteristic
behaviour consistent with the reaction paths shown in
Scheme 7 (in which fluorenimine is denoted by
FlC=NH). At high pH the pH-independent reaction
represents rate-determining attack of hydroxide ion upon


the iminium ion. Between pH 1 and 10 the nucleophile is
water rather than hydroxide. The pKa of the iminium ion
corresponds to the break in the pH profile close to pH 6.
At low pH there is a further characteristic change from a
pH-independent reaction to a reaction inversely depen-
dent upon pH consistent with a change in rate-determin-
ing step from attack of water on the iminium ion to
expulsion of the amine leaving group from a carbinol-
amine tetrahedral intermediate (T
 in Scheme 7). The
overall kinetic behaviour for the pH profile is summar-
ized in Eqn. (5), which uses the same notation for rate
constants as Scheme 7. The line drawn through the points
in Fig. 3 represents a best fit of this equation to the
measured first-order rate constants, with kOH = 1.01 �
102 M�1 s�1, k0 = 2.63 � 10�2 s�1, k2/k�1 = 0.5 M and
pKa = 5.75. These rate constants may be compared with
the corresponding values for benzophenoneimine,
kOH = 9.0 � 102 M�1 s�1, k0 = 1.3 � 10�3 s�1 and pKa =
7.0, measured by Koehler et al.26 The limiting kinetic
behaviour for this imine is shown by the dashed lines in
Fig. 3.


kobs � k0 � kOH�OH��
1 � Ka��H�� � k2


�k�1�H�� � k2� �5�


The main point of interest here is a comparison of the
pKas for fluorenone and benzophenone imines discussed
below. However, it may also be noted that a possible
interpretation of the buffer catalysis at low pH is that
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there is an increase in the rate of the partially rate-
determining k2 step of the reaction as a result of general
base-catalysed formation of product from the T� tetra-
hedral intermediate as in the equation.


"�$�#$$�� 


The measurements described yield equilibrium constants
for the ionization of 9,10-anthracene hydrate (8) and the
corresponding adduct of anthracene with hydrazoic acid
(9) in 50:50 (v/v) H2O–TFE mixtures. In addition, we


measured a pKa for the protonation of 9-iminofluorene (in
water). The results raise two distinct points for discus-
sion. The first is the implications, if any, of the pK values
for ionization of the hydrate and imine for the anti-
aromaticity of the fluorenyl cation. The second is the
interpretation of the relative magnitudes of ionization
constants of alcohols (or hydrates) and alkylazides and,
more generally, of equilibrium constants for the forma-
tion of carbocations from precursors with different
leaving groups. We consider first the question of anti-
aromaticity.


��� ����� 
�� �	������	�� �	� �����	�� �����	�


Ab inito calculations suggest by various criteria, includ-
ing magnetic susceptibility exaltation, nucleus-inde-
pendent chemical shifts (NICS)20,21 and energetic and
geometric comparisons with reference compounds,18 that
the cyclopentadienyl and indenyl cations are anti-
aromatic, whereas the fluorenyl cation is either non-
antiaromatic,18 ‘non-aromatic’20 or borderline in anti-
aromatic character.21


Amyes et al.18 compared the stabilities of fluorenyl
and benzhydryl cations and calculated energies, geo-
metries and charge distributions using ab initio calcula-
tions at the 6–31G*/3–21G level. They also measured
pKR values for the two ions experimentally and found a
difference (�pKR) of 4.2 log units. Because their
calculations were based on a planarized structure of the
benzhydryl cation, a more appropriate structure for
comparison with the calculations would appear to be
the planar anthracenyl cation. Indeed this ion was later
used for comparison in calculations by Jiao et al.20


The measurements in this paper show that the anthra-
cenyl cation is significantly more stable than the benz-
hydryl cation with pKR = �5.1 compared with �11.7.
Comparison of the fluorenyl cation with the anthracenyl
cation therefore increases the difference in pKR values to
10.8 log units or 15 kcal mol�1. These pKR values are
shown under the structures of the carbocations below.


It is noteworthy that the difference in pKR values for
the fluorenyl and anthracenyl cations is equivalent to the
difference in pKas for the ionization of fluorene and
diphenylmethane to their respective anions. In DMSO
these pKas are 22.6 and 32.2, respectively.28 Although a
pKa for dihydroanthracene appears not to have been
reported, it can hardly be doubted that its value will be
smaller than that for diphenylmethane. If the difference
between fluorenyl and anthracenyl cations is not ascribed
to antiaromaticity then the experimental energy differ-
ence adduced as evidence for the aromaticity of the
fluorenyl anion is smaller than that on which the anti-
aromaticity of the cation is judged to be unimportant.


���������	 �
 �/������	��� �	� ����������
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The energy difference of 15 kcal implied by the pKR


values is close to the difference of 10 kcal in electronic
energies calculated by Amyes et al.18 for the fluorenyl
and planarized benzhydryl cations, especially if account
is taken of the stabilizing inductive effect of the methyl-
ene bridge of the anthracenyl cation. These authors were
reluctant to ascribe the difference to a �-destabilization of
the fluorenyl cation, however, because their calculations
indicated a net �-stabilization of 50 kcal relative to the
(planar) benzhydryl cation and revealed no other evi-
dence of antiaromaticity. They suggested that either there
might be a greater �-stabilization of the fluorenyl relative
to the benzhydryl alcohol or that the energy difference
derives from other sources.18


Experimentally it is not possible to distinguish
�-stabilization from �-stabilization or other energetic
effects using pKR measurements. However, it is possible
to show that the stabilization arising from linking the
benzene rings in fluorene (taken as a model for the
9-fluorenyl alcohol) is significantly less than the
destabilization of the corresponding carbocation. The
stabilization of fluorene relative to dihydroanthracene
may be judged initially from the isodesmic reaction of
Eqn. (7), for which �H = 7.6 kcal mol�1 in the gas phase.
Probably a better measure of this stabilization, however,
is provided by Eqn. (8), in which the cyclohexane and
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cyclopentane rings of Eqn. (7) are replaced by tetra-
hydronaphthalene and indane, in recognition of the benzo
fusion of the five- and six-membered rings of fluorene
and anthracene. Now the value of �H = 5.4 kcal mol�1 is
significantly smaller.15,20 This is because benzoannela-
tion is energetically more favourable for cyclopentane
than cyclohexane. Indeed taking account of the double
benzoannelation in fluorene and anthracene the true
stabilization is probably smaller still, e.g. �H = 3–4 kcal
mol�1.


We can deduce the stabilization of the fluorenyl
relative to the anthracenyl cation by considering the
corresponding isodesmic relationship involving the
indenyl and tetrahydronaphthyl cations shown in Eqn.
(9). If we replace �H°f (g) by pKR values17 we obtain a
measure of the difference in stabilization of the
carbocations relative to their alcohol reactants. This
amounts to �pKR = �11.7, which is equivalent to
16 kcal mol�1. If we suppose that stabilization of the
alcohols may be approximated by �H in the gas phase
for the corresponding hydrocarbons, i.e. 3–
4 kcal mol�1, we find that the fluorenyl cation is
(isodesmically) destabilized relative to the anthracenyl
cation by 12–13 kcal mol�1.


It is likely that a further 3–4 kcal mol�1 of this differ-


ence reflects stabilization of the anthracenyl cation by the
inductive effect of the methylene group. Nevertheless,
the principal conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is
that the magnitude of the experimental effect matches the
value of �H = 10 kcal mol�1 calculated by Amyes, et
al.18 and Jiao et al.20 It is unlikely that this value needs
correction for strain in the fluorenyl cation because this
should be more than compensated by strain in the central
ring of the anthracenyl cation. Thus there is more strain
associated with replacing single bonds by one or two
(conjugated) double bonds in a cyclohexane ring than a
cyclopentane ring.15


This agreement between experiment and calculation
supports the reality of the destabilization of the fluorenyl
cation. It is possible that the origin of the destabilization
lies in an accumulation of small effects arising from
neglected contributions or approximations, such as the
combination of �H values for the gas phase with �G in
solution or the neglect of geminal interactions of the
hydroxyl groups of the alcohols. However, the more
obvious interpretation is that it represents a �-destabil-
ization energy.


How could such a conclusion be reconciled with
Amyes et al.’s calculation showing a greater �-stabiliza-
tion of the fluorenyl than (planar) benzhydryl cation? As
these authors pointed out, the antiaromaticity of simple
molecules or ions such as cyclobutadiene or the cyclo-
pentadienyl cation is unambiguous and is revealed by
characteristically degenerate highest occupied molecular
orbitals in their planar configurations. For the indenyl
cation the antiaromatic ring is fused to an aromatic ring
and the degeneracy (and simplicity) of the cyclopenta-
dienyl cation is lost. Nevertheless, it is generally agreed
that the indenyl cation is subject to antiaromatic
destabilization.


In the case of the fluorenyl cation the electronic
characteristics of the central five-membered ring are
overlain by the influence of the two benzene rings.20 Jiao
et al.20 noted agreement of their own calculations with
those of Amyes et al.18 in implying a net ‘nonaromatic’
character for the fluorenyl cation. However, they esti-
mated a delocalization energy in a different manner from
Amyes et al. They compared the effect on fluorenyl and
anthracenyl cations of excluding from the energy
calculation the p-orbital that would accommodate the
positive change if it were fully localized at the 9-position
of the two cations. By this means they estimated a
reduced delocalization energy for the fluorenyl relative to
the anthracenyl cation of 8 kcal mol�1. This is in reason-
able agreement with the experimental measurements and
calculations of overall energy differences and suggests
that by the ODP criterion these may be regarded as
mainly antiaromatic in origin.
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An interesting suggestion by Mills21 is that the degree of
antiaromaticity of the fluorenyl cation is influenced by
the electronegativity of substituents at the formal charge-
bearing carbon atom, i.e. the 9-position of the fluorenyl
ring. By the criterion of NICS values and proton chemical
shifts a fluorenyl cation with sufficiently electron-with-
drawing substituents such as CF3 or, most strikingly,
another 9-fluorenyl cation (10), is found to be unambigu-
ously antiaromatic, based on NMR measurements and
high-level Gaussian (including DFT) calculations.


Our own measurement of pKa for the protonated
9-iminofluorene (11), although not strictly comparable to
the measurements of pKR values, reveals a difference of
1.25 log units from the pKa (= 7.0) for protonated
benzhydrylimine (12). This small difference is consistent


with extensive delocalization of charge from the carbo-
cation centre by the strongly electron-donating amino
susbstituent and a reduction in the difference in stability
compared with the parent ions. An even smaller
difference in pKas has been reported30 for protonation
of fluorenone (�6.65) and benzophenone (�6.16). As
expected, the pKa = �5.10 for anthrone is less than that
for benzophenone.30


Strictly, these results only show that differences in
stabilities of fluorenyl and benzhydryl or anthracenyl
cations are, as expected, saturated by electron-donating
substituents. Nevertheless, formally, they complement
the calculations of NICS values for more unstable
cations.


In so far as there have been good correlations between
NICS values and energy differences in recognized
examples of antiaromatic molecules, it seems reasonable
to suppose that the energy difference between the parent
fluorenyl and anthracenyl cations in part reflects the same
phenomenon as is responsible for the trend in NICS
values. Mills21 interpreted the trend in NICS values with
9-substituent for the fluorenyl cation as indicating that the
unsubstituted cation is close to the borderline of
magnetically detectable antiaromaticity. However, Jiao
et al.20 emphasized that polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-


bons show a less clear correlation between magnetic
properties and stabilization energies than monocyclics.
Moreover, as implied above for polycyclic aromatic
molecules showing borderline antiaromatic behaviour, it
may be difficult to assign clearly the origin of electronic
contributions to the destabilization, especially where the
rings are non-equivalent. It seems fair to conclude,
therefore, that the possibility of a mild antiaromatic
destabilization of the fluorenyl cation is not excluded by
the calculated NICS values.20,21


��	�1����	 �
 23�1���32�%43��������	������	�


The measurement of an ionization constant Kaz for
9-anthracenylazide is of interest in the context of a
comparison of the ionization constants of azides and
alcohols. There have been a number of reports of equi-
librium constants for the ionisation of azide derivatives,
notably of arylalkylazides and azido methyl ethers.23,24


These have been based on measurements of a common
ion rate depression by azide ion accompanying solvolysis
of the azide susbstrate. These substrates either have been
synthesized directly or have been formed in situ by
trapping of a carbocation generated from a more reactive
solvolytic precursor.3,24 Equilibrium constants have been
obtained by combining a rate constant for the ionization
step with a rate constant for the reverse reaction of the
carbocation with azide ion. For relatively unstable
cations this reaction is diffusion controlled.13


The equilibrium constants to be compared are the
ionization constant pKaz for the azide and pKR for the
alcohol. Strictly, pKR is a hydrolysis constant for the
carbocation. A more appropriate equilibrium constant for
comparison with Kaz therefore is that for ionisation of the
alcohol (i.e. for the equilibrium ROH � R� � OH�),
denoted Kc. Thus 1/Kaz and 1/Kc measure respectively the
affinities of the azide ion and hydroxide ion for the
carbocation. However, as discussed elsewhere, Kc is
inversely related to KR through the relationship Kc =
Kw/KR where Kw is the autoprotolysis constant of
water.31 Because KR is used more widely than Kc, it is


R� � H2O �KR


ROH � H�


RN3 �Kaz


R� � N�
3


KR � �ROH��H3O��
�R���H2O�


Kaz � �R���N�
3 �


�RN3�


KazKR � �ROH�
�RN3�


�N�
3 ��H3O��
�H2O�


$����� 5
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convenient to quantify comparisons in terms of the
product KazKR rather than the ratio Kaz/Kc. Scheme 8
summarizes expressions for Kaz, KR and KazKR.


The relevant measurements for comparison are shown
in Scheme 9. Values of pKaz and pKR are compared for
three substrates in (different) mixed or pure aqueous
solvents. The main point of interest for the present
discussion is that whereas pKaz for the three substrates
remains practically the same (13.1 
 0.2), pKR varies
from �5.1 to �10, i.e. changes by five powers of ten.


At first sight this behaviour is surprising because the
relative magnitudes of Kaz and KR (strictly the product
KazKR) should be independent of the stability of the
carbocation. The origin of the behaviour is best assessed
if KazKR is rewritten in terms of two further equilibrium
constants, Ka


HN3, the ionization constant of hydrazoic


acid (HN3), and Kbond, the equilibrium constant for the
‘bond exchange reaction’ between OH and N3 leaving
groups shown in Scheme 10. The latter constant is a
measure of the relative strengths of bonds between
oxygen and nitrogen and hydrogen on the one hand and
oxygen and nitrogen and carbon on the other. By
comparing Schemes 8 and 10, it can be seen that the
relationship between the two pairs of equilibrium
constants is KazKR = KbondKa


HN3.
Before focusing on the bond exchange equilibrium, it


may be recalled that the equilibrium constants in Scheme
9 were measured in different solvents, specifically
aqueous trifluoroethanol, aqueous acetonitrile and water.
Although the value of KazKR is independent of the nature


of the carbocation, it is not necessarily independent of the
solvent.


However, while a change in solvent does change pKaz


and pKR it appears that the effects on the two equilibrium
constants may be compensating. Thus between water and
50:50 TFE–H2O, pKR for the anthracenonium cation
increases from �5.9 to �5.1, whereas for the same
solvent change pKaz decreases. This is implied by the
lack of solvolysis of the azide in water (and the
supposition that the rate constant for the reverse reaction
remains unchanged at the diffusion value). The less polar
acetonitrile has the opposite effect on pKR as is indicated
by a decrease from �6.7 to �7.8 for 2-hydroxy-1,2-
dihydronaphthalene on admixture of 25% acetonitrile
with water.2,3 On the other hand, solvolysis of the
alkylazide must occur more readily in the aqueous
medium (13) (kinetically and presumably thermodyna-
mically), as has been well established, for example, for
the comparable solvolysis of the anthracenyl acetate (6).2


If the change in solvent is not the main factor causing
the discrepancy between changes in KR and Kaz, then the
differences arise chiefly from variation in Kbond, rather
than the solvent sensitive but substrate independent
ionisation constant of hydrazoic acid, Ka


HN3. Hence they
arise from differences in stabilities of the substrates RN3


and ROH. If we consider first the highly negative value of
pKR for the ionization of propionaldehyde hemiacetal
(15), it seems clear that this must arise from the
stabilising geminal interaction between the two oxygen
atoms of the reactant. This stabilization amounts to about
7 kcal mol�1 and would contribute 5 log units to a
difference between pKR and pKaz.


32 Although the
magnitude of the geminal interaction of OMe and N3 in
15 is not certainly known, such interactions can vary
widely and that between OH and CN (for example) is
unfavourable by 7 kcal mol�1.32 What evidence there is
is consistent with the N3–MeO interaction being
considerably less favourable than MeO–MeO.33


Turning to the difference of 2.7 log units between pKR


values for anthryl and naphthyl substrates (13 and 14), we
may draw on recent estimates of the energy difference
between substitution of a hydroxyl group for a hydrogen
atom at the appropriate carbon atoms of 9,10-di-
hydroanthracene and 1,2-dihydronaphthalene.15 A dif-
ference of �G(aq) = 1.8 kcal mol�1 was estimated in
favour of the 2-hydroxy-1,2-dihydronaphthalene, reflect-
ing a more favourable hydroxyl–alkyl than hydroxyl–
phenyl interaction. This is consistent with the direction of
the observed difference in pKRs. Again, little is known of
the corresponding geminal interactions of an azido group
but we may speculate that the interaction of an azide with
the phenyl groups in 9-azido-9,10-dihydroanthracene is
more stabilizing than with a hydroxyl group.


One objective of the above analysis was to explore the
possibility of using measurements of pKaz to derive
values of pKR for alcohols for which direct measurements
are lacking. The issues discussed are pertinent to the


$����� 2


HN3


KHN3
a����


���� H� � N3
�


RN3 � HOH
Kbond����
���� ROH � HN3


$����� %4


����


����
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general problem of interrelating pK values for ionisation
reactions involving different leaving groups. The attrac-
tion of establishing such relationships is that in favour-
able cases equilibrium constants can be derived from
solvolysis measurements in aqueous solution in the same
way as for the azides discussed above,24 i.e. by com-
bining the solvolysis rate constant with a rate constant for
the reverse reaction which is assumed to be diffusion
controlled.34 Then if an equilibrium constant for one
leaving group becomes available, others may be deduced.
However, in the absence of relevant thermodynamic
measurements, more information on (equilibrium con-
stants for) �-bond interactions of the leaving groups will
be required to make the necessary interpolations. In
principle this information may be accessible from cal-
culations.35


(67(���( !�)


����������	�
�� 	�� ��	����� NMR measurements
were made with a Jeol JNMGX270 spectrometer
operating at 270 MHz for 1H NMR and 68 MHz for 13C
NMR. UV–Vis spectra were recorded using Phillips PU
8600, Bausch and Lomb Spectronic and Perkin-Elmer
Hitachi 124 spectrophotometers, with thermostatting of
cell compartments at 25.0 
 0.1°C for kinetic measure-
ments. Reagents, including the solvent trifluoroethanol,
were normally purchased from Aldrich and used without
purification; acetonitrile was of HPLC grade. Water for
kinetic measurement was doubly distilled.


�������
�� The preparation of 9-hydroxy-and 9-acetoxy-
9,10-dihydroanthracene has been described previously.2


Fluorenimine was prepared by the method of Hilbert and
Pinck,36 with the variations described below.


�������
�
�� ���� Fluorenone (50.0 g, 0.278 mol) was
heated slightly above its melting-point (82°C) and
gaseous ammonia, dried by passage through a calcium
oxide tower, bubbled through the melt for 7 days, using a
bubbler with a sintered-glass end to give a large gas–
liquid surface area. Formation of the imine was detected
by thin-layer chromatography on silica [chloroform:
Rf(ketone) = 0.8; Rf(imine) = 0.3] although extensive
hydrolysis occurred (even on neutral alumina plates).
The reaction could be crudely monitored by the increase
in bath temperature necessary to maintain the melt in the
molten state, since the melting-point of the imine product
(124°C) is higher than that of fluoreneone (82°C).
Completion of the reaction was difficult to attain because
of accumulation in the melt of water produced during the
reaction and because the solubility of the ammonia falls
with increasing temperature.


The melt was allowed to solidify and then dissolved in
chloroform and shaken with dilute hydrochloric acid. The
fluorenimine hydrochloride precipitated as an orange


solid, leaving the unreacted fluorenone in solution.
Neutralization of the hydrochloride with aqueous ammo-
nia yielded the imine, which was crystallized from
tolnene–methanol to give yellow needles (22.5 g, 41%
yield): m.p. 123.5–124.5°C (lit.36 124°C); 1H NMR
(CDCl3), � 7.14–8.27 (m, 8H, fluorenyl rings), 10.32 (s,
1H, NH).


�
���
� 	�� ���
�
��
�� ��	���������� Kinetic
methods for the measurement of rate constants for
dehydration of anthracene hydrate and solvolysis of
9-acetoxy-9,10-dihydroanthracene in water or water–
acetonitrile mixtures have been described, as have
product analyses and trapping experiments with azide
ion.2 Similar methods were used for the TFE–H2O
solvent mixtures.


Determination of the ratio of aromatic product to
hydrate formed from solvolysis of 9-acetoxy-9,10-di-
hydroanthracene was based on differences in absorbance
at 251 nm between the beginning of the solvolysis
reaction (estimated from injection from a stock solution
of the substrate into non-solvolysing acetonitrile), Ainit,
the absorbance at the completion of the reaction, A0, and
the absorbance following addition of a small amount of a
strong acid to effect conversion of anthracene hydrate to
anthracene, Amax. In principle, some trifluorethyl ether
would also be formed in the solvolysis but inspection of
the dependence of the product ratio of alcohol and
trifluoroethyl ether upon pKR for the carbocation in
previous studies suggested that the amount would be
small enough (�5%) to be neglected.18 The ratio of
anthracene to hydrate in the solvolysis products (and thus
kp/kH2O) is then given by (A0 � Ainit)/(Amax � A0) and was
based on the following measurements of A0 and Amax:
0.45, 0.53; 0.46, 0.53; and 0.48, 0.54. In each case Ainit


was 0.16.
Addition of sodium azide to the solvolysis reaction led


to a reduction in absorbance of the product from A0 to
Aaz. As described above, a ratio of rate constants for
trapping the solvolytic intermediate (presumed to be the
anthracenonium ion) by azide ion and water is obtained
from a plot of 1/(Aaz � Ainit) against [N3


�], as shown in
Fig. 1. The measured values of Aaz at the indicated
concentration of azide ion were: 0.51, 0 M; 0.38,
0.0015 M; 0.38, 0.0020 M; 0.37, 0.0030 M; 0.34,
0.0040 M; 0.295, 0.0045 M; and 0.30, 0.0060 M. In all
cases Ainit was 0.16.


Following the trapping by azide ion a further increase
in absorbance was observed which was attributed to
solvolysis of the azide trapped product 9-azido-9,10-
dihydroanthracene. Rate constants for this process
(104kobs s�1) were measured at the indicated concentra-
tions of azide ion and plotted against [N3


�] in Fig. 2:
3.42, 0.0015 M; 3.12, 0.002 M; 3.59, 0.003 M; 2.86,
0.004 M; 3.09, 0.0045 M; 2.60, 0.006 M; 2.51, 0.010 M;
2.10, 0.015 M; 1.99, 0.020 M; 1.66, 0.040 M; 1.57,
0.060 M; 1.52, 0.080 M; and 1.52, 0.1 M.
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The hydrolysis of fluorenimine was monitored spectro-
photometrically from the increase in absorbance at
256 nm, �max for the fluorenone product. First-order rate
constants were measured in aqueous HCl, sodium
hydroxide and acetate, cacodylate, N-methylmorpholine
and trimethylamine buffers. For the buffers the ionic
strength was maintained at 0.5 M with NaCl but no NaCl
was added to the HCl or NaOH solutions. For the acetate
and cacodylate buffers rate constants were extrapolated
to zero buffer concentration. The following first-order
rate constants (103k s�1) were measured at the indicated
pHs: 0.97, pH 0; 11.2, pH 1; 24.7, pH 2; 23.0, pH 4.22;
24.0, pH 4.83; 21.0, pH 5.30; 11.6, pH 5.98; 1.23, pH
7.12; 0.47, pH 7.63; 0.178, pH 8.35; 0.115, pH 9.89; 0.98,
pH 12; 0.87, pH 13; and 1.12, pH 14.


Weak buffer catalysis in 4:1 AcOH–AcO� buffers
(ionic strength 0.5 M, pH 4.22) was indicated by
measurements of first-order rate constants (102 k s�1) at
the indicated acetate ion concentrations: 2.63, 0.04 M;
2.74, 0.06 M; 2.96, 0.08 M; and 3.0, 0.1 M. These give an
apparent second-order rate constant with respect to
acetate ion of 0.08 M�1 s�1. Corresponding rate constants
in 1:1 and 1:4 AcOH–AcO� buffers were 0.06 and
0.03 M�1 s�1.


���	�8���+���	��
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